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INDEX.
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the nature of the subject matter :

(Am,) Answers. (Cor.) ( orrcspondenoe.
(pat>) paten t New8 .

(Rov.i Review or Trade Notice. (Soc.) Societies' Meetings.

Throughout the Index, items relating to the following are entered only in the following sub-indexes, which are placed in their alphabetical position in the
main index :—

Bankruptcies, Companies Registered, Deaths, Exhibitions, Names and Marks, Trade, Patents (Authors of%

SUBJECT INDEX.
For Names ami Pseudonym* of Authors »f Articles and Papers, see Index to Contributors, p. X.

Abstracts, Photographic, second volume. 766
accommodation, limited, of eye, proportional

viewing distances, table. By G. E. B., 477
Account collecting, methods, judicious and inju-

dicious. By P. Swinton, 324, 335
Accumulator lighting, enlarging pattern. By W.

Gard, 767
Acelaminocyanole. sensitiscr for deep red. By

C. E. K. Meas And G. Gutekunst, 474
Acetylene-magnesium flash lamp, Fallowficld

(Rev.), 775
Acme Art Association, miniature specialties 57
Acworth, Mrs. M. W., appointed J. P.. 178
Advertisements. assistants, drafting suitable

replies suggestions, 470
practical suggestions, 75. 102. 586, 598

Advertising, co-operative, of portrait photographs.
By Cap*. F. H. Wright. 572— systematic, business value. By II . Moore, 215

'

Advertising, Studio, for Photographers, Houghton*,
Ltd. (Rev.), 608

Aerial photography. American developments, 145— camera, automatic film, Williamson and Laws
(Pat.). 436
wireless-controlled, 731— chonging box. Society Optis, 16— film roll-holder, Gamier, 15— mapping Manhattan Island, 562— museum, Chalais-Meudon, 15— oblique, correction. Janzer (Pat.). 510— progress (Soc.). 640

Aeroplanes, interiors, methods of photographing,
756

Affiliation of Photographic Societies, outing
arrangements, 286

Agilator, hydraulic, dissolving chemicals. By
K. C. D. Hickman. 479

Airbrush Work, H. d'Osmond (Rev.), 116
Airey. Edward L., & Son, dissolution of partner-

i, 285
Albumen paper, made by Autotype Co., 285
Alkalis in development, function, table of equi-

valent weights. By E. J. Wall, 634
Aluminium soldering, formula, 258
American Annual of Photography (1923) (Rev.),

760
American Portraits at Photographic Fair. Bv

I'. ('. Tilney, 243
— announcements and award, 89, 101. 267, 270, 287
Amidol, acid, development papers, formula. By

It R. Rawkins. 293— dissolving, under water, in dark room, 316— solutions, preserving, tin salts. By J. G. F.
Drnce, 81. 101

Amusement.'!. PhotOffrapMc, W. E. Woodburv
(Rev.), 192

Anastigmat. See Lenses
Angle, circular (arc) measurement, formula. Bv

B. B., 477
Antinons release, value for time exposures with

small cameras, 566
Aperture, effective dianhragm. lenses, measuring

appliance By A. Lockett, 199
Arcade Studios, Ltd., dissolved, 393
Assistants, affiliated members, Lancashire Society

of Master Photographers, 68— answering advertisements, avoiding loss of
specimens, 470

— discussion of alleged incompetence, 59 70, 87— remedies for inadequate training. 772
Astrological portraiture (8oC.), 717
Autochrouies. extra-sensitising. Monpillard method.

294. 349. 427

Autumn, window displays for camera sales. By
i: \. Dench, 508

Baby competition, increasing business In por-
traiture, trade co-operation scheme. By M.
Thompson. 167

Background^), scenic, dm and abuse (Cor.), 686
- white precautions. By J. BffeJ, 663

- and shallow profiles, adjustment. Bv Prac-
titioner, 620

Backing, plate, desensitising, Imperial (Rev.), 301
Bank-notes, stereoscopic examination, detecting

fraud. 24

BANKRUPTCIES.

Derbyshire, J. A.. 303,
467

Flint, A., & Co., 526
Parker, v., 318
Pearson, J. R. J,, 526

Bpencer Enterprises,
Ltd., 745

Spencer, H., 393
1 iiitcd Service
Studios, Ltd., 56

Young. A., 204, 346

Barkay reflectors, makers and suppliers. 642
idio portraiture by reflected light. By R. P.

Rudd. 519
Barnet Book o! Photography, The (Rev.). 282
Hartlett studio. Wellington, work and methods. By

J. Malton Murray, 3
Bayard. Hippolyte, pioneer of photography on

paper, French claims, 513
photography, Hastings, fees, 303

Margate, fees, 345— rights of local authorities (Cor.), 57
Beauty competition, increasing business in por-

traiture, trade co-operation scheme. By M.
Thompson 167

Beetles (silver fish), wet gelatine films, destruction
(Cor.). 453

Belin method, telegraphic transmission of photo-
graphs, 241

Black margins to prints, accuracy of touch method.
Bv A. B. Ban-tree, 691

Blackpool Times, printed by offset method, 42, 46,

56. 146, 692
Blenching baths, irregular action, effects In still

and moving solutions. By E. R. Bullock. 107,
110, 258

Blinds, studio, manipulation, unobstrusive, 621
Hilisters, print;-, causes and prevention. 636
Blocking-out negatives, materials and methods.

By Thermit, 151

Bloom, negatives and prints, preventing and
removing. 502

B'ue prints, coloured sensitising solution, Durener
patent, 86

- drying chamber, Davies (Pat.), 465
- raoid production, paraffined tissue paper method,

703
Blur Printing and Modern Plan Copying. B. J

Hall (Rev.), 203

BackoTonnd(s), effects In portraiture, Sutcliffe

(Pat.), 403
methods of preparing. 46

negatives, suppliers, 642
- reflectors studios, sizes and colours. 226

BOOKS REVIEWED.
A.B.C. Guide to Autotype Carbon Printing, 192
A. B.C. of Wireless. The, P. W. Harris, 437
Agenda Lumiire-Jouola (1922). 67
American Annual of Photography (1983). 760.
Aii/lmu dej Photographischen Bildes, Dei, Dr.

E. Goldberg, 450
Burnet Book o) Photography . The, 282
Blue Printing and Modern Plan Copying, B. J.

Hall, 203
Bromoil Prints and Bromoil Transfers (Photo-

Miniature), 422
Byepaths of Colour Photography, O. Reg. 128
Chemist and Druggist Diary, The (1923). 774

ia Handbook, The, 374
nereial Photography, 54

Converting a Business into a Private Company,
II. W, Jordan. 9

Discoveries and Inventions o! the Twentieth
Century, E. Cressy, 760

Early British Trackways, Alfred Watkins, 192

Batman Besearch Laboratory Papers, 608
Hues and Spectacles, Dr. M. von Bohr. 282
Inilicatrur tic I'lndustrie Photographic, Paul

Montel, 608
Industrial Applications o] X-Rays, The, P. H. (1.

Kempton, 743
Kallitype Processes (Photo-Miniature), 116

BOOKS REVIEWED (continued).

Kiuematograph Studio Technique, L C Mac-
bean, 203

Kinematoyraph Year Book, The (1922), 67
Lenses in Use (Photo-Miniature), 666
My Five Shilling Camera, S. N. Sedgwick, 608
Segattf en Photoyraphie, Le, A. Seyewetz, 743
Patents /or Inventions, Ewart Walker and Bruce

Foster, 622
I'hotograms of the Year (1922), 943
Photographic Amusements, W. IE. Woodbury 192
Photographic Chemicals, Dr. C. Poulenc, 374
Photography in Colours, Dr. Lindsay Johnson,

374
Pausics am( Chemistry of Colloids, 9
Pictorial Photography in America, 728
Practical Colour Photography, E.- J. Wall 640
Prottdi Bromoil, Le, G. du Mares, 116
Process Engraving, E. S, Pilsworth, 449
Red Book, The U922), 54
Reports of Applied Chemistry, 282
Restoration of Prints, 116
Betouche Photographique par le Pinceau d Air,

II. d'Osmond, 116
iumetry of Photographic Emulsions, 774

Soft focus Effects in Photography (Pooto-Minia-
ture), 54

Studio advertising for Photographers, Hough-
tons, Ltd., 608

Subject Index to Periodicals, 774
Theory of Modern Opticut Instruments, The, Dr.

A. Gleichen, 267
Tectinique Cinematographique, La, L. Lobel, 666
Wellcome Exposure Diary and Calculator, The,

Burroughs Wellcome, 728
Bournemouth Camera Club, new headquarters, 49
Bournemouth, photographic pitches, fees. 205
Boxes, plate, workroom storage of small articles,

350
Bril'co, Ltd., change of address 597
Brighton Post Office Camera Club, formation. 238
Bristol photographic survey, officers, 658
British Empire cxhib.tion, Campbell-Grey, Ltd.,

so,o official photographers, 423 541, 657
British Industries Fair, photographic section, 131
— (1923), announcement, 682
British Journal, assistant editor, appointment. 406

Bromide paper(s). contrast rating, suggested
methods and formulae. By B. T. J. Glover,
23. 156— correct exposures, graduated test plate method,
722

— dark room light, yellow v. red (Cor.), 659, 671,

686, 703
— first text-book (Cor.). 59, 71
— printing amateur films. By R. R. Rawkins, 411

Professional, matt, Criterion (Rev.) 54
Sodar, Guilleminot (Rev.), 700

- stale, method of utilising, 690

Bromide prints, bloom on, prevention with coating
of celluloid varnish, 502

— copper toning, brown-black tones, 165

oxalate and chromic acid, 365, 394
— double toning with selenium. 419
— fixing, avoiding unequal fixation with acid

bath, 74
— increasing depth of tone. By A. H. Hall, 633
— overprinted redaction methods, 150
— platinum toning, impermanence of prints, 182,

207
R.PJS. exhibition, preponderance, 602

n arm-black, bleach for re-development (Cor.),

363
— spots and markings, causes and remedies, 166

sulphide toning, see Sulphide toning
warm-black tones, vigorous negative, full

lopment. 334

Bromoil printing, and Bromoil transfer, working
methods. By C. .1 Symes, 723, 738

brushes, cleaning, carbon tetrachloride, 782

hints to beginners. 734
— home-made ink, Namias formula. 381
-- inking, roller method, 646
— transfer, inking methods, 760
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<-gas paper, suita'

without prrto. 381
— working methods aad ><>rmu>. A. C. Ranfisid

A Manual o<. G. du M.ir. - (Rev).

Bronoil /Masts and Bromoil Trmntlrrt (Photo-

of ini'i
magazine hand came.-*, appreciation. 228

Burned record*. rtsvlpaanag. photographic
method. 394

Burui from Sashiight. potato asd soda remedy
(Cor.). 69

Business Cincvatiae. miniature r.nrmatograph
apparatus, commercial traveller*

Business, commerce aad professional, amatca-
By Thermit. 649

Bu»ine*s Name* Act. registration of branch boai

'.ration, ngteaied increase of fees. 303

Basiaesw aide o( professional photography. Bjr

»: **j. m, an. m. stt. 336. U*

ifhtiac and cxprsawwoa. ea-
faeton. h

«S7, Dake of Parsta,
ancestor 306

Cinema film*. American history, aids in teaching.

elementary schools. France. 413Ma
ty. 843. 598

Cinema Handbook. Th$ (Rev). 374

theatre. George
ty. 843. 898

Jinan's, Rochester lini-

Cinematograph. apparatus, historical exhibition.
South Kensington Museum. 836
Part* Unseam. 93

— camera, Debrie, high speed. 296
s , construct.on and working (Soc.). 781

— film, cellulose acetate, 16
lensily tester, Lobel method, 93
development, fixing, etc.. continuous (Soc.),-

41
different supports method of comparing

qua
Don-flam. Banehet. 414

finder-. \k«tey (Pat.). 21
— lenses, see Lenses
— projection, increase.! light-efficiency. Lenouvel

system. 286
screen*, see Screens, proj>

— projector. Luu 413

miniature. Basinets Cinevaliae. Mollier
patent. 413

non-flicker.
j>*,.fr»MMfl*]

— 500-exposare. 304
autumn t* • srment method* of

H Board of
7*

Trade ino,u:rv. 270.

— en ;U for Stud* 01

U3. 164
^^Kis caattag faalty definition, ltt

j»«n Watenn 1c- . . 728
r ferrotype purtra tur

' J

adJsstSMal. gala ia sharp"—,
607
n. chain and sprocket

628
71S

'"-oasing oo I

— Ban
778

- import, trots Oeraaaay I aitsa) Hatsa ait . 7»7

flicker. Mandial. 16
lortal notable village wedding, 333, 361

...b work, inventora' problems. 341

-stereoscopic. Hockley (Pat
•A -I- •

143

— stereo esTect attachment. Pla.totcope. 168
'i Sfadto Tcrhnigiir. L. C. Mac bean

203
^jt«-jr,ip» Year Book. 1922 I Rev). 67

CtaesMfsyrapaiaas, La TecAiuasr. L. Lot* I (Ret ).

Circalar (arc) measarement of angle, formala. By
B, B . 477

CircBlator. water. Baslga. Uooghtons, Hickman
144

Clips film, devrloplpg. wire, home made. By
rmlt. 412

tigwood and Lowru
378

Ck.n.i negatlvee, cellaloid aad glass. Batcher
It*

8 aad printing in. 280
>er. technical

. :
•

i r. Davlaa (Pall. 3'7

gliag. in cardboard p.rking cf

.ttrsled avo

of, iaspo

Sotograph*

snipn' i

dkv

for starts on eoroors

ed 8) BWMN 81 I

baa Phato-

rraph (I'm.

If 1821.

r l'\ 1 1 n | r. ir

•arr 664
toafpnit. t)r C Poalenc (Rev.).

nJ>etorr>phlBg. advaaUfe

-mmlng 3J7

703

Ba«J«n Boaghtoaa (Rev I. 716 '

Coerallgaoa developer, ladoxyl typo, Honvlka
nala. JfT

' partnrrshlp, 686
ret* rnaawixapttna. ealemiatlBg.
nana. 637

oaring formula 268
It, Psnus aasf Caeasisfra sf (Rev ). 8

Pal.l. 168
»7

Colour ciaematocrsphy. camera, before-lrn* prism.
I'al.).«66

Cs>m«t<«-k ne» pr,-re.. 88]

Kvlnni Iwo BBfoaj fl 589

667
(Pat.), 726

ie. so* ABtocbramea
a-ttas prism Uorskv (Pat). 666

1 Haaba
316

i 88BJ (Pat.). 607

tat (Cor ). 68. 103, 119. 206. 186
1«6
•nseo (Pat), 826

iiaoa plait nrgsin.

. awiaBiri (Pat.). 192

-«oTtWI.>. m
(Pal.l. 146

>* ), 26
Cor ). 88

Bhepher.' 8 32
P.I I. 6

rung details. Traab*. 414

B J. Wall (Rev.)
640

r\«t»orapht. Bwpatnt of. O. Bear (Pat).
128. 147

photograph j in. Dr. Lindsay John on

mera night pho'o-

trap'
'rep red., new. By C. B. K.

I, 474

nlatra. bathing, dyas and
inr, and R

. 414. 430
«• and ordinary plaleo, Mon-
188, 348. 427

Ipasis. Dr. D'*.rry
Powers method (Hoc.), 882

rh
..or

,-. n.e pr«e«. <i."l
t)r proiawl M' 1 H
Tie BBOBBsBLj »'f*"U

Colouring portraits, negatives and prints, special
reqairemenU. By Prudence, 77

Commercial photography, advertisements, soft-
focus effects, 629, 689

— amateur c. professional. By Thermit, 649— charges. Edinburgh Society of Professional
Photographers. 41, 100
Professional Photographers' Association, 667,

658, 673
— lenses, value of long-focus single and telo-£. 242

imiard albnm sizes, 791
Conimercial Pho/Of/rapny (Rev.), 54
Companies, photographic, registered (1921), 32

January to June (1922), 437
Company, Prtrate, Converting a Business into,

a. W. Jordan (Bev.), 9

COMPANIES REGISTERED.

a II. Development Keystone View Co.
dieato. i.i. i.. 66 177

Airco Aerials, Ltd., Kin.itucoi Syndicate
346 Ltd., 177

Anderson, Ltd., 177 Latters. Ltd.. 88
Anglo and Overseas Leadlay. Ltd., 423
Press Agency. Ltd.. l.e-lie Frank

.
73
f » ^ *h.

(Chemists). Ltd., 658
Anglo-French Films, Lesty and Co. (1922)

Ltd., 467 J68
An»lo-Hibernian Livingstone Art Co..
Trading Co., Ltd. I.I.I., 482
730.746 Luacombe Toms, H..

Ltd.. 688 anil ,77
Ashby-NoU. Ltd.. 346 Macphail Ad-Serviceu Services, Ltd.. Ltd.. 177

„'9 , ,„ ,

Mayflower Syndicate.
Baker'a Illustrated 173

,
'"•"!£• .'•' ,l

;•
i4 Mi"". Ernest H., At

5' ' Sr Yi-
Lti-Js' Homo Studios. Ltd..

Bell. W. !!.. an.l 498

-wsU "*_ _. Moons Stereoscopic
•JrifTm P lartt Ltd 288

f ld
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4B
8*t, 'Ce ' P™de 'Mono-

^ekn^Syndi. Od^.'^Jo'rge.^td..

British Studios. Ltd.. Oil Portraits. Minia-
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anr| A r'<trafls,Hu dett, C A. Lid., 205

•I. 102 Optex, Ltd.. 237B
. n

rr- '"'" Ormn Publicity Ser-
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M
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184
Photos. Ud. 670
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PrailliVjJ! Ltd.. ,0

Printer, and Pv" r̂f , J??"""
Dciigocrt' Eonln- ^Newcastle Ltd., 526

I
, 6J

<' I,,p Professlonat Photo-

I n Prodoc- ?fl
pher*', AbZ*U:

I I 145 . "' .
Qf<»'

and
,
"y, .""i!

Ite"

80, Ltd., 10

II Mills. \t
K

1",
d,'* „. Pharmacy.

faioofo., .

Fil-r. PriBUr. „„,. R^r^!
M Ltd., 658

George K. B,mp*°!'. J
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,
K
.

Bnd
257 I I'l

. 303

-t Bros. III. I™'
4*' }lfiJ'*ri *

I and Co., Ltd..

. E.. and Son. D **, _ ...
237 ' Sunbeam Tours, Ltd.,

Engrav-m. „ ^?_ _ „
Ud. 137 Sykes. T. Dunnlll,

(iraya'PBhllshini.-
896

llenlsrhel. A'thur,
,44 T" r

,

n
,

rr
,

""' How,

Co ( TJnilerwnod Commer-
l.t.l 777

»« V,
346

^ .A* ..
Industrial Intelli- Dnochrome, Ltd., 10

gence Ltd.. 102 \' -,,'•
'•' <l

-
1"

'sngeahle Lens Vtrllinjtton and
y : Lid., 406

Jonr* (Beckrnham). Yeates, C. 8., Ltd.,
. 762 24

K II Phoirgraphic Tevnnde Ltd.. 696
Inventions. Lid, 404 Tvnnnes (Leeds), Ltd.

Kay. N. 8.. Ltd . 7J1 482
Competition, all. British, announcement*. 29, 42

. 473
- Jadges. 346. 362

ml half, awards. 763
Condensers, lantern, quadrnple, Morshach (Pat.),

448

Camera Co.
Bdon) Ltd. 118
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Congress of Professional Photographers' Associa-
tion, announcements. 37, 333, 495, 497, 529, 537— address by Plrie Macdonald, 574— annua] dinner, 593— assistants and signing of exhibition portraits,
677

-- assistants' evening, 394, 678— balance sheet, 717— co-operative advertising. By Cant. F. H.
Wright. 572— exhibition, awards, 547
judges. 421
review. By F. C. Tilney, 554— exhibition pictures, value of assistant' help, 579— group of members. Windsor, 676
key to group, 592— photographic parasites, discussion, 580— president's address : Some European portraits

with some tendencies in modern portraitnre by
photography, 550— September, unsuitable for country members
(Cor.), 11, 26. 43, 58. 70. 611, 627, 643. 659— should brother photographers be at daggers
drawn? discussion, 579— trade enlargements, discussion, 581— trade exhibits, 553— nnusual portraitnre, Charles Aylett, 590— visit to half-tone and colour departments of
Amalgamated Press, 582— visit to National Gallery and National Portrait
Gallery, 581— 1923, at Photographic Fair. 674, 729. 748

Connell, Lena, change of business name, 158
Contrast rating, gaslight and bromide papers sug-

gested methods and formula;. By B. T. J.
Glover. 23. 156

Convection effects, bleaching and fixing baths,
without movement of solutions. By E. It.
Bullock. 107. 110 258

Convention. Photographic, Shrewsbury, announce-
ment. 330. 348, 381
1923 meeting, York, 423

Copper toning, bromides, black and brown tones,
165
oxalate and chromic acid, 365, 394

Copying, avoiding reflections. By D. Charles, 503— cleaning originals, 788— contact, bv reflected light, Manul process TJ11-
mann, 420, 479, 694— exposure meter. Rickman (Pat.). 773— framed pictures, lighting and supporting fit-
ments. 7

— halftones, eliminating dot effect, 690. 747— line drawings, necessity for correct exposure, 621— medals avoiding reflections, magnesium oxide
method, 458— scale for determining camera extension, 470— stained prints, blue screens, efficiency (Cor.).
331, 363, 379. 395

— surface reflections, unsuspected causes. 706— various scales, standardising exposures. By D.
Charles, 709

Copyright, assigned, infringement, equitable
assignee, necessary conditions for legal action,
398. 405— Brazil, application of 1911 Act. 300— Bulgaria, application u>f 19U Act, 119— Ifun'rary. application of 1911 Act, 300— employee's ownership, written evidence neces-
sary, 1

— infringement, by authorising, High Court judg-
ment. 781. 790
France, protective organisation, 321
innocent, admissible plea, 166— old photographs, existence or non-existence,

reasonable conclusions, 469— similar subjects, same author, 122
Corrugated reflectors, Westminster Engineering

Co. (Rev.), 744
Corrugated zinc, Bawtree (Rev.), 283
Costing system, studio, systematic. Bv P. 8winton

307
Costs, special work, standing charges necessary

factors. 13
Cover, dish, light-proof, air-tight, C.R., Rathbone

(Rev.). 67
Crescent Lens Co., Ltd., winding-no 285
Cricket photographs, value of long-focus lens, 377
Currents, convention, in solutions, method of ascer-

taining position, direction and duration By
B. R Bullock, 107. Ill, 258

Curved surfaces, pictures on, reproduction process.
Von Lncken (Pat.), 299

Cutting plates to size, touch methods. By A E.
Bawtree. 692

*

Czechoslovakia photographers, necessary quali-
fications, 765

D and P. work. See Developing and printing trade
Daguorrcoty.nc(s), first portrait. 145— higher values of good specimens, 29— methods of renovating, 451, 514
Darkroom, onuipment, successful negative making

By II Wilis. 6'8
— floor, keeping rlry, suitable working benches, 749— hand-lamn, non-actinic, substitute for ceiling

liTht. 134
— light, hro-ddo paper, yellow v. red (Cor.), 659,

671 686. 703— methods of improvising, 756

Supplement, Thi British Journal of PnoToomrnv, December 29, 1922.

Daylight, development. See Desensitising;— lamps, Osram, blue bulb, 258— projection screen, Fallowfield demonstration
(Soc.), 302

Dealers', Photographic, Association, annual con-
gress, 253

Richards, J. Cruwys,
346

Scott, Mrs. Walter,
658

Simmons, W. H., 42
Sinclair. L., 9
Terras, J., 740
Waterhouse, Major-
General J., 604

DEATHS.

Bachrach, D., 25
Baird, V. C, 726
Blunt, H. W., 512
Burrows, C. W^, 81
Christie, Sir W. H..
65

Corke, C. Essenhigh,
118

Cowan, A., 159
Lewis, W. G., 669

Depth of definition, relation of distance between
focussing screen and lens. By G. E. B., 478

Depth Of focus, chart for finding, construction and
formula;. By H. W. Lee, 135— theory and practice. By G. E. B.. 476. 492
507, 521, 534

Depth of tone, prints, increasing. By A. H. Hall,
633 '

'

Derby Photographic Society, revival, 467
Desatyne apparatus display matter, photographic

method. By W. Gamble, 693
Desensitisers, commercial developing, time saving

methods. By A. C. Banfield, 755— exhausted developers, experiments. By J. G. F
Drnce. 296— phenosafranino, eliminating dye-stain, formula
By H. G. Cleveland, 753— Pinakryptol, characteristics and formulae. Bv
R. E. Crowther, 351
non-staining, Dr. E. Konig, 262— Pinakryptol Green and phenosafranine, com-

parison tests. By A. H. Hall, 531— review of progress, 355
Desensitising, backing, Imperial (Rev.), 301— negatives by direct reversal 765— self-, plates. Wiebking patent", 222
Developer(s). See also under the various developers— amido-phenol (Neol), ITanff (Pat.). 391— chemical constitution, Alribat and Lumiere, 16— desensitising. See Desensitising— dye transfer printing plate, Daylight Film Cor-

poration (Pat.). 74]
— gelatine-hardening for relief prints, Bloxam

(Pat,), 83— heaters, electric resistance appliance, 105
Heatrae (Rev.), 360— M.-Q.. borax, Wellington & Ward (Rev.), 561— metol-hydroouinnne, concentrated, one-solution.

By E. H. Booth, 168— recent progress, 356— testing, comparison, methods and formulas. By
J. I. Crabtree. 153, 170, 188

Developing and printing trade, bromide paper for
printing. By R. R. Rawkins. 411— large output of enlargements by Hastings firm,
689

— variation of work. By Thermit, 536— window advertising. By E. Dench, 429
Developing tank, plate, Apem (Rev.), 191— roll-film. Apem (Rev.), 267, (Pat.). 727
Development, and exposure, functions in modifying

negative contrasts. By W. S. Davis. 279— effect on grain clumps in emulsion (Cor.). 687— function of alkalies, table of equivalent weights
By E. J. Wall, 634— recent progress, 370— stand, irregrlar action, method of minimising.
By E. R. Bullock, 107, 111— theorv. grain structure v. light , quanta Bv
W. Clark, 462

— time, calculator for temperature. By L. Kraft,

— water-bath, reducing density of high-lights, 365— white light. See Desensitising
Dewing. lantern slides, prevention, 501
Diamidophcnol developer. See Amidol
Diaphragm(s), lens. See also Lens(es)

Waterhouse. origin, 613, 643, 659
Diffusion. See alto Soft-focns— discs, Portrait, Eastman, Kodak (Rev.). 255
Dirt on studio roofs, London, causes of artificial

lighting, 377
Discoveries and inventions of the Twentieth Cen-

tury, E. Cressy (Rev.), 760
Dissolving chemicals, thorough mixing necessary,

654
Done. J., oldest photographic trade printer, 423
Drain pines, converting into developing tanks

experiences. 253
Braining board, levelled, dark-room sink. 559
Dry-mounting, electric flat-iron method (Soc), -669— press. alnmin :um plates, Stean (Pat.) 421

Uurri-M (Pat.), 38
Drying, box. circulating fan. Bv H. Wills, 619— enhinet, clour-sensitised bathed plates. By

F. M. Walters. Jnr. and R. Davis, 332— chamber, blue prints. Pavies (Pat.), 465— cupboard, film. Orav (Pat.), 98— machine o-int. endless web patt"rn, Kodak, 427
rotarv, Houghtons (Cnr). 147

automatic. Eclipse, Graber (Rev.), 117
— rack, plates, three-print support, 788
Duplicate negatives, direct by desensitising, 765

Button's photo-composing machine, letterpress. ByW. Gamble, 693
Dye(s), colour sensitising, tee Colour-sensitisers
JJyo impressions, transfer process, colour cinema-

tography, Daylight Film Corporation (Pat.),

Dye-toning process, quinonc bleacher, German
patent, 426

- Van Doren Kellcy (Pat.), 539— silver iodide (Soc.), 317
Dyoing sensitive films for relief prints (Cor.), 27

Eastman theatre and school of music, Rochester,

Economies, workroom, time and money saving, 636Edinburgh Society of Professional Photographers,
meetings, 100, 163, 221. 284, 491, 625 702 762

4i
mlmmum pnccs ,or commercial photography,

Edmonton, Alberta, formation of camera club, 731
Efficiency increased, professional portraiture. By

It. J. Comley, 428
Egyptian archaoiogical research, Lord Carnarvon's

discovery, 733
Election, parliamentary, business in postcard and

poster portraits, 645
Electric current at power rate. 197, 207 2*6— charges to photographers, Blackburn scheme 513— Wykeham Studios v. Westminster Electric Cor-

poration, High Court case, 297, 306, 314 377— — Appeal judgment, 674, 680
Eloctric, developer heaters, Heatrae (Rev.), 360— lamps. See Half-watt

'

;,2nlarger' from accumulator. By W Gard
767
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"lector and reflected

Ilgnt. J3y It. p. Rudd, 519— reproduction of structure of black paper wrap-
ping to photographic plate, 294

Electricity, photographs, selenium crystals. Bronk

Electrolytic etching, half-tone plates, process and
apparatus, Weeks Photo-Engraving Co. (Pat.),

Elliott and Fry, opening of new premises, 758
Ellis, A., new secretary of Professional Photo-

graphers' Association, 181, 193
Embossed photographs, Releefoto, Bardilis (Rev)

683 '

Emulsions, photographic, review of research 357Engineering cinema films for Brazil centenary
exhibition. 467

*

Enlargement company (Spencer Enterprises, Ltd

)

winding-up, 745
'

Enlargements, colour, for D. & P. trade Bv
Thermit, 785 '

— hard negatives, softening image 262— record output of Hastings firm, 689

KulSf'(p
a
t1

priDtinK machine, automatic,

— development papers, calculator for, 438— exposure meter. Rickman (P--t ) 77?— graininess, minimising by diffused illumination
674 •

— lantern, accumulator lie-hting. Bv W Gard 767
Imperial Thornton-Pickard (Rev ) 667

'

Salex Little Junior. City Sale (Rev.), 622— scratched vest-pocket negatives, mercurv
vapour lamps (Cor.), 514

~ V
(Rev

a
)' 608

PPal"atU8
'

AIdis-Ens'Sn
-

Houghtons

incandescent gas. Bv L. Nell 63 "

Kodak (Pat.), 233, 358, 726
(Rev.), 255

Overton. Sichel (Rev.). 302
use to lithographer, 141— witliout condensers, Boardman apparatus effici-

ency (Cor.), 363
construction of apparatus and suitable light-

source, 334
*"

Envelopes, transparent panel, British makers, 98— — Post Office regulations 52

nsrshf
06
?!

Engraving c°- dissolution of part-

Etching, electrolytic, half-tone plates, process andapparatus, Weeks Photo-Engraving Co. (Pat .),

Etiquette, professional, sitters at wrong studio 45
Exhibition.^ centenary of photography, Paris

— prints, standard size mounts Club Photo-
grapher, 620

EXHIBITIONS.

Affiliation landscape prints at the R.P.S., 681Banfield A. C, photographs by. 142
British Landscape Prints at the fi.P.S 681Croydon Camera Club. 641

'

Edinburgh Pbotog-aohic Society 114
Eyans. Frederick H., photographs by, 757Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Pro-fessional Photographers, 621
Goodwin. Dr. Henry 11.. portraits by 201
LnbosJiey. N E by 7'

3

Jfacdonald. Pirie. portraits by 343
Polygon Came-a Club 316

™ir*L ph °tographer.s' Association, Con-
r. r< ss, oo4

Rotherham Photographic Society, 654
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Photographic Society, 567, 587, 603

161
an Walter, portraits by. 37

John Forbea. photographs. 757

[merit, functions in aa^^H
legatlve controls. Bv W. S Iiavi- 279

noeay (Rev.), 438
ig. virions scales, standardising By D.

"It factors and
ii of subjects. By W. S. Da

ease, TrU,

Ltd., removed from register.

Flowers, cat, photographing, beet time for gather-
ing. 499

Fluoride, acid ammonium, removing films from

By A. Lockett, 434
A.

negatives, 410
Focal length, lens, measuring. By A. 1

Clay's method, by V. Jobling and t
Newman A Gnardia

301
606

expansion

by

K,
. device for pnotogTa:

.11

Taylor

«V» and Sptct iUt l«r. VI IM K

ipenences of Walterfaces, stu
man i

I ' Development,
back lo caaae. accarair obsertav

photographic •"CJj^^H
Fkotofraphic. American portraits• "tographlc. American porfr..

.243
I .de goods. 244

'ensloal photographers,
194

id Park Hall, snoancenicnl, in,
733

Palli.» noes ai-tn
Feathers!,,or II it . uulli,

Journal, 40a
ftrrocyanide la developer lm»ri..o itiartart

Salt. 137, 178. 195
Focussing, hoods, cameras.

(Pat.), 569
— magnifiers, high power. Dallmeyer (Rev.)

f
locket Bash-lamp as aid. By D. Charles. 606
lo-Brom stripping negative paper,

103
Forgeries, art. registration and detection

photography. 542
Formulae, see teat for genuineness, 501

Forty". : portraiture. 766
Fowls, exhibition, acceptable advertising photo-

graphs. By A. R. Brown, 653
Framed pictures, copying, lighting and support-

fitments, 7
Frame's). Ses also Mouldings
— portrait. Bernard Co. (Rev.), 661

Praming photographs, precautions against deterior

ation. 486
Prance. See ulso Paris Notes.
— copyright infringement, protective organisation,

— Dictionary of Photographic Trait, Paul Monti 1

(Rev.), 608
— Frees photographs, official, article illu

42
•nits, arguments in fa r.J, 514

— lack of reality and courtesy in invitations, 366

mate cases (Cor). 483
— suggested method ..f reform. 441

portraits, suitable posing. By
J. ESel. 675.

a

iK"

piu-•alas

• r mrtn.. :

66
'."meat. Bi

mi
• etlophaa* SoclMe (Pat i. 327
Braadenbergrr Pat t. m, 433

Itneee* dersleetng. tl i

Ml

topiag so.I stasis* in Tropica

22
wall plage, 401

, suggested need I

so negatives, acid ammonium

sntdae*. direct ions for maktag.

rraph camera, AkeUy 'Pal V a
382
as, Belin

luty. ftne eliemical. variations.

Gaslight paper's), contrast rating, snggrated
methods and formala-. By B. T J. Glover. 23.

negatives, clean edge, 606

Gelatine, chemistry, explanatioa of scientific terms.

m In tit\ plate emulsions, recent re-

B. tlbeppard. 677 696, 710

irmsxe*. hardening, Bchl 41 paten! 2*'<

- jellies, strength, testing, results (Hoc.), 701

National Majazine. photographs
sutt.stil« f*»e Illustration 444

Owwi optical goods snd Safeguarding of Indus.

tries Act. complaint by British manafacturers,
rrade committee. 270. 198. 342. 371

report, 781. 78»
Glasgow aid Was* el Scotland Society of Pr.-f-

slooal photographers, meeting 2M
I >*ghtoBS (Rev.), 716
Jags, caaae and removal,

- hotrolllng machine Catlni (Pat i. 9

Half-tone(s), operating, one-stop, one-exposure.
By B. A. Bierman, 190
system (Cor.), 239, 259. 271. 287. 347. 363. 378.

407. 453, 499, 527, 563
— screens, cross line, lllig (Pat.), 173

Hatt (Pat), 523
Half-watt lamps, installation, portable, construc-

tion, practical value (Soc.), 183— position of bulb when in use. 689
— reflector, studio, making. By P. W„ 725
Hand movements, industrial workers, camera

records, 731
Hands and feet, studio portraiture, suitable posing.

By J Effel, 675. 751
Headstone, grave, photographs, American ceme-

teries, 303
Heater, electric, developing solutions, etc.. 105

Heatrae (Rev.), 360
Heliolette background negatives, change of sup-

pliers, 642
Holmes Bros., dissolution of partnership, 526
Hoodtsi. focussing for cameras, Newman & Guardia

(Pat.). 569
lens-, collapsible, making. By D. Charles. 326

Hotel descriptive booklets, business value of good
photographs and printing. 165

llurter and Driffield methods, recent investigations,
369

Hyilrocoerulignon developer. indoxyl type.
Hnmolka. 397

H . Iroquinone developer, stains, removing, per-
manganate (Cor.), 239

Hyperfocal distance. See also Depth of focus.
H of term and formula) for finding. By
a e. a., 492

Ilvpo, contaminating developer, precautions for
isolating fixing bath. 502

- imported a Is, low strength, 611. 643
- regenerating from fixing baths with hydrosal-

phite, 2, 289
strength of fixing bath, causes of dilution. 485

leratlng with acid. 73
v Thermit, 80, 126, 665

! and report, 721. 730
Thomas, consulting director of com-

atlni (Pi
method..

. 'graphic papers, measur-
ing !• I a. Jones
and VI «. 216, 239

J . resigns technical editorship

olograpAer. 28S
-m«. photographing, illuminating power,

Otrcta developer, bromide paper, for Brotnol!

ister. 681
OsjWh str. . Holographs 269

Society, Photographic, groap of members.
"'Si*

I

lag eolation, stadlo a-- ' 'mul*

laminating p »er. (TO
Rev.).

- ). Ml|
prints, "<

riperf.cl Bis

.mmoalam chloride formuU. 487
•rrsp Iron "ft ' By E

..s from potato an.l soda remedy

automatic. 85*

I. M8

lamp, ecetjlcas — gn«-

-en. advantages
propartiee. dan.

• .1 i !,., nnrtrailnre enVi-nt methods. TOO
"Ceeeery .|oailfica-

iness asset, definition and value, 274

II It . methods and alms in photo-
.- portraiture. 309

lumps of dry -pUt* emulsion, development
effect. 687

fine, in negative*, orthoehromatic pUtes (Cor.).

439 ,_ . „
1 on (8oe.) 283

taction centres, development, action

.-hi and chemical tly W. CUrk.

position." -ftajwirtssKe to photo-

ine,| by War

Photo-

H8sjs, 1*4

I stands, posiio

graphers (Cor.). 87
war. photogr ...

ilaed staff

graphics, Ltd.. 5*2
J. and B-. dissolution of partnership,

lit
Droop*. Urge and ootdoor, pleasing

arrangement. 366 _
lense*. securing pleasing effeeU, 442

Id., winding-op. 288

flattenberg. P., stadlo business management (Soc.),

236

11 i H See Barter ami Driffield

IUIII"' mmating dot effect. 671,

6*0.
iting, diffraction and screen separations.

Ilford. Ltd..
lllingworth,

. 658
immer photography, dark-room difficulties

. 744
' gelatine films, destruction (Cor). 453

-eliminnry bleaching and
devil 149

Interiors, domestic, photographing, practical sug-

gestions, 620
ns, provisional protection, scope and value.

225
Iodide, p iper. Daylight Film Corpora-

iPat.). 727
Ireland, B.. pioneer In multi-studios, appreciation.

2J8
Iris lens diaphragms, early use (Cor.), 659.

«!jo Waterhouse,
Irish Salon of Photography, announcement*. 406.

SH
Iron, silver-, sensltisers. Bchwartl (Pat.). 219

matic ''ens. see Light-filters.

Italian official photographs for Press photo-
graphers, 67

Ivory, transferring carbon tissue for printing. 62

Ontario Press photographer, London

.ution to British

I, 396. 407
rraphlc trade (Cor.). 146

ex-, photographing, camouflage methods.
731

Knl/ifl/p* Proctnet 'Photo Miniature) (Rev.). 116

Kevstone Art Co.. Ltd.. removed from register, 237
" itman. Co., annual report and share

,306. 314

. 102. 303. 498. 703
• issue. 791

!*o-minute photography. Phodoko
319

new, Greek design, plan at Royal

sensitlser for deep red. By C. V. K
. Guteknnst. 474

H3 415

C.C. system

n. 228
Lancasl.

annu i

meet:
Langhn-

aer of artistic portraiture, appre-

ty of Master Photographers,
:. 329

16

'nntnrv licinidatinn, 102
n. Massiot. 414

-etna, project
nt, quick methodanno

'. 747. 763
— colour by development, thiocarbsm-.do formaU,

696
— dewing, preventive measures. 501

- soft gradation. 630

irger, 232
plates. Oevaert (Rev), 623

— sepia tones, Harpur pyro-ammonia formala
(Soc.), 68
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Leiguton Buzzard and District Camera Clob,

formation, J2 _ ....
Lens(os). S»« alto Depth of Focus :

Soft-focus

igaa; Telephoto lenses
— adapting to camera, temporal? fitting devices,

690— cells, stuck, appliance for loosening, 133
— cap, temporary, glass front, protection from

dust in dealer's window, 466
— cinematograph projection, Warmisham (Pat.)

420— commercial photography, choice of type*, 242
- correction, chemical focus. By H. L., 475

damaged, causes and remedies, 410
— diaphragm, effective, measuring appliance. By

A. Lockctt. 199
iris anil vt aterhouge, 613, 643, 669

— f/2 anastigmats. Minor (Pat.), 714
— focal length, and drawing, 662

and scale of reproduction, 602
measuring. By A. Lockett, 434.

Clay's method. By V. Jobling and E. A.

Bait, 137, 178, 195 „ „— historical development. By Dr. R. 8. ( lay

(Traill-Taylor lecture). 624
— holder, temporary, testing lenses, 121
— large-aperture, care in adjustment of camera

and shutter, 2— manufacture, past and present methods (hoc.),

668— mount, swing-front, Broadbent (Pat.), 639
— portrait, amistigmat, f/1.9, Pentac, Dallmeyer

I, 466— process, testing, Demichel method, 92
- quartz soft-focus, Uanovia Co. (Pat.), 281
— rapiditv, factors in. By V. Jobling and E. A.

Salt. 93. 108

spectacle, soft-focus. By L. M. A. Roy, 372

hemes in Vse (Photo-Miniature), (Rev.), 666

Leto Photo Materials Co., Ltd., amalgamated with
Wellington and Ward. Ltd., 467

Lettering, suitable inks and pens (Soc.), 450

Letterpress printing, photo-composing machines.
Bv W, Gamble, 692

Life Portraits, Ltd., removed from register, 237

Light, photo-electric action, on photographic film.

By J. V. Woodrow, 232— quanta, effect on grain structure in development.
Hv W. Clark, 462
thoorv of photographic exposure. By F. C.

Toy, 443, 514— thoory in reference to the photographic emul-
sion. Bv L. Silberstein and C. F,. K. Mees, 384

Light-filter(s), formula;. By C. D. Hodgman, 6
— plain glass, aid in focussing for colour

exposures, 197
Lignite, action on photographic emulsion, 294, 331

Lincoln Cathedral, the Imp, model for photo-
graphers' convenience, 56

Line drawings, copying, necessity for correct
exposure, 621

— printing negatives on gaslight paper, 606
Lithography, poster work, use of optical enlarger,

141

Livorpool Amateur Photographic Association,
change of premises. 319

London, dirt on studio roofs. 377
London Photographic Co.. Ltd.. winding-up. 467
Lonsdale Process Engraving Co., Ltd., voluntary

winding-up, 102
Louden & Pickles, dissolution of partnership, 177
Luggage, cameras as personal, no charge by rail-

way companies, 452
Lumiere-Joiiff/a, Agenda, 1922 (Rev.), 67

Macdonald, Pirie, American appreciation, 659
holiday making in Adirondack mountains, 101
member of selecting committee. R.P.S.

exhibition, 319
Mahoney A Co. dissolution of partnership. 24
Manul process, contact cooying bv reflected light

TJUmann. 420, 479. 694
Margins, white, prints accuracy of touch method.

By A. E. Bawtree, 691
Mars, new photographs, South America, 377
Mask(s) making, quick method. 254— rectangular cutting, simple method. By V.

Jobling. 487— title. Bowen (Rev.), 283
Master and servant, legal relations, 614, 646
Materials and processes, nhotogranhic 1921. Bv

F. F. Reqwlck 340. 354, 368
Matt plates, avoiding nail-marks in manipulation

(Cor.). 763. 778
lores for dry chemicals. By A. E. Bawtree. 691

Medals, copying, avoiding reflections, magnesium
oxide method. 458

Men. tic portraits, successful method*.
By Pirie Macdonald, 17

Metal accessories, dark room, safety in use. Bv
Thermit. 412

Methylene Blue B., undyed portion of emulsion
film (Cor.). 527

Metol develooer poisoning, soda carbonate remedy
(Cor.), 71

Metol-hydroquinone developer, bromide paner, for
Bromoil transfer. 681

— keeping properties (Cor .), 687
— one-solution, concentrated. By E. H. Booth 168
Metronome in dork room, timing seconds, uniform

exposures, 402
Mczzoiypes, Autotype Co. (Rev). 709

Micrographic photographs, value in reproducing
textile goods, 513

Micrography, photo-, simple attachment for

ordinary camera, 106
- attachment, Swift-Wheeler (Rev.), 116
.Mirrors, portrait photography, use in short studios,

706
— silvering. Lumie.ro method (Cor.), 563

thick coating, formula;. Ily B, T. King. 509

Models, photographic, good and bad, charac-
teristics, 200

Moisture, protecting film from, layer of palmitic
acid, I/ovejoy method. 341

Morlaud Studios. Ltd., voluntary winding-up. 268

W, 1).. and E. C. Peckham, dissolution of

partnership, 658
Motor-cycle, value to press or commercial photo-

graphers. By Prudence, 125

Mouldings. See also Frames
art. narrow, Forrest (Rev.), 450
imported, suggested duty, 394

Mounting stamps, Butcher (Rev), 659
Mounts, standard sizes for exhibition prints. Club

Photographer, 620
Movements, analysis, industrial workers, camera

records, 731
recent progress, 414
slow-motion photographs, 483

Multiple images, one-lens, Killick (Pat.), 174

Multiple printing, registration method. By
AV. Zerbe, 771

NAMES AND MARKS, TRADE.

(Applied for, registered, renewed, or removed.)

Albumet, 83 Kodak Tested Chemi-
Anaplas reproductions, cals (Design), 254, 404

202 Kodatone, 540 715

Angelo, 83 Koh-I-Nor, 83

Apem, 234, 404 Kosmos, 175, 300
Aristar, 202 Kristal, 22, 175

Artura (Label), 83 Lingrain, 421

Autochromos Lumiere, Lumex, 175

421 Lumograph, 481

Autotype (Design) 374 N. G. (Device), 220

Ayrona, 202 Ncgopock, 175

Azol, 421 Novex, 40

Bayrapid, 220 Novogas, 774
Bctanol, 175 Obo, 449, 607

Brierley (Camera Fastinello, 202

Design), 344 Perfecta, 421
Bromoil, 639 Petra, 175
Bulldog-World Design, Phodeko, 525

560, 760 Photophane, 83
Carbine (Stork Design), Photoy, 344

175, 300 Pigmoil, 421

Carbro (Design), 175 Planior, 175
Certinal, 639 Proxar, 202
Chat Tone Series (De- Reprograph, 525

sign), 175 Rocket, 83

D.50 (Hexagon Nut Ruby, 421
Device), 202 Septon, 760

Desensitol, 202 Standa, 742
Desium, 220 Stands above all (Stork
Devalaprint. 344 design), 300, 449
Dolmi, 83 Stork design (Stands
Drum (Device), 83 above all). 300, 449
Ducar, 83 Sunbeam, 421
Dupli-tized, 128 Sundora (Design), 175
Educational Pictures Teddy, 220
(Design), 374 Tenax, 83

Electroid, 421 Texo, 83
Empire, 742 Tintona, 116
Ensyna, 639 Universum, 202
Ensynoids, 639 Urban, C, 83
Eurystigmat, 83 V.M.C., 83
Fabritype, 175 Velophot, 639, 760
Faerie Cinema, 202 Velox (Design), 175,
Griffin (Design). 540 344
Ilyptona, 421 Velox (Four Designs),
Iconta 344, 481 282
Iko, 9, 22 Vesca. 421
Impex, 202 Vittex, 83
Kalo, 116 Weeks Electrical Etch-
Kappa, 560 ing (Design), 282
Cay to Success (De- Wellington "Xtra
sign), 560, 760 Speedy (Label), 421

Kima, 449, 607 Wellington Speedy (De-
Kinatome. 202 sign), 220
Kodak (Design), 220, World, Bulldog design,

374 560. 760
Zenith, 220

Naphthacyanole, sensiliser for deep red. By
C. E. K. Mees and (1. Gutckunst. 474

National Geographic Magazine, photographs? suit-
able for illustration, 444

Natural history photography, flashlight indoor
and outdoor. By O. J. Wilkinson, 84, 311

Nature Photographic Society, annual general
meeting, 130

Xi'iol Industrial Collodions, Ltd., change of
address, 778

Nigatij en Photographie Le., A. Beyewetl (Rev.),
743

Negative paper, stripning, Folio-Brom, expansion
of film (Cor.), 103

Negatives, deterioration in storage (Cor.), 454
— jxicking for postal transmission, safety method.

486, 513
— portrait, successful, studio and dark-room

equipment and operations. By II. Wills, 617
— printing papers, present-day technical quality

(Cor.), 198, 223, 239

Neography, transfer prints in pigment, Carl pro-

I, 708
New Zealand, Customs, tariff, British preferential,

145
— professional portraiture, Uartlett studio By

I Malton Murray, 3

Newspapers, by photography, emergency methods,
286

— photography for. See Press photography
— production, offset printing, Blackpool Times, 42,

46, 56, 146, 692
Niepce,. first permanent record of object by

agency of light in, 1822, 13
— unpublished letter to son, discovery, 294
Night photography, hand-camera, colour-sensitised

plates. Ily L. Gimpel, 399
-, photographing. A udometer, 169

Noon, J. E., dissolution of partnership, 56
North Yorkshire and South Durham Professional

Photographers' Society, formation, 330
— meeting, 423
Northern photographic exhibition, Manchester,

1923, announcements. 402, 625

Obituary. See DEATH8.
Octophototype Syndicate, Ltd., voluntary winding-

up, 318
Offset printing in newspaper production, 42, 46.

56, 146
— By W. Gamble. 692
Oil paintings, preservation and cleansing. 778
Oil prints, matt eur.face, wax-ink method. 410

Ontario Press photographer. W. James, London
visit, 731

Operator, alternative term wanted, suggestions
(Cor.). 499, 515

Optical Instruments, Modern, Theory ol. The. Dr.
A. Gleichen (Rev.), 267

Optical journal, French, 17, 119
Orthochromatic plates for negatives of fine grain;

(Cor.), 439
Osglim electric lamp for dark-room illumination,

369
Overhead charges, necessary factor in estimating

cost of special work, 13
— studio, distinctive window display, business

value. By M. Thompson, 227
Oxford Optica.! Co., Ltd.. liquidation. 24

Packing negatives for postal transmission, safety-

method, 486, 513
Paget colour plates, experiments (Soc), 717
Paintings, Old Masters, photographic tests for

genuineness, 194, 254
— registration and detection of fraud by photo-

graphy, 542
Paints and varnishes, formulae, and photographic

uses (Soc.), 609
Palmitic acid, protecting film from moisture, Love-

joy method, 341
Panchromatic plates, commercial, hyper-sensitising,

formulae. Bv F. M. Walters, Jnr., and R.
Davis, 416, 430

Panel Photettes, Smith (Rev.), 83
Panelling, studio, oak substitute, working details,

172
Panoramic prints, sectional, with ordinary camera.

By C. F. Stiles, 33
Paper, base, raw. photographic, amalgamation of

Wiggins, Teape & Co., and Alex. Pirie A Bona,
194

progress in manufacture, 406
— black, enclosing photographic plate, electric

reproduction of structure, 294
— photographic, gloss characteristics, measuring,

experimental methods. By L. A. Jones and
M. F. Fillius, 216, 229

Paper-sensitising machines. Davies (Pat.), 317
Paris congress and exhibition (1924), centenary of

photography, 92
Paris Notes. By L. P. Clerc, 15, 92, 294, 413, 427
Parks, Royal, hand camera photography, permits

unnecessary, 269
Passe-partout, binding pads, Butcher (Rev. J, 667
Passport photographs, need for regulation size, 670
Pastel, prints in, coloured, Dr. D'Arcy Power'*

method (Soc), 583
monochrome and colour. Bury method, 685

Patents for Iventions, Ewart Walker and Brace
Foster (Rev.), 622

PATENTS, AUTHORS OF.

Act-Gee. fur Anilinfabrikation—relief prints, SI
Akeley. C. E.—cinematograph finders, 21
Amalgamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd.

roll-film developing tank, 727
Atkinson, E. F.. and another—multiple printing

frames, 115
Belin, E.—colour cinematography, 726
liloxam, A. G.—relief prints, 83
Brandenberger, J. E.—cellulose films. 392. 421
Bredon, C. E.—one-exposure three-colour cameras.

524
Broadbent, AV.—swing-front lens mount, 639
Bronk. O. von—photographs by electricity. 774
Brown, T. AV., and others—photo-composing

machine, 655
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PATERTI, AUTHORS Of ' »*./)
Burger, P. Lv—film developing, etc., apparatus.

Barrel!. P. J., and another- tin -mounting
prafaea. 37

Cat.n:. A -(ir.nl-glazing michnr. 9

ulose filn

Christensen, J. II—multicolour screen*. 525
Colour Photography, Ltd., aad anoth.

colour print*. 202
two-colour process. •

Correll. P. 8.—lantern screen*. 681
Davies. J. W. -drying Mae urit.U. 465

paper-sensitising machines, J17
•it r'.lm CorporatKHi—hardened gelatine

• ate, 741
- developer. 737

Da Sperati. M. allotype plates. 367. 35*
De try. II V and another-»**»tigmat lease*.

Deno:*. t. 1 . aad othera—aoa-etip
framea. •

Dtotelli. A . and another—multiple
frame*, lift

Kaaon. II. k Btiag frame-. '2*

Emm.- II II (battel releases. «M

Feaerscag. W- while you-»ait camera. 699, 7*9
•ad aoother-co

iu-»t"g:»ohy. *77 m
li. stencils by photocraphic methods,

«a
I Joen C. P —camera record* of race . fi

•le Procoadine t h rr<- -colour
Wtl, 666

telegraphic Iraasmi-

aj

Aim-dry in* cupboard. N
rmical aad tlanufactur.ng

"eases, 3*1
ia!f tone screens, SO

3*1
l).i«h Limp. » t. ,~ . ,;-nti.,n.

lf..lm~|l:Inta. J 1

.ca, 71$

16*

aad another (t<

-focussing enlarge*.

I

II

Hooa-htonH • - M , - , [ t , ,,,|

Humphrey. R O I" .

matocrapby. 607

tie

' g. «H
l

•tea, 36s

* »ro7*»e» 34
! mother one

il **lf focasslag enlarge', IS,

- 607

era*. 'J*

Ml
• n. w J qaartx

...

'. CM

natograpfc.*,

rmal case*.

II .: ,»rrh Knr n/rr'.r.- (. Ltd.. aa.l |r 'l.er

I'm developing tank. 4*0
nj condensers. 44*

• ad aoothr-

r*

m«.. r .• rr.a. • ne.

1*1
' m

If «tere.econir effect* onM
-colour rincmato-

rrahpy, 127
Pyae. K. O . aad another -camera lapp. -

eotw me*

sad otter*
Hi

Ban
graphic

ip.-«in*

[,l„ :«.

PATENT*. AUTHOR* OF (eoxfutaed).

m cameras. 638
Schwartz. V. A I s.lver-iron eensitiser?. 219
Shepherd, J. P., and another—three-colour

- 302
— two-colour process, 8
Sperati, at. de-collotype plates. 367, 358
8tean. J II 'try-mounting, 431
Steebergco, J.—nun-focal-plane reflex camera.
430

Sterek. L.. and another—stencils by photo-
graphic methods. 403

Stewart, H-. and another—one-lens multiple
iges. 174

ferrotype camera*, 466
Styles. J.—cinematograph es-recne. 33

H. -backgrounds in portraiture. 403

O. B. film-changing device, 715
Taylor. 1. -photography of the eye, 66

Temple. W. G . and another—all-metal Sim
spool*, 33

•Trist A. R.—three-colour cameras. 8

TJUanann. Jf.—contact reproduction* by reflected

t. 430. 47*
Try. II A. dc. and another- anastigmat lenses

714
Warmi'ham. A. and another—cinematograph
projectioa lenses. 430

-s F. M.-colonr screen plates. XI
Photo-Engraving t'o.-electrolytlc etching

3*1
mm 1 C. stereoscopic camera*. 759

U likes. J II.. and another film spools. 31
- I I > stereo cinematography. 143

-'M«on. C. H., aad another—aerial cameras.
43*

and another sterao-cinrmato-
graph i . \'*l '

stereoscopic projection, 319
and another -coloar cincmito

i
-rment from chairmanship of

Ma»*«fi A Mwaa. 741
mate reducer, effect on silver in film

179

I'

r i 11

meat manager • f Thr
'••'

i

TTkhMii de>e|.,per proceas, two-minnte

Pboto-eompounc aMchlnea and type-wtting By
' • ' > 6*3

n on photograph" film.

bH
•••sswram* ol .743

1*1
Pkotocraphur DMlen \--- a*M», INIll (Ml

PAorat/ra'phisch' K*rrrst»«aV»«. Peataam'

Photographs. deterlorali<». pretentlng. |*

*»e" Tilag. 4*6
i laata-y

of op. lit. 406
monochrome anilPi. •-•-

.

lograiare
776

i amble. 699

effect*. Lamlere

adrmy n.e»l..|. tvsm
Tllney.

Pari. *alon f.ir 1933. 16 „- *
-faoraaAg in 4°aTrnew t Jteir . ) . 738

i-

I d. eopying. avoiding reflection*. By
arles 804

.. transfer - graphy. Carl

cowl tor - formnla- for

514
PUatoarope. prism if • -i.-sc.ipic effect

nMSMaTuk niiitaallim 169

catting to dae. loach method. By A. E.

I and soft, latitude of emulsion*
• 568

I. 303
• mmwtration (Doc.). 563

'•
• - rface. Barnet (Hoc.). 361

I, 667
— Noves. Koaaoa (Rev.), 367
— speed numbesa. relation of different (yatems.

' .rmnl.T and table. 300. 323
-ay. see X-ray

nood. Necol (Rev.), 423
Plutinotype papers, co'd bath, temperature of

solution*, 705
reduction in price, 353

Police court photography, judge's restrict i

P.O.P.. over-diirk prints, reducing, 90
— quick printing by artificial light. 470
— red tones, gold toning, Reichel method, 350

toning without gold, sulphide-selenium method,
705

Portrait(s), and theatrograms (Cor), 235. 238. 259
— first, 1839, by Daguerrt in Paris. 145
- historical collection, London Library, 98
— photographic celebrities, a collection suggested

(Cor.), 719
lure, see ufao Studio

astrological (8oc.), 717
- expression in, manner of the photographer. 7S2— lenses, see Lenses, portrait
- modern, shortcomings and remedies, 198
— ordinary rooms, possibilities. 426

spotlight, advantages, 630
pleasing poses, position of figure on plate, 30
professional American, exhibition, Photographic
Pair, 89, 101

Royal Academy. By F. C. Tilney, 275
— studio, co-operative advertising, 74, 103, 572, 586.

598
general principles and their application.

By J. Effel. 459, 471, 488. 505, 533, 615, 631. 647,
663. 675, 751. 768
— posing, value of sculpture study. By C. H.
Iinis. 75

successful, observation, quick and accurate. 874
Portsmouth Photo Co., Ltd., dissolved, 393

321

Postcards, picture, effect of dearer postage, 145
n. By 0. K. Denton, 367.

407, 423
reduced postal rates, 321

iptd production, lithographic
methods. formuU. 681

/' C I . 425
Precision Lea* Moulding Co.. Ltd., winding up. 285

nated Photo Co., Ltd., voluntary
ip. 194

il intrusion, 658
iphs, sufficient del ills when submit-

taff phol fn (via nee, 331

act (Cor.), B6. 119. 147
tpers, effect on business (Cor.),

Print
at, legal relations, 614

ring machine, automatic,
hulas (Pat.), 52

timing, automatic. 93
2sy

115

It.), 8
i Itev). 191

1 pth \ li Ball)
633

Proce plates, French mokes, 294
frcxtu I Hi i Itev.), 449
Process

1

II ork ami new title of
• " rk, 69

taaoeiattoa, annual
176

'. 537
:., 181. 193

for commercial photography. 667, 668.

— Congress. »«e Congress
— council meetings. 55, 118, 193, 256. 303. 376. 451.

497. 540, 657, 669. 717. 729, 777
— liability of members. 35

officers. 160
— prcsideat (1922

~
•

. 558
"d. flrrt issue. 425

— statstary general meeting. 591

Profiles, shadow, lighting, white backgrounds.
r. 620

Progress U' Miob... devolution Ol partnership, 346
nig

'ing. By A.

Pi i. 303
'rial photography exhibition. Pari*,

438
de developer. Daylight Film Coritoratmu

. 737

Quinone, bleacher, dye-toning process, Herman
nt , 426

' on and toning, new coinponn
A. A L. Lumlere and A. Seyewetz, 764

Quick-level top, camera tripod, Baird (Rev.), 623

Race finishes, recording, camera, Ooerz (Pat.). 83
Back, developing, metal, safety in use. By Ther-

mit. 412— three-point support, 788
Radiography, see X-rays
Railway companies, no charge for camera* a*

luggage, 463
Ramsgatr sands, photography on, fees. 86
Itapid photography, two-minute method. Phodeko

developer, 319
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Reception room, furnishing, design and colour.

By I! Crane. 650
Receptionist, successful, guiding principles. By

Slack, 140
Red Book. 1922 (Rev.), 54

See also Persulphate
developed images, 368

reductions, Manul pro-

cess. Pal.), 420. 479, 694

Reflections, avoiding in copying. By D. Charles,

603
aeta] surfaces, avoiding in copying, mngneslum
oxide, 458— surface, copying, unsuspected causes. 706

Reflectors, background, studio, sizes and colours,

226
irkay, makers and suppliers, 642
studio portraiture by reflected light. By

R. P. Rudd. 519
rrugated, Westminster Engineering Co. (Rev.)

— half-watt lamps, making. By F. W., 725
— studio lighting, Jones (Pat.), 495

Reflex camera(s), Apem, Amalgamated Photo-
graphic Manufacturers, Ltd. (Rev.), 234

— focussing facilities. 457
— non- focal plane, Steebergen (Pat.), 420
— Salex 3J X 2j, City Sale (Rev.), 422— short-focus lens for photographing small objects

Kline size, 518— small, advantages for tourist photographers,
397

— Zodel, Wallace Hcaton (Rev.), 438
Registration method, multiple printing. By W. H.

Zcrbe, 771
Relativity theory explained by cinematograph, 238

Releefoto embossing materials, Bardilis (Rev.), 683

Belief, cameo, photographs, W. A. Whiting's
process, 685— effects of solid objects, Lumicro (Pat.). 639

— effect on projection screen. See Cinemato-
graph, stcreo-

— prints by gelatine-hardening developers (Pat.),

82
— — sensitive films, dyeing (Cor.), 27
Renwick, F. F., appointment in United States,

176
Research Laboratory Papers, Eastman (Rev.), 608
Residues, hypo and silver, simultaneous, Steigmann

hydrosulphite method, 2, 289
— silver, recovery, scrap iron method. By E.

Gardner, 447
Resin, chromate-sensitised, Doelkcr patent, 637
Restoration o] Prints (Rev.), 116
Retouching, materials and methods of use. By

Thermit, 31

lencil strokes, method of using. By J. De Witt
Krcps, 698

— pencils, sharpening, carborundum wheel (Cor.),
72

file method (Cor.), 58
Reversal process, cinematograph film negatives,

Kodak patent, 269
— direct by desinsitiser, 766
Betiic d'Optique, Theorique el Inetrumentale,

monthly journal, first issue, 119
Rochester, New York, Eastman theatre and school

of music, 543, 598
Rocking machine, pneumatic. By K. C. D. Hick-

man and D. A. Spencer, 401
Rodman. Dr. G. H., Liverpool's appreciation (Cor.),

179
retiring president of R.P.S., appreciation, 149

Rohr. t)r. M. von, depth of focus, conception and
formula;, 534

Rontgen Society, election of officers, 375
Roofs, studio, London, dirt, cause of artificial

lighting, 377
Rooms, ordinary, effective portraiture, possibilities,

426, 630
Ross, Ltd., Manchester Branch, A. S. Havart,

manager, 423
Royal Academy, portraits. By F. C. Tilncy, 275
Royal Arms and Trade Marks Bill, indication of

origin, 257
Royal Photographic Society, annual genera] meet-

ing, 162— earliest troubles (Cor.), 238— exhibition, announcements, 1, 273
colour transparencies and prints, 590
lectures, 594
natural history soction. By IT. Harden, 603
pictorial section. By I-'. C. Tilney, 568. 587

Solomon J. Solomon on art in photography,
opening address. 567
technical sections, 588
trade exhibits, 569— fellows elected, 10, 346

history of various homes, 210— Journal, length of articles (Cor.), 543
officers, 163
president, W, L. F. Wastell, 160
Presidential address, 684, 735

Royal Societv of Arts, early home of Royal Photo-
graphic Society, 210

Russell effect, action of lignite on photographic
emulsion. 294, 331

Safeguarding of Industries Act, gallic acid. 601.

605. 654
nan scientific goods. Board of Trade

enquiry, 270, 298, 342, 371, 781, 786

Salesmen, photographing, customers' aid to identi-

fication, 542
Salon, London, of Photography, review. By F. C.

Tilnev, 555. 670— — caricatures of some pictures, 556
Science, Technique et Industrie Photographiques,

new journal, 746
Scientific Instruments' Journal, preliminary num-

ber, 306
Scottish fair and congress, Edinburgh, proposed.

322
Scottish Salon, review. By A. Cochrane, 91

Scratches, film negatives, enlarging, 485, 514, 661

Screens, projection, acid-etched, Correll (Pat.), 682
cinematograph. Styles (Pai.), 22
concave, relief effects, Orthotrone, 413
daylight, Fallowfield, demonstration (Soc.).

302
metallic, Ogilvie (Pat.), 161

Screens, studio, day or artificial lighting. By H.
Wills, 617

Seconds meter, Specialist. E. B. Fry (Rev.), 622

Selenium crystals, photographs by electricity,

Bronk (Pat.), 744
Selenium toning, development prints, two-colour

effects, 419
- P.O.P., phis sulphide, 705
— recent progress, 368
Self-confidence and enterprise, value as business

assets, 435
Self-toning paper, collodion, Kodatone, Kodak

(Rev.), 716— professional portraiture. By R. R. Rawkins,
383— emulsion, selenium and tellurium. Kraft and
Steudel. 14

— professional portraiture, suitability. By Prac-

titioner, 606
Sensitometry, light-sensitive materials, recent pro-

gress, 369
standardisation, Washington Bureau of

Standards, 611
Sepia toning, see Hypo-«lum; Sulpliidc-foning

Service Company, annual report, 11

Service, trade, photographic, best means of utilis-

ing, 518
Sharpness of vision, properties and limitations of

the eye. By G. E. B.. 476
Sheffield Studios, Ltd., dissolved. 145

Shoe-buckle portraits. Canadian fashion. 67

Shop windows, photographing (Ans.). 60
avoiding reflections. By D. Charles. 504

Showcase displays, attractive child portraiture.

By E. A. Dench, 712
Shutter(s). focal-plane, general characteristics am 1

efficiency in use. By C. T. Jacobs, 445

speeds, measuring. Bv F. H. A. Hall. 323

— history of types, A. S. Newman (Soc.), 328
— release, fitting antinons, 666

self-nortrait. Emmrich (Pat.). 480
— roller-blind, lubricating (Cor.), 747

marks on negative from tassell (Cor.), 686
— same speed in hand-camera work (Cor.). 195. 206
— triggers, locking device, Holmes-Higgin (Pat.)

715
Side-swing adjustment, field cameras, gam in

sharpness, 607
Silhouettes bv reflected flashlight (Cor.), 704

Silver, colloidal, preparing, formula, 269

Silver nitrate in making collodion, calculating.

By W. T. Wilkinson. 637

Silver salts, pboto-chemistrv. recent nrotrress, 369

Silver-iron sensitisers. Schwartz (Pat.). 219

Silvering mirrors, Lnmiero method (Cor), 563
— thick coating, formnl.v. By E. T. Kine. 509

Sizes, standard, suggested 1 : 1.41 ratio. 602

Sketch portraits, new style. Sketch Portrait Co.

— working up negatives with Aerograph (Cor,), 73i

Smuggling, cameras, foreign, fine*. 86, 205, 238. 512.

609
Snapshots, amateurs, sources of profit to profes-

sionals, 566
Societies, photographic, beginners as members

(Cor.), 563. 584, 599
Soft-focus lens(es), long focus single plano-convex

(Cor.), 455
— nuartz. Hanovia Co. (Pat.). 281
— tvnes and variation in speed. 366
— spectacle, fitting to camera. By L. M. A. Roy

372
Soft Focus Effects in Photography (Photo-Minia-

ture). (Rev.), 54
Solutions, chemical, dissolving, hydraulic appara-

tus. Bv K. C. D. Hickman. 479

South Kensington Mnsenm. exhibition of historical

cinematographic apparatus. 526

South light studios, translucent movable screens

South Siihnrban Photographic Society and Catford
Camera Club, amalgamation. 642

Spain, new customs tariff, photogranhie. goods, 44c

Spalding. Alderman F.. mayor of Chelmsford. 7rr

Specimcns. photographers', seasonable business

getting. 690
'

Spectacle lens for soft-focus effects, fitting to

camera. Bv L. M. A. Roy. 372 '

Speculative portraits, enlarged, coloured, valne in

(reftiner business. 242
Speed, pla'e. numbers, relations of different Bya

terns. M. Clerc's formulae and table. 200. 223

Snool bobbins, emptv. efficient wall pings. 402

SootHTht, 6tudio. distinctive effects, advantages
629

Focuslite. Cinema Traders (Rev.). 561

8tage plays, colour photographs (Cor). 26, 58

Stain(s), developer, removing, formula (Ans.). 224
prints, blue screen for copying (Cor.). 331

Statuette portraits, Panel-Photettea, Smith (Rev.)

83
Status, photographer's, determined by individual

ital attitude. 134

Steel, etching, methods and formulas (Ans.). 88

nless, safety tests for dark-room use. By
Thermit, 413

Stencils, photographic methods, Sterck (Pat.), 402

stcreo-photogrammetry, innovations in France, 15

sti reo-photo-topography, apparatus and method of

use, 295
Stereoscope, magazine, all-metal, Gnerin. 16

stereoscopic, cameras, single-picture, Wichmann
(Pat.), 759

- drawings, sixteenth century, Clumcnti, 16
— effect in projection. Killick (Pat.). 175
— effects, stops for, Pemberton (Pat.). 202
— examination of bank notes, detecting fraud, 24
— photography, small objects, principles and prac-

tice. By H. C. Browne, 34, 50. 64. 79. 96
— prints, trimming and mounting (Cor.), 58, 87
— projection. V right (Pat.), 219

Stoneman. Walter, photographing male sitters,

difficulties, 25 ..«_««•«
Stirring device, dissolving chemicals. By K. C D.

Hickman, 479
Stockton, proposed photographic society, pre-

liminary meeting, 571 ,— .»«•
Stops for stereoscopic effects, Pemberton (Pat.). 202

Storing negatives, position of film in receptacle

(Cor.), 454
Studio, see also Portraiture

blinds, manipulation, unobtrusive. 621.
-- business management, P. Guttenberg's methods

and

(Soc,), 236
- glazing, efficient methods. 322
- lighting, position of illuminante, 766
- panelling, oak substitute, working details. 172

- south light, translucent movable screens (Cor.)

- stand, folding, Korona. Sands Hunter (Rev.), 701

sulphide toning. See also Hypo-alum toning.
- colloid sulphur, 368

— developing before sulphiding, 45
— fading, 529
— failures, causes and remedies, 350, 379
— gaseous (chlorine) continuous (Soc.). 702

selenium. P.O.P., complex method, 705
- Septon. Johnson (Rev.), 760

Summer time, dates. Order in Council. 178
— proposed permanent legislation, 101
— termination, 662, 610

Survey, photographic, Bristol, officers, 658

Sury pastel method, prints, monochrome
colour, 685 ...

Sussex Record and Survey Society, annual meeting.

542
Swing-front lens mounts, Broadbent (Pat.). 639

Swiss National photographic exhibition, Geneva.

1923, announcement, 269

Talbot, Fox. memorial fund, annual lecture endow-

ment, 178 .

memorial suggestions invited (Cor.), 319

Tanks, developing and fixing, Otter-Judge (Rev.).

235
converting drain pipes into, experiences, 253

plate. Apem (Rev.), 171.

roll-film, daylight, Apem (Rev.). 267 (Pat.)

727
Telegraphic, transmission of photographs. Belin

method. 231
- Grant (Pat.). 327
Telephor, long distance photography apparatus, 86

Tclenhoto Iens(es). Teleros. Ross (Rev.), 623
— tilted, intermediate position of camera back, 517

Textile trade, micrographic photographs, aids to

reproduction of fabrics, 613

Thermometer, development, dark-room, Johnsons
(Rev.), 496

Thiocarbamide developer, colour tones in lantern

slides, formula?. 595

Three-colour half-tone, flash exposure, effective

duration (Soc.). 318

Tibet expedition, first photographic records antici-
nnfaH 439 *

Tilting head, tripod, anick level, Baird (Rev.). 623

Timing seconds by metronome, dark room, uniform
exposures, 402

Tin salts, toning, colloid silver, formulae. By
J, G. F. Druce. 433. 515

Tintvpe photography, history, 542

Titling negatives and prints, transparent tissue

Vanguard (Rev.), 683

Tone Reproduction in Photography, by Dr. E
Goldberg (Rev.). 450

Touch methods, dark-room, time saving, accuracy
of manipulation. Bv A. E Bnwtree. 691

Trackways, Early British, Alfred Watkins (Rev.)
192

Trade names and marks, see N'tlES AND
MARKS. TRADE

Trade service, nhotographic, best means of utilis-

ing. 518
Tralll-Tavlor lecture, twenty-sixth, Dr. R. S. Clay-

report, 624
Transfer, printing, emulsion processes, Kent

(Pat.), 266- — plate, hardened gelatine. Daylight Film Cor-
poration (Pat.), 741
pigments. Neoeraphy, Carl process, 708

Transparency prints, window advertisements,
method of producing, 198
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Transparent tissues, titling negatives. Vanguard
I, 6S3

TrimmioK print*. collecting trimmings. 464
Korona, Sands Hunter (Kev.i, 701

— ladder, portable pattern. 150
- tup. quick level. Baird . Kev ). 623

Tropics, exploration work, development difficulties.

By R Dike*. 310
— photographic material*, precaution* in storin

and nsiug. By M. R. Allen. 213

Turin exhibition. 192.' -y notice. 612. 778

Tarkejr. photographic portraiture, old objection."
non-existent. 731, 746

Two-coloar effect*. deTeloproent print", selenium
toniDir. 419

Tynemde Photographic Society. change of sue.
mj

Type-composing machines, photocraphic. Robert-
son (Pat). 665
By W. Gamble. 693

1'nited State*, printed matter entering. r.r« rrgu

T revised, datie* «• photographic
711

•pnes* In negative*, eaa
546

and prevention.

'oraalar and phclographie
609

• niene formal* (Cor). 467

Tat iifn 1 1 1 negative*, enlarging. . i.minatinir

il . 661
»hotographtc, Ketcra Ireland

kea. aa tpprecl iti.n. XL-

rofitabl* prndaetion B
r. 423

Amalgamated I'hotusrratthlcM

Viscose (cellulose) films. light-sensitive. Branden-
berger (Pat.), 393. 431

Vittex rapid gaslight paper, Gevaert (Rev.), 40

Wall pings, efficient, empty spool bobbins, 402
War grave photographs, discontinued by War

Office and Graves Commission. 583
Warmisbam. A., director of Taylor. Taylor and

-on. Ltd.. 467
Washer(s). galvanised, safety test. By Thermit.

412
— Hickman. Circulator. Hoogbtons (Rev.). 344
Washing, before and after fixing, need for

thorough, 210— excessive, cause of markings. 14
— negative* and prints, testing efficiency, dvr

method. By K 0. D. Hickman and D. A
Spencer. 99. 387. 400
capillarity method, Lumiere. 427

Wastell. W . L. P.. president of Royal Photographic
. . 160

Water supply, intermittent, method of storing. 31 r

Waterhoaae lens diaphragm, origin. 613. 643. 659
Watermark*, paper, reproduction, ammonia vapour

method. By O. Mente. 353
Wedding photographs, profitable sngge. tion (Cor.).

379
Wedding. Royal. Westminster Abbey, limitation of

camera*. 78. 103
method of taking photographs. 141

Wellington k Ward. Ltd.. acquired business or
to Material* Co., Ltd.. 467

Welsh Salon el Photography (19331. announcement.

il, portable dark-room necessity.
•* 310

Westhnsrne gtadios, Ltd.. removed from register.

Westminster Abbey, permits to photography
od or obta 319

wedding. 78. MJ
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SUMMARY.
Mr. J. Milton Murray a»n.)« na in account of on* of the leading

jit eatahliahment* in New Zealand, namely, the Bartlett itadio
at W (P 3.)

In a lea > we lay emphasis upon some, of th* itema
requiring aperial care in the o*e of large-apertore lenses. Neglect
of io -erioentlr the can** of a Lena being blamed

iocs not possesi. ft*. 2.)

Pnl Cirbro process wero recently giren
by M Tlrahim in the coarae of a demonatratinn of thia
method of making carbon print* at the Royal Photographic Society.

In a recent paper in the I'hyaical Reriew." Mr. Charlea B.
formulas for a large number of light-fillers,

together with indicationa nf their ipectral properties. (P. 6.)

The Royal Photographic Society h»i already annoanced the date
autumn • September 18 to

r tt I*. 1.)

Icial notice ha* been puhliahed of the registration as a company
guarantee of the Profeaaional Photographers' Aaaociation

i end Ireland. (IV 10.)

n autumn PI' A. Congress and recommendation
trol vapour incandescent lampe for portraitare are the subject
ttera from oorre«pond»' La I" 11.)

irea conv.- r copying,
and lino '. litaMfl adj artificial

ii described by a contributor to " Aaaiitants' Notes." (P. 7
)

A r,
i roe and a machine for glosing

are described in recent patent apecifi. ,'iona. (P. 8.)

A prnceaa haa be.-; of hrpo from
ously with the deposit of the silver contained

e aolution. (P. 2.)

rapha made independently by
. obacare in the absence of clear

biunneoM arrangiBMnii

PHY" 8UPP1
II .1 Campbell is at paina to ibow

cility ind quickness nf making three-colour piper prints by
the Itaydei process. He describes bia own manipulation in detail.

ooeae. patented by J. F.
and Colour Photography, Ltd., in which a yellow imago
o a combination of blue, green and pink, are given on

Ooraky proves* of colour < incmstogrsphy hai been lupple-
•1 by a new optical the iimautatteoua taking of the

three colon- • negative* (P. 4 .,

bo automatic thres-coloar earners of A. Ronald
Tries will n page 3.

EX CATHEDRA.
The RPS Tn the current issue of its Journal the,
Exhibition. Royal Photographic Society makes
early announcement of the time which has been fixed

for the next annual exhibition, namely, from
September 18 to October 28, 1922. This will be the
sixty-seventh of the exhibitions which have been held
without interruption and, as in the case of others during
recent years, will comprise not only pictorial photography
but colour transparencies and colour prints and scientific

and technical exhibits relating to photography. We are

very glad that this early announcement has been made,
and we take this first opportunity of drawing the atten-

tion of technical and scientific workers throughout the

world to the service which they can render photography
and the Society by contributing to this section of the

exhibition. We are sure we can say, on behalf of the

Society, that it will welcome exhibits illustrating the

applications of photography in manufacture, research and

nature study, and also work by photo-micrographic and
X-ray methods in the same fields. Anyone having em-
ployed photography in these ways is asked to place

himself or herself in communication with the Society

io purpose of making the forthcoming scientific and

technical section fully representative of what is being

done in the various countries of the world. Full particulars

of the exhibition are obtainable on application to the

Secretary, 85, Russell Square, London, W.C.I. The
latest day for the receipt of entries is August 25.

Copyright A question which not infrequently arises

In Semi-Free- as to the ownership of copyright is con-
L«neo cerned with the taking of photographs,
Photograph*. sav for newspaper illustration, by a

photographer who is employed to make them for a firm

or individual, and at the same time has the opportunity

of taking subjects " on his own." It is hardly necessary

to explain that the copyright in photographs taken by

such a photographer in the course of his ordinary employ-

mentjre the property of his employers; and in the

"aBfcKtC© of evidence to the contrary it is a natural assump-

tion that all photographs made by him become the

Eroperty of the person or persons regularly employing

im. Disputes in these circumstances arise, from the

nee of definite evidence that such and such exposures

were made for the employers and such and such others

by the photographer for himself, presumably at his own
expense in materials and out-of-pocket charges. It would

seem that even when there is a definite general agreement

i photorzrapher shall take subjects for himself in the

intervals of work for his employers, there can be no cer-

tainty as to the ownership of the copyright in a given

Subject except by a written document formally ear-

marking such and such subjects as having been made by

the employee on his own initiative and at his own cost.
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Unquestionably the disputes which arise m ciroum-

stances surli as these would be avoided by a Btnught-

, r(l |, us , t.ni which would distinguish m
„,i tl , en one section and the other of the photo-

pher's work.

Hypo
Recovery

A method of throwing down the silver

contained in used hypo baths and at the

same time of regenerating the hyposulphite for the

fixation of further negatives or prints has recently been

patented in Germany by A. Steigmann. According to

• Kolloid Zeitechrift " the process consists in adding

to the exhausted fixing bath, which preferably should bo

heated to a temperature of 120 to 140 degs. P., a small

proportion of sodium hydrosulphite, commonly called

"hyposulphite" by chemists, together with an equal

weight of soda carbonate. The result of this addition is

to throw down the silver as a granular deposit of the

1. It is stated that after filtering off the silver mud
bath is ready for further use. Apparently, the action

of the hydrosulphite takes place only in an alkaline

solution, and therefore is not applicable in the seemingly

simple form described above to acid fixing baths, which

would require considerable addition of carbonate of soda

for the neutralisation of the acid or acid salts in them.

In any case, we should not regard the process as of value,

;>t in treating large quantities of bath, such as those

used in the fixing of cinematograph films. Even at the

present price of hypo, recovery of this latter for use again

is a proposition of extremely doubtful economy ; and if

the sole object of treating exhausted baths is the recovery

of the silver contained in them, it is unlikely that a more

satisfactory process can be found than the one commonly

in use of adding a sufficiency of liver of sulphur.

BLAMING THE LENS.

The growing use of large-aperture lenses calls for much
more skill and care in their working than most workers

realise, as conditions under which an instrument with

an initial aperture of //8 will, work quite satisfactorily

are not at all ideal when the aperture is increased to //3
or even //4.5. We have recently had complaints as to

the performance of lenses of high reputation, the charges

being that they were deficient in covering power and that

they had even less depth of definition than could have

been reasonably expected.

Before condemning a lens, it should be ascertained

nd all doubt that the fault is not in the camera. The
present tendency is to build cameras with the idea of

portability rather than rigidity, and it is probable that

this is to blame for many defects for which the lens is

blamed. T lie majority of very rapid lenses are fitted to

light hand-cameras, and these are more easily put out

of truth than most people are aware. Cameras in which

front is supported by metal uprights call for very

:il usage, as they are easily strained to an extent

that will vitiate the performance of the most perfect lens.

It is difficult to detect this by any ordinary method of

inspection or measurement, especially when the front is

much smaller than the plate, so that recourse must be

made to some such device as that, which we believe wae
first suggested In Messrs. Taylor, Tavlor and Hobson.

It is the use of a small but delicate spirit level. Assum-
ing that the ground glass is parallel with the back frame

le camera, the latter is stood upon a earefully-lei

Mirface. and the level placed upon the front cell of the

lens, if t e bubble is stationary while the level is turned

round it may be assumed that the ni degree of

parallelism exists. Greater accuracy may be attained

by levelling a glass plate upon three screws, and after

removing the plate, standing the focussing screen directly

upon the screw points or heads, as the case may be.

This eliminates any error which might occur from un-

evenness in the back frame due to inequality in leather

ing or the slight projection of fittings. 'I his test.

will not. of course indicate whether the error, if B

is due to the front or back of the camera being OU

truth ; it may be that in some cases the central position

of the swingbaek lias been incorrectU marked or that

its fittings have been strained.

Next in importance to parallelism of front and back

ister of the slides with the focussing-set

or the scale of distances. This, when working with large

Mires, must be extremely accurate for although it

may not be so wrong as to give the impression of general

unsharpness. it ma\ so far disturb the relative positions

of the pointer or screen as to give the effect that the lens

is lacking in depth, the fact being that all the available

depth is in front or behind the point upon v. lens

was supposed to be foeussed. Slides and screens of th<

ordinary type are easily tested by means of a simple

depth gauge consisting of a stout strip of wood

which a screw passes. The strip is placed across the

frame of the slide or screen and the screw turned until it

just touches the surface, of the ground glass or plat.

We have found it a good plan to place a cigarette p

between the screw point and the glass and to bring th<

screw down till it only just allows the paper to be with-

drawn. This is more certain than trusting to inspection

of the contact, for if the spring behind the plate is weak

the screw may press it down, and in such a case there

would be enough pressure to hold the paper. It is desir-

able to test various parts of the surface, as it is possible

that one end of the plate may be farther from the lens

than another. As an illustration of the necessity tot-

accuracy in register, it may be mentioned that a well-

known optician uses for testing a dark slide of which

the frame is made of stout brass, the focussing being

effected upon a ground' glass plate, which is replaced by

the sensitive plate for exposure.

The scale-focussing arrangement often leaves much to

be desired, even assuming that the distances are

accurately marked. The principal fault is too grea

distance between the pointer and the engraved surfi

In such a case it is difficult to set the scale twice to

exactly the same point. Bending or twisting of

pointer increases the risk of error.

\ supposed lack of covering power is sometim.

by constructional defects in the camera "'-exposing

shutter. An inner frame may actually obstruct the held

of the leu. ; or a before or behind lens shutter, by reason

of too small an opening, may do the sane- thing. It tins

be suspected the lens should be fitted upon a camera of

sufficientlv large size to allow of the whole circle of

illumination being received upon the ground glass.

Unsatisfactory definition of the image as a whole max

be, but seldom 'is, due to faulty construction of the lens,

but is more often caused by some injury which has Dis-

turbed the adjustments. A common cause is carelesf

fitting to a between-lens shutter. If the lens lias been

fitted by the maker there is little likelihood of tins but

if a camera maker has done the work it is possible that

he may have gone wrong in several ways. he faces Pt

the mount may not be parallel, the front and back tubes

may not be concentric, or. a most important point, tne

ration between the components may be altered, it.

ccurred that when the length of the lens tube has

prevented a C8 om .-losing, the workman has calmly

turned down the tube until tt is short, enough. When
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such fitting baa taken place it is a necessary precaution
to compare the work of the lens in the shutter with that
which has been done with it in the original tube.
Good lenses should be disturbed as little as possible.

tant unscrewing of the cells for cleaning is apt to
wear the threads and destroy the centering, and on no

-hould the glasses be removed from their cells,
urning of a lens of a few degrees having sometimes

a distinctly prejudicial effect upon its performance.
If a l»?ns does not come up to the purchaser's expecta-

tions, the safe and proper course is to send it direct to
the makers for inspection and report. It is as detrimental
to the maker as to the user for a faulty instrument to be
in circulation, and if the lens be actually faulty it will
probably be put right without charge, even if the fault
benot acknowledged. We recently handled a lens by a
good maker, which was obviously defective, and on
returning it were informed that one of the combinations
belonged to another series. It was immediately put ri^ht
free of all cost, with thanks for submitting it.

PROFESSIONAL WORK IN NEW ZEALAND.
Zealand a photographic studio which employs two or

more persons, including the proprietor if he worlu in it, is

a factory within the meaning of the Factories Act. This is

no degradation to the profession, although it has bad curious
instance, during the war, when parents and

rela clamouring fur photographs of the boys going
the Bartlett Studio was prohibited from working

ail tho overtime it would have worked, because the Depart-
: of Labour had to see to the due enforcement of the law.

many relatives were kept smiting longer than
have been if things had been otherwise.

'»• been told that tho best work—at any rate, the most
'k— is turned out I had a

irch a litlU while ago, but
uity to interview photographers there.

«>n»e day in the future I may have that pleasure,
•Imost certain I shall visit Cliristchurch more than

however. I have bad the pleasure of a

Barak the Wellington Branch
other being in charge of Mr.

st Auckland. This studio may fairly be considered
no of the bent in New / I am not in a p •

ue professionals here as a body. But
> that anything that equals or excels the work

it by the Bartlett Must be something very
This being a democratic country, there is,

no graduation between the studios doing
. and lh

as just ordinary. There are, I understand,
and there ,n some of the larger provincial

•on. Christ-hurch. Auckland and
best workers. The other towns

* population ahle to su- man who does high-^^ad work.

rk of the Bai o is of a very high order,
and equals, I think, that of the best work at borne—always
b** r

;

d that the run of customers able to appreciate
is limited. In the reception room at Wei-

•n one may .,.* some really choice examples. The room
illy arranged one, calculated to^^Ba '» mpreaaion. Mr. Andrews is a young man

"rament and decisive personality, who
thorough!, ,ir) ,|. ;

.,,. hl , ,,, rl |, , tas . ( _ mmj h(% ^.^..j
the cirmmatanre that he is" an admirer of the work of

s Macdonald. Alan he likes to make
-•its. although he baa his love

meet the withes of many of his
rience at home, and while there aon-

>ked amongst the soundest

tv de«i

rent) Ra OM msid.T

ideas on treatment. II.

>

ickgrnnnd. He
:kground and- a blue side

it background suitable for

masculine portraits. Neither will he put men into ovals and
circles. The strong rectangular is, in his view, the correct
form for virile male portraits—and he certainly succeeds in
producing portraits distinguished by life and character.
There is furniture in the studio, but Mr. Andrews photo-

graphs people, not furniture. He mentioned in chat having
removed a high-backed elaborate chair—suitable for a
bishop—because so many people wanted to be taken seated in
that chair, which was quite unsuitable in most cases. What
furniture there is, is good.
Daylight is used for most exposures, but there is a small

iry of half-watt lamps for night work or use blended with
daylight. To the sitter's left there are three 3,000-o.p. lamps
hung high behind a diffuser, and one 2,000-c.p. to the front and
right of the sitter. Mr. Andrews (Joes all his own operating,
and is a deft hand in the studio. It is big enough to accom-
modate a group of 60.

Before the w»r platinotype was the principal process. Now
the work is almost exclusively development paper, toned.
Folio mounts are invariably used, with the print usually
mounted with a margin of harmonious tint superimposed upon
soft-toned brown mounts. At one time India proofs were a
feature; the sketch portrait fashion had a certain vogue, but
the studio sticks to sound, entirely good work that one can
bear to live with day by day. There is no straining after
freak effects; everything is artistically sound, and yet there
is variety in treatment and individuality about each portrait.

Tho studio sticks to studio work. Outdoor and home photo-
graphy are not sought after, and no attempt is made to enter
for amateurs in the developing and printing line. Outdoor
work here is not easy. In Wellington particularly a still day
is rare—generally there is a breeae, and often half a gale of
wind. One gets used to that, and goes sniffing for a breeze

if a quiet day happens along. But as a photographic proposi-
tion, garden parties and the like are not attractive, and the
results little likely to enhance the photographer's reputation.

The fact that Mr. Andrews has had no slack time for ten

years would seem to show that the policy followed is correct.

as obtained may be estimated from the following:—
£ s. d.

ate in folio mounts ... 5 5 per doz.
nets in folio mounts ... 3 10 ,,

Cabinet* similar in style,

smaller 2 10
P. V. or thereabouts ... 1 10

Enlargements range according to size and finish all the
way from one guinea to tea guineas, framed complete.

Most of the business is done on a credit basis. The cash

business is small, and bad debts practically negligible. The
is run on business lines, with card files and files of

proofs enabling back items to be turned up rapidly when
reprint orders are received. The workrooms are well laid out

and efficiently conducted. Mr. Andrews has an eye for talent,

and he pays a salary of £550 per annum to a man who began
years ago in the studio on quite humble work. But he

developed, introduced a feature that made a substantial
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saving in the workrooms, and now does work that two men

previously did.

There "is no apprenticeship system. Juniors are started,

and if they prove capable they get plenty of opportunity to

progress. It is worth noting that Mr. Bartlett had a valuable

ally for some years in ft man who came out from home.

Contrary to our Canadian friends, the New Zealand photo-

grapher' seems to have been fortunate in the quality of

assistant who has come from the Old Country to these shores.

The studio favours British goods, although its experience

in recent years has not provided encouragement. At present

the conditions do not, in Mr. Andrews" view, tend to the

development of consumption of British material. It takes a

long time to get material from home, and if any of it should

chance to be faulty the waste of time, correspondence, and

inconvenience are heavy adverse factors.

The Bartlett Studio photographs all the celebrities as well

as the humbler elements of social life here. The folk up

country .erne to Wellington for ft holiday and to have their

photographs taken. Many of the studio's customers are

families, and one or another is always coming along. As a

matter of fact, I believe if the studio were removed from its

present central position in Wellington to some private and

out of the way domicile, the clientB would follow. There is,

of course, only a limited opening for professionals doing the

quality of work turned out by the Bartlett Studio. And

although I don't suppose Messrs. Andrews and Bartlett would

mind in the least, I do not advise any professional at home

who is on a good wicket to set sail at once for " Noo Zee."

We are doing our little best to keep smiling under the thumps

of a pounding slump, and it's likely that the wealthy sheep-

farmers who are now selling (at 9s. per dozen) sheep, com-

plete with fleeces—that cost them 33s. each—will not be

spending lavishly on photography for a while. That Mr.

Andrews is as busy as ever during such a slump will, I think,

be admitted as evidence that I have not exaggerated his

ability as a business man and an artist.

J. Malton Murray.

THE CARBRO PROCESS.

IThe following full report of the demonstration of the Carbro process, given by Mr. A. C. Braham before the Royal hoto-
Ihe to low.n nil

1
Society's

" Journal." and is of particular value on account of its deal
graphic So«et> isoubh Id n < < u nt .^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ The mmy
"'

', he
»•,"i ho n 0, thVoca ,on of the demonstration amply illustrated the ability of the Carbro process to

fcrfi tull era
P
d\ ion of the native through the medium of a bromioe print. Mr. Braham, whose opinion merits every

*
\ , SfiSr declared that an expert carbon printer could make as good a carbon print by this process as the best

:' ,M ™ e ,

'

t e 'i'lniarv way bv printing on carbon tissue, with the single qualification that there would be a dif-

ference if the negative was one containing critically sharp detail which ,t was required to reproduce.]

M,. BaAHAM reminded his audience that the process was

founded upon Ozotype. The final picture was a carbon print

made From a bromide print. The first chief requirement in

Carbro printing was plenty of water and its free use. The

worker must remember that he was dealing with a bromide

print and there was a danger that bleaching might not be

regular, consequently the risk of getting patches unless the

wetting was complete; also the tissue after it had been in the

hath was thoroughly expanded, and if a piece of transfer papei

which had onlj been perfunctorily soaked were taken and the

two papers brought together, one of them having been thor-

oughly expanded and the other not, there was a stress and

pull upon them, and con, plot,- contact would not be obtained.

The working baths consisted of the following formula?:—
Stock Solution No. 1.

Potass, bichromate ... .
.". 1 " / -

Potass, ferricyanide 1 oz -

Potass, bromide 1 oz -

Water -° ™--

Stock Solution Wo. 2.

Glacial acetic acid

Hydrochloric acid (pure)

formaldehyde 10 per cent

For Use first Bath.

Nn. 1 stock volution

Water

for I'sr - Second Bath.

\m. 2 stock solution

Water

1 OZ.'

1 oz.

22 oss.

() ozs.

IS OBS.

1 OZ.

32 ozs.

The s,,nnd or acid bath should be made fresh each time ol

r might be used for a considerable time. The

temperature of the baths was important, and it was as well

t a temperature which was constant.

Mr. BTaham then recapitulated the various stages. In the

fir . t worker provided himself with a good bromide

print. That bromide print was soaked in water, bo thaj "
'.

. , , .. .. vi i ...„.«!.. ,.-ntto<l -Ihn mason for the

thorough wetting being that . in that case the absorption

between the bromide print and the tissue which had been in

the bath of potassium bichromate and ferricyanide would be

equal. The tissue was immersed in the first (the potassium

bichromate and ferricyanide) bath for three minutes. Then

came the critical point when the user of the process must

decide on the nature of the transcript of the bromide that he

wanted. This governed the time in the second (the acid) bath.

II it was desired that the Carbro print should be like the bro-

mide. 120 second- would he about the time: if greater contrast

was desired, a shorter time would be given, and if a flatter

result, a longer time. But the number of seconds was all

conditioned by the particular bromide paper which was I

used although' the rule held constant for all bromides; the

more time the softer the result, the less time the harder the

result. , .

Having put the tissue into the second bath for the required
j

time it was taken out and brought into contact with the bro-

mide print, squeegeed, and allowed to remain m contact for

a quarter of an hour, which wa.s usually sufficient, although

if a decidedly darker print was wanted, it might be left for

•JO minutes or ev nore. The tissue and print should be put

between grease proof paper, because the use of bibulous paper

resulted in the abstraction of some of the solution from the

tissue, with the result that there might be patches. The tis-

sue having remained in contact for a quarter of an hour or

the stipulated time, it was stripped away from the bromide

print the bromide print wa.s put into the dish to wash, and

the tissue was brought into contact with a piece of trai

paper which had previously been soaked for a good time .in cold

water.

The print then remained in contact for. say, hall an hour.

and development took place as in the case of a carbon print,

though it had to he borne ill mind that the solubility

greater, and that a lower temperature should be used fo

Carbro print than would be used for making the carbon. When

the developmer ore or less complete, hotter water could

be used, if desired, just as in ordinary carbon printing, but the
j

start should always be made slowly.
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Mr. Braham carried through the various manipulations, and
mentioned other points as he went along. It was alwavs de-
sirable to have a white margin on the bromide as a safe edge.
Sufficient depth of solution in the bath was desirable so as to
avoid airbells, for a good depth enabled one to slide a piece of

• under the surface. During the immersion of the tissue
in the 6rst bath he rocked the dish gently so as to break any
airbells which might be present. At the end of three minutes
he removed the tissue and allowed it to drain for 15 seconds,
then dropping it into the acid bath and again rocking the dish!

•ue end of 20 seconds he took it out again and laid it
aquarely on :h* print. A palette knife waa extremely conve-
nient for lifting after squeegeeing papers on to one another

n to a glass support, and that waa one of the necessary
tools in this process. The tissue having been squeegeed on to
the bromide print, was kept in contact for a quarter ot an
hour in order that the bleaching action might be complete.

It would be asked what sort of bromide was best for using
with Carbro:- Any type of bromide could be worked, although
gaslight prints were not so satisfactory as the normal bromide.
He had u~d various makes of paper; all of them worked, but
a difference would be found in the time which various papers
required in respect to the acid bath. That waa a matt-r which
each worker must determine for himself h With
regard to the number of Carbro printa «

I

from one bromide, he had been a ! to aay that the limit
but he had had to revise his estimate. II.. passed

round a bromide print from which fifteen Carbro prints had
been taken, and it was still, apparently, aa good aa ever. That

" h»d fee*" fi ' !

ict with the tissue and 61

ped. and washed again. Rut th.-re was not even
• **•*• ' .;h usually, wl
was used tune after time, if the paper did n
the gelatine blistered.

A print of a kind could be made without th.
of the acid bsth at all. and r two but
such a print waa almost invar, ably clogge.l |, e .h.'dows
and had the I u washed out U regard t.. th.
tin,e* ln .sths, the time in '., was
governed by th- worker's own fancv for
but the time in the case of the first bath was lied a|
minutes, with the on. the ca*. . halk

• a modification ha
^me„;employed had some effect on the gel.v

After the tissue and the bromide had been in contact for the
required tim.. the tissue was stripped away and brought in
eontact with the soaked transfer paper and eque..ge.
not use any pressure to prevent r„rling, as with proper .quee-
geeing th« was unnecessary

< should be thorough, and they rould be redev.
ordinary developer.

ve part in a bromide print was reduced silver,
it bad .-cirred to him that it might be possible to make some
paint of the nature of water rolour »
*> »•> m working up a bl

* dozen times in as mi rot. He il

<s worker) up in this manner, with a water-
colour contain ,nk. Just a few touches .1

•i. and all those t

the Carbro as part of the Carbro i

wnh «* » »»' (hanks to th. silver
in thr pigment, as any other pai

aid that ,, or ^pj.

- a flat, and
septa a harsh, result.

i up and
-nee. be. ,t and the

origi-
"•' ' was one that
"•* » P*' - "•». *"d the baths were sold as propr
•olotioaw In the single bath method there was not the means

of control by varymg the time. The differences in result hehad been able to secure through the modifications which weremade possible by the two baths would be sufficiency evident

idvaniL
m0aSt

r

a
V°

n
- ?"' he th°USht '

was a considerableadvantage, even ,f ,t was the only advantage to be gained fromthe new method. He did not want to discuss the fid methodbut rather to emphasise the possibilities of the new
'

aairf th.» !' he US6d ordinary "nsensitised carbon tissue, heZ.ri.Ki
Wa

r
necessanly ">• *»1 of the ordinary tissues

matt snrf.ee h .
* ' ma

-

tt "^ '"^ he Prc{erred *matt surface, which was easier hi manipulation. In the Carbroprints the detail was rather on the soft side, but the carbon

neTdtd '£ l* '"^ BUch knil^^ sharpness wherever
needed, that he wondered whether a glossy surface wouldrender that detail on the final print.
On the question of matt or glossy surfaces in general, he pre-

£ M * ma
u"

effe
?'' bUt ther0 Wfts no reason »«y » glossy paper

should not be used. With regard to detail, if it were a case ofthe reproduction of a mechanical drawing, he did not thinkthat sharpness ,n the same aense as lens-sharpness would be so
well forthcoming in the Carbro as in the carbon print, but in
p.cton.1 subject* thi, did not signify. Here what was involvedwas a diffusion pro. ess, and the action in Carbro was lateral
** well aa downward, so that, speaking in absolute terms, there
would lie a loss of sharpness.

In reply to other questions, he said that he did not fix the
in hypo after redevelopment, but used them as they

were. If a bromide intensified by re-development, he thought
that it was a case of slovenly work, the print not having been

rly washed. As for the necessity for immediate re-
development, he had believed that this necessity held good

uorking at an exhibition when he had no chance to rel
i ately, he found that on redeveloping after two

there was no difference. In a case in which there were
stains on the bromide of which the worker had been unable to

I, he would be inclined to ask what was the matter with
.1 bromide print? Asked whether the development

of tho bromide print to begin with had anv marked bearing
on the result, he said that he thought it had : if development
had not been full, there was not that reduction of silver which
was required, and also tho silver was not in the condition in
winch it gave the best results. The development of a Carbro

n reply to another question, might be done at a
decidedly lower temperature than a carbon. If a print was too
dark notwithstanding the warmth of the water, ammonia could
be put in the developing water, but he did not like this proce-
dure. Asked whether he had ever experimented by making
Carbro* from bromide prints, which had been treated with an
intensifier or a reducer, he said that he did not see any reason
why a bromide print should not be used, a part of which had
been removed with ferricyanide.

A Paosraaous Fh.m Company.—Declaring a dividend ef 15 per
cent, on the ordinary shares at the annual meeting of the Stoll
Film Co,. Ltd., Kingsway. Sir Oswald 8toll said that very few
coibJmsk.* ,n the industry had done so well. " The film industry

neral," added Sir Oswald, " is one which, when it casts its
swaddling clothes and acquires strength in limbs, brains in its
head, and more character in its composition, is going to astonish
mankind with its general usefulness."

Tin Soao Rxn-rx. We have always had the highest opinion of
ho reflex camera, which embodies within itself practically

every feature which the ideal reflex should have, and, moreover, is
ght and most workmanlike construction. An illustrated

booklt-t of the various models has just been issued by Messrs.
Amalgamated Photogrsphic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square,

W. It contains a full list of the reduced prices for
these cameras which have come into force at the beginning of the
present month. Photographers will congratulate Messrs. A.I
Ltd.. on the reputation for excellence of design and workmanship
which this camera of all-British origin and manufacture has

1 obtained throughout the world.
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LIGHT KlI/lKi: FORM1 1..K.

The following short paper from tho " Physical Review " collects the

\e of a large number of experiment* made by .Mr. Charles D.

HcHlgman, of the Case School of Ap] 'ice. primarily for the

production of light-filters for three-colour photography. As will

be seen, however, the series include many filters applicable in photo-

graphy of coloured objects on ort hoohromatlC and panchromatic

plates.

In the course of a somewhat extended study of the processes of

three-colour photography a considerable number of filters of various

types have been worked out. They include a series of three i

filters of varied extent and abrupt m . various

or orange contrt ation filters, and others for various

special use-, such as photo micrography ami contrast control in the

photography of coloured objects.

The niters constructed were of the ordinary type, each consisting

of two glass plates flowed with coloured gelatine, and. when dry,

cemented together with balsam. The factors determining the

selective absorption are the strength and dye content of the gelatine

solution and the volume flowed per unit area. The flowing solution

consisted in each case of 6 per cent, by weight of clarified gelatine,

a definite quantity of one or more aqueous dye solutions, and

distilled water to make the whole up to ICO per cent. Any filter

Formula Limits of

Kilter. Plate. Action.

Microns.Dye Solution. Quan'ty. Coating.

0.0, 0.0.

lilt a Bhodamine 15 1
° 85 0.094 Pan, .00-.71

I, Orange G 1
°„* 50 .125

[03 a Hose Bengal 0.5% 13.6 .094 Pan. .58 .71

h Orange G I%* 50 .12.".

12 n Krvthrosinei' 20 .094 Pan. .57-.71

b OrangeGl%* 50 .125

5 u Ponceau 2R 1% .. 15 .094 Pan. .56-.71

b Auramine 0.5% 20 .094

4 a Ponceau 2 P. 1% .

.

12 .094 Pan. .55-.71

b Orange Gl%* 20 .094

116 a Fluoresceine 0.5%* 94 .156 Pan. .54 -.71

b Picric acid 0..".",, 33 .094

113 a Ponceau 2R 1"„ 5 .094 Pan. .54-. 71

b Metanil yellow 0.5% 16 .125

13 a NaphtholgreenO.5% 12 1

2 r

094 Pan 48 62
Brilliant green 0.5%

b Picric acid 0.5% .

.

30"!

Napththol yellow .125

sat. sol. 50J
8 n Naphthol greenO.5%

Brilliant green 0.5% SI .094 Pan. .48-. 62

b Picric acid 0.5% 94 .125
7 a .Methylene green 1% 15 .125 Pan. .47-.62,

slight

action.

b Auramine 0.5% 20 .094 .66-. 71
121 n Picric acid 0.5% .. 30 "1

Naphthol vellow .125 Ortho. .40-.63

sat. sol. . . 50J
b Uneoated glass

17 a Naphthol yellow
sat. sol. 50 .125 Ortho. .47-.63

b Naphthol yellow

sat. sol. .

.

50 .125

14 a Naeht blau 1",', .. 15 .094 Pan. .40-49
b Gentian violet0.5% 10 .094

10 a Methylene green

0.5% .

.

15 .125 Pan. .37-. 49
b Gentian violeto.5% 20 .094

11 n Iodine green 1% . . 10 .094 Pan. .35-.51
b Gentian violet 0.5% 10 .078

119 a Picric acid 0.5% .

.

5 .078 Ord. .39-.50
ErythrosineO.5% .. 20 .094

123 n Aesculin 1% 5 .094 Ord. .39-.-50

h ErythrosineO.5% .

.

15 .094
118

6

Aesculin I

1

,
5 .094 Ord. .30-.52

I'onnula. Limits of

filter Plato. Action.

Microns.Dye Solution. Quan'ty. Coating,

e.c. e.c.

20 a Orange G 1",,*

b Naphthol yellow
23 .094 Pan. .53-70

sat. 80l. . . 50 .094

19 n ( Irange G 1 %*
b Naphthol yellow

s .091 Pan. .52 -.7o

sat. sol. 50 .094

17 ii Naphthol yellow

sat. hoI. . . 50 .125 Pan. .49-To
b Naphthol yellow

sat. sol. 50 .12.-,

121 „ Picric acid 0.5% .. 30^
Naphthol yellow y . 1 25 Pan. .47-.70

sat. sol. . . 50J
b Uneoated glass

122 a Aesculin 1%
b Naphthol yellow

15 .126 Pan. .42-.70

sat. sol. . . 50 .078

118 a Aesculin 1%
h Uneoated glass

5 .094 Pan. .39-.70

it; a Naphthol yellow

sat. sol. . . 50 .062 Pan. .35-.70,

h I'ncoated glass max. .66

18 a (Irange G 1
"„*

b Naphthol yellow
1.5 .094 Pan. .40-.70.

max. .56

sat. sol. . . 60 .062

23 a < ientian rioletO.5% 10 .094 Pan. .64-.71

b ( Irange (!1%* 50 .128

101 n Naphthol givenO.5% 20
| .125 Pan. .59-. 65

Orange (i 1
'",* 50 i

h Erythrosine 0.5% 94 . 1 25

104 n Fluoresceine 0.5%* 94 .126 Ortho. .54 -.61

b Picric acid 0.5% .

.

33 .094

20 a Orange (! 1%*
b Naphthol yellow

23 .094 Ortho. .52-.61

• sat. sol. 50 .094

17 a Naphthol yellow

sat. sol. .

.

60 .125 Ord. .47-.S3

6 Naphthol yellow

sat. sol. 60 .125

107 a Xacht blau 1% .. 2ii .094 Pan. .46-.51

b Picric acid 0.5% .

.

33 .078

106 a Rose Bengal 0.5% 16 .125 Ord. .46-. .50

b Picric acid 0.5% .

.

33 .078

111 a Picric acid 0.5% .

.

Erythrosine 0.5% .

.

33 1

20 J

.094 Pan. .46-.4S

6 Nacht blau 1% .

.

20 .094

108 a Eosine yellowish 1% 14 .094 Ord. ,42-.47

b Aesculin 1% 15 .126

22 a Eosine yellowish 1% 14 .094 < )rd. .37-.45

b Eosine yellowish 1% 14 .094

106 a Rose Bengal 0.5% 16 .125 Pan. .46-.50,

.59-.71

b Picric acid 0.5% .

.

33 .078

123 a Erythrosine 0.5% .

.

15 .094 Pan. .39-. 51.

.55-.71

6 Aesculin 1% 5 .094

119 a Picric acid 0.5% .

.

5 .078 Pan. .39-. 18,

.56-.71

4 Erythrosine 0.5% .

.

20 .094

108 a Eosine yellowish 1% 14 .094 Pan. .42-.47,

.66-.71

b Aesculin 1% 15 .125

22 a Eosine yellowish 1% 14 .094 Pan. .S8-.45,

.56-. 71

6 Eosine yellowish \'''
t

14 .094

* Orange ti ana fluoresceine will not dissolve in water in the proportion stated •

Ammonium hydroxide is added drop by drop until solution occurs.

is thus fully determined by giving for each of its two components

(1) the dye used and the strength of aqueous stock solution.

(2) the quantity of this dye solution used in 100 parts of the final

mixture, and (3) the quantity flowed on unit area. The gelatine

solution is filtered and poured while still warm on the previously

cleaned and levelled glass plates.

The action of the filters is shown by photographs of their absorp-

tion spectra. It is possible, however, to indicate the characteristics
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1
" Men of Hark." bv

Walter Stoneman. at the house of the Royal Photographic
8ociety. 35. Ruteell Square. Londo-

roary 4 — Partick Camera Club. Particulars
Secretary, James a Peel Street.

« January 23
graphic Salon Lateat ilatea.

exhibits, January 31 Particulars
>rr. James K Smellie, BraefinHon. Allanehaw

r Camera Club. Lateat date for entries,

from C. Beaoxhamp Hall
amera ( 1'ellevoe

Road. E
'inburgh Photographic Society. Latest

forma. February 4 ; > i -bruary 9 Par-
loa. SecreUry, G. Maeaie. 10, Hart Street.

8

latest date
for entriis. Febros
Secretaries Messrs I...ng,taff and Trace. 33. Hamilton Square,

kenhead.

Photogra; Ion. Secre-
>ad, Clapton, Lonrl

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street,

Leicester.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster
Secretary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.
mber 18 to October 28.- -Royal Photographic Society. Lat.-si

date for entries by earner August 26. Particulars from tlv

Photographic Society. 35. Russell Si

London, W.c.l.

Assistants' Notes.

'$ Ay atsittnntt suitable for this column will be considered

and paid U<r ,,n the n - I ./ the month followiinj publication.

A Mechanical Device for Use in Copying Framed
Subjects.

i ion- subjects., requiring I

rsptodnced m toe -';!. , s frequently done through the glass of

a frame; most work being in ;i ndition for copying, ui

ptvasure behind the glass

adjustment to the lens than is generally afforded by the ordinary

ecesaary to fix them up befdn
anera in some other waj I have found the method jl

to answer I The means of arl

•ien required will perhaps easily be .seen. I have utilise.!

a post for support, which nvenient p day
wooden movable arms work on a piece u

mped to the p ui or lowered : the lamp-
have also weigh I work up and down, t Ik-

'

•m the lent. But thi

of the method ;- the mechanical di I for supp
fram. ugh a i

elaborate bit of machinery, worked out by a handyman
engin. thy of it-

vhirh the

liar, ami made
•i the upright h

by a screw at the bai :l to tin levatjon, I

It is .

support for a fairly heavy weight A «

upright ba

in an u| The grew I the
with ., ridge ii. >IIa.i , and

I imera is fixed
I

runs to and fro on castors.—M. B.
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Patent News.

Process patents -application! and specification*—are treated in

" Photo Mechanical Aula."

Applications. December 19 to 24 :

—

Tripods.—No. 34,541. Tnpod stands for photographic, etc.,

apparatus W. M. Oillard.

APPARATUS.—No 34.272. Apparatus for treatment of strips of

photographic Sim. F. J. M. Hansen.

Projection Apparatus.—No 34,364. Apparatus for photographic

lantern slide projection. A. N. Wight.
y

Cinkmatocraphv.—No. 34,520 Method of treating cinematograph

films to eliminate scratches, etc. A. F. M. Ott.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Three-Colour Cameras.—No. 164,476 (March 6, 1920). The inven-

tion consists of a camera in which three plates are successively

exposed through filters connected in turn with the optical system

so as to vary the effective aperture of the filters relative to one

another for maintaining a constant time of exposure through each

filter.—Arthur lima Id Twist, Coronation House, 4, Lloyds

Avenue, London. [Further particulars of the invention are given

on another page in the "Colour Photography" Supplement.]

Two-Colour Photography.—No. 169,533 (June 30, 1920). The
main claim is for a process of colour photography which consists

in preparing two negative-records, one of which is a record mainly

of the green constituents of the object, and the other is a record

mainly of the red constituents, preparing positives therefrom and
colouring the image of the positive of the green record negative

magenta or minus green and the image of the positive of the red

record negative blue-green or minus red, preparing a third posi-

tive by printing from the two negative-records combined and
superimposed in register, colouring the image of the third posi-

!'ve yellow, and combining the three-colour positives in register.

—

john Frederick Shepherd, 10, Derwentwater Road, Acton,
London, W.3, and Colour Photography, Ltd., 3, St. James's
Street, London, S.W.I. (Particulars of the process are given on
another page in the "Colour Photography" Supplement.)

Printing Frames.—No. 168,728 (July 2, 1920). The invention
refers to photographic printing frames of the type having the
back made in two parts each provided with the separate spring
clamping device and one of which parts is intended to be
undamped and raised for viewing the print during the progress
of the printing operation while the other part remains clamped in

position. In such printing frames it has been proposed in Patent
Specification No. 3,648 of 1904 to provide means in conjunction
with the last-named part of the back to lock or anchor the part
against the adjoining end rail of the printing frame by means of a
hook pivoted either on the surface of the back or on the adjoining
end rail of the frame to engage with a stud fixed either on the
back or fixed on adjoining end rail, the hook to be so formed that
its curved portion is eccentric with its working centre 60 that it

clamps the part of the back against the adjoining end rail.

The invention consists in forming a hook or slotted member
integral with or fixedly attached to the spring clamping device
and at or about right angles thereto, the hook being adapted to
engage with a pin or stud mounted on the adjoining end rail of
the printing frame, and providing a cam or eccentric surface on
either (a) the operative edge of the hook or (6) on the pin, in

which latter event means are provided on the pin to impart a
partial rotation to the latter after the hook has been forced into
engagement with the pin ; and thus locking or anchoring means
are so combined with the clamping device and the parts 60 con-
structed and arranged to act that when the clamping device on the
last-named part of the back is operated the anchoring or locking
means are simultaneously brought into engagement and either (a)

automatically locked or (b) locked by turning the pin whereby
the part of the back is simultaneously (1) clamped against the

print, etc., in the frame and (2) anchored or locked fixedly against

end rail of the frame.

In the drawings, the detachable back of the photographic print-

ing frame 2 is formed in two parts 1 and la hinged together and
is shown provided with the well-known centrally pivoted clamping
springs 3, 4. In order to prevent the clamped portion 1 of the

hinged back from slipping, while the portion la , after being
undamped is raised for inspecting the print, means are provided

4 /» r /
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Pig. X. Fig. 2.

for holding the transverse edge 5 of the clamped portion 1 of the

hinged back tightly and securely clamped to the adjacent cor-

responding edge of the end rail 2-'1 of the frame 2. Such a clamp-
ing movement may, as shown in figs. 1 and 2, be attained by a

single cam device centrally located with respect to the width of

the frame.

The cam device illustrated comprises a pivoted hook member 6
engaging with a fixed abutment or pin 7, i.e., fixed on the rail of

the frame ; and the drawing, wedging or clamping movement is

effected by providing the hook 6 with a cam drawing edge 8 for

engagement with the pin 7. In operation, the number of move-
ments of the hand is reduced by reason of the hook 6 being
integral with the clamping spring 3, the hook and spring being
conveniently stamped in one piece, so that both revolve about the
same pivot 9. With this construction the transverse edge 5 «f
the portion 1 of the detachable back will be automatically drawn
into close contact with the corresponding edge of the end rail 2"

of the frame 2, and securely retained in that position in conjunc-
tion with the frictional resistance or pressure set up by the

clamping spring 3, by the usual movement of the clamping spring 3
when closing the frame 2.

As shown in figs. 3 and 4, the wedging or cam surface instead

of being provided on the hook or slotted member is formed on the
abutment. The hook 6* is provided with an edge 8» adapted to

engage with a cam surface 10 on a bolt or pin 11 which latter °s

v /*" /-*

•

) ire" .?

<&>
1

1 V—
Fig. 3.

suitably mounted in the end rail 2* of the frame 2 so as to be
capable of rotation by means, for instance, of a cross-head 12.

In operation the spring clamp 3 and hook 6* would be firs*

moved into the position shown, and the pin 11 is then partially

rotated so as to cause the cam surface 10 to draw the hook 6a and
thereby the back portion 1.—Houghton-Butcher Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., Clifford Road, Walthamstow, L- don, E.17, and Alfred
Joseph Dennis, The Langdales, Connaught Avenue, Chingford,
Essex.
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Punrt Glaiwo Machines.—No. 166.158 (March 16, 1930). The

apparatus comprises a polished rotary drum, preferably of steel,

- which the paper to be treated is fed, preferably from a

,*!y moistened. The

paper is pressed into contict w-.th the surface of the drum by

means of pressure rollers and a heating arrangement is provided

..nsmits heat over the external surface of the paper on

Irum.

neat is preferably greatest at or about the point where

the paper leaves the drum, the heat being regulated to prevent

injury to the gelatine surface of the paper.

tably driven rotary bm 1 in contact

• drum to keep the

drum surface constantly

In the drl*W A is a polished steel drum of a breadth

... the paper to be treated, the drum being

-inged in coatta*

<l

-
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Trade Names and Marks.
»

BR.

TA ; matki hni' bttn placed oh tht rtguttr

.

—
418228. Phonographic paper, photographii jlbums, and

.•« 99. I annia

Kodeti Street. Ilford. Ewex, m>:

plates, i"'

New Books.

-\ ERTING A BUSINESS INTO A PUVATE COMPANY.—A handy
little volume of this title has been written by Mr. Herbert W.
Jordan, of the well-known firm of registration agents of Chancery

Lane. London, W.C.2. price Is. net. It tells in simple language

the advantages which are obtainable from the conversion of a

eta into a private registered company, and explains the proce-

dure and cost of carrying out the necessary conversion.

The Scientists' Reference Book am> Diary.—This annual pocket

reference volume published by Mesrs. James Woolley, Sons & Co.,

Ltd., Manchester, price 3s. 6d. net, appears for the year 1922

with its customary numerous pages of scientific facts of daily service

to the chemist or physicist. It contains particulars of the Universi-

ties, learned societies, and other institutions, in addition to a diary

for the year and postal and other general information.

PXratCa. aim Chemistry or Colloids.—The Teport of a general

discussion held jointly by the Faraday Society and the Physical

Society of London on the physics and chemistry of colloids in

relation to various branches of manufacture has been published by

II. M. Stationery ' • I >.-|.irlment of Scientific and Indus-

trial. Research, price 2» 6d. net. The volume contains a large

papers on the prorx n itancei and pro-

cesses. While the particular application of colloid chemistry to the

making of pho' does not come within the scope

ussions there is much in the papers Oil ti

jellies and other colloid preparation* which is of interest to experi-

ment, tsei of emulsion photography.
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F-.roat Hill p S " Intensification and Reduction." J. H Sinclair
-•-lewUfic Society. Y.P.U. Lantern Slides.

^wla*-

font St. Michel." H. W. Fincliam.
1 article C.C. Second Lantern Slide Competition

.pnerograDtoc Society. • Crystallisation in Metal*" Dr.

iidale Amateur P.S. " Sdtona " Demonstration. W Lord
- 1. .suburban P.S. " Trick Photography." P. R. Salmon^

Thttrsdat, January 12.

Gateshead C.O. " Old Methods and New." W F S'ater

a" ^ZZj™* PA "^-T-° '- ***
0pt

'p'lldle
lety

' " ThC Man^tu^ of Optical Glass." Dr. C. J.

Wim
HiuWn

and 1>bt
" °'C' "

FamoU8 Britiah Hatarea." Henry

FRrDAT, Januari 13.

WombwaU P.S. Beginners' Night. Lantern Slide Making.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held Tuesday, January 3. the president, Dr. G HRodman, in the chair.

A<£-
W
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MA
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r6ad a paPer " 0n the ConditionsAffectwg the Apparent Activity of some Organic Developers."

of fi'Ji'

rmen gU"
-

a ^^ ° f «P~™ent, with the objectof findmg some numerical measure of the " activity "
of adeveloper, and of establishing some means of predicting thepropert.es of a developer from the constitutional formu 1 An•ccount of the many results obtained is not possible in the absenceof the curve, and tables embodying them, but it can be said Sat

a rivTUpTTT ^ the maXimUm d6nsity P~duced Sa given time of development, the depression in density due tobrom.de and the time of appearance of the image From ,ee

:n uv rii:
1
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6 to

H
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deve,ors •»»*•** « « -t« activity. He also desenbed results of experiments on the effect«f variation of soda carbonate on the activity of a developer inthe course of which a good many observation's were mad. on 'the

Sredtethe
VeS%rd

?°MWt ^ In «»d«™ "•Mi to he effect of desensitiser on the behaviour of developersA discussion followed, in which Messrs. R. E . Crowther F pRenwck G. E Brown, C. M. Thomas, and E, W Mel or tookpart and on the proposition of the chairman a cordfa vote ofthanks was accorded to the lecturer.

[January 6, 1922.

Pbmlanm. LTn.-This private company was registered onDecember 21, with a capital of £1.515 inMX) cumulalv^i peTcent, preference shares of £1 each and 300 ordinary shares of lT«ach. Objects
:
To carry on the business of printers stationers'hthographers typefounders, photographs printer* and litlo'graphers, artists, engravers, etc. The first directors are ™H F LVVHhamsfUfe director), 20, York Buildings, Adelphi ; G TThomas, 40, Leinster Gardens, Hyde Park- T w ssi, u Lb,Won House Finsbury Sq^% F

cf- tSJ^^fSouthampton Street Holborn, W.C.I.
'
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« Cli-b Phoiografuir.—Contribution* by members of the

anbead Photographic Association are made the feature of the

isoe of the " Club Photographer." Among them is a

toil process, described by M \ Shipley as

lograph," and specially suitab:. -for of the inked -up

The "i .grapher" is obtainable, 4Jd., post

Swan Street, Manchester.

RAPiiiN.i Strut* from Cages.—The large number of

i -here were no fewer than 135 on a

. few day* ago

.1 that for ten days a

hed cages over
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istaksble proof of the
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traffic squad W<
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tal iv -.graph mol

of the public, thus »ecu

offenders' idenl

..it the ti

ft 30. 1921, has shown a

_• the balance hi

I deducting the interim dividend paid on the

rred ordinary shares,

(I 13s. 7<l. for diarmsal After making
depreciation of
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• full divi-

" 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares: lb) the man
•he prefer .ares;

i:oary shares, placing

ut increasing the reserve fund to £11.000. The
) 2». 8d. is carried forwar urn's.

item BawruHT Bnmu.
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A few days ago we
• grapher. which

ge. It i»

rtain

t hrough different bnaineaa hooses and factor iee

an learn how bsannrii is carried on and hnw
photographer of whom we

local

i are*

and the photo-

; holography was
- • res was far

demonstration
• many • f

Jed enough in photography to coma in
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nth

Correspondence.

' ikr pOftr.

aidmin ../ !>' 'I nf fiwtM.

fty

r 9, I

note that

found any

nt, and
• n a member

benefit beyond the little 'Circular" the Association used to

publish and the privilege of attending the Congress (on payment

of 10s. or so estra). Then recently the subscription was raised,

but to balance this the ircular " lias apparently been

dropped, and a small page ill a dealer's leaflet is all wo get.

I wrote some time ago suggesting that the " Circular " should

add to its previous information a review of all the new app;i;

and gadgets that were put on the market, together with details of

for the benefit of those members who did not live in

II and could not spare time to run up to town often to keep

- with the latest inn- The secretary replied that lie

'it this a good idea and would bring it up at. an early meeting.

result appears to have been the exact opposite. The firm

which -rant* a page per month to the P. P. A. in their trade bulletin

1 grant, a very good firm, but we don't want our journal to

ihlished by any firm interested in the trade. We want an

unbiassed review of goods equal alike to all manufacturers.

Ami ii.. v n all tho P. P. A. have decided to hold their

nly remaining event now of any interest to provin-

cial photographers, in September, and apart from the Photographic

Fair.

icil realise that for a large number of their

nicml the question as a month for them

to leave their studios and go up to town for a week? All the

seaside place at least are Ight el tli.-ir l«-st class season.

April ..r v ..k months in most towns, and if Lond

; it is ihrir season, then let them remember that they

dip out t.- th.- I

at a time or in the evening, but the provincial photographer cannot.

He has to leave his business to the p bis staff for several

days at least.

Can you wonder at tlie large number of resignations (134 a.

.Is?

tion realise- majority of Its members

don, and tries to keep lAeii mttrtti sustain.-. I by

% j,,, ns towns besides. London, anil.

if possible, by establishing district centres that could do tomt-

ikimj, then I can see their membership ».-ing up in leaps and

\t present the] imply committing suicide as an

1 have written this not so much for the sal

luitf as to try and rouse SOBM life, if only by an argument.—

» truly,
II L. Kettle.

18, Rarashill lload, Scarborough,

bar 23. 1921.

PrmOL M wn.K LAMPS l\ >M Mm POM ftAlTTJRE

<
. i"-i

i-

(ientlamen,—A I noi oe there are f>- juries in

ng artificial illuminants I tare, I thought

-sihlv be of interest to some of your readers, who, like

myself, live in a place where no electric current is available

who perk
i

• U* Rf 1*"1 hl*t genera'"* when using a

ber of burners for ordinary gas. to know that I have re.

i„g with petrol lamp* in this direction. There are

laat manv type* "f these lamps OB the market, the particular

I | 1H v«. ti.
' by the Kitson Kmpire

Lightin.- c.
. of Stamford.(h £ ..,, lamps, carrying invert'. 1 mantles, sno run irom

a .ylinder of petrol placed on the floor, the lamps being connected

flexible roppe, In my own case I fitte

re, aiid hung tho lamps on two iron hed to the

h a manner ths »ng tliem. and

hed to a

tod spirit, which has presi

I ,„ the lamp. After tin *

a minute it will have heated the burner sufficiently to

when turned on from cylinder

.mpe are. I think, rated at approximately 800 p.p. each

a light of beautiful soft quality. Using a lens of //3,

00 H. A L). plate. I can obtain an exposure in one ee

,t the lamps being uncomfortably near the subject.
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More lamps could, I understand, be run from the one cylinder if

necessary.

I enclose a few proofs, from unretouched negatives, taken in the

circumstances described.—Yours truly,

R. Perkins.

Hill Road. Clevedon.

December 23, 1921.

[We are much obliged to our correspondent, whose prints show
full exposure and remarkably good illumination in the shadows.

—

Eds., B.J.]

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in th e Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not Inter than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

H. H. H.—We believe all the three books you name are out of
print, but they are by no means rare, and we have no doubt you
could obtain second-hand copies from Messrs. W. and G. Foyle,
Ltd., 121-123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

C. H. Toms.—Messrs. Houghton?, 88-89, High Holborn. London,
W.C.I, are agents in this country for the " Photo-Miniature

"

series of monographs, the price of which is Is. 8d. each 'post
free. Issues which they may not be able to supply would
perhaps be obtainable from the American publishers at 103, Park
Avenue, New York.

J- H.—Two gas lights would be quite useless : at least a dozen
are necessary if you want to give reasonably short exposures.
It will therefore be better tc rely entirely upon daylight. Have
a dark blind over the lower part of the window up to 4£ ft.

from the floor. Use a large white reflector on the shadow side,
but do not place it too close to the sitter.

-J- W—(1) If of very pale colour a blue, green, or possibly a yellow
glass might be used for modifying contrast, but for practical
purposes the method is practically useless in comparison with
the use of a suitable printing paper, or intensification or reduc-
tion of the negative. (2) A photograph obtained in the circum-
stances you mention is the copyright of the person who took it,

and wc know of no ground on which he could be restrained from
making any commercial use of it.

A. B. C—We are much obliged to you for your comments. Really
there is no secret in. making the index to the "B.J." except
week-by-week supervision of its assemblage in slip form. The
"copy " for the index is sent to the printers while two issues of
the volume remain to be published; the entries relating to the
subject-matter in these two issues are added to the proofs. A
practical manual of the subject is "Indexing," published by
Messrs. Grafton's, 7, Coptic Street, London, W.C., 7s. 6d. net.

Cardi.—For bromide printing, unless the negatives are of excep-
tional density, a 32 c.p. metal filament lamp is ample power. It
should be fitted in the printing box so that the filaments run
roughly parallel with the negative, that is to say the holder for
the lamp should be fixed in the side of the box. For printing
on gaslight papers, or for working from dense negatives a very
good lamp is a little 60 watt half-watt, giving a candle power
of about 120. In this the filament is in the form of a ring, and
the lamp holder should b» on the floor of the printing box.

C. J.—So far as the photograph is concerned you are not running
any risk in issuing the cards according to the customer's order
As regards the lines from a current Christmas card, these are
probably the copyright of the Christmas card publisher, and the
issue of them would be an infringement af that copyright, in
respect of which both you and your customer would be equally
liable. If however, the quotation is from one of the poets copy-
rightjn whose works has expired (as is the case with most of the
great poets) there is, of course, no infringement of copyright.

S. C.—Unless you are prepared to use plenty of light, and prefer

ably electric metal-filament lamps, we certainly advise you to

put on one side the idea of an enlarger without a condenser. I]

you are obliged to use gas. you had far better have a condense!
enlarger, a very good model of which is the chain and sprocket

of Butchers. The best gas burner we know for an enlarger ii

the " Howellite " sold by Griffins. There are no vertical

enlargers on the market except the somewhat expensive ones sold

for professional use.

Coptist.—Probably the copyright has expired in the engraving*
and also in the original paintings from which they were made.
Tf copyright in either form of the works is still in existence

your reproductions would be an infringement. In order to

satisfy yourself as to the existence of copyright it would b«

necessary to ascertain the dates on which the respective artists

died. Even then it would be a rather complicated matter, since

copyrights which were in existence at the time (June, 1912) at

which the old Act was repealed, are prolonged by the present

Act. Wc wish we could give you more definite information,

but that is not possible from the brief particulars which you
give.

W. A.—(1) A piece of dark red or green art serge, which you can

obtain in 54-inch width, will make an excellent background. If_

you prefer you can use caiico sheeting, distempered with black

Kalko. You can get this in packets, price Is. 6d., from the

Vanguard Co., Maidenhead, or Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield,

146. Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. (2) By rubbing,

gently on very fine glass paper. (3) Not as postcards, but as

;

printed matter. The words " printed matter," and the addressj

only may be written on the back. (4) We doubt if you will get!

any maker to supply odd sized mounts ; buy the large sheets of I

card from a firm like Halsey and Davison, 14, Carlisle Street,!

London, W.l, and cut them up with a steel straight edge and i

sharp knife. If you dry -mount, the heavy-weight papers are
|

quite stiff enough and easier to cut.

A. H.— (1) The only thing you can do is to stick up some kind of
j

bust or other object, the image of which you can arrange and]

focus on the ground glass, afterwards yourself taking its place]

before the camera. We think if you arrange the head rest for !

the object when focussing, you will have no difficulty in putting
;

yourself in the same position. (2) We do not think there is any
i

mechanical shutter release, except, of course, the obvious one

ol a long length of rubber tube or metal cable release, which
;

could readily be arranged so that it could be operated by the

foot. Even the very simple device of a single flap raised by a

thread and allowed to drop back after the exposure could be
easily arranged by rigging up some kind of board, pressure on
which with the foot would provide the requisite amount of pull

OB the thread. (3) There is no book on self-portraiture.

The British Journal of Photography.
Line Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Mondav morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Photography's Our French friends, in the person ofcentenary. M G potormiee are ]Usfc now taking
an interest in determining, as accurately as may be done,
the date which may be ascribed as that of the invention

lotographj. A paper by M. Potonniee in the Bull
te French Photographic Society, examines at length

the stag. work of Nicephore Niepce, who is
rightly regarded as the first to produce a permanent
record of objects by the agency of light. It appears from

noe 0< Niepce which; was published
b, and particularly in the now rare work

!•
1 'invention de la Photo-

i<\" that in pee had succeeded in
ning permanent copies by means of sensitive bitumen

of Judea. As a result of his researches M. Potonniee
ie earlier .late of 181 6, which apparently has been

to the earliest of Niepce 's experiments
with lipht-sensitive substances on paper. These, how-

ild not he rendered permanent. The year 1822
dinned by a number of Niepce letters of that date,

tad is in agreement with the tradition current in his
r a number of years after his death in 1831.

Those who have visited the former Nidpce s estate at
ar Chaloti, will perhaps remember the monu-

• standing near t line, the inscription
on which definitely names the year 1822 as that in which
Niepce " invented photography

* * *

Overhead. The eternal problem of how much to

charge for photographic work which is
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i is. perhaps, one which turns up more frequently

than any other in questions which reach us on commercial
». Putting o itions which are based on

know 1 1 1 ion which has to be met, a chief factor

lining tl

ay photograpl
or overhead charges.

• ' cost of a minor factor l

tiveiv tejthe proportion of t id charges which
BSBEHBuld be, borne of work out
of the ordinary. We : ipetition, but

nuch iin: •• attache, 1 to it, for

which is nani' [iiotographer who is asked to quote
cannot be vei I Furthei f work is to

r the proportion of standing
charge will often show that competiti the

it a loss. It >f service to
• - v n at much : iese

8 list of

thorn, which are mentioned
I

2 >• and tel>
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3, salaries of owner and assistants; 4, delivery cost; 5,

est on capital ; 6, insurane and subscriptions ;

7. bad debts and collection expenses; 8, advertising; 9,

depreciation of equipment and stock, repairs and

renewals, 10, expenses, such as breakage and spoilage,

returned goods, reductions ; 11, miscellaneous supplies for

offices and workrooms. Costs belonging to all these

sections apply equally to the whole turnover for the

and on the presumption that the total of them and also

the total turnover for the previous year are known, thfe

amount which requires to be allotted to a particular job

is readily computed. Prom the actuarial standpoint this

is, perhaps, a crude method of describing what sbould be

done ; nevertheless, it is a good deal better than the

common practice of neglecting " overhead " altogether.

A Tar Considering the resources of the English
Camera. vocabulary, it seems a pity that the

word " camera " should be applied to instruments which

have nothing to do with photography or even with light.

In the current issue of the " Gas Journal" we see

described an appliance for the approximate measurement
of the quantity of tar in town gas. It is an American
device by which a deposit of tar is obtained on a sheet

of white paper, and is called a " tar camera" by its

inventors or users in the United States. It is, of course,

in no sense a camera, but simply a chamber into which

the stream of gas is led. We suppose our American
friends would justify their appropriation of the word by
saying that they are using it in its old literal meaning.

Hiit the literal meaning is, if anything, more specialised

than that which is associated with photography, and
survives only as the name of the legislative chamber in

some Latin countries and in the judicial phrase in camera.

There is really no excuse for misuse of 'a word which is

so firmly rooted in the popular mind, and which, in the

present instance, is readily replaceable by " indicator,"
" tester " or a similar term.

Goldlese During the last few years a good deal
Self-Toning of interest has been taken by German
Papers. experimenters in the use of selenium

and tellurium compounds for the toning of development
prints, but a somewhat unexpected application of these

substances appears to have been discovered. According
to a patent specification of the Dresden firm of Kraft &
Steudel, a print-out collodion emulsion containing
selenium dioxide or telluric acid, the latter dissolved by
means of lithia, yields brownish purple tones ™'hen fixed

in an acid bath consisting of 5 per cent, hypo and 10

per cent, potassium bisulphite. The emulsion is one
prepared by addition of silver nitrate, lithu'um chloride

and citric acid to 4 per cent, collodion. The effect of the
selenium or tellurium compound is stated to be similar

to that of the gold chloride as a constituent of a self-

toning emulsion. But, so far as we are aware, nothing
is known of the degree of permanence of prints made on
papers, in the coating of which the place of gold is taken
by such compounds as these of the baser metals.

* * *

Worn Camera Judging by the many hand cameras that
Coverings. xre have seen the leather or leatherette

coverings of which are decidedly the worse for wear, it

might be assumed the renovation of such is a more or less

difficult job. The reverse is actually the case, and perhaps
some of our readers may like to take the hint, when their

cameras are at rest during a quiet season, of improving
their appearance for the coming fine days. If the covering

has only become dull, a "ood brown polish may be applied

with a piece of clean rag, rubbing it well in and giving a

final polishing with n clean, dry, iluffless cloth. If the

camera has been more or less neglected and its black

covering has discoloured, it may be re-blacked with

leather dye, obtainable at any saddler's. The dye should

be applied with an odd piece of cloth, care being taken

not to make the covering too wet. or the glue attaching

it to the camera may become loosened. If the dye is not

available a black, not blue-black, writing ink may be made
to serve. When the black has become thoroughly dry

the covering may be given a coat of a good, quick-drying

spirit varnish, which will be found to restore much of the

original appearance.

FAILUJJKS THAT TEACH
Thk facilities for turning out good work, for which the

present-day photographer has to thank the plate and paper

makers, have tended to make him less thorough in his

methods, and certainly less skilful than were the old wet

plate workers. When everyone started from practically

tae same point, by buying unmixed chemicals and plain

glass, any difference in quality could only be attributed

to the skill of the worker and the circumstances in which

he worked. If his negatives were foggy or his plates were

slow, he had to trace the cause of the trouble, and

usually gained some valuable information in doing 60.

There was no opportunity of changing his plate maker

with the idea of mending 'things, so that self-reliance was

fostered and success was the direct result of effort.

Many, if not most, of the difficulties which arise would

be avoided if a regular course of technical instruction

formed the prelude to entering upon a photographic

career, but unfortunately only a few are in the happy

position of having received such training, so that know-

ledge must be gained piecemeal as the exigencies of daily

work demand it. The first step is the cultivation of the

habit of accurate observation. Failing this progress will

be slow, and discouragement must inevitably ensue. This

may be illustrated by recounting an actual experience.

A portrait operator had been troubled by the appearance

of semi-transparent patches upon his negatives, especially

during hot weather, and attributed them to faulty coat-

ing. He thereupon changed his plate maker, and for a

time the negatives were perfect, but in the course of a

few weeks the trouble reappeared, and he was forced

to conclude that the fault lay in the manipulation and

not in the manufacture of the plates, and set about dis-

covering the cause. It was found that the plates were

perfect when placed in the washing tank after fixing, but

on removing them from the water in the morning certain

of them bore the disfiguring marks. This pointed to the

fact that the gelatine had become partly decomposed and

had dissolved in the washing water. The next batch was

washed for about an hour and put in the racks the same

night, the result being entirely satisfactory. Without

the careful observation which noted the stage at which

the spots appeared a further change of plates might have

been made, and if these had happened to be coated with

a very hard emulsion, which withstood the prolonged

soaking, two plate makers would have rested under the

unfair imputation of issuing faulty materials. It was not

long before the knowledge thus gained again became

useful. The printing was nearly all done upon gelatino-

chloride paper, and a sudden epidemic of fading set in

among the prints, oven those in the showcases only last-

ing a few weeks. The photographer at once suspected

that the same decomposition which had spoiled his

negatives was working havoc among his prints, and a

' careful examination showed a slight unevenness upon the
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reo-photogrammetry, which up to a few years ago was
greatly neglected in Franc- iosely studied.

ranratsc de Steroo-topographie, recently formed
n the initiative oi M P, Oorbin, wlio lias introduoed

these niotlio.li in France, has made an arrangement with the
firm of Zeis* for the application in France end the French

reoscopic methods of making maps, and in

particular for the use of the von Orel -toreo-autograph, the
r an apparatus devised by the Austrian Geographic

Service for the automatic drawing of maps and of their

\ French railway engineer, M. J. Predliumeau, with the
\ from the Ministry of Public Works, has set

out to obtain equivalent result* with a much more simply
ructed camera, and has made an experimental model of

pometer." which has given every satisfaction
in the course of it* tirst trials.

d that another engineer, M. Poivilliers,

belonging to the Compagnie Francaise de Navigation Aerie

has patented a camera batted on l.-.il. tin- liildiiio-o.theodolite

' igershoff and the von Orel Stereo-autograph for the

apptTWttoA of -toniKpliotogrammetry to serial photographic
negat

CinematoRraphy
event of groat importance in cinematography is the

" Mmolial "
. rnph prop

of the firm of Oontin-ouaa. This apparatu- must bo said to

• t merely an improvement on existing types, but an
ly now and excellent conception. The shutter, which is

of truncated conical form, is placed between the condi >

and the film. Flicker is absolutely eliminated by the direc-

Utd speed of its rotation, as is shown even when the

apparatus is run without a film. Wings mounted on the

shutter onus,, it to function ns a powerful fan, strongly cooling

the fdin and permitting of any single picture being prop

in the ordinary way. The film passes into an absolutely closed
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channel, which completely separates it from the mechanism
and, moreover, provides an absolute preventive of the film

catching firo. It the motor of the projector is stopped, if

the fall of the safoty cut-off is intentionally prevented and
if the shutter is turned in the open position, the film

will catch fire, but the combustion is limited to the

piece of film contained in the gate and does not even extend
to the perforations, so that after such an incident projection is

continued when restarting the motor. The efficiency of these
arrangements is such that the constructors have obtained from
the authorities permission to dispense with the water cell, the

use of which has hitherto been compulsory in every cinemato-
graph exhibition.

At one of the recent meetings of the cinematograph section

of the French Photographic Society, M. L. Clement, a leading

authority on cellulose ethers, gave a very interesting talk on
non-flam film of cellulose acetate. The difficulties which some
manufacturers have had arise from the random choice of the
cellulose acetate. This latter is available not as a single

definite substance, but there are several cellulose acetates

differing very greatly in their properties according to their

source. Varieties which are the best for varnish making are

not suitable for film manufacture, and vice-versa. The
technical, experts should be able to specify the qualities which
a cellulose acetate should have in order to fit it for the manu-
facture of cinema film, and it would be easy for manufacturers
to conform to those descriptions. The characteristics of a good
cellulose acetate film are very little different from those of a
celluloid film, and the resistance of the former to abrasion is

greater. Most of the celluloid negative film, moreover, has a
coating of cellulose acetate in order to prevent electrical

markings.
As a result of this conference a committee has been formed

to define the chemical, physical and mechanical properties

required in cellulose acetate for cine films, and the technical

experts of the cinematograph film manufacturing and pro-

ducing firms are represented on it. Another committee has

also been established in order to endeavour to obtain an inter-

national standard for perforations and for the marginal

notches indicating the required alterations in the light when
printing from negative films.

Colour Photography-
An experiment which would have been very interesting if

it had been carried out more strictly and systematically was
recently made by the colour photography section of the French
Photographic Society. A number of Autochrome plates coated

with the same batch of emulsion were exposed under identical

conditions (the three plates of each set of three receiving

different degrees of exposure) on a still life subject consisting

of bronzes, flowers, and fabrics, illuminated by electric light.

Each set of three plates was developed by the advocate of a

particular method of development. Unfortunately none of

these workers were accustomed to the illumination of the dark
room in which development was done and, therefore, the results

were greatly inferior to those usually obtained by them. It

seems, however, that some conclusions can be drawn from this

comparative test. For Autochrome plates, the exposure of

which has been somewhat cut down, the best results appear
to be obtained by the Lumiere metoquinone developer. For
somewhat fuller exposure the pyro developer recommended on

the introduction of the Autochrome plates serves well. It is

recognised that this developer is the best for plates which have

been kept considerably beyond the date allowed for their use

by the makers. Lastly, the diamidophenol developer made
acid by an appreciable addition of hrisulphita bo as to prolong

the time of development to about an hour appears to give the

best results from Autochromes which have been considerably

over-exposed.

M Schitz, one of the most skilful workers of the

process, has recently shown some very fine landscapes

made in quarter-plate size with a 15-inch lens. The narrow
angle of view requires that the foreground should be at least

about 150 ft. from the camera, with the result that the atmo-

spheric effect is to soften the colours and to avoid too violent

effects. At tins small angle also it is usually an easy matter
to obtain excellent composition without the inclusion of th»
sky in the picture, thus eliminating a feature of the landscape
wliich is almost always unsatisfactory in an Autochrome unless-

it presents striking features.

A New Process of Colour Photography.
M. Leon Didier, inventor of the Pinatype process, has

recently been granted a French Patent (No. 524,143 of
March 17, 1919) for a new process of colour photography by
printing from a negative in complementary colours (e.g., an>

unreversed Autochrome) on to a sensitive film, or several such
films, so that there is formed at each point a colour comple-
mentary to that in the negative, and therefore correspond-

ing with that in the subject.

The inventor sets forth as follows the conditions to be
fulfilled:—The three series of reactions, each corresponding
with the production of a primary colour, should be chemically

and optically independent; fixation should be possible for the
three sensitive films by a single reagent, or, at any rate, by
reagents which can be mixed together.

The leuco compounds of certain dyes alone or in a mixture
with other substances are sensitive, particularly to rays com-
plementary to the colour which the compounds assume on
exposure to light. For the production of the yellow image
other reactions may be employed, taking place only under the
influence of the actinic blue and violet rays. Fixing is to

be done in a solution of monochloracetic acid, with addition

of stannous chloride.

Stereoscopic WorK.
M. G. Potonniee, one of our most enthusiastic searchers of

documents relating to the history of photography, has recently

drawn attention to two drawings made by J. Chimenti (1554-

1640) which are in the Wicar Museum at Lille. These two
drawings form a beautifully drawn stereoscopic pair made two

centuries before the invention of the stereoscope by
Wheatstone.

M. Gu6rin, maker of the well-known Leroy stereocycle, in

collaboration with M. Delens, has recently designed a very

compact new model of magazine stereoscope, in which the

transparencies are handled with great speed and certainty.

Its all-metal construction leaves nothing to be desired as

regards mechanical perfection.

Pictorial Photography.
The great success of the competition organised by the

"Revue Francaise de Photographie, " particularly in regard

to the standard of the work submitted to the judges, denotes

a reawakening of pictorial photography in France. Moreover,

a Salon of Photography will probably be held in Paris in 1922

under the management of a group of the principal photo-

graphic societies in conjunction with the " Revue Francaise,"

thus restoring a feature of French photographic activity which

has been dormant for nearly ten years. The difficulty in

obtaining a suitable place for such an exhibition is likely to

limit the number of works which can be shown, but Tipon how-

ever modest a scale the effort is made it is bound to have a

highly favourable influence upon the progress of pictorial

photography in France, where the high price of photographic

requisites has had a strongly deterrent effect upon this branch

of the art.

The Constitution of Developers.

A few months ago M. M. Abribat, in a paper before the

French Chemical Society, pointed out that he had been able

to develop photographic plates by means of products obtained

by the action of sulphurous acid on a solution of fuchsine or

malachite green. To these solutions, in which M. Abribat

admitted the presence of the corresponding leuco bases, car-

bonate of soda was added at the time of use. Although

without any practical interest, this observation had a certain

importance, since it represented an exception to the law laid

down by MM. Lumiere on the chemical constitution of organic
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Notes and News.

etical and Applied Optics, established

it 110, Boulevard du M --e for tho training

ra and workjMop
men

Professor of Physics in

f Philadelphia

recently swarded one ol
'' dais for his optical

rsnoarrhnt. in particular in spectroscopy.

The annual meeting of the French Society of Industrial
Chemistry, held in Paris during the second week in October
announced a section devoted to photography. The announce!
ment of the congress however, was made so late that, for lack
"f anyone to take part in it, a meeting of this section could not
be held. Sir W. Jackson Pope addressed the general congress
on the future of the organic chemical industry, and was
awarded the gold medal of the Society of Industrial Chemistry.

Scvere!
' newspapers recently reprinted an article

from the " Times," according to which synchronism of move-
h in cinematograph projection "had just been

discovered." M. Leon Gaumont, who in 1901 solved this
problem, with the help of his colleagues, has since perfected it,

and has on many occasions given public demonstrations of his
Cbronophone r Talking Film (notably in 1902 and in 1911 at

i tench Photographi naturally been prompted
is announcement to draw attention to his invention

a meeting of the French Photographic Society on October 28
he again gave a performance of several talking films. The
present apparatus is certainly capable of further improvement
as regards the quality of the sound and the means of

ter, but nevertheless it achieves absolutely the automatic
ation of a cinematograph and a phonograph.

L. P. Clbrc.

THE TRICK OF PHOTOGRAPHING A MAN.
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of the thirty-ninth annual ( u of the Photographers' Association of America,
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sses which
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ndvantageou •get. Mr MacDonald had much to say on lighting,

iiinon interest between the photographer and his sitter
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much char., iiumour
J

as is uiir.-t on t! -ly at the ue

he matter of equipnicn . ismm to be hunt-

around and '. a solution for

all the troubles to have new and d mrnt, like
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. and t' him, wh-
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ye sea I>oc., I don't know, but what - new? "

\nd so it m in the matter of equipment. It

doesn't seem to make much difference to people what it is.

rig as it's now. They want a change. It's a very healthy

'.om.

I it is true, a who have been doing boni.

trsiture have proved, that it doesn't make an awful I

what the apparatus is, what th.

example, so long as y.>u haie plenty of it : it is absolutely
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and so it i- particularly with ti .

u have got to have a light that to the
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work with the handicap of an uncontrollable light. A prin-

ciple in electric lighting is that almost any light will an
ii ere going to make a single figure, provided the light

is adapted to the room in which you are working, making
res only of heads—there isn't any reason why your room

should be more than ti ft. wide and perhaps 6 or 7 ft. high,

vi that you may utilise the natural reflex of that light, in

order that the direction of the light as it comes immed
l r> in th* source, may be felt as direction in a perfectly and

• rly rounded picture, whereas, if you were to take that

same iiluminaiit. whatever it be, and put it in this hall,

with all tho lights turned out, as you know, it would be a

very inadequate affair.

\n illustration in the particular case, is this: If one were

to take a little candy box, that is perfectly white on the

inside, and would put a little doll inside it, and light a match
- through a hole into the box, you could make a

photograph of that inannlkin like a flash. You might take

that match at midnight ban in this hall and put it as close

to th» human face as you wanted to and you couldn't by

anv possibility c;ct an exposure, except perhaps at the point

of t lie match. The keeping of all of the light of the match

in the box is the trick. Almost all of the light, in the case

of this hall at midnight, would be dissipated in the sur-

rounding dark.

I so it in in the case of making pictures of children.

' 'ore and I have talked the matter over many times,

and we have finally come to the conclusion that in order

... hildren rapidly, in a fixed studio, an

ent would be something like this: We will

imagine a piano box, such as an upright piano comes in,
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and we put it up on a little platform with a set of steps

leading up to it. and we would put one light—anything you

so that all the light is contained in that box. Make
\..ur side wall* and Lack in a light key and put a little

shade forward, so that even what light might go out at the

top would be sent back, and you can make picture, bo rapidly

and so thoroughly timed and balanced that the hard work

of making children's pictures would be a joke. The bread-

and-butter pictures that will serve every time, dead sure-

can ho made right off, and then if you have a lot of money

and a lot of time, you can take the child into a dark room

this, and you can make all of the high art you

like to amuse yourself. But bear in mind that those things

that are fully illuminated and made so rapidly that you have

the heart of the youngster in his face, they are the bread-

and-butter pictures; they are the things the people want.

In handling light you must always hark back to funda-

mentals. There are to-day in this profession, not here iu

New York alone, but all over the world, a set of people who

put things across because there is a certain proportion of

the public that is looking for novelty and will buy any-

thing. The girls on the street to-day, beautifully gowned,

showing perhaps a little ankle, would give up all of that

snappy look when someone brings out a gown that covers

even the ankle, if it is supposed to be new. And it is the

6ame way with photographs There is a clientele for every

freak. They say that in New York you can sell anything,

but it is so in the smallest town in Ohio. You can sell any-

thing. You cannot sell it, perhaps, in volume enough, but

you can sell anything.

Bui we are not of the kind of people who make pictures

as some painters do, after they have muddled along and finally

finished the thing, they have a devil of a job finding a name
for it. That isn't the kind of stuff we are supposed to make.

We are professionals. We are supposed to know what we

are goint: to make and proceed to make it.

In the matter of light, fundamentals are necessary. There

M a formula of light—some of you youngsters are very apt

to say, " Formula of light; there snail be no formula of

light, wo ought to make pictures anywhere, anyway." But
there is a formula of light that has been passed down through

all the good portraits. There is one way that you do get

projection; there is one angle, one type of volume that all

of the painters have used, and are using to-day, and the

fundamental is to get your face into projection that will

revive the memory of the person who sees it, and if they

remember the person that was photographed and not the

photographer who is trying to put on airs, that is the test.

Therefore it is necessary, in the handling of light, wherever

the light may be, wherever its source, to have such a light

that you can project that face in the formula that the

painters have used these three or four hundred years. It

must, in order to get that projection, be from a single source

(and there are some people in the audience who will say

"Ha, ha! he is stepping into a trap "), but I have thought

that out carefully, and that it be done in the most absolutely

simple manner possible. The light must be merely the expos-

ing element, that which makes it possible for the eye of one
person to see on an otherwise blank piece of paper that which
stimulates his memory. It must bring about the utmost pro-

jection as governed by the necessity in the case—the necessity

in the case being the type of person that you are represent-

ing, stronger in some cases, less strong in others. If it

is not done so that projection is an absolute, dead-sure thing,

you are not going to make the pictures that will do the
work that you intend them to do, which is satisfying the

people that you are selling goods to.

Some of you will say, " Why is it that you have played

so much with the double source of light? " You will find

that there never was a picture that was made in my studio

even with a double source of light, but that had originally,

and, taking out the secondary light, projection, absolutely

and completely done first, and then the secondary source added
for reasons that seemed to justify its use.

The reason I am explaining this at this length is that there

has been an unfortunate tendency on the part of photo-

graphers, myself among them, to see something that has
attracted in the work of another man, and literally copy it.

Educationally, it is a good thing to see whether you can do it,

but you have got to know the reason underneath it before it

is going to be of definite and lasting value. Every now and
then we find a person of such indeterminate arrangement of

"features that if you were to set them down with a light which
merely projected their features it might not be highly interest-

ing, but if you take your regular formula of light and soften

it down with the projection still there, but so soft as to be

even less distinctive, and then you find that the man bus one
corking good line, say, down his nose, which is in keeping w ith

a point in his character, it will shape the things up and make
folks say, entirely aside from the work of the man who has
done it, " an interesting personality." I claim that is a
legitimate purpose for a double light.

I had, a little while ago, a man who was unfortunate all

'

through the lower part of the face—a mighty strong person,

and there are many strong people who are too strong of the

animal to be pleasant. They have done things because what
mind they did have was hacked by a body that permitted
them to go through and do things even though it caused them
physical pain, over-work, over-hours, over-everything that

most people shirk, but they had the body that was able to

push through their mind and that shows in the lower part

of the face. He had heavy lips, an over-sized chin, a bad
nose—too broad at the base—animal—but the man was an
interesting man. He had done things, and was entitled to be

known by the world as a person of distinction. If I had
lighted him in the old formula, in the even sort of way, I

wouldn't have given that man his proper place in the world.

But ! In connection with all of this he had a magnificent

forehead. He had hair that grew down in a vigorous sort

of way, well over the forehead, with an opening here and
there, and I put the finger of light to his forehead in order

to show that he had mental capacity. But bear in mind that

you mustn't ever use a double light until you have demon-
strated one thing first -the portrayal of the man in just and
true projection.

There was a man named James Inglis (a lot of you don't

remember him, some of the older fellows do), and we had a
tumultuous Scot, named Dundas Todd, and in his turbulent

way he had to find something to devote his energy to, and he
was very glad to find that there was a man named Inglis who
had been doing a thing or two in the way he thought was
the proper way to do it, and he made quite a god of Inglis.

The only reason that Inglis was entitled to a saintship was
that, with persistence of the Scot, he had acquired the idea

of this simple old projecting light, and he had never let go
of it for one minute, and, with the persistence of the Scot,

he rammed it down our throats until a lot of us, then younger
men, side-stepped him; but Dundas said, " No, ye'll not get

away so easily as that, and I'm here, I'll make ye take it!
"

And he did ; he wrote a book on it, and the result is that

Inglis to-day is the father of most of the legitimate por-

traiture of America.

He was a Scot of an unusual kind. My father was * Scot,

but alongside of Inglis, even with bis bit of dogged-

ness and tenacity, he was a plaything, he was a Dresden
china doll. Inglis was the kind that they made the

John Knoxes out of ; he was the kind that made that old type
of Presbyterians who said, " It doesn't make a particle of

difference who you are, you're goin' to Hell. That's the kind
of material he was made of, and one day, thirty years ago
or so, or perhaps a little longer, he came into my studio in

Albany and he was showing a little formula of paper, a really

choice bit of glossy emulsion paper, and we were making
albumens at that time, but we didn't want to make paper,
but told him if he would make it we would buy some. He
said, " I'll sell the formula, but I'll not make the paper, and
you'll have your own troubles with it." And he sold the
formula. I, with the confidence of youth, brought out three
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of my pictures. I remember one of them distinctly. They
things that I was sure were good. At any rate, they

were .-uch an advance on what I had been making that I was
proud of them, and carefully slipped them into his

hand. He looked at them with those bushy brows of his, one
" Who mad* them"- " With due and

•id Why, I did," and he said, " Never
tell anyone that ye made them. They are bad—they are bad,

tnd a :
-«.' it now, they were—the dear man was

f'g'' : rare made following a trick, the trick of a man
•erved and admired. They were made withont

They were not made with projection, they
made t« ahiw how smart I was, not the value of the

I he thereupon gave me a lectu:
the vah.. i» which will produce projection in a

"0 stand- ahead of

d stands ahead of the cheek,
la ahead o! the ear. There is only one

formal* tor that. James Inglu was right.

I have said these last few words oaly in order to show you
that -inn and pers. | tricks that cover

'. get you through.
jve got to make tne legiti-

mate -men want it. Bear . the
. ... ol ji ting you

>g * 'fig :urea. It

doesn't pay to make a that
ury of the P.A of A

,
purpose is

eustomer, and there is something wrong about
then- msj not pleated the people you are taking the

• y from.

lebody aa\ about these
uiouimI sharp ienae* don't plea** me any

: t %!••- ..:
t
<i«**e m* n.

have in come to

hunimo «y* does not «** the human
rman type ol lens— the.

0* showed it. Th.

laces that way, BBissa you are unfortunate ami nave a bad
» and have gi

. order to
unsive pair ol gjac***, has given you some-

ou ought i.' navo,
not see a human face ma<le up ol a i

. I, such a

human face is not observed by Lb* aye in the
way that the old Jeii.es did r :lx» public became

it, and you are still *c , and

example, you a restaurant, and
••it served witn a led by

.1 that cost you a dollar and a quarter
—air: | on the bread, and you had a little bottle

aat used to be, but a. ou found that

there was ibly nice,

vranted to feed y ., so you went out

olUrs' w :bcm only

cavia. Hi* same way with f**duig the public

a too solt typo ol picture. Til* dear tummies won't
sum!

re is quality in the soft focus lens that is the right

it presents the pr< > t a human lac* in the

hat the human c)e see* a face, and not ;n the

I old lens aaw iv, but ha a little bit careful of

• mers. Bear in mind that Inglu. could sell me that

ila or not: if ha did nut, he could take it to someone

else, but you are in one town, and you have got to keep solid

with those people all the time. Lead them along a little bit,

break them into the idea that this is inhnilely better than

what the old type of lens presented, but be cartful of thrusting

. throats.

HMJ * in the way of material equipment but that

hav* probably got at horn* or could go out and buy in

lb* la... In g, though, last night, and I am going

iUM to* minds of so ii.aii\ peopl*

thin?
h
i£°

here
' 7-

0lk
?* on one thin«' m*y devel°p ">**-thing. Do you realise that there is no artificial proof-printine

apparatus ,„ America that is worth a snap. You cannot print
fast enough and soft enough at the same time with any piece
of apparatus we have got. There aren't «ny of them adequate
to the Purpose The ideal thing would be this : Something
that would hold ten, fifteen or twenty, eight by tens, so that
you oould buy four or five of them, and if you only had ten
proofs to make, u- one; or if vou had twenty, turn on
another, or a third, end so on.
Now in the matter of the making of portraits of people

the great thing is to know what you want. The light that
you have is in all probability more or less adequate to the
demand that you have, but you have got to find out what
you want to do.

There was a chap over here named Carpentier who proved
that it doesn't make much difference how fine your punch is

on don't know how to use it. So it is with apparatus,
an buy all the tilings that are here, and if you don't
how to use them they are not worth much to you.
nan came to mo three or four years ago, and he said

:

nave trouble with your assistants getting tired along
in the aftejnoui

I said, "Are you talking about something new?"
II- . : Yes."

said I, " 1 haven't any new problem of that kind."
I told him that it liad been with me for years, and he said,
•' I have here a salve, and if you give a box of it to each of
your men who have to stand on their feet all day and tell

them to rub their legs with it, it would relieve them, and
would immediately get energetic, and the afternoons

1 be as productive as the mornings."
I said, " Say, son, have you got anything I can rub ou their

head*!' " (Laughter.;

That reminds me of a story—the last was not a story.

There was a little store in the village, and the drummers
all used to drop in, and there was an old darky who sat by
the stove all the time. One day a man, pretty spruced up,
came in and sat down. He lit a cigarette, and seemed to le

energetic, and the old coon said to him :

" Say, boss, is you-all a commercial traveller;'
"

, yes, I'm a commercial traveller," was the reply.

Well, what you-all seliin'," asked the darky.
1 I'm selling brains,' ' the fellow told him.

" Say," he said, " Boss, you 'so de fust travellin' salesman
ever come through this place ain't carried no samples."
(Laughter.)

. have got to be careful about that. There are too many
igraphcrs who are spending too much time learning little

tricks that they are able to do mechanically, without think-

.ng. They do them over and over so many times that— Mrs.
Jones comes in, and they sit her down here, that is No. 1.

Then they tell her to stand over there, that is No. 2. And
because they have to have a No. 3, they sit her down here, and
bingo!—out goes Mrs. Jones; and, if she is lucky, she draws
what she wants. The photographer forgets that it isn't a

r*> of this outside of a person's face that is wanted. It

i* aotaething else.

v what is it we want.- What we want is intimacy.

There was a dear old man twenty years ago who used to bore

me to death, and if he were alive now Id apologise to him
most deeply. His name was Dabbs, and he was from Pitts-

burgh, tie threw a particular hook into me, but I guesa he

rather thought 1 .was the kind of a person that needed it,

and he used to sidle up to me every time 1 went to a conven-

tion and tell me that there was one thing he tried more than

anything elso to get—said he didn't give a damn about any-

thing else—if he could only get expression. But he told me
that some thirty or forty various times under some thirty or

forty various circumstances, and I got pretty tired of it. I

would take him out and get him a drink, two or three quick

ones, so he wouldn't toll it to me again, but the faster he

drank the store he told it to me. He said, " You have got to

ba careful about that. You are making beautiful Dictur**.
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Imt T don't give a damn how beautiful they are if they don't

expression."

Alter awhile- -after poor old Dabbsy had gone on (the people

ire owe moat to somehow or other get away before wo are able

to tell them how much we owe them), I seemed to say auto-

matically: "Expression is the thing." And then, after

another while, 1 became conscious, and 1 said to myself,

" Expression! Certainly; but what kind of expression?

What is the tiling that we have got to get into those

portraits in order to have them of real value?

I finally determined that the idea was fntijnacy. Suppose

you said, " Now while 1 am making this exposure J wish you

would be so good as to observe the edge of that piece of

Laughter.) Now the picture is on the wall, and

t l u . the subject goes to the picture for

sympathy, and only to find that the subject is looking at the

edge of ii piece of wood !

No, friendsl There is something else, Intimacy! Intimacy

the kind of expression that a person gives a person they

have respect for, and h.ve lor, and if you go through with

your game, one, two, three, -good-day Mrs. 9Jones," they

are not going to have " intimacy." You might Os well have a

towel on your arm and serve frappe houllion.

You have got to get intimacy (and like Dabbsy J say it

again) vim have gol to gel intimacy on the part of our sittar

it you are going to have pictures worth making, worth your

taking the money for.

Every now and again somebody comes in and says, " .Mr.

MaoDonald, I just don't like them." I look at them from
the point of view of the workmanship and they .seem pretty

good to me, and 1 say, " What is the matter with the.

and ii by «n\ chance they say " The man in them looks as

though he didn't like me." or words to that effect, get rid

of them 1 I get them out of my way and say, " Now you

send him to me and we will get him so that he really does

like you," and we "ill start all over again from the beginning.
•' Yes, but Mr. MacDonald, I don't know- that I can spend

all that money again," and my answer is, "It isn't any of

your business. That is my business. Send him to me."
Intimacy, friends, is the only thing that is of any value at

all in a portrait

Intimacy—how are you going to get it? I happen to be for-

tunate. 1 happened to be horn with a father who was the

worst business man in the world. He was an absolute failure,

from the point of view of money-making, but a charming
soul, otherwise, so that, when I was eleven years old I had
to go to work in an iron foundry. I have never been to

I since. 1 don't know a lot of things a lot of people
know, but 1 woke up to the fact that it was necessary that
J knov\r some of the things other people knew in order that
they might meet me on terms of intimacy, and I wont after

bit at a time. There isn't anybody here that is* as handi-
capped a.s I was at the time of which I speak.
How many people here know what is in the mind of the

British people in regard to the Irish question? How many
are able to turn and see the minds of the Irish people? Here
we are in America, neutral, except that we naturally have a
sympathy. \\*e ought to have information, and nine out of
ten of you don't know anything about it.

There is a hook that was published a little while ago that
•d a furore all over tho literary world, written by H. G.

W'elN. called "An Outline of History." I know H. (i.

Wells. I spent two weeks with him last summer. I never
quite sensed him. There was something about him I hadn't
got hold of. But for his " Outline of History " 1 take off

my hat, and I have found that, having read it, "a lot of people
have a point of contact with me. If is a book that has 01

at deal of controversy, and has enlarged mv opportunity
for intimacy.

Every once in a while a physician comes in, and they are
all interested in the anti-toxin idea. I bad to find some-
thing out about anti-toxins because the darn things came up
so often, and I know something about anti-toxin.
The other night I met a man working in a brass company

in Bridgport, and foi rid that there is a trolley wire which

will five times outweal any solid copper trolley wire in the

world. 1 know soiin about it now, and there is going

to he a man come in day who will talk ahout wire, and

Og to say, " I' 11
' you ever hear- about that phono-

electricf
"

A while ago there was a man from Alabama and he was the

enure smear Tic .\ n inher-One-Topside-H igh-.Joss of the

town, and his wil elded in me. "Now we have got to

have a picture <>l him. He has endowed the hospital and w.e

need a good one. We have had some taken, hut .somehow or

other they don't look like him." He came in and was pretty

nearly as hard-boiled as they make them. He was one of that

kind that you could put in a nut cracker and would fracture

the cracker. I talked to liim aliout the.shows, and he had seen

three or four and hadn't an idea. I talked to him ahout novels

he never read them. I talked to him about the Volstead

question, and lie didn't givo a damn, never drank anyhow.
Finally, he dropped a » >rd, and 1 said to myself, "Ha. ha,

in all probability he hasn't had much more fundamental edu-
cation than 1 have. We will stop this high-brow stuff, and I

said something ahout foundries, and In- asked, " What do
you know about a foundry." ;uid I said, " Why, I was brought
up in a snap-shop. The first job 1 ever had was .shaking the
stuff out of the flasks, putting them in a nail keg, and then
hoisting it. up on my shoulder and carrying it down and dump-
ing them in a mill."

" My God," he said, '• why. that'-, the first job \ ever had."
It would lie indelicate to mention in what amount we sepa-

rated the man from his money, and. not being of a boastful
nature I shan't. But he needed a lol more things than they
had originally planned they wanted. I discovered a great
many uses for photographs that even his dear wile had never
realised

!

There is one thing, however, you have got to be rather a
bit careful in this matter of intimacy. Two little girls came
to a gate and there was a dog inside. They had to get across
to the house for tea or sorrnething. ami finally, after discus-
sion, one of them decided that the thing to do was to walk
right in a.s though they weren't afraid of the dog, and then he
wouldn't bother them. But the other one, being of a kind and
considerate nature, said, " But wouldn't that he deceiving the
dog? " (Laughter.) And you have got to be awfully careful
about deceiving the dog, because if the dog gets the idea that
you are deceiving him it is all off with intimacy. The best
you get is an imitation, and that doesn't sell very well.

Seriously; you have got to get down to tho idea that an a

in our line lias got to he a well-in formed and well-balanced
person. If you are down near Wall Street, you have got to
know the market. You can't be a plagued fool and talk to
the man aliout the kind of dresses the man's wife ought or
ought not to wear. You have got to talk to him about some-
thing be knows about. If you don't you aren't going to get
him to come up.

\ou have got to got to work to-day, and read your news-
- intelligently—and not look "them over to find out

whether Mrs. .Stillman and Fred—or amy of that kind of stuff
—you have got to find out wliat the world as thinking about
to-day; what the world is feeling to-day. You have got to
know .something about what is going on in your town.
It is a mill town—what is going on in those mills? You can
find out. If you are living in Detroit, find out what Henry
Ford is doing—a constant topic of- conversation—alwavs have
something to talk about if you follow Henry Ford. And if
you don't educate yourself in that uav von are not going to
'be doing your duty tu yourself or to your clients.

.Many people look on a photographer as a beach-combing
tmtyper or as an intelligent crafty artsman. You know the
Stripe that makes these soft and nebulous pictures that nobody
understands, and nobody would care about if they could-
you have got to be recognised as a solid man of worth'
because you have brain in your head and vou use them
(Applause.)

la conclusion, I want to say: In the matter of intimacy
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l HCOMING r XHIBITL

imera Portrait*, entitled Men of Mark." by
• r Stonanan. at tha bona* of the Royal Photographic

issell Square. London. W I

January 21 iary 4 — Partick Camera Club. Particular*
i Secretary. Jama* VYbyte, 51a. Peel Street.

Partick. Glasgow.

try 7 to 11 —Sheffield ...lest data

Jam.-. R tt

iary 11 to 25 —Scottish Photographic Salon. Idlest daUa.
entry form*, January 23; exhil.it v January 31
from the Secretary, Jamea F. Smellie, Bracfindon. Allanshsw
Street. Hamilton

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Latest date for entries,
January 30. Particular* from C. Beasjchamt.

,oo Secretary, Exeter Camera ( tellevue
'(mouth.

ary IS to March 4. Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest
late* entry form*. February 4; eihibits, February 9 Pal

• r* from the Hon. Secret. Mfsil, 10. Hart Street,
>;h.

•

i

from tl* Bern, Seer.

mi

l_»iot dVJsa

Beaural Road.

.tographic Aasociation. Latest date
r.tnes. February 25. Particular* from the Exhibition

Secretaries. Messrs. Longstafl and I race, 33, Hamilton Square,
kenbead.

^Hh 28 kney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

Ury, Walter Selfe, 24, Pern bury Road, Clapton, LorjoV

<t*r and Leicestershire Photographic Society,

from the Hon. Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street,

May .olographic Fa etmiualrr
Secretary House, Southampton

mbar IB to October 28.- Roj Latest

\ from the

ciety, 35 Russell Square,

Patent News.

Proetu patents -applications and specification*—arc treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Aaplieal mber 28 to 31 :

—

Shittik Mmnswi No. .55,085. Shutter contrel mechanism for
foldinj W. K. ('. Devlin.

''""" Mos. 34.341 and 34,842. Light-projection
»ppa- plica] projection lanti 1'. K. CorreU.

l

'

k" Jl ,s - No. 34,879. Optical projection screens.
R. van B. Scheie.

... 35.032. Cinematograph projection. Stereo
ma Synd'u ate, Ltd. .,

utocaspiu Xo. 35.136. Projection of cinematograph
film*. W II l: Streatfeild.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, pott free, from

the PatenfOfice, *5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

nention.

ATOosurn » iuiim risiiKKS.-No. 145,656 (July 23, 1918).

camera, which » capable of i lily moved vert;

ng operated, i.« fitted with a finder eye-piece, and a

Fig 1

,.« of (he »anir character as the main objective, and

the tulw (or tin- rays between the two i- icted thai

IcisajcaiT' on is mo th res|iect to the

the latter part being provided with a fixed

and an adjustable prism whereby the light-ray* through the

finder lens will at all times be directed to the eve. in all posi-

• r point the objective lens may
be directed.

is means any object moving tin . maj be readily

kept hi proper position in the field of the finder, and in a corre-

tpon i the pti field, with the least

••-piece is < to but slight

movement and that horizontally only, and tin- object, whether

overhead or below the operator, may be kept in view without any
material change in the tatter's position.

1 illustrates the camera snd the manner of attaching the

r. 2 is the cylindrical camera casing -which is movable in

both a vertical and a horizontal plane with reference to the fixed

support which may be regarded m indicated by the poet 3. The
baiidlt tor feeding the film and operating the camera is marked 4.
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At the point 5 is pivoted concentrically with the axis of the

camera a sight tube 6 having a suitable eye-piece 7. This tube

is rigid with a plate 8 which has its free end 9 in contact with

the part 3 at any part of the camera stand or base so that it

cannot be further turned in that direction.

10 is a resilient plate secured to the part 8 at 11 and having

a 6tud 12 passing through a corresponding hole in plate 8 and

engaging with semi-circular depressions in an arc-shaped bar 13,

secured to the side of the camera and constituting a ratchet and

forming a semi-positive lock therewith.

The lens-carrying portion of the finder attachment 14 (see

figs. 2 and 3) is secured to the side of the camera and extends

under the other part and is connected to its upper side by a strip

of leather 15, so that -when the camera is turned in a vertical

plane the angle between the two parts of the finder may be

varied at will. This is clearly shown in the drawings.

In the rear part of the sight tube 6 is a fixed prism 16, and

supported concentrically with the pivotal point 5 is a revoluble

prism 17. To one side of the tube 6 is pivoted a cam lever 18,

having a rounded surface that bears upon a stud or pin 19 set

in the lens-carrying tube 14, and the upper edge of this lever is

fashioned to engage with a pin 20 on the support for prism 17,

so that as the part 14 moves relatively to the part 6 the prism 17

is turned about its axis to receive the light-rays from the finder

lens 21, and direct them at changing angles through the prism 16

and directly to the eye-piece 7 or axially through the section 6

of the finder tube. The stationary prism is preferably carried

by an arm 31 attached to an opaque backing 31 1 which in turn

is mounted on the side wall of section 6 by four screws 32 passing

through the latter *nd holding a rounded point 33 against the

normally stationary part of the tube 6. This accords a ready

and convenient means of adjusting the prism to exactly its proper

position.

In use, the normal position of the camera and its attachment

is shown in fig. 1. The two parts of the sight tube are in align-

ment, and the plate 8 in engagement with the part 3. These

Kg. 8.

relations are not changed unless the lene is moved upward from

the horizontal, when the stud 12 slips over the indentations in

t;he ratchet bar 13 and the other operations above set forth take

place.

If the operator is in an elevated position and desires to photo-

graph objects. below or beneath him, he turns the camera through

a great or less angle and brings the eye-piece as near the vertical

as need be, when it will he locked by the stud 12 against down-

ward movement. By then looking down into the eye-piece an

object may he followed from a point nearly vertically below to

a point horizontally in front, as the necessary movement of the

camera is permitted by th« ratchet bar 13 without any change
in the Dosition of the eve-niece. If the camera is to h* moved

•h is normally opposed by the ratchet 13,

lifted to prevent this to be done without;
in the direction wh
the stud 12 may b

difficulty.

A camera equipped with the invention is capable of use under

all imaginable conditions with the minimum of trouble and diffi-

culty. An aeroplane may be photographed in flight from aj
trench, a street scene may be photographed from a window, or

|

similar operations performed without requiring the operator to I

assume inconvenient and difficult attitudes for the purpo'

keeping the object photographed in the centre of the field of

»n.—Carl Ethan Akeley, 244, West 59th Street, New York. '

Au. .Mktai. Roix-Film .Spools.—No. 172,399 (September 3, 1920).
J

Hitherto it has been usual to slot the roller of a spool for the

reception of the tab on the end of the film wound thereon.

The object of the present invention is to provide a more
effective means for receiving the tab, so that it will facilitate

the insertion of the tab, and will then offer a firm resistance

to its withdrawal during winding or unwinding, while per-

mitting of a free withdrawal of the tab when the film has been

unwound completely.

According to the invention the metal roller is provided with

one or two inturned lips along the slot. The roller is prefer-

ably formed by rolling sheet metal into a cylindrical form so

that the adjacent edges of the seam are interlocked, except where

the metal is cut to form the slot, the edges along the slot in one

form both being turned inwards so that they form a V-shaped

recess. The edges may touch one another at the bottom of the

recess. They thereby form salient grippers which tend to grip

the tab of the film inserted between them, especially when it is]

wound on the roller, _ while th£y enable the tab to be withdrawn

freely when the film is completely unwound and the tab is

pulled radially out of the slot. The two lips need not be radial,

but may be set or inclined towards one side especially when the

roller is intended to be mounted on a spindle.

The form of the lip, or of each lip when two are used, may
be variously modified, for instance, it may be straight or curved

or straight for a portion of its depth and curved for the re-

mainder, so as to render it more resilient. One lip may be

curved and the other straight. In a simple form a Up may' be

formed by simply extending one edge of the slot under the

other.

The roller is preferably provided with flanges which are placed

on the ends of the roller which are first beaded, and then spun

over, plugs of stamped sheet metal being forced into the ends

of the roller to lock the flanges.—William George Temple and

James Henry Wilkes, both of 80, Maiden Road, Kentish Town,
London, N.W.5.

Cinematog&aph Pbojection Screens.—No. 170,739 (January 16,

1921). A screen of canvas is mounted on an open quadrilateral

frame provided along each side with a projecting flange over

which the material is stretched. The flanges are arc shaped, to

present a convex supporting surface for the screen material

whereby concavity is imparted to the latter. Adjustable tension

devices are provided to enable the material to he stretched to the

desired degree.

The stretching of the canvas is conveniently effected by means
of a series of screw tensioning devices in the form of turn-

buckles each connected at one end to a frame member and at the

other end to the 6ides of the flange, whereby the flanges may be
tilted outwards or transversely of their length about their bases

and thus stretch the canvas.—James Styles, 11, King's Drive,

Whitley Bay, Northumberland.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Kbistal.—No. B416.794. Photographic dry plates. The LeU
Photo Materials Co. (1905), Ltd., 1, Crutched Friars, London
E.C.3, photographic manufacturers July 8, 1921.

Iko.—No. 418,227. Photographic plates and films included ii

Class 1. Ilford, Ltd., Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford

Essex, manufacturers of photographic plates, paper and films

September 2. 1921.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETING OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Monday, Janhhv 16.

. Camera Club. " Many Things." W. Bell.

•ighim Phot. Art Club. Annual Exhib.
Bowea Park and District PS. Am .; Meeting.
Bra.i Yorkshire Photographic Union Night.

" How a Beflex i W. Butcher

> May Holiday at the Lake of Geneva." W
Sanderson, J. P.

Glasgow Lag I' \ \: . :,t Egypt." J.

Farquhar Mathiesoo.
Leicester Travelling Folio.

Millard.

.:• Slides.

-blight. E \V. Taylor.
Lancashire and Cheshire Photographic Union

" Picture Making with the Camera."
-.

S. " With A lien by Through Pales -

• with a V *et Carbine."

Tpcsdat, Jasurt 17.

Method* ol (Wmatofraph Film Processing"
II \

Belfast l Through the Grecian Arehi
pela. I'ressman Rstsx Camera.

Boc " The Humour and Pathos of London
ike, M \

1 II I

Hacknev I , ' .

A Sons.

Mori. tpenos.

'•grapbrrs." T. Lee Symt.

'• Prose »ud Poetry *>ked Lin*.'

" Many Thing-
\ I' \

' Prep i

lenon. Ltd.

Fasten Lee.

i, Famous, Fair u
.

. . t*r Stoneman.
i' 8

lUfcbdad, with . Peep
C.,pt II II

otography \ I

Den

ntirigK.
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ROYAL PHOTOGBAPHTC SOCIETY.
Ueeiiag held Tuesday, January 10. the President, Dr. O. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

A discussion, arranged by the Scientific and Technical Group, on
the desirability of a numerical rating of contrast for commercial
printing papers, was opened with a paper by Dr. B. T. J. Glover,

in the unavoidable absence of the author, through influenza
by Mr. K. C. I>. Hickman.
Dr. Glover considered the question on the one hand from the

•metric standpoint, and on the other in respect to the com-
mercial practicability of publishing constants of a printing paper
which might be determined as a measure of contrast. He set forth
the four measurements which might be made of a printing paper in
order to provide information of its contrast quality in printing,
viz., gamma infinity, exposure range, maximum density and " ren-
dering power," the last named being the constant representing the

.in line |».rtion of the H and D curve of a paper. By ex
posure range he meant ihe ratio of the two exposures, one of which
gives the lighter,! t.me on the paper and the other the deepest black
of which the paper is capable.

pointed oat that no one of these constants is sufficiently de-
ive of the contrast quality of a paper. Moreover, the ex-

posure scale and maximum black yielded by a paper were subject to
irregular variation in practice according to the character of the
negative. He regarded the gamma infinity as an essential constant.
This and the exposure scale were the minimum requirements for
the indication of contrast quality, the other two being optional.
Mut the measurements were not easy to make, and it was to be
feared that they would be considerably altered as the paper pro-
gressed with keeping towards stateness. Moreover, it was possible
that competitive advertising would impair the accuracy of any
measurements.

I>r OIotsj put forward with considerable diffidence the alterna-

tive scheme of establishing a multiple test negative consisting cf
several negatives of d.fferent degrees of contrast. A print (on the
paper) made from this negative would |>erhaps mark one or other of
six decrees of contrast sufficiently sharply to allow of a paper being
given one or other of «ix contrast markings. Whatever method was
adopted, it was necessary that the indication should represent

(•meiit of the paper to gamma infinity. Such a marking would
perhaps, contribute to the more thorough'* development of

papers, and. further, would show the advantage to be gained by
the factorial system.

A oootribntioc to the discussion by Mr. J. R. Hall, of 1

who also wss unable th be present, was read by Mr. Bloch.

Mr. Hall expressed the view of the quantity producer of photo-

graphs, as, for example, in the printing of amateurs' negatives,

and maintained that a numerical rating of printing papers for

>st was highly desirable.

Mr. .1 I Warburg t bought it possible that manufacturers could

agree to apply uniformly certain figures or symbols to pa]

definite degrees of contrast.

K. F Benwick further emphasised the points raised by 1 >

i

iid, no technical or commercial objection

to stating the exposure range of a paper.. But in the absence of

the additional inform it ion respecting the gamma of the paper, th<-

Mint of exposure ran I be misleading as a means of

•>g from tl (1 figures the degree of contrast which
would yield. In illustration of this, he showed two prints

in the same negative and on
paper* having identiral exposure ranges but differing in

gamma*. Mr. Crossli I mil Mr. Hickman further

took part in the discii (ion, the latter endeavouring to harmonise
the views of usrrs and manufacturers, and suggesting a qualitative

indication of contrast quality which the latter might give.

A. K. Kitching then gave a demonstration of the properties

of ultra-violet light, and showed the remarkable fluorescence of

a number of substances, including ordinary vaseline. Ho inci

dentally illustrated the strong absorption of ultraviolet rays by
aesculine and the new Ilford Aviol dye.

At a late honi Mr. Marriott, of the General Electric Comp
gave a description and demonstration of a new projector type of

gas-filled Osram lamp. This was a very recent development of
the O.E.C., and w;is being made i-i a series of powers and for a

range of voltagei by use of a suitable resistance. The makers had
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>lie life of tiu lamp, which was about 500

.' lamp is of upright tubular pattern, having tbe filament

rid or in shallov or bunch form.

strated, a small lamp gave an excellently even and

int projection, and evidently \va very well adapted for both

and lantern work. The price of the model shown was

elusive of the necessary fitting and

thanks were accorded to authors, readers and demon-

•lio had contributed to the proceedings

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. C. M. Thomas. M.A., lectured on "Chemical Methods in

ography," starting with tho French Revolution of the 18th

Century, a very heady time. The administration originated the

nt metric, system, and it was not its fault that the one-ten-

mth of the earth's quadrant from the North Pole to the

Equator has turned out to be not exactly coincident with the

metre, with all apologies to the genial lecturer, who seemed to

impute tho contrary.

In a very clear and interesting way he then dealt with the metric

ii. and contrasted it with English weights and measures,

which were referred to most unkindly. Still it was comforting to

hear that they are good enough for photographers, if the inference be

not altogether flattering to the fraternity.

The formula for chromium intensification given in the current

" B.J. Almanac " was given as an admirable example of what to

avoid. The original formula was far better, as the proportions

were obvious at a glance, and useful as a basis for making up

working solutions. It must be recorded, even if it reduces the

sale of future Almanacs to the vanishing point, that the members

generally agreed with Mr. Thomas.

He next dealt with the convenient *' 10 per cent." solutions,

which he said are compounded by dissolving one ounce (the

despised " avoir.") of the chemical in water to make nine fluid

ounces. Under severe cross-examination he confessed a further 55

minims ought to be added for complete and satisfying accuracy.

This statement started a most amusing rumpus, the dear old

10 per cent, controversy cropping up once again more alive than

ever. Mr. Jobling was scandalised and shocked at the idea of the

abovo proportions being considered a 10 per cent, solution, and

advanced cogent reasons to the contrary. Observing the " office

boy " all smilfs, he pointedly drew the attention of the Chair to

the phenomenon, and hotly declared that ridicule was not argument.

An energetic disclaimer from the one reproved followed, who, how-

ever, expressly reserved his right to smile on all appropriate occa-

sions. Then, with the ground cleared, the two set to in earnest,

the lecturer, perfectly conscious that he had tripped, discreetly

remaining in the background. In vain Mr. Jobling tried to entice

the office boy into 10 per cent, admissions, but all he could extract

was a statement that the proportions given indicated one grain of

the solid in every 10 minims of solution. Watching his oppor-

tunity the lecturer sprinted for the next topic, and was at once

accused by tho valiant extra-turn of "crawling out of the pit he

had dug." " Easily done, as it is a very shallow hole," neatly

replied Mr. Thomas, and thenceforth was left in peace.

A number of instructive tests and experiments followed in rela-

tion to photographic procedure. Speaking about indicators, he

had a strong preference for methyl orange and phenolphthalein

over litmus. By mixing a trace of the phenolphthalein with sul-

phite solution he showed that any alkalinity is detected by the

solution turning red, which can be neutralised by the cautious addi-

tion of a 10 per cent, solution of hydrochloric acid (dangerous

ground again) till the solution turns white. Amidol in alkaline

sulphite solution is apt to cause fog; and this simple procedure, he

said, will be found of service. Among many other practical tips

was mentioned the efficacy of mouth operated pipettes, with cyanide

solutions for all weary of life. Also, that solutions of metabisul-

phite should never be boiled, and the crystals kept from contact

with air so far as possible.

In answer to a question he said that bringing neutralised sul-

phite (Piper's formula) just to the boil as advised, possibly caused

a double salt to form, which might add to the keeping qualities of

the solution. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr.

Thomas for an evening altogether excellent.

J. Smith, Ltd—This private company was registered on

mber 3:
;
with a capital of £400 in £1 shares. Objects: To

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.
— — —.

—

|,m;,u. \ is given of the dissolution, by m
it, of tho partnersl ip between Henry Charles Mahoney and

William D Dairying on business as photograph

at 35s, Duke Street, Brighton, under the style of

Ma honey & Co. All debt- due to and owing by tho late firm

bo received and paid by William Dimsdale Blocker.

Notice is given that the creditors of the Oxford Optical Company.

Limited (which is beinf voluntarily wound up), are required, on or

before February 14, 1922. to send particulars of their debts or

claims to Henry Johnstone Veitch, 56, Moorgate Street, E.C., the

liquidator of the company. .

NEW COMPANIES
I.

December 3:, with a capn

carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in p

graphic appliances, etc. The first directors are : I. J. Smith, 162.

Conybere Street, Birmingham, drug merchant; F. C. Harrison, 16,

St. John's Road. Harborne, Birmingham, chemist. Qualification :

One share. Registered office : 162, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

C. S. Yeates, Ltd —This private company was registered on

December 29, with a capital of £6,000 in £1 shares. Objects

carry on the business of engravers, photographers, photographic

printers, manufacturers of films, magic lanterns, and all machinery

and appliances required or used by photographers or cinen

graph proprietors, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are .

A. J. Hull, 30, Castleton Road, Goodmayes, clerk; M. G. May.

102, Powerscroft Road, Clapton, E., clerk. The subscribers are to

appoint tho first directors. Remuneration as fixed by the com-

pany. Registered office : 14, Hatton Wall. E.C.

Baker's Illustrated Guides, Lid. -This private company

registered on January 2, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 share'

Objects : To carry on the business of advertising contractors and

agents, printers, engravers, photographers, billposters and agents,

etc., and to adopt an agreement with H. A. Fry. The first direc-

tors are : R. A. Tuckey, 130, The Avenue, Tottenham ; P. E.

Lavell, 59, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. ; C. Gibson, 28,

Alcester Crescent, Tipper Clapton; C. J. Marshall, Chiltern.

Gloucester Road East. New Barnet ; J. J. Gillan, 189, Mount

Pleasant Road, Tottenham. Qualification : £250. Remuner

as fixed by the company.

T. Dunnill Sykes, Ltd.—This private comDany was registered on

January 4 with a capital of £7.500 in £1 shares (5.000 5 per cent,

cumulative preference). Objects : To take over the business of

photographers, colour printers and lithographers carried on by

T Dunnill Sykes and E. D. Galpin at Bank Chambers, 329, High

Holborn, and elsewhere, as " T. Dunnill Sykes." The firs:

directors are : T. D. Sykes, 3, Comoton Avenue. Brighton, Sussex
;

E. D. Galpin, Connaught Hotel, Leinster Square, W. (both per-

manent, subject to holding 400 shares eachV Qualification of other

directors, £50. Remuneration, as fixed by the company. Registered

office : Bank Chambers, 329, High Holborn. W.C.I.

James English and Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on January 3, with a capital of £20,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To take over the business of manufacturers of card and

cardboard, and paper merchants carried on at Peerless Works.

Radsworth Street, Baldwin Street, City Road, E.C, and else

where, as " James English and Co.," and to carry on the same

and the business of manufacturers of mounting and Bristol boards

photographic mounts, etc. The subscribers (each with one share'

are: Mrs. K. M. English, 122a, St. James' Court, 8.W. ; L. E.

.

Giffen, 81 and 87, Gresham Street, E.C.2, solicitor. The first

directors are not named. Registered office : Peerless Works, Rads-

worth Street, Baldwin Street, E.C.2.

Stereoscopic Examination of Bank-notes.—A writer in one of

the evening papers advises the use of the stereoscope for detecting

bogus bank-notes. A known good note and a suspected one are

placed side by side in the rack on top of the usual binocular view.

carefully adjusted and focusscd. The examined parts*seeii under

the lens should, of course, appear as one picture. If the two note*

do not coalesce, then there is something wrong.
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News and Notes.

J, II. DaIxmzyxb. Ltd., of Carlton House, lid, Regent
Street. Piccadilly Cirou, u» that a camera bearing

tlie fot>wing description was atoleii r stand at the exhibi-

tion h ,ioal Societv ai. he College

of Science and Technoloj .,,:: Road. South Kensington,

I 5. 1922 :- Quarter plat. .ling

I camera, fitted with 2 -* .- \ ii.-i'.imeyer Perfac leu.

96KV Unirersal shutter. They will be pleased to

ioh a mmn offered to 1 1

,

my Wisjt i show of

I .-ceased master . ]. - bool. It is

when men
ns*d • (iMt and it coax sen - present day arid sophist i.

\:i who are

em painting which abjures nature,

.nd accomplish n .uld go to

nd m again how who main-
tain that ,rily negligible.

.-orgeons colour arid truth of the Stotte are alone wor

1 hi I.vn David Barm ,,-ii We regret to as* announced in the

can papers the death on December 10, at the age of 76,

achrach, a pioneer of portrait photography in the
'.«•«. and the head of the well

ilttmore. and other towns man birti

fhy when a mar* youth at about the

aham
as a photographer at Port

•1 afterwards was in charge of surgical photography at

began business for himself at Baltimore in 1869.

ag in the

with

en ted a method of mak fin painters' canvas,
paring a paper in which the gold was incorporated in

as the first man to make
Terent method from that

-«. He was a

' ago,
•

n those <l . life
It an active interest in the g*»e- ,-ing of p!

-Tit was that <r

''noTTH-.KAriaR'- Kvrrjms t« ning
News • reprewmtativ* ha. beeu ha !r Walter

> hs« now
••

.

RoT» : etna (say* the reporter) that
most great men awjsa lo the photographar'B stadio with reluctance

Ppreherw .re more the presence of the

I

th*°"* *""'' •nueipating trouble Mr
SWmatnao thinks that many would avoid the camera

^^U»-r ' I that they are pensnadeii I by their

rarmount is that the male
•f -w as an operator says Mr. Stonamai

and the surgeon 'e theatre
the bead -rest is a ' bark number,' thty behave as if it were

to have a talk with them be/ore-
'

!

ri are invariably
re than ten minutes—and in that time I

a chars.

'

i pleasing portrait.

J)dle your sitt- ^ ,„,„ Dy
captor* a fleetirg expri .|,op, and actors

epoaeful attitudes. I hare
:'h has com* to their face*

•-. and th* character rem surface
i difficult man is the modern hustler—a nervy man who seems

Bk appeal to our asoaa* is largely through his

V,8° U: n<» of his imp - is in his movements. It
is astonishing to find that from the photographer's point of view
the hustler is invariably a dummy in repose. The light of action
gone from the face, there seems to be nothing left. A very mobile
face presents difficulties, too. A certain admiral has a very mobile
mouth. In repose something happens to that moutli which seems
to definitely rob the camera of a true likeness. I exposed seventeen
plates before I caught a good portrait.

" Their nervousness apart . I consider men easier to photograph
than women." he said. "A man indicates his character in ln s face
moru than a woman does. A woman carries something I can't define—but it's elusive."

Correspondence.

pendents should never write on I,oil, si,Irs of the paper.
No notice is taken of commumn,lions unless the names and
addresses of the urriters are given.

••* He do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our eorrupondents.

WW. PH0FB8SI0NAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
To the E'l

received a form of application for member-
,n'P 0I I •"»»"/ Photoffraphert' Association of Great
llritain and Ireland, Ltd., which is headed by a request that I
shall fill it in and return it to , r y.

if 1 I I. nd myself to the statement that I am
iliership under Clause 5 of the articles of association,

nid by the memorandum and articles
of association of the said Association. 1 am. of coarse, aware

ition is a reorganisation of the old P.P.A., and I

the incorporation ncw-aiil. involve,

rules, hut. as the management has not seen
members what the

unly view the request foi mre as one
•lent to askini; m* to hand them a blan ... I

always UK .at the basinet ation was
I nan well acquainted with business

procedure, but this invitation to the old members to bake a leap
in the dark is certainly not indicatn knowledge of correct
business methods. I do not suggest that there is any want of
straightforwardness, hut those responsible for the issue of this
little bond we are expected to sign without inquiry would find it

difficult to defend themselves from a charge of lack of the sense
°' DUI '

'ok, issued periodically to
members, containing much sound information on the conduct
of business, this advice, which meets the case exactly :

—

• <emely careful not to sign any paper
before reading it wo I making certain that they
understand precisely what it commits them to. A signed
document csnnot bo set aside at law, and the literal state-

menu made therein cannot be disputed on any grounds what-
evc

Sine* the war there seeems to be quite a different spirit in the
management of the Association. Formerly, there may have
some wsnt of enterprise, hut the policy was a safe one, and w

—»3 tempted was carried out. Now the reports of the pro-

H show a tendency to make extensive
• decide upon great enterprises without due considera-

tion as to whether they can be successfully carried out, and to

claim greater efficiency in the ordinary routine work, a claim that in

my experience i« entirely unjustified. We used to have a quarterly
" Circular." That publication ceased long ago, and we were

sed in its place a monthly publication, which -was to be of

real importan.e. with advertisements and all the rest of it. It

is still in the land of unfulfilled promises. Now, I see the
Congress is to be the subject of an experiment. "Tie advantage of

holdin inection with the Photographic Fair at the li

cultural Hall, where I understand we had our accommodation free,

and at a oonvtni. if the year for in raphers, is to be
abrogated, and the next Congress is to be held at an inconvenient
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time of the year for many, at u place which will have to be rented

1 which will certainly be without the

Fair offered in the opportunity of viewing

be Men. I cannot conceive

that the change can make the Congress more successful than its

it I can quite conceive the possibility of a very

desperate failure.

,Ould he interesting to know why the well-honoured old title

of the Association was changed to its new, lengthy and. indeed.

clumsy form.
Ax On- Mkmbeii P.P.A.

THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I read with interest the letter from Mr. II. L.

e in your last i

e Council of the P.P.A. wen. to have acted in rather an auto-

. manner in the alteration of the date and meeting place of the

annual congress. There was no suggestion of considering the con-

venience or interest of the members, for as far as one know-; no

tisfaotion had been expressed with previous arrangements.

The date was without doubt the most suitable for the majority of

provincial members.

The rank and file of the P.P. A. members have actually very

little to say as to the conduct or policy of the Association. There

is a tendency on the part of officials to keep ordinary members in

their places. At congress meetings, lectures, etc, Council members

only are asked to take the chair, to move or second votes of thanks.

In fact, there is a trifle too much of the spirit evinced on the

occasion of the visit to the Guildhall last year, when ordinary

members were told that "Front seats were reserved for members of

the Council only," and later were asked to remain inside the Guild-

hall until the Council had been photographed, and then were

allowed to come out for the general group.

Generally speaking, however, the arrangements were good and

well carried out. I am personally quite disappointed that the altera-

tion has been made, as I shall in all probability he deprived of

what has been a keenly anticipated and pleasant holiday.—-Yours

faithfully,

Gilbert N. Futciikk.

Palmerston Road, Southsea.

January 9.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your Scarborough correspondent is certainly whole-

hearted in his disparagement of the Council of the P.P.A. I

was very sorry to read such sweeping depreciation by a fellow

member. Surely he is suffering, as I am. from the reaction of the

strain of Christmas rush, but it affects its victims differently.

Whilst, disclaiming to be a grumbler, one cannot find any other

sentiment in his letter. He has not a. word of praise for the

Association, and he may discover that the bulk of members do

not think as he.

Being a " seasider," a congress in September will be far less

convenient, to me than in April as heretofore, but I shall make my
arrangements accordingly. It would be a 6heer impossibility for

any organisation with a widespread membership to fix its dates so

that they were absolutely convenient to everyone. Wo all have

to make some sacrifice to be present.

I have no more information than your correspondent of the

reasons the Council have for fixing on the month of September for

this year's Congress, and think it a courageous thing to do, but I

have sufficient faith in the wisdom and busines aeuntcn of the men
who act for us as a Council to know that they would not rashly

jeopardise its success without careful consideration and without

an ohject which they regard as greatly to the advantage of the

Association and the members of the Congress.

The alteration of date may or may not prove a success, hut. at

any rate, the Council is entitled to our confidence. If it is not a

success, your correspondent will have the satisfaction that it was
no fault of his.

The London members eem particularly in his disfavour by his
l'-nlication that the date is altered for their convenience. Has he

overlooked the t Council con- equal number

of country members? He refers to the increased cost of member-

ship. I recall tha ioI attributable to the Council.

It was the m 'he Association at the annual general

meeting who doubled iption, as it was im| id the

increase met with general approval.

ns that he does not get a "Circular" more {re-

ly, and that members are D ; enough for their in

1 cannot agree with him. If membership of the I'. P. A. is not

worth a subscription of 10s. a year, it is not worth anything.

Surely the tendency of thought nowadays should be less of " what
do I get out of it." It is a true adage that, " we get what we give."

The \ lii.w frequently that .some member or other

is being helped very c nsiderably. and in such a manner as be

could not help himself. If your correspondent has not had reason

to receive the help and advice which are always available, it may
even yet come his way
We cannot afford splendid isolation in these, days, and I should

like to pay my tribute to the self-sacrificing work of our Council,

and the unstinting comradeship and goodwill, which are invariably

the predominant features of the Association in congress, Those who
attend know.

Meanwhile I hope your correspondent will take a more hopeful

view of the future of the P.P.A. and its probable longevity, and
will continue his memb rship. Pardon such a lengthy trespass on
your space.— Yours very faithfully. Osoae Owers.

51, Fawcett Road Southsea
January 9.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—] was very glad to see Mr. H. L. Kettle's letter

in your publication of January 6. It entirely expresses my views,

and no doubt quite a considerable number of country members of

the P.P.A. 1 have been a regular attendant at the Congress for

a number of years, and although a little business has been lost

through being away from the studio a week each April, I am more
than certain I have gained in many other ways. I contend that

April and May are the best months to hold the Congress; it is just

the time of the year when we have our " spring cleaning,' are

renewing our stock of mounts, etc., and desire to meet photo-

graphers and talk things over. The lectures and debates are very

valuable in many ways, and I personally have gained valuable

hints and ideas which have been put to advantage during the

in. September for the Congress is entirely out of the question
for the seaside photographer, as that is one of the months.

If the Congress is held in September I shall be unable, to attend,

but shall come to the Fair as usual. Was not last year's attendance

at the Congress a record? The number of memhers who attend

each April/May ought to convince the Council as to the best time
of the year for a Congress.—Yours truly,

13 Years a Member.

OOL0UR PHOTOGRAPHS OF STAGE PLAYS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As I am given to understand that a member of the

Liverpool Photographic Society produced some years ago natural-

colour photographs of stage plays, taken during the ordinary per-

formance, and by the usual stage lighting, I should feel obliged if

you would insert this letter in the " British Journal of Photo-

graphy," in the hone that it will catch the eye of someone able to

give the gentleman's name.

Any- information concerning the above, or photographs of like

nature, would be extremely valuable, owing to the large amount cf

interest now being shown by many colour workers in this branch
of photography.

It is extremely difficult to understand how such results could have
been obtained in pre-war <lavs. as developments in high-speed colour

photography, such as improved filters and ultra rapid panchromatic

(dates, are of quite recent introduction.

Before I attempted my own experiments I discussed the matter

with a gentleman very well known in the world of photography,

who for the last fifteen years has been in close Touch with the

majority of colour workers, and he informed me that he had never

seen or heard of any results being successful. Although he had
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e- penman te.l on the hum class of subjects his results had been
di^ippointin-. and he snecested I had better not waste time or

g to achieve the impossible—Yours faithfully.

Thos J. Ornoa.
244. High Hnlborn, W.C.I. January 9

- M \SI1IVK ill. IIELIEF PRIM
To the Editors.

1 was perfectly cognisant of U.S. Pat 9 0.962, 1911,
• hen I wrote the passage to which Mr. F. E. Ives takes exception.
Adopting his gambit, " in the interest of correct historical record,"
permit me to point out the following data :

Ducos du Hauron. " La Triplice Phot.,grsphique et llmprimerie,"
1897, pp. 261-263 ; after pointing out the exceptional circum-

stances in working the carbon process, particularly the blue tissue,
.rers, du Hauron says : " L'idee me Tint, il y a nn dixaine

d'annees, de combattre cette cause d'insuccea en introduisant, soit
ins le mixtion collide bichromate*, soit dans le bain sensibilisa-

teur de bichromate, une substance colorante fortement anti-photo-
geniqu* qui, au lie d'etre par elle-mem.: insoluble dans l'eau comme
U couleur minerale du monochrome bleu, s'eliminerait complement
par les bains de depouillrment et de lavage. Je ft* choix d'uue
couleur d'aniline soluble dans l'eau additionee d'un peu d'alcool;
e'etait la fuehrine jaunt, a l'etat de pureU, designee egalement sous

/tun' et de jaunc d'or (d'aniline"). Cette sub-
stance, el .! en existe d'snalogues, a'acquitU a merveiile du role one
je lui confai

; elle fsvoriss a soohait. sous un antre rapport, la venue
de mes photocopies au charbon, et parti ulierement du monochrome-
blea, eo ce qu>lle permettait d'abaiser, raeme bien ao-dessous des
propo •

,,ue«s par les auteur. la dose do bichromate; Unt
r: si bien que nonobsUnt la fort<- chaleur de la saieoa ou j'experi-
menU.i, la lumiere ne fouillait jamai, trop profondemmt de <-WI*-ci
que ce qui devait etre insolubilise. En presence de oe«U reus*
me perut de bonne guerre, etant donne* la grande vogue 'dont
taient encore, a cette epoque. lee phntotiragea aax u
matees, de donner une date certain.- a cette trouvaille par le prise

?™" "!• '* Pri* le U T̂ emhtt
- W6S (mm hi nombre

,.5.012). et le lassait du r-,u- tomber. peu de temps apres, dans
uaine pul

icised. this reads :
" The idea o. curred to me. about a dozenn ago, to combat this source of ill-success, by inl .-ilher

mated colloid mixtn lirnmalo senaitisinR
a subrtance of a strong non-act,,,,.: colour, whieh, instead of
itself insoluble in water like ,1 colour of the blue

Monochrome, would be completely fc, development
«e an anilim- colour soluble in water with

a little alcohol ; it MM .-How. in . pure
»lso known under the name of yellow eorallin or a.

yellow This substance, and analagous on,
eharged the r61e which I entrusted .1 It assist-,! as dcair-d in

•r respect, the advent of my prints in carbon, .n that it per-
tion of the strength of the rfiebromate. even below

the prop.,:: ,t«d by the makers; to Such . detrree and so
well that notw.thiUn.ling the great beat of the season when I experi-
mented O.- light nev r penetrated too deeply it.to the film and did
not ineolubiliee that which should be soluble. In the faos of thia
•"ccees. .1 appeared to me to be fair but, given the great vogue
wnien with dichromeUyl mixture would still play at this
time, to give a definite date to his work by taking out a patent, I
took it out December 17, 1885 (under No. 173,012), and it waa
allowed, moreover, to fall a short time after into public domain "

le of the said patent is " Nouveau modes de pap.ers mix
notifies ou produiU .r.Jogues pour la Photographie di e au charbon
caracteriae par 1' incorporation provisoire d'une teintu

* L. Lumiere, " Ls PhoUxrraphie des Couleurs." Lyons. 1901;
Soc. Franc Phot

. 1901. Vol. 48. 204. »\ 411 , Photo-Rev.!
TO. 121, 170. 1B2 Phot., 1902. Vol. 46, 52: J S C I

02, 275; Phot. Woch . 1901, 147; E-ler's Jshrburh 19O0 Vol 14*
562. 1901. Vol. 15 272..S45; 1902, Vol. 16. 533 buch'
M03. Vol 3. 702; Vidal. "Trait* pratique de raw."
Pans. 1903. 106.

After describing the reasons for their choice of the carbon pro-
•e inconveniences o' the same, MM LMsMn state :

" Le
Muche sensible se laisae penttrer trop profondetnent par la lumiere,
•" V 'M dont le relief, trop considerable, est

»n obstacle a la convenable superposition ulterieure des trois imageselement*.™.. Nous avons ivmedie a ce defaut en introduisant dans
les preparations gelatinees une matiere colorant .; inactinique
empSchant la penetration des rayons lumineux dans l'epaisseur do la
oouche sensible. Cette matiere colorante doit en outre presenter lee
qual.tes, su antes : elle doit pouvoir etre facilement dliminee par
lavage; apres developpement elle ne doit done se fixer ni sur la
gelatine ordinaire, ni sur la gelatine chromee ; elle doit, en outre,
etre sans action sur les bichromates alcalins. Apres avoir essaye
dans ce but plusieurs centaines de couleurs. ions n'avons trouve
pour remplir oes conditions que le rouge-coehenille resultant de
Taction de l'acide naphthionique sur l'acide 0-naphthoI disulfonique."

Anglicised, this reads :
" The sensitive film is very deeply pene-

trated by light, which gives mono hromes with very high relief,
which is an obstacle to the subsequent convenient superposition of
the three elementary images. We have remedied this fault by intro-
ducing into the gelatine preparations a non-actinic colouring matter
preventing the penetration of the light-rays into the thickness of
tho sensitive film. This colour',, g matter ought, however, to pre-
sent the following qualities : it ought to be easily eliminated by
washing ; after development it ought not to be fixed on the ordinary
or chromated gelatine; it ought, moreover, to be without action on
the alkaline dichromates. Af' -r having tried in this respect several

hundred colours, we have found to fulfil these conditions cochineal

red made by the action of naphthionir acid on ft-naphthol disul-

fooic acid."

The Lumiere N. A. Company, in 1900, introduced commercially
such films in the English market, and I had a finger in the manu-
facture of the aame.

O. Pfenninger, Eder's Jahrbuch, 1909. Vol. 23, 45, says :
" Ich

fand namlich dass blaues Pigmerrtpnpier immer zu kraftig and zu

kootrastreich arbeitet; dem abzuhelfen. gebrnucbte ich ein Chrom-
bed folgeoder Zusammentse'zung : 5 Teile fiinfprozentige Chrom-
Pottaachelosung mit Alkali vol. halb neutralisiert und 1 Teil einpro-

zentige Sauregelblosung Mit Qelb- und Rotpigment wirkte dieae

Mischung nicht anders, wie reine, neutrale Chromsalzldsung,

hingegen arbeitete daa darin seneibilisierte blaue Pig-nentpapier

flauer. und ich erhielt dadurch ein mit den zwei andern Teilbilder,

harmonierendes und besser entspreclieiides Resultat. Die Erklarung

ist darin xu sucheu, dass die Aniliniarbe intensiver farbt und .inch

die blauaktiniscben Stridden besser zuruckhalt. wie das Chromsals

allein."

icised, this reads : " I found that the blue pigment paper

always worked too vigorously and hard ; to help thin, I used a di-

. Inornate bath of the following composition : 5 parts of a 5 per cut.

n of potassium dichromate full half-neutralised with alkali

and 1 part of a 1 per cent, solution of acid yellow. With the yellow

and red pigments this mixture did not act differently to the neutral

chromate notation ; on the other hand, the blue pigment paper sensi-

tised therein worked flatter, and I obtained a result more harmoni-

ous and corresponding better to the other two constituent pictures.

The explanation of this is to be sought in that the aniline colour

stained more intensely and held back better the actinic blue rays."

m the shove excerpts it is .clear :—

1 That Ducos du Hauron anticipated U.N Pat. 980,962, 1911, by

25 years.

2. That MM. Lumiere anticipated the said patent by 10 years.

3. That Pfenninger anticipated it by One

And Mr. Ives saya that thia method was " afterwards adopted by

the partiesjuuned without credit to me."

White's Camera.

Mr. Ives clsims to have I is type of camera, and quotes

U.8. Pst. 351.940, 1894. There is an error here as the number

should be 361,040. This patent is the same as Bng. Pat 2,305, 1895,

an abstract of which was given in the Patents Chronology, Col.

Phot. Supp , 1907, Vol. 1, 24. with figures. From this it will be

seen that the Ives patent is for two ,,, three reflectors at an angle

of 45 or 22$ degrees to the base, ami nil fmrailtl U> ont another.

White's camera, E. P. 8,663. 1896, and 18,875, 1898, abstracted in

the same volume, pp. 32, 40, is for two reflectors only, but at right

angle* to one another. Su, assume that two or three

parallel lines are tho same as two at right angles to one another.

Yonrs faithfully,

K J. Wall.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance, with our preterit practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach

u* not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should lie

addressed to the Editors.

M. E.—The rubber gloves to which you refer ace sold by Messrs.

,Toi>a.tha.n Fallawfield, Ltd., 146, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C.2.

R. Gv—There aire no patent rights in the process of mounting a

photograph and cutting out the outline oi the subject. Trade

names for such portraits may have bean registered, but, speaking

from memory, we do not think the} have.

W. H.—The Ives " Tripak " camera has not been on the market in

tli is country, and we are doubtful if it is on the market in

America. All you can do is to write for particulars to Mr. F. E.

Ive», 1,327, Sp'rure Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

M. R. B.—Difficult to say from the scanty particulars. We sug-

gest exposure of cards to white light while in the fixing bath or

shortly afterwards. Some, papers are sensitive in this respect.

We shall be glad to advise further on receipt of further parti-

culars of paper, developer, fixer, and manipulation.

X.—We certainly think that the features you describe are a great

improvement on the present article and, providing there are not
corresponding drawbacks, would largely displace the present
pattern. You should protect the invention by patenting or by
registering a design. Particulars for either from 25, Southamp-
ton Buildings, London, W.C.

H. P.—We have not any knowledge of special investigations, but
general experience is that a developing or fixing tank of copper

or brass has a very long life in continuous use if the tank be
rinsed and wiped dry after use ; that is to say not left exposed
to air and also to the action of adhering developing or fixing

solution. We do not think there is anything in the statement
that the effect of brass on developer is to cause chemical fog on
the plates. Both brass and metal last longer if nickelled, and if

the precautions mentioned above are taken the metal coating re-

mains in its original condition for a very long time.

P. S. P.—Fellowship of the Royal Photographic Society is granted to

persons who are already members of ttie Society and have been so
for, we think, at least one year, and in the opinion of the council
have contributed in one or other of a number of ways to the
advancement of photography. The Society does not set any
standard of qualification which must be reached in order that the
Fellowship shall be granted. The most that it does in this direc-

tion is to issue a statement of the general grounds on which
n lumbers are admitted to the Fellowship. A copy of this publica-

tion can be had on application to the Secretary, 35, Russell Square,
W.C.I.

F. B.—Reduction of such extremely fine lines to one-quarter width
is a process which taxes the resolving power of a dry plate to the
utmost, and we think you will have a great deal of difficulty in

retaining the lines, whatever method of working you adopt.
There might be some advantage in using a fairly deep yellow
filter, but we very much doubt it. We think the most hopeful
direction in which to work is to use one of the " fine grain "

plates, giving just sufficient exposure to develop up an image
without forcing, and then to intensify strongly with the Monck-
hoven intonsifier of silver cyanide. The real fact is that this is a
job which requires a wet collodion plate for satisfactory work, and
is not the easiest job even with that.

S. J. B.—About sixteen full-size burners, either inverted or
upright, are needed for taking single figures of a group of two
or three at most. For ten figures you would require about three
times this number. We should advise you to write to Griffins,

of Kingsway, for particulars of the Howellite burners, which are
decidedly the best for photographic purposes. The principal
objection to gas is the great heat which is generated ; much to
the sitter's discomfort. For the large groups we should recom-

mend flashlight, using the single figure lamp for focussing. We
imagine from your letter that your lenses are not of a very

rapid type. It is not much good, if you want to use gas, to

work with an aperture smaller than //5.6.

A. F. age in colour, due to exposure to light or
J

air, or both, is duo to one or other of two things. It may be
caused by a natural change in the raw base on which the emulsion;

is coated, although we think it very unlikely that such a change

could take place to such a marked extent during the weak light

at the present time of year. The other possible cause is that the

sulphide solution did not act long enough on the bleached prints

to convei i of the bleach image into sulpiride of silver.

If there were a certain small amount, of bleach image left in the

whites, these would almost certain 1

a exposure

to light Therefore, we think the most likely quarter to look for

the cause of the trouble is in this latter direction.

E. 1'. F.—(1) There is now no procedure as a preliminary to creat-

ing copyright. According to the 1911 Act copyright is automatic-

ally created by the creation of the work. (2) It is not necessary

that the word " copyright" should be marked on copies in

to safeguard the copyright in them. (3) Impossible to say if the
j

photographs are of interest to the Press, or to express an oj

from the farts you state as to whom the copyright belongs. It

may be the property of either the photographer or the sitter.

Fees range from 10s. 6d. upwards. (4) Presuming the i

right is your own, yon can grant licences for reproduction in

various publications and in various classes of publication,

separately for use as postcards or calendars, in which case it is

important that yon should not grant any licence which can

sibly be interpreted as a complete assignment of the eopyri.

M. L.—(1) Amidol is not a practicable method of desensitising]

plates. Wo mention it in the " Almanac." because experiments]

with it were the start of the use of safranine dyes by Dr.
]

Liippo-Cramer. (2) We have no practical experience of the

desensitising properties of triamido-toluol. (3) You can probably

buy from British Drug Houses. Ltd., 16-30. Graham Street.

Road. London. N.l. (4) Potassium permanganate is mud
strong an oxidising agent and greatly affect* the latent it

It is useless for desensitising. (5) The Kallitype process supplies
j

excellent prints of matt surface and of a range of tones from
|

cold black to purple From suitable negatives of somewhat good

vigour the results are almost as good as those on gaslight, or

bromide papers as regards gradation. (6) Bichromate solution

applied by brush or floating to a paper coated with gum and

pigment penetrates not only the gum coating, but the paper

support. On exposure to light the more or less insoluble image

is formed chiefly on the surface, but not exclusively. We dare-

say it would lie possible to apply the sensitiser to the back of

the paper and so obtain rather more insolubilising action in the

lower layer of the film, but. we do not think the difference would

amount to anything appreciable.

The British Journal of Photography.
Link Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Mondav morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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SUMMARY.
A competition, in which prize* amounting to £3,000 will be

•warded, ii being organised for photographs taken with British

eaioeraa from negatives on British platM, and printed on Britiah
printing papers. On page 29 we special*? direct attention to thia

piece of enterprise, particulars of which will be found on page 42.

A photographic method of producing a newspaper has been
Inaugurated by the " Blackpool Times." which now is printed by
an off%et machine, working from neiaJ plate* on to wh ich letterpress
and illustrations have been photographically printed. The i!lus-

n« are thui prodoced without tl •• aid of half (one blocks, and,
moreover, have a terhnical finality . • jtly superior to that obtain
able by impress half-tone* u newsprint. (P. 42.)

iplea and practice of ster«-«»cepic photography of small
'• are the rowns, the

n of which deals with th« geneva! condition* of making
i g and the design of stereoscope and camera (P 34.)

I contributed article "Thermit " deals with the practical
qualities of the retoucher'* rquipnien' • ncils. brushes.

* and mediums, and give* some hint* on the proper use of
these requisitee. I P. 31.)

hotographers' Aiiecjajtlon has officially issued
a stalcme' I be holding of this year's
Congress in the autumn

'({ether a few of the
require to i e borne obtaining

poses of men and women which are pleasing to the titters. (P. 30.)

'r. Walter
v at the houte of the >tographic
Square, dailv, from till 5 p.m., till

•

imera in inoramic printa

i tp

TV 'eoce that go ' the Daguerreotype
ipr<««es are commanding much higher prices among eoIV

al Phc*otjr*
wley dee.

! used by

ite injury

f a recent

Tuesday evening last, Mr.
1'mmbH>' plant designed.

r**4opment, fixing,

41.)

. Mailable, a r. negative, which
a matt or ron^h paper, msv frequently be

made with advantage by contact

EX CATHEDRA.
Daguerreo- We hear that of late good specimens
types. f the Daguerreotype process have been
obtaining substantial prices. Although for many years
[last really good examples of the process have been by no
means common, they have commanded only miserable
prices. At auction sales we have frequently seen a
collection, of a dozen or so, including some which were

„ excellent specimens, knocked down at a price which repre-

sented a few pence each. But it now appears that
collectors of specimens of early processes of fine arts and
crafts are taking an interest in Daguerreotypes, with the
consequent result of an increase in the price which can
be obtained for them. From our own experience in

disposing of a small collection left by a deceased friend

we have confirmation of this tendency. After having
declined offers which did not rise above sixpence or a
shilling;, we have gradually disposed of the greater number
in no case at less than half a guinea each'. A really

good coloured specimen by one of the early Daguerreo-
typists of repute, such as Claudet, is worth a good deal

more; it may be worth what was charged for it at the
time, namely, five or six guineas. Specimens can still

be picked up every now and then on the stalls of dealers

in odd goods at the Friday Caledonian market. A friend

howed us a very fine specimen by Claudet which
he bought there a little while ago for a penny. In bring-

hece facts before the many owners of Daguerreotypes

are doubtless among our readers, we must not omit

to point out that the glass collodion positive, which bj

the inexpert is frequently mistaken for a Daguerreotype,

has an insignificant value. It is, however, perfectly a

-tinguish with certainty between the two: the back

of a Daguerreotype is of copper metal ; that of a collodion

e * •

An All. Britiah Vmateur photographers and the n
Competition.

i alers who supply them will give an

especially warm welcome to the competition in which
• >0 will be awarded in prizes during the present year,

the competition is organised by a group of Rritish

. and is designed to promote those branches of

ifauhure in particular with which British firms I

been ^mg and honourably connected. At the pivsetit

ing to the economically disturbed condition of

almost every country in the world, the difficulties wl

manufacturers in this country have to overcome were

perhaps never so severe, and the firms who have joined

with one another in the organisation of this competition

are entitled to receive the respect and support of the

photographic public for their constructive and enterpris-

ing piece of policy. Incidentally, the amateur photo-

grapher is given an opportunity of winning one or other

of the numerous cash prizes, ranging from £100 to £1,

offered in the competition, or rather competitions ;
for

there are two of them, one closing on June 30 and the
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ml on November 30. These competitions are for

photographs taken with one or other of nine different

models of British camera on one or other of eight makes
of British plates, and printed on one or other of the same
number of British papers. Full particulars and entry
forms of the competition will be obtainable within the
next week or two from photographic dealers throughout
Great Britain. It is requested by the promoters that
application should be made to the dealers, and that only
those removed from the opportunity of obtaining the
literature through this channel should apply to the special

headquarters which have been established for the
competition at 4, Oxford Street, London, W.l.

Letters to the Among the features of a trade or teehni-
Editor. caj newspaper those to which many
readers invariably first turn are the " Letters to the
Editor" and "Answers to Correspondents." We say
this, not simply with the idea of paying an uninvited
compliment to our readers, but as the result of general
observation in respect to readers of the " B.J. " and many
other papers. Perhaps the " Letters to the Editor

"

particularly attract first attention, and, therefore, we
can thoroughly endorse the remarks recently made by a
London evening newspaper on this subject:

—
" Professor

John Adams is right when he says that the readers of a
newspaper are like a ghostly committee for carrying new
developments. They never meet; they see one another,
mostly, only across railway compartments and omnibus
gangways and restaurant tables. But though they are a
committee without meetings, they do, as the professor
says, get things done, and one of their most effective
instruments is the Letter to the Editor. If readers
knew how very seriously the columns of their Letters to
the Editor are examined they would be
astonished. No reader should believe that a man or
woman who writes a letter to the Editor is regarded with
hostility in a newspaper office. Every letter is welcomed
that has something to say, says it, and then stops.

* * *

Negatives When making a negative from a print
from Prints. ;t js usual to d BO either by copying,
or if the picture is required upon a larger scale, by
means of a contact transparency upon a lantern or other
slow plate. A very simple way which dispenses with
the need for the intermediate transparency when repro-
ducing negatives, and one that might be more widely
employed than it is, is by printing upon a slow or process
plate from a good print. The only objection to this
method is that the grain of the paper shows slightly in
the new negative, but when this can be printed, or
enlarged upon a rough surface paper, this is a matter of
little moment, provided the grain is not unduly in
evidence. A glossy P.O. P. print of good depth, or a
glossy bromide print, is about the best for this purpose,
and one upon a thin, smooth paper base is, of course,
preferable. The exposure is made in an ordinary printing
frame with the two films in contact; six or eight
seconds at twelve inches from an ordinary bat's-wing
burner being about right for most process plates. There
is no need to make the paper print translucent; it is a
messy job and is of little benefit in reducing the effect
of the grain of the paper. Transferotype bromide paper
may be of value here. Some time ago We were shown
a number of prints from reproduced negatives ; instead of
the prints in the first instance being made upon ordinary
bromide paper. Transferotype paper had been employed,
the image transferred to glass, and the new negatives
then made by contact. The above method lias the
advantage of economy in the use of materials over the
usual methods of reproducing negatives.

PLACING THE FIGUEE.
An apparently simple task, the correct placing of the
figure upon the plate, is a rather common stumbling-block
for many portrait photographers. The modern practice
of trimming the print to suit the subject allows of correc-
tion to a certain extent, but very often it is necessary
to cut down to a size much smaller than that which was
ordered, so that the photographer lias either to resort to
enlargement or to send out a distinctly inartistic produc-
tion. While there are no definite rules as to what should
be included in a photograph or what position the figure

should occupy, any error in this direction is readily per-

ceptible to anyone with a modicum of taste. The portrait
may be excellent as far as technique and expression is

concerned, but it will never be really satisfactory if this

one point is overlooked.

The most common error, and one which many other-

wise skilful operators fall into, is that of placing the figure

too low upon the plate. The effect is that of dwarfing
the sitter or, at least, giving the impression that he is

slipping out of the picture. This is, of course, the result
of pure carelessness, and is often due to the practice of

using lines drawn upon the ground glass to denote the
various sizes, instead of having a mask which just includes
the area of the trimmed print for each size. The ordinary
masks, as used in a repeating-back camera, answer the
purpose to a certain extent, but they are necessarily rather
larger than the trimmed print; it is therefore bette
use a mask of the correct size fixed in contact with the
ground glass, the edge of which, being clearly defined,
shows the limit of the picture. This device is, however,
merely a mechanical aid, and does not make up for lack
of judgment. The position of the figure must be chosen
to suit the subject. For example, a heavily-built sitter

ed high upon the plate tends to appear colossal, while
a spare one placed at what may be considered a normal
height is apt to look rather insignificant. It is an axiom
in portrait work that the physical peculiarities of the
sitter should not be emphasised, and that as far as possible

each sitter should approach an average size. This may
not be high art, but it is what is not unreasons
expected. Thus, in the case of a rather short, stout
woman it is not advisable to make a full length portrait.

but to make a three-quarter length, ending just above
the hem of the skirt. This leaves the total height in

uncertainty, and gives the impression of a more or less

graceful figure. The subterfuge cannot very well be
adopted in the case of a male sitter, so that the. difficulty

has to be circumvented by taking him sitting.

Bust portraits often have an awkward appearance,
which is due to their termination at the wrong point.

It may be safely assumed that in neither sex should the
picture end at the waist, or in some cases where the
waist, should be. Nothing is more offensive than trun-

cated arms
; either a three-quarter length, showing the

hands, or a large head are the only acceptable alterna-

fives. A large head should always be placed so that
there is a little more room in the direction to which the
faeo is turned than there is behind. It is. however,
affectation to leave half the paper in the front of the
face blank, as some self-styled artists have done. With
regard to head room, it is not usual to allow more tha

one-third of the height of the head between the top

the hair and the edge of the print, while many of on
best artists allow much less

With sitting figures the dress must he considered wher
deciding upon the amount to be included, but as a genera
rule the cut-off should not be at the knees but well lielov

them.
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11-length and half-length figures must be considered

as a whole when it comes to filling the space. If the

head is centred it will, as a rule, leave too much behind
the figure. It is a great help, not only to placing the
figure, but to composition in general, to observe the figure

upon the ground glass by means of a small hand mirror,

so that the image appears the right way up. By so doing
man.. in placing and posing may be avoided. A
highly-skilled photographer does not need this aid, but
the beginner will find it invaluable. When observing the

image direct upon the screen the eyes should not be too

near the glass, as faults that would be overlooked at a

of six or eight inches are readily discerned at

ince.

The general appearance of most portraits would be
impr i-e it more usual to subdue the lighting of

>wer par'

upon the draperies or, as is sometimes done, by using a
dark camera-vignetter, which allows the details to be
seen faintly. This is done with good effect by some of
the most successful portraitists.

Fortunately, we are not now bound rigidly to stock

. as in the old cabinet days, and we can often effect

a great improvement by cutting the print down slightly,

particularly when there is too little space in front of the
figure; on modern mounts variations of this nature are
not readily noticed. Much may be learned from the work
of good portrait painters of the present and past genera-
tions, and even if picture galleries are not accessible,

reproductions of the works of Reynolds, Gainsborough,
Lawrence and, for later work, the illustrated giu'des to

the Royal Academy exhibitions may be procured very
cheaply, and for the purpose in hand will answer equally
well.

RETOUCHING MATERIALS.

>. know a retoucher whose complete outfit consisted of

baacklead pencil, a bottle of home-made
;m. a second-rate eable, and a • hunk of hard Indian red

Tho penal *»» <>i no particular quality, and
m was merely a mixture of rosin and methylated

•pint.

itiy other skilled craftantan an outfit of thia type would

ily useless, hut ridiculous, no uncoi

• .Toes retouchers worlcing with toole little batter

tllan those I have described An<! I must admit that the

work done with that particular outfit was excellent

baring admitted that, I am not t">ing to admit that the

in work und<T the Mine condition* with-

f work suffering, or that my friend'* work would not
hare bean even better had ho taken an interest in hie tool

box.

i re many outeide this branch of photography who
think that a pencil, or a pencil anil a brush, are the only thing*

used in retouching, but retoucher* of experience know that

v large number of things bare their uses. There are
so many that we might easily divide them into Ave dale*,

pencils, brushes, knives, paints and Mains and mediums.
rm a retoucher is fortunate enough to be restricted to

one okvH of negative on one kin. I of plate or film, no single

of pencil will cover everything with full satisfaction

r three grades, say '-
'II HI'.

, livalenta,

nearly always be fo ra trouble in

arprning. It- I . not remember
•m leads in ssrew-top holders used

touching, but when these became scarce, as they did
places, drawing pencils ..me common

>uchers. Of the two, t ; L to choose except
-nnla are more easily brok. ua I

be very serviceable. It is made
•kith cum or paste and winding
n is formed. The tube is slipped

» pancil and allowed to dry hard eing put
omo unknown reason, '«da without wood are not
otoeked by artists' tandrymea, or at least I have

need dimcul' rn, and when
pencils can be bought in almost any city street there

' h inducement to ferret about for the uncovered
-teible to strip the pencils and transfer th«

holders, but unless one n very skilful this may
nve and ' roosts. I have tried Venm.

and \\ neor * Newton's pencils with
my choice being more or leas for tlm

•>noil of Winsor A Newton.

imoii,

that

...

"t.

There are more than two ways of sharpening a, retouching

lead, but there are only two which are really expeditious and
satisfactory. One is to rub tihe lead on a solid block of glass

paper, revolving it at the same time so that the grinding

it done fairly evenly all round. To guard against breaks and

to hasten the sharpening a finger tip is pressed on tho lead

where it rests on the glass paper. The other way, which is

quicker and cleaner, is to fold a piece of gloss paper and hold

it in the left hand with the open edges facing the right hand.

The pencil or lead, with about two inches of lead exposed, is

n the right hand, the lead pointing towards the paper
ng the lead into the folded paper it is worked in and

out rapidly and revolved at the same time, the result being

an extremely fine point in a very short time without risk of

breakage. The glass paper should be fine, and the piece large

enough to silow the edges to be turned back over the finger

and thumb. This precaution will prevent the lead stabbing

one in the ease of it slipping from between the folded paper

when sharpening rapidly. Through using too small a piece

of glass paper I once had my left rhumb mottled with points

of retouching lead.

The only brushes known to some young photographers are
" spotting " brushes. As to just what constitutes a spotting

brush they are not always very certain. The brushes sold

- this title are invariably short-handled sables, similar to

those used in water-colour drawing, and artists' sables are

at least as good as anything for this work. Unfortunately,

asbios of any quakty are rather dear; one can pay as much
as 2s. for a single brn-i of a suitable size. Second-quality

brushes are cheaper and good enough for most purposes.

Siberians, which run about 2d. each, can be used for blocking

out, except where there is very fine detail; anu with skill

th.-<» UrueH" ail] spot, but for regular work the Stele i*

essential. For filling in masses of opaque when blocking out

large negatives, a camel hair mop is very useful, but a

common practice is to cover such spaces with gummed i

which will not rub off or abrade other negatives happening

to come into contact with it. An uncommon type of brush

with retouchers is the stencilling brush that is mad.
" Floresoan " work. With this brush, paint put on to the

back* of a negative can be stippled or " scrumhled " into the

softest of clouds or vignettes. Negatives can be built up in

this way, and the printer saved muoh " dodging." Talking

about brushes, the glass brush also has its uses. But tills

" brush " is more of a knife than a brush, being used for local

reduction of density. Then there is the air-brush, which

though not like a brush, acts as one. Water colour or dye

can be brushed on the gelatine side of a glass negati/e or on
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hath sides of a film. On the b&ik of a glass negative thin

red vnrin-li can be used if a Ivn.-r • I matt, varnish is first laid

on. But varnish messes the instrument, end if it is used

extra care is necessary in cleaning. When air-brushing a

negative, the image should be shielded to prevent any spray

from reaching it. This is necessary unless one is very expert

with such work. The water colour or dye should be fairly

strong and the air pressure high to get the best results.

\ doubtful point with some spotters is the size of

brush best suited to their work. It might ap|>ear at first

sight that small brushes would necessarily do finer work, but

this does not always follow. Whait is essential is strength

and point, and these are often more noticeable in a large

brush. But individual taste varies. I prefer a No. 2 foe

spotting and Nos. 3 and 8 for blocking out. At times I come
across a No. which is beautiful for delicate work, but it in

pot often. For edging a painted vignette, a No. 3 stencil

brush is about right. Air brushes also have their sizes, and

here I prefer the No. 2 "Colour Spray." A point about all

brushes (and pencils, knives, etc.) is the thickness of the

handle. It seems usual to make handles in proportion to the

lead, or blade carried, instead of to the hand, and 1

find many handles are too thin altogether to hold for long

without inconvenience if not actual cramp. Winding such

thin handles with lantern slide binding to increase the thick-

ness of the grip results in better and easier work. I once
knew an artist who stuck all his brush handles through pierced

corks for the same purpose, though this would bo going to

extremes for anyone not possessing an obvious fist.

Some retouchers are very particular about their knives.

Others seldom or never use one, and when they do their pocket-

knives do duty. As it happens, this is a place Tvhere the

actual instrument is not. by any means so important as the skill

behind it, and in the hands of an expert the pocket-knife will

do better work than a first-class special knife in the hands of

a novice. The Bruco retouching knife is well known, and
special knives are also made and supplied by dealers ; but

whatever knife is flavoured, to get the best from it it must
be kept sharp. Not everyone can sharpen a knife to the

Tequired edge, and it may pay to have one's knife seen to

occasionally by a cutler. Another factor in knifing is the

stato of the film. It should be bone dry, and a good plan

is to warm a negative before attempting to knife it. For
large patches of reduction the glass brush or a dab of metal
polish on a bit of wiashleather will prove easier than the

knife. Another dodge is to rub the negative with a mixture
of methylated spirit, water, and borax. A pinch of borax in

sufficient water to dissolve it is added to about three ounces

of spirit, this making a very effective reducer of dry nega-
tives. It can also be used on bromide and gaslight prints.

The preponderance of spirit in the mixture precludes any
wetting of the gelatine which would delay further work. "*'

The letouoher's palette should not be limited to a piece

of hard, black water colour. Lamp Black, Indian Red and
Neutral Tint are all useful, and a china palette to carry
them is not a luxury. Tube colours are cleaner than cakes
or pans, as sufficient for the day only can be put out fresh

each day. Black and Neutral Tint will cover all ordinary
spotting and vignetting or working up on the reverse side,

|

while the Indian lied is good for very opaque work such as
blocking out. The proprietary articles for blocking out are
too well-known to need mention here, though I may refer to
one which was not primarily intended for the work but is

nevertheless excellent. It is Process Black. Any yellow,
orange or red dye can be used on a negative, oither from a

hand brush or an air-brush. Red ink is very serviceable for

one. It should be remembered though, that dye is not so

easily removed as paint in the case of error. When it is

necessary to remove it a weak bath of sulphuric aoid will

often do the trick.

I have tried most of the made up mediums on the market
and found them all useful. They differ in strength and
" feel," but will all do the job for which they are intended.
When a retoucher • that a medium is too strong, or
not strong enough, it may be that it does not suit his touch
and pencil. A softer or harder pencil may be all that is

required. Medium can be made fairly easily, but as there
are so many kinds of rosin about, and so many qualities of

turpentine and other solvents, formulse are not very decisive.

There is no harm, however, in a retoucher experimenting for

him or her self if a home-made medium is desired. '

violin rosin and methylated spirit (or better still, rectified

spirit) will make a workable medium. Or rosin dissolved i

a mixture of turpentine, kerosene and linseed oil, the pro-
portions of which can he varied to give differing mediums,
always keeping the turps in excess of the other constituent*
Gum sandarac is used sometimes in addition to the rosin, but
when mixtures become complicated the question arises as to

j

whether it is not best to buy a ready-made medium instead. \

Varnishes also can be bought ready for use, ordinary clear :

varnish being obtainable for warm or cold use. It is not
so popular in these days of cheap work as it was in the past,

but it has its value, and it is useful to be able to varnish a

negative when necessity arrives. Matt varnish is very often
useful for giving a working base on the glass side of a nega-
tive, and its use docs not demand the same degree of care

and skill required by clear varnish. With varnishes I will

include mucilage, as this has its uses in a similar way. For
undoing scratches nothing is so good as a bath of mucilage.
Gelatine solution, gum arabic, Seoootine in solution, and other
clear gums can be used. The mucilage should be poured into

a dish, care being taken to keep out dust or other foreign
matter. Bubbles also must be avoided. The negative is slid

cleanly tinder the solution, and once completely covered it

is removed as carefully and put to dry in a dust-iproof place. '

If cleanly performed, this operaton will fill in scratches in

such a way that the negative can be enlarged from by con- ]
densed light without the scratches being recorded. It is

rather difficult to avoid bubbles and dust, but if- the scratches

are severe or numerou> this method is better than tedious end
perhaps unsatisfactory spotting.

In conclusion, although I have numbered many retouching
implements and materials, I have not exhausted the list. But
from those I have mentioned I think the enthusiastic retoucher

who has not yet reached the highest pinnacle of the retouch-

ing art will be able to select a useful outfit.

Thermit.

Real " While-You-Wait " Photographs.—Last Friday the editor

of a Walsall newspaper received a parcel of important photograph*
and process blocks which were posted in Birmingham, nine miles
away, in July, 1919.

A Leighton Buzzahd Society —About a score of enthusiastic

amateurs met at the studio of Mr. E. J. Bacon, at Leighton
Buzzard, on Wednesday evening, and decided to form a club under
tho name of the Leighton Buzzard and District Camera Club. It

is anticipated that a beginning will be made with a membership
of 30. The executive council, which was elected at the meeting,
has premises in view and is at present busily engaged in drawing
up. a constitution and programme to be submitted to the next

general meeting on the 28th inst. Ihe secretary, pro tem.. is Mr
j

George W. Hubbard, Prospect House, Leighton Buzzard.

Photographic Companies in 1921.—The statistics of company
registrations at Somerset House from January 1 to December 31, ^
1921, compiled by Messrs. Jordan & Sons, of Chancery Lane, include '-

three public companies relating to photography having collectively an

authorised capital of £1,116,000. In Ithe same class twenty private

companies were registered of a total authorised capital of £84,500.

The major portion of the capital concerned in the three public com-

panies is represented by that of Amalgamated Photographic Manu-

facturers, Ltd., registered in February last, with an authorised

ahare capital of £1,100,000.
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SECTIONAL PANORAMIC PRINTS.

[The making of panoramic print* of special subjects is work which now and again is required of a photographer. In

!e from " Amrrictn Photography" Mr. C. 1. Utiles tells how to use an ordinary camera for thefollowing

purpose.]

making of panoramic exposures is wonderfully simple

with ..mera. Thu ingenious apparatus revolves

on a tripod head fitted uith changeable gears engaging a_

gear The detachable gears are to figured aa to provide

iie film across the exposure alot.

•us of the lens changes according to the distance of

li focossed upon, the diameter of the circle travelled

necessity of a change in

ie time of revolution of the camera remains

the same.
\ Cirkut camera is not always at hand, and many of us do

not have access to such an outfit. It may be necessary to

make a panoramic view when only ordinary apparatus is

available, but t results may be obtained by making

sectional notographer has • clear understanding

lea involved.

A* an example, the making of

is a task we have frequ>

m

winter we found great diflteult;

because of the dry cold, which
j

charges on the film whenever it

mountain range panoramas

iet with in the pa

in making film exposures

oduced >'

»as unrolled with a jerk, as

to happen when working under such uncomfortable

are standing on s mountain summit

0,000 feet elevation. A line of peaks 6,600, 6,700,

.igh run off diagonally, so that the

a mile distant and the last one about o miles away

-i air line. The rocka above the tree line are covered with

snow and ice, and the base of ti cut off by the

. ng slopes of the peak we are »• ;>on.

nee ha* shown us that plate* are an

absolute necessity, and deep ray-filter we can come

much no »1 contraat between the

,ky . and the mow. and al*o reduce the halation

error \\ •• bm laM emulsions because the camera i» con-

stantly in danger of vibration from wind. The long focus

lens give- rspective. The more distant summit*

are not dwarfed by comparison with the nearer foreground,

a* they would be if we used a short focus lens.

The axi« of revolution of the earner* which a novice

naturally uses is the usual tripod socket. The proper point

amic work is the optical centre of the lens. We
meet this in practice by using a supplementary bed

.ard to which the c*mera i< attached, with a new tripod

socket under the lens itself. In the case of a double lens of

the symmetrical type we find that thia »hould be pl»ced ju»t

und. but in case of a single lens combin»tion, it

will be in advance of the lens. With a 13J-inch single Protar

the he* from the ground glass, or 1* inche* in

advance of the lens.

find the axia of revolution, take two *mooth boards of

equal width and mount the camera on one with ground glass

lge. On the central line of the other

a brad up through, projecting: slightly on top. Pre**

-.ottom of the camera board down on the projecting brad.

now move the camera board on the brad point a* •

ph . ,

n the camera for distant. An electric light at night

-invenient. Watch the image in relation to the

he ground glass while rotating camera on

lift the board and change

r backwards. By trial and error jou

uantlinz you should

to allow clamping of the

od screw.

itty attached to the top

y^r ! at the correct brad m*Tk,

and the tripod screw turned into the hole so as to cut a tripod
socket. When the lens is replaced on the camera front, the
camera is in panoramic adjustment.
W ;h some types of view apparatus supplied with a supple-

mentary bed one may so adjust this as to bring the lens in

oper position in relation to the tripod socket. A large

tripod head gives more rigidity, and a supplementary tripod

leg to brace the projecting back overhang of camera may be
i Hie. While adjusting the camera for panoramic work,

the ground glass should be marked with vertical lines about
a half-inch from the edges. This is to keep control of over-

laps when planning out a sectional exposure.

With the apparatus properly mounted on the supplementary

bed, focua on the left section of the view, and note the object

which falls on the vertical line at the right. Revolve the

camera till this object moves to the left line, and repeat to

find out how many exposures will be needed. The parts out-

ride the vertical lines are the overlaps, which we make liberal

to guard against defects on the edges of negatives. We
must, above all things, 'have the camera level, or, if impos-

sible, be sure the greatest dip of the camera is in the exact

• • of the series. Not much dip is possible if the horizon

shows. Otherwise the horizon will run diagonally in the

joined panorama, and we will have to sacrifice some width in

trimming.

We next decide what exposure to give, as the , exposures

must be the same on all sections. We can occasionally change

exposures, to take care of varying conditions on various

ns. but this is not often possible. We find it much better

to wait for an even illumination and keep exposure constant.

The making of the successive exposures is an easy task, pro-

j, we look out for the overlaps, which we check up step

by step on tho ground glass as we turn the camera.

Development of all the sections is done simultaneously, so

as to get the same printing density. This we find exceed! ugly

rUnt in practice. Printing we do similarly, taking ono

plate and making test exposures till we get the best tone

rendering, after which we make a complete set. using tho

am* printing time throughout.

The next step is to make the composite print for eopying.

The separate prints, which should be on glossy paper, are

trimmed carefullv so that they exactly match. We like to

make one trim on the right edge of No. 1 (left) print and

lav thi* overlapping print No. 2. When the proper adjust-

ment is made, we mark the under print on both margin*

with a safety razor blade. Remove the top print and. asing

a ruler cut clean across the print, which will give a perfect

junction. intil all the prints are properly trimmed.

We bare sometime* varied this procedure by tearing the

prints irregularlv and then rubbing down the paper back of

jjnA-nript till onlv the emulsion surface shows on the

TEiprint is laid over the next one to the proper match, and

so on through the whole series.

\\ th the straight out prints we always stain the edges of

the prints whirh form the junctions. In copying, these come

clear if they show at all. a much easier condition for

retouching on the copy negative.

We next mount the series carefully on a smooth card,

taking great care that the prints aro properly hutted together

Lately we have u*ed Orippit, a rubber mounting solution, and

this has the advantage of ease in manipulation with a mini-

mum of rtretching. It is wise to use a very heavy card in

paste mounting, so as to overcome the tendency of the prints

to stretch and ihrinlt.

thi* point we spot prints carefully and look up some

commercial artist who can put in a hank of cloud, in the
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>ky, besides generally hing up prints. This makes the

negative retouching easier.

When the composite print is done we are ready to make a

copy negative. If the length of the print desired is beyond
your camera capacity, you can probably get a local photo-
engraver to make the negative with his large camera. The
copy should be made on a slow plate, and where the original

composite is made on printing-out paper, we prefer to use
an ortho plate and copy with a filter and incandescent electric

lights.

The resulting negative can be very effectually modified by
flowing some ground glass substitute on the back end
strengthening here and there with pencil or crayon.

We took a mountain panorama as our first example
because no very near objects are included. The conditions

change with very near foregrounds, and here is where the
long focus lens lias it< advantages. When such a condition

is met with, we must elevate our lens by the rising front so

as to cut out very near foreground. Always avoid long

straight lines very near the camera. These will be rendered
with different angles in each section, whereas in a Cirkut
view we get a constantly changing curve. As the line becomes
more diagonal, the distortion effect is lessened.

In distant views made with film cameras, we can sometimes
cut the negatives themselves and make a copy negative or
an enlargement by projection. In many cases the enlarging
process is better and retouching on the enlargement is easier

because the treatment can be broader, due to the fact that

big prints must be viewed at a greater distance.

Those who do not wish the trouble of making a copy
negative sometimes get a picture framer to make a multiple
opening cut-out for the various sections. This is a very
effective treatment. Care should be taken that the colour of

the cut-out harmonises with the print, as some injudicious
selections we have seen seem to degrade the brilliancy of

the pictures.

With a 7 x 11 view camera we can do some novel stunts.

because of the convenience of the sliding lens board. \V

have in mind one task in photographing a very long group
of buildings which could not be taken, even with a very wide
angle lens. The temporary clearing of a lot in front of this

building gave a free outlook, but the distance we could go
back was limited. We found a pile of boards situated con-
veniently near the centre of the view, giving us a high
elevation, so we could cut out the rubbish and cellar pits of

the foreground.

Our camera was set up with the plate parallel to the front

of the buildings, and by sliding the lens to the limit each
way we could catch both ends of the building. Two plates

were made, and a vertical line on the building was selected

as the cutting point. The joined print, when retouched, was
not copied, but used direct as an original for reproduction.

At another time we had occasion to photograph the same
group from the roof of a building down the street. The
great length of the building along the street we were on made
the far end very small in comparison to the nearer parts,

while the end of building on the cross street came just the

right proportion. We were equipped with a set of convertible

single lenses, and used one of quite long focus, with which

we made an exposure on the long facade. An enlarged

negative of the first plate was made with the corner of

building exactly the same height as on the long focus expo-

sure. Junction was made at this point. A building on the

opposite corner obscured the lower part of the end exposure,

but this was blocked out with Chinese white, and the com-

mercial artist handling the retouching very skilfully faked the

hidden windows, as he had enough window ledges showing to

get the inclination of perspective lines and the details of

construction.

Such work as the above is limited only by the ingenuity

and imagination of the worker. The actual task of making

a matched series is really very simple with a little practice.

C. F. Stilus.

THE PRACTICAL STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY OF
SMALL OBJECTS.

Thr insertion of the word " practical " into the heading of this
article calls for a considerable amount of courage, for no study
of this baffling problem can be said to have reached a practical
stage until it has provided the photographer with a few simple
working instructions or formula? whose accuracy he can put to
the proof as easily as he can test the optical properties of a
lens of whose construction he knows nothing. A previous con-
scientious investigation, on geometrical lines, cleared the
ground fairly thoroughly, so far as the theory is concerned,
but it left a good many hard fences for the man with the
camera to get over before he could reach his goal. It is our
present object to remove these difficulties altogether, so far as
may be, and to present the matter in a form that will allow
the skilled and careful worker to obtain exact results by direct
exposure without having to carry out a series of vexatious
manipulations of his negatives and prints. The photography
of small objects always calls for skill and care, and there is

therefore an irreducible minimum of trouble which must be
faced. It is on the worker's technical and artistic skill that
success will ultimately depend.
A few preliminary observations are necessary in order to

define, once for all, the object of our search. It is the photo-
grapher's desire to be able to present stereoscopically an image
on a certain scale, n, and at a certain distance, r\ n and x
being variable at his pleasure—say that he wishes to show a
small entomological specimen magnified 5 diameters at a dis-
tance of 12 in. This obviously takes it for granted that size

and distance may, in a real sense, be attributed to the image

;

otherwise the whole project becomes nonsensical. It will be

mere absurdity to attempt to measure the width of a mental

impression—if that is all we can obtain—in inches and decimals

of an inch, as we shall have to do in every case if we are to

arrive at any degree of accuracy. The image must, therefore,

be assumed to be real, so far as the eyes are concerned, with

a definitely measurable size and distance.

The first indispensable condition that must be fulfilled, if this

sense of reality is to exist, is that the light should enter the

eyes from the various points of the image as from the points

of a real object, i.e., that the eyes should be focusstd and con-

verged exactly as in nature, upon the points in space which a

real object would occupy. We are setting out in search of a

simple, practical method by which such perfectly projected

images can be obtained.

The second indispensable condition is that the image should

not be presented to the eyes in a way that makes it impossible

for the mind to accept it as true. The photographer, here, as

always, has two tasks before him : first to perfect his tech-

nique, and then to find a perfeet medium by which his results

may be expressed. The two media with which we have to

deal in this case—the two things that come between the

observer and the image, constituting a kind of physical obstacle

through which he has to project his mind—are the stereoscope
and stereo print. There may be individual workers who have
a lively perception of the importance of this part of the prob-
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the shape of miiiio concrete examples of what ran be done.
us turn then abruptly to the photographer's work-room

and see with what apparatus ho must provide himself. The
list is not a long or formidable one.

(I) The optical data given by the stereoscope have such a
dominating influence upon the taking of the negatives and
the preparation of the prints that no progress can be made
in tabulating possible reeulte until a decision has been reached
with regard to the focal length of the lenses to be adopted
and the separation of the lens centres. For present purposes,
therefore, the writer, after some hesitation, has tentatively

lardised a stereoscope having lenses of 4 in. focal length,
with their centres *2J in. apart. This gives an image sub-
tending, from sido to side, an angle of about 35 deg. with
the eye, which will probably be regarded as a pleasant and
sufficient field of view. The covering power of the lenses

: be considerably greater than this—between CO deg. and
70 deg.—as for nearer distances of the image the prints will

be decpntred, and they should have a clear viewing aperture
or diameter of not less than 1£ in. The focussing adjust-
ment must allow the distance between lenses and print to
be varied from 3 in. for images at 12 in. to 4 in. for images
at infinity, i.e., for landscape prints. Abnormally short-
sighted observers will require an adjustment to a "distance
of less than the above 3 in., which should be provided, if
possible. The details of construction must be left entirely
in the hands of the practical optician. The actual width of
the two prints mounted side by side will never exceed '5 in.,
and the height, which lies at the worker's discretion, will
probably not be greater than 3 in., so that a postcard size
print holder would be ample. This stereoscope has the
advantage that it is eminently suited for viewing landscape
prints taken with a 4-in. lens, and would remove the neces-
sity of having two or more appliances for different purposes.

It is to be hoped that the provision of the above stereo-
scope will not be too grave an obstacle in the worker's path.
In order to he useful effectively, there is no choice but to
decide at the outset upon the exact optical details of this
instrument to which, in a most real sense, we have to submit
our prints, and by whose judgment we must abide. If a
stereoscope of too long focus is used, the image, unaltered
in width, is projected to a greater distance, and its depth
is increased. It is opened out somewhat after the manner
of a concertina. If the lenses are too far apart the image
is brought nearer, -made smaller, and distorted. If both errors
exist simultaneously the result is utter confusion, and the
precise care given to the taking of the negatives is rendered
nugatory.

(2) Happily no such restriction is imposed upoii us with
regard to the next piece of apparatus—the camera. Any
small accurately constructed camera with focussing adjust-
raent will do; it need not be greater than quarter-plate andmay be 3$ by 2* if the longer side is placed horizontally
Unfortunately this latter size is just too small to allow of
its being used vertically, as the decentring of the right and
left images on. the focussing screen brings one edge of each
image right to the edge of the plate. Careful use of the
sliding front would obviate this; but it will be far safer for
the worker, and especially for the experimenter, to avoid
this dangerous complication, which is very liable to lead to
error. From the time the camera is focussed on the objectand adjusted for the first exposure it is better to regard it
as a rigid body, and simply to shift it as a whole parallel
to itself through exactly the required distance before making
the second exposure. This movement of the camera rather
than of the lens alone reduces the amount of sideways shift
of the negative on the plate, since plate and lens both move
together and allows a smaller size to be used. When lenses
of exactly the correct focal length are available the extension
of the camera will never be greater than 4 in., and never
less than 3 in., no matter what may be the scale and distance
of the required image; but when for convenience lenses of
only approximately correct length are used these limit* may

be slightly exceeded. In photographing very flat objects, such
as old coins or medals, it may be desirable deliberately to
exaggerate the depth of the image in order to gain greater
relief, and in this oa a shorter lens would be used— perhaps
of only half the calculated correct length—and the extension
of the camera would lie correspondingly decreased. The above
particulars as regards the camera cover not only the few
examples about to be given, but the whole infinite range of
possible stereoscopic results.

(3) For the following examples a 2i-in. lens will be required
Tihis ris ma<lo to do the work of a 2.4 in., a 2.66 in. a
2.29 in., and a 2.22 in. lens., and the results are therefore
approximate. A slight error in the depth of the image is
introduced, but the difference is so small that it may fairly
be described as negligible. This power of getting practically
accurate results with any lens which approximates to the
focal length indicated by the formulae is of great importance,
provided it is not pressed too far. It should be kept rigidly
within limits so small that it is impossible for the observer
to detect distortion.

(4) There is yet one more piece of apparatus the arrange-
ments of which must be left more or less to the ingenuity
of the worker. Its object is to give definitcness and precision
to his operations just where these qualities are most neces-
sary and most difficult to attain. Some small object is about
to be photographed—say, a 2-in. or 3-in. cube. It has to be
placed at a certain distance in front of the lens in order
that the perspective may be correct; and the resulting nega-
tives must be on the exact scale required for the stereo prints.
But what, photographically, is the width of this cube when
it is placed somewhat diagonally to the camera, as it should
be? And, since its nearer points and its farther points are
at different distances, what is to be taken as the working
distance? And how is it to be known, by inspection of the
focussing screen, whether the negatives will be on the proper
scale? These questions really form the crux of the photo-
grapher's task, which becomes increasingly difficult wnen tno
object is not geometrical. The arrangement about to be
described removes all uncertainty as regards width, distance,
and scale, and, at the same time, clearly marks out on the
negatives the exact boundaries along which the prints are
to be trimmed before being mounted side by side. In its best
form perhaps the apparatus consists of two vertical hanging
cords, vveighted at bottom and slidably suspended at top from
a horizontal rod so that the distance between them can be
exactly adjusted to correspond with a measurement which in
every case is given by the working formula?. Oscillations in
the cords will bo effectually damped out by allowing the
weighted ends to dip into water, or, still better, into thick
oil. Or two long straight knitting needles or lengths of
Stubbs' wire may be fixed vertically into small feet or sup-
ports, so that each wire and its supporting base looks some-
what like a capital L. Two round-headed screws under the
wire end of the base and one screw at the other end will
allow the whole to be adjusted until the wires are perfectly
vertical. They can then be readily moved about'on any flat
surface until the distance between the wires is that required
by the formula?.

H. C. BnowNB.
(To be continued.)

E inger-pkint Photographs bt X-Rats.—The experts attached to
the French police propose to employ X-rays to help in the taking of
finger prints. "La Nature " gives some examples of the work, and
says that instead of with ink, the finger tips will be coated with a salt,
such as carbonate of bismuth, which makes a print on an X ray
negative similar to the old print on paper, so that when the negative
is developed there will be a perfect picture of the whorls on the
skin as well as of the bone., and the outline of the finger nails. This
amplification of the ordinary Bertillon method gives added means
of identification, tbe shape of the nails and the bone.* being indivi-
dually as different as the patterns formed by the whorls on the
skin.
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tlie reason* for the change from spring to autumn.

baa been grown . .-ar thai the space kindly

J to us at the Horticultural Hall was insufficient for our

<.:g needs, and that unless largvr premise* were obtained the

endly pari management of the Fair
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..•red from all points of view, and it was rightly decided that

•ficient. and with regret the decision was

made U> • ml find rooms for ourselves elsewhere.

a change of policy, cwld any time be more appropriate

,' of age? The year 1922 ie the twenty-first anni-

versary of the formation of the 1' I' A an association " doomed to

was said a year afterwards), a prophesy in no venae

• e was immediately formed for the purpose of find

a numb-' r« galleries were visited, but

^^tr suitable was procurable in the months of spring, and
.ajumn Consequently the question

the Coon- was decided to fix upon those

autumn. By good fortune

• Oallerirt Piccadilly, in every way the

most convenient for oar purpose, and available from September
rooms will not be in
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i hold an i

iswnsl * ready some American
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of spare for •lemon-
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saving r, iiieir bends a copy of the
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***• u • many matters of
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to the small sum •( 10a.. the amount

important step

•e time of
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"w«nhere • He Articles, hut they

utar. or a

'- re-established, and that broken
»«B>cil and member repaired, much to the setisf

: r,r ,..r,

- out from the old.

and now inconvenient, arrangements at Vincent Square encourage*
the Council to look forward with confidence to the whole-hearted
support of the members, in the belief that they will do their share
towards making this coming celebration a record success, a Congress
worthy of the Association and an event that all . interested will be
proad of.

On behalf of the Council.

Lang Sujs, Secretary

Exhibitions.

CAMERA PORTRAITS, BV WALTER 8T0NEMAN, F.I:

is one of the most interesting occasional exhibitions thai

the Royal Photographic Society ha« given the professional man for

many months. If to he able to show a distinguished clientele of

stars is an augury of prosperity in business, then Mr. Walter
Stoneman should feel content, for he displays a perfect milky way
of Men of Mark. He evidentlv has the grand secret. The galaxy

ranges from, royalty itself to the trade-magnate. Out of 81

portraits only five are plain esquires; all the rest have handles to

names. There are " noble dukes and belted earls," soldiers,

sailors, apothecaries, in uniform: but for the tinker, tailor and
ploughboy Mr Stoneman has no use; though he admit

sional "pale young curate " Even one or two painters by re

of their knighthood have become eligible for inclusion in this

dasxling array of wealth and honour, of which the flavour is more
»'• Who."

Stoneman believes in standardisation. His prints are all

more or leas of the same area that accommodates liberally a life-

sixed head ; and the effect, upon first coming into the room, is not

a little imposing—such a mighty row of bright heads on 'black

background? ' One immet.se enlargement, and a few smaller p
ik the monotony ,1, highly

respectable company
There is a g< be said for this standardising—for its

effect in an exhibition, at least. A client can rely upon getting

what he sees in the window. It is a special commodity : a head
and bust about life-site, with a bting that

makes silvery hair and spotless collars gleam nut from the dark

backing. The contra-: undoubted]) makes for force, and that caa

be counted upon for captivating all classes.

vith the " tities and orders " and the smartness of

appearance, there is the no less popular attraction of n
rs ui.-'t into lights with a sweetness of gradation

that never fails with the great B.P. In some cases, however, there

is evidence that the i del hat been spared, for a clear den.

>f sculpt' • <>i " has been allowed to as

is notice. ilirly in No 51. Sir Adnlphus V.

I'.ntland. Q-C.8.1 '
' .vo a

"tirrfrr- of light and -had.- that is significant, and a human skin-

re rather than an eg>: shell gl. .1 stand out as

example*, either of snim n and
!

l'l i—(«r'V his ln>«t. without the cinema Lord Kibbles

a silk hat (he was painted by ^argent in a silk

I A 111 B. (10), who has a m
beam of mufti, and Sir D. sfun !5). which

has both character and • ' ole.

(17). has a count.

tl.»t — i -
. ' pictorial results His portrait appears in

ii the illustrated catalogue; ami this,

'urn of the head. One of

later* ' -•
'

'• i.- is tht> portrait of the Bishop of

'eater (29). It is entirely free from that episcopal self-n

that usually appears in the pictures of Bishops. An
happy likeness, and oni of the heat achievements, is the thon

a, Esq. (32). With less of bravado, but

as much convincing character is Sir .1. J. Thorn-

It is one of th.-se examples in which the edges of lh»

planes of modelling have not been beautified away.
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I cases the assumed 1 in the enlarge-

ment as a little under life size; and this, we think, is a misfortune

from more than one. point of view. It certainly robs the subject

momenta! nobility and dignity which portraits like these

before all things. And in a gallery uhere a lot

together it is disc; to glance from one to the

md find the scale changing from large to small. Nos. 62. 63

and 64 is a group where the centre picta ildy larger than

whilst thos.> that flank it are dwarfish; not small enough to

..fefrom comparison with the full sea

The most pictorial portrait of all is that of Oen. Sir H. Baden-

. 11, K.C.V.O (60). The General is rightly wearing his Boy
Scout hat. which receives the full flood of a top light. Since

Baden Powell equals Boy Scout in ordinary association of ideas,

this prominence of the hat supplies an appropriate idea. The face

beneath is in shadow for more than half its length : yet the whole

d artistic. F. 0. Ttlney.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION-

January 11 to 27 —Camera Portraits, entitled "Men of Mark," by
Walter Stoncman, at the house of the Royal Photographic

• iy, 35, Rnssell Square, London, W.C.I.

January 21 to 1'ebruary 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary. .Tames Whyte. 51a. Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

February 7 to 11.—Sheffield Photographic Society. Latest date
for entries, January 21. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

• lame- R Wigfull, 14. Parade Chambers, Sheffield.

iry 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Latest dates,

en i' January 23, exhibits, January 31. Particulars

the Secretary. James F Smellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw
' Hamilton.

Fein nary 14 to 17.—Exetci Camera Club. Latest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars from C. Beaucbamp Hall, Hon. Ex-
hibition Secretary, Exeter Camera Club. " St. Denys," Bellevue
Road, Exmouth.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest
dates, entry forms, February 4; exhibits. February 9. Par-
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie. 10. Hart Street.

Edinburgh.

March 1 to 6.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest dates :

Entry forms, February 8; exhibits, February 22. Particulars
from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker. Medical Institute Build-
ings, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

. 4 to 25.—South London Photographic Society. Particulars
from the Hon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 6;1, Beauval Road,

Dulwich, London, S E.22.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic f date
dries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition

Secretaries. Messrs. Longstaff and Trace. 33. Hamilton Square,
Birkenhead.

h 14 to 16.—City of London and e Photographic
y. Latest date for entries, March 6. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary. J. J. Butler, 7, Oresham Street. Lonaon,
E.C.2.

b 15 to 26—Welsh Salon of Photography. Latest date for
entries, March 9. Particulars from the S II. G.
Daniel, 154, Peuylan Road, Cardiff.

h 23 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Societv. Hon. Secre-
tary. Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road. Clapton'. London. E.5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Sot
larch 22. Particulars from the Hoii.

Secretary, W. Railey, Cank Street, Leicester.

I to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall. Westminster.
Se, rotary, Arthur C. Brookes. Sicilian House, Southampton
Row. London. W.C.I

mber 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Societv. Latest
date for entries by carrier, August. 25. Particulars" from the
Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,
London, W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications. January 3 to 7.

Print Clips.—No. 538. Clips for suspending photographic prims.

etc. A. ' . Audi ews.

Sensitising.—No. 294. Sensitising film and paper. F. W
Qochstetter

Emulsion.—No. 289. Sensitive positive emulsion for photography
and process of making the same. F. W. Hochstetter.

Emulsion Making.—No. 291. Sensitive emulsion and proce

making the same. F. W. Hochstetter.

TRANSLUCENT Medium -No. . 293. Manufacture of translucent

medium for photography. F. W. Hochstetter.

Translucent Medium. No. 290. Translucent medium for photo-

graphy, and process of making the same. F. W. Hoohstetter.

Printing Machines.—No. 484. Photographic printing mac'

E. Sankey.

Albums.—No. 12. Film or photograph album. B. M. and C. >.

< I i ace-White

Colour Photography.—No. 42. Interchangeable focussing .

for colour photography. G. C. B. Saw.

Projection Mechanism.—No. 292. Mechanism for projection of

light. F. W. Hochstetter.

Projection Method.—No. 128. Method of producing visual depth

in projected pictures. T. H. Marten.

Colour Projection.—No. 392. Apparatus for producing photo

graphs and projecting them in natural colours. L. Rottenbi

Stereoscopic Colour Cinematography.—No. 391. Apparatus for

producing stereoscopic moving pictures in natural colours.

L. Rottenburgh. .
,

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; c
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the Internationa!

Convention.

Dry-mounting Presses.— No. 172,470 (October 6, 1920). The
press is made as usual with a base 1 having two pilars 2. 2 sur-

rounded by helical springs 3, 3 which carry the heated press

box or platen 4, this in turn being depressed by a plunger 5

fitting in the arm or cross girder 6, and operated by a cam
the handle 8. The goods to be operated upon are placed bo:

the base 1 and the heated press box or platen 4.

In such construction, should a greater number of sheets be

inserted between the base 1 and the press head or box 4 than

Fig. 1.

the proper working of the press will allow the operating

handle 8 cannot be moved its full distance and any extra power
put upon the handle 8 to move it its full distance will cause

the plunger 5 to have such action upon the platen 4 that it

invariably splits or breaks the latter rendering the machine
useless until a new box is fitted to the machine.
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Th« object of tbe invention is to so construct the heated platen

ind also to provide mean* whereby

i even should more than tbe proper number of sheets be inserted)

an extra pressure put upon tbe handle will not in any way
the machine or split the heated platen.

his purpose the heated box or platen 4 is constructed

with webs A to strengthen it where most liable to be broken

h excess pressure and on two extreme edges of the heated

platen two vertical projections B. B are constructed, these pro-

- passing through oblong slots which are made in the

:.e heated platen 4 which is secured to the box 4 to

e the projections B, B
i between and renting on the projections B, B a plate

spring D is fitted, or sny other form ol spring may be fitted, the

-* ^4

re of the spring D being placed Immediately under the

-r 5.

The result of this is that the pressors when applied as ths

;*r 5 moves down instead of being in tbe middle of tbe

heated platen 4 is distributed over tbe whole surfsee, si

not so liable to crack the heated platen 4.

When in operation with the correct thickness of material in

una* the plunger 6 acta on the spring D and moves it with

*al comprising tbe box 4 or cover C to effect tbe desired

pressure and without materially flexing tbe spring; D. But
ahoold more than tbe proper quantity of sheet* be inserted any

i pressure on the operating handle 8 will, -.ft.-r the press

ft* j

head has effected its proper pressure, act upon and flex tbe
ind so tbe handle 8 can be moved its full distance
ijuring tbe machine or sheets under treatment, and tbe

heated platen 4 will not be injured owing to tbe pressure being
v distributed and maintained.

The box head contains tbe gas burner E ; as i* usual the upper
• of the sidee of tbe box 4 are formed with recesses F to

t* of combustion.— Percival James
rail. >/•. High Road. Tottenham, London, N 17, and John

Imperial Works. Whit.. Hart Lane, Tottenham,

itember 30, 1900 The in

a frame uf L' patWa-n to which a camera can be attached,
e is Rxed to same support such as a tree or post.

1 is the frame formed Approximately U shape and carries the
projecting pieces 2 and 3. The limb 4 of the U is bored or
otherwise hollowed out as indicated by dotted Lines and screw-
threaded at 5 to receive the screw-threaded part 6.

Such part 6 consists of' the screw -threaded portion 7

rigidly carrying at or about mid -length the grip piece 8
consisting of a disc preferably knurled or milled at its periphery,
the portion 7 carrying at one end a screw-threaded part 9' which
latter part is preferably formed taper and provided with screw
threads of the wood variety.

Tbe screw -threaded part 7 is adapted to engage with the
screw threads 5 formed in the limb 4. 8l

is a screw-threaded
shaft which has free screwing movement in the U limb 9 in order
that when such shaft is rotated in one direction it recedes from
the U limb 10 which is preferably furnished with the recess 11,

this recess being provided for receiving round or irregularly shaped
articles, such as walking-sticks, to which apparatus for the time
being is damped, and when rotated in the otJier direction moves
towards the limb 10.

The shaft 8' is furnished with the means for its rotation, pre-

ferably consisting of the milled disc 8" rigidly secured to the

shaft 8' , and also with the disc 12 rotatably secured thereto.

The frame may be secured to any suitable support by squeezing
ths support,between the recessed portion of the limb 10 and the

disc 12 by the rotation of tbe abaft 8', or it may be secured to

a support such a* the trunk of a tree, by screwing the part 9'

into such support. In this latter case the part 6 is removed from
the position it occupies, as shown in fig. 1, and being reversed the

part 7 is screwed into the threaded part at 5, with the result that

the part 9' projects from the frame, thus enabling the part 9' to

he screwed into the support, and at the same time shaft 8l
is

rotated in the direction which causes part 12 to recede from the

1 portion 11 of limb 10 until the extended taper portion 8'"

the tree trunk or any support the screw 9 1 happens at

tbe time to be attached to in order to give the apparatus more

stain.

13 is a part formed as shown with a spigot 14, such spigo;

having free movement in the boring 15 in which it is held in I he

ileairid position by the set screw 16. Hinged to the part 13 by

means of the set screw 17 passing through the plain perforation

18 in the part 13 is the swinging part 20, the sot screw 17 screw

snj mast the screw-threaded perforation 19 in the part 20, thus

holding tbe parte 13 and 20 together in any desired position.

The part 20, as will be seen, rigidly carries the part 21, forme-

1

with two diameters, both of which are screw-threaded, the larget

diameter carrying the not 22 to operate as a lock nut to

object supported, which is secured to the smaller diameter of

the part 21 —Edward George Pyne, 26, Quean's Road,

Beokenhani. Kent, and The Monarch Engineering Company, Ltd.

141, Sydenham Road. Sydenham, S.E.26.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance:

—

Paortcnox Apparatus.—No. 173,497. Method of and apparatus

producing pictures by projection. H. A. Smith and E. J.

Marston.
in RaTRODCCii"' No, 173,509. Method and apparatus for

reproducing in colour, paintings, drawings, or prints, and ths

S'iccioni.
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Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.

The following marks have been placed on the register :—

, \._N:o. 418,671. Chemical substances used in photography,

photographic plates, and photographic films. Kosmos Photo-

graphies, Ltd., Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, London

EC. 2, and Pixmore Avenue, Letchworth, Hertfordshire,

manufacturers.

New Materials.

Vittez Rapid Gaslight Paper. Made by Gevaert, Ltd., 115,
Walmer Road, North Kensington. London, W.10.

Messrs. Gevaert have added to their numerous development papers

one which yields rich warm black tones directly in the developer.

This new paper, Vittex, is intermediate in speed between bromide

and gaslight, that is to say, it is several times as fast as the average

gaslight paper, and is thus of a speed which is convenient for

commercial work without the necessity of very special equipment

as regards power of light in the printing box. An idea of its sensi-

tiveness is given by stating that the, exposure required by an

average negative, 12 inches from a 50-c.p. lamp, is about 10 seconds.

While, of course, there is no insuperable difficulty in increasing

the light in a printing machine in correspondence with the slowness

of a printing paper, the convenience of the considerable speed of

Vittex will be appreciated by those wishing to use a paper of this

kind with the least possible disturbance of the ordinary working

conditions.

Any ordinary developer may be used, but the makers recommend
one or other of the following :

—

For Soft Negatives.

Metol 13 grs.

Soda eulphite, cryst 1 oz.

Hydroquinone 50 grs.

Potass, carbonate, cryst 2 ozs.

Potass, bromide .-. 8 grs.

Water 20 ozs.

For Strong Negatives.

Metol 25 grs.

Soda sulphite, cryst § oz.

Hydroquinone 8 grs.

Potass, carbonate, cryst 1 oz.

Potass, bromide 8 grs.

Water 20 ozs.

A fairly strong negative appears to be the best for Vittex, but

by using the first developing formula prints of quite satisfactory

vigour are obtained from negatives which would be regarded as

distinctly soft for a normal printing paper. The user can, if he

likes, mix the two developers together in any proportion for the

purpose of making prints of just the degree of vigour which he

fancies.

Vittex prints come up quickly in the developer, and develop-

ment is complete in from 40 to 60 seconds. The time of development

is perhaps the only item in the handling of the paper to which it

is necessary to give particular attention in order to get the best

results. Prints should be exposed so that they are not too dark
after 40 seconds' development, nor too light after remaining for a
minute in the developer. The U6er must not expect to force an
under-exposed print in development, or snatch out one which has
been over-exposed, and at the same time obtain the fine colour

and gradation yielded by the paper under proper treatment. Fixing
is done in an acid bath consisting of hypo and metabieulphite.

The colour given by tie paper is a rioh warm black with rather

more brown shade in it than some other papers of this type which
i we have used. Its characteristic colour quality shows to the best

advantage in the oream varieties, sold as " Chamois," the results

on which are of a specially artistic charaoter. As regards the

gradation, the prints show exceedingly good rendering in both the

light tones and the de^ep shadows, and complete purity of the high

lights. The makers have evidently made good use of their long

experience in the manufacture of emulsion papers in uniting the

qualities of their earlier grades with the production of a warm
black colour

The Vittex paper is issued in no less than twelve different

varieties, six white and 6ix cream. These represent glossy, semi-

glossy, matt and fine grain surfaces and include also card weights.

The photographer must be difficult to please who cannot find among

these grades one which answers his special requiremente. The
" Chamois " matt smooth (No. 7) and " Chamois " fine grain (No.

10) appear to us as two of the grades particularly to be recom-

mended for studio portraiture, but the other grades, both
" Chamois " and white, have distinctive fine qualities. We are

quite sure that professional photographers will be anxious to make

the acquaintance of this notable addition to the Gevaert papers.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, January 23.

Elementary Bromide Enlarging. WellingtonBradford P.S.
and Ward.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " The Printing of Bromide
Papers." N. F. Home.

Dewsbury P.S. Y.P.U. Portfolio.

Kidderminster P.S. " Odds and Ends." Dr. Landon.

Leeds Camera Club. Demonstration Competition.

Southampton C.C. " From the Cape to Zambesi." B. J. Simes.ter.

South London P.S. " Personal Practice in Lantern Slide-making."

H. Pickwell.
Wallasey A.P.S. " Fosses and Fjords of Norway." J. Mansell.

Walthamstow and Dist. P.S. " Gaslight and Bromide Contact

Printing." E. Willcocks. *

Birmingham Phot. Art Club. " Lenses, their Uses and Abuses."

W. T. Comer.
Tuesday, January 24.

R.P.S. " The Plate and the Photographer." C. M. Thomas.
Birmingham Phot. Soc. R.P.S. 1920 Competition Slides.

Dennistoun Annteur P. A. Whist Drive.

Exeter Camera Club. " Carbon Printing." F. G. Tutton.

Leeds P.S. " The Romantic in Landscape." F. C. Tilney.

Morley P.S " Wharfedale." Mr. Nevin.

South Shields P.S. " Bromoil in Monochrome and Colours."

H. S. Becke.'

Tyneside P.S. " Panchromatic Photography." B. Redford.

Welfare C.C. Scottish Photographic Federation Portfolio.

Hackney P.S. " Composition." R. H. Lawton.
Birmingham Phot. Soc. R.P.S. 1920 Competition Slides.

Nelson P.S. " The Fame Islands and Bird Life" G. A. Booth.

Stalybridge P.S. Lecture. J. G. Kitchen, of Messrs. Thornton,

Pickard, Ltd
Wednesday, January 25.

Borough Polytechnic P.S. Third Lantern Slide Competition. •

Croydon C.C. " Making Lantern Slides and Transparencies."

H. P. C. Harpur.
Dennistoun A. P.A. " Criticism of Members' Prints." Dan Dunlop.
Forest Hill P.S " Toning." J. H. Sinclair.

Ilford P.S. " Outing Reminiscences." H. Flower.

Partick C.C. " Holidays in a Forfarshire Glen." J. D. Ross.

Photo-micrographic Soc. Members' Evening.
Rochdale Amateur P.S. " A Night with J. C. Wild."
South Suburban P.S. A.P. and P. Prize 1921 Slides.

Birkenhead P. A. " Children of the Camera." T. H. Greenall.

Catford C.C. " Along the Cote d'Emerande." W. Haines.

Thursday, January 26.

Camera Club. "Palestine from the Air." H. Hamshaw Thomas.
Gateshead C.C. " Panchromatic Photography." Burdess Redford.
Nelson P.S. " How a Reflex Camera is Made." W. Butcher and

Sons, Ltd.
Frtday, January 27.

Wombwell P.S. " With Allenby through Palestine with a Watch-
pocket Carbine." Butcher and Sons.

Saturday, January 28.

South Suburban P.S. Annual Affiliation Dinner
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•TOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

ting held Tuesday, January or JO !li*

chatr.

•per. entitled " Automatic Methods of Cwemaxograph Fiim

Kveiopment and Fixing," vu read by Mr H. Y. Lawley.

The author referred to the pnuut i\ • method* still largely in cie

the mechanical handling, in de. . .. pment, fixing and washing.

of the very great length* of film which were required in the trade

ejwnaation of a long drama film. One auoh fibs measured nearly a

male, and thirty duplicate* were commonly issued to the theatre* .

rig the many iiahea eiat dsssiiiantagiie of the system of develop

moot of abort lengths on frames, was the mammal variation in the

strength of the developer. Mr. Lawley had designed, made, ?nd

had in regular working for over two-and-a-half years, a' plant in

which film is continuously developed, fixed, dyed, washed, and
.like others, it allowed of the period of development being

adjusted without curtailing the length of srsatnisiit at other stages

•- process. The plant consisted of a series of 2J inch vertical

most of them 26 ft in length, through which the film passed,

• toons down and op each in succession.

Hie first two contained dwreioper continuously supplied by >lnp

feed from overhead .inks. On emergence I

>lm cooJd be given longer development,

kugth by length, aa seen to be nn f—ry,
•.rag to the very alight poll on the film, hrwhagss of

aoarcefy svar ooenrad, and wastage of film was r i AWosd to an insagm

fraction of 1 par cent. The fl. - w apace required for the whoi*

less than for the drying dnsjaa on the ordinary system,

md a staff of three was sufficient for the laoagMnsnl of throe

nachwtss, each treating 1400 ft. per hoar.

Anothar featu.e of the system wai the beautifully clean and

condition of the film obtained by a soaries of vacuum
baforo washing

Lawley showed drawing* of lha paxat and snswsred some
lueations, and on the piuyusatiou of ihs> chairman, a most hearty

joint lecture-

dsnv

i* system of mark in.'

n dealing with rapidity, apart

were dea - .nguage. A practical

i the effectivs aperture was ahown,
'ha lecture I with ari of a modificati

i method of measuring focal length

model unsealed proved to be mmnu.nl and arrurato mi aae

i. and the paper
must be defer I

jrratad the >

I, who compla ml at a photographic dealeri
that the top speed, marked "1 1 J plane abntlej

aaad there, had on test showed a maximum spat

h was not fa>t • oough for the work in hand.
Olh of a mcoi | voa, the

it r axtldy is to stop the lens | assittant,

iba sahjart seemed a trifle mixed
rapidity apart from apertore, Mr Tayler ...

f three r > 5 anastigmat. ..f re...

and had sound 'me lens tr, he anpmaahfy faster tha
He had also an enlarging lantern fitted with a rapid

nping do*
ovenng power, and then eaton bands

formed iarpossi'de to 'eliminate He inquired why enlarging
n roppUed with tb.

bacaos* they are the very wont ," volunteered
Mr ! inch the same reason all modem anaatigmalt

boat lens-hoods, because thaw moat neaded them he
add..

I

Harpur taid he aspired to knowing nothing about optics
and much about lens hood < If really efficient ones ware fitted

there would be trouble when a thoughtless operator employed the
rising front.

Working with a Goerz " Dagor," Mr. Walker had experienced
more general fog on the plate when using a lens-hood than without
one. It was, he said, inexplicable how some unbooded lenses with
a very large circle of illumination induced but little general fog,

whilst with others the reverse was the case.

Catharine said he had watched the action of his lenses very
carefully, but had never seen them behaving in any way resembling
the remarkable performances illustrated on the blackboard that
evening. He htd often been struck with the clear cut shn

and quality in the pictures Liken with a single combination of the
Zeiss " Protar."

Mr Bndd said he had been much interested in the recent articles

in the " B.J " on the rapidity of lenses. Starting in the simplest
possible way Mr. Geo. E. Brown gradually led the unsuspecting
general reader into complex ground he would never dream of enter-

ing of his own free will. The simple explanation of the " H. and
D. Doctrine " by the same author was another case in point. To
understand the laUer portion, he (Mr. Budd) had been comp

ly the original papers of Messrs. Hurter and Driffield. \u

excellent result Ens. "B.J."]

the proposition of the chairman. Mr. K. C. Reynolds, a

hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturers.

KMNKURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOT0GRAPHFJ

.y. January 9. Present :—Messrs. J. Campbell
Harper, George Balmain, Norman Thomson, E. D. Young, John

-on. Lamp. Fergus*- H M*OD. W. B. Hisloj

Mr. J. Campbell Harper, the president, in the

chair.

The secretary read the report on the annual dinner, held on
December 6, 1921, which was approved.

The meeting discussed the fixing of minimum prices for com-
mercial photography. The secretary submitted the prices which
were originally fixed and those which were afterwards substituted
therefor, .. e proposed costing basis table, with
centage of profit added, as proposed . \li Moffat These prices

ware compared with those charged by similar associations, and were
eontidered to b* vary reasonable. After considerable discussion,

in which the views of the members were freely expressed and sug-

gestions made, it was resolved to recommit the whole matter to

mmitten appoint.-. I st the meeting of March 7, 1921, of which
Moffat was convener, for further consideration and report.

1 1 was co-opted a member of the committee.

Messrs. James C H. Balmain. A. Swan Watson, and J. Campbell
Harper were appointed a committee to visit the classes at the

Colkv and also the class of Optics and Chemistry under
the Edinburgh Education Authority, which classes are carried

on under the able tuition • nmond Young and Mr. W. B.

Hislop, so that the interests of the Society in these classes might
be maintained. The committee were requested to make any to

which, in their opinion, would improve the methods of tu

T iill*J#We in the carrying on of the classes. The secretary was
directed to write to the Secretary of the College of Art, and also the

Edinburgh Education Authority, informing them of the appoint-
ment of this committee, and to say that they hoped to visit the

classes in the course of next month.

Arising out of Mr. Robert Scott's suggestion that the time was
twoai opportune for the formation of a northern federation to

embrace the provincial town*, Mr. Young proposed that the Society
should carefully and seriously consider the advisability of altering

n so ss to admit of photographers from Aberdeen
to Newcastle. It was felt that if there was such a federation, a

Congress could be held in Edinburgh which would have, the

beneficial affect on professional photographers, as so many of them
are unable to attend the Congress of the Professional Photographers'
Association in London. It was, however, pointed out that the
const itotion of the Society could only be altered at an annual general

, and ths mstter was in the meantime left with the memben
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to turn over in their own minds the best coarse which should be

pursued.

It was agreed to hold an informal meeting of the Society at the

Victory Cafe on Monday, January 23, at 8 p.m.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Booth Griffin Photographic Service Ltd.—This private com-

pany was registered on January 2, with a capital of £1,500 in £1

shares (1,200 participating preferred and 300 ordinary). Objects •

To carry on the business of photographers (commercial and trade),

photographic and portraitive artists, advertising contractors, dealers

in works of art, etc. The first directors are : H. Win. S. Booth,

Penn Manor, Wolverhampton ; P. A. Court, 346, Soho Road,

Handsworth, Birmingham. Qualification : 50 shares. Remunera-
tion as fixed by the company. Registered office : 346, Soho Road.

Handsworth. Birmingham

News and Notes.

Death of Mr. W. H. Simmons.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. W. H. Simmons, late of Kosmos, Ltd., Letchworth,
Herts., on January 17, 1922, after a very serious operation.

Lares-Master Projection Printer.—A descriptive circular of

this vertical apparatus for printing, copying and enlarging reaches

us from the Atlantic Photo Supply Co., 319n, Howard Street, Balti-

more, U.S.A., by whom it is supplied, without lamp or lens, at

407.50 dollars-.

Official Press Photographs in France.—The Press Bureau of

the French Foreign Office is now placing its photographs of events

all over France at the disposal of journalists for the illustration of

articles. These facilities are generously extended to English and
American correspondents.

Eastman Portrait Film.—Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., have just pub-
lished a 60-page booklet containing appreciations and expressions of

experience of Eastman portrait film by about 120 professional photo-
graphers, among whom are leaders in the West-End of London and
proprietors of studios of very various grades in different parts of the
country.

A New Automatic Camera.—Among the novelties at Selfridge's

Industrial Exhibition last week was a machine which takes a photo-
graph and delivers it in three minutes in return for a coin. The
camera can take 250 portraits without any re-charging of chemicals.

No negative is used, there is no hand operation, and only occasional

attention is needed to keep the machine in order.

City of London and Cripplegate Photographic Society.—There
will be an open olass at the exhibition of this society to be held
at the Cripplegate Institute, from March 14 to 16. The exhibition
will be opened by the Lord Mayor of London, at 3 p.m., on March
14. Entry forms for the open olass are obtainable on application to
Mr. J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, E.C.2. The latest date for the
receipt of entries is March 6.

Stocktaking Bargains.—Messrs. Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 85,
lieffield, have just issued a 60-page list of cameras,

lenses and photographic accessories, which they are including in a
New Year stocktaking clearance sale, at specially attractive prices.

'ocket and other folding cameras are a prominent feature of the
list, which includes reflex, folding focal plane and studio cameras, as
well as lenses of many different types and makes. Goods are offered
on a seven days' free trial.

Income Taxpayers' Society.—Everyone who has to pay income
tax and has had any experience of some of the methods, or, perhaps,
one should say want of method, of Inland Revenue officials, will

applaud the formation of this society under the presidency of Lord
Inchcape. The Society has been established for the protection of

the interests of the 2,450,000 people who now contribute the nation's

most prolific source of revenue, amounting, with super-tax, to

approximate] v £400,000,000. '1
I y provides payers of in-

come tax with a strong central organisation qualified to give disin-

terested advice, and affords them an opportunity of being heard
effectively. The Society will take legal action in test cases of

importance, and, as we see in the Press at the time of writing, is

about to contest (the legality of assessing super-tax on the gross

income, that is to say, before deduction of income tax. In the
present circumstances, when the excessive drains of taxation are

pressing both individuals and companies most injuriously, and are

promoting trade depression and unemployment, the influence of a
large and powerful association of this class of Ithe community can
be most beneficial. The subscription to the Society has been fixed

at the purely nominal sum of 5s. for individuals ; £1 Is. for cor-

porations and firms. Inquiries and communications should be
addressed to the Secretary, Income Taxpayers' Society, Iddesleigii

House, Caxton Street, London, S.W.I.

Staff Dance.—The 6taff and a few friends of the Manchester
branoh of Mr. N. S. Kay, photographer, held a most enjoyable
dance at the Deansgate Arcade Cafe on Saturday last. All the cares

and troubles of the reception room, printing room and finishing

room were put aside, and everyone came with the determination to
enjoy themselves to the utmost. Dancing, music, a card party and
last, but not least, a well-served supper brought a most enjoyable
evening to a close as the clock chimed eleven.

£3,000 All-British Competition.—The announcement is made on
another page of this issue of an all-British competition for amateur
photographers in which £3,000 will be awarded in prizes. The
competition is promoted by the following firms : W. Butcher & Sons,
Ltd., Elliott & Sons, Ltd., J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd., Houghtons.
Ltd., Ilford, Ltd., T. Illingworth & Co., Ltd., Imperial Dry Plate
Co., Ltd., Kosmos Photographies, Ltd., Leto Photo Materials, Ltd.,

and Wellington & Ward. The prizes are awarded for photographs
taken with one or other of the following makes of camera : Cameo,
Carbine, Ensign, Klimax, Klito, Mascot, Midg, Pressman and
Sanderson. Negatives are to be taken on Barnet, Griffin, Ilford,

Illingworth, Imperial, Leto, Novex
>
or Wellington plates. The

printing papers to be used for the prints or enlargements
are : Barnet, Griffin, Ilford, Illingworth, Imperial, Kosmos,
Seltona or Wellington. The competition will be held in two

parts, one closing on Juno 30 and the second on Novem-
ber 30. As will be seen from the prospectus and entry

form, obtainable from photographic dealers, the organisers

have subdivided each competition into 6even classes, so arranged

that the users of cameras both large and small and also those whose
experience in photography is of the smallest will have favourable
opportunities of winning a prize. VAU communications relating to

the competition should be addressed to the office, at 4, Oxford
Street, London, W.l. of the committee of management.

A Newspaper Printed by a Photo-offset Process.—The issue

of the " Blackpool Times " for January 6, 1922, marks a new stage

in newspaper production. The complete paper, both type and

illustrations, has been printed on a rotary offset machine, and the

plates prepared by a photo-lithographic process. The type pages
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have been set and made op in the usu.il way, photographed by the

I hi process, and th. to the zinc or

The illustrations are done by
' tori* process. The type matter ii remarkably

md sharp, and the solids possess a strength which is never

in (act, cannot be obtained by ordinary rotary news-

paper methoda. The excellence of the result is mora remarkable

•• ordinary newsprint ha* been used. The illustrations are

ag. since ordinary news photographs, including mm taken

.avs been used to produce ret i are better

y newspaper prints we have seen, excepting a few in

gravure. which are always printed on a mnch superior

^^H The " Blackpool Times " is a biweekly paper of twelve

metim**. sixteen pages, and the photo-offset result* since the

issue show an e*en better quality than the first one. The
Robertson k C .e*-on-the-

be congratulated
1 on the enterprise shown in attaining

access in this new field of newspaper production We do not

he methods employed » able for a t.i-

paper, in the present stale of development, bnt it is evident

sw process has great posaibilit

!: •'.•.•

than an

machine

Correspondence.

ondenti ihottld nerer writs n both sides of the paper.

f>'» I I iken of 'omiMini • ,'nU unless the nam** and
addrmri of the trrtters art g>< '

' do not undsrlake respontih tht opinions expressed

by our <orrffondrn.li

I Bl IKKSI KR.

I

'i yoar istee of December 9, p. 726. referring to a
' paper oa'partaiphtlt reduction by the writer, yoa state —

two ago

Bhepr

'

'hart paper, ascribe,! the the persulphate

• «e of toon salts " This state

sent \fy orifinal statement was " I

I he small amount of iron aalt preset* as an
ammonium persulphate is that list cause of its wars-

bowers* introduced, « . powerful caUlyaer of the
rsalphate on metallic silver " The recent mvestigatMiaa

'.oul.l be qualified by reference to the a. I ';. It

•s that most w—iss usl sample, which have come under the
-nations have been tjy sod. asid their initial

..cording to the iron content The levelling
affect of relatival] hjraa amount* of and appears to be due lata to

unter Ulan. ir>g of the action of mount tea than to its direct
part in Use reaction by dissolving oxide filma

roa state, the practical eondaeion from this last invastigaUon
' th» reducer should be acidified with ssslphanc acid to

i ••v caul ; the eonclasioaa oa the theory of the prnnf
yoar last prom aacaaisii t on that subject

' arac-

depth reduction " was obtaineH Yours fsilhfully.

V.. Ssnrraan
Deaamber 2B. 1921mam Kodak

Ml

be suggested alt the dale for holding the
'hove is essentially a mai' i«*>oo.

-e coming mcil should have ascertained

Lshea of the member not too 1st*. I hope
*ey will take this suggestion m tl a offered,

im would be a sioif I mexpen-
i bow far the Constat] is supported in moving

•I to September the annual mngraaa and reunion A reply-

paid postcard or circular should be sent to every member, asking
to approve ono of these dates, viz. : Do you approve of the

conference still being held in April ? Signature.

2. Or in September, as the Council suggest? Signature.

. incial and country members do not get many opportunities

of contact with the Council, so before coming to a decision in %

matter so vitally important to the interests of the Association the

executive oucht to know the mind of the members and how far this

new move is likely to be supported.

Personally. I favour the old date, with the added interest and
attraction of the Photographic Fair.

I feel sure that April is the month when provincial and seaside

members csn be spared from their businesses much more easily and

in larger numbers than in September

!

In a matter of this kind affecting us all the majority) vote shou'd

deride, snd " the ayes have it !

"—Faithfully yours,

S. H. GrsSnway.

27, Abingdon Street, Northampton. January 16.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance urith our present practice a relatively small space is

oil, .(I'd in "i<-h fur t, replim to corrrspondents.

We will ansver by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

UmmlsnUtsi I ' rapfyj ' rrrit lntrrnatmntl QoMpoH, fmm renders

abroad

Queries to bl answered in the Friday* "Journal" must renrh

< not Inter than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should lie

addressed r rs.

W. H. The F. No. of a telophoto lens is measured in the same

manner aa that of a positive lens, namely, by dividing the actu.il

equivalent focal length by the effective diameter of the largest

stop. The effective diameter is obtained by the well-known pinhole

method in the same way as that of a positive laua.

W. A A >*lf-plate or whole-plate camera of square or broad

taper pattern with R.R. letra of 7 or 8 inches reepectivoly. (2)

wily, s» far as perspective) ie concerned it makes no

what the focal length of the lens is- The focal length simply

s hich the photograph is produced as seen

from a given standpoint.

\ It »n obtain gelatin*- sheets of various thicknesses from

109. Farringdon Road. London, E.C.I,

is not materially affected. (3) As a rule a dark

distemper background, kept more or Has in shadow, is used, but

s dark (rata or brown serge will answer very well. It is \ cry

diOcolt to get a dear glass background in the negative ; even

black velvet will not give this unseal well shaded.

. B - We think it would be quite practicable to close up the

bnltoiii of the sewer pip* with concrete, that is a mixture of about

half and half fine sand and Portland cement The paraffin is

melted paraffin wax obtainable from any drysalter. Probus paint

u a waterproof and acid-proof paint on the market in America,

but not here so far as we know. A substitute suitable for the

stamps' ^ the *nu sulphuric paii dealers in electrical

requisite* ss so acid-proof coating.

r Rirfuaoo.—We think the bast thing you csn do is first to clean

the print by making some ordinary flour paste and brushing this

over with a soft brush so aa to brush away dust or dirt in tin-

crevices of the paper. Then, after rinsing the paste off under

the tap. soak the print in glycerine and squeegee to a glass pliiUi

and photograph through the glass. If tot print it on a thin

paper it would be well to apply a sheet of white paper behind it

when photographing. We think if you do this yon will get the

least amount of gram showing in the copy. Exposure should lie

full so thst the negative develops up readily.

I! p. W.—The reproduction appears to be made from an original

which has been extensively worked up by hand. The effect could

be got by putting a thin coat of white ail over the subject by

means of the a*r>v working up with black where

•he dark parts may have been painted all over
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With "Maaktene," a preparation soid by the Aerograph Co., the

white sprayed all over and the " Masklene " dissolved off. If

you writ* bo the Aerograph Co.. 43, Holborn Viaduot. London,

E.C.I, they will send you particulars. As a rule special artists

are employed by the block makers to do t.hi6 class of work.

X S. M. The camera is not at all a suitable one for use from an

aeroplane. It is rather inconvenient to handle and, dependent

upon the amount of vibration of the machine, it ie very doubtful

if l/90th of a second nominal speed of the shut tor will be suf-

ficient to obtain sharp negatives, even if focus is sharp. Most

aerial photographs are taken with a focal-nlane shutter, as much

on account of the vibrations of the machine as on account of the

movement of the image due to the movement of the aeroplane.

Apart from one of the special aerial cameras, about the best for

the purpose is the ordinary focal plane, such as is used by Press

photographers.

G. C. R.—We cannot give vou a formula for making a more trans-

parent medium than those already on the market, none of which is

in the slightest degree opaque. The fact that the medium is

visible in enlarging is due to the fact that it refracts the direct

rays of light slightly, but this oan he overcome by placing a

ground glass between the light and tha condenser. It is a good

plan to rub the medium all over the negative, then the edges will

not show. In many districts the washing water deposits a fine

film of lime all over' the negative and the medium renders this

transparent where it is applied. The remedy is to swab the

negative thoroughly with a pad of cotton wool before placing

it in the drying rack. Possibly you have been putting on the

medium too thick; if so, ridges are often visible in the enlarged

image.

R R—The under-exposure of the flashlight exposure is evidently

due partly to the small stop in the lens and partly to the use of a

not sufficiently rapid plate. Perhaps also partly to the powder
not being epread out into a long enough train. You should be able

to get sufficient definition with //16 stop or at the outside //22.
You should use one of the ultra-rapid Iso plates, such as the
Marion "Iso Record " or the Barnet "Super Speed Iso." Also
the powder should be spread out to a length of from 1 to 2 ft. at

least. If the lamp is not long enough for this, a strip of sheet
iron bent into shallow trough form will answer, the powder being
fired by means of a small piece of guncotton placed about midway
along the train of powder and ignited by a match held on a
stick of 2 or 3 ft. in length. As regards focussing, the lights in

the hall ought to be of sufficient power to allow satisfactory
focus being obtained, particularly if you use a magnifier.

E. J. C.— (1) We suppose that the photographer named pays a
i ain sum for the sole right to take photographs of any desorip-
i on the pier. He therefore is within his rights in preventing

any person from using a camera on any part of the structure of

tie pier. (2) On the other hand, if a person manages to take any
snapshots on or from the pier no action could be taken against
him under copyright law, and we do not think that any action
at all could be taken. (3) Rights in the foreshore of a seaside
place are usually regarded as the property of the local authority,
which therefore has the power to prevent anyone from taking
photographs or offering photographic work on this place. Cer

'y the local authority would take this course if it lias granted a
lirence to some one photographer for a given period (4) We do
not think it would make any difference, as regards restriction of
photographic work on the foreshore, whether another photographer
hod a business in the town and an order from his customer on the
foreshore.

H. R.—The following is the best formula we know for oak stain
for frames :—The materials are Vandyke brown crystals and
washing soda. The former are not sold by every drysalter,
though obtainable at the larger colour stores, but can be had
from firms such as Messrs. Cashmore, Victoria Street, Bristol,

powder Vandyke brown is not suitable, as it clogs the grain
of the wood and destroys the pattern. To make the stain, mix
2 to 3 ozs. of Vandyke brown crystals with a handful of washing
soda. Place in a saucepan, with half gallon of water, bring to
the boil and continue boiling until thoroughly dissolved. The
mixture is then bottled for use. It can be mixed with further
water according to the depth of colour required. If applied hot
it sinks more deeply into the wood, though it is quite efficient

when used cold. The stain should be well rubbed into the wood
with a short bristle brush. If desired, the stained frame, when
dry, can be well rubbed over with a little linseed oil, which gives
a semi-polish and imparts a lustre to the colour.

H. P.—For heavy pyro stain the most effective remover is the

bleach of permanganate, salt and acetic acid, introduced some

years ago by the Ilford Co., followed by re-development. We give

instructions from an article in a pa6t " Almanac " :

—

Potassium permanganate 50 grs. 517 gms.

Common salt i oz. 12.5 gms.

Acetic acid (glacial) 1 oz. 50 gms.

Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

If the negative i.s one freshly made, it is as well to pass it through

a weak bath of chrome alum (about 50 grs. in 10 ozs. of water,

i.e., 10 gms. per litre) before applving-the bleacher. The latter is

allowed to act for 10 minutes, rooking all the time. It oannot

harm the gradations of the negative, and this full time makes

sure of the removal of the stain, and avoids a repetition of the

process. After a brief rinse the negative is left in a solution of

potass meta.bisulphite (1 oz. in 20 ozs. of water) until white every-

where to the back of the film, and is then re-developed in any

non-staining developer. This formula will remove the heaviest

stain. In less obstinate cases stain can be removed by soaking

the negative in hypochlorite solution, very conveniently 1 oz. of

the " Milton " sold by chemists mixed with, say, 10 ozs. of water,

or less if necessary,

G. G. (Winnipeg).—The following are particulars of the Playertype

process. You will see that it depends on the difference in the

reflecting power of paper caused by the presence on parts thereof

of any black impression, a photographic silver image or an ink

impression. The engraving (line drawing) to be copied is laid

face downwards upon a perfectly flat surface, the sensitive

(bromide) paper is laid film side downwards upon it, and a 6heet

of glass placed over all. A yellowish light is then held over

the glass, the exposure being made through the glass

and the sensitive paper. From three to ten minutes may
be necessary in yellow light, according to the sensitiveness

of the paper ; with white light the exposure is much shorter. The
developer recommended for this work is :

—

Hydroquinone 30 grs. 7 gms.
Sodium sulphite 120 „ 28 ",,

Sodium carbonate 240 „ 56 „
Water 10 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Development is continued until the image appears to be buried.

Having obtained a negative in this way, prints may be obtained
from it by contact printing. The method has the advantage of

giving a direct copy (a paper negative) of the same size as the
original, and, of course, without using a camera. The clearer and
more contrasty the original drawing or engraving, the better will

be the copy on the bromide paper, but should the latter be faulty,

it may be intensified, reduced, or cleared. The process was
modified somewhat in 1900, when a sheet of green glas6 was laid

over the paper, and the exposure, of from five to ten minutes,
made through that. The process has recently been revived in a
somewhat different form as the " Manul " process, recently
patented in Germany by Ullmann.
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likely to think very much of him, and, reasoning from
the particular to the general, is inclined to put down
photographers in the mass as little men who are not al

taking an underhand advantage of each other.

Tyros in
Carbon.

Not the least of the merits of the
flexible negative film is its adaptability

for carbon printing by the single transfer process. When
the carbon print is developed direct upon its permanent
support its production is little more difficult than that

a toned bromide print, and given a negative of good
average quality the results are vastly superior in appear-
ance. There is no uncertainty as to colour, and there
is a large range in surface and colour of the final support.
There are a few points which; should be noted by those
who have not yet tried carbon printing. One of the most
important is that a contrasty negative is not necessary
nor even desirable, although a hard negative will give a
better result in carbon than in any other medium.
Another, is that the beginner should use only ready-
sensitised tissue, so that he is not handicapped by drying
troubles at the outset. A third, is that over-printing which
necessitates the use of very hot water in development
should be avoided. Obtaining correct exposure is not easy
at first, and the beginner should use as well as the tint
actinometer, a pilot negative, equal in density to that
being printed from. A small piece of P.O. P. printed to
a light proof depth will take about the same time as fresh
carbon tissue.

* * *

Photography Perhaps those who read our short para-
and the graph last week on the photographic
Printing Press. method employed for the production of
a weekly newspaper, " The Blackpool Times," may not
have sufficiently appreciated the developments in printing
which it foreshadows. Briefly, the process consists in
setting up the letterpress in type, photographing the latter
on wet collodion, and from the negative printing on to
sensitised zinc or aluminium. The inked-up impression
on these plates, as also that on similar plates prepared
from the photographic illustrations, is transferred to the
actual printing surface and the offset impression thus
applied to the paper. Apart from the advantages which
we mentioned last week, no doubt one of the first things
which will occur to the technically-minded reader is that
the process. of setting up letterpress in metal type and
taking a proof of it is a costly method of providing an
original for the camera. Nevertheless, at the present
stage in printing houses it represents the readiest.
procedure which can be followed. But, as has been
suggested not so very long ago, inventors are at work
on the problem of eliminating the type-setting part of
the process altogether and of providing, by mechanical
means, a system which can produce more cheaply the
required original which is to be photographically copied.

problem is surrounded with innumerable difficulties,
as any printer realises

; and we do not suppose that type-
founders or printers' compositors are yet quaking in their
shoes for fear that their occupation is to be taken from
them by a photographic process for the production of an
original for the offset printing machine. Nevertheless.
the future will almost certainly witness great develop-
ments on these lines.

* * *

Photo-Copied Apropos the part which photographic00 ' methods are playing in letterpress
printing, an example recently came under our observa-
tion of the commercial use in the production of books
of a photographic process which we described a

namely, the Maim! process which has been

developed in Germany by Max Ullmann. Manul, as we
pointed out in our issue of October 28 last, is a variation
of the old Player-tyj e process, permitting of photographic
copies being made by contact printing from letterpress
which is printed on both sides of the paper. In place of
a bromide or gaslight paper, as in the Player-type process,
Herr Ullmann uses a film of bichromated albumen. We
did not know, however, that the process was finding
commercial application until the other day, when we
received a re-edition of a technological dictionary issued
originally by a Munich firm in 1910. The later (1921)
edition is described on the title page as produced by the
Manul process; that is to say, the printed pages of the
original edition have been photographically reproduced
without the use of a camera, and by this means
extremely heavy costs of re-setting again in type or, alter-
natively, photographing with a lens have been eliminated.
The sharp impression throughout 1,322 pages of closely-
printed letterpress, containing also many hundreds of
fine drawings, is as good as could be wished, and aft*

an illustration of the great value of the process for the
production of facsimile reprints of books, the typi
which has been distributed.

HOME-MADE BACKGROUNDS.
Now that the scenic background has almost passed int.

the limbo of forgotten things, it should not be a difficult

matter for the photographer to provide himself with a
selection of useful and presentable backgrounds for a very
small outlay on materials, the work being his own in
spare hours. It is now generally agreed that it is most
convenient for each background to be stretched upon a
frame which is supported by feet which may run upon
castors or, what is cheaper, the largest size of the polished
knobs known as "domes of silence," which may be
obtained of any ironmonger. If it be decided to make
one's own frames, rough battens, three inches by one,
will be strong enough. The corners may be morticed or
" halved," and at each angle a brace about a foot long
should be fixed /flush with the general surface, these being
cut from the same sized battens. The feet should be
triangular, about fifteen inches wide at the base and ten
inches high, and should not be fixed tmtil the background
has been stretched and painted.
For most work, eight feet by six feet is a convenient

size, as this is wide enough for one or two figures, and
is much easier to handle than the usual standard of
eight feet each way. The most convenient material is

strong unbleached sheeting, which may be obtained in
various widths up to three yards. It should be turned
over the edges of the frame and secured upon the one-
inch side of the wood with tinned tacks, starting in the
centre of each side and working to the corners so as to
avoid creases. This can most conveniently be done with
the frame lying upon the floor. Both sides of the frame
should be covered with the calico. The next step i

give a sizing of starch made as for mounting, but rather
thinner, the object being to prevent the distemper colour
from being absorbed too readily by the material.
Ordinary size colour may be used for the final coating,

but it will generally be found more convenient to purchase
one of the ready-made mixtures which only require the
addition of water. The colour should be applied sparingly
with a flat brush, two thin coats giving a more even
surface than one thicker layer. It is rather difficult to
make a really black distemper

; what is sold under that
name dries a dark grey. This is greatly improved for
photographic work by adding a certain proportion of dry
Venetian red, from the oilshop, to the dry powder, mixing
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And as for the people whose features made good
photographs—well, he would m< bo live with some of

thorn.

All this was specially true of women. The personality of

women was elusive. A certain charm atiout them, tike a musical

. was unphotographable, though, apart from the features,

there were certain things which helped the photographer,

Mich as the figure and the dress. Often in the old days had
he sighed for the opportunity of photographing women in

colour, and, of course, this was now possible. He wondered
whv his brother photographers did mot make more use of the

Autochrome. It was perhaps not very profitable, but it was

wonderfully interesting. In men the figure and the dress

were of minor importance; though, of course, a uniform or a

smart suit were sometimes valuable;—they took one off the

face! In this connection he referred to the wonderful article

by Mr. l'irie Macdonald hi that week's " British Journal of

Photography." It was very American, though none the worse

for that, and very attractive. He called it "The Trick of

Taking Men,'' and personally he already owed Mr. Macdonald

quite a great deal for the stimulus of that article.

The Famous.

In describing some of his famous sitters, confining himself

to those he had personally taken, Mr. Stoneman began with

His Majesty. He first photographed him as Prince of Wales,

and the Queen as Princess, fifteen or twenty years ago at

Mount Edgcumbe, in Devon. The photograph was taken at

half-past five in the afternoon, and, with what he thought

in those davs was great expedition, he had the proofs ready

by ten o'clock the same night, and was wandering about the

dark quay looking for a boat to ferry him across to where

their Royal Highnesses were staying. He last saw the King

at Sandringham, where he appeared like a happy country

squire, and, meeting him in the road, King George asked him a

few questions and washed him good luck. On one of his visits

to Sandringham they sent a royal car to the station to meet

him, and ho got a mimber of salutes from passers-by in con-

sequence, but on another occasion, when he was commanded

to photograph the King of Norway there was some mistake

as to which of the two little stations he should arrive at,

and. getting out at the wrong one, he found no conveyance

available, and had to walk three and a-half miles to the

house, with the result that he was half an hour late, ajnd

the King, a stickler for punctuality, was
_

perturbed, as he

was himself. However, he got to work, and both King Haakon

and Prince Olaf shook hands with him at the close. Ho had

shared the honour of photographing the Prince of Wales

with other London photographers and some thousands of his

future sul.jc.t-. The Duke of York and Prince Henry were

excellent sitters On one of his visits to Buckingham

Palace Princess Mary was present, and the Duke of York told

her that Mr. Stoneman ought to photograph her, but she

replied that he had already " done a very nice one of her,"

on horseback, at Sandringham.

Mr. Stoneman had a good deal to say about admirals,

tally the late Marquis of Milford Haven, a very hand-

some amd most kindly man. On one occasion, down at Devon-

port, he (Mr. Stoneman) was not merely given the privilege

of photographing a launching platform, hut was also given the

delicate duty of choosing three other photographers to share

the privilege. He found, however, in looking after his col-

leagues and competitors, that he had lost his own position,

but a friendly admiral stopped him when he was going

away with his camera in disappointment and took him to a

much better perch, where he got such pictures of royalties

as subsequently occupied full pages in the illustrated papers.

There was a moment's perturbation, however, when the

admiral in eommamd, Prince Louis of Battenberg, as he was

then, spied him in his close-up position, and the" proceedings

wore nearly interrupted, but the admiral who had got him

the place explained matters, amd, with bows and smiles, the
Prince allowed him to remain.

Other admirals who had given him sittings included
Admirals Tyrwhitt. Koyes, and Reginald Hall, The last-

named looked after the spies iin the war, and when he sat in

the studio he gave as an excuse for not assuming a more
vivacious expression that his head was chockful of secrets.

Perhaps the most characteristic of all these sea-dogs was
Sir Charles Bcresford. On the first occasion when he photo-

graphed him ho had the camera all ready, because he had
heard that he was a hasty subject, amd Lord Charles walked
down to the spot, buttoning his gloves, asking where it was
desired that he should stand, and saying that he could only
give (»ne plate. The moment the exposure had been made
he walked off, wishing the photographer success, a wisli which
the photographer echoed, although he doubted. But his lucky

star was in the ascendant that day, and when, twenty years

later, he photographed Lord Charles Beresford in the studio

*he admiral told him that he was still ordering that early

photograph. Mr. Stoneman was struck with the modesty of

naval and military figures, perhaps because one specially

admired a virtue one did not oneself possess. Modesty was
scarcely a photographer's characteristic. Lord French and
Lord Ilaig did not appear to oare for j^iotography, but all

"five army commanders faced his camera during the war.

The best of all sitters was the present Prime Minister, whose
picture dominated the photographs on the walls. A photo-

grapher had no politics, but he could not help saying that

it was a statesman's face that looked out at one there. About
sixteen years ago he photographed Mr. Lloyd George in a

friend's garden. The garden was not very level, and the

chair .jjot very comfortable. Before exposing he said to

Mr. Lloyd George, by way of suggestion, " A winning
smile? " There was a General Election on at the time.
" Steady," replied the future Premier, •' let's get a safe seat

first." At the close Mr. Lloyd George went up to the photo-

grapher, and said, " Who's going to win Dev0lllPol't'?
" Mr.

Stoneman robbed him of any illusions by telling him, " Not

your lot." Speaking of Sir Eric Geddes, Mr. Stoneman got

back among ibis favourite admirals. During the war he

received a telephone message from the secretary to Sir Eric

(ieddes, telling him to come down and take a group. He
went down, amd at the back of the house in Queen Anne's

Gate he found a group of all the Allied admirals—English.

French, Italian. Japanese, and American (Sims)—and he him-

self the only photographer. Nobody knew that the admirals

were in London, and he was not allowed to release that picture

until twenty-four hours after they had gone away.

Among the peers one did not now find the type of arist

who flourished twenty-five years ago. Of all his sitters peers

least looked the part, and on one or two occasions he had had
to refer to his appointment book to make sure as to the

identity of his sitter. Labour members had striking 1;

and showed in many cases marks of their early toil. He
remembered one of them whose face—and, as he told him, the

upper part of whose body—was disfigured by a multitude of

tiny black marks, the result of the impact of little pieces of

coal while he was working in the mine with his pick. Time
failed to tell of the bishops, who had visited the studio by

the dozen. A photograph at Lambeth Palace, when 240 right

reverends were present, was familiarly known as " yards of

bishops." One of the bishops who was taken separately,

thinking the photographer must be growing weary of the

ecclesiastical face, said as he left the studio, " You must be

tired of us blooming bishops." Free Church ministers were,

as a rule, rather more approachable. Scientists had expres-

sive faces, hut were not particular about their clothes. It

must not be imagined that it was only the ladies who were

vain. Once he opened a dressing-TOom door, and found the

gentleman who was about to be photographed gazing at him-

self in the mirror with his moustache in curling pins! An
officer who came with his servant rapped out. question-
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THE PRACTICAL STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY OF
SMALL OBJECTS.

(Continued from -page. 36.)

Tin. vertical space or frame thus marked out has a three-

fold function. It constitutes what will be called object

width, which determines the whole width of the available

space within which the objeet must be arranged. If the

h ider than this, only so much of it can appear in

tho stereo image as lies between the two verticals: if tho

object is to be taken as a whole, it should be considerably

narrower than this, in order that it may be artistically dis-

played. For instance, in the first example about to be given,

the object width, or distance between verticals is 7$ in.

For effective display the actual object, or objects, should not

be more than about 5 in. wide. There will then be sufficient

room in which to arrange the group in a pleasing way.

Artistry in stereo work is of quite as great importance as

accuracy. The next function of the two verticals is that

they form the plane of object distance on which focussing is

to be done. The lens axis must be vertical to this plane,

and the focussing screen rn^st be parallel to it. The side

movement of tho camera between the first and second exposures

must also be strictly parallel to this iplane. The distance

between the lens centre and the plane of the verticals is given

in every case by the working formulae and will be called object

distance. The sharply-defined images of the two verticals

must appear on the focussing screen at an exact distance

apart, which is also given by the formulae. This last distance

will be called print width, and the greatest attention must be

given to its accuracy, for on it the scale and distance of

the stereo image will depend. This ds the third function of

the verticals. The prints have only to be made by contact

from the negatives, trimmed along the images of the verticals,

and mounted side by side with their inner edges touching.

It is important that the images of the vertioals should run

unbroken from top to bottom of both negatives throughout

the height which will appear on the prints. No part of the

object in front of the verticals must be allowed to infringe

upon them in such a way that it comes between them and

tho lens and cuts og the view* Otherwise an effect of unreality

at the edges of the image, well known to stereo workers, will

result. With the exception of this proviso, however, the object

ma; be placed anywhere within the limits of sharp focus. In

general, perhaps it will be placed with one-third of its depth

on the nearer side of the verticals, and the other two-thirds

on the farther side; but if it is wished to concentrate atten-

tion upon the surface of the stereo image the object will be

placed more or less in line with the verticals, with its main
bulk behind them. It should.be noted that tho use of a

small stop is indicated here, especially when a magnified

image is to be obtained. The pupil of the eye ds very small,

and whatever the result of using a large stop may be it will

not give a natural effect. The practical necessity of stopping

down the lens before exposure in order to secure definition

therefore agrees with the a priori requirements of theory.

The object should not he placed on a wide table, but should
lie supported on a small block which is itself narrower than
the oidth or distance between verticals. This will

make it easier to secure the unbroken image of the vertioals

on the ni A horizontal line, strongly marked on the
of the block, would be of immense assistance in the proper

trimming of the prints, as they rould be trimmed og along
the image of this line, and another difficulty, familiar to stereo

workers, would then be removed. '

The last part of the photographer's problem is to deter-

mine what amount of shift must be given to the camera after

making the first exposure, in order to secure the correct degree
of perspective relief in the image. This, also is given by the
formulae, and will be called - separation. It only remain*
therefore for the worker to make sure that he moves the

camera through exactly this distance. If an ordinary folding

I it will he better to attach it squarely to a

small rectangular base whose edges may serve as guides. A

slip of paper longer than this base should be marked with

two parallel lines drawn at lent separation apart. An edge

of the camera base should coincide with one of these lines

for the first exposure, and afterwards moved until it coin-

cides with the second line. Two drawing pins will hold the paper

in position during the operations. Great care should be taken

that the camera is not moved forward or backward in the

slightest degree, and that in changing the plates the adjust-

ment between lens and focussing screen is not disturbed. In

the following examplep the camera extension or dist

between focussing screen and lens centre is given for the con-

venience of the workei. and assuming that the lens used is

accurately 2J in., this will obviate a good deal of tentative

focussing and movements of the camera. If a beginning is

made with No. 2 example, where the extension is 3 in., and

a mark is put on the focussing scale or other convenient place,

the other extensions of 3J, 3$, and 3J can be readily adjusted,

and the camera may simply be pushed forward towards the

verticals until they are in focus. Focussing might be done

on a strongly-lined screen temporarily placed in the plane

of the verticals, and the supporting block with the object

arranged on it afterwards put in position. A pair of com-

passes, with the points set at print width apart, should be

used to test the accuracy of the distance between the images

of the verticals on the focussing screen. Until this has been

satisfactorily secured no exposure should he made.

One more question. Plate or film for the negatives? With-
out any reference to a recent rather heated controversy, and
independently of the respective merits of the two, the nature

of the problem before us gives a very definite answer, and
indicates that here film negatives will be most convenient,

especially if positive transparencies are to be made for use

in the stereoscope. Instead of trimming the prints we can

then trim the negatives themselves by cutting away all-the film

that lies outside the images of the vertical lines. The nega-
tives can then be placed side by side on the paper or other
surface on which the positive is to be made, and a stereo

print directly ready for viewing can thus be obtained by a
single exposure. In order to avoid the danger of confusing
the left and right negatives a slight modification of this

method will be advisable, which will permanently record on
each negative the .side to which it belongs. For the left

exposure a small card bearing the letter L should be placed

close to and at the outer side of the left vertical, and removed
as soon as the exposure is made. For the right exposure a

similar card, marked R, should be correspondingly placed at

the outside of the right vertical. There will always be plenty
of room on the negatives for the images of these letters, anil

only one end of each negative—the end not bearing the let

—should be trimmed og. When the two trimmed edges of

the negatives are placed in contact they will be in correct
position for printing, and no mistake can be made. This will

also obviate the necessity of handling the actual part of the
negatives which i> to form the prints, and the untrinimed
ends will provide a convenient means of shifting the negatives
into position for printing. No doubt a worker who is expert
in the use of a diamond will be able to trim glass plate nega-
tives quite as accurately as films, and if Autochrome trans
parencies are to be produced this will be necessary. \\

series of experimental protographs is to be taken of the
same group of objects, as may very usefully be done in the
present instance, it will be well to add a distinctive number
or mark of some kind under the letters L and R for each
pair of exposures, in order to identify them and avoid con-
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

January 11 to 27 —Camera Portraits, entitled " Men of Mark, by

Waller Stoncman, at the house of the Royal Photographic
• ty, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

January 21 to February 4.—Partick Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, James Whyte, 51a, Peel Street,

Partick, Glasgow.

February 7 to 11.—Sheffield Photographic Society. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, James R. Wigfull, 14, Parade Chambers,

Sheffield.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Smellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw Street,

Hamilton.

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Latest date for entries,

January 30. Particulars from C. Beauchamp Hall, Hon. Ex-
hibition Secretary, Exeter Camera Club, " St. Denys," Bellevue

Road, Exmouth.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Latest

dates, entry forms, February 4 ; exhibits. February 9. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary. G. Massie, 10, Hart Street.

Edinburgh.

March 1 to 6.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest dates :

Entry forms, February 15 ; exhibits, February 23. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker, Medical Institute Build-

ings, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

March 4 to 25.—South London Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Beauval Road,
East Dulwich, London, S E.22.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Latest date

for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition

Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,

Birkenhead.

March 14 to 16.—City of London and Cripplegate Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 4. Particulars from
the Hon. Secretary. J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, London,
E.C.2.

March 15 to 26 —Welsh Salon of Photography. Latest date for

entries, March 9. Particulars from the Secretary, H. G.
Daniel, 154, Penylan Road, Cardiff. '

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road. Clapton, London, E.5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Latest date for entries, March 22. Particulars from the Hon.
Secretary, W. Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic
Society. Latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from
the Hon. Exhibition Secretary. J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's
Mansions, Bishop's Park Road, London, S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster.
Secretary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest
date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars from the
Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square.
London, W.C.I.

Transparent Panel Envelopes.—In a notice which was recently

issued by the Postmaster-General reference was made to the intro-

duction of more stringent regulations affecting the use of trans-

parent panel envelopes. Those regulations, which came into force

on January 1 las'., are not being generally observed, and, in conse-

quence, many letters in panel envelopes are being stopped in the

post. The Postmaster General therefore wishes to draw renewed
attention to the restrictions. The transparent panel must form an
integral part of the envelope and must be parallel to the longer

side, so that the address appears in the same direction ; it must be
placed so as not to interfere with the impress of the date stamp,

and must be of a substance that will take writing. Articles

forwarded in envelopes with a transparent panel must be registered.

As a modification of the conditions, the Postmaster-General has

arranged that in the case of envelopes addressed to any part of

the British Empire or to the United States of America the panel
need not form an integral part of the envelope.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—ore treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, January 9 to 1 :

—

Films.—No. 791. Treatment of photographic films with solutions.

—R. E. Crowther.

Colour Photography.—No. 1,052. Manufacture of multi-colour

screens for natural-colour photography.—P. Faulstich.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

PRrNTiNG and Enlap.gino Machines.—No. 170,427. (July 30,

1920). The invention relates to photographic printing apparatus

in which one rotation of an actuating shaft effects a complete

cycle of operations, the shaft having mounted thereon cams
which operate the contact plate for pressing the intermittently

fed continuous strip of sensitive paper against the negative, and
which (also while the paper is stationary) actuate mechanism
to automatically switch on and off electric lamps contained in

an enclosed chamber, means being provided to regulate the
duration of the exposure.

The closing down of the presser plate is affected mechani-
cally by the rotation of a cam shaft by which rotation pneu-
matic means for closing the electric circuit (thereby switching on
the light) are simultaneously operated.

A machine provided with mechanism according to the inven-

tion is illustrated in the accompanying drawings and will be
described in relation thereto.

The machine is constructed with a table top 8 supported upon
a framework 9 within which is fixed a box 10 forming the
printing frame and opening at its top through the table top.

When the machine is used for ordinary printing the frame has

i':g. l. Fig. 6

a negative holder placed within its open top : if it is desired to

use it for enlargement work an enlarging apparatus is secured

to the opened bottom end of the frame as shown in figs. 1 and 5.

For contact printing, the enlarger is removed and the open
bottom of the box 10 covered so that this box then serves as

the light box tc throw the printing light up through the negative

placed in the open top thereof.

The enlarging apparatus comprises a lens frame 11 connected
by bellows 12 with an upper frame 13 and by bellows 14 with
a negative slide holder 15 and light-box 16 below. The lens

frame 11 and the light-box 16 with the negative holder 15 are

relatively adjustable in their distance from each other and from
the top of the printing frame so as to vary the size of the
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image thrown by too negative through th« tpen top of the

printing frame
The strip of paper 23 passes from the roller 22 through adjust

able guide blocks 24 along the top of the table 8 and across the

open top of the printing frame.

At the other end of the machine frame are arranged the feed-

rollers 25—26. lhe roller 25 has a spindle 27 mounted in

the frame 9 and the roller 26 is carried on • spindle 28 mounted

nns 29 pivoted to brackets 30 upon the frame 9, so that this

roller r»v.« with its weight on the periphery of the roller 25 in^
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feeding movements of the feed rollers 25—26 by means which
will now be fully described.

These means are shown more particularly in figs. 3, 4 and 6

and comprise n lever 44 which is pivoted at one of its ends to

the frame 9 an J at its other end underlies a cam 45 secured upon
the operating shaft 32. About midway of its length the lever

is connected through a helical spring 46 with the lower end of
a rod 47 which passes vertically up through the table 8 and is

connected at its upper end to the presser plate lever 42. The
spring 43 keep* the cam leyer 44 drawn up against the cam 45
and the throw of this cam is so adjusted that the lever 44 will

be depressed sufficiently to draw the plate 41 hard down on to

the printing frame with a resilient pressure caused by the inter-

position of tho helical spring 46 between the rod 47 and the cam
lever 44.

The connection of the rod 47 with the lever 42 is made in

such a manner as to prov.de for the lever being freed from the

47 in order to permit of the lever and plate being turned
back on the hinge 42* to allow of the printing frame being
arranged for printing. This may be effected for forming the

rod 47 with a T head an 1 passing it up through a slot in the
lever 42 as shown in figs. 2 and 6 so that when turned across the
slot it will engage 'he sides thereof and when turned length-

lever may i>e lifted clear of it. The spring 43 is kept
in position by arranging it around the top end of the rod.

operation of the presser plate 41 is adjusted to take
place during lhe idle return stroke of the paper feeding median

with the light within the light-box

is illumined lor tin predetermined period required for the

means for performing, this latter operation are sh>

detail in figs. 4 anil 7 am! cranial in a rubber air bulb 48, having
ir inlet valve, of well known type, connected hy

th s rubb-r ball 49 contained within a casing 50 fixed

if
Flu 7

ri« «.

to the frame 9 Within the rasing are arranged spring tonl

S2 normally kept apart bj

y connect. lha lamp circuit

'atott by the dWrram in fig. 4). The ball 49 is positioned

between the ride ol I 50 and one of the contacts 51 so

that when expanded by the forcing of air into it, tho contact 51

th the contact 52 and Ihl I

the circuit. the ail then escapes from this hall, to break

contact, through the win 54 shown in detail in fig. 7. This is

combined with an indicator dial 55 fixed to the back of the

machine above tho top thereof, the dial forming the front

.4 nder 56 into the side of which a tube conr.ii

67 with the ball 49 enters. Tho back end of the cylinder 86

« tapef-rd spertar* 5 therein and a nc.-dle »ahra ttan r screws

axially through the front end of the cylinder and enters this

aperture so as close it more or less according to the position of

the screw. The outer end of the screw is provided with a

pointer 60 passing sround tha face of the dial 55. The position-

bag of this pointer at different positions upon the dial will tl.

fore indicate different degree* of opening of the needlo valve

consequently give an indn- ki'on of the times taken in the esctpe

of the air from the ball 49 when the needle valve is in

positions. Consequently, it becomes an easy matter to set, tha

vslva to provide for the 'imp circuit remaining closed for my
period desired after the bail 49 has been inflated to close

ejreei.it.

Tha rubber air bulb 48 is compressed I > close the lamp

hy means of a lever 61 pivoied at about midway of its length to

tha frame 9. One end of tho lever underlies the bulb 48 and

has a broad plate 62 fixed thereon to engage the bulb and

tha other and overlies a second cam 63 fixed on the operating

•haft 32. Tho Utter end is spring-controlled by means of a
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spring 64 connected to it and to the frame 9 so as to keep it in

close contact with the periphery of the cam. The cam 63 is so

shaped and is so adjusted on the shaft 32 that during the paper

feeding portion of the rotation of the shaft the level 61 will

turned to free the bulb 48. and during the other portion of

such rotation it will be turned by the spring 64 so as to engage

and compreM the bulb 48 in the required manner.

Thus the one rotation of the operating shaft 32 will effect at

the required time the depression of the presser plate 41 on to

the printing frame simultaneously with the operation of the

exposure light.—Matthew Marrin Kulus, Karangaliape Road,

Auckland, New Zealand.

New Books.

The Red Book.—The indispensable Red Book of the Affiliation

of Photographic Societies has again appeared well in advance of

the photographic season Under the editorship of Mr. George

Hawkings, its customary features have been preserved and

extended, and its advertisement pages afford a wide survey of the

requisites available for the amateur photographer. Landscapists

will be interested in the little article in which M. Leonard Misonno

tells of his aims in landscape work and of the technical processes

he uses in producing the works of such distinctive charm by which

he is known. It should not be necessary to point out that posses-

sion of the Red Book serves as a permit to photograph in many

places in London and the Provinces. The volume also contains a

long list of photographic lecturers and their subjects.

Commercial Photography.—Our publishers inform us that they

have just issued a fourth edition of this little manual by
" Practjcus," dealing with the branches of practical work which

customarily come within the scope of the commercial photographer

The book is no doubt well known to many of our readers, since

the sales of the three pievious editions have been considerable.

Still it may be pointed out that the manual advises on the choice

of equipment for commercial photography and on the special

manipulation for subjects, such as houses and gardens, shop fronts,

paintings and furniture, machinery and motor vehicles, silver,

china and glass goods, textiles and clothing, and has something to

say on working-up for catalogue illustration and on the everlasting

question of how much to charge. The fourth edition is issued at

Is. net, and is obtainable from Messrs. Henry Greenwood and Co.,

Ltd., 24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2, price Is. 3d. post free.

Soft-Focus Lenses.—Although entitled " Soft Focus Effects in

Photography," No. 184 of the " Photo-Miniature," just published,

is substantially a manual of the properties and use of soft-focus

lenses. Mr. John A. Tennant is to be congratulated on having

brought together a great deal of information, aesthetic, practical

and commercial, on this very topical subject. Situated as he is in

the United States, he has been able to collect particulars of the

many soft-focus lenses originated in that country. At the same

time he has not neglected to report upon the instruments of British

and Continental opticians The manual leads off with a short

account of the genesis of the soft-focus movement in photography

and then proceeds to consider the optical methods of producing

such diffused definition, the special considerations required in the

lighting of portraits, and the making of soft-focus enlargements

and enlarged negatives from originals which were sharp in the

first instance. Then follows a collection of opinions on diffused

definition by professional portrait photographers and amateur

pictorialists. The manual concludes with a survey of the soft focus

lenses on the American and European market, and with a brief

description of other devices for mitigating the acute definition of

a perfectly corrected lens. In the latter connection it is interest-

ing to notice that the Eastman Kodak Co. have at length placed

on the market the diffusing discs of the kind originated for use

with the Eastman projection printer. We believe those employed

for the enlarging lens in this latter outfit were found not the best

for direct use on a camera, and that, the camera type, now being

placed on the market, is the result, of considerable further experi

ment. We are quite sure that both professional and amateur

photographers will eagerly add this little handbook on a subject of

great present interest to the many issues of the " Photo -Minia-

ture,' ' which in the past have provided much valuable help.

Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., 88-89, High Holhcrn, London, W.C.I,

publish in this country, price Is. 8d. ; in America Messrs. Tennant

and Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, price 40 cents.

New Materials.

Criterion Professional Matt Bromide Paper.—Professional

photographers will appreciate the quality of the new paper just

issued by Messrs. Criterion Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham, as " Pro-

fessional Matt Bromide." For one thing, it has an excellent and
distinctive matt surface, almost indistinguishable from the natural

surface of the paper. It is also made in three grades of contrast

—

ordinary, hard and extra-hard—a very positive advantage in deal-

ing with negatives varying considerably in vigour. The papers

work with great cleanness in any of the ordinary developers, yield-

ing prints of excellent black tone and purity of whites. Samples
and prices are obtainable by bona-fi.de. professional photographers

on application to Messrs. Criterion Ltd.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, January 30.

Bradford P. S. "Portraiture." T. Lee Syms.
Dewsbury P.S. " Through the Grecian Archipelago." W. Butcher

and Sons.

Kidderminster PS. " One Man Show." C. A. Allen.

Leeds Camera Club. Demonstration Competition.

Southampton C.C. " Photographic Silhouettes." W. R. Olney.

South London P.S. " Snow Photography." S. Brigden.

Wallasey A.P.S. " One Man Exhibition." A. Howard.
Walthamstow and Dist. P.S. " A Walk in Wanstead Park."

A. E. Farrants.
Tuesday, January 31.

R.l'.S. "Our Old Village Churches and their Story." Herbert
H. Wrench.

Birmingham Phot. Soc. "A Holiday in Switzerland and Savoy.
,

P. Roberts.
Bournemouth C.C. Members' Print Competition and Leicester

Phot. Soc. 's Folio.

Cambridge Phot. Club. " Greenland." Prof. A. C. Seward.
Exeter C.C. Affiliation Competition Prize Prints.

Hackney P.S. " Bromide Printing." W. Selfe. " Self-toning
Papers." F. C. Toye. " Gaslight Printing." A. B.
Richardson.

Leeds P.S. " Oil Printing." H. Bradley.

Morley P.S. " I'hrough the Grecian Archipelago." G. H. Jessop.
Mottingham Phoi Soc. Photographs by Mr. Fred Judge.
Nelson P.S. " Pinhole Photography and Salted Papers." W.

Duxbury.
South Glasgow C.C. " Village Life and Sentiment." I!.

McMorrine.
South Shields P.S. " Thoughts on Landscape by a Portraitist."

H. E. Galloway.
Stalybridge P.S. Annual Meeting.

Wednesday, February 1.

Accrington C.C. " The Flora and Fauna of the Scilly Islrs."

G. A. Booth, F.Z.S.
Birkenhead Phot.. Assoc. " Canyons of Southern France." G. E.

Thompson.
Catford C.C. ".Farm Life." Miss M. Oliver.

Dennistoun A.P.A. " Through the Grecian Archipelago." W.
Butcher and Sons.

Edinburgh P.S. " Picture-making Methods." J. B. Johnston.
Halifax Scientific Society " Y.P.U. Portfolio."
Ilford P.S. "A Ramble Round Dorking." A. H. Redman.
Leicester Phot. Soc. " Amateur Photographer " Lantern Slides.

Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Rochdale Amateur P.S. "The Making of a Fur Felt Hat" J

Butterworth
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i all themselves now an incorpor; iodi but he had still to lodge

t), P i„ ,ii the Registrar would issue a certificate. As

as the last form was lodped they could get the authority to

carry on business. He had still to gel one or two signatures, and

had been secured it would only be a question of a few

days' delay. He would advise the Treasurer as soon as the formali-

ties had been completed. In March the only business thi

iation would have to do would be to pass a resolution to

dissolve, but somebody had to have authority to call that meeting.

therefore the old Association required its officers until then. The

seal ought to be kept by .the Secretary: it was usual to keep it in a

box with two locks, two members of the Council keeping the keys.

A minute book must be procured. The annual general meeting in

March might, lie called for the same time and place as the first

general meeting of the registered Association,. All the notices could

go out together.

The Secretary reported several cases in which members during the

past month had sought advice and guidance. In one case where a

member had. through the medium of the Association, recovered

damages from a second-hand apparatus dealer, after deducting all

out-oi tpenses, he had forwarded, with a covering let i

appreciation, the surplus cash as a donation to the funds of the

PP. A. (Applause.)

Before the Council rose the Chairman reported that three mem-

pf the Association had been returned winners of the 1st, 2nd

and 3rd prizes in the Wellington and Ward Professional Portraiture

Competition. Mr. Angus Basil (present), winner of the first prize,

heartily congratulated by his fellow-councillors. After a sit-

ting of 3^ hours the Council adjourned.

Cambridge Photographic Club.—On Tuesday. January 17. Mr.

T. 11. R. Scott, president of the East Anglian Federation ol Photo-

graphic Societies, who brought down the Federation Portfolio, gave

an address.<. n pictorial photography. By a fortunate chance Mr.

Edward l'eake. late of Norwich, who was really the founder of the

Federation, was present, he having recently come to live in the

of Cambridge. Mr. Scott gave an extremely interest-

ing address. He has strong ideas of his own as to the relative

importance of the rules of composition and " natural effect." He
does not care anything about the " one-third from the top and

one-third from the right-hand side business." so long as the picture

shows the " something " that means individual thought and feeling.

As an illustration of this Mr. Scott displayed one of his own

pictures- one. of a mean lane in Beccles, in which the uglim

the buildings was lost in a beautiful effect of sunshine. He gave

a brief sketch of the history of the East Anglian Federation. No
other body or movement, had done so much to raise the position of

photography, said Mr. Scott. The movement was due to Mr. Pcake.

who suggested that the Federation should take for its motto that

of the old Norwich School. of Painters
—

"-For Air and Space"

Since the war there had been difficulty in getting things going

again, but the speaker said he saw signs of a levival, and he

appealed to the members of the Cambridge Club to help to carry

on the g mxI work.

Mr. l'eake. in a short lint impressive speech, strongly urged

members to strive for natural effects. He concluded by saying that

he would be proud to become a member of {he club and to do all

he could for it.

The Secretary. Mr. Win. Farren. in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Scott . referred to the pleasure it give to him and to the

other old hands to have Mr. l'eake with them, and to hear that

there were signs of a revival of the East Anglian Federation.

lie also announced that Mr. Peake had consented to act as judge

at the annual 'exhibition of the club, whioh is being held at the

end of February.

The " BLACKPOOL TIMES."—Messrs. Pictorial Machinery, Ltd.,

7, Farringdon Road, London. E.C.I, inform us that the improved
method of newspaper production adopted by the "Blackpool
Times," and to which reference it- made in a paragraph on another

page of this issufe, has been carried out in connection with their
" Lithotex " plant, supplied to Messrs. Robertson., propriety

the " Blackpool Times."

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

LEGAL NOTICES. Notice is given that a general meeting of the

members of the United Service Studios. Limited, will be held on

February 21, at 11 o'clock, at 13. Queen Street. Cheapside, E.C.,

for i! Icring the liquidator's report, showing

the manner in which the winding-up has been conducted, and the

property of the company disposed of.

Notice is given of the dissolution, by mutual consent, of the

partnership between Jessie Emma Noon and Ernest Alfred Clark,

carrying on business as picture frame makers, etc.. at 2d

Nicholas Street, Leicester. All debts due to and owing by the late

firm will be received and paid by Ernest Alfred Clark.

NEW COMPANIES.
William Fox & Sons (Sheffield), Ltd.—This private company

was registered no January 14, with a capital of £5.000 in £1 shares.

Object* : to carry on the business of photographers and opticians,

etc. The permanent directors are :—Mrs. M. Fox. The Grosvenori

Wesi Cliff. Bournemouth: A. R. Fox (chairman). 15, Silver Hill

Road, Sheffield. Qualification: £500. Hem nidation : £300

per annum. Secretary : A. R. Fox. Registered office : 8. t

Street. Sheffield.

A. H. DEVELOP ,u \ i SyndicaTS, Ltd.—This private company was
registered on January 16 with a capital of £100 in £1 shares.

Objects : to carry on the business of engineers, manufacturers of all

kinds of apparatus, whether mechanical, automatic, photographic or

otherwise, etc. The first directors are :—E. S. Hunter. Pi;

Hotel. Buckingham Palace Road, S.W. : E. K. Hunter (permanent).

74, Primrose Mansions. Battersea Park. S.W. 11 (directors of

Hunters. Ltd.). Remuneration : £100 each per annum. Registered

office: 16-18, St. Bride Street. E.C.

News and Notes.

Mr. Ceo. J. HUGHES, F.R.P.S.. having diaposi d of his Un-

known as Hughes & Co.. Ltd.. art photographers and photographic
dealers, Tin Mall. Wa.terford. and Park Studio, Dungarvan. has

now taken over the studio, Bridge-of-Aldan, Stirlingshire, Scotland.

XL Printing Appliances.—Messrs. F. Brodrick. 50, High Street.

London. W.C.2, have just issued an abridged price list of their

chief appliances for printing, developing, fixing and washing of

plates and films. One specialty is a printing box for the printing

o;' amateurs' film spools. It is fitted with masking and self-

numbering devices. Among other of these very workmanlike appli-

ances is a. teak cascade print washer of the pattern which we think

is quite the best for the washing of large numbers of prints.

Royal Institution. —Among the evening and afternoon lejotmres

to be delivered at the Royal Institution are " The Mount Everest •

Expedition," by Sir Francis Youughusband. on February 3; " Pig-

amd Mediums of the Old Masters." by Professor A. P. Laurie,

on March 17. Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell is to give two lectin .

" The Cinema as a Zoological Method," on March 16 and 23, and

among the art subjects Dr. E. A. Gardiner will lecture on " Master-

pieces of Greek Sculpture " and Mr. Arthur M. Hind on " Land-
scape Etchers, New and Old."

Hampshire House Photographic Society.—The annual exhibi-

tion of this Hammersmith Society will be held from April 21 to

May 11. There will he three open classes for prints, monochrome
slides and transparencies and colour transparencies. The judges are

Messrs. Marcus Adams, Bertram Cox and Leonard Richmond, who
will have at their disposal a number of certificates for work of out-

standing merit. The last day for receipt of entries is March 30.

Entry form and particulars from Mr. J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's
Mansions, Bishop's Park Road, S.W. 6.

Photographs of Lincoln's " Imp."—A writer in one of the daily

papers states that many of the photographs of the grotesque figure

in the nave of Lincoln Cathedral, and known as the Imp, are
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um Photographic Socnwr.—We are glad lo notice that
our 1* friends are getting into their stride again and are

exhibition since the outbreak of war. It will

I be held at the galleries of the Royal Birmingham
Street, and will, no doubt, rank in import-

of former years. The selection com-
consiat* of Messrs. Harold Baker, J. C. Balkin, W. A. Clark.

-tiard Moore and J. W. Moore. Mr. F. J.

vill judge the pi. '.irial classes; Mi. Pi. Hancock those of

'1 exhibits, and Mr. A. J. I.eeeon the survey
exhibits. Medals and ..rtificates are at the disposal of the judge in

lass. The prospectus has now been published and is obtain-

able fi in Mr. Philip Docker, Birmingham Medical Institute,

Birmingham. The last date for the receipt of

i nary 23. Kutry forms require to be received by
uary 15.

Thi Acmb Art Association.—It is not often, we imagine, that a

Ann receives an order for nearly 40 ivory miniatures of members
of a tingl* group of families. Oi from the

Association that they had recently executed such a commission, we
gladly accepted the B to look at the collection at its

• re pleased and

I . which has been done b;

- own artist*, and reflect* the great-

•

only as regard* the technique of the art of miniature painting, but

also in respect lo wbst is often s more important matter, namely,

the likeness. We Mould not wish to have
;i ar* more acceptable in respect to these two quali-

isn those which have been made in the present instan.

Uaociation. After all, t on of the work
i» only what i- ed from a firm which, for more than

•r«. has specialised in mini.. ing, with and
without photographic basis, on ivory and ivorine. We congratulate

lha company on this most rrn of tribute '

It may perhaps prevent any misapprehension which this reference

to the Am M add, for the informal

those who have not had transactions with it. that the
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Correspondence.

A'e p. ken of communication! unlet the namn and
adirti-n o/ the uvitcri are given.

el undertake triponeihitity for the opinions exprt

bu our eorrupondenti.

To the Edi

APIIY

Gentlemen . - In answer to a correspondent on page 44, January

20. of th- you reply "that the local authorit;

power to prevent anyone fr'im taking photographs."

I know that beach inspectors do order camera users away,

should be glad to know if any of your readers have aucces-

oontested the right* of local authorities to make such prohibi

Are the local foreshore by laws countersigned by the Home Secre-

tary, or how are they nude legal? I am not concerned with the

man who ran* a dark r«om on tha beach, but one who hae a shop
" town, and sends operator* with hand cameras.—Tour*

faithfully,

Osi Hundred and Onb.
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THE P.P. A. CONGRESS.

To the Eilitors.

Gentlemen,— I have been a member of the P.P. A. practically

since its inception, and feel bound to express my strung dis-

approval of the action of the Council in moving the date of the

ora .May to September, thereby depriving many Scottish

raphers of the opportunity of visiting both shows.

There are not many of us who, in these depressed times, find it

convenient to make a double journey from the North. Possibly

the Council do not think it worth while considering the Scottish

mem!" hey are not usually lai (resented, but it would

he ;,,; to know how the Presided {a Scotsman) looked on

the matter, and what his view-, if expressed, were.

I have heard it whispered that one of the principal reasons for

the change is because it is not convenient for Americans and other

photographic .1 to attend in the spring. If it is the

attitude of the Council to give preference to these shining lights

from oveisens. ! am not surprised to hear of the big falling off

in membership.

I have not yet received the form of application for membership

of the P.P.A. of Great Britain and Ireland. Ltd., to which "An
Old Member " humorously refers, but I beg to suggest, sirs, that

- the policy of the new company harmonises better with the

interests of country members, the new company will not only be

Ltd., bul also. I venture to think. " Very Limited
"

Personally. T shall attend the Fair, and hope to travel South

on April 30 with my wife, but to say we are disappointed is to

put it mildly—Yours faithfully,

SCOTTTE.

LOUP. PHOTOGRAPHS OF STAGE PLAYS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—With reference to the letter from Mr. T. J. Offer in

your issue of the 13th iu.st.. photographs in colour of (stage plays

were taken .several years ago by the late Dr. E. F. Grim, of

Southwick, near Brighton. He used the special lens of his own

design, working at an aperture of /'1.5. and a good many of his

experiments were made at the Brighton Theatre Royal. Some

of the results were quite good. Dr. Grim and Mr. Jumeaux worked

together in colour photography, and I believe had a process of

their own.—Yours truly,

A. H. C. CORDER.

36, Mount Zion Place. Brighton.

January 21.

INVENTIONS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—I am sure that Mr. Butler, whose letter appears on

page 771 of the " B.J." of December 23, 1921, acted in good faith

when he applied for a patent on my " Kromskop " optical system

with plate-holders attached ; but a sufficient answer to his state-

ment that "
it was neither designed for nor capable of taking tri-

colour negatives " is found in the fact that the title of my U.S.

patent for the invention (issued December 18. '94. No. 531,040) was
" Pbotochrompscope and Photoehromoscope Camera," and that in

previous patents and publications 1 had pointed out that optical

systems calculated to blend the images to the eye would also serve

to make the original photographs. My original one-plate photo-

chromosoope was described in the " Handbook to the Photoehromo-

scope " (London, 1894) only as a viewing instrument, but in the

U.S. patent it was described a.s a " camera " which could also be

used as a viewing instrument.

Much has been made of the fact that my patent drawings showed

no plate-holders attached, but that was true of half-a-dozen cameras

which I patented, the Patent Office not requiring that they be shown
in the drawings because the method of constructing and attaching

plate-holders was " well known in the art." and I claimed no inven-

tion therein. B. J. Edwards was another who applied for a patent

for the system with plate-holders attached, and the Comptroller of

Patents, on my protest, refused to grant the patent, declaring that

the invention was mine.

This type of oamera does not give three perfectly registering

images if the reflectors are plane-parallel. I patented three methods

of eliminating this defect, and disclosed two others without patent-

ing them—-all perfectly efficient, though not equally desirable for

adopt inn in the commercial manufacture of trichromatic cameras.

Incidentally, I may say that I patented nine different types of

single exposure trichromatic cameras, all of which operated satis-

factorily. Making trichromatic cameras " register " is one of the

simplest. " problems "
I have had occasion to attack. The most

difficult problem was to find a way to make them simple enough

and cheap enough to popularise trichromatic colour photography.

My " Tripak " and " Hiblock " systems came nearer than anything

else to meeting this requirement, but met with insufficient appre-

ciation and encouragement to sustain the Corporation which under-

took to exploit them. 1 have DO doubt that a less ambitious effort.

not involving the overhead cost of elaborate office equipment and

business system would, with wise management, meet with m
and increasing sucoess, but there apuears to be no very substantial

interest in the subject up to the present time.—Very truly yours,

F E.'Ives.

1.327. Spruce Street. Philadelphia. January 7.

SHARPENING RETOUCHING PENCILS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the article on " Retouching Materials " m this

week's " I!.J." the writer describes two methods of sharp-

ening pencils on glasspaper. A good many years ago I spenCS
sever, il years in a Clyde shipyard, and in the drawing office, where
some of the finest detail mechanical drawing which I have ever

seen was turned out. Wr all used files for sharpening our pel

to a chisel point, and this is almost the invariable practice on the

Clyde.

Though I have no claim to he an expert retoucher, I invariably

file to sharpen the pencil. It is clean and quick, and I have
never found any difficulty in avoiding breakages. If an extra-

ordinarily smooth finish to the lead is required this may be obtained
by very lightly finishing on a piece of ground glac,s. So many text

books recommend glasspaper that the use of a file, which is often

preferred, does not appear to be widely known.—Yours faithfully,

A. H. Ham.."
1. Eliot Vale. Blackheath, S.E.3.

January 22.

TRIMMING AND MOUNTING STEREOGRAMS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The curious ignorance that prevails about the pre-

paration of stereograms was recently illustrated in a remarkable

manner to the writer, when a professional photographer actually

expressed his astonishment at being informed that after trimming
the prints require transposing. He not only confessed that he was
entirely ignorant of this well-known fact, but stated that bo had
printed and mounted dozens of stereograms for customers, without

ever transposing, nor had he ever had a complaint. In view of tho

fact that the results must have been preposterously pseudoscopic,

the circumstance shows that not only this photographer, but many
of his customers, must have failed altogether to realise what the

stereoscopic effect is really like. The reason for the need of trans-

position sometimes puzzles beginners, but if they would only bear

in mind that the two images are, each of them, inverted in the

camera, they would realise that when the double print is turned

from this upside-down ]x>siition, the view that belonged to the light-

hand lens will necessarily he brought over to the left-hand, and
that which belonged to the left lens will be on the right, so that

the two must be transposed to get them to their proper positions.

A second frequent fault in stereograms is that the pairs are so

often placed too widely apart. This occurs in the endeavour to

get as much in the picture as possible. They are very commonly
cut to a width of 3 inches. Leaving, say, a quarter of an inch

between them in the middle, this means an actual separation of 3£
inches. To the practised eye it may not be difficult to combine
such pairs in the stereoscope, but to many people it is a severe

strain to do so. and some little time has to edapse before they can

make the two views blend into one.

The ideal limits for perfectly easy combination are a maximum
of 2J inches between the farthest distance points in the pairs and a
minimum of 2i inches between corresponding points in the nearest

foreground of the scene. By keeping within these limits a stereogram
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nay be ensured that will imm>» !..«• a the

stereoscope Co any normal pur ..i eyes The separation imut, 01

coarse, take into k count any antral msrein space that ma> be left

bei»«-n tbe pair* on mou-

.ird essential in trimming an ideal siereognun u that the

.:ul picture should include a lit

e light in the view, and conversely th.
• more of the portion to the extreme left.

Thi« mnsatiun ssmrie a view in the ster.-neoops that i< behil i

^Biil the card. On the other hand, if an extended view -

^^b alb e left-hand pic

r . the combined vie* witl appear ui front i

if an unnatural effect. The : look

mt through all open window, u* : itf «aoh eye sooonewjv..

m« with the left eye further to the right

t leN Hence, by roprodu. ing that arrangement in

Ir.c ii,.-.,- *ereoeco».i. i.airs »» w . . 1 of •m-iiii{ the OOOi

I a* through a (rame or wii

BH '

are are, of coarse, other essentia,
f
•

g atereogram* to the beat advent*.--

that <« rsapoming points are i- • at the two

are equally printed and ananHbly rnooalad and an lortf

eteaMotary
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utuie as*
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To the Ei
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:

the hi»t».r\
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in the suburb ii I • M W I

I toward* making hronide paper a o<mf

m batowing in later yeai

kaper of a sort waa advertise-' erpool firm »•

lirrtie»m«nt appea

latey to popelarise it. Marriam

in a

Habits)

Air

«o. ro—ssenmJ the m»r if ,

4taled that each pel - r
' *d beer

-, also telle m that \l <rgan'e paper wm " to be awed

if by l« • i ni. • sftcr the mamier suggested by Abnry

(1880)," and this method is given on pages 103 and
160 of the 1880 volume, of the " B.J."

n of old photographic books, I was asked
about Morgan's * klt-t, which was understood to be most rare, and
I was juices that I did not possess it—had, in fact, never

seen it. But it, thanks to the kindness of a gentle-

ho knew the m I . and who actually printed it.

booklet, paper covered, and of 6$ x 5 plate 6ize, contains in

it* 36 pages much that is of interest ; it is written in a breezy
"* tak, • haml style," and its price was half-a-crown, a

same print bemu included as a frontispiece.

page is n<>t the least interesting of the book's varied

its, for«t reads as follows :
" The Argentic Gelatino-Bromido

. o Perfect Sparkling Negatives

- Shortest Time, with the Least Trouble and the Greatest

Cerl.i - for Using the New Argentic Bromide
Paper for Rapi g .;- II to Make Transpareu-

l>es (or the Eburneum Process)

;

.entente on Opal. Paper and Canvas; besides many Wrinkles

of an -I Burgess, the Originator of Washed
. Plate, etc. Illustrated

'-intaneocu Produced by W. T.

Morgan A .it.* and New
•' pment. Published b Morgan A Co., Helio

us. Green B I Printed by H. S. Richardson,

Greenwich."
r..;e«i writes: "It is now seven

new process for dry plates. . .

and I ventured thai; thi idvantaires offered by the

new process were so numerous and <• >' it must

supersede the bath and collodion. My expectations are now in a

fair «i) al being realised." After I
upon tho advantages

of the dry plate, he continues :
" It is a great satisfaction to me to

IHaMBH laws the earl) deyi ,,f iiruftiti. -urlatuio tir-mi i-i«- I fotUld

I f Greenwich, a prac-

,i*s trade, and with

> commercially associated—to him, and his manager,

my valuable hints, which

immensely enhsoce the utility of this little book."

: by

made by aUming yellow paper in spirit 4 ose., aurine 1 ••/ end

rubbing »L After this the reader

ia told that he can get suitable material for covering a window

froso a dr.* »p» the safest way will be to g

. !im«na b reconunended as a developer for the

plate- >-*tlu end dippers, " some use dishes, but the

Uth* mien*." Ferrous oxalate, " a comparatively

it aho desr-ribed, and the instructions for th-

ing the osgaiiv* are most elaborate.

THr i nslorelly very strong on the advantage-, of the

destined to play on

„• prodootion of the piottsre, and to

photographer'* buiinees to much wider field.

II- n.-ed not be in future

to, „ • may aspire to ,rtant

place a» a
|

*r* 8,,a ienofc

A better time h.i» cot .iision, all who are wise will be

i^^^^^BkWe (1..-I tide and float joyously on <•

nd hesitate till the opportunity has

1 go paddlitift all their lives in shallows. Let every

..-rapber learn to m».; »-t of gelatino-l. id lii#

.ill be a happier one than of o

•. much more of it written in a similar strain, fnrm.«

•day when bromide paper is so wi

The remarks sre also of great intore* for. if I am not

mistaken, the booklet wae ,1 '" nr8t_

to be written on the advantages and working of

L. Tkknant Woods.

TO«r correspcodrnt tells us that be has ascertained from hi*

ratal that the date of publication of the book was 1880. His-

lorically the d»' importance, as it eetabliahes tl

the comrnerrial manufactu'.- of bromide paper by Messi

.dialogue queries it ss 1890. which is obviously

an the true date.—stes., B.J.]
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Answers to Correspondents.
^

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday't >' " must

andi later than Tuesday (posted Monday).

addressed to the Editors.

should be

W. II s. For all round with a half-plate camera, wo
think 9 inches is the best focal lei

M. W.—The photograph has been eaten by insects in places. This is

a more common experience than, perhaps, ma
Spiders will cause this kind of damage to prints, and so will

other itusoots to be found in a house.

H. B.—Providing reasonable care is taken in the manipulation

—

that is in say, the inscriptions nol rubbed—the ordinary water-

proof Indian ink. as sold by artists' dealers, and as made by
Messrs. Charles il Higgins and Co., 11. Farringdon Avenue,
London. E.C.4, is very suitable for your purpose,

\Y. S. E.—The photograph evidently suffers from reflection by the

emi-mirror like surface of the tablet. Although it may make the
light very much weaker, we are afraid the only waj to gel rid

this is to bark up the camera with a big scrern of dark material
of such size, that when you put youir ey'e as nearly as you can
in tile position of the lens you cannot see refit cti.ms from the
tablet. It may be a question of giving several hours' exposure,
but we know of no other way of overcoming the difficulty. A
panchromatic plate used through a K2 light filter might be of

advantage, but not sufficiently so as to obviate the necessity of

erecting a screen behind the camera.

A S.—We do not think that you will do better than to fit four
1,000-c.p. arc lamps in I lie positions indicated by red <i

on your plan (returned). A fifth might be added in case you
want to make larger groups. The lamps should be 8 ft. from
the floor for standing figures, but should lower to 6 ft. or even'
!es- for sitting poses and children. You will note that we have
chosen the other 6ide of your studio, as not only will the lamps
not interfere with the daylight, but nine sittera out of ten
are better looking when the left cheek is turned to the camera.
Each lamp should have a thin calico or close muslin diffuser
in front and a white reflector behind.

W. H.—The method of ascertaining the effective diameter is M
follows: The lens is fitted to the < anient and Eocussed on a very
distant object. For a 16-inch lens the object should be tit any
rate a mile away. Then, without altering the adjustment of the
camera in the slightest, the focussing screen is replaced bj a piece
of cardboard with a pinhole in the middle of it. and, in the dark
room, a small piece of bromide paper is placed in the cap of the
lens, and the cap then put on. the bromide paper, of course, facing
the lens. If now with the full aperture you burn an inch or so
of magnesium ribbon immediately behind the pinhole, you will
get a black disc on developing the bromide paper. I'he diameter
of this disc is the effective diameter of the lens, that is, by
dividing this diameter into the focal length you get the actual
F. Xo.

11 l! i' 1 Mo»t Of Hn. cheap enlargement firms use ti good, solid
I
>al!

- camera, lilted with a fairly rapid lens,
which may he even a portrait lens, or at any rate has an aper
ture not smaller than about 1/5.6. (2) This copying work is
very commonly done on 3£ by 2£ plates, or in about this size
making several exposures on a larger plate by means of one of
the

''''I" VSuM at similar
appliance o) Messrs, Jonathan Fallow-field. 146. Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2. (3) It is usual to oopy down to 34 by 24,
or «? «W-«l I to this size when wotting from 'very
small ongmals. (4) No book on the subject. (5) Whet, reducing.
(the .best plate is one of the rather slow landscape type, or even
ont"

'fine grain," sueth as almost svery maker .now
suppl.es for copying. These plates are rather .slow when copvan*-
cnlargmg. and tn order to keep expoari „ T we
^"'Y'""

"
1
hl

\

y« f " "»« a faster plate. (6) For the large de
of enlargement, which will be necessary, the negative should be
quite thin and soft.

E. S. M.. (1 and '.') We think there is little to choose between a
high - 1,000 i'. p. and a number of sit

ones amounting t< iwer. In i e, for

goo i add warrt one thickness of i

although if you us i
numb. -ay, five oi

of about 200 c.p., you could very likely obtain sufficient dif't

with ground glass. We think the gas-filled lamps are

certainly if tin e to be moved up at

on ,i' their greal ind also because in

is horizontal, w hct i
i i dinary va

lamps the filament usually runs in the worst |>ositi.,n for

v. vi-ri it-ally. '(4) So f the lampjl

house has a matt white coating it does not matter very in

what shape it is roof would be sonn

better. The chiel htliculty in this system of illuminating a i

the is ample ventilation of the lamp-house. You want to

it as big as yo i
can, and make the fullest pro'

for entry of air below and exit from the upper portion.

r. L.—It is hopeless to attempt a job of this sort if the

front itself is in shadow and the opposite side of the road sit

"lighted. The condi reversed, and even

it is often no easy matter to avoid patches of reflection in the

window, which look unsightly and effectually hide, in the pi

ds which are displayed. Sometimes in undertaking
such a job it is worth while to erect a screen of dark material

behind the camera so as to cut out opposing buildings. In a

busy thoroughfare this can only be done in the very early morn-
ing, and often then only by using quite a small stop in the

in conjunction with a slow plate, and so giving an exposure which
is long enough to prevent the passage of people along the pave-
ment from having any effect on the plate. Some prefer fr.i

purpose to use an ordinary slow plate behind a colour filter

simply for the purpose of running the exposure into minutes.
Where no screen is possible, reflections can sometimes be dodged,
even when taking a front view, by placing the camera pointing
straight towards the shop front, but a little to the right or left.

and making use of ample cross-front movement on a square-
bellows camera. This calls for a lens of ample covering power.
If the contents of a window are thoroughly well lighted by con
sealed lamps, as is done now , expert window -dressers,

such jobs can be very successfully (tickled tit night. A colour-
sensitive plate and a long exposure are called for. and. for securing
the facia and outside of the shop building, a supplementary
lighting from a couple of magnesium torches (each of tour or five
strands of magnesium ribbon) requires to be used. Sometimes
it is possible to arrange to use daylight for the supplementary
lighting by doing the work in the very early hours of the morn-
ing, and, without moving the camera, waiting for daybreak as a

means of illuminating t lie outside of the building. There
i

book on general outdoor work; the little manual, " Comme
Photography," price Is. 3d., post free from our publishers, deals
with some branches

The British Journal of Photography.
Loot Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.
per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.
Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied bv the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on .Monday morning]
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Pr»%» There is a certain significance in the
Photographs, recent announcements that official

organisations in France and in Italy are undertaking a
photographic news service, and are placing such photo-

graphs at the disposal of journalists and newspapers,
ig need of illustrated matter dealing with these

countries. Such a course would hardly be taken if Press
graphy at the present time maintained a reason-

ably high standard of accuracy—a standard as high, say,

as that applying to the news in the papers. But anybody
who turns over the pages of the daily illustrated news-

papers and the "news photograph" sections of the

ordinary daily Press, realises how far Press photography
has fallen below its original mission of reporting the news
of the day in photographic pictures. At the present time

it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that one-half of tio

photographs repr< the newspapers are not news
at all, 1 lufactured s or photographs of

nU or people so insignificant aa not to be worth

the cost of plates, blocks and paper which their publica-

reprwsonts. One has only to think of the difference

*en the picture dailies now and the " Daily

1 before its recent transformation,

when H was a legitimate picture newspaper, in order to

realise the regrettable change which has taken pi

we not reflectin. Press photographers who,

perfo t supply what publishers and fditors want,

futile to shut our eyes to th© fact that photo-

graphi<" illustration of the popular Press has fallen to a

very low level, and now is a purveyor of genuine news
•o a fmotional degree.

e * *

Intimacy. We know Mr. C. P. Crowther to be a

most B*ooinplished portrait photo-

grapher and also the possessor of an inexhaustible

of engaging talk. The latter is an asset which has its

dansers. An example of them is contained in what pro-

feewfts to be the report of an interview with Mr. Crowther

i Jast week in a daily newspaper. Tt appears

lahnacy " was the subject of conversation,

•imate phototrrap' " ^ r Pr 4 represented

as having said. " is ihe most interesting thing at the
" but all «'o oun learn of this interesting develop-

" intimate" photographer, instead of

(ygjti,. ct to eit some distance away from the

camera, places the 1

;

't up against the sitter's

.-oommen'lntion is given the emphasis of a

headline, and it is further stated that " as experimental

knowledge of the use of the lens develops in this direc-

tion we shall be able to make the camera record as nearly

at poaaible what is seen by the eye." W© suggest, on

ither hand, thst as experimental knowledge of the

UM of th© lens, on the part of th© newspaper reporter,

will b© a^ < rtained that a lens possesses a

length. We haw no doubt that Mr. Crowther did
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thing to his interviewer which optically was not

downright nor W hen the subject passed into ques-

tions of psychology, the reporter seems to have, been on

surer ground. He tells us that when Mr. Crowther is

photographing a man. he says, " just talk into the camera

to the prettiest woman you know," and the result is good.

There we ha thing which sounds more like a,

genuine Crowther formula.
* * *

Associate We welcome, as an altogether wise and
Assistants. prudent proposition, the move which is

announced on the part of the Society of Master

Photographers, namely, the admission of (selected)

assistants as associate members of the Society. As a

report on another column shows, this broadening of the

Society's scope has been prompted by a desire for

fcants to be present at the interchange demonstra-

tions which are now being arranged among members of

the Society. It is a step forward, calculated to benefit

all concerned. Are we to assume that what Lancashire

thinks to-day will be the programme of similar associa-

tions in the near future?

CARBON PRINTING UPON RIGID SUPPORTS.

Apart from the well-known qualities of the carbon

process, absolute permanence and variety of colour, there

is another very important one which is generally over-

looked, and this is its adaptability for producing images

upon surfaces which, by reason of their liability to stain

or corrode, cannot be coated with the usual solutions

or emulsions used upon glass or paper.

The most generally needed application of the carbon

process to any other support than paper is in the produc-

tion of a " photographic basis " to an ivory miniature,

but prints upon other supports are sometimes needed,

tuch as miniature reproductions of memorial tablets tipon

brass, copper, or even marble plaques or medallions or

panels of wood for decorative purposes.

This branch of carbon work presents no greater difficul-

ties than the ordinary double transfer process upon paper,

and as the prints required are usually very small in size,

a first attempt in carbon printing may well take the
form of a miniature upon genuine ivory or ivorine.

As full details of the procedure in carbon printing are
to be found in every photographic manual, there is no
necessity to recapitulate them here, but there are a few
points to which attention may be drawn in order to
prevent discouraging failures. In the first place, the
tissue used should be quite freshly sensitised, in order
that there may be no trace of " tint," and that it may
be developed at a fairly low temperature to preclude the
possibility of sticking to a properly-waxed temporary
support. It is desirable, if the tissue be bought in a
sensitive condition, that it be used within two or three
days of its receipt. Sensitising is, however, such a simple
matter, that it is better to do it at home and be inde-
pendent of the post. All that is required is a five per
cent, solution of bichromate of potash, to which a few
drops of ammonia have been added, and one or two ferro-

type plates with good surfaces, which have been rubbed
with a rag moistened with petroleum and then polished
until all greasiness has disappeared. After immersion in
the sensitiser for from one to three minutes, according
to temperature, the tissue is gently, but firmly, squeegeed
upon the ferrotype and set aside to dry, care being taken
that no very strong light falls upon the back. In a warm
room drying will be complete in about three hours and
the tissue will come away with a perfectly flat and

surface, free fron and unaffected by any ga

coke fumes which may have been present in the room,

because the surface has been protected by the ferroi

plate as long as it was moist enough to be injured.

Prints to be transferred to ivory should be very delic

in character; hence, over-printing must be avoided. It

is a good plan to print rather lightly and to comne
development with water at a temperature of 80 <i

Fahr. This is to avoid washing away the more dell

half-tones. When developed, the prints should

alumed, rinsed and hung up to dry, while the ivoi

being prepared for their reception.

In order to secure adherence of the carbon image
the ivory the surface of the latter mus>t be coated

a thin film of insoluble gelatine, which is made and
applied as follows:—Half an ounce of gelatine is soaked
in water until well swelled, the water is poured off and
eight ounces of hot water poured on. This will dissolve

the gelatine ; to this add 10 grains of chrome alum
dissolved in two ounces of hot water, stirring or shaking

well meanwhile. This solution should be poured

the ivory as in varnishing a negative, or the ivory i

be immersed so that both sides are coated. The ivoi

then set on edge, away from dust, until quite dry. V
the coating is quite hard, the remainder of the gelatine

solution should be poured into a warm dish and brought
into a quite thin condition over a gas ring or stove; the

print on its flexible support is immersed until limp, and
then the ivory is slipped in beneath it and the two lifted

out together, brought into contact by a couple of strokes

with a squeegee and set aside to dry. When dry, if the

paper does not fall off, a gentle pull will detach it, ana
the carbon will be left firmly attached to the ivory. The
picture may now be handed to the artist, who will prob-

ably prepare it for colouring by rubbing the surface down
with pumice powder until the image is faint enough for

his purpose. If it is to be tinted only after the fashion

of a paper print, the rubbing down may be omitted.

It will be noted that when purchased one side o!

ivory is evenly ground, and the other usually shows lines

or saw marks. It is advisable to mark the latter with a

pencil cross in one corner, to avoid mistakes in coating

and transferring, as it is not easy to distinguish the sides

when they are wet.

Ivorine or celluloid is frequently used as a substitute

"for the more expensive ivory for cheap work ; it is treated

in exactly the same way as described for ivory. Brass
or silver plates must be freshly polished and quite free

from grease. A final polish with alcohol and whiting will

ensure this, but care must be taken that all traces of

whiting are removed from the back and edges, or they
may get mixed with the substratum. Wood should have
the grain filled with a good varnish, such as white copal,

which, when hard, is rubbed down with pumice powder
and water before coating with the substratum.

Prints may be developed upon ground opal glass without
other preparation, or they may be transferred as. already
described. If they are to be coloured it will be found
advantageous to use the gelatine substratum, as this

gives a continuous coating over the high-lights, making
it easier to get an even wash than upon the raw surface
of the opal. Glass must be coated with the gelatine

substratum, or there is danger of the film scaling off.

Bichromated gelatine is often used for clear glass .
but

the chrome-alum solution is equally effective.

In case a failure has been made in transferring, the

print should be soaked in water until soft, and then as

much as possible removed with a stiff nail brush ; a little

damp pumice powder applied with the finger will remove
any remaining traces of the coating and leave the support

ready to start dc novo.
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A HOME-MADE VERTICAL ENLARGER FOR
INCANDESCENT GAS.

Or recant years much Attention has been devoted to the
al form of enlarger, bat with one exception all pal

that I bare seen were fitted foi hese notee

mar interest ''graphers with no electric light and but

^^tt space at their disposal and who can afford only a inode-

outlay.

apparatus illustrated is the outcome of a suggestion I

Bade several years ago to a friend whose mastery of tools

a of a skilled cabinet maker. The original model gave
good result*, but practical work entailed the gradual addition

• .vcments, so that the apparatus now leaves

i to be desired.

re is a light-box, a; a ran* for condenser
negative M 1 1 hi ; a camera-lit ting, c, to which I can

instantly attach an old came; ) easel, J, and two

mantle and—in conjunction with the inflow of cold air just
above it—ensures a coo! condenser. The condenser keeps
cucumber cool; it cannot crack and does not dew. The 5-in.

condenser lenses are fitt< ,1 in a drawer, 14 and 22, and can
be instantly cleaned. They cover the useful portion of a
quarter-plate (for enlargements to half-plate and upwards).
There are two shelves, 15, for the negative carrier, 18, which
takes quarter-plates or any smaller size either " horizontally "

or " vertically," so as always to show a right-way-up image
on the easel. The lower shelf is for the smaller neg.v

Any portion of a half-plate within a 5-in circle may be
enlarged as well. Any part of a negative can be centred

instantly on the easel. The easel measures 10 by 12 in. A
drawing-board laid on it could take larger sheets of paper
if required. To fa Hirinnnting I use a white card, 17,

MM l - U«M ittiao. alas**

which the Hgl

the eaasi alidM.

^^Kasbcalo* t-box b*4 a

i

•< clamped at

which

3, for a

.pp.

with a
••lour u
rd in a

tea knife povdss This gla*«

lea vertically, and
of metal tubu

The front has a
- frame, 0,

.Iso a

ng the light on to

ya, 30, im ih» redactor

w or red), the

a the

r fitting there is a large

outer red saf

r* a feature. Oreen can

•vent beating.

trapped, there

K the easy insertion

mine

<-hce drop;. in.- fr->m the

flf . J—Slot (or plaia or irroond |1**s.
sassU** carrier (with lnoer carrier for
sterao bscsIIts 46 x 107 mm.), postcard ia

paper-bolder, sad scaled composing card.

scaled in inches and centimetre*. The easel is clamped to
it* sliding base by a wing'nut, 26, and prevented from swing-
bag by a pin, 26 (mine is a sardine-tin key), passing through
easel and base. By drawing out the pin the easel can be

"jc non-scientific work this ono movement suffices

to correct distortion due to tilting. The easel also serves

as a printing table for <ontact bromides and slide*.

ii this apparatus and a //0 atigmatic of 4 J in. focus I

can reduce to half diameter, copy to same size and enlarge

. 7) diameters. Bj ng the easel and placing the

paper on the floor, or on one or more books placed on the

floor, a still greater degree of enlargement is attained.

using is done on a piece of paper the same size a*

the desired print. For holding this or the bromide paper I

made a holder. 19, of a piece of millboard to which is hi

a slightly smaller sheet of glass. Two wooden studs an- stack

an the glass ; one facilitates opening the holder, white

together enable the holder to be easily moved on the easel,

thus placing the paper in position with the utmost nicety

-. [>editi<in.

A minor feature very conducive to comfort in working
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deserves mention. A round-headed screw, 23, is inserted at

the side of the easel, and other screws, 21, are plared at the

eido of the upright at points indicating enlargements of 1

•\ 6, 7 and 7J diameters.

iving the ball of the finger on the easel screw the tip

will touch those on the upright, when the easel is shifted.

Any easel position can ho obtained by touch alone. For use
when the iiegativo is placed on the upper shelf there is a

second easel screw below the first, the distance between them
being that between the shelves.

The advantage of this Apparatus are:—No permanent
occupation of floor-space; immediate Teadiness for use; no
heating of condenser; loss danger of vibration than with a

horizontal model sprawling across the room; quick change
from ome degree of enlargement to another; instant centreing

of any part of the image: rapid repeats of identical prints;

a very brightly-lit 'lark" room, with instant change from
yellow to red (or green) for negative work.
My friend was -o delighted with our results that he

built a .number of these enlargers. one for himself and the
remainder for other enthusiasts. These models are much
nattier, have three windows instead of two. a rack-and-pinion
movement for the light, a lams-board and bellows with quick
slide and micrometer focussing, and uprights hinged so as
to pack into a small space. The cost, complete except for
lens, ga.s tubing and paper-holder, works out at about £8.

Vertical emlargers built for electric light cannot well be
used for gas. This apparatus can lie adapted for electric

light without difficulty. Should electricity become available
I shall discard the condenser and fit a top light yellow and
red (or green)—so as to get reflected light from the ceiling
in addition to what is mow available. Lons Nell.

THE PRACTICAL STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY
OF SMALL OBJECTS.

(Continued from page 51.

The examples just given will probably serve to show that the

task of photographing small objects is simplified, rather than
made more difficult, by the adoption of this method. The erec-

tion of the verticals at a measured distance apart fulfils the

same purpose as the drawing of a line of measured length, which

is usually the way recommended for facilitating exact repro

duetion to scale. Further, the photographer can always supply
himself with the exact object distance and camera extension

whether he uses the correct lens or not, and the tedious necessity

of repeated experimental focussing is thus entirely avoided. We
have yet, however, to discover the working formulas that will make
him master of the process.

The problem of stereo photography is essentially three dimen-
sional, since the image is to have width, height and depth, but
there is only one dimension with which we need now concern our-

selves—namely, the width, measured in inches, of the image, the

object, the negative, and the print. The last two we hope to

make identical. The dominant importance of width will appear
as we go on. Each plane of the image and of the object will

also have its own distance; but we will choose one corresponding

plane in each, which we will call image distance and object distance

respectively, upon which to build our formula?. By carrying over
two simple working principles from the previous investigation the

other dimensions and distances will be correctly rendered with-

out further attention on our part.

The photographer sets the problem and supplies particulars of

what he wishes to be done; the stereoscope determines the condi-

tions of success, and lays down certain limitations ; the camera
lens, like an obedient servant, merely takes its orders and obeys
them. Let us formulate in due sequence the data we get from
these three sources ; we can then set about unifying them and
reducing them to their simplest form.
The photographer wishes to produce images at a variable dis-

tance x, and on a variable scale n with regard to the original

objects. Therefore, we have as our starting points :

—

Image distance = x. Imagt width = n times object width,

image width _
object width

—

This will be a convenient place to take note of the two work-
ing principles just referred to. They are (1) that if the image
is to be n times the object and at a distance x, then object
distance—the distance of the object from the camera lens—must

be ; and (2) that lens separation—the separation of the camera

lenses when taking the left and right negatives—must be where

8 is the normal eye separation, or inter-pupillary distance. With
the introduction of this quantity S, which will be dealt with in

its proper place, we depart from the possibility of strict mathe-

matical precision, but not from that practical accuracy of result

which is all that we require.

The above two principles may he set down in another form u
which they may perhaps more readily commend themselves to our
judgment :

—

When imag( width » times ohji cl width,

then image distanct = n times object distance,

and separation of viewing"! f separation of taking
points, ) = n times -j points,

i.e., eye separation J (_ i.e., lens separation.

Theory here becomes categorical, and declares this to be the
only way in which correct perspective, correct size and correct
distance can be secured in the image.
We now turn to the stereoscope to see upon what conditions n

is willing to accept, and how far it is able to solve correctly the
problem proposed to it by the photographer.
When a photograph is examined through a small magnifying

glass, such as would be used in a stereoscope, there is, in spite
of the obvious change of size, a strong inclination to imagine that
we are still looking at the photograph itself. (It may be noted
that this obsession, due to our previous knowledge of the actual
nature, size and position of the object we are examining-
knowledge which has been verified by touch as well as by si{

is one of the gTavest obstacles to the realisation of the stereo
image; it plainly indicates how imperative is the necessity that
the image should be separated out from all other sense impressions,
and given an existence of its own if it is to produce its full

effect.) But if the lens is moved to left or right in front of the
eye, the view is seen to move sharply in the other direction. We
are therefore no longer looking at the photograph but at its

image projected back to a greater distance. It is a fundamental
principle of optics that the image of any point thus viewed
through a lens lies on the right line connecting the point with
the lens centre, and remains in a fixed position as long as the
point and the lens remain fixed. Again, if the lens is held steady,
and the eye is moved from side to side behind it, the image is

seen to pass across the field of view in the same direction as the
eye, just as stationary objects outside a window seem to respond
to the movements of an observer within : there is no real move-
ment of the image. This fact, that the position of the image m
space depends upon the relative position of the lens and the photo-
graph, and is independent of that of the eyes, is very convenient
for our present purpose.
An elementary optical formula tells us that if the image of a

photographic print is to be projected to a distance x from
the centre of a lens of focal length /, the print must, be placed I
at a distance y from the lens centre Which is given by the I

equation, - = - — ; and that the size or width of the photo- I
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graph will be to that of the image as y to x. From the first of

expression* w* can easily

We have ther-
MHlf- VI tit.

r
and that

(Ran
* + r

The troableaome variable y can thus be got rid of from the working

formula:.

Let ua suppo- that a stereo print has been successfully

prepared and placed in position in a stereoscope, of which (> .

•re the lens centres. For the sake of clearness the angles and dis-

ji'.i eruont* in the figure are greatly exaggerated, and the lenses are

indicated by their centres. The distance 00' then represents

the separation of the lenses, and the line through O and 0* the plane

of the stereoscope. Let A be a point in the left print, and A 1 the

same point representing, say, some prominent
a butterfly's wing. The line through A and A' will then

represent the plane of the prints, and the distance A A 1 will be the
distance between corresponding points in the two print* The image
of A will lie somewhere slong the line OA, and the image of A'
somewhere along the line O'A'. The condition of

L fat- *=> R
left *r» » ri»M ere. O •»•( Ot. eeatres *f Uf» sad rlfht

ape lenses (leases not n*r»n) re»yna«lTa»

of [>r<»i \ v . ' r-ninrtj

•»r»"o •

\t.w »h.n ssswsa baa E sn-1

peart of

*.. las pnsU
lawi «!»• earrert

the image, in each case, thoai with the mealing p
«• two lines. /' will then be the position of this point of ana

image, no matter where the eyes, /. and S, are held !• h ! O and
The figure makes it

;
illhongn the light in each case

starts front the points A and at 1
, it realty eoUrs the tree a* from

the point /'. aad that the eye* are '. cussed and converged upon this

point as in nature. The potnt /' r •.
•
t also be at the vertical distance

is being the chosen dietamy at which the image is to

be eiluet.

th** assess al

. sise and perspecti-

tirnUr plan*, bat for those in

'he d
ine through /•

t
«- .1W1 to 00> will

ve. not only for poinU lying in this

thar planes,all

par

whether in front of

t A ' is eoaatant for all points that are to be pro-
jected *o the distance *. It U clear, therefore, that if th* prints

omed for asnnwtrng are wider than AA l they cannot be pro-

perly placed in pcartion. E.ther the inner edge of one print will

overlap the other and cover it up. or if they are placed aids by aide

the distance I I will be increased and the whole of the resultant

image displaced. The fact that the printa must not extend to a
fleeter »:• .• their outer or free edges may appear pooling, but

• rule well known to stereo workers that

at the outer edge of either print which doe* not appear in the cor-

responding inner edge of the other. The distance AA>, therefore,

represents the full print width available in any case, and it is of the
greatest importance that we should know its exact value, that we
should be able to obtain it without difficulty, and that it should be
automatically recorded on the negatives at the time of taking. The
mere mechanical trimming of the prints to size by no means makes

ain that the contents of the prints will be correct or that cor-
responding points will be properly spaced.

It is easily seen from the figure that
'' '

i - y
.

! simplifying, »< have :

(a) r

We saw above, Ratio 2, that Substituting in
a,
~ x+r

this expression the value of print vridth just found, and simplifying,
we have :

—

/
imagt iridth n times object width, we have, from [b) :

—

-

Ths expression (b) shows that the possible width of the image
varies directly with z, and inversely with /. The stereoscope chosen
should therefore have lenses short enough to give images of reason-
able width for small values of s ,o short as to increase the
worker's difficulty in taking the negatives and securing precisi

'lie separs; be stereoscope lenses also

directly controls the width of the image, but as it is necessary that

the eye* should be more or less centrally situated behind the lenses

to that they may have sn uninterrupted view, this separation should
be made email. These and other conside the writer, for

the practical purpose* of this article, tentatively to recommentl tln>

stereoscope already described, having 4-in. lenses, with a separation
of 25 in. The angle nf view of 36 dec;, from side to side given by
this stereoaooDo seems quite as wide as is desirable from either the

>tlc standp
| ( (

.
|
(| ,

he continued.)

moRArn» or " ll"HWB'.r Exampub."—Groups of photo-

i»rt were sent out during a recent temperance celebration in

M "f drunken men in the streets and parks.

This measure was taken by the National Temperance Association

a hope of 'I the people with their actions while under
the influence of Mqv

DasTM or Sm W. EL CHBJSTnt.—Sir William Henry Mai
tie, who was Astronomer Royal for 30 years, retiring in 1910,

it sea, aged 77. He developed a passion for astronomy when
a boy, and in 1881 was a| ' hiring the

30 yrsrs which followed he brought Greenwich Observatory to a

tin* level of efficiency. Under his direction and with the aid of

the vastly improved instruments which he obtained for the obser-

vatory great progress was made in the work of photographing the

vnA the stars.

-. a* CnrsMATOORArnxaa.—In the early days of our art. it

•a* said that photography was a legitimate profession for those

who failed the most miserably in other callings, but a noted

American detective goes a step farther The " Daily Chronicle
"

says :
—" ')ne of the greatest detectives of modern times—George

H Dougherty— is staying at the Savoy Hotel. Dougherty,

formerly a deputy < r of the New York police, and a

member of the famous l'inkerton detective force, is in business in

Maw York, and has been travelling Europe to investigate varying

systems, and incidentally to keep in touch with the big criminal.)

of the world. Kriend of criminals who desire to give up the

life of crime. Dr. Dougherty has put many of them into positions

where they have made good. ' The criminal,' he says, ' is gene-

rally th* man or wom.in who mnst have a life of excitement. It

is no good putt horse and van. I have f

in several cases that work in connection with cinematography

applies th* need, and '.bey go straight in it.'
"
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n-y 21 to February 4.—

I

1 mew C-tob. Parti

(,•,',„, .. James Wliyte. 51a, P

lick, Glasgow.

Pabulary 7 to 11.—Sheffield Photogi - Met ulawhom
tihe Hon. Seem I

- R WigfuH, I e Chambers,

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from

rames I' Smellie, Braefindon, Allansihaw Street,

U.LII

February 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

tiamp Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary. Exeter Camera

. Denyu," BeUevue Road, Hxmouth.

February 18 n> .March 4.—Edinburgh Photograph ii Society. Latest

try forms. February 4; exhibit*, February 9. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10. Ham Street,

Edinburgh.

March 1 to 6.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest dates:

Entrj I

.liiuary IS: exhibit.'!. February 23. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker, Medical Institute Build-

. Edmund Street, Birmingham.

h 4 to 25.—South' London Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hou. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Beauval Road.

East Dulwich, London, S.E.22.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic, Association. Latest date

for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition.

Mrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,

Birkenhead-

March 14 to 16.—City of London and Oipplegate Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 4. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, London,

E.C.2.

March 15 to 26.—Welsh Salon of Photography. Litest date for

entries. March 9. Particulars from the Secretary, H. G.

el, 154, Penylan Road, Cardiff.

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Seife, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E-5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Latest date for entries, March 22. Particulars from the Hon.
stary, \V. Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic
Society. Latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from
the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's
Mansions. Bishop's Park Road, London. S.W.6.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo At echanical Notes."

Applications, January 16 to 21 :-i-

rjoLOCB Photography. No. 1.319. Photography in two colours.

(). Pfenninger.

Reproduction Process.—No. 1,562. Production or reproduction of
a three-dimensional figure. H. M. Edmunds.

Drawings from Negatives.—No. 1,809. Method of making pencil
drawings from photographic negatives. W. H. Jones.

rooRAPHiua Sounds.—No. 1,574. Photographic sound-recording
and light telephony. H. G. Matthews.

Colour Cinematography.— No. 1,590. Colour cinematography.
B. O, Percy.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery' Lane
London, W.C. /

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Coi our Cinematography.—No. 172,714 (Sept. 8. 1920). The inven-
tion consists in a method of making colour cinematograph films
in which a set of full-sized images is produced on the negative

film, with small sized interposed images: from which negative
film a positive film is produced by superposing successively the said
images, brought to the same dimensions, and suitably colouring
the different positive images.—Zoechrome, Ltd., 146, Bishopsgate,
London, E.C., and Thomas Albert Mills, 72, Manor Street, Clap-
ham, London, S.W. (Particulars of the process are given on
another page in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.)

Photography' of the Living Eye.—No. 173,439 (January 17,1921.)
A small reflector is formed in or carried by a transparent body,
such, for example, as a glass disc or lens, which reflector will
reflect a beam of light from the sun or from an artificial light
into the eye, and will allow the image of the eye to pass around

~d

Vie. l. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

its exterior through the transparent body to the eye of an
observer or into a photographic camera in front of which it mav
be fitted.

The reflector may consist of a bubble or cavity in a piece of
plain glass, the bubble acting as a reflector and the plain glass
surrounding the bubble allowing the image of the eye to pass
through it around the exterior of the bubble into the camera, or
to the observer's eye.

Instead of employing a bubble in a piece of solid glass two
pieces of glass may be cemented together, each piece having a
semi-spherical cavity formed therein. These two pieces are
cemented with the two cavities facing each other. The two
cavities may be employed to enclose a globule of mercury
thereby rendering the convex surface which is towards the eye a
better reflector.

The single piece of glass, or the two cemented pieces, may
have plane incident and emergent faces, or they may be ground
to form a suitable lens to co-operate in obtaining a clear image
upon a photographic film or plate.

The transparent body is preferably blackened on one face to
form a mask around the reflector, but leaving sufficient clear
space around the latter for the rays to pass from the eye to the
observer or into the camera.

B'igs. 1, 2 and 3 show in front elevation, section and rear
elevation, respectively, a construction of transparent body carry-
ing or formed with a small reflector. Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic

lig. 4.

view illustrating the use of the device for obtaining a photo-
graph of the interior of the eye.

In
'
figs. 1 to 3 the transparent body a consists of a disc of

glass with plane incident and emergent surfaces, having a small
bubble 6 formed in the interior thereof.

Fig. 4 shows the apparatus used for obtaining a photograph of
the interior of an eye e. Here the device is suitably mounted
in front of the lens <j of a camera h. ami the interior of the eye
being illuminated by the beam of light / reflected into it by the
bubble or reflector 6, the image of the eye passes to the lens g
of the camera around the exterior of the reflector or bubble, so
that an image of the interior of the eye will be formed on the
sensitive plate or surface i.—Isaac Taylor, 4. South Terrace.
Cork.
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many examples of interest to be found in churches in different

parte of the country.

On the proposition of the chairman, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer.

SOCIETY OF MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS.
The Society held a-very successful meeting by kind invitation of

Mr. N. S. Kay at his studios in Manchester on January 25.

There was a very large attendance of members, different sections

in the Lancashire area being well represented. Mr. N. 8. Kay
welcomed the members to his studio, and stated he had no desire

to set himself up as a superior person, but what he was going to

show them with regard to posing and lighting would, he hoped,
help them to learn something from him as to the methods that he
adopted. At the same time he desired it to be distinctly under-
stood that he was not above learning from anyone else, and should

any member during the demonstration desire to suggest anything
to him, he would be very pleased to receive all the assistance

possible.

Mr. Kay then proceeded to give his demonstration on posing anrl

lighting. The lady who acted as the model proved herself very

(a] l>lo of filling the part, and during the demonstration, which
lasted over two hours, Mr. Arthur Winter, the President of the

Society, Mr. Percy Guttenberg, and other members gave
demonstrations.

During the evening Mr. Lawrence, of Messrs. Kodak, demon-
strated the advantages of flat films, and all the exposures made
during the evening were made on the Eastman Portrait Films. Mr.
Lawrence was assisted in his demonstration by four of his

colleagues, and Messrs. Kodak did everything possible in order to

make the evening a profitable one to all professional photographers.

At the conclusion of the demonstration a very hearty vote of

thanks was proposed to the lady who acted as the model, and the

President, Mr. Arthur Winter, asked the members to express to

Mr. N. S. Kay their appreciation for his kindness in a true

Lancashire fashion.

Mr. Gresswell proposed a vote of thanks to the President, and

in doing so stated that the members were indebted to him for the

arrangements that had been made that evening. This was the first

of the series of interesting events which the President had arranged,

and he assured the members that Mr. Winter was allowing nothing

to hinder him from making his year of office one of interest and

benefit to the whole of the members.
The President, in responding, thanked the members for the sup-

port they had given him that evening, and asked those present who
had not yet paid their subscriptions for the current year to do so,

so as to save the trouble and expense of the treasurer sending them

further notices.

The Committee had recommended that a new rule should be

introduced permitting members to nominate one of their assistants

as affiliated member, so that the assistant would be permitted to

attend such demonstrations. He asked the members to vote upon

this recommendation, and being put to the meeting it was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Percy Guttenberg has kindly placed His studios at the dis-

posal of the Society for their next demonstration, and this will

be held early in March, and each subscribing member will be fur-

nished with full particulars in due course.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. H. P. C. Harpur gave one of his unique expositions on
" Transparencies and Lantern-slide Making," a not altogether

vanished attack of lumbago stiffening his neck towards his

audience.

First came a uric-acid comparison between the combined

technician and artist (so well illustrated by the lecturer) and

those doleful people who filled evenings with abstract papers on

optics and other scientific subjects ; those who read from

manuscript and departed without the expenditure of a scrap of

mental effort. " Attache-case merchants," scornfully said Mr.

Harpur.

He then brought forward an apparatus resembling a guillotine,

whose blade descended in steps, but refrained from describing its

application. A more " glorified " and complicated model

followed, of which a full description was given in loving terms
It afforded strip exposures behind a negative capable of bein
turned any way, the contrivance being guaranteed light-tigh

before and after exposure. He, the lecturer, had been round th
appliance with a lighted match and could swear to the accurae
of this statement. It appeared well adapted for the purpose, an!

mare convenient than the strip of card usually used by les

ingenious mortals.

By its aid a transparency was exposed in strips, and when thi

best exposure was found it was repeated for the whole plate

When developing it he imparted the somewhat remarkable new
that for fear of oxidation he never washed. Also for desperate

cases it was advisable to filter the hypo solution.

Finding the right exposure in the same way for a lantern plate

a capital slide was securflH of a first-class sepia tone. To do Mr
Harpur bare justice it mugt be said that he invariably obtaini

most pleasing shades of sepia, and his somewhat monotOnom
formula is as follows :

—

A.—Ammonium bromide 1 dr.

Water to 10 drs.

B.—Ammonium carbonate 1 dr.

Water to 10 drs.

C—Ammonia, .880 1 dr.

Water to 10 drs.

Dissolve two grains tabloid pyro in about half an ounce of water;

take 40 minims each of A and B ; add 21 minims* of C. and make
up to 11 drs.

An acid fixing bath was to be avoided as it injured the tone.

" The same remark applies to sepia bromides," confirmed Mr.
Wadham. " I am not lecturing on bromide prints, Sir," fiercely

lumbagoed Mr, Harpur. Mr. Sellors here gently pointed out that

the interruption was by way of support, and not opposition. " I

require no support," snapped Mr. Harpur, defiantly throwing back

his head and catching a nasty rick of the enemy in consequence.

The demonstration closed with a* lantern-show of the (normally

amiable) lecturer's slides, and they certainly were "top-hole" in

all respects. Having regard to his indisposition the discussion was

of a comparatively kindly nature, even the miserable " attache-

case merchants " forbearing. Mr. Vivian Jobling said that mind-i

ful of present hjgh prices, trial exposures had been made on gas-

light papers of Wellington's as a guide to correct exposures on

their gaslight lantern-plates. Once the key ratio was found tht

method worked well. There was no reason why any bromide papei

should not be used with any lantern-plate once such ratio was ascer

tained. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer

lumbago and all, for an instructive and highly amusing evening.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Electric Printers and Designers Equipment, Ltd. Thi

private company was registered on January 20, with a capital
£500 in £1 shares. Objects : To take over the business of
electrical photo copier, designer and draughtsman carried on .

F. J. Morgan at 30, Wind Street, Swansea, as the " Electric
Blue Printing Co." The first directors are : F. J. Morgan, L
Breos, Mayals, Swansea, mechanical engineer ; R. N. Perkins, li

Eaton Crescent, Swansea, mechanical engineer ; T. A. Goska 1

" Skeena," Park Drive, Swansea, mechanical engineer. Qualified
tion £25. Registered Office: 30, Wind Street, Swansea.

Sunbeam Tours, Ltd.—This private company was registered c\
January 24, with a capital of £2.000 in £1 shares. Objects : 1\
acquire the interests of H. Cox in the Sunbeam Tours, includirl
all patents, royalties, stock-in-trade, book and other debts, arl
trade marks, and to carry on the business of photographerl
publishers of photographic appliances, manufacturers of sunscopel
stereoscopes, and other optical instruments and lantern slides, etl

•It was stated that the op"d 1 minim is most important. Fatuous idel
of ' attache-case merchants " as to the strength of ammonia solntio l
varying in use should not be allowed to influence the mind.
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Bab's Talbotype Ballad.—A long-lost " Bab Ballad," written
and illustrated by the late Sir \V. S Gilbert, but nover published
in book form with his other famous Ballads, appeared in last

Monday's " Daily Chronicle," though it appeared originally in
" Fun " on July 4, 1868. The ballad tells of the doings of " Sir
Conrad Talbotype, of Talbotypetonneville." The name of the

it must havo been suggested to Gilbert by the Talbotype (or

ype) process. There are, however, no other photographic
words in the ballad.

" The Professional, Photooraphbr."—In the January issue
Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.. have an illustrated interview with two Mid-
land photographers, Mr. H. H. and A. J. C. Dudley, of West
Bromwich. There is an interesting account of the work of Mr.
Dudley II. .yt of New York, and among the advertisements we
notice the first announcement of the Eastman portrait diffusion

discs for attachment to any lens, converting the latter into an instru-

ment giving one or other, according to the choice of the disc, of two
moderate degrees of diffused definition.

/s* ro» Moth> t traits.—A first prin
£100 is offered by the "Week .

" for the most effective

photograph showing a mother and child, the age-limit for the child

.(.lis ure invited from all over the
as, and second and third prizes of £25 and £10 are also

offer> rig tho run of the competition interim priz

. £2 2s. and £'. Is. will l>e given for the best photographs

my Individual week,
rienusly a similar " Grandmother and Child" competition

will run its course with a £10 first prir.e.

ikjk Camira K I,to.—Messrs. Robbins ft

Maniatre, of 2, Poultry, Cheapaide, London, E.C.2, is a firm of

dealers in senmdhand apparatus which has so soundly eatali

for fair dealing in buying and telling that it*

catalogues of tbe gooda which it offers for sale are of more than
.nr internal The present list consists of 64 pages of itemised

I of apparatus in the way of enlarge™,
I and

other small cameras, reflex cameras, folding focal-plane and other
hand and stand cameras, lenses and miscellaneous instruments.

tj of goods described in these pages »V I tbe
widest opportunity of choice on the Dart of pur. Iiasers of .

tent for tbe coming season.

I and the Printer.—The house or-an of M.
Penrose k Co.. 108, Fsrringdon Road, which for many years has
been issued as " Process Work." will shortly make its api-oarance

ended public journal of tho title and
nter " It will appear quarterly, and will consist of at

twelve large quarto pages of t. , r with spe-imens of the
lateit processes in photomechanical reproduction and printing.

Uion hat been transferred to Messrs. Percy Lund, Humphries
Ltd., by whom the new journal will be printed i nder

ip of Mr. William Gamble, head of Messrs. Penrose &
lie endeavour will be to make the new journal of the greatest

technical interest. The annual subscription will be 5s., post free 6s.

Correspondence.

!'•'* pro «

indent* thnult: ifrrr write on both tides »/ the f
A'e notice it taken of communication* unless the nam'
addrear* ot the irriteri art given.

••• H'e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions exprettied

fry our correspondent*.

K FIRING FLASH
POWD]

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— Recently I wag taking a flashlight photograph
way one rery bic fancy dress ball, and on filling a German flash lamp

«f «ith he lamp -wing slipped and fired 4 ozs. of the

ntrating I powder, including what was left in tbe tin. Being in the country

and no doctor handy, I waa taken into a farm house with
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terrible burns on my right hand and arm. The farmer's wife

applied what I think was a very simple remedy She took about

2 to 4 azi. of carbonate of soda, grated a raw potato, and mixed

the two into a sloppy poultice (cold). She applied this on a piece

of linen, and completely enclosed my hand and arm. The pain

went in five minutes, and I had no further trouble. The plaster

was kept on for two days, after which I smeared the parts with

zinc ointment until all the skin had healed. In a week I was

quite cured.' My camera case now always contains a supply of

carbonate of soda, some lint, and a good-sized potato in case of

accident*.
B. Hollins.

16, Oxford Street, Harrogate.

THE P.P. A. CONGRESS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Many thanks for inserting my letter last week.

Mr. Lan« Sims' statement in the same issue, explaining the reason

which decided the Council to alter the time and venue of the 1922

Congress, put an altogether different complexion on the matter.

I trust it will satisfy the majority of our members as it does

myself, and I hope when the time comes to be able to attend the

Congress, and that its success will reward the Council.—Faith-

fully yonrs,

27a, Abington Street,

Northampton,
January 25.

S. H. Gheknway.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—My attention has been directed to a paragraph in

last week's issue on the above subject by one who signs himself

'* Scottie," inviting me as President to give my opinion on the

change of date of the Congress.

If the gentleman will kindly put his name and address to the

letter I will gladly answer his question. I do not think he

honours dear old Scotland by withholding these. ,

A. Swan Watson,
President P.P.A.

Viewpark Studios,

Edinburgh.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The manifesto of the Council of the PP.A , recently

published in the " B.J. ," conveys the impression that its authors

are beginning to realise that their action in removing the Congress

and altering its time of meeting, on their own responsibility,

without having taken any steps to ascertain the wishes of the

members generally, has led them into an awkward position. The
Congresses hitherto have been most successful. The difficulties

arising from the now alleged want of sufficient accommodation
have not been apparent, and have not marred the enjoyment. The
inherent features of such a gathering, under the circumstances, its

picnicky character, the fullness of life and movement, the casualness

and the absence of formality, all combined in promoting that freedom
of intercourse so essential to success. Under the new conditions,

under a different atmosphere, that of aristocracy and fashion, the

proceedings, no doubt, will be conducted with a solemnity suitable

to the locality. We may gain in dignity, which we do not want,
but we shall certainly lose that holiday spirit that we do want.

In my business in a country town ever 200 miles from London
I am dependent for any knowledge of what novelties and kinds of

materials, etc., there are in the market upon the visits of travellers,

and for that reason I have been accustomed to pay an annual visit

to London in the spring to look round. To join the Congresses,
of which I have attended all except the first, has therefore exactly
suited me ; for in the Fair I have been able to find, gathered under
one roof, all the principal dealers have to offer, leaving me plenty
of time to join in the outings and festivities of the Congress. I

cannot afford two journeys, so in future I lose the Congress. If

the Council had shown that any material advantage would follow
the change I should have accepted the position in silence ; but I

feel sure that if the members had been consulted a considerable

proportion would have voted for the old lines being followed. There

could have been no difficulty in obtaining the views of the members.

What is the P.P.A. Circular for?

By the way, why was the Circular stopped? Every number was

full of glowing testimonies to its usefulness, and, beyond frantio

appeals to pay subscriptions, hardly anything else. Just when its

real usefulness arises, it stops. That the Council was so overworked

in the business of the incorporation is an excuse that does not

appeal to one's reason. Then again, what was the actual motive I

for turning the Association into a limited liability company? When
I first joined there \v;,is an accumulated fund of about £200. That

amount has steadily increased to over £1,000, a sum quite sufficient

to cover any loss or expense that could be reasonably incurred

under careful management. Do the Council contemplate any enter-

prise of such highly speculative nature as to involve a risk of

swallowing up their reserve, still leaving a liability for more ? If

not, why have they accepted the serious inconvenience of working

under the restrictions and obligations of the Companies Acts in

return for a protection that should never be required? Some of us

used to think the Council's policy safe, but unenterprising ; are we
to read the signs of the times that in future it will be enterprising

but unsafe ?

A Country Member.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The correspondence re P.P.A. has been very inter-

esting, and having been a member since the start and attended

every Congress, I. should like to state.my views. There is no

doubt, in my mind, that the autumn Congress will l>e a failure

without the Photographic Fair. The latter, in my opinion, is of

equal importance to the Congress, and a decision of this sort should

have been arrived at only by a referendum of members.

With regard to last Congress, it is evident that other members
than myself were highly amused at the almost childish way the

Council acted on every occasion—at the Guildhall, at Messrs.

Kodak's, and on every public appearance. In fact, one almost felt

afraid to touch the hem of their garments, particularly at the

Guildhall, where special seats were reserved for " Council only."

Then as to the Circular. This effusion cost a great deal of money
and contained nothing but what had already appeared in your

splendid journal, and certainly was of no value to any professional,

but a repeated account of Council meetings.

Well, gentlemen, I trust no one will think I do not value the

Association. I do and shall hope it will prosper, but let us have

the Congress and Show together in April, when we can all spare

the time, and let the Council drop the autocratic manners. They
are only in that position by reason of the members' votes. Also

let them give us lectures that are of educational value, not slides

showing results only, but how to obtain those results, and so make
the Association of real benefit to all its members.—Faithfully yours,

Feed Gegg.
Evesham,

January 20

THE INCOMPETENCE OF THE AVERAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSISTANT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to " Belgravia's " letter, in whioh he

deplores the incompetence of the average photographic assistant,

it seems that he must be either very unlucky in his search for a

"really competent" finisher or verv fastidious!

It is, of course, well known that there are a good number of
" dud " workers, but this can be said of all trades and professions.

To a very great extent photographers themselves are to blame
for this state of affairs. We call photography a " profession

"

Ye gods ! Yet it is common knowledge that for unprofessional-

like methods photographers are hard to beat This is particularly

obvious in the engaging of assistants. In an interview it is always

"What salary do you require?" not "What can you do?" and
the applicant who asks the lowest figure obtains the situation.

How many employers do we meet who take an interest in their

assistants? How many who will listen to practical suggestions for

the improvement of the work? Why is it that in one studio over-
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two subjects, and in six lessons in each will learn more than in a
three years' apprenticeship, for the lessons are direct and concen-
trated, and the pupil gathers the fruits of the teachers' 30 years.'
experience as a high -grade practical worker, and is never turned
away with " a little about everything," but knows a very great
deal about the subjects studied.
Many of my pupils have become head workers for West-end

studios, some have splendid studios of their own here and abroad,
many have become trade workers, all have made good progress.
and some have displayed genius. I have taught for the Ministry
of Labour, and am on their list, after several interviews and very-

close scrutiny of my qualifications, and the pupils they have sent
to me have made excellent progress. I have no classes, but every
pupil has lessons directed solely to his or her advancement, and
everything is done to really teach the subject taken up. Class-
work means divided attention, and therefore cannot be as quick
in its results or as effective a* purely individual instruction. I and
my little staff of expert instructors, are prepared to take in hand
all tb'ose who feel that they are slow or defective in their results

and working, or who wish to begin from the first rung of the
ladder.

I will guarantee to advance them quickly and effectively, and in

the case of spprentices who are earning " 15s. per week " after
" three years in a high-class West-end studio," and who need
" finishing off " (if not commencing from the beginning), I will

give them this hope :
" Men (and women) may rise on stepping

stone* of their dead selves to higher things," and, I can assure

them, higher wage*.— I am, yours faithfully,

T. S. Bruce.
9«*th, Hampstea.l N W.

January 30.

mi nil, poia

To the Editors.

Oentlemen,—Having been a martyr to the above poisoning for

many years, and having at last cured myself, no doubt many ol

reader* would like to know the remedy. I have tried every

-lit and treatment, including the medical baths at Harro-

gate, without any result.

I take 4 oas. of vjd* carbonate to 1 pint of boiling water (after

the day's work), plaee my hands in the solution, and soak for

15 minutes, or until water becomes cool, and all the itching of

-tappearn I then dry hands thoroughly, and the;

well in II "1> for mrtol poisoning, viz. :

—

hyal

'

10

40 grs

40 grs.

Vaselm- 30 grs.

ibbed into affected [arts tin. laily.

• n using M Q. developer I keep a dish containing 20 drops

hydrochloric acid to 1 pint of water, and immerse the hands before.

_• and after development. Since using the above I have not

had the slightest trace.—Yours truly,

Bernard Hon
Oxford Street. Harrogate.

January 24.

Hi. £01 BBOM1DK PKIMI
To the Editors,

'.lemen.— I read with great pleasure Mr. Woods' commit

tion in your last issue. It is interesting in more ways than

recalls manv memories of the old days, and the discussioi

th* advance of gelatine bromide emulsion.

nfirm your note to Mr. Woods' letter, for *

I came hare I had the Polytechnic formula by Howard Farm.

my note-book, snd found my fsther busy with Abney'.-.

" in 1883, and enlarging with Morgan and

- paper by da} When th.- cloud • • - favourable he

produced some good toned enlargements with the ferrous, or a late

developer which Morgan and Kid.l re ' '

•
>'

.

Henry Hoi.man.

Banff. January 30.
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SHARPENING RETOUCHING PENCILS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to recent hints in your Journal, on

quick ways of obtaining a good point on a retouching pencil, I find

a carborundum wheel the quickest and best means, a few turns of

the wheel, whilst holding a pencil to the side of the stone, and

a perfect point is obtained ; of course, the pencil must be slowly

turned round, and the finest or smoothest stone used. In less than

half a minute a new lead can be sharpened to a perfect point.

—

Yours faithfully,

SWEATMAN HeDGELAND.

Broadway, Maidstone, January 30, 1922.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (pasted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors .

D. W.—Most London photographers get their blinds from the large

furnishing houses, such as Maple, Shoolbred or Waring. You
might ask for estimates from them, and also from John Hall and
Sons, blind makers, 217, Hornsey Road, London, N.7. Ask for

metal barrel roller blinds.

W. H.—The best advice we can give you is that you write to the
Kodak Co. for their booklet, " Photographing Paintings," which
was written by an expert copyist of paintings, who previously had
contributed much of the matter in the shape of articles in the
" B.J." You will find that panchromatic plates are almost
essential, and require to be used with a relatively deep 6creen,

such as E3.

R. B.—The book is " Minutes of Proceedings of Thirty-ninth
Annual Convention, Photographers' Association of America."
The secretary is Mr. J. C. Abel, 421, Caxton Building, Cleveland,
Ohio, U.S.A., from whom no doubt a copy is obtainable. We do
not know the price, and apparently the book is not on public

sale, but very likely the Association would send you a copy by
way of courtesy.

E. E. E.—We have indicated the smallest area of glass with which
you will be able to work effectively. If you are likely to take
large groups, we should recommend extending the light as far as

the dotted lines. You would, of course, only be able to take
groups or full-lengtlis at one end of the studio, but could manage
heads or half-lengths by placing the background at B 2; with a
fairly short-focus lens you could take full lengths this way of the
studio. It would practically necessitate rebuilding the whole
structure to convert it into a single slant studio.

N. Z.—We think it is going rather too far to adopt a card of the
form which you attach to your letter, since this suggests, to our
mind, that you are a representative of the papers. There would
be no objection if you put above the names of the papers the
words, " Contributor of photographs to." It seems to us that
this is an ordinary measure of precaution, for the reason that
no doubt the papers have representatives in your district, and
unless you do something such as we suggest, you are likely to
invite unfavourable notice from any authorities who know of the
existence of the other Press photographers holding official

commissions from the papers.

C. H.—Almost all the printing-boxes on the market can be obtained
in models suitable for a gas illuminant. An inverted mantle
burner is exceedingly suitable for a vertical enlarger, but with
the exception of the expensive outfits, such as the Eastman Projec-
tion Printer, there are no vertical enlargers on the market. We
have an article in type, to appear within the next week or so,
describing exactly how to make a vertical enlarger for gas illu-

mination. As regards a ceiling light, it is not so easy to adapt
gas, but quite practicable to suspend a large box from the ceiling

with ,-i canarv aril n its upper open end, and an

inverted mantle fitted in it. In this case you must have the

inside of the box of ample size, and painted a matt white. We
should think perhaps it would be better to discard the idea of a

ceiling light in favour of a lamp hung a foot or so from the wall

and fitted with an upright burner, a direct light from which

through the canary fabric would be cast on the wall and reflected

as a dim illumination throughout the room. The worst of gas

for these ceiling lamps is that you must provide ample open

for entrance of air and escape of the products of combustion,

and, at the Game time, must light-trap these.

j, B.—We are sorry that we do not know formulas for emulsion

for direct positive cards or plates. So far as we know, no such

formulae have been published. We should have thought that you

could get on quite satisfactorily with the sensitive materials sup-

plied by either the Quta Co., 252-254, Haydon's Road, Wimble-

don, London, S.W.19; Magna Co., 2, Eastborough, Scarborough;

or Moore and Co., 101-103, Dale Street, Liverpool. A formula

for a combined developer-fixer for ferrotype plates is as follows :—

Water to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone £ oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 : 2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.

The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutes.

They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

C. R.—We advise you first of all to copy the print on to a process

plate, preferably through a blue filter, as by putting the, print

behind a thin blue glass. Methods of restoring are very uncertain,

but we give details of processes which have been recommended :

—

One process is to blea^A the yellowed print in a mercuric chloride

solution, as used for intensifying, well wash, and then to develop

in an old hydroquinone or metol developer (without bromide), or

preferably to immerse in a 5 per cent, solution of sodium sul-

phite, and, finally, wash well. This process is not reliable. An
elaborate process of restoring silver prints, and one for which the

inventor {H. Jandaurek) was awarded a silver medal in 1888, is

as follows. Two solutions are required :

—

A. Distilled water 45 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Sodium tungstate .' 608 grs. 5 gms.

B. Distilled water 1 oz. 400 c.c.s

Calcium carbonate (pure) .... 5 grs. 4 gms
Chloride of lime 1.2 grs. 1 gms.
Gold and sodium chloride .... 5 grs. 4 gms.

The B solution should be kept in a yellow bottle, or in the dark
for twenty-four hours. The faded prints are unmounted, well

washed, and placed in 8 ozs. of the A solution, to which £ oz. to

4 oz. of B has been added. They should remain in this toning

(bath until they assume a good purple tone, and they are then well

washed a fixed with " hypo " (1 oz. to 10 ozs. of water) until all

the yellowness has disappeared, which may .take one hour or more;
finally they are washed well.
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Workroom Th.^. oonyeDMnoe of a constant supplyWater Heaters.

.
, ],,, t ^,-^^f ,n photographic workrooms

jis not appreciated as much as it should be by
many photographi employers, not only on account of
the saving of time and labour in making up solutions.
bat also as regards the comfort of assistants. When

throughout an establishment from
'

: trnl boil* v simplo matter to fit,

in rooms which requi gU water-heater which in

quite efficient for the ordinary moderate requirements.
These heaters are of tv namely, those which give
a moderate flow of ' within a few seconds "/

lighting a gas l.urner of fairly large size, and those ic

>t in a tank hv :v

burner which . a ]i v lowered a as tin
i temperature, the flame likewise

cally increasing when cold wal , to take
which is drawn off. Both these

replied in several sizes by makers of gas
heatiug appliances, such a- Messrs. 1' ussell ol

>f Birmingham, and other
firm* 11m- tank type is certainly the more convenient

obtainable in several very neat model-.,

ranging in size from one which can be conveniently fitted

iry basin to others designed for keeping at
gallons or more of hot Water.

e * *

Accelerating; By a coincidence then came into our
Hypo-Alum. hands almost simultaneously a few
days ago the manuscript of the article by our contributor

'Thermit," which appears on another page, and the
•

( 1921 i Kodak Abstract Bulletin

containing a note on odourless sulphide toning. It will

be noticed that " Thermit " ascribes a great advantage
as regards accelerate toning t-i the suoces

immersion of prints in hypo solution and then in one of

sulphuri.- dinary hypo-
alum bath ' for\

rlcixjjhsj a process which has l»een found practicable for

Mo toning, •
' ' -' in immersing prints first in

lphuric a .lit 10 minutes, and then,

a brief rinse in 20 olution B&tum

with In.rax. again for lo minutes. Appar< nlly. no I

is used, aecordine to the Eastman pr. tuning

takim ohiefly in the subsequent half-

Iiour's washing. Both writers a e aotivity of the

mation of finely divided sulphur in

her image in the gelatine coaling on

the prints. Curious] i, however, both wnl
tiiat a \ i i similar

ears ago bj M M. Lum
(•• B..J. o," I'.u l. p. 660), and

Soar on i
MM

Lumiers and Seyewete used a mixture of hypo and

ne to which hydrochloric acid was added imme-
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diately before use. Mr. Soar immersed prints for about

20 minutes in a mixture of hypo and 6ulphuric acid. Both
these earlier workers emphasised the fact that the sepia

tone is obtained during the subsequent washing process.

For commercial purposes this method has its drawbacks,

and "Thermit's" present suggestion of employing the

method as an accelerator of the ordinary hot hypo-alum

ig bath appears to have advantages which are not

ssed by the other variations of the process.

* * *

Pretty It is rather a pity that it is impossible
Negatives. to establish any definite standard of

quality for photographic negatives. We have, of course,

the chemist's ideal of pure metallic silver embedded in

pure gelatine, but unfortunately there are many nega-

that do not answer to this description which yield

most perfect prints. While pyro with ammonia or soda

was universally used, the majority of negatives were not

altogether pleasing to the eye, but they were usually of

excellent printing quality. With the advent of the many
non-staining reducing agents the visual quality of the

itive improved, but often there was a distinct

deterioration in the finished work. The principal

difference is in the printing value of the shadow detail,

which in an amidol- or metol-developed negative entirely

depends upon the reduced silver, but which in the pyro-

developed image is reinforced by the well-known yellow

stain. Even if the clear portions of a pyro negative are

colourless, there is a slight yellow stain under the image,

and this has considerable light-resisting power. The
obvious course for users of non-staining developers is to

expose rather more, so that the weakness of the deposit

in the shadows is overcome.
* * *

Unwanted It is not recognised by all bromide
Reduction. printers that under certain conditions

the acid fixing bath acts as a fairly powerful reducer, so

much so that if a large number of prints from the same
negative is made, and the first allowed to remain in the

bath until the last is fixed, there will be much inequality

in depth, although the exposure and development of all

have been uniform. It seems that a large proportion of

acid and the presence of developer carried in by the

prints are the principal factors in producing this effect,

so that the evil may be minimised by careful mixing of

the solution and thorough rinsing of the prints. At the

cost of a little extra work- the prints may be preserved

from over-fixing by following the old plan of numbering
them on the back before exposure, and developing in the

same order, it being then quite simple to remove the

earlier ones from the fixer before they are spoiled.

Another plan that has been worked successfully is to have
two fixing baths, so that a certain number can be placed

in each alternately, that is to say, two dozen prints, or

fewer, are put into bath No. 1, and a like number into

No. 2. As 60on as No. 2 is filled the prints are taken

out of No. 1, which, when filled, again gives the signal to

ity No. 2, and so on.

* * *

Slow Papers There are now several developing papers
and Warm with which warm black, if not actual
Tones. dark brown, tones can be obtained by
development alone without toning, but it is necessary
that the special instructions given for exposure and toning
be exactly followed. It is too much to expect- that a

•ia! paper will give the best tones with any developer
which the photographer happens to be using. The makers
of one brand of paper direct that the exposure be adjusted

so that development is complete in two minutes. This we
e found cannot be disregarded with impunity. As

there is, unfortunately, no standard of speed in bromide
papers, many printers do not realise the great length of

exposure necessary to get rich prints with warm ton. -.

A recent experiment showed that a hundred times the
exposure which was sufficient for a well-known bromide
paper was just right for the warm-toned one. Tt is

obviously necessary to provide a much more powerful

light for exposing if much work has to be done, especially

if vigorous negatives which yield the best results are being

printed from. The smaller half-watt lamps come in

handily for this.

MORE BUSINESS IN PORTRAITS.
In common with many other businesses not concerned
with the necessities of life the circumstances of the time,

as is hardly necessary to point out, have pressed and
continue to press severely upon photographic studios.

There is no doubt that the pressure is most heavily felt

by firms in the industrial districts where unemployment
among the working classes is more acute. Among studios

whose customers are found among the well-to-do, many
of whom remain prosperous under the present bad indus-

trial conditions, the present depression is by no. means
so pronounced. Nevertheless, those who cater for the

most fashionable and wealthy are doubtless making com-
parisons between their present turnover and that of the

boom period preceding and succeeding the date of the

Armistice. As regards these experiences it is worth while

to recall the maxim that the time when conditions are

bad is pre-eminently the time for consideration of new-

methods by which things can be permanently improved.

While some of the symptoms of the present depression

cannot possibly be remedied, except by removal of the

causes, in particular the crucial handicaps of unemploy-
ment and excessive taxation, one cannot see any evidence

of effort on the part of photographers to stimulate business

during the depressed period. The usual argument is:

" Times are bad; there is a slump; photography is a

luxury, and must necessarily be one of the first businesses

to suffer. It is inevitable, and we must put up with it."

The people who supply gramophones, pianos, and other

musical instruments ; furs, feathers, hats and fancy

clothing of all kinds
;
pictures, books, motor-cars, bicycles,

and numerous other articles, are all engaged in providing

luxuries. All these people have suffered during the quiet

time. They would, however, have suffered a great deal

more—and many of them would have gone into bank-

ruptcy—if they had shown no more enterprise and no

more energy and foresight than many professional

photographers have shown.
It is a good plan to watch what your competitors are

doing. Every professional photographer ought to ask

himself the question: " Who are my competitors?" Too
often he looks upon the other two or three photographers

in the town as his only rivals, whereas his real competitors

are the people engaged in the trades just mentioned

—

the trades that are kept going entirely by the spare cash

of the public. When you compare the efforts of these

people with the efforts of the professional photographer,

it is easy to see why photography has suffered to a much
greater extent than other luxury trades. What is the

remedy? What can photographers do to increase business?

The answer is: Let them watch their competitors

The average citizen cannot take up his daily paper or

his monthly magazine ; cannot, indeed, walk along the

street without having a hundred suggestions put to him
for getting rid of his spare cash. He is told that he

ought to make his home more cheerful by treating himself"

and his family to a piano, or some other musical instru-

ment. A hint is thrown out to him that he is missing
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one of the greatest pleasures of life by not being able to

spend his week-en.ls driving round the country in a motor-
He is also reminded that, to ensure the harmony

of his household, he ought occasionally to treat his wife to

.v hat. Rarely, however, is there anything to remind
him that either he, his wife, or his children should have
their photographs taken

v and again a photographer has put an adver

r in a local paper or sent out a few circulars to

selected residents in his district, but notwithstanding

this, it may be said with a truthfulness

•isional photographers as a whole have done nothing

whatever to popularise photograp; -timulate the

ind for portraits. As a i I fact, the person

who has his portrait taken to-day m lead earnest:

l>e an experienced need on his part, because
professional photographers in concert have done

to persuade him.
mted is this—al "ase the

^^Boe of business—not one man ad' own
ind saying nothing n.

lakes better portr Ise. The
•«t in portraiture should

every photographer would benefit. The value of co-opera-
tive advertising is now being realised by practically every
trade. It is a remarkable testimony to the value of such
a scheme that in America the Eastman Kodak Company
spend a huge sum every year on advertising portraiture
in the national Press, while their only means of getting
a return for this expenditure is in the increased amount
of material sold to professional photographers.

Here, the gas companies have combined to advertise
gas ; the Scottish wool firms have combined to advertise
Scottish wool ; the Irish linen manufacturers have
combined to advertise Irish linen, and the makers of
various other products are following suit. Co-operative
advertising has been tried and the result has been a

-ndous success. The same method could be applied
to professional photography with hopes of even gn

•ss, because the ground is new and has never been
hed by national advertising. It would be a fairly

safe prophecy to say that, if every professional in the
Ules would subscribe £5 a year to a fund for
off photography to the public, the volume of

photographic*business could be doubled in the first twelve

SUGGESTIONS FOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
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requisite in a ttirvo-quartcr face or a profile view as when the

head ia turned full upon the camera. A valuable lesson in bead

posing ia to be found in the work of the ancient Greek scul|»-

tors. There exists a mask—sometime* sailed (bs "Mask of

Diana "—that is a safe

guide for nearly all

bead posing. Tina
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at a moderate price in

most plaster cast shops.
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front of the face, the

oval outlines of the
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de Milo; also in the headle-s

graces and dominates tho

grand staircase of the sculpture gallery of the Louvre in
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Paris. I mention these two famous art works because they

are so well known, and because reduced copies in plaster are

so cheap and available as studies. 1 recommend to all portrait

photographers that they buy casts of these three works men-

tioned above—the Mask of Diana and the two figures—and

thorn at hand for daily observation. It is a wise thing

, u. uood casts always under one's immediate observation.

To live with them assists in the study of lines; and the more

familiar one becomes .with the Lines of grace as exemplified by

• famous works, the easier it will be to discover the needed

lines of beauty in the sittor for a photographic portrait. The

line of beauty' adds a note of charm wherever it is introduced.

It should be the basic line of the figure, the returns being

shown in the head at one end and the feet at the other. Let

the arms repeat the line, or let some drapery or fold continue

the arm line, completing it in a curve of beauty. The more

this is observed the more one is surprised at its prevalence

find repetition in all beautiful figure arrangements; and yet

it is still more surprising to realise the ignorance of the aver-

age photographer regarding this underlying note of grace and

beauty. It is a revelation to many when the line is pointed

out. It is so easy to see after a little study, and so easy to

introduce into a photographic portrait. Often a piece of dra-

pery can be made to contribute the effect, even when stiff and

formal garments do not readily lend themselves to its achieve-

ment.

However, the figure can nearly always be so disposed as to

produce the desired effect; and having accomplished thait

much, little touches of the return curve are easily added and

introduced. Teachers of art, 1 find, do not always realise the

needed stress upon this feeling of grace. I remember once,

when lecturing in Boston upon the attainment of grace in

posing the figure, a young man, a photographer who was

operating in a large studio, oame to me afterwards at my
hotel, and thanked me for the valuable instruction he had

received. He said that he had studied at the New York Art

League, and had been a constant visitor at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and up to the time of my exposition of the

line of beauty, he had never really understood what made a

figure picture graceful. He could recognise the grace, and see

the beauty, hut he was unable to resolve the composition into

its fundamental lines of beauty, so as to reintroduce them in

a dissimilar composition. " But," he added, " you have made
it clear to me now. I can see the lines, and I realise what

to do to get them into the picture."

I therefore re-affirm that all great pictures, sculptures, and

figure arrangements that are pleasing and delight the eye, axe

built upon the line of beauty. One does not need to go far to

substantiate this statement. Look at the great picture by

Guido Reni, " Aurora," so widely known for centuries. Almost

universally the lines of its compositon are swirls—the S curve.

Observe, if you will, Raphael's Madonna of the Chair. The

magic of the composition is the marvellous way the painter

has arranged his swirling lines—all of the kind that I am
insisting upon. The face might be still more beautiful, but

without the grace of line the picture would be deficient in

charm. Take Bouguereau's famous works—which exhibit some

of the most beautiful female figures ever put upon canvas

—

and you will find this delightful curve prevailing, even pre-

dominating. J could adduce thousands of instances in pictures

that are world known. Boucher, the French master, was a

disciple of the return curve, and few more elegant examples

of perfect drawing, combined with exquisite colour and deli-

cacy, exist. Fragonard even caused his trees to continue the

lines of his figure arrangements, and they invariably termi-

nated in the swirl. The works of these two famous French

painters will richly repay study.

I again suggest to those who would increase their ability to

make simple, natural, graceful poses for their patrons, to sur-

round themselves with example? of good figure arrangements.

There are other considerations besides self-instruction to

be weighed in purchasing casts and good examples of the

painter's art, and displayng them in one's studio. Your
patrons judge your taste largely by what you permit them to

see in evidence. If your reception room, dressing-rooms and
light room are adorned only :with a collection of portrait photo-

graphs, mostly of one small or moderate size, they are not

likely to place your artistic standard very high. If, on the

other hand, you display on your walls masterpieces of art

—

not merely photographs, unless they are high-grade carbon
prints—their estimation of your taste will certainly be a higher

one. Let me cite an instance. Among my artist friends it>

New York City is a youmg woman who is rapidly becoming a

distinguished sculptor of world-wide renown. Only last

she was honoured by a purchase by the French Government
of a bronze group, nearly life-size, which was erected under
her supervision in the Jardin de Luxembourg in Paris. This

is a most distinguished honour. The entrance passage-way to

her studio is adorned with bas-reliefs by Michaelangelo, Delia

Robbia, and other renowned masters; and there are also many
photographs of great works displayed for the visitor's inspec-

tion as he proceeds towards her lofty and beautiful studio.

The impression is a subtle and masterly one. You feel that

you are being ushered into the presence of an artist of rare

taste, discrimination and great attainments. Everyone knows
that a first impression is the one that invariably endures. Why
not set the stage in our own studios as carefully and wi;

certain effect? It can be done. The results of such a display

will impress your clients, and will also react upon you, the

photographer, for it will inspire you and increase your ap-

preciative powers, thus benefiting your work in portraiture.

Patrons will have more confidence in your ability as an artist,

which is certainly a consummation devoutly to be wished. The
psychology of this idea is well known and appreciated bs

many successful workers in all branches of art. The greatest

designer of architectural ornament I know in America is sur-

rounded by, in his homo and studio, replicas and photographs
of the world's most beautiful works of art. These are his

constant source of inspiration. His mind is saturated with

the achievements of those who have trod his chosen pathway
before him. The great artist, Alma Tadema, who devoted

himself to figure paintings representing the beautiful mytho-
logy of Greece, lived in a home in St. John's Wood, London,
that was a veritable Grecian temple. Its architecture and
adornments appear in many of his canvases. This should be

an object lesson for all of us who are devoting our lives to

portraying the human figure.

Much of the facility in hand posing which the writer pos-

sesses has been acquired by the study of good sculpture. Many
a lesson have I received from the works of Michaelangelo.

Though he lias been dead hundreds of years, his masterpieces

remain and teach us. if we will but observe. Copies of good
works of art are so accessible, even in the smallest towns, that

there is no excuse for ignorance upon these subjects. The
public libraries are full of books that demonstrate these

theories of mine, which are the fundamentals of art; the
" Perry pictures," little prints in half-tone selling at a half-

penny each, are available; and the little pocket-size booklet*

published in London, each devoted to a master painter and his

works, are to be had at prices within the reach of the leanest

purse. Let me urge those who desire to progress to think ol

these things that are worth while; and it must be apparent tc

the dullest mind that the reward of study is to be found ir

the appreciation of one's patrons, and with it an increasinj.

income.

You will find that artists like Rembrandt could not pain

without introducing the line of beauty. His Holy Fami
and his many portraits of himself are pregnant with the line

Do not imagine that this curve is only for women and children

It serves as faithfully in men's portraits, and unfailingly, to

There is no royal road to learning. This age-old adage ap

plies most forcibly to art in photography, and there is no re

turn more certain than the benefits to be derived from lear
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to see, ah aly another way of learning to dre-w-

in draw with the camera as surely and as definitely

as the painter with his brash. N<i one can produce beautiful

I who cannot first envisage them. Innes. the famous

landsoapist, said :
" You can do nothing in Art unless you

hare intuitions; but between whiles you must work hard in

collecting the materials out of which ' intuitions ' are made."
Charles H. Davis.

PORTRAITS FOR COLOURING.

<lra " paragraph, " Portraits for Colouring,"*
doubtless, prompted by the realisation that too much
r work is being attempted on pi mts which are unsuitable

^^flangh « good deal ha* been written loncerning water-colour

finis: that various author* hare given very

^^Hfc advice on the production ol a suitable print

. true to remark that print-reciuiremeiiu ..;' individual

vary according to cir< uin-tance*. and the < hief of

u instances are: The personal ability of the artist;

ii which the picture is to be finished ; the pries

the work is to command, and the time allotted to it. There-

taking these factor* into consid. trill be realised

thai >.Im idfal print, to suit all conditio** 1st defined

trary manner; how-

suggestion > aa >p»d thei I a breach

^^Hfc hitherto lias exitted.

The Charm of Water.Colour.
our painting it most

be realised that the charm of thi» tiiodjavn of expression is

.. .ii. -a- d delicacy

imparted

^^^b*" kn<>« edge and experience. Taw
.> wster-ooloor paper; in it.

rushes, pa

• ppli-

great •

ntraats of light and shada ; moreover, the beau-

baea, aim.

i

tares pure

• ppli-

i* the more or lea* transparent aa of

baaa, that

• H their purity aad Itw

Comparison*.
• the

photograph ,

* a new slem< - -lament has to

be ecu ' combination witl <« In photo-

e, we get

light and shade essentia] in order to attain a

.jaeaeure ni r - ! • - • in onlonr work thii MB-
it lay means of .-osition, mooo-

I w not essential! i rait which
• be coloured—in fact a rather light I a suitable

Correct ia tone-value* and poeaaejiag bat dV'

trasu. materially aaai.ta in attaintm-nt of colour ptintr train

par. till harmony throughout

An Unsound Practice.

irding i" ing as a higher bra:

^^Bpt that the procedure ordinarily adopted in making a

Iocs not alwavi comply with

•trBuTeaaei i the faragomg implies; and. aa it often

Mat a ooloarad portrait is ordered from a negative

idy so ma sggi ration to assert that thi* is

moat prolific sourer of Indifferent colour work

hi %lhedr* " Ps«— 1st »

In such cases it is true to say that " faking " may be
resorted to ; and if the end justifies the means there cannot be
much objection. But it is neither so desirable—nor so sound in

procedure—aa the more direct method of arranging special sit-

tings for work which is to be coloured. Therefore, in going to

the root ol the MaVject, it is considered that the matter will

be of greater utility.

Personal.
Whether applied colour .should be subordinated to the photo-

graphic basis, or n<> versa, is perhaps a moot point. Person-

ally, and regardless of purist opinion. I believe in the elimina-

tion of the photographic to the utmost practical extent in

order that the finished work may, as nearly as possible, have
the charm of the true water-ooloaT ; it is with this end in

that I muck prefer to arrange a fitting for coloured orders.

Special Sittings.

aa who can turn out good coloured work, work rather
ill soon Bad that it is not so difficult to book

s direct Kitting for a colour pOttM over, such sittings,

i purpose, are of benefit to Bitter

aad photographer alike. Therefore, if any reputation ia

jht dreirahli . one I alias in this as in any other

branch, anil the work must he planned in accordance with ita

•

It has been stated that a (MM aisfl non of good work is cor-

ir, rendering in the negative. In * good
that a fair proportion of sitters axe

These dresses can be, and usually

are. composed of more or less gay colours, and, in addition.

the » -rsoue.1 colouring is a variable factor. In these

oircumetsnee* baa ordinary plate and correct tono values do

n-hand.

It the lull advantages of a specially arranged sitting are to

be insured, tl. must he prepared to employ panchro-

matic pis;. abri with B suitable light-filter, in .

esea when likely to prove unequal to the

task • mi translation. The employment of pan-

cJirooiates ia the one sound, direct method : the altemati.

faking, which iv undoubtedly, the l.-ss satisfactory ami more

csoror procedure. Th- • adoption of the pan-

chromatic ia a long step towards trouble free, able work-

manship

Ia the Studio I Backgrounds,

arrived st this point w© may consider the further

nt-eil to the doaired end. In dealing

with the subject of background, I will use a story which has

a moral. I cannot recall the actual words, but I give them in

V lathei took his son to one of the. old masters with

a view to being apprenticed to learn portrait painting. In

•iterviow the parent suggested the boy might bo useful

to the artist in putting in the backgrounds to his pictures. " In

that case." »sid the master, " I have nothing to teach him-"

The moral is obvious; the background, it in true, should bo

subservient, or secondary, to the subject proper, but this

acknowledgment does not preclude the colouring, or eompaai-

lie portrait being materially benefited by well con-

sidered judgment and the able execution of its background.

I have alreadv remarked on the desirability of cutting out
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the photograph reat extent; if it is remembered t Jmt

tho painted scenic ground is not held in particularly high

in in ordinary photography it should bo apparent that its

inclusion in a coloured portrait may constitute a mark of

mediocrity. Therefore, in photographing a sitter for colour

finishing, it is my invariable custom to use a white background

oh as is commonly used for sketch portraiture; the ulti-

mate clean, white base is a valuable acquirement to the

colourist who has carte blanch > in the matter of background

finishing. Such a basis permits every possibility; it allows

the -killed artist unrestricted scope without excluding the less

skilled from finishing in a style loss ambitious or masterly;

the work may be carried to the margins iu the solid style or

it may bo done as o vignette.

On the whole, the plain white ground answers so eminently
well that any other is >rth consideration; any such

[deration would assist in reducing the force of the plea

for special sittings.

Lighting.

itr*st of light and shade is fatal; the lighting should

be arranged in a higher key free from any suspicion of heavy
-hade-:; much the same kind of effect as has been recommended
for sketch portraiture, delicate, luminous thadoics, coupled
with a full exposure and soft developing, materially assisting

in the expression of those qualities so essential in good water-
nr work. »

The Basis-

Sufficient has been remarked to assist in the making of a
or the selection of an existing negative, winch

experience has taught to bo most suitable from which to make
a photographic basis for water-colour finishing: the basis or
print, therefore, may now have attention.

Apart from small work and the superior permanency of
carbon and platinotype, I do not consider the process of
printing of great importance, particularly in view of the
increasing use of the air-brush—for large areas of oolour, at

In point of fact, the process is often decided for the
colourist, and for work of any size it very frequently happens
to be bromide. If the print in this process is thoroughly
fixed in double fixing baths, sulphide-toned, and very care-
hilly washed after every chemical application, there ought
not to be any fear for its reasonable permanence, and anything
injurious to colours should be non-existent.
The nature of the surface and tint of the paper are import-

ant, and require careful consideration. A white base permits
tho utmost transparency and purity of colour. Moreover, the
colourist can attain, thereon, any effect of which cream, buff,
or other of the tinted papers are capable, without the corre-
sponding alteration of colours their use would entail. A cream

might make no appreciable difference, but deeper tints
would certainly modify applied colour.

The degree of smoothness or grain of a paper is largely a

personal matter, and usually varies suitably with the size of

the work; although it is good advice to say that no paper

should be used which bear3 a suggestion of emulsion sheen

—in other words, a perfectly dead matt surface is much the

best.

Further Considerations.
%

Assuming that the process of printing has been decided there

remain a few considerations. The ability of the colourist, and

the price which is being obtained, have a bearing on the pro-

duction of a print suitable to particular cases.

The skilled artist, as a rule, much prefer- a very light print

of sepia tone. Such a print appears yellowish, lacks model-

ling in the most delicate passages, and is weak in its darker

portions. While the pale basis gives the drawing of the subject

tho clean lights and delicate, luminous deeper tones facilitate

that invaluable clarity and transparency of colour which is

so desirable. Likeness, richness and effect depend very much
on the colourist- able modelling and distribution of colour;

nevertheless, in capable hands, this type of print results in

the best colour work.

Obviously, with the one exception of painting without a

this may be regarded as the highest branch of finishing;

one must have ability and a price in proportion to the work.

If the ability, or the price, or both are not forthcoming

case has to be mot by a modified print. This is brought a

by rather heavier printing—a print in itself more comple

a likeness and a picture.

Therefore, the deeper the print is made the less strained is

the skill of the colourist, but as this depth of basis inci

so does the purity and vitality of applied colour decrease until

a point is reached where the work becomes unskilled

mediocre, and the impression is formed that the "coloured"
portrait would have been much superior had it been nicely

finished as a monochrome.
If skill or price be not of the best it is advisable to adopt

a middle course and so arrange the print as to record the

modelling, which is vital to true likeness, together with a

little more general depth throughout. This will give " body "

without so much dependence on after work ; in these circum-

stances the value of panchromatic colour translation becomes

more apparent.
aizTU, cT*SlT Conclusion.

The endeavour to secure a suitable, nicely-conditioned foun-

dation for colouring, on the lines indicated, is sure to show

well-considered deliberation ; and if original and skilful finish

is the praiseworthy aim, this end will be greatly assisted if

the usual stock photographic mount is eschewed. Indeed, the

portrait will be greatly enhanced if it be mounted and framed

in one or other of the styles more suitably adapted to ordinary

water-colour practice.

Prudence.

Photographic Arrangements for the Royal Wedding.—
According to the present arrangements, only two cameras are to
be allowed in Westminster Abbey on the occasion of the Royal
wedding on February 28, and a chorus of protests is being raised
against the regulation. The " Star " had a lengthy and well-
written article on the subject :—Authorities in the photographic
world with a wide experience of the difficulties of taking interior
pictures of a massed ceremonial fully endorse these views. Such
an authority as Mr. Banfield, .of Messrs. Foulsham and Banfield,
when asked to express his opinion, characterised the arrangements
as the height of absurdity. In view of the importance of the
occasion he considers that not fewer than 18 to 20 photographers
will be required.
" I would station them in different parts of the building," he

said. " Some should be placed aloft to secure a bird's-eye view
of the ceremony ; some should be close at hand to record minute
details of dress and expression. Some ought to be working at

either side, and others again from the back.
" And I think it equally important that one or two should be

placed with their backs to the altar so that they can include the

crowd of distinguished guests."

Mr. Walter Stoneman, of Messrs. Russell, Baker Street, also

condemns the arrangements. "Provided that Press photographers

will remain in their places," he declared, " I think it extremely

desirable that at the very least four photographers should be

admitted.

" Apart from the chances of one of the cameras failing, light

is an important factor in interior work. One photographer may
be suitably placed under a window where the light falls directly

on his subject, but the second photographer may find himself in

a dimly-lit corner, and fail to secure a single good picture."

Apparently the authorities are afraid that the impressiveness of

the ceremony may be disturbed by a continual clicking of cameras.

But that apprehension is groundless. The first-class instruments

used by the Press to-day work so silently that a person standing

within a few feet may not be aware that a photograph is being

taken.
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THE PRACTICAL STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY
OF SMALL OBJECTS.
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The firsr-thing we learn from the lens formula just obtained is

that when x is finite F must always be less than /, or that it is

useless to attempt to get accurate results with a camera lens whose
focal length is equal to that of the stereoscope used. It is also seen

is n increases /' becomes less, or that higher magnifications of
the image require shorter lenses. This is one of the reasons why
the stereoscope should not be of unduly short funs. When x is

caJly infinite, however, as in landscape photography, the
formula reduces to the expression /' = /, and shows that for this
kind of work the camera lens and the stereoscope lens should both
be of the same focal length.

It will, of course, be impossible to provide a lens of exactly
t length for .• of x and it, hut pre aracy

over a wid# range of values can be obtained without dill,.
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necessary ! The question becomes pressing for high magnifications

at short distances, i.e., when n is large and x small ; but the difficulty

that then arises is only the ordinary difficulty that attends the

photography of solid objects on a scale considerably greater than

that of Nature. Stereo photography introduces no new element here

and adds nothing to this difficulty. As a definition of what is meant

*y sharp focus we may adopt the convention that an image at 12 in.

is in critically sharp focus when points are represented by diffusion

circles of not more than 1/100 in. in diameter, and that as the

distance of the image increases the diffusion diameter may also

se proportionately, so that at 24 in., for instance, this diameter

may be 1/&0 in. This sensible practical convention is generally

recognised as theoretically correct. The degree of sharpness it

demands is so high that considerably greater diffusion may exist in

the more distant points of the image without noticeably injuring

definition.

A 1 in. depth of focus also means more than at first appears,

•since it is 1 in. at each side of the principal plane. A total depth

;f 3 or even 4 in. will then be in reasonably sharp focus all over if

l in. of this is on the nearer side of the principal plane and the

other 2 or 3 in. on the farther side. The rule will be that to secure

critical sharpness as defined above over any given depth d of the

imago—say for a distance of 1 in. before and behind the principal

plane—the effective diameter of the stop used (not its F number)
must vary inversely with n and d and directly with x*. If we
double n or d we must halve the stop diameter and increase the

exposure four times; if we double x the stop may be four times as

wido and tho exposure becomes immensely loss, though not exactly in

proportion to the square of the stop diameter. If we increase x, n,

mid </ proportionately together, i.e., if we magnify the image and
project it to a correspondingly greater distance no change will be

made as regards the stop diameter, but the exposure will be some-
what lengthened. It follows that for high values of n at 12 or 16 in.

either an extremely small stop must be used, involving prolonged

exposure, or only a small depth of the image will have sharp defini-

tion. For a 1 in. depth of focus pin-hole apertures would be
required for the magnifications of 8 and 10 at 12 in. 6et down near

the bottom of Tabl3 I, the stop diameters being respectively .015

and .012. The magnification of 10 at 16 in. would require a 6top

diameter of .021 for the same depth of focus.

We may give three formidable-looking, but really simple formula;
- that will enable the exact scientific worker to calculate in every
rase the aperture and relative exposure required. It will be 6een
that here, again, nothing enters into these expressions except the.

photogr .pher's x and ';, and the s'ereoscope constant /. d represents
the required depth or distance of critical sharpness, before and
behind the principal plane of the image. If this distance is 1 in.

oi. each side of the plane then d = 1. It must be kept in mind that

a distance d of the image will be represented by a distance of

the object. No point of the object should therefore project to a

distance of more than at the nearer side of the verticals.
n

The formulae as given below are adapted for use in connection
with magnified images at short distances, and in all cases where d
is small compared with x. When d is taken, as an important
fraction of x, as may be done in reduced images or in natural size

images at a greater distance, the more precise formula? given in

Table II. must be used.

x "^
1

Diameter of stop — —- X ,,, X ,

1 zUu a

T number of stop = nd
1200 1

X X ;

x x -j- n

/

Effective F number of stop = nd
1200 1

X
x x -f 1

/
We lake a simple example to illustrate the meaning of the above
terms. An image, viewed through the standard stereoscope, is to bo
natural size at a distance of 12 in., and is to be critically sharp to

a depth of 1 in. Then we have 3= 12, n = l, /= 4, d— 1. Putting
these values in, wo find : Diameter of stop = 0.12 in. ;

/'' number of

stop = 20; effective F number of stop = 25. The stop used will

bo numbered F/20, but the exposure must be calculated on tho

basis of F/25. It is important to notice that these F numbers need
not vary, whether the lens used is of correct focal length or not.

(To be conchidI'd) H C. Browne.

ACCELERATING THE HYPO-ALUM TONING BATH.

One of ihe troubles known to bromide printers is the slowness of

action which is often exhibited by hypo-alum. True, tliis is not

one of tnose things which are regular and unalterable. It is pos-

sible, and in places common, for the process to be carried out

rapidiy and without delay, <iay after day, but in many cases the

leugtn. of time taken up by toning is much more than it nted be,

and in few casts could one guarantee beforehand that only a few
j

minutes would be so absorbed.

At a time when I personally handled large batches, I often found

myself going home on the b.30 when 1 should have been on the

b.id, mereiy because the toning bath had displayed a persistent

reiiutauce to get going, or having got going, had been so slow in

carrying on.- .Naturaiiy, this ga\e me to think, but at the time 1

could devise no remedy. Recently, my attention wa6 called to a

case of slow toning which was unusually slow, and having a few

moments to spare, I put to test a theory that I had evolved pre-

viously.

In the case in point, the batli was fairly good and was at a

sufficiently high temperature, nevertheless the prints, a dozen

half-plates, had stood it for an hour without sign of change.

Leaving them in, with the heat still on, I prepared two dishes of

solution and collected a comprehensive pile of old black and white

prints from the waste bag. Some were bromide, some gaslight;

some over- and some under-exposed. One of the solutions was
plain saturated hypo ; the other, sulphuric acid of a strength of

I in 14. . 1 do not say either of these is ideal for the purpose

;

they were experimental. I soaked the old prints in the hypo until

Jimp and then transferred them to the acid, turning each over for

a couple of minutes in order to give the acid opportunity to pene-

trate the hypo-laden gelatine everywhere. In neither dish was the

action carried on to the point of reduction of the image. From
the acid bath, after a slight rinse, tho prints were transferred to

the hot toning bath where they toned out a good sepia in about
three minutes, being fully toned and in the wash-water when the

halt-plate prhvts were just starting to turn colour.

Apparently my theory was sound, though I have other trials

and experiments in view to support and prove it, if possible. My
idea was this. I knew that the toning depended on the action of

the precipitated sulphur in the bath, and that before this could act

it had to come in contact with the silver. That its action was not

reluctant I knew by the state of silver coins in my trouser pockets

jn the days when I constantly handled the stuff. Therefore, some-

thing must obstruct, and as sulphur is not soluble, what more likely

to obstruct its passage to the silver than gelatine. I had noticed

that when prints were fixed in a fresh mixture of hypo and alum
without acid (a very dubious fixing bath for anything but prints

for toiling) they were apt to tone rapidly, and that when some
prints were experimentally put through a sulphuric stop bath, they

toned themselves after fixing. This could only be due to sulphur

in the gelatine.

By soaking prints with hypo, sulphur (in soluble combination) is

put into contact with the silver, in the structure of the gelatine.

When the hypo is met by sulphuric acid, sulphur is precipitated

in a nascent form and still in contact with the silver. Hence the

expectation of rapid toning on the application of heat.

In practice, it would seem easier to transfer prints straight from
the fixing bath to the acid, and if the fixer was plain hypo this

would be all right, but in the case of the numerous compound
fixing baths other actions might take place. Thorough washing,

however, should not be necessary at any stage. .After immersion
in acid it might be that hot water would finish the action, but this

would be, risky to the gelatine, and if sufficient sulphur had not

been precipitated in the film the action would stop short. With
the process as I have described it, it is feasible to suppose that

the sulphurisation by the " internally precipitated " sulphur may
make way for the action of sulphur in the hypo-alum solution, and
thus the two together complete the toning. In any case, as far as

I have gone, the action is decidedly more rapid when precipita-

tion has taken place in the film itself.

Whether the hypo and sulphuric baths prevent " staining "

—

the appearance of blue-black patches which refuse to tone—or not.

I cannot say. I am awaiting a stained print to see what the

double immersion will do. If such staining is due to " cooked "

gelatine, as some have asserted, it may be that hypo-alum c&,.inot

work purely on account of inability of the sulphur to penetrate

the cooked parts of the film, in which case internal precipitation

would soon wipe off the " stains," and incidentally save much
temper. Thebmtt.
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THE STABILISING OF SOLUTIONS OF AMIDOL
•» containing two or more hydroxyl groups in the

eatlily oxidise in alkaline solution. Thus pyro-
m dilute sodium or potanium hydrate eolation

^^Hqt oboorbs oxygen from the air and becomes very dark brown
.nation of a deep-coloured dyestuff.

1 alkalis like sodium carbonate this action is much
ikes place. The tendency to darken and thus

ne useless from a photographic point of view, is generally

.king a stock solution of pyrogallol, and only adding

y before use.

. • he formula :

—

"H

II'

act aa a developer, and th«. ll •
,

ubstence is simple.

1921. «, 290). a

i considerably reducei the rate of

amid. and doe* not affect its dt\-

• nana! one. nor

\

M ssWwaJ

5 grams
30 gra-

1,000

was sdded
*fy any colour, although

» had been prriodically opened far use Olywrine. which
• -

^^^K to la. n of amidol, hut here

•bow* no retarding influence. A« Bonel. .

'he uav way a* lactic a.

Tfco res probably a • The graph ic

substances are

MilI If

. oh

I li

i if "II • it OH

' M

use. de Phot.. 1921 ! 128. ha* used a solution

o« tartrat- " for stabilising amidol

Hsossa tartrate " solatton » »» mad
I 7 groats of tartaric O to 40 c.r

ution waa ad. I. nt«;niug 30 grams of

The total

> to 100 i anlut ' . is ototsd to have no action

'<r use with amidol it

phrte, hot this worker .lost not

last

i Deoabjse s - ulions for atabil

l"cht samwsowster, using bromide
nstant exposure Development was always «utl

reach y x It waa found that ' power
rely twice aa lung in strvelopr.

ieer. »• '""k^^^Mouoper
>t amidol prepared from 2 4

mtage has bean

2.070).

amidol ao formed could the stannic chloride

he employe.) iu the

reaction, stannous chloride would be produced instead of stannic
chloride: thus :

—

H.<u 11 i.\H
1)+8SnCTJ+ 41l

H H,)+8SnCli + 41l "
Stannous chloride, like stannic, chloride, could form a double

sah with amidol. These double compounds have the formulas :—
HO.C.H^NH,),, H,SnCl„

Amidol atannochloride, and

HO.C.H NIL:.. H.SnCI..
Amidol stannichloride.

teveloper made up from amidol containing amidol stanno-
chloride (only a trace) has shown excellent keeping qualities. No
.darkening has occurred at present after the lapse of five months.

.T. 0. F. T)ki. i, M 8c., A. I.C.

FORTHO>\tlN<; EXHII!ll'l.»\>

February 7 to 11.—Sheffield Photographic Society. Particular* from
tie Hon. Secretory. James R Wigfull. 14.' Parade Chambers,
Si,. Ifi.-M

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photograpluc SeJ. ilais from
—cretarj-, James F. Smellve, Braefindon, Allnnshaw Street.

Hamiltou.

February 14 to 17.—Exetei Camera dub. Particulars from C.
Beaucbamp Hall, Hon Exhibition Secretarv, Exeter
OJob. •• St, Denya," Beilevue Road, Kxniouth.

February 18 to March 4. Kdinburgh Photographi.
Uc-uUrs from tl : saaarie
Bdinburgh

March 1 to 6 — Birnungham Hiolographic Society. Lateat dates:
Ekstry forma. February IS; exhibit? iculars
from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker, Medical Institute
inga, Edmund Street, Ikrmingharn

.

March 4 to 26—South London Photographic Society. Parti.
from the Bon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Benuval Road.
East Dulwich. London, S.E.22.

March 8 to 9—Birkenhead Plsotographic Association. Latest dote
for entries. February 25. Particulars froms the Exhibition.
Secretaries. Messrs. Lnngataff and Trace, 33, i <<niare.
lUrkeohead-

Moroh 14 to 16—City of London and Ckipplegoile Photographi.-
Society. Latest date for entries, March 4. Particulars from
the Hon Secretory, .1. .1. Butler, 7. Oresham Street, London,

March IS to 26 —Welsh Saloo of Photography Latest uat.
entries, Msrch 9. Psrticulars from t Hi;
Daniel, 154. Penylan Road, Cardiff.

March 16 to 18.—I>>ytonst«ne and Wansteed Camera Club I

ruary 28. Particulars from thi

Idell. 29, Ki!!el.rook Road. U K.ll.

March 27 to April 8—!>
I 'holographic As

Latest date for enti .„, the
Exhibition Secretary, Colin Craham, 448. Puke

•w.

March 26 to April 1 —Hackney Photographi.: Society Bon. Secro
tary, Walter SWfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton, tasdon, E.5.

April 5 Ja 8.—Leiocster and Leicestershire Photograpliic So.

Xmktsst date for entries. March 22. Particulars from th.

story, W. Railey. Conk Street, Leicester.

Apnl 11 - Hammersmith Hampshire House Photogi.
.Society. latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from
the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's
Mansions, Bishop's Park Road, London. S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photogr»|ihi( Fair II

Secretary, Arthur ('. Brookes -

Row. Lond.m, W.C.I.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Phoi.

date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars" from (he
Secretary. R.. ietv. 35, Russell Sc

l^ndon. V.

A PHciTOOliArittH's Will.—Among the wills proved last week
was that of Mr. Charles W. Borrows, of Filxroy Street, ait.

Psmras, who died • u l»ecembsr 24 lost, £10.156.
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Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" I'hoto Mechanical Notes."

Applications January 23 to 28 :—

Development.—No. 1.961. Daylight developing-tank for

photographic films. F. H. lbbetson

2.485. Combined roller-blind and focal-plane photo-

hie shutter. W. 11. Lambert.

nipjiY.—No. 2,212. Telephotography. D. Mihaly.

o-Micrographw—No. 2,502. Photo-micrographic apparatus.

M. T. Denne.

v.—No. 2,381. Method of producing stereoscopic pheno-

1a and eliminating distortion in optically projected pictures

T. E. E. Phillips.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price It. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Camera fob Records of Pace Finishes.—No. 152.287 (October 9,

1919). The invention relates to a device for photographically

iixing the position of runners, rat© horses, vehicles on a race

k with relation to each other and to the winning post at the

of passing the same, and is intended to assist racing

judges in their decision as to the winner and to the sequence of

icipants in the race that pass the winning post after him.

al cameras- with independent shutters are arranged at the

winning post in such a manner that the axes of their objectives

are in one plane, which is perpendicular to the race track, the

shutters of the several cameras being interconnected in such a

manner that they can be released in pre-determined succession

at tlio moment when the competitors arrive at the winning post.

In the drawing the lenses 1—5 situated in front are shown
dotted, the shutters arranged in front of the plate are marked
by the numbers 6—10. The shutters pass over pairs of rollers

11—15 respectively. Each of the rollers is provided with a wind-
ing and locking or ratchet gear device 16—20 respectively. This

locking device comprises locking parts

which in the drawing are shown as

simple pawls 21—25 respectively. Oppo-
site these pawls is arranged a cam shaft

26. On the same are mounted cams 27
—31 in a staggered order, so that when
the cam shaft 26 is rotated, the cams
37—31 come successively into engage-

^pijri ment with the pawls 21—25 respec-

/ 7 vf"
a

tivelv. According to the degr e of rela-

tive position of the same cams on the
circumference of the cam shaft 26, and
according to the speed of rotation of
the shaft 26, the time interval between
the release of the move ent of the
single shafts 16—20 of the roller

3
shutters 6—10 is greater or smaller. In

\ 4 -
1

_j» the drawing the cam 27 is shown in

/ V ~* t o-"
engagement with the pawl 21. The

/ '
*

~j« l
jawl 21 is therefore no longer in

engagement with the ratchet wheel 16,

the shutter 6 is already in motion, and
is at the moment in front of the centre

of the plate. When this shutter 6 has
travelled its distance, the cam 28 will

have reached the pawl 22, and the

y 5 md shutter will become operative,
and so on. Of course, with a particu-

larly uniform setting of the cams it i6

54 possible to obtain such a quick sequence
of Uie single photographic operations

that the last shatter has already begun its movement
the first one has completely finished it. The

rapidity of sequence of the single shutter openings^ is therefore

an unlimited one. The si 'Killed by a spring mounted

in the casing 32. A ratchet wheel 33 and a pawl 34 are intended

for the tension, locking and release of the shaft 26. The
;

34 cau be operated either by mean6 of pulling a stretched si

or by an electromagnet or the tike. When tne movement of

racing object is pan icularly fast, and the moment at which the

winning post is passed, is therefore more particularly ditticun

to calcn, it is advisable to make the lime sequence ot the single

instantaneous shutters not too quick, and it men becomes in

»ary to brake Uie speed of rotation of tne cam shaft 26. To
end is provided tor instance a tly 36 coupled to the cam -

26 by means of a toothed whvel gear 36, at. Of course, in

of a tly wneel some other braking mecnamsm cou>u be pro.

for the cam snatt zo. By exonajiging tne wnee.s or by using

3o ot dinereni size, the speed of rotation of in© sna.lt 2o

be modified at will.

The process of photographing during the passage pa<.t

winning post is as loliows :

—

Tne apparatus is p.aced in the plane of Uie winning post, so

that all its lenses are in one and me same plane. Hie snatt 26

is set by turning, and tne single shuiiers are also set aim
ratoiiet gear pans 16—20 and cl—to are brought into the r<

position, ill© piaus are then uncovered, aiiu the apparau
reauy for pnoiograpiiing. Immediately ui trout of tne winning
post, at a uistauce wnicn accoruing to experience is smaller

une space covered by tne raoei in tne tun© interval owing v.

takes piace the re.e,ise ol tne first and last shutter, is provided a

sigin, anu al a suualue distance Horn the apparatus tne opei

entrusted with me releasing lakes his position, so mat tne line

of signt is laid in a oeruun section ol tne race track in front

of tne winning post, lue operator has to- concentrate his atten-

tion on the moment in wiucii the horses or runners or vol

pass tne line o: signt. Ai this moment he reimers tlie rati

gear part 34 inoperative, the Shalt 26 rotates and the shu
o—10 begin to roil. It the distance ot the nne ot sight from ins

apparatus is correctly determined, the shutter 8 opens at tne

moment when the w inner passes the post. If the operator
muted a slight error, one ot the shutters opening earner or
seizes the collect moment.
By means of the known processes for quick development of the

picture, the result can be shown in Ukj picture so quickly tint
in case of any doubt the decision of the judge can be postponed
without delaying the racing to an undesirable extent.—Optischo
Anstalt C.f. Goerz Aktiengesellschaft, 45/46, Rheinstrasse,
Friedenau, Berlin.

Belief Prints.—No. 172,342 (June 4, 1920). Several pre
have been proposed for converting photographs on silver sail

colloid sheets into reliefs. For instance, by treating them with
a solution of a chromate alone or mixed with a ferri-cyanide Ol

a copper salt, reliefs are formed which are insoluble in warm
water but do not coincide exactly with the silver photograph
because the tanning goes beyond the silver limits and then
close lines are liable to be merged into each other. For the
purpose the known property of pyro ammonia developers to.

harden gelatine containing silver was tried, but the disadvan
tages appeared even more marked and the whole gelatine
often became insoluble during development.
By the present invention the oxidation products of the poly

hydroxybenzem? in the developer are used to effect a hardening
of the colloid, it having been found that these product-
produce a hardening which exactly coincides with the
image and corresponds with its intensity. It is essential thai
hut little or mine of the usual preserving agent should be pi

in the developer, so that the generally used sulphite is to bi

omitted or used only in very limited proportion, that is to say.

in proportion not exceeding half the weight of the polyhy.l
benzene. It is also essential that the necessary alkali si

not be ammonia and that when an alkali carbonate is used.
generally potassium carbonate, the quantity present must n
in so large a proportion that it prevents the photographic film

from swelling, that is to say, its proportion should not <

about 10 times the weight of the pclyhydroxybenzene.
The hardening developer may be used with addition of a non

hardening developer or a reducing salt.

Instead of developing the latent silver image by a developer
that has a tanning action, a non-tanning developer may be
first, and then after elimination or not of the reduced silver ami
after having exposed the sheet to light a tanning developer may-
be applied. Naturally, in this case there is an inversion of tin

image.

When the sheet which has been exposed through the
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'. and I ben

-.apport and transferred n

has been hardened at the places con

1 the sheet requires mere

water The relief may be treated

viou- - or pigment* may be
• ible developers f'>r th« pnrpos

parts by weight

Pyrocalechin

Potassium carbonate
W

ifter development, detached

a support.

mage, the parts

:.ee, when gelatine is

. to be treated with warm
in any known manner, for

p sheet may be dyed pre-

on.

Wttm

urn carbonate

2 parti

15
inn

5 part.

15 part*

15 part'

^« '.l' I i ' m
|
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Trade Names and Marks.

V !

'•08 383 Photograph » printing p»i- and p
Dieax. IV!

.{lUtri rn.inulj. lu;< ' .-. ,i pBotOgra| BBStci •

' R

marks k.in 6«<« " rtmo- ktougk »«•
aymm I ,.f rmnrnl ft' . iyn. count, tkt

i firm kar i lot tkt Hit of

Cla »

I
17S.487 Elliott * Bon ilegiatared in 1893 in Clow 1

franchise da I

-t* Aaooyme) Registered in 1893 tn

'16381. A II ' -per. trading a* the Photo
Registered in 1007 in Claaa1 30

''At, Pbotochemiarhe Fabrik Roland Riaaa
• «t Haftong, Ragistere.1 b 1907 in

16.599. railaain Kodak < '*red in 190. in

Claaa 39

n.T!2 The I-ndoo Stereoscopic and Photo
llegister«.l in I 107 in Claaa 8.

297.799. Vereini. -»0 Photograph wche
ra. Registered in 1907 in fl»« 39

297.639. •! Colour Kinematograph
w 8

at The Vanguard
1-

Claaa 8

Registered in 19

i

Dolmi.— No. 298,211. Kodak, Ltd. Registered in 1907 in Class 1.

Txxo.—No. 301,114. Kodak, Ltd. Registered in 1908 in Class 39

Artura (Label).—No. 299,215. The Artura Photo. Paper Co.
Registered in 1908 in Class 39.

Tesax—No. 299,170. Optische Anstalt C.P. Goerz Aktiengeaell-
achaft. Registered in 1907 in Class 8.

New Materials.

PwilPKorrms A now style of the "statuette" cutout
photograph mounted on wood has been introduced under this name

'h, 107, Melbourne Grove, East Dulwich, London,
< \ city of the introduction lies in the

•f the cut-out portrait on a panel of dark wood provided
with a hinged strut. T!>. -tatuctte effect is thus exhibited in a
striking way by contrast of the tones of the outline photograph

.und, and we can readily believe that

the " Panel-Photettes " hnvn been warmly welcomed by pi

•<rs looking for an attractive i r their windows and
is#s. Mr. Smith who has had a long experience in fret

:g and is a maker for other trades,

j a master in the making of these goods. Wo i

that tha wood on which the photograph is mounted is cut

•harp angle, so that the photograph may be looked at from almost

•he section of the wood. The latter,

moreover, is blacked as a fnrther precaution. Particularly for full

ildren the style is exceedingly attract i\.-. Mr
Smith issues the " Panel-Photettes " in a great many shapes at

prices which are approxii od. in postcard sine to 6-

10. We car. advise any photographer, who requires an a!

his window and one which will bring other or

U> make the experiment of placing a trial order for one ..r t

these novelties.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.

StJKDAT, Fr.BKI'MtY 12.

'eraosoopic Soc jraphy of Marine Life." V.
Martin Duncan.

Mommy, Kxirimiy 13.

Soc. " Carbro." W. H. Hammond.
n and Cripplegate P.S. " The Value of Failure."

I I Perry
•ury P.S. " Some Yorkshire Rambles." C. E. Lawson.

mera Club. Annual Exhibition opens.
Glasgow and W. of Scotland A. P. A. Competition Slides and

l-rminst*r P 8. " The Bournemouth Chines and the Cotswold
Coombs." O. Embrey, F.I.C.. F.C.8.

Slides and " Amateur Photographer " Slides
Sawtkaaaav.n C.C. Lecturette Competition.

Ion P.S. " Chat on Pictorial Photography." T. H. B.
SODtt,

Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Bromoil " T. Steel.

Walthamstow Phot. Soc " Bromoil
"

TutBDAT, FlWRBARY 14.

"On the Relation between the Size of Grain and
Sensitivity in I'hnlneraphic Em Part II. Prof. Dr.
The Svedberg. i'i\ " The Redurihility of the Individual
Halide Grains in a Photographic Emolsion." Prof. Dr. The
Svedberg. (3) " An Optical Method of Testing Washing
Devices, together with a Demonstration of some Washing
Devices" K. C. 1> Hickman, B

Belfa .Club. " Demonstration of Portraiture with
Electric Light." '.V. L. Allison.

Birmingham Phot, Soc. Art Criticism Evening of Prints and
Lantern Slides of Landscape Subjects. R. R. Carter.

th C.C. "How a ReBex Camera is Made." M-
her
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Cambridge and Dist. Phot. Club. " Messing about with Boats."

\\. S. Farren and the Secretary.

Exeter Camera Club. Annual Dinner.

Glasgow and \V. of Scot. A.P.A. " Old Glasgow." Ex Bailie

J. Izett.

Hackney P.S. Print and Slide Competition : Frost and Snow
Scenes

Leeds P.S. " Figure Work and Landscape with Figures." T. H.

Greenall.

Morley P.S. "A Trip to Manxland." H. Walsh.

Mottingham Phot. Soc. "Bromoil." Mr. Featherstone.

Nelson P.S. " Development." J. G. Williams.

South Glasgow C.C. Lantern Slide Monthly Competition.

South Shields P.S. " Bird Life " (Second Series). P. W. Webster.

StaJybridge P.S. "Genre and Figure Studies." T. Lee Syms.

Tyneside Phot. Soc " The After-Treatment of the Negative."

A. Dordan Pyke.
Welfare C.C. "Bromoil Process." John Thomson.

Wednesday, February 15.

Birkenhead Phot. Assoc. " Photo-micrography." G. Cross

Borough Polytechnic P.S. Outings Print Competition

Catford C.C. " Pictorial Ideals." M. 0. Dell.

Croydon C.C. Members' Lantern Slides.

Dennistoun A.P.A. " Colouring Bromide Prints with the Aero

graph." A. Luke.
Forest Hill P.S. "Enlarging." J. A. Webberley.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. A.P.A. "Through Tyrol." A. B.

Mitchell.

Halifax Scientific Society. " Pictorial Photography." J. Halliday.

Ilford P.S " A Loon in London." W. L. F. Wasbell.

Leicester Phot. Soc " Preparing the Print by Pigmenting and

Stumping." J. H. Hatton.

Partick Camera Club. " Round the World with a Camera." Coat-

bridge P. A.
Rochdale Amat. P.S. " Lantern Slide-Making." J. C. Wild.

Thursday, February 16.

Camera Club, The. " Babvlonian Magic." Dr. T. G. Pinches.

Gateshead C.C. " Process* Work." R. Rowell.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. A.P.A. " Cycle and Pedestrian Camp-
ing." T. Lochhead.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " The Pyrenees." Dr.

Chas. Atkin-Swan.
Letchworth Camera Club. "Bromoil." H. Kenway.
North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " Wild Flower Photography." H.

Pickwell.
Tunbridge Wells Amateur Phot. Assoc. Members' Lantern Slides.

Wimbledon Camera Cub. " Bromoil " Demonstration.

Friday, February 17.

R.P.S. Pictorial Group. Address. Prof. Rothenstein.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. Social Evening.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. A.P.A. Competition Slides and Auto-

chromes.
Wombwell P.S. Beginners' Night. " Gas Light and Bromide."

Saturday, February 18.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. A.P.A. " Through the Grecian Archi-

pelago." W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd.

Walthamstow P.S. Visit to a London Picture Gallery.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, February 7. the president, Dr. G. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

A paper on " The Application of Flashlight Photography to the

Study of Natural History Subjects " was read by Mr. Oswald J.

Wilkinson, whose flashlight photographs of Nature subjects received

the Society's medal at the last exhibition.

Mr. Wilkinson reviewed the applications of flashlight to Nature

photography which had been made by the Keartons and Mr. Rad-

clyffe Dugmore, and showed a photograph of a lion in his native

habitat taken by Mr. Cherry Kearton in Africa. He passed on to

describe his own experiments in obtaining photographic records

of moths, larvae, spiders and similar email subjects at night by

flashlight. He was accustomed to work with the camera set at an

extension of about double the focal length of the lens, so as to

give approximately same size reproductions. The camera was thus

about 12 inches from the subjects. The flash powder was likewise

placed at about this same distance. With a lens aperture ranging

from fl2Z to f/Z2 (it was not clear whether nominal or effective),

and with a Wellington Anti-screen plate exposed through a K 1

filter, the quantity of flash powder (Johnson's Professional) ranged

from 30 to 60 grains, Mr. Wilkinson showed numerous lantern

slides, the full gradation and detail of which afforded ample

evidence of the full exposure obtained under these conditions. He
referred to the great necessity of keeping the flash powder dry.

He had chiefly used a touch-paper method of firing, but was con-

vinced that an electric firing method was essential in order to make
the flashlight method of general usefulness in Nature photography,

since, in many circumstances, it was necessary to fire the flash

immediately a subject had come into position.

Mr. Wilkinson also showed a series of Paget colour transparencies

of butterflies, photographed same size by flashlight, again by burn-

ing the flash powder a few inches away from the subject. A 6hort

discussion followed, in which Messrs. E. J. Bedford and Hugh
Main referred to the value of flashlight methods in photographic

Nature 6tudy, and paid a tribute to the correctness of colour

rendering of Mr. Wilkinson's Paget transparencies.

Mr. A. C. Banfield suggested that a matt parabolic reflector

might be used as a combustion chamber for the flash powder, and

would greatly reduce the quantity of powder required. As a pro-

tection of the flash powder against damp in out<3oor work, a very

simple plan was to make a few bags of tissue paper dipped in solu-

tion of celluloid dissolved in amyl acetate. The flash powder would
keep dry in such capsules, and, moreover, was instantly fired by

any of the usual methods of ignition.

On the proposition of the chairman, a most hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. Wilkinson for his lecture.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Certainly one of the most " wonderful evenings," in the words

of a member, was afforded last week, by Mr. C. P. Crowbher,

F.R.P.S., with his sensational divertissement, entitled " Portraiture

with a Portable Light," helped by the lively environment.

A strong counter-attraction was also provided in the comedy shape

of an exceedingly fair young lady—Miss Dorinea Shirley, specially
,

released for the occasion from that stage where the star ultimately

twinkles many times a second on the screen. Lady visitors are so

unusual that the kindly " office boy " vacated his usual seat for one
contiguous, ostensibly for the purpose of protecting the fair one $
from the blandishments of the president. This tale, however, fell

flat.

To report Mr. Crowbher adequately would be an extremely diffi-

cult ttask, it being almost impossible for printers' ink to reconstruct

the ethereal atmosphere created. Actualities are always subor-

dinated to sentiment, and a rushing enthusiasm, and poetic flow of

ideas, hypnotizes cold judgment for the time being. But it cannot

be gainsaid never was a lecture listened to more attentively at

Groydon, though primarily intended for professional photographers,

and the stirring appeal made for all to take a pride in their art

and strive for better things can never fail to influence but in the

right direction. Scathing, but absolutely true was a brief allusion

to the smiug self-complacency exhibited by not a few artists of the

camera concerning their own work, standing out in painful contrast

to the attitude adopted by their brethren wielding the bough. Addi-

tional weight also a(bta.ohed to Mr. Crowther's remarks, as he can

not only give good advice but deliver the goods, even if they may
be rather strong meat for a conservative general public apt to resent

innovation.

When dealing with faces delineated as a map, or (preferably)

otherwise, he approached Mr. Inskeep, and after regarding him
steadfastly convulsively hid his own face with his hands. " Well,

you need not be so aghast, for" it is mat a.ba*l dial as dials go,"

tartly commented the office boy. From that moment war was
declared, and thjroughout the evening, at intervals, the unfortunate

official was badly mauled, it being almost impossible for him bo get

in a word edgeways in self-defence.

Turning to tlhe main theme of the evening, tha* of " intimate

photography," all depended upon getting en rapport with, the sitter.

Even on occasion he had employed such terms as " my dearest " or

" my darling " to achieve the desired end, a procedure, it may be
remarked, however safe it may be for married men -with the artistic

temperament, is fraught with grave peril to the bachelor operator.

Associated with this " intimate photography !
" was a near view-

point necessitating a comparatively short focus lens. Mr. Pirie

Maodonald (who was often quoted), he said, largely uses a lens of
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a* on 10 by 8 plate*, the prints being trimmed to 9 by 6

.id also told the lecturer that it lad token him 2} yean to

latter the focus of thi* lens. No detail* of the prolonged combat

jven, but the incident »hows the danger of allowing a fierce

of this aixe to get out of hand. Many present must have

resolved to nae nothing bat Teat-pocket camera* in the future.

.vther had employed a 15-in. lena on a 12 by 10

.ling distortion by '" over focussing " (apparently on a

in advance of the sitter). Ordinarily, however, be focuased

on a point midway between the eyes and the nose- Much em-

.haaWi was laid on the importance of subordinating the ears which

.cussing achieved. Equal stress «u laid on the necessity of

I rendering of the hands.

.«, of superb portrait atudi«» ' rowther, were next

^Kon the screen, all taken wit rally point source of

a diffused ss required, the Ai.adow side being lightened

Sectors when oecsss.. r-!.odox angle of illumination.

»a strongly iwjjpimended A set of really splendid Paget

^^K slides followed. particular! v g..*l being some low -ton-

-

lOliona of picture*.

•rtable apparatus for home j» electric light is

^^Hkr as the . A Urge
a shiinmering

low. So will

r the lecturer

at hat

..1 v»ed

to the higher

the light com
fortunately

household circuits.

motion, branch or
!.*.-• are designed to .in: ifcjM W erwj and upwards Im.

la 1.000 ike five

•peres, yet overloading tbe circuit : i short ume to this assent

ill do no harm if a stoater fuss be tei ployed, and care

l taken that no other lamps on t! |. Anyway,
la produotion of a lamp of tnsumun lUesninsiwn, which can be

sWy used alone on household circuits, if not atreadv -a the market,

light to be It would far snrpass in . tfiae-

ndl* power lamps ssnployeu 'her In all other re

[eared ad r home nor-

th* lamp' • 'o a surprisingly small

and can only be

i was deaawble far photo

.'looted lbs

would be taehioned. They
"7 short focus lenses

•t» and operator nereawsrv'v

*tter, prolobiy.

.M r t Sswl Tie* va:.t r.

lie use of large candle

aperaiore of the alas

red wtth lamp*

-nded to bl

. I .ml

i:tco«sion was « '.

fall agreed that

apbera to unrut tbsmsriv**, bo
l of a Setter term, swnther ru

hen revert to present day praci

sdonhtedly had their uses »hen can

re brought dose to a fasxinaUnir

ered a long bene lens for reasons w
•iharrv modest ly point

-

Is/iVinssd largely went in for " brew

"f+i on lbs same lev

.en of the i

lent apparently separated oner and •

laphy " system, daring which

> approach the speaker, who not

Te caOMras, and was

Ilandel Locaa severely chidad

nught into inn«i—iuiesn
toe then ffowed freely from Mr. J

a happy
»« *ob>e.-t. The pre*.

h was carried with much
fat the entrrasMsm of the fasturar in

General <

they were

, which in the

('rowther afire began sfawlj

nok of things hacked

the leotnrer for leadmg the

-nenta on so eievaied

Ming, who throngboat pre

nised with tbe solemnity of

posing a rota of

acokanwtioa, very truly said

id undoubtedly proved infec-

Gusoow • or 8coTLAjTD Sornrri or PmomatoMst.
soTooBArirth onlhiy meeting of the above Society was
id on Jairaai . irhieha!) Street,

Glasgow, when there was a good turnout of the members. The
subject for the evening was " Print Criticism." Prior to the date

of the meeting members were asked to submit prints for criticism,

and the keen interest of the members in the work of the society

was shown by the large number who sent in samples of their work.

The critic appointed by the Society was Mr. E. Drammond Young,
of the Edinburgh College of Art, whose criticism was most interest-

ing and instructive, and very mujh appreciated by all the members
present.

HcRxroBDSHjRs Photogbaphic SocreTY.—At the annual meeting
oi the Herefordshire Photographic Society, held at 76, Eign Street

Hereford, on Monday evening (January 30), a number of new
official* were elected, and there seemed to be a general desire for a

reconstructed programme. A keener spirit was shown than for

several years past, and the Society's future, therefore, is looked

upon with interest. Mr. Alfred Watkins, F.R.P.S., who has been

president for a number of years, expressed a desire to vacate office,

on account of health reasons, in favour of someone else, and his

resignation was received with much regret and sincere thanks for

hi* past service*. It was decided to ask Mr. J. S Arkwright. who
has taken a great interest in tbe Society, to become president, and

the following were elected vice-presidents : Mr. Alfred Watkins,

Parker, Mr. W. J. Humfreys, Mr. W. C. Gethen, Mr.
Ernest Davie*. Mr. 8. Beeeon, Dr. Day, Mrs. Q. Leigh Spencer,

Turner, Mr. S. Roberts. MP., and Mr. C. T. Pulley.

committee were appointed Mr. W. Williams,

tnson, Mr W. A. Grosvenor. Mr. 11. E. Pile, Miss

Best, Mr. Ernest G. Davie*. Mr. McKaig, Mr.

Carter, Mr. Copeland. Mr. A. Livesey. Mr Walter Pritchard, Mr.

••eon, and Mr. Brooke Mr. A. Livesey was thanked for his

-ervioea as hon. secretary and treasurer for the past seven

year*, and his office was undertaken by Mr. Godfrey Davies,

_ii Street. Mr. W. J. Davies was reappointed librarian, Mr.

son lantcrnist, and Mr. A. C. Slatter auditor. It was re-

i.l meetings on the second Friday in each month.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

nkw coin*and
St»> ro—This private company was registered on

January 26, with * capital of £1,500 in £1 shares. Objects : To take

over the bu»ine«« of a drug store keeper, photographer and photo-

graphic dealer carried on I L, Huband, at 23, Duke Street,

• ion, as " Stead and Co." The first directors are : C. J.

.1, 11. Clarence Square, Brighton (permanent managing

Ira, A. M. Huband. 11, Clarence Square,

> hmond l'laoo, Brighton. Registered

office : 23, Duke Street, Brighton.

Lsttsm, Ltd.—Tim private company was registered on January

30, with a capital of £1.000 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry on

the business of retailers, merchants and compounders of, dealers

in and agents for the sale of all kinds of chemicals, and manufac-

turers of and dealers in chemicals, toilet requisites, photographic

cameras, lenses, plates, films, etc. Tbe first directors are : C. C.

Lever, Little Bekkons, Beaconsfield, Bucks ; W. H. Lessiter, 80,

HmnwMltuad. New Cross, S.E.14. Qualification : £50- Remune-

ration as fixed' by the company. Secretary : C. C. Laver. Regis-

tared office : 46a. St. George's Road, 8 El

Colocmd Blcs Prints.—According to a German patent. No.

341,736, of February 15. 1921, abstracted in the "Journal of the

Society' of Chemical Industry," tbe Durcner Fabrik. Phot. Papier*

Ranker und Co. add a red or orange dyestuff, such as azo yellow

or benso fast red to tbe sensitising solution of ferric ammonium

citrate and potassium ferricyanide, or to the paper before sensi-

tising. The resulting prints have coloured lines on a blue ground.

The green tone which an ordinary blue-print assumes on long keep-

ing is changed by the complementary action of the dye to white.

By selection of the dyestuff so as to obtain the same transparency

to actinic rays for the lines and the background fraudulent copying

fa prints is prevented.
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News and Notes.

Photography on Ramsgate Sands.—In the published list of fees

payable for sand " pitches " at Ramsgate during the present

year appears the following: " Photographing bathers, £100 each."
Hiring out donkeys is only £35.

Brussels Commercial Fair.—The third commercial fair, organ-

ised by the Brussels Municipality, is to be held from April 3 to 19.

Photography and cinematography form Section 33. Particulars of

charges for exhibition space, etc., are obtainable from 19, Grand
Place, Brussels.

Royal Institution.—On Thursday next (February 16), at three

o'clock. Professor Arthur Perkin begins a course of two lectures

at the Royal Institution on " Dyeing : Ancient and Modern," and
nn Saturday (February 13), Professor Ernest Gardner delivers the

first of two lectures on " Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture."

Koristka Optical Apparatus.—The City Sale and Exchange
inform us that they have been appointed sole British agents for the
Koristka Optical Co., of Milan, makers of microscopes, photographic

objectives and other optical apparatus. Abridged catalogues are

obtainable on application to 81, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.I.

Telepkor Long-Distance Photography.—A message from
Budapest gives details of the invention of a young Hungarian
engineer, which has aroused much interest in Paris. The inventor

(says Reuter) has constructed an apparatus named the " Telephor,'"

which it is claimed enables photographers to see and to photograph
objects far away,

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association.—The Society's

exhibition will be held from March 27 to April 8. There are two
open classes, one for prints and the other for lantern slides. Mr.
James McKissack will judge, and the latest date for fie receipt of

entry form and exhibits is March 14. Particulars and entry form
from Mr. Colin Graham, 448, Duke Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

The Penrose Process Pocket Book.—The pocket diary issued

by Messrs. Penrose is of convenient narrow and slim form for the

waistcoat pocket, and contains numerous optical and chemical for-

mulae and tables of special interest to photo-engravers, as well as

a comprehensive series of tables for the ready reckoning of areas

and prices of blocks. Messrs. Penrose issue it at the price of 2s. 6d.

Cripplegate and Hackney Exhibitions.—Arrangements have been

made by which exhibits entered for the exhibition of the City of

London and Cripplegate Society's exhibition will be transferred to

the Hackney Society, whose exhibition opens a fortnight after the

closing of that at the Cripplegate Institute. Exhibitors who wish

to kike advantage of this arrangement are asked to notify their

desire on both entry forms.

Camera Smuggling Again.—A Mr. Jean Sauvnani had to pay

£54 15s. 6d. at the Dover Police Court last week for smuggling

articles, including binoculars, opera glasses and a camera. The
goods were not declared, and were discovered wrapped up in

different pieces of underclothing. The camera he had brought from

Germany for his wife. The Customs officer asked that Mr.

Sauvnani should pay the full penalty, as he was a constant traveller

fcq the Continent. Double value was exacted and the goods

confiscated.

Flashlight Photography.—Messrs. Johnson & Sons, 23, Cross

Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.2, have just issued an eight-page

booklet of instruction in flashlight work, illustrated with a number
of reproductions, of photographs showing the many attractive sub-

jects, for at-home photography during the winter months. Occa-

sional professional users of flashlight will apDreciate the exposure

tables giving the quantity of powder which should be used accord-

ing to the distance of the flash from the subject, speed of plate and

aperture of lens. The booklet is obtainable free on application.

Boyal Photographic Society.—At the meeting arranged by the

Scientific and Technical Group for Tuesday next, February 14, two
papers by Professor The Svedberg will be read, one on the relation

between sensitiveness and size of grain in photographic emulsions

and the other on the reducibility of the individual halide grains in a

photographic emulsion. A paper by Dr. S. E. Sheppard and A. P. H.

Trivelli dealing with Professor Svedberg's method of grain analysis

will also be read; and Mr. K. C. D. Hickman will describe an

optical method of testing washing appliances and will give a demon-
stration of some washing devices.

" A MagistratkPhotographf.r."—With reference to a note

under this heading on page 69 of our last week's issue. Before
any evidence was called at the resumed hearing of the case last

Friday the chairman of the magistrates referred to the matter
saying :

" A statement has been made by several newspapers that

at the last hearing a magistrate sitting on the bench took a photo-

graph of Major Armstrong in the dock. The magistrate in ques-

tion was not a member of the bench, but by courtesy occupied a

seat at the back of the sitting magistrates. While the magistrates

had retired to consider a point of law, the magistrate in question

took advantage to use his camera. This bench is very muck
annoyed at the fact, and they would not have permitted it for a
moment if they had known such a thing was going to happen. I

think it is a great liberty, and a great want of taste on the part

of the gentleman in question to have done such a thing." The
matter then dropped.

Photographic Materials por Egypt.—The Department of Over-
seas Trade is informed by His Majesty's Commercial Agent for

Egypt that the Ministry of the Interior, Egypt (Personnel and
Equipment Department, Supplies Office) has invited tenders for the
supply of photographic material for the year 1922, which will be
received by the Director, Personnel and Equipment Department,
Ministry of the Interior, Cairo, not later than noon on March 15.

The photographic material required includes apparatus and acces-

sories, chemicals and plates and papers. A copy of the conditions

of tender is available at the offices of the Department of Overseas
Trade (Room 53). 35, Old Queen Street, London, S.W.I, for inspec-

tion by interested United Kingdom firms, while an additional copy
is available for transmission to provincial firms unabla to arrange
for inspection in London. Local representation is an essential con-

dition of tendering, and the Department will be nleased to suggest
to United Kingdom firms not already represented in Egypt the

names of British houses established in Egypt through whom tenders

might be submitted.

Correspondence.

*»* Correspondents should never write on both sides »f the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*»* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

DECADENT PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors

Gentlemen,—Permit a humble reader like myself to congratulate

you upon your plain-spoken note on the decadence of press photo-

graphy and the lamentable position of the art to-day—as repre-

sented by the picture papers.

You are by no means alone in your opinions, for a contemporary
(" The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart ") said some very outspoken
things a few days before your comments appeared. Said the
" Bazaar "

: "Taking up any illustrated paper . . . you can at

once see what subjects the editor considers to be of the greatest

interest, and you are pretty sure to find that precedence is given

as follows : (1) Smudgy portraits of well-known or unknown
persons, preferably brides and bridegrooms. (2) Girls and children

doing whatever happens to be seasonable at the moment. They
are shown bathing from June to September ; on ice or snow from
December to February. (3) Football, cricket, golf and other sport-

ing snapshots. (4) Stage subjects and actresses "at home." (5)

Comic pictures, and (6) Photographs of real interest, showing

important events of the day. There is a marked falling off."

It may be argued that an analysis of the above proves a state

of affairs in favour of the amateur and professional worker rather

than the legitimate press photographer, and that no harm is done
to our profession as a whole, seeing that photographs of one kind

or another are used.
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I kindly critic, however, will, I think. admit

the art of press photography proper '1- important

position it once did, which is a pity, seeing that so many operators

have worked hard to make themselves proficient in the art of

taking subjects the studio worker or the more skilled amateur

would not bother about, subjects which were in great demand
some years ago, but which to-day are made to give way to subjects

ill life " and " Kiss Mammy " type.—Yours faithfully.

Fo< \

HELP FOR THE PRESS PHOTOGRAPHER
To the Editors,

d be a good thmg for Press photographers
tnd layers-oat of race track*. ;• ..tying pitches, etc., and

I uilders of pavilions, grand stands, etc., gave photography s

^^Bthougbt. It is, I know, a lot to ask of them, but seeing that

tmera now plays an imporUnt part in the picturing of sport-

and the publicity we give to them, something, I think,

^^b) done to make our work easier.

a moved to pen this note by the announcement that a rare

the usual " fittings " is !o be Ml at Bourne-

|^B*Ui, and that it is hoped to make this town the Ascot of the
at. Happily the track is in a new manner, and

^^Harticularly favourable, for photography—if the grand stand is

^^Hriy placed. The shape of the track it, >

-something like that st Auteai', ami ..the- urses

-.able* one to have the horses from start to

' very race. The advantage of this will be appreciated

io have waited, almost at fever beat and with fin.

r release, for the horses to c often
Idenly to make a good picture of tk^^H

the qu.- he pavih

V French stands, I believe, have the n, but the
MttBOi grand stand faces about due towtl . and ihe stands

e Use tun star:
*"'•

• Lord's has its back ting son, but that st

i not so well placed

-es taken from the latter,

•y be soma rule for placing a pa
^ition. but I do not th nk SBeh s ni>

^^•e of the many different positions I

olographic work, but the majority of them not so.

**«' iiWTooaarMm

MOUNTINt; STF.I

To the Edit,

.or correspondent, " C. E B." (January 27, p. 68),^Btd a dormant interest in the writer, a former keen amateur
wopic worker.

i the astonishing ignorance as to trantpoaition, I may
a set of 200 original tier. . I include.! two purposely

'-inspneed specimens. The experience I had was that every
palled np at those two. hot th r descriptions of the errors
varied in detail, though not in the opinion that something

the trimming, the majority of my pictures were
esored as " C. E. B " toggesU. and dry mounted

lent points 2^ in. apart, at mounted. The left picture
[ the view on the right edg. . and i

-k a number of views of small bronse equestrian models,
MtWaUiy placing the bone with

lenses. These I mounted with more margin on the left side
re and right side of the i v -a plain back-

' were 2j in. apart.
ill observers was a startling realism of the animal

front of the mount instate om it, as
1 most landecape views
>ved also that by trin.- dent the

varied seemingly Those
•aid not say • ;

r« was behind
resumably theory of

t robably unconsciously Tho* defective

sight contradicted themselves again and again—a curious pheno-
menon.

I had a standard stereo camera, and confess I found little use for
the rack and pinion separation device of the lenses. These were
adjusted at 2^ inches, nor did variation of this distance appear to
make any difference in the results.—Yours faithfully,

Philip H. Williams, F.C.A.
The Camera Club, 17, Join Street. Adelphi, W.C.2.
February 2

ASSISTANTS' QUALIFICATIONS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I agree with " Belgravia." Good finishers are almost
impossible to get. I have had his experience of interviewing

is of duds, and why? It is largely a question of wages.
if it is finishing and not simply glorified spotting, takes

a woman (or man) of experience, talent and refinemet.
We cannot expect photographers to impart all the necessary know-

i paid apprentice, but the assistants should see to

selves, go to classes and show a little enthusiasm towards
necessary skill. When gained, however, it should com-

mand its price. Fashion artists, illustrators, and other artistic

workert ai h better paid than finishers, and this is where
the talented girls get to very largely. In one case I know of a
firm that nearly had apoplexy at having to pay a really tip-top

finisher 50s. a week, when they were paying gladly £3 3s. to a man
who helped the outdoor operators and cleaned the motor car. That
same girl, the finisher, is now getting £5 per week as an operator,

and a good finisher is lost to the world. Moeover, that firm is

still - s really good artist finisher, salary about £2 2s.

.I Mr Photographer you will not find her, for she could not,

B it. Standardise wages if you will, and make it worth while

A Woman.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance tcith our present practice a relatively small ipace is

allotted h 'to rr plies to correspondents.

We tcill ansieer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; Scent International Coupon, from readers

ahroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

as not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and nhould be

addressed to the hditors.

A It.—Actual makers of adhesive seals are Messrs. William Ses-

sions, Ltd.. The Ebor Press. Eartwick Station. York.

W. II —There are not many books on aerial photography. '11k

best general work is " Airplane Photography," by F. E. Ives,

published by the .1. P. Lippincott Co., and obtainable through

any bookseller, price 18s.

\ II B —Not practicable to body-dye except in manufacture.

. jaamef coarse, stain a gelatine coating, but, for the sake of

foMtny of the colour film, it would be better to coat with a

dyed gelatine solution. Suitable dyes from Ilford, Ltd., Ilford,

A I H (1) Filter Yellow K, or similar dye, from Ilford, Ltd..

Ilford, London, E., or British Drug Houses, Ltd. 16-30, Graham
see, City Road, London, N.l. (2) The following metol for-

mula is very suitable :— Metol, 150 grs. ; sodium sulphite, cryst.

2J oss. ; sodium csrbonate. cryst, o\ ozs.
;
potass bromide, 16 grs. ;

water, 20 oss.

S. E— (1) There is no reason why the solution should not keep

well. We have kept solution of very similar colour for many
months. The solution is just about the same colour as the pre-

war commercial solution, which kept very well. (2 and 3) We
think there is nothing to complain of in the colour. In our

experience it is not possible to get a perfectly water white solu-

tion. You do not say whether you have tried the developer

practically. If it is unsatisfactory in practical use and you will
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let us know what is the matter with it we will see if we can help
you further.

\V. Thompson.— (1) Casseli's " Cyclopaedia of I'liotography,' edited
by Bernard E. Jones, publighed at 10s. 6d. It is now out of
print, but no doubt you could obtain a copy from Messrs. Foyles,
121-123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. (2) We could
have formed some idea if you had sent a negative. A lens of
this focal length ought to cover a postcard plate satisfactorily.

With nothing to go upon, we are unable to suggest a cause. (3)
Particulars of the focal lengths are not given in the catalogue,
but it is quite easy to find the focal length of your lens by focus-

sing upon a distant object, say a church spire half a mile or so

away, and then measuring the distance from the lens diaphragm
to the focussing screen. At the same time we should think there,

is very little to gain, in view of the narrow angle of view which
is covered, in replacing the R.R. by an anastigmat.

L. H.—The reason for using an anastigmat in preference to a
rectilinear or euryscope is that the former has much better cover-
ing power at a large aperture, that is to say that the anastigmat
would perform as well at //8 as the euryscope at //16, or perhaps
even //22. If length of exposure does not matter, the older type
of lens will be quite satisfactory. The Thomton-l'ickard behi'nd-
lens shutter is fitted with loose fronts, so that you can use dif-
ferent sized flanges, or you can have brass adapting rings to fit

your smaller lenses and the largest flange you intend to use.
You can have these made by Messrs. Taylor* Taylor & Hobson,
of Leicester, who stock all standard flanges, or you can get them
made to order by Messrs. Fairbrother & Bowen, 9, Farringdon
Avenue, London. E.C.4. You must take the risk of the water
company charging you for water used for trade purposes. Surely
you do not wish to avoid a just claim. At any rate, the extra
cost will not be muoh, especially if you state your intention, and
do not leave the water company to find out for themselves.

•J. D.— (1) You can obtain actual nhotographs and coloured post-
cards from such firms as W. A. Mansell & Co., 405, Oxford
Street, London. W.l, but as a collection of these would be rather
costly, we should recommend you to obtain some of Gowan's
Art Books. These contain in each volume sixtv small reproduc-
tions of pictures. Each volume is devoted to one artist, and the
cost is, we believe, 8d. A more elaborate series on the same lines
as Masterpieces in Colour," a volume containing eight reproduc-
tions in colour by one artist, published at about 2s. 6d. If you
write to Messrs. Gowan & Grey. London and Glasgow, and
Messrs. T. C. & E. C. Jack, London, for lists, you can make
your own selection and order through your local bookseller You
oar. get all particulars of the " statuettes " from Messrs. Camp-
bell Gray, Ltd., 88, Edgware Road. London, W.2. who will
mount your own prints in this style at a very reasonable price

•,'
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,
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ts *° "nrtate marble are made by well powdering the
sitters hair and face (a white wi<r is better than powdered hair)

™i • ,
P'"S the seders with a white fabric. (3) The book

I rick Photography " is out of print, but you could probably
obtain a second-hand copy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

H. C S.-Steel is not an easy metal to etch by the photo-mechanical
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rTuired ft i V ^7eratT °< 75 deg. F. If great depth isreqmred, ,t « treated as when etching an ordinary zinc block

The ordinary half-tone enamel can be used for the resist, or
bichromated gelatine. This latter resist is obtained by printing
upon a special i arbon paper made by the Autotype Co., then
transferring to the steel, which has been previously ground, as
it usual in the photogravure process. The etching is done i'n a
33 Beaume hath of perchloride of iron. This method will not
give the depth like the first method, but is suitable when grada-
tion is required. Aluminium and brass nameplates can be easily
made by the photo-engraving method. Take a piece of highly
polished metal and coat with bichromated albumen, print from
the negative, and, when printed, roll up with the usual ink, dry,
but do not powder with bitumen. Slightly etch in perchloride
of iron, and then wash and well dry. Spray or carefully paint
over the surface black celluloid varnish; when dry, remove ink
image with petrol or turps, which will come away after gentle
rubbing with cotton wool. After clearing the ink resist away,
the image will show up as polished metal on a black ground!
There are many ways of modifying this method to obtain different
effects. If you arc an engraver, and not acquainted with the
working of photo etching methods, it would be as well to obtain
some instruction in the making of blocks. This instruction can
be obtained at the L.C.C. School of Photo-Engraving and Litho-
graphy, Bolt Court, where the making of nameplates is taught,
also facilities afforded to experiment with etching on steel.

M. R. B.-We quite sympathise with you in the trouble vou are
having. So far as your manipulation is concerned, the only two
suggestions which can be usefully made are:— (1) Wash "for a
very short time (just a rinse) between developing and fixing.
It is possible that the production of the stain is concerned in some
way with oxidation of the developer before fixing, and, if that is

so, you only aggravate the cause by washing for anv length of
time between these two stages. It's not the "most likely of
causes, but, at any rate, there may be some result from making
the modification. (2) We don't believe in the use of anv hypo.
killer. We don't know what the hypo-killer is made of—probably
persulphate or some similar oxidising agent. But, at any rate,
if you wash for half an hour in a constant stream of water which
you get in a turbine washer, provided prints are separate and
on the move all the time, there is certainly no advantage
whatever in using a hypo-killer. We note that you have tried
dispensing with the killer, without any benefit. But try leaving
out any hypo-eliminator, and also curtailing washing between
developing and fixing. Simply give each print a rinse in a vessel
provided with a good flow of clean water, and transfer at once
to an acid fixing bath, being particular that the print is thoroughly
immersed below the surface, say by a " paddle " of wood or
ebonite. There is nothing in any other of the particulars which
you name to account for the stain, and if the suggestions we
have made above are of no benefit, we think you have no alterna-
tive but to take the matter up with the makers, getting them
to make some prints on marked pieces of the paper.

The British Journal of Photography.
Lzm Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisemente
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) la.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)
Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.
per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

-

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDRA.
American An announcement of great interest to

p!,?r?»?J°
nal

:ial Photographers is made bvportraiture. Mr Arthur c Brookes, organiser of
the Photographic Fair, which will be held at the
Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, from May 1
to 6 next.. Mr. Brookes is arranging an exhibi-
tion at the Fair of. portraiture by professional
photographers in the United States. The col
tkw, which is expected to number several hundred, will
be arranged in the lecture hall, which on previous
occasions has been used for the meetings of the P. P .A.

•ress. American professionals have deservedly a
n for originality and variety of style, and f I

be little doubt that an exhibition of more I

>iry interest will be brought together. Mr. Pirie
when addressing the professional photo-

graphers gathering in London last summer, dwelt
particularly upon the versatility of his compatriots, and
instanced quite a number of men in different parts of
the United States whose work ranked as regards freshness

>utlook with any which he had seen in/Europe. The
exhibition will be open to all visitors to the Fair, and, if

recent public and private correspondence which has
reached us is any criterion, the Fair itself will be attended
as largely as hitherto by professional portrait photo-
graphers in London and the Provinces. Portruii

should, therefore, make a note of this opportunity of
seeing a representative collection of American work,
it should prove to be a much larger and more, important
one than has previously been brought togeti

a * a

Printing; The continuously greater use which is
Double Weight being made of double-weight papers of
Papers. practically postcard substance for por-

trait photographs, inserted without mounting in the
popular folders, calls for somewhat greater care in

printing. The curl of a fair-sized piece of such pa]

may easily be such that proper contact over all part

13 not obtained in a printing frame fitted

>mary rather weak springs, or in a prim
f hand application of the pressure back chances to

be done in a careless manner. With some printing boxes
an pressure of the back calls for correct manipula-

tion of the handle, and when a thick paper is being used,

it is quite possible to have faulty contact over part of

the negative. In many cases this liability may be readily

remedied by thickening the pressure pad by fixing a stout

piece of felt to it, or by laying a piece of felt upon the

paper after inserting ii fresh piece of the latter. \

caution such as this will, of course, be taken by the

experienced printer, especially if he has been accustomed
to handle carbon tissue, the pronounced curl of which
calls for the frames of extra solid construction provided

with strong springs fitted to hinged cross bars. The fact

that exposure of papers is often placed in the hands of
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comparatively unskilled assistants is no doubt responsible

for defects of definition in prints which have been sub-

mitted to us with the suggestion that the lens was at

fault. That such was not the case should have been

evident from the fact that the unsharpness occurred in

different parts of the subject from the same negative.

* * *

Assistants' Our publishers ask us
_
to remind

Specimens. assistants that it is unwise to send

specimens of their work to advertisers whose announce-

ments appear under a box number. It is evident from

many of the packages which are addressed to our pub-

lishers for transmission to box-number advertisers that

this caution is being disregarded by many. In their own

interests we hope that assistants will bear it in mind.

It is quite unnecessary that they should send specimens

in the first instance, 'because we expressly prohibit the

request for specimens in an advertisement which is issued

under a box number. There was in the past much abuse

of assistants in this way, and our prohibition has been

made for the purpose of protecting assistants from un-

scrupulous people who endeavoured to make our adver-

tisement pages the medium for obtaining specimen photo-

graphs. Assistants, we are 6ure, will understand that

they are only nullifying this protection by sending

specimens of their work to people of whose identity they

are ignorant. Although not in quite the same category,

this caution applies also to originals of testimonials.

* *

Reducing While an over-developed bromide or

P.O. P. Prints, gaslight print may be reduced in depth

with so little alteration of its colour as to allow it to pass

muster among others which have been correctly

developed, there is unfortunately no reducer which will

render a similar service to a P.O. P. print which is darker

than others of a batch. Nevertheless, occasions arise

when it is convenient to be able to correct the error of

over-printing in the case of a single print, for example,

when a P.O.P. is required at very short notice and time

cannot be spared to take off another from the negative.

In these circumstances there are two reducers which in

our experience answer admirably for the purpose. One
is the ordinary persulphate reducer, which certainly alters

the colour of the print, but in a manner rather favourable

than otherwise, changing the purplish image to one more
in the direction of a cold black. The other reducer is

that made by dissolving about 10 grs. of potassium ferri-

cyanide and 20 grs. ammonium sulphocyanide in 4 or

5 ozs. of water. Both of these formulae work without
any liability to stain and exert their reducing action on a

print which has been toned in the ordinary gold bath.

* * *

Bas-Reiief A form of photograph which, from its

Portraits. peculiar character, attracts the atten-

tion of the public and, therefore, is of service for

occasional window display, is one which imitates in n

more or less realistic way the effect of bas-relief. It is

very readily -made from almost any portrait negative,

although really effective results are obtained only from
subjects in light tones, such as feminine head and shoulder

studies, and particularly those into which lace or other

fabric of pronounced texture enters. From the negative

a positive transparency is made by contact on celluloid

film. The commercial variety of the Eastman portrait

film serves very well for this purpose. In the exposure
and development of the positive the aim should be to

secure density corresponding as closely as possible with
that of the negative. After fixing, washing and drying
the positive is bound, film to film and slightly out of

register, with the negative. The two together then serve

as a "negative" either for contact prints or enlarge-

ments. Some very attractive results are obtainable by

this process, given a suitable original. An example of

the method was shown at the last exhibition of the London

Salon by Mr. Marcus Adams. There may be a few

people, say among the theatrical profession, who will

purchase photographs in this style, but, generally speak-

ing, a photographer may reasonably regard the process

as one which every now and again may be used to provide

a print for the showcase which will attract the passer-by.

QUIET TIMES.

The two months which follow Christmas are generally

acknowledged to be the quietest as regards business in

the photographer's year, and at the present time this

dullness of business is perhaps more noticeable than it

has been in any previous year, as we hear of reductions

in staff and closing of branches by some of the larger

concerns, while there is a general complaint of lack of

orders in smaller ones. Many causes contribute to this

state of things, which is, of course, due to the general

disorganisation of the trade of the country. It would

take too long to trace the connection in detail, but the -

fact remains that portraiture is a luxury trade, and

consequently suffers before those branches of commerce

which deal with necessities, while commercial photo-

graphy is more or less dependent upon activity in other

trades, and must needs experience the same depression

as they do. This reads rather like the talk of Job's

comforters, but it is none the less true, and while it is

a poor consolation to be told that it is no worse for

photographers than for other traders or manufacturers,

it is something to be assured that it is no decline of

interest in photography that is responsible for our

troubles, but simply inability on the part of the public

to buy photographs. In one respect the photographer

has great cause for thankfulness ; he has no heavy stocks

to be affected by fluctuations in the market, and he has

not such catastrophes to face as the loss of eight millions

by a great rubber business from this one cause, or the

turning of a yearly profit of over four hundred thousand

pounds into a deficit of nearly the same amount on trad-

ing in the course of a single year, as recently experienced

by a great drapery firm.

It seems therefore that there is no reason to be unduly

pessimistic over the future of photography as a business.

It is taking its share of the general troubles, and this is

less disquieting than a serious slump would be in a time

of all-round prosperity. It is to be hoped that in the

commerce of the nation this is the darkest hour which

comes before the dawn of renewed prosperity ;
a dawn

of which with the eye of faith we already have a glimpse.

The campaign for economy which is now in full swing

should have positive results, provided the public does

not slacken its demand for reduction of State expenditure.

Within a reasonable time, large sums which are now

being spent upon unproductive work should remain

in the hands of those who have earned them,

instead of being taken ,out of their control in the form

of taxes. When it is considered that at least one-third of

the total income of the leisured classes is now being

absorbed by income tax alone, it is small wonder that

these classes, formerly the photographer's best patrons,

are not giving orders on the scale of former times. At

the other end of the social scale unemployment is rife,

and many working classes families have one or more idle

members to be kept out of wages which are not too liberal

or regular.
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The situation should not, however, be faced by merely
acknowledging the existing conditions and quietly wa

lings to mend. The less money there is to be spent
•or must be the energy displayed in getting a

fair share of it. Hie most energetic and progressive of

our recognis. the fullest extent,

and are ng on a more lavish scale than ever
before. The lesson they teach sh be miss-

;iotographer, who must explor- enue through
h business may possii

as fresh and attract: can make it, and
r>atrons constantly reminded of

tters or circulars announcing his latest introductions,

^^Hftl styles being devised to form an • for the
ation. The < il photographer may carry

e generous way, as not only may he
.larise fir <-ss who can use
graphs, but he can advertise, in the various techr

particularly those connected with the
' radea. In nearl-

of orders U obtained by direct personal

it we seldom hear of this

t in connection with " shop front
"

^bool work. There is an old saying among business

that a man who spends less upon his advertising

than upon his rent is dead to his own interests, but
modem experience teaches that the outlay upon adver-
tising should be in a much higher proportion, and it

should be carried on persistently and regularly. A small
effective announcement which appears regularly will
yield a better return than a larger one which appears
once or at long intervals. As regards the cost, this may,
to a certain extent, be met by delaying the purchase of
new apparatus or furniture, which can be procured as
soon as the advertising, in whatever form it may taie,
has done its work. One caution is necessary; it is, not
to be discouraged by the non-arrival of orders immediately
after an advertising effort; an advertisement is often
working months, even years, after its publication. Also,
if a good return is apparent from advertising, keep on

;

>t think that the boom will be permanent. Do not
expect too great a return upon the money expended. If

orders which can be reasonably attributed to an adver-
tisement pay for it and yield a net profit equal to the
amount spent upon it, it is worth going on with, as the
indirect influence which is greater has cost less than
nothing. "* Sweet are the uses of adversity." May the
present depression prove a blessing in disguise to those
who in the past have waited for business to come to tli

but who are now driven to strike out to keep afloat.

THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SALON.
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harmful to tin- pictorial effect. " Buist " (25), by J. Lohoar,
is a delightful little print, the atmospheric effect boing quite

charming. The oil pigment has again been helpful. Shall we
say, than, Hromoil for aerial perspective and atmospheric effects

forearoand is free of ropes and masts? Tin- ma to he

oat convincing of the uses of oil pigment additions.

An. ry fine picture (29), by J. M. Whitehead',

is a print of very rich quality No ''' by Mr. McLennan,
moil Tho bulk of Um coloured work sub-

d was not acceptable, as print* were in most insti

pastel dra» ing*. The coloured Hromoil alluded to

quite legitimate in method of production; vcr- olour

has been added to a rich deep brown print, bat the gain

in artistic value is very slight, if any. " Craigmill

by Geo. Raeper, is a rich Hromoil print, in which the castle

is well present. -.1. " Happy Days " (60), by Linten I

is a very charming lit; • •. reproduced as frontispiece

in the catalogue. It , Summer" (71), by J. M.
\V hitclwad, I like the higher key which has been struck.

is a fine picture, but I do not much euro for the cold

of his print. The purer blacks of tho repro-

duction in catalogue help to show what this work would

gain with a purer colour effect " The Crooked Chimney "

by Chas. A. Allen, is well handled, but tho architectural

lines are not quite pleasing. "The Cloud" (100), by Dan
ip, is a most t'ul essay, the atmospheric i

its most successful feature, achieved without tho use

romoil. " The Muddy Road " (103), by Jas. Lindsay,

is a fine quality print • hand light reflection

bit disturbing, and should be further " sunned " d

" The Great Splendour " (100), by J. Baird, is a most

successful essay in recording distance in landscape.

r the retreating distances a little darker, particularly

the most distant hills. " A Bridge on tho Teitli " (114), by
\V. W. Weir, U a most successful picture, and very originally

treated. The big shadow on the picturesque old bride.

too solid in character, and wants breaking up with

red lights. " Kefloctiona " (116), by W. B. Penney,

is skilfully handled, flesh tones being particular]? well

red in just the rigli in Spate " (120),
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bj John Hand, gives a fine sensation of the rushing waters;

it is a print of a fine rich black in bromide. " The Goods
Entrance " (123), by A. T. Edgcley, is a clever composition;

t.he nearest figure should be in sharper focus. No. 128, >>\

Chas. Allen, a good subject, suffers from a monotony
in the treatment of high-lights of the picture. In No. I'll

<ie see Mr. Dunlop quite successful in seascape, but in

No. 182 I do not think lie is so successful. Of the riches of

light and shade some should have been left out; the compe-
tition is " Too Busy." In No. 107 the foreground of seascape

is a little gaunt and hard, but in a way this has its use

in emphasising the beauty of the distance. To finish with

Mr. Dunlop's contributions, I regard " The Palace Courtyard,

Stirling Castle " (175). as an excellent piece of work ; it has

only one defect; this will bo discovered if carefully sought

by the analytical patrons of the 6how.
" A Quaint Corner," Culross " (208), is a fine quality print;

the composition is odd, but quite pleasing. No. 210, by Mr.
Cairns, is a child study happily caught. A " Wilkie-like "

subject, " When the Cat's Away " (234), has been very cleverly

carried out. " Interested " (236), by John Smith, I consider

a most happy performance of decorative design. No. 238

is an excellent portrait of C. Pollard Crowther, Esq., by

Mr. Brinkloy. No. 243, a sea and sky composition by Miss

K. M. Alexander, gives fine rendering on a long scale of

delicate tones, a scheme in which photography excels.
'• Cintra Palace " (244), by A. M. Clark, is a picturesque

presentation of pleasing architectural work, most capably

carried out. " The Fish Cleaners " (248), by Chas. A. Allan,

is a good subject handled in a masterly way.
Robert Chalmers, of Sunderland (his birth certificate is

right) shows half-a-dozen prints of his latest and best work.

Whilst having a great appreciation of " Youth " (171), I

think that the composition suffers from a too central

division of the light and shade. " Hilda " (104j, by this

same worker, is a portrait of a sweet girl, and has a
pleasing range of tones. " Framivillgate " (193), is alto-

gether a most satisfying little picture. " Pensive " (197), is

in a line Mr. Chalmers has made his own; a very simple and
effective portrait.

There is a collection of beautiful work by Marcus Ada
F.B.P.8., sent in response to invitation. Many of the prints

are already well known from reproduction in photogravure.

I am of opinion that this process of reproduction was respon-

sible for the " too white " high-lights, but I find hero in

Mr. Adams' work a tendency t<> u^e the white paper base

in rendering of his many high-lights. No. 280, is a beautiful

girl portrait, but suffers slightly from the over-dark rendering

of left-hand. No. 279 suffers from a plethora of high-keys,

left hand. No. 27<l suffers from a plethora of high-keys

No. 294 is a charming picture, but the high-lights almost too

pure. No. 304, a beautiful boy portrait, in the right key.

except for one too white note in collar. These prints sent
by Mr. Adams are a great acquisition to the exhibition, and
this fine contribution will be much appreciated.

There is a collection in the second hall of Canadian work,
and I have been interested to see what kind of pictures
our overseas photographic brethren produce, but I am a
little disappointed after seeing what their U.S. neighbours
have been showing us. Of the work on the wall, No. 301
is a good portrait with some beautiful tone values, but the
composition is the worse for the straight white line of arm.
No. 324, " A Moment for Thought," appears to be a " gum "

print fairly well done. No. 828 i.* nearly a success, but too
broken in the rendering of high-light detail. No. 337, by
Mr. Moore, is cleverly done, and has subtle tones happily
rendered. No. 34*. by Mr. Soulsby, is a pleasing little

portrait. Archibald Cochrane.

PARIS NOTES.

The Centenary of Photography
The first photographs deserving the name, that is to say, the

first images of outdoor scenes obtained by means of a camera

fitted with a lens, and of a degree of permanency such that

subsequent action of light did not affect them, are certainly

the images on metal, glass and paper rendered sensitive with

bitumen of Judse which were obtained by J. Nicephore Niepce

in the years 1822-1824, subsequent to Niepce's earlier experi-

ments in the reproduction of engravings. Following the sug-

gestion made some months ago by the " Revue Franyaise de

Photographie," the French Photographic Society, in conjunc-

tion with various professional associations, has formed a
committee for the commemoration of the centenary of this

discovery, and has fixed the year 1924 as the most appropriate

time for the celebration. Provided that the plans which are

now being made come to a successful issue, an international

congress of photography and an international exhibition repre-

senting the historical, artistic, scientific, industrial and com-
mercial branches of photography will be held in Paris. The
French Academy of Sciences and the Academie des Beaux Arts

hare already signified their patronage of this programme,
and other official support may be counted upon. The difficulty

which faces the promoters is that of finding a suitable place

providing the accommodation which such an exhibition re-

quires. As soon as the necessary plans have been made, par-

ticulars will be forthcoming as regards the congress. The full

reports issued of the last international congress held in

Brussels in 1910, and published almost in their entirety in the
" British Journal," are sufficient to show the importance of a
gathering of this kind. A subsequent congress, which was to

have been held in London in 1915, in conjunction with the
Royal Photographic Society, was in process of organisation

when the events of July, 1914, decided otherwise. The French
organising committee has still a lively recollection of the aid
then offered in Great Britain, and hopes to receive a like

support when the plans for the centenary congress are further
advanced.

Tests of Process Lenses
At one of the recent meetings of the photo-mechanical sec-

tion of the French Photographic Society, M. Demiehel, a

Parisian photo-engraver, described a very simple method of
testing lenses to be used in process work. On the copyboard is

arranged a test chart formed by placing side by side a number
of prints from the same half-tone block, made with a screen of
150 lines per inch, and the camera extension is set for a
reproduction to half scale. Care requires to be taken that the
plane of the copyboard and that of the sensitive plate are
exactly perpendicular to the optical axis. Any error in this

respect is, however, shown by unequal distribution of definition

in the image. The average size of the elements of the half-

tone original are l-300th of an inch, and therefore the aver-

age size of those of the reduced reproduction is l-600th of an
inch. Any lack of sharpness of the image, even when it is of

the order of l-2500th of an inoh (l-100th of a millimetre), suffi-

ciently affects the proportion of the black and white elements
forming the screen image to modify in a very marked manner
the gradation of the copy, this gradation depending precisely

on the proportion of the black (or white) per unit of surface.

M. Demiehel has compared in this way an apochromatic
Tessar and a Cooke process objective, each of about 25 inches
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focal length. Whilst at //15 the Tessar covered well a 24x20
plate, the extreme corners, however, showing traces of astig-

gained as regards sharpness or effective

covering power by stopping down. On the other hand, with

the Cooke process lens the plate which is sharply covered with

a relatively large stop is a little smaller, but a considerably

larger plate than 24x20 is covered by stopping down.

-o data are plainly of value only in respect to the two
i which were under comparison, but they show the useful-

ness of this simple method, which ran be employed for deter-

mining the stop to be used according to the size of plate re-

quiring to be covered when employing any one of the lenses

in a process establishment.

It should be added, to avoid misunderstanding, that a

teat of this kind is not applicable to a lena which is to be used
ie photography of relatively distant objects, e.g., land-

scapes or arch \ lens, as the result of its corrections

having been cai specially for use on a copying camera,

may be perfect for this purpose, but distinctly imperfect for

the photography of outdoor subjects; and i the cor-

ite lens for outdoor use may prove inauffi-

j'or copying work.

A Density Tester for Cinematograph Film Negative*.
a. previous instalment of these notes I referred to the

-matograph films designed by M. L. Lobel. in

automatic adjustment of the strength of the light is

made by the passage of the negative film through the appara-
tus M Lobel has now designed a v. ions apparatus
by w ilu.;. of a film negative may be rated,

nneuae Vihnograph." In the ordinary
way a film negative is rated by eye judgment, with the aid of

one or two standard negatives), a method which requires an
lely skilful operator, and even then is liable to error.

An a. u> test the film negative by printing

«*t lengths of positive film under different

cond - n, after development judging the exposure
should be given. Apart from the considerable quantity

process, the method takes
and, moreover, is least ef those two respects

it most generally prevailing in the making
etna films, namely, the asaembling of many short • ngths
gative.

uiesna of M. Lobel's " Etalonneiue " a series nf eight

successive exposures are made from a single negative of the
film band by successive addition of seven increasing resistances

to the electric circuit. The apparatus then comes to a stop,

and the negative film can then be unrolled by hand up to the
point at which a notch marks' the place for alteration in the
strength of the light. The machine then starts again, and
exposes a new series of eight from the negative presented to it.

Thus it is easy, after development of the test positive film,

to choose for each section of the negative the conditions of

exposure which will give not simply a satisfactory "positive, but
tli.- best positive which can be obtained from the negative.

A Museum of Cinematography.
M. J. Demaria, president of the Chambre Syndicale Fran-

chise de la Cinematographic, has recently taken the initiative

towards the establishment of a museum of cinematography.

Although the industry is scarcely more than 25 years of age,

it is one of those in which progress has been most rapid, and
a useful purpose would certainly be served, unless it is already

too late, by collecting examples of apparatus of all kinds which

have been successively employed, abandoned, or, as probably

has been the /ate of most, sold as scrap metal. The specimens

collected for the museum are to be for the present in the

charge of the French Photographic Society until their ulti-

mate place of preservation has been decided.

Automatic Timing of Printing Machines.
Clockwork mechanism for the automatic control of the time

of exposure in photographic printing appliances has been fre-

quently employed in the past as a means of setting a printer

to give an exposure of so many seconds or minutes. The mech-

anism has been more or less similar to that employed for the

lighting of the stairways of flats in Continental cities, by
• dweller, by operating a Bwitch, is given a limited

number of seconds to make his way up the staircase to the

'anding, there operating a second switch if his flat is

- up Hut these clockwork devices are usually somewhat

Ie, and will not stand the hard wear tsf which they are

in a photographic printing room. MM. Godefroy

•s have recently introduced a very strong automatic

"timer" for printing machines, constructed without any

cWxkwork mechanism, but very easily adjustable over a wide

range of exposure times, any one of which can be repeated

with great accuracy.

L. P. Cxerc.

SOME FACTORS CONCERNING THE RAPIDITY OF
A LENS.

following is the text of • paper read at a recent meeting of the Croydon Camera Club, where it was accompanied

by a demons*.

»

the appar the direct measurement of the F No. of a lens which Mr. Jobling has designed

as an improvement on that of C. Wellborn- Piper described ' Messrs. Jobling and Salt contrive

rey the facts, and even certain of the more recondite considerations in lens rapidity in a form which involves

mall sacrifice of exactness for the sake of the elimination of the tabooed mathematical symbols.]

hast work know little or nothing about optics, whilst others•per wae originally intended and partly written by one
msl summer n

las been dealt with in a
• n in the pages of th

very useful

•ogether by him
'< the average

hat •
s. with any additic

presented

l mu<
appeal mainlv to >.<,-•'

lihars who hnr

when the an I

!"n«iri> mantKT h\

Bl nal of I"

- 'he serious student
* perhaps of rather

to be hoped
•nay suggest them-

're modest, snd is in-

-• in pi • .rrephv and to

t the simplest

thai n who do th»

orammed full of lore do not come up to expectations in prac-

tical achievement. Most certainly it is not necessary to be

<n*rt in optics and chemistry to be a first-class photo-

grapher, and equally certain is it that a rubbing acquaintance-

ship with underlving principles need not rob the technician of

his technique, or the piotorialist of his inspiration, bnt should

usefully supplement hoth.

All that will therefore be attempted is to touch upon, in

the simplest possible Innguage, the irreducible minimum of

what a photographer should know concerning the somewhat dry

subject selected, ndding thereto some relevant matte'

general interest. The many familiar with the ground traversed
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will remember the time when it was unknown and be recon-
ciled to boredom.

Borne who practised hand-camera work, before the introduc-
tion of the rapid anastigmat, may well bo perplexed at the
insistent demand by amateurs ever for greater speed in lens
and plate. In old days few, if any, lenses of normal focus would
Dover a plate sharply at a larger aperture than //ll, which
for that reason was a favourite stop, and the luxury of a rising
trout was almost out of the question. Nevertheless, with lenses
and plates of far lower speed than those of the present day.
much first rate work, even under difficult conditions, was
accomplished. Generally speaking the hand-camera then was
a heavy and bulky thing, which permitted slow shutter speeds
in the hand without risk of movement during exposure.
Excluding the reflex camera, now-a-days weight and bulk

have been cut down to such a point as to greatly increase
liability of shake during exposure, and in consequence subjects

containing nothing in motion often receive what would bo
considered a top-speed instantaneous exposure in the past.

Apart from Press work and sporting events, comparatively
few subjects require a shorter exposure than l/20th or l/30th
of a second, and it should never be overlooked that halving a
shutter speed is equivalent to doubling the working speed of

the lens, with the added advantage of greater depth of field.

The rapidity of a lens, omitting .some qualifying factors,

depends upon two main things, one being the amount of the
light passed by the stop, the other being the scale of the image
—or in other words the size of individual objects depicted,

which is dependent upon the focal length of the lens, and must
not be cpnfused with the amount of view included on the plate.

As is well known, the area of a circle bears a definite rela-

tionship to its diameter. Double its diameter and the area of

a circular stop or diaphragm is increased four times, trans-

mitting quadruple the light. Conversely, halve its diameter

and the area is decreased four times, and one-quarter the light

only passes. Therefore, if any lens is fitted with four stops

whoso openings have diameters of 1, J, \, and i inch respec-

tively, exposures will be in ratio 1, 4, 16, 32, or inversely as

the square of the diameter of the stop. That is to say, if one

second be right for the largest stop, 32 seconds exposure is

demanded for the smallest. In practice such a series would

present inconveniently abrupt steps.

Beginners occasionally fog themselves by overlooking that

ratios are only dealt with in stop nomenclature, and that the

proportion that the light passed by one stop bears to the light

passed by another, is invariably determined by their respective

diameters. In photographic practice it is not necessary to

know the actual area in square inches of any stop.

The scale of the image, as has been said, is dependent upon

the focal length, or "equivalent focus" of the lens, which is

the invariable distance between the focussing screen when a

sharp imago is formed there of a distant object, and a certain

point located inside or outside the lens. This is termed the
•' principal point " or " node of omission " (in old text books

often designated the " optical centre ") and its position varies

in different lenses.

The scale of the image in conjunction with focal length con-

veniently forms a starting point to an understanding of the

usual method of indicating the relative rapidity of different

lenses. Suppose we have two lenses, one of 8 inches and the

other of 16 inches focus, both fitted with a stop or diaphragm

opening of 1 inch in diameter, which obviously -will pass the

same amount of light, and with each lens in turn a fairly dis-

tant square building is focussed. If with the 8-inch lens the

image of the building is reduced in scale to I square inch, then

with the 16-inch lens the building will be rendered 2 inches

square with an area of 4 square inches.

Doubling the focal length therefore gives an image twice

linear. The light passed by the stop in this case being dis-

tributed over four times the area, at any given point has only

one-fourth the intensity of that afforded by the 8-inch lens.

To obtain equal rapidity a stop is therefore conditioned that
will pass four times more light, which, as we have just seen,
is fulfilled by one of twice the diameter or 2 inches across.
The next point to note in the example given is that for

equal rapidity the diameter of the stop in each case is one-
eighth the focal length. What is true in these two cases is

true in all, so that no matter how the focal lengths of lenses
may vary, stops having diameters one-eighth of their respec-
tive foci will be of the same rapidity, or, in other words, will
transmit to the picture plane images of the same light-
intensity (or for present purposes must be considered to do
so). This being recognised, it will bo equally apparent that
stops representing any other common fraction of the focal
length, such as one-sixteenth, will also give exposures
identical with each other.

In the now almost universal method of marking the relative

values of different stops, known as the "/ system," a series

of diameters of certain fractions of the focal length is taken,
so calculated that each stop is just half the arey of the larger

one immediately preceding it, and thus requires double the
exposure.

Naturally, some definite fraction of the focal length must
furnish a starting point either for an ascending or descending
scale, and in this country one-fourth the focal length has been
adopted, usually expressed shortly as "//4." The descending
scale is represented by //5.66, //8, //11.3, and other fractions

familiar to all as engraved on lens mounts.

To obtain this convenient sequence the diameters of the

stops are made proportional to the square roots of the times

of relative exposures, namely, 1, 2, 4, 8, and so on in the
same progression. But for most practical purposes all we
need to remember is that 1.414 (1.4 near enough) is the square-

root of 2, for then we can check diaphragm markings, or find

the standard / values of continental lenses marked differently,

sometimes merely with the actual diameters in millimetres of

the diaphragms.

Or we can make a set of waterhouse stops to replace ones
missing, which is often the case with old lenses picked up
second-hand.

To take the simplest case, that of a lens whose largest stop

is in the regular sequence and whose / value is known— an

//8 R.R., for example. Accepting the full opening as correct,

and it will probably not be far out, we need not bother about

the focal length. We carefully measure the full opening and
divide it by 1.414, which will give us the diameter represent-

ing //11.3. Half the diameter of //8 will be //16, and half

of //11.3 will be //22.6, and so on.

Starting with any other stop in the regular sequence, the

same procedure, of course, applies. Thus, dividing the

diameter representing //4 by 1.414 gives //5.66, and halving

the former gives //8. Quite a simple procedure, and not infre-

quently of real utility, yet how few, if any, text books

written for the less advanced worker condescend to any such

plain statement. Parenthetically, it may be remarked that

one standard text book written on popular lines describes

the / system in sucli terms of incomprehensibility to the

unmathematical mind as to amount to positive genius in the

traditional scholastic line.

With near objects, which require a greater camera extension

than with distant, it will be apparent that the lens for the

time being is working at a longer focus and the nominal value

of the diaphragm opening is reduced. Particularly is this

the case in portraiture and enlarging, and formula? for

dealing with such cases are abundant. Personally, we have
never met a photographer who bothered his head one jot about

the working / value of the lens under these conditions. In

portraiture it would hardly be politic to ask a sitter to main-

tain a pleasant expression whilst the necessary calculations I

were being made. Estimated exposure based on experience

suffices, a more generous allowance being made for large heads I

than full-length figures. When reducing or enlarging, a table,!
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(To be continued.)
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THE PRACTICAL STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY
OF SMALL OBJECTS.

(Concluded from

The practical outcome of this for the ordinary worker is that

when high magnifications are attempted the smallest available stop

should be used, and that the near face of the object should be placed

e\aetly in the plane of the verticals on which he has previously

focussed sharply with lull aperture. Magnifications up to 20 or 25

diani. ii can bo secured with a lens of 0.5 in. focus, would

be extremely useful in the photography of thin transparent sections of

minerals, but great skill will be required to secure the best result

—

the skill necessary in all microscopic work.

The following comprehensive table, covering a very wide field,

sets out in easily available form the results of our inquiry as

adapted for use with the suggested 4-in. stereoscope. Its use will

b3 made clear by examples.

Table I.

For use with standard stereoscope only. Dimensions in inches.

Image distance .. 12 10 20 24 28 30 40 50 72

Image width '.. 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 22.5 25 35 40

Print width . . 1.88 2 2.08 2.14 2.2 2.25 2.27 2.33 2.37

Eye separation .. 2.25 2.33 2.38 2.41 2.44 2.47 2.48 2.52 2.53

.Magnification 1.. 2.5 3 3 (3) 3 3.5 3.5 (3.5) 3.5

2.. (2) 2.5 (2.5) 3 3 3 3

3.. 2 (2) 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 3

4.. (1.5) 2 (2) — 2.5 2.5

5.. 1.5 — 2 (2) .2 2.5

0.. — 1.5 — 2 (2)

7.. — 1.5 1.5

8.. (1) —. 1.5

.... image width
9 . . 1 — object width always =

10.. 1 1

20.. (0.5) — Lens separation always ="

25.. — 0.5

The figures in the same horizontal line as the number of the mag-
nification give the focal length of the lens to be used, while the

corresponding image distance is given in the top line vertically

above the lens figure. To find the lens required for an image

magnified four times at 20 in., we look vertically down from image

distance 20, and horizontally from magnification 4. The lens required

is 2 in. When the lens is exactly correct to formula the figure is

enolosed in brackets. In these oases the object distance need not be

calculated, but is simply found by dividing the image distance

by the number of the magnification. In the above case, for instance,

the object distance will be 20 -J- 4, or 5 in. In general, however,

if the worker wishes to avoid trouble, it will be necessary to cal-

culate boc/h camera extension and object distance from the two
formulae obtained for that purpose, and this is easily done.

Camera extension — F (1 -J- m), where m = n x

Eye separation

Object distance = F [1 + '—
1

1+ 1

- will always be a whole number. Therefore will be a

simple fraction. Multiply this by n, the number of the magnifi-
cation, and we get m. Put thi6 value of m into the above formulas,

and we have the dimensions required. In the case just considered,

I 2
where a = 20, » = 4, F = 2 : to = 4 X r , , or - ; camera extension

o -r l 3

-*{'+!) or 3.33 in. ; and object distance —"(•fr or 5 in.,

which in this case, since 2 in. is exactly the correct focal length,
agrees with the value found by simply dividing x by n. It will be
seen from the table that the 2-in. lens gives a very useful series of

results/ many of which are exactly accurate. As already stated,

this table is drawn up on strict lines, and the gaps in it may be
filled by the use of the lens indicated immediately above or below
the spaces without serious loss of accuracy.
For natural size images a 3-in. leiis can be used for all distances

of the ima-" from 16 in. to 48 in. inclusive unless where very rigid

IHi'jr 80.)

accuracy is required, while a 3.5-in. lens will cover all distances from

30 in. practically to infinity. For images on a reduced scale a 3-in.

lens will give all values of n from to i at 12 in., and all values

of 71 from to 1 at from 16 in. to 24 in. inclusive. .No second lens,

therefore, will be needed for this kind of work.

We will now imagine the photographer about to undertake some

task by the aid of the table and the two formulae set out above.

The first remark that must be made deals with the artistic considera-

tions that will influence his choice of image distance. If Ins object

is 8 in. wide he can show its natural size at 16 in. where unagt

width (set down immediately beneath the image distance in the

table) is 10 in. But it will probabiv be much better to choose the

20-in. distance for the image, where image width is 12.5 hi., as this

will leave sufficient room on each side for the proper arrangement

and display of the object. Or he can show it on the reduced

scale of i at 12 in., when it will occupy only 4 in. out of the avail-

able image width of 71, in. given at this distance. Similarly, if his

object is 2 in. wide, he can show it multiplied three diameters at

12 in., but it will be better to choose 16 in. where there is more

room. It is not necessary that a small object should be enlarged,

provided that its surroundings are properly arranged, as it will

simply mean that the central feature of interest in the image will

only occupy a small portion of the field—a circumstance which

very often has an attraotive effect. The worker must exercise the

same artistic restraint here as that which prevents him from filling

the whole width of, say, a half-plate negative with the photograpu

of an object which he desires to show in a pleasing way. The first

thing, tlierefore, that the worker must do is to run his eye along

the line giving image width until he sees a figure amply big enough

to give his object room to be properly seen when presented on tne

chosen scale. J>et us suppose, then, that he has an object 2 in. wide,

and that he decides to sliow it multiplied three diameters at 16 in.

The table tells him that the lens required is 2 in., and that this is

exactly correct to formula, so that object distance will be 16 divided

by 3, or 5.33 in. The object width, or distance between verticals,

in ail cases will be image width divided by n—in this case 10-3,

or 3.33 in. This gives enough room for the arrangement of his

2-in. object. Print width, wnich never varies from the tabulated

value, will be 2 in., while lens separation, or shift to be given to the

camera, will be 2.33-^3, or .78 in. Only one dimension remains to

bi calculated, namely, camera extension. The value of m will be

3x rj~~> or -6> Bind camera extension will therefore be 2 (1-f .6), or

3.2 in. It will be useful to remember that to indicates the ratio of

negative to object, or gives the scale of the negative as compared
witn natural size.

It is taken' lor granted that the worker has carefully read the

practical hints given in connection with the seven detailed experi-

mental cases tabulated earlier. He will then only have to set up
his verticals at 3.33 in. apart, adjust the camera extension and
object distance by the lengths found above, and test on the focus-

sing screen the accuracy oi the distance between the images of the

verticals, which must exactly agree with the print width of 2 in.

given in the table. If the exposure formulae are worked out it will

be found that for a 1 in. critical depth of focus the stop used should

be F/28, and that its effective value will bo F/45, so that this case

presents no difficulty. Using this stop, not more than 0.33 in. of

the object should be at the near side of the verticals; this, magni-

fied three times, will give th • 1 in. image depth in sharp focus at

the near side of the principal plane; the remainder of the image
will lie at the farther side and will also be critically sharp to a

distance of 1 in., and reasonably sharp to a total depth of 2 or 3 in,

behind the plane.

We take one more example of a different kind, where n is frac-

tional. Some object, about 30 in. wide, is to be presented on a

reduced scale near the eyes—say at 16 in.—in order that its model-

ling and general conformation may be more clearly seen. (This

would seem to be the chief reason why a reduced image may some-

times be desirable.) If n is taken as £, the image of the 30-in. object

will be 10 in. and will quite fill the image width available at 16 in.

It will be better, therefore, to take n as - or ,. —say the latter.
4 5

The object width, or distance between verticals, will then be 10 x
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which gi of room for arrangement. The value

m will in. Camera est
+ 1

then be 3 I I I r 3.12 in. ; objtct ditlance will be

25), or 78 in. Print width is given by the Uble aa 2 in.

r camera - lie 2.33x0, or 11.65 in.

[ the exposure formula are worked oui hat the

epth baa the e: - 9, and

at this is pi he nine as the effective stop, /

very rapid exposures therefore ,

image is reduced. In this case, since a

1 at the nearet the verticals

lesent the 1 in. of the

i > plane. The use of a
• exposure

at the nearer side of the p

ii cases be

tie last

jieotive, and
Age so deformed as to be eu -.-ness to the

be the case. Tbe perspec-

be considerably increased because of tbe

i image and 1U nearness to the eye*— this, in fact,

4 tbe image : but no matter bow small may
. , there will

•

e, will alt ,L», and a sphere

iioal end artistic success is near distance image*
.aged ur reduced

1IM
rerged at I

: the w..«,

i alimet every -*» Lhrre

i, and part* ( tbe unagr

the ayes are *o

ay have a too

sklent common

neant different

•ed.

bol* olaar. i

ihieh are aomelimct
of the image, arc

r's care to make as

*g *: i«-i as p* • .. i*» ww p«'!*i»v«'.

ne pi

Apicuoos as possible.

i table a item tile* the whole of the working formula
ilia for as* with any stereoscope, and

I the order in which they will demand attei

Taau 11.

g formula giving aoomate rcults ly direct printing from
he negative* obtained in the camera.

snee of image; as degree of magnification or redaction of
focal length of elereo»o»pe lenses; (*>'« separation

° depth of focus, or distaii.

.

the inni, : irnoyc du-
rmal separation of ey« "hen looking at an ol

laUnce z.

*}t width - 0<

1J1J1

a

( negative to object — s» —
( •

Otjut dsstaaca - F ( I - X

\ wbea T u any lens.

n F is exadtly comet by formula 3.

5. Camera extension = F (1 + m) when F ia any lens.

= x x —4—, when F is exactly correct to formula.

6. Print width = 00 l

7. Exposure formula-.

Diameter •

*+/

x-±-d x 1

x . when F is correct.
1.IUU a a

lens.F number of stop = ad x^ X
g
— J+

for any

1-IH> f
Effective F number of stop = nd x ", . x , for any lens.x±d x+f *

c

—

x — d is to be used when d is at the nearer side of the
principal plane, and x td when d is at the farther side.

8. LtM Mparation ^camera shift) = —. (For values of Sx sec

Tablo I.)

H. (.'. Browns.

FuRTI! u.MLNG EXHIBITIONS.

February 11 to 25.—.^
I . - . .., . Salon. Particulars from

. Smellie, Braeiindon, Allanshau Sti

.sry 14 to 17.—Exeter Camera Club. Particulars from C.

Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Exeter Can
M Road, Exmoutii.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Par-

cretuxy, G. Massie, 10, Hart G

*>
1 to o .in Photographic Society. Particulars

Medical Institute Buiiu-

Kdtnuud Street, Birmingham.
Msrc. don 1'iiotograpliic Society. • PartK

uoit, hi, Beauval
K ., London, S.E.22.

March 8 t ibaad I 'nolographic Association. Latest date
February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition

Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,
Birkenhead.

j of London and Crip]

ouviety. Laicet d*te lor entries, Maxcn 4. 1'aruculais .

tbe lion. Secretary, J. J. But.cr, /, Ureaiiain Street, Lonuon,

B.C

March 15 to Is Salon of Photography. Latest date for

anil b J. Particulars from the Secretary, 11. >,.

Daniel, 154, Penylan Road, Cardiff.

March lb to 18.—Leytonstone and Wanstead Camera Club. Latest
-i. rarticular* irom the Secretary,

maid, 1, Colworth Road, Leytonstone, London,

Marcn it to April 8.—Peunist nr Photographic Associa-
Lalesi date foi vutries, Maxell 14. Particulars from the

la Graham, 448, DuJto sn
DeuuMtoui,

. iil 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest date
lor culrit-s, March 7. Hon. Secretary, Waiter Selie, 24,

Pembury Road, Liapton, London, E.o.

5 U> 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire I'hotographic Society.

Latest date for entries, .Maxell <&. I'articuiars lrom the Hon.
Secretary, H . Bailey , Conk Street, Leicester.

<S1 to May 11. lianipsmre House Photographic
Boaasy. i- »u»t Uatc lor entries, .Siarcu JO. i'articulara lrom
tiie Hon. hxuibiliou Secreiary, J. Auger Hall, iib, Bibhop s

Mauasous, Buibup's Park Road, London, s.W.b.

May 1 to 6.—Photoj Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster.
Secretary, ArUiux C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for e Xuguat 25. Particulars from the

Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,

London, ''
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Patent News.

Process patents -applications and specifications-are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

ic&tioM, January 30 to February 4.

Apparatus.- No. 3,066. Photographic developing and printing

Lratus. A. Cigarini.

Plates uu> Fnj*s. No. 2,922. Photographic dry plates, films,

P. W. Collins.

has.—No. 3,118. Cameras. P. W. Maxwell.

Datmbhx Development.-No. 2,886. Daylight developing and/or

twin* apparatus for photographic films. F. Nourse.

RBFLRX Cameras.-No. 3,227. Foldable photographic reflex

cameras. B. Foulkes-Winks.

Hklief ImPMSSIOOT—No. 3,048. Obtaining photographic impres-

sions in relief. F. Nisot.

Projection Mbthod.-No. 2,754. Projecting photographic images.

K. T. Barlow.

Cinematography.—No. 2,750. Means for obtaining relief effects in

motion pictures. E. Castant.

Coloub Cinematogb.4phy.-No. 2,746. Manufacture of multi-colour

screens, films, or plates, for natural-colour cinematography.

J. Camiller and A. Hay.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price Is. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Film-drying Apparatus.-No. 173,919 (October 27, 1920). The

objects of the invention are (1) to dry any number of films at

the rate of one every 30 seconds, which is even faster than films

can be conveniently squeegeed and clipped ready for suspending

(2) to be able to place fresh films in without interfering with

Fig. 1.

those already drying; (3) to take out dried films without inter-

fering with those still drying; (4) to remove dried films 60 as

to do away with an assistant.

A cupboard contains a single moving band for each row of

prints being dried, this band being provided with hooks for the

reception of detachable clips to which the films are affixed, and

a means for automatically detaching the clips and collecting the

dried films.

The invention will be described for a cupboard about 15 feet

long and 6 feet high.

A short distance from the top is horizontally placed a travelling

belt a with hooks a 1 placed every two or three inches, so that

approximately sixty or more films will fill the entire length of

cupboard.

One end b l of the cupboard 6, which will be called the exit,

is open to allow dried films to pass out, and at the bottom of the

Fig. 2.

cupboard commencing about 2 feet from the exit end I 1 are

electric heater unit* c arranged to spread over about the next

6 feet, and to give ft constant temperature of about 95 deg.

in the cupboard.

U the admission end I2 is placed an electric fan rf, dra •

cold air in at the exit end b< over the heater units c past the

wet films and out again. Near this end i« a fairly narrow door e

to allow wet films to be placed on the belt hooks.

It is obvious that this door being open will not upset the

temrierature of a long cupboard, and hence films can be placed

on the travelling belt a at any time without upsetting the drying

I liers. The fan d is preferably at the bottom of the cupboard,

and as the bottom ends of the films are the wettest, this moisture

is removed quickest on account of the warm air being di

quickly past them, and so even drying is ensured.

Figs. 3 and 4 show a preferable form of film clip: f represents

the side arms to the clip, and /"' the eye of which engage,

hooks on the belt.

When the dried films reach the exit end b l it is necessary to

detach them from the travelling belt a to prevent their being

A-
SO Di

— -j

Fig. 3.

carried round the pulleys over which the belt is travelling. This

is effected by the film clips catching a bar g which prevents then-

being carried further by the belt a, and allows and forces them

to clip off the back of the belt hook.

The side projections f on the clips drop on to inclined bars /<

down which the films slide and remain in batches ready for

unclipping when convenient.

The belt is driven at any convenient speed, e.g., at the rate

of one foot in two minutes, so that 120 films can be dried in one

hour, and continuously.
_

The cupboard is or may be wooden framing, lined completely

with any suitable material, and the electric heater units are pro-

tected by wire gauze t to prevent an accidentally falling him

touching any heated surface.-John Willis Gray, 82, Westborough,

Scarborough.

Panel Envelopes.—A correspondent, writing in reference to the

ban placed by the G.P.O. upon these envelopes for overseas trade,

says : " It was the Madrid Conference that condemned these useful

invoice envelopes unless the window formed ' an integral part of

the envelope,' the latter pattern being almost entirely of foreign

manufacture, and rarely, if ever, used here. The trouble, however,

is being overcome, for a British firm of manufacturers (John Dickin-

son and Co.) have introduced envelopes which conform strictly

to regulations, the window in the new pattern being an integral

part of the envelope."

Historical Portraits.—The " Times " announces that the

London Library has just received the gift of a collection of en-

graved portraits and views, estimated to number 50,000, which

almost at once puts it on a level with the Print Room of the

British Museum. It was formed by the late Mrs. Fraser Baddeley,

a life-long collector, and has been presented to the London Library

through Dr. Hagberg Wright by her son, Mr. J. F. Baddeley, in

memory of his mother, the author. The collection is especially

rich in historical portraits, including British and foreign leaders,

statesmen, men of letters and science, the Church, and the stage.

In London views the collection will probably prove to be one of

the most extensive in existence. It is proposed to have the whole

of the collection arranged in volumes, the portraits in alphabetical

order similar to that of Mr. O'Donoghue's great catalogue of those

in the British Museum. The London views will be arranged topo-

graphically on similar lines to those in the Croce collection.
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Meetings of Societies.

*EE1 OR NEXT « I

' AHV 30.

lb. Enlarging E\ening.
Tips and Dodges about Appara

Scot A.P.A Cril ism of Exhibit;
> Members Slides.

I'hotograpiu.. .. »-t\ >i . ,; \y -.i re ov \[, Dordan I'siv.

ees." M. O. Dell.

KT.
•>grapbar " Prise Slides, 1921

• tow and Personal Prac- ictorial
C. Perry

TCWDAT, F«B«CABt 21.
-.olograph \ Booth,

imuiirfi.jm I';. • So. Display of Lantern Bidet
Thoughts on Pictorial Comp.-

Eustace P. Nash.

n* Manufacture of
Ukastigmal Let***.'1 a C W Aldis.

'-' lo °- ! lechnicsl Demonstration.

Photography and High-speed I

P1MJ. {' 1 1 \| ir. hi*
Ltedl I'hoj fee V., r «. .;,. (•),.., r (;„.,„, I' rlr;t ,

;e Enlargement »
' v. 1

- - ackletoo
-

Ids PS. Pbotogr*- IVjrdan Pyke
8t*.ybridge Phot. Soc. "Java: plea and Temples -

'Jergent.

• vraiiiT. Fcaar ««r 22
AccTii-cton > 'a/ner* Cfcsk. " Z«i,r ,.. I.,,.... ToOfti,

Beauty by the

*icture Making with i

Phot Av.-

..toura,.' • H Pckwell.
W Bullock.

Tboe.

.-ernon Brooker.

'bill.

/ Bvenins;

the Exhibition Prist."

How a Reflex Camera U Made " W
I 'hot. Soc. "Carbrc Ian Pyke.

Tin i'-r.«r ( i >
i

Pro~~ i- C*.

Cssnerm Ch»b. Photogrsphy " F. W.

"* ««— "J

wito^: K*i£Sdwt
ptoflr" it0 '* 1*"'D

*
*nd '

. .
FmroaT. Fiaat »»r 24.

- m»;« to Prorenro ' Huh Sain
.ter, MM*.

„ RDAT. Finn .IT 25
'

held Tuesday, February nwick .„

Scientific and
>P« V, Profeeaor The Sved-

i tfc» Ant P»P*. " The RrH.ioi . of the IndivaWJ Hmlid.

ey which ha had taker, photomicrographs ol the silver

hahde grain after exposure to light but before development. He
had used, for the photo-micrographic illumination, light from an
incandescent lamp filtered through double layers of Hford tri-
colour red filter and. then -hrough Wratten A filter the combina-
tion passing light between 650 and 725. Using the Dford red-
sensitive Special Rapid panchromatic plates, the exposures were
not more than two minute*. An emulsion of silver iodo-bromide.
prepared by Mr. Renwiek. when examined in this way, showed
that the percentage of developable grains is not greater when the
grains are closely packed together. Other experiments were made
in which too sensitiveness of the grains to light was reduced by
means of Desensitol. It appeared from the results that no transfer

•ns takes place from the unaffected to the developable
grains, even over extremely minute distances.
The second paper, "Chi the Relation between Sensitiveness

and .Size of Grain in l'hotogjnapnic EmuUons," concerned the
theorem that there may be emulsions of silver bromide con-
sisting of grains of equal sue and shape, but having
different degrees of sentstivcnVos ; and, vice versa, that
smolaions differing in the sua and shape of the grains may
be of the same sensitiveness. Dr. Svodberg dealt, with this

>n from the mathematical and experimental standpoints. On
<h» »' ' 'hat in the light-affected grain there are small
centres distributed through the grain, he had calculated by the
mathematical laws of cbanoe the percentage probability for tlie

once of s certain number of centres in a given grain. From
thia theory, be bad proceeded to investigate an emulsion prepared

Renwiek in which the grains were of almost
-al shape and approximately equal in size, and had found
»itbin reasonable experimental error the centres in light-

ens were distributed according to the laws of chance.
.

une conclusion was reached in respect to emulsion exposed
ays. The paper was a further contribution to the investiga-

•f the ultimate causes which account for the characteristic
action of light upon a dry plate.

papers, or rather the second one, aroused an animated dis-
cussion, one speaker declaring that whatever the photographic

edberg's observations, the communication
ant one on the physical nature of light which had

hed for a hundred years. It appeared that Dr.
id shown the existence of a definite physical quantum

Slater Price, while paying a tribute to the import-
ance of the results, in the theory of the action of light on emuKi
and also to the author's dexterity in dealing with such problems,'

'it that more quantitative data were required before the
results could be wholly accepted.

man pointed out that in investigating the action of
n silver bromide grains they assumed either the action of

a homogeneous agent on a heterogeneous substance, or, alt.
lively, the action of a series of discontinuous pulses on a homo-
geneous surface. He did not think that Iir Svedberg's results
were decisive one way or the other.

Toy agreed, and Mr. Renwiek, while expressing his admira-
r the paper, thought that too much emphasis should not be

laid on the obtained agreement between experiments and a mathe-
maticaj formula.

A paper by Dr. S. E Sheppard and Mr. A. P. H. Trivelli.
dealing with the ttamo subject, was taken as read.

Mr K CD. Hirkman rose behind a battery of apparatus
an optical method of testing plate washers and to give
ition of some washing ferities. With much humour

n a full vein of en be explained that in
with a fellow student, Mr. Spencer, he had been

• mai,y months on an investigation of the laws w
• of hypo by washing from gelatine films,

pipers ..f Elsden and Warwick which had dealt with
t were a partial consideration of it. He had starte.i

defining the maximum quantity of hyp., which could be left in a
film without possibility of harm in the course of time to a given
density of diver He gave the series of chemical equations on
which this calculation was based, and then proceeded to describe
the experimental methods which had been used in investigating
the degree of speed, completeness, and uniformity with which hypo
was washed oot by devices of various kinds.

"
In doing this he

had sought to find a coloured substance which behaved similarly
to hypo, so as to replace by a visual or photographic test the
Moaasity of making chemical determinations of the amount of
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hypo left in or removed from a film. He had found that pure

tartrazine behaved in this way, and all the tests brought before

the meeting were based on the removal of the yellow dye from
films which had been dyed in it. Roughly speaking, 'the dye was
removed at about one-tenth the rate of that at which hypo was
washed out, but it had the great advantage of allowing want of

uniformity to be seen and also to be photographically recorded

by making a print, through a suitable light-filter, on gaslight paper

from the partially washed negative. Adopting this method, Mr.
Hickman showed the great irregularities exhibited as regards

removal of dye from a single plate when washed in a dish, grooved

tank, or by various methods of allowing water to fall directly

upon it. He showed that mere soaking was highly inefficient; it

was necessary to have a stream of water circulating at considerable

pressure in all directions over the surface of the film. He had
constructed what he called a " river " washer, in which plates

were laid between two low weirs so that they were subjected to

a constant stream of water automatically kept at a depth of about

a quarter of an inch. He also had devised another most ingenious

washing appliance, which he called a " circulator," and which
consisted of an arrangement of tubes connected to a water supply

one part of which directed a stream of water round and round
in a dish and intermittently siphoned off the water delivered by
the other part. It could be simply attached to an ordinary develop-

ing dish. He showed models made both in giass and metal.

Incidentally to his work on the washing of plates he had also

devised a most ingenious rocker, which gave an irregularly excen
trie movement to a platform on which a dish could be laid. It

consisted of two semi-spherical rubber bulbs, which were auto-

matically inflated alternately, with the result that the dish was
slightly tilted first one way, then in another, in a series of move-
ments which constantly varied in all directions.

The most entertaining paper was followed by a demonstration
of these appliances, which kept members crowded round the table

until a late hour
Votes of thanks were accorded to the authors and readers of

papers.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
The annual meeting was held last week and a good deal of fun

extracted out of what is usually a dull affair. The formal proceed-
ings were short, for the club has made it a practice largely to
dispense with votes of thanks to separate individuals, big-bugs and
lesser fry being lumped and sugared together.

In briefly reprimanding members for their re-election, the presi-

dent, Mr. John Keane, and the hon. secretary, Mr. J. M. Sailors,

both dwelt strongly on the necessity of new blood in their respective
offices, and were the only two in the room of this opinion. Mr. F.
Ackroyd still controls the finances, which are in healthy condition.

Inquiries as to what had become of the circulating portfolio
elicited the fact that it had been lost sight of for ten months or so.

No concern was expressed at the loss of the contents, bat the
portfolio itself is of some value. It was resolved that the matter
be placed in the hands of a member who is on the staff of Scotland
Yard. Will the present holder kindly note?
A discussion then arose between the, " wets " and the " dry-

hards " as to whether the sustenance of guests should be debited to

general expenses or to the refreshment account, as is the present

practice. Mr. Reynolds pointed out that those members who failed

to patronise the side-table and appreciate the lectures escaped any
liability, which seemed hardly fair. The matter was ultimately
allowed to drop.

For some inscrutable reason summer outings are almost an un-

known quantity in the Club, with the exception of the Easter
excursion. This is emphatically not what it should be, and another
trial is to be made to see if members will respond. Mr. Walker
kindly consented to act as excursion secretary.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS'.

Meeting held Monday, February 6. Present : Mrs. MacKay, Miss
Bertram, and Messrs. J. Campbell Harper, Norman Thomson, John
Thomson, E. D. Young, William Fergusson, W. B. Hislop, George
Balmain, W. J. Hutcheson, George Laing, and P. S. Moffat,
Mr. J. Campbell Harper, President, in the chair.

The Secretary submitted the report of the Committee appointed

to fix minimum prices for commercial photography. The President
stated that the Committee had given this matter their most earnest

and anxious consideration, and had endeavoured to grapple with this

difficult problem by fixing the minimum prices on what was con-

sidered a reasonable, as well as a remunerative, basis. He was con-

vinced that the scheme which they had evolved would go a long
way towards the solution of their difficulties, and would be of greai

value to members in -guiding them to make a fair and remunerative
charge for commercial work. The question of the prices, with the
recommendations, were thereafter freely discussed by the meeting,
and the following amplification was unanimously agreed to be made
to the latter:— (1) " That a 20 per cent, reduction may be allowed
for further views on the same subjects taken in the studio," and
(2) " If more than twelve views were ordered at the same time, a
special price may be quoted by the photographer." It was also

discu66ed whether the Society could make it compulsory on each
member to adhere to the minimum prices. It was pointed out that
the Society had no machinery wherewith to eniorce their resolu-

tions, but that the prices fixed were recommended merely as a
guide to members as to what it would cost to do the work at a fair

and reasonable return. Mr. George Balmain, seconded by Mr.
Fergusson, moved that the minimum prices for technical photo-
graphy, apart from portraiture, recommended by the Committee
to the Society for the guidance of its members, with the amplifica-
tion above stated, be adopted, and this was agreed to. It was
resolved by a majority to agree to the publication of these prices,
which are as follows :

—

For One Copy or Proof.
Unmounted Rough Large

Outside. Studio, and Untoned. Mounted. Mounted.
£ s. d. £ s. d. s. d. s. d. e. d.

15 x 12 1 10 12 6 5 Oeach 6 3 each 7 6 each
12 x 10 1 15 4 ,. 5 „ 6 „
10 x 8 017 6 010 6 3 „ 4 „ 5 „
8i x 6± 12 6 076 20,, 26 „ 30 „

6i x 4j 10 6 5 1 „ 1 6 „ 2 „
Time allowed in studio, half-an-hour ; exceeding that time, at the

rate of 5s. per hour or part thereof. Time allowed for outside
work, for first plate 1£ hours, and-

half-an-hour for every subsequent
negative; time in excess of this, at the rate of 5s. per hour. Extra
negatives : Studio work, no reduction, but a 20 per cent, reduction
may be allowed for further views on the same subjects taken in the
studio; 20 per cent, reduction for extra negative on outside work.
If more than twelve views are ordered at the same time, a
special price may be quoted by the photographers. Stopping out
backgrounds, or other extra work on negatives or prints, to be
charged at not less than 5s. per hour. Charges for panchromatic
work to be left to the discretion of the photographers.
The next question before the meeting was whether it was desirable

to hold a Scottish Congress in Edinburgh in 1923. The members were
unanimously in favour of the Congress, and also of a photographic
exhibition being held. It was urged that the exhibition would
prove a great attraction, and would be an effective way of deepen-
ing the interest in photography, especially when it was combined
with lectures by prominent photographers and a trade exhibition.
An effort would be made to secure a large representation of photo-
graphers from Newcastle and all over Scotland at the Congress.
By this means it was thought that a greater interest would be
stimulated between photographers, and by the exchange of views
an impetus would be given to the profession of photography. It
was agreed to appoint a research committee, consisting of Mr. J.
Campbell Harper, Mr. E. D. Young, and Mr. Moffat, to consider
the preliminary details and to report at the next meeting.

It was agreed that each photographer be allowed to make his

own arrangement for the holiday season.
Mr. Fergusson, in moving that an addition of £3 3s. per annum

be made to the remuneration paid to the Secretary, alluded to the
time and attention given by him to the affairs of the Society. Mr.
12, D. Young seconded, and this was approved of. Mr. Lowson,
in thanking the meeting, stated that this mark of appreciation
of his services was quite unlooked for. It had always been a
delight to him to render any service to the Society whose affairs

he had very much at heart.

A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the business.

Royal Institution --The Friday evening discourse on February
24, on the " Age of the Earth," will be delivered by Professor
John Joly, F.R.S., of Dublin, whose interest in photography has
been shown in other directions than the Joly colour process.
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News and Notes.
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StnocxR Tdji.-A BUI was presented last week by the Home
Secretary providing that Summer Time shall begin at midnight on
the night of the last Saturday in March (or the last Saturday but
one in March when the la*t .- xturday is the day preceding Easter),
and shall terminate at midnight on the night of the first Sunday
in October. These dates are fixed in agreement with France and
with Balgmm, in order to obviate Ibe inconvenience* which have
been experienced in the past through Summer Time beginning and
ending on different days in the different countries. The Bill makes
the arrangement, which has hitherto been carried ont under Orders
in Council, a permanent one.

Tm Lay Puss.—Amateur photographers, who rely, even in
part, upon the lay preas for technical information, must some-
time* hnvo remarkable experience*. A London evening newspaper
recently gave the following valuable formula for oompoundinc
Farmer a reducer :— ^

' '• 1 I'otcasium fen-ind* 1 oaW»tCT 1 ox
Solution B. Hypo .v.....; I £.

lot.
t ta atated that the stiver image of a photograph will grexK

dtaappaar when immeraed in a mixture of two part* of A and one
<f B. •

Tm Rio. Photogbamit.—The right wav is a long, long
if one is tc draw any inference from the cover of this n*w

instruction booklet of Messrs. Burrougln \\ellcome"s, which repre-
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teation of thi . w ho haw* ..imply taken the
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and in the uae of the chromium intan
f half-tone reproductions snowing Uic latitude

(•oanr* by time development, and also includes an actual
which has been intensifu-.l wilh chromium.

* most helpful manuals issued by Messrs. Burroughs
Wallaum*. and ng a good deal. It is obtainable free on
application 1 1 til Buildings, I

Mi tan Mt<<i>ovtu>. iii
r

Naw York, whoa* card*

of Christana* and other aea-
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ably little dose* I

'
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has nraaid*), recently sent na
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lb* contanootas aanabioe are
tog*a4*r apnumc which gives

th* visitors to lb* height*
lb* energy which carries

th**n through th* frequently
trying beat of the New
York summer.

RrrtOBT Cmcua Films. -An interesting experiment in the teach-

1 history by means of the film is now being undertaken in the
I State, nr.der the supervision of the Ysle University Press,

to the " Times " correspondent, a hundred reels of
film depicting American history are to be produced by a new
organisation called " The Chronicles of America Picture Corpora-
tion," which hat bean organised for the purpose. These reels will
be grouped into coherent phases of American history, and every
important stage in the d. v. lopment of the country is to be dealt
with. The whole work will be carefully supervised by the Yale
University Press. Under the direction of the Yale University
Frees preliminary work for the production of these films has now
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been taking place for two years. It is hoped that these " Chronicles

of America Pictures " will serv, - a useful help to teaching. They

are not intended in any way to supplant existing methods of instruc-

tion, hut to assist them. Above all, their aim is to inculcate

of good citizenship.

The History op Faixowfuxd's.—Few firms in the photographic

trade can look back upon so long a period of continuous aotivity

aa that of Jonathan Fallowfield, of 146, Charing Cross Road,

London. Established in the year 1856, in Lower Marsh, Lam

bv the late Mr. Fallowfield, it quickly took a leading place in the

supply of requisites for the wet-collodion process, and for the other

then 'current photographic methods. Since that time it has pre-

served a record of enterprise in the supply of the latest requ

for all branches of photography. Messrs. Fallowfield have iv

ha(1 tll6 ha , of bringing together in their window a colled ion

of bygone price lists and advei , of great interest to those

who' have a liking for looking back upon the steps which photo-

graphy has traversed. Perhaps the most notable of these are the

drawings bv Carruthers Gould, which were made for the advertise-

ment of the " Facile " hand camera, introduced by the firm in the

year 1689. For the " Facile " may, -we think, be said to have

been the real pioneer among hand cameras. A glance through the

"B.J. Almanac" for 1890 shows that the common idea at that

time among manufacturers was to put a camera of the stand pattern

in a box, as much for the purpose of disguising it as for the facili-

ties which are now universally associated with the hand type of

camera. The " Facile," on the other hand, was a quite different

conception, the plates being carried in an upper magazine, and

being transferred after exposure to the lower part of the apparatus.

It is interesting to see in Messrs. Fallowfield's window some framed

P.O.P. prints from " Facile " negatives still, to all appearances, as

fresh and bright as when they were made. The 1890 catalogue of

Messrs. Fallowfield, which contains a detailed description of the

" Facile," is a volume of 430 pages, on the back cover of which

is reproduced one of the most famous of Sir Carruthers Gould's

drawings, namely, that of Lord Randolph Churchill waiting at a

corner for Mr. Gladstone to come within the field of the len6.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Eastman Kodak Company.—In addition to the usual quarterly

dividends of 14 per cent, (being at the rate of 6 per cent, per

annum) upon the outstanding preferred stock, and of 24 per cent,

(being at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum) upon the outstanding

common stock, the directors have declared an extra dividend of

74 per cent, upon the common stock, all payable on April 1 to

stockholders of record on February 28.

Legal Notices.—At an extraordinary general meeting of the

Photo Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd., a resolution was passed

to the effect that the company be wound up voluntarily, and that

Charles Edgar Willbourn, 120, Carlton Vale, Kilburn, N.W.6, be

appointed liquidator.

Notice is given that the creditors of the Langham Studio,

Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation), are required, on or before

March 7, 1922, to send in particulars of their debts or claims

to Kenneth Alfred Edgar Moore, chartered accountant, Thames
House, Queen Street Pilace, E.O.4.

At an extraordinary general meeting of the members of the

Lonsdale Process Engraving Co., Ltd., held at the registered offices,

27, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, a resolution was passed to the effect

that the company be wound up voluntarily, and that Mr. Charles

Glyn Bead lx appointed liquidator.

NEW COMPANIES.

Turner & How, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

February 2. with a <-apital of £500 in £1 shares. Objects: To
take over the business of a photogr;\plier and photographic dealer,

carried on by F. Turner, at 67. Park Lame, Leeds. The first

tors are: F. Turner, 9, Ashvillo Avenue, Cardigan Road, Leeds;

R. H. How, 119, Cardigan Road, Leeds. Qualification : 10 shares.

Remuneration as fixed by the company. Secretary: E. Spence.

Registered office: 67, Park Lane, Leeds.

C \ Burdett (Chemists), Ltd.—This private company was

registered on January 30, with a capital of £500 in £1 shares.

Objects- To acquire the business carried on at 14, Regent Street,

sh Devonshire, and to carry on the business of chemists, drug,

opticians, dealers in photographic supplies etc. The first

directed are: H. F. Stapley, 45, Craven Bowl, Hyde Park, W.

;

C A Burdett, 14. Regent Street, Dawhsh. Qualification : 1 share.

Registered office: 14, Regent Street, Dawliah, Devon.

Industrial Intelligence, Ltd., has been registered as a company

limited by guarantee, without a capital divided into shares,

objects are- To promote publicity and propaganda of all kinds.

especially such as may be calculated to foster production, maim-

facture and trade in and between all parts of the British Empire

and other countries ; to promote and assist the production and dis-

tribution of literature, printed matter, photographs, illustra

and advertisements, and billposting of all kinds; to organise meet-

ings, lectures and exhibitions; to establish and conduct commercial

agencies, etc. The company is to be governed by a council of not

more than six members, two being elected annually at the general

meeting and one nominated by each of the following bodies:—The

Federation of British Industries, the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association, the Cable Makers' Association, and

the British Engineers' Association. The first members are:

Llewellvn B. Atkinson, Alster, Little Hampden, Great Missenden,

Bucks., electrical engineer; Roland T. Nugent, 21, Egerton Gardens,

S.W.3, director, Federation of British Industries; D. A. Bremner,

9. Rossetti Garden Mansions, Chelsea, S.W., director, British

Engineers' Association; and D. N. Dunlop, Onslow Village, Guild-

ford, director, British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation. Each of the above-mentioned organisations shall be entitled

to become the first " Association " members without election, and

the signatories to the Memorandum of Association the first

" ordinary " members. The registered office is 24, Chancery Lane,

W.C. The file number is 179,507.

Correspondence,

••• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice t's taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

FILM SPEEDS.

To the Editors. '

Gentlemen,—Is it not time something was done to indicate more

accurately the speed of films? Those who use plates, can rely

(more or less) on the " H. & D." or " Watkins " figures, printed on

the containing box. In the case of films .the only guides are such

words as " speed films," " as fast as the fastest," " super spi

" double instantaneou.s,'' and so forth, vague in the extrenn

reminiscent of the early days of the " dry plate." Cannot film

makers conform to the modern praotice, and give speed figures which

would, at least, be of some value for the purpose of comparison?

The recent introduction of several new roll-films seems to make

a departure from the present slip-shod manner of suggesting speeds

particularly desirable. Even the amateur is now largely " educated

up " to the point at which a knowledge of the speed of emulsions

is a matter of vital interest.—Yours faithfully.

Lyulph Lumley.

Automobile Association, Coventry Street, London, W.
February 10.

CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—It is with great interest that I read your article

" More Business in Portraits." This co-operative advertising

appeals to me strongly, as I believe it would stimulate portrait

photography to a marked degree.
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Ivea,

matter has received my careful consideration, and I feel

: ced that it is within the bounds of practical politics.

I was so impressed with the value of co-operative advertising
hat some years ago I submitted a scheme to the Council of the

Bt-A. They, however, advised me that my scheme was not

matter, I think, can with advantage be aired in the
pondenoe rclumn of yonr paper.—With compliments, yours

tansr1 '7 '

^awterbury, \V. Fisk Moore
nary 13

DH COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
To the Editora.

Gentlemen,—After reading Mr Ives' letter dated January 7 I

Mpted to aak. What is a discovery and what ia an invention!
The analysis of light and the iaolation of its elements, the investi-

mf$» of the part these play in relative admixture or combination
lacing the visible object in rerpect of the form and colour, are
domain of physical diaeovery. The utilisation of reflectors,

-.. prism., or other optical apparatus to elect separation of

-menu of hght, now their recombination so as synthetically

rodoce the visible object, are in the domain of invention.

-;ther the general optical knowledge nor the well-known
>;• mselves constitute tbe invention in which they

ed.

1
;

• i .ployment may bo common to many independent inven-

u'.ar and spocifie application m a means of effect-

ronairad result ia the actual invention. Both the optical

••ess nood in tricolour photography long ante-

no various apporatoa employed to secure photogrsphic colour

afprodoction Tho fundamental ideas underlying all current prac-

aro by no means now. They wore not originally enunciated
and Mr Ivot' application of them by no means
utilisations.

J yoart before Mr Ivaa appbed for hi* patent
lis Does* I>u Hamoo had fated Iheao fundamental Meat in a

n photography in colour* and in

thai purpose."

r established no claim to or.g.naiity, and least of alt to

veV invention of the Kromakop was an apt

ile, not loot inganiooa bi—si previoosly wed. \» a
|

rt tho Kromakop was a vie- not a taking
and eelhn% it a ramara did not make it one.

niy doapoot admiral ion fori ntion,

reeolts in Tsosring that never have) Won, and probably
II be, ids pail id, R advance.) nothing U overcoming the
difficulties ia Ibo eooatnieti.m of a taking camera. The

-Tjsliv. images of identic, siio and rrert

ios, practically correct a s densities, and
was not, so far at I am aware, troa

in tho Kromakop Other patents for similar inventions,

tho same principle, were granted ianaodiately before.

lad tubeaqosot to i i.plication. I do not
any of those have sscosedid y n doing what it

eve I can
same that neither Mr. Ivae n.ir snyono else baa ever pnv

though f plaU holders as

y 'i posed negativoj capable
used for ctTtrr\ r ., „,,-,? re: r d ' n.

os aays: " Making tricolour cameras register ia one of tbe
nuhlMui I have hod occaaion • So far as thia

» the Kromakop. I acres it ia very r.mple. In tbe first

vss which produce the images) may be printed from
reoned rvegatine aj klsBtt . . produced either simu:

or sneesesirtlv heoo are superimpoeed
stiameut each as the Krom-'< t> adjustable both for tho

positive* and the roflectori, and
•ttr tho images

*oa a continuous <).-. k over their movements
otherwise in a taking e re a number of

dinated in a •••i.-tornl sd.nl>;-, wbich
fixed and permanent

Iv

mm

I claim that I have in a practical manner, in my single exposure
tricolour camera, devieed a means that will, under correct condi-
tions of light and with suitable sensitive plates, fulfil the conditions
above sot ont, and which no proper use of language could describe
a* " a patent on the Kromakop."—Yours faithfully,

Edwin T. Butler.
26, Craven Park,

WiHeoden, London, N.W.10.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FOLIO BROM.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the practice of photography it is sound wisdom
to stick to one plate and one paper, at any rate it is a sure way
to avoid failure.

When I opened the first of three packets of the Folio

Brom stripping negative paper, which I bought recently, I

was doubtful. However, I put them in my slides, name as a
plate with a cardboard backing, and then marched out to expose

them on a paying job. In the dark-room I just took the ordinary

developer, pyro soda, with a few drops extra bromide, and to my
surprise they came up like a good, sound, dry plate. I fixed,

washed, and dried them as instructed, and when dry they stripped

from their support quite easily, with good detail and good density

for bromide paper.

But, by some means or other, one of Use films got wet and cockled

badly, and wae quite useless for printing. After a little consider-

ation I cleaned a whole plate glass and put the film in a dish of

dean water, and with a little dodging I at last got the film fiat on

the glass. At thia stage the film ia so delicate that it requires care-

ful handling. When nght on the glass, take a roller squeegee, and

carefully rail oat the surplus water with blotting-paper. Put up to

dry, and you will then have a 7 by 5 negative luatead of a Half-

, The negatives can be easily intensified with mercury and ammonia,

and when dry will leave the glass clean and flat.—Yours truly,

Henry Holman.
Banff, February 8.

PJUCF.9 OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We are writing to ask you to kindly bring forward

the question of the current prices of photographic plates and

papers. We are consequently losing business owing to the high

prices we are compelled to charge for our work, and in order to

encourage a revival we shall have to very much reduce the price.

We And that no reduction in price has been made on bromide

papers since February 16, 1920, and in plates since March 12, 1921.

are large purchasers of papers, gelatine, and silver salts for

other purposes, and ws find that the cost of these three articles,

which are the main ingredients of our sensitising materials, has

come down enormously since the above-mentioned dates, and it is

high time the plate and paper manufacturers reduced their prices

accordingly. Everything else we buy in a business covering many

departments has been reduced several times since the above dates.

and surely the plate and paper manufacturers must, in their own

interest as well as ours, come into line.—Yours sincerely,

Entwibtle, Thorfe and Co.

42. 1/VfiaJkte. Manchester.

February 13

raOTOG&APHT AT ISO ROV\i. WEDDsKO.
To the Editors.

Oentlesnen.—Owing to my association with the late Sir Benjamin

Stone in obtaining tbe Abbey photographs of His Majesty's corona-

tion ceremony. I was interested ill your article in to-day's issue

of the B I regarding the photographic arrangements for the

forthcoming Royal Wedding.
- lie time of tbe coronation His Majesty was most anxious that

the solemnity of the service should not be disturbed by unsightly

cameras, therefore, both camera and operator bad to be screened.

After npuiiimat sno; for quite a month before the event, it was

(oond that the fastest plate procurable at the time would require

not leas than five seconds exposure, owing to tho very meagre
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•mount of light filtering throngl

the Abbey-

It is ft matter for oongnajtulntion I

greatly i on the speed of plates m

ante for supply i Pwbb with print* <

tiou purpose* in I lie shortest possible time will, I think, take some

beating. The first photograph of the proceeding* (procession of the

crown jewels) appeared in the

. at the niomiMii .. he Abbey

the proceedings. Special I the prints

to the North, in order t.) i;it ihe noi

tJie principal views simu en the

following ni W M, li LNSF0RD.

Parii Studio, N.W.3.

February 10.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance, with our -present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issvt to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and' addressed envelope is

encloned for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from reenters

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal " mutt reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the hditors.

W. J. II. We thank you for yi
. which we have sent

the inquirer.

N. N. We do not know of any practical method for printing out

on bromide paper and fixing the prints. We daresay some kind

of an image can be got by soaking the bromide paper in potash

nitrite solution and printing out. But whether the image so

obtained will stand fixation in hypo we. do not know. We \cr\

mud) doubt, if it will.

P. P. R,—About the host, method of rondei

Illlli HilliniiipiiiiiiMl is to iron pure paraffin wax into them with an
ordi atic iron. Another niolJiod is to soak in a mixture
of castor oil and alcohol (or ether), the either or alcohol ev»i>

ing and leaving tlio oil in the paper. Both mot hods are tiv

some and rabhor messy, and, moreover, will not give the degree

of transparency obtained wiit.li the thin paper of the envelope

eh you send owing to the presence of the somewhat opaque
baryta coating on the emulsion paper.

O. B. E.—There have been a considerable number of patents for

processes of stereoscopic cinematogiiaphy, or rasher for producing

a species of psoudo-reiliei by cinematograph projection. We think

if you wish to ascertain what has been done the onlv course for

you is to examine these ispoc.il

i

' "ii would require

to trace the subject-matter by means of the classified abridgment*

of patent specifications, published In the Patent Office, 25, South-

ampton Buildings, London. W.C.I. On page 416 of the current
" B. J. Almanac " you will find a brief account of some recent

invention*.

H. H. -There is little to choose between the lean-to and ridg<

style of studio, but on the whole we think the latter preferable

it will look better inside, and as the angle of the glass will be
more acute there is less likelihood of leakage or lodgment of

snow. For so narrow a studic it will he very desirable to have
a height of 8 ft. to the eaves, this will only just allow a standard

8x8 background to be used. With lower sides you would find

the angles coming into the picture when taking groups. For
artificial lighting two 1,000 and one 2,000 c.p. half watt lamps
should be sufficient,

L. S.—Wo do not think there is any way of producing identical

focus for the apparatus you describe under the two conditions]
owing to the alteration of the length of rays from the original
by passage through the prism. This alteration will be slightly

different for every different degree of reduction. It might be
possible to draw up a table for the setting of the lens front and
back frame of the camera corresponding with different degi.
reduction and according to whether you use the prism or dispense
with it, but we should think this would be an unsatisfactory

In practice and liable to lead to negatives def'

through unsharpness.

ing with Sohlippe's salt prints are bleached in

customary mixture of t do and bromide, as need for

ng, and aft' minutes' washing ai

«n of 5 grs. Sohlippe's salt in 10 ozs. The
worst, of tills pro' .

salt should be of the best quality and of comparatively I

make K\en then it does not keep very well either in the

I
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solution to the above Schlippe's toning bath the tone is somewhat
er and a purer Warm brown. We think this is a 1

the reddish, and is obtained with rather more oert.i

y people now, wo believe, prefer to get a red tone by U

id print in a bath o

si nut ions are contained in a booklet which Messrs. V

\- V on application.

\Y. T.—(1) It loo the formula you are using do.

•! we at any rate for use u

litioiis where the temperature is liable to fall below 60

We advise you inula with double tl

of water, using double the quantity of this stock solution in mak-

up the w< \ developer of this kind, wliidl

onoa thrown down of developer base, is not very -

into working All you can do is to add.

of water and keep the mixifure some-.

win: iM, say, below 75 dog. F.. .

ing or stirring the mixture occasionally . (2) Bromide i

t] you describe, if they do we should

look for' insufficient li\:. he cause. Water-colours, if of

good quality, ought to be quite p for months in very

much brighter weather than that prevailing at the present

of year.

L. L.—The arrangement entered into between yourself and the

editor appears somewhat vague. You appear to have agreed to

do the work and supply prints on the speculative oasis that you

should be paid your share of the reproduction fees paid by other

newspaper;. It' that is so, there would be no objection to you*

sending prints for reproduction, but your " customer " (we mean
the editor) would then, of course, ask for his share of the profits

Really the matter ought to l>e decided by the answer which you

can make in your own mind to a question such as this :—Did

or did not the editor give you an order to take the subject, for

which order you expected to be paid by him, and in resp.

which lie understood he would have to pay? If you did get such

an order then the copyright is solely the property of the editor,

and he can do what he likes with prints which you supply u>

him at a price. But if there was no such order, and in th*

absence of any other definite arrangement, the copyright is yours,

and you can do what you like with the photographs as regards

canvassing for reproduction fees and taking them. W
afraid we cannot write more plainly from the information

suppl
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Long-Focus purchaser, whether amateur or
Lenses. professional, of a long focus lens for

outdoor use. is apt to oast envious eyes upon the instru-

ments of large aperture, such as //4.5, which are i

logued by the opticians. Those, however, who have had
much experience in the use of ultra-rapid lenses of con-

siderable focal length relatively to the size of the plate

which is to be covered, know that the opportunities for

using such lenses at the full aperture are comparatively
few and far between. For the sake of depth of focus

most subjects require the aperture to be reduced to //6,

//8, or even still smaller, so that the money which is

spent on the extra cost of obtaining the very large

aperture can be employed only in infrequent circum-
stances. Generally speaking, for stand cameras for out-

door subjects, there is very little utility in purchasing
a lens of focal length 12 inches or more which is of larger

aperture than //6 or even //8. If the lens is also to be
used for portraiture in the studio, the circumstances are

of course somewhat different, and the facility of short

exposures justifies the expenditure on a large maximum
aperture. Even when we come to lenses of shorter focal

lengths employed on smaller cameras the same considera-

tions largely hold good. For example, a 7-inch //4.5 lens

on a quarter-plate reflex is certainly a de luxe fitting

which on occasion can render valuable, service. But in,

regular use its owner will find himself almost invariably

compelled to set the diaphragm down to //6 or //8, and
perhaps on the whole will hardly consider himself repaid
for the greater cost, weight and bulk of his instrument.

SIMPLE PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY.
Photo-michography can hardly be described as a popular
branch of photography, although there is an active

Photo-micrographic Society, and probably a good many
workers in the provinces who do not belong to that body
are fully qualified by competence and keenness for

membership. Unfortunately, apart from the fact that
advanced photo-micrography requires a good deal of

patience and skill on the part of those who practise it,

there is now one particularly solid reason why it does
not appeal to any but the comparatively few, namely,
the costliness of high-class apparatus. Where the higher
powers are in question, as they must be, for instance,
in a large proportion of medical, biological, and botanical
work, not only is it essential that the microscope itself

and the eyepieces and objectives should be of first-rate

performance, but also the photographic arrangements
must, if the best results are to be attained, be of a
special description in order to secure adequate rigidity.

accuracy of alignment, and satisfactory illumination.
Even when only moderate powers are attempted, and an
ordinary camera is mounted for photo-micrographic use
upon a simple baseboard, with a plain bullsjye as
condenser and incandescent gas as illuminant, the outlay
is considerable, if a microscope has to be procured at
the price now ruling for such instruments. There are
microscopes and microscopes, of course, but a big hole
is made nowadays in twenty pounds by a first-class stand
with inclinable tube, a couple of oculars and objectives
of low power, and a few simple accessories..

This, we repeat, is unfortunate, for photo-micrography
is an extremely interesting and useful pursuit enabling
photography to be profitably applied in a number of fresh
and often really important directions. Moreover, an
immense amount of good work can be done at powers
very much lower than those required for purposes of
special scientific research, and without any wide know-

ledge of microscope technique. It is probably safe to
say that the great majority of specimens such as are
usually mounted for microscope observation belong to

t two classes, namely, those which cannot be satis-

factorily examined with powers under x 500, and those
for which power ranging from X 20 to x 1 50 are amply
sufficient. For the former, the photo-micro,'raphor must
have a microscope and a suitably-mounted camera in

order to obtain really good results, but for objects such
as can well be examined with 1-inch or J-inch objective

and an appropriate eyepiece a simple attachment to the
camera is quite practical, and one or two arrangements*
of this sort have, in fact, been designed. An up-to-date
attachment, which is described and illustrated in another
column, is that put on the market by Messrs. James
Swift & Son, whose microscopes have a world-wide
reputation, and who, we may be sure, would not have
given their name to the instrument under allusion unless

it satisfied exacting requirements in the way of precision

and efficiency. It will be specially noted in connection
with this simple little instrument that there is no optical

departure from the system pursued with microscopes of

the highest class. Not only are ordinary oculars and
ordinary objectives employed, but the separation between
them is that at which they are commonly placed in Swift
microscopes designed for purposes of the most minute
and elaborate research.

A photographer who possesses an attachment of this

kind cannot, of course, hope to obtain photo-micrographs
of bacilli and other almost invisible objects, but it is

surprising what he can do with very little trouble and
at times when ordinary photography is out of the ques-
tion. Undoubtedly, it is pi to prepare one's own
slides, but for those who have not the time or inclination

to do so, plenty of interesting objects are available at a ,

low cost, and often a single slide of, for instance, a
complete insect will yield material for half-a-dozen good
photo-micrographs. Very few accessories, too, are wanted.
A bullseye condenser is useful, though not essential, and
artificial light is better than daylight, because it is more
stable. In photo-micrography there is no satisfactory

rule by which exposures can be calculated, and test

exposures are even more necessary than in enlarging.

After a little practice tests with electric light, acetylene,

or incandescent gas can be made very easily, which will

suffice to indicate pretty accurately most of the exposures-

required to be made for a batch of similar subjects, even
though the latter have to be photographed at different

powers. As regards manipulation, work with an attach-

ment such as that under allusion is an extremely simple
matter. The instrument is screwed into the camera
front just as if it were an ordinary lens, a specimen slide

is placed in position on the stage with the illuminant

behind it, and focussing is effected by means of the
sliding jacket or outer tube of the attachment. By
holding the circular stage between the middle finger and
thumb the object can be sharply focussed, even when a
f-inch in place of the standard 1-inch objective is used.

To the back of the stage a fitting can be fixed, enabling
a sub-stage condenser or iris diaphragm, or both, to be
used, if desired. Without these additions, however, a
great deal of interesting photo-micrography can bo done,

and for the scientific and technical worker the instru-

ment provides a very simple and efficient means of
examining the graininess of different negatives, effecte

of intensification, etc. It goes without saying that, where
only visual observation is needed, the .-nt.-ichment can be
used in the hand, but many may welcome the facility

afforded of obtaining graphic and accurate records of the
relative " fineness " or " coarseness " of various brands
of plates for purposes of comparison.
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1 and 2

afford striking proofs in black and white of the accuracy
of the reasoning. The photographer need not worry
himself over such matters as " catahsis of the reaction,"
which are mentioned in the report, for even the most
erudite amongst the chemists and physicists of the day
do not pretend to understand " catalysis." All that need
be remembered is that if for any reason the heavier or
lighter modified solution has not lost its attacking power,
a falling off in the attack of the ascending or descending

.m will not be noticed—a statement which is

nt. and the truth of which was confirmed by tests
with an acid solution of persulphate.
One striking feature of the research is that of the

bleaching of two strips of film, one above the other, each
strip, it is stated, showing the stream variation effect,
independently of it-; position. One would naturally have

that the exhausted stream from one 6trip of
film would have affect. d the rate of bleaching on the
next strip. From the context it appears as though the

cutting of the film causes a sudden break in the
nuity of the ascending or descending stream. Assum-
.is one* should, the correctness of the observations,
rould suggest that the break in the effect is du

the slight curl of a hanging strip of cine film suspended
in a solution which causes the gelatine of the emulsion
to swell. This curl would deflect the exhausted stream
possibly to such an extent that it would pass along the

rse side of the film immediately above or below. It
is not clear whether this " break " was noticed in the
case of gelatine emulsion on glass plates situated one

lie other in the bath—it is only referred to in

ith films—and perhaps at a later date Mr
will find an opportunity to clear this point up.

Tli- th the physical eye as well

e, is just as strong in the case of scienl

q in I

•s to the picture newspaper and vftits the cine
ire has in the present instance led to the dis ;

ry of an exceedingly simple and neat w
•luring its actual existence, the presence of
" and has, moreover, enabled measurements of

rtain compounds to be made with a
of accuracy. After experimenting with
is lamp black, sulphur, etc., it was

•od that cotton fibres, when present in the solutions
being investigated. were sufficiently visible and

•fically light onough in weight as to afford an bad

am " or convection current, with the

added advantage that the rate of travel of the " streai

also became discerniM Other things being equal, it is

>us that the rate of the n " will afford an
bhe reaction which is occurring

betu -olution and the image on the plate or film.

The elegant way in which these observations were uti

'•rAtigate the solubility of silver selenocyanide is

n the paper.

.ve turn to that portion of the communication
with thi tion currents in

U developini: ind fixing tanks, we are on ground
which most pit-sent-day photographers will find I

difficulty in following the ii tor. The experiments
with the fixing baths are particularly interesting in that

they support the view that the solubilization of the sensi-

'ts does not take place in such a way as to

form first an insoluble double compound. This opinion

has already been expressed by MM. Lumiere and

Seyewetz, and leads to important conclusions with regard

* cause of fading by sulphurisation of bromide prints.

the communication is worth careful perusal

Iry the worker who wishes to understand the inner

imvhanism of his everyday operations.
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SOME FACTORS CONCERNING THE RAPIDITY OF
A LENS.

(Concluded from page 95.)

The pinhole and bromide paper method is familiar to most,
and is useful for ascertaining the value of the full opening,
but is not convenient for determining a smaller standard
stop where the full opening is not in the series. A piece

of ground glass pressed against the lens hood can be sub-
stituted for the bromide paper.

Mr. Welborne Piper suggested a simple plan of direct

fighting along a scaled block of wood laid on the lens hood,

6 ®)
*— * x A^

1 -

1 ©

< w
© — - —v—--~~^- ~fr-

1—
1 ®— — —i

' '<4_ ?\iXl.

£>\Ai vitw

Fie. i.

but some who have tried it have not found it quite satis-

factory, it not being easy to sight along a line drawn on a

flat surface. It is, however, only fair to add that our old

member suggested additions for more accurate reading.

One of us (Mr. Jobling) has devised a modification which
is easily sighted, and reads with great accuracy, as it is

WK(i> .

.Side vienj ErftA yfltwJ.

^~<
,: f/se.i ,'(,,<;/.

F

Fig. 2.

self-centreing. Its construction will present no difficulty to
any woodworker of moderate skill.

The component parts are illustrated by sketches in figs.

1, 2, and 3, the complete apparatus in position on a lens

hood being shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 1 is made up of two strips A, about V in. x I in.

x i in., which are both secured to a piece B, about 4 in.

x 3 in. x } in., and made rigid by a short connecting piece

C at the other end.

The complete guide rests on the lens hood, which fita

into the V-grooves in B, an elastic band passing round the

hood and hooking on to the pins D. The guide rails A are

thus centred upon the hood. The sight carriage, fig. 2, slides

upon the rails A, the guide F fitting between them. •

Two side pieces E, about 3J in. x 3£ in. x J in., are

secured to a spacing piece F, which is about 3 in. x 1 in.

x | in. Four pins. G, in the sides, E, serve to hold cross

" wires'" of fine silk thread.

The remaining part of the apparatus (fig. 3) is a cursor of

bent tin or other metal, the width, W, being about 1£ in.

The space between the flanges is such as will give a sliding fit

over the rails A.

The apparatus is used in the following way :—Assuming

the rails to be in position as just described, slide the sight-

ing slide along until the right-hand edge or side of the lens

stop is in alignment with the two cross wires. Then bring

the cursor up to the vertical faces of the slide, thus record-

ing its position. Next move the slide to the left until the

cross wires are in alignment with the other edge of the

lens stop, and measure the distance between the cursor and

the vertical faces of the slide. This can be done with an

ordinary graduated rule. To facilitate the sighting it is

advisable to support the lens upon a sheet of glass with a

< u/ >

w
flaw. Ew^ vim)

Fig. 3.

sheet of white paper at some little distance beneath, as shown
in the illustration. With an apparatus of the sizes given,

the effective aperture of small quarter-plate lenses and under,

up to large portrait lenses with hoods of 4 in. diameter, can
be measured with ease.

For some eyes the distance between the cross-wires may
be found too great ; in such a case it can be reduced.

Viewing them at a fair distance will also be found of

assistance. The simpler apparatus devised by Mr. Piper

obviously can be combined with the method of centreing

described.

There are many methods of ascertaining the focal length

of a lens, a simple way only requiring a foot rule and a
camera, and doubtless sufficiently accurate for all practical

purposes, being described by Mr. A. Lockett in the " B.J.

of 1915, p. 41L
So far the factors concerning aperture only have been

touched upon in relation to rapidity, but there are several

others which it is now generally recognised have an appre-

ciable bearing.

Losses due to absorption and reflection occur in unequal

degree ; and if the illumination as a whole on the plate is con-

sidered, the cutting off of light at its edges by the lens mount

varies widely in different types of lenses, and with the focus-

of the lens in relation to the plate. The latter factor also

introduces a variable into the lessened intensity at the

margin, due to the plate seeing the diaphragm opening at an

angle, or side-ways.

Even the corrections of a lens may play a part, especially
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•e figures speak for themselves, and are sufl

hut more i.ilerenoes may arise in prac-

asj appreciable amount ol altra-violet may be

rely absorbed by a

« composed of the same, or other glasses.

• n expressed astonishment st

rapidity of the tiny landscspe lenses fitted to vest-pocket

as, which seems out of a m to their resative

of n -r speed rarely, if

. • ' .. triplex

tan been referred to here as a relatively fast lens, which

ly the thinn»aa and transparency of it*} glasses account

for. the / 6 Aldis sharing this commendation. Doubtless not

r English lenses are now of equal rapidity, aper-

ture for a[>erture, but they are many, and comparisons are

often made as when only a few anastigmats were on

the market.

As a contrast to thin 1. ifl the Goerz " Dagor

"

nay be mentioned, with apologies, if any are needed.

Despite the combined thickness of the six glasses used in

fo triple-cemented elemento, it had a great reputation for

rapidity, which its aperture of / always realised)

most certainly did not account for. On the other hand, many

have been known to express a firm lielief in the comparative

sfotrnem of certain an., apart from aperture,

Unfortunately, the ordinary woikei lias no way of testing

the matter except by general deductions based on actual prao-

tad no exact value 'ed. To meet this need

it ha* been suggested that lens makers should indicate the

mi aperture in some way.

Mr. Brown, in the articles alluded i". suggests they might

supply a co-efficient in P No. to a greater or

lesser extent m comparison with en ideal lens (of perfect

correction, and absorbing and reflecting no light) or l>y com-

paring one lens with another, but he does not appear very

•11I that any such plan wil! ever he adopi

The second suggestion does n..t seem -• the

first, but in sny case two coefficient-, at least, would be

necessary, one for application when " ordinary " pastes were

tn use, and one when screened orthochromntic plates were

employed, as it might well be that on,. 1 lor an

ordinary plate, might bo slow for an orthochroiiiHtic one. and

\ .
..,. .v., .iid ha rendered very complex

if other than central rays were considered, and thus would

be left, as it is now. any definite infornsstion relative to the

intensity of illumination beyond a relatively small an

ire-large aperture lenses a rapid fulling off of light

from the centre to the iner; a plate dsually occurs,

due to the greater separation of thin components ; whilst

with many types of anastigmat* the components are brought

••» together ss to afford the maximum uniformity of

light plate, and thoy are proportionally the faster,

a narrow-angle lens, or one with a circle of illumination

t greatly exceeding the diagonal of the plate

it is designed to cover, other things being , equal, reduces

fog due to reflection from the bellows or walls of the camera.

and has often been praised foe this reason. But as thi

nrrssstnly accompaJiie.' |,v an appreciably lessened intensity

st the margin* of the plate, a lens capable of covering a

much larger one than that in use, and fitted with an efficient

lens-hood to trap superfluous light, is in most cases to be

preferred.

Portrait lenses, perhaps, are the worst offenders as regards

non-equality of Illumination, a feature, however, which may

bo helpful in portraiture oj sulKiidinating the margins of the

pic***eaaV^D»e late Mr. J H. Dellmeyer, IK VS., iiuiny

ago g..vi- o«n< instructive figures in reference to the fad

II.- pointed out that it equally illumi-

nates a central spot of 12 deg. only; at S3 deg. tins illumi-

nation 11 reduced '" one-half, and beyond this it dimin

again, until .. it ceases her. These angular

v*|n. ,<d in inches of circular area for a :t in. lens

of 124b. equivalent focal length are (in round numbers) 2 in.,

6J in. and 13 in.

t/tite apart from any question of definition, it will thus

be apparent that a careless use of the rising or falling front

in relstion to the more important parts of the subject on

the plate, mav reduce the full rapidity of a portrait lens

very materially, whilst its judicious employment will

retain it more or less.

Vivi m Joal

'

E.
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ON CONVECTION EFFECTS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
BATHING OPERATIONS

IN THE ABSENCE OF AGITATION.

A Communication from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Cfampany.

When a silver image in gelatine on a strip of glass or film support

is immersed vertically and then left at rest in a solution of potas-

sium tViTRTanide and potassium iodide in a glass tube, it can be

seen while watching the course of the bleaching action that the rate

of bleaching is greater at the lower than at the upper end of the

stamp. This phenomenon has now been submitted to an investiga-

tion, which, although somewhat hurried and in some respects in-

complete, has led to results and conclusions of sufficient apparent
definiteness and general inlterest to justify their publication. As far

as the writer is aware, the subject in its general bearing on photo-

graphic bathing operations has not been discussed in the literature

lritherto, although certain of the facts involved, such as the appear-

ances which arise in stand devlopment, when agitation of the

developer or reversal of the tank is omitted, have been described.

The above-mentioned effect has been noticed previously in the

Laboratory and attracted the writer's attention recently when bleach-

ing some short lengths of printed cinematograph film in a solution

I. II.

Showing partial action of :—I, Ferricyanide-iodide; II, Chromic
Acid Solution.

of potassium ferricyanide 1 per cent., and potassium iodide 0.3 per
cent. The first suggestion of a lack of uniformity in the picture was
quickly shown to be unfounded ; and the effeot was obtained equally

(1) under various degrees of illumination, (2) when the solution vas
protected from evaporation, and (3) under the pressure due to a head
of 35 ins. of the solution. The effeot was also obtained equally

with silver images in (1^ gelatine on glass, (2) collodion on glass,

and (3) gelatine on film support. As the result of density measure-
ments it was found that with glass and film alike the density of

a partly bleached (and then fixed) image diminishes continuously

from the top to the bottom, the rate of diminution not being
uniform, however, but tending to be less in the middle portion than

near the top or near the bottom. (In the illustration, I is a
short strip of film picture which has been bleached in ferricyanide

iodide solution and fixed.) As regards the magnitude of the effect,

it may be mentioned that density measurements of one particular

, 16 cm. in length, that had been uniformly " flashed," de-

veloped, cut lengthwise into two, and one-half then partly bleached

by vertical immersion' in ferrioyanide-iodide and fixed in hypo,

showed that the density had been reduced to about 25 per cent, of

its original value at a level 1 cm. from the top
;
and to about 10 per

t 1 cm. from the bottom.

The magnitude of the effect ia influenced, although not very

y, by the length of the immersed image, being somewhat
greater the longer the image. H two or more strips of film are

arranged in a long (tube, either one strip immediately above another,

or with intervals between each strip, and bleached simultaneously,

each strip shows the effect independently of its position, and m a

degree varying only with its length. A moderate degree of vibra-

tion has no appreciable influence on the effect; this was shown by
comparative tests in two buildings, in one of which the vibration

(due to proximity of machinery) is much greater than in the other.

Shaking the tube by hand, or stirring the solution, during the re-

action, however, enurely prevents the appearance of the effeot.

Passing now to the effect of other halidising (halogenising)

bleaches, it was found to be generally true that a bleach (such as

ferricyanide-iodide or iodine-intpotassium-iodide solution) which
converts salver to silver iodide shows the effect more strongly than
one which converts silver to silver bromide. Of the latter, ferri-

oyanide-l>romide, pei-manganate^bromide, chromic acid and bromide,
and bromine water were tried ; the effect being always found,

although less strongly marked. With qhloridising (chlorinating)

bleaches (such as pea-manganate-chloride or chromic acid and
chloride), the effect was also always found, but in a further
diminished degree. The invariability with which these results were
obtained, and the regular gradation in the magnitude of the effeot

when passing from iodide through bromide to chloride, with a
variety of images in gelatine on glass or film support, suggested
that a consideration of the physical chemistry of the reactions would
reveal some simple explanation of the main effect.

It was obvious, on consideration, that the chemical process which
(and which alone) is common to all of the above-mentioned bleaching
reactions is the union of silver with halogen, that is, with iodine,

bromine, or chlorine. The halogen is lost by the solution, and gained
by the image held in the gelatine film, entailing changes (in accord-

ance with known physico-chemical data) of volume and density of

both solution and image. Of these changes there is one, namely,
the density-change of the solution, which will give rise to motion in

the form of a gravitational convection current. Density being
diminished, an upward current will be established along the surface
of the film, and will continue throughout the course of the chemical
reaction. Provided that the reaction products do not catalyse the
reaction, the cuirrenlt must have the effect of accelerating the re-

action at the point where it begins (that is, at 'the bottom of the
film), and of accelerating it in a smaller and smaller degree, or of

actually retarding it when it has suffered a loss of halogen during
its upward progress along the surface of the gelatine film. This is

exactly the effeot observed ; and the explanation was, therefore,

regarded as a satisfactory one at this point, and was used as a work-
ing basis for arranging new experiments. In the case of a reaction

in which the density of the. solution increases, a downward current

should be produced, and, provided that the reaction products do not
catalyse the reaction, the latter should be accelerated at tire top
of the film and relatively retarded at the bottom. Again, an increase

in the viscosity of the solution should, iu general, entail a change
in the magnitude of the effeot.

It had been found that the magnitude of the effect did not vary
very appreciably with the time required just to bleach an image
completely at its lower end, provided that this time was of the

order of five minutes, and the concentration of the various halidis-

ing bleaches used in the comparative tests had been adjusted

accordingly. A solution containing chromic anhydride 0.05 per

cent, and sulphuric acid 0.2 per cent. , was now found to attack the I

image at about this rate, giving, in accordance with the theory

tentatively proposed, a reversed effect, namely, an accelerated re- 1

action at the top of the film, and a relatively retarded one at thel
bottom. {In the illustration, H shows the partial action of this

|

bath.) It should be stated that not quite the whole of the silver I
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a uniform expo point somewhere in thi

exposure region of the chara< enrve, and then \ertirali>

J,,,,,,,. levelopers of sin I dilation that a density of about

2 was obtained in five minutes at 20 deg. C.J toe the films an MQ
developer diluted with water was used, and for the plates a pyro-

aoda developer diluted with sodium sulphite solution. The strips

taken were about 16 cm. long and about 3.5 cm. wide: and tub

measurements showed that the density difference at

points 1 cm. from the top and 1 cm. from the bottom amounted in

asea to between 5 per cent, and 10 pee a affect

of this magnitude on an image might, perhaps, be disregarded for

purposes, but the ' - in consequence of the juxta-

position of highlights and .shadows may occasionally be serious.

With horizontal development at rest and t ho emulsion film up. the

tion products of development will tcncf to accumulate unduly in

the emulsion film and ill the lowest layers of the solution; while

with the emulsion film doirn over a moderate depth of developer,

the reaction products will tend to be removed as soon as formed,

and development will be relatively accelerated. In actual com-

nve trials, using Seed Graflex plates, an image density greater

by about 20 per cent, or 25 per cent, with no greater fog was found

in the latter case, but development is never uniform, and the method
is, therefore, not applicable in practice.

Finally, a few observations were made on the process of fixing.

A number of different bromo-iodide emulsion plates were taken, cut

into strips, and immersed vertically in hypo solution of such con-

centration that in each case the plate was visibly cleared in about

eight minutes. Cotton fibre having been added, the initial pheno-

menon observed was a strong downward current, which continued

until the greater part of the opacity of the emulsion was removed.

At this point it was very apparent that the upper portion of the

strip was the more transparent. The current now became feebler,

and the late of clearing of the plate much slower than before. At

the point of complete clearing a difference of behaviour was noted

depending on the brand of plate : in some cases the current appeared

to cease somewhat abruptly as soon as the plate was cleared, while

in others a feeble downward current could he observed to persist

for up to two minutes longer. It seems very probable that the rapid

removal of the greater pant of the opacity and the simultaneous
strong (downward) convection current represent broadly the dissolu-

tion of the silver bromide, while the relatively slow removal of the

residual opacity accompanied by a relatively feeble current represents

.similarly the dissolution of the silver iodide- The results tend,
moreover, to cast a doubt on the supposition that the sparingly

f=oluble sodium silver thiosulphate (NaAgS,0
3 ) is formed during the

; of a bromo-iodide plate or film: and in regard to the theory

of this reaction it may be mentioned that it is probable that by
aken analogy a misapprehension has crept into the photographic*

literature. For the sparingly solubl iphate having the eom-
ion NaAgSjOj, which was obtained by Lenz in 1841 and by

Rosenheim and Steinhauser in 1900, was obtained respectively by
a reaction between hypo and silver nitrate, and one between hypo
and freshly precipitated silver chloride; and, on solubility considera-

tions, it does not necessarily follow that this particular double thio-

sulphate is obtainable also from hypo and silver bromide or iodide

in the condition in which these salts exist in the photographic emul-
sion film. Experiments by Mr. J. G. Capstaff of this laboratory, in

1917, showed, indeed, that in the 03)86 of bromo-iodide plates an
immersion in the fixing bath only up to the point of complete clear-

ing, followed by a washing of ordinary duration, was sufficient for

the prauticaily complete removal of the silver halides, as shown by
the absence of a discoloration on treatment with sodium sulphide
solution.

Summary and Conclusions.
1. The relatively more rapid bleaching of a silver image on cine-

matograph film at the lower end of a strip immersed vertically in a

ferricyanide iodide solution was found to be a special case of a

general phenomenon, which is seen with all silver images on an
impervious support when immersed vertically in any halidising

ig) bleach.

2. By theoretical reasoning it was concluded that the above-men-
tioned phenomenon must be attributed to the effect of the existence
of an upward convection current having its origin in the diminution

of density of the bleach solution in contact with the image by the
chemical reaction which takes place.

4. See, for example, Abney's " Instruction in Photography," 1905 edition,
o. 41. I

3. Silver-dissolving solutions 41y at

the upper than at the lower end of a immersed silver

image. The actual existence of upward convection currents during
the action of liaiid.ising bleaches, and of downward currents with
silver-dJasoiving solutions, was den: : by the motions of

suspended shout lengths of cotton fibre.

4. A general method is thus avail;, hie for the demonstration of

nee of a chemical reaction between a solid and a liquid.

As an example, it was found that silver bromide reacts with a dilute

potassium selenocyanide solution, and from this fact (with others)

it was concluded that silveu yanide is less soluble than silver

bromide, but m< n soluble than silver iodide.

5. In ordinary stand development (with vertical inure

in agitation) a downward current prevails, and the degree of

development I ngly sum, what greater near the top than

ttie bottom of a negative; under usua ns the density differ-

ence due to this .cause is of the order of 5 per cent, or 10 per cent
6. Convection effects during the fixing of a bromo-iodide em'

seem ti> harmonise with the view that, broadly speaking, the silver

bromide dissolves before the silver iodide. It is probable that

immediately after the disappearance of the last traces of opacity

during the fixing of a bromo-iodide emulsion the whole of the silver

had been converted into the very soluble double thiosulphate.

E. R. Bullock.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Bromide-Chloride WeUCollodion.
-Some time ago at the Royal Photographic Society Mr. W. T. Wil-

kinsjn read a Paper describing the advantages of a variation of the

wet -collodion process, in which the iodide in the collodion is rep

by a mixture of bromide and chloride. We print below the chief

part of this communication, and are able to supplement it by .some

further practical notes on the process which Mr. Wilkinson has
« rit leu.

The wet-collodion process requires great skill and care to ke»

going, hut sooner or later silver iodide will give trouble. In mi

up a new silver bath it must be saturated with silver iodide. Satura-

tion is only another word for instability ; a slight change in tem-
perature will upset the equilibrium, and pinholes and other troubles

ensue.

Again, iodine in contact with ether forms organic compounds,
possibly aldehyde, and acetic acid, reducing silver nitrate to a
metallic state, the silver bath to a state of chaos, and the operator

to profanity, and so far as I am personally concerned the method
of Scott Archer and Hardwich is dead.

Now, instead of collodion, in which the principal ingredient is an
iodide, a bromide is substituted: I say the principal ingredient

because neither an iodide, nor a bromide, used alone will give a
negative free from fog, and I wanted to entirely banish the use
of silver iodide ; I mix with the bromide a chloride. This formula
has done good work.

Dissolve

Ammonium bromide 240 grs.

Calcium chloride 90 grs.

Industrial spirit 8 ozs.

When dissolved, filter, then add
Methylated ether, .725 12 ozs.

and add this to 60 ozs. of Johnson's or Penrose's plain collodion,

and allow at least a fortnight to ripen.

Sensitise in 60 grs. of silver nitrate to each ounce of water.

Silver bromide or chloride not being soluble in a solution of silver

nitrate, no saturation is required.

Plates coated with this collodion and sensitised in the plain silver

bath may be manipulated exactly as one of the old wet-collodion

plates would be, i.e., after exposure in the camera develop the image
with an iron developer, and finish it off in the eood old wa
wash out all the free silver nitrate, expose whilst still wet, then

develop with hydroquinone or any other alkaline developer.

This method is extremely useful when long exposures are re-

quired such as making 250 step-aud-repeat exposures upon a plate
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Exhibitions.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPIIK SOCIETY EXHIBITION

'Ihk Edinburgh Photographi< nual exhibition w«*

opened on Saturday, February 18. b\ the Hon. Lord Salveeen, in

ice of a large gat lif ring, in the Hall of the Society;

38. Castle Street, Edinbui

Lord Salvesen, in performing tin- opening ceremony of deck

the exhibition open, -aid that w rise and pr<

hotography were measured by the life-time of many pi

still alive. The art of pi graphy during the last 60 or 70

li id increased in a most extraordinary way. During the war there

was a new branch of photography thai became possible, that of

photography from the air, but that was not 60 remarkable as some

of the other development X ray photography and photo.

oraphy as applied i nj and other sciences. Photography

was. of course, not an art which represented things exactly as

were. Although in a sens.' a photographic plate could no

si ill. in the hands of an expert it might produce, very remarkable

results. One had only to think of portrait photography in that

connection; how beautiful a portrait might become with the proper

lighting and the proper treatment of the plate after the picture

had been taken. Landscape photography was a modern develop

meat as compared with portrait photography, especially as regards

moving objects in the landscape. He hoped the exhibition would
attract many people from the ranks of amateur photographers to

join the Society, and take advantage of the facilities winch the

Society offered.

Photographers from all parts of the country haw sent in

mens of their work, while members of the Society and local

enthusiasts are also well represented. The standard of photography
throughout the exhibition is excellent. The judges on this oa
have been somewhat sparing in their awards. The distinction of

an award is, on that account, in view of the general excellence of

the exhibition, of more than usual value, and it may be said that, in

the main, those that have been singled out for special mention
have clearly earned their distinction.

Section I. (Landscapes, Seascapes, and Kindred Subjects).

—

Medals are awarded to W. H. Keecc (London) and \V. Gerrett (Leven),

the former for his picture " The Admiralty Arch," a picture

notable for its fine tone and the natural liquescent appearance
obtained by the play of light on the wet pavement, while several

beautiful effects of light and shade are the characteristics in Mr.
Gerrett's .study. " Cramond Brig," a very fine study in nice grey-

tones by G. K. Ritchie, and a fine animal study of " A Young
Lion," by J. C. McKechnie, both receive hon. mention.

Section H. (Portrait and Figure Studies).—The only medal award
in this section is gained by R. Perkins (Clevedon) for " The Toiler,"

which contains a wealth of detail, and is marked by fine

individuality. "Jackie," by C. Wormald (London), a child study,

in which a soft expressive tone is obtained by contrast with a black
background, receives hon. mention : as also do " The Fisherman's
Wife," by the Rev. J. V. Haswell (Huddersfield) ;

" Idle

Moments," a study of three lads watching several yachts at sea,

bj II. W. Howe (Harrow); a "Portrait of Miss G. P.," by Miss
\. M. Hunter (Edinburgh); and "Sharpening the Saw," by R.
Douglas Croall (Edinburgh). Simplicity of subject accompanied
by the contrast provided by dark shadows and soft high-lights
give the last-named exhibit a particularly pleasing appearance.

Section III. (Lantern Slides).—Victor E. Morris (East Grinstead)
received a medal for " Morning Mist in Lakeland," and hon.
mention for two other slides, titled " In Winter Time " and
" Bishop Headman's Tomb, Ely Cathedral."

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 11 to 25.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, James F. Sinellie, Braefindon, Allanshaw Street,
Hamilton.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Par-
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street,
Edinburgh.

March 1 to 6.—Birmingham Photographic Societv. Particulars
from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker, Medical Institute Build-
ings, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

4 to 25.—South liOtidon Photographic Society. Particulara

from the Hon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Beauval Road,

East Dulwich, London, S.E.22.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Latest date,

for entries, February 25. Particulars from the Exhibition!

Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace, 33, Hamilton Square,

Birkenhead.

March 14 to 16.—City of London and Cripplegate Photographic

iety. Latest d..tc for entries, March 4. Particulars from,

the Hon. Secretary, J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, London,
E.C.2.

March 15 to 26.—Welsh Salon of Photography. Latest date for

entries, March 9. Particulars from the Secretary, H.

Daniel, 154, Penylan Road, Cardiff.

March 16 to 18.—Leytonstone and Wanstead Camera Club. Latest

date for entries, February 28. Particulars from the Secretary,

Charles Wormald, 1, Colworth Road, Leytonstone, London,

E.ll.

March 27 to April 8.—Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Associa-

tion. Latest date for entries, March 14. Particulars from th»
Exhibition Secretary, Colin Graham, 448, Duke Street,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Latest dater

for entries, March 7. Hon. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24,

Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 5 to 8v—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society^

Latest date for entries, March 22. Particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, W Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

April 5 to 8.—Faversham Institute Photographic Society. Latesi

date for entries. March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Se>

tary. W. H. Evernden, 116, West Street. Faversham.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from
the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's
Mansions, Bishop's Park Road, London, S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster.

Secretary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampl
Row, London, W.C.I.

September 11 to 15.- Professional Photographers' Association

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. ind Pro-

fessional). Hon. Secretary. Richard N. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street. London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhi-

bition of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary. Man
Adams. 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest-

date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars from th»
Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,

London, W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated im

" Photo-Mechanical Sotes."

Applications, February 6 to 11 :

—

PaiNTING Frames.—No. 3476. Photographic printing frames..

H. W. Harrington.

Developing Tank.—No. 4113. Developing tank for film p

G. P. Orde.

MiORO-photography.—N. 3,682. Microscopes and devices for
micro-photography. N. I». Chopra and E. II. Cr

Paper Films.—No. 3,596. Manufacture of paper films. J. Bautz.

and V. Kriegerbeck.

Cinematographs.— No. 3.59,
r
i. Automatic cinematographs. .1. Bautz.

I beck.

tATOORAPHY.—No. 3.597. Cinematographic apparatus. J.

P.autz and V. Kriegerbeck.

ClNBMATOORAPHY.— No. 4.065. Films for cinematograph cameras,
etc. A. W. Wyatt.
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Thett tpect/icationt are obtainable, prxct 1: tack, pott /ret, from

tht Patent Office, 16, Southampton Buildingt, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in bracket! it that of application in thit country; or
abroad, in the cote of patentt granted under the International
Convention.

Moitiplz Pmrnm Frame*. So. 173.116. 18, 1920).
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long as the cord is kept taut

glass-• mounted frame. i« then lwo«tht immediately over
27 along

the triangular rails 24. Th* !• r 29 (figs. 2 .,-
, hen

brought down to the stop 30. thus bringing the two cams 31
underneath the table, into action against the thick iron plate 32
of the stationary frame of the apparatus. By this means the
whole structure of the rails and carriage is forced downwards
bringing the pressure plate 26 into contact with the plate glass
covering the negative with a pressure which can be modified

s^>

Fie 3.

and adjusted by means of the springs 33 and nuts 34 on the bars
•ying the pressure plate; during this movement the machine

is kept rigid and free from all side-play by the bearings 22, so
that the action is quite perpendicular and firm.

re having been brought on the negative and contact
assured with the sensitive surface 18 (fig. 1) the surrounding
surface is shielded by means of curtains 35 (fig. 5). and the light
27, which may be an electric incandeso lamp or other

.ble illuminant. is turned on for the requisite time and the
first exposure is made. The light is then shut off, and the
pressure released by raising the large lever 29 to the upright
position, the carriage and rails and pressure plate being lifted
off the negative by the strings 23« on the guide rods 23.
The negative is brought into position for the next exposure by

•ly taming the rod 7 (fig. I). This brings a slot in the
side of the stop 6 (fig. 1) opposite the catch 4 and enables the
frame 1 to be drawn up to the next stop by the cord and pulley
5, when the operations of pressure and exposure are repeated.

Pig. 6.

The»e combined operations are repeated until the first row of
pictures is complete.

For tha second and any subsequent rows, the stops 11 on the
divided scales set in the sides of the large frame 12 (fig. 1)
having been previously adjusted to the distance dividing the
rows of pictures, the bolt 9 is released by unscrewing the milled
head 10. This enables the two smaller frames 1 and 8 to

moved together to the next position for the second row.
whole arrangement being held firmly and exact by the V-shaped
bolt 9 and the V-shaped slots in the stops 11. The whole
arrangement of the three frames and the bed carrying the metal
plate slides along the table between the runners 28 to en
each succeeding row of pictures to be brought immediately
under the pressure plate 26 and light 27.

The drawings show the method of securing a lithographic
machine plate 18 in position (fig. 4). The plat.. 18 with the
usual registration marks fgripper and centre marks) on if

clamped in position in the fixed clamp 19 and then.
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by means of the clamp 20 and the levers 21 is drawn

tipht across the bed 36 and held firmly during the ei

job. For lithographic stone the bed 36 is removed from the

frame 37 and the stone simply placed in position, standing firm

by its own weight; glass for collotype is clamped to a spare bed

of requisite height to accommodate the thickness of the glass.

—

Albert Disteli, 17, Mount Pleasant Villi id Green,

London, N., and Edward Francis Atkinson, 19, Romilly Road,

Finsbury Park, London, N.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection

before acceptance :

—

stATOGRAFHY.—No. 174,931. Means for obtaining relief effects

in motion pictures E. Caslant.

Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
l'he following marks have been placed on the register :

—
Tintona.—No. 416,795. Photographic sensitised paper. The Leto

Photo Materials Co. (1905), Ltd., 1, Crutched Friars, London,

E.C.3, photographic manufacturers.

Kalo.—No. 418,128. Chemical substances used in photography,

photographic plates and photographic films. Ilford, Ltd.,

Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufacturers of

photographic plates, paper and films.

New Books.

A French Manual of Bromoil.—Under the title, " Le Procede

Bromoil," M. Charles Mendel has just published a booklet by

M. G. du Mares dealing with the technique of the Bromoil process,

of which, apparently, the author believes M. E. Coustet to be the

inventor, M. Coustet having described the process in the " Photo-

Gazette " of September, 1907. It would seem that M. Coustet and

the late Welborne Piper were simultaneously at work upon the

same problem. M. du Mares, who was an immediate worker of the

Bromoil method, gives the formulae for bleachers and a description

of the methods of pigmenting which he has come to prefer. The
booklet is issued price 1 fr. 20.

Airbrush Work.—From M. Charles Mendel, 118, Rue d'Assas,

Paris, we have received a copy of a little manual of 48 pages (price

1 fr. 20), " La Retouche Photograph ique par le Pinceau a Air," by

M. H. d'Osmond. Basing his text on the " Vaporigraphe " air-

brush, the author describes the mechanism and method of using,

and sets forth a course of self-instruction in the practice of air-

brush working-up and colouring of prints and enlargements. The
little manual contains a large number of reproductions illustrating

the exercises which the beginner in airbrush work should set him-

self, following, in this respect, the excellent American manual on

the subject by G. F. Stine, which was issued a little over a year

ago by the publishers of " Abel's Weekly."

Restoration of Prints.—A provisional report has recently been

published by the Stationery Office for the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research on the cleaning and restoration of museum
exhibits. It represents the results of experiments carried out by
Dr. Alexander Scott, F.R.S., at the British Museum in the treat-

ment of prints and engravings which had become spotted or stained

with age, and also in the restoration of articles of metal and other
materials. Acidified bleaching powder, well known as a remover
of stain in paper, is recommended by Dr. Scott for this purpose.
Drawings and other coloured pictures which contain white portions

consisting of a lead compound may be restored by application of

hydrogen peroxide applied by a special process, according to which
solution of the peroxide is first absorbed by a block of plaster of
Paris. Pyridine is recommended as a means for removing 6tains

and disfigurations caused by oil or varnish. The report, which is

quite a 6hort one, is illustrated by a number of supplemental plates

iing of pi productions of originals before and

after restoration. It i.-- supplied as Bulletin No. 5 by tin Stationery

Offiee, Im|>erial Hou.^ ay, W.C.2, price 2s.

Kai.i.itvpk I* No. 185 of the "Photo-Miniature,"

which has just been issued, is a monograph on the Kallitype iron-

printing process and similar methods by Mr. James Thomson, an

American worker, who has made the technique of these processes

peculiarly his own. and has published many papers in the periodical

press giving the results of his original experiments. Photographers

with a taste for preparing their own sensitive material for the

making of prints will here find direct and most practical instruction

in compounding and coating the Kallitype sensitisers and in the

handling of the prints, including a number of methods for modify-

ing the colour obtain<''l by direct development. It is hardly neces-

.sary to say that Mr. Thomson is fully versed in the process, and
hi.« directions, we are quite sure, can be strictly followed. We
notice only one minor slip in the references to Kallitype. On page 218

the use of silver in the developer i6 described as a variation from

the original Kallitype method of Dr. Nicol. In point of fact,

Dr. Nicol'6 paper, when first put upon the market, contained only

the iron salts, the developer consisting of silver nitrate in combina-

tion with such salts as citrates and borax. This method, however,
was very quickly abandoned in favour of the practic > of uniting

the silver and ferric salt in the coating on the paper. Mr. Thomson
also gives ample instructions and formulae for the working of other

iron-printing processes, and publishes a new formula for a sensitiser,

compounded of ferric and platinum salts yielding prints of warm
brown tone by direct development in a solution composed of citric

and oxalic acids and silver nitrate. The monograph, in short, is a
valuable compendium of these iron-printing methods, which brings

the long experience of the author into exceedingly compact form.

Messrs. Houghtons. Ltd.. supply the " Photo-Miniature " in this

country price Is. 8d. post free; in the United States tie publishers

are Messrs. Tennant & Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, who
issue it price 40 cents.

New Apparatus.

The Swift-Wheeler Photo-Micrographic Attachment. Made by
James Swift and Son, Ltd., 81, Tottenham Court Road,
London, W. 1.

This very simple piece of apparatus provides the means of doing

photo-micrographic work with an ordinary camera, and without any

alteration of the latter beyond providing a flange to fit the screw

of the collar fitted to the attachment. As shown in the drawing it

consists of a microscope tube of the standard 160 mm. length, and

carrying at one end an ordinary microscopic objective and at the

other a Huyghenian ocular of the customary pattern. The object

is held in a stage which is mounted on a sleeve sliding over the

microscope tube, the stage being provided with a recess to admit

the ordinary 3x1 inch microscope slide which is held in position

by spring clips. Thus it will be seen that the screwed collar a has

simply to be inserted into the flange fixed to the lens panel of the

camera in order to make the outfit ready for use. Coarse focussing

is done by sliding the stage sleeve on the microscope tube, the

mechanical workmanship of the pair being so excellent that really

quite fine focussing may be done by means of it after a little

experience. At the same time the ordinary focussing movement

of the camera mav be employed for obtaining final sharpness.
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All .these means are operate*! by the single power unit which drives

the machine. The heated rollers are carried on a skeleton drum,
each roller, as also the drum iteelf, being rotated. A further

feature of the mechanism is that the heated rollers are allowed
a period of rest from contact with the wet paper or card which is

being dried, thereby giving each of the twelve rollers a chance to

recover its temperature before again coming in contact with the
moiat paper entering the machine. Moreover, while the paper band
passes through the machine at the normal rate of its travel through
the developing and washing solutions, the drying machine itself

runa at a greater rate, so that a high drying efftqjaney is obtained

within a comparatively small space.

As shown in the photograph, the machine occupies a relatively

small floor apace, and is designed without the use of any blanket or

web for the mechanical absorption of moisture. The coated side

of the band of paper, in fact, does not come in contact with any-

thing during Ma passage through the machine, and hence the latter

is applicable to the drying not only of gelatine emulsion papers,

but also of varnished or gummed papers, and those coated with an
emulsion or sensitised with preparations of the kind used in manu-
facturing, for example, the iron-printing papers.

There is no doubt that producers of photographs in large numbers
in the postcard Vrtd aUied trades and also manufacturers of sensitive

will be interested in *'~r""**'C the construction of this

appliance. An opportunity of doing so presents itself during

as Mr. Graber is including one of tin- machines in his

at Stand L 12, at the British Industrie* Fair, opening

at the White City, Shepherds Bush, on Monday next, February 27.

Meetings of Societies.

50CIETIE8 I'OR NEXT WEEK.
ItUARY 27.

Phot. Art Club. " The Paget Colour Plate and Ho>

J. Armytaga

i 'emonstraMon. W. F. Carter.
" Amateur Photographer" Prize Slides,

t'ripplegate P.8. "A May Holiday at Lake
.»." \\ S .« I n i

.

lome Photography." A. Dordan Pyke.
• ler P.S. " Passe-Partout Mounting.'

era Club. '•• Competition.
Tlie Bromoil Process." C. M. Cooper.

South I chel—the Abbey of the Arch-

el and its Seagirt Town." H. W. Fincham.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. Annual General Me<

Walthamatow PS. "Toning Prints." E. Willcocks.

TtntsDAT, Fbbbbary 28.

i 'resent Day Portraiture." Thomas Bell, F.R.P.8.
llaleigh." F. W. Ibbett, M.A.

" ^Esthetics of Pictorial Photography." A. W.
Wall.

• \ II ' ark.

'graphic Society. " A - Chorley.

tojgraphic Society. Leto Demonstration.
" I'ortraiture." Mr. Mills.

NtMRW. Soc. "Colour Photography." E. S. Maynard.
Rotberham Grecian Archipelago with a

Reflex." Messrs. Butcher and Sons.

Sooth i!>. Lecture. W. 8. Denver.
• Composition." J. W. Addison.

Lancashire and Cheshire Photographic Union

Tyne "Through the Mgean with a Refhv"
her and Sons.

Welfare Camera Crab <V» Night.

Wfiinkspai, March 1.

i Camera Club J. R. Pol

Catfor ' inhere* Queries and Criticisms.

of Travellers' Samples."

Annual General Meeting
P.S.

C " A New Assortment

yd.

in A mat. Phot

II iil and Sydenham

Halifax Scientific Society. "Folk-lore of

H. Water* .rlh

Satfeta and Platinotype." Rev J. H

.'. Composition."

Bird and Beast.'*

Mitchell.
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Leicester Phot. Soc. "Making Lantern Slides." Mr. Croydon.

unting the Print." H. Lee Hopkins.

Partiek O.C. " Xanchromatic Plates and their Uses." John Doig.

Tunbridge Wells Amat. Phot. Assoc. Members' "Colour" Slides.

Thursday. March 2.

Camera Club. " Laying of Submarine Telegraph Cables." E.

Sevan Bothwell.

Gateshead C.C. Scottish Portfolio.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Sicily, the Garden of the

\l, literranean, and S'cene6 in Old Pompeii." ("has. H. K.

Letchworth C.C.
'"

Still Life Photography." D. \V. Brunt.

Liverpool Amat. Phot. Assoc. " Wonderlands of the Western

World." J. Dudley Johnston.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. Competitions—Prints and Slides.

Members' Queries.

Rochdale Amat. Phot. Soc. " Architecture." H. B. Carpenter.

Wimbledon C.C. " More Gems of Architecture." E. R. Bull.

Friday, March 3.

Wombwell Photographic Society. Beginners' Night.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, February 21, the president, Dr. G. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

The President announced the gift to the Society by the Kodak Co.

of a studio camera, together with full equipment for the develop-

ment, etc., of Eastman portrait film. He had equal pleasure in

announcing that Messrs. Taylor, Taylor & Hobson had presented

for use with the camera one of their large aperture lenses of 13 in.

focal length. The meeting signified its thanks to these donors by

hearty applause.

Mr. G. A. Booth, F.Z.S., delivered a lantern -lecture entitled

" Natural History Photography." He dwelt upon the cultivation

of the gifts of patience and observation which a study of the wild

life of the fields and woods!—or even of the suburban garden—pro-

moted, and urged that such study should replace that of some of

the abstruse subjects in the curriculum of schools. He depreciated

the rivalry in the collection of natural specimens ; Nature photo-

graphy was more useful, and did not involve the extinction of rare

species.

He then proceeded to show a large number of lantern slides from

his own collection of negatives of British birds, very many of them

of remarkably high technical quality. His work had been done

with lenses of from 9 to 13 in. focal length, and with a reflex

camera, the latter a type which he considered absolutely essential

for Nature photography.

On the proposition of the Chairman a most hearty vote of thanks

was accorded to the lecturer.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Council was held at 35, Russell Square on

February 10. Present :—Messrs. M. Adams, A. Basil. G. Bennett,

G. Chase, T. Chidley, A. Corbett, A. H. L. Chapman, C. F.

Dickinson, A. Ellis, W. E. Gray, G. Hana. R. Haines, H. C.

Spink, H. A. St. George, R. N. Speaight, A. Swan Watson

(President), T. C Turner, F. Wakefield and W. Wedlake, with the

Secretary (Mr. Lang Sims). Mr. Alfred Ellis in the chair.

Mr. Speaight (Hon. Treasurer) submitted details of the income

and expenditure for the past year. After a lengthy discussion the

balance-sheet was approved and passed.

The Secretary read the draft of the annual report which he had

prepared.

It had been suggested that a covering letter should be sent with

the report, giving an explanation in regard to incorporation,

and asking members to fill the form, which should also be enclosed.

The Chairman thought that a small copy of the memorandum of

the articles of association might " be sent. Every member was

entitled to a copy, otherwise at the annual general meeting, to be

held March 10, the whole document would have to be read through.

It was agreed to send a copy.

Mr. Swan Watson said that it was necessary, particularly from

the point of view of Scotland, that the P. P. A. " Circular " should

be re-started very soon. Members far from London often expressed

the opinion that they paid 10s. and got nothing for it. The
"Circular" should be something exclusive, and not a mere copy

of what appeared in the photographic Press. Members of the

Council, perhaps, might write special articles. It was also essential

to have a printed list of members.

It was agreed that the matter, with letters which had been

received from Mr. Read and Mr. Lambert, should be referred to

the Propaganda Committee.

After Mr. Adams and Mr. Turner had spoken as to the urgency

of starting a journal. Mr. Swan Watson formally proposed that

the " Circular " should be re-started, and that the Propaganda
Committee be asked to <lra\v up a definite scheme. The proposition

was seconded and carried.

The Council further agreed that a list of members should be

published in the first of the new series of the " Circular."

Mr. Speaight said he hoped -the various Congress sub-comn

would arrange early meetings. The Secretary might be ask<

bo the secretaries of these sub-committees the names ot

members of each, and a general meeting of the Congress Comn
might be called previous to the next Council meeting.

The names of the Councillors serving upon the various Con

Committees were given as follows :

—

Finance.—Mr. Speaight, Mr. St. George.

Exhibition, Trade Section.—Mr. Bennett, Mr. Chase, Mr. I

Corbett, Mr. Wakefield.

Exhibition—Picture—Home.—Mr. Marcus Adams, Mr. Basil, Mr. I

Corbett, Mr. Speaight, Mr. St. George, Mr. Wakefield.

Exhibition—Picture—Colonial and Foreign.—Mr. Marcus Ad
Propaganda and Catalogue.—Mr. Barratt, Mr-- Bennett.

Haines, Mr. Hana, Mr. Wakefield.

Entertainment and Music.—Mr. Chase, Mr. Ellis, Mr. Gray, Mr.

Chidley, Mr. Lambert, Mr. Bertram Park.

Lectures and Demonstrations.—Mr. Haines.

Assistants' Meetings.—Mr. Marcus Adams, Mr. Basil, Mr. Chase, I

Mr. Hana, Mr. Speaight, Mr. Wedlake.
Lantern, Special lighting.—Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Dickinson.

The Secretary read a letter asking for information as to the terms

arranged with the Westminster Electric Light Corporation, Ltd..

and Mr. Corbett said that the correspondent should be reminded

that the Electricity Commissioners were the governing body for the

City, and had decided that the rate should bo uniform all over I

London. All the stations would eventually be under one control,

but not perhaps for about six years. No particular charge could be

enforced on the company.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—At an extraordinary general meeting of the

members of the Photo Productions, Ltd., held at 1, Eton Terrace,

Richmond, Surrey, a resolution was passed to the effect that the

company be wound up, and that Mr. C. 0. Bartley, of the above

address, be appointed liquidator.

NEW COMPANIES.

Tedd Camera Co. (London), Ltd.—This private company wa

registered on February 13 with a capital of £1,500 in £1 shares.

Objects : To carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers

in photographic cameras of all kinds. The subscribers (each with

one share) are: H. D. Richardson, 2, Broad Street Place, E.C.,

merchant, . and D. J. Neame, 10, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C.2,

stockbroker. The first directors are not named. Registered office:

2, Broad Street Place, E.C.

The Late Mr. C. Essenhigh Corke.—We are very sorry to s

the announcement of the death, on February 21, of Mr. Charles

Essenhigh Corke, of Sevenoaks, in his seventieth year. Mr. Corke

had for many years followed the professions of an artist and a

photographer, his interests in the latter direction having been very

successfully embodied in the Sevenoak6 studio conducted first by his

son, who died a few years ago, and until the present time by his

daughter, Miss Beatrice Essenhigh Corke.

Mr. J. M. Sellors, hon. secretary of the Croydon Camera Club,

asks us to point out that his address is 50, Russell Hill, Purley,

not 78, Parchmore Road, Thornton Heath, as stated in the latest

edition of the Red Book. The latter is the address of the presi-

dent of the Club, and the result of the error is that communications

for Mr. Sellors are constantly delayed. It is not known what

the formidable Mr. Sellors is doing to the editor of the Red Book.

At any rate those having the occasion to communicate with him wil'

be well advised to take notice of the present intimation.
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News and Notes.
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papers which he never sees. They are kept out of his way; he
might ask for more money. Well, here is what is happening: Two
men start in the picture business, one man gets all the dud photo-
graphers, who always bring home dud pictures, the other haa all

the good photographers, who, in eight cases out of ten, bring home
the best pictures. The business of the man who employs the good

gradually grows. The proprietor then casts round to see how
he can make a bit more. He recalls that he has had a number of
applications for jorA from the men whose business is not flourish-
ing; why not take a few of them on and get rid of a few of the
better paid men? The firm is made now; he can afford to do so.
The top minimum for photographers is £8 8s. Put the good man
on a basis of 60—40—that is, 60 per cent, for the man and 40 per
oent. for the proprietor. WT

ho would be better off—the man or the
agency? Photographers can think it out!

Correspondence.

>rre,pondents should never vrite on both sides •/ the paper.
So notice it taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers art given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions rIprr<*,d
bu out correspondents.

PBICBB OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
< Editors.

i am glad to aee this matter has been taken up br'
someone at last.

*•." "•' photographer I, too, think that we have stood
icea too long, and beg to put forward a strong protest.

t Service at the conclusion of the war, one naturally
a reasonable chance of 'resettling to one^s business ;

instead of which it has been a. continued source of worry and
thought how to cope with the ever-increasing costs. Surely now is

pert a reduction of tho very high prices now
prevail

1 .-ruirily adviet restricted purchases of material until soma-
it done by th.< manufacturers to help us. Customers are con

tinually asking to have the prices reduced, as in other businesses,
on we safely do so at present ?—Yours faithfully.

W. Haig Parhv.
14" '

I oMIeebrough.

ixvBxnoxc. i\ n.i..M b i-iiotogi: Arm
•i Editors.

Gentlemen,—Permit me to point out that in the mass of cita-
tions by Mr Wall, page 27. there cannot be found a single antici-
pation of my addition of a non actinic soluble dye to an unpig
mooted bioJorornated colloid film as one step in the production of
tenuous relief print* subsequently coloured by dyeing. My patent
eiaim (4) reads: " IncorDorating a non-actinic water soluble dye in
the sensitised colloid coating, exposing said sensitive coating to
light, djoveloping the print, discharging the dye, and then subject-
ing the niyit to its appropriate dye bath"

m*5t>x> true that anyone who did nut do what I sj>caued
claim to in my patent anticipated that latent.

Patents are constantly being upheld in the law courts on the basis

of such distillations as M <*res, when ho says Uuvt Ducos
T Lumiere and Pfenninger anticipated my patent.

Others hart used dyed unpigmented bichromate sensitised films in

tho process of producing dye-oolonred relief prints, but only after

the date of my p»t«nt. My patent on the use of a dyed ge!

silver bromide film as one si. -p in tl..- n of a tenuous gehv

tine relief print through Uio agency of a developed silver image

was not more original and was similarly limited, hut its validity

was recognised by very largo " interests '• who would otherwise

have exploited the invention themselves, and who actually made
tentative advances towards acquiring the patent rights.

Wall misses the point and obscures the issue. Barring an

occasional slip like this, the work he is doing in collat ing his-

torical data is most valuable and admirable. While our point of
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view and our opinions are not always tlhe same, I believe we are

equally sincere in wishing to establish the truth.

The number of my U.S. camera patent to which Mr. Wall refers

has now twice been printed wrong. It is 531,040. It is not entirely

true, as asserted by Mr. Wall, that this patent is the same as

English patent 2.305, '95, because claims which I was entitled to

and obtained in the U/S. Patent Office, I was told were barred in

England by disclosures at a public demonstration which I gave in

London before the British application was filed, and which I there-

fore omitted. Obviously, my claim to the original invention of a

specific type of camera is not discredited by the fact that some

years after someone made one with one of the mirrors at a different

angle. Mr. White did not alter the type or make an improvement,

and the camera which he did make was subject to oloims

granted to me in my U.S. patent.—Very truly yours,

F. E. Ivra.

1,327, Spruce Street. Philadelphia, January 4.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

atlotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

H. C.—The addresses you ask for are :—Messrs. Gowans & Gray,

5, Robert Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2 Messrs. T. C. &
E. C. Jack, 35, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.

T. C.— (1) Three negatives are taken in succession on a single plate

through a ruled screen, which is shifted between each exposure.

(2) Apparatus and materials from Move-o-graphs. Ltd., 56-58,

Eagle Street, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.

F. C.—Zinc has not a very long life as a metal for developing
solutions, and still shorter for acid fixing solutions. It should

not be used for these latter at all. Copper will last very much
longer, but the best tank for either is hard wood, either with

well-made joints or a hard wood frame with a lead lining.

E. J.—Your space is rather cramped, but you should get good re-

sults with three half-watt lamps, one 2,000 c.p.and two 1,000 c.p.,

placing the 2,000 as main light about 6 ft. from the background
and about 3 or 4 ft. to one side of the centre of background

;

one 1,000 as a side light and one as front high light about centre

of background 6 ft. away.

J. S.—Write to Messrs. Pictorial Machinery, Ltd., 7, Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.I, for particulars of their transfer bromide
paper, which w.ould allow you to make negatives of the character

you require very cheaply and easily by means of a multiple back"

camera such as you can get from Messrs. Jonathan Fallow-field,

Ltd., 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

B. H.—(2) No certain method of giving H. & D. or Watkins num-
bers equivalent to degrees Warnerke. We should say that what
was formerly rated as 25 Warnerke is equal to about 100 H. &
D. at the present time. (3) So far as we know there is no agent
here, but try Messrs. J. F. Shew & Co., 21, Bartlett's Buildings,

Holborn Circus, London, E.C.I, who were previously the agents.

F. H.—The usual caulking used for wooden tanks is a stiff mix-
ture of red lead and linseed oil ; or the joints may be given a good
coating of bitumen paint before being fitted together. Many
tanks are sufficiently well made to render any caulking unneces-

sary, and the presence of a material which in the course of time
is liable to perish to some extent is certainly a possible cause
of leakage.

E. M.— (1) A condenser could easily be polished for the removal
of scratches unless these are very bad indeed. Write to the
Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton Road, Stratford. London, E.15.

(2) Do not stint it for size ; we should say, roughly, that it should
be at least 24 in. x 24 in. high and wide, and not less than about
18 in. deep. (3) Twelve inches is a very good focal length for

large cabinet heads.

F, x._\Vo are afraid that the position you describe is not at all

suitable for the erection of a 6tudio. The glass at the end would

only tend to flatten the lighting, and the width is too little for

the" top light to be controlled effectively. If you thought it worth

while, you might put in two 1,000-c.p. half-watt lamps to serve

as a side light, but if it is to be used only for amateur work, we

should recommend you to use an ordinary room where you will

have much more manageable light.

I'. A.—There is no necessity for a copyright photograph to be

marked " copyright." If you took the photograph of the stone

laying on your own initiative, that is to say without receiving

the order from anybody to whom you would look for payment,

the copyright i= absolutely yours. The only circumstances it

which the other photographer would be entitled to make the copies

are that he received the order to do so from the person who,

in the first instance, gave you an order to take the photograph.

But we infer from your letter that no such person exists.

\V. II.—Eight 1,000 lamps will be ample, probably six will bt

sufficient. These should bo arranged in a curve, or L shape il

more convenient. Use thin white nainsook or madapolan t

for diffusing screens and white reflectors. The hemi

spherical reflectors, sold by the General Electric Co., an

excellent, but are rather costly. By all means arrange tc

have the lamps to raiso and lower, as this greatly shortens tnt

exposure with sitting figures and children, besides giving mon
control of the lighting. No. 7 may be used instead of a reflector

it gives rather better modelling. It is a good plan tc fix tht

lamps under the solid side of the roof, so as to avoid inter

ference with daylight working.

H. P.—The name Heliotype is usually applied to a modification o

the collotype process, invented by Ernest Edwards many yean

ago. A waxed glass plate is given a substratum of bichromatec

gelatine containing a little chrome alum, and this film, after dry

ing, is stripped off and the surface, which previously had beer

next to the glass, exposed under a reversed negative in the usua

way. The other side of the exposed film is hardened by expo

sure to light, and is mounted on a metal plate coated with india

rubber. The bichromate is then washed out and the plate i:

ready for printing. You can get photo-litho paper from Messrs

Penrose & Co., 109, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I, but so fa

as we know only in one surface.

F N.—(1) For all-round work a lens of from 8 to 10 inches foca

lengtn will be quite suitable ; for reduction to lantern size one o:

about 5 inches will be best. Much depends upon the bellow:

extension of your enlarger. You would require at least 15 inche:

draw to make" a lantern slide from a half-plate with a 5-inch lens

(2) It is a matter of taste as to which way to place a half-wati

lamp in the lantern. Some prefer "to turn what is normally th<

bottom towards the condenser, but we prefer to hang the lam}

in the usual position, and to tilt it slightly so that the whole o:

the filament is effective. In either case you will have to place i

piece of finely-ground glass as close to the lamp as possible t<

secure even illumination. About 200 c.p. is sufficient.
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EX CATHEDRA.
A Simple jt j8 sometimes necessary to make aLena Holder. temporary arrangement for holding a
lens upon the camera front for testing purposes. It must
be strong enough to preclude the possibility of accident
and rigid enough to keep the lens-axis normal to the
plate, while it should not necessitate much work in
setting up. The universal iris adapters which were at
one time common were excellent, but, we believe, are no
longer on the market, while their cost was rather too
high if they were not often required. A simple and
perfectly effective device consists of a stout card large
enough to cover the hole in the lens panel. In this

w cut a hole into which the screw-thread of the lens
hiount fits fairly well, the lens fitted in and the fla

screwed firmly on the inner side of the card. The whole
is secured to the front by four or more good push pins.

In the case of cameras with verv small fronts the card
may be out to fit into the recess, the panel being
dispensed with. Spare panels for permanent use may
be made of very thin three-ply wood ; the latter is b<

than cigar-box wood, which is very liable to split. The
opening may be cut with a fretsaw or even with a pen-
knife, and rebates, if needed, are better made with a

I han with a knife or plane. A coat of varnish stain

will make such a panel quite presentable.

A Neglected
Reducer.

Many photographers are not fully aware
of the advantages offered by the per-

manganate sulphuric acid reducer. It is cheap, its action

it certain, safe, and easily controlled, and the solution

keeps fairly well. A formula may be found in the cm
i

issue of the " Almanac," or the reversing solution

employed for the Autochrome plate may be used, dilute]

to about double its normal strength. The reducer should

not be employed until after a negative has been well freed

from hypo, and should not be used for a dry negative,

the latter being soaked for ten minutes, unless the

i agree of reduction is required in the high-lights.

w naedod to reduce harsh high-lights in a portrait

*• windows in an interior, the negative should

be dry and put straight into the reducer, which will then

k the high-lights before the shadows, and by the

time the action has started upon the latter, the reduction

on the high-lights will probably have gone far enough.

The action of the reducer is rapid, and it should be diluted

ly slight reduction is needed, and the progress

watched carefully. If a very great reduction of contrast

is required the dry negative may be treated, washed and

dried, and then, when dry, a second application of the

reducer may be given. Care is needed when doing this,

and it should only be contemplated in extreme cases. The

solution should not be used after being kept a long time,

when it becomes cloudy ; it then tends to act unevenly

or produce brown stains upon the negative. If these
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occur the\ maj be removed with a 10 per cent, solution

of sulphite of soda, to which 2 per cent, of oxalic acid

has been added.
* * *

A Test for We do not think that we are ver
Fixing- from the trutli in saying that the fixing

bath is among the things generally neglected by the

age photographer who, so long as he gets no trouble

from so doing, is inclined to make up the stock solution

haphazard, without weighing, and in all probability uses

the bath long after its action as a fixer is considerably

sued. Many a case of blisters, frilling, etc., can be

traced to the use of too strong a fixing bath, particularly

with some of the modem emulsions which 1 are so finely

adjusted that "to depart very far from the makers' instruc-

tions and formulae is to invite trouble. Some time ago

we wore consulted as to why a certain batch of prints

blistered, whereas others upon another make of paper

at the same time and in the same bath exhibited no sign?

of the defect. Subsequently, it was shown that the

fixing bath was actually twice as strong as recommended
by the maker of that particular paper. Though hypo is

cheap, many photographers are inclined to overwork their

fixing baths, as a simple test will show. If a piece of

bromide paper is taken and placed in a sulphide solution

as used for sepia toning, it will be found to turn rapidly

to a dark-brown colour. If it had been previously fixed

and washed the sulphide would have had no effect upon
it. Thus it will be seen that the worker has to his hand
not only a means of testing whether a particular bath

is still working at active strength, but by immersing a

piece of bromide paper in strips, for various times, he
wall also gain an idea of the time needed for the fixing

bath to perform its function with any particular brand

of paper.

SIMILAR SUBJECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN

RELATION TO COPYRIGHT AND CONTRACT.
Among the questions relating to copyright, which present

difficulties by reason of the somewhat obscure meaning
of the law in regard to them, are those which are con-

cerned with photographs which exhibit a close degree of

similarity in consequence of very similar subjects having
been photographed. Such questions are not simply the

I
n« i.l net of an imagination fertile in discovering imperfec-

tions in the Act, but frequently arise in everyday com-
mercial transactions. Enquiries which turn upon this

question frequently reach us, and are difficult to answer,
pt at a length and with a knowledge of the exact

circumstances which are not always at disposal. It may,
therefore, be of advantage if we endeavour to set forth

with as. much precision as is possible the considerations
from which an individual photographer can draw conclu-
sions for his guidance.

A fairly typical case of the problem is somewhat as
follows:—A photographer is asked to make a costume
study for an advertisement to be used by a commercial
firm, his customer. He engages a model, and after having
taken the photographs for the purpose of carrying out
the order, makes one or two further exposures for himself
under the idea that, if he does not offer these to his
customer, he obtains the rights in them himself and can
make use of them in other directions. When he cl<»s

so—we are describing an actual case—he finds that his

customer objects on the ground that the photographs
are so closely similar to those taken in execution of his
'the customer's) order that they are an infringement of

these latter.

Under the now repealed Copyright Act of 1862 it was

clear from Section 2 that, so far as copyright is concerned,
a photographer was within his rights in doing as above
described. The Section, which is entitled " Copyright
not to prevent the representation of the same subject

other works," declared that " nothing herein conta

shall prejudice the right of any person to copy or

any work in which there shall be no copyright, oi

represent any scene or object, notwithstanding that t

may be copyright in some representation of such s<

or object." This provision, however, does not occur in

the present 1911 Copyright Act, and, in fact, it is did

to discover anything in the Act which represent-

equivalent liberty to create copyright separately as the
property of the photographer and the customer in

circumstances as those which we have taken for our
example. On the other hand, the Act defines copyright
as the sole right " to produce or reproduce " tbe work
or any substantial part thereof, etc. We cannot help
thinking that the word " produce " is not used without
si line significance attaching to it, and it may be thought-

that the framers of the Act had in their minds 6uch <•

as these in which an artist produces a subject which he
then embodies in a pictorial form (drawing or photograph)
fur a customer. If we draw this inference from the use
of these words, then it is obvious that any further pi

graphs which are made of the same subject (providing

that they are closely similar to those made for the
customer) would be an infringement of the latter.

Unfortunately for this view of the Act's definition of

copyright, the only case in the Courts which we know
of as bearing on the point does not support it. In the
High Court in August, 1917, a judgment was given by
Mr. Justice Peterson in a case arising out of a dispute

between two postcard publishers. Publisher A had
produced a picture postcard representing a soldier read-

ing the .lay's orders, which ran: "Eight hours drill,

eight hours route march, either hours trench work."
Underneath the drawing was the sentence " Then we
have the rest of the day to ourselves." Another pub*
Usher, B, had issued a postcard of a similar kind, which
also depended for its humour on the inscription below
the drawing "Rest of the day to ourselves." On
publisher A taking action against publisher B for infri

ment it was held that there was no copyright in an idea,

but only in the expression of an idea, and that on this

score the two cards were dissimilar. The case, how.

is not quite on all fours with that which we have in-

stanced. For one thing, we imagine that the two draw-
ings differed considerably, but. more important, the

originals were independently created by different people.

Tt is in regard to this latter point that a photographer
involved in such problems as these will, we think, be
most securely guided.

Foi- even if we do not stress the view which appeal

be justified by the definition of copyright in the present

Act. namely, that copyright involves production as well

as reproduction, due attention must be paid to the

particular circumstances. Tn the case which we have

taken as an example we think there is an implied con-

tract, quite apart from considerations of copyright, to

the effect that the photographer is applying his services

and facilities wholly to the customer in producing an

original work from the life model, and that, therefore,

the production of other versions of the subject closely

resembling those which he supplies for the use of the

customer is a breach of that implied contract. From
this point of view it is quite conceivable that the High
Court judgment of 1917. which we have quoted, would

have been very different if the two originals had been

produced by the same person and had been supplied to

different publishers, and if the action had been taken
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rounds of breach of contract. So far as the wording
e present Act is concerned, comparatively little help

.en towards the solution of these difficulties. There
rily nothing in the Act which suggests that a
her is infringing anybody's rights when he takes

aph of some natural scene or view from 6uch
>int that the result is practically identical with

which previously have been taken. It is, as

suggested, chiefly when the question of breach
Titers in( I

tion

it, at i as to that of
• in our k

^Bn Court in a

as " Gr ith," and all

rights therein sold by the artist. Two years afterwards
the same photographer took a picture of the same model
in practically the identical pose of the first picture,
except that the girl was smiling and had a cherry stem
in her mouth. In the legal dispute which arose in
reference to this latter work, which was called " Cherry
Ripe," it was held that any other artist could have used
the same material and have made a new picture so
closely resembling the copyrighted one that it would
pass for it without infringing the copyright. But when
the same artist did this, he was considered to be usinp;

the experience gained in taking the first picture in making
what was in many ways a duplicate of his first picture,
the rights in which he had sold. In these circumstances
the law did not protect him.

A CALCULATOR FOR TIME DEVELOPMENT.
fin the following article in ography " the author, Mr. Loo Kraft, describes a soale or calculator for

.ining the development by making appropriate allowance for tho temperature of the developer and thedevelop-
:>eed of the plate when using a particular pyro-aoda formula.]

always more or less difficult, in the dim red light of the

dark room, for even the most experienced photographer to

^^H) by inspectio i of the plate just when developme-

This is more particularly true in the case of the
i£» amateur photographer who develops pistes or films

^Uy occasionally, and whose views cover a wide rang* of

as even with all oth>- as the same, two
types of views may appear to be quite different at

development i* con;; ! <sing different

oiak' - of plates or film* i >..r I plates, any insj>.-

nie'.i nil more is the vsrious

k» the negatives to appear different at the
o plates fix out more in the

^Hthan others, • i further condition to be allowed

There used to be a bolief that a cold developer produced
>r negatives thsr a warm !.•. elnf>er, b •«•* largely

a fact that development was often stopped too soon,
•ulily happen when attempting, by inspection.

opsr developme
as same view

<:h the same devo
the range usually met in pr

I Use
on«il>l» Ui distuuruish hiiless

''"ga-

te brand of plate, and
different temperature*

• development
perature it will usually

os, while the

aphers «t

lality into a m
vslopment. Ruling out

idea may
. simply trying

lining extreme contrast*, such ss

should have special

v sll other views, from portraits
and white drawings, need no special trest-

Theae subjects certe e over 96 per cent.
average negatives. I have .lovnlopsd portraits on many
It pistes snd films, group*, flashlights, lartdaoapes, and
'•pies of black snd white drawings on process plate*.

•»*e asms developer by s strict adherence to the roles
ethod* to be d- ml not only have the results

sat isf.i<-- ry ease, but I am positive

1 much higher

asn

it is possible k

that the general run nf negativ

^Hl would y other Bet
posed to enahlo

a removed from
>« are so varied
of them. That
in development

' times, snd if the

developer is mixed according to the same formula, its action
on any brand of plate will depend only on the temperature.
That is, the time required for complete development will vary
with the temperature in a definite and fixed ratio for the
developer used, and having determined this ratio once and for

all, the time required may always be definitely known.
-ent brands of plates require different times for develop-

ment, but this also will be a fixed quantity to be determined
once and then used thereafter.

Two general methods have been proposed for determining
the time required for development, one of which is know
the factorial method and the other as the time and tempera-

method or thermo-method. The factorial method is

based upon the ratio which the time required for the first

appearance of the image is assumed to bear to the total time
'omplote development. With the factorial

method, the time measured for the first appearance of the

image, after the developer is applied, is multiplied by a known
•«r or factor, the result being the total time required

:<velopme«t Suppose that with a developer whose factor

is known to be 12, it is found that the first appearance of tho

image occurs 16 seconds after the developer is applied. Then
ives 102 seconds or practically 3J minutes, tho

time required for complete do* Stopmani.

This factorial method has many <lr:i whacks, and the writer

does not recommend its use. With an over-exposed

plate the image may appear almost immediately after tho

developer is applied, and if the factorial method is used,

development will be stopped too soon. With an under-exposed

plate, the reverse is true, the image may not appear for somo
time after applying tho developer, resulting, if the factorial

method 4* u,e<l. 'n over-development. Often with correctly

eaepOssBrpsates, one view may contain bright high-lights which

will appear before any other part of views, again resulting,

when the factorial method is used, in incorrect development.
Also, with tho same developer, different brands of plates may
show different factors, while changing the dilution of the

developer or the temperature may also change tho factor.

Development carried out by the time and temperature

method will result in uniformity of negatives, producing per-

fect negatives with correctly exposed plates, and with under-

exposed or over-exposed plates the best negatives possible

under the circumstances. As there is no need for inspection

of negatives during development, the process may be carried

on in absolute darkness if required. It will also be possible

to adjust the process so as always to obtain any desired degree

itrast to suit one's particular teste or to accommodate

any special printing process.

ro have been several time and temperature methods
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proposed, but they may be roughly divided into two classes;

in one class the time of development for different plates at

the same temperature is always the same, the dilution of

the developer being varied for the different plates. In the

other class, the developer is always used at the same strength,

the time being varied for the different plates. With the timf

and temperature method I am describing, the developer is

always used at the same dilution for dish use, and always the

sarnie for tank use, the tendency of different brands of plates

to develop faster or slower being taken care of by a develop-

ment speed number previously determined. The tendency of

a plate to develop rapidly is indicated by a high speed number,
while the tendency to develop slowly is indicated by a low
speed number. When this speed number is once determined
for any braftid of plate it need never be varied, unless for sonic

special reason one desires to change the degree of contrast,

in which case decreasing the speed number will give greater
contrast, while increasing the speed number will give less

contrast.

In order to facilitate the determination of the proper
development time by the use of the speed numbers the develop-
ment calculator illustrated herewith has been prepared. It

may be made by pasting figs. 1 and 2 on a piece of fairly

INSTRUCTIONS
Time-Temperature Method

Add speed number of plate to
temperature of developer. Set
index arrow marked "Tray" or
" Tank," as the case may be, at
this sum, and the hand will then
point to total time for development.

Factorial Method
Set developer factor at time

required for first appearance of
the image, and the hand will then
point to total time required for
development.

SPEED NUMBERS
Plate or Film Speed Number

Hammer Red Label 25
Kodak Film 20
Portrait Film 30
Seed Oraflex 25
Seed 26X 30
Seed Process 5
Spcedex Film
Standard Orthonon

15
35

Standard Polychrome 30
Stanley 50 35

osr of*

F'K- I- Fig. 2.

stiff cardboard, then cutting out the disc, fig. 2, and mount-
ing it by means of a rivet or eyelet, so that the centre corre-
sponds with the centre indicated on the rectangular piece,
fig. 1, and so that the disc may be rotated on this point. To
use the calculator, the previously determined speed number
is added to the temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) of the
developer, and the disc on the calculator turned until the tray
or tank index arrow, depending on the dilution of the
developer, points to this sum. The hand will then point to
the time required for development, this being the total time
the plate should be in the developer solution. The speed
numbers for most makes of plates and films will range from
about 25 to 40, those for roll films being somewhat lower
These speed numbers will give negatives which print well on
medium grades of gaslight paper and which will enlarge on
bromide or other enlarging papers. The appended table of
speed numbers should be used only as a guide, and each
operator should make his own table to suit his own particular
requirements.

Determining speed numbers is not difficult, and as the
average photographer uses comparatively few different brands
of plates or films, it is easily done. To determine the .speed
number, take a plate or film which has been given, as nearly

as possible, the correct exposure, and develop it with the

developer properly diluted for tray or tank, as the case may
he, noting the developer temperature. Carry development to

what appears to be the correct point, determining this by any
method the photographer is in the habit of using, and note

the total time the plate is in the developer. Now turn this

disc on the calculator so that the hand points to the develop-

ment time found by the above trial. The proper index arrow

will then point to the sum of the temperature and the speed

number. Then if the temperature of the developer is sub-

tracted from this sum the result will be the 6peed number
which is to be used in the future for that brand of plate

After the negative is finished and a print made, one can

decide whether development was correct, too long, or too

nhort, and vary the speed number accordingly in another trial.

Usually two or three trials should definitely determine the

speed number for any brand of plate.

Suppose, for instance, that with a certain brand of plate it.

was found that 3J minutes were required to correotly develop

the plate in the tray to the required density when the tem-

perature of the developer was 65 degrees. Turning the disc on

the calculator so that the hand point* to 3| minutes, the tray

index arrow will be found to point to 95. Then 95 less 65-

(the developer temperature) will give 30 as the speed number
of that plate, which should be used in the future for all

plates of the same brand.

The calculator must only be used for determining develop-

ment bv the time and temperature method when the developer

is compounded after the formula given herewith, which is for

the well-known pyro-soda developer, which is in almost

universal use and one of the cheapest to prepare. It has good-

keeping qualities, but we do not recommend mixing up more
than about one month's supply at one time, although we have
repeatedly used developer much older than this with good
results. The impurities in the water and the amount of air

in solution affect the keeping qualities to a great extent, the

sulphite solution being particularly subject to spoiling, which

will result in stained negatives. With any developer, the best

results are always to 1)3 obtained when the solutions are fresh.

Boiled or distilled water may be used when preparing solu-

tions, but unless the water supply is very bad this is not

necessary. As a rule, if the water is fit for drinking it will

be suitable for making up the solutions The water for dilut-

ing the stock solutions just before use should have stood in the

dark room long enough to have attained a constant tempera-

ture, as otherwise the temperature may change during

development, although seldom, except with the tank, enough
to materially affect results. The 4 ozs. of developer for tray

use is sufficient for a 7 x 5 plate, and the quantity shown
for tank use is correct for the 7x5 Eastman plate tank. If

different' quantities arj required they should, of course, be
diluted in the same pioportion.

The developer to bo used with the calculator is compounded
as follows :

—
Stock Solution A.

Water about 8 ozs.

1'otassium metal isulphite 55 grs.

Potassium bromide 7 grs.

Pyrogallic acid (pyro) 330 grs.

Water to make 16 ozs

Stock Solution B.
Sodium sulphite (dry) 600 grs.

Water to make 16 oas.

Stock Solution C.
Sodium carbonate (dry) 425 grs.

Water to make 16 ozs.

Kor use in dish take
Solution A 3 drs.

Solution B 3 drs.

Solution C 3 drs.

Water to make 4 ozs.

For use in tank take

Solution A 2 oas.

Solution B 2 ozs.

Solution C 2 ozs.

Water to make 64 ozs.-
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Always use the developer immediately after mixing the stock

.ablutions and water together, as it will not keep when mixed

^^Hffs use fresh developer for each tray or tankful of ;>lates.

Do not try to use the developer a second time, as the chemicals

have been dissolved from the plate during the first use

Hfil affect the time and quite often the colour of the negative

^^H with present-day retail prices for chemicals the cu-t of

loveloper for one 7x5 p'.ate in the dish is only

• - ii one cent, and it would be poor economy to run the risk

> a plate costing some ten times this amount by using

the developer a second time.

ot recommended for general use the calculator may
^B* used with the factorial method. For this purpose set

lias so that the tun.- required for the first appearance of

mage is opposite the known factor of the dove)

an i the hand will then point to the total time required for

^^Mopment The calculator shown in fig. 3, B, is set for the

following data :

—

Factor 1

1

Time for appearance of imago 18 sac.

U development time 3 min. 30 sec.

n using the factorial method the calculator may be used
with any developer, providing the factor is known. With the

pyro developer compounded after the formula given above the
- will be found to be about 11.

er many years experience in developing plates and films,

fter experimenting with a great number of development
Methods, the writer unqualifiedly recommends one time and
temperature method of development as being tbe moat accurate
that he knows of. Th» photographer of small experience can
make no mistake in adopting it, while Use photographer of

somewhat more experience will probably be surprised to see
the difference in his work if lie will abandon his inaccurate
methods and adopt the time and temperature method for deter-
mining the developing time. The writer believes that the
trend is more and more away from the slipshod, hit-or-miss
methods of former days, and that there is a definite tendency

^>1*0 i«0

•sir **
am*

\& l£J$°

Pig. 3A. Fig. 3B.

toward precision in all photographic operations from the calcu-

lation of the exposure to the making of the finished print.

Ii solutions are compounded with reasonable care, a strict

adherence to the time and temperature method as shown by

the calculator will be found to give uniformly good results.

eliminating all tendency to over-develop or under-develop, even
when the plate has been improperly exposed.

Lxo Kraft.

THE MOTOR-CYCLIST PHOTOGRAPHER.

of a year the average provincial ;

•phcr has many country outdoor appointment* involving

of, maybe, five, ten, twenty, or even more miles from
tad
the operator is dependent on railway or public bu» trans-

half a day, or more, may elapse between the t

parture from and return to the studio.

n happens that railway time-table* do not fit in with

hour of the appointment, and a good deal of time is

ed on the outward and return journeys. The remarkably

I deveiopment of the post-war country motor-bus all

to travel; <-ir times of dcpar-

and return may be more or suitable to particular

moreover, one may alight at any point on the route

versed, and. it should be remembered, some of these stages

inaccessible by rail.

In either case, however, a los* of raluable time is almost

itablo. for, apart from time lost while waiting, n

nor bus : lown on the o ; the address

t; indeed, it frequently happens that some distance

ins to be covered on foot,

ng the present period of trade slackness an '

nay be most essential that the operator should be

to return to the studio at the earliest possible moment,

arises the question as to bow these distant jobs may

•aken and executed with at littl.- " and

much expedition as possible.

The Question Answered-

a assure those who are situated where straggling, out-

ts abound that ther» it no more inexpensive or

the keeping of distant appointment',

motor-cycle,

many years ago since a journey by motoi

t have been regarded as much in the nature of an un<~er-

expodition ; the motor-cycle of to-day, however, is

probably as reliable as any other form of speedy travel, conse-

quently the motoring photographer may compile his own time-

table; furthermore, the machine carries rider and apparatus

to tiie very door of his clients.

One may start out on a five-mile journey, as I have done,

say, at 1 p.m., expose half a dozen plates, and return, ten

miles in a", in time to keep a studio appointment at 2 p.m.

irly, it is possible to travel a distance of twenty miles

• 'Xecute the business, return, and he busy in the studio

in less than three hours. These examples demonstrate not

only the value of the motor-cycle as a time-saver, but the

opportunity afforded the single-handed operator for under-

taking extra appointments when occasion demands.

Helpful Details.

*rnallv. I ride a 2^-h.p. two-stroke—commonly known as

">tt«s>bu*." on account of its light weight and handiness
' ffiwei ing " about on on short trips—and I can particu-

larly recommend this type for the purpose.

The, weight of my machine is about 120 lbs., therefore no

undue exertion is required to handle it; the simplicity of its

engine renders it exceedingly reliable mechanically, therefore

no special mechanical knowledge is necessary, and this is a

most important point to the non-teennical motorist.

In my own case I have covered 2,500 miles during the past

six months, and no mechanical trouble has been experienced

orer this distance, while, as regards tyres, 2,300 miles have

been ridden since the encounter of a puncture. Running costs,

including fuel, oil, and wear and tear, work out at approxi-

mately 6s. per 100 miles; compared with the railway charge

of 14s. 7d.-. it will readily be understood that a machine soon

pays for itself, apart from saving the photographer money in

the form of time.
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Keeping an Appointment.
While writing about motor-cycles, 1 have to bear iu mind

th«t this is a photographic journal, and I can only insert so

much mechanical matter as is necessary to interest the

photographer. Assuming, therefore, that I have so far

interested the reader who has something to do with country

outdoor work, it may be presumed that further details on

tlie keeping of an appointment by motor-cycle will be welcome.

First of all I make certain that the machine itself is in

good order in every respect, then the camera is made ready.

Alter thoroughly cleaning the interior of the dark-slides, so

that dust and vibration may not result in a pinhole plague,

the camera—up to whole-plate—and tripod are mounted and
securely strapped on a "Tan-Sad" spring pillion seat, which

is fixed on the carrier. This completes the equipment of the

machine; the remaining preparations are the personal matter

of dress.

To many minds motor-cycling is synonymous with a rider

covered in oil and mud. Long-distance riding and a dirty

machine—a machine which flings both oil and dirt—is cer-

tainly not conducive to a presentable business appearance.

I have the good fortune to be the owner of a machine which,

while offering no special protection, runs cleanly in the

dirtiest of weather, and it at no time flings oil on to the

clothing. A good set of waterproof overalls are advisable,

however, as a protection against dust or rain. Personally,

1 remove these outer garments on reaching my destination, so

that I may appear decently tidy. .

Starting Out.

1 have remarked that the motor-cycle is trustworthy, the

one uncertainty is the ever-present possibility of tyre trouble,

and, if the time allowed for the outward trip is cut down to

a minimum, a puncture may be awkward. Therefore, it pays

to keep the tyres in good condition ; moreover, it is policy

to base the time of the journey on a seventeen-mile-per-hour

basis, then, in the unlikely event of a deflated tyre, it should

be possible to mako a repair and still arrive on time by
travelling the remaining distance at speed, if necessary.

Fortunately, one is not so liable to tyre troubles on short

distances, any loss of time on a long journey can be regained,

as pointed out, by a higher average speed. The return trip

is made in quick time.

Conclusion.

I should not have done my subject justice had I not sug-

gested the utility of the motor-cycle for those who make a

speciality of dashing off to photograph accidents and the

like either for the Press or for display purposes. In such cases

speed is everything, and for these unexpected happenings the

motor should always be kept in readiness for instant use.

Finally, business apart, motor-cycling is a most healthy and

invigorating pursuit for sedentary workers such as we
photographers are. " Prudence."

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 18 to March 4.—Edinburgh Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, G. Massie, 10, Hart Street,

Edinburgh.

March 1 to 6.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, P. Docker, Medical Institute Build-

ings, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

March 4 to 25.—South London Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Beauval Road,

East Dulwich, London, S.E.22.

March 8 to 9.—Birkenhead Photographic Association. Particulars

from the Exhibition Secretaries, Messrs. Longstaff and Trace,

33, Hamilton Square, Birkenhead.

March 14 to 16.—City of London and Cripplegate Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 4. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, London,

C.2.

ACCELERATED HYPO-ALUM TONING.

SutCl writing in the " B. J." for February 10, I have carried out

further tests with the idea of working out a practical method,

giving the advantage of speed without unduly adding to the work

or trouble.

Having done this to my own satisfaction, I am setting down

the procedure for the benefit of hypo-alum users who care to take

advantage of it.

The hot bath used is compounded with 1 lb. of hypo and 4 oz.

of white (potass) alum, dissolved in 80 oz. of boiling water. The

amount first put into use is ripened by the addition for a few

minutes of about 18 sq. inches of old or spoilt gaslight paper per

oz. If bromide paper is used, less suffices. The method of ripening

advocated by Messrs. Illingworth and others is at least as good,

hut I find the addition of old paper to be quite satisfactory. This

ripening is only dono with the first dishful, the stock being kept

unripened. Each day, immediately before heating up, the bath

is well stirred and a few ounces are poured away, the deficit being

made up with fresh stock. In this way it is possible to keep the

bath working well indefinitely. No water bath is neoessai

the prints tone rapidly while watched.

For fixing the prints, a plain hypo bath will simplify mat

From this bath the prints are removed to a solution of sulphuric

acid, of a strength of about ,8 per cent. Weaker acid will serve,

but I have had the best results when using stronger solutions.

Above 10 per cent., however, there is a tendency to carry too much

acid into the toner, with the result that powerful fumes are given

off. Those acquainted with sulphuric acid will not need any caution

about its use, but it may be as well to point out that the strong

acid is dangerous and must not be allowed to touch the bare fingers

ct be diluted by the pouring in of water. Water falling on strong

sulphuric acid will cause violent ebullition, with possible personal

damage. The acid must always be poured into the water. I mix

a Winchester of the weak solution, which can be used in perfect

safety, the concentrated stock bottle being kept out of the reach

of young assistants.

After a good turn over in the acid, prints are put into the toner,

where with constant turning they tone very rapidly. In a very

hot bath I have had tones in as little as thirty seconds.

If prints are fixed in compound 'fixing baths, it is safest to rinse

them and re-soak in plain hypo before treating with acid. For

this purpose a strong solution—I have tried saturated and 30 to

40 per cent, strengths with satisfaction—can be kept and used

repeatedly until it is all used up. One minute will suffice in the

hypo bath provided the print is well immersed and turned, but

two or three minutes will do no harm unless the print is already

over-fixed, when some little reduction may possibly occur. I limit

the immersion in both hypo and acid to a maximum of two minutes

at 65 deg. to 70 deg. F., and in no case have I had any reduction

or degradation.

For the acid treatment, hydrochloric will serve equally well, as

will certain other acids, but there is the advantage in using sul-

phuric of not introducing new compounds into the toning bath.

this acid being related to the salts already there. Traces of hydro-

chloric acid might reasonably be expected to produce common salt

in the bath, and possibly other things, and in time the composition

of the bath might be so altered as to affect the tones. No difference

is discernible, however, in two prints which have been treated with

different acids, and toned at the same time, or at least I have not

been able to get different tones this way.

With regard to stains, I believe that there is less risk of spoils

with the accelerated treatment, but stains caused by improper fixing

are not entirely obviated. I have had a print half-toned in the

usual way apparently refuse to go further until taken out

treated with the two baths, when on re-immersion in the toner it

promptly finished toning ; other prints which were manifestly

"stained"—suffering from bluey patches where presumably fixing

had not been complete—refused to answer to any treatment. If

the same kind of stains can be produced by " cooked " gelatine,

as was suggested in America some few years ago, the cooking also

affects the image, for, when intending to produce 6uch marks by

overheating, I got them after the whole print had toned.

—

Thermit.

The will was proved last week of the late Mr. Sigmund (iuiter-

man, of Aldermanbury, London. E.G. £45.712.
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Patent News.

treated inProcess patents -application* and *peeijicatu>n»
' Photo Mechanical Sotes."

••hruary 13 to 18 :—

4,312. Roll-film photographic camera* A. J.
is V W K.I wards and Houghton-Butcher Manufacturing

lrnn- 4,525. Apparatus for treating photographic
plates, films, .

•

tkX'PuTM.- No. 4,218. I
. , K \S:etA

4.546. Photographic mount, etc.,
ng and bevelling machine F. VYurthington.

4.684. Photographic printing-boxes. A. P

i mt
"••">•"•-' 'i'li ph

•on

> Apparatus for talcing

and pr -.ictures

apparatus C. Farm-

Manufacture of sound
m.l synchronisation of an., with nematograph films.

o. 4.851.
id sound-reproducing aprwr . n H K

•craan*.
OMB.

1714 Device f.» i j flicker in
raph apparsi.i* M

vnchroniaa
•-product i.. i, of sound with cinematograph. W, Rosa.

mmmmmi
a process for the maaajai

in colours »1

Mtaatngraph camera laid .m its aide
liana- parallel to the leaf

«rj spend of. say.
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the table. From tbe auxiliary carriage are suspended legs which
can be lowered into contact with a thick covering sheet of plate
glass laid on tbe negative in the frame on the sensitive surface

lm**—

Fig. I.

so as to hold t rigidly in position. There is interposed
between tbe freely hanging legs and the auxiliary carriage an
inflatable meml»<r. on inflation of which the legs are forced by
tha pneumatic pressure against the covering plate glass. The

Fig. 2.

auxiliary carr a.;.- preferably carries also electric lamps for
printing

In the drawings, a is a table along two outside edges of
are arranged on bars 6 bolted to the table supporting r i

rollers e 1 mounted on laterally extending bars r of an trpr

carriage d, the bars i tending to prevent the raising of the
nage from the table. On the upper surface a"' of thie carriage
•m rail* e a mounted an auxiliary sliding carriage f in such
manner that this auxiliary carriage may travel (tsi
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main carriage. Suspended from this auxiliary carriage by means

of a screw threaded rod h engaging in a screw threaded bush i

attached to the carriage is a separable Bpring-connected housing h

containing an inflatable elastic vessel I, and from the lower por-

tion of this housing are suspended depending legs m. From a

framing n attached to the auxiliary carriage f are suspended

electric lamps o which travel with the carriage.

On the table top o 1 is placed on a 6late bed p on the sensitive

surface a registering frame q, such as shown in figs. 4 to 7. This

frame is fitted with 6lots (not shown) for subdividing bars g*

formed with true right angles into which the negative from which

the impression is to be made on the sensitive 6urfaoe is inserted.

On the top of the negative is placed a covering plate glass (not

shown). The subdividing bars may be adjusted in position by

inserting in different slots.

In using the apparatus the negative is inserted in its compart-

ment in the registering frame and fixed therein by a strip of

wood. The covering plate glass is laid thereon and the other

1
y

1 J/SS.
i

]

1

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

spaces not being utilised in the frame are covered to protect the

sensitive surface beneath the frame. The carriages are now
traversed until the depending legs are in position above the cover-

ing glass plate. By means of the wheel r the screw-threaded

rod is turned until the legs bear on the covering glass plate,

whereupon air is forced through the pipe s to the inflatable vessel

and the depending legs caused to press more firmly on the cover-

ing plate glass. The electric lamps are switched on and the

printing carried out. When the printing operation is completed

air is allowed to escape, the wheel r is turned until the legs are

clear of the covering glass plate, and the carriages moved along

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

the table out of the way to permit access to the surfaces treated.

It will be understood that for multi-colour printing the different

colours may be impressed in register on successive sensitised sur-

faces by using the same registering frame for each different colour

so that they may be printed in register.—Henry Robert Eason,
38, Sylvan Road, Wanstead, London, E.ll.

In a further patent, No. 174,309, of the same inventor, and
having reference to the same type of apparatus, the claim is for

a registering frame, applied to the sensitive surface and to receive

negatives or positives, and formed with true right angles. Such
frame is fitted with adjustable subdividing bars, also forming
true right angles.

strips.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection
before acceptance :

—

Cinematography. — No. 175,265. Cinematographic film

Pathe Cinema Anciens Etablissemente Pathe Freres.

Cinematography.—No. 175,266. Storage reels for cinematograph
films. Pathfi Cinema Anciens Etablisaements Pathe Freres.

Reproduction Device.—No. 175,284. Reproducing device for photo-
graphically recorded phonograms, especially tone films. J. Engl,
H. Vogt and J. Massolle.

Dry-Plates.—No. 175,296. Photographic dry-plates. K. Wiebking.

Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
i'hz following marks have been placed on the register :

—
Dopli-tized.— No. 420,051. All goods included in Class 39. Kodak.
Ltd., Kodak House. Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in photo-

graphic materials.

New Books.

Byepaths of Colour Photography. By " O. Reg " Edited by
William Gamble. London : Percy Lund, Humphries and
Co. Ss. net.

This is a very uncommon book, almost unique, we think, in the

literature of colour photography or even of any branch of photo-
graphy. For reasons which no doubt are desirable and sufficient,

the author has chosen to issue his work under a pseudonym, but
that which has been selected appears to be a deliberately thin

disguise. Anybody who has no more than a superficial reading of

the development of colour photography will quickly pierce it.

However, as the author and editor desire to preserve the semi-

anonymity we will respect their wishes.

The book is really a collection of thirty-six short papers, which
we learn were written at different times and were intended for

separate publication. The greater number relate to the history

and technical design of the one-exposure three-colour camera, and
more particularly to the optical methods for obtaining three iden-
tical images by the use of prisms, reflectors, etc., behind the one
lens. We think it is fair criticism of this part of the book to say
that the subject is illustrated rather than treated in such an exact
way that the would-be constructor of a camera of this kind can
apply the information without a good deal of experiment on his

own part. Nevertheless, it is clear that these chapters embody
the results of a very great deal of experimental work by the
author, who, however, seems not to have the facility of making
clear what are precisely the optical conditions which need to be
fulfilled. We turned to Mr. Gamble's introduction in the hope
that we should find there a more explicit statement of the con-

clusions to which the author has come, but in that we were
disappointed. Nevertheless, experimenters with one-exposure
cameras will find a very great deal in the book of profit to them
in their studies.

From the historical standpoint we do not think the author is

as well qualified by knowledge and temperament as he should be
for such a task. For one thing he has a habit, which is very

irritating to the historical student, of criticising inventions with-

out naming their authors ; and our confidence in his historical notes

is rather disturbed by coming across such palpable, though minor,

errors as those in the first paragraph on page 65, where it is stated

that Dr. Vogel's discovery of orthochromatism originated from
experiments on gelatine dry plates ; or that on page 95 which
refers to Farmer's mercury-iodide intensifier.

The later part of the book contains chapters on colour-sensi-

tising, adjustment of plates and filters, exposure, and the making
of three-colour prints and transparencies. Here again the author

is evidently writing from the results of his own practical experi-

ence and brings forward hints and formulae, some of which we
cannot remember to have seen before. For example, he recom-

mends the following variation of the Farmer reducer as free from
tendency to eat away the half-tones of a negative. The negative

is immersed for a few seconds in a mixture of 3 per cent, freshly

made ferricyanide solution, 10 per cent, soda carbonate, 10 per

cent, ammonium nitrate, and 10 per cent, sodium chloride, after

which it is rinsed and fixed in fresh hypo.

In conclusion, it is not possible to pass over without comment
the strain of sarcasm or bitterness which characterises many
passages. We are reminded of the mental atmosphere, partly

querulous, partly self-satisfied, of that early work of Gissing's,

" The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft." Mr. Gamble, whose

work of editorship, we strongly suspect, has largely amounted to

re-writing, might well have exercised a mollifying influence in

many places.
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Meetings of Societies.
«>
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H I y bam.

I

in the ci

leclared open an exhibiUoa of prints selected
r-etition 1- will be open during the

fiMiJth. and will well «,,, a then called upon
his lecture, entitled

**** °I
" "«** a •«"« **Jk "n the position of

mpare.l « •„, „f [, Q ir,
;i n .

vaat impn ..ments in' the
back u> the »tyle of I. Hill to

• **' " "« minted out that since his

time we had gone through definite pictorial stages, namely, small,
foil and three-quarter length figures, cabinets with marble hall

backgrounds and the present plain setting. Next he referred to

the so-called Rembrandt lighting, the fuzzy gum bichromate print
and the most inartistic sketch portrait. Any man can work a
camera, said Mr. Bell, but it takes an artist to portray character.
This is a thing which cannot be taught but is a gift. He said
he was glad to see retouching was gradually being diminished,
with the result that faces did not appear to be boiled and inflated
with a bicycle pump. Good photography and bad drawing do not
blend, the same may be said of sketch portraits and backgrounds
worked in on the negative. He expressed pleasure in the fact

that we were working back to plain, straightforward lighting, and
that people realised the beauty in cast shadows. In the dull light-

ing which has been the fashion recently the pupils of the eye
dilate, producing a ghastly stare. Posing has become natural, and
lost the stiff wooden appearance produced by stock poses. He
regretted the cutting out of the hands in present-day portraiture,
also stating that in his opinion the best photographers of to-day
are beating the living painters in posing, having so many more
opportunities with different sitters. He recommended the study
of Raeburn for suiting the style of lighting to the subject. For
instance, his portraits of men had a strong and definite light, for

women the outlines were not as clearly defined, and for children
the lighting is beautifully soft.

Mr. Bell then showed a very fine collection of slides of prints

by British and foreign workers. In the discussion which followed
he stated that a long exposure gave the best results, as the
expression varied, whereas Dr. Rodman said in opposition that the

fine result* of Mr. Walter Thomas wWe obtained by means of a
reflex camera, focal-plane shutter and flashlight.

,

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Bell in the usual

manner, and thus ended a very pleasant and instructive evening.

ROYDOM I AM ERA CLUB.
k, hailing from the Willesden Photographic Society.

gave a very interesting exposition, entitled "
I 1 iking with

the Camera." Being an artist with the brush before he took up
photography as a means of pictorial expression, added value to a

well-reasoned preliminary paper which supported the cause of " con-

trol." The modest lecturer, however, is by no means a militant

extremist, and by medium-mixers of the super type might be
regarded as unsound, as admissions were made that the ethics of

some particular procedures were open to debate.

Ap.i art maxims which continually embellish

photographic discussions in varied phraseology, but essentially are

the same, the lecture was of real utility in showing what can be
done in dressing up an indifferent bromide print to exhibition stan-

dard. Mainly, this is effected by modification, without material

alteration, of the high-lights and shadows, combined with excursions

of a more questionable nature.

For picking out high -lights he employs a small brush charged

with weak ferricyanide reducer, testing its action on waste prints

il strip exposures. The bromide paper must be just surface-

dry, and the brush set in quill, not metal, which latter had afforded

remarkable effects in Prussian-blue. For large areas, cotton-

wool it substituted for the brush.

Shadewa^re strengthened by Vandyke-brown and Payne's

'tTOotoars mixed in right proportions and thinned with spirits

of turpentine and megilp. This is applied with a sable-brush •

required, and when the paint is nearly set, smoothed by gi

dabbing with a small ball of cotton-wool. For graded tints over

big spaces, such as a sky, blacklead is employed, though it does not

always match in colour, but employed as the first step to the fin

this does not matter.

For exhibition work he first makes a bromide enlargement, taking

care no actual white or black is present. This is worked upon in

manner described with other additions shortly to be mentioned.

The composite picture is copied in the camera on a small plate.

from which another enlargement is made and tuned up to concert

pitch.

out suggesting that this procedure will not result in a lose

of " quality " with certain classes of subject and type of negative,

Mr. Bullock amply demonstrated that for much exhibition work

Joss of quality (if any) is negligible, and improvement in other

rm considerable. He copies out-of-doors, inclining copy and
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camera towards the sky in a soft light towards the evening, and

employs Imperial " fine grain " ordinary plates, which, he said,

are admirably adapted for the purpose, possessing, as they do, great

latitude.

Originally he made the first enlargement on a large scale, with

the idea that the bigger the print the less the hand work would

show, but had found this to be unnecessary, and now adopts about

one standard size larger than the final print. In both cases

" ordinary " surface bromide papers are preferred.

At home he is the proud possessor of a veritable Madame

Tussaud's collection stored in negatives all ready for introduction

into pictures, which, whenever possible, are taken without any

human element entering. Life is too short for combination print-

ing, and a far simpler plan is adopted. A suitable figure is selected,

enlarged to the right size on thin bromide paper, and when dry

cut out with a sharp knife held so as to afford a slight bevel

inwards, the back being smoothed down a trifle at the edges with

the knife. The figure is stuck on the print, and, with care, no

junction shows. If it does, a little work on the copy negative, and

enlarged print therefrom, will remedy matters.

Another display of virtuosity consisted in replacing a distant

view as seen through an arch at Gruyere (the place where the holes

come from) with another of desirable character. The arch -was

cut out and stuck down on the view, and considerable pressure

applied. This elegant feat interested the purists immensely, and,

under more pressure, the lecturer admitted that purer forms of

photography were known.

The discussion was prolonged, and up to best traditions in the

lurid line. It can only be glimpsed at. Mr. Harpur was with the

lecturer tooth and nail concerning the ferricyanide reducer, but

reproved him for minimising the quality of the original negative.

" Dash the negative !
" exclaimed the naughty Mr. Jobling, over-

come by the spirit of the evening. " Quality is of the utmost

importance," firmly insisted the prior speaker. " Who is talking

about photographic quality to-night? " inquired the utterly

bewildered Mr. Coffin, in the innocence of his heart.

Mr. Sellors, temporarily forgetting his own bromoil sins and

nigger minstrel business with bromide prints, prophesied a slough

of moral degradation setting in, thanks to the lecturer's efforts

on that behalf. The paste-on advocacy was painful in the extreme.

A far better plan was a method suggested by Mr. G. E. Brown
in an editorial in the " B.J." The bromide print and cut-out figure

are adjusted to each other under water, squeegeed on to glass, and

copied. How this method frees itself from the charge of immorality

Mr. Sellors did not explain.

Mr. Salt congratulated the lecturer on having so ably demolished

the title adopted by him, and then proceeded to go for everybody

all round, the " tooth-and-nail " partner particularly. He was
amply rewarded by drawing from Mr. Harpur the remarkable dictum
that " art training comes quite naturally to the photographic

pictorialist." Which accounts for a lot.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Bullock, whose
happy style of lecturing and pleasing personality contributed not a

little to a highly successful evening.

THE NATURE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual general meeting was held at the Royal Photographic

Society's House, Russell Square, London, on February 25, 1922.

The President, Mr. E. J. Bedford, occupied the chair. The
report of Council and treasurer's financial statement were adopted,

and showed the Society to be in a very satisfactory position. The
officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows :—President,

Hugh Main, B.Sc., F.Z.S., F.E.S. ; vice-presidents, C. Edwards,
Dr. S. Hastings, H. Irving. C. Kirk, J. J. Ward, W. M. Webb;
committee, T. M. Blackman, W. H. S. Cheavin, R. Chislett, C. W.
Colthrup, S. Crook, A. W. Dennis, R. Fortune, G. C. S, Ingram,

C. J. King, W. H. Pratt, H. M. Salmon, A. E. Tonge ; hon,

treasurer, Hugh Main ; hon. secretary, E. J. Bedford.

At the conclusion of the business meeting tea was served, fol-

lowed by an open meeting for the exhibition of lantern slides. A
large number, including natural colour slides, were passed through

the lantern. In the evening a dinner took place at the " Florence "

Restaurant, Rupert Street, W., Dr. G. H. Rodman in the chair,

and a flashlight photograph of the company present was taken

during the evening.

THE CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. Arthur C. Banfield, on Monday evening last, read a paper on

the Bromoil process, in which he put forward his views and experi-

ences with a vigour and clearness which one expects from a

technician of his calibre, and expert not only in his every-day

profession of studio portraiture, but in mechanical and experi-

mental work of many kinds. He boldly espoused the Bromoil

process in declaring that if properly used and not abused it is

one of the most beautiful processes which photographic science

has given us. It depended upon the capacity of a moistened

surface to absorb or repel a greasy ink as in lithography. A
bromide print, which had been treated in a copper bleaching bath

containing chromium, had its gelatine tanned in proportion to

the amount of silver in the image, and, therefore, when a suitable

ink was applied the original silver image could be built up again,

if necessary, in absolute facsimile. But it was necessary that a

reasonably perfect negative and a reasonably perfect print from

it should be made. Mr. Banfield scouted what he thought was a

common opinion, namely, if one had a " rotten " print, the best

'

thing to do was to Bromoil it. Whatever developer was used,

development should be fully carried out. A print or enlargement

which had been over-exposed and the development of which had

been stopped to prevent too great a density was useless for tha

process. He did not attempt to deal with the bewildering variety

of bleaching formula;. One which he had used exclusively for the

past two years was :—
,» Copper sulphate 8 ozs.

Potass bromide 8 ozs.

Potass bichromate 200 grs.

Sulphuric acid 160 minims.

Water 100 ozs.

In making this stock solution the acid is first added to the water.

His working bath was made by mixing 1 part of the stock solu-

tion with 5 parts of water, and bleached a print thoroughly in

about 3 minutes. Used bleacher could be employed again by
adding more stock solution to it so that its bleaching speed was
maintained at the 3 minutes standard He found that the bleacher

seemed to improve with age.

Prints were fixed after bleaching, and the washing before

fixation required to be very thorough, for at least an hour in

running water. Incomplete washing at this stage infallibly caused

blotches and markings which could not be dodged in afterwards

working-up. Mr. Banfield was strongly of the view that it was
much better to bleach immediately after developing ; there was a

considerable saving of time, with a much smaller chance of getting

stains. Each print, as soon as fully developed, was placed in a

dish in running water, and the accumulated batch then washed
for about a quarter of an hour. They could then be handled with

safety by artificial light, bleached, fixed, and finally again washed
for a quarter of an hour in a dozen changes of water before being
hung up to dry The fixing bath should be 3 ozs. of hypo in

20 ozs. of water, in which the bleached print was turned over for

10 minutes. This method left no silver in the paper, so that the

image was formed by a permanent ink on which any traces of

hypo werrf without effect.

Mr. Banfield laid stress on safeguarding the gelatine surface

from scratches, folds kinks, or blisters. It was folly to hang
prints over a line to dry. Also prints should be carefully freed

from adhering globules of water by blotting off before drving.

The best method of drying was to pin one corner of each print to

the edge of a table or shelf so that the print hung freely suspended.

As regards the tools for pigmenting, Mr. Banfield again declared

himself in favour of somewhat exceptional practice. The genuine
fitch brushes were too expensive, and, moreover, were very liable

to clog and to shed their hairs. He had found a serviceable alter-

native in the hog-hair brush, which was very cheap, a No. 4 of

large size costing only 12s. 6d. and sufficing to ink up an 18 x 15

print in half an hour. Also the work kept beautifully clean, and
the only disadvantage was the rather coarse grain. For large

prints the open hog-hair grain was agreeable rather than other-

wise, but for prints smaller than, say. 12 x 10, any coarseness

could be easily removed by gently going over with a small dry

fitch brush. The fiiiitl effect was as if a fitch had been used

throughout, except that there were no broken or strayed hair on
the print.

For keeping the print moist during pigmenting he used a dozen
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sleet- oi r Robosal blotting paper, soaked in water

and laid in a pile on a piece of slate. With a rolling pin as much
as possible of th« water was squeezed out. Id summer it might

• cessary to use the pad in a fully soaked condition, in which

a safe edge was provided under and along the edges of the

aying down strips of old roll film (after removing the

the pad so aa to overlap the print on each

I by about half an inch.

Boat important point of all was the soaking of the print

pigmenting. The key to this much discussed part of the
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News and Notes.

The Optical Society—The next meeting of the Society will be
held at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, South
Kensington, at 7.30 p.m., on Thursday, March 9, 1922, when the
following communications will be presented and discussed :

" A
Criticism of the Nodal Slide as an Aid in Testing Photographic
Lenses." By T. Smith, M.A., F.Inet.P., and J. S. Anderson.
M.A., D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P. "A Non-Polarising Spectrophoto-

meter." By A. J. Bull, M.Sc, F.Inst.P. "The Photometry of

il Instruments." By J. Guild, A.R.C.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.InstP.
A Projective Treatment of the Submarine Periscope." By T.

Smith. M.A.. F.Inst. P. "Some Measurements of the Stresses Pro-

duced at the Surfaces of Glass by Grinding with Loose Abrasives."

I .) DalUday, A.Inet.P.

k'ivK Demonstrations to Professionals.—Visitors to Messrs.

Kodak's Liverpool depot on Monday evening, February 20, were
well rewarded with a capital demonstration by Mr. Lawrence. The
large Church Street shop had been prepared for the evening, having

the counter moved back, additions to the seating accommodation,
and the installation of studio and dark-room necessities. The even-

I with a dissertation on the salient points of films this

being followed up by the making of a number of film negatives. A
- of shielded and diffused J watt lamps supplied the light for

the p t-ry keen interest being displayed in a spot-light

lamp which the demonstrator used for additional effect. Brought
into play on the ahadow side of the face, the spot light gave a

vary noticeable addition of "live appearance" to some of the

,< case, though, it appeared to approach opposition

to the ma thus neutralising somewhat the truth of

delineation as given by a single light source. But, as Mr. Lawrence
rxplainvd. spot lighting i- a new thing, at present in the experi-

mental stage. It was evident, however, that very effective results

•re to be got by its use and judicious control. A point worth
notice is that better results seem to be got by a condensed or

focussed beam than could be obtained with any kind of diffused

or reflected light. The evening finished with the making of some
prints on etching brown, snd the ease with which- these were done

—under parlour conditions—was s convincing proof that then- ii

be afraid of in this new and high-class paper.

The dcmonstratim was well sttended, the available space being

rtably filled with Uvcrpool and other Lancashire photo-

graphers, and a welcome surprise was accorded the audience by a
-. by the President of the Lancashire Master Photographers

on the Society and its future aims and ambitions. Mr. Winter also

for some of the picture?

Han it. —The Eighth Annual British Indus-

under the Department of Overseas Trade, opened last

t) at the White City. Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12, and

remains open until March 10. The industries represented here,

apart from those at the Birmingham Fair, held concurrently, in-

clude paper and stationery, leather and fancy goods, toys and

games, silver and electroplate, scientific and optical instruments.

photographic and musical instruments, glass and china ware, etc.,

and unusual efforts have been made by the organisers to

a large attendance of buyers. In all 48,000 invitations have

-«b4 4fet to overseas buyers, and advertisements have also been

^n and overseas trade and daily journals. A new

departure has also been made by our own post office in the fact

that all outgoing mails have included in the cancellation stamt

sit the British Industries Fair, 1922, February 27 to

March 10," which is now familiar on inland letters. The number

uf exhibitors (1.400) this year is slightly less than last year, but

the total space occupied is the same. Photography is not so well

represented this year as one would wish to see it : the allied indus-

tries, however, are well to the fore, particularly cinematography

The well-known firms of Butcher, Dallmeyer, Ross, and Sinclair

have very attractive exhibits of cameras, lenses, and lanterns,

mainly cinematographic. Johnson b Sons Ltd., and Burroughs

Wellcome * Co., exhibit their well-known chemicals, developers,

etc.; the Westminster Engineering Co., Ltd., arc lamps and other

specialties : and Ellis Graher has on view an attractive selection of

photographic exposing, developing and other machinery. Photo-
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graphic albums and frames there are galore by many firms in the

stationery section, and an exhibit attracting considerable attention

is that of E. B. Fry, Ltd., who have a special show of passe-partout

materials, including a gauge for putting on binders—a distinct

novelty, also a cleverly-designed printing box for films, and a new

variety of celluloid masks. A truly wonderful exhibition when

one realises that no exhibitor may exhibit articles other than those

of his own—and of British—manufacture.

Correspondence.

*»• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the urriters are given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

IMPROVING CAMERA CASES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—All the camera cases I have seen—even the more
expensive hide—are lacking in one respect. They are not fitted

with studs on the bottom corners such as are found on the cheapest

suit case.

A useful little tip is : Procure two pairs of ladies' rubber revolv-

ing heels, and four bifurcated rivets about 1 or li in. long, drill

a hole in each corner and attach the rubbers, and finish by flatten-

ing down the rivet ends inside ; a washer is not necessary. Not only

does this fitting prevent wear, but it keeps the case dry and clean

in wet weather. There are four (costing Id. each) on my case,

and they have been there since 1911.

T. P. MacNally.
Tuam, Co. Galway.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope, is

enclosed for reply; 5-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to b e answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach
us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

B. H.— (1) The best process for chocolate tones on bromide prints
is the uranium toner, but it requires more than ordinary care in
use, and even with the best attention is liable to give results
which are not very permanent. Varnishing the prints with
ordinary celluloid varnish is a very great means of improving
permanency. (2) About the best imitation of P.O. P. is obtained
by the hypo-alum bath.

C. H.—-The little book, " Commercial Photography," issued by our
publishers, contains quite a few hints on the photography of
engineering subjects. So far as we know, there is not any other
work on this subject except an American one, " The Commercial
Photographer," by L. G. Rose, published by F. V. Chambers,
636, Franklin Square, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A., price $4. This
is a very much larger and an excellent work.

M
-
P
;
T.—All processes of restoring a faded print are very risky,

and it is quite possible to make the print worse than it is. A
.O.P. toning bath would not help matters. By far the best

thing that you can do is to have a reproduced print made by a
firm of experience in such work. Such a firm is Messrs. Jeffery
and Boarder, 55-56, Mattock Lane, West Ealing, London, W.13,
who, to our personal knowledge, are most successful in this
specialty.

S. A. T.—You will do no good by raising your roof unless you
raise the floor to a corresponding extent. Rolled (ribbed) plate

glass would soften the light, but would not change its direction.

Perhaps the best arrangement would be to instal a large clieval

glass, about 40 x 30 inches, to serve as a side light. We have
seen this used very effectively in a top-lighted studio. You could

probably borrow such a glass from a tailor or dressmaker to make
an experiment with.

J. R. S. —If you used the oil colours specially made by Winsor and
Newton, 37-40, Rathbone Place, London, W.l, for transparency

work you could easily get results as good as, or better than, the

sample you send, and which arrived cracked. The sample, how-
ever, is evidently coloured with dyes, which are quite good enough
for the purpose of advertisement transparencies. You should try

the sets made up for this purpose by Johnson and Sons, 23, Cross

Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.2, or the Vanguard Manufacturing
Co., Maidenhead.

L. E. A.—We are afraid it is not possible to discover a reason for

the difference in tone from the particulars stated. Generally a

great secret in getting uniform results by hypo-alum consists in

having a large quantity of ripened bath in use, say not less than

4 or 5 gallons, strengthening .this bath by moderate additions

of freshly-prepared hypo-alum mixture as prints are toned in it.

Another point is equal heating of the bath. The vessel contain-

ing the hypo-alum mixture should preferably not be heated

directly by a gas ring, but be placed in a larger tank containing

water kept at the required heat to produce a temperature of

120 deg. F. in the toning solution.

T. P. E.—The development of the cinema film was so gradual that

it would require almost a short treatise to answer your questions,

which, in fact, cannot be answered in the specific form in which
you put them. If one defines the " invention " of the cinema film

as a commercial introduction, then the year 1895 is the date, in

which year MM. Lumiere first made the cinematograph a prac-

ticable thing by the invention of an efficient projector. Really

you should take the opportunity of looking at chapter 3 of
" Living Pictures," by Hopwood and Foster, for an answer to

your questions. You can see this book in the Library of the

Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

C. G. B.—Assuming that the maximum dimension of the film

picture is 1 inch, and that the available distance of

1 foot is the distance from the film to the screen, the
focal length of projection lens required for a projected image
18 x 18 inches is 0.6 inch. We do not know that such a lens

is obtainable, and do not think it is. We suggest that you write

to Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, who have recently been
specialising in cinematograph projection lenses. H they cannot
supply, they can perhaps refer you to makers of microscope lenses

suitable for your purpose, although we fear the optical difficulties

of definition and illumination are somewhat serious. As regards

using a longer focus, you could perhaps get a 1-inch lens, the

use of which under the conditions specified above would give you
a picture 10 x 10 inches.

The British Journal of Photography.
Link Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For "Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) 1».

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The' insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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EX CATHBDEA.
Stuck Lens
Cells

The detachment of one or other of the
separate cells of a doublet lens, which

has been allowed to get into this condition through
careless keeping or has been bought as such, is often not
the easiest .operation, owing to the difficulty of getting
a strong grip of the small projecting surface. A method
of dealing with those obstinate cases which, we think,
originated from one of the mechanical geniuses included
within the membership of the Croydon Camera Club, is

to cut a piece of wood of about one-quarter inch thick-

nets, of width about twice the diameter of the cell to lx»

removed, and of length about four times this diameter.
A little way from one end of the piece of wood a circular

of diameter a shade larger than the outside diameter
of the coll. is out with a fret-saw. The hole should
be of such size that the cell can be just slipped tightly

within it. Then, by means of two cuts with a s;r

strip of wood about half an inch in width is cut away
so as to leave an open space between the circular hole
and the further end of the piece of woo**. When thus
completed, the appliance somewhat resembles
" button stick " largely sold during the war for slipping

ir the button of a soldier's tunic as a protection of

the latter whilst the former was being polished. If now
the lens • iserted in the circular aperture in

wood and the two separated ends of the piece strongly

gripped in the band, the cell is most firmly held and
be readilv unscrewed.

Fixing; Baths Fixing baths made up according to
for Bromides, or other of the " acid " formula have

become so universally popular that it seems frequently to

be taken for granted that a bath of this kind is the neces-

sary practice in the making of bromide prints. Such.

•ver, is not the case; and indeed it may be' said

more than one reason a plain solution of hypo
i hjsglTeferred to any acid fixing bath for the fixation

rltxHfle prints. One reason is that hypo, when used

*«elf. without the addition of alum, sulphite, or any

of the usual components of an acid bath, goes further

so far as fixing is concerned. It is sometimes urged in

favour of the acid type of bath that it does not become
stained in use, and for that reason can be employed for

a larger number >f prints. But we believe that this is a

fallacious argument, and that the use of an acid bath

is one of the mi»t common causes of incomplete fixation

of prints on development papers. The bath keeps

practically free from colour until it is exhausted, or at

any rate "has reached such a stage of exhaustion that

fixing takes place very much more slowly. On the other

hand, a plain hypo solution, from the fact that it becomes

gradualK darker in colour as prints are fixed in it, gives,

so to speak, a warning signal that it is reaching a stage

when it has done its work and requires renewing
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Home Many workers in this interesting branch
Portraits. are disappointed with their results,

finding them hard; that is to say, lacking in detail in

both high-lights and deep shadows. In such cases it is

usual to blame the lighting, but it is quite wrong to do so.

If the lighting appeared agreeable to the eye there should

be little difficulty in rendering it correctly on the plate,

as a rule failures to do so are due to under-exposure.

With plates and films of the rapidity now available there

is no excuse for under-timed pictures if a lens of reason-

ably large aperture be used and development not cs

too' far. It is almost imperative that backed plates or

films bo used, as few unbacked plates will stand the

necessary exposure without a loss of detail in the high-

lights. Another precaution which is necessary when
working against the light is to screen the lens so that no

light, except that coming from the sitter, enters the lens.

Tii is is easily accomplished by suspending in front of the

lens, by any convenient means, a large dark card with

a cut-out opening, at such a distance that it just fails to

obscure the edges of the plate. It is suggested that

for a trial two exposures should be made, one three times

as long as the other, and the results compared. This

will afford much information for future work.

Finding in the One of the great advantages of the
Dark,Room. ceiling form of light in the dark-room

is the facility with which things can be found in parts

of the room outside the rang© of the direct illumination

from a lamp placed on the working bench. The gloom

in which most of the space of a room is enveloped when
this latter form of lamp is the only one employed is

replaced by a degree of visibility quite sufficient for

finding anything in the room, such as boxes of plates,

or bottles on shelving, while at the same time there is

no risk- of fogging plates which may be in course of

i lopment. Those who do not care to go to the trouble

of fixing a ceiling lamp have a very good substitute in

an ordinary carbon filament electric bulb mounted in

one of the usual holders which in turn is attached to a

convenient handle. To the handle is fixed any convenient

container of the lamp—light-tight, except that the. front

Open end is covered with yellow or orange fabric.

Supplied with current by a few yards of flexible cable.

a non-actinic hand-lamp .of this kind serves for discover-

ing anything which may be sought in the dark-room

without interference with other operations. Even those

who have not the convenience of electric supply may
obtain the same facility by making use of one of the

cylinder forms of pocket electric torch after fitting a disc

of yellow or orange glass behind the bull's eye with

which these torches are visually fitted.

Reduction There are still many people who find

with it difficult to make the persulphate
Persulphate. reducer work evenly. There are several

reasons for this, the principal one being a desire to

hasten the process by acidifying the solution too strongly.

If this be done to excess there is a tendency to patchiness

all over the film, with the result of practically ruining

the image. Any good sample of persulph ite will reduce

without the addition of acid, and in such cases the result

will almost certainly be satisfactory, although the

process may be rather lengthy. If no action be observed

Jn fifteen minutes a trace of sulphuric acid may be added,

care being taken that it is thoroughly diffused through
the . lution and the dish well rocked for a minute or

two. ' the negatives have been fixed in an acid fixer

or a hardening bath has been used reduction will take

considerably longer. It will also be found that verj

rapid plates take much longer to reduce than slow on

the length of time taken to develop being practically an

index to the proportional time necessary for reduction.

A very slight trace of hypo is sufficient to delay or prevent

reduction, by decomposing the persulphate, so that if

this be suspected the solution should be discarded, and

a fresh one made, which will usually work satisfactorily.

Dark patches at the edges or corners are usually dn

handling the plates with hypo-contaminated fingers.

IMPEOVING THE PHOTOGEAPHEE'S STATUS.

During the present period of industrial and com-
mercial depression the photographer may usefully

take stock, not only of pecuniary profit or I

but of the less directly felt, though in the end
sometimes more important, question of status. Amid
many unpromising signs, gleams of hope begin to

discerned. Chief of these is a growing interest in this

subject among photographer's themselves. There is much
truth in the assertion of psychologists that both bodily

and mental well-being are largely conditioned by the

patient's own impressions', and this is even more applic-

able as a maxim for business and professional prosperity.
" Think success and you will be successful," was
advice given recently by the originally poor founder of

a now colossal stores ; and this is but a variant of

new auto-suggestive incantation, " Every day, in every

respect, I am getting better and better." Now, matter's

of prestige and status are precisely of that semi-

intangible kind capable of being influenced, for good or

ill, by the worker's own mental attitude. To a great

extent, what he thinks of himself will give the cui

what others think of him. As Mr. Bernard Shaw
said, the best way to effect great changes is to act as if

they were already made.
To begin with, then, the photographer must imbue hie

mind with the settled conviction that he belongs to a

worthy profession, the dignity and credit of which h
bound to maintain and to augment in every possible way.

He should decline to be slighted or treated in a manner
inconsistent with that ideal, or to undertake any work-

derogatory to it. The tale is told of a well-known West
Eind worker, who happened to call on a would-be lady

of fashion to make some suggestions relating to a large

portrait in carbon which had been commissioned. She
received him in the drawing-room somewhat ungraciously,

remarking, " I think there is a tradesman's entrance."

To which he replied, " I see you do not recollect me.

madam. I am the photographer." Few, on the spur of

the moment, could have made answer so effectively, yet

—as it turned out—so inoffensively.

It is distinctly a gain that greater stress is now being

laid on the scientific aspects of photography, and that

these are approached in a more exact, orderly and

methodical way than was at one time the case. Tire

claims of the camera craft as a science are stronger than

its title to rank as an art, or, rather, are easier to drive

into the average person's unimaginative mind. Photo-

graphy has long been called the handmaid of science,

but this is a grave under-statement. It is but bare

justice to assert that many of to-day's chief scientific

advances are mainly, if not solely, due to photographic

aid

.

As regards portraiture, there is no doubt the general

level is rising. The unfortunate incompetent, who opened

a studio simply because he was a failure at everything

else, has been' decimated by the war and its aftermath.
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Public taste is better also, and the more extensive display

of good-class specimens renders rivalry hopeless, save by
who can produce results reasonably equivalent.

This, indeed, is one excellent method of assuring the

photographer's status, to see that bad work is everywhere
drowned by its opposite.

much-disputed point is the relative advantage of a

doorway or a shop-window. Some of the best and most
rkers prefer the former, which unquestionably

^^ft more professional and less tradesman-like if properly

But it must be a handsome doorway, smartly

and effectively decorated, yet with a refined taste; while

hop, if any, that happens to be adjacent, ought not
i to overshadow it. A photographer's door-

way should not look like the barely tolerated poor relation

.vell-to-do shop. Again, it is a help to insist on the
• udio. " This should be inscribed above the door,

a plate in conspicuous letters, preferably

^^Bded by the photographer's name, to give a personal,

»nd therefore more professional, touch.

the standpoint of status, outdoor work is a

ling block. In these hard time?

~ht of folly to ref

photographers, however, conn

, of course,

to seek it.

; it has a

rather detrimental effect on a portrait studio, and take
care to keep it as inconspicuous as possible, by choosing
the quietest hour, relegating the actual exposure to
assistants or trade workers, and never exhibiting samples,
unless inside.

Though some will differ, it is more conducive to dignity
to keep aloof from merely sectional societies or bodies,
whether political or social, except those one takes a
genuine interest in. The " local bounder " type of man,
who belongs to everything, no matter how mutually
antagonistic or contradictory, and is the bosom friend
of everybody, begins to be distrusted and out-of-date.

Mr. Pirie Macdonald piquantly put it a little while
ago: " You have got to be awfully careful about deceiving
the dog."

In conclusion, a discreet esprit de corps should be
cultivated. It is folly to criticise other photographers or
their work before sitters, or to attempt cutting them out.
It always recoils. One never finds a doctor doing that
kind of thing. And, on occasion, when there is something
vitAl to be gained, or fought against, the doctors show an
impressive unanimity and act en masse. Photographers
must learn to speak and act with equal unity. When they
do, they will be accepted at their own valuation.

CHART FOR FINDING THE DEPTH OF FOCUS, WITH
GIVEN APERTURE AND DISTANCE OF OBJECT,
FOR ANY PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS.

(A i '•.inmumeetion from Taylor Taylor

tructing » method for tin 'tin.' the depth of field for any est

'.itiucu, it i« nan—

a

ry to settle first what ahall be the atandard

itual condition fur hand • iraera lenses of 6 or Bin

|ocu« i* that the I he greater than 1,100 in

i a photograph with thia degree of ditlunoo ia enlarged to doable

{ta me. there will be an amount of diffusion 1/30 in., which may be

•aaarreeeble. The criterion here adopted is to allow a oonfusjon of

i of the focal length. Thu«, if a jT-ture taken with a lena of

shorter foens ia enlarged to too size it would hare if taken with a I- in.

lena. the degree of diffusion will not be greater than 1/100 in. There

•on for this standard. Ten lo twelve inckas ia the correct reading

fswtanoe, and at such a dutswiee I lixi in. of diffusion would not be

^^Beblr if the picture is further cnlarci-d. tne distance at which

I be c< irrmponding It increased for correct perspective,

the further enlarging of the confusion dieo* would not be notice-

ua standard rives a uniform tolerance at the correct
- knee, whicb •- the distance at whisk the image ia formed

t-

standard haa the farther edrantace of being in accord with that

tolerable in cinematography, which, according to Mr. A. Looki

n. for sharpest definition, and I I lerable."

al length of cinematograph taking lenses varies from 1| in.

to the above scale the allowance will be from I

ii may fairly be considered universal.

Msww aa to the mode of construction. The uaaal formula connecting

^^Hk and image distance ia

l/V-H
n| the object distance and v the image distance for i

i second ol

ipitals for r»"-iprocal» ao that

Se " sharp " ' h<-ir separation

< the apcri

r .

of lean]

I her, i.e..

k Hobeon, Ltd., Leicester and London.)

Pli let P and P" (Fig. la) be the images of two points O and 0', P
being at a distance v and P" at r" from the lens. Light from O focussing

at P will form a diao Q Q" at P", and if is to be considered as sharply
aged at P". Q Q' most not be greater than the maximum circle o

confusion. In the extreme case, when O is the farthest point from
<y. that ia " sharp " at P", O" is equal to //1200. It is obvious that
s point O", nearer the lens thsn 0' will also form a circle of confusion

O O* 6"

*l<. la.—Geometrical construction In the Image space yielding formula
for near and (ar limits ol depth.

at T^looansing at P*. Then O" is the depth of field at O'. (P P"
ia the depth of focus at f.) Proa the drawing

Circle of confusion Q Q' - (r* — v) x - =»//1200.

Also V - V 1

Now //a* is the F No.

ao V -V
S

1- -

fid

1200

N V

similarly W — V"
1200'

In constructing the chart F (i.e., 1//) is marked off on the horizonta
r , l/a) on the vertical line OR. If a lin.-

to OB (fig. 16) is drawn from the origin, horizontal distance* from
will represent F V. \ow a !i n(. />.V drawn from /'
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at a slope such that NQ/QP (
tangent of the slope «»f the line) =

N IL'(H). then,

XQ = iV/1200 X PQ = I'JV/1200 = V — U

and N gives U, i.e., the next distant point that is still in focus.

In constructing the chart it is convenient to use a table of reciprocals.

Tlic reciprocal of 10 is .1. Starting from the origin a convenient

distance is marked off, and the extremity marked 10, i.e.. 10 in. focal

length. The place for 12 will be 10/12 this distance from 0, for 9,

1(1,11. and so on. The distances of the points 12, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, being

proportional to the reciprocals of those numbers. The game procedure

A F

N
U'

U Ni

• I

Q H — u

Fig. lb.—Diagram of principle of constructing depth of focus chart in terms
of reciprocals of object distances and focal length, and adopting a diameter

of disc of confusion equal to l/1200th of the focal length.

s made for object distance on the vertical line. Here it is convenient

to work in feet, and any convenient scale can be chosen. To construct

the line OC, a horizontal distance UP is marked off from OB (not shown

in Fig. 2) equal to the reciprocal of the object distance expressed in

inches, i.e. on the same scale as reciprocals of focal length have been

drawn. Hence if object distances in feet have been drawn on the

same scale as focal lengths in inches, the slope of OC against OB will

be 1 in 12. In Fig. 2. focal lengths go from (> in. to 12 in., and object

distances from 8 ft. to infinity. Now the results will not chau

both sets of figures are divided by any number, because the aperture

-rf—FOCAL LE.NGTH IN INCHES

i

a

a
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o

6 7 i 9 ip 12

IO0 2S

i. $ A 5 G
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U25

60 5 I\l5

46 2
rV£

56 e 1 \9

& 1—46

20 5 1 V

4-
\ V

15

3
1

\12

10

$

fl I ?w . \

Fin. 2.—The chart—this part is the chart of distances and focal lengths
plotted according to the rules explained by means of fig. lb.

ratios are represented by angles, which will not change if Fig. 2 is

reduced equally in both directions. Another set of figures is therefore

shown representing focal lengths from 1 J to 6 in., and object distances

from 2 ft.

Fig. 8.—The chart—this diaphragm chart le drawn on transparent paper and in use is laid on fig. 2, as illustrated by the examples at the end of the artiole.
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We'must always remember to use both seta of inner figures, or both

to o* outer figures, together. If we wish to use the outer set of

sal lengths (i.e., 6 to 12 in.) with the inner set of obiect distances

s.. down to 2 It.), we have altered the relative scale of the figure and

i new line, OC, which ha* a slope of 1 in 3 against the vertical,

si we most use the outer set of figures on the aperture Chart (fig. 3).

fy» eouttni' perfectly simple, the line marked //16

is drawn at a slope tu the horizontal line. In the

howt- mentioned, ng the outer set of focal

Isagth* with the innrr set of inject distances, which I

ineresain.: the vertical scale of If, I f . >nr tmes, the vertical stale ol

fig. 3 mutt il> • be in rvaaed in this ratio so tliat//8 become

-

aooording to the outer set ol figures marked thereon. By combining

these two scales the chart is diminished in size and works for any focal

as. I J in.), and aperture (from //2) at any object distance

By the use of red and black ink, confusion between the

ts of figures is avoided.

liagram is drawn on transparent paper, so that it

tan > i of the problem under any set

lition*. Of course, it has to be seen that toe central line OA
. lies alonff a horizontal line of t -responding to the two

• 'an t lines of fig. 3 bearing the same apert ure nun ber . are o btai ned

ints that are in focus with the point foeoased on, one nearer

the lens and one more distant

Let us consider a few exam Dies that can be worked out by the chart.

A group has to be photographed with a 10-in. lens, of which the nearest

P>int is 20 ft. and the furthest 30 ft. What must be the aperture f

Here, applying fig. 3, so that the centre travels along 00, and the

axis keeps horizontal, it is seen that wuen the upper //8 line cuts the

10-in. vertical at 30 ft. (both outer sets of figures), the lower //8 line

cuts it at 20 ft., the axis lying along 24 ft. Hence the lens should bo
focussed at 24 ft. and stopped down to //8.

•matograph lens is working at 4 ft. What is the depth
of field T Here we use both inner sets of figures and find a depth o f

focus from 3| ft. to 4} ft.

An o'bject has to be photographed which is 2 ft. deep. At 5 ft. distn nee

what must a 9J-in. lens be stopped down to? Here we use the outer

line of focal lengths and the inner line of object distances, and conse-

quently the outer 0C. We see that the bent place to focus on is at

about 4 ft. 10 in., and the aperture must be//32.

H a different degree of confusion is considered more suitable, the

allowance is easily made, e.g., suppose a circle of confusion of 1/100 in.

-idcred passable, using a |6-in. lens. The latitude is here twice

that allowed for in the chart. This means aperture numbers in fig. 3

may be divided by 2, t.e.,//» consiaered as //4.//16 as//8, etc. With
this modification any desired degree of " sharpness " may be worked to

H. W. Lee, B.A.

CLAY'S METHOD OF MEASURING THE FOCAL
LENGTH OF A LENS.

[The following description of an apparatus for measuring the focal length of a lens, which presents but little construc-

rmsd the concluding part of a lecture by Messrs. Vivian Jobling and B. A. Salt at the Croydon

:lv reported in these columns. Drawing* have been made and text furnished to accompany them.

They appear to cover fully all points likely to arise in the employment of this very ingenious and simple method.]

ingenious and accurate method for determining the

length of a lens, but now apparently but little used,

lay, ami fully described by him
graphy

"
II l'<01. A subsequent

^^Kw by him at the in the

iiruM 26. pp. 748-749, and September 2, pp.

M, of that year.

apparatus, as originally designed, was reduced to the

^^B**t lecture-table form, and in reproducing it at the time
the d- . v •

. of refinement* became apparent for practical

ngly we have modified the apparatus coru

hvioua lines, adopting a turntable capable
ensea large and small and : type, from a

to a large portrait lens. A centering arrangement

^^Bk other minor, but essential, alterations has also been

'xl depends upon the well-known feet that if a lens

the node of emergence, no movement
^^Hfe what! a •

ode and the focus* i :-ical length of

••ration i Js u the^Hn camera.

rise, however, in applying the principle to

haj focal length of a lei .s not easy to -

^^Hsrreen from stray light; windows may not cornmm
ew, and if they do, atmospheric conditions are often

to its sharp portrayal, especially if there be
ear-cut object Hr *ta replace the

but requires great accuracy in adjustment to

r, and is beat left alone by the average man.
iiethod devised and de*. riKed by I>r Clnv a mirror

iratus designed by us. A small hole

! is fitted with cross-wires or equiva-
lent Si, adjustable turntable and superimposed carrier carry

the lens (in error shown reversed in fig. 1, but correctly in

fig. 4), and an adjustable mirror inclined at a slight angle

is behind.

Light proceeding from the illuminated hole passes without

i deviation through the lens, and is reflected back by the mirror

just above the hole, as shown by the lines A and It.

When a sharp image of the cross-wires is formed above tho

hole, and, at tht some time, no movement of the image occurs

when the turntable is swivelled on its pivot, then the hori-

sontal distance hetween the cross-wires and a vertical line

Hli IfTiPrUT* •"""•'"• sketch of apparatus for measuring focal
length*,

\ Outward rays from ligbt-sooree. B—Return rays from
mirror. C—Box with lamp and cross-wire* for focussing.
I' Hlacsd mirror wilb adjusting strut. B.—Pivot of turntable.
F.—Support for mirror O Oeneral platform with guide ledge.

with the axis of tho pivot is the focal-length of

the leas under test, »h node of emergence is immediately
over the axis of the pivot.

The cross-wires being at the principal focus of the lens, the

tight emerges from it, and is reflected back by tho mirror in

parallel rays, and thus a distant object is replaced in very

ingenious way.
Moreover, as Dr. Clay pointed out, by employing a mirror

in lieu of a collimator or distant object, adjustments are
made with at least twice the accuracy. Firstly, as regards the
displacement of the image when the lens is swivelled in any
other position, and, secondly, as regards the image of the cross-

wires coming in and out of focus when advanced or retreated.
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By reversing the lens the other node is found, the distance

between the two nodes (a minus quantity with "crossed

nodes") being the optical "no man's land.'' with which We
are not now concerned.

The Apparatus.

The apparatus in its essentials consists of a long baseboard

with projecting pin towards one end: a turntable drilled to

Kg. 2.—Diagrammatic sketch of lens carrier: Sliding V shown
partially withdrawn as used with a small lens. Slide is held by

pressure of the two metal springs S.

A—Two stops fixing V to guides, 3 x I x i in. B.^Stop fixing

V to slide, 1J x S w. C.—Slide, 7J x 21 in. D—Guide stripe,

71 x j x J in. E —Base, 71 x Ji x J in.

take the pin swivels on the baseboard. The turntable is pro-

vided with side-pieces or guides, between which the lens-

carrier slides to and fro. The latter is also fitted with guides

to take a sliding piece the whole length of the carrier, to

tfi

71

VP-

r~^r m
ill

iz£

L

AT.E
B

Fig. 3.—End elevation of lens carrier, sliding V-piece, turntable
and baseboard.

B.—Baseboard. L.—Lene carrier. 8.—Springs. T.—Turntable.
E.—Sliding V cut away to clear springs.

which one V-support is fastened, as shown in figs. 2 and 8.

The other is attached on each side to the guides on the lens-

carrier, as shown in fig. 2. Behind it is an adjustable mirror
supported by a bridge which spans the baseboard.

At the other end is the cross-wire carrier with rising and

Fig 4.—Photograph of the apparatus.

falling front to permit of centering with the lens. The
advanced position of the cross-wires is necessary if short foci

lenses are to be tested; otherwise the carrier will foul the

turntable. When advanced or retreated the carrier is pressed

against a guide, shown in fig. 4, a graduated scale, and an

index or pointer on the carrier being provided the other
side. A clear glass "flashlight" bulb of 15 mm. diameter
Forms the illuminant run off an accumulator or dry-battery.
The apparatus has been designed to allow of plain-sa

construction by those least skilful with tools, who will find

that by making exact paper patterns or drawings of the :

requiring them no real difficulties will 'arise. It mai
modified in detail to any extent, provided essential fea

are retained. As a matter of fact, with the model illustrated

in fig. 4 some oddments were pressed into service. The
wire carrier, for instance, was largely composed of a i

front taken from a Marion's " Hadial " hand-camera to

7x5 plates, quito a relic of the past. The photograph
sketches cover nearly all the ground as regards design and
dimensions, hut the following constructional notes may be of

service to those glad of a little assistance at every -tep.

The Baseboard.
The length of the baseboard purely depends upon the

lengths of the lenses to be tested, and is easily determined.
Stout stuff should be employed, not less than a in., and heavy
cross pieces glued and screwed underneath. The board is then
planed flat. If a carpenter is employed, test his work by
laying a straight-edge across.

The Turntable-
The turntable (l-\ in. x 5 in.) is of good J in. wood planed

flat. A central line along its length is drawn and three holes

bored, one central and two 1J in. distant on each side. The
latter will occasionally be found useful when respectively test-

ing landscape lenses with the node behind and clear of the

lens, and with lenses, like the Aldis and Cooke, which have
their nodes well to the front.

The pivot is fashioned out of an engineer's brass screw

about 1 in. x 3-16 in. The head is turned down to the

diameter of the shank and rounded at the top. The base-

board is preferably '

' tapped '

' to receive it. It is necessary

that the pivot be a close but not a jamming fit in the holes,

Fig. 5.—Sketch, of turntable showing pacer bearing strips on
under side and alternate pivot holes.

for any play is almost fatal to accurate measurement. In

the absence of a lathe any depot undertaking repairs to motor

cars will soon do the needful, and, having bench-drills, with

screws, drills, and taps to gauge, a satisfactory job results.

Two pieces of thick smooth paper are glued or seccotined

underneath the turntable, as shown in fig. 5, and any

inequalities removed with fine glasspaper. The paper is given

a coating- of celluloid varnish, blackleaded, and polished.

The Lens=Carrier-
The lens-carrier must slide easily between the guides on

the turntable, but without tendency to side-shake. It is to

be noted that the two flat springs (fig. 2) bearing on the

sliding-pieee carrying one V-support must project but slightly.

so as not to foul the block to which it, is attached when drawn
to the right. For the same reason this V-support is slightly

undercut, as illustrated in fig. 8.

Should any difficulty he found in cutting the V's accu

nately they can be roughly done, and made larger. Protruding

zinc strips can be cemented on (inside) and adjusted tc

correct position by laying on a paper pattern, and finallj

screwed down through holes previously drilled. For smal

lenses such a plan presents advantages, owing to the thinned
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«d glata

ll varnishcl of ret-
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. * aper.A mask of

aes (»nlr»i ..( .b.u are
lb* hrsska la Um lar-
aj HI

than over), is seccotin.d to

and
tiri.. linf

and dots are scrapod away with a needle for critical focussing
mil piece of very tli n white paper exactly corresponding

to th.. black ma-k is coated with celluloid varnish and stuck
"" th '' r'«" h it. aperture coincident witll that

ib black mask. Just above the cross-lines a small area is
d with Chinese-white water-colour, quickly applied, which

gives a nice surface for focussing upon. The square (or
"f glass is then stuck to the front of the box with the

tht eross-line verti< ,/, centering being easy by inspection
through the back. If a frosted electric bulb be used, or other
mean-, a.lopted for diffusion^ a plain piece of glass can be
employed in lieu of the etched.

The Graduated Scale.
'I he graduated seal© was constructed out of two 2d. wooden

divided into inches and tenths, procurable anvwhere. A
paper band was -tuck on throughout the combined length and
the scale renumbered from -J to 26 inches, as shown in fig. i,
with an index mark on a piece of white paper on the carrier

scale can be accurately adjusted as follows: With a
nter's square and blade in Mntaci with the pivot, rule
eil line,across the baseboard, and repent the operation

I
•

'• it make a pencil dot
a drawn lines. Lay ii steel rule

down with any convenient division, say, C in", adjusted to
lot, and at the sen, end of the rule bring a slip of card

ict, and temporarily secure it with two drawing-pins.
Withdraw the rule and gently butt a set-square against the

and bring tie wire carrier into contact with the
nare. If the index is now set to read 6 in. on the scale

it will be accurately adju-ted for all distances. With the two
dTawn lines a- a guide, the position of the pivot can also be

ited on the edge of the baseboard, which will be found
useful at times.

Making the Test.

operation of the apparatus is exceedingly simple and
The len- i- mounted on the V-supporta, and the cross-

in up to its back and centered, the en
I v ire carrier is roughly

1 f<« us of the lens under test, and the
the cross-wire brought into the region of the

illuminated hole i.\ means of the mirror.

ild the node of the lens be other than over the axi

Paper nun i

len.

inner disc.

Fit* ' Diegran of l"» cap for testing (or spherical aberration.

the pivot, swivelling the turntable will displace the image in

amount dependent upon tho distance between the two
the jdjrestion of the image coincides with that of the turn-

•. ~tmF lens-carrier must bo pushed towards tho mirror:
if in contrary direct irds the cross-wires.

In practice the ' is pushed well towards the cross-

< and gradually retreated until the movements of the

image is reduced to small proportions. Frequent re-focus

at this stage is not required - that both carrier

parallel with the ' rd, the mirror is brought close up
to the lens and adjusted so that the vertical cross-line sjad

.mage are in the same straight line mid almost '

lapping. The image i sharply focussed, and the lens-carrier

/ and tlovly swivelled through a moderate angle N
-placement occurs, final exact focussing is effected and

onal-length determined with exactitude. Dr. Clay says

•nay be done oorreetlj within a few hundredths of an

inch, but construction hardly admits of such precision
;

still

it has been found that with well-corrected len es measure-

ments by different operators have agreed within l/40th of an

B
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inch, a degree of accuracy more than sufficient for all ordinary

purposes.

With some objectives, such as portrait lenses, spurious

images of the cross-wires may form, due to internal reflections,

which come to a focus either behind or in front of the focal

pin no. Once recognised, they cannot be mistaken for the

bright and sharply denned image afforded by the axial rays.

If spherical aberration is present in any degree the deter-

mination of the best average focus is a matter of some doubt.

In such cases a medium stop should be employed.

Dr. Olav applied the apparatus to the measurement of the

various errors existing in lenses, expressing their amounts by

coefficients, but few will care to undertake this. Mostly, the
presence or absence of aberrations can be determined m
sufficient degree by inspection of the image on the focussing

screen of a camera, but slight degradation of detail, due to

want of aplanatism, is not so readily detected.

The well-known method of determining its presence or other-

wise can be employed with the apparatus. Focus is respec-

tively obtained with a medium stop, and with the special stop

shown in fig. 7. If the readings coincide the lens is aplanatic;

if not. spherical aberration is present.

Vivian Jobijno.

K. A. Salt.

CHATS TO A RECEPTIONIST.

First of all, it is very desirable that your appearance should be

smart and respectable, so that you can demand respect.

Showy dresses are against all business principles, black being the

popular colour.

A successful assistant must have common sense and self-respect;

it does not mean that you have to be a .genius in order to use

ordinary everyday oommon sense, yet common sense is the greatest

money-maker in the market.

Always endeavour to be prompt at business, so that your employer

will respect you. Remember, if you are late, he is entitled to an

apology or an explanation, otherwise he will feel annoyed, though

he may not show it.

There are only 60 minutes to an hour—no more. Forget private

and home thoughts, and concentrate on the business and its welfare.

Relationship with Business-

Your position is a very important one—in fact, one. of the main

springs of the firm's clockwork, and on your ability rests to a great

extent the success of the business. It is very essential that you

should know all the business routine—in fact, as much as your

employer knows about the salesmanship of photography. You are

his mouthpiece; you are like the driver of a horse and vehicle, and

hold the reins, can either let the horse wander its own way or

direct it rightly, either let customers have what they asTc for, or

advise and lead them to something better.

You cannot expect your employer to look after your interests;

you have got to rise or fall by your own personal efforts.

Fair Play for Both.
If your employer were not making a profit on your work, he would

not be employing you. You will never be worth more money to

yourself until you are worth more money to him. He is entitled

to a fair profit on your services. He takes risks that you do not

have to take. He supplies you with a place in which to work. He
loses money when you make mistakes.

Be fair with him, as you expect him to be fair to you. The more
money you can make for your employer, the more value you will

have in his eyes. If you can show him that you are making more
for him than his other employees, unless he is an idiot, he will pay
you more.

Play as fair with your employer as you expect him to play fairly

with you.

Manners.
Bad manners and treatment in the reception-room or shop often

lead to a disappointing result. Assistants must always leave their

tempers out of doors and must exercise the greatest power of self-

control, remembering that soft words drive away wrath. When
dealing with customers, try to listen to your own conversation, and
consider if you think it sounds respectful and sympathetic.
Don't let people criticise you ; criticise yourself. We are inclined

to think that people have a warped judgment of our fault*, whereas
it is often ourselves.

One of the most important reasons why we must respect our
patrons is because they provide for our daily bread.
To most people, having their photograph taken is a very dis-

tasteful occupation, and we cannot do too much to ameliorate their

feelings.

people always expect many attentions, and are pleas'

receive courtesies.

To be courteous shows good taste and is pleasing to all, but dis-

cretion and courteousness must go hand in hand. Sympathise wiiii

your clients and they will take your advice, especially those unde-

cided. Begin well with a pleasant greeting; make them feel at

home.

Get into the habit of sizing up your customers; try to read their

character—at least, that part of their taste; try to imagine what

they are likely to want and what suits them ; it will require a

certain amount of shrewdness, but it is easily acquired by practice.

The bustling business man, the reserved old lady, the gushing
maiden, and shy boy all require their various styles.

Customers object to a listless, apathetic assistant who makes no
effort to realise the customers' wants.

Begin well; greet people with a smile and a pleasant expression;

show an anxiety to serve them, and your success of a good order
is assured.

Sitters expect a heap for their money— a smile of welcome tem-
pered to an exact shade of deference, instantaneous attention, tireless

courtesy, a vivid interest in their wants, all of which you can easily

give them.

Most people think we run the show for their benefit, and
we could not carry on without their patronage, which is quite true
if we regard them as one of a thousand others thinking the

same way.

Securing the Order
Don't ram the prices down their Throat.

Don't even mention the. price, unless necessary, until the order is

secured.

Always, where considered suitable, suggest tho order to be one
dozen, etc. Try to forget, or pretend, we don't do smaller amounts,
unless circumstances require it.

It sometimes pays to be deaf to their inquiries. Climb down to

the lower quantities or cheaper lines if the customer's pos'tion

demands it. Don't rob them, but secure all you can: leave them
with enough car money to get home with. Any fool can 6ell people
what they want, but it takes a clever saleswoman to sell what they
don't want.

Whether the style selected is a cheap one, or for a copy, always
quote the extras inclusive, so that the customer is not aware of any
extras

The reason why styles are published in 3's and 4's is to bring
people in (otherwise the doorman), and then the firm relies on your
skill and ability and make good on that. The better you know you*
business, the better your chance of success.

When a customer returns with proofs, always try to increase

the order. This will benefit you as well as the firm; keep in your
mind the various ideas of suggestive specialties which you can

recommend for their consideration, enlargements, miniatures, etc.,

etc, A commission is u'iven to encourage you to pu6h there extra*-.

A knowledge of various technicalities is very useful when
discussing complaints, or points of interest, such as how a negative

is made, how and why it is retouched, the making of the print, etc.
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before^ the carriage conveying the couple had returned to Bucking-
ham Palace. Aeroplanes were called into requisition to carry the
photographs to Paris and Manchester. The results were a great
achievement for British plates and lenses.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

The Uae of an Optical Enlarger to the Lithographer-
>tioeJ enlarger is a necessary apparatus in a modern litho

graphic establishment where poster ami large work is executed.
One use to which it U employed is bo obtain the key in chromo-
lithograpby. This key enables the litho artist to place each colour
in iU correct position on the various stones used in the reproduction.
Die photographic method of obtaining the key is to photograph the

il upon a plate which renders all detail. The intelligent use of
panchromatic plates or film and filters is therefore essential in most
case*. The negative obtained moat be one that is not dense, but
hs*the dexaiU in the colours well emphasised. 'I

enlarged to the required size upon a glossy bromide paper. De-
velopment and exposure of the bromide print must be so regu
that the result has no blacks in the shadows. I beteil must
be well defined. U is generally advisable to dilute the developoi
ww* equal parts of water to obtain this effect. The enlarge,
when dry, is passed on to the litho artist, who place* a sheet of
transparent tracing paper or gelatine over the image, and then pro-
ceed* to outline all the detail with a black transfer ink. It will now
be seen that if the bromide print shows strong contrast it would be
difficult for the artist to ace and follow : a outlining
oan be mad* upon the actual surface of the bromide print, and wlijo
finished is transferred to a litho stone in the usual way. Prints are
made from this keystone upon a special paper, at tfootod

.n offset powder which adheres to the ink image. This nut
i damp litho stone and passed throujrh the

|

•wult being a faint violet outline of the colours to be i

doced on the stone. This operation is repeated as many times as
J* stones for tlie reproduction.

Another method :» to make a small transparency from the I

h is plaovl in the enlarger and projected to the roq
six* on to a sliaat of transfer paper. On this the artist outlines
detail. The Eastman Projection Printer is especially suited foi

nUss of work, as it enaliles the artist to work in the actmat.
position when drawing, which is not possible when using

•rm of enlarger. It is quit* practical to make screen
negative* lor poster work in this enlarger, the ,

working being as follows: A small continuous tone negative is

made upon a small plate from the oirginal. T ., must lie

of a good quality, and. when dry, is placed in the bolder of tha
enlarge* and projeoled to a oonveoient au- issing is n

sary when using a K.-i ik enlarger of this form, as the focussn

arstnmssic and the image always sharp. -.-ess dry plate,

which should have a backing of black or brown paper, upon tb*
wlargbsj table, . i lis plate bridge a half-tone screen, (be
ruling selected depending upon the r- poster. The c

. Ijueted to s certain distance I

evt*s with the screen used. The following table will give

80 lines to the inch 15 mm. distance.

100 lines to 12 mm. distance.

120 lines to the inch = 10 mm. distance.

150 lines to the inch — 6 mm. distance-

l *creen distance can be maintained by supporting the acreea

on strip* of wood cut to the above thick ness. Fig. 1 shown an out

line of the arrangement.

The atop to oae for the shadow exposure is one having a diameter

•* I 100 the distance of the lens from the sensitive phi hat far

tha high light 1/50. The exposal* for (he shadow is approximately

40 to 50 seconds, and that of the high light 3 to 8 seconds, this

being for an average negative. Develop for about 2 monutea at a

temperature r»x lower than 63 deg. Falir. in the usual hydroqui

nmn oanstir The ree*tlt should be a screen positive, allowing the

high-sights as small dots, or entire absence of the same, the mad

tones as larger dot*, the lower tones being joined together, and thuee
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of |ho lewesl almost overlapping or completely dosed in. If the

mre um> large they can be reduced by the Osual methods, or if

uol ,(. nsified, the silver cyanide interaifier being

ially suited for the purpose. From this screen positive ttoe

enlarged soreen negative is ma.de to the size required on a well-

drained Wi - hich is laid on the enlargcr table. Another

met hud is to enlarge upon a sheet of Transferotype Bromide paper,

and then transfer to a substratumed glass support. If a very large

result is wanted two or three prints or even more can be joined to-

gether, the result being an enlarged screen negative, which is printed

Fig 1.—A. Lens of projector. B. Half-tone screen.

('. Wood support for screen distance. D. Sensitive

plate. E. Table of projector.

in the usual way either upon litho zinc, or if made for half-tone upon

copper or zinc. To obtain a grain negative the positive is made

by placing a matzograph soreen of suitable grain in contact -with

the dry plate on which the positive is made, and exposing through

a very small stop. It will be seen that by using this method there

is no need to purchase large screens; one of moderate size is quite

sufficient. The enlarger will also prove of great use when employed

as an optical pantograph, and in many other ways supplies a long-

felt want in the working of modern lithography.

W. .1. Smith, FR.P.S.

The following patents have been applied for :—

Cameras.—No. 5,502. Photographic cameras for process work.

J". J. Connolly, Ltd., and F. H. Salisbury.

Intaglio Printing.—No. 5,566. Eotary intaglio or photogravure

printing-machines. W. Gamble and A. W. Penrose & Co., Ltd.

Exhibitions.

MR. BANFIELD'S PICTURES AT THE CAMERA CI/UB.

Mil. Banfteld's exhibition at the Camera Club reveals him as a

photographer with a keen landscape-sense. His taste is catholic.

Some of the compositions are planned in the grand style and

endowed with the magic of luminosity one experiences before a

Claude or a Turner. Others, again, are quite modern in incep-

tion ; one er two are suspiciously near being "beautiful facts."

But even these have an idea in them ; usually an idea of line-

pattern. Perhaps the most forcible example of this variety of

Mr. Banfield's work is his very queer " Tow path. Guildford,

"

which seems to claim its place here on the strength of its great

sweeping lines. But it is queerness alone, not beauty, upon which

the thing sues for admiration.

Another work in which composition is obvious is " November
.Morning, Godalming." But this is not an aggressive design like

the other; it is simply a well-behaved composition, wherein every-

thing falls happily; as everything likewise does in the highly-

successful " Lincoln's Inn Fields."

From a long experience of photographic pictures I have come
to believe that composition is the easiest part of the artistic

equipment to acquire. The trick is quickly picked up, and once

learned is never forgotten. But proper tone-relation is an accom-

plishmenH that comes much later and sometimes never. It is

because these matters are so elusive that the average spectator, in

such an exhibition as the present, cannot put his finger on faults;

ho only feels thai something is not quite convincing. Thus the

camera man escapes a good deal of censure in this department of

artistic expression.

The works here are, with one exception, agreeably free from

obvious wrong tone-relation : the exception being " Ludlow

Castle," where the bridge forms a dividing line between two

different keys of lour over the self fame objects. Almost every

other picture offer.-, same little solecism upon mature consideration;

but in a general way. effects of light and atmosphere are rendered

with an attractiveness above the common. Perhaps the finest

result of this kind is seen in " Lincoln's Inn Fields," with its

motive of sunbeams. In the rather anomalous " Piccadilly," what

ought to have been a triumph of light-laden mist effect in an

impressive scene is nibbed of all naturalism by being in far too

low a key—it is an impossible mixture of murky fug and slanting

sunshine. However, as a piece of tone, considered apart from

naturalism, it is delightful.

Most of the works are bromoils, and, as such, are hi

accomplished works. They include a selection of heads and

portraits which show originality of idea. The finest and most

ambitious of these is certainly " Karsavina "—with ite rich tone*

and sparkling accents. The pose and the face are both be a i

although the left hand is unfortunate in its arrangement.

On the whole, the show is a display of sound technique and

artistic feeling. F. C. TlLNEY.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS

March 4 to 25.—South London Photographic Society. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, Hairy Abbott. 61, Beauval Road,
East Dulwich London. S.E.22.

March Id to 16.—City of London and Cripplegate Photographic
Society. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, J. J. Butler,

7, Gresham Street, London. E.C.2.

March 15 to 26.—Welsh Salon of Photography. Particulars from
the Secretary, H. G. Daniel, 154. Penylan Road, Cardiff.

March 16 to 18.—Leytonstone and Wanstead Camera Club. Par-

ticulars from the Secretary, Charles Wormald, 1. Colworth

Road, Leytonstone. London. E.ll.

March 27 to April 8.—Dennistoun Amateur Photographic As
tion. Latest date for entries. March 14. Particulars from
the Exhibition Secretary, Colin Graham. 448, Duke Street,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Selfe. 24. Pembury Road, Clapton, London, E.5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Latest date for entries, March 22. Particulars from the Hon.
Secretary. W. Bailey, Cank Street, Leicester.

April 5 to 8.—Faversham Institute Photographic Society. Latest-

date for entries, March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, W. H. Everriden, 116. West Street, Faversham.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from
the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's

Mansions, Bishop's Park Road. London. S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall. Westminster.

Secretary. Arthur C. Brookes. Sicilian House, Southampton
Row. London. W.C.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Pro-

fessional), lion. Secretary. Richard X. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street. London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhi-

bition of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus
Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.- Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars from the

Secretarv, Royal Photographic Society, 35. Russell Square.

London," W.C.I.

Mary Pickford's Camera Man.—A daily paper, speaking of

Miss Mary Pickford, and her methods of producing pictures, says :

—" Mary is very proud of her camera man, who is said to be the

best man at his job in America. He is Charles Rosher, an English-

man, and he was with a well-known Bond Street firm of photo-

graphers before he took to moving-pictures."
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Patent News.

Proem patents -application* and rpectncation, art treated in
•' Phot* Merkamcat .\ >it'*

"

ry 30 lo 25 :—
Retliv Cutn 4,917 Collapsible photographic reflex
camera B. P'oollcM-Winlu.

554. Photographic camera*. F. L. Burger.

Dky Press for drr-m
f. Burrell and R. \V Heme*

VV

T«' w
i' photographic

.1 K I! I

5.539. Passe-partout edge hind

•*) P . ve» for photographic

ical image*. A. Hambtn

.

4,938 Vertical enlarging photographic

'iotograpl, 1 , wjU

transform
•uage. u,

Mean j f ng photograph -

•967 PbotograsJkJ , lv, pap,,

5.084.

Isti.
K

VPUTM SPECiri' Kl'TBD.
TKt" "" a" obtainable, price U. tack o.„t K-t from

g-j <. «. sounds. b*£Z: &£%£7
at. m bracket, m that o/ operation ,n (Ail county; orabroad, ,n tke cote of patent, .jranted under tk, International

mo
mo]
I otaSaj

on ot
.-naph film of normal

item ma
th twin Iowa. wWh <

•ark with th* m,.
fhntoemema on the I

•id* gate • <-»natnict«<i to
' <*****. each mttn rorraapondw|
onpte pair a/ photograph*

«*_•*• l™*« to wane the ang

•» of

i spaced apart
tbs pair* ol

a stasvoanapic pair to b
«pahh»nf briaging it

•ns and hi

> ear-h nwwnber of a

tor each

. each superposed on th* other
k front

anted ui an of

rs of the -

lunrram of the
.Hon !•, •'• ..

its frame. f>» is the central

ng the
**" '" "*** •''«' th<- '••>•• halve* „f t}).'

it produce the

i

'

l w' referred lo, tl»> natural
'» flat cor

rnr"»«g reel ; K» are
1) trliKh ar» „ adjust

able contact with the film to minimise friction and generally re-
gulate iU motion in passing through the gate.
An Ulumiiiant and condenser are fitted for each half of the

g*te
'u!"u

"*ch 9°t ^ these is mounte<J °" * platform B B (fig. 3)
to which u connected a corresponding section of the gate so thai
the latter, can, by virtue of its central binge, freely assume
angle necessary for the convergence of the two projected rays
rom the twin lenses without interference with the sprocket
(shown on dotted lines at S', fig. 3) or the other mechanism of

j^!!"
t0r

'
*''*' 3 is a diagram of the general arrangement

aa described. A A are the twin lenses, D l D 1 are the two

Dz
Fig. J Fig. 2.

Ixniig the binge at the centre. A rotating
shutter ir of the usual typo to each lens is mounted on a shaft

ineoted with the continuous moving mechn:
which controls the Maltese cross, or " dog '' movoment of

sprocket, by suitable bevel gearing the teeth of which are of such
an angle and depth as to allow a alight margin of play in-
to give the smaU travel of the lenses towards each other
remarrd to produce convergence on the screen.

rig. 3 shows on the rear of each platform B an extend.
or lug bearing a slut K in which works a stud on a loose collar at
end of shaft F wliich has a screwed part working in a fixed nut I

.

F' and V* being a worm and worm-wheel reapeotivol\

arrangament is designed to give a maximum of delicate adjust n

e twin lenses, combined with a locking effect in any pooi
of the lenses which may be determined upon. The base H has
a semi circular slot K' and the platforms are connected movabiy
thereto by pins taking into the slot ; the platforms are also
neotsd to this base by the pins of the central hinge of the gate
continuing down and into a socket in the base. A rack
pinion movement, as shown at G* and G\ enables the de<-

< of the coincident image* to be obtained on the screen
The two sets of condensers are indicated at C C.
Tie snratfi S is a sheet of ground glass with the plain aide

the lantern. A mirror or other reflecting surface of

Fig. 4.

equal angular dimension* to those of the screen is placed b<

it and above it at *ui (about equal to the depth of
the screen) and at such Uioreto as to eodleot the in

from the ground glass screen and allow it to be seen easily !>>

spsotion from the front. Kig. 4 shows this anangoment, anil 1/'

is the lantern. S the yv.und glass screen, and M' the ronW
mirror. An alternate.. [Jan dispenses with the rel!
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the ground glass screen only is used with the ground side towards

the lantern and the plain side backed with a rough, white surface

such as white blotting paper. In this arrangement also the screen

is t« be viewed from the front, viz., looking from the lantern

The image on the ground glass screen itself (omitting the mirror!

can also be viewed effectively directly at the back of the screen

—

viz., looking towards the lantern.—Samuel Dickinson Williams,

8. Faulkner Road, Newport., Mon.

Meetings of Societies,

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, March 12.

United Stereoscopic Society. 1920 Competition Slides.

Monday, March 13.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Members' Print Night.

Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " Wentbridge. " W. E. Gundill.

Kidderminster P.S " Cornwall and the Lyonesse." F. W. Pilditch.

Nottingham P.S. " Fair Lusitania."

Southampton Camera Club. Ladies' Evening.

South London P.S. " Composition in Landscape." R. H. Lawton.
Wallasey A.P.S. " Through the Grecian Archipelago and Near

East." W. Butcher & Sons.

Walthamstow P.S. " A Further Chat on Pictorial Composition
'

S. Brigden.
Tuesday, March 14.

R.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Belfast C.P.A. Camera Club. "Art as Applied to Photography.''

S. Leighton.
Bournemouth C.C. Instructional Evening for Beginners. J. Thomas.
Cambridge Phot. Club. " Picture Making in Northern Italy."

G. H. Dannatt.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " The Glory that was

Rheims." E. W. Harvey Piper.

Exeter Camera Club. " Mespot and Persia." A. 0. Rowden
Hackney P.S. " Lantern Manipulation." J. Williams.

Leeds Phototgraphic Society. Members' Lantern Evening.

Nelson Photographic Society. Members' Exhibition.

South Glasgow C.C. " Camps and Camping."' Thos. Lochhead.

South Shields P.S. " Cloud Formation. John Heys
Stalybridge P.S. " The Hand Camera in Use." T. A. Greenall.

Wednesday, March 15.

Borough Poly. P.S. " Pictorial Work in Great Cities." A. H.
Blake.

Catford Camera Club. " Colour Photography." W. E. Unwin.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Ely Cathedral." H. W.

Fihcham.
Croydon Camera Club. " Southern Italy." W. Sanderson, J.P.

Dennistoun Amateur Phot. Assoc. Prize Slides.

Edinburgh P.S. " Bromoil Process." G. H. Hanlin.. And
Lantern Slide Competition.

Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. "Retouching."
Ilford P.S. " Simple Portraiture." C. R. Wormald.
Partick Camera Club. Third Lantern Slide Competition.

South Suburban P.S. " Bromide Enlarging." A. G. Buckham.

Thursday, March 16.

Camera Club. " Portraiture in Colour." C. Pollard Crowther.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Wonderlands of the

Western World." J. Dudley Johnston.
Gateshead C.C. " Bromide Toning." J. T. Carnaby.
Letchworth C.C. Lecture. J. W. Swan.
Liverpool Amateur P. A. " In the Shires of the Sea Kings." Rev.

S. R. Laundy
North Middlesex P.S. Visit to Bolt Court School of Engraving

and Daily Mirror Offices.

Rochdale Amateur P.S. " Bromoil." F. Greenwood.
South Glasgow Camera Club. Whist Drive.

Tunbridge Wells Amateur P.S. " What to Take " and " What
not to." H. Wild.

Welfare C.C. " Art in Relation to Photography." James Huck.
Wimbledon C.C. Lecturette Competition.

Friday, March 17.

R.P.S. Pictorial Group. Criticism of the Affiliation Competition

Prints by J. Dudley Johnston (in conjunction with the Affilia-

tion of Photographic Societies).

Wombwell P.S. Kodak Lecture.

Saturday, March 18.

Leeds Camera Club. Exhibition of Members' Work.
Walthamstow P.S. Visit to a London Picture Gallery.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, March 7. The president, Dr. G. H.

Rodman, in the chair.

The programme was arranged by the Scientific and Technical

Group, and included the following subjects.

A paper was read by Mr. Howard Fanner on " Direct Photo-

graphy." After pointing out that his method is a triumph over

the ordinary negative method, which is a complete and absolute

wash-out, Mr. Farmer informed his audience that he was not giving

his secret away. Although the lecturer was listened to for an

hour, during which he gave some delightful talk, and exhibited

some excellent results achieved by himself, his hearers were left

little or no wiser.

The next paper, by Mr. H. W. Lee, B.A., upon a "Chart for

Finding the Depth of Focus with given Aperture and Distance of

Object for any Photographic Lens," was read by Mr. F. Simeon.

The gist of this communication will be found on another page, the

paper having already been communicated to the " British Journal

"

by Mr. Lee.

Mr. H. Flower then read the third paper, one by Dr. W. E.

Bradley, entitled " The Carbonisation of Bromides (a simplified

Ozobrome Process)."

The sensitising solution is made up as follows :—Take, of a 5 per

cent, solution : Potassium ferricyanide, 6 ozs. ;
potassium bromide,

6 ozs.
;
potassium bichromate, 4 ozs. ; water, 5 ozs.

The unsensitised tissue is immersed in this solution until limp.

It is then drained and rinsed in clean, cold water, and transferred

to a neutralising acid bath consisting of 1£ oz. of a 10 per cent.

solution of hydvo-bromic acid in 80 ozs. of water for about 60 or 80

seconds. The tissue and bromide print are brought into contact

under water, and after being squeegeed are put under pressure

for about 30 minutes.

To carbonise the bromide picture direct, transfer the sandwich

to warm water, as in carbon printing, and wash off tha soluble

pigment. On the other hand, to make a transfer place the sandwich

in cold water, and separate the prints. Squeegee the carbon tissue

to the transfer paper, and place under pressure for half an hour,

and carry on the process as before and in hot water. The bromide

print will be bleached and can be re-developed. Alum, citric acid,

etc., are not required in this process. Good results are, of course,

only obtained by using good bromide prints.
' A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the authors and readers

of the papers in the usual way.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

It has been the custom for Mr. F. Ackroyd once a year to favour

the club with a lantern-lecture entitled " Travellers' Samples,"

and although the material sometimes has been slender, often a

mere record of a short holiday, yet he always succeeds in interest-

ing his audience with a combination of humour and wide general

information

Nothing compels an accurate description of the quality of the

slides usually produced, and the admiration induced by the cast-

iron nerve required to show them in some subtle way eventually

extended to the pictures on the screen. Possibly because they so

consistently came up to expectation.

Last week " More Samples " provided a rude shock, primarily

due to the misplaced zeal of the secretary, Mr. Sellors. Being

possessed of a Sanger Shepherd density meter, he fatuously and

foolishly lends it to Mr. Ackroyd, together with home-made slide-

rules and photometric scales, and instructs him in their use. And

with dire results, for gone, probably never to return, were all the

dear old characteristics. Certainty replaced speculation as to what

any particular slide was intended to represent, and in general

quality the slides might have been the work of any ordinary skilled

worker. They owed their origin to a tiny V.P. Kodak fitted with

anastigmatic lens He made good with a highly interesting travel

lecture, and was accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

The Supply of Radium.—In a lecture on Radio-Activity, at the

Royal Institution last Saturday, Sir Ernest Rutherford stated that

the total amount of radium in existence at present was about 160

grammes.' The commercial price was £20 per milligramme.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

ia given, pursuant to Section 242 (5) of the

* (Conaolidation) Act, 1906, that the name* of -Sheffield'*

and Photographic Art Di-\ "lupment Co., Ltd., have
an struck off the Register of Joint • s, and that

M companies are dissolved.

Etr1

NEW 00MPAN1
'tut Productions, Ltd.—Thia private company waa
on March 1 with a capital ..f £1,000 in £1 shares.

I airy on the business of photographer*, optician*,
acturera of and dealers in photographic apparatus, etc. The
ibera (each with one share) are : W. S. Blandford, Sarre

*>. Finchley, N.2; E W E. HUndford, 227-8, Greaham
0.2. The first directors are m* named Registered

i : 227, Greaham Hotue, K

R"«l is been registered as a pmat.
>any, with a nominal capital of £10,000 in £1 share* (5,000
r cent, rum, pref.), to carry on the business of manufactorers
»i dealers in cameras, photographic materials and appliances,
The directors are: Friednch Otto Ruhl, 50, Roxburgh Park,

Edgar Oscar Soanmerfeld, Uplands Road. Hornaey.
ert M. Oppenheimer, 31 goes* I Street.

> registered ofioa is at 15 17, Middl •gate,
tie number 180,054.

News and Notes.

M

n« rather- " Tbe . ,1 .. :!.. .,'

ily have been removed to

nssaniealpMii should sow be »•

Utoosuri The advertisement depart

Royal Photographic Society's "

from 63, Lodge!
.Square, W

I " MOS*1R*rt<

'ar !-•'> process wi

rd Street I...i.

ob the aft- rsdays, the 16th and

New Presidsxt of I) »•.:! !..

e stands alone under the head

. baa been an active and popular
many years.

laaaaaca Sale of surplus stock commaocea oo
,
20th in.t. Many bargains in all types of cameraa. lenses,

% apparatus, etc, will be obtainable, and a special sale

i at free to any of our readers who write '

Jonathan Fallnwfield, 146, Charing Cross Road, Ixindoo,

•day next, March 16, at 3 o'clock,

"era begins a ' two lectores at the
''in— a as a Zoological Method."

Diacowae on Mar. t. 17 will be delivered by
n " T> - and Mediums of Old

and on March 24 by Professor l»onnan oo
liary International Languages."

T»atrr —Tbe revised customs tariff of

:terr»
I f

- ni<-»!» are
able 20 per cent ad val.

; lenses, unrooaxrted and without at

»ras, free • camera covers, and cases, 20 per

aarfaotl md ill'iimeni«rd p*
lematograph films, an.) •ther photographic goods, 20 per

ad va]

Axbiai. 1'iinixHiRAPHv.—We learn from an American contem-
porary that aerial photography has been developed by the army air
service to' a point where the 3,026,789 square miles comprising the
continental United States could be photographed in a compara-
tively short time. Secretary Weeks, of the War Department, an-
nounced recently that one airplane had succeeded in making a
'composite picture of 150 square miles of land in nine days. With
the use of other machines, equipped with devices developed by the
air service, lie *aid. it would be a simple task to picture the United
States as a whole. An interesting feature of the work, he added,
was tbe fact that the pictures were made by photographers dy-
ing at a speed of from 125 to 150 miles an hour.

The First Portrait. \ vriter in the "Daily Chronicle '

states that the first photograph of a living person was that of an
-hinan, a well-known civil engineer named Shanks, who, while

guerre, in Paris, in 1839, suggested to the inventor the
possibility of portraiture by means of his process. Daguerre
thereupon experimented on Mr. Shanks, and produced the first

,il after the subject had sat still for an hour in full sunshine.

y afterwards Daguerre came to England as a guest of the late

bnry's father, and took his first English portrait—

a

future peer, then a child of I

vioow and. West or Scotland Society or Professional
I'HorocRAFHEk.-).- The monthly meeting of this Society was held

. oruary 24. Mr .1 R. Brin; dent of the Society,

air. The evening was devoted to the discussion of

of professional work generally.

the everyday work of the atudio. It was open to

member* to raise any points which they considered to be of interest.

-I'd covered a very wide field, and included

a a* professional charges, the preparation of

.ill trade. A loinmUtee was appointed

to co-operate with the Edinburgh Society in the arrangements for a

ogress to be held in Edinburgh in 1923.

Roru w 'hotoorafhs for the U.S.A.—On board the

iiich left Southampton for New York
on the day after the Royal wedding, was a small barrel, the con-

waited on the other side of the

:>at, this cask waa packed with

I photograph* of the wedding. Off Nantucket the barrel

overboard, and picked up by a U.S.A. destroyer, which

met f destroyer then made for Boston, and

from there tbe films and photographs wera distributed throughout

heme the cinemas and illustrated Press on the

other aide were able to present pictures of the ceremony and street

ansa cat a day earlier than would have been possible otherwise.

Tin . Postcards.—How dearer postage ia damaging the

hitherto lucrative boainesa of mail carrying is shown in an official

•toed by the Post Office last week. Compared with the

year 1920-21 there has been the following falling-off :—Letters.

110,000,000; postcarde, 77.000,000; printed papers, 190,000,000;

newspapers, 12,000,000. The returns on which these figures are

based, however, do I .ush between picture postcards and

other postcards. Compared with 1913-14, before the abolition of

peony poet " and the halfpenny postcard, the falling-off dur-

ing the present yesr is estimated at :—Letters, 127,800,000; post

426.500.000; printed papers, 22.300,000; newspapers.

17.100 000 In raising the rates last year the Post Office allowed

aiLajifoplli "* in traffic, but their estimate of an increased

yield of £2300,000 baa fallen short by £600,000.

The Mrrt'-n Syktem by Easy Stages.—With the object of

accelerating the introduction of the international metric system,

••cimal Association now recommends gradual modification of

the existing Imperial system of weight* and measures. For

instance, it ia proposed that the existing table of avoirdupois

« would be greatly simplified, and that closer co-ordination

•he metric system could be secured by the present adoption

of the following interim table : -7,000 new grains = l metric lb.
;

16 new drachm* =1 new or. : 16 new ounces = 1 metric lb.; 2,000

metric lb*. 1 metric ton. Tha metri. 11>. and its parte would

weigh about 10 per cent, more than the Imperial lb., and 2 such

would be exactly equal to 1 kilogram. The suggested

abandonment of all the present confusing intermediate denomina-

tions of weight between the lb. and the ton simply follow the

practice already successfully e&t.-iMished in the United States of

America end also in eon* British. Coloniea.
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Fleet Photographic Branch.—The creation of " Fleet photo-

graphic officer " and " sloop photographic officer " for the Atlantic

and Mediterranean Fleets was announced in " The Times " on

January 27, 1920, and officers have since been selected for these

appointments. Information is now given in Fleet Orders as to

the qualifications for candidates in the photographic branch.

Naval ratings and Marines are both eligible. They must have

previous experience in photography. Candidates must be recom-

mended by their commanding officers as competent photographers,

and must hold no higher non-substantive rating than gunlayer,

2nd class, at the date of application. In the Atlantic and

Mediterranean Fleet* examinations will be held every six months

by the photographic officers, and on other stations names of candi-

dates will be sent home to the captain of the " Excellent," who

will arrange for their examinations and will nominate men to fill

vacancies as they occur. It is particularly noted that previous

experience should include Fleet work, such as triangulation of fall

of shot.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association.—The annual

general meeting was held in the Club Rooms on the 1st inst.

The secretary submitted a very full report of the year's work

of the Club, dealing with the enthusiasm of the members, referring

to the improved working facilities, and especially to the splendid

work of the Rooms Committee, who have been untiring in their

efforts to keep the rooms in perfect order for the comfort and

well-being of the members. Both the secretary's and the

treasurer's report showed the Club to be in a very satisfactory

financial condition. On the motion of the retiring president it was

agreed that the valuable services rendered to the Club by the

hon. secretary be recognised in a tangible form. The principal

officers for the coming year are :—President, Mr. James Reid

;

Vice-President, Mr. A. Robertson ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. John

Macdonald ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Win. F. MacPherson ; Librarian,

Mr. Wm. Johnston ; Lantern ist, Mr. A. Shepherd ; Exhibition

Secretary, Mr. C. Graham.

A Newspaper Printed by a Photo-offset Process.—The
" Blackpool Times," printed by Messrs. J. Robertson & Co., Ltd.,

of St. Anne's-on-Sea, was referred to in these columns recently

in connection with the printing of the paper by a photo-offset

process, which has not previously been done in this country. Two
further developments have now taken place which deserve to be

recorded. The wedding of Princess Mary was made the occasion

for printing in the issue of February 28 two full page illustra-

tions in colour, by a photo-offset process, of the bride and bride-

groom. The result is excellent for newspaper work, especially

as this is the first time such a thing has been attempted, and no

doubt next time colour work is printed a great improvement in

the colour rendering will be possible. The illustrations are on

the two centre pages, and are bound together by a border across

the pages without any joining up. Apparently, three colours and

a grey have been used. The issue of March 3 contained a full

two-page illustration in black of the wedding ceremony at

Westminster Abbey, and the result is eminently satisfactory.

Jeffery & Boarder.—A new joining of forces among the firms

undertaking photographic and autistic service for photographers has

come into operation on the first of the present month in the re-

establishment of the firm formerly well known as Jeffery & McLeod

as Jeffery & Boarder. Mr. Jeffery, who is fortunate in having had

a very wide experience in all branches of photographic work, and

who established the presenit firm more than twenty years ago,

makes himself personally responsible for the production of every

enlargement or print, and brings to this work the knowledge of

many years in tie making of the highest grades of bromide and

carbon enlargements. Mr. Boarder, an exhibitor at the Royal

Academy and formerly the chief artist for Messrs. Illingworrth &

Co. at Willesden, takes charge of the artists' department, con-

tributing to this side of the business his own skill and taste as a

draughtsman, colourist and miniature painter both executively and

in the supervision of the firm's staff of artists. We were very

interested in recently having the opportunity of examining a large

collection of the firm's latest styles in monochrome and coloured

enlargements. It would take too long to attempt to describe these

in detail, but we may refer in particular to the series to which the

title "Dorothy" has been applied. These are enlargements in

monochrome, semi-tint, or water-colours, ranging in size from 131

by 10 inches to 21 by 13 inches, and prodxiced with a die-sunk im-

pression of rectangular, circle, or oval shape, which greatly adds

to their distinctive qualities. These enlargements are priced from

30s. down to figures which seem to us astonishingly moderate.

The styles are specially designed for portraits of women or children,

full length or head and shoulders, taken against light backgrounds.

We could not but admire the very high standard of the colouring,
j

and especially noticed the technique of the artists' work in di

with the dresses of full-length portraits. Choosing only frou

series of specimens, any photographer can provide his window at

relatively small expense with a display of work which, we v.

to think, would inevitably attract a great deal of custom 1

studio. We were not surprised to find that Messrs. Jeffery &
Boarder constantly receive the thanks of leading London and pro-

vincial portrait photographers for the care and skill with which

commissions have been carried out. Another most artistic

of enlargement, in crayon and water-colour, is the " Lancaster,"

also for light background portraits and supplied at the price of

25s. It must not be thought, however, that work in a colour or

monochrome finish is exclusively the specialty of the firm.

Jeffery's department sets great store by its work in pure photo-

graphic enlarging, and in particular by the remarkable richness of

its sepia toned prints and enlargements- Sepia toning has been a

special study of the firm from the early days of this process, and

certainly the specimens that we saw exhibit the process at its best.

We can cordially recommend the newly reorganised firm to those

requiring really high-class work.

Correspondence.

*•* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

PHOTOGRAPHERS IN JAVA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—You may be interested to learn that photography as

a hobby has during the last few years become extremely popular

in this country. Amateur workers are now to be met with in all

parts of Java and in the big cities, such as Soerabaia, Batavia.

Semarang, Bandoeng and Djocjacarta, the professional photo-

graphers themselves do well with their amateur developing and

printing departments.

The photographic trade of Java, however, is in the hands of

American and German manufacturers. Their goods found their

way into this island very soon after the cessation of the war, and an

amateur with a British-made camera is very rarely met with.

I have been a traveller in the photographic trade for the past

three years, and so far I do not know of any British firm having

either a branch or a specially appointed agent to push their good*

here.

Aocording to the last census (November, 1920) Java has a popula-

tion of over 35,000,000, and if the British firms in photographic indus-

try will place their goods in this country I have no doubt that they

will find a ready market.—Yours faithfully,

T. H. Tan.

C/o Hotel Sing An Kie, Soerabaia, Java, January 28, 1922.

LEUCO-BASES IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On p. 16 of the " B.J." of January 13 M.
briefly describes as a " New Process of Colour Photography "

(F. P. 524,143, 1919, L. Didier) the use of the leuco compounds of

<iertain dyes.

It would be interesting if your valued correspondent would point

out the particular novelty in this process, and wherein it differs

'rom the pinachromv process of Meistpr. Lucius and Briining

CD. R. P. 160.772, 1904; E. P. 4.994. 1904; " B.J.," 1904. Vol. 51,

886. 908: abst. 1905, 73).
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im an aiitociirome i,< us making use

1901.

.-uco-base* are spec! ., upon by those rays

iry to the colour of the dyes formed.

-he pinachromy process the patentee* describe the production

irate constituent images with subsequent superposition, end
• f the one image on a single support, the use of an

^^^Bg coat and luperposition of the succeeding images in a

«e was chosen as the vehicle, as it

N.troglycerine, nitroiamine, urea, citric

te, anetho!, and quino'.in are also indicated as sensi-

va* suggested fur the blue image

:lie red, and leoco-flaviniln \ation

ted with hydrochloric acid plus the culphocyanider,

oetic •
• i'.um, tartar emetic, bet:/

" Photochemie," 1906, 60) say* I -

stischs Bedeutung erlangt, da die Leukobasei
• uugend Hchtecht.altenen p.

i eses Verfahren von gross*

mige ist. H alehe* photographs
rben durch Jirekte Beleuchlung hem
chromy baa no practical import •

unstable, the images ob'

proceas >

ie the only one which enable* ;
toost varied colosxr*."

ease wee withdrawn from the market
of the resulu —Yours faiti I

>n. Mas..

resse, weil

verschied-

•

• ufBciently

aiderabl* interest

: ures to be

because of the

rs.

IM had < * of

-rein yon describe and illustrate a rapid print

. there staled that as far as your knowledge extends

el hitherto on the market are of American

« be allowed to draw y. n to the

drying machine we* the first

isde machine, and has been used moat «v

illy,

V Ctttf Manager.
36.

PRESS PHOTOGRAi

To the Editors

. keen interest in Preas photo,

leoce of some 20 years ai

a y«m give

I

n page 119

I the

lie classed a :n In

• .- .•

w, my

- share

I

in'j.n.

i doea he re

I Mk>w n '

hothead with a sudden

| MI • - .' ' ; •(.,.

»me do not 8**wMr
tbey w u issJOsVI

m, not aertional

Has be get the

BoreW not It

wage What is

Has he

a sense of ju«

proves that things must be booming in Fleet Street, as one can
number good few of the competent not

w, at to the " work-«hy " men in Fleet Street—and by the
phrasing one is led to assume it means the proprietors. I know
most of these gentlemen, and fail to placate one who tallies with
this description. Taking the staffs of the agencies all round,
workers and principals, 1 have found most of them keen, alert,

and always ready to keep up the status of the profession of Press
photography. Of course, there is always one or two exceptions.
and I am sorry to say they havo been among the workers.
Re the " fifty fifty " plaint, let me state at once that there are

members of the National Union of Journalists who have been glad
to avail themselves of working this system when they have been
temporarily out of employment, and not new comers to Fleet Street

l long way. No doubt they would again be glad of the
opportunity if necessary.

.ill means let the Press photographers close up their ranks,
bat let them be level beaded, and state clearly what really are I

objects in view.—Your faithfulb/, " A Work

THREECOLOUB CAMERAS.
To the Editors,

i should be glad if you would give publicity in

•'olumn* to the enclosed copy of letter I have to-day addressed
to the editor of the book, entitled ' Byepatha of Colour Photo-
graphy." I think this will cover some of the points raised by Com-
mander Reodsll in his review of this publication in to-day's

iient " of the " British Journal of Photograph.
Faithful

Aron Hamburceh
M. V .„i Street, London, W.l. March 3.

March 3. 1922
'

•I'.ur Photography."
Dear Bit I must protest against the further circulation of

.tement, made l.y the author of the booklet entitled

i»etha of Colour Photography," as they are calculated to

damage me and my associate*. .

For instance, on p. 33. the author permits himself to ran

with reference to compensating devices for colour filters, the

following : " The English patent 3872-13 is for ' ether pressure
' granted to the Do lios, no application '

made for same in the States."

neb number, date and authorship has ever ex

Perhaps the compiler of this extraordinary work refers to British

patent names of Prof. A. E. Conrady and myself,

),722, 1912. to patent No. 1,140,576 granted in 1913 by the

I State* Patent Office, and the same patent granted at about

the same time in Germany, France, Belgium. Switzerland

Again, no p. 34 the author's comment on the Hambur'ger-Coston

patent of 1906 (for obtaining distorted photographic images) <li*

plays truly amazing acumi

Permit me U> inform you that thi* patent referred merely to a

method of preparing photographic prints on fabric, of humans, and

other animals, which when stuffed with a suitable stuffing would

become available for use by children for rag dolls.

As there was no other or 1. in the specifications

than thisst "J
^aflnoi conjecture why it is dragged into what purport*

seertatiofi

Furthering. I find this hook " stuffed " with other irresponsible

snd inaccurate statement*

• 38, for instance, talks of a " cnriou

eelf-cotnpeiisatn tented by < ». Pfenninger.

II .i not the book gone on to aay " it Is interesting to know

that this is the camera which D idios used in 1911 13

in taking successfully by instantaneous exposures three o:

. and had he not described a Polychron.id<-

iceas, which I. the inventor of the Polychromide pro

as anything like work of mine. I could have passed

tion of the Pfenninger camera without comment

The fa -t « are as follows :
When the Dover 81 reel Studios were

under my control we spent time and a considerable amount of

money in many utterly fruitless attempts to take photograpl

nit ur ,,
I't.nninger'a soi-disant colour can

^l we discarded it, it certainly proved to be "cm.
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if we could not see visible evidence of scientific correctness" in

any of its performances.

It is, therefore, indeed interesting to know that this is the camera

which Dover Street Studios used in 1911-13.

As it certainly is not the camera used at the Dover Street

Studios, where the Himburger-Conrady instrument (which I still

ase) made every photograph in colour on paper which was ever

shown by the Dover Street Studios, this statement might be

accepted seriously by readers of the booklet who do not know Mr.

Pfenninger and his camera.

I must, therefore, request that a correction of this and of the

other inaccuracies previously pointed out to you, be attached to

such copies of this volume as may be further offered for sale, and

also, as far as possible, sent to previous purchasers..—I beg to

remain, faithfully yours.
Abon Hamburger.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

M. G.—As you state that an improvement in covering power re-

sulted from turning the lens round we must accept it as a fact

which is, however, very difficult to explain. It might be due to

a loose glass falling into position when the tube was turned, or to

some want of accuracy in the camera which was corrected un-

knowingly in the process.

W. G. R.—Small plaques can be made from ordinary negatives by
sensitising a thick film of gelatine with bichromate of potash,

printing in the ordinary way and swelling the gelatine until the

maximum relief is obtained. A plaster mould is made from the
wet gelatine, and In this a plaster or metal plaque may be cast.

So far the results obtained have had no commercial value, only
profiles being at all satisfactory.

S. G. E.—It would seem to us that you can easily ascertain whether
you have enough light for your purpose by the simple process ot

taking a negative. From our own experience we should imagine
that at least double the candle-power would be necessary to give

a properly exposed negative in one-tenth second. You do not
mention diffusers or reflectors; these, of course, would have an
important effect upon time of exposure.

S. J. A.—" The Air-Brush in Photography," by G. F. Stine, is

published by the Abel Publishing Co., 421, Caxton Building,
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. We do not think the other book to

which you refer is published in English, but No. 181 of the
" Photo-Miniature " is devoted to " Air-Brush Technique," and
if still in print can be obtained from Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd..

88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I, price Is. 8d.

W. R.—Nothing is better to soften the light than starch made as

for mounting with a little whiting mixed in. This is laid on
thinly and stippled with a dry brush till even. The thin trac-

ing paper, called papier mineral or waxed paper, as used for

wrapping plates and paper, will answer the purpose well. Use
casement cloth for dark curtains and nainsook or madapolam for

the white ones. For roller blinds you must use the proper blind
holland in suitable colours.

S. J. P.—So far as we know, materials for making bas-relief photo-
graphs are not on the market, nor have instructions been pub-
lished outside of the many now somewhat old patent specifications

for the production of this effect. As you say, most of these
processes consist in taking a print on a pure, strong paper, such
as platinotype, and pressing it from the back either with a blunt
tool by hand, or by making some kind of die in lead or plaster
of Paris, the pressed-out print being afterwards filled up from
the back with a plastic mixture so as to cause it to retain its

shape.

B. F. E.—Practically every operator has his own ideas as to 6poi

lighting, but, as a general rule, it is obtained by placing a smal
arc or a 500-c.p. half-watt lamp fitted on a suitable shade wheri
it will produce the desired effect, the lamp itself being, of c

concealed. You can get a lamp ready fitted up from Marion am
Co. In the U.S.A. a half-watt lamp is often used fitted into e

metal box with a condenser, like the ordinary limelight box or

the stage, but much smaller. This enables a beam of light to bt

thrown in any direction from some distance. Little can be done
with daylight, although an ordinary mirror can sometimes be used

effectively to produce a small, bright light.

A. W. S.—If your inclinations are to the artistic rather than to

the scientific aspect of photography, there seems no reason why
you should not succeed as a portraitist. At your age it is no
likely that any photographer would take you as a pupil. Prob
ably your best plan would be to get in touch with the Polytechni

School of Photography, Regent Street, London, W.l, where yo
could receive a thorough training in every detail of professions

work. It is just possible that you could obtain a grant in ai

of your training from the Government. There was a <

known as 0.13, under which a number of ex-officers have bee:

trained there. The complete course is 39 weeks, daily fror

10 to 4.

A. G. W.—The arrangement used for photograph No. 2 is quit

correct. That in No. 1 is wrong, as you are too far from th

light, and the lighting is necessarily flat. There are many point

at which you could place the sitter between position 2 and th

window, and also many positions for the camera. In «uch a roon

you could get good fancy lighting and Rembrandt effects bj

placing the sitter so that the profile or narrow side of the fac>

is illuminated directly, and the shadow side by a reflector. I

you instal half-watt lamps, three of 1,000 c.p. , fixed just abov'

the window, about 2 ft. into the room, would be useful. Thes

could be used with daylight for full lengths, or lowered to abou

6 ft. for sitting figures at night.

M. W.—You seem to have acted in a very unbusinesslike way ii

refusing to send proof. It is an arguable point whether th

customer is justified in cancelling the order because you refusei

to send him proof but insisted on his coming to your premise

to see the proof. Although the point is a little doubtful, we ar.

inclined to think that a County Court Judge would very

say that the customer was perfectly justified in cancelling th'

order in view of such an unreasonable attitude on your part

However, that is somewhat beside the mark. Having receive)

the order and accepted it from the customer, you have no righ

whatever to print post-cards for yourself, whilst, on the othe

hand, the customer has every right to have the photograph
copied, sell copies to his pupils—in fact, to do just what h-

with them. Your remedy is to sue him for the amount of th<

order, but we are afraid that, in view of the peculiar policy yoi

have thought it fit to follow, you stand a poor chance of g

ordinary justice.

The British Journal of Photography
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Established 1854. PRICE FOURPENGE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION POST FREE.

United Kingdom or Canada.—One Year, £1 Is. 8u. ; Six Months

10s. lOd. ; Three Months, 5s. 5d.

Any Other Part
or the World.

( One Year £1 3s. lOd.

i Six Months ... 12s. Od.

(. Three Months 6s. Od.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.—Until further notic

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high pric

prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production

prohibits the distribution of surplus copies for chance sales. I

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery o

the " B. J." to place an order definitely with a dealer, newsagen
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EX CATHEDRA.
Dr Rodman. While making, as we do on another

page, a but little-needed introduction of
Mr. Wastell as the newly-elected president of the Royal
Photographic Society, we must take the opportunity of

og a tribute to his predecessor who retires after two
1 of undivided service. Among his many qualities,

Hodman has that of optimism. Like Mr. Arnold
Benn- ard," he tined with the great cause

••ering us all up." Thi9 gift has been liberally

best>> the public and private meetings of (he
ind has certainly been effective in dispelling

Mr \V ratten once called the " cathedral atmos-
•
" of the Royal. Moreover, to the conduct of the

ty's affairs Dr. Rodman has applied a constant and'
,a energy, witnessed, for example, in the consecu-
series of house exhibitions, in the linking of the

Society with allied Associations, no less than in minor
•rs of furnishing and equipment. He has, in short.

•iany things of advantage to the mem om-
(dished by his individual effort and undeniable solicita-

tion. The vociferous character of the vofe of than!

Tuesday's annual meeting did not unduly emphasize tin-

on of these labours and the

-iman carries with him on his laying down

« * *

Extreme Professor R. Nnmias has recommended
Intensification B process of intensification suitable for

the utmost decree of intensification and contrast

is renuin i-uble traces of impressions

photography of suspected documents.
ied in a bath of two parts pet

permanganate and 20 parts hydrochloric acid in 1,000

ports of water, rii «d in ordinary M.Q,

The o| at is to yield an im ially

,, to int. on. the negative

bleached in the usual bath of mercury bi and

darkened with a developer. Next follows treatment with

a Vrih of mercuric iodide compounded from two stock

solution's:—! \ bichloride. 8 parts; hydro-

chloric acid. 1 part; water, 100 parts; and (b) pot

le 5 parte; water, 100 parts. Solution (b) is a<i

bv little to solution (a). A red deposit of

iodide is first formed, the addition of (b) being continued

until the mixture just becomes clear. On treating

negative, which has been intensified with mercury and

washed in this mixture, the progress of further in-

>n can be followed by transmitted light. The

n of the bath is stopped as soon as it is seen that

r increase, in density is taking place. If a still

greater degree of intensification is desired, the negative

be subjected twice in succession to the treatment

with the plain mercury bleach and re-development, but

once the plate has been acted on by the mercury iodide

ire it is not susceptible to further chemical treat-
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meat. It may reasonably be thought that it has not done
so badly as intensifies go, in this respect; but Professor

Namias explains that the process is designed for a degree

of intensification greater than is commonly required.

Moreover, as the intensified image is a brown colour,

still further contrast may be obtained from the negative

by printing it through a violet screen such as may be
made by soaking a fixed and washed plate in 1 per cent.

methyl blue solution.

* * *

Wasted The modern practice of sub-dividing
Retouching, labour in the production of portrait work
often causes a serious waste of time, by reason of the

workers in one department not understanding the require-

ments of those in another. Nowhere is this so apparent
as in retouching, the retoucher, who has usually learned

no other branch of the craft, having little idea as to the
printing value of his, or her, work. This can be remedied
to a great extent by taking a rough proof of the negative,

and judging from it what retouching is really necessary,
instead of working up to a uniform standard of smooth-
ness. We have noticed that single-handed workers who
carry the whole production through put very much less

work upon their negatives than is found upon those

retouched in the ordinary way. It is not suggested that
it would be necessary to continue the practice of working
from proofs after the retoucher was trained to see what
was really necessary. There is, of course, the natural
instinct of self-preservation on the part of the retoucher
to be considered, but, as a rule, the time saved could
be usefully employed in other ways, so that no immediate
reduction of staff would be necessary. Another point
worth considering is that the loss of likeness, so often

due to over-touching, is practically eliminated.

* * *

Ladder There are few outdoor photographers
Tripods. who have not felt the necessity for a
very high tripod stand, by which they would be enabled
to clear the top of foreground objects, such as walls,

garden hedges, and the like, or to get more comprehensive
views of factories and church interiors. So far, the only
arrangement available has been made on the model of

a pair of household steps, and this is too heavy to be
transported, except by a special vehicle. An American
photographer has devised a much more portable and
simple stand, which many of our readers might be glad

to copy. It consists of a tripod between seven and eight

feet in height, of which the back leg is a light ladder,

the other two being of the ordinary pattern, or even single

poles. All the legs are made to fold, and the whoL
be packed in a bag and carried either in a cab or. for

shorter distances, by hand. It is, of course, necessary
to provide a tilting top, so that the camera can be adjusted
while the operator is upon the ladder, and it is also well

to have stops or discs to prevent the legs sinking into soft

ground. The top should be of generous dimensions, so

that the operator can stand in a position to focus and
insert his slide safely and conveniently.

* * *

Tanks for An idea, common to many operators,
Rapid Plates. j s that extremely rapid plates must of

necessity give thin negatives. This is quite erroneous,

as it is possible to obtain extreme density if the develop-

ment be thorough. Using what may be termed a normal
developer, it will be found that nearly twice the time
necessary for a slow plate must be given for the ultra

rapid grades now coming into general use. Development
may be expedited by increasing the quantity of alkali or

by raising the temperature of the solution, but these

courses are not to be recommended, as there is then a

tendency to block up detail in the high lights. As the

prolonged development necessary with a normal developer

means a serious loss of time when a large number of

exposures have to be dealt with, it is advisable to adopt

the tank system, by which a couple of dozen plates can

be developed in trie time necessary for a quarter the

number done in dishes. It is not necessary to use

extremely dilute solutions for tank development, a

strength which necessitates an immersion of tv.

minutes being most convenient. Most tanks are ral

wasteful of solution, the grooves being too wide,

there being space wasted at the ends and sides. The
racks should fit the tank, and each groove should hold

two plates back to back, thus allowing ample room for

solution between the film sides. Tt must not be forgotten

that pyro soda is as good in a tank as in a dish.

OVERPRINTED BROMIDES.
The best way to deal with over-printed bromides is to

consign them at once to the waste box and correct the

error by a fresh exposure. But it is not always convenient

to do this, the fault only being discovered when the prints

are dry, and then at a time when printing or enlarging

is not practicable. Moreover, if the print is fairly large,

the cost of the paper is a consideration, and it is worth

while trying to save it.

The most obvious way of doing this is to employ one

of the standard reducing solutions, as used for negat i

of course in a highly-diluted state, as the delicate in

of the print would be quickly dissolved if a strong

solution, as is used for negatives, were applied. Bleaeb-

ing-out the image and re-developing has found some
advocates, but in our experience the results so obtained

have not been comparable with a print properly exposed

in the first place, the effect being that of an over-exposed

and under-developed print, if the development has been

cut short, while practically a return to the original state

comes with full development. A process of reduction, if

carefully carried out, offers the best chance of sue

and should not affect the colour of the deposit.

There are several formulae which are suitable, but none
which will bring very dark prints to a normal depth, as

these are apt to become harsh under treatment. We
therefore assume that only a moderate degree of reduction

is necessary.

Before going farther it is worth remembering that a

strongly-acid fixing bath, especially one fairly charged

with amidol developer, has a considerable power of reduc-

tion, so that if dark prints are left in it for half an hour

or more they may be lightened to the desired degree.

This action is not equally strong upon all brands of paper,

so that experiment is necessary before relying upon it.

Of the standard reducers there is none so satisfactory

as a mixture of iodine and cyanide, which works evenly

and does not affect the colour of the image. In deciding

upon a working strength, we have here also to study the

nature of our paper, or we may find that our image is

damaged beyond reparation before we can stop the action.

Two stock solutions should be prepared, one being a ten

per cent, solution of iodine in iodide of potassium and

the other a ten per cent, solution of potassium cyanide.

The normal reducer for negatives is made by adding

thirty minims of the iodine solution and five minims of

the cyanide to each ounce of water. At this strength it

may be used for cleaning up margins, or for quickly

removing any unwanted portions of the image ; for general

reduction it should be diluted with two or three volumes

of water. It should be noted that the energy of this
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cent, hypo bath is applied, and allowed to remain for at
least ten minutes. If the reduction bo insufficient, the
whole process may be repeated, after thoroughly washing,
any trace of hypo being sufficient to stop the action of
the iodine.

Prints which have been toned by bleaching and sulphid-
ing, or which have been thoroughly toned with hypo-alum
or liver of sulphur, can be reduced with the iodine-cyanide
solution, but as a rule the tone will 1>. rendered r;,

warmer. A much stronger solution may be used than Is

permissible with black-and-white prints.
The semi-mechanical reducers which act by dissolving

a portion of the g.latine film, such as eau-de-javell.
Milton, do not work well upon bromide prints, no matter

•veak they ma; They have a tendency to remove
the deposit entirely from the high-lights, and to give a
harsh, patchy etT

ISO contrasty effects are desired from thin negati
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are largo negatives of " indented " subjects, such as full-length

groups. Blocking; out on the glass aide of such pictures may
difficult, if not impossible, to do in such a way th»i

it will everywhere print in correct register with the image.

lo figures it very seldom happens that this difficulty

provided the work is done with the eye directly over

tba centre of the figure all the time, and the negative is kopt

Sat on the d<>- iittor, by the way, is as well lowered

rather mora than is usual for retouching, though tlmt may be a

matter of ta-ti'. \\ hen the rule and pen are need, how

the more the desk approaches to the horizontal the better.

Having decided which side of the negative to work on, the

brush is loaded and brought to a point. For all definite out-

red paint is the best. Fur hair and Otl

lilaj yi « 1 is better. With the negative on the desk a line

irked off at any point on the side against the brush

hand. In the illustration the first operot irked nub

in black with arrows showing the direction of the diffi

strokes used. With this negative glass side up, and right

way op on the desk, a convenient point for a right-hn

ar to start would be where the hair joins the neck.

re., a bold sweeping line ia drawn downwards, follow-

ing the outline of the neck, beads and blouse. Had tho latter

inent breaks in the flow of the line, one 1

I not have served. The procedure then would have

more like that for the bottom line of the back hair, which

wsa done with a number of distinct strokes; in this •

back-band ones. Turning the negative half round to tho 1

to that the top hair comes against the brush, the stroke A
is put in backhand, and the various top curves with

up-and-down it . I he direction that is most 1

in each case. Wherever there is a definite corner, it is ol
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to start outwards from it. Pont run into it. and. above

all don't run over it and continue without a break. Outlines

like these are best done in definite sections, each section

ing its neighbours in a clean join. Turning the negative

upside down, the tip of the nose offers a good starting place.

From there, working downwards, three decided sweeps will

join up with the part just done. But they must be decided

sweeps, particularly the line on the nose. Any hesitating,

creeping, niggledv line here would ruin the resemblance, the

blocking' out and the photograph. With the negative turned

yet a little more, the mouth is covered with three short curves,

done backward in this ease, though downward strokes might

bo easier at first. The line between the chin and shoulder is

composed of two lines, one done with'the face of the picture

looking down, and the other with the negative turned the

other wav up. The heavy sweep on the arm is started from

Print from partially blocked-out negative illustrating method of working.

the margin and run to the bend of the shoulder, where a

backhand stroke, which could also have been done in the other

direction, joins it to the line from under the chin.

Having completed the outline, it is examined for inaccura-

cies, any small deflections from the truth, unless done

deliberately with the object of improving the shape of the

head or features, may possibly be remedied without washing

out and Te-doing. A raggy outline of hair may be improved

with a smudge of blue or grey paint well stippled with the

stencil brush, though it is difficult to do this so as to get a

good effect on the print. If the paint has gone too close any-

where, it can be eased away with a clean damp brush if on

the film side, or a sharp knife if on the glass. With the out-

line correct, it is a simple matter to fill up with a large brush

or mop, but the paint should be fairly thick, and a coat on

each side will do no harm. If drying is required to be quick,

spirit should be added to the paint instead of water when

mixing for use.

Commercial negatives, of furniture, machinery, etc., are

best done on the film side, as it is easier to rulo clean straight

lines on this side. A little practice may Ixj necessary to get

into the way of handling a ruling pen, but it is not at all

difficult. A good load of paint should be taken tip between

the points, and its consistency is important. If it is thick,

the extreme point will soon clog. If it is thin there will

be a danger of blotting from the edge of the rule. A common

trick with draughtsmen is to draw the pen over the back

of the hand, the skin being able to start the flow more readily

than even paper will, and much more readily than gelatine

often does. Onco started, the paint will flow until the pen

is empty, provided it is not put down for long enough to let

the point dry. In drawing a line with the pen, one should

aim at starting and finishing one-sixteenth of an inch short

In this wav the complete line is cleanly covered, as a rule.

If there is anything short, it can be easily filled in after; but

an over-run is hard and messy to clean out. When it is

necessary to clean off a line, it should be done with a clean,

sharp " swipe," with a wet leather or swab, starting from

inside and clearing the paint over the unwanted part of the

negative. Curves are often done freehand, but wheels are

Tather hard to do cleanly without guides, and the " draughts-

man's curve " will assist very often in getting a more definite

line. These " curves " can be bought in an endless variety

of .shapes, and a good one will provide guidance for a large

number of bends and corners. A little practice is necessary

before one can use a curve with confidence; it is rather hard

to keep the pen point parallel to the curve all the way round,

the resulting line often being clean enough but not exactly

in register.

To finish off a blocked-out negative, it is necessary to make

some allowance for the base of the picture. A blocked-out

figure cannot be left to stand on nothing, neither can a blocked-

out railway engine. The former can be put right by scraping

away some of the paint round the shadow side of the feet,

preferably in zig-zag lines. The engine would look all right

if a length of line were left under each side of wheels, and

a stationary machine or piece of furniture should have a

little floorino left in the form of a squat e, not forgetting

the perspective when designing the square Of course, if an

air-brush is in use, grounds can be put in on each separate

print, but when the photograph can be taken on a clean

and light floor, the original ground has advantages, and should

be partially included, leaving just enough to give stability

to the picture. For block-making purposes, a photograph can

be completely blocked out and the ground left to the fancy

of the block-maker's artist if desired.

Forethought helps a lot with machine and furniture photo-

graphs, and if a sheet is stretched behind the object before

photographing, the .subsequent work will be easier. A print

made previous to blocking out will also help. It is almost

essential in the case of a machine photographed with other

machinery behind it, Very fine detail, such as electric wire*,

is very difficult to block out, and very often it is best to paint

it over entirelv and restore it with a sharp knife when the

paint is quite dry. The most difficult thing I have ever struck

of this kind, is the wiring of an O.E.T. crane, it being im-

possible to block it out or to recut it decently. In this case.

I think the most satisfactory way is to paint over all the

wires, leaving the insulators distinct, and to draw in the

wires with a retouching pencil on the prints. If technical

accuracv is necessary, a blue print of the wiring can be

requisitioned to make things clear and prevent a wrong number

of wires being added. Another dodge which has proved useful

is to do any long straight lines with strips of lantern-slide

binding, instead of using the pen. In the case of a piano
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PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS OF TESTING DEVELOPERS

sgrapl

rch La-'

it may be

.f the many problems assigned to the Photographic Depart-

^^HL of the Research Laboratory of the ^tlTT" Kodak Company
a working oat of better developing formal*, which involve*

rating of developers submitted from outside source*. Teari
iperienoa in this conoeotion has thown that only a eur-

,-iy small number of different developing formats! are neces-

•velop every type of emu- -n sucoassfally . and that in

^^H*)f the numerous developing sgents of varying ehemin.

' present available. pyn>. Elan, and by ' • still

though para -ami (lopbsnol, grj nvl <>-

phenol, and diamidophsnol are useful for i>peeial purposes .

end of adhering # nanufaoturcr.

^^aw. almost every photographer has hit own pet formula with
a reputation in many .«..-. undesei ted, rrsqM» the

s not oooipared with the manufacturer''

equally favourable conditione These remarks apply

raeard to developing agsau. Some photographer* use dm eloping

unknown composition wlh supposedly myeteriou-

^^Hp, although careful onmparative tests would ondW
prove that the developing egenla in question are no beater than
the standard known developar t.

'his article it is the object of the author to explain how
mple tests the photographer may judge the meri'< of any
ping agent or dew:

' methods of tsating ar» possible :

rh» absolute method, by n» <oh the Verio—. pro>

^ertie* of a developer are expressed numerically, and
' ie comparative method, whereby the developer to be tasted

pared aide by side and and. wl conditiom with s

•vetoper.

method is obviously the ideal one, br*g«e if we can
aasmeare the properties of a exibsUuo* and express th«-

nun'f- « then we really know something about that toh*'

^^Haa the neosssary apparwtas. bowwver, it is not j-

< various teats nomeru-aJIy. bat by
i developer side by tide »n.h a standard he is usually

••n to jadge the iwt.'. •< 'fie developer with «ur>

Kodak Company, repiinted from the " American Annual of
'iionomethyl paramidoplienol sulphate) of Eastman manufacture.]

.
1-6. A developing agent ..f unknown composition ie compounded

according to the above formula and, compared with a known de-
veloping formula used for average work. Such a developer, known

\J-25,* is prepared according to the above formula, using 1.25
gm». of Elon and 3 75 en -.t bydroquinoDe as the developing
agent.

2. A ready f-. i i developer is compared with MQ-25 or with a
known satisfactory developer.

3. The behaviour of a i-veloper prepared according to a new
formats is compared with that of the beat previously known

ila for the particular purpose in question.

Tht Emultitm to be Tttttd.

jraplue material towards de-
veloper* ia usually independent of the support on which the
sensitive emulsion is coated, we will refer only to the action of
developer! on emulsions.

We cannot comprehensively speak of the properties of a de-

veloper without referring to the emulsion which is developed,
and, trice versa, when speaking of the properties of an emulsion,
*• refer to them in connection with a particular developer.
Most developing formula are particularly adapted for particular

classes of emulsions, and should be compared on representative
emulsion* .aset at follows :

—
film.

Commercial film.

Process film.

Positive motion picture film.

Seed Lantern plates.

Veiox.

Bromide and Artura Iris.

Negative emulsions

a einoieioes

Psprr emulsioni

n p^.a.->gT»f>hK practice \},r

onym>ioaly with * .!<..•.

atsan reedy for use, and

. Developers ready for est.

| Developing formula.

->rder to test a developing

•he same agent

Warned

I " dsvaiopM

a complete •>

wn rt.n.

i

pure
a steiMjard

>d ther

20
a.

• «r«.

oas.

Mixing the Developer.

When compounding test developers from the solid developing
ant, it is important to weigh out the various ingredients very

carefully in order to insure an accurate comparison. Instead of
weighing oat small quantities of potassium bromide it is more
accurate to msesore out the required volume of a 10 per cent.

eolation.

Since a developer which gives bed chemical fog is useless, and
since more develop-™ are rejected on account of fog than for
any other defect, it is important that the rules of mixing developers
be carefully observed, so that no fogging agents are produced

.. masjtag. As a general rule, the sulphite should be dis-
' Wat. each chemical thoroughly dissolved before the next

one M added, and the developer mixed at as low a temperature as
possible ; otherwise, the developer will give fog even if prepared
from the purest chemicals. A report on a developer incorrectly
mixed is absolutely worthless, because there is no way of telling

whether the fog was inherent in the developer or was a result

of incorrect mixing.

To mix the standard formula given above proceed as follows :

—

Dissolve the sulphite in about 300 ccs. or 10 ozs. of lukewarm
water; then add the Elon r hydroqninone or both, and allow to

Meanwhile. disv>!vo the carbonate* in 300 ccs. of lake-warm
water, add do, and cool. Now add the carbonate solu
tion to the inlfv ,nd add cold water to make 32 oss.
or 1 litre."

X. Toe snOx 36 means that » per cent, of the total developing
eosstsU of Ilea. See " A HimpIiSed Method of Writing Developing
Farmsls;." by C. E. %. Vet* H.J.," 1917 p . 536.

J. *ee "II .irr Photographic Solutions" by J. I. CraMreo
'*%); wo " Chemical Pot" (" Anicr. Ann.." 1919. p. »).
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Sensitometric Methods.

When we expose a plate or film in a camera focussed on a

landscape, we impress upon tho emulsion areas of light of varying

sizes and of varying brightness. After development the negative

is of varying sizes and varying opacity or density,

the relation of tho density of a given area to the intensity of the

light producing it for the particular emulsion depending upon

tho developer and the time of development.

The density of any particular portion of a negative is a measure

capacity for stopping light and is proportional to the total

mass of silver comprising that portion. It can be measured by

chemical analysis, but much more readily by an optical instrument

by comparison with a standard density. In the case of an average

amateur negative the density of the shadows will average 0.25 to

04 and the density of the high-lights from 1.2 to 1.8. One way

of comparing the behaviour of two developers is to expose two

films in a camera <>u the same subject, giving the same exposure,

develop them side by side and compare the densities of correspond-

ing areas of the shadows, middle tones and high lights of the

resultant negatives. This method is not entirely satisfactory

because very few areas of uniform density are large enough to

permit of measurement, and it is not possible to place any two

areas which received the same exposures side by side so as to

compare the densities visually.

It is much more simple, therefore, to expose a negative in 6teps

of gradually increasing exposures so as to correspond with the

shadows, middle tones and high-lights of a subject and use these

traded test strips in place, of actual camera-exposed films because

the developed strips may be placed side by side and a comparison

made of the densities of steps which received identical exposures.

How to Expose a Step Negative.

When measuring the characteristics of a developer in absolute

units, it is necessary to use a standard light-source and a special

rotating disc or drop shutter for obtaining the graded exposures,

but for comparison purposes it is simply necessary to give the

test emulsion about six different steps in exposure, the lowest

step being given such an exposure that after development the step

will be just visible. The exact ratio of the exposures of the

various steps is not important but should be of the order 1, 2.

4, 8, and 16.

To prepare a number of test strips, proceed as follows :

Take a 7 x 5 or 10 x 8 sheet of the film coated with the particular

emulsion to be tested, place in a printing frame, and cover with

an opaque card. Now, make a preliminary test to ascertain the

distance from the exposing light so that an exposure, say of two
seconds, is required to produce a just visible deposit on the film

when developed in the standard developer for an average time.

Then place the frame containing the sheet of film to be exposed
at this determined distance from the light source, and shift the

card so as to expose a strip of the film in the frame for 16

seconds. Then expose new steps after the expiration of 8, 4, 2,

Exposed

16 sees.

8 sees.

i sees.

2 sees.

sees

32 sees.

16 sees.

8 sees.

4 sees.

sees.

Fig. 1.—Method of exposing test film and cutting
into graded test stripe.

and 1 seconds respectively. The last step should be unexposed
so as to serve as a fog test strip. The various steps have, there-

fore, received exposures of 0, 2. 4 8. 12, and 32 seconds respec-

tively (fig. 1). Now, cut the film lengthwise along the dotted lines

so as to give a number of graded test strips.

A quicker method than the above, if a large number of test

strips have to be prepared, is to expose a 10x8 or 7x5 sheet of

film as above, and develop this without cutting along the dotted

lines. This graded strip negative can then be used as a master

negative for printing test strips, the printing exposure being so

adjusted, as described above, that the least exposed step is just

visible after development.

For purposes of comparing developers, the exact ratio of the

exposures for the various steps is unimportant, though it is not

advisable to make the ratio of successive exposure steps greater

than the power of 2.

In some cases it is sufficient to make comparative teste on strips

of film which received only one step in exposure, which are

known as " flashed strips." To prepare a number of flashed

strips expose one half of a large sheet of film eo that after

development the density will be a little less than unity. This
would correspond to a middle tone of an average negative, and

objects should be just visible on looking through the flashed half

of the developed film. The unexposed half serves for the fog

teet. The large sheet should then bo cut lengthwise so as to give

a number of test strips which all received the same exposure.

77ie Use of Graded and Flashed Test Strips.

Flashed strips give only a comparative measure of the maximum
density produced by ths developers. When comparing two similar

developing agents for purity or when comparing contrast

developers, flashed strip tests usually supply all of the information

required. If developers are to be compared for detail rendering

power and for contrast, then graded strips should always be used.

How to Interpret Test Strips After Development.

After development the graded test strips will appear as in

fig. 2. The lowest step, a, is a measure of the fog produced by
development, since this step did not receive any exposure.

Fig. 2.—A step negative as it appears after development.

Always think of the first step, b, and the last step say, g, as

corresponding to the shadows and high-lights in the subject photo-

graphed, the intermediate steps corresponding to the various tones

of the subject. The density of b is a measure of the detail-giving

power of the developer, while the difference between g and b

gives the density contrast. In the case of developers required to

render a minimum exposure, say for high speed photography, the

difference in density between a and 6 should be as great as possible

with enough difference between b and g to give a sufficiently

contrasty print, but with a developer intended for, say, line work,

the density of a should be as low as possible ; that is, the developer

should be free from fog, while tfiat of b and g should be as great

as possible.

Factors to be Considered when Comparing Developers.

An ideal developer is one which will develop rapidly, give good

contrast and shadow detail without producing chemical fog, and
which will deteriorate only slowly ; that is, if it has good keeping

qualities. Other factors are of less importance. The specifications

of ideal developers for various purposes, of course, differ. For
instance, if the most is to be secured from an under-exposed

negative, it should be develbped in a tray with a developer con-

taining caustic alkali, this developer keeping active for only a

very short time. In the case of amateur finishers' and motion

picture film laboratories, a developer is required which will develop

a normally exposed negative in from 5 to 15 minutes, but the

developer must also keep in active condition for two or three weeks.

In order, therefore, to enable the reader to interpret the results

of his tests, it is necessary first to study the various characteristics

of a developer.
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steps a and b. This is obviously the greater the less the fogging

power of the developer. The detail-giving power is usually lowered

bv the addition of potassium bromide, which addition is analogous

to cutting off the same amount of density from each step.

The relative effect of bromide on density is greater on the first

step than on the last, and this Is why when testing a developer it is

advisable to omit the bromide from the test formula. With some

very energetic developers, however, it is advantageous to add a

certain amount of bromide, because in some cases bromide restrains

fog more than the image. In other words, suppose that in five

minutes without bromide step b had a density of 0.4 and then fog

commenced to form. In the next five minutes, suppose a fog density

of 6.2 was formed and the total density of b only grew to 0.5. The
effective density contrast is, therefore, 0.3. Now suppose the addi-

tion of potassium bromide cut down the density of step b to 0.45

and cut the fog down to 0.05. Then the density contrast or effec-

tive density of b is 0.4, showing the advantage of adding bromide

(To be continued.)

J. I. Crabtree.

THE CONTRAST RATING OF GASLIGHT AND
BROMIDE PAPERS.

(A paper read at a recent meeting under the control of the 8c

There is a legitimate desire on the part of photographers to be provided

by the manufacturers of photographic materials with as much reliable

information concerning them as possible. A demand has arisen of late

for the publication of some measure of the contrast-giving quality of

various printing papers in place of the vague descriptions, such as

" hard " and " soft," etc., which prevail at present.

The subject can be profitably discussed under the following head

i

til's.

namely:

—

(a) Whether the contrast quality of a paper can be described by-

one or more numerical constants of the emulsion, and if so,

Whether there are difficulties which prevent the publication

of these constants being of real value in practical pho-

tography, and

Whether there is any alternative scheme.

In considering this matter, we are dealing with the objective phase

of tone reproduction alone, and we are not concerned with the conditions

which must be fulfilled to ensure exact tone reproduction involving the

subjective phase as well. A complete picture of the capacity of any
one printing paper to render tones is given by the characteristic curve.

If two printing papers yield identical characteristic curves, they will

produce similar prints from the same negative, and their respective

contrast qualities will be identical. It is equally true that any lack

of coincidence of the course of the characteristic curves of two papers

will indicate that prints from the same negative on these papers will

differ to some degree. The first part of the problem resolves itself,

therefore, into a description of the paper curve if possible in a simple

manner, so that the description shall be useful in practical photography.

A typical paper characteristic curve (ABCD) is depicted in Fig. 1.

W

(<)

lentilic and Technical Croup of the Royal Photographic Society.)

plates where D= log ,y., T being the transparency of the silver d<

under measurement. A paper density reflecting 5 per cent, of the

light reflected by the white paper base is a density of 1.3, since

Dr = log ~ =~ = log 20 = 1.3.

The characteristic curve of the paper derived in this manner exhibits

the following features :

—

Total Scale (Exposure Range or Exposure Scale).—In Fig. 1 an ex-

posure Ej gives rise to the faintest discernible tone upon the paper and

E,
E

2
gives rise to the deepest black. The ratio p gives the total scale

of the paper. It is that range of exposure which enables the paper to

record all possible (ones from the. faintest grey to the deepest black

I>

This curve is obtained by plotting the reflexion densities of the paper

obtained by full development against the logarithm of the exposures
that give rise to them. The reflexion densities of a paper are measure-

ments fulfilling the equation

Dr = log re , where R is the reflecting power measured decimally

when the silver deposit on the paper is illuminated by a narrow pencil

of light at an angle of 45 and viewed at an angle of 90'. The measure-

ment is analogous to the H. and 1). density measurement in the case of

Fig. 2.

upon full development. In practical printing this measurement is

I to a modification mentioned later. Roughly speaking the

scale of vigorous gaslight paper is 1 to 10 and that of a soft bromide

paper 1 to 50. Soft gaslight papers and hard bromide papers occupy

intermediate positions. The usual condition of successful printing is that

the total scale of the paper in logarithmic units should be equal I

slightly greater than the density scale of the negative. Whereas

papers with the same total scale may yield similar prints from the

negative, two papers with different total scales can never yield priii

the same appearance from the same negative. The total scale is, there-

fore, an important measurement descriptive of one feature of the ft

characteristic curve of the paper. Recently this measurement alone

has been suggested as a measure of the contrast quality of a pi

Alone it would be inadequate.

Oamma.—Aa in the rase of plates, so in the case of papers, the straight

line portion of the characteristic curve (BC in Fig. 1) when produced

downwards will intersect the exposure axis at an angle (0 in Fig. 1}.

The tangent of this angle is the gamma of the paper. It is

recognised practice of skilled photographers to develop gaslight

bromide papers fully. It is known that whereas the gamma of a p

increases as development progresses in just the same manner

does in the case of plates, yet after a comparatively short time of

development, considerably short in fact of the development time used

by good workers, the gamma obtained is the maximum gamma of the
,

J
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aper and furth' n-nt occasions no further in re'ase. The
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•proximately.
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yield different I
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Ktndrring Pcxrtr.— By this term is meant the capacity of a paper
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be paper a
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In the first place, however. I will consider some of the difficulties,

if any, which may prevent all or any of these measurements being of

real practical value in photography.

Agt of the Pricing Paptr.—It ia an unfortunate fact that with age
and the influence of storage conditions the emulsion constants change.
Granting their truth when computed by the paper manufacturer, the

P"P*r when it reaches the user may have changed sufficiently to negative

due of the measurements. When perfectly fresh* paper can be
obtained this obji >hes.

The Meaturement of the Total Scale and of the Maximum Black.—
It might at first sight be considered that the total scale should be the

range of exposures embraced by the whole characteristic curve from the

to the summit (I'M in Fig. 4.) In ordinary printing this is not

practicable, and the total scale which can be utilised at any one time
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ia considerably short of this. Die extent to which modification of the

total scale and maximum black is needed in practice 11 illustrated in

- the gamma of this paper be 2, so that the angle made b\

straight line portion with the log exposure axis is 63 . Choose two

points A and B on the straight line portion of the paper curves so that

density A is just perceptibly darker than density ''. The diffei

betweeu A and B will be about 0.02. Construct t he right-angled triangle

•o that A<' on.'. Than from tangent

"

t

. we have 2 ^ . . BC - .01. But BC = log E, - log K„

therefore the exixwure increase required to give the least perceptible

difference in paper densities lying upon the straight lino portion of the

91 in lug units, or an increase in exposure of 2J per oatrb

in ordinary a

'lie "shoulder" of the paper curve. Choose a point

X and draw FK as a tangent. Complete the right-angled triangle

0.02 and represents the smallest perceptible paper

density difference. Just as BC represented an exposure required to

register a paper density difference lower down in the curve, so does

present another exposure difference necessary to record the least

perceptible paper density difference at X. Obviously FG ia greater

than BC, and the higher the [Mint N is placed the greater FG becomes.

If the angle KFG be II then as tangent 11° is !,, FG must equal 0.1,

- poeure difference (log E, — log E,) of 0.1 is equivalent to a I

cerjt>-waO««ne in exposure in order to record a least peroeptible paper

nee. A fundamental difference between the paiHT den

on the straight line portion and those on the curved ixirtions of

Uie paper characteristic curve ia that the latter require very much

greater exposure differences, and hence greater negative density

differences, to bring out the paper tones, and tho matter becomes worse

igherthe |*.int X Ik- taken or the lower the point 0. Xonega'

made will comply with these paper requirement* driven to exti

It has been considered by Meea, Nutting and Jones that when it takes

more than 9 increase in exposure to register a separate paper

the useful limit of the paper in practical printing has been re*

Practically speaking, then, the total scale is represented by the n
range required to give <> N and Hot I' H utd the maximum black in

iocta X and not M. The ix»inU N and O are such that the gradient

. . (
dD )

of the curve at these iK.int*
rf j g 0.2. It remains for thin

clear

1 This Bears U purely .11 >gr . ounatlc, and Is exaggerated for the Saks of
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meeting to decide whether manufacturers can agree to such a standard

f.,r total scale and maximum black. It is to he feared that both these

measurements may beecome the butt of competitive advertising, and

that the larger they are the better they will be considered by the public.

It is almost certain that the scale I'M will be chosen by some manufac-

turers, and also M as a measure of black. If that be so, the utility of

the measurements in practical work will be largely nullified.

The Measurement of Gamma.—This should present little difficulty.

The gamma required is that attained on full development (yx ). The

prevalence of under-development on the part of paper-users will tend

to prevent them from deriving the full benefit from the information that

a yap measurement gives. However, that will be the fault of the users.

The Measurement of Rendering Power.—The need for a conventional

measurement of total scale has been mentioned. As the rendering

power is a relationship between that portion of the characteristic

curve which is straight and the total scale, and as the length of the

straight line portion is occasionally a matter of opinion, I can see but

little hope that manufacturers' figures will be comparable. It is

also extremely unlikely that papermakers are going to advertise a low

rendering power when they hapjjen to be so unfortunate as to make

a batch of paper less good than usual. I am convinced that this difficulty

will exist and that it is a very real one. It is equally applicable to all

sensitometric measurements indicative of quality.

It would appear, therefore, that there are a considerable number

of difficulties to overcome in order that the four constants described

can be published and serve as a measure of the contrast-giving qualities

of a printing paper. These difficulties diminish if we can decide to

discard some of the constants and regard one, or possibly two, of them

as sufficiently descriptive to serve our present purpose. I regard the

measurement of the gamma infinity as absolutely essential. I would like

to retain the measurement of the total scale if possible, and thus make

the gamma and total scale the minimum requirement of a statement as to

contrast quality. I think that the maximum density and the rendering

power could be discarded, although to those who appreciate their sig-

nificance these constants convey eloquent information as to the quality

of the paper. It seems to me that this meeting might consider to what

extent the gamma infinity alone would constitute a satisfactory measure

of the paper contrast. In my experience it is seldom that a developing

out paper when fully developed yields a characteristic curve with an

angle of less than 50° to the exposure axis, nor is it usual for the slope

of a vigorous paper to be more than 70°. The tangent of the former

(gamma) is 1.2 and that of the latter about 2.6. I can see no objection

to the use of the actual gamma figures on the paper package, though

some manufacturers may prefer to use letters or marks synonymous

therewith.

So far as we have gone, therefore, I am of the opinion that—(1)

The contrast quality of a paper can be fully described by the measure-

ment of :—(a) Gamma infinity, (b) Total scale, (c) Maximum density.

(d) Rendering power.

2) Of these four constants the gamma infinity measurement is

essential, the total scale very desirable, and the remaining two

are probably optional so far as an approximate contrast des-

cription is concerned.

(3) A stale or semi-stale paper cannot be relied upon to behave in

accordance with its description when freshly made.

(4) The measurement of these constants presents difficulties, par-

ticularly in regard to total scale and rendering power. It is

unlikely that various manufacturers' figures will be comparable.

(5) There is danger that competitive advertising will impair the

accuracy of any measurements.

An Alternative Scheme.

Let us consider whether there is any alternative scheme which will

do away with the necessity of publishing the emulsion constants. A

finished print owes its appearance to the collective action of the emulsion

properties, of which the more important have been described in this

paper. Prints upon different papers from the same test negative would

indicate by their similarity in general appearance that for practical

print production the papers had similar properties. On the other hand,

marked dissimilarity between the prints would indicate that one or

more of the emulsion constants of one paper differed from those of

another. It might be possible for manufacturers to adopt about six

standards of contrast, ranging from the present-day vigorous gaslight

paper standard to that of a soft bromide paper. Using a test negative

kept for the purpose, a set of prints illustrating each of these broad

contrast classifications would enable further batches of paper to be

classified by visual comparison. The eye is able to judge print differ-

ences and print similarities tolerably well when the prints compared

are of the same size and the same depth and are made from the same

negative. The six degrees of contrast could be labelled by the manu-

facturer in an appropriate manner (A to F or 1 to 6), so that the

could order a similar stock of paper by quoting the maker's classification.

Such a scheme is, of course, merely an advance in point of fine cl

fication over the present system of descriptive words, viz., hard and

soft, etc.

I am not in the position to venture an opinion as to the feasibility

of this alternative scheme or otherwise. If it be a fact that the present,

day manufacture of developing out papers is so advanced in control that

manufacturers can turn out papers of different degrees of contrast

at will, then there should be no difficulty in adopting a scheme of classi-

fication similar to the one described, to the material advantage of

photographers. The effect of age upon the classification would remain

a disability and various makers would probably have different standards

and classification marks. In the course of time, however, the big

user might learn that Messrs. X's paper classified as 3 was equivalent

to Messrs. Y's paper classified as^B, and so on. If, on the other hand,

the degree of contrast exhibited by an emulsion be not completely

under the manufacturer's control, then difficulties are apparent at once.

If, for example, a manufacturer supplies a paper, and subsequently

fails to repeat the manufacturing conditions with sufficient exactitude

to renew that emulsion, there will be immediate dissatisfaction with

the scheme. An admission of inability to repeat a paper whenever

required would be exceedingly damaging to any firm that adopted a

policy so honest. It must be confessed that the ignorance displayed

by the average photographer concerning the fundamental properties

of the materials at his disposal practically compels manufacturers to

describe their products in the way that photographers find most pleasing,

whether that description be strictly truthful or not. It would be futile

to consider any scheme of contrast rating without bearing in mind

the possibility of false description. The well-known mis-statements

of H. and D. speed numbers in the ease of plates are an eloquent object-

lesson in this respect.

There is a remaining point of considerable importance. As the

development of a paper proceeds there is an increase in gamma, an

increase in the black attained, and a decrease in the total scale. When

gamma infinity is reached by a sufficiently full development, these

measurements reach their final values and remain constant during

further development, Whatever the manufacturer publishes, whether

emulsion constants or a classification mark, the information should

be that obtained be development to the gamma infinity of the paper.

It is an unfortunate fact that few workers develop bromide paper to

gamma infinity, and few who attempt to do so are frequently deceived

when unexpectedly they obtain a batch of paper particularly slow in

development. In order that the makers' classification should bear

fruit in practice, it is essential for photographers to develop their prints

fully. I have indicated elsewhere that factorial development enables

this to be done with certainty, but this method appears to remain neg-

lected, particularly by professional photographers. It appears to me,

therefore, that it will be necessary for paper manufacturers to give

some indication as to whether the user is dealing with a paper of quick

or slow developing properties, in order that the under-development

of the latter type may be avoided, and so that the paper may yield

a finished print in accordance with its specification.

B. T. J. Glover.

Change of Business Name.—Mrs. Beatrice Cundy, of 12 (late 6),

Baker Street, Portman Square, London, W.l, writes :—" Owing to

family reasons, as from March 7, 1922, I am closing down the

business which has been run in my maiden name of Lena Connell.

Alter that date I intend professionally specialising in at-home

portraiture in mv married name, Beatrice Cundy. Sittings can

still be arranged for, and particulars given at the above address.
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P» \L PHOTOGRAPHERS- ASSOCIATION.
1 "t TMK Councix,

Voir Council are gratified to record that during the year 1921 the
influx of new subscribers has been fully maintained—126 being an
advance upon the past average. Resignations have been few, and

I cases were attributed to unavoidable causes.
The year haa been productive of pronounced advancement in

late methods and policy, culminating :

—

1

1
a change of date and headquarters of the 1922 Congress.

(2) In the important -teps taken l.y your Council in regard to
the incorporation of t! tion, and it is satisfactory to

unanimity that prevailed when the whole scheme was
10 the members at the Special General Meeting held

••ruber 9, when it >- moved and carried unanimously " thai
'he Association do continue and act upon the reso-

n passed at the Annua! General Meeting held April 22
'•greet wee; etc.

rpnration has proved a tiresome and tedious- procedure, but
patience at .1 «kill of the honorary solicitor (Mr.

f the firm 1 Morris and Stone), the
Association is now an accomplished fact.

April 18-22, and though the whole of
- daring the time of strikes and the

of a general railway stoppage, everything
I was successfully carried out

programme of lectures and demonstrations, covering a wide
1, was a full one. The contributors included : Mr.

" u Madame \ Uuboshey,
Mr ( P. 1 .. .wher, K.R.P.S., Mr. A. C. Brabam (Autotype Co.),

H Greenway
visit to the Goildhall, the Courts and Museum, and the

kindly welcome extended by Sir Louis Alfred Newton on behalf of
Mayor, was characteristic of the world-

pitality of the City of London Corporation, and was
y appreciated by the visitors.

extended by Sir William Jury to witness at his
private 'heatre a demonstration of Prizma motion colour photo-
graphy was largely attended.

pecial feature of the week's entertainments w^is the invitation
a works of Kodak, Limited, at Harrow. The plans made

were at the last moment upset (owing to Government restrictions)
and the railway company telegraphed their inability to fulfil the
contract with Messrs. Kodak to supply a special train, but with
commendable promptitude a fleet of motor char-a-bancs was

-d and the large party of guests (conveyed to their destination
by that means) spent a most interesting and enjoyable afternoon
and evening.

The picture exhibition at the Royal Horticultural Hall—designed
to illustrate and advertise the present position of professional

.iraphy. was another step in advance of former efforts, but
wring to the lack of wall space it was only possible to accommodate
a limited number of the pictarea sent in. There waa a notable
increase of technical and commercial exhibits.
A happy termination of the Congress proceedings was the annual

r, held at Gatti'i Restaurant, Strand, on the evening of
Friday, 22nd, when a large company assembled to do honour to

itgoing and incoming presidents—Messrs. Frank Brown,
Leicester, and A. Swat; Watson. Edinburgh.
The 1922 Cong-.ess is arranged to take place at Princes Galleries,

W.. September 11-15 inclusive..

\...,t tour,.
: ha • pleasure in referring to the viaH paid in July

ixrica l.v Mr. Reginald Haines, who, at his own expense,
represented this Association at the Buffalo Photographic Conven-

wbere he was meat kindly received and officially welcomed.
n October meeting of the Council Mr Haines described his
encea, and announced that the happy thought of presenting

be name of the P. P. A. a miniature replica of the British
Del flag, was received with great enthusiasm, and added that

it waa immediately- decided to return the compliment.

the evening of September 14 the Council entertained to
dinner the world renowned men's photographer, Mr. Pirie

loaald, of New Vorl n. opportunity was taken I.

guest to convey in glow.i..- terms the appreciation felt by the
American photographers al the brotherly message, of goodwill

them from England by Mr. Haine*. Mr. Macdonal.l
i Tiyiction that a bond of fellowship was n

lished that would pi useful to both coantrii
It ii in sorrow the death of Mr 9. H Fry haa I

He pease,) away on Friday. July 8. One of the first suhnr.
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members, he lived to do good work for the P. P. A. : was many

voar s -i member of the Council, and filled the posts of honorary

tary and trustee. At the invitation of the Council

Hi (leorge Hana accepted the vacant trusteeship.

Hie advantages in the reduction of premiums offered by tin

British Dominions Fire Co. have been largely accepted—the sum

represented being £41,844. The probable stocking of celluloid flat

films and the attitude to be adopted towards members by this

Company, have been fully discussed in conference, and a satisfactory

understanding come to, whereby no extra premium will be charged.

After a series of deputations and discussions with the West

minster Electric Light Co your Council have been successful in

obtaining a reduced rate of 4d. per unit for studio arc lamps and

special lighting equipment.

At the request for professional portrait exhibits by the Canadian

Government, yonr Council authorised the Sub-Committee to collect

and send some picture? to the Vancouver Exhibition. A collection

was forwarded and much appreciated, and it is pleasing to note

that two of our members, viz , Messrs. Herbert Lambert and

William Crooke, were each awarded a silver cup. Exhibits were

also forwarded to the South African and Copenhagen Exhibitions.

Tt is gratifying to record that cordial relations are still maintained

between ourselves and kindred societies in other lands.

In the course of the year your Council has dealt with requests

for guidance and advice upon a wide range of professional subjects,

including :—Damage of goods by rail and post: Rent Restrictions

Act; assistants' wages; early closing; ancient lights; visits of

travelling photographers to a town, and how to frustrate their

methods; income tax; exchange and sale; apprenticeship; diffieu!

ties with the Press; infringement of copyright; employers'

liability ; ownership of negatives
;
general insurance, etc.

Many letters of thanks, and in some cases thank-offerings, have
been received.

Two cases were of outstanding interest, clearly illustrating the

influence of the Association when used in support of a member :

—

(1) The premises of a country member were burnt out, but the

settlement of the claim was held up owing to a disagreement
between the opposing fire assessors over the amount to be allowed
for salvage. The aid of the Association was sought, and a
meeting of the parties was arranged in London, resulting in a
satisfactory settlement of the dispute.

(2) Early in September a member complained that after his

camera had Been placed in the luggage van of a Great Western
train, he was charged for its transit, and was unsuccessful in

getting the money refunded. The matter was laid before the
Council, and the General Manager written to, and on September
28 a deputation waited upon him at Paddington Station. After
some discussion a promise was given that the matter should
have consideration. It has since transpired that cameras carried
as personal luggage will not be charged for.

The scale of Press minimum reproduction fees arranged and
fixed by your Association is working satisfactorily. A copy of the
agreed scale may be obtained by application to the secretary.
The attendance record is as follows—the number of Council

meetings held being 11, and Finance meetings 11.

Council.

CountryLondon.
Angus Basil ... 11

Arthur Bennett 5

Gordon Chase ... 10
Alexander Corbett ... ... 10

C. F. Dickinson ... 7

Alfred Ellis ... 11

W. E. Gray ... 7

Reginald Haines ... 10

George Hana ... 11

Richard N. Speai ... 9
H. A. St Georgi ... 9
F. G. Wakefield ... ... 10

Marcus Adams .. 11

Frank Brown 9

W. B. Chaplin 7

H. A. L. Chapman ... 4
lorn Chidlev 5
William Ilhngworth .. 10
Herbert Lambert 6
Fred. Read .. !

H. C. Spink .. 4
T. C. Turn,, 2
A. Swan Watson 5
W. H. Wedlake ... 7
Halksworth Wheeler 5

I EE.

9

... 11

... 10

9

Mr. Chase
.

. Corbett
.. Ellis

Haines
.. Speaight 8

.. Wakefield 4

Tne ,Dal Association are hereby tendered to the editors
of the " British Journal of Photography," " Amateur Photo-
grapher," Houghton's "Bulletin." the " Photoirranhic Dealer."

and the Kodak " Professional Photographer," for publi

reports and helpful reference to the Association's work. The
Council also desires to place on record its thanks to Mr. Reginald

Vaughan, the honorary solicitor, for his continued assistance and
guidance

On behalf of the Council.

Lang Sims,

Secretary.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The New President.

In electing to the Presidency of the Society Mr. W. L. F. Wastell,

the members have paid a deserved tribute to one who has identified

himself with the practice of photography for many years, ai

contributions, which for the most part have been anonymous, has

done a very great deal to promote a sound knowledge of pi

graphic technique These writings of Mr. Wastell's are thus mucb

Portrait by] [George Hawkings.

Me. W. L. F. Wastell,
Elected President of the Royal Photographic

Society, March 14, 1922.

less widely known than the weekly page of humour, often embody-
ing much sound sense, which for nineteen years past he has written

in " Photography," now the " Amateur Photographer." As the

author of " Piffle " " The Walrus " has become a celebrity, enjoying

the affections of photographers to a degree which is certainly not

equalled by any of those whose work for the photographic press

has dealt with the severe technics of the subject, or even in the
endless discussions of pictorial questions. These chapters of wit

and nonsense now number nearly 1,000. Some day, perhaps. Mr.
Wastell may collect them in book form, endowing the craft,

speak, with a comic history of photography in the style of Gilbert •

a Beckett. To what extent he will be able to import a humorous
flavour at Russell Square into discussions of halide grains or

gamma infinity remains to be seen, but we have our hopes for the

best. By profession a school-master, whose scholastic work has

been chiefly in mathematics and English, Mr. Wastell brings to the

affairs of the Royal a trained and logical mind, and we have confi-

dence that under his guidance the Society will progress on sound
lines. His photographic interests are broad, and, outside photo-
graphy, his amateur pursuits include water-colour painting, the

violin, wood-working, books, and, as we have heard him remark,
influenza in all its varieties.

Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., are issuing an attractive shelf

slip to dealers. The words " Insist on a Dallmeyer Lens " appear
ebitp ivnrv-likp lelt.erc n?1 wt nlnfth
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Exhibitions.

: Y.
-nth Annual exhibit as opened

last wee,, London .\ -;ham, and will

^^B*° °I '"> --''I' >n»t. Although called the twenty-

^Hb annual • it ia eight years since the last one was
beU The Inch is now one of the foremost in London,
has :-• faniuoi for iU exhibit;'- fot dm I and their

of some considerable importance,

wther gave on tlie opening evening an enter-

ta n,r lecture aiture and Col.

opened b;. !l R< dn
Dr. Rodm.i the exhibition

>, said he was »ery pleased with th I of work.
raa also pleaaed to see the South I. resuscitated

a laps* of some rears, and it wait more J know that

affiliated with the I nee 1888—
meant that it was society affiliated with the
body. Sooth London always had a i for good

hat commanded a d.

and he eongrataJatad the mexnb,

Berlra- acted as ind made i

\ bert Lambert

;

^o van Wadenoynen and J. I.omax

Miss Dora Head
md W i

' ISr-.i

H Hows

eqoe

following

BratUM

Harry

BroBaM

, Louis

r w.
•a D:

tion.

Pi kwell I.

...11.

on loan, and not

Manorial '

ir-ri?,-

Hon

rtitioo, fa-

il and technical

ch 4 tf

tinstone sn<

t*ry.

ulars

Beaoval Road.

from

Par-

arorth

Colin

22 JA^^^^^^^HMMjHfaaV
Mary, W I

r Latest

eraham.

mm Photographic
TO Psrticnlars from

"

I

" n '•' Association,
.llenes. P rade and Pro-

New
loan exhi-

Isrcns

September 18 to October 28.- Royal Photograph* Society. Latest
date for entries by carrier. August 25. Particulars from the

tary. Royal Photographic Societv 35. Russell Square,
London, W.C.I.

Patent News.

,/,li,,,t UJns n<nl tpecificatione—are treated in
" Photo Mtc/tani tal Xotet."

Applications February 27 to March 4 :—
Dkvilopinc Tank.—No 5,971. Tank for developing and fixing
photographic films. Amalgamated Photographic Manufacturers

.tid M. Rycott

Colour Photography. No. 6,099. Apparatus for reproduction on
t«er of Autochrnme, etc., plates in colours. E.Hucno.

6.SBS Oolbnr photography. Sir
B. Forbes.

Divsxopino Appsrati > No. 6.292.
photographic films. L. M. Ellis.

imo AjJUUTTrt.—No 6,115. Photographic printing appara-
tus.- J. Evans

PmiNrs.— X... 5.785. Production and finishing of photo-
graphic prints. G. E. Hadley.

a Photography.—Xo. 6,291.
photography. J. Mroz

Rirxa.su Processes- No. 5,873.
ceases . Kodak, Ltd

PjWKHIuranc Sound Wavrs.—No
ware photograms. It. Mylo.

CiMMArooRAPBT— No. 6,471. Proj.
Hardy Motion Picture Machine Co.

Cinekatoorapht.—No 6,325. Automatic
W. C. Chamberlain.

Apparatus for dereloping

Apparatus for multi-colour

Photographic reversal pro

5,960. Production of sound

moving pictures

picture projection

of

RAPHT-—No. 6.408. Records for cinematography W
Gowlland.

b
' '

lAPHi So. 6,116. Cinematographic screens. A. V. F

UPIE IE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Then iprcifications are obtainable, price If- each, -pott free, from

Patent Office, tS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lanr ,

The date in bracket! it that of application in this country; ,r
•I, in the com "/ patenli granted under the International

\ vt ntton.

ii» ScRRO" -No, 174,067 i May 17. 1921). This in-

vention relates to opaque screens for me in connection with cine

matograpfa lant«rn» and liko projection apparatus, of the kin I

ng a metallic surface formed of powdered aluminium, a

bronze, ate. The invention consiaU in an opaque screen having a
metallic surface formed of powdered aluminium or tiio liko upon
a coloured background and matted by means of barium sulphate.

. .a^Sajpct of the invention is to make such screens capable of

pfoJSSnf a colour effect inatead of the usual black and white
effort produced by the present screens of this type, and to reduce
as far aa possible the shadow effect which is rather pronounced
with metallic or metalised screens when viewed from acute angles

and to obtain an even diffusion of light at all angles of observa-

tion. Whilst any colours except black and white may be used,

toe colours preferably used are orange, or red, as being most
suitable for general use. Green and blue backgrounds may be
suitable for reproducaion of wooded and like scenery and of sea-

Whilst the metalised surface of the screen has generally the

effect of reflecting the light and of producing a very clear repro-

duction of fine detail, the coloured background has the effect of

giving a certain tone to the picture.

For reducing the shadow effect and for matting the brilliant

metallic surface barium sulphate is used as a final coating, which

ia applied to the metallic coating. The barium sulphate may al--

mixed with the metallic powder.
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TJ tJie metallic surface may be pro-

duced in any suitable manner, but it is preferred to prepare this

background in suoh a manner as to enable the metallic surface

to be formed thereon in the usual manner.

A screen embodying the features of the invention may be pre-

pared in the following manner. A canvas or cotton fabric in one

seamless sheet is prepared in the usual way for painting. One or

more coats of paint oootaining each white lead, red lead (or

orange powder or other colouring matter), genuine linseed oil

and liquid dryers, are then applied either by means of a brush or

of a hand-spraying machine. If hand-painting is used the surface

should be carefully stippled. A final coat is then applied which

contains, in addition to the above-mentioned ingredients, heavy

stand oil. A metallic powder, for instance aluminium powder,

is then thrown by hand upon the final coating, which should be

in a suitable condition, i.e., nearly dry, but should have sufficient

ta.kiness to hold the powder. The metallic powder is gently

brushed all over the surface and is finally, after a suitable interval,

brushed off. The powder may, of course, be applied in any other

suitable manner, for instance, it may be sprayed on. The sheet

is then -sprayed with a mixture of highly refined barium sulphate

and glue, dissolved in water. Instead of spraying the barium

sulphate on to the aluminium, the barium sulphate may he mixed

with the aluminium.

The combination of a coloured background with a metallic sur-

face consisting of powdered metal and matted by means of barium

sulphate is the main feature of the invention, the object of the

coloured background being to soften the hard effect produced

by the metallic surface and to give a definite tone to the pioture.

—Julian Macartney Ogilvie, 24, Nevern Square, Earls Court,

London.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance —
Cinematograph*.—No. 175,968. Motion -picture projection appara-

tus. Pathe Cinema Anciens Etablissements Pathe Freres.

Image Transforming Method.—No. 175,988. Method of trans-

forming photographic silver images into tanned gelatine images.

P. Schrott.

Shutters.—-No. 175,991. Photographic shutters A. Wollensak

and F. A. G. Pirwitz.

Photographinc, Moont Everest.—Describing the preparations

for this year's Mount Everest Expedition " The Times " gives

the name of Capt. J. B. L. Noel, M.G.C., as the photographic

officer, and says that the photographic outfit is very complete.

The apparatus includes three cinematograph cameras, of which one

is equipped with a battery of lenses up to 20-in. focal length ; two
panoramic cameras, of which one rotates through the complete

circle; four cameras for glass plates, including one 7^ in. by 5 in.,

all fitted with telephoto lenses; one stereoscopic camera, and five

Kodaks, besides a variety of private cameras belonging to different

members of the party. The dark-room equipment includes all that

i» required for developing cinematograph films in the field.

The American Bush for Royal Wedding Pictures.—The
" Star" gives further details of the extraordinary scrimmage for

films and prints of the Eoyal wedding. It is stated that when
the 'Olympic" reached New York she was besieged by a horde
of photographers' assistants trying to secure the photographs which
were in charge of the purser. Eight tugs lined up alongside the

ship the moment she dropped anchor, and as soon as the liner was
cleared by the doctors the photographers scrambled aboard and
charged for the purser's room. There was a howl of dismay when
the purser announced that he could not deliver the films until the
ship had docked. Pleas and protests were unavailing until a com-
mittee of the photographers sought out Captain Hambleton, who
cave instructions to the purser to hand over the pictures to those

having orders to receive them. Then another merry battle ensued,

the photographers' assistants rushing back to the dock, knocking
passengers right and left in their frantic efforts to save precious

minutes. One man had his films in a waterproof cylinder, to

which several toy balloons were attached, in order to give the

cylinder buoyancy.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, March 20.

Birmingham Photographic Art Club. Slide Night.

Bradford P.S. "Gum Bichromate." J. Harold Leighton
Dewsbury P.S. " Holiday Rambles." Alf. Darley.
Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. " Bromoil." A. H. Johnst
Glasgow and W. of Scot. Amat. P.A. Affiliation Competition i

1

and " Amateur Photographer " Prize Slides, 1921.

Kidderminster P.S. Annual Competition.
Leeds Camera Club. Exhibition of Members' Work.
Rotherham P.S. " Intensification and Reduction." A. Dordan P
Southampton Camera Club. Lantern Slide Competition.
South London P.S. " Wonderlands of the Western World."

J. Dudley Johnson.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Rambles in Somerset and Wiltshire.''

W. A. Mackie.
Walthamstow P.S. " Improving the Print." W. Bullock.

Tuesday, March 21.

R.P.S. " Landscape from the Practical Side." S. Bridget.

F.R.P.S.
Bournemouth Camera Club. " A Talk on Lantern Slides. " R. Y.

Banks.
Cambridge Phot. Club. "Greenland." Prof. A. C. Seward.
Exeter Camera Club. " Through the Grecian Archipelago." Messrs.

Butcher and Sons.
Hackney P.S. " After-Treatment of the Negative." E. W. Taylor.

Leeds Phot. Soc. Annual Meeting.
Nelson P.S. " Spark Photography." W. D. Chalmers.
South Glasgow C.C. Lantern Slide Monthly Competition.
South Shields P.S. " Enlarging." Fred Buffham.
Stalybridge P.S. "Bits of Wales." J. W. Pickering.
Tyneslde P.S. " Pictorial Photography." H. S. Becke.

Wednesday A'Tarch 22
Belfast C.P.A. Camera Club. '''The Wave Theory of Light."

R. Stanley, B.A.
Borough Poly. P.S. Second Lecturette Competition.
Catford C.C. " Simple Picture Making." R. H. Lawton
Croydon C.C. Novelties and Home-Made Apparatus.
Dennistoun Amat. P.A. Portfolio and Lantern Slides.

Ilford P.S. " A Holiday in Kent and Surrey." W. E. Lambert
Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Photo-micrograp"hic Soc. Members' Evening.
Rochdale Amat. Phot. Soc. " Development of the Plate." A. F.

Barnes.
Rotherham P.S. " The Making of Portraits." C. Pollard Crowther.
South Suburban P.S. " Through the Grecian Archipelago.''

W. Butchers and Sons.
Wombwell P.S. " Home Photography." A. Dordan Pyke.

Thursday, March 23.

Camera Club. " Composition as Taught by the Works of the Old
Masters." Mr. Spurrier, R.O.I.

Gateshead Camera Club. "The Effect of Light in' Photography.''
Douglas Weddell.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Some Pitfalls of Por-
traiture and How to Avoid Them." A. J. Lyddon.

Letchworth Camera Club. " Amateur Work with the Camera."
S. F. Clarke.

Liverpool Amat. P.A. " Old Shrewsbury." F. C. Larkin.
North Middlesex P.S. Lecturette Competition.

Friday, March 24.

Partick Camera Club. "The Art of Picture Making." Dan Dunlop.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual general meeting held on Tuesday evening last,

the President, Dr. G. H. Rodman, in the chair, was opened by
a discussion as to whether smoking should be allowed at the meet-
ings. The conclusion arrived at was to allow smoking at any
meeting except those at which lantern slides were to be shown.
The President then suggested that the report of the Council should
be taken as read and discussed paragraph by paragraph.
One member very kindly suggested that the salaries of the

secretary and his staff should be increased, but as there was a
slight deficit on the balance-sheet, owing to a large number of

members having not paid their subscriptions, this suggestion was
said to be rather difficult to carry out.

It is gratifying to note from the report that the Journal is now
being published in eleven monthly issues instead of eight, and that

the advertising department has been transferred to the Society's
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house Many thanks are due i< his many
valuable suggestion* and advice.

: regard to the annual Exhibition, it was announced that it

was hoped to have an improved method for showing lantern slides

romes at the next Exhibition.

>l« of thanks was passed to Miss M. Talbot for the addition

pieces of apparatus to the Fox-Talbot collec-

'.ioi. Fox-Talbot Memorial, Dr. Hodman said

Ma h* thought it might take the form of a lecture or scholarship^o members of the Society, ami that further contributions

^^M -still be very welcome.

very valua n to students of photography has
scientific and Technical Group of

Abstract*," under the al Mr B. V

r torial Group which was formed during the year is also

§ to the officers and staff followed, and Mr. J. B
en read the report of the srruttor- ballot for

f members, which had resulted as follow* i

—

Htiidtnt
Mr. W I. 1

Mr f f Renwick, II
Hon. Tttn, .

mty Mtm/.trs ot Countil

J.P

>u

lidrnt declared the meeting closed

Mi

I I C
1 II

W

\

called

• ton to

arried

I oolaon were rr

I'M

at ! ..bur

I hooaon, E D You,
Oeorp-

'•n Watson. Mr. J. Campbell
•nt) in the chair.

saeKing unanimously appointed Meaara Balmam and Kergus-
mniittee to condoet Clam Examination al

-••cxetary read a lettei

rapoar. of Bridga-of-Allan, reqrsmliim to know
r membership of the Sex as pointed

- present c> he waa n- for member

-

he Society would l- rum a* a member
ition wa* alter«d at a general me>

May
—

*

Swan Wataon reported the remit ol

and gave the lmprasaiona he> had recaissad from hk visit

which the pupils ware receiving

. wax excellent Mr. Campbell
also •xpreaaed himself a* brine favourably improw '

•poke) of the benefit*

•n al theae "lasses, giving as an example
one by aa aaaistant the previoua week. A photograph of a

ased. was alteration*.

igi'.a, phoOjvrat'h showed '•• .•'tl«fnan with a ha! or. and

in »hirt sleeves, in a garden. A copy negative was made, the hat
blocked out and a small enlargement made, and from another snap
showing the hair, the assistant drew on the hair, and put a coat on,
the result being most successful. This young assistant had less than
two winters at Mr. Young's drawing and retouching classes.

A long discussion then took place as to the desirability of holding
a Congress and extending the membership. Several members gave
their views on the matter, and ultimately it was resolved to extend
the membership to those carrying on business in the country, and
that when the constitution of the Society fell to be altered a rule

would be added accordingly, whereby the area would be extended
and country members admitted to the Society. It was resolved to

take the opinion of the Glasgow Society on this matter, and Messrs.

Harper and Young were appointed to go to Glasgow on an early date

and discuss the whole matter with the Society there

With regard to holding a Congress, Mr. Moffat stated that the

idea waa that a hall should be rented where an exhibition of pro-

fessional work would be held. Photographers would also be able

ti take space and show their work separately. Several of the large

dealers had intimated their intention of taking stands. The ques-

tion was discussed as to the exclusion of amateurs from the

•a and demonstrations, and the general opinion of the meet-

ing was that these should be only for members of the Congress,

who would be admitted on showing their badges. Further informa-

tion was neoe«*ary, however, before the 8ociety could decide as to

how the Congress should run, and it was resolved to continue the

discussion at a subsequent meeting.

News and Notes.

traits on Tka villi, i \ v 'iter in one of the

ng papers says that travellers' advices should not be complete

without a photograph depicting " our representative who wiM

have the pleasure of calling on you."

Press Fhotucrju-hebh' Wages.—A Trade Union newspaper

•tales that negotiations are in progress with the Press Photo-

graphers I i' Association for a new agreement, that the

ulna- r satisfactory, and " unless a Eton conciliatory

- manifested a serious situation may shortly arise."

• rooaArHv is WaastDMrOa' Museum.—We learn from our

American • m temporaries that the National Museum at Washing-

Ion ha* one large snd well filled room devoted to the history and

progress of photography. Here the interested visitor may find

a little of anything and everything photographic ; old Daguerreo-

plain silver, carbon, platinum and other prints, apparatus

- dreamed of to-day, motion picture machines, early

methods of cameras and apparatus, modern pictorial work, air-

plane cameras, process cameras and lenses, colour photographic

lection is, however, it is not com-

plete; there are gaps in the line of exhibits, and an appeal for

mora photographic material is being made.

.rOORAPBS is Oin Worlp Cottage Decoration. Writing on

the furnishing of thatched old world cottages, a writer in the

ronicle " ssys :—" Photographs should never hang upon

the wall* of an old world cottage. Some people ding to examples

of th« photawjaphic art and like portraits ' about them,' but they

look out of place amidst old china and pictures. A woman with

exquisite ta»te for furniture combined with sentimental leanings

towards photographs of relation* and friends solved the problem in

quite a novel way. She had all photographs in standing frames

and kept tham in a bureau drawer. Each day she put one out,

substituting it for that which had looked upon the world the day

before. In this way they were all given the honour of gracing her

small and well polished occasional table. Another woman revived

the old-fashioned album, beautifully disguised in modern tooled

leather, and all photographs were kept in this volume."

Mohlet —The Morley Amateur Photographic

Society having been given an oxydised silver shield by tho resi-

dent* of the town to be competed for annually, the council, at a

special meeting held <•'• March 9. decided to hold an exhibition

and ( . (which will he open to all amateur photographers

who are residents in England, Scotland and Wales) from April 22

to 29 next, when the following prizes will be given :—The shield,
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which is to l>e held by the winner for twelve months and then

returned to the society, also a silver oxydised medal and £1 ; a

second price of 15s. ; and a third prize of ten shillings. The
judges for the competition will be Mr. Harold G. Grainger, of

Leeds, and Mr. Harold A. Crawford, president of the Leeds

Photographic Society. The latest closing date for entries will be

April 14 next. Entry forms and particulars may be had frcm Mr.

R. Spence, 26, South Queen Street, Morley, near Leeds.

Correspondence.

*»* ( omspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

•*• We do not undertake responiibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspnodents

.

IMPROVING CAMERA CASES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reply to Mr. T. P. MaoNally, allow me to say

that the Thornton-Pickard Company studded both the case and the

reflex camera supplied to me. The case, which is of the attache
pattern, besides having good-sized studs on the bottom, is also

studded at this side. The camera base is also treated in a like

manner. It is a splendid idea which I have very often appre-
ciated.—Yours faithfully,

W. J. Wbay.

Answers to Correspondents.
»

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply ; S-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to Jie answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach
us not later than Tuesday {posted Monday)^ and should ~be

addressed to the Editors.

B. R.—We have never heard that the big shipping companies have
photographic service on their vessels.

W. H.--The screens are made by Kodak, Ltd. (Wiattm Division),
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, who will send you, on request, a book-
let describing them.

P. G. J.—Any good ready-made distemper is suitable, or you can
the Vanguard " Kalko " background paint, which is made

in black, white and grey.

V. J.—Providing films are carefully handled, that is, not rubbed
against one another, a waterproof ink is fairly satisfactory, as
is also a copying-ink pencil.

L. E. D—'Die reports are at the moment a little confusing owing
to rivalry of esta.bliahmen.ts issuing them. Some time must
eiiipse before the matter can be definitely decided.

B. J.—We are unable to name a firm undertaking the special work
you require, but would suggest that you apply to MesBrs. Jeffery
and Boarder, 55-56. Mattock Lane, Ealing, London, W.13, who
may be able to help you.

B. J. B.-—We think it would require a lawyer of experience in
corporation law to answer your question. You must not put
much value on our opinion, which, however, is that it is extremely
doubtful if you can claim any compensation in respect to the
publication of your first offer.

C. H—We can suggest no use for the spoilt cards. Damp gas-
light cards may often be made to give a passable print after
warming well before exposure, either before a fire (the cards
being kept in their original packets) or by placing each card
on a hot water bottle in the dark-room.

T. R. F.—The standard book on the subject is " Ferric and Helio-
graphic Processes," by George E. Brown, which is out of print,

but you could possibly obtain a copy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123.

Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. The true-to-scale gelatine process
(with several others) is fully described in the " British Journal "

for July 19, 1918. Our publishers can supply this issue on rei

of 5d. in stamps.

C. B. E.—Yes, if you do not trade under your own name y<
required by the Registration of Business Names Act to ro_

your business. The office of the Registrar is at 4, Clen
iStiand, London, W.C.2. The cost of registration is 10s. 1

the Act you have to put your true name on " all essential busineu
stationery," but you do not require to put your name on m
of photographs nor to display it in or about your pla<

business.

G. H. E.—We suggest that you write, stating your requiren

to our agents in Japan, Messrs. Maruzen Co., Ltd., 11-16, N
bashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo. We have no doubt that

would be able to pass on your letter to a firm of the kind you
are seeking. We suppose you wish to get in contact with a

wholesale firm supplying photographs and mounts to ]>

graphers in Japan. But that is by no means clear from your

letter. In writing to our agents, who read English pert'-

you should be more explicit.

N. R. D.—The sulphide solution has nothing to do with the

upon your cards. On examining the bleached prints with a

magnifier they were plainly visible. The card " A " was
treated with sulphide solution one-third the strength you
and that marked " B " was redeveloped to black with amidol.

This was very much worse than the toned picture.

are worse than the toned cards you sent. If you find that your

black and white cards are free from spots we should atti

the trouble to hypo dust coming in contact with the p

between bleaching and sulphiding. If the black and white ones

are spotted then the fault is probably due to the cards li

been spoiled by damp.

I). A.—It is rather difficult to give an exact formula for distc;

as the quality of the materials has an influence on the consa.s'

An average would be two balls of whiting dissolved in about

half a gallon of water ; when quite smooth squeeze in a little

laundry blue until the mixture has a pale blue tint, then add

1 lb. of double size dissolved in an old saucepan. Stir vigorously,

and leave till quite cold. The mixture works much bet;

left till partly decomposed : that is to say, when it has a

decidedly unpleasant odour. An easier way is to use the Van-

guard Company's white " Kalko " background paint, which only

wants mixing with cold water. We can say from experience

that this does not rub off.

The British Journal of Photography.

Line Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertise .imts is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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EX CATHEDKA.
Modified Some variations in the customary
Copper guson process of copper toning are
Toning. recommended by Professor R. Namias,
of Milan, an experimenter whose modifications of various

ing methods reach quite a respectable total. The
prints are first toned in the usual bath of copper sulphate,

potass ferrocyanide and soda citrate, but Namias lays
especial stress on the purity of the last-named. The
citrate should not be alkaline, as some samples are, and,
on the other hand, if too acid, causes the toning bath to

become muddy sooner than it should. One variation, or

ather extension, of the process is to transfer in full day-
light the fully toned and washed prints to a metol-hydro-
quinone developer containing 2 gms. of bromide per litre.

The silver ferTocyanido in the toned image is thereby
reduced to silver, agreeably modifying the tone. Lightly

developed prints should be used, as the process

intensifies. A second variation is to treat the copper-

toned print with a 1 per cent, solution of caustic potash
or soda, the effect of which is stated to be the formation
of a violet-coloured oxide of copper in the image. The
print is then placed, in full daylight, into a developer, by
which again the silver ferrocyanide is reduced, the result-

ing print being of pleasing brown colour. If the copper
•ig be carried out partially in the first instance, the

resulting tone is a warm black. Unlike the modification

already mentioned, the process has not an intensifying

• * *

Hotel There is still a good deal to be done by
Photographs, photographers undertaking the supply

of photographs for booklets descriptive of hotels in

of persuading proprietors of the value of creating the

best impression upon recipients of the booklet. One has

only to write, for example, to half a dozen priva'

residential hotels in any popular resort in order to obtain

a useful demonstration of the effectiveness of good photo-

iy allied with good printing in comparison with the

iirreaeijrfcing story told by a booklet in the production of

• or other of these essentials has been neglected.

grapbers who have the opportunity of seeking work

nd will be well advised to make a little collec-

•f good and bad e It is astonishing to what

extent in many cases a chief attraction of the seaside

resort, namely, sunshine, is neglected. No need to think

that sunshine needs to figure only in exterior views
;
the

attractiveness of a bedroom or sitting-room shown in a

flood of sunlight is something which makes an irresistible

appeal to the would-be visitor from the smoke and fog

of great cities. Much of the effect of photographs which

are attractive in this and other respects is, however,

liable to be lost by an unsuitable process of reproduction.

The photographer ought to make it his business to per-

suade the customer of the advantage of letting I

charge of the whole job—printing as well as photography.
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Half-tones printed, for examph . in brown or sepia, and
mounted on thin art papers of appropriate colour, form
an illustrated prospectus infinitely more powerful as a
bringer of visitors than the same prints reproduced in

ordinary printing ink on a white paper. Given ideas of

what is effective for the special purposes of the hotel pro-

prietor, photographers will have no difficulty in obtaining

appropriate printing from firms such as Messrs. Hood
or Walter Pearce & Co., both of whom have made a

specialty in the printing of booklets of which photo-

graphic reproductions form a large part.

Selection in The average portraitist often makes
Enlarging. negatives which, although defective for

some reason, such as careless centring upon the plat'

or an unnoticed error in posing, are still capable of yield-

ing an artistic result if the offending portion be omitted
and the remainder enlarged to such a size as will produce

an effective picture. A little extra work may be incurred

in doing this, but the photographer who has ideas beyond
that of supplying his customer with the requisite number
of more or less satisfactory prints, will not grudge this

if he can make something better than the other poses of

the sitting. Now that we have enlargeis which are

almost, if not quite, automatic in their action, the extra

work is very slight, and the financial result will probably
more than justify it. We fear that there is not yet a

sufficient recognition of the value of the slow papers
which yield warm black tones by simple development
when used for enlarging. A strong illuminant is neces-
sary, and fortunately this is available in the small
enclosed arc iamps which are made specially for projec-

tion. With these, exposures of only a few seconds are

necessary with average negatives, the current being taken
off the ordinary wiring as used for incandescent lamps.

* * *

Innocent The clear provisions respecting copy-
Infringement, right, which are a feature of the present

Act, have had the result, at any rate so far as photo-

graphs are concerned, of very greatly reducing the

number of disputes which get as far as proceedings in the
courts. Under the Act. the rights and liabilities of two
people who may have been brought into conflict are

sufficiently clearly defined as to avoid the necessity of

the further legal expenses involved in taking the issue

before a judge. In the comparatively few cases which
have come into the Courts, that is to say, actions taken
for infringement of copyright, it is curious to note that
the infringer, while alleging his innocence, has almost
invariably ignored the provision of the Act by which an
innocent infringer is exempt from liability to pay
damages, etc. According to Section 8 of the Act, it is

a good defence for the infringer to prove that at the date
of the infringement he was not aware and had no reason-
able ground for suspecting that copyright subsisted in

the work, instead of which it usually happens that an
infringer puts forward as his defence that he thought
the copyright belonged to some person (usually the
person from whom he obtained the photograph) other
than its real owner. Recently there was a case in an
Trish Court in which most lengthy arguments were put
forward for the defence on this latter basis, for which,
however, there is no support in the Act. It may in fact

aid that the loophole provided for the infringer by
Section 8 is a very small one. Anyone having any busi-

ness whatever in the reproduction of photographs rnav
xpeeted to know that by the taking of the photograph
right is created as the property of somebodv, and

; t last* for a period of 50 years from the taking of

five. Hence it is scarcely possible, in the case

of a photograph of comparatively recent origin, for any-
one to entertain the view that there is no copyright in

it. The precise terms of Section 8 should be borne in
mind by those whose copyrights may be infringed, since
the pleas of innocence which are usually put forward fall

to bits when examined in terms of the explicit provisions
of this section

.

SPOTS ON BROMIDE PBIN1
The degree of mechanical excellence which has i

reached in the coating of bromide paper has reduc-i-

a minimum the probability of any spots which may app
upon prints being due to defects in manufacture. V.

defects in coating may occur occasionally, they uv
manifest themselves as streaks or sharp lines, or n

rarely as small uncoated patches. Therefore, in the •

of small spots or very small irregular markings, we
usually trace -the cause to some error in storag>

manipulation. As in the case of plates or films, st(

lamp place gives rise to a multitude of 6mall \»

or gr< varying in size from the finest pinhoh
an eighth of an inch in diameter. These are mor>

: regular in shape and usually unsharp at the fed;

In such cases there is no remedy but to discard

remainder of the paper in use, although, if there is a I

stock, it is not wise to So so without testing se\

packages, as one of these may have been in contact

a damp wall or shelf and others may still be in g

condition. The trouble in this case is, of course,

to a partial decomposition of the gelatine, and this

arise at a later stage, with paper which is in good condi-

tion at the t^ime of exposure, through excessive wa*-

after fixing. This usually occurs in fairly warm weat

and then only when prints have been left in the w
all night. It is obvious that in endeavouring to ti

the cause of such a defect the prints must be clc

scrutinised at intervals, in order to ascertain at v

stage of the manipulations it arises. A small pocket

magnifier is useful for this purpose, unless the investigator

has unusually good eyesight.

Small white or grey spots of a circular or irregular

oval outline, with sharply-defined edges, are usually due

to tiny bubbles, which have prevented the developer from

reaching the surface during a part or the whole of the

time of immersion. These are often due to wetting the

paper before development with water drawn from a high- I

pressure source, or by using developer which has i

diluted straight from the tap and poured on the prim
straightway. When using very rough surfaced papers

it is advisable to swab the surface with a pad of cotton

wool immediately upon immersion in the solution.

Development bubbles may be distinguished from bubble-

in the emulsion coating by the fact that the latter show
a thickened margin and a dull appearance in the centre.

If bubbles occur in the fixing stage they will causf

apparent defect in black prints, although they will prob-

ably appear in a few weeks. They will, however, speedily

manifest themselves as brown spots if the prints are

sulphide-toned.

By far the greater number of spots are duo
chemical dirt ; that is, chemical substances in the wrong
place. Amidol has a great knack of getting where it is

not wanted, and most red or purplish spots are due to

the presence of fine particles, disseminated in the dark

room while compounding the developer. Hypo is another .

offender which only makes its presence felt when toning

is resorted to. Tt has been truly said that the dust of

the dark room is hypo. Tf this were generally recognised

many of the troubles of photographers would disappear.

Taking the case of a sulphide-toned bromide it is
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Small dark spots which appear only upon immersion
in the sulphide solution are usually due to small air
bubbles which have prevented proper" fixation where they
have been adherent

.

Small blue spots sometimes appear on sulphide-toned
prints; these are

| by particles of iron from the
water-pipes re-acting upon the ferricyanide in the
bleacher. Tbe remedy is to tie a couple of thicknesses of
wash-leather or close flannel over the nozzle of the

Bee what an amount of solid m
this simple filter in nple of tl

vork. Violet spots have been traced to pan

i

of aniline oolour distributed in the workroom in the
process of sharpening a copying-ink pencil.

•>ts arising from what may be called physical rai
than chemical causes require' little acumen to deb
An excess of odium sometimes attr
holds particles of dust. If this happens, the spots ooci
the same position on every print. More rarely, dus

kbe sensitive surface of the paper, and
are loose particles knocking about on the

- bed o£ the printing box.

A PROPOSAL TO REVIVE TRADE.
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Propoaed Rulea.
1 Tba competition i* open to any child between the ages

lis months and seven years, who has beet.

» it hiu the boundaries of this town (or borough) for a
period not leas than six months prior to the date of tho

opening of tho competition.

areata, relatives, or guardians wiahin. r a child
mast obtain an entry coupon from a t/ad. mh.ui who is

officially authorised to distribute such coupon,

laving asrurad an entrv coupon, the parent, relat.

or guardian, must present it to the photographer •

uamo appears thereon, for the purpose <>t having the
child'* portrait taken.
• Judging will be by photograph and public ballot.)

The photographer will photograph the child in accord-

ance with such instruction* as have already been laid

ii by tba organisers, and will charge a fe,. of 10s. fid.

in respect of the photographic work raph

•hall be such as meets the approval of the child's par.

relative, or guardian, and shall have affixed to the

thereof the entry coupon and s ipher's cert id-

eato bearing tho date when the photogra- skan,

the name, age and full address of the child entrant.

tie parent, relative, or guardian shall deliver the pi

graph to the Con
later than .

Judging will be by public ballot,

exhibited upon tha screen at the --

'ma upon dates that will l„ announced in the local

peas*.

In tba event of a large number of entrants lots will be

drawn, ami photograph* exhibited in groups. Tho child

imhcr of votes passing into

on. The child obtaining the Urge'

>t«a in the final round being adjudged the winn
re will be three prises:— 1st pi

Srd prise , i'100. and ten consolation prizes ol t'10 •

rade»nian who supplied the el I on to th'

winner will r ind the photographer

tradesman who oipplied the

winner a ill receive CIO and the photographer CIO, and tho
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tradesman who supplied the entry coupon to the 3rd-prize

winner will receive £5 and tho photographer £5.

It Vill be seen that in order to make a scheme of this

sort possible a prize fund of £880 is necessary. Organising

should be negligible. The organising could quite

well he carried out gratuitously by a committee of photo-

graphers. In a town of 50,000 inhabitants it should be

possible to raise such a sum as £880, while larger towns

might do more.

The Photographer's Part.

In a town or borough of 50,000 inhabitants there will be

probably somewhere about twenty photographers. Assuming

an entry of 2,000, each photographer would obtain 100 clients

at 10s. 6d. A keen business man would recognise that this

is only the beginning, and additional copies, enlargements,

etc., would no doubt be supplied in many cases.

The photographs should all be standard; i.e., cabinet size,

rough mounted, full length pictures, against white back-

grounds. This would curtail in some degree the photographer's

art, but allow of a fairer judgment of the sitters. Photo-

graphers might easily subscribe £3 each towards the prize

fund.

Other Traders' Interest

All other traders in the town should be invited to subscribe

£1. For this he would receive a definite number of entry

coupons, to be given away (upon request) to any of his

customers spending £1 or more upon his goods. The coupons

should have a photographer's name printed upon them. Each
photographer being allocated the same quantity. The larger

stores could be invited to subscribe more than £1, receiving

proportionately a larger quantity of coupons. The atmosphere

to be created is that the trade is conferring a favour in

supplying the coupon, or that the coupons cannot too easily

be obtained.

A definite trial only will show how much money it would

bo possible to raise in this way, but from £700 to £800 should

not be impossible.

The Cinema's Interest.

The assistance of the largest and best equipped cinema

should be enlisted The entrants', pictures would be shown

upon the screen each bearing a number. Patrons upon en

ing the hall would be provided with a small cardboard d

or token, and asked to drop it in that ballot box bearing

the number corresponding to the picture of the entrant they

wish to favour. With a large number of entrants, and voting

being extended over several weeks, a good deal of business

would be attracted. The proprietors of the cinema, who «

certainly be willing to bear the cost of lantern slides, ma]
conceivably be persuaded to subscribe £100 to the prize fund

in addition.

The L~cal Newspapers' Interest.

The local newspapers could without difficulty be induced

to give all the publicity required. The cost of printing the

entry coupons may also be considered, offering the news-

paper the opportunity to advertise themselves thereon, if

supplied without cost.

iSuch an undertaking properly organised, with keen bus

brain6 behind it, would stand a reasonable chance of obtain-

ing the public interest and support. It would -be of such a

nature as to risk the least possible dissatisfaction upon the

part of the unsuccessful public; it should stimulate trade

generally ; arouse a mutual interest between trade and

clientele; would benefit all in some degree, and cost indi-

vidually comparatively nothing.

The suggestions made are general ones. Individual towns

may find it unworkable or unwarranted. Modification may
be necessary, and there may arise numerous details that would

require thought and careful handling.

Trade is bad, there is no use blinking the fact. The Govern-

ment recognise that extraordinary methods are necessary in

order to revive trade, and a Government financial department

is now operating in the City (i.e., The Trade Facilities Act

Advisory Committee). When times are really bad it some-

times helps to fall back upon that primal instinct of mutual
aid, and the proposals outlined in these notes are not so

much a concrete plan to be followed, but rather a suggestion

within which may be found a practical idea that may help

to rejuvenate the photographic industry.

Mervtn Thompson-

A CONCENTRATED DEVELOPER FOR GENERAL USE.

[In the following article from "The Australasian Photo- Review," Mr. Edgar H. Booth, M.C., B.Sc., Lecturer in

Physics in the University of Sydney, tells how to make up a concentrated developer for general use, and gives some notes

on its employment.]

The majority of photographers, both professional and amateur,

who have progressed beyond the elementary stages have passed

through the period when they required to have upon their

shelves at least half-a-dozen different types of developer, or

the means of making them. It is an interesting pastime, and
very instructive—practice in manipulation is never time

wasted. But we may use one standard developer which will

give all desirable control—and it is better to' be thoroughly

familiar with the one solution rather than to have a slight

knowledge of the peculiarities of many.
When we decide on one single developer for nearly all our

work, we require it to fulfil certain conditions :

—

(1) It must not stain the emulsion, nor the fingers.

(2) It must not cause chemical fog.

(3) We must be able to control it, so as to increase or

decrease absolute contrast.

(4) It must be able to be manufactured and stored in highly

concentrated form.

(5) It must keep well.

(6) The time spent in preparing working solutions from it

must be short.

(7) It must be equally useful for plates, slides, gaslight,

and bromide work.

(8) It must be composed of chemicals which are readily avail-

able, and not expensive.

This is not by any means an exhaustive list of requirements,

but it sums up those that are of greatest interest to the

ordinary worker. Other important requirements, so far as

the scientific worker is concerned, are that one must be able

to push development without causing blisters or frilling, and

that it must be capable of being standardised.

A developer which satisfies the above conditions, and which

I employ both in the laboratory for technical work, and out-

side for general photography is given below; the prescription,

has been passed on to a number of workers, who have found

it to be quite satisfactory.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS OF TESTING DEVELOPERS.

communication from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company, reprinted from the " American Annual of

Photography." The Elon mentioned, it may lie stated, is metol (monomethyl paramidophenol sulphate) of Eastman manufacture.]

(Continued from, page 156.)

Chemical Fog.

When comparing developers, we are only concerned with developer

fog and not with fog inherent in the emulsion. Developer fog is

caused by impurities or oxidation products of the developing agent

formed during mixing. The importance of careful mixing of

developers for test purposes is therefore apparent.

Interesting facts about fog are that the fog layer is not distri

buted evenly over the entire image, but is thinner in the high-lighU

because in those places where more image is developed, more potas-

sium bromide is formed as a reaction product of development which

therefore restrains the fog adjacent to the denser portions.

The absolute amount of fog depends on the volume of developer

used. A film developed in a small volume of developer will hava

slightly less fog than if developed in a large volume, because in the

former case the concentration of the bromide produced during

development is greater.

Practical Determination of Fog.

Fog measurements are usually made by determining (a) the tim#

required for fog to become just visible, and (b) the total fog density

formed when development is
v

complete.

(a) I. It has been found that a slow positive emulsion such as a

lantern slide emulsion or motion picture positive emulsion, although

very free from fog is very sensitive to the presence of impurities in

the developer, and these emulsions are therefore very suitable for

fog tests.

To make the test, first immerse one-half of the unexposed film in

the developer and then, after one minute, completely immerse the

film. Fog will therefore appear on the first half sooner than on the

second half, and the time for the dividing line to become visible is

taken as the fogging point.

(6) II. The total fog density is given by the density of the end or

unexposed portion of the developed graded strip (Fig. 2). After

the fog once appears its rate of growth is proportional to the time

of development, that is, if the fog appears in two minutes and

reaches a density of, sav. 0.2 in four minutes, then the fog density

in six minutes will be around 0.4.

The total fog formed after developing to an average contrast is

usually proportional to the time of appearance of the fog, though as

seen from the curve in fig. 5 it is possible that two developers in

Time of development.

Pig 5 -Curves showing the rate of growth o! fog
during development.

five minutes, say, might give the same fog but in three minutes tho

fog densities might be quite different. It is important, therefore,

to consider both the time for fog and the total fog formed when
development is complete.

Without a density measuring instrument the fog is most easily

judged by laying the film, emulsion side down, on a sheet of white
paper. With positive emulsions, such as lantern slides and motion
picture positive film, no fog is permissible, but in the case of nega-

tives, a very slight veil invariably forms by the time sufficient con

trast is gained.

If a developer, which is otherwise satisfactory, gives excessive

fog, the effect of the addition of a little potassium bromide should

be tried before rejecting the developer. In the case of an energetic

developer of the caurtic-elon-hydroquinone type, bromide exerts a
t restraining action on the fog than on the image, so that

increasing amounts of bromide should be tried up to, say, five grams
ire, noticing carefully the effect on the lowest density and the

density contrast of the graded test strip. If the fog is reduced to

practical limits, and the density of the lowest step is not diminished
to an extent equal to the original fog density, and if the density

contrast is likewise not diminished, then the fog has been effectively

eliminated.

Life of the Developer

The active life of a developer is determined by

(a) The time required for the developer to oxidise by virtue of

contact with the air, and, therefore, becomes usebos either as a
result of exhaustion or because of fog resulting from the oxiM

products of the developer.

(6) The useful work which the developer will perform; tli

the number of films or prints developed when the solution is

continuously.

(a) The resistance of a developer to aerial oxidation is called the
" keeping power " and is determined by measuring, say, 500 ccs. or

16 ozs. of developer into an open tray, allowing this to stand at

room temperature, and making graded strip tests at frequent
intervals, preferably daily. Before making the daily tests, the
volume of developer should be brought up to the original five hundred
ccs. with water, so as to compensate for loss by evaporation.

The keeping test should always be made in comparison with a
standard known developer.

As the developer becomes oxidised, it usually turns dark brown
in colour, though the rate at which a developer darkens in colour is

no criterion of the rate of exhaustion, because some developers
darken slightly the first day of exposure and do not darken further
on keeping, though the developer might be totally exhausted on the
third day. An unused MQ (Elon-hydroquinone) developer which
on standing in a closed bottle turns slightly yellow and opalescent
should be regarded with suspicion.

Keeping power is of great importance in the case of developer*
intended for use in tanks, such as in motion picture and amateur
finishing work. It is of less importance for tray development.

If the developer refuses to develop after standing in an open tray
for two or three days at 70 deg. F., it is useless for tank work
In the case of a developer with good keeping properties, the maxi-
mum densitv on the test graded strip will usually drop to about one-
half in three or four days when applying the above test.

,o) The useful work test is made by exhausting the developer by
developing a number of films or prints for a definite time in a
definite volume of developer and noticing the time of appearance of

the image and the point at which a change in colour or a weakening
of the image occurs.

In practice, while the developer is being exhausted by virtue of

developing the image, it is also being exhausted by aerial oxida-
tion as a result of agitation, so that a strict exhaustion test could
only be made by the impractical method of surrounding the
developing tray or vessel with an atmosphere of an inert gas, say
nitrogen, so as to prevent aerial oxidation.

The only final life test, therefore, is to exhaust the developer
under actual working conditions.

If the developer oxidises rapidly an exhaustion test is not of
much value, so that the keeping test should always be made first,

and then an exhaustion test made if the developer appears
promising.

Colour of Image-
The colour of the image is of most importance when developing

paper prints and motion picture positive film. As a rule, Kodelon
gives a greyish, hydroquinone a black, and amidol a blue-black
image

'lests for colour should always be made by cutting the test strips

from a single sheet of film or paper, so as to insure that the tests

are made on the same emulsion.

In the case of a negative, the colour is of less importance, because
the quality of the negative is determined by the final print which
it produces. The only coloured negative images met with in
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Excessive alkali also tends to soften I lie gelatine film, so that,
other factors being equal, a developer containing a minimum ol
alkali is to be preferred.

(d) Cost. The cost of the developer per unit of work performed
is calculated by dividing the total cost of the developer (including
labour) by the total area of the films and prints developed measured
in square feet. A developer which is more expensive as regards
chemicals, but which has a long life, is often cheaper in the long
run, because the extra cost of chemicals is morn than offset by the
saving of labour and perhaps tie-up involved when mixing a new
batch of developer.

(e) Physical and Chemical I'ropertic. The solubility, colour,
and crystalline form are of importance. A developing agent which
is readily soluble in cold water and is white and crystalline is
always to be preferred.

Developers of the monomethyl paraoiinophenol type are readily
precipitated by a solution of sodium sulphite, which in many cases
makes it impossible to prepare the developer in the highly concen
trated form-

Practical Examples.
The following examples illustrate the methods '>f presenting

reports on the various types of davajon

'i ii Sample of Hyiln,,;,,,

sample was compared with a known pin,, sample of hydro-
quiii.me b] Bunding the following Mii„ formula with each
sample :

—
\ht,,r Afinnlupoxt.

5 gms. 75 grs.

K Co.) 75 gms. 2, oza.
rbonato (E.K. Co.) 25 375 grs.

—mm bromide 1.5 gms 20 grs.

make I 32 OTS

Sheets of flashed notion picture positive lilm !oped
iu each developer side by side at 70 div 1 keeping tests
nvade '

• devel 1>er for 24 hon pen tray, taking
car* to dilute the developer to the original volume before testing
esoh dsy in order to compensate for evaporation.

Sum i,l i "Standard.

Cif appearan. . 65 seconde. 65 seconds
Time of appearance after 24

hours 165 «econds 160 seconds
Density in 6 minutes . 1.94 2.00
Density after 24 hours 0.85 86
Time for fog at 70 deg. r 11 minutes 12 minutes

The above results show that the sample consists of practically
pars bydroquinone. Although the sample contains a trace of
coloured impurity which produces a little fog. this would be
negligible in practice

-'. Hrpntt on a Sum pit of Elon Substitute

The sample was compared with pure samples of Elon sad
Kodelon (paraminophenol hydrochloride) by compounding the MQ,
formula and testing on sheets of flashed motion picture positive
film, ss follows :

—

Dtvl.jnnl Time of
Agent. Apptnranct.

Elon 7 seconds

flamp—
I' ... 30 seconds

Time fur Vi ij Ilentil ;/ in

at70F. Minute*. Fog.

10 minutes 0.75 0.05

6 minutes 0.62 0.05

16 minutes 0.49 0.03

ii the above it is seen that the sample stands about half way
between paraminophenol and Elon in its photographio behaviour

•i the sample was so remote from Elon, it was unnecessary to

make further tests.)

7 lt'P»tt on the Developing Agent "X."
developing agent " X " sunn* isted of light .

which were readily soluble in water and very readily

by sodium sulphite. Preliminary experiments having
n tint the developer behaved in a manner very simi!

Eton, it was required to determine whether the developer became

t In the sbsence of a density measuring instrument the photographer
ess Tiaaslty compare den«illes with sufficient accuracy by placing the
two rrsded or Bulled strips aids by side, and examining the density of
corresponding steps when looking through them against a uniformly
itlaesinsted light eoarce inch s* s aoifonn sky. The lowest densities are
best compared by laying down on s sheet or white paper.

B
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exhausted at a greater rate than Elon. Developers were, there-

fore, compounded with equal weights of Elon and the eample
" X." according to tin1 MQ, formula, and sheets of flashed motion

picture positive film developed in each developer for 7 minutes
at 70 deg. V. The films were developed consecutively without

of time so as to eliminate jus far as jiossiblc errors due to

oxidation of the developer, and the time of appearance noticed in

fuse. The results were as follows :

—

M Sheet. 10th Shut. tOth Sheet.

Time of Den- Time, of Den- Time of Den.

.l/i/'. hi. Appearance, xity. Appearance, sily.

. 5 seconds 2.5 12 seconds 1.5 40 Seconds 0.98

Sample X ... 5 seconds 2.2 16 seconds 1.4 56 seconds' 0.90

From the above tests it is seen that the sample X compares
favourably with Elon as regards its photographic behaviour
although the colour of the silver image produced was decidedly

bluer than that given by Elon.

J. I. Crabtkkk.
(To be continued.)

Aasistants' Notes.

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be considered

<md paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Panelling the Studio.

It is the desire of many a young photographer to do away with the

stiff panel background which ties him everlastingly to just one

part of his studio and a certain run of accessories, and to have

his walls panelled so that he may use any part of his studio that

he desires, and get the same effect from the genuine walls

themselves.

But, alas ! in these days of enormous hills for labour and mater ah
—especially labour—few will employ the British—or any other

—

workman except upon compulsion, such, for instance, as for burst

water pipes, and even then dread the receipt of the attendant bill.

However, there is a way out of it quite as effective as the

"modern" antiques so largely used by photographers in the way
of furnishings, and this method, which any photographer can make
use of, requires only care, patience, and just the few tools I will

now describe. It entirely depends for its success upon the care

with which the work is done in the firet instance, so that it may
present a thoroughly workmanlike appearance.

Either the whole of the studio walls may be panelled, or a por-

tion only of them, as is preferred, but in any case it is useful to

include two sides of the wall, having a corner, and including also

a door or window, or both.

The first proceeding is to select and cover the chosen walls with

a perfectly plain dark brown paper. This work the photographer
can quite easily carry out alone. Wall-paper is sold in rolls of

standard size—22 inches wide and 12 yards long. To discover how
much will be needed, measure the height from floor to ceiling, and
also the length of the skirting board of the part to be papered,

allowing for all "recesses and witdow -paces. From these measure-

ments the decorator will easily know ,iow many rolls to supply.

Having bought the required amount of paper, a bucket of plain

flour paste will be needed 1'uv a 2-lb. bag of plain—on no

account self-raismg— flour. This will make nearly a gallon of paste.

The flour is mixed to a thin cream, perfectly free from lumps, with
cold water, and boiling water is poured into this, with constant

stirring until the mixture "turns" and becomes semi-transparent
and jelly like. If there should be any trouble to get it to " turn,"
the whole may be put on the tire and boiled until it " turns," but
it will need constant stirring to keep it from getting lumpy. A
table-spoonful of powdered alum or a few drops of almond oil may
be added—especially if on I side walls are to be papered—to prevent
mould, miidew, and consequent, " peeling " of the paper after it

is on.

If the walls are already papered, and they are not to be stripped,

the old piper should be first carefully rubbed down with a stale

loaf, and any torn places, cracks, etc., first repaired with slips of

thin paper, allowed to stretch well before being applied.

The secret of good paper-hanging is to apply the paste freely

and evenly, and allow the paper to get quite limp and well stretched

before it is put on the walls, so that it may dry tight, smooth, and
free from creases, particularly as in the present case, where it is

intended to imitate the effect of woodwork. A useful brush

applying the paste is the short-handled kind, about 18 inches wide,
'

used by housemaids for cleaning stairs; a regular paper hanger's

paste-brush is a fairly expensive article, and is not at all necessary.

Open out the roll of paper, and cut it off roughly at the proper

length for the height of the 6tudio, allowing a fairly full measure,
as it must be properly trimmed at the bottom after it is on. The
length is then pasted. Be careful that you see which is the right

and wrong side (plain papers are very deceptive), and hold the

length Dp in a loop, back to back, as it receives its quota of paste.

This looping up makes the long, 6ticky length much less awkward
to handle. Always hang from the top downward, carefully rubbing
down with a big, soft pad of cloth or a roller squeegee, so that

there may not be a single crease or cockly patch to betray the

paper foundation. Comers need care and the use of a ruler length-

wise to make them look neat and secure perfect contact. Previous

experience in wet mounting will guide the photographer in such

work as this, and prevent it from looking home-made.
When this portion of the work is completed, if a good warm-

toned brown paper has been chosen, the walls should present almost

the appearance of being of perfectly plain, grainless stained wood.
Next the panels must be formed by .adding plain deal battens

from floor to ceiling—or to within 9 inches of the ceiling—and long
cross battens horizontally, thus completing the effect of longish

narrow panels. The battens should be made of long 6trips of deal,

from 2 to 4 inches wide. They may be bevelled off on two sides

if desired, though this i6 quite unnecessary, and I prefer the plain

effect myself. The height and width of the panels must, of course,

depend on the height and width of the individual walls, and how
they can be divided up to the best advantage, to give panels of

even and uniform size all round, and to reduce the labour to a

minimum.
Long lengths of wood of a nairow width can lie ordered from

any builder or timber merchant, of the kind used by builders for

making door and window frames, and thus avoid sawing; it is also

better wood, and of a uniform inch or inch-and-a-half thickness.

The proper number of uprights should be first sawn from the

lengths, being very careful that they ate a perfectly tight fit.

Then cut off the cross pieces required. If the photographer has

any mechanical skill he can with a tenon saw and chisel cut out

a half-inch notch in each length of the strips where they cross

each other, so that when fitted in place they will form a perfectly

flush smooth joint, a small screw serving to make all secure. If.

however, this calls for too much labour the cross pieces must be

cut into short sections, and each nailed into its place crossways

between the long battens.

The entire lengths must be well secured in place with nails—the

oval wire nails are less likely to split the wood—and any bad
joints filled in with a little putty well worked in and smoothed
over.

Quite an artistic effect can be obtained by leaving the top 9 inches

impanelled, a.s a frieze, and fastening instead a plain narrow shelf

along the top, say 6 inches wide, on which can be stood brass or

china ware. To make this perfectly secure it is first nailed to

the uprights, and then above is fitted very tightly a cross length

of inch square wood, which, when well hammered down, will make
the shelf quite secure

If there is already a skirting board around the panelled portion

this need not be disturbed, but will, of course, need staining along

with the rest.

All the woodwork in the white now being in place, it only

remains to stain it to the desired colour. If it is to be varnished,

it is as well to give both paper and woodwork a preliminary

priming of size and boiling water, applied with a good-sized brush

while still hot. If it shows signs of getting streaky, it should be

heated up again

A good plan, however, is to first go all over the white wood-

work with a solution of permanganate of potash which has been

dissolved in cold water and allowed to stand uncovered overnight.

The oxidation thus caused does away with the pinkish colour that

permanganate gives when first mixed, and usually makes a stain

that will be found a very good match for the wallpaper already
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Half-Tone Screens.

"**• Germ I

.-

a glmas piste

BSdw Use Internal

• hirh

'« each

m the

~<i m»y be atrena"

lacking or a

i. destined t.. form the screw n

r..m|«fnit pi j i.- .>f glass.

K*S«
%m. Fig t

poo the glaao consists of a suitable

—1 by an elastic

t opon the plate nf

) z pp* f«A 'if ;r

may be the i

>e pro

Is • •r

an.

•H n

mother process a flat even plate of transparent glass
with a thin coating of wax, resinous matter, asphaltum

r. Into this coating a net of crossing lines is traoed
surface of the glass open where the lines have been

a. The entire surface of the plate is then covered with a solu-
other plating metal of the kind .employed in silvor-

tooking glasses, the solution adhering to the glass
laid open in the lines of the screen while no deposit of the solution

Dead upon the portions of glass covered by the coating of wax
like. The coating is then removed by a Mutable solvent, and

!vered or plated lines remain upon the fjlass. The squares or
fiehls between the net of lines are deepened 01 link l.y etching the
glass and the recesses thus obtained are filled up by an opaque sub

the thin silver or metal coating from the lines

o screen, the lines are left transparent.

patents have lieen applied fa
I.ITHI...RM-MI. Ptuvnvo.-No. 6,237. Litbogrspbic printing

\ B. Kvans
mini, I'nyssi- Nr,. «,,24l. Dampening mechanism fa

planogiaphic or lithographic presses. Harris Automatic l'ress Co.
nn— No. 7,234. Preparation and treat

of photographic ferric films for lithographic transfer. H. 1.

Shawcross.

Exhibitions.

welsh salon or photography
..eiiei) at

I ardiff, last week, by
iisei Frani II.. vie. MA., presi

dent kales and Monmouth.- and
deavnlmi the exhibits, comprising landscapes, Bgi -. and

laat, as so cscWImm that it was dilhrult to distinguish tin-

amateur from tbe professional section < r'nuikJi

menUomed, was himself a keen amateur photographer, and
auoie of bis works in book [arm w. s.iiod in (lie Cardi0
library In opening lite exhibition saa traced the art of

photography back u. the days w+ien Fox Talbot reproduced tjie

brat photograph. Photography, he said, was practised in Gla

fan a* aariy as 1840 ergaer, the speaker' -

ly photographer had
14 against. Sir Thomas said gra«l. .lour were unknown

a dssxd black and a dead white being the ouly coloors at the photo
grapher'. nanmand. and his capabilities were therefore sadh

ncovery of isoohrotnatic plates. proved :h

I this difficulty, and photography became firmly

established

y Storm, uhauman • incil, remarked
that one-tenth of the exhibits in the l>ondon Salon of

re contribute by Cardiff

'iflcatee were awarded to works by tiie following:—Open class

Wadefu/yen, jun.. H. Ston i«rt ScoU, and J. A
Lomax (all of Cardiff) Federation class. Kan and T. J

• l (NeaUi),

I>gu»fiB^s*TU<*i Mi» I- W I A Dure llkury), and
Robinson (I'otth). /

P0R71 KXHTBITIONB
March 4 to 25. -Sonth London Photographic Society. Particulars

. the Hon. Secretary, Harry Abbott, 61, Beanval Road,

Oulwich London. S.E.22.

March 27 to April 8.— Dennistoun Amateur Photographic As'oris

Particulars from the Exhibition Secretary, Colin

Craham, 448 Duke Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

March 28 to Apri' 1.—Hackney f'hotnirrnphic Society Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road, Clapton', London, E.5.

5 to 8.— Leicester snd Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hoi'
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Westminster
Southampton

April 5 to 8.—Faversham Institute Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries, March 31. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, \V. II. Evemden, 116. West Street, Faversham.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society. Latest date for entries, March 30. Particulars from

the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's

Mansions, Bishop's Park Road, London, S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall,

Secretary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House,

Row. London, W.C.I.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries. August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

s.vv.i.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Pro-

fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhi-

bition of professional purtraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus
Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars from the

Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square.

London, W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications are t.re.atcd in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications March 6 to 11 :

—

Reflex Cameras.—No. 6,676 Photographic reflex cameras. W. C.

Adams and J. P. Glover.

Camera Mountings.—No. 6,494. Mountings for photographic

cameras. G. W. Cooper and Stereo Kinema Syndicate, Ltd.

Frames.—No. 6,615. Photo or picture frames. Deakin & Francis,

Ltd., and F. Shuttleworth.

Colour Photography.—No. 6,722. Colour photography. A.

Hamburger.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 7,096 Natural-colour cinemato-

graph, etc., films and plates. J. C. Lyell.

Cinematography.—Nos. 7,206 and 7,217. Cinematographic appara-

tus. G. S. James.

Cinematography.—No. 7,033. Cinematograph apparatus. E. J
Way.

Cinematography.—No. 7,034. Apparatus for manipulating cinemato-

graph film. E. J. Way.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; <r

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Multiple Images with One Lens.—No. 173,571 (September 6,

1920). In the known optical system shown in figs. 1 and 2,

the rays of light passing through the camera lens 1 are split up
by the semi-transparent reflector 2 arranged in the path of these

rays. The reflector 2 is a mirror having bars 3 of reflecting

surface alternating with transparent spaces 4. The strips 3 will

reflect a portion of the light-rays transmitted through the lens 1

on to the reflector 5, which in turn reflects the light-rays on to

the sensitive surface 6. The light-rays passing through the

transparent strips 4 of reflector 2 are reflected by the inclined

reflecting-snrface 7 on to a similar reflector 8 and thence to the

plate or film 6. The reflectors 5 and 8 are arranged on opposite

-ides of the axis of the lens 1 so as to produce two images upon
the plate 6.

Fig. 3 shows the adjusting means for the reflectors arranged
according to the invention. The various parts of the apparatus

arc- mounted upon the inner face of the. lens board 9, of a suit

able camera. This lens board 9 carries the usual lens 10 wit I

shutter 11 and behind the lens 10 is mounted the semi-transparent

reflector 2 supported in a suitable frame 12 and secured by a

bracket 13 to the inner face of the lens board 9. Beneath tW

Fig. 1.

semi-transparent reflector 2 is arranged the reflector 5 mo.
in a frame 14. This frame 14 is pivotally supported in am
secured by their bent ends 16 to the inner surface of the

board 9. The frame 14 carrying the reflector 5 may swing about

its pivotal connection to the arms 15 so that its angle mai

Fig. 2.

adjusted so as to receive the rays of light reflected from the semi
transparent mirror 2, and to reflect them again on to the sensi

tive film.

Behind the transparent reflector 2 is mounted the inclined

Fig. 3.

mirror 7 in a suitable frame 17. This frame 17 is supported on

brackets 18 which are carried by the brackets 20 supporting

the frame 19 of the reflector 8, which is arranged substantially

parallel to the reflector 7. The brackets 20 are mounted upon
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inner fac n, board 9 The position of the mirror*
ich that the distance from the . antre of the lens 10 to

the reflecting surface of the transparent mirror 2, thence to the
rrof 5 and on to the sensitive surface of the plate or film ia
\\ to the diatance from the opt: i] centre of the lens to the

<urface of the mirror 7, thence to the mirror 8, and on to
the aarface of the aenaitive film or plate. In thia manner the

-nice over which the rays of li ... to paas from the lens
to the surface of the films or plate will be the same for both

„es formed, so that they will be substantially identical images
»nd of a similar size. By turnip the frame 14 in whi;h the
-nirror 5 ia mounted about it« pivotal connection with the sup-
porting arms 15. the angle of the mirror may be altered so as to
move the position of the image reflected from this mirror. The
frames 14 and 19 in which the reflectors or mirrors 5 and 8 respec-

y are mounted may be carried by spindles, at least one end
ich of which is extended, and each of these extensions of the

spindles carries a worm wheel 14» and 19» engaged by worm*
15» and 20», so thst the relative angles of the reflectors with rels
tion to the light-rays pes>

, the lens may be varied.
The deri -e may be applied to cinematograph cameras, in which
case it is pref- - -duce the two images upon the one film
•» that the images lie on top of each My out of

ter so — to produce a stereoscopic effect when projected.
The pictures may also be arranged in pairs of separate pictures
arranged one above the other so that upon 1

simuitaiwv -dinary projectors a relief or stereoscopic

the s-reen

A llwt«r Stewart,
152, Falham P»!aee Road

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-
an before acceptance

->. 176.357 Photographic reversal pro-
-

76,368 Cinematograph screens
• an observer the impreasiosi of Bistorai io relief.

\ \
I

Trade Names and Marks.

421.863 5 f,lms for use in

• ..i.ufscturers December 28,

plates and films, and
itegrapby. Kosasot

utographirv Ltd IUII if y- ), ury PaVSBMOt
papers, plates

I appar , 25, 1921

•dak,

alers in photo
laterials. December '

Route de"" P* r M » *, manu

31,

and dealers in

elpbi

r
.~~ •'• ^ * 8ons,

est, Finsbury,

P »"-~
i\ -. 406 '701 - ^''-^raphic chemicals, plates and films

Petra AktiengeseUsohaft far Elektromechanik, 18-20, Niederwall-
strasse, Berlin C, Germany, manufacturers.

Carbro (Dwiok).-No. 405,226. Chemical substances for use in
photography. Walter Montague Rouse, trading as The Auto
type Company, 74, New Oxford Street, London, W.C 1 manu
facturer ' '

""*""

;.a» (DasiCN).-No. 408,006. Photograph albums. Arthur
bill, 46, Sixth Avenue, Manor Park, Essex, company director

Nscofock.-No. 408,817. A folding photographic camera. The
Kuaaien Company for Foreign Trade, Ltd.. 57, Shoe Lane
London, E.C.4, merchants.

row SIMS (DmiomL-No. 409,389. Pictorial postcards
photographs and draVings. Frederick James Saxton Chatterton'
34. Elm Park Road. Finchley. London, N.3) artist and journalist

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIBTDBB FOB NEXT WEKK
Monday, March 27.

gham Phot Art Club. Social Evening.
Bradford Phot. Soc. Annual General Meeting.

.

of
., fr

"' 1 Portraiture with a Portable Light"
I/, Pollard Crowther.

Dewsbury Phot. 8oc. Society's Coming of Age
Kidderminster Phot. Soc. Result of Folio
Leeds Camera Club. Rummage Sale.
Southampton CC • The Optica! Lantern." O. T Vivian.

London P.8. Select.
I I: ( ivrry

« *! l

T**3
r Am»t«nr p-8. lantern Slide Competition

Wallhamatow P.8. Lent.

TotsDAr, March 28.

"''.?
• V 7^Jr,tt Th«*-Colour Exposure Camera, A.

Baiifield. (2) Two Papers dealing with the " Osglim " lamp
and its use for photographic purposes. The Klectric
Co., and Messrs. Ilford, Ltd.

Bournemouth CC. " Grsnsda and the Alliambra "

Niagara to the Sea." Dr. F. Robinson.
iera Club. " Pictorial Ideals." M. O. Dell,
hot, Soc. Annual Exhibition (to April 1)

' How a Reflex Camera is Made " G. H leasop
Nelson PS. " Hints on Bird Photography." R. Wood
South Glasgow CC. Annual General Meeting.

Soc. Open Night.
Lantern I-ecture. Travis Burton

Soc. Membera' Exhibition.
Welfare Camera Club. Photographic Chemicals

Wxi M wn h 29.
v .-ton CC " Irish Wil and Humour." A. H. Farrer

Phot. Soc. " Elementary Photo-micrography." Dr
H. Rodman.

B r }

•Through the Grecian Archipelago" U
bar & Sons

Croydon Camera Clnl

Human.
MBS \ P \

Dark

"The Possibilities of a Small Cam-

A. SI,,-,.

\. Webb.

ics of the Photographic Lens."'!'

' How to Compos.
"Carbro I'm .as." Autotyp.

Tm 30.

Gate- ra Club. " With the Camera in Birdland." 1

Donaldson.
Hammersmith Hampshire Hon.- 'lintographic Necess.v

-owther.

Camera ( I .sure to Mounted Prii
„'h Speed." A. E. I ve.

smat PA. "A Short Tour at the Italian Lakes."
W. n. Cleave.

North Middlesex PS "The Way of the Lovely Sky." ti

Back ham.
Wimbledon Camera Club. Lectori by W S. Barrell a

dent's Competitions.

Friday, March 31.

Wombwell P.8 Exposing and Development
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ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday. March 21, Mr. T. H. B. Scott in the

chair.

The chairman announced that Mr. F. F. Renwick had

ied his office as vice president of the Society, consequent, upon

his leaving shortly to take up a position in the United States with

the On Pont de Nemours Company, of Parlin, N.J. The Council

had elected Mr. T. H. B. Scott to take his place, and had further

nominated Mr. Herbert Lambert as a member of the Council.

Mr. S. Bridgen then delivered a long lecture on " Landscape

from the Practical Side." He dealt very fully with the equipment.

materials and methods which he adopted in his own pictorial

work, had some hints to give on composition in landscape photo-

graphy, and, in fact, contributed a host of information on the

practical side of pictorial landscape work.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Bridgen.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. W. Sanderson, J. P., gave an exceedingly interesting lantern

lecture on " Southern Italy," a subject, as the President poetically

observed, particularly appropriate to the approach of spring,

" When birds burst open and buds twitter merrily."

Mr. Sandereon rarely jumps abruptly from one important place

to another, but in pleasantly conducted-tour fashion shows his

audience intervening scenery, which establishes a nice feeling of

continuity and rest. Perhaps the most interesting part of the

lecture consisted of photographs of Messina taken before and after

the last terrible earthquake in 1908, when many thousands lost

their live6 in a few seconds.

Technically, the only point of interest which arose related to

exposure. In a good light in Italy he almost invariably uses one

shutter speed' of 1/ 100th second (presumably so marked), with a

lens working at f/6.5, on fast, but not ultra-rapid, plates. Open

views and narrow street scenes receive the same exposure measured

in duration of time, and although the general quality of the slides

was very good, some of the negatives certainly had not been

surfeited with light-action.

This simple system sadly upset Mr. Harpur, who, in portly, por-

tentous fashion, and, more in sorrow than in anger, admonished the

lecturer. But subtlely he conveyed the idea that the amenities

necessarily extended to an ever welcome visitor alone prevented hi6

reduction to a small heap of ashes. Mr. Jobling found himself in

agreement with Mr. Harpur, and imparted much information on

exposure. Sad to relate, Mr. Sanderson remained unconverted and

unrepentant. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded him.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the Association was held at 35,

Russell Square, W.C., on Friday, March 10, 1922, at 6.50. Mr.

Swan Watson (President) was in the chair, and there was a

numerous attendance.

The minutes of the last annual general meeting and of the

special general meeting having been confirmed,

Tlie President referred to the death of the late Secretary. Mr.

S. H. Fry. All who came into contact with him, he said, must

have been greatly impressed with the wholeheartedness with

which he did his work. His interest in the Association and in the

profession was great and unselfish. As far back as the speaker

could remember in photography Mr. Fry's name had been held in

the highest respect. He thought the meeting would desire that

this small tribute be put on record. (Hear, hear.)

The annual report of the Council was taken as read.

Mr. R. N. Speaight presented the annual balance-sheet. He
thought that the Society's financial position was very satisfactory,

particularly in view of the present depression. It was not quite

so good a report as last year, but this was explained by the

special circumstances under, which the last Congress was held. It

was held in the midst of great industrial upheaval, when most

people thought them plucky in holding a congress at all, and con-

sidering that the loss on the Congress was only £17 the issue was

very creditable to the Association. In the previous year the profit

was something like £40, and this reversal from profit to loss on

the Congress accounted for nearly all the difference—between

£60 and £70—by which they were- below the last year's record.

There was a balance, being excess of income over expenditure, of

£65, and another £100 had been added to the reserve.

Mr. A. Ban at t asked a number of questions bearing on the

accounts.

Mr. Speaight replied that the accounts were mado up to

December 31 last, on which date the old Association was in being.

The expenditure on the. " Circular " represented one issue. A new'

journal was being proposed, and would be issued shortly on a

larger scale. Tt had been thought unwise to tax the accounts for

one year only with the legal charges incurred in incorporation, and.

therefore, while a sum of five guineas appeared in the statement of

expenditure a similar sum in suspense was given among the assets.

so that the expenses attending incorporation, which scarcely belonged

to last year at all, might be more fairly distributed. The present

price of the Association's investments was something like £15 above

the cost price at which they were shown in the balance-sheet.

Mr. Barratt then moved the adoption of the report of Council

and balance-sheet, and this was seconded by Mr. Chaplin Jones,

and carried unanimously.

The President, in putting the motion, referred to the hours of

labour which had been expended by Mr. Speaight as treasurer upon

the finances of the Association.

Mr. A. Ellis (Chairman of Council) said that he wished to make

it clear that this annual general meeting was a meeting of the old

Association, not a meeting of the limited liability company. There-

were certain formalities which had still to be gone through, and

until they were completed it could not be said that they were a

fully fledged company. At that meeting they should be electing a

President and Council, but under the provisions of the new Associa-

tion it wgis arranged (Article 39, which he read), that they go for-

ward into the new Association with the same President and Council

as they had now. In addition to this statement he had to propose

a resolution which had been drafted by the Solicitor as follows :—

" It appearing that the registration of the intended newk Associa-

tion has become effective, and that all the assets of the Association

have been transferred to the new Association, and books handed

over to the new Association, and there being no further usefulness

in the continued existence of the Association, it is hereby resolved

that the said Association be and at the same time is hereby

dissolved."

He had much pleasure in moving that resolution.

Mr. F. H. Read seconded, anci the resolution was carried unani-

mously.

Mr. Ellis then said that in order to have the general meeting at

the Congress it was necessary that the present meeting be adjourned

until the Congress in September, instead of being formally closed

in the ordinary way. He moved, therefore, that the meeting be

adjourned.

Mr. W. Illingworth seconded, and this was carried unanimously.

General discussion was then invited.

Mr. F. G. Wakefield asked what happened to those members who

had not paid their liabilities to the old Association. Were those

liabilities wiped out when the Association became the new body!

He asked for the Solicitor's opinion.

Mr. Speaight (in the absence of the Solicitor) said that he could

give the Treasurer's opinion, which was that they were still owing,

and would be collected by all means.

The President suggested that at the Congress time might be

spared for the discussion of some professional matters, such, for

example, as the desirability or otherwise of putting into print the

prices they might charge for commercial work. Many questions

of the kind might be talked over informally at the Congress to

their great mutual advantage, and he hoped that members would

bring forward such matters for discussion.

Mr. Marcus Adams proposed that the best thanks of the meeting

be given to Mr. Swan Watson for presiding. He said that Mr.

Swan Watson had travelled from Edinburgh all the previous night,

and was about to journey back that same evening, this representing

no small sacrifice in the Association's interests. (Applause.)

Mr. T. C. Turner seconded the resolution, and said how much

they had all enjoyed the able and delightful way in which the
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Lso - Notice i given of the dissolution, by mutual
consent, of the partnership between Margaret Pickles and Julie
Louden, carrying on business as photographers at 27, Central-
drive. Blackpool, under the stylo of Louden and Pickles. All

due to and owing by the late firm will be paid to or by Julie
LoadS

NEW COMPANIES.

null Ad-skrvicb, Ltd,—This private company was regis-

tered in Edinburgh on March 9 with a capital of £2,000 in 1,800
cumulative preference shares of £1 each and 4,000 ordinary of Is.

each. Objects : To carry on the business of advertising agents,
nere, lithographers, etereotypers, photographic and general
rs, engravers, die sinkers, etc. The first directors are:

\V. A Macphail, 91, Hyndland Street, Glasgow, advertising agent,
and J. Barrow man, 248, Kenmure Street, Glasgow, advertising

Qualification: £10 in shares. Registered office: 29,

Waterlou Street, Glasgow.

Vfc. I This private company was registered on March 8
»ilh a capital <fl £600 in £1 shares. ObjecU : To carry on the
business of manufacturers of and dealers in preparations for

apparatus, plant, chemicals, and preparations for technical, com-
mercial, photographic, manufacturing, engineering, scientific pur-
pose*, i permanent and governing directors at

.raine Road, Westcombe Park, Blackheath, S.K.3,
-rvant, and 1>. I>. Jones, 17, Edmund Road, Hastings, office*

t Service. Secretary ; K. K. D. Jones. Registered
office: 518, Woolwich Road, Charlton, S.E.7.

sneOM, 1/rri.—Private company. Registered in Edinburgh,
lary 28. Capital, £200 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

-•• 11 at pi I iraphen photographic ait;, is. print sailers, fit,, ait

I subscribers (each with one share) are : Carl
It, 34, Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh,

photographer; Charles Smith, 34, Comely Bank Avenue, Edin-
burgh, photographer; Alexander Easton Hamilton, 34, Comely
Bank urgh, jewellers' assistant. The first directors

ilh and A. E. Hamilton. Secretary : A. G. Bryaon.
Roistered office : 58, Queen Street, Edinburgh.

H U'sonwnr Toms ft Co., Ltd.—This private company waa ro-

gistered on March 8. with a capital of £3.200 in £1 shares (2,000 pre-
ferred ordinary and 1,200 ordinary). Objects: To adopt an agree-
ment with H. Losoombe Toms and E. Bastard, and to carry on
the business of photographic publishers, optical lantern slide makers,
cinematograph film producers, scenic artists and painters, •

tainmer* contractors, press photographers, manufacturers of and
dealers in wet or dry plates, papers, films and transparencies, photo-

gT»,4nc matisriass, etc. The permanent direotors are : H. Luscombe
Toms, 52. Queen Victoria Street, E.C., lantern slide manufacturer
(managing director) ; E. Bastard, 1, Dersingham Villas, Strathearn

Road, Sotton. Surrey, photographer (assistant manager). Regis-

tered office : 52. Queen Victoria Street, I

Kststhxx View Co.—Particulars of the Keystone View
( Incorporated) were filed on March 7, pursuant to Section 274 of

'iasUswljat (Consolidation) Act. The company was incor-

poratasCesTtssanr York on January 6, 1920, to manufacture and deal

in photographs, art prints, paintings, etchings, objects of art snd
artcraft, and all supplies in connection with the photographic busi-

ness; and photography and pictorial service to newspapers. Tha
capital is $130,000 in $100 shares. The British address is 1, Wine
Office Court, Fleet Street, B.C., where B. Garai is authorised to

accept service of process and notices on behalf of the company.
The directors arc: II W. Sierichs and Emma P. Willey, of

-••venth Avenue, New York, snd B. L. Singley, S. L. Hart,

and f. M Wa rath, all of Mcadvilie. Pa., U.S.A. The file number
U 2.087K.

Kinstucol Stiidicstti, Ltd.—This company was registered on
March 13 with a capital of £25,000 in 20,000 10 per cent, cumu-
lative participating preference shares of £1 each and 20,000

ordinary shares of 5s. each. Objects: To csrry on experiments in

natural colour aad other photography, and tha improvement of
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processes oonnected therewith, and the business of producers and

distributor* of cinematograph films, etc. The first directors are:

<; St. Lawrence Mowbray, Isfryn, Kew, Surrey, banker, and

II I Watson, 8, Stonor Road. West I. n, W., banker.

Minimum cash subscription: Seven £1 shares. Qualification, after

ordinary general meeting in 1923: £500. Remuneration: £100 each

per annum (chairman £150) and a percentage of the profits.

Secretary: A. Williams. Registered office: 57, Palace Street,

ainster, s.W.l.

Mayflower Syndicate, Ltd.—The Mayflower Syndicate, Ltd.,

has been registered as a " private " company with a nominal

capital of £100 in Is. shares. The objects are : To adopt an

agreement between !'" W. May of the one part, and Lieut.-Col. Sir

Edward Belliugham, Bart. (H.M.L. for County Louth), C.M.G.,

D.S.O., and F. Bolton (on behalf of this company) of the other

part, and to carry on in the United Kingdom or elsewhere (either

directly or through the agency of any other company in which this

company holds shares) the business of manufacturers, hirers, sensi-

tisers, treaters, finishers, colourers, toners, letters on hire, renters,

importers, and exporters or exchangers of all bases whatever,

whether sensitised, partly sensitised or otherwise, on which photo-

ns, pictures, outlines, designs, diagrams, etc., may be photi •

graphed, produced or reproduced, whether in colour or otherwise;

manufacturers of and dealers in cinematograph projectors, cameras

and apparatus, films, cinematographs, phonographs and sound-pro-

ducing machines, musical instruments, etc. Permanent governing

directors : Fredk. W. May (technical manager), Sheeps Head Bay,

Long Island, U.S.A. (at present resident at 11, Passauerstrasse,

Berlin, Germany); Lt.-Col. Sir Edwd. Bellingham, Bart., H.M.L.

for County Louth, C.M.G., D.S.O. (chairman), Castle Bellingham,

Ireland; F. Bolton (managing director), Anglo House, Litchfield

Street, W.C. (managing director Anglo Film Agencies, Ltd.) ; R. A.

Leckie, 23, Lime Street, E.C. ; Elfreda M. Fries, 11, Passauer-

strasse, Berlin, Germany; Capt. Chas. M. King, Guards Club,

Brook Street, W. Qualification, 10 shares. Remuneration of

governing directors (chairman £100 extra) shall be equal, and

shall not be less than £200 over, above and in addition to that

payable to each ordinary director. The registered office is at

1." Litchfield Street, W.C. File No. 180,077."

News and Notes.

Glass Wobks in Germany, says a Reuter correspondent, have
•decided to raise the price of glass made for dry plates by 15 per
-rent.

A Photographic Lady as J.P.—Mrs. M. W. Acworth, wife of

Dr. J. J. Acworth, Ph.D., the photographic chemist and inventor
and founder of the Imperial Dry-Plate Co., has been appointed as
Willesden's first woman J.P. Mrs. Acworth (Marion Stevenson),
•who married in 1893, was also the first lady A.R.C.Sc.

Royal Institution.—On Thursday (March 30) Professor A. M.
Hind delivers the first of two lectures on " Landscape Etchers :

New and Old." The Friday evening discourse on March 31 will

be delivered by Mr. A. B. Walkley on "Jane Austen"; and on
April 7, by Sir Ernest Rutherford on the " Evolution of the
Elements."

Royal Photographic Society.—At the meeting arranged by the
Scientific and Technical Group, for Tuesday next, March 28. a
paper on the Triat three-colour exposure camera will be read

'

by
Mr. A. C. Banfield. Two papers dealing with the " Osglim " lamp
and Me uses for photographic purposes will also be read by repre-

of the General Electric Co. and Messrs. II ford, Ltd.

Summer Time DATES.-An Order has been made in Council
directing that summer time shall come into force this year at
2 o clock Greenwich mean time, on the morning of Sunday next,
March 26, and shall continue until 2 o'clock, Greenwich mean time
on the morning of Sunday, October 8. This period has been fixed
in accordance with the agreement made recently with France and
Belgium to secure uniformity between the three countries.

Photography at the Zoo.—Dr. Chalmers Mitchell, secretary of

the Zoological Society, lecturing at the Royal Institution last

week, stated that many animals of which there were no photo-

graphic records were now quite extinct, and they wanted cinema

records of every rare animal and every common animal, so that

they might have them preserved for the future. At the Zoo they

had an expert photographer, who took film records of all animals

that came into their possession.

Size Of German PictbbB Postcards.—According to a G<

correspondent on the staff of one of the London dailies you

to be very careful about the size of picture postcards in the Father

land You must measure your card very carefully, for some o

ing of Saxony's postcards, conveying birthday

friends! were recently returned to the distinguished sender witi

the remark by a wide-awake Post Office official : " Too lai

go at postcard rates." The ex-King's private secretary discovered,

with the aid of the big book of Post Office Regulations, that thfj

were one-thirtieth of an inch too broad !

Photographic Goods per Foreign Parcels Post.—Manufac-

turers of photographic materials and business men generally whe

have long been complaining that the maximum weight for p

abroad—11 lb., and in some cases less—is not sufficient, have been

wondering what are the " serious practical difficulties " mentioned

in a recent Parliamentary answer. The G.P.O. authorities ndM

state that the greatest obstacle to increase of weight is the f»
that all parcels before they become " foreign " are " inland*

whoso weight must not exceed 11 lb. Before any change could

bo made, contracts with railway companies, fittings in sorting

offices, the size of mail bags, and other factors have to be con.

sidered.

Correspondence.

*•" Correspondents ahould never write on both aides of the P"P*ft

No notice ia taken of communications unleas the names anit

addreasea of the writers are given.

•** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THE FOX TALBOT MEMORIAL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have recently received a letter from Miss M.

Talbot, to whom we are indebted for the apparatus used by her

grandfather and now included in our museum, where it is avail-

able for inspection, expressing the wish that the Fund collected

should be, if possible, devoted to the endowment of an annual

lecture on photographic developments or on any kindred subject

which might be helpful to practical photographers, whether pro-

fessional or amateur. (I underline the exact wording of her com-

munication.) The Council of the Royal Photographic Society

recently appointed the new President, Mr. W. L. F. Wastell, the

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. E. W. Mellor, and myself to act as Trustees

of the Fund, and in due course a scheme will be formulated for

adoption later on, on the lines suggested by Miss Talbot.

May I add that the amount subscribed is gradually increasing,

and that Mr. W. L. F. Wastell and Mr. G. C. Weston will be

pleased to receive any further contributions sent to them at

35, Russell Square?—I am, yours faithfully,

Geo. H. Rodman.

March 18

MEASURING FOCAL LENGTH OF LENS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have been interested in the paper by Messrs.

Jobling and Salt on the Clay method of finding the focus of a lens.

Unfortunately, however accurate the result may be, an appliance

is required that is not in the possession of most photographers, and

it would be interesting if the gentlemen named will apply them-

selves to the measurement of the foci of the lenses in most general

use—the Petzval portrait lens, the aplanat of Steinheil, generally

sold as rapid rectilinear and rapid symmetrical, an anaetigmat
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doublet, and the Cooke lent (the Aldis lens, having a special con-

id)—and will take the measures also

iw-ral use, and
that .irapher may judge whether the amount is of

nportance I have not now the convenience* for making these

I myself.

usual method, I suppose, is that which I published in the

.1 of Photography," .-.-Member 19, 1879, and was
^ptt'J in the " B J. Almanac " for many years in a useful page

by Mr. Branfiil. A concrete example of it

was a i
> lis time without acknowledgment) by another

biter. Aa these old papers may not be within the reach of many
u yraphers, it may be well to re-state the role. Focus the image

say, a foot rule or a sheet of card with two crosses

apart marked upon it. to some definite scale. Suppose the
^ rendered as three inches upon the zround glass, the temle

DO*. Measure the distance from the object to the
by the figure representing the Kale, and divide the
•pure of a number, one higher than that by which

ied. Thus, supposing the distance fro;

•f* to he 50 inches and the scale four

50 x *
n - ena has a cos of 8 inches.

Yours. hikhiv.
•»d. Marc

Til'

the Editors.

estod in reading your note in the "
I

' .r.-h 3 regarding the small u«e mad* of the permanganate
have for years employed it in lantern slide work (also for

- se alide consider it un-

.".•sure is given and development earned
"girding deuc few plates need be

1 The commonly accepted opinion seams to I* that lh» .

wived by the reducer, and is then washed out of

in error, as the following e»|»>

it* is cot in half, one half reduced srxl

are sulphide tooed. >aJves

lensity. si. is not

film, but converted into a colourless transparent

loper as need in

me process. An after-bath of hypo does dissolve and
Is the

Blear first it* which is only

.luble in wster, or does it remain asMM to manganate; the changed e* it

. form ? The compoi,

t after clearing with n. t may he
after an acid <• is, as one

expect, no change on exposure ' These few notes

treat to some renders of the " B.J.. " and perhaps
jaaeone with more time st disposal may car* to

•press an ' am, dear Sirs,

Toon vi

Clyde II HuddersfieM

Marcl

cd ar.d

rem.

(f,.-!l 3C •

RKD1 CTION WITH PERB1

To the Editors.

pfJesslli men.— 1 was :n (•Tested in your editorial note
taction with persulphate, bat I think there is another cause of

to* irregular action of this reducer, and one which ha* not received

t*W attention it deserves,

dealt with b] 'rarner. in bis K..

id Photograph!*,' ' and I need make no apology for

translation u my own and makes
B^Haim to slegance. In view of the length of the passage I have
emitted the origin*, test:

-• shown that whils thiosn.phato itself is not adsorbed
I

griati nr. to* stiver bromide -hjosuipbat* TfjftT. com-

pounds, produced during the photographic fixing process, re-

main in the gelatine as irremovable silver compounds, as
soon as the proportion of thiosulphate to silver bromide sinks below
a certain level. Also the silver gel. of the negatives obviously
takes up silver bromide from the thiosulphate solution, and this

becomes more noticeable with increasing concentration of silver

bromide in die fixing bath."

" If sensitometer scales, after development in iron oxalate, are
fixed in (1) pure 20 per cent, thiosulphate solution, and (2) each
in 100 cc. thiosulphate solution in which 1 to 4 gm. silver bromide
have previously been dissolved, there remains by later removal of

the silver a residue which becomes considerably greater as the

silver bromiJe content of the fi.ving-bath increases. This is par-

ticularly noticeable when the silver is dissolved away in ammonium
persulphate. After fixing in pure thiosulphate die reduction in

persulphate takes place quickly and completely, but after fixing in

a bath containing much silver bromide, the process of solution of

the silver took place extraordinarily sluggishly, so much so that

the dissolving of the silver only slowly commenced after hall an

hour."

•hiedly this circumstance plays an important part in the

practice of reducing with ammonium persulphate. Should the nega-

tives in quest tun have been fixed in a bath already containing much
silver bromide, the reduction with persulphate a/cnetimes does not

take place at all. Also the presence of bisulphite in the fixing hath

appears to play a |wt in this connection, since this considerably

reduces the solubility of silver bromide in thiosulphate.''

ace, however, an after-treatment with pure thiosulphsitc of

audi a silver gel. charged with silver bromide partly removes 'he

adsorbed silver bromide, it is desirable in photographic practice

for a negative, which, owing to its gradation, is to be reduced

liersulphate, to be once more re-fixed in pure thiosulphate

before the redaction is undertaken."

I may say that I have alwaye followed the instruction in

last sentence, and it is possibly owing to this precaution that I have

not bean troubled with the irregular action referred to in youi

editorial.- Yours faithful! v. W B Shaw
29. Wsdnesbury Road. Walsall.

DR. RODM.\

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On behalf of over 5,000 members of photographic

soristies represented by the " Club Photographer,'' I should like to

be permitted to associate myself with the tribute you have paid to

I! Rodman. He has shows himself a real friend not only

to the R.P.S. but to the other photographic societies in the

During my term of offios a* secretary of the Liverpool A 1' A

Dr. Rodman took the trouble to come down to give us his latest

Lectors, despite the pressure of bis duties aa president of the R.P 3.

When, later, I invited him to assume the duties of judge of the

scientific is lit si of the " Northern " and also to give us another

lecture, bs s—isrstml willingly and made no trouble of the fact that

this visit would entail a stay of some days in the Meraeyside city

8o highly is Dr. Rodman esteemed in Liverpool that the very rare

of honorary membership of the L.A.P.A. was conferred

Yst Dr i, while taking all pains to please us in liver-pool.

., BretsaT forgot his allegiance to the RP.S., as he did some

very active recruiting, and took back with him to London no less than

five nominations on bis first visit alone. I remember this distinctly,

as I was his first victim.

Hs has. further, shown a keen interest in the progress of the

•sub movement, and, as his Christmas message to all club photo-

graphers showed, his interest was not merely a surface expression

but a very active association with all matters appertaining to

photographic dulJand.

lias carried out his exacting duties most efficiently, yet has

left none but pleasant memories with those with whom he had asso-

ciations, and I am only voicing the opinions of the whole of photo-

graphic clubland in wishing him a long life of continued usefulness.

—Yours • Oboffrbt E. Psuoui.
Editor.

81, Dale Street. Liverpool, March 17.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Jn accordance with our present practice a relatively small space it

allotted in each imie to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-ccnt International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday'*. " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday {pasted Monday), and should be

adaressed to the Editors

H E.—The makers of the Sanderson camera are Messrs. Houghtons,

Ltd.. 88 89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

M. F.—Your plan appears to be quite satisfactory. Sixteen feet is

rather short for full-lengths, but we presume that you could take

your camera through the workroom door and get an extra 3 ft.

or 4 ft.

S .T. A.—Something about your enlarging lantern is much out of

the square. It may be that the front and the body carrying the

negative holder are not parallel. Get a good set square and test

all right angles between the lamp and the lens. Be careful that

the negative carrier fits well in its grooves and that the negative

m firm in its rebate.

A. H.—We have referred your inquiry to the author of the article

on page 112, who informs us that fused calcium chloride 's

intended to be used in the formula. Crystals of calcium chloride

would contain 6 molecules of H„0, and might be detrimental to

the collodion, as well as requiring a greater quantity, just over

double, in fact.

P F.—If you have facilities for recharging them you can do very

well with accumulators. For enlarging you would require, as a

minimum, an 8 volt 1,000 ampere set. This with a 20-watt gas-

filled motor headlight bulb would give you 40 c.p. for a good

many hours. These lamps have a closely coiled filament, which
should not be apparent on the screen.

E. H.—There are several systems of puttyless glazing. Messrs.

Braby. 352-364, Euston Road, London, N.W.I, have 'one called

the "Drop-Dry." This can be had with steel or wooden sash

bars. Another good system is that of the British Luxfer Prism
Syndicate, 16, Hill Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.2. Either of

these systems will be absolutely drip free, provided that suction

is not permitted at the overlap of the panes.

C C. S.—We are afraid it is not possible to say why the hypo-alum
bath in the lead-lined dish is 60 much less active than when the
solution is used in an enamel dish. It is quite possible that the
lead exercises a restraining action on the bath owing to combina-
tion with the sulphide, which is the active constituent of hypo-
alum. We think that an enamel or earthenware dish should be
invariably used for hypo-alum, and that is the general practice.

W. N.—Certainly you are at liberty to use the photographs for
other purposes, it being presumed that you are granting repro-
duction in the journal for which you are writing only for the
specific purpose of illustrating your article. If, however, you
wish to dispose of the copyright outright, you must, as you say,
cover yourself and your editor by excluding the right to repro-
duce the prints in connection with your article.

ft H.—The celluloid discs of which you enclose samples are, in our
opinion, absolutely useless as supports for any kind of photo-
graphs. To coat them singly with emulsion, even if they were
clear, would be very difficult, and would cost more than ready-
coated film could be purchased for. The only use that we can
suggest is to make varnish or lacquer from them. There is a con-
siderable demand for a clear celluloid lacquer for bright metal
goods.

B W.—Under the circumstances named we prefer the cascade
pattern of washer, although, of course, it calls for more hand
manipulation than the rotating drum or similar appliances. If
the tanks are well made of a hard wood it is not necessary to
give them any coating. There would be no objection to giving
a coating of shellac varnish or good white enamel, but these
coatings do not last for a very long time, and if the tanks are
well made they are better without them. Messrs. Brodrick,
Ltd., 50, High Street, Bloonisbury, London, W.C.2, make a very
good cascade washer emWrely of wood.

B. B. L.—Legally the copyright in the photograph which has_been

sent to you for enlargement is the property of your customer.

Therefore, he is quite within his rights in ordering the enlarge-

ment and you are within your rights in doing the work to his

order. We think that is as much as can be said. We do not

think you are entitled to put your name below the coloured

enlargement of a photograph by another photographer, even

though the colouring is yours. By so doing the maker of the

original portrait would, we think, have certain ground for action

against you. Of course, unless you have the consent of your

customer, you have no right whatever to exhibit any version of

the portrait in your showcases without his permission.

G H. J.— (1) About the best general text-book on half-tone block-

making is "Photo-Mechanical Processes," by W. T. Wilki

published by Messrs. Hamptons, Ltd.. 12, Cursitor Street, London,

E.C.4, price 4s., but no text-book is at all an efficient substitute

for practical instruction in block-making. (2) We think

difficulty in getting half-tone blocks to come out well on news*:-,

print is that the block is made with too fine a screen. For blocks

which are printed on paper, such as that used for the " B. .T .

."

the half-tone screen should not be coarser than about 100 lines

per inch. Of course a great deal depends upon the printer, and

also upon the maker of the block. (3) The little French manual

on air-brush work is not published in English.

E. M.—Whatever pattern of lamps you use you must have a

diffusing screen, otherwise your negatives will be unevenly

illuminated. If you use clear glass bulbs the. form of the fila-

ment will be visible on the enlargement ; with opal or ground

glass globes you will have blobs. You will require two sheets of

ground glass with a space of about 4 inches between them to

get anything like even lighting. Four clear lamps with such

a screen should answer fairly well. This method of lighting is

very wasteful of current as compared with using a condenser.

An inverted pyramidal reflector lined with silvered glass, with

one lamp in the centre, would be more economical, but you must
take care that the angle of the reflectors is such that the full

power of the light reaches the ground glass.

W. V. L.—It is difficult to fix a price for the work you mention,

but for your guidance we may refer you to the current " B.J.

Almanac," on page 310 of which you will find a scale of prices

for commercial work. In this 7s. 6d. is given for half-plate

negative and one print. This, we think, is much too high for

an order of 1,000 different subjects. A London trade firm

advertises the low price of Is. 7d. for making a quarter-plate

negative and lid. for a half-plate enlargement, making 2s. 6d.

per subject, exclusive of collection and delivery. You must

decide between these limits what price you think your customer

will be willing to pay. If you are a member of the P. P. A. you

would do well to communicate with the Secretary. We believe

that the Society has discussed the matter, but, so far, has

published no scale.

The British Journal of Photography.
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New P.P. A.
Secretary.

iniountfed an another page, Mr.
Laiiy Sims has resigned tlio secretary-

of the Professional Photographers' Association, the
Council of which body has appoii Alfred Ellis

in his place. Wo thii hoioe is an excellent one.
Mr. 1 ,f the Association from its

first inception, and was, in fact, its secretary during
the first three years ot For some consider-

able nuri: he has hold the office of chair-

man 1 1 in which capacity all the affairs of

the Association have c tmo under his personal no:

Thro e whole twenty-one year-' ea the
Association no one member has been more assiduous in

its support or has become so fully acquainted with tlio

-ments which from ti b*ve taken pi

within its membership. And further, the appointment
has the good feature that Mr. Ellis is now able in his

husiness
of the Association, and is esta , 2,

ir to th< \\ .-k! -

the Metropolitan Railway, an office, wh
osult him in any matters of difficult

those

niercial. as a professioi im fully

'.-. and •!

in his mind the

in the welfan
hers, Mi will

obtain, the support of th

The Dark- Jf we
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. npboard; the otherwise excellent covering of cork

is a sufficient safeguard in this respect. We have

such satisfactory experience of a dark-room bench

odying this cupboard that we are sure no one will

find fault with us if they act on this recommend;

in fitting or re-fitting a dnrk-room.

Platinum Those who of late in this country and

Toning of abroad have been advocating the after-

Bromides. toning of bromide prints with a platinum

must certainly be ignorant of the efforts made some

fifteen years ago to popularise this method. The papers

and demonstrations of Mr. Winthrope Somerville, who,

believe, was the originator of the process and almost

»le protagonist, did all that could be done to persuade

photographers to entrust their bromides to the tender

•ies of platinum toning for the sake of the admittedly

handsome sepia tone. Experience showed, however, that

the process has certain serious defects. For one thing

it lias its likes and dislikes as regards the type of paper

the prints on which it will tone. The gaslight prints of

that day—it may be different now—were not readily

susceptible to it. But its most grave disadvantage is

the fugitive character of the toned prints. It appears

inherent in the use of a soluble salt of platinum, with or

without mercury, for the toning of a gelatine print that

the permanence of the sepia-toned deposit is poor ; that

is, of a much lower order of permanence than the un-

toned image. And, to name a third drawback, the process

was expensive enough when platinum was about £4 an

ounce. At the present price of the metal there can be

little inducement to use even a perfect process for such

a purpose.

What is The use in the definition of copyright
Infringement (in the Copyright Act) of the compre-
of Copyright? hensive phrase "in any material form

whatsoever," makes it clear that the copying of a photo-

graph in any process constitutes infringement. A wash
or line drawing, an engraving and a three-colour repro-

duction from a photograph are equally infringements,

In the Act of 1862 it was described as infringement
" colourably to imitate " a work. This term is likewise

used in the 1911 Act in defining an infringing copy.

(See Section 35 of the Act.) Its use is of importance,

since it provides against an infringer making such slight

alterations as to protect himself against, the charge of

exact copying. For example, it prevents an artist making
n drawing in his own individual style from a photograph ;

if the whole drawing or certain parts peculiar to the

photograph, identify the photograph as the original from
which the artist worked, the photographer has a claim

for infringement. A judgment on this point was given

in the case of Bolton v. Aldin. Mr. Cecil Aldin. the

artist, had copied a photograph of a tiger by Mr. Gambler
Bolton, the well-known animal photographer. The draw-
ing was held to be a " pure copy and a very good ropy "

of the photograph, and as additional proof thereof it was
shown that the tiger in the photograph had a cancerous

growth in the mouth, which had been copied by the

artist as part of the mouth itself.

Removing Before attempting to remove varnish
Varnish. or retouching medium from a negative

it is desirable to ascertain the nature of the solvent used

for the gums, or considerable difficulty may be
experienced. Fortunately, most negative varnishes

consist of shellac and sandarae dissolved in alcohol, so

that the coating may be removed very easily by th<

application of methylated spirit. The action of this

rendered much more effective by the addition of about

five per cent, of .880 ammonia, which is in itself a

solvent of shellac, and seems to leave the surface in a

much better condition for intensification or reduc

than plain spirit H es. While in the spirit the suri

of the negative should be well rubbed with cotton wool

and wiped dry after talcing out. A second bath of spirit,

with or without ammonia, should then be given to remove

the last traces of gum, and then the film should

soaked till all greasiness disappears. Retouching medium

can be cleaned off with pure spirit of turpentine, rubbed

on with cotton wool, using clean turpentine and wool

until the surface appears quite even. Celluloid varnish

may be removed with amyl acetate-, alcohol or acetone.

As the fumes of the first-named are injurious to some

constitutions it should be avoided, if possible. Tn all

cases where plain spirit is used it should be of full

strength and not have been used for drying negatives.

THE LENS OB THE CAMERA?

We have recently had to deal with several queries cob-

cerning the alleged unsatisfactory performance of various

lenses, and in each case it has been found that a want

of accuracy on the camera or enlarger has been the cause.

It may be assumed that, except through accidental

damage such as may be caused by a fall or other violence,

any lens bearing a nam© of repute is capable of covering

the plate for which it is listed with sharp definition

the edges. If this is not found to be the case, a rigid

examination of the camera should be made in order to

find out whether the axis of the lens is at right angles

to the plate or, in other words, whether the front and

back of the camera are parallel with each other. A verj

slight error in this respect will seriously impair thf

performance of a rapid lens.

The method of examination must of necessity be varie.l

to suit the different types of camera. With most stand

cameras a good 90 deg. set square and a flat boxwood

or steel rule are all the instruments necessary. The

former is used to test the rectangularity of the front and

back in relation to the baseboard in the vertical direction

and the latter for checking the parallelism of front and

back in the horizontal plane. The principal sources of

error in the former position will usually be found in bent

or strained struts, or in slots or notches, which either

through faulty design or wear allow the moving parts

to be clamped in an incorrect position. In the latter

position the error is often due to wear in the rackwork

allowing a tooth to be missed, and, perhaps, again picked

up when closing the camera. Parallel cameras, in which

the back is drawn out and clamped upon metal guides.

should be very clearly marked on both sides at equal

distances from the front, and great care taken in adjust-

ing the back to these marks. It should be seen that the

swing back of such cameras fits closely and accurately

to the camera body when closed.

Hand cameras of the collapsible type are more difficult

to test, as there is not a firm baseboard as a datum. The

best plan is to use a good spirit level, say, six inches long,

in the following way. Level a flat piece of glass upon

three screw eyes fixed in- a board or table top, taking

care that the eyes are near enough together to come

within the dimensions of the focussing screen of the

camera. Remove the glass plate and put the focussing

screen (which is, of course, in its groove) in its place,

then lay the spirit level across the front cell of the lens.

If the 'bubble remains central on being turned in al!
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, ,,c all on the ...1- ° that illum.nan which

, ;l<ll lv kept from flooding he room with nnda-

M ,,,l detail and yielding the- greatest vanety of effect..

y00 ma? saj that the actinism of the much greater,

E! EX. given nu,nhevo, wattjjl fleet » far more

lighted with one of the spare lamps, the whole object being

to obtain control of the direction the light is to fall and

to work pretty close to the model.

The shades are painted inside with white flat Japan, the

lamps themselves acid-obscured at the front, or diffusion

fig. 2.-Showing reflectors in the rolled up position.

powerful than with the same current going through half-watt

lamps.
. .

That is largely a question of the manner in which the two

systems are employed. The arc requires much more diffusion

needs to be used at a greater distance from the sitter, and

is less amenable to shading control than the gas-filled lamp.

] have brought here to-night a small portable outfit, which

anyone with a little assistance from tinsmith and ironworker

can put together at quite email cost. You will find it con-

tains many essentials of the permanent studio installation,

but in miniature.

The supporting pole has a sliding rod—one of the

old curtain poles with a fairly heavy circular plate

and ball castors makes an excellent stand. The rod is

pierced for pegs, and has a 5-ft. projecting arm easily placed

in position for carrying shaded lamps, which control the

lighting of the sitter's hair and shoulders. On the upright

Fig. 3.—Photograph of the studio (or open lighting. The
view shows the Meccano carriages tor 1,500- watt lamps
running on the T-irons. Small hooded lamps can be
brought down from the ceiling, and likewise ran on a
Meccano carriage which travels on a stretched wire. This

electric fitting is found very useful for lighting hair.

pole are grips and rods which carry slightly larger shades

(about 12 x 10 in.).

The bandle is made hollow so that the lamp and shade

easily come off the rod, and the exposure made with lamp
in hand instead of on the pole. The background may be

Pin 4 -Photograph showing system of main lighting with three l,SM£iM

lamps' TheS background is shown as used for sketch portraits, being
lamps, i

]jghted ^ a G EC fl00d lignt [amp ghown at A.

secured by fitting on a sort of biscuit-tin lid stretched with

China silk or translucent paper held in position with a spring

in the lid. Matt varnish for " frosting " should not be

used, as it quickly turns yellow.

Lamps should be fitted into the screw-in type of holder,

and not the bayonet form, as great heat is generated by the

"half-watt" lamp and the spring contacts rapidly weaken.

Fig S.^Portrait of Sir Landon Ronald taken by

Mr T C Turner with the portable lamp described

in his paper, in conjunction with a certain amount

of general diffused lighting.

Mr. Turner then demonstrated the manner of working with

200-watt lamps in the shades, and said one of the advantage

of such a " pocket edition " of a lighting apparatus was that

it could be worked off the ordinary house wiring and from a

5-ampere switch, if the switch was a sound one of good pat-

tern—many, of course, being badly made and liable to arc.

In referring to the permanent appointments of a studio
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THE NEED IN PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

.Mowing address aecently delivered by Mr. 1 ( ,
lilney at u meeting of the London Camera Club reache»

ithout a title Wo have iven it that which appears above, thinking it one to which Mr. Tilney would scarcely

demur That the author wn a a ca>tigative mood when he committed his words to paper is sufficiently evident;

vet when allowance has been made for a special vigour of expression, it is still seen that the themes of the paper are

which have always domii ated Mr. Tilncv's teaching, viz., the plea for the study of the artist's temperament and a

relentless hostility to the modem exaltation of all descriptions of mannerism. Photography in particular can benefit

och healthy wind of criticism as this.—Ens. " B.J."]

Ai.rii.iii.ii this is a camera club I feel that its activities are

,o multifarious, and the tastes of its members so catholic,

something in the nature of an apology is due from

me for proposing to talk about my old, one and only- art.

If nothing but photography were thought of within these

walls my subject might still be considered somen hat an alien

,)iie by those who maintain that art is one thing and photo-

graphy another. But I believe that there is a still further

dilution of art in this club. It is whispered to me that the

of the billiard ball is a more frequent sound than

the oaths of the developer in the dark-room. But perhaps

thai only shows the restraint and good behaviour of the

latter.

At any rate, here I am, with that tedious old subject

before you again. How perennial it is—how immortal!

There is no word more constantly on the lip, and no subject

less understood.

When the photographer is an artist there is nothing to

boose between him and a painter. They both look out on

Mature in the same way. They feel and they know. And

they know when others cannot feel, hut only pretend to.

The true artist can only see and feel in one way, and that

ie his own way. lie he painter or photographer he can only

feel through his own consciousness; and the man that has

to adopt the ritual of others as an outward credential when

he has nothing within himself is he that cannot and never

will make the true artistic demonstration.

Modern painting is, as we know, teeming with humbug

that is all trick and observance without anything of the

divinojjfflatus behind and within it. The teeming humbugs

finn it easy to pass for the real thing among those who do

not know. The facility is due to modern journalism, which

thrives only on stunts. Stunts make" sensation. The hum-
drum of real art does not. Therefore the critics (pardon the

misnomer)—I mean the penny-a-liners—boost the stunters

and everybody is happy—except the artists.

The photographer when he is not an artist—and mostly

he isn't— adopts the outward observances of the painters,

both tho stunters and the good sort, too. For not having

the real Freemasonry of Art he finds it difficult to discrimi-

nate between the real and the sham. lie finds, too, in his

turn that if he adopts the style of the Futurist or the Cubist

he stands a chance of getting some recognition from the penny-

a-liners.

Time was when this tendency was pretty bad. But, thank
(!<*], tho days of Coburn at his worst, rt hoc genus omnes, are

over. The stuntists in photography have found that they

cannot make it pay, and I, for one. have done my little best

to queer their pitch.

But there is still a vast amount of humbug going forward;

although it is not of the shameless sort that puts on motley

and stands on its lead in the market-place. Quite a lot

of the humbug is harmless and excusable—the result of a

sort of auto-suggestion more than anything else. A man
larks about with his boy's to\ camera and gets bitten.

' Unit " he says. " I think I'll get one myself." He buys a
good one, joins a local club, exhibits in the Beginners' Section,

promoted in time, wins certificates, and eke a medal,

and the hat thereof knoweth him no more. It is a pretty

little epic, but it represents truly the course of art train-

ing of the average photographic " artist." The reason he

welled head is that ho mistakes his medal and other

awards for proofs of genius. He does not realise that what

he does anybody could do with a little practice and a little

teaching of the tricks of composition picked up in the two-

penny journals, lie refuses to see that hundreds of thou-

sands are doing it.

I do not say that there are not grades of excellence in thia

accomplishment, nor that the best results of those who have

rolled in the art-pollen are not beautiful things. But I

do say that the impulse does not come from within once

in a thousand times—it conies from without— is adventitious.

It is indeed the observance—docilely, admirably learnt and

mnmpeachably practised—of others' practice.

But I have no quarrel with such photographers, because,

as I have admitted, the best of them produce admirable

things. Whether the whole of the credit is due to the photo-

grapher or to happy fluke and the perfection of apparatus

is another question. With fool-proof cameras and develop-

ing tanks, and with experts to do the enlarging, it is only

possible to make bad prints by absolutely bad selection of

subject and subsequent personal control in the printing.

And, if you think of it, it is on these points that most of

the bad work rests.

My quarrel is with those who having all the present-day

advantages are yet unable to catch a breath of that proper

and personal art feeling that would, under such advantageous

conditions as photographic execution enjoys, bring off a

masterpiece every time. Why should they ever fail?

The truth is they are content with the letter of Art and

seek not the spirit. They think they know because they talk

glibly the art jargon. They think, too, that their method of

teaching one another is all that is needed. They see nothing

anomalous in the fact that the blind should lead the blind.

If they would but learn, or learn to teach themselves, instead

of attempting to thrive on the mutual criticisms of the postal

album and the local exhibition, they might some day he really

converted, in which case the observances they now practise

would have something of meaning for them.

For I believe that Art can overwhelm a man, just as the

rabid Salvationist believes that Divine grace can suddenly

overwhelm a man—perhaps not quite so quickly as in the latter

operation. Wo can't make artists by sudden conversion at

revivalist meetings; but we can make them, if they will give,

themselves to the business. Art is only a way of looking at

things—nothing more. The Beauty sense is in us all; it is

a germ in various stages of development, and sometimes not

developed at all.

I quarrel with the photographer who looks at pictures and

copies mannerisms from them; content to think that by so

doing he is making artistic pictures. For my point is, that

he copies these styles and mannerisms, not because anything

in them gives him a thrill of joy; but because he believes he-

will be mistaken for an artist. Every manner or style thai

develops into a trick loses caste with the true artist ; and
if the photographer were converted he would no more think
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vcorks of others. His works are, once he has learnt the
works of art.

U .> iould not the mass of photographers rise to this?
Why should they not attain to the true vision and feeling?

>l they do so, there would be little risk of their producing
mannered w<irk. aggressive designs, shrieking silhouettes, jazz

false tonality, anomalies of light and shade, and
antiful lads." Above all the supreme sin would be
iod away—the effect, of thunderous gloom which shrouds
enlargement, the bromoil and the oil print. We should

mure often see a healthy and naturalistic length of scale, fewer
of that mechanical harmony of tone which comes

automaiieally from keeping all tones of nearly the same
ngth. A ruse of safety for those who cannot manage con-

trasts. We should see something of the character and power
and beauty of form in skies instead of the nondescript light

patches that are prolfered for clouds in bromoil prints. The
best skies occur in the under-exposed views of the beginner.
If the bromoiler worked from what he knew and felt instead
of what he swanked, he would not ink up his shadows in a
wrong order of gradation, so as to mix up his planes. Nor
would he bo blind to nobility of subject. He would not,

for example, find in our splendid streets, with their gorgeous
largeness of tone-schemes, their sparkle and quality, nothing
to inspire him but the wheels and axles of motor-buses. He
would give the iron bridge a rest, with its black and straight
girders. He would suppress the eternal pierrot and ballet-

dancer. He would, indeed, see that arresting subject-matter
is no help to quality, but rather a hindrance to artistic attrae
tiveness; for great art makes sublime the commonplace.

In short, what pictorial photography needs badly is a mental
and moral re-birth. What progress there is is that of the

dealers, who keep glutting the market with printing-papers

bearing a multitude of fancy names which defy the memory.
But what difference, artistically, does such progress make?
Any old paper will serve the purpose of a man who has some-

thing to say and can say it.

I have not treated you to-night to a dissertation upon tech-

nical art matters. There is quite enough of that sort of thing

done, and it has its abuses as well as its uses. What I have

tried to emphasise is the fact—all too seldom touched upon

—

that art in pictorialism, as in everything else, is expression

of emotion ; and that if there is no emotion, there is obviously

nothing to express. It is then that picture-making has to

fall back upon mere sophistications of Form without inspira-

tions of Content.

It is this inspiration alone that can quicken pictorial
photography, and put it, as it should deserve, on the level of
the graphic arts. The inspiration is impossible without sensi-
tiveness to beauty; and as all beauty is based on principles
that are found in Nature, the photographer must cultivate
Nature before he cultivates Art. To proceed the other wav
about, as is now done, is futile. Art is understood automati-
sally when we apprehend beauty in Nature, for Nature teaches
the principles of Art and drives us to pictures. Responsive-
ness and sensitiveness must be developed ; and this can be done
by systematic training of the eye. At least, that is the
common phrase; but, of course, it is not the eye at all; it is

ihr training of the mind to adopt a certain and peculiar
attitude towards natural phenomena. But this is quite a
different thing from what is understood by an art education :

it is, in reality, a general education—directed towards the
peculiar psychological culture that is characteristic of the true
artist.

You will think that I have been presumptuous and aggres-
sive. I oiler neither denial nor defence; for it was my inten-
tion to stir you to a discussion. You may turn and rend me
1 shall still hold together sufficiently to substantiate the
arguments I have advanced. There is only one word I would
say to shield myself from your wrath and vituperation: it is

that you will give me the credit of recognising that some of
the best and most artistic pictorial photographers are
members of this Club, and two or three are painters as well
as photographers.

-My tirade is directed against the rank and file of pictorialists

who go on doing wrong things in a fool's paradise from which
they are too blind and too self-satisfied to be led away. Many
of these enjoy appreciable reputations in the photographic
world, and nobody ever attempts to open their eyes.

It is my wish to exalt photography, to cleanse the Augean
stables, to imbue it with a pure purpose which shall give it

the status amongst the arts that it should long since have
enjoyed; and I have taken the only means I know of. M\
voice for over twenty years has been a voice in the wilderness.

1 am still preaching in that wilderness, but the willing ears

are few.

Perhaps my mission may be thought one of unpardonable
arrogance and presumption. I may have no right to assume
the role of mentor. If this is so I must be forgiven, for

nobody yet has hinted this to me; and if I am spoiled, I am
spoiled by a too indulgent encouragement from those who
perceive my motives. F. C. Tilnet.

PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS OF TESTING DEVELOPERS.
1 [A communication from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company, reprinted from the "American Annual of

Photography." The Elon mentioned, it may be stated, is metol (monomethyl paramidophenol sulphate) of Eastman manufacture.]

(Concluded from page 172.)

Reports on Developing Formulae.
For practical purposes developing solutions may be divided into

five classes as follows :

—

1. Developers far average work.

a. Negative developers (tray and tank).

b. Paper developers.

Tests on these developers should niclv '.e developing power, life,

colour of image, fog, etc.

2. Developer), for under-exposed negatives.

These developers should be tested against the following formula,

which is the best present known formula for under-exposure work :

Metric. Avoirdupois.
Sodium sulphite 50 gms. 2 ozs.

Elon 16 gms. 250 grs.

Ilydroquinone 16 gms. 250 grs.

Caustic soda 10 gme. 150 grs
Potassium bromide 10 gms. 150 grs.

Water to 1 litre 32 ozs.

i! add wood or denatured alcohol SO cc

If this developer gives too muoh contrast, reduce the negative

with ammonium persulphate.

Preliminary tests should be made on flashed film, giving t>uch

an exposure that a just visible deposit is given by the above de-

veloper in, say, 3 minutes. If the formula to be tested compares

favourably with the above, a final test should bie given by cutting

a camera exposed film in tw<< and developing one-half in each

developer.

3. Contrast Developers.

a. Short life type.

b. Long life type.

The best contrast developer known to date is the following :

Solution A. Mutnc. Avoirdupot»
?

Sodium bisulphite 25 gms. 5/5 grs.

Hydroquinone 25 gms 375 gro.

Potassium bromide 25 gms. 375 grs.

Water to mak. 1 litre 32

8. See " Elementary Photographic Chemistry," p. *» (Eastmaa Kodak

Company).
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45 cms. H ozs.

1 litre 32

and B.

s developer will not keep, so that for tank work a com-

^^Hbo should be made with the formula given in the report

:3t much better keeping qualities, but does not

ji re mtrast ,i» the formula above.

wing example illustrates the method of testing em
^H>^n —

per formula for Tank Work.

ola submitted was compared with the Eastman process
quinooe tank developer, the formula for which is as

I

Metric. rdupois
jm sulphite rims. 2£ oat.

1 gm. 15 gr*.

9 gm. 136 gr».

25 gms. 375

5 gma. 75 grs.

1 32 use.

hi flashed process lilm, developing for five

^^B*» » l i the tests repeated at inter \. '-, until on
developer* were exhausted. Tbe results

lit I May. IJay.

Utntity. r'.„j. Utnttly.

05 .05 .00 .00

STB,

batii .00 1.43 .06 1.03 .04

above results show that tho developer submitted is inferior

keeping power :... the Kaatman formula.

record is mad*
n a mirror on to a i

• r. It u, often necessary tu ilevelop
s tsntaneously, and for tl is purpuee

inula is revommendr
|

225 grs.

10 gma. grs.

10 gnu grs.

'J ' „ 2 0*S.

32 oss.

. . led in two portions to

sia 375 gra.

1 litre 32 oaa.

• »iumea ul

ig a new formula irill the above, tests stoold be
aheets of paper and pre! erenca gives to the developer
greatest del - .tiortesl tim. g lh*
us are sal »

Jm Wort and

class are i, ul iu

beesuse deep una

n.iuld give a negsli treat in a
i tune. An average lino

tilm la live 'rniiu'- e for

neiil is easily adjusted by diLuttrig ibe develop-
titrated.

as regards
vilh age.

as been need for some lime, tl

-, which ia formed as a result :

Ner. increases, so that if

the developer contains much hydroquinone. which is very sei.

to bromide, shadow detail in the negative is lost. Pyro Elon and
Ortol are less sensitive to bromide and should therefore predominate
in a negative developer. Pyro oxidises rapidly and gives stain

unless an excess of sulphite is added, which in turn tends to pro-

duce fog. For motion picture positive work tho effect of the accu-

mulated potassium bromide is of less importance, since this can be
compensated for by increasing the printing exposure.

In U nk work, as the developer becomes exhausted as a result cf

performing useful work, it is customary to increase the time of

development by about one minute per day so as to main'-iin a con-

stant contrast of the negatives.

Tank developers should be given a thorough exhaustion test by
developing camera exposed or flashed films in a deep glass tank con-

taining about half a gallon of solution, a sufficient number of tilms

developed daily so as to correspond to an average daily run in

•ne hundred gallon tank. Graded strip tests should also

be made daily and developed to a given density contrast, the density

of the lowest steps which area measure of the detail giving i

being carefully noted.

(c) The alkalinity should not be excessive; otherwise, tin

. bath soon becomes neutral as a result of the nentralit

of the acid by the alkali in the developer carried over by the

The following example illustrates the met
developer.

I Imattm

'.led was tested agsinst the standard foi

flashed sheeU film for 15 minute
70 deg. F., the tests being repeated after allowing the

to stand in open trays ov*i night and diluting to the original volume
ropensale for evaporation. The results were as follow

-

lit Day Day
t'inj

1.50 1.40 1.30

Standard Formula 1.0b .20 0.20 0.15

>ry test showed llrr.

>•». r... -iii baapiaj [' •• thai furthei exhaustion testa wit-
nude by devel. . live hundred rolls of

lay in filly ga .per for a period ul

ide on graded g careful

iiid the il-

follow I

!)t Day
I)

\ Co
i tra,

1.2

o.a

The above results show that although the test formula has excellent
keeping properties, as the developer becomes exhausted it loses its

power of rendering shadow detail. The dev. i twice as
as the standard formula, but the cost per unit of work is

lass, since its active life is grt

•• b>t ,n Work - : h Flats." p 10 I i- nun Kodsk
"tobmj).

The results »•

ith I

]>• Httties Dtfuille* Vti
>*d tith Con- tnd Clh Con-

trast Sttp .S/r/, trast r*fc.

Test Formula . . 0.31 1.60 1.29 0.14 •1 1.21 1.10 0.10
Standard Formula 0.30 1 20 0.90 0.13 .20 1.01 0.81 13

ia» ass** -.••

rcllll •iff

to bt Ul>*trvtit u pen
sts on film ii.-Mng (/. u-1,,11 nun.

i

strips or exposed graded strips must all receive

it, especially when mslting ktaping tests at

is. lv insure tins the exposing lamp should be placed in

'• WIIU a volt meter, mil the voltage maintained constant at,

tdvisahla to adjust the I

so that the exposure required is at least A> seconds eithei hy-

ing the distance ol Uk- pi inting frame from the light source, or by

g one or two shots ol opal glass between the lump and tjis

mie. If an eiror of one second is made in exp<
the errur will then be only 5 per cent., while if the exposure given
is two seconds and an eiror made of only one half second the

effective error would be 25 pel cent.

3. The developers mpared must be at tht lamt
ptraturt.

Tests at daily intervals in «.m- trictly comparat

be made at tbe same temperature, although the temperature usu

varies only slightly from day to day . thermostat is

able it is better to make the tests at room temperature t which
should be stated), pro' "hn^ .he temperature of all the test dew
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« same, rather t'lan attempt to adjust the tea to .i

standard temperature.

4. The dtgret of ayit'jtixh oi tin develop*! relative to the film

making the tray and tank tests should he con-taut, because

when the film or developer is agitated Hie developei in contact with

the surface of the film is frequently renewed and tlie development

is much more rapid than when the film and developer arc stationary.

Iling of the test strips is much facilitated by pinning across a

n frame with the aid of glass pushpins.

5. When making the exhaustion tests the sheets of film used for

exhausting the developer should lie half flashed, that is, one-half

of tl: bonld be unexposed so as to represent an average

rate of exhaustion is the equi

.

of ten sheets of 8 x 10 film per gallon of developer per day for five

or ten successive days

As each successive daily test is made there is a loss of developei

from ' and from absorption by the gelatine film. If the

ration will be negligible.

J. I. Orabtree.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

System in tlalf-Tone Operating.

.li DOING from recent communications on the subject, the technique

of kali-tone negative making is still apparently as much a matter
of uncertainty as it was 20 years ago, and, realising the advantages

of systematic work:; ral investigators and inventors have
introduced certain apparatus and working methods with trie object

of standardising workshop procedure, so as to make for a mure
regular product from the half-tone operator.

We have had the system as worked out by W. J. Smith and
E. L. Turner, and crystallised in the screen and stop inuicatoi

marketed by Penrose and Co. We have also had the Doutiiitt

diaphragm control system introduced from America, and which is

on the market at a price which certainly does not ear on the side

of cheapness

Both of these systems are designed with one object in view, thai

is, the simplifying of half-tone operating and the standardising of

half-tone screen negatives, and it is possible, by comparison with
the guesswork and rule-of-thumb methods still greatly in vogue,
thai they have both succeeded up to a point, but speaking quite

without prejudice, I believe that both systems fail in several very
important particulars. I have not seen the Douthitt system in use
and therefore I may be speaking without my book, but I have
studied the article by Ralph Grenell in the " Process Year Book,"
and if the stops and screen distances in his table C are the basis

of the Douthitt system, then I can only say that it fails equally
with the Smith and Turner system in its inability to make a half-

tone negative from any given copy and extension, and with all

screen rulings with the same stop and the same exposure. If this
is not possible with any operating system, then, in my judgment, u
fails.

The screen distances as advocated by Smith and Turner are based
upon the usual equation with a stop proportion of 1-64, and they
will probably produce satisfactory negatives, but not with the same
stop and exposure for different screen rulings. For example, p

certain stop, say, //32, is used with a 50-line screen at 16 mm
distance, and a certain effect obtained. If a 200-line screen is usee'
at 4 mm. distance, as advocated, then a stop naif the size, i.e.,

fltA, must be used to obtain a similar effect to the 50-liiie screei
negative. This at once introduces a different exposure scale, whicl
would vary with each ruling, and is not at all a simple problem, a..

the exposure in screen operating is not in proportion to the square
of the aperture, as in ordinary photography. Exposure should bo
constant with all screen rulings, and all camera extensions, ligh*
and copy being equal.

For many years paat writers upon this subject have accepted
the pin-hole theory, but if this is correct, it can only be so with
one size of stop at any one extension, and yet the same people
who accept this pin-hole theory immediately advocate the use of
two or more different sized stops in making a single exposure. If
the screen distance is correct for one stop, it must »>• incorrect for

any other, or, if tin .-creen distance is set for a stop mn
rii two in use, ii incorrect for both, hence we have all tl.i

rigmarole of cutting and faking, and, as a consequence, false gi

tion. Why do operators find it necessary to use several stops to

secure satisfactory dots at both ends of the scale ? Because the

screen distance is incorrect for either stop, or because the

selected are incorrect for the tone sea copy. The onlj

sible • tain correct gradation in a screen negative is by the

use of one stop only.

It must be clearly understood that the whole of my remarks apply

to dry-plate negatives; I have no interest in wet-plate half-tone

operating, having cut it out more than 20 years ago, but I s.

reason for believing that the same principles do not apply to wet
Judging by tiie questions that usually arise at lectures, 1

can only conclude that the majority of half-tone operators are

floundering, and have no very definite system of working, and
the wet-piate process has only survived because it lends it -h

readily to the faking which has become a tradition in the I

There is no theoretical reason why a dry-plate screen negative from
any reasonable copy should not be perfect when it leaves tlie fixing

batn.

In the early days of screen operating the phenomenon of diffrac

tion attracted some attention, but it was apparently dismissed as

of little importance. I have recently devoted a considerable

amount of study to this branch of the subject, and I have come
to the conclusion that diffraction plays a very important part in

the formation of the half-tone dot and the gradation of the

tive, and is, in fact, the crux of the question.

The amount of diffraction varies with the screen ruling, and is

greater with fine than with coarse rulings. I have succeeded in

measuring the diffraction sufficiently near to enable screen aistances

to be plotted so that negatives can be made from the same copy
with 50-, 65-, 80-, 100- , 120-, 133-, 150-, 175- and 200-line screens,

with the same stop, same exposure, and same development of the

plate, and practically identical negatives are the result.

I should be glad to hear whether it is claimed that any other
system can do this. E. A. Biekmak, F.R.P.S.

FORI UCUMINU EXHIBITIONS.

March 27 to April 8.—Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Associa-

tion. Particulars from tlie Exhibition Secretary , Colin

Graham, 44b Duke Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

March 28 to April 1.—Hackney Photographic Society. Hon. Secre-

tary, Walter Selfe, 24, Feinuury Road, Clapton, Loudon, E.5.

April 5 to 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic Society.

Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Bai.ey, Lank Street,

Leicester.

April 5 to 8.—Faversliam Institute Photographic Society. Pax
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. H. Evernden, 116, West
Street, FavtrsJiam.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic
Society. Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary,

J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's Mansions, Bishop's Park Hoad,
London, S.W.6.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westm
Secretary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Soutn..iupiou

How. London, W.C.I.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest
date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tin, Loudon Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,
S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.— Professional Photographers' Association,
Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Pro-
fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157. New
Bond Street. London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhi-

bition of professional poitraiture. lion. Secretary, Marcus
Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest
date for entries by carrier, August 25. Particulars from the

Secretary, Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square,
London, W.C.I.
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New Apparatus.

The Hoil^ton Printer. Made by The Hodgson Manufacturing
Co.. 2, Gcrrard Place. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. t.

We welcome this new piece ••( apparatus, which is a road iti

British design i rhJy .-tficiei rapid pro-

'i. mi particularly for the printing of film-band

irgi . .

.

summer season

smeta i-ed to observe that

• design the raschine strikes n.-w ,'r>.und The user aits when
axe-king it UtM the comfort <a* the operator is oboaaited. and in

•pent alone a great- - l.i.ianahle in comparison with
other printers, m the asi issistwDt becomes fatigued

through performiatg long »• ..1st standing. Mora-
oyer, the machine leavea both bands ;'ree for the raanipula

( negatives and printing paper As will be seen from the
^^Hpsph, there are two ioot pedals !.-'..» the table. That on the

right operates the electric Lamps and pressor* pad ; that on a
raise* •/!• adj jstar-le mask, wfuoh is a novel and i—illlisl |«-

the mach ine Thus the 'worker has every opportunity (or eapadi
tioaa mani(>ulation of the Aim negative* and far the feeding
•apply •! -..- ntiag paper

^^K san nl ill part of the ma- ho— u the psiating bad and maak
iag de-rice shown on a somewhat larger seal* in the second photo
graph. Ih.« is moat »JidJy constructed of brass and alum
and is, . engtorarang pi«« «• of work which will lost lor

fears i oat of order Immediately above the glass
bod . -»aJ frani. hiding

tUest ss/.i u|

the naarfiino. namely,
ensure* -h..'

ask

wherever set, so that tin- printer obtains a perfectly rectangular rst

ture on each piece of paper surrounded by a white margin. Tin-

edges of the frame which carry these masking stripe are gradual. •.!

so that the masks can inim-diately be set for any particular *,!/»

of print of whatever shape. When in the down position the maak
holds the negative firmly against the glass bed; for inserting a new
negative or for shifting along a film negative band, pressure of tin*

foot on the left-hand pedal slightly raises the maak, release of pres
sure fixing a fresh negative or thi 1 in a new position.

printing-box is fitted with two 200 c-p. half-watt lamps, pro
. an average exposure of about one second on gaslight paper

Messrs. Hodgson ha ever, provided a very ingenious move
meat, consisting in a awit<* by tie operation of which the light

from the lamps is dimmed so as to reduce the power and permit
of convenient exposure! from exceedingly thin negatives or when
using bromide paper. Tl -witch, seen below in the
illustration, switches off all the Lights from the machine. It is.

irse. hsrdly neonssary to say that the printing-box is fitted

range lamp, which is in circuit whilst the negative is

uid the paper laid upon it, this orange
lamp being automatically -witched off v. > ire is made ry

hand pedal.

M ha i he design and construction

ally is a first rate job, and embo
real savers of labour in this particular class

is i i a table of solid fumed and
polished oak, and, as shown, has the nests of shelves for the accom-
modation of negatives and unexposed and exposed printing papers

it lamps
i
ii bins is £14 14*. Lamp*

able to a customer's voltage are supplied at the prices of 7s. 6d. f..r

each 200 c p. half watt; 2s. 6d. far the orange pilot light.

The Apem Deselopinf Tank. Made by Am ilgsmstcd Photo-
graphic Manufacturers. I td., 3, Hobo Square, I ondon, W.l.

Is issuing this . • makers In 1 the very
• nt and era in of providing a hanger or carrier for

each plate The twelve hangers projection
n the tank as tl. il they hang free with a clearance of a

e above the boll m of the tank. Thus, by passing tbe
over the stout wire handlei of the hangers, the batch of plates can
be most ea- which is necessary to overcome
stagn r 'loper, with its accompanying occasional evils

operat

have not!

' h sn
of work. The outfit

p be withdrawn from the tank and as quickly replaced,

p for n.irii ' atiop without the fingers on

ng aolutioi The tank is provided with an outlet at

closed will a screw cap when the tank is in use for

the cap the tank may thus be use i

washing purposes, a full current of water passing through it by

standing it under an open tap. The tank is of ti

copper (the carriers of brass), and is provided with a deep lid which

•sxcludes light. i hough the apparatus is, of course,

nly intended for .i«e in a dark-room. I

•lie price is 26a. 6d ; in half plate sir/6, 31s. 6d

if I. HI. I BJSJ

the b
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New Books.

a British Trackways Mr. Alfred Watkins, despite

health which of late has not been of the best,

must always be finding fresh nutlets for his intellectual activity,

.uric is an expansion of a lecture delivered last year

Hereford Naturalists' field club, in which Mr. Watkins

ribed manv observations which lie had made on the ai

track Britain in tim«
,

Umg before the R

invasion' And from these obs< he has formulated a

Is an interesting light on the long bygone inhabitants

of this island, and incidentally adds to our know

landmarks plat and other matters of antiquarian il

cation Mr Watkins shows that the ancient trackways were

a | w . v , straight lv because they were sighted between two

ints and then marked, as regards the intermediate dis-

tance in some cases by stones which still remain. He displays

,t deal of ingenuity in deriving a great mass oi evidence from

the antiquarian remains and from the names of places ill Hereford-

shir.' The original nature of the book will be appreciated by the

antiquarian. The volume is illustrated by a large number of

reproductions of photographs and by two plates of maps showing

some of the ancient trackways. It, is published by The Watkins

Hereford, and bj Messrs. Simpkin. Marshall. London.

. 4s. 6d. net.
.

AjnrsEMENTs.-Mr. E. R. Frapne s firm the

American Photographic Publishing Co., 428. Newbury S reet.

Best,,,, Mass., has republished, with additions, the volume,

< Photo- rapine Amusements," by the late Walter E. Woodbury, of

which numerous editions appeared years ago. There are, no doubt,

manv who will derive entertainment in the making of trick photo-

graphs such as those of frankly bogus spirits, double-pose and dis-

torted portraits, etc., but the subjects of some of the chapters in

the boo* e.g., those on instantaneous photography, telephotography

and night photography would now hardly be classified as more or

less frivolous reliefs from the ordinary branches of the art. lhat

thev seemed so thirty or forty years ago is simply a sign-of the

great advances which photographic technique has made since that

time.

\ 111' Guide to Autotype Carbon Printing.—This publication

of the Autotype Co., 74, New Oxford Street, London W.C.I, has

run through many editions since its first issue in 1887. Although

more ambitious text books of the carbon process have been written

it still remains as explicit and reliable a guide to the working of

the process as can be had or desired. The present edition con-

tains a chapter on the modern Carbro development of carbon print-

in- in which the tissue is chemically exposed in contact with a

bromide print. The price of the manual is ls.6d., Is. 9d. post tree.

Wxsdkn's Cricketers' Almanack.—Messrs. John Wisden & Co.

»end as a copy of the fifty-ninth issue of their " Cricketers'

almanack," again a bulky volume of 676 pages, which contains a

full record of play during 1921, and copious personal particulars of

notable cri.keters past and present. The price is 5s. 6d. net, post

free.

The £3,000 Competition.—A Bulletin dealing with the many

features of this all-British competition is being issued during the

present season from the headquarters of the competition, 4, Oxford

Street, London, W.l. Photographic dealers throughout the

kingdom should make a note of the multifarious programme which

is being earned out for bringing the competition prominently to

niateur photographers. Beginning with next month

a series of advertisements will appear in the general Press in all

of the country. Blocks are obtainable free for dealers' own

local advertising, and there are also posters and window bills, a

full supply of which is immediately obtainable by any dealer. One

reminder "made in the Bulletin is that many film cameras, such as

ion.' " and " Ensign." become eligible for taking part in

the competition if fitted with a plate adapter, the prizes in the

competition being for negatives taken on plates. A series of

I
.i attachment to dealers' correspondence is also obtain-

able from the competition headquarters.

Meetings of Societies.

•
/

MEETINGS i
: S(K1KTIK> FOB NEXT WEEK.
Monday. AjRTTi 3.

Fore* Hill and Sydenham P.S. Print and Lantern Slide

petition.
.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. Amat. I'.A. ' :
hie Emulsi

A . 1

1

lub. " Some Pictures L Like, and V

F. O. Ryder.
,

South London P.S Picture Making at Home and in the I

t;. c u
WaWiamstow PS. •• Colour PI y." E. W'ollcock*.

I i isiiAv. April 4.

R.I'.S. Imaginative Portraiture." II. Lambent, I'M!.!

Bournemouth C.C Thmugh the Grecian Archipi

Butcher.

Cambi 'The After-Treatment of the Nega
\. 1 Ionian Pvke.

Exeter Camera Club. " Exposures." Dr. C. Beanchamp-Hall,

Hackney P.S. A Southdown Ramble. A. H, 1

Rothenham Phot. Soc. Annua! Meeting.

South Shields P.S. Free-Lance Talk on Picture.Making. E. A.

Blot

Tvncside Phot. Soc. (leneral Meeting.

Wednesday. April S.

Croydon C.C. " Photography and Crime." G. H Gardner.

Edinburgh P.S. " Photogravure Process." V. L. Alexander.

Ilford P.S. " Commercial Enlarging— With a New Method of Test-

ing Exposure." X. K. Jackson.

Partiek Camera Club. Flashlight Night. John Robert*.

Rochdale Amateur T'.S. " The. Merits of Various Types of

Cameras." H. and W. Bam ford.

Thursday. April 6.

Gateshead Camera Club. —— . G. 'lenient.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S, "The Value of Failure."

E. C. Perry
Letchworth C.C. " Photographic Apparatus." A Dordan Pvke.

Tunbridge Wells A.P.A. " Architecture." A. G. Wood.

Saturday, April 8.

Hackney P.S- Outing to Greenwich.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday March 28. the President, Mr. W. L. F.

Wastell, in the chair.

The chairman referred to the loss which the Society would

sustain in the departure of Mr. Renwick, through the latter's

leaving England. Mr. Renwick had taken a most active interest

in the Society, and was particularly identified with the foundation

and organisation of the Scientific and Technical Group. As that

was perhaps the last occasion on which Mr. Renwick would be

present, he expressed the good wishes of the members for his

prosperity and happiness.

Mr. Arthur C. Banfield was unable to read his paper on the

Trist three-colour camera, owing to the fact that the camera was

unexpectedly not available. By way of a substitute, Mr. Banfield

showed a new design of prism spectroscope of Messrs. Adam
Hilger's. It was built in the form of a microscope, and was fitted

with the Hilger attachment for indicating the Angstrom numbers

of the lines.

Two papers dealing with the Osglim lamp were then read by-

Mr. Ryde, representing the General Electric Co.. and Mr. B. V.

Storr, of Messrs. Ilford. Ltd.

Mr. Ryde explained the principle of the lamp, viz.. the lumi-

nescence of a rarefied mixture of a mixture, of neon and helium

gases under a given electrical pressure.

Mr. Storr described the results of some provisional tests o

use of the lamps in dark-room illumination. Although the light

was chiefly red and yellow, there was a bright blue line in the

spectrum, so that a pale yeliow filter was needed in order to make

the light safe for such sensitive materials as ordinarily could be

developed in bright orange light. Even 60. he found that the

greater safety for equal brightness (or rice versa) could he

obtained by the use of an ordinary metal-filament lamp.

Dr. Higson said he made the lamps safe by coating the bulbs

with cosine-gelatine solution, which cut out the blue and

To cut out the yellow also, he. added a coating of methyl violet. .

Votes of thanks were accorded to the lecturers and demons ti i
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. AI. PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
f the Council, adjourned from March 10, was held

24, at 35. Ruaaell Square, when there were present :

—

is Adame, Angus Basil, Arthur Bennett, Frank
Chaplin, Gordon Chase. Alexander Corbett, C. F
ad Ellis, Reginald Haines, George liana. Richard N.

Speai^i- 11 I B] ink, II A. 8t. George, and F G. Wakefield,

l-uig Sims, secretary.

• -I Ellis took the chair.

• •Ury announced apologies fur absence from the Presi-

dent (Mr Bwai Watson) and Messrs Chapman. Gray, Lambert
Turner.

i tout meeting were taken as read.

«.<d Propaganda CokOtrrma.

Mi bad placed before him certain

to the proposed " Record," which had completely
m a* treasurer, and had satisfied also his eollesgues on

the Finance Committee. That being the caa* lame with
his promise on the last occasion, the new venture would have no
more hearty supporter than himself (Applause.) He proposed i

• the new . should be issued monthly and that the
Aganda Committee prooe.

Mr. Chase seconded, and this was agreed to unanimously.
Some discussion enswed on the preparation of literary matter for

and the appointment of an Editor Mr liana
. which the Propaganda, Committee had made

• subject, snd it was understood that the Committee would
at a later stage bring forward definite proposals.

Comguss sxd KxitnmoM

the Combined Congress Committee, which was
brought forward at the previous meeting of the Council, Mr Wake

reported progress with regsrd to the arrangements for stands
. le exhibitors.

Haines and others reported with regard to
Ibe particular arrangements of whirh they are in charge

Mas- ;,U«

whether the message which the Council at the
last meet. -rican Congress
meeting ..

Secretar;. this had i ! yet been done, bat that, »s
man, Treasurer and Beer. j draft an

oriels message to be sent in time.

itix.; or CopmaL.

The Chsirmao drew au. . : : hat the date at »

would et od Friday
«d that the meeting shoo I take pise* oa the Friday

21.

ComawroxMMcs-

The Secretary read letters from members in which questions of
>te as to charges or request* f< - information bad been dealt
by him to '• • aatisfaction. A letter was read from a Press

ng the reproduction by two illustratad papers of
siparata pictures taken from a group, the work Ion photo-
K'»! :

'

• wapspers claimed, so it wss
" «w fee for the group should

le the payment for all the «
i ,ree. Oo the pr

lion ..f Mr Basil. «.- WM agreed thst the
Secretary ahould ask -rview with the srt
newspapers and ascerUin whet- .. u were as alleged by the

^^V*- a -

- of the procedure should be
^^B*" out to them The Chairman suggested that the photo

-aid also be seen on the subject. It was agreed to thank
the Press Agei. gin*- the matter to U* , attention.

-» reed from the Fedes -oceai
>t some means %\ -uld be taken, if possible, of
iction in the

| materials
n the proposition of Mr. reply u,n
a could snml some mesne whereby such pr<

the Federation coald

•said be brought, the '- - f*rste

AftuiMlM m
* *aa the appo

law; k. did not intend to seek re exertion, snd he hs.i

the Council for the patience and courtesy extended to him during
his twelve or thirteen years of office. (Applause.)

Mr. Speaight took tha chair pro ttrn.

Mr Frank Brown proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Ellis. He had never come across a more able or affable chair-

man ; he hoped that Mr. Ellis would continue a member of the
Council.

Mr. St. George seconded. The office had not been easy to fill,

hut Mr Ellis had filled it to the general admiration.
The vote of thanks waa carried unanimously and with applause.
Mr Speaight proposed the election of Mr. Alexander Corbett

to the chair, and this was seconded by Mr. St. (leorge and carried
unanimously, also with applause. Mr. Corbett then took the
chair and said bow much he appreciated the honour done to him.

Appoiktmxjjt or Secrktaby.

Mr Lang Sims said tnat there had been a meeting of the Finance
and he had been given n synopsis of what was agreed

to with regard to tho appointment of secretary. He thought the
terms for the duties laid down under the new articles were
adequate and generous It was not his intention, however, to
remain in office; he resigned at that meeting. His spnotnt-
ment was due actually t.j terminate that day, but if it was
desired he would remain in oli H P waa

that he, could not say the kind things Mr. Ellis had said;
he had a certain amount of regret at going, but he quite definitely
resigned

Speaight said that he was sorry for the resignation of Mr
Sims No man on the Council was more valuable than the retiring
Secretary

; if his resignation was definite he wished to thank
personally and as treasurer for the help he had gi\. a use.)
Mr Hana supported Mr. Speaight's remarks. There was no

doubt as to Mr. Sims great ability and prestige, and they only
hoped his successor would do as well.

Mr. 81ms thanked Mr Speaight and Mr. Hana. He had done
his best. The books of the Association were now in thorough
order.

The Chairman hoped that Mr. Sims would still remain on the
Mr Basil proposed that, under Article 40, Mr.

be coopled a member of the Council on his retirement. Mr
Speaight seconded, and this was carried unanimously.

Sima thanked the members.

» proposed Mr !.;iis for the post of secretary.
He could not conceive any man mors capable of the office. Mr
Adams seconded, and Mr. Frank Brown, as a country m. •

warmly supported the nomination; on being put. it was un
mously carried. Mr. Ellis said that he accepted the office and
agreed to the conditions laid down by the Financo Committee.
He rsjoiced to think thst hs was bark in the post he occupied
just about 21 years ago, and he promised that at lo his
very beat to start this new Association and help to make it

mora successful than the old. (Applause.) II

nation as a member of the Council.

''it Busixmss.

Other matters considered were a U

>Mchester, with regard to a proposed ! photogrsj
in that city.

informal discussion then ensued on the instance of Mr
-org*, with regard to the scales of minimum prices for

mervial nhotography. which waa a.l > th« Council meet-
ing "oTf* April 21.

'N
I \mki: \ ( 1.1 it

" Noveltie* and home-made apparatus " were considered last

week.

Ths president. Mr. .John Keane, fir;! showed the " Luxol "

dark-roam lamp, which burns ordinary paraffin oil held by
absorbent materia!. Many members had employed it with satis-

faction, and the safety of the ruby glass wss vouched for b
Hibbert, wbo hsd test

Next came Griffins' " Fortex " valve for adding many useful
exposures, from } second to 3 seconds, to cheap shutters. Mr.
Harpur, with a Yorkshireman's long view of things, maint
the 3 seconds was far lo< Careful testa with stop w;r

I the instrument to be correct. .Specimen prints on ci

Ions." s recent introduction of the cano firm, follow
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it.
ircol nt fie.' samples complete.

Wkrovd showed electric torches fitted with hand operated

and .-in ex k*j oi converting, by means

of a file, old-pattern Gillette safety razor h.. the latest

improved model. How many juitt : lure infringes lie

did not mention.

E. \ Salt proudly exh impro-

vised out of half of a capped tube in which upright incandi

mant .plied. A slip of gummed paper holds the cap secure

on the tube.

Mr. Vivian Jobling alleged thai the full merit of this remarkable

him, and him only, which long-prior publication

He regarded Mr. Salt as a pirate of the v. ption.

The latter, in turn, said he felt saddened at the unblushing sacrifice

uli to envy, by one whom previously he had held in 6ome

Mr. I'.. .1. Rose interrupted further compliments between the rival

i.tors by mentioning he hi I the revoluntary prii

Intimate Photography" t oles. Among other examples

i a portrait on a ate taken with a. pinhole l/50th

inch in diameter, 2 inches from the plate, and 6 inches distant from

the sitter's nose. In a conservatory, medium light, one minute
was given on an Imperial S.R. plate. For texture, and emphasis

. and abrupt recedence, the striking production

crowded out Mr. C. P. Crowther from his own pet preserves.

Anyone who wishes to produce an exceedingly funny result has

only to follow in Mr. Rose's steps, and might even go one better

with a pinhole 1^ inch distant from the plate, and proportionally

nearer the nasal organ of the sitter. Actual contact is to be
avoided as unduly prolonging exposure. The amount of the victim

included can be ascertained with a larger hole. Mr. Rose employs
holes up to i inch, dependent upon their distance from the plate.

Another tip of his was a cheap and good dead-black for wood-
work—to wit, Bowman's solid-ink stencil-black. It is sold in flat

tins, and is best applied with a stencil brush.

Many ingenious contrivances were 6hown by Mr. Jobling, includ-

ing efficient shutters and camera fittings, all requiring drawings for

description. Later in the evening, when kindly attempting to

explain " shutter efficiency " and " equivalent exposure " to a
professional member, the latter suddenly remembered an
immediate engagement elsewhere, and left with corrugated brow.
Mr. Handel Lucas brought an interesting evening to a close

by introducing ' the subject of three-colour photography. Many
years ago. listening to a lecture by a member, he had been much
3truck with its possibilities, and subsequently has discarded
palette and brush for the art of the camera, which he held to
be truer to Nature, a somewhat provocative dictum which was
not taken up.

Many examples of a secret colour process with photographic
basis worked out by him were passed round, and though apparently
having no connection with three-colour work in any form, they
were undeniably fine in all respects. Much insistence was laid on
the necessity of a black key to coloured pictures, and ingenious
arguments were advanced in support. Incidentally, it happens to
be a necessity in the process evolved by him

News and Notes.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices: At an extraordinary general meeting of the
of the Premier Animated Photo Co., Ltd., held at

b. Quality Court, Chancery Lane, W.C., a resolution was passed to
ffect that the company be wound up voluntarily, and that

Mr. Arthur William Love, 61, High Street, Walton'on-Thames,
Surrey, be appointed liquidator.

W COMPANIES.
Camera (raft, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

March 20. with a capital of £1,500 in £1 shares. Objects : To
isiness of photographers and dealers in photographic

supplies carried on by C. A. Hornby and E. J. Chard at 35,
\\enue, N 21, as the "Camera Craft Service." The first

are: C. A. Hornby. 88, Fen, high Road. Winchmore Hill,
photographer ; E. J. Chard, 47, Old Park Road, Palmer's
X

. photographer (both permanent, subject to holding £50
each). Remuneration as fixed bv the company. Regis-

I office: 1, Osbourne Road. Palmer's Green, N.13.

Correction.— In the paragraph on page 165 of our iss

week, March 24, an error occurred in specifying the components
of the Ferguson copper toning bath. " Ferrocyanide " shoul

n ievauide."

Mk. Percy •), Slater, Sawtry, Peterborough, sends us his I.

price-list for enlarging and printing in bromide, the tariff
i

eating substantial reductions of charges. Discounts allow.

hona-fide professional photographers maj be obtained on applies

lion.

Nobel Industries, Ltd.—A booklet descriptive of the bra

of manufacture in which this amalgamation of many firms is

concerned has just be. ! from the head offices, Nobel II

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.I. Among the firms com]

in the Nobel Co. is Necol Industrial Collodions. Ltd., mai

turers of collodion and Necoloidine for photographic and micro-

scopic work.

Brighton Beach Photography.—Brighton beach traders ai

pareutly expecting a good summer, for when "pitches"
offered by auction last week the total jealised £2,510 for 91

stalls; this compares with £1,122 for 83 stalls last year. i

were 12 photographic pitches sold, they fetching a total of £390.

Bournemouth stands were sold on the same day, the 30 real

£2,474, as against £775 last year, but the number of photographers
and the prices paid were not stated.

Photographic Fair.—It is announced that a special conce
will be made to professional photographers visiting the P
graphic Fair, to be held at the Horticultural Hall, Westminster,
from May 1 to 6, in the shape of the issue of a season tickt

the week at the nominal price of Is. The ordinary single adm
to the Fair is Is. 6d. Professional photographers thus bi

admission to the Fair at any time during the six days it remains

open by applying beforehand to the Secretary of the Fair, Sicilian

House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I. This concession is

made only to bona-fide professional or trade photographers, who
should make application upon their ordinary note heading.

Raw Photographic Base Paper.—The announcement is made
in the " Financier " of Wednesday last of a provisional agreement
for a fusion of their interests between the two paper-making firms

of Wiggins, Teape and Co. (1919), Ltd., and Alex. Pirie and Sons,
Ltd. Both firms are of old and high standing in the paper trade,

and both within the last few years have taken up the manufacture
of raw photographic paper base. Messrs. Wiggins, Teape, a year
or two ago, laid down a factory for this branch of their business

at Woburn, Bucks., and Messre. Pirie have done the same at Aber-
deen, through the medium of Pine's Photographic Paper Co., Ltd.-
the shares of which are largely held by the parent company.

The Scottish Federation.—The Blue Book for 1922-23, of

the Scottish Photographic Federation, is once again a full and
useful record of the activities of the Association, and of the help

which it extends to photographic societies north of the Border.
It contains a list of federated societies, of lecturers, demonstrators
and experts whose services are available, and a. score or nn
pages briefly itemising the scenic attractions of places in Scotland,

with particulars of dark-rooms and of members of the Federation,
from whom further particulars can be had. The lion, secretary,

Mr. James W. Mackenzie, 153, Hope Street. Glasgow, is always
willing to give his help to photographers seeking a club or having

the intention of establishing an Association.

.INC, Paintings by Photography.—Photographic tests which
enabled experts to toll genuine old masters from copies

described by Prof. A. P. Laurie at last week's lecture before

the Royal Society of Arts. The first step in the examinat:
a picture, he said, was to go over the surface with a micr.

>

to find possible repaintings and also to ascertain if the signature

had been added at a date later than the painting. The pigments
were next examined to decide the date of the picture. In some
cases a tiny microscopic sample might have to be removed. The
actual painter was discovered by means of enlarged photographs of

typical pieces of brush work. Portions of pictures by the sup-

posed painter, which were universally accepted, were in the first

instance photographed and then enlarged, and afterwards carefully

compared with similar ones of the picture under examination.

These photographs were also compared again with the original pic-

tures, and finally the j>rints were cut to pieces, and portions of the
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ni undoub suitable places

<m the prioU f thi to be identified, and these made up
again photographed. Ac an illustration of thtse methods
•lie " Daily Chronicle " report) lie- showed photographs of

-Vatteau and of a copy, photographs of the

ish Admiral, and the " silver " portrait

it h»w it had been possible to prove the

e Rokeby Venus within some 30 years,

ipid was painted at the same time. A series

• rged photographs of well-known Rembrandt* and one or two
ra were exhibited, and the professor demonstrated

«ans of this method that " The Good Samaritan " in the Wa!-
was painted by Rembrandt.

Correspondence.

pondenu ekould never vrite on botk tidte of the paper.
No notice it taken of commitmentiont tenleti the namet and
tddrettet of tkt u-rttcrt art pi

'« do not undertake mpontibtlitu tut the omniont ex/
our corretpondentt.

KKKIT -I ft]

To the Ed

Camera Chib's rep-

I last weel a simple system
equi

-tictams were no
-. that the been test- .

' uriny
*ki»-

qaa

nake some biwdreds of hand and stand
J some thoota

(tads rearer t the equator, and experience has taught me the value
- .nderson s speed, it

. ecoiid. whereas my stan-
-*r,i Jsjslrt wse of such a character

longer or ahorter exposures such -
; a. re

•

te, too little pract i
-

I'reasman reflex set al ' s -<vond. and
-peed, mi

late

i utmost value, and there is mueiM «.n>«> I ,|i yon or son -•
i else

H also do several leaa-

ata would do well
lit ol m! ..,.,- ., j,, ,

I 1 '.'

n take a i

»'. length the read

As suggested by Mr. Debenham, tests to check the accuracy of
the method mentioned, and firet publiehed by him (who has done
much useful work in the past in extending optical knowledge), cer-

tainly would be interesting. The exigencies of other affairs hardly
permit me to undertake the job. Possibly some reader might do
so, and publish results.

It, however, seems to me that the accuracy of any method of
determining focal length de-pendent upon the measurement of scale

images on the ground-glass of the camera will turn on the personal
equation of the operator; also, that measurements will be vitiated
with lenses possessing distortion unless a very small angle be
included, which adds to likelihood of error.

But, for all practical purposes, the simple plan proposed by Mr.
Debenham will meet most requirements, especially those of the pro-
fessional photgrapber, who in the studio is working with ever-
varying camera extensions.

Snch a method, of course, does not directly indicate the position
of the node, but the table furnished some time ago by the Editor of
the " BJ.," giving the position of the node in many types of lenses
in common use, can be consulted. Unfortunately the figures given
are io relation to lenses of varying foci, involving a little calcula-

I r other focal lengths. The adoption of unit focal length
would have been more convenient.—Yours fsithfully,

K A. Salt.
Sanderstead, March 24

I'li"' \L PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, LTD.

To the Editor*

Gentlemen. Will you kindly allow me, through the medium of
your paper, to make known to the members of the P.P.A. that
Mr Lsvag Sons having resigned the secretaryship of the Associa-

I have appointed me to the post. All communica
for " The Professional Photographers' Association

at Britain and Ireland, Ltd.," should now be addressed to

me at the address) below.—Yours faithfully.

Awe Km-.
Secretary

2. las. Hanover Gate. N W.8.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance urttk our present practice a relatively rmaU ipace it

Ited m tock itt< -pondentt.

We irilt antuer by put if ntamped and addretied envelope it

International Coupon, from reader

e

': Friday't •Journal" mu<t reach

u» not later than Tuetdni/ tpo*trd Monday), and thould lie

.ra of the lamp to which you refer can be obtained
"-. D. Charles, SO, Webb's Road, Clapham Jun

aorf. f.w.n
It II Tl>e statuettes to which you refer are made (under the name

of " I'anel-Photette* ") by Mr. A Smith, 107, Melbourne Grove.

East Dulwich, London. 8.E.22.

r II The process for led tones is to wpi.. the usual

method of bleaching wit ud bromide and treating

nith sulphide, and then I - washed prints in an ordinary

i sulphocyanide bath, as used for the toning of P. 0.1'

iarge heads where the distance between the camera and
the titter is comparatively small, thi ulvantage

ue use of a 20-inch lens over a 16-imI; and still more over a

12 in. h. but for full -lengths, < (lis, in cabinet sise

there ia no anbriantu' advantage in using a longer focus lens

than 12 inches.

i orthodox material for belts in print dryers is a fine

•urface white duck ' >f the materials you mention, not only

are the surfaces unsuitable, hut they would not keep their shape
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time. Wh nat« ial yon d -•<• m
pure linen a ild not absorb the moisture

I;, i:

the bliiv • ! white lint* you want to use a filter, BU<

the W ratten \ oi F, in conjunction with a process panchr.

plate. You can buy t lie filters in lilni form fairly cheaply. Prices

and information from the Wrattei Kodak.
Ltd., Kingsway, l.'iidon, W.C.2.

W. K.—You do not need to do anything to (serine t lie copyright

in your views. The mere fact that you have taken them "on
your own " create* the copyright as your property. There is

nothing in copyright law nor in common Jaw to prevent you
taking views from Mich standpoints that your prints wiD be sub-

stantially the same as those taken by other people.

R. C.—There is little doubt but that your trouble is caused by bad
fitting or the focussing adjustment which allows the back to run
in slightly when the slide is inserted or moved. If it is a rack
adjustment, lift the rack and put one or two strips of brown
paper under it. If a screw, you will probably want a new brass
nut. Many cameras ale fitted with a clamping screw to prevent
slipping in this way.

W, .1.—So far as anyone preventing you from making or marketing
the printer which you describe, that is solely a question of

whether the device which you use has been patented. It would
probably take a long time to examine the patent specifications
which have been published, but it would be quite easy for yon
to do it with the assistance of the librarians in the Patent Office

Library, which is open free to the public, at 26, Southampton
Buildings. Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

W. A.—For formnlie and instructions in making emulsions you
want one of the old editions (about 1880 to 1890) of Abncv's
"Instruction in Photography" or Abney's *' Photography with
Emulsions," both of which are long out of print, but obtainable
from Messrs. Foyle. 121-123, Charing Cross Road, London.
W.C.2. These manuals describe the making of a comparatively
slow emulsion. There are no published particulars for the manu-
faeturc of the modern high-speed emulsions.

'- B.
—

'Ihe question you place before us is clearly one which can
only be dealt with by a solicitor who is in possession of all the
essentia] facts relating to a business. If the concern is a limited
company you can. of course, buy as many shares as any present
holder may care to sell you. You will then share the profits
pro rata. We cannot see what benefit will accrue to the present
owner of the business by taking a partner, unless the partner
does the work of the manager, who would then be dispensed
with.

1!. M. An excellent general book on composition in landscape and
portraiture- is "The Appeal of the Picture." by P. C. Tilnev.

dished by '
it and Sons. Ltd.. 10-13.' Bed*

n, W.C.2. Other books are " Picture Making by
raphy " and ' Pictorial Effect in Photography," by 11. r.

Robinson, and " Practical Pictorial Photography," by A. H.
Hinton. Prices from about Is. 6d. to 3s., from iliffc and Sons,
Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. If out of print, von could

them from Messrs. Fovle, 121-123. Charing Cross R
London, Vt

W- 1 ew varnishes which will stand both acids and
alkalies. Hue made of gas tar and naphtha (the ordinary burn-

ety) mixed in equal parts immediately before use, has
answer well, as does one composed of asphaltum,

pure rubber. 30 grs. ; mineral naphtha. 10 ozs. Give

; ing after each. The rubber
is to keep the asphaltum from chipping, Asphaltum is a fairly
pure form of asphalt or bitumen. It is not usual to waterproof

dishes, as, if well made, tbev are usually more
tight without.

M
'

'' s nothing for your purpose whiter than white dig-
but you must, have a full light Upon it. as white in

shadow com.- ey. We recommend you to procure
h Portraiture," by .1. Spencer Adanison. issued by

..ur publishers, price Is. 3d. post free, which deals fully with the
subject of wh rounds. There is, so far as we k
no directory .1 ,, Kelly's directories for

lude them, as does also the same firm's
Directory of the Chemical Industries.." Address: Kelly*!

Directories, Ltd., 186, Strand, London, W.C.2.

N. J.—A formula foi coml follows:

—

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone ^ oz.

Soda gulp! I 4

4 ozs.

Hypo 8'
Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to

The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutes.

They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain h.\

G. T.—For the literature of making relief prints we may pel

refer you to an article by E. .1. Wall in the " Colour I'

graphy " Supplement to the " British Journal " of August 5 and

September 2. 1921. This refers particularly to the use ol

oxide in making reliefs. These reliefs are, of course, exceed

shallow, and there is, in fact, no very practical process of making
really considerable reliefs. The best method for this purpose

sists in the use of a thick gelatine film sensitised with bichroi

as employed in the Woodbury process, but the method is by no

means easy to work. For information concerning it there is no

better book than " Photographic and Photo-Mechanical Printing

Processes," by W. K. Burton, now out of print, but obtai

from Messrs. Foyle. 121-123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

W. G.—Your room is hardly suitable for full lengths, partly on

account of the absence of a sufficiently high side light (your

highest point being only 6 ft. 5 ins. from the floor), and partly

because of the short working distance, which would only be

9 ft. between lens and sitter : this is allowing 2 ft. for the

sitter and 3 ft. for the camera and operator. This would
allow you to use a lens of 6j-ins. focus, which might do for i

work, but certainly not. give good perspective. You would re

quire at least an 8^-in. lens for beads and three-quarter lengths.

If you could fit a couple of 1.000-c.p. half-watt lamps fixed

close to the ceiling to give top light you could manage the

lighting for full lengths; without them you should only attempt

sitting figures. A reflector is easily made of a light frame.

about 6 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ins., covered with white calico with a

couple of hinged struts behind. Lace curtains would hardly be
satisfactory: plain white muslin or nainsook would be bi

Any of the developers mentioned would answer for portraits,

they should, however, be more dilute than for outdoor work.
It is not so easy to get good vignettes on bromide paper, as

you are using a more concentrated light than daylight. Yoii

must have a good distance, between the vignette card and nega-

tive, say, 2 ins., the opening in the card should be covered with

very thin tracing paper or ground glass, and the light should be

diffused by a ground urlass screen close to the lamp. Plate glass

treated with dilute ox-gall will give the best gloss, bat ferro-

type plates answer very well, and only require an occasional

polish with the in trace of ordinary petroleum.

The British Journal of Photography.
Loo Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements
(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For "Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertise -i»nts is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday mori

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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Transparency In a recent issue of "Studio Light"
Prints. attention is directed to the real

opportunities for additional business on the part of a

studio in the supply of semi-transparent prints for

exhibition, in shop windows and other places, by trans-

mitted light. In the daytime, under the ordinary illumi-

nation, the prints have the appearance of an ordinary

photograph. It is found that the best means of rendering

the prints semi-transparent is the somewhat heavy white
mineral oil (liquid paraffin) commonly sold for medicinal

purposes. The method of applying the oil is to brush

over the back of the print with it and allow to stand for

hour. The process is then repeated, the print left

to itself over night and excess of oil removed with a

cloth the next morning. No advantage is gained by
applying oil to the gelatine side of the print. With
most papers the graininess of the paper itself is not

aerated by treatment with the oil, providing the
paper is dry; dampness is a cause of graininess. As a
rule, full exposure and development require to be
observed in order to obtain a print with ample deposit

of silver in the shadows. Should it be required to attach

the oiled print to glass, a suitable adhesive is made by
swelling 125 grs. of gelatine in water, pouring off the
surplus water, heating until the gelatine melts, adding
30 grs. of sugar, and making up to 3$ ozs. with water.
Hoth the print and the glass are coated with the hot
adhesive and squeegeed into contact.

I'HESENT-DAY TECHNICAL QUALITY.

\ comparison between the quality, from a technical point

of view, of the average of current portrait work and that

of twenty -five years back appears to indicate that while
there has been great progress in the artistic quality there

has been an almost corresponding deterioration in the
actual technique, as shown in the prints. This is the
more surprising, as the makers of plates and paper have
done everything possible to make the production of good
work as simple as possible, although it is, perhaps, this

very fact which has been the primary cause. In the
earlier days, when the photographer had to prepare his
own plates and usually to sensitise his paper, a long and
painful novitiate had to be passed before even a passable
result could be obtained, but the ease with which photo-
graphs can now be produced seems to have engendered
a disinclination to take even a moderate amount of pains
to get good results and to expect the manufacturers to
supply materials which will make up for any amount of
ignorance and carelessness in the studio and workroom.
Photography differs from most other arts and crafts,

inasmuch as few of its practitioners have received any
systematic training or have served any sort of apprentice-
ship. A natural taste for the work, with perhaps a little

success as an amateur, is often deemed sufficient as a
preliminary to taking the plunge into professional
portraiture, so that it is hardly surprising that excellent
apparatus and materials are not used to the greatest
advantage.

It may be of interest to examine the various weak
points of many workers categorically, and a start may be
made with focussing, which is often faulty. As a 'rule
the tendency is now to use a much larger'lens aperture
than was the case formerly, so that the greatest care is
necessary to define the points of interest in the subject.
We have noted in work bearing well-known names such
laches as nnsharp eyes while the hair and clothing are

in focus; or shapeless hands due to neglect of the swing-
back or diaphragm. Such negatives which would once
have been ruthlessly destroyed are now tolerated, with
a resulting loss of reputation which is not always realised
by the operator.

Correct exposure is not such a matter of course as it

should be. To our knowledge many otherwise clever
operators fail in this direction, either from sheer forget-
fulness or from a natural inability to perceive variati
in the light. This is a serious fault which needs careful
study to overcome, but one whose elimination will rem
three-fourths of the difficulties in producing good work.
With correct exposure, development becomes a simple
task, and the necessity for a number of special printing
papers to compensate for bad negatives is almost entirely
eliminated. Our predecessors had the advantage of us
in this respect; if a wet collodion negative was uns;:

factory, another was taken immediately. For bad nega-
tives were useless for albumen prints ; now they are
cherished and coaxed with "vigorous" or "normal"
or " soft " papers into giving a result of some sort.

Printing is not studied as it should be. The tendency
is to give a full exposure to bromide papers and to trust
to short development to give the desired result. This
is a lazy way of working, which results in poor, rusty

-

black prints, and sickly yellow-toned ones. Negat
should be carefully classified according to densities, and
a correct exposure given, that is to say, one which
allows of full development. Incorrect exposure falsifies

the scale of tones as it exists in the negative and is

unjust to the operator.
There is a mischievous doctrine that certain clas

of negative are required for different printing proces
and this has been the cause of much poor work. Because
a passable print can be obtained from a thin negative
upon bromide paper it does not follow that thin negath t-
give the best results in this medium, nor that becaust
a rather hard negative will yield a good carbon that all

negatives for carbon printing should be hard. What may
be called a good negative is one which can be printed
successfully by any process, and a good test for this is

a printing-out paper, either collodion or gelatine, which
does not allow of " faking " in exposure or development.
Economy is laudable, but it is not economy to send

out inferior prints, if it be felt that better prints could
possibly be produced. It was once a general custom for
the proprietor of a studio to go through each day's
prints and to destroy such as he thought unworthy of his
reputation, and it would be well if this custom were still

observed. Even in a single-handed studio the owner
should be a severe critic of his own work, and not be
content that it will be accepted without protest by the
customer. If prints are only just good enough to p
muster, they are certainly not good enough to serve as
an efficient advertisement of his work, and it should
always be kept in mind that every print sent out is a
potential advertisement for a business.
Our criticisms are not directed at any particular grade

of work, as they apply to all. The budding artist who
opens in the West End must not think that his artistic

capabilities will atone for careless manipulation, and the
most modest postcard worker will find his reward in
doing better work than his rivals. To the latter class
we would especially point out that his customers
appreciate technique rather than art, and that a well-
focussed, properly-exposed portrait will score every time.
Once a proper method of working is attained, it costs no
more trouble to make good photographs than it is to

make poor ones, and the financial results of good work
should be a stimulant to take the necessary steps to

produce them.
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AN EFFECTIVE APERTURE METER.

Tit* :::.: •.'.i:.. • of a correct valuation ol • aperture

•ig exposure will no doubt be s

for describing a handy aper- :-vised. and found very

. the writer.

It is believed to possess wing advantage* over
.Jos appliances: that nothing requires to be fixed or held

s "unnecessary, the eye does not need

t shifted between the two sighting*, and measuring is

nsed with, the readings being shown automatically on a

In addition, the eye is i •••'•ted horizontally, instead

iring to be pointed downwards, which latter is found
• many people.

ve feature of the apparatus is a right-angle

having a fine black line rule he middle

L
n« i ri«. i.

of both its 1-in. square face*. The long or hypotenuse side

must not be silvered, neither should any part be covered
\ the

centre is made an aperture I in m is glued
•• opening as shown in : «ing flush

>m of the pa:

•_age i« next ne»-d.. : liuwn at A in

; in. from one tide, ia cut an aperture II.
'-'i

in.

a of the stage are glued grooved
' | in. wide, for the prism panel to slide in.

ia wanted a n in. wide,

I his may be drawn very

by hand on itraooth white paper, though a printed

scale would be better if available. Note that the figure* must
be reversed, as shown in the illustra- * they will be

1 the

• >ved stage needs to I- mounted on a support, as

<f the complete apparatus (fig. 4).

a. ,V P

c

F.I * Fur. 8

•ts of a base A covered -,th white pap-
retle. • light through the lens, two -lightly tapering side* B
and C, and a couple of narrow strengthening piece, I> n ,

•ides are covered inside with corrugated cardboard, to
reosi plain glass F which holds the lens, and to
permit its ad I height. The side* are

jh, 3 in. wide at the bottom, and 2) in. « ide at the
top. The base is 3J ii n., while the strength.

pieces are 1 in. wide. Fig. 5 is a side elevation. The wr.

apparatus is made entirely of stout strawboard, fixed with
glue and bound at the edges with strips of brown paper, but
thin wood would < ertainly be preferable.

To use the apparatus it is stood on a box so as to bring
the prism level with the observer's aye. I •

adjusted to such a height as will bring the lens near the
Dg in the top, and the lens is stood upright on the glass.

-king in the prism two horizontal lines will be seen, as
well as the reflected image of a portion of the scale. The
observer has now to adjust his eye until the two lines coincide,

so that one a'. -ihle. This is very easy, since they
appear only about \ in. distant. The prism panel is then

gently pushed to or fro till the line just touches the upper
edge of the diaphragm opening, as seen in Fig. 6, an.!

d where the line lies across the scale. In the

reading is 32 mm. It is then only necessary

-h the prism panel gently along, taking care not to shake
the appsratus and thereby perhaps shift the lens, till the line

e* the lower edge of the diaphragm opening. V

this lone the lens and the scale appear to i

upwards in the prism, in a direction perpendicular to the

Line. Ibe second reading is now noted, and on sub-

r*t reading from it the remainder is the diameter

*WWI

r.« » Fig. j.

I suppose the spoon

•ii m., the effective aperture is 43-32=10 mm. in

diaii. dividing this into the focal length the //
obtained.

->me cases it is practicable to get the top edge of the

diaphragm ide with aero on the scale, when the second

:<g obviously gives the effective aperture without calcu-

The apparatus will accommodate lenses with hoods up to

•ter, and of a length up to 3 in., but, of course,

. be made to any de»ired siae, and with a longer scale.

•ome may like to use a larger prism, it should be
d out that there is no necessity whatever for the whole

>ire to be visible. To simplify the diagrams only milli-

> are shown, but half-millimetre divisions are

preferable It is then quit* easy to take readings accurately

*i wjthissr" 26 mm.
.< is made below to useful artiolos dealing with the

be first especially containing a valuable summary of

b« found elsewhere m a form

so cor in, yet comprehensible.
A I . i.

The Speed ot * Len- re* E. Brown t
•• H.J..'

-
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$ by
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h m»rrim. )

•ut as it was under suiul.

ifu! eipfr.ence. Credit for the

eess of the evening must ho given to the organising committee,

Messrs. A. Blsckhurn W Us, H. 1 ndsay, and

Neve • rkiss
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1M..VIK SPEED NUMBERS.

it number oi La !!>„, From list dt Pkotographit, M. L. P.

,ught to perform the useful yet very difficult task oi expressing

biob exist between the different systems of rating the

I. ..( dry-pUtes. He does not minimise the difficulty ..f finding

i innate which, for example, will tell one what is the Watkins number

spending with a rating of the plate according to Hurler & Driffield.

be German Soheiner, or Austrian Eder-Heeht systems. Never-

theless, he has worked out a series of formula) and a table which

ides at any rate an approximate comparison between the five

,„s of rating plates for speed which are currently employed. It

Ik- remarked that the German and Austrian systems are based

OH the measure of the smallest quantity of light which produces an

. on tl" emulsion after development under certain prescribed

dons; whilst the English systems are based on the determination

of the quantities of light yielding opacities in proportion to the illumina-

tion. Thus the former systems correspond with the region of under-

rare and are therefore sometimes termed "threshold" values,

whilst the latter are representative of the period of correct exposure-

Thus, strictly speaking, it is not possible to establish an accurate

equivalence of the two systems, but only to determine empirically

from numerous comparisons the average which corresponds to these

different types of measure. Formulae for expressing the measures,

ling to one system, in terms of each other, is, however, much

less difficult.

If, for example, the symbols n, 6 and c be chosen to represent

respectively the speed numbers according to H. & D., Watkins and

Wynne, the formulse expressing these values in terms of each othe r

will be as follows :

—

a = 0.68 6 l> = !-47 "

c»/60 c = 7.75 v a

b = c- 11 e= 6.4 s'b

If, on the other hand, we represent by d and e the numbers applying

to the same emulsion according to the Seheiner and Eder-Heeht systems,

the formulse for conversion of these latter from one to another will be

d = 0.4 e — 16 c = 2.5<Z + 40

By representing by the numbers 1 to 100 the relative degrees of

iveness of emulsions corresponding with degrees Seheiner from

1 to 20 the relative sensitiveness of an emulsion rated according to

any one of the five systems may be computed by the following formula?

:

H = 0.139a 5 = 0.0946 S - e»/436

S= 1.275<*-1 S— l.le/62

These formulae are much too complicated for practical use, and there-

fore M. Here has drawn up a table showing the comparative value

of sjiced numbers according to the different systems.

It is to be noted that the speed numbers according to the Wynne
system differ so slightly from those used in the Cannevel or Michelin

ire meter that for practical purposes they may be considered

identical.

THE PROBLEM OF THE MODEL.

The passing of the Royal Academy's Sending-in-Day during the

latter part of the month of March means a greater freedom (free-

dom sounds better than, unemployment) for the orthodox artists'

model, and advertisements offering her services to photographers

may be expected in thj Press.

The status of the model has improved wonderfully du

recent years, and few people look askance when her calling is

spoken of to-day. Twenty years ago, however, things were

different. A generation a but the art journals—and they

but rarely—would accept an advertisement of or for a model,

but to-day the model finds a place for her announcements not

only in the general Press, but even in the columns of the more

austere and matter-of-fact " B.J." !

It is often stated in art circles that no good model need adver-

tise, and that no good model can be secured through an adver-

tisement; the subject is one of great controversy. The best,

most serviceable and profitable model I ever had was obtained

by answering her advertisement in a London evening newspaper,

while the worst and most, unprofitable one was secured in pre-

cisely the same way. The former was a " peach," and once

figured largely on showcards and in lens catalogues, while the

latter model—the unprofitable one—drew from me fees for a series

of six sittings before I oould expose a plate, and was never seen

by me again. There are models and models.

Many photographers seek their models in Thespian realms, and

after pantomime time keep a sharp look-out for those girls who,

thanks to King Pantomime, have tasted of the delights of theatrical

life and then take a long " rest," most of the younger models

getting their first—and often their last—experience of the boards

in a pantomime. But I have never been successful with models

from stageland. The late H. P. Robinson tried them and found

them wanting, as many others since his time have done.

Other photographers there are who have been known to wander

alone or with an artist friend in Bohemia—or what is thought to

be Bohemia—in search of models, but with little or no success.

The cafes and like places within the quarter-mile radius of Picca-

dilly Circus teem with slouch-hatted, big-tied, unshaven young

men who cannot paint but will, or who can paint but won't, and

around may be found damsels, bobbed, deadly pale, and with slit-

like eyes, but they are not models for the photographer. They
might have served as such earlier in life before they themselves

started painting and decorating, but in their present condition

they are best left to the young painters whose canvases are not

so cruel to Nature—or what is made to pass as such—as the photo-

grapher's lens and plate. Neither the land of theatres nor cafes

and restaurants where artists most do congregate supply the ideal

model for the camera

To-day, I live near one of the largest jam factories, also one of

the largest laundries, in London, and were I in need of a good

photographic model to-day it would be among the crowd of workers

in the two establishments that I would look for her, and, what is

more, find her. I refer, of course, to the head or face, and not

figure models ; the latter are of a class by themselves, and I do

not propose to deal with them in the present note. But this much
may be said ; if the artist's oft-quoted axiom, " The uglier the

face the more perfect the figure," be true, it would not be among
the factory girls that I would find a good supply of figure models.

Rather would I extend by researches in the direction of London's

policewomen, -for among them I fancy an ideal figure could be

found.

But supposing we have the opportunity of photographing a good

professional eanera model? What of it? Great care and caution

are to be exercised. If a girl poses for several photographers, as

she will do if alive to her business, you must be prepared to find

that her face is rather common, and the better known her face is

to the public the less value will your pictures of her be. You
cannot, of course, expect her to sit to you alone, unless you pay

her an exorbitant fee, and it would hardly be profitable for you

to do so. I have in my possession to-day a large number of nega-

tives of a once-beautiful model that have never been printed, and

they will remain unprinted for some time, for after leaving my
studio she visited a rival firm who flooded the market with her

pictures before I could do so. This is one of the drawbacks of

engaging and making studies of a well-known professional model,

one to be prepared for. and. if possible, guarded against. The
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Ik* I'atent ()$et, tS, Southampton Building; Chancery L
tendon. |

TKi date in orork-rtM \, that of application in this country; ,r
abroad, in the cane of pnltntt granted under the Internals

rentiom.

t ProcTji 175.373 { November
1820). The medio, I of producing a positive transparent
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natural colours, which conaiM* in making a negative of a subject

,,n • tenaitive photographic support having a permanent colour

screen of different coloured elements, making a monochrome

positive from this screen negative on a surface coated with a

panchromatic emulsion, and mounting the monochrome positive

in registered position with a colour screen identical with or a

copy of the screen through which the negative was taken.

Florence Maude Warner, Hotel Pennsylvania, 7th Avenue, and

34 t i Borough of Manhattan, City, County and State of

New York, Cnited States of America. The details of the speci-

fication aro given on another page in the " Colour Photography
"

Supplement.

Three Colour Prints. No. 175,003 (October 30, 19^).—The in-

vention consist* in a process of making three-colour print* in

which two chemically tonod images and one pigment or dye image

are superimposed. According to one form of the process, the

pigment image may be provided by a magenta carbon print (which

may be modified by flavazine or naphthol yellow or a mixture of

the two). The blue-green and yellow impressions may bo pro-

duced respectively by iron-ferricyanide and mercury-iodide-ferri-

cyanide toning.—John Frederick Shepherd, 10, Derwentwater

Road, Acton, London, W., and Colour Photography, Ltd., 3, St.

James Street, London, S.W.I. Further particulars of the process

aro given on another page in the " Colour Photography "

Supplement.

Stops for Stereoscopic or Relief Effects.—No. 175,466 (Decem-

ber 6, 1920). The invention comprises a construction of lens stop

in which a central aperture is used surrounded by two or more
apertures, the apertures collectively producing with a lens a

double viewpoint or stereoscopic effect, the characteristics of

ft

"7"}
Fig. 5 Fig. I. Fig. 2.

which are similar to those seen in photographs taken with a

stereoscopic camera when viewed through a stereoscope.

The stop may be applied to lenses for takfng stereoscopic photo-

graphs, also to lenses used for projecting photographs on to 3

screen.

Improved stereoscopic or relief effects are produced by the
application to the front part of a lens, or again, by the applica-

tion to the back part of a lens, of a stop having a central aper
ture as at D with two or more apertures C surrounding this

central aperture D as illustrated in figs. 1 and 4.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

The apertures are arranged so that they come within tho
circle, A, fig 1, of the lens surface.

The apertures may be circular or otherwise in shape varying
in size and number to meet the varied requirements of the
photographer.

The feature of tho invention lies in the provision of a
central aperture with two or more apertures surrounding

this central aperture. Fig. 1 shows a stop with four

apertures surrounding a central aperture. Fig. 4 show*
the front elevation of a lens with a stop in position

having a central aperture with eight apertures surrounding

this central aperture. Fig. 2 illustrates one convenient

form of holding the stop in position, it is the side elevation of a

flange B 1, provided with a screw to screw into the front or back
portion of a lens mount. In fig. 3, B shows the same in position

within the lens mount H, immediately in front of a lens I

Fig. 4 illustrates a front elevation of the same lens with the

flange and stop in position for taking a photograph.

Fig. 5 illustrates another method of applying the invents

comprising a slip-on or socket arrangement E. This is made •

slip over the lens mount H, and is provided with a lip G, that
presses against the stop F, holding same in position within tha

lens mount H —Thomas Henry Pemberton, 35, Leigh Street,

Burslem, Stoke on-Trent.

The following complete specifications are open to public ii

tion before acceptance :

—

Film Strips.—No. 176,759. Apparatus for use in the treatment of

strips of photographic film. F. J. M. Hansen.
Colour Prints.—No. 176,777. Apparatus for the reproduction on
paper of Autochrome and other plates in their proper colours.

E. Bueno.

Cinematography.— No. 176,780. Projection of moving pic
Bardy Motion Picture Machine Co.

Sound Photographs.—No. 176,796. System for the conversion of

sound waves into light variations to be photographically rec

on sensitive films. I H. Hakken,

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATIOS .

Aristar.—No. 421,982. Sensitised plates, sensitised films and
chemical substances used in photography. Bloom's, Ltd., 7,

Ridgmount Street, London, W.C.I, opticians and photographic
dealers. January 3, 1922.

Aristar.—No. 421,983. Cameras, lenses and measures used in

photography. Bloom's, Ltd., 7, Ridgmount Street, London,
W.C.I; opticians and photographic dealers. January 3, 1922.

Anaplas Reproductions.—No. 421,790. Etchings, photogravures,
reproductions of oil and water-colour paintings, photographs
and drawings. Cecil Philippson, 29, Mincing Lane. London,
EC. 3, general merchant. December 23, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marks have been placed on the register :

—

D 50 (Hexagon Nut Device).—No. 409,867. A photograph te

developer. Chemicals and By-Products, Ltd., Rickmans •

Road, Watford, manufacturing and consulting chemists.

Impex.—No. 411,021. Photographic sensitised paper. The Im-
perial Dry Plate Co., Ltd., Ashford Road, Cricklewood, London,
X W.2, manufacturers of photographic materials.

Desensitol.—No. 411,785. Chemical substances used in photo-
graphy, photographic plates and photographic films. Ilford,
Ltd., Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex, manufac-
turers of photographic plates, paper and films.

Proxar.—No. 362,972. Optical instruments. The firm trading as
Carl Zeiss, 2, Carl Zeiss Strasse, Jena, Germany, manufacturers
of optical and philosophical instruments.

Vniversum.—No. 382,665. Sensitised films for photography.
Universum-Film Aktiengesellschaft, Unter den Linden
Berlin, Germany, manufacturers.

Faerie Cinema.—No. 409,603. Photographs. William Rampling
Rose. 22, Bridge Street Row, Chester, Cheshire, manufacturer.

Avrona.—No. 412,797. Photographic papers. John A
Thomas, Dolgoy, West Cross, Glamorgan, manufacturer.

Pasttnello.—No. 413,292. Projection screens for motion picture
theatres and for other optical projection apparatus. The firm

trading as Bardilis, 73, Great Titchfield Street, London. W.l,
manufacturers.

Kinatome.—No. 413,806. Cinematograph projection appa
Herbert George Ponting. 47, Oxford Mansions. Oxford C
London. W.l, company director.
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New Books.

Blue Printing and Modern Plan Copying. By B J. Hall,

M I I Lont'on Sir Iseas Pitman and Son* Ltd.

6* net.

mting paper* and 'if apparatus
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New Materials.

Embossed Seals on Labels.—Mr. F. C. Clarkson, 57, Char-

minster Road, Bournemouth, sends us samples of the embossed seek

and labels produced in a great variety of shapes, design; and colours,

ittachment to photographers' mounts and other stationery

These stickers are supplied in lots of 5,000 and upwards at
;

which, in popular sizes, average 5s. 6d. per thousand for 5.000 lots;

4a. 6d. per thousand for 10,000.

Ukaume SbXT-Obtho Plates.— Messrs. Griffins, Kemble Street,

Kingswsy, London, W.C.2, send us samples of this new plate of

the self-screen class, which readily yields negatives of good vigour

with quite a considerable degree of orthochromatic correction with-

out the use of a light-filter, Probably a plate of this kind is now

the most populai ' tlie mors informed amateur.*, to whom
an addition to the brands among which they may make choice will

be welcome.

Cream Tukb Noctona 1'aiik Meaar i.ntnne have

added a new grade t.i the varieties of their popular gaslight paper

ol this name. It is of an agreeable pale buff tint and smooth sur

fsce, thst is to say, without gloss, and equally without definite

matt effect. 1 ije paper is handled exactly in the same way as the

other grail- tona," and, like them, exhibits an excellent

latitude in the results from different classes of negstive, yielding

prints of rich black colour and freedom from stain.

Ckiekiubkr Plates and Papers.—Samples of the whole range of

I by the old-established Paris dry-piste firm

• ahaber Freres rt Cie. sre sent to us by the wholesale agents

for tl - iCingdom, the Anglo-French Photography Co., 46,

New Kant Road. London, S.B.I. Messrs. Grieehaber have a

full range ol -ir Blue Lsbel of speed 20 11. & I>

to ttV Portrait for half watt lamps of 500 H. & D. In

the case of almost sll the plates rated st 200 11. A I> and higher,

each spaed is made in three varieties- an ordinary, an ortho

chromatic and an anti-halation. The firm also makes apecial i

chromatic plates, an an ti screen plate, the Ititegrun, for use without
to a panchromatic. Transparen

lantern plates and also X ray plates are included, among ita pro

these plates are supplied in a large number of English

tise*. from 2dj x If to 24 x 20. They are, of course, also msde
-fed in the Continental centimetre sites.

papera are represented by a similarly wide i i

•per is made in three grades of contrast, normal, sofi

treaty for thin negatives, in esch case in glossy,

.mouth matt surfaces. These same surfaces are

obtainable in a ape< tal grade of bromide paper, iaaued aa " Dora,"
_ warm black or brown tones by direct d< according

•• degree of exposure. Ordinsry P.O. P. snd " .*.

..nirig) paper sre slso among their manufactures, sll of these

g issued in posl. arda of the regulation 5J x 3$ size. A
I 8-page price I>: is obtainable on application from the

Anglo French Photography Co.

New Apparatus.

n-bom Posh Pinii -Messrs A \V. Penrose I C Ltd , 109.

Famogdnm Rna : 1. kindly « .4 Uie new puali

they are just placing on the market The pin is ol

The head i. of aluminium and i* mad.

h screw into each other and, aa shown in the Ir .wings.

I $
sllow of slmost sny ordinary pin being insert.-.! Aa lupplie.i

per is of stout gauge and oon-rustable surfsce. so, that them
i* no reason to think that renewals will be frequently require.)

thslsss, it is certainly an advantage to be able to dm
metal heads indefinitely. The complete pins are supplied tt the

VV. per gross.
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Meetings of Societies.

KBET1NGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, April 9.

I'nited Stereoscopic Society. 'Picturesque Devon." .). A.

Hodgts. And 1919 Competition Slides.

Monday, April 10.

of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Work on the Negative."

*B. C. Wickison, F.E.F.S.

Southampton Camera Club. " Pictures Without Words."

South London Phot. Soc. Annual General Meeting.

I'.S. "Simple Control in Enlarging" and " Mount

ing." \V. H. Reece.

Tuesday, April 11.

1! P S Photographic Portraiture, Pure and Simple." Dr. H. B.

Goodwin, F.R.P.S.
Belfast CI'. A. Camera Club. " Demonstration of Carbro Pro-

cess. " O. D. Walton.
Bournemouth C.C. Beginners' Instructional Evening. J. Thomas.

Cambridge Photo. Club. " A.P. and P." Prize Slides.

Exeter Camera Club. " Car-Bro." A. Dordan Pyke.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Annual Sale.

h Shields P.S. House Exhibition of Members' Prints.

Stalybridge P.S. " Seltona Lecture and Demonstration."

Wednesday, April 12.

Borough Polytechnic P.S. " How a Reflex Camera is Made."

Messrs. Butcher.
ion C.C. " Colour Vision." F. C. Eeynolds.

Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. " Panchromatism and Colour

Filters." H. 6. Fleck.

Ilford Phot. Soc. "Hints, Dodges and Gadgets."

Partick Camera Club. Members' Lecturette Night.

Photo-micrographic Society. " The Mycetozoa." A. E. Hilton.

Rochdale Amateur P.S. Beginners* Troubles.

Thursday, April 13.

Gateshead Camera Club. Members' Night.

mersmith Hampshire House P.S. "In a fair ground, yea,

Sussex by the Sea." J. Grice.

Optical Society. Ordinary Meeting.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, April 4, the president. Mr. W. L. F.

Wastell, in the chair.

Mr. Herbert Lambert delivered a lecture entitled " Imaginative

Portraiture." He began by illustrating the distinction between

Imaginative and merely reproductive work by instancing Words-

worth's poem of the old leech gatherer, a thing of art made from

material which in the hands of, say, a newspaper reporter would

have been something utterly commonplace.. When he proceeded

to turn from the art of writing to those of the painter and the

photographer, he was, perhaps, less explicit in defining the quali-

ties which resulted from the exercise of the imaginative faculty.

In fact, he confessed that while it was easy to describe what those

results should not be it was exceedingly difficult to put into words

what they should be. Mr. Lambert resorted to illustration and

showed a number of examples of photographic portraiture which in

his judgment exhibited the quality of imagination. These in-

cluded work of Craig Annan, A. L. Coburn, Marcus Adams,

Malcolm Arbuthnot, Walter Benington, Frederick Hollyer and one

or two of his own. If he did define the quality common to these

works, it was by saying that the imaginative work created in the

observer's mind an impression of the moral, human, and intellec-

tual personality of the sitter, as distinguished from his mere

facial characteristics. Mr. Lambert had some interesting things

to say on the function of lighting in bringing out this rendering

of character. He emphasised the important part which it played,

and strongly expressed his view that the rules of conventional

lighting (the angle of 45 deg.) could often be broken with advan-
On the other hand, he severely condemned the mere tricks

of complex lighting done simply with the object of introducing

accents and splashes of light in the composition without relation

to the study of the face. He called this simply " playing about

with lights." It was a bad thing unless it was done with a clear

motive, namely, that of contributing to the photographer's aim in

making a character study.

The papers aroused a somewhat animated discussion in which
were joined Messrs. C. P. Crowther, W. Thomas, Marcus Adams,

Furley Lewis. George Hawkings and Dr. H. B. Goodwin. The
latter is to lecture next week on " Photographic Portaitmv, Pure
and Simple," and in his contribution to last Tuesday's discussion

gave evidence of the vigorous and explicit expression of his views
which may be then expected.

On the proposition of the chairman, a very hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. Lambert.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. E. Human, of the "City Sale & Exchange," Sloane Si

branch, read an interesting paper on " The Possibilities of a Small

Camera." Accompanying him was a basket of enormous size from
which he extracted camera, after camera and accessories galore.

A well-reasoned and persuasive plea was advanced for the stereo-

scopic camera, and the strong points of the " Verascope," and

other beautifully made and scientifically designed midget plat

film stereo cameras were fully described with various s

scopes and other apparatus. Most of the goods certainly

good money, and appeared to be well worth the prices charged,

which, he said, had recently been reduced.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the evening consisted of

enlargements of very high magnifications from the tiny orig'

They amply demonstrated the splendid defining powers of the

objective fitted to the cameras.

Prior to the proceedings an informal dinner at the Greyhound

Hotel took place, with Mr. A. F. Catharine as the guest of the

club. Unfortunately for it he is leaving Croydon, and the club

will see him but seldom. He will be badly missed.

Nevertheless, the members kept their peckers up. and the

atmosphere of extreme geniality which blew in with their arrival,

accompanied Mr. Human throughout the evening. An atmosphere,

if not exactly conducive to true binocular vision, undoubtedly

assisting in the direction of general appreciation. A most hearty

vote of thanks was accorded the painstaking lecturer.

Forest Hill and Sydenham Photographic Society.—Lecturing

on " Flashlight Photography," Mr. J. A. Webberley showed a

flash lamp of his own design, made from an ordinary flint-wheel

gas lighter, to which a grooved tray of tin had been soldered at

right angles. Using 15 grains of a mixture of equal parts of

saltpetre and magnesium powder, fully exposed negatives of mem-

bers were obtained with an aperture of //6. By the use of Hypono

hypo-eliminator, followed by a soaking in a saturated solution

of potass, carbonate (which dried the plate in a few minutes), gas-

light prints were made from the negative within 25 minutes of the

time of exposure, demonstrating the ease with which photographs

can be quickly obtained in the absence of daylight. Holding the

flash lamp well above the head was advocated as securing better

lighting than at camera level, and the use of fast ortho. plates

was to be preferred.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

At the London Bankruptcy Court, on Friday, March 31, the

first meeting of creditors was held of Albert Young, trading as

Fradelle & Young, 41, Museum Street, London, lately carrying on

business at High Street, Notting Hill Gate, London, Technical

Photographer, against whom a receiving order was made on

March 16, 1922, on a creditor's petition, the act of bankruptcy

non-compliance before Feburary 3, 1922, with the banruptcy notice

duly served upon him. The Official Receiver, Mr. Walter I

having dealt with the proofs of debt lodged, said the debtor had

not surrendered under the proceedings, and that an inspector had

attended at 41, Museum Street, W.C., but did not see the de

On the premises there was a typewriter, photo-stand, screen,

large camera, screens, oak fireplace, four large alabaster e

globes, dark-room requisites, and a clock. The inspector had also

attended at 37. High Street, Notting Hill, but nothing was ki

of the debtor there other than that he lived there some nine or

twelve months ago, and there was no property, books or papers I

there belonging to him. A creditor present said the debtor
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:aph» at Masonic and other banquets, and he
.- left

t the Official Receiver.

NEW I OJtPANIEa
Ltd.—This private

a* registered on March 30. with a capital of £1.500 in

£1 ahares (500 • ce and 1.000 ordinary) Objects:

eera of oil and

Jthrr portraits and miniatures, general artists, photographer* and

f^Bre-frame maker*, etc., carried on ,• 60, Spring Bank, Hull.

P. Robertv 60

II Croaadale, 36 WeJmaley Street, Spring

; secreta isdal*. Rc-istered office : 60. Spring
I Hall

News and Notes.

I"ii- ! ... fl MNtii] i* now
Mr II E Webster. " Avonn I mat, Btackrock,
1

- sionjil Bcllxtis : i March contains announce-
'i the p-icea of several lines of goods, notably

« and mounting boards, and some account of re-er.t inlro-

I'.amoAxm.—The latest mail order price list of

bar cameras issued by Messrs. Wsllao* He*,ton.
Street, Sheffield, contains particnlara of a vary great

-meras. lenses, en larger* and n

cessoriea. Sent free on applica

ban a
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large Kodak poetet just issued is a rl.

Kodak girl on »

ape. I

lonrs of snother ••
It girl,

-d to the ooU. • of s window and which
II joy with s

L t
Uins a irreat

» way which

with photography can understand. The catalogue very fully

describes and illustrate* the many patterns of camera of Messrs.

Houghtons' manufacture*, and also the various accessories for de-

•nent, printing and mounting, which the amateur photographer
needs to include in his equipment.

A Bctchkb Dialxrs' C atalcx-Us\—Messrs. W. Butcher & 8ous,

Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London. E.C.4, have just issued

an abridged 1922" catalogue, chiefly of amateur requisites. The list,

despite its title, is a very full and folly-illustrated catalogue of the
Itritish-made cameras and other apparatus which are specialties of
Messrs. Butcher. In particular, many of its pages are devoted to

accessories, such as printing frames, tripods, tinders and washers,

dark-room lamps, dishes and tanks. Mounts for the amateur are
also a large feature, and a final section relates to cinematograph

•ptical lanterns. The list is sent free to any dealer making
application on his trade card.

PaVfOajUtrao Pm -m -T Bocrn A reader who has
been in correspondence with the Town Clerk of Bourne-
mouth states that the photographic pitches at Bournemouth
were »old only to ratepayers of the town. Last year

all kinda (30) were tendered for, when only £775 was
it this year's auction of them brought in £2,474.

A for l 'o i>liic pitches was exceptionally keen.

for the season being :—West Beach (4),

£215 (with kiosk). £50, £40. and £32 10s.; East Beach, £180;
Alum Chine, £10; east of Z-g-Zag, £30; Fisl Walk, £10;

tabs Bea.ii £26 The highest bid (£300) was for a
stall for sweets, and tin- next ,£270) for an ice-cream pitch.

ro Dialers.--Paragraphs in the lay Press state
that '

r a man who has made hundreds of
stealing binoculars in a novel manner. He enters an

: m'i as a possible i-u-t- mer and asks to see some binoculars.

rmi ' .• - | 10. After
ral he se!< bfch I., professes to like

Iks to the door and

" glasses. Dozens of opticians
complained lad it it estimated that he has,

d goods worth £500 during the last three months. I

l>ed as tall, well spoken, and fashionably djrssed. Aa we
tee poasil ' rs of hand-cameras testing finders and

lenses st the street d« r- ..f our leading stores, dealers wi!

haps take a hint, for hand cameras may go the same way
van-shin; binoculars

This old-established

North London society supplies evidence of its continued vitali'

issuing a year book for 192223, containing a mints and
past -presidents and the full syllabus of paper*, instruction lectures

itings up to and including September 2ft i v societies

and comprehensive an announcement of
irogrammes. and we are aure that the issue of the year book
ring many membera within the ranks of the sneictv and

tdrantage if thi ictical help and a*ai<

• e opportunities for ootdV Ihe guidance of those
them. Those are

easy reach of the headquarters of which
sbo

Northern stations, wil

hon. secretar Mi V.

Lane.

Mr R I

• if he was aware that many optical i

wor and others are di

D .nil Marringay Great
II advised to communicate witii the

nd, 24, Henningham Road, Lordship

g aaked th< retary ol

rs are

ytnent

benefit ; whether, in spite of these fa ' iffice has
;

l.inoculars abroad; and to which foi

rs been . what reasons ? In reply,

Earl Winterton said the India Office had placed no orders re-

but he was inform-. Hub, Commissioner
who dealt with such matters under the direct control

• rnment of Indis, that be had recently placed one order

.20 prisma- firm of Huet & Co.

Ill vai not placed until

I been ascertained that the instrument << were suitable. A
saving was in 000 binoculars had been

• •rdered from English makers.
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A GaiAT tauten Catalogue.—Mr. \V. E. Dunmore, during the

:irs in which he has been established in Paris

at 22, Rue Saiut-Augustin, as a wholesale dealer in photographic

requisites, has built up a large business, the wide scope and import-

f which is reflected in the catalogue just issued by him. This is

a volume of 156 largo pages, fiilly listing and pricing the innumerable

which Mr. Dunmore is agent. Articles <if French manu-

irs naturally figure largely in these pages, and the English

worker, professional or amateur, will find described many pieces of

apparatus which are of interest to him from their novelty. Mr.
Dunmore is the agent in France of the Thornton-Pickard Co., of

ra. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, and the goods of these firms,

Uo Imperial plates, Paget papers and Akron dry-mounting

tissues, for which ho is also agent, figure prominently. Although
the list is in French, the illustrations are so numerous that practi-

cally anyone without any knowledge of the French language can use

the catalogue. Prices arc also in francs, but Mr. Dunmore will

always quote any given article in English currency. A copy of the

list will be sent free to anyone on application.

Correspondence.

**" Corrffpondents should never write on both aides of the paper.

!fo notice it taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*•* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

INVENTION'S IN" COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I do not intend to enter into any controversy with
Mr Ives, but as I made a statement, and he has denied the truth
of ithe same, I merely want to put the case as I see it.

The purpose of a non-actinic dye, added to dichromated gelatine or
other colloids, is avowedly for the purpose of keeping the relief

low, and I have proved that this was done by du Hauron, Lumiere
and Pfenninger. It would seem to the technical mind that the
incorporation of a pigment was immaterial. But obviously to the
mind of the inventor there is a big difference; and also to that of

the patent examiners. But then one can make these latter gentle-

men believe almost anything, as they are, as a rale, utterly

ignorant, of the practice and literature of photography.
Had Mr. Ives taken the trouble to turn up one or two of the

many references that I gave to the Lumiere process, he would have
found that the sensitive mixture recommended was composed of

gelatine, Coignet's hard glue, ammonium dichromate, neutral potas
sium citrate, cochineal red (aniline), alcohol and water.

In my original paper, " B.J.," 1921, Ool. Phot. Supp., September
30, I included Sanger Shepherd amongst those who had anticipated

Mr Ives; but as I had lent my patent files and notes, when I wrote

my last letter, I did not include this, as I was loth to trust entirely

to my memory"- E. Sanger Shepherd and O. M. Bartlett, E.P.

34,234, 1902, state fol. 2, lines 17 to 20: "In order to keep the

relief as low as possible is is desirable to add a colouring matter,

or preferably bromide of silver to the gelatine solution, as the latter

may be easily removed after printing by a solution of hypo-sulphite

of sodium."

The use of the dve is not included in the corresponding D.R.P.
161,519, 1902, and U.S.P. 728,310, 1903.

Further references to this patent will be found in J. Camera Club,

1903, 18; " B.J.," 1902. Vol. 49, 913, 1,015; 1903, Vol. 50, 50;
Handbuch, 1917, Vol. 4, 11, 319 Jahrbuch, 1903, 451 ; Phot. Woch.,
1903, 28; Amat. Phot., 1903, 310.

This patent refers to the making of colourless relief images, which
are subsequently stained up for the imbibition or transfer process

to other receptive surfaces.

It is clear, therefore

:

(1) That MM. Lumiere anticipated U.S.P. 980,962 by ten years;

(2) that Shepherd and Bartlott anticipated the same by eight years.

And Mr. Ives states :
" There cannot be found a single anticipation

of my addition of a non-actinic water-soluble dye in the sensitised

colloid coating, exposing said sensitive coating to light, developing

the print, das ha ging the dye, and then subjecting the print to it,s

appropriate dye bath."

In both the above cases B water-soluble, non-actinic dye was used,

a (lolourless relief obtained, which was subsequently stained up in

its appropriate dye bath.

With reference to White's camera, Mr. Ives says that this in-

fringes the claims of his U.S.P. 531,040, and that my statement,

that it is the same as E.P. 2,305, 1895, is not entirely tru

did not mean that the .two were literatim et verbatim the same,

hut that tile object patented was the same. I have very carefully

compared the two patent*, and they are in text, with minor ex-

ceptions, materially and essentially the same. In the American

patent there are 11 claims, in the English seven ; and the following

shows the similarity: U.S.P. claims 1 and 2 are the same as

E.P. 1 and 2; U. 5 is E. 3; U. 7 is E. 4; U. 8 is E. 5; V. 10

is E. 6; . 11 is E. 7.

There are thus claims 3, 4, 6, and 9 in the American, which are

unaccounted ior. Claim 9 is for a chromoscope having a, that is

one. transparemt mirror at an agle; claim 6 is for a chromognun;

claim 4 is practically the same as E.P. 1, with the addition of means

of varying the angle of the instrument in respect, to the in<

light ; claim 3 is for a scries of inclined mirrors, colour screens, and

series of chromograin supports one above another.

The whole essence of the two patents is for a viewing instrument,

though in the American patent there are six lines, out of a total

of 442, in which the possibility of using it as a camera is outlined :

" And by Ithe use of suitable lenses and colour screens and the sub-

stitution of plate-holders for the chromogram-holdere, either form of

instrument may be adapted for making the chromogram negative

as well as for exhibiting the chromogram." With this exception,

and the title, preamble, and the first two claims, there is not the

slightest suggestion of a camera. In the English patent the same

passage occurs, and in the title, not the preamble, and in five claims

the word " camera " is used.

Mr. Ives' statement that the White camera infringes his patent

carries no weight at all. If we are to believe this, Mr. Ives must

quote the actual claim and show where it is infringed.

One cannot be plaintiff, defendant and judge all at the same-
time.

H the statement, " obviously, my claim to the original invention

of a specific type of camera is not disci-edited by the fact that some

years after some one made one with one of the mirrors at a different

angle," means that he invented this type of camera, then it is

not true. Mr. Ives himself states in his U.S.P., fol. 3. lines 40

to 48, " the arrangement of images in steps and the reflection of

the light passing through three images by means of transparent

mirrors is not new, but in the only prior device with which I am

familiar, the steps were perpendicular to the base of the instrument,

and the transparent mirrors were glasses with parallel surfaces,

which doubled the outlines of the respective images."

I have already sent you, Gentlemen, some notes on ohromoscopes,

and it will be abundantly clear from these, should you publish them,

that Mr. Ives was again anticipated by Cros and du Hauron in uhU

type of instrument.

Mr. Ives' attitude is curiously unfortunate for him. For if the

alteration of the angle of a mirror, and, consequently, the complete

design of the instrument, is an infringement of his patent, then by

the same reasoning ho himself has no valid patent.

Although this letter is somewhat lengthy, I crave permission to

add yet another quotation, from the "B.J. " of 1885, where it

occurred in a controversy, very famous in its day, but which, being

dead, is better allowed to remain so :
" Moral objections exist, to the

recognition of any persons as authorities in photography, if they

olaim, as their own, discoveries previously made by others, because

they promulgate them with a louder voice."—Yours faithfully,

WoUaston, Mass. E. J. Wall.

KEEPING TO ONE SHUTTER-SPEED EXPOSURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reference to the letter of Mr. L. T. Woods in

your last issue, Mr. Sanderson will hardly thank him for his cham-

pionship, for, as the report of the latter's lecture exnresslv stated,

and, I believe, correctly, all his exposures on varying 6ubje>

Italy were mado at 1 /100th of a second at f/6.5.
It is therefore unkind of Mr. Woods to say " I will not insult

your intelligence by telling you exactly how I regulated exposures

by the use of stops larger and smaller than f'8." I can, however,
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igence in advanced

ing pistes is open to

a>. . .'respondent (whose idei

Bfr. Sanderson showed every si:

degree, even if his particular method < >:' expc

ii' " new idea " is, of course, aa old as the hills, and,

.- been frequently pointed out, is the only method of regulating

fKxnrea in cheap one-speed shutters. Apart

•ficult to understand why " the syctem is

Ihi Clcb RsroBTm.

To the Editors.

"iat in your cunent issue a correspondent.

Mi I. I Woods, indulge* in a little sarcasm at the expense of the

Camera Club

(lately, however. he entirely misses the point of the dia-

wbich arose oat of Mr. W. Sanderson's recent lector*.

As one who has used (and advocate-rl) a constant shutter-speed

ire whenever possible, for at leaet twenty year*, I should like

II attention to the fact that the criticism of Mr. Sanderson's

1/100 sec. was upon the point of it« duration, and not its constancy.

Mr Sanderson used 1/100 esc. at / 68 or thereabouts, and the

contention was that some of his shadowa showed signs of under-

Surely it will be agreed by all that where both fore-

ground figures and distant building are required in sharp focus an
*xp.-ur* of 1 30 sec at I'll would be [.referable to 1 "00 *

the same time this leaves s threefold margin of power for

t up when the failing of light or depth of shadows cslls for

Increased exposure. Mr. Woods' 1 30 etc on his reflex i» an excel-

lent average, bat personally I favour a i nger time and have found

I oagb for all average work, while with a box-form
^^^a I bsvs exposed some hundreds at as slew a speed ss 1/5 sec.

This permitted the ass of a K 1 1 reen with / 8 for average work
mat*.
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NEGATIVES OF VICTORIAN ROYALTIES AND
CELEBRITIES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A recent issue of the " British Journal of Photo-
graphy " quoted a daily Press report of the death of Mr. Chat.

Taylor, of Chialehurst. former photographer to Royalty by ap-

pointment, and who founded the Camden Studios during the

residence of the ex-Empress Eugenie at Camden House, Chiale-

hurst.

His widow, Mrs. Marianne Taylor, is unfortunately left un-

provided for She is 75; there are no children or living relatives

on either side.

For msny years the assisted her husband in all branches of the

and has signed order > and testimonials from Queen Victoria.

l'h. vidow has a nrmber of negatives, including Royalty snd
an celebrities, a large show case, etc., and is open to accept

any fair offer for the same. Her address is 38, Shirley Road,
ml*. Sidcup, Kent —Yours fsilhfully. C.

D I i:K\T AT POWXR BATE
To the Ed

Gentlemen.—A question of great interest to photographers >s

shortly u> be fought before I Court, namely whether

current used to, produce photographs should be chsrged st 2d. ss

for power or st 3d. a< f trie supply company
last year attempted to ."barge current supplied for photography at

8.1 instead of 2d. (the power rate) as previously. In the face of a

general protect from the profession this demand was afterwards

reduced to 4d. ; and for some time past 4d. per unit has been paid

by certain photographer* for the current '.hey nse for taking p
graphs. This ts a mere compromise, and there is no legal

guarantee that the companies will not again seek to chare-

fall lighting ra> The only rates provided for by the Acts of

Parliament eons' i'.utin,; electric lighting companies are the lighting

rate snd the power rate 'hey most either charge al

power rate n .peratioi. at the tim< must charge at the

'-ting rate. No company is really entitled to charge a

to one class of customer or ratepayer or a different

ich they rhsrge others of their customer* or rate

issly the same thing. Clearly, therefore, the 4d

turn .in I unstable compromise—as being less than

the lighting rate and n.'.rc than the power rate.

.intend that current supplied for lighting is for that g>

illumination which enables us to see what we are doing, either for

the purpose of pleasure or rpooe of work. Again, correal

.•r is '>?*'
I as that supplied for any pnr

pre* other than that f illumination The current Deed for the

making of photographs is obviously no more used for lu/htimj than

if it vere used to actuate a Dows-ng radiator or a cinematograph

tor. Such current is used for industrial purpose*. It serves

to make those arUoiee relies on for a profit

'He room -*e the ar.

lamp Tor pftotogrephy by enr he has to pay the

**f*****g rote, hot the a- p does not serve ss sn

illtiminmi to an. jreiter extent Iban would a magnesium w
an explosion of gunpowder

we m.id- a stand last year, prof,

were apparently prepared to ifl down node

1 1 had for year* prev

power, rat*, tar ' I

•'.•saimia! I'h ^<>_" aphera' Association, that tin-

1. and as a resell "f n> with the electric Ii.'

company in question the proposed rate of 8d. was compromised at

4d. per unit W» never assented to that as, snd are now

e power r. * at present 2d per unit.

snd ssi Id per unit war.

Owing To what we contend i» the failure of the Professional

.ers' Assoeisti"! to fight this important matter, we

now lay the above farts before pi era generally in the

v will give ut their support. Every p

grspher who oss* slectric current for taking photographs is con-

cerned to secure the necessary current at ordinary power rates.

>iren help us morally or financially or in both ways

i. fight the matter to a finish ?- -Yours faithfully,

Wykximm ^tcdios. Lit.

165. Victoria Street. 8 W 1

April 4. 18K.

peyers

rate ia an unc

.[hers

a charge of 8.1 per

liarged at

It was not until we
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance ™tk our present practice a relatively small space it

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We wHTmswer fry post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal "must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addyssdl to the Editors.

W E —The following are the addresses for which you ask :—

Messrs. Hoed & Co., Sanbride Works, Middlesbrough; Messrs.

Walter Pearce ft Co., St. George's Press. Brentford, London, W.

A. L.—The French manual on " Air Brush Work " is published

by Messrs. Charles Mendel, 118, Rue d'Assas, Paris. The most

professional photographic journal in German is "Das Atelier,'

published by W. Knapp, Muhlweg 19, Halle, Germany.

j. N.—As you have the "Almanacs " for the past ten years we

would refer you to the issue for 1913, which contains an article

on fitting up the dark room, and, incidentally, deals with

formulae for safelights. Really it is better to buy safelights

than to make them. Messrs. Wratten have a series for dif-

ferent types of emulsion which cannot easily be improved on.

G. W.—There is no need to do anything in order to obtain protec-

tion of the copyright in your photographs. The copyright

becomes your property automatically by the fact of your taking

the views without receiving an order from anybody to do so.

We suggest that the little manual, "Photographic Copyright.''

issued by our own publishers, will serve you usefully on many
other points connected -with copyright .

A. R.—As you do not say the focal length of your present Cooke

lens it is rather difficult to advise you. Presuming the lens is

from 6 to 7 ins. focal length it is about the best average focus

for views, groups and Tress work. The only object in having

a telephoto would be to get a focal length of from 12 to 15 ins

with your present camera extension. We think you would

find that the opportunities for using such a focal length would

be comparatively few and far between.

F. N. E.—(1) The reversing methods are not satisfactory with dry

plates of the thickness of coating of those generally sold. The
method works satisfactorily only with a very thin coating of

emulsion, like that on the Autochrome plate, and on one or two
very special plates. (2) MM. Lumiere, agent Mr. T. K. Grant,

89, Great Russfdl Street, London, W.C.I, and Paget Prize Plate

Co., Watford, Herts. (3) No; ordinary plates of this kind are

just as thickly coated as others, and, as already said, are unsuit-

able for the reversing process.

F. L.— (1) There is no book published on the production of view-

postcards, but some years ago a series of six articles by Mr
G. T. Harris, himself a large publisher of view cards, appeared
in the " B.J." of March 29, April 5, 12, 19, 26, and May 3,

1912. These issues can be supplied by our publishers at the

prica of 2s. 6d., post free. (2) The ordinary enamel will serve

as a protective varnish for tin trays to be used for developing,

although the coating does not last very long. A more permanent
varnish is that sold by dealers in electrical requisites as " anti-

sulphuric paint."

H. N.—Hydrofluoric acid, which is the only acid that will attack

glass, is such a corrosive agent that we do not think it is

possible to prepare a sensitive emuision which will act as a resist

^or it in the etching of glass. The resist for glass etching is

wax. or similar material, and so far as we know such substances
could not be prepared in the form of silver emulsions The
only direction in which experiment might hopefully bo made is

in the use of sensitive bitumen. By special treatment bitumeii can

be made much more sensitive to light, but, in any case, exposures
are, <:f course, very much longer than for any silver bromide
emulsion.

F- G.—(2) The following is the method for making ox-gall glazing
solution :—To the contents of one bx-gall, to be obtained of
most English butchers at a cost of about sixpence, add one
gallon of water, two ounces of glycerine and two drams of

formaline. This will keep almost indefinitely in a stoppered

bottle, the quantity required for use each time being poured

therefrom into a jar or basin in which the rag used for apply-

ing is soaked. This is the ordinary strength for general use;

for the first application to new glasses only half a gallon, or

lees, of water should be used. It is rather a messy business.

A specially purified form of oxgall is supplied by Messrs. Rhein-

lander & Son, Rodney Road, New Maiden. Surrey.

Y. D.—(1 and 2) If you have a permanent or semi-permanent

place of business where people can come and buy the photo-

graphs of the groups that you make no licence is necessary,

but if you canvas people for orders at the time of taking the

groups then, in many districts, the police require you to have

a hawker's licence. You should apply to a chief police office

for information. (3) No, a certain licence only applies within

a given district. (4) To make a 10 per cent, solution dissolve

2 ozs. in water and make up to a total bulk of 20 ozs. If a

40 per cent, solution, dissolve 8 ozs. in like manner. For a 4 per

cent, solution it will be near enough to dissolve J oz. in like

manner, and for a 3 per cent, solution dissolve 263 grs. in

like manner.

G. W.—There is no reason whatever why you should not take any

views you like, even though there may be in existence and on

sale postcards wken from practically the same standpoint which

you will choose, and, therefore, very closely resembling the post

cards which you will make. The copyright in these exi

cards is only infringed by copying the cards themselves. We
think you should take the views in the first instance " on your

own," that is to say, you should not do them to the order of

your trader friend. If you do the latter, the copyright in the

works becomes his, and if he liked he could discontinue ordering

the cards from you, but could have the prints copied and thus

deprive you of the benefit of your work. The thing is often

done, and, of course, it has the further evil effect that you would

be prevented tVom making a further single print from the nega-

tives in your possession.

J. B.—The usual method of sepia toning, namely with the bromide

ferricyanide bleach and sulphide darkening bath, gives dark

tones of the kind shown by the specimen with many papers.

If, however, you want to ensure darkness of tone, probably the

best method is to place the bleached prints for a short time in

any diluted and restrained developer, afterwards transferring

them to the sulphide solution. This method was worked out by

the technical department of the Kodak Co. a year or two ago

and works very well, but, of course, needs more skill and super-

vision than an ordinary method, and has the disadvantage of

an extra bath. Really we think your best plan would be to

take the ordinary formula, and try a dozen or so different brands

of paper, selecting the one which most nearly gives you the tone

yon are seeking.
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priate to his theme. He and his work are a healthy

antidote for the theatricality in portraiture of which we

are getting too much.
* * ~

Wide Ancle In these days of expensive anastigmats

Dodge*. there are few workers who have the

large assortment of focal lengths in their lens kit which

was common some years ago, and it is often found that

a lens shorter by an inch, or even half an inch, is needed

to include the necessary angle. An old dodge which

may not be known to all our readers is to use an exceed-

ingly small aperture, say //90, and after focussing to

rack in the bellows until the whole of the subject appears

on the screen. Theoretically, the definition should be

spoiled by diffraction, but in practice this trouble does

not arise, the definition being much better than that

obtained with a pinhole of very much smaller diameter.

Temporary diaphragms may be made from thin vulcanite

or even black paper, and should be placed in contact

with the leaves of the iris, taking care not to strain the

latter. A weak positive meniscus spectacle lens placed

close to the front combination will materially shorten

the focal length and will not be found to affect the

achromatism of the instrument, the small aperture neces-

sary for this class of work covering a multitude of 6mall

errors. Old wide-angle rectilinears and portable sym-

metricals may often be picked up very cheaply, and

afford very good investments for the technical

photographer. * * *

The R.S.A.— There has always been a close relation-

ship between the Eoyal Society of Arts

and the (now) Royal Photographic Society, for it was

at the Society of Arts that the Photographic Society of

Great Britain was housed at the outset of its career.

Even during recent years, but before the Photographic

Society was as popular as it is to-day, important papers

on photography were read before the "Arts" rather

than before the " Photographic." The " Arts " also (in

1895) offered cash prizes and medals for photogravure

work, and did much to encourage early workers in colour

photography. It is announced that the freehold of the

premises of the Royal Society of Arts in John Street,

Adelphi, where a meeting of the Royal will be held on

May 9, has just been secured. The sum required for

the acquisition was £50,000. Towards this £42,000 has

already been subscribed, one generous donor—who insists

on remaining anonymous—having given £30,000. The
first meeting of the Society took place at Rawthmell's

Coffee House, in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, on

March 22, 1754. The Society eventually entered into a

contract with the Brothers Adam to build the premises

in John Street, Adelphi, which have now been its home
for a century and a half, but only as tenants. At the

time the Society was formed there were only two others.

One was the Royal Society, which dealt with pure science,

and the other was the Society of Antiquaries. The
membership now is upwards of 4,000. It is the intention

• of the Society to restore the interior of the building, so

iar as is compatible with modern requirements, to the

state in which it was left by the Brothers Adam.
* * *

—And the R.P.S. In having the same home for a century

and a half the " Arts " has been more
fortunate than the " Photographic," the latter having to

carry out a long series of Sittings. In the first year of

its existence the " Photographic " met, as stated above,

at the " Arts," but at the end of the year (1854) took

rooms for itself at 41, Regent Street (since re-numbered,

the original home being demolished about 1885) . In 1857

the Society became too large for its rooms and migrated

to New Coventry Street, where it remained till 1860. A

move was then made to King's College, Strand (too much
money being spent in New Coventry Street), where it

remained till 1867, when it removed to 9, Conduit Street.

There it remained for nine years (till 1876), when
straitened resources once more induced a move to the

Gallery in Pall Mall. Economy won, and in 1890 the

desire again arose for better premises with offices, anil

a fund was set on foot for the purpose of covering the

cost. The result was satisfactory, and rooms were taken

at 50, Great Russell Street, where the Society remained

until June, 1895, when a move was made to Hanover

Square. The move to Great Russell Street gave the

Society a new life, and it was here that it forced itself

to the front. Moves to Russell Square followed, first to

No. 66 (from which address it was driven when the house

was demolished to make room for the Imperial Hotel),

and last of all to No. 35 on the opposite side of the

Square. The early history of the Society's wanderings

was dealt with in the President's annual address in 1895.

The fullest details of the very earliest struggles of the

Photographic Society are, however, those given in the

Report of the Jurors of the Photographic Section of the

1862 Exhibition, written by Dr. Diamond.

WASHING, FIXING, WASHING.
Because the results are not immediately apparent much

less care is usually bestowed upon the washing before

and after fixing, and the operation of fixing, than upon

development in which carelessness and errors of judgment

are at once visible.

In many establishments it is now the custom to pass

both prints and negatives direct from the developing

solution into the fixing bath without even rinsing. This

is an unwise proceeding, as not only is it a possible cause

of uneven markings, but it quickly introduces into the

hypo solution a large quantity of chemicals which no

sane person would add in making up a fresh bath. When
a^neutral or alkaline fixer was generally used this con-

tamination was manifested by the darkening of the

solution, but with the acid fixer there is no such warning,

and there is great danger of overworking it to the ultimate

detriment of the negatives and prints fixed therein. It

is therefore a wise precaution to wash away the developer

as thoroughly as circumstances permit before fixing.

Most developers contain a fair amount of alkali, and

most fixing baths contain but a small quantity of acid,

and that acid not a very powerful one. Consequently,

the acid content is rapidly decreased and its stain-pre-

venting qualities reduced. It may be thought that

development may continue to an undesirable extent

during this intermediate washing, but this is a groundless ,

supposition, except in the case of over-exposed bromide

prints, when the acid bath serves to stop development.

Yet trusting to this is illusory if the acid has been

neutralised as we have indicated above. A simple and

effective way of washing is to have a large dish of water

into which the tap is kept running, and to move the

negatives or prints about in it for a few seconds. With

negatives, the dish may be dispensed with if a rose is

attached to the nozzle of the tap.

The acid fixing bath unfortunately remains fairly clear

long after it is capable of doing its work properly, and

much trouble, the cause of which is unsuspected, arises.

A wise precaution is to note the time taken to remove

the visible silver bromide in a newly-made hypo bath

and to discard the bath when double this time becomes

necessary. At least, double the time necessary for clear-

ing should be allowed for proper fixing, but it is not

desirable to allow prints or negatives to have a too

prolonged stay in the hypo bath, as with some conditions
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8pcci«l board* made with a folding flap to achieve the same

>!t ere obtainable.

When the pigmented plaster has been in contact with the

transfer paper for 30 minutes—a shorter time is not recom-

mended—the two are placed in water at 95 deg. F. This tem-

perature is lower than is usual for carbon printing, and should

be measured with a thermometer, while if the time the pig-

mented paper has been in contact with the transfer paper

before development exceeds 80 minutes a somewhat higher

temperature is advisable.

The development is usually quicker than with carbon, and

after gentle splashing with water on the face to remove the

bubbles which show on the deep shadows, the remaining pig-

ment which is soluble can be easily 'removed by holding the

print under water by one end and shaking it to and fro

quickly.

Some trouble has been experienced, and this is not confined

to the writer's efforts, in using old tissue which shows a ten-

dency to pull up in the shadows when trying to strip the

backing. This, even with pre-war carbon tissue, only occurs

at times, and hotter water for stripping should be used; but
the tissue now supplied by the Autotype Co. and labelled

for oarbro works bo easily that it is better to get a fresh

supply.

As regards the mechanics of the process, if one pigment
plaster is immersed in the sensitising solution (normal time
three minutes), and after two minutes a second is put in,

the two minutes intervening between the time when the first

is taken out for immersion in No. 2 solution and the second

is ready for the same operation, leaves just sufficient time
for the subsequent operation of squeegeeing and placing the

first print between waxed paper to be comfortably performed.

As 15 minutes is the time for contact of the plaster with

the bromide print, it follows that five prints can be treated

one after the other, but as the transfer papers have to be

wetted this is rather a rush, and it is better to be content

with four. The fourth print having been completed as regards

squeegeeing to the plaster in ten minutes, will be ready
for its final home on the transfer paper after twenty-five

minutes from the start. The first print is ready for develop-

ment after 45 minutes—i.e., 15 minutes in contact

with the bromide and 30 minutes on the transfer

—

so that 25 minutes having been expended up to

and including the fourth print will leave about 20 minutes
for a fresh batch to be started, and the earlier operations

repeated, before the first print is ready for development. If

therefore a second person can be employed for the simple

operations of development and aluming, the process can be
practically continuous for as long as is required, each print prior

to development taking an approximate time of 6J minutes.

The times of squeegeeing the tissue on to the bromide
should be noted in crayon on the back, so that the correct

time for contact can be maintained. For those interested in

the bromoil process it is worthy of note that a print from
which one or two carbros has been taken, and which has

been redeveloped and dried, is in a specially suitable con-

dition for this process and will usually be found to pigment
exceptionally well. A. H. Hall.

KEEPING PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL IN
THE TROPICS.

[The following article, which we reprint from an American contemporary, " The Camera," describes how difficulties when using

films in the tropics were overcome.]

Pew travellers go abroad nowadays without a photographic
equipment. Yet not many take the trouble to foresee and
prepare for the special conditions under which photography
tiust be pursued in the countries visited. The tropics, especi-

tlly, present all sorts of difficulties. Among dozens or scores

>f camera carriers whom I have met in two trips to South
America, I have encountered no one who had attempted to

solve these difficulties. One or two expert photographers were
securing a very low per cent, of good negatives, and were
taking no special precautions to safeguard those few. And
still everyone knows how much good pictures depend on taking
care at every step.

Nearly nil stages of photography are subject to special

troubles due to high temperatures and high humidity. The
unexposed film, the exposed film, the processes of development,
fixation and washing, the negatives, and all the printing pro-

cesses must receive special care. My own difficulties were
multiplied by the necessity of constant travel, which meant
a reduction of equipment and working under makeshift

conditions.

I have experienced little deterioration of unexposed film.

That problem has been well solved by buying film sealed for

tropical use. However, in travelling across the Andes, the

decrease in atmospheric pressure at high altitudes caused the

foil tubes to hulge, and a few showed evidence of having
admitted air. As an additional precaution I kept the films

packed well in the centre of packing boxes, surrounded with

crumpled newspaper. At convenient intervals I would unpack
everything for a thorough drying. When travelling with
pack animals, I did not risk the entire photographic outfit

in one pack, but distributed it among several loads of material.

This proved a wise precaution, for one animal did stumble and

fall on his pack wliile fording a river.

Filmpack has shown less deterioration than roll film in my
experience, possibly due to the intervening air spaces. Roll

film seemed to improve in this respect when I had learned not

to wind it too tightly, after exposure.

Most workers have found the caution against over-exposure

an easy one to follow, and live up to it too well. The
tendency is often to under-expose through excess of caution.

Such is .certainly the case in murky weather and in the dense

shade of the tropical forest. The result is that many negatives

are nicely exposed for the high-lights and make a good appear-

ance, but over-print the details in the shadows. Another

trouble which puzzles the newcomer is that a film may become

wrinkled and uneven, due to moisture, while in the camera.

Of course, some parts of it are then out of focus. This can

be avoided only by keeping the camera well protected from

moisture, especially during the tropical nights.

The real difficulties begin when the film is exposed. In all

climates the exposed film suffers from the continued action of

sunlight. That is, when exposure has been made, the affected

areas continue growing denser and denser, until after a long

time the result is an over-exposure—at least an exposure

greater than originally calculated. This effect is apparently^

heightened in a humid climate, due to moisture in the film.

Moisture does not attack all parts of a film surface equally,

but in patches, depending on the way air is admitted, and

on the contact with the black or ruby paper. The over-exposure

is consequently uneven also, so that it cannot be compensated
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If one is located rather permanently in a large city where ice

may be had. it is worth while to equip a dark-room, and most
of the above difficulties will be avoided. But in the field such
is not the case. From the foregoing account it is clear that
one must solve the problem of wring the film in one of two
ways—«c... either one must be able to develop film at frequent
intervals under adverse conditions or one must be able to carry
exposed film a long time until reaching a suitable place to do
his work.

Tropical developers are a more or less successful attempt to

M>lve the problem in tl n r ~t way. This article is written

especially to show bow I have met the situation in the second
way, as will be seen in the following paragraphs:—

Manufacturers of film warn the user not to seal it again
exposure in the tropics. To do so would enclose a cer-

tain amount ol it. They argue that it is better

to allow it to ventilate than to sweat in an air-tight container,

tempt has been to find a way of storing film dry by
enclosing it in a dry chan r ami the resulting device is shown

apbs (figs. 1 and 2). If the humidity and tem-
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Fig. 2.

humidity was to enclose with the film a quantity of a deliques-

••> absorb w.iter. This I attempt. •! to do with chloride

it this obvious plan did not succeed, due to the

difficulty of drying the salt.

I had about despaired of making the hermetically sealed

chamber inccessful when a very simple solution came by chance.

I had dried some old newspapers used for packing and went to
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gather them just as the sun was setting. It was a region of

heavy dews, and I found the paper already damp when I picked

it up. It then occurred to me that crumpled newspaper,

easily dried in tho sun and readily taking up moisture again,

was the thing needed to complete my film-box. From that day

forward there was no trouble. The box was kept closed except

near the noon hour on bright, sunny days. I never opened it

at night, on cloudy days or after recent rains, even to add

films. Luckily at svich times little film is ever exposed. When-

ever a good drying day came I was sure to spread the open box

and tho crumpled paper in tho sun for an hour, and the ex-

posed films in the edge of the shade.

No detailed description of the box is needed, for the idea is

quite adaptable, and suited to either the use of crumpled paper

or any other desired drying agent. The figures will be a suffi-

cient explanation. Hermetic closure of the box was secured

by its soldered zinc lining, its rubber gasket and thumb-screws.

The bolts should be battened to prevent the loss of the thumb-

screws. The box was made sufficiently large to hold consider-

able film and two folded cameras. Only in case of great and
continued humidity is it necessary to keep the cameras in it.

There are three sorts of evidence which demonstrate that

the device is successful:—(1) When the box has been opened
after a week or so of wet weather, the paper still felt dry and
crisp to the touch. (2) My best negatives are those which

were developed at home in a dark-room from eight rolls and

filmpacks that had been exposed four to six weeks before in the

upper Amazon country. They arrived still fairly free from

humidity after a fortnight on the Amazon and an equal period

at sea, with no perceptible defects due to dampness. (3) At

first I carried my negative albums in other containers. Some
negatives were placed back to back by twos in the pockets of

the albums. Whenever baggage was opened and spread out to

dry, the albums were aireo\as well. But the negatives were

sure to be damp and sticking together more or less. Then I

began keeping the albums also in the closed box. They never

again felt soft and humid and there was no further sticking.

It is reasonable to suppose that the undeveloped exposed film

in the box was likewise much drier than it would have been

outside.

While I may not have eliminated all film trouble in the above

way, I believe I have reduced the risk to a point much below

the risk assumed in trying to develop film in warm water. If

the traveller has access to ice every two or three months the

method will enable him to save has exposed film for a much
longer period than has usually been safe, and enable him to

wait for suitable working conditions. The method may be

worth all the trouble in merely safeguarding negatives.

M. R. Allen.

PUSHING CAMERA SALES.

W» have camera enthusiasts with us all the year round. But by
far the greater portion of them again take up the hobby with the
first touch of spring. Right from then up till the late autumn is

the harvest time for cameras and accessories.

You should be there with attractive window displays—window
displays which reflect the season of the year.

The Doll Photographer.
The Quality Shop, Washington, D.C., U.S.A., had a pleasing

camera display. Seated on an empty camera carton was a large
doll. She held the small camera that had come out of the carton.
The camera was fastened over the doll's hands with a rubber
band, and the doll was posed in the attitude of taking a picture
of three " Splash Me " dolls, reposing on an empty camera box
at the other end of the trim. A card at the centre front an-
nounced :

" Look Pleasant, Please."

A Tennis Net for Atmosphere,
Koenigs, Newark, N.J., enclosed the rear of their camera

window with a tennis net, which was decorated with seasonable
flowers, with photographic booklets hung at intervals. The net
was bunched like rosettes at the sides. Cameras were exhibited on
the floor of the display.

Studies in Good Times.
Willoughbys, New York City, attracted attention to their dis-

play by a aeries of painted panels. These panels, enclosed in gilt

frames, were placed across the background. The first panel
showed a gipsy girl carrying a jug of water to her caravan, which
was drawn up by the country roadside. The subject matter of the
second panel was that of a modern maid having her fortune told

under a tree by a gipsy. The third panel dealt with a city chap
using his camera in the woods. The middle panel simply bore the
following caption :

—

" Good Times are in Store with a Kodak."
Cameras and accessories were neatly set about on the floor, with
cards describing the uses for each article. Here are some
examples :

—

" Stop guessing distance. Use McMillan's Distograph and
obtain sharp pictures."

" A simplified method of developing your own films. The
• Tank. Ask for demonstration."

" For speed pictures—a Reflex. You see the image up to the
moment of exposnre."

" Use a colour filter when photographing clouds and flowers

these days."

" Knowledge is power. Come in and see our selection of photo-
graphic publications."

At the Beach.
The Kern Music Co., Providence, R.I., desired to make camera

sales to folks going away to the beach over week-ends and on
holidays. As a window display feature, they introduced the wax
model of an attractive young woman, attired in a cerise one-piece
bathing suit. A green cape partly draped one of her shoulders.
The floor underneath was carpeted with artificial grass (beach sand
and pebbles would have been more appropriate), with cameras
and films laid about the same.

Another Beach Setting.
The Robey-French Co., Boston, Mass., covered their window

floor with green crepe paper, with a square plot at the centre
rear covered to a depth of two inches with beach sand. There was
a bathing girl kewpie doll lying on the sands, with her head pro-

tected from the blazing sun by a miniature parasol. Over the
other side of the sand was a second bathing girl kewpie, with a
camera in her hands, focussed at the first kewpie. Little bits of
atmosphere were provided by a beach pail and spade. The space
elsewhere in the display was given over to cameras.

Concentrating on One Camera.
Wheeler's Claremont, New Hampshire, concentrated their win-

dow display on the 2C Kodak. Their window floor was draped
with white crepe paper, with samples of work done on the camera
exhibited here and there. One of the cameras was displayed on a
mound at the rear centre. Across the rear was a three-panelled
screen in light green, with a card on the middle of each panel.
These cards bore such messages as those given below :

—

" Wise men who travel carry a Kodak."
" Kodak as you go."
" For the out-of-door days—Kodak."

A Neat Display.
The Aimer Coe Co., Chicago, 111., arranged cameras on white

enamel plates, with an occasional camera placed on a raised glass

pedestal. On a raised plate at the front centre were several small

articles needed by photographers. Albums, opened to show what
tho photographs were like, were leaned against the background.
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ADVERTISING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
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I return |c
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show rim aad I keep Uiem
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repeal body of the letter the name of the pros,
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ong one person ,. letters woul.l
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not bolieve in band-bills, or advertising matter diMr.l
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from house to house. This method of advertising places the mark

of cheapness and unimportance on it. I don't care how nicely 'ho

advertising is prepared- If you distribute your advertising as if it

were of little or no importance, it will be accepted at the low

valuation you place on it, hut if you post it as a letter it ranks in

importance with the regular correspondence, and is given the careful

attention it deserves.

i can prepare your mailing list from the telephone book, select

ing the names and addresses of the people whoso patronage you

desire. There are other ways of securing suitable names.

It is required under the law that eaoh birth be reported and re-

corded at t the Board of Health. 1 have an arrant;.

with a clerk in that office whereby T am furnished with the name

and address of the parents in the event of a birth in their home.

For this service I pay two cents for each name. I write the parents

a personal lettei ing my good wishes for the baby, and hope

that I may have t.he pleasure of making its first picture.

Also, I have an ai'-mgement with a clerk in the office of the

Recorder of Marriages. Very often, within five minutes after the

notice of a marriage has been given I have the home address of the

if they live out of the city, my lettei'

is waiting for them when they arrive at their home. The letter

conveys my best wishes, and an invitation to come to my studio

for a sitting.

I have been fairly successful at my profession and in my business,

and there are two res .ns for lrfy success. First, because I have

always tried to make good pictures I have never been fully satisfied

with a picture, but always tried to improve on my work. Second,

I believe in good advertising, and have patiently and persis

kept ait it Hexrv Mi

THE GLOSS CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PAPERS.

|

\ Communication from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.)

In a systematic study of the characteristics of photographic papers

a consideration of the surface quality is of great importance. The

most important factors required in the specification of surface

quality are colour, texture, and gloss. The colour can be, measured

by the employment of suitable oolourimetric methods, the results

being most conveniently specified by stating the diffuse reflecting

power, wave-length of the dominant hue, and the saturation.

These three factors, which are necessary for the specification of

colour, completely define from the subjective standpoint the quality

and intensity of the light reflected from the surface.

The word " texture " is used in referring to the topography of

the surface Thus far no simple numerical method of expressing

quantitatively the texture of the paper has been developed. At
the present time the texture is best studied by examining the

surface under a microscope. A magnification of from 10 to 20

diameters has been found to be most suitable for this work. Photo-
micrographs made with a fixed magnification and under certain

specified and constant conditions of illumination are found useful

in case a permanent record of the texture characteristics is required.

The third factor mentioned, that is, gloss, is dependent upon the

geometrical distribution of the light reflected from the surface

under consideration.

In general it may be said that of the light reflected from the

surface of such materials a part is diffusely reflected while the
remainder is reflected specularly, that is, in accordance with the
law that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence.

Considering surfaces in general, it is found that an infinite number
of variations in the ratio of specular to diffusely reflected light

exists, the scale being theoretically limited at one end by a surface

which reflects all of the incident light, according to the law that
the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection, and at

the other by a surface which reflects light equally in all directions
regardless of the angle of incident illumination. The characteristic
of the surface referred to by the words " glossy " or " glossiness

"

is dependent upon the relation existing between the light which is

diffusely and regularly reflected from the surface, and it is with
the measurement and numerical specification of this factor that

this paper deals. It is customary, at the present time, to designate
the gloss factor of a photographic paner by the use of such descrip-

tive words or terms as " matt," " semi-matt," " velvet," " glossy,"

etc. It is evident that the use of the word6 can only approximately
specify the gloss quality, and it is very desirable for the sake of
more precise designation to develon a method for the numerical
specification of this quality.

The problem of mixed specular and diffuse reflection has been
treated at considerable length in the reports of the Committee on

' of the Illuminating Engineering Society. In these reports
Dr. P. G. Nutting, who was chairman of the committee at that

l. Trans. " I.E.S.," vol. 10, 1915, p. 353, 379 and 388.

time, presented a very complete mathematical treatment of the

problem and proposed as a logical specification of gloss the ratio

of the specular reflecting power to that of diffuse reflecting power,

the illumination being incident normally and the illuminating source

of such dimensions as to subtend .01 steradian at the surface. In

one of the reports considerable data relating to the gloss of various

print papers and to some photographic papers are given.

Taking advantage of the fact that in the case of mixed specular

and diffuse reflection the regularly reflected component is almost

completely polarised under certain conditions. Professor L. R.

Ingersoll 2 has developed a polarisation method of measuring the

gloss factor. In his instrument the conditions of illumination both

as regards angle and size of source are ohosen arbitrarily. Under
these conditions, the ratio between the intensity of the regularly

and diffusely reflected components is measured by some type of

polarisation photometer suoh as the Martins photometer or the

Pickering polarimeter. This instrument provides, therefore, an

arbitrary scale upon which the gloss values may be expressed.

The term " gloss " is used as 4escr'pt've of the subjective im-

pression received when observing a surfaoe from which light is

reflected, and there is little doubt that the degree of glossim

dependent upon the contrast between the brightness of those poi

of the surface which are seen by diffusely reflected light and those

which are seen by regularly reflected light. In other words,
must be a function of the brightness contrast existing between the

more or less clearly defined specular images of light-sources having
relatively small angular dimensions and the contiguous portions of

the surface which owe their brightness to diffusely reflected light.

It seems logical, therefore, that the absolute scale of gloss can be
established only by measuring this brightness contrast under certain

specified conditions of illumination and observation.

The GonioPhotometer.
Before deciding upon the conditions under which such measure-

ments were to be made, it seemed desirable to measure the disti-i-

bution of light reflected from the surface under consideration for

various conditions of illumination. This involved the determination
of the reflection characteristics of the surfaces for all angles of

observations, and under certain specified conditions of illumination.

For this purpose a special instrument termed, for convenience, a

" gonio-photometer " was designed and constructed. A di.

showing the essential parts of this instrument is shown in fig- 1.

A heavy cast-iron base, A, supports the arm B. at the end of

which is carried the photometric apparatus. In order that the

observer and the photometric equipment might not interfere with

the illumination of the sample at angles approaching olosely to th«-

normal, the axis of observation was bent at right angles by use of

the total-reflection prism C. A portable photometer of the illumino-

meter type was mounted at D ; and the small lens E, placed imme-

2. " J. Opt. Soc. Amer.," May, 1921, p. 213.
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.ualeiv in (root of this photometer, permitted the formation of an
image of the surface under examination in (he plane of the photo-

meter cube. In caae the texture of the surface was inch at to inter-

fere with precis* photometric settings, this lens oould be displaced

by amount* sufficient to eliminate the troublesome surface textuie

. J bearing E supported by she base casting carries a movable
arm G, <«i one end of which is mounted the lamp-house H, while at

the other end a counterpoise weight I is placed. A holder is pro-

Dial-ram •hoaing tial parts of Instrument

i he aim pi- is so mounter! that it holds the *ur

m samples being examined in the plane passing through
Hie circular scale pal.

•m relative to bass A —t attacheil

the sample holder indicates the angle

in* of 'he sample holder can be conne«<ed ngidly with

s9 that the plane of the sample wiO remain per
initiation for all positions, and as the

angle of observation alone varies. This provides
•Its measurement of the surface I Tightness at various angles of

•station and iasd direction of .lamination. Ry rr>

I the be*,

nd observations of lnistiUisas

« 'tii a Tarishfs angle of inc.

the lamp house is mounted a

•it on in- aaaapss .» Msjsjyjsi

* are as indicated in

etas O can be
f diffusing material,

I.

moves indsrjeodently of the samp*
at a fixed angle of iilsws ulimi. b
Auk*, can be r/

T'u'ler such raassflatssai

(•rallel.

the Igore It .....

place suhst

ground pot opal glass.

enaions are so adjusted (list the effective area of thw
diffusing material is just sufficient to subtend an angle of 01
•teradiana at the surface of the sample gader examination A SO0-
watt Mazda (' Ump --( the concentrated filament type was used ss

nminating the samples. A photograph of the

apparatus The • --'tage was precisely contruUed in

ippsralea

oatsinsd from a series of samHk on the sample at various sn
nun a oorsaid^sration of the way

^Ms a photogsaph, which ha is

f its

of sight is normal to the sorfac

incident at an angle of apt
"

aonoyed by specula.

•

the avarags observer

respect to the

ppean that the
'• are obtained when the

lately 45 oV

• the observer from be* tig

the surface in <a»e woh exists.

In a previous paper' this same condition of illumination and observa-
tion was adopted as being the moat suitable under which to measure
the photographic densities of prints and of sensitometric test strips

used in the determination of sensitometric constants of such
materials. These conditions were chosen as representing most closely

the average condition* of illumination under which photographic

prints are obser v ed.

From a consideration of the distribution curves and also from a
consideration of the way in which a photographic print is u.»

observed, it was decided that a comparison of the brightness of the
surface when viewed normally, and at the angle of specular reflection

with the illumination incident at an angle of 45 deg. from the
normal, would give a determination of gloss most nearly in accord

the common!) mIki- rved value of that factor.

The diagram in fig. 3 illustrates I ! illumin

which were adopted for the measurement of -

The line SIX represents the plane of the sample under
tion. This it illuminated by a beam of parallel light incident in

the direction 40. A brightness messurement of the surface ia

then made in the direction represented by the line BO, and thw
brightness will be designate. I by tlve symbol A'

nsss determination is ma.i- I this vail

designated by the symbol B». irve KLPR repress

complete brightness distribute I the sample ondei
sideration. ft is evident from the shape of shil

Jar and diffuse

It is evident that • . ot lid is a m.
reflecting power of the .nolo while the valoj

B

c

«3-
S

H

Fit" J. Ilraarlaattos «n.i observation adopted for measarsmenl tl aloes

plus the difTuse rsflecting power of the sample.

The brightness (//•) due to specular reflection may therefore be
.• Hi fn.ra It*. I

otly stated, glos* is a function of the brightness cot

between the more or less clearly defined images of light-sources

nail angular rl and the

s surface* which are visible by virtue of |ig|

reflected from them -m a considers:

values obtained in practice th.v ^loss,

or perhaps, more properly speak nest," in i

ntraat value. This contrast n • r. be

taken as an adequate measure of the physical stimulus |>r<Mlunng

the_anj|>a*ssvi of glossiness. It mav be convenient to use dip

as represent. ••
t lh<

the subjectivs sapsot or

analogous to the u-- of l.rilliance " in i

intensity factor of radiation and the (objective set

resulting from its action on I In this cas>

nets is used as descriptive of the physical or objective

stimulus, while the term brilliance is used in reference to

the resulting aenssii

It is proposed, therefore, to adopt the term " gloss " as de -

f the stimulus, while the term " glossiness " will be used in

referring to the subjective sensation produced. The experin

results given in tin, paper relate almost entirely to the men
ment of glow, and while some has been obtained as to

the n -ting belv us, that is, gloss, and the

1914. 9. ». U; and " Phot J ." 1914. St, p. Wt
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faulting sensation, glossiness, the data available are entirely in-

adequate f»r tl,
:,e phy»»« "»»•*«» betw

r
eeu

,he stimulus a» *.on. The distribution .nine of a surface

having Loo gloss is reprinted by the curve A AN// and for tuft

a cas, H,i & and B, 0. Gloss (0) may therefore be defined by

the equation

B,

«,,

On th„ basis of this definition, the scale of gloss extends from

«ro for a surface which reflects light equally in other direction*,

that' is. one obeying Lamberts cosine law, to infinity for the surface

from which the reflection is entirelv specular.

It will bo recalled that in the reports of the Committee on t.lare

Hoc cit ) it was recommended that a source of such dimensions

as to subtend .01 steradian at the sample be used in the measure-

ment of gloss. The practical objection to this procedure is that

under such conditions it is difficult to obtain illumination on the

sample sufficiently high to give a field brightness 1.1 the photo-

meter which will result in high precision and absence of fatigue

in reading the instrument. In order to determine the magnitude

of the difference in the measured gloss values when using this

type of illumination and that obtained by using a beam of parallel

light a series of measurements were made. A group of samples

varying from verv high to very low gloss were ohosen, and the

gloss values of the group determined with both types of illumina-

tion The results, which will be given in detail later, show that

when illuminated with a collimated beam the gloss values ranged from

43 to 24.0, while with a source subtending .01 steradian the values

varied from .36 to 12.4. This indicates that the use of collimated

illumination provides a more extended gloss scale, thus permitting

the measurement of smaller differences in gloss than could be

measured when the source subtends a larger angle. For these

reasons it was considered advisable to specify that gloss measure-

ments be made with the sample illuminated by parallel light. While

it is quite possible to make gloss determinations by using the gonio-

photometer, this requires two individual photometric readings, one

made with the direction of observation normal to the surface and

one at 45 deg. from the normal. Although this method is satis-

factory, it is not suitable where a very large number of samples

are to be examined, nor does it afford the precision required for the

comparison of samples differing but little in gloss.

The Gloss Meter.

The best conditions of illumination and observation having been

determined from an analysis of the result© obtained with the gonio-

*s.

The light-source > placed at the focal point of lens A, which

is a well corrected telescopic objective. The light-source used is a

tungsten lamp ba\ inj a highly concentrated filament, .thus approach-

ing as closely as possible to a point source. The collimating beam

is incident upon the imple B at an angle of 45 deg. from the

normal. The lenses E and F placed respectively on the normal

to the surface of the ample <md on the line at 45 deg. from the

normal form images of the sample B in the photometer cube K.

The focal length of these lenses and the distances are such that

the images are of unit magnification. The mirrors G and H
properly placed serve to reflect the beams of light as indicated

so that they intersect each other at an angle of 90 deg. in the

photometer cube. The photometer field is viewed through the lens

L with an eyepiece of the type commonly used for such work. The

brightness of the two images formed by the light leaving the

surface normally and that formed bv the light leaving at an angle

of 45 deg. can be varied by means of the neutral tint wedges C

and D. The zero of the instrument is set by replacing the sample

by a piece of pot opal glass so placed that the line OP which

bisects the angle NOM is normal to its surface. This is illuminated

by swinging the light-source with its collimating lens into the

illuminated normally with a beam of parallel light, and images of

this surface are formed in the photometer cube by light which

leaves the surface at equal angles on the opposite sides of the

normal to the surface. With the scale which is attached to the

neutral wedge D set at zero, a photometric balance is made by

adjusting the position of the neutral tint wedge C ; this adjustment

having been made, the light-source is returned to the position for

the illumination of the sample as designated by the letters S and A.

The sample to be examined is then placed in position B, and a

photometric balance made by moving the neutral tint wedge D.

This gives a direct measurement of the relative brightness of the

surface as viewed normally and at the angle of specular reflection

The scale carried by the wedge D may be calibrated either to read

the ratio of these two brightnesses or, if desired, to read directly

in gloss values. In the case of some surfaces having a marked

texture, it may be found difficult to make precise photometric set-

tings when the image is focuesed in the photometric cube. By dis-

placing slightly the lenses E and F the sharp focus can be destroyed

and this difficulty overcome.
LOXD A. JOHBS.

Milton F. Fillius.

{To be continued.)

I<'is;. 4.—Schematic diagram of instrument.

photometer, an instrument for the direct measurement of gloss was
designed and constructed. A schematic diagram of this instrument

in shown in fig. 4.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION*

Prints by Dr. H. B.

5 p.m. 35, Russell
April 4 to 19.—Royal Photographic Society.

Goodwin. Open daily from 11 a.m. to

Square, London, W.C.2.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society. Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary,

J. Ainger Hall, 26, Bishop's Mansions, Bishop's Park Road,

London, S.W.6.

April 22 to May 27.—Royal Photographic Society. Colonial punts

arranged by "The Amateur Photographer and Photography.

May 1 to 6.—Photographic Fair. Horticultural Hall, Westminster.

Secretary. Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton

Row, London, W.C.I.

June 1 to 30.—Royal Photographic Society. Prints by Pirie

MacDonald, of New York.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries. August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London.

S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries. Piccadilly, London. W. (Trade and Pro-

fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard X. Speaight, 157, New

Bond Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan <

bition of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Mai

Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society. Latest

date for entries by carrier. August 25. Particulars from the

Secretary, Royal Photographic Society. 35, Russell Square.

London," W.C.'l.
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Patent News.

Frotett pntcntt- applications and $p*cif-.

March 27 to April 1

treated in

No. 8,951. Photographic enlarging ap-

par \ Green.

iMSM.-No. 9,188. Shutter mechanism for photo-

graphic cameras. T. Litchfield.

No. 9,19! eras. T. Litchfield.

^,030. Tripod- ipsiblestani- II Hanson.

ftUU.- No. 9,457. B >tographie film in 8at coil

treatment by hqui ' i\ek Filmipari CrspgJ

Lazxlo.

8,919. Photographic surveyin.. ' '-'

•tl'I.KTR Sl'E< Bl'TBD

Thete tp' irt obtainable, rack, pott fret, frbm
the Patent Office, MS, Southampton BuUdmgt, Chancery Lane.

The date in bracken it that of application in thit country; ir

abroad, in the cote of patent! .jranttd under the International

Convention.

Sti mk no* -rssmsras \igust 20, 1920). In

Patent* 9.993/1902 and 9.865/1907. wet* described photographic

•mulatoti* containing silver phoapl insoluble form

cording u . the |Mii< in\ • ut . .n • ' er phosphate is oartl in cii*

solved form, i.e., paper is sensitise 1 by the use of a eolation of

silver phosphate and the ferric salt of an organic acid, and may
be developed by the alkali salt of an organic acid.

h solutions of silver phosphate may be prepared by tr.i.

either the orthopbosphate, mesa p ephate. or pyrophosphate of

silver, especially when freshly prepared, with • sufficient quantity

of ferric salts of organic aoide, more particularly ferric ornate or

citrate which most be free from the corresponding ferrous salt

The ortho-phosphate readily dissolve, in a eolation of snch salt at

ordinary temperature, bat the pyrv> phosphate and roeta-phosphat*
rwi'iire to be heated to aboot 50 to 60 deg C. ; possibly th<-

or mete salts are converted h ^tho-phoaphate prior to or

daring solution. In any case the solution* an obtained appear to

represent either true or -r phosphate.
The ailver pboaphaU, preferably n the freshly prepared form.

eg. the ' odoot of double decomposition, is then treated with a

solution of the ferrvc salt of an organic aoid, praferably ferric

oxalate which appears to be the moet salissarlnry, when a sni

is obtained which is found to be capable of preservation in the

dark for prolonged periods while still remaining photographically
perfect.

Snch solution* under wnsiav conditions they may have been
prepared appeared always to possess the sane speed and grada-
tion and to produce ths same tone provided the nature and the
prnrraiwne of the components are unchanged.
The sensitising solution so obtained may be treated to increase

viscosity. e.g ., by mixing Die finished solution with suitable
-'Kb aa e> like,

bat these coUoids mast not he a •

paring the nlrer phosphatt Album**! most not be r

is nirissary to

paper, the materials

the eolation

employ
to be

e'k* i Ball of

osgnlsssd thereby, an
in the manufacture
nwat he coated first with plain albumen and

sitising by the solution.

nrint is developed by treatment with an
-ganic arid preferably the alkali salt of the

resen t in the ferric salt.

It appears thai when sensitised material prepared from the above
ion is exposed to actinic k'rhr. two different photochemical
us are produced, ris., the ferric salt is re.! -roua

sab in prnporlson to tie* amount of light received and the silver
Phosphate, whioh ri ssism all the properties rtr|uired f..r the

>ction of a perfe.1 mage, is, at the same time, affected also
in proportion to tne amount of light received Now witsa
reaolann has taken place, aha ferrous compound produced wi
aa a developer for the silver compound in presence of the alkali

of the organic arid, and it will be seen that the amount
of the developer is automatically riroportiocMt* to the amount of

whir*, has taken place

The invention is illustrated by the following examples; the
operation should be carried out in yellow light or taking oth.*r
precautions to exclude actinic light.

\ -! s-irisEK Cou.cn ds.

Place 36 gms. of ferric oxalate (stales) free from proto-salt
in a suitable vessel add 100 cos. of d iter, stand
whole in a boiling water bath, and, stirring or shaking from tlie

start, leave it Uiere till ail has dissolved. Remove from water
bath, let cool to ordinnrv temperature and filter through pure
paper.

(2) Into a glased porcelain or earthenware dish (mortar) place

:

4.8 gms. silver nitrate.

2.8 gms. sodium phoapli. I'Oj. 12H.O).
70.0 oca. distilled water of ordinary temperature.

>< up with pestle until the salts have dissolved, and the yellow
silver phosphate has settled oat.
Then sdd to the content* of the dish, 70.0 ecu. of the iros

pen ..t *lat« solution (11 at ordinary temperature and rub up with
pestle till the silver phosphate has dissolved, add

(3) 3.0 grns. of oiLric acid (powdered crystals, free from load)
citric acid has dissolved, filter through pure paper.

Preserve in glaaastoppered bottles of deep yellow glass in the
.l.i -k.

i*» *rro in (GsxATrus).
If an addition, eg

. of gelatine be required, proceed as follows:
• e up the filtered sentitisnr exactly as described above, but

instead of the 70 ccs. of distilled water prescribed for preparing
ta* silver phosphate (No. 2 of Example A), use only 30 oca. In
the 40 cos. of distilled water remaining, soak and afterwards dis-
solve st about 30 to 40 de*. C. the desired amount, say 4 gms..
of medium plwtographic gelatine, add the filtered sensitiser (•

warm gelatine solution, wall aajiaftng daring addition, and finally
niter the mixture through absorbent cotton or other suitable
materia). The concentration of the gelatine sensitiser will then be
exactly the same as that of the sensitiser without gelatine de-
scribed above.

This gelatine sensitiser remains liquid at temperatures above
10 deg C. It is evident that sensitiser* with any other suitable
colloid may be prepared by simply substituting the gelatine of
the above example by such colloid.—York Alexander Ferdinand
Schwart*. 14. Park Parade. Hariesden, N.W.

Sramaneoortc Pnojr. noy — No. 175,930 (June 21, 1921). The
Invention relates to the analyser for viewing projected st«
acopic pic

<•«*, Meet- lie movement* of ths shy-
ers shall synchronise with the appearance of

views on the screen, and this is effected by pneumatic means, in
such manner that the n. f the analyser shutter is

trolled by the movement of the lantern shutter or in ths case of
s cinematograph projector by a moving part thereof, so thit
left eye seas one picture and the right eye see* the complementary

r* immediately afterwards. These two pictures being
coa lesced, by the persistence of vision, produce on the retina of
the eye the impression of a single picture in stereoscopic relief.
The analyser is conveniently made in a form somewhat

resembling a pair of opera glasses mounted on a frame and sup
ported in the centre by a handle, the two eyeholes being pro
vided with, or being without, lenses and a shutter or shutters
operated to alternately cover the** openings.

<hows somewhat diagrammatically the construction of
an analyser a* worked by pneumatic meant alone, and fig. 2 shows
past at *«u analyser constructed to work by pneumatic means in
conjunction with electricity.

Th " starl 1 is attached to a rod a', suitably pivoted
•* *• it can be reciprocated quickly back and forth
the eye openings c and e" on frame d, in order to alterr.ate'y

the** two openings, the shutter device being
adapted to b* reciprocated by pneumatic means.
One wsy in which this can be effected is by providing the

iment with * small conical, cylindrical or otherwise shaped
box I, containing a diaphragm / of thin rubber. The top

i

his box, above the diaphragm, would be open, in ord<-
giv* free access to the atmospheric pressure, also to allow the
rod g to pass from the centre of the diaphragm, where it w
bo attached to the crank and pin h, for the purpose of cos

The low.r part of the box beneath the diaphmem w
be closed, except that a metal tube i would pass from the b

'i« box through the handle ;', so that a ruhlier tube /. pi

i

ahly armoured, could be easily attached. This rabbtf
would lead to a pneumatic impulse-generating device, through
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which, in conjunction with valves, periodic impulses would be

ntted to actuate the diaphragm and by suitable rod con-

ns and gearing, also the shutter of the analyser in syn-

chronism with the pictures.

An electro magnet m, as shown in fig. 2, may be attached to

the analyser, which would be so placed that it could act upon

armature n when the electric current is in circuit, which arma-

ture would also act as a valve and be a part of the valve shown

at n 1
. Immediately this valve was opened, the air would pass

through inlet o and thence through p and tube q to the dia-

phragm box e and force diaphragm / upwards, and by means of

suitable connections the shutter would move, say to the right,

and immediately the electric circuit was broken the spring r

would pull the armature back again and so close the portion of

the valve n and at the same time open the portion of the valve

at n 1
, consequently letting the air contained in the diaphragm

Fig. l. Fig. 2.

box escape through the exhaust s. The air pressure being thus

cut off, the diaphragm with the assistance of the spring t would
drop, or be forced down again, and the shutter would be pulled

to the left.

Two rubber stops u and u 1
(fig. 2) are employed to prevent

the poles of the electro magnet and armature touching and the
arrangement and manner in which the air tube and wire leads
pass out through the handle of the analyser is shown at I fig. 2.

The electric current for exciting the magnet and attracting the
armature would be controlled by means of a commutator, or make
and break device which would be attached to some suitable
working part of the projector, or in case of still life projection
to the shaft carrying the revolving shutter placed before the
doable lantern. The electric leads could run along the connect-
ing tubes, and so reach the analyser.
In the case of an exhibition of stereoscopic pictures more than

one analyser may be used at the same time, it only being re-

quired to make the necessary tube or wire connections so that
the movements of the diaphragms (or the diaphragms and arma-
tures) of the individual analysers are all effected and controlled
from the lantern or projecting apparatus.—Arthur Norton
Wright, 26, Court Road. West Norwood, London, S.E.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-
tion before acceptance :

—

Photographic Machine.—No.. 177,537. Photographic machine. E.
Zollinger.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOE REGISTRATION.
Kodak (Design).—No. 420,930. Photographic papers. Kodak,

Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in

photographic materials. November 25, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The following marku have been placed on the register :

—

Destum.—No. 414,023. Light filters for cinematograph projectors.

David Kennedy, 215, Selhurst Road, South Norwood, London,

S.E.25, manufacturer.

N. G. (Device).—No. 412,035. Philosophical instruments, scien-

tific instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes ; instruments

and apparatus for teaching. Nitsche & Gunther Optische

Werke, 4-5, Dunckerstrasse, Rathenow, Germany, manufac-

turers of scientific and optical instruments.

Teddy.—No. 415,981. Photographic cameras. Edmond Francis

Stratton, 1, Cedar Street, South Norwalk, State of Connecticut,

United States of America, manufacturer.

Wellington Speedy (Design).—No. 412,492. Photographic dry

plates. Wellington & Ward, The Elms, Shenley Road, Bore-

ham Wood, Elstree, Hertfordshire, manufacturers.

Zenith.—No. 417,425. Chemical substances used in photography,

photographic plates and photographic films included in Class 1.

Ilford, Ltd., Britannia Works, Roden Street, Ilford, Essex,

manufacturers of photographic plates, paper and films.

Bayrapid.—No. 417,364. Chemical preparations for photographic

purposes. Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co., Lever-

kusen, near Cologne-on-the-Rhine, Germany, manufacturers.

Meetings of Societies,

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, April 17.

Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Glasgow and W. of Scot. A. P. A. Show of Members' Autochromes.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Dorking.

Walthamstow P.S. Jumble Sale and Members' Lantern Evening.

Tuesday, April 18.

Bournemouth C.C. " Carbro Process." A. Dordan Pyke.
Cambridge Phot. Club. " How a Reflex Camera is Made."
Rochdale P.S. " Pictorial Ideals." M. 0. Dell.

Stalybridge Phot. Soc. " Platinotype and Satista."

Wednesday, April 19.

Croydon C.C. " Platinotype dn a Test Tube." J. W. Purkis.

Dennistoun A.P.A. Impressions of the Salon.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. " Passe Partout," W. Coghill. Also

Lantern Slide Competition.
Ilford P.S. Affiliation Folio.

Partick Camera Club. Jumble Sale. (Half Profits.)

Rochdale A.P.A. " Sulphide Toning." T. Crabtree.

Thursday, April 20.

Gateshead C.C. " Some Hints in Photography." R. Wilson.

Tunbridge Wells A.P.A. " The Evolution of our Local Scenery."

H. E. Turner, B.A., B.Sc.

Friday, April 21.

R.P.S. (Pictorial Group). Discussion—" The Negative, the Print,

and the Picture.'

Ilford Phot, Soc. Bromide Toning." P. S. Brown.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Quite one of the most enjoyable evenings of the session was

afforded by Mr. G. H. Gardner with a lecture on " Photography

and Crime," a two-sided subject, he said, both aspects doubtless

being, more or less, familiar tc his fellow members.

Photography was largely employed by a certain class of malefac-

tors who were not necessarily of the pictorialist order, and the

same craft rendered invaluable service in the detection of crimes

and their perpetrators. As methods improved so the habitual

criminals endeavoured to defeat them—a sort of " gun versus
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•armour plate " contest, quite a nice game played slowly. Conse-

qoently he proposed to refrain from describing any procedures a

Knowledge of which might be helpful to the enemies of society.

|
Of considerable utility in training the powers of observation were

portraits, which were largely used in the education of recruits to

the police force. Although it might not seem so, really accurate

utions from memory of facial characteristics were very

Hnk.
lowing came a sketch of the photographic department at Scot-

land Yard, evidently thoroughly up-to-date and complete in all

- ts, and a brief allusion to the many scientific and highly

H^Hfous method* in use. Next, a full consideration of the

print method of identification, and the really wonderful

n by which finger-prints of suspected persons can be quickly

(identified i lerparts if in stock. The lecturer then

appropriately asked the President thus to record himself. " Don't

unless you want to be on the file at the Yard," excitedly

warned the " office > 1 he records are probably there now,
a! „• with yours," sully observed Mr. Gardner.

In the»discu»- jcired what was the lecturer's

'i of " SI • lies "
; whether any steps had been taken

tland Yard to disguise policemen's boots : and if it war* not

>l>at the guardians of law and order ware under considerable

H^Bttions to " ner

Gardner replied that as the originator of Use Sherlock
>» happened to be a personal friend, be wonld content himself

remarkable character in fiction resembled an
photograph -one heard of, but never seen. Policeman now

linly were very useful at

Walker, referr liart issued by the Yard during the

g the probabil '

ire air raids day by day, asked
if copiea were publicly distributed. " They ware sent to all police

I never saw r.r 'antly
- er.

' ha evening a pleasant letter of partial farewell from
atharin* was read txpressing era 1

*nt in the

- photography. sTataniiis. once a week
the depraasing artificiality which pervaded Suburbia, to a

man aoold call an ng asa in a

I-
- had been a waieoav

as the London
oeiety bast su

KM' V OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

ting bald at 116, Hanover Street, Edinburgh, on Monday.
larper, Mr

sa Thomson. M . rgoa-

9wan Watson arpar,

ibeenoe war* intimated from Mr. I ston,

Bsr P. S. Moffat and Mr. Oeorge Balma
'. one of tba visiting oommitlaa to Mr. Hialop'a

1 at Boroaghmuirbead
iaai, stated that after his have
IsW vary much to have baas piasint at every one of Mr. Hialop'a

H^BN* He considered that Mr. Hialop'a methods of tea

^H[*' a vary high standard, and hia ability and business capacity
ia to deal with the i the moat effective manner

H^Bta, The stodente appearad to be exceedingly interested, and
lass impressed hmi an being well conducted and

- Swan Watson, another mrmW of the com-
»'*'< '-e had only unqualified praise to speak i

H^B)r. whose lectures came to him a* a great rev- '<> had
>>wr of the lartaras. and throughout the instruction

ntmsaly inter* •

•id trouble which ho devoted towards these

essore
other buain.os I take the

r ttaxt seo
' a professions: nber to take it up II-

^^Bw at

.

.-e author i

ties had serious intentions of re-starting classes for process

engravers next session, in which event he suggested that the

y should endeavour to get the class for optics and chemistry
conjoined with these as an elementary class. Ha personally pre-

ferred the classes run by the Heriot-Watt to those of the Education
Authority, as the student who attended the former got every con-

sideration, and the Heriot-Watt Collage had more appliances and
working utensils for demonstrating lectures. Mr. Hislop's resigna-

tion was received with much regret, and he was at on asked to

re-consider his decision. Mr. Hislop, in view of the unanimous and
hearty feeling of the meeting, undertook to re-consider the whole
matter and write a report for the next meeting.
Mr K I) V iung stated that he had been informed by the Secre-

tary of the College of Art that any apprentices who wished to
attend the classes conducted by Mr. Hislop at Boroughmuirhesd
School and by him at the Collage of Art on applying in June next
i . Mr. Arthur Butler. Edinburgh Educational Trust, Caatle Tei
race, Edinburgh, would have their fees paid, and also a certain sum
would be allowed to the College for each apprentice for working
utensils for the classes.

It was unanimously sgreed to grant a donation of £1 Is. towarde
the prise fund of the retouching class at the College of Art, and
the Secretary was authorised to pay the same.
Tba Secretary* read a letter from Mr. T. Black, Secretary of the

Glasgow and District Professional Photographers' Golf Club,
addressed to Mr. George Hah.ia.in, suggesting Msy 12, at Glasgow,
for the golf match between the Societies. It was sgreed to accept
the dste mentioned.
The President and Mr. E. P. Young reported that on Mar.

last they want as a deputation from this Society to Glasgow to dis-

cuss with s committee of their Glasgow brethren the proposed
Federation and the holding of a Scottish Congress. The Glasgow
Committee agreed to a Federation being formed, and it was pro
posed that draft schemes be prepared by each Society and there-

after a joint meeting be held. It was agreed that subscriptions for
try member t» either society should not be leas thsn 10s. per

annum This joint meeting of committee had been fixed for Friday.
21, in Edinburgh.

The Committee of the Glssgow Society approved of the holding
of a Congress in Edinburgh in 1923, and recommended that they
should collaborate with their Edinburgh on the subject.

Questions of how much would be required to run such s Congress
were discussed, and it was remitted to the Federation Com:
for ronsideration and report.

Kerguaaxn sod Mr Y.rbury were co-opted members of tin-

and it was resolved that the Society entertain the
Glasgow Committee, who sre coming to Edinburgh on live 21st inat.

The meeting thereafter considered the formation of a Federation
between the Edinburgh and the Glasgow and District Professional
Photogrsphere' Societies, in order that professions! photographers
throughout Scotland may become directly interested in the activi-

ties of tba profession. Various theories were put forward and
discussed in detail, and it was suggested that a circular should be
prepared, setting forth the aims and objects of the Federation and
the benefits to ha obtained by professions! photographers joining

una or other of the am- ••tie* to whi- I. It

was resolved that Scotland and the North of England be sub-

divided into two psrts, and that professional photogranhera in the
•ial towns be invited to join the society allocated to i' : that

the societies form a Federation and each society appoint a joint

commTB"/ to manage the affairs of the Federation ; that each society

^ration s fixed sum per member towards the
fund* of the Federation, to be applied towards propaganda work,
exhibitions and lectures. It was proposed to suggest this scheme
to the Glasgow Committee at the meeting on the 21st inst

Uksranftat oontfntM the discmnJon,

A vote of thanks to the President terminated the proceedings.

af 8oci«TT or Master Photookaphuu.—The S-

it Black]'

>om May 15 to 20. All profes-

photograpl land and in Scotland wi

will lie- provided for exhibitors, since

the promoters have ' • ( from the Blackpool Tra
the who! lands for the week, together with the

and other equipmei I Ian from the secre

H W H Huish, 30, Blackfriars Street, Manchester.
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News and Notes.
.—.—.—•

Mr. A. 8. Ra*, who is very well known in photographic circles,

and who for many years lias represented Mr. T. K. Grant for the

Lumiere products in this country, has just joined Messrs. Griffin's

as representative in the northern part of England and in Scotland.

Mu. George J. Hughes, formerly of Waterford, and now estab-

lished at Bridge-of-AUan, sends us an attractively printed booklet

of reproductions of his artistic work in portraiture and also in

landscape. Among them are works which have won awards in

notable open exhibitions.

Avoid Printing Failures.—Under this title Messrs. Griffins,

Kemble Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, have just issued a free

n, st,, klet dealing with the making of prints on their

tona " (gaslight), " Goldona " and bromide papers. The

booklet contains many practical hints, and also formula? for brown,

blue and green tones on " Noctona."

Hand Cameras at Lower Prices is the title of a 72-page list

just issued by the City Sale & Exchange, 81, Aldersgate Street,

London, E.C.2. In the preparation of this closely printed cata-

logue of a part of the firm's large stock regard has been paid to

the reduction in prices, which are now on a considerably lower level

than at the corresponding time last year.

A Few Wise Words from Wellington.—A spring booklet from

Messrs. Wellington & Ward announces in an appropriately lively

vein some forthcoming introductions from the famous Elstree firm,

including the twelfth edition of the well-known Wellington Hand-

book, which will contain an additional chapter on cameras, a re-

vised article on the Bromoil process, and will be illustrated in

photogravure.

Self-Desensitising Plates.—According to a patent No. 175,296

(applied for but not yet accepted) in the name of K. Wiebking,

Weissenburg, Germany, to the back of a sensitive plate is applied

a coating of gelatine, gum arabic, or isinglass containing safra-

nine or other desensitiser which is soluble in the developing solu-

tion. This enables the development of the plate to be completed

in a pale yellow light. An anti-halation medium such as man-

ganese dioxide may be included in the coating.

Westminster Photographic Exchange.—A 56-page price list

of cameras and other apparatus has just been issued from

111, Oxford Street, London, W.l, and represents a systematic

marking down in the prices of the whole stock held by this leading

firm of dealers in second-hand photographic requisites. The list

fully describes a very great number of hand cameras of all types,

and, moreover, offers a large variety of lenses and miscellaneous

accessories. Obtainable free on application to the address given

above, or to the other establishment of the Westminster Exchange
at 119, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

Boat Race Photographs.—The many professionally-made photo-

graphs of the Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race this year were, as

a whole, very much better than those taken in previous years,

particularly the cinematographic renderings. Many photographers

were given special facilities this year, and operators belonging to

one firm were allowed to have their cameras on the two University

launches which accompanied the umpire's launch. This is the first

time these launches have been allowed so near the actual boats, and
the result is practically a " close up " of the crews from start to

finish. In the past cinema cameras had to be content with precari-

ous perches on bridges or stations on the banks.

WieoIHS Teape and Co.—The directors of Wiggins Teape and
Co., Ltd., have concluded a provisional agreement with Mr. F. D.
Pirie. acting on behalf of the ordinary shareholders of Alex. Pirie

and Sons, Ltd., whereby the former company is to acquire up to

600,000 consolidated ordinary shares of £1 each in the capital of

Alex. Pirie and Sons, Ltd., at the price of 16s. 8d. per share, to

be paid and satisfied wholiy in fully-paid £1 ordinary shares taken
eir nominal value. This will effect an exchange of shares in

the proportion of six shares of the Pirie Co. for five shares of

ns Teape and Co. To give effect to the arrangement it will

De > ir Wiggins Teape and Co. to increase its capital of

£2,000,000 by the creation of 500.000 additional ordinary shares of
£1 a

Eye-Training with the Camera.—Criticising some statements

made in the " Daily Chronicle " by a writer on art matters, Mr.

Gordon Ivey, in a letter to the Editor, says :
" There are two points

of view : (1) To ' see ' because one has one's eyes open and any-

thing visible will naturally be recorded in a very elementary and

temporary fashion ; and (2) to ' see ' with the eye of constructive

critical observation which records itself permanently in one's mind.

The latter requires interest, appreciation of art, and sympathetic

understanding of the blending of light and shade to form contrast:

this can be acquired by anybody who will just use his eyes. If one

feels that he cannot cultivate the ' seeing eye,' let him go in for

photography, that will compel the eyes to ' see.'
"

The " Weekly Dispatch " Competition.—Professional photo-

graphers appear to be doing well in this competition, in which good

cash prizes are offered weekly for " mother and child " photographs,

prizes going to the subjecto as well as the photographers who make

the pictures, and special show-cards for window -display are issued

to professional workers. Judges award the prizes each week, and

at the end of the 16 weeks during which the competition lasts, a

committee will select from the weekly prize-winners twelve com-

petitors whose photographs make the prettiest, healthiest and most

appealing pictures, and readers will be asked to vote upon them for

the award of a first prize of £100, a second of £25, and a third of

£10. Entries are also invited to a further competition for the best

photograph of a child taken with one of its grandparents. For this

a weekly prize of £2 2s. is offered, and at the end of the competition

a final prize of £10. The names of several well-known workers have

already appeared in the prize lists.

Correspondence.

*»* Corrrepondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THE NEED IN PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY: AN
ACADEMY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I feel a few words of appreciation -of Mr. Tilney's

recent paper (" B. J.," March 31, 1922) will help to strengthen his

statements on pictorial photography. He has put his case in a very

strong fashion, and I am prepared to support most of his state-

ments, all but- the dramatic remark of his isolating himself in a

wilderness; that is more funny than true. Surely, Mr. Tilney has

lived long enough to find a few men as wise as himself ;
men who

have been preaching the same gospel of art, men who not only have

preached by words, but by works, many of whom have accomplished

much for the pictorial side of photography. One of the best men

who ever uttered a word in support of pictorial photography was

our esteemed friend, the late Snowden Ward; his words and

examples still live, and he led many a man to realise the right

proportion of the picture.

I quite agree with Mr. Tilney that the bulk of the works now

produced are bad, and the workers go blindly on copying and

repeating the same mistakes, applying the methods that are abso-

lutely wrong from beginning to end.

I contend that to fully realise the power of the photographic

process in art there will have to be established a proper school or

academy for teaching under well-organised conditions by men who

know, and there seems to me only a few men in England who

possess, the gift of the real outlook ; men who are seriously con-

vinced of the truth of seeing correctly and have the capacity of

reproducing these truths to paper. I personally feel that several

of these men can top the average portrait painter of to-day. Photo-

graphy will eventually occupy its rightful position in art, but the

strange thing i.s the professional of the future is not being created

in the studios of to-day ; the leaders of the art will issue from

quit* a different source. I am convinced the public are learning,

and learning to appreciate the good things even faster than the

studio man is himself, and I contend that before many years half

the studios of to-day will be closed, whilst new individual workers

will rise, men of good, solid knowledge of art and all the details
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esquired to produce >M thing. This change ia serious on the one

hand and a welcome sign on the other ; what ia required i» the

Association to be ao strong that it will be able to help the pro-^l over the change.

Pt>ny of the new workers are much too freakish and fickle to last

;

Bar* i* too much evidence in their work of cheap copy without
^^Kaal knowledge a* to tha why and wherefore. Mr. Tilney ia

q in moat of his teachings, and it will pay all phoUj-
::> read and re-read his article until the dawn of the

^^Bight grips every man of the profession.

' -sti.jns for every studio man to ask himself are :

—

Wu-.- did we start from? What are we doing now? Where are
ifting? Then let as > assemble our ideas into a solid form
ith the Talbot Fox fund let us establish the Academy in

memory of oar great founder.—Yours sincerely,

Mabcvs Adams.
43, Dover Street, London. April 4.

m>ay n rnr.

To the I

•lemen— I wu interested in your leading article of April 7,

Mich appeared to me to represent here and there a school of
Bought is photographic technical matters considerably different

g*VJhat to which I and some others belong.

following qootattona fr m tha leader indicate this
gsWarence :

—

iect exposure, development becomes a simple task,

and the necessity for s number of »p«. papers to com-
pensate for bad negatives is almost entire!/ eliaainaled."

( '

! .'re is a m classes of nega-
tive are require ,g processes, and this has been

Brf " What mmht be called • good negative is one which can be

I

be qoolations has net been mutilated
u the context.

o correct exposure of the plate is as ismntisl to-day
here are many printing processes available as it was in the

Pays gone by when ting papers were known. The
_^H»rM " °f » w ed plate cannot be romperxat.

.
and Many others before me, have

prevrhed Hal the quality conferred rrpi . :.';,ir..- by b**aloJpssBBBl
" meanin.' the magnitude .

ing the 4

t SO be a i

'a same reaolts, and n appropriate negatives a

lepers can Iw msde ime resn:

true,
i uereof can be readily est

'llows tha'

fficult task of fil

ra«t " are reqi,

b."

no matter how gov I different prints
different printing papers because of the different properties

«e pepsTf.

I am aware that occasionally a negative ia

•odoced '*
> a pleasing re- •everal different

less, the pr nta are different in appear-

*T reins! r ..ause the type of subject

•idering« are sgreeable. The i

not the negat

can be an excellent in '

be capable ,nd in

as, yonrt very truly,

ram.
Sunnymere.

lit work, snd

perhaps we should have said, to commercial portrait work. While
we cannot deny Dr. Glover's theorems Nos. 1, 2 and 3, we still

hold the opinion that within the scope of work to which our article

referred negatives msy be made which for practical purposes print

equally well in such different printing media as P.O. P., bromide,
gaslight, platinum and carbon. We say so because we have used
many such negatives in these different media ; in fact have made
them. So far as we can discover, the versatility of such negativea

is not accounted for by the accepted sensitometric doctrines, in

regard to which the fault plainly lies with the doctrines and not

with the negatives.—Ed?., " B.J\"]

EQUIVALENT I'LATE-SPEED NUMBERS.
To tha Editors.

Gentlemen,— I was very interested in the article on plate-speed

numbers in the current " B.J.," and quite agree with you that

anyone who, like M. Clerc, seeks to express tha relationship

between the different systems of plate-spaed rsting is attempting

a very difficult task.

Clerc has arrived at certain comparative figures, which are

supposed to represent the same plate speeds under the different

systems in vogue*, but do they? The German snd Austrian systems

do not concern us, but the II A Dv Watkins and Wynne systems

do concern us very much, because tbey are all used by English

plate makers. The II \ D. numbers appearing upon plate

packets to-day do not agree at all with M. Clerc's table—in fact,

they are practically double for the Watkins equivalent. Ihat is

to say that a plate of Watkins speed 360 would be marked

H. k D. 500. whereas according to M. Clerc's table it should be

about 246, and his H. 4 ires are somewhat higher than

Bder's.

These higher figures are of little importance, however, ao long

•a we are accastomed to them and we can obtain a proper equiva-

lent as an actinomater number, but when it comes to an attempt

to synchronise tha Watkins and the Wynne numbers we get on to

much more difficult ground.

The comparisons given by M. Clerc are the mual ones which

appear to be accepted by roost authorities, and ere based upon

mathematical fonnnUc, which, I believe, are agreed to by the

respective meter makers. I submit, however, that they are incor-

rect, and also that a proper comparison is a practical impossibility

isons that I shall endeavour to explain.

In comparing the exposure scales of the two meters it will be

found that the equivalent speed numbers assume that the time

~i to obtain a tint match is 60 per cent, greater with the

Watkins than with the Wynne meter, i.e., a ratio of 14:1, and

i correct, when the tests are made direct to very bright sun-

light, but, with the same strength of light, if the testa are taken

ahadow of the body and facing the sky, the ratio chengee

imber of tests are made under a variety of lighting

ions—both indoor and out—it will be found that the ratio

increases to as much ss 8 : 1.

h meter will indii ate correct exposure is another question,

but I submit that U In a true comparison is bound

to snd in failure. A. Biirvav, F.R.P.S.

M IN HALF! HATING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We cannot but demur to Mr. Bierman'a description

on p. 190, " B.J.," March 31, of the system of half-tone

operating used by us st the I iotography and

Lithography. In that system the aperture ratio and the screen

are kept constant, hut he makes us change the stop with

different screen rulings, which is contrary to our practice. It ia

not to be assumed that we regard this system with any degree of

v, but we consider it the most complete and simple with

we are at present acquainted, and it has stood the test of

commercial practice. We are by no means clear aa to what ia

comprised in the " pinhole theory," but we have used as a work-

ing hypothesis the idea that tha varying exposure in the penumbral

ahadow of the screen is the controlling factor in the formation of

the different-sized dots. Whether it is really the effect of this, or

of the piste chsrscteristie, or of the scatter in the film, or of
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diffraction, has yet to be demonstrated. Mr. Bierman's statement

regarding diffraction is interesting, and we await witli interest the

publication of his experiments.—Yours faithfully,

\V. J. Smith. F.E.P.8.

E. L. TURNER. F.B.P.S.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (pouted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

E. K.—The Tudor cameras are. or were, made by Houghtons, Ltd.,

88-89. High Hclhorn. London, W CM, from whom perhaps you

may be able to obtain plate-holders

E. F.—We cannot identify the camera from the description in your

letter, but cameras of this kind of all makes are supplied by

Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd., 146, Charing Cross Road.

London, W.C.2. Your best plan would be to apply to them

for particulars.

S. Boyle.—A lens bearing the mark of 1748 cannot be what is

now. called a " rapid rectilinear." So far as photographic lenses

are concerned we do not think your instrument has any historical

value, and probably it has no such value as a specimen of pre-

photographic lenses.

H. E. H.—In many places the police authorities require a hawker's

licence to be taken out by people carrying on the class of busi-

ness you describe, while in other places the police do not place

any such restriction. We should think you would not run any
risk in starting without a licence. If you were pulled up you
would then have to obtain a hawker's licence.

G. G.—So far as we know there is no particular reason why the

chrome alum should be used in any definite proportion to the

metabisulphite. The metabisulphite is the anti-etain consti-

tuent, and requires to be present to the extent of, say, one-
twelfth to one-twentieth of the hypo. The chrome alum deter-

mines the degree of hardening, and an average strength for this

purpose is from 3 to 5 per cent.

E. F.—A power of 400-c.p. is not nearly enough. We should say
1,000 is the minimum, used either as one lamp or two, but
2,000, that is two 1,000-c.p. lamps, would be better. A good deal
depends on the size of the room and the colour of the walte. In
a comparatively small room, with light walls, you could do with
somewhat lower power, but in any case we do not think you can
very well go below the powers we have mentioned.

M. F.—We can quite imagine that the metal surface repels mount-
ants such as starch and dextrine. We think you could mount
the prints with a solution of shellac in spirit, which is a bit
tricky to use but quite practicable, at any rate if the prints are
not of very great size. Another mountant, which perhaps would
be satisfactory, is gelatine used hot, that is to say, the mountant
liquefied by heat and the latter quickly put on the mount. Again,
if prints are of large size this is not an easy process, but is
facilitated by working in a well-warmed room.

'

G. W. N.—You can procure the tracing cloth from any firm sell-
selling engineer's draughtsman's materials, such as J. Halden
& Co., 15, Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W.I, or Winsor &
Newton, 37-40, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London, W.l.
If your lamp cabinet is to be a fixture it will be advisable to
have an extra lamp as a high front light, or you will be able
to get very little variety in your lighting. If your half-watts
are on the opposite side of the sitter from the window, we should
advise blocking out the daylight, as it would be very difficult to
balance the two sources of light of different colours and values.

J - u-—(1) The folding focal plane camera of the Goerz Anschutz
type, it is used by the majority of Press photographers. (2) In
proportion as you increase aperture (for a given focal length)

you decrease depth. There is no way out of this difficulty. The
reason why you observe such great depth in cinema pictures is

that these are taken with a very small lens of about 3 in. focal

length, and, say. //4.5 aperture. The depth in the small pic-

tures is, therefore, very great, and when they are enlarged on the

screen the want of sharpness is not observable at the average

distance of the spectators. For high-speed Press work with a

5x4 camera / 15 is about as large an aperture as can be use-

fully employed. If of half-plate size, we think //6 or //5.6 is

as fast as it is well to have.

J. B. A.—Hydroquinone stain, if heavy as that on your negatives

appears to be, is difficult to get rid of. About the best means is

a process worked out some year or two ago by the Ilford Co. and

consisting in using a solution which, at one and the same time,

bleaches the negative and act6 upon the stain. This solution is :

—

Potassium permanganate 50 grs. 5.7 gins.

Common salt joz. 12.5 gms.

Acetic acid (glacial) 1 oz. 50 gms.

Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

If the negative is one freshly made, it is as well to p:^

through a weak bath of chrome alum (about 50 grains in 10 ounces

of water—i.e., 10 gms. per litre) before applying the bleacher.

The latter is allowed to act for ten minutes, rocking all the time.

It cannot harm the gradations of the negative, and this full time

makes sure of the removal of the stain, and avoids a repetition of

the process. After a brief rinse, the negative is left in a solution

of potass metabisulphite (1 ounce in 20 ounces of water) until

white everywhere to the back of the film, and is then re-developed

in any non-staining developer.

G. Y.—It would take too long to give detailed instructions b>

letter for fitting studio blinds. You will find them with dia-

grams in " The Portrait Studio," which our publishers will

forward for Is. 3d. post free. Dark casement cloth, blue, green

or brown, will do for the dark blinds, but be careful that the

colours will not fade. White nainsook or madapolam, which you

can get from any draper, is best for the white ones. Back-

grounds are usually 8 x 8 ft., hut smaller ones, about 7 x 5,

will be sufficient for heads or half-lengths. It is better to havs

them fixed upon frames as you can then place them where you

please. It is a good plan to finish one end of the studio

a dado and frieze like an ordinary room to serve as a group back-

ground. Ordinary light brown linoleum is best for the floor,

with a small carpet or rug to lay down for indoor full lengths.

Messrs. Marion, Kodak and Griffin all specialise in backgrounds.

We cannot say whether your customers would appreciate P.O. P.

portraits. It would be wise to give them the choice of these and

bromides. We do not think it matters to the public whether you

use the initials M.P.P.A. or not.

The British Journal of Photography.
Ltni Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisement*

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertise >nta is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

| The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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i
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* * *

Background The orthodox studio reflector is rather
Reflectors. an expensive item nowadays, and many
photographers now prefer a home-made article. A frame

rod with white calico with a hinged strut answers
the purpose perfectly, but for fancy lighting, in which
more than one reflector is needed, it will be found advan-
tageous to construct the second one so that it will serve

on occasion as a white background for heads and sitting

figures. Six feet by four is a convenient size, and the
frame should be fitted upon feet or brackets so that it

will stand vertically. One side should be distempered
white and the other a rather light grey. This latter

colour is useful, not only as a background, but as a
reflector when white would be too glaring. As an alter-

native, one side may be painted a dead black, forming a
useful background for some classes of portraits or Com-
mercial work. Care must be taken in mixing black dis-

temper to avoid an excess of size, which gives a slight

gloss. The colour is improved for photographic purposes
by mixing in a little Venetian red, which gives a, warmer
tone to the eye and a more non-actinic colour in working.

Border Tints. There is a great temptation in dry-

mounting photographs to introduce a
border tint, whether it be necessary or not. Although
many portraits show to the best advantage upon a per-
fectly plain mount, there are others whose shortcomings
can be minimised by using a suitable border. Thus, a
hard black and white print is rendered more harmonious
by mounting upon a pure white board with a black tint.

Conversely, a flat greyish print is better upon a mount
and tint, neither of which is lighter or darker than the
highest light or deepest shadow in the subject. Prints
which are unsatisfactory in colour can be improved by
choosing a suitable tint. Thus, a print which is brownish,
or perhaps, more correctly, rusty looking, should be
mounted on a warm toned border, which by contrast
makes the image appear blacker. A cold grey would have
the effect of making such a print look still more rusty.
As a general rule, warm French greys, buffs and browns
will be found most generally useful, with black and white
for special effects.

* * *

The Point Among the many formulas relating to
to focus On. depth of focug ther6 ig OQQ wMch hag
a greater practical usefulness than many others, since
it does not involve the much-discussed standard which
may or should be taken for the diameter of the disc of

ision. This formula is that which gives the distance
.%orn the camera on which one should focus if the best
av, definition is to be obtained also on a nearer
and o more distant object, Tn the case of subjects, all
the paitr of which are at a relatively great distance from
the camera, rh< formula is not of much importance,

any required definition is readily obtained by
down the lens, depth being great in those regions of the
objei i which are at considerable distances I

the lens. On the other hand, if a quite near object, e.g.,

a mineral specimen, is being photographed on a large
scale, such as same ire is ne
close to the lens, depth is very small, and it is v.

while to ascertain by simple calculation what is the
point on which to focus. On then stopping down the
the minimum waste of definition will be secured with
any given stop. The formula is as follows:—Multiply
the distance of the further point from the diaphragn
the distance of the nearer point and then by 2, and divide
the product by the two distances added together
if the furthest point is 5 ft. and the nearest 3 ft.,

distance on which to focus is 5x3 x 2* (5+8), that is to
say. 8J inches. Tn other words, we should focus on the
part of the object which is 9 inches behind that portion
of the object nearest to the camera.

SLACKNESS AND PROGRESS.

These are one or two months, sometimes more, in every
year in which orders for portrait work become few and
far between, and during such periods the photographer
usually becomes despondent and wonders why he did
not choose some occupation less seasonal in its character.
When trade revives this melancholy vanishes, not to
return till the next dull period. A very useful tonic in
such cases is to adopt the plan of making a chart on
which the rise and fall of the business barometer can be
recorded week by week, which will show that in a
properly -conducted business such fluctuations are normal,
and, provided that the year's takings are well maintained,
need cause no anxiety.

In a progressive art like photography these periods of
leisure may be utilised to the profit of the artist, if he
is sufficiently in love with his work and wishes to raise
its standard year by year. It is a mistake for the
humblest photographer to think that his work is good
enough for his customers, and not to trouble to do better.
Customers may accept their portraits and consider them
as good value, but in these days of cinemas, illustrated
magazines and picture shops, there are few who are so
uneducated as not to appreciate good work when they
see it. Now, it is a remarkable fact, which few seem
to appreciate, that it is no more trouble or expens
make good photographs than to make bad ones, once
the way of making good ones has been mastered, and
the slack season gives the opportunity for this to be done.
A photographer, whose name is well known in the

profession, says that when a young beginner, being dis-

couraged by the difference between his work and that of
the best portraitists of the day, he reasoned thus: " My
lens will give as good definition as is shown in these
pictures, I can buy the same plates and papers, T use
the same daylight. Why, therefore, is my work inferior "?
It was obvious that the fault was with the producer and
not the materials, so securing a few really good specimens
he set to work in dead earnest to make something like

them, taking negative after negative, until a near
approach to the desired standard was attained. The
printing problem was next attacked, with the result that
a soft warm-toned picture superseded the hard purple-
black results of his early efforts.

Not everyone is in need of such drastic reformation
as this, but there are few experienced workers who would
not be the better for taking stock of their methods and
endeavouring to bring them up to date. TJnfortunnteh ,
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i
probably served bis purpose as well as the other man's.

I do question his policy of leaving the matter in the entire

hands of on assistant.

Photography as an art is appealing more and more to the

tie sense of the public. The days of the crude " likeness
"

\ photograph now is expected to render not only

„„,!,, m and feature, but something of character as

well. By applying skill and technique to the careful con-

sideration of the characteristics of the sitter and production

of the finished portrait, the photographer hopes to give satis:

faction and build up or increase his business. It is not toe

much to say that that same skill and consideration should be

continually used for the administration of all your assets, in

order to apply them to the greatest advantage, for the benefit

of the business as a whole.

Mervyn Thompson.

A TRIO OF PHOTOGRAPHIC VETERANS.

It is not often that the opportunity occurB of making a photo-

graph of three veterans of photography such as that which

we reproduce on this page by the courtesy of Mr. C. Ireland,

of Manchester, son of one of the sitters. The photograph

represents Mr. Lafosse who is now 85, Mr. Warwick Brookes

who is 76, and Mr. Ireland who is 79. They may justly be

sailed tiie three veteran photographers of Manchester, and

are all fortunately still hale and hearty and happy in their

well-earned leisure. All three were enthusiastic in their art

in the early sixties, and made their mark in one branch or

portraits, particularly by their artistic mounting,

high and meritorious note in studio portraiture.

For Mr. Warwick Brookes may be claimed the introductioi

of the present practice of negative retouching if not hit

Europe, at any rate into England. Both he and Mr. Lafosse

brought retouching to a high state of technical perfection.

For some time the method was a secret which puzzled com-

petitors, and brought its possessors greatly into favour among

fashionable customers. Mr. Brookes was the inventor

small magazine hand camera, on which principle many

Three Veterans
From left to right, Mr. E. Ireland

another of photography at that time. Mr. Lafosse, perhaps,

is notable chiefly for the share which he took in raising the

photographic portraiture of his time to a higher artistic level.

Those of us whose memory goes back a number of years readily

bring to mind the characteristic beauty of not only his por-

traiture but his outdoor -figure studies and landscape. Mr.

Lafosse still retains his artistic talents, and employs himself

almost every day in making studies in black and white after

the style of George Sheffield, whose pupil he was. He is seen

in the centre of the group.

Mr. E. Ireland, a most assiduous worker, may perhaps be

described as the man of many studios, the arrangement and
supei vision of which absorbed his energies. He did much to

popularise portrait photography not only in Manchester but
in many of the adjacent towns. In his day the whole plate

of Photography. Photograph by C. Ireland, Manchester.

Mr. Lafosse, Mr. Warwick Brookes.

cameras of this type were made, and obtained widespread

popularity until the introduction of roll film rendered easier

the design of much more portable instruments.

It is, of course, hardly necessary to mention that all three

of these pioneers made their reputation, artistic, technical or

commercial, in the days of the wet-plate process. At .such

gatherings as that shown in the group photograph thej

be imagined as exchanging notes on the stages through which

photography has progressed since their early days, and on

the disappearance of the vagaries which attended the making

of wet-plate negatives. It may perhaps be questioned whether

they are of the view that the technical quality of modern

studio work has advanced in correspondence with the facili-

ties with which modern manufacture has endowed those of the

prafeent day.
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THE GLOSS CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PAPERS.

Research Laboratory ul the Eastman Kodak Company.)

rluiird from page 218.)

Results

'i Illumination.—In order to

^^slnine the influent-.- of the tyi- of illumination used in iUu-

minaUnx the sample upon the resulting gloss rallies, the following

erv* of measurements were made. Eleven samples of paper vary

ing widely in g'nesine— were ohoaen The gloss values for each of

Umbo were then measured, using a ooUimaited beam incident at

46 deg. m illuminating the sample. The results of these measure
moots are given in Table 1 in the > .lumn marked " parallel." By
removing the lens. I <i replacing in with a disc of

opal glass of proper dimension*, the sample was illuminated by a
source subtending .01 of the steradian at die sample. A seoon-1

aeries of gloss measurements were made and the results are given in

1 in the column marked " semi -diffuse." It will be noteJ

that in all cases the values obtained with parallel illumination are

higher Cot nstaoa reading of

the semi-diffuse illumination is t'h a colamating illu-

mination a value of 24.0 was obtain"! It is evident in both rases

that for a o.liaaa?i— surface the read ng mm* be aero The oae of

Tasi.k I

l.»l

I M

coilimatej .1 urmnatsoo, therefor*, gives a mors extended
1

scale an-

1

t

iaoreases the al rnem betweso samples varying

but "ason, therefore, and also

bscauaa a sslisfsi tmy la i^litusss can l>e obtained more read

^Hbni of iUaxniaauon, it was •!• 'be parallel illo-

BinatxTi as a standard orsnrhtioa for the measurement of gioss

values

dslmiiiiw the effect of certain surface treatments upnn the gloss

characteristics of varioos stocks, eleven samples of raw stock used

e manufacture of photo*; [»« were chosen as repts

•antuMr th* entire rang* of gioss vs • .-ur with those

materials as they com* from aha Th* values •( gloaa will be

. sound in Table 2 totumn 1 be noted that there is a

relatively small variation in the gloas of these samples. Other

rn the same stocks arers examined after I

gloss vstoea obtained are shown in the

•f the tat* .cSografiiur. emulsion was
obiaeri and by coating this on ea.li of the atovan stocks selected a

flushed developing-oat paper was • •'•'ajned. Samples of each ware

tied out, washed and dried in the usual way, and the gloaa values

•Wen *e values will be h-und in ooc I second kit

ilsu.n containing a suitable material (or the production of a
ipluc paper waa us/

samples from tho same paper storks Samples

from these were treated as pi "'-at is. fix. .1 oot without

-"ashed, dried and the £'-« values obtained. The valoes

oned are shown in column 4.

Je to analyse completai], ilt*

The *flVot of the beryl

.

1

1

1,

•1

111

II

•• process.

the gloss values are

'» sample* with

ion redsce* the

ll>-'.

incr-

a

while
II fact.

shown in

treatment

lat in all

the

the matt
the glow

•n in column 4 are so nearly equal that but Little

tion in gloss is appan : ;•, tins group of samples.

Tahi
1. -•. 3. 4.

Mam pie EU« Bar Plain .Matt

ok. itad. Emu! Emulsion
1 0.10 o.43 0.M
'-' ii.U ".13 U.I9

Q 1.89 . O.ls
4 • 0.7a

4.--M . -j to 0.4 4

6 H.31 3.1H. 0.S9
* 0. <n 4 . 11.1 ..".I

>
.

.

. 13.0 0.35
9 H.56 l.'Jii 0.34
In '.i 0.35
11 0.51 1.65 0.55

rtion o; Glott it i Rtjlecting Poutr —When a
photographic paper is exposed ,!l particles of
milallio silver are produced which, aincv they have a verv
reflectim. power, reduce the reflecting power of the surface. This
black-- «, surface reduces the al light dif:

reflected without appreoiahly changing the amount of light which
is reflected specularly. This follows fron that practically

pecularly refle.
•

it that which is reflected from
th* surface layer of the material that is at the boundary of the air-

surface*. It will be seen, therefore, that when gloas

ta ire made on photographic papers that have been sub-
trying degrees of exposure, a r aaaa in the gloss

value must occur, sine* II. remains practically unaltered, wfaili

decrease* to a very marked extent.

•rdsr experimentally to determine the relation between
photographic density and gloss, a series of measurements were
mad* on th* sampiea that had been subjected to various degrees

-wore, developed, washed, and dried in the usual maimer
< ight b* well to point out at this place that the word
" datnity " aa used in this connection is defined by the equation

D (density) = the logarithm ' R r.-ih- tin- power), where R it

th* value of diffuse rvfle. , r as measured under certain

na of illumination snd observation.
Three standard photo ipers representing a low,

I

•*
**-

s
A

L 1. 1 i*>

Density.
Fisr a .Sumericsl resalU plotted in graphic form.

medium, and high gloss were used for the determination of the

. i.-ii-:: y end N in aril al results

ar* given in Table 3. snd these are plotted in graphic form in

-ve A representing the variation in gloss value with
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density for Tril 1>. curve B for Azo A', and curve <" for carbon

black glossy

.

Table 3.

iple. Oen Gloss.

MS 0.00 .. 0.22

0.36 .. 0.39

0.70 .. 0.88

1.02 .. 2.011

1.30 .. .v.'.",

Asa K

ii Black Glossr

0.00
tl 59

0.92

1.30

1.70

0.00
o.+ii

0.70

1.07

1.55

4.30

22.8

51.0

185.0

307.0

31.2

29.6

72.3

157.7

569.0

These results make it very evident in the case of photographic

that some specification of the condition of the

material under which the gloss measurement is made must be

For photographic papers, it seems most logical to specify

that glass measurements be made on a sample which has been

fixed out without exposure, washed, and dried in the iisua.

manner. In the case of a photographic print which is made up

of areas differing widely in density, usually from the minimum to

a maximum density obtainable with the material, it is evident that

no single gloss value applies to the entire surface—that is, gloss

varies from point to point depending upon the density. While

this makes it impossible to establish a fixed value of gloss to a

photographic paper without specifying the value of its diffuse

reflecting power, such a procedure seems to be in harmony with

our fundamental concept of the term glossiness.

At first thought it may seem more logical to assume that a given

surface should have a specific value in gloss regardless of other

factors such as density, but a careful consideration of the problem

leads us to the conclusion that our judgment of glossiness is very

vitally dependent upon the diffuse reflecting power of the surface.

Of, two surfaces having equal values of specular reflecting power,

the one having the lower value of diffuse reflecting power will

undoubtedly appear the more glossy. It has been suggested that

in order to avoid the dependence of gloss upon the density, an

absolute value of specular reflecting power be taken as a measure-

ment of gloss. Such a procedure would seem to be in direct opposi-

tion to the fundamental concept of the word glossiness. As an

illustration of this, let us consider the case of two equally well-

groomed horses, one black and the other white, seen under a

brilliant illumination such as a clear, sunny day. It is probable

that the value of specular reflection in the two cases is approxi-

mately equal; and the high-lights produced by the specular

reflection of the sun would be of about the same brightness, while

it is undoubtedly true that a great majority of judges would say

that of the two the black horse had the more glossy coat. Careful

examination of samples prepared by exposing pieces of the same
photographic paper to various extents and developing so that a

series varying in reflecting power was obtained, indicates that

glossiness increases as reflecting power decreases. The magni-
tude of the increase in glossiness, however, is not proportional to

the increase in the value of gloss as previously specified. The
correlation of the subjective sensation with the stimulus remains

to be accomplished. It is probable that a method similar to

that used in other fields of visual sensitometry involving the

determination of the magnitude of change in the stimulus re-

quired to produce a just noticeable difference in the sensation will

yield the desired results. The conclusion that our judgment of

mess is a function of contrast seems inescapable, and, there-

fore, in the case of photographic papers gloss must undoubtedly

be dependent upon density.

Gloss Measurements on Developing-Out Papers.—A satisfactory

method for measuring and specifying gloss having been developed,

and the effect of various factors upon gloss having been deter-

mined, a large number of samples of commercial developing-out

papers were measured. As stated previously, certain words and
phrases are at the present time used to designate in a qualitative

way the gloss of such materials. There are a large number of such

terms in use, but the four most commonly used are "matt,"

" semi-matt," ' semi gloss," and " glossy." In Table 4 are given

the results of the measurements. In column 1 is given the trade

name of the material, and in column 2 is the term used by the

manufacturer in designating the gloss characteristic of the sur-

face, while in column 3 are the gloss values obtained by measur-

ing under the standard conditions previously outlined.

The samples were prepared by taking an unexposed sheet of the

material, fixing it out in a clean, fresh, acid-fixing bath, wash-

ing, and drying in the usual way. These samples were then

mounted by the dry mounting process on sheets of aluminium

about 1-16 of an inch thick. This method of mounting was found

to be necessary' in order to obtain precisely repeatable results.

It is absolutely essential in doing precise work of this kind that

the sample be mounted in such a way that it is held perfectly

flat and smooth. If precautions are not taken to obtain perfect

flatness very slight variations in the planeness of the sample intro-

3.

Gloss.

0.10
0.2O

0.22
0.23

0.30

0.30

0.32
0.38
0.4O

0.43

0.4t

0.67

1.57

1.87

2.00

2.47

2.78

4.30

4.34

14.5

22.9

23.8

24.8

31.2

32.2

26 Solio Ferrotyped . . Glossy 66-3

Note.—The values in this table .were determined on samples taken

at random from stock, and do not represent the standards for

the materials indicated.

T IBLE 4.

1. 2.

No. Name. Surface,

1 Magnesium Carbonate . . Matt .

.

> Azo A .

.

. Carbon .

.

3 Artura Iris D .

.

. Matt

4 Bromide Matt Enamel . . Smooth Matt .

.

5 Artura Iris C .

.

. Smooth Matt .

.

Ii Artura Aegis, No. 2 Smooth Matt .

.

7 Velox Carbon .

.

. Matt

8 Azo B . Rough
9 Azo AA Carbon .

.

10 Velox Portrait .

.

. Smooth Matt . .

11 Carbon Black .

.

. Rough Matt .

.

VI Carbon Black . Matt .

.

13 Artura Iris B .

.

. Semi -Matt

14 Bromide Standard B . . Smooth
15 Artura Iris A .

.

. Smooth Semi-Matt

16 Velox Velvet . Semi-Matt

17 Azo E Semi -Matt

18 Azo K .

.

. Semi-Gloss

19 Bromide Velvet . Semi-Gloss

20 Azo C . Glossy .

.

21 Bromide PMC 1 . Glossy

22 Azo F Glossy .

.

23 Velox Glossy . Glossy .

.

24 Carbon Black . Glossy .

.

25 Bromide Enamelled . Glossy .

.

200

—

(2b

MO

A

~B~

50 —

—
21

0* o* : o* io* to* SO* so* io'

Fig. 6.—Distribution curves for samples Nos. 2 and 12.

duces variations in the readings which are serious, especially in

the samples having relatively high gloss. By using care in pre-
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the relation existing between the distribution curves of these

varimls ,i ... the four turves shown in fig. 10 are

given. These curves represent a typical surface of each of the four

croups curve I being that for sample 8, having a gloss value -of

38 This vnlue is the approximate - for the matt group.

Curve B is that for sample No. 15, having a gloss of 2.00, this

,
representing the average gloss for the semi -matt group.

Curve C is that for sample No. 19. being the semi-gloss material.

while curve 1) is for sample No. 21, a typical representative of

th<- '"'

Loyd A. Jones.

Milton F. Kn.Lirs.

NIK ACTION OF LIGHT ON A PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM.

(A Note in the Journal of the American Physical Society.)

It, is a well-known fact that there is a remarkable similarity be-

n the photoelectric and photographic properties of the silver

This has suggested to several writers (of. Allen's " Photo-

electricity," Chap. XIV.) the possibility of explaining the action

, t light on the photographic film as due to some sort of photoelectric

action. .. . .,

Now it has been shown that when plane-polarised light, is incident

upon a photoelectrically sensitive surface, more electrons are emitted

when the electric vibration in the incident light is normal to the

BCrface than when it is parallel to it. Consequently B very narrow

line if photographed through a Nicol's prism should appear sharper

when the direction of the electric vibration is parallel to the line

than when at right angles to it. This was tried experimentally and

found to be the case.

The source of light consisted of a very carefully ruled set ot

rectangular lines on a plane white background. Between this BOUrce

and the camera lens was a high-grade Nicol's prism. The lens was

.-: good anastigmatic lens, and fine-grained, contrast photographic

piates were used.

Several photographs were taken with the Nicol so oriented as to

make the electric vibration parallel to the vertical lines and several

with it parallel to the horizontal lines. In every case the lines

parallel to the electric vector were the sharper. The direct image

on the ground-glass of the camera wa6 also examined with a magnify-

ing glass, but no difference could be observed between the two sets

of lines.

These experiments seem to indicate the possibility of explaining

the effect on the assumption of some photoelectric action. The

experiments are being continued in a slightly different manner with

the object of finding some more direct evidence of the effect.

Jay W. Woodrow.

Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

Assistants' Notes.

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be considered

and paid (or on the first of the month following publication.

A Lantern-Slide-MaKing Attachment to an Enlarger.

To the half-watt enlarging installation described by me in these

t'olumns some few months ago, I have since added a detachable

fitment by means of which a mimbar of lantern-slides can be made

with the greatest of ease in the minimum of time. As the con-

struction of this arrangement is such that it can be quite well

adapted to any outfit, no doubt some " B.J." readers will like to

have a description of it.

It consists roughly of a pair of rails on which slides a base-

board carrying an upright square frame. The latter holds, by

means of flat springs, a strip of board, in the centre of which is

a hole of the standard 3£ in. by 3i in. The latter takes a piece

of ground-glass ior focussing, and when the' image baa been cor-

rectly focussed and centred, etc., which this apparatus renders

rapid and easy, a ruby cap is put on the lens and the ground-glass

replaced by a lantern-plate.

The rails are two pieces of electric-lighting conduit about 4 ft.

long. At. each <nd of these holes were drilled to allow of screw-

ing securely to wooden cross-pieces. The base-board of the

enlarger is bored with two 1-jn. holes, through which a couple of

holts are dropped These bolts pass through similar holes in jme
of the cross-pieces that keep the rails together, and wing-nuts are

employed for tightening up. 'II" cross piece at the other end is

i in a strut of the same height as the base, of the enlarger

from the Boor. When detached, the strut folds against the rails

and the whole bangs up out of the way on a nail. The base-board

and frame are built of bar. 1 wood one inch thick and about a foot

in each direction. The clamping piece will be seen in the illustra-

tion and is of similar substance, and both this and the fixed baso

are grooved slightly to ensure alignment when sliding on the rails.

A couple of bulls and nuts allow of tightening up to a nice sliding

fit that will permit ol easy focussing without slipping when not

required to.

The plat, carrier is of half-inch stuff. The hole was carefully

cut just, on the loose side. After one or two experiments, instead

of having a rebate the aperture was cut clean through. At the

lower part of each, side was fixed a bit of smooth brass about an

eighth of an inch thick. Iiown black in the sketch. These are

just uver an inch long. Higher up on each side an driven in a
pair of fine nails and the heads cut off. At the liott-om of the

hole a pair of bits of metal are screwed to prevent the slide, when
placed in position, from slipping out backwards. The spring

shown holding the plate is swung to one side or the other on to

the wood, and then a tap on the ground-glass or the plate, as the

case may be, causes the glass to lean back, but it is prevented

from falling by the spring and the metal tags: at the same time
the plate is easily lifted out. To insert a plate it is only necessary

to push the bottom corners against the two thick brass pieces, in

which operation the senses of feeling and hearing assist that of

sight, and then allow the plate to drop to the bottom. A finger

and thumb are sufficient both for this and for pushing the plate

forward and pulling the spring over to secure it in the upright

position. This procedure takes a number of words to describe,

but I have done this simply to show the best way of handling the

apparatus. The extension-frame of the camera projects over the

rails, although this is not shown very clearly in the drawing, and
1 prefer to do fine-focussing by sliding t lie easel rather than by

moving the lens.

Suitable springs can be obtained from old printing-frame

can be purchased undti the name of " drawer spring-- " from the

ironmonger.— I). Chart.es.

Photographing Mount Etna.—A curious competition in which

photography is to play a part is reported from Rome. After several

weeks of violent eruption the Etna volcano is very quiet, and snecial

efforts were to be made this Easter to secure photographs of the

place. Italian holiday makers were invited to spend their Easter

holidays at or near Catania (Sicily), and two ships were chartered

for the trip. It was proposed to make an ascent of the mountain

last Sunday morning, and. according to handbills which were dis-

tributed, there was to be an opportunity for some of the tourist*

:i be lowered into the crater of the volcano by means of a iage

affair. An offer of prizes is made by the King and Queen and the

Ministers for War and Instruction for thos* excursionists who bring

back the best souvenirs, photographs and other proofs of their

courage.
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arm baa I

beeu initially set. Tims by varying the relath, position of

ii upon the driving pinion and by .simultaneously vary

ing the effective length I the lever engaging the slotted arm
it is possible to secure automatic focussing whatevei the

li of ths l»-i!~ and without having to provide an inter-

eliangeable slotted arm as hitherto.

In the drawings, the s 2

ii*..

. ..in

rt». i

a fraise

ipport 3 which may be alt* Ih-I I

unted upon a table 4. One uf the anus .

tended aa at 6, and provide t J It

-c the v, nuira and other m,
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same time admit- ling movement in the plane of

|iin 27 ha threaded . by a

nut 29 (O thai the arm 25 and (lie plate 20 can be

Hod .inn llu'n constituting a lever for -turning

partial pinion 22 to engage the rati;. Mounted
on tin- lever 15. near its free end, is a stud 31 adai

(lie cam slot 26. the studs 23 and 31 and the arm 25

lated that there is < i erferenci between the studs

during (heir movement in the cam slot 26. The liar 10 pre-

ferably has grooves 10' engaging ribs on guides 19. which may
tied to the support l

1 in any suitable way. as. for instance.

lews 19'.

The opei. the apparatus is as follows:—Assum-
ing that the foc»l length of the lens is unknown tho

ism is set by loosening the clamping screw 18 and
tnoving the whole apparatus into a low position. The lever 15

Fig. 3.

is then thrown over as far as possible to the right so that the
point 35 on the plate 20 makes contact with the stop 56 on
the support 11. With these two points in contact the projected
image is focussed sharply at 1J, in. diameters magnification on
to the table used as the projection screen. While the parts
still occupy this position the set screws 12 and 18 are tight*

whereupon the pivoted arms 2. together with the camera sup-

port, are pushed upwards a considerable distance above the
screen, and the nut 29 on the stud 27 is loosened while the

Bet screws 12 and 18 remain lamped. The sliding bar 10 is

then adjusted until a sharp image is again obtained, and by
so manipulating the bar the teeth on the driving member 20
by engaging the rack 14 bring about a definite angular adjust

ment on the driving member about its pivot. At the same
time the slotted arm 25. by engagement of the stud 27 in its

slot 21. is made to occupy a definite position relatively to the
driving member 20.

It

Fig. 4.

nut 29 is (lien suitably tightened to lock the arm
25 and driving member 20 together, and the apparatus is

then set to obtain absolutely sharp focus for any enlarge.
ment between li, in. to 18 in. diameter when using a lens
of approximately li, in. focus. The form of the cam slot 26, as
computed or experimentally determined for a particular lens.

depends upon the length of the arms 2. the length of the lever

15 and the radius of the pinion forming part of the driving
memlier 20.

It hae been found that the cam slot designed for tic

longest focal length lens to be used may be used for any-

shorter focus lens by shifting the position of this cam slot

relatively to its support and that for each lens there is one
definite position in which the cam slot operates for the purp
specified. By providing :

i as the carved slot 21 in

the plate 20 and the stud 27 on the arm 25, the cam slot

I to undergo ement relatively to its supporting
plate 20 that its successive positions correspond m lenset

ssiv,. varying focal lengths. The cam -lot 2! is dos
to cover a particular range of lens powers ordinarily met with
in practice being .mailable for use with lenses having a focal

length of from 4 to 10 in. It is to be understood that tl

definite limit to the range, and the cam slot 26 ilhisti

is designed to' admit of a magnification of U in. diameter

its lower limit. Figs. 2 and 4 show, bj way of compari
the two extreme adjustments, fig. 2 illustrating the dc

set for a lens of approximately 5 in. focus, while fig. 4 sh

the adjustment for a lens of 10 in. focus. As can b'- ea

ascertained from the drawings, the rate ol movement of the
bar in the case of fig. 2 will lie much less than in t!

the setting illustrated in fig. 4 for the same angular move-
of the arms 2. Kodak, Ltd.. Kodak House Kingsway. London,

W.C., assignees of Roy Samuel Hopkins. 1221/,, .Mar;

Parkersburg, \V. Va., United State-.

The following complete specifications arc open to public inspe

acceptance

Films.— No. 177.805. Method of ami means for securing a le^^H
or Strip of photographic film in a flat coil in a condition suitable1

for treatment by liquid. Correxmuvek Filmipa

l.a/.zl'i

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR RE6H8TBA.TWN.
.ii'EM.-Nu. 419,775. All goods included in class 1. Amalgan

Photographic .Manufacturers. Ltd.. 3, Soho Square. Li

W.l, manufacturers. October 21. 1921.

. -No. 419,776. All goods included in class 8 Amalgan
Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd.. 3. Soho Square. 1 .<

W.l, manufacturers. October 21, 1921.

At'EM. -No. 419.777. All goods included in class 13, but no

eluding needles or fasteners for collars, ami not including any

goods of a like kind to any of these excluded goods.?

Amalgamated Photographic Manufacturers. Ltd., o. Sol

London, W.l. manufacturers. October 21. 1921.

New Apparatus.

The Apcm Reflex Camera. Made by Amalgamated Photo-
graphic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square, London, W.l.

Is this camera we have the first fruits which have come unde
notice of the enterprise which the Kershaw branch of the A. P.M.
has undertaken, namely, the. manufacture on a scale permittit

1 prices of camera* for the amateur photographer. Tin

that it has been found possible to place upon the market a qui

plate reflex camera with three single metal plate-holders and an

//5.9 6-inch lens at the price of £10 10s. is sufficient evidence •

success which has followed the specialised organisation of this com-
pany in camera manufacture.

As makers for many years of the Soho reflex. Messrs. Kerehav.

claim perhaps a unique experience in this country in the manu-
facture of this particular type of camera. It is not claimed that the

present model represents refinements of design and inc!u.sh

which have made the Soho as reliable and efficient, a r<

as any to be bought. Nevertheless, the Apem reflex, which we
.h our hands during the last week or two.

thoroughly reliable instrument, and. moreover, one which pay
-old ;it ions which arc of most practical import

in the successful use of a reflex. The camera is of the single e

sion type, excellently rigid with the lens front at its rnaxi

distant hes from the plate. It can lie used with

certain lenses of as short a focal length as 5| inches, while as reg

the needs of those photographers requiring a long focus, it is

to fit one or other of the fixed-focus telephoto lenses, giving
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backgrounds, or all of them together. Dr. Goodwin showed some

which all character rendering had dis-

lortraite of several sitters of note by indulgence

in t
, ,,, the other hand, he had a few examples to

corks of artistic simplicity by Luboshez. Madame d'Ora,

dooald, and Nicola Perscheid. The last-named had been

nd friend to some photographers in Scandinavia

by ! a ami courses of lessons.

He a ged that the portrait photograph should emulate the well-

written story (us distinguished from a police-court report. Future

expect photographs to be reliable human docu-

ments, revealing the characteristic look of the personality. Set

the works of fashionable portrait photographers fell infinitely below

this aim. Dr. Goodwin instanced a portrait of Jenny Hasselqviet,

greatest Scandinavian dancer, made in London, and largely

published, which utterly failed in rendering the extraordinary

hie and physical beauty of her face. The remedy for the harm

h was being done to photography by the spurious works of

the ignorant and the arrogant was a return to the study of nature

and the study of life. \ .

A discussion followed, in which Messrs. Herbert Lambert, 1. C.

Tilnev Marcus Adams, Dudley Johnstone, W. Thomas and the

chairman took part, and a most hearty and appreciative vote of

thanks was accorded to Dr. Goodwin by acclamation.

LANCASHIRE SOCIETY OF MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The members of the Society assembled at the studio of Mr. Percy

Gnttenberg, 40. Oxford Street, Manchester, on April 5, by kind

invitation of the proprietor. The proceedings opened with a short

business meeting, which was presided over by Mr. Arthur Winter,

lent of the Society.

The secretary reported that at the committee meeting held that

day arrangements had been made to hold an exhibition of photo-

graphs in" conjunction with the Trades' Exhibition to be held at

Blackpool on May 15 to 20. and a sub-committee had been

appointed to take charge of the same.

date of the annual meeting was fixed for May 17, and the

trade dinner will be held on the evening of the same day. During

the run of the exhibition several demonstrations will be given.

Particulars of these will be fully reported at a later date.

The secretary reported that a number of new members had joined

the Society since the last meeting, and the treasurer's report was

a very satisfactory one.

The president (Mr. Arthur Winter) stated that Mr. Lang Sims

was honouring them by a visit, and he introduced him to the

members. Mr. Lang Sims stated that he felt honoured to be given

the privilege of saying a few words to them, and would like to

take the opportunity of explaining his position with regard to the

P.P A As was well known, he had recently resigned his position

retary, but he would like it to be distinctly understood that

Be on the best of terms with the Council, and he had been

unanimously elected a member of that body. His object in visit-

ing Manchester was to meet as many members as possible of the

P.P.A., and to ask for their support for the Conference which will

be held in London in the month of September. He had been asso-

ciated with the P. P. A. from its very inception, and had seen a

number of local societies come and go, but he congratulated the

y of Master Photographers on being the only local society

that, had lived. He did not think that they had in any way inter-

fered with the work of the P. P. A., as their organisation was a

purely local one, whereas the P.P.A. was national, and he knew
that a targe percentage of their members were also members of the

P.P.A.
He was pleased to inform them that very shortly the P.P.A.

would be in a position to issue a monthly journal, and, should the

asistance so far as that journal wa6 concerned,
be felt certain the Council would be only too pleased to he]" them.
He hoped that the members of tlie Society would do their best to
arrange to be present at the Congress in September, as it would
be purely of a professional nature, and they hoped to have an

national exhibition, which would be of great interest to every
professional photographer. He thanked tbem for the kindly wel-
come that they had given him. It was the first opportunity be
had had of meeting the members of the Society, and he hoped at
tome future date to renew their acquaintance.

The president, in thanking Mr. Lang Sims for the information

he had given with regard to the Congress, promised that the mem-

bers would support the I'.I'.A. in every way possible. He
called upon Mr. Percy Gnttenberg to give his address on "

to Conduct the Modern Studio."

Mr. Gnttenberg stated that in considering the question of
"

to Conduct a Studio " he would start from the window or

case, and impress upon the professional photographer the nee

of giving these his close attention. He called attention to hi:

window, which was illuminated with very bright lights, a:

took advantage of every opportunity to make a good show at night,

The lights in his window were 6o arranged that they not

illuminated the sign in the window, but helped to light the recep-

tion room. The lights were hidden from view, and the window-

was always attractive. In (his opinion, the specimens in the

window should be frequently changed, and he thought it a good-

idea to have specimen prints done at the same time as the cus-

tomer's order; if not, they were never done. This would give a

ready supply of fresh prints. So far as his window was conci

it was changed daily, not necessarily with new specimens, but the

positions of the specimens in the window were altered.

With regard to the question of dealing with customers, more

often than not people come in and say, "I don't know what 1

want." This is the opportunity for the receptionist. His peri

sonal experience was, the fewer specimens you submit the more suc-

cessful you are in getting the best oiit of your customer. This

was a " golden rule " in every business. They should begin by

showing the most expensive, and only go slowly to the cheaper

ones. When people call in to make an appointment, and i

sit immediately, reverse the order of things, and show them the

cheapest styles, trusting to do better when they come for their

sitting.

Proceeding to describe his business methods, Mr. Guttenberg

said :

—

" We keep an appointment book, and an appointment card is

given in each case. Nearly the whole of our orders are cash at

the time of sitting, or, in the case of copies or enlargements, the

time of ordering. All enlargements are quoted without frames

;

by so doing it lessens the first cost. When sending a written quota-

tion for enlarged portraits, send measurements of actual picture

only. Point this out distinctly, because if it is in competition

someone else may include outside edge of mount, and, in conse-

quence, the other quotation may appear better value.
" Each of our customers has a registered number. This number

is quoted on the negative, and on all correspondence, etc. For
reference we also keep a ' reminder book,' which is dated, and all

special orders or promises are entered into it.

" A ticket is given to the operator with a registered number on

and particulars of order. This number is put on the plates, and
any details that the clients may ask the operator in regard to

proofs or otherwise is referred to the receptionist, a telephone

being fixed from the reception room to the studio. The negatives,

when developed, are sent upstairs each morning for naming and
numbering. Retouched, but light and unfinished, proofs are always

posted in from six to 6even days, and, when returned, are marked
on the back with the number required. The date of the return of

proofs is also entered with the original order. This saves any dis-

putes. We take about sixteen days to complete, but we are in a

position to complete one dozen 11 x 7 sketch portraits in twelve

hours if absolutely necessary.
" Our work is mostly called for if within reasonable distance,

and our customers are advised when they are ready. The saving

of postage by this means is very great, and sometimes leads to

other business, as the oftener you can bring your client to the

studio, the better. All proofs and orders are sent to the works at

5 p.m., and are passed through a duplicating book, and the order

sheets are returned with the complete work. No verbal orders

are permitted or given, and there is no saying, ' You said this ' or
' I said that.' We keep a negative register, which is most neces-

sary to trace up negatives for re-orders, or to see from the books

what the clients had previously. This is also a general guide as

to all previous transactions.
" My works are connected by a private telephone, and arc

a few minutes away; it is there we do all paintings, printings,

retouchings, and mounting, etc.

" My books are kept by chartered accountants, who attend on
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-- the fact that a wide gulf

yawned between laboratory experiments and the high-grade com-
il article ol uniformity. In his opinion far too little

waa afforded the men who by scientific methods patiently

ami 1, ili-.
i iuusly evolved the many almost perfect products of the

pieeent day.

In the discussion tiio first blast from Mr. Haryur woke np with

a start an elderly visit- :• who bad peacefully dropped off to sleep.

Mr. Harpur made variou- DS for improvement in platino-

rocedures, which at least possessed the merit of originality.

The vapour from a bottle of hydrochloric acid, accidentally left

>i an equally fragrant drift from tha

president's cigar having reached the secretary's nostrils, bere caused

momentary change of subject. Next came a consideration of the

respective advantages of rubber pads, American cloth, celluloid, oil-

silk and old sausage skins aa damp-proof backing for the paper

the balano- of opinion being in favour of the first-

named.

Salt congratulated the lecturer on an admirable exposition out

of the ordinary rut; chi.l.-.l him for calling the clearing bsths

g baths." and jn.int.--l out that although the paper should be

n all stages, only reasonable precautions wero demanded.
required to be stored, i.e.. should not be allowed to

absorb damp. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. f'urkis

for a lecture which must I. ad much prepar.r

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

s.—Not ii. sa, pursuant to Section 242

upauies 1908, that, at the

ree months from April 11. the nam. .rider-

rwd companies mill, unless cause is sho 'rary,

bo struck ..o -anies. and the com-

panies will be . Keystone

.',oou) k S it* company was registered on
'>, with a capital of £100 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry on
isinasa of chemists, druggists, photographers, etc. The pro

il directors are : J. B Vaughan, I

ftr.l Row, \VC . sol citor; A Wilson, liourne Farm, Hexley, Kent,

-tared office : 35, Moorgate Street, F I

-.-
: .•. ...is registered on April 6,

•hares. Objects : To carry on the

tans and male. inoca, etc.

rarda, 233-5

136, Barry K 22.

int. Secretary It I: Herbert. Regist.
'•> and 46, I .-t. Cbeapv

I'his private company was regi

i a capital of £2.000 in £1 sharea (1,000 ordinary

is of

olographic or any other process, etc. The eub-

•> share) - Cooke, 22, Broad Street,

ibscrjhars are to appoint the first .1
- iry : J. W

.-an. Registered office : Westown House, Brislington, Bristol.

Oboroi E. Giisoy. I.Tti This private company was registered

• ril 6. with a capital of £1,000 in £1 sharea. Objects : To
take over tha business of a chemist formerly carried on by O. E.

Gibson at 359, I'ortswood Road, Southampton, and to carry on the

business of dealers in photographic supplies, etc The first directors

'plostone . 'or). 55, St. D<

\ > M. Poppteatooe, r
>5. 8t. Denya Road,

in, 89. Btilhr Road. Southampton,

cation : One share. Registered offioe : 359, Portswood Road,

'on.

tjrjticAL Co., Ltd.—This private company waa regis-

00 April 6, with a capital of £1,500 in 1,000 " A " shares of

£1 each and 10.000 " B " shares of Is. each. Objects : To carry on

isiness of chemical a Manufacturers, manufacturers of

and dealers in photographic apparatus, etc. The first directors are :
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oAA no add** stated: J. K. Wataon, Wivelsfield, 116 Kew

„„i Snrrcv T H. Forteath, no address stated; E.

• ^ ^r^H«Z momliold S ,t,o„:One

rB
H
.?Xi

,B
B - : -C250 each per annum

, u C1Q0 extra) free of income Ui up to 6s. in the £.

R^ere'd oZ: Fmtry House, Blomfield Street, E.C.

News and Notes.

«xm«« Cameras —Several binoculars and cameras, valued at/

jTZi+SZZl ^e weekend from a house to E^Du-c
lij'thieves, who entered the house by breaking the glass of the

'"um-M iNs-rmTioN.-On Thursday (April 27) Professor E. H.

', Viiv he first of two lectures on (I.) "The Resonance

;; 5 Audition"; (II.) "A Syntoofc Hypothesis of Colour

Camera 8KUOOLINO AGALN.-For smuggling four watches a

"and parts of cameras, the Dover .magnates last Saturday

: „ I fine of £134 on a Japanese Channel passenger, stated to

bd director of a company.

v,n- Camera Explains Relativity.-A Reuter telegram from

He a ,
-s the publication of a trick film 9,000 feet long^o

ill,L -a
'

he Einstein theory. The photographic work has taken

1 nth t perfect, and the object of the picture is to make clear

t.. the lav mind various facts in the domain of physics and light

which lie' at the root of the relativity theory.

The BRIGHTON Post Office Camera Club has recently been

f,„ ,";.. d the thirty-eight members are mostly beginners. Under

Midanis of Mr. A. Deane. the Club is concentrating on the

0{ negative making and prtotmg. A con-

„„n fitted with a i-pl. enlargei and accessories has

,;;.,: Lv.ded for the use of members The Honorary Secretary

is Mr' Albert Gill, 35, Stanford Road, Brighton.

Race TraWIQ PHOTOGRAPHS.-Laefc year, it may be remembered

a Urge series of photographs was taken from the air of the traffic

LfffctE. - Derby "and other races at Epsom. The authorities

n,"\la,.. th*t such pictures have enabled them to remodel many

traffic regulations and to make many improvements m the diversion

f tram.' at the numerous cross roads where congestion occurred

Aen photographs will again Ik, taken of any congestion en route

M well a, prog, ess of the traffic at specific times before and after

the races.
. , ,

S,k -Koss Smith and PuoTOGRArHY.-Sir Ross Smith, who was

killed at Brookiands last Thursday in an aeroplane accident played

.important part in aerial photography during the war ,n Palestine.

At Te time (the "Daily Telegraph" states) the British advance

upon Jerusalem was held up by difficult country. The old maps were

verv little use. and the Air Service had to prepare new ones.

A.i order was issued one night, and the next day two Australians,

Lieut Hater Sir) Ross Smith and Lieut. Austin, photographed from

the air an area of thirty-seven square miles, the work enabling the

staff to organise an advance, and five days later our troops had

driven the Turks from the precincts of the Holy Uty.

Flashlight Photography Fetches Fire BRiGAM-The taking

of flashlight, photographs in a warehouse in London Walllast

week resulted in a false alarm of fire and the appearance of

six engines and escapes. A similar incident occurred at, a flashlight

demonstration give,, at the old London and Provincial Photographic

iation about twenty-five years ago (writes a correspondent).

Vkinulv-disposcd passer-by seeing the brilliant light and the smoke

. :lI1 ,i there was smoke from magnesium in those days-gaye the

alarm and in a few minutes the harmony of the meeting, as well

M the demonstrator's discourse- on the advantages of flashlight, was

fupted by the rattle of fire engines outside and the appearance

emen at the door.

Photography of Fashions and Models.—A correspondent who

was particularly interested in our recent article on
'
lhe

em of the Model," sends us some extracts from a special

article which appeared in last Saturday's " Daily Telegraph

The writer of the article had the cinematograph camera m mind

when penning the note, but his remarks apply equally well to the

ordinary camera. In the article it is stated that announcement,

has been made of a more extended use of the cinematograph for

the purpose of displaying the latest models in dress as

appear in wear. The idea is put forward as a novelty, and as

Showing the developments of the practical application of the film

to everyday requirements. But the suggestion is hardly as new

as is claimed. It has been tried in connection with exhil

dealing with fashions, and it has been found wanting

highly important directions. Colour, in the first p

not be" shown to any appreciable extent in this way, and every

woman knows the part that is played in the success of a toilette

by having the correct and appropriate tones, whether of the

material itself or the accessories in trimmings and embroideries,

into which harmonies and contrast are effectively introduced.

\gain the film cannot convey the right sense of the texture of

the material employed. A cheap muslin and a costly crepe

marocain, a rich velvet or a mere shoddy tweed, would present

little difference on the screen.

Correspondence,

**" Correspondents should never write on both tides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*»* TPe do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

PORTRAITS AND THEATROGRAMS.
To the Editors.

, ;,., nlemen.—I was present at Dr. Goodwin's lecture, but co«

not agree with all he said. Portraits and " theatrograms " a

not the same thing, so you cannot judge them in the same way

Chiffon and velvet are both materials and each is good of its kinc

but chiffon velvet is both, and is perhaps more beautiful.

Last week at Mr. Lambert's lecture we Lad two slides of Roc

the first a bad portrait, the second a very fine " theatrogra

The one photographer "played" (?) with his light to a muc

greater advantage than the other used his 45 degrees. The

best of all portiaits are also theatrograms : they are thoughtfully

staged to emphasise the personality of the sitter.—Yours,
b Maud Basil.

100, Tottenham Court Road, London.

THE " R.P.S." : ITS EARLIEST TROUBLES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your editorial note on the many flittings of the

(now) Royal Photographic Society reminds me of some of its

earliest troubles, difficulties, curiously enough, brought about by

the (now) " B.J.," and also Fox Talbot, to -whom the Society is

to institute a memorial. The story was told me some years ago

by an octogenarian photographic celebrity who knew all concerned,

and your pages are, I consider, a suitable place to record some

curious facts not generally known.

Roger Fenton was, it is believed, the real founder of the So.

he was its first lion, secretary, and it was he who got together a

few workers to discuss the matter, the meeting being held during

the winter of 1850 at the offices of " The Art Journal," a publica-

tion which was then paying photography particular attention.

This initial attempt to form a society was a failure, though many

of the enthusiasts continued to meet, as they had been meeting,

unofficially and without rules.

The reason of the failure makes curious reading to-day. It was

due to the existence of certain patent rights held by Fox Talbot,

rights exercised in such a way as to preclude all hope of forming

a really good society. The enthusiasts took no further steps until

1852, when a deputation was appointed to bring pressure to bear

on Fox Talbot. The deputation was a very influential one, Sir

Charles Eastlake, president of the Royal Academy (and afterwards
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recorded above are probably wel

I have an idea th*y the
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« Editor*,

can endorse all you aay in last weak'*
unone ataina by

pon lantern plales, may be
but very weak eolation of permanganate alone.

y year* ago, when <

•me lantern slide* b
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vnish stain over torn. f the slides, and on

w thia def- took a few gra
ate and dissolved them in water to a* to make ..

tolotKKi
. the tlidee were then immersed in the solatiot

», when the *ti ug me that the dodg*
then not generally known,
many occaaiona since that demonstration I have removed slight

a) stains from slides in a like manner, also

say, the rei

bat care I

not of a

the latter always appear to be more
slides.

cheap enough and well worth *

'ilion weak, and oar-

liana, pink colour—Your* faith

S. T. Kswkham

A I. QUALITY

.thedra " Notes of March 10 there
article on fixing bath for bromides, which, if carefully
would be valuable for th -«• who desire good te<

w and colour in their negatives

. meanwhile let me aay that I consider your leader on the above
..- stimuli- .self, who win their daily
otography. It is hard to say what I means by

we belongs. If he is writing for a few select

baa every freedom to do so, but the
understand him. If he is

and learning for tl profession be will have to
town a go»- men who
the desert - backs and postcards. Carton

una way of expressing a simple fact. In his

le of the, range of light- intensities
"

ow the blocks in ling their Ismpe " on clear

glass and good or full density, and say. " Ben Alf. print this

i any pa|» , . ,u please!" Of course. Dr. Glover wili

these vulgarisms, because they were suggested by his own
and because I was brought up in a school that had only one

plate, one developer and one printing paper.
If a negative was thin in those days they brought it up with a

few drops of silver and iron to standard strength, and I don't think
that they will invent strumeot to beat a good human eye at

• tisity.—Yours 'faithfully, Hknby Hoi.man.
Banff.

I
'> the Editor*.

\ our leader of the 7th, and Dr. Glover's commentary.
illustrate the difference between practice and theory, a. difference

can only be appreciated by those who depend on practice tor
daily bread. While not ignorant of the theoretical facts ex-

_ree with your views, and I do so
because I have lived photography all day and every day for a good
many years. I don't think Dr. Glover can aay this; if he could.

•uldn't be a doctor.

II. asks Can it he seriously suggested that a negative can be
•llent that it will both yield a good print on vigorous gaslight

peper and POP.'" Well, what is wonderful about it? Years
1 used a vjgor.xis P.O.I 1

, for thin, soft negatives, and a soft

{stives, and they wore equal to any gaslight
papers And why does Dr. Glover say ,jatl\<jht I

I b* surprised to know that in trying to make pictures for th*
ear oelluloid I use bromidt, not gaslight, and

I a want of vigour.

The I mentioned were supplied by Messrs. Griffin and
Messrs. Hajar respect relj I cannot say whether they are still

obtainable, but grade ir are not monopolised by gaslight
paper. Had the question been : Can a negative be so excellent as

good prints from gaslight, bromide. P.O. P., plalinam
>' carbon, without an 'I should say that

• t : it only needed to be of the old
do all that.—Yours sincerely,

«t Road. Liverpool. .1 |{ Halt.

1KM IN HALF-TONE OPERATING.
To the Editors,

tlemen,—Mr. Biermsn's note on " System in Half Tone
i sites some interesting points, snd I should like to

i>ote a few notes on his ideal and the two systems which ho
.-.<•* Mr I'. . -rman's ideal is evidently, and quite soundly,

and practical principle that the system which
res the alteration of tin- smallest number of factors is best,

unless very great advantages can be proved to result Trom more
compl

la a system mint lie very bad before it is equal to no system
st sli - .stem seems to depart very far from tho ideal
stated above, ami, in doing so, introduce* other objections. Taking

by Mr. Grcnell in the " Process Year-Book " as
reliable data. I may mention only two curious points.

tie first place, the atop to be used grow* rapidly smaller as the
screen ruling becomes coarser, when the need for extreme definition

becomes less. The second point is the incresse in exposure necessi-

tated by small stops. I-. pat it in a more practical way, one would
toJbaaconvinor.1 of an enormous improvement in results to be

reconciled\, giving a " rush " coarse screen (SO line) negative

llSMs the exposure which the same original would require with 150
line screen; or after having done the above newspaper job with a

stop equal to /'100, to be expected to do sn extremely fine job.

-mg a 200 line screen, with a stop equal to //2S

!

With regard to the system of Messrs. Smith and Turner, 1 think

erman is in error in attributing change of stop sizo with
change of screen to them. The fault I have with their system i*

due partly to the factor wl an has been working
namely, difl I have been working at the same subject, but

not in measu rement, which I am inclined to regard as of little use

:n practice, as the average operator and the average camera are not

equal to working to sufficiently exact limits.

n play* a very important part, but so do several ol

leas ca! such as effect of the gloss and balsam, minute
differences in w US, and so on, so that careful working
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reveals difference* in the working i I paired screens

even by the best makers.

The system which seems most practical, although to the mathe-

matical mind it may be unsatisfactory, is to keep the .stop a con-

stant fraction "f the extension, and to find out, once for all, for

each individual screen, the distance at which it give6 the best result,

which it is a simple mechanical problem to ensure that this

distance is employed whenever this screen is used.

There are many other interesting points suggested by Mr. Bier-

man's article, and by consideration of the figures which Mr. Grcnell

has published, particularly from the point of view of diffraction,

but this letter is already sufficiently lengthy.—Yours faithfully.

Edinburgh. W. B. Hislop.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our prtttnt practice a relatively small space it

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We v>ill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent Internationai Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries^ to_bt^ answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Bditort.

F. O'Brien.—The only lamps for high-power light, apart from gas
or electric current, are the incandescent paraffin mantle lamps of
either the Kit-son Empire Co., Stamford, Lines., or Blanchard
Lumps, Ltd., 151, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.

R. B.—A good cement for fastening metal to cloth or other fabric
may be made by dissolving gelatine in acetic acid till it is about
as thick as cream. This, unlike other glues, does not shell off

the metal when hard. The solution is made without heat and
remains liquid at ordinary temperatures.

L. J. Boon.—The yellowishynarking on the print is evidently due
to faulty fixation, that is to say, the whole of the print has not
been fixed, probably owing to omission to keep the prints moving
and separated from each other while in the fixing bath. A fixing
bath which has been used for too many prints favours the defect.

J- S.—In most cases the bloom will easily come off on rubbing with
ordinary indiarubber. A soft rubber suffices with some prints, aiid
is really the only one it is safe to use, although with care a
harder rubber may be used for obstinate cases. Another means is

to use the very fine abrasive preparation made by the Vanguard
Manufacturing Co., Maidenhead, as " Frictol."

" We have used
this with good results.

H. T.—So far as we know there has not been a copyright case in
the Courts at all corresponding with the circumstances you
mention. The case : s a rather doubtful one, but our opinion is

that in the absence of any definite provision the copyright in the
negatives would remair; the property of the firm after the operator
had left, in which case, of course, the employee could not restrain
the firm from issuing prints from the negatives

K. P.—So far as copyright law is concerned, you are at liberty to
take and supply a second set, even though the views turn out
practically the same as the first lot. but under common law it is

quite possible that your contract with either one or other of the
two customers would be held to be broken on account of the
similarity betveen the pictures. Both legally and morally you
will be well advised to make the views substantially different.

P.—We are not surprised that half-watt lamps were found in-
effective, as these are perhaps the least suitable for iron papers.
We do not profess to know what arcs are like in the old pattern
Halden machine, but we think it very likely they are of a very
antiquated type. We think it would be worth while to have
them replaced by modern enclosed arcs, the best of which for
this work are those of the Westminster Engineering Co., Victoria
Rd., Willesden Junction, London. N.W.10. We are sure this
Company would give you quite candid and reliable advice in the
matter.

M
- p —I' is difficult to assign an exact position for the diaphragm,
but judging from the Aldis cemented lens or the Cooke lens,
which closely resembles yours, it should come behind the centre

negative lens at the point we have marked on your diagram

i ned). Your best plan would be to cut a card diaphragm,

,//ll, and move it to and fro in the tube till you find the

best position. The difficulty of inserting a Waterhouse diaphragm

can be surmounted by making a tube adapter or sleeve (as we
show on diagram) to bring the whole of the lens outside the

camera. The slot could be cut through this as well as through

the original tube.

B. F.—(1) Bolting silk is quite satisfactory for certain diffi.

effects, but it must be used within an inch or two of the paper.

not anywhere between the lens and the paper. If you use fine

chiffon, on the other hand, you can fix it on the lens hood. (2|

You are working on a very wrong plan as regards the fixing

bath, and we are not surprised that you get blisters. Make up

the bath with alum, sulphite, hypo and acetic acid, according to

the fixing-hardening formula of almost any maker of bromide or

gaslight paper. (3) Blue spots are generally caused by particles

of iron in the wash water, or sometimes from bad samples of

alum. We advise you to tie a flannel filter over the tap, and if

there is any reason to suspect the alum get a reliable supply from

a chemical firm of repute.

C. G.—Impossible to answer all your questions because you do not

even say what are the sizes of the tanks, or what the material

(plate or film) which you are developing. However, our opinion

is that you must, of course, have a water tap over the washing

tank, and it would be a great convenience to have another water

tap for rinsing negatives as they come from the fixing. Certainly

you should have a sink in which the fixing tank and the washing

tank stand. The developing tanks should be on a bench adjoin-

ing, at least 6 to 7 ft. from the fixing tank. Height of bench

and height of suik should be such that the tops of the tanks come
at about waist level. Have a red lamp with switch for the de
velopment work, and a white light (behind a sheet of opal glass)

immediately over the sink for convenience in examining negatives

without the danger of letting hypo splash on the floor or else-

where.

J. S.—The particulars given in your auestion are contradictory.

If the customer ordered and paid for the portraits, the copyright

became automatically his. and is almost certainly still his at the

present moment The only way in which it could have lapsed

altogether is through the photographer having died at such a time

that the term of copyright had come to an end before the present

Act came into force. As the present Act came into force in June,

1912, it is hardly likely that the copyright has expired. This

being so, we ar> unable to understand what you rneai. by saying

that the customer was refused the right to have them reproduced

elsewhere. If the copyright was his, he had a perfect right to

have them reproduced b}' whom he liked. The explanation may
be that the sitting was what is known as a "free sitting," that

is in response i-* an invitation on the part of a photographer,

and that the " order " was for prints supplied subsequent to the

sitting.
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October from Paris by wireless transmission in conjunc-

tion with the Belin system. One congratulates M. Belin

upon these results, not only on the ground of scientific

achievement, but for the reason that we may number
among the experimenters who have been " in photo-

graphy " for many years. He has always been a keen

ion* of photographic processes and is the author of

. xoellent French treatise, " Precis de Photographie

Generale, " published in 1905.

* * *

Speculative When one has had, as we recently have,
Portraits. an opportunity of looking at the many
varied and admirable styles of coloured photographic

enlargements supplied by the trade firms for studios of

all grades of status, we are more at a loss than ever to

find an explanation for the unattractive appearance of the

show windows or display cases of so many photographers,

particularly those in the smaller provincial towns. In

the large centres competition is a goad which has its

result, but where it is less active there seems to be a

disposition to think that a few photographs of the kind

that happen to be coming from the workrooms are all

that is required for a window display. Considering the

relatively low prices at which attractive enlargements in

colours may be obtained from the enlarging firms, it is

somewhat surprising that a greater number of photo-

graphers do not " speculate " in them. Probably if they

knew of the substantial orders given by their more enter-

prising brethren purely for portraits of this kind, which

have not been ordered by the sittersi, yet, nevertheless,

are found to sell readily, they would feel a greater degree

of confidence and would have the satisfaction not only

of making their window displays a real attraction to the

passers-by but at the same time of doing so at a sub-

stantial profit to themselves..In most places a few enlarge-

ments ordered in this way can hardly be called
" speculative;" they would be better described as " gilt

edged." It is hardly necessary to add that ordinary dis-

crimination must be used in the choice of the Btyle of

enlarged coloured portraits which are ordered for " specu-

lative " sale. The range of styles, however, offered by
the enlarging firms permits of very nice adjustment to

the judged standard of local taste in such matters.

The Art of Photographers of all people should be
Letter Writing, expected to exhibit a certain taste and
aptitude in their written communications with their

customers. Most of them, we imagine, have the desire

of being regarded by their customers as, at any rate,

considerably above the intellectual level of the ordinary

shopkeeper. Nevertheless, the standard of correspond-

ence, and even of printed letter headings, is lamentably
low. The stationery problem is easily solved by giving

a free hand to a printer of taste and discrimination in

such work. As regards the mechanical production of the

letters, themselves, the use of a typewriter is to be com-
mended to those undertaking their own correspondence
unless the handwriting has both legibility and a certain

style. As regards the wording itself, perhaps the most
useful thing which can be said within the compass of a
short note such as this is to avoid the redundancies and
jargon of commercial correspondence. Let the matter
be 6tated as briefly and clearly as is consistent with

courtesy, holding aloof from such unnecessary turns of

speech as " we may say," and commercial contractions,

such as " same," " even date." A customer will judge

a man by the style in which a letter is written as much
as by anything else ; and there is no conceivable reason

why the most rigorous business policy should not be

pleasantly clad in good English. An unforgivable sin,

which wo sometimes find committed, even by firms of

standing, is to answer a letter by writing a few lines on.

the customer's communication and returning it to him-

ILENSES FOR COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
The photographer who caters for manufacturers, archi-

tects, house agents, ct hoc genus omne, requires a much
more extensive assortment of lenses than is needed In

any other branch of the profession, and it is desirable

therefore that such money as can be appropriated to this

purpose should be expended, so as to secure the most
serviceable set of tools. The exact composition of the

outfit will, naturally, depend upon the means of the

purchaser, but there are certain rules, or perhaps what

Slight better bo culled facts, which hold good in every

class.

The first and most important from the point of view

of cost is that for lenses of considerable focal length,

there is no necessity for large apertures. With any focal

length over ten inches it is rarely possible to work with

a larger aperture than //8, //ll or //16 being usually

the largest that will give satisfactory depth ; the extra

cost of an instrument working at, say, //6 is therefore

absolute waste, as many have found to their sorrow.

Another fact is that with such long focus lenses it is not

essential that they be rectilinear, for when only a narrow

angle is being subtended there is no perceptible curvature

of straight lines in the image made by a single lens.

These two points indicate that what are commonly known
as " convertible " lenses are particularly suitable for

commercial work, the complete lenses having maximum)
apertures from //5.6 to //8, according to size and series,

while the singles give sharp definition at their full

apertures of //ll to f/12.5. The maximum apertures

are only obtainable when the single components are of

equal focal length, but as the difference is not great it is

wiser to select a lens in which the components are

different, that is to say, in the case of an 8£-inch com-

bination the singles should be 17 and 12J inches respec-

tively, instead of two of 14i inches. An additional

advantage of this type is that other single elements may
be added as desired, one of 17 inches giving a combined

focal length of 10 inches, or a 21-inch giving an 11-inch

combination. The single combinations of many other

anastigmats may be used alone, but as a rule require

stopping down to an actual aperture of //16 before critical

definition is obtained. Cooke and Aldis lenses cannot

be used in this way, but both these makes are arranged

to take interchangeable front lenses which will increase

the focal length by 50 or 100 per cent.

The actual size of the lenses must, of course, be deter-

mined by the size of plate most commonly used, the

great essential in nearly all commercial work being good

perspective, which means a comparatively distant stand-

point. Therefore a lens which gives a satisfactory render-

ing of a piece of china upon a half plate will not do so

upon a 12 by 10, as in the latter case the distance would

have to be reduced by one half, and the perspective will

be too violent. It is difficult to lay down any definite

rule, but it is safe to assume that for photographing

small articles the lens should have a focal length at least

equal to twice the longest side of the plate to be used.

The telephoto lens has not yet received the attention

of commercial photographers to the extent that its merits

warrant, and we commend its use to those who do not

shrink from the little trouble involved in mastering its

working. For a comparatively small sum any good

qualitv anastigmat or rectilinear lens can be fitted with
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A very useful adjunct to the lens outfit is a i

mirror which affixed to the lens for the purpose
of photographing 1 either below the en"
or high above, it. When working away from the studio

difficult to improvise a vertical studio stand.
especially with a large camera, but with the prism or
mirror it is easy to photograph ceilings and uionum-
brasses, or to make " shadowless " photographs of small
objects. Such negatives are, of coi. i and are
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r which corrects fhe reversal.
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d with beads of perspiration on his brow.
• r attract Iron will be found in the collection* by

I llard Spurr, Waterloo, especially the girl in a kind of

I hat, with her pretty pose; and by Mrs. Emma Hilton,
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playing with a telephone receiver. In some of this lady's
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•tttHctJIt to mi hut it imports a sort of transparent.
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the eye W I oi Nasi York, also affects a strong
n >• mod ohuhly an ex-

cusable attemp' something that has not boon dona
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before. All such motives may have a commercial justification,

bat it is difficult to see how such enterprise will exalt the

standard of portraiture by photography, whether we claim, or

not, that it is pictorial.

For the popular taste perhaps the bright, Bparkling and rich

style adopted by F. A. Free, of Davenport, is most likelv to

meet with all-round commercial success. He gets remarkable

animation and attractiveness of personality.

If an exhibition is able to inspire in any way our own
workers it must be in the direction of artistic insight and
feeling, and for any such suggestions in the Horticultural Hall

the thanks of the profession will be due to Mr. Arthur
Brookes for having invited the American professionals to sub-

mit their work to our judgment, and to Mr. Mackie who, we
understand, is the " producer " of the show, as the stage

term goes. F. C Tilney.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC FAIR.

Thh Fair, which opens at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster, on Monday next, will be found to

represent as great a gathering of photographic manufacturers

and dealers as at any of the previous Fairs. Moreover, there

is this year a feeling of strength, arising on the one hand

from a more settled state of the national affairs and on the

other from the announcements of reductions in the prices of

apparatus which figure prominently in the propaganda of

camera makers. Last year, it will be remembered, that the

Fair opened on the " Black Friday," from the labour - int

of view, under, the threat of a general railway strike through-

out the country in support of the Miners' Federation. For-

tunately on that occasion wiser counsels prevailed, and the

Fair, during the following week, enjoyed what we believe as

a record attendance by the public. While that interest was

satisfactory, so far as it went, the fact could not be dis-

guised that the high level of prices was a hindrance to the

expansion of photography in correspondence with makers'

resources in this country. This year as great an interest on

the part of the public may be counted upon, in fact greater,

since those interested in the pastime of photography can get

their equipment at substantially lower prices, and may reason-

ably look forward to further reductions not only in the initial

cost of apparatus, but in the running expenses represented by

sensitive materials, chemicals, and the minor accessories. Thus,

as we point out in a paragraph on an earlier page, there is

the justification for taking a more cheerful view of the near

future of photographic business than we find commonly ex-

pressed in various quarters. There seems little doubt that

the present season will be a thoroughly good one in the sales

of apparatus and materials for amateur work ; and revival in

portrait and commercial photography will follow close upon
the heels of a similar improvement in the general trade of the

country; and of the latter, returns of various kinds which

have appeared in the daily Press provide considerable evidence.

Inasmuch as our issue of next week could not be published

until the day before the closing of the Fair, we have followed

our usual custom of obtaining from the exhibitors advance
particulars of the goods, and particularly the new introduc-

tions, which they will show. As will be 6een from the notes

which follow in an order corresponding with the numbers of

the stands, there is a goodly array of these new introductions,

the most notable of which may be signalised as follows:—
A new brand of roll film. New type of exposure meter.

Two collodion self-toning Dark-room lamps.

papers. Developing tanks for plate and

Warm tone development papers. film.

Grades of Platinotype. Printing and drying machines.

Numerous new models of fold- Apron printing machines.

ing film and plate cameras. Vertical self-focussing enlarge

A new folding reflex. Dry-mounting iron.

f/2.9 lenses. Passe-partout requisites.

Cine taking and piojection Studio spotlight.

lenses. New styles in enlargements in

Electric drive and distance water colours,

control of cinematograph Art leather articles,

camera. Handbooks on photography.

Although the Professional Photographers' Association has

this year chosen a later date and a different meeting place

for the holding of its annual Congress, there is no doubt that

the Fair will be largely attended by professional and com-

mercial photographers in the Metropolitan area and from the

Provinces. That such will be the case is fairly indicated by

the fact that firms whose interests are exclusively with the

portrait and commercial photographers are exhibiting as

usual, while the general manufacturers and suppliers are

giving their normal degree of prominence to professional

apparatus and materials in their displays. As already an-

nounced pi'ofe>sional photographers may obtain a ticket for

admission to the Fair during the whole course of the week on

application to the Organising Secretary, Sicilian House,

Southampton Row, London, W.C.I, at the cost of Is.

A special attraction is provided for the professional por-

traitist in the shape of a large collection of examples of por- .

traiture by leading studios in the United States. A review

of these portraits by Mr. F. C. Tilney will be found on another

page.

The Congress of the Photographic Dealers' Association will

be held during the Fair week in accordance with a pro-

gramme, particulars of which will be found elsewhere in this

issue.

Stands Nos. 1 and 2—Kodak, Ltd.
In the professional section of the Kodak Co.'s exhibit will

be shown, among many other items, prints on the Kodura,
Kudura Etching Brown and Kodak bromide papers. The
Kastman projection printer, with its miraculously ingenious

f«ature of self-focussing, will attract attention, and so also

will the diffusing discs which are now obtainable for attach-

ment to any photographic lens, converting the latter into a
soft-focus objective. The moderate degree of softening in the

definition which is produced by this attachment should find

wide favour. A new accessory is the Kodak focussing spot-

light, a little electric lamp for the studio fitted with a lens

and diffusing screens and serving as an auxiliary source of

light, capable of infinite adjustment, for the purpose of intro-

ducing light accents into a portrait, relieving flatness of light-

ing, aud, if the photographer has a liking for theatrical

effects in portraiture, providing the means of getting the

showy and striking effects which are fashionable in some

quarters.

The dealers' section of the Kodak show will be fitted up as

a shop front, the windows of which will be changed every

day. One window will show how to make an effective dis-

play in a large space, while in the other smaller window the

visitor will be able to learn how to produce an equally effec-

tive style of window dressing, even though he has little space

at his disposal. There will also be a display of Graflex

cameras, fitted with telephoto lenses, as well as many new

aids to picture making for the amateur. Those engaged in

developing and printing of amateurs' films should not omit to

note an electric heater for the tank solutions, by means of
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Stand No 12—Leto Photo Materials Co., Ltd.

dent results which are obtained by modifications in

the treatment of the renowned Seltona (collodion) paper and

Boardoids are to be shown in profusion at this stand, where

the visitor may see the definite and agreeable tones obtained

according as the paper is fix<xl with or without the use of a

salt bath, and also the .striking effects most readily obtained

by partial use of a salt bath and of platinum toning. The
ipany have a number of specialties in tlio way of

plate markers, frame border negatives, shaders, etc., which

will bo shown.

Stand No. 13—O. Sichel and Samuelson.
Tuts stand will be devoted specially to the exhibition and
demonstration of machinery for the development and printing

of amateurs' film negatives. Messrs. Siohel will show the_

Hodgson printing machine and the Hodgson drier, both of

which have been reviewed in our pages, and also a cheaper
printing machine and a series of nerw iron tanks measuring
42 by 12 by 8 inches for the handling of film negatives. It

is hoped also to show a now pattern of vertical enlarger
shortly to be placed upon the market at a moderate price.

Messrs. Sichel are also specialists in the supply of oval and
square frames, and these goods will form a part of their

exhibit.

Stand No- 14—Ross, Ltd.
The professional and the amateur will have every opportunity

of choosing a lens for their requirements from the many
series of high-class instruments of which Messrs. Ross are the
designers and manufacturers. These include the //4.5 Xpres
lenses, for studio and outdoor work and for hand cameras, and
the Ross cabinet and other lenses of the portrait type. Among
lenses of somewhat lesser aperture are the Homocentric and
the Combinable, the latter affording three focal lengths by
the purchase of a single instrument. Then for Press and
other cameras the extension of which is limited there are
the //5.4 and //6.8 Telecentric lenses affording a focal length
very nearly double that of the permissible camera extension
and peculiarly suitable for the photogra'phy of such different

subjects as sports and Nature studies. Messrs. Ross will also

show their established patterns of hand and stand cameras
and their most recent work, the cinematograph projector
outfit, as used in many super-cinemas.

Stand No- 15—Kosmos Photographies, Ltd.
A new Kosmos paper, self-toning collodion, will be introduced
for the first time at the Fair, and examples of its use shown.
The exhibit will likewise draw special attention to the results

on the Company's newly-introduced Novex plates, as shown
by prints and enlargements on Vitegas and Kosmos bromide
and on Novex gaslight papers. Workers of the Bromoil pro-
cess will be provided with a demonstration of the special suit-

ability of Vitegas paper in the shape of Bromoils made from
prints obtained on it. The contents of the Kosmos stand
will also include a collection of portraiture by British and
Continental artists.

Stands Nos. 16 and 1 7—Houghtons, Ltd.
Somb three hundred different models of British-made Ensign
cameras will be shown by this leading firm of manufacturers.
Among them are a considerable number of new models, not-

able among which are the Ensign Klitos, single extension hand
cameras for plates or film-packs in the 3J by 2J inch size and
also the 8 by 12 cm. size, the latter, the No. 4 standard size,

yielding pictures measuring 4§ by 2| inches. The prices of

these cameras range from £3 17s. Cd. A de luxe model will

bo introduced fitted with a high-class //4.5 anastigmat
and Ilex Acme shutter. Among reflexes Messrs. Houghtons
will show at the Fair the Tropical-Popular model of their
Ensign reflex. Other new models of folding hand camera are
*he flush back popular Ensigns and others of similar design

fitted with f,i.'> lensi
;
and a popular model of the Ensignette.

Some new patterns of folding metal tripods, dark room lamps

and printing boxes, printing frames and albums will likewise

be included in this comprehensive exhibit. In particular

reference may bo made to Mr. K. C. D, Hickman's water cir-

culator, an appliance for the conversion of any dish or vessel

into a washer for negatives or prints.

Equipment for developing and printing of amateurs' films

will be shown in the shape of printers, driers and tanks for

this branch of work, together with advertisement show-cards,

etc., for the use of dealers.

In a room on the first floor next to the exhibition of Ameri-
( an portaiture Messrs. Houghtons are bringing together an
exhibition of their apparatus and other requisites for profes-

sional portrait photography, including studio cameras and
stands, studio accessories, equipment for the dark room and
printing room, mounts and albums, among all of which there

will be an exhibit of English professional portraiture.

Stand No. 18—Thornton.PicKard Co, Ltd.

The widely-known specialities of this firm, many of which
have been issued in improved models for the coming season,

include such old standbys as the T.P. roller-blind shutter,

the College, Imperial and Royal Ruby field outfits, and a
great variety of hand cameras. Among these is an improved
Imperial pocket camera, the Klippa collapsible camera, an
all-weather press camera, and various models of the Thornton-
Pickard reflex. Enlargers and other accessories will be

included.

Stand No- 19—Newman and Guardia, Ltd.
At Messrs. Newman <& Guardia's stand we are promised a
new model of the Sybil folding pocket camera, an addition

to the many models of this most excellent instrument for roll

film or plates. A new folding enlarger, for use either with
daylight or by artificial light, will be shown. The exhibit will,

of course, include the folding reflex camera which was the

notable introduction at last year's Fair, and also ultra-portable

tripods and other accessories for hand camera photography.

Stand No. 20—W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd-
Messrs. Butcher have many hand cameras to show, and com-
mendably are emphasising the reductions in price which apply-

to them. For example, a new model of the watch-pocket
Carbino is obtainable at £i 10s., and the Popular Carbine, for

roll-film or plates, from £3 12s. 6d. in 3J by 2J and 2| by 4|
sizes. Another plato camera, to which they are directing

special attention, is the popular Cameo of 8 by 12 cm. size,

priced at £3 7s. 6d. upwards. At the new prices a metal dark

slide is included with each camera taking plates or films.

Their watch-pocket Carbine may be obtained in a roll-film <

model for 3J by 2\ pictures, fitted with //4.5 lens.

Amateur enlargers will be interested in the Primus half-watt

light, suitable for different voltages. The light is given by a

globe filament provided with a special mirror.

Messrs. Butcher are also showing a series of new models of

electric dark room lamp, one of which is supplied complete

with battery for use in houses where there is no electric

current. •

Dealers should not omit to inspect the sundries cabinet, for

the display and handling of stock, which is made in polished

oak with a glass top, and is sent out on loan free of charge.

Stand No. 21—Acme Art Association.

This old-established firm of colourists and artistic craftsman-

ship for professional photographers will show a selection of its

recent work in miniature painting on ivory and ivorine, with

and without basis, water colours, oils, pastels and pencil

sketches. Recently it has taken up certain specialties in -

more popular demand such as statuettes and jig-saw puzzles,

examples of which will be shown. And its very latest excur-

sion into a new field of artistic work is in the fabrication of
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the Noctona (gaslight) and Goldona (self-toning) printing

papers, on tho firm's Bromoil papers and specimens of the

use of the many Griffin chemical preparations in the shape of

developers, fixing salts and toning compounds ; also develop-

ing tanks for plates and roll film and a full range of folding

plate and film and reflex cameras.

Stand No. 30—Elliott and Sons, Ltd.

Messrs. Elliott invariably provide an object lesson in artistic

display of prints, and this year will apply their taste in this

direction to tho showing of leading professional, technical and

portrait work on Barnet plates and papers. Their 550 H. & D.

Super-Speed plate is obtainable also as a matt emulsion,

facilitating hand work on the film with pencil, crayon, etc.,

to a remarkable degree. Examples will be shown. Their

Bromide papers include Verona for warm black prints by direct

development, with others of cream and white colour in a

wide'range of distinctive textures, a feature of their business

in which they have long successfully specialised. The Bar-Gas
(gaslight) paper is made specially for the requirements of D.

4 P. trade, and their Bartona (self-toning) is a paper provid-

ing a wide range of tones simply by modification in the

strength of the hypo-fixing bath.

Messrs. Elliott will also show Bromoil prints made on their

bromide papers, and will have on sale a new and revised

edition of the " Barnet Book of Photography," the regular

publication of which has, unfortunately, been suspended for

some years. Professional photographers are particularly

invited to inspect portfolios of the firm's enlarging work
finished in monochrome and colours.

Stand No. 31—JohnsonTand Sons.
As in previous years Messrs. Johnsons will show an exhibit

composed of the bulk chemicals and chemical preparations

(compressed tablets, packets and cartons) for the photographic

processes. Naturally the amidol, metol, glycin and hydro-
quinone of their manufacture obtain a very prominent place

in this display, as do also the single-solution developer Azol

and the tablet developer Vedol, in the use of both of which
they have helped the photographer by working out tables

for development by time and temperature. Chemicals, such
as iron perchloride and collodions, for process work, will also

be shown, and the visitor will have an opportunity of seeing

the results obtained by preparations for blue, green, red and
sepia toning of prints.

Stands Nos. 32 and 33—Gevaert, Ltd.
Tim special feature of the comprehensive exhibit at this stand
is the collection of prints on the new Vittex paper, of the
chlorobrom variety for exceedingly pleasing brown-black tones
by ordinary metol-hydroquinone development. The professional
photographer in particular will be interested in these
renowned results and indeed equally in those on the other
varieties of Gevaert development papers.

Practically the whole of the exhibit is made up of specimens
from negatives on the various grades of Gevaert plates, the
Sensima ultra-rapid 500 H. & D., the Special Sensitive and
tho Professional Green Label. The amateur worker will turn
to the work done on Gevaert gaslight and self-toning papers
to that with the Filter Ortho plate, and to the transparencies
on the Gevaert lantern plates.

Stand No. 34—Bean and Hallid*y.
As in previous years, this Yorkshire firm of mount makers
will bring together a representative exhibit of their latest

stylos in mounts, folders, albums, and wallets. Their speci-
alties include also all descriptions of mount, slip-in, etc., for
amateur requirements; also calendars for photographers under-
taking commercial work mounts for enlargements, and flexible
art mounting boards are among their other manufactures.

Stand No. 35—Adhesive Dry Mounting Co , L«d.
This pioneer Company's display of equipment and materials
for dry-m°unting includes presses for both professional and

amateur use, and visitors will have the opportunity of wit-

nessing constant demonstrations of the process. The latest

type of visible trimming desk will be shown, and the exhibit
will be completed by inclusion of a full range of mounts, loose-

leaf albums and of border tints for the many effective styles

of multiple mounting to which the dry-mounting process is

specially applicable. Tho Company will also show and demon-
strate a new small electric iron suitable for amateurs for the
dry-mounting of prints from about 3x2 ins. to cabinet size.

Stand No. 36—J. Lizars.

Among the many models of the well-known Challenge series of

cameras, will be shown the most recent introduction, namely,
a 8J x 2} folding pocket camera for roll film and glass plates,

requring no change of the focussing scale when using one or

the other of these diffeient sensitive materials. Messrs. Lizars
will also show examples of the tropical models of cameras in

which they have long specialised.

A new exposure meter will be shown in the shape of the
Milner light-gauge, a very small and thin form of meter, in.

which an entirely novel principle is adopted, the light being
ganged by reflection through a disc of tinted film. The
exhibit will also include several models of Brunette home
cinematograph projectors, taking films of the standard size.

The light in one model is generated by manual operation of

the handle which moves the film , others are provided with a
small motor for the machine drive, taking their current for

the lamp from the ordinary house supply.

Stand No. 37—Robinson and Co-
In this exclusively profesional exhibit—Messrs. Robinson
undertake their work in enlarging and water colouring only
for professional photographers—there will be examples of
several new styles in coloured enlarged portraits. One of the
choicest of these is that named the Ideal—a beautiful

style of water colouring, with an appropriate line ruling around
the portrait. Messrs. Robinson make a specialty of masked
enlarging work on a single sheet of paper, and obtain
very striking and pleasing effects by the work of their colouiists

on the margins or backgrounds.
Another new series is the Barribal, both solid and vignetted

in the style of this artist. Broad slashes of colour are used
to produce a very decorative effect in either a light or a dark
key, the style lending itself to portraits of both men and
women and children. For men, Messrs. Robinson have another
new style, the Vandyke, in which a brown background is

worked in by themselves. Another new introduction is the
Duchesse panel, a vignette with a cleverly-added background
in wash. For portraits of children there are some examples
of the firm's exceedingly clever work produced in a sketch

style of 20 x 16 size, in which an appropriate background is

added to the portrait.

Messrs. Robinson are also making a special study of masonic
'

portraits in water colours, and show the very excellent effects

they obtain in the rendering of regalia. Another specimen,

containing the red robe of a mayor, shows also the effective

use which they make of water colours.

A notable feature at the stand is a 40 x 30 water-colour

portrait of a lady draped in ropes of pearls. For the effect

five colours were used for each pearl, a sufficiently eloquent

tribute to the craftsmanship and patience of the firm's staff.

This and the other exhibits, some of which we have mentioned,

should not be passed by without noticing the distinctive frames
which Messrs. Robinson adopt for their work, and to which
they are constantly adding new patterns.

Stand No. 38—Thomas Illingworth and Co.. Ltd-
Two new Illingworth manufactures will be launched at the

Fair. One is Illingworth roll film, negatives made on which
will form a prominent part of the display. The other is a

collodion self-toning paper, a variety of printing material

which has not hitherto been made at the Willesden factory,

but which has now arrived to take its place with the other
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Stand No. 46-E B- Fry. Ltd.

In addition to everything for passe-partout and lantern-slide

work Messrs. Fry have quite a series of new introduct ions

which will be shown for the first time at the Fair. Among

these are several new specialties for passo-partout work. One

•>m is a passe-partout binder gauge, a neat device

quickly permits of the binding bring placed on the glass of

the passe-partout so as to give a perfectly even band, the

width of which is exactly determined beforehand by setting

the position of the gauge on its baseboard. Messrs. Fry have

also some new styles of passe-partout binder in imitation of

burr walnut and grained oak, these binding papers, especially

when used in considerable width, giving an imitation of a

wood frame. Gilt and pebbled white passe-partout binders of

quarter-inch width are other new specialties, and still another

is a convenient damper consisting of a water filled tube with

its mouthpiece fitted with porous felt.

Messrs. Fry are also showing an entirely new pattern of film

printing box, tihe special feature of which is the curved glass

bed, on which the film negative is laid, the paper placed upon

it, and uniform pressure obtained by drawing down a stout

fabric apron which .smooths out the printing paper and switches

on the printing light a.s soon as it comes into its fully

extended position. This printing box is supplied for use with

ordinary current and, in an amateur model, for current sup-

plied by a battery incorporated in the box. Two other print-

ing novelties are spring-back printing frames, for development

and print-out papers respectively. The former is specially

designed for saving time in the dark room and may bo adapted

to form the top of a printing box
;
the latter provides a full

view when printing on P.O. P.

A further new printing requisite is an orange mask for

making white margin prints. A series of minute perforations

are made parallel with the edges in the cut-out and serve

as a clear and sharp guide when trimming the prints, and
thus render the production of strictly " square " prints, with

margins of exactly equal -width, most certain and rapid. In

addition, Messrs. Fry have some interesting novelties for the

D. & P. business, and are also showing specimens of dry-

mounting tissue which they are issuing in shilling and half-

crown packets as well as in gross lots.

Stand No. 47—Iliffe and Sons, Ltd.

At this stand the puhiisbenj of our contemporary,

Amateur P ''''" aid of the series of numerous text

and manuals of photography, will have a display appro-

priate to the place which these publications occupy among

graphic readers and students.

Stand No- 48—Jules de Gottal-

The manufacturers of the well-known French firm of Guille-

minot. Boespflug et (Ho will be shown at this stand, and will

include the firm's -lies of dry plates, including the anti-

halation variety in which a non-actinic transparent film is

provided between tl ttd the emulsion. Another notable

negative-making material is the Guilleminot Folio-Brom. a

stripping negative paper. Prints on bromide, gaslight, and

P.O.P. papers serve to represent this side of Messrs. Guille-

minot's business.

Stand No. 49—Mackenzie and Co-

Thb Mackenzie-Wish art system of carrying plates for exposure

in envelopes, and the convenient slide by which one

dispense with a number of plate-holders, are so well known to

many photographers that an exhibit of the appliances ought

not to be absent from a gathering such as the Fair, which

brings before the public the many and different photographic

facilities which are available. Yet it is our experience that

many of the more serious amateurs are not acquainted with

this system: they should,, therefore, take the opportunity of

making themselves familiar with it-

Stand No. 50—All=British Photographic Competition.

At this wall space, as at many of the stands in the Fair,

prominence will be given to the £3,000 competition, which is

being held during the present year for photographs made
with British cameras and with British materials. The com-

petition is for prints from negatives on dry plates, a branch

of manufacture in which makers in this country have, by

common consent, been pre-eminent in the markets of the world.

Full particulars and entry forms for the competition will be

obtainable at the Fair at the stands of any of the promoting
firms, i.e., Messrs. Butcher, Elliott, Griffin, Houghtons, llford,

Illingworth, Kosmos, Leto, and Wellington & Ward.

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

(,V\o begin in this issue the publication of a series of chapters by an eminent portrait photographer, whose identity is

somewhat thinly disguised by the pseudonym which he has chosen. Although the business side of photographic portraiture

is a subject on which much can be written to the advantage of those less liberally endowed by Nature with the business

instinct, it is rare in our experience to find one of the leaders in professional portraiture coming forward for the instruc-

tion of his brethren. The present introductory article is general in character. Succeeding chapters will deal more speci-

fically with the relations of the photographer to his client, with systems of book-keeping and costing, and with the art

of collecting accounts. Our contributor has a lively, style in writing and it may, therefore, he hoped that the series of

papers will obtain a close reading from those engaged in the business carried on in photographic studios.)

I. THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHER.
Firstly, 1 musl apologise for the sub-title of this first chapter.

It is both crude and commercial, and not at all in harmony
with tho tone in which any really high-class photographic
studio is oonduoted. To suggest to an artist that bo occupies
an economic position is almost as bad taste as that of a
certain noble lord who takes pleasure in pointing out to emi-
nent and justly ruffled portrait painters that the value of their

work is assessable at a price per square vard. Nevertheless,
the professional photographer who balances cash, render*
accounts, and performs other mundane but highly necessary

duties, is a person conducting a business, and as such he

occupies a very definite place in the world of commerce and

economics.

It may bo taken that all photographers realise their social

position in the community. One can see this by the advertise-

ments of " Studies for Sale." They are all either " High--

Studios," " Middle-class Studios," " Post-card Studios,'' or

"Lock-up Studios"—whatever this last term may mean.

Evidently a studio which will lock is the lowest type of studio

obtainable.
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This may be the result of subnormal ability or capital on
the part of the tenant, hut it muy also be on account of the

lability of the kind of busiue-s to the promises. Now. a

photographic business is a peculiar one, and because a certain

surplus or rent has been yielded under the occupation of my
type of business dealing directly with the public, tliat

is no criterion as to the surplus which a photographic studio

would create. This law is evidenced by the fact that it is

only in the suburbs or in small towns that the ii~<- of a .shop

or ground-floor premises is an economic possibility for a
photographer. Few studios in fashionable*

afford such a luxury.

The average trader- who occupies a, shop gets continuous
om all day and every day, the photographer only inter-

mittently. These unused intervals yield no rental surplus.
On the other hand, it would be equally impossible for the shop-
keeper to carry on his business successfully in the photo-
grapher's upstairs p And here the photographer gains.

8noh premises being usually assessed at their probable value to

a purely commercial firm, and not with a view to their occu-
pancy by a photographer, the rental surplus which the rooms
yield to him is really greater than that which he is required
to pay to the landlord. It is, of course, unnecessary to inform

landlord of this fact. So long as the photographer
possesses space at his doorway in which to display his work,
that is all the street publicity which he requires. The woman
who espies an article of clothing in a shop window, and con-
ceives a desiro for it, enters the shop and makes her purchase—frequently on the spur of the moment. If she were obliged
to climb a stair in order to do so she would probably return
homo without the article. Her portrait, on the other hand.
is a premeditated act. It is preceded by an appointment,
and after due consideration.

Linked with the obvious advantages of a well-populated area
to a photographic studio is the extraordinary magnetic offcx-t

which such an area seems to exercise over persons not living
in it. Thus a provincial photographer is not only faced with
the difficulty of .maintaining himself out of the precarious
patronage of a thin .population (in the numerical sense, of
course), but he has the additional hardship of witnessing mud,
of what should be his custom drawn London-wards, or to a
larger town, or to a more fashionable district than his own.
The public will not listen to his arguments, which are obviously
the outcome of a natural but provincial jealousy: and they
themselves have their gaze turned toward what they consider
fashionable, with a paralytic fascination similar to that of a
hen with ite head on a chalk line.

The reasons for the super-normal financial success to which.
for instance, a west-end London photographer may attain, arc
therefore obvious. He has not only a very large population
at his disposal, wherewith he can multiply the comparatively
small individual consumption of his product., but he has also
the advantage of an enormous floating or visiting population
not counted in the census returns. All these people " up from
the country," are possessed of money saved; maybe for months,
in order to "buy it in London." No matter if they pay
double the provincial price for less than provincial quality,
they will proudly show the article to their secretly envious
friends, saving "I got it at So-.ind-So's—in London, you
know." Or, if they have passed more than a week or ten
days in the metropolis, they will probably call it "Town,"
having acquired the langua]

For all these advantages of locality the London shop-keeper
has to pay very sweetly in rent. Hut. as already pointed Out,
the photographer, in his upstairs pn ains more from

I locality than bo is required to pay for. Hence, a west-
end London studio should make more profit in relation to
capital and personal ability than any other.

All this is very galling to the provincial photographer, who
not possess sufficient capital to remov*e his busim

•o coveted a position. On the other hand, he should bear in

mind, for his comfort, that there must be many photographers

in London who could not scrape a living in the provinces. To
this the London p otographer replies: "Who wants to?"

And there the matter rests.

Next in importance to locality comes the social status oi

studio. This depends entirely on whother one wishes to

pense art at a high figure, or photographs at a low one.

Roth now form an equally precarious means of livelihood. As

a choice, howe\ i hods of attaining to poverty, -

it is perhaps hotter to favour the former, and to grow ]>oor

on art. Mi course, definite limits, in any one town

or district, beyond which it is not possible to rise in the social

altitude of one's business. In a large community such as

London or New Yoi a photographer may betake

himself and his camera to a privai. i, fix a brass name-

plate at his door, charge ten guineas per dozen, and become,

like Pooh-Bah. a very exclusive gentleman. In less populous

areas, however, this is economically impossible. One can be a

gentleman, but not exclusive. Like the geometrical point,

such a firm would have position, but no magnitude.

The third factor, and next in importance, is capital. This.

fortunately, does not need to bear so high a relation to profit

as is the case in other kinds of business. Its use, in fact, in

a photographic business is very limited. To a man who buys

and sells goods, capital is everything, because the more he

ises the more goods he can buy and sell. To the photo-

grapher, however, after he has furnished his promises, bought

his apparatus, procured a reasonable stock of materials, and

placed a certain sum in the bank, extra capital is usi

So long as he rema us in that locality, and conducts a business

of that particular class, any amount of surplus capital will

never increase his profits. This is another point in which

photography seems to differ from almost all other kinds of

business.

Fourthly, we have personal ability. In this case I refer to

artistic ability. To those who would challenge me for placing

this factor last, I would point out that this article professes

to deal with only the business aspect of photography—that

aspect which measures success by net cash returns. And as

there are so many photographic firms who, up till recently,

used regularly to produce substantial profits, and who showed

no evidence of artistic abilty at all, this factor in professional

photography must have very little importance indeed. Cer-

tainly, art in a man's portraiture will not be observed by

the public if his studio is rented below a certain figure. Thus

we have the woeful corollary that a brilliantly artistic photo-

grapher in the province?, oi in a suburb, is an example of a

wasted life. However great a genius, he can never achieve

more than a local fame. His work may be well known through-

out the country, or the world, to those who frequent photo-

graphic exhibitions, but to the general public he is bora to

blush unseen, and waste his art upon suburban air.

If, however, we take personal ability to mean " ability to

a the public," then the position of such a photographed

is briefly as follows: Since he has found some means of satis-

fying the local public taste to a greater extent than his com-

petitors, ho will be able either to charge higher prices or he

will create a larger clientele. This means that he will make
larger profits than his rivals, although they may be equally

well placed as regards locality, capital, and class of business.

The surplus profit which he thus makes is, therefore, another

form of rent: but the result, this time, of his own exceptional

abilty. This, which is known in economic parlance as quasi-

rent, belongs to the n an who creates it, and not to the landlord.

This very just law is, unfortunately, influenced to the bad

by that tyrant, locality. The local public, as already explained,

will flock inevitably to the more fashionable district or town ;

and while such a photographer will always reap a certain

reward for this special ability, he will never gain the reward
which is really his due unless he improves his locality to the

maximum. In this country this can only be achieved by
removing his studio to the west-end of London. There he will

obtain full credit for all his skill, as well as credit for much
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inme „ ri x n witn

.tid 9 gall. Being
<hat fagged. 1 first calculated with rr, and, seeing the

»*»nlt. »t for timber to reinforce tha tl.^.r. Then I dis-
eovere

.
r, fiudiii? th> , to be about

4 f* gross » cwi. for each t

mber having arrived g it, and with threen ot3 x 2 laid on their edges. 2 ft. apart, and covered
roe*-piece* of jin. fiW-bo*rding, we spread the total

•

The the tanks. Since t have been
rubber tu> ., the

i "side tank ttoms
• rently there had be. king or leaking, but

some that it must
but, in fi

differ .uoertain about a very importa
neeeeaary bich had I 3 on

wire

pound of
having a dip of 3 inehce I> I'

I HCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

M*> 11 Hamnieramith i so Photographic
Hon. Ex I ,ary,

1

1 all, 26, Bishop's Mansions, Bishops Park Road,

ir I'h

Open • 11 to S p.m. 35, Ku*~
W i

'

!

• B aster,
Bro

W.C.I.

raphic Bocfetgr. 1'rinta by l

v York.

^aloti of Photography, Latest
date for entries, August 30. Particulars fr.nn the Hon. gi

tar Mall Ea»t

11 to 1 ooal Photographer*' Association.
("Sallerieo. mdon, W. (Trade and I

|. Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New
A 1. Also f..r,-ij;n invitation loan exhi

inal portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Ma-
is, 43. Dover Street, London, W 1

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
hibition. Latest date for entries by carrier, August 25. I'

il»r» fron .. Itoyal Photographic Society, 35,

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
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Assistants' Notes.

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be considered

tmd paid lor on the first of the month following publication.

Mask Making.

method is a very quick and efficient way of making

rhich are at the sarm tunc strong and neat. Mark

of black .paper the size of opening required, then

roughly about a quarter of an inch larger all round.

,me lantern slide or passepartout binding, and fill in the

v part of the opening. It is best to use two layers of a

thin binding rather than one of a thick variety.

In ruling out the opening required continue the pencil lines to

the ed • of the paper, this serving as a guide for placing the

position. A. W. Woodmansee:

On Not Waiting for Business.

I is written nowadays about- encouraging public interest in

photography, but the line taken usually by our class is that of the

doctor who" cannot seek public yond having his name-plate

outside his surgery. Why do we not force ourselves on the public

as the manufn.ct.urer who has goods to sell, and knows their value

to { |,, I sending out his commercial travellea-s to push his

jj net
. photographers believe in the value of the articles

offer? For too long has professional etiquette stood in the way

of photographers really reaching the public. Why should not the

i-ietor of a business, or the chief assistant, too, in these slack

go out with the idea of looking for business? Much might he

cultivated by offering suggestions to the public. A row of shops

nig demolished and a large warehouse will shortly be in course

of construction. Would it not. interest those shopkeepers to have,

perhaps, their first, but certainly their last photograph of their

premises? The contractor for the demolition, the builders of the new

uses, the fitters of shop windows, all should be approached, and

«tions should be made. They may be only too glad to hear

them, and by all means leave them examples of similar work done

by you, with your address. Persist in calling if your first approaches

are not successful. A business man likes to see that you are dogged.

N.i effort should be spared to find business in these quiet times,

and measures that were turned down as not worth while in normal

times should be given a trial. Anything that helps to clear

establishment charges should be considered. A certain business

has made a remarkable success of copying photographs and making
enlargements of people deceased, and this has been built up by

obtaining details from local papers in the outskirts of a large town,

of visiting the addresses of the relatives after advising them ,by

postcard, and then gaining their confidence by showing work already-

done, and refusing any payment until the work is returned com-
pleted. This is now a very successful business, and very fully

justifies the forethought of the method of looking for business, and

not merely waiting " for something to turn up."

On the subject of copying, how often is this held up as a most
difficult business, and although photographers do not point blank
refuse it, suoli a price is put on it as to prove prohibitive, and with
the object of discouraging the work. Yet it can be made to pay an
assistant's wages, if interest is taken in it, and the work is eneour-

arnl cultivated. While on this subject, it may be mentioned
that many people on their annual seaside holiday, have their photo-
graplis taken, and very frequently soon after their return take a

io s local man for an enlargement. What opportunities the
seaside photographer is missing here. A month or so after the
holiday season has slackened, or towards Christmas, when trade is

slack, a judiciously worded letter in the personal strain, sent to
the people reminding them that an enlargement would revive

.nt memories might be sent to the home addresses of those

\ together with a postcard copy of the original photograph.
In many cases, this would be productive of business.
A further sphere for aotivity is amongst the clergy, for as a class

they are very shy of the studio.and many only visit it under pres-
sure, when a bazaar is to be held, and their photographs aie
wanted for sale " towards the cause." Many clergy dabble with

-ranhy, and this kindred interest at once established a *vl-
to the photographer calling on the clergy. There are many

cases where a good connection has been built up, for not only were
the photographer's efforts appreciated in portraying events "in the

!>arish, such as groups of ohoir, clergy, scouts, guilds, and societies,

bat much work was afford tig lantern slides from a series

:iiives to illustrate lectures, and the photographer was recom-

mended am i ergy; All these circumstances help to

the building of a connection, and cannot be ignored.

The object of calling attention to such matters is to ask the

photographer to go about with an eye for business. There is a

I a large combine opening out many branches in a large pro-

vincial city. Many shop fronts were altered where premises nad

been acquired, and an amateur photographer seeing the chance of

using sunn- . me, secured the work of supplying
}

graphs of all the branches. On occasions of special dressing, such

aa at Christmas, he is regularly asked to photograph all the win-

dows, and a very good result has accrued from his seeing eye.

which led him to interview the secretary and secure the job. ,

In conclusion, look about you, encourage the assistants to bring

in their ideas, and where there are six pairs of eyes on the look-out

for business, there will be more fruitful results than where the

method prevails of waiting in the studios for brighter days. There

is business, go out, and suggest it, and then vou will si

H. J. K.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, April 10 to 13 :

—

Camkiias.— Xn. '0,219. Photographic cameras and view-finders

therefor. H. Bishop and W. Langdon-Davies.

Cameras.—No. 10,705. Photographic cameras and printing-

apparatus. H. R. Eason.

Printing-out Paper'.—No. 10,353. Photographic printing-out

paper and prints made therefrom. J. A. Johnson.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Kodak Tested Chemicals (Design).—No. 421,047. Photographic

chemicals. Kodak, Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, dealers in photographic materials. November 30. 1921.

Photographic Test for Old Masters.—It is stated in the daily

Press that photography has proved the authenticity of Rembrandt's
picture, " The Good Samaritan," which is in the Wallace Collection,

and said not to be a genuine Rembrandt. Professor Laurie, of the
Heriot Watt College, Edinburgh, whose work in deciding on the
authenticity of pictures by taking enlarged photographs of portions
of them has already been described in our pages, was consulted. He
took photographs of part of the picture, and compared them with
photographs of other pictures known to be the work of Rembrandt.
" The photographs show the identity of the brushwork in the two
pictures," he told a " Daily Mail " representative. " It is not
possible for the magnified brushwork of two different painters to

agree so closely."

The Cinema as a Teacher.—A congress is being held this week at

the National Arts and Crafts Institute in Paris to consider the
possibilities of instruction by means of the cinema. The Congress,
presided over by M. Gaston Vidal, Under-Secretary of State for

Technical Education, is dealing with the cinema as an aid to the
choice of a profession ; technical, industrial and agricultural educa-
tion, and artistic education, this section being organised under the
auspices of the Council General of the .Seine and the Paris
Municipal Council. Experts connected with the development of

the cinema have been invited to take part in the Congress ; more
than 500 have consented to give the Congress the benefit of their

experience. Among those who will address the meetings are M.
Lonis Lumiere, one of the pioneers of the cinematograph.
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New Apparatus.

The XI Film Printer. Made by Brodrick, Ltd., SO, High Street,

I.onden, W.C.2.

This printing box for single or band film negative* is now supplied

rick at the reduced price of £7 10s. The metal box
ivded with a most substantial <iak Muring 20 x 15

inches, ami fitted with a pair of masks adjustable to negatives from

the Terr smallest size up to the full half plate taken by the machine.

orooghiy well made piece of apparatus.

ii Portrait Diffusion Discs.
Kinji»»a», I onilun, W C-2.

i is most solidly made
h the wooden pressure

1 with an auto-

series number mar be
is token off It is a

r the purpose

'he enlargements made with that ins

assume that similar " diffusion discs
"

earner* ler • * I Jin de

*• made with anas'

Made by Kodak. I i '
.

f the Eastman I

- degrees of diffusion

•'.rument, it waa natural to

be. employed on

her lenses. Aa long

a* August, 1920. »

»rick. the

those fitted to

camera use in the

progress

suitable k

published an article by Mr. C. W.
the discs, in which it waa stated thst

were, howe- nuilable for

of negstivee, but thst further expert-

r U.< p-.se of devising filters of a

<-<l upon the market, and

are seen to consist of what are apparently plane-parallel glass discs

led with a eeri*6 of extremely slight corrugations in con-

centric circle formation. In the case of the enlarger discs, these

igatkms were in star form. The discs for camera use are made
i types—A and B— the former exercising a very slight soften-

ing of the definition ; so slight, indeed, aa to retain in considerable

measure the sharpness given by the lens to which they are fitted.

The B type gives considerably more diffusion, but even in its case

Tect would by no means be called "out of focus." On the

other hand, it corresponds with a degree of moderate diffusion

somewhat resembling that which is obtained by a moderate employ-
ment of the diffusion adjustment of a Dallmeyer patent portrait

lens. Prints made with the filters of both types show that the
softness of definition is obtained without any sacrifice of the bright-

ness of contrast resulting from the prevailing conditions of lighting

and exposure of plate.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that many possessors of large

anastigmat leases will welcome these discs as a most convenient

means of obtaining negatives of soft definition when the subject or

the fashion of the re U-rs such quality desirable. Again,

many a photograp)u<r of modest meana feels himself compelled to

obtain one lens for both studio portraiture and such outdoor work
a< groups or n For the latter he must, perforce, have
a lens giving sharp i uid hence the facility of obtaining

soft focus in his studio negatives when be so desires is one which
will substantially add to his resources. Each type of disc is mado
in two sizes— No. 1. of 3J inches diameter, price 34s. ; and No. 2.

i diameter, for 43s. Adjustable disc holders, for fitting

1 of the lens, are supplied in two sizes, No. 1 for km
hoods from 3 to 4£ inches diameter, price 23s., and No. 2, for lens

hoods from 4^ to 5| inches, price 29s. 6d. Those in London during

MI Week may be interested in the intimation that the disc*

msy be tried in the studio of the Kodak Co. in the Kingeway
building.

The KodaV Projection Printer. Made by Kodak, ltd.. Kings-
way, London, W.C2.

apparatus is a smaller model of the Eastman Projection

er, possess' .o (eristic features of vertical build and
ring in a number of

minor respects appropriate to the special work for which it is

designed, namely, the enlargement of amateurs' negatives, either

film or glass. The apparatus takes negatives up to ,md including

5J x H snd 5x4 inches, from either of which enlargements may
be made on any scale from 1$ to 6 diameters. The ingenious self-

focussing adjustment by a cam mechanism, introduced in such

refinement in the Eastman Projection Printer, is employed also in

this apparatus with certain facilities added. One of these is that

the two arms of the link work which support the camera and

box work sufficiently stiffly to render unnecessary any locking of
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me apparatus in any position. Thus the operator simply raises or

the camera, according to the degree of enlargement, and it

in any position. Another feature which is new in

this model is a very ready adjustment by means of a toothed wheel

the initial setting of the enlarge

e camera is fitted with universal masks, providing a truly

.gular masking of any size, for the production of white mi

enlargements. For one of these mask.-, namely, that in the posit ion

which renders it liable to he shifted, a lock is provided. The nega-

tive carrier has a clip for holding a film negative in position, and

l sliding pointer which serves to permit of a whole series of

small negatives of the same size being placed in the same position

m (he carrier so as to obviate alteration of the setting of the easel

or paper carrier. The apparatus, although apparently of most simple

traction, actually abounds in little devices such as these for the

saving of time and labour'. Illumination is by a 200-watt Mazda

lamp, and the camera is fitted with an //6.3 anastigmat. The whole

apparatus is of the best in design and construction, and will come

as a boon to individual producers of enlargements from amateurs'

itives. The price complete with lamp and lens is £50.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, April 30.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Egham.
Tuesday, May 2.

Royal Photographic Society. "Reproduction of Pictorial Work."
E. L. Turner.

Bournemouth Camera Club. " Amateur Photographer " Prize

Slides, 1921. "
.

iridge Photographic Club. "Paget Process of Colour Photo-
graphy." C. B. Coulson.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Annual Dinner.

Wednesday, May 3.

Croydon C.C. " The Story of a Photographer with Two Lenses."
A. Dordan Pyke.

Rochdale A. P.S. " Home Portraiture." T. Crabtree.

Thursday, May 4.

Gateshead Camera Club. Annual Meeting.
Hut imersmith Hampshire House P.S. "The Story of the Photo-

grapher with Two Lenses." A. Dordan Pyke.

Saturday, May 6.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Barking Creek.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, April 25, Mr. E. W. Mellor in the chair.

The first part of the proceedings consisted in the annual general

meeting of the Scientific and Technical Group. Mr. 0. jJloch read

the report of the committee, briefly reviewing the meetings which
had been held, and the inauguration and publication of the

Group's valuable work, "Photographic Abstracts." On the pro-

position of the chairman, seconded by Dr. Slater Price, the report

and balance-sheet were adopted. The result of the ballot for the

election of committee of the Scientific and Technical Group was :

—

Messrs. 0. Bloch, H. W. Greenwood, K. C. D. Hickman, J. W.
Grundy, and S. Read.

Mr. Mellor then vacated the chair in favour of Mr. Dudley John-
stone, who first declared open an exhibition of prints by Colonial
readers of the " Amateur Photographer.

"

He then called upon Dr. Slater Price to deliver a lecture on
" Gelatine."

Dr. Price read a most interesting paper, illustrated by a great

number of experiments, describing the present state of knowledge
of the properties of gelatine, as ascertained from modern work in

colloid chemistry. He provided an introduction setting forth and
illustrating the properties of the two different types of colloid,

snspensoid, and emulsoid, and dwelt at length on the character
of gelatine as an amphoteric substance, namely, one which func-
tioned as an acid toward bases and as a base towards acids. He

in popular and extremely lucid form, an account of recent
work, done chiefly in this country, Austria and America, which
had contributed to a better knowledge of the chemical and physieo-

ical properties of gelatine, showing how some of the
rently anomalous results of earlier investigators had reeentlv

been made plain. He concluded with a discussion of the processes

which take place the hardening of gelatine.

\ short discussion followed, in which Messrs. Storr, Hickman,
and Grundy took part. On the proposition of the chairman, »

most hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Dr. Slater Price, and t*

Mr. Bawling, who had performed th'e many experiments, not one

of B liieli failed to " come off."

'KOYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr, 1''. ( . Bey ii' Ids, who has made light and colour a sp

study, read an instructive paper on " Some Aspects of Colour

Vision.'' As is his wont, many pretty and striking experiments

were shown, nicely interspersed between more solid matter.

Little had direct hearing on photography, save a consideration

of screen-plates, and some artificial equivalents of daylight, which

are selected for brief notice. Daylight, he pointed out, is obviously

not constant in spectral quality, and an average north light is

adopted as the be^t standard, if somewhat a loose one.

Wratten's dyed gelatine filters, for use with metallic filament

lamps, were shown. Edison and Swan employ suitably coloured

glass for the bulb, and claim a loss of only 35 per cent, of the light

emitted by the glowing filament, a claim, in the lecturer's opinion,

which certainly errs on the side of numerical modesty. Messrs.

Chance also manufacture sheet glass coloured to transmit only rays

approximating daylight. In the Sheringham system a reflector is

used, which reflects the colours wanted, whilst absorbing the excess

of those which require damping. The illumination by this method
is, however, materially reduced.

Among many other diversions was shown the " Plastograph.

Spectacles fitted with one red and one green gelatine filter throw

into stereoscopic relief two overlapping pictures similarly coloured.

Mr. Reynolds was lucky enough to pick up the pictures from a

stall in Farringdon Market for a penny apiece, securing a fashion-

able reduction in price by pointing out they were evidently throw-

outs, as the faulty registration indicated.

In the discussion, which was contributed to by many, Mr.

Hibbert mentioned that successful Autochrome portraits had beer,

taken with artificial illumination. An enclosed electric arc was

employed supplemented by two high candle-power half-watt lamps,

one with a Lumiere " Virida " green filter in front. The respec-

tive distances of the half-watt lamps from the sitter were deter-

mined by trial and error, their positions being varied till true

colour representation was obtained. A most hearty vote of thanks

was accorded Mr. Reynolds with much acclamation.

The club's Easter outing was held on the Monday, and proved

a great success, despite distinctly nippy weather conditions. Thf

Leatfaerhead district was visited, and things warmed up mid-day

at the " Running Horse " at Mickleham, from where the party

amerged full of enthusiasm and high resolves. Two teas were sub-

sequently indulged in, and it is believed some photographs were

taken. ' Reserved carriages in the train both ways gave the

customary feeling of superiority over the cheap tripper.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Council of the Association met at 35, Russell Squan

Friday, April 21, Mr. A. Corbett in the chair. There were also

present the President (Mr. A. Swan Watson), Messrs. Marcus

Adams, Angus Basil, A. Bennett, Frank Brown, W. B. Chaplin,

Chas. Dickinson, W. E. Gray, Gordon Chase, H. A. St. George.

George Hana, R. Haines, W. Illingworth, R. Lang Sims, F.~G.

Wakefield, W. Wedlake, and the Secretary (Mr. Alfred Ellis).

Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Spink, Chidley.

Chapman, Lambert, Wheeler, and Speaight.

The Secretary reported that he had received a letter from the

Royal Photographic Society referring to the Fox Talbot Memorial

Fund, and stating that the Society -would gladly, welcome any

assistance. He had replied that he was afraid the Association

could not do very much without the consent of the members at the

general meeting, and suggesting that an appeal from the President

of the Royal Photographic Society would be more effective than

any he could m
The Secretary also reported that the President of the Royal

Photographic Society had written inviting the members of the

Association to visit the Society's exhibition on Friday, Septem-

ber 15, from 11 o'clock to 5 p.m., and on Saturday, September 16,
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from 11 to 1. The Secretary said he had written saying lie was

sure the members would much appreciate this kind thought. The

exhibition would practically open w ben the Congress closed.

Chairman remarked that they were largely indebted to Mr.

Adams and Mr. Lambert lor thus concession, which the Council

:i appreciated.

read a letter from the Editor of "La Photo-

graphie " referring to the centenary of photography, to be held in

•24, and asking fur support. Re had written saying be

ire they would do what they could, and inviting their friends

.e! to come over and visit or send exhibits to the

fiasociation? Congress.

A PBOBUaJ or C ; vbioht.

The Secretary reported that a member had

^^^pt as -<k phot of a

i prints, and held that it was not a free sitting, as she had

i to oe pbotograpbed. He bow wished to dispose

l firm of paper manufactaren.

i Secretary eoggested that iu this case, as the Bother

c,r i could n I

eaaantness, he would

of the negatives. The I the action of

the Secretary in the mat°

Secretary read a i had been addressed to the

^^Hlent the «ui.;.

-etident said be had replied that at present the Council

too much work on bsnd to consider the subject fully. The
was that professional photograph*- -ombine in

(crease the dema.-id for p Mr.

his scheme* ha *»e«i

laying

rretive edver-.'

bad improved boaineis in An
fiil a good case ba<i been made out

h scheme.

Bennett silsxl a gawd scheme tti adopted the

neajf more men wo
the «as onlypurposes if

fed la

> the pretem
• •* to

ited out that

the poi

BOOdeo. sr

hands of

!y be

I a scheme,

had be He
•-« they had

g more si

when I

le members gener

to give

«•» carried, the matter

sfcoo'd

nt in a news-

talk

eement tl. lapsed and the picture could be copied
by an;. ut of 1911 the copyright remained
vested in the artist unless he assigned it in writing to the purchaser
of the picture.

There was useful information regarding copyright matters in the
"P.P.A. Handbook," pagee 16-33.

The Secretary read a letter from a member who asked for an.

opinion regarding his charges for special work away from his
studio.

The Secretary had replied that it was difficult to answer the ques-
tion without knowledge of his class of work. If he usually charged
for outdoor work 10s. 6d. for a whole plate and finished proof, why
not always charge in the same way. with t ipensea extra T

That was the usual way of doing it, altl. I firms charged
a guinea for the first position, and half-., r extra ones.

In the course of the discussion which followed, it was suggested
that it would greatly help members ocistion if standard
rates could be published in the new " Record." Mr. Brown gave
details of a ca«e in which he was asked to take 12-in. x 10 in.

photographs in a !• , which there were many mirrors.
It was a long and diffi. ult task, but the firm in question complained
that his charges were

ided the discussion by remarking that the
important points raised would be debated fully as soon as possible.

Be hoped thej vould be »ii!o t.i help all members to arrive at a
In time no doubt they would be able to make

star: ,-s for all classes of photography.

The Secretary said a letter had been received from a member
who said he had had some trouble with his landlord under the Rent

It appeared he had been direct to the Association's solicitor,

rmed him that as he bad done
that without any intimation to the Council, it must be considered
» ear- payment would be between client and solicitor.

in stating that mber con-
out any authority from the Council he wt

M Vaughan had concurred.
•» confirmed.
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with the Government, unless they were in use on April 10 last.
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News and Notes.

Dl Photographic Society.—This society lias cbangd its

name t^> the " Newcastle and Tyneside Photographic Society " since

iis headquarters are in Newcastle.

k. Biggest Australian Photographm Socmr. We learn from

the Australian papers to hand this week that the Melbourne (Vic-

-ii.T.-i (.'lull now has a membership of 200, making it the

raphic society in Australasia.

" F. W. P.," Brighton.—A customer of Messrs. Hood & Co.,

Ltd.. having the initials we have quoted, and resident at Brighton,

who recently sent a small remittance to Messrs. Hood, but without

giving his address, is asked to write again, in order that his request

may be complied with.

1'i.atinotvpe Pacers.—The Piatinotype Co. announce a reduction

in the price.-, of Piatinotype and Palladiotype papers of about

12J per cent., which they have been enabled to make in pan

result of some reduction in the price of platinum metal, although the

latter still remains at an exceedingly high level.

Pictohiu. Photography in America.—The annual publication

issued under this title as a selective record of the harvest of pic-

torial photography in the United States is announced to appear in

October next. The selecting committee consists of Dr. A. V. Chaffee,

Mr. John Paul Edwards, Dr. Arnold Genthe, Mrs. Gertrude

Kasebier, and Mr. 0. C. Reiter. From the circular which has been

aent to us it would appear that the volume will be published by

Mr. J. D. Drew, 63, Cliff Street, New York.

The City Sale and Exchange sends us from its branch 90-94,

Fleet Street, a bulky list running to 144 pages of all descriptions

of second-hand apparatus, including folding cameras of all descrip-

tions. The catalogue contains particulars of some of the firm's

own specialties in the way of new apparatus, such as the Salex

vest pocket focal plane camera and the Salex reflex camera, the

latter an instrument which is supplied in 3i x ty size, complete

with f/4.5 lens, for £10 17s. 6d.

The Choice of a Lens.—Messrs. Boss, Ltd., have just issued an

illustrated booklet containing hints and suggestions on the choice

of a lens, in the text of which will be found much information

written in non-technical language and conveying advice on the most

advisable choice of a lens for different branches of work. The

booklet includes particulars and prices of the Ross objectives of

various types, and is obtainable free on application to 3, North

Side, Clapham Common, London, S.W.4.

Messrs. Dallmeyer's New Catalogue of their well-known

lenses is a handsome production which will perhaps invite perusal

as much for the reductions in prices of many instruments as for the

excellence of the printing. A feature of the list is the full par-

ticulars given of the many series of lenses and of the cameras of

repute which can be supplied fitted with one or another of the

Dallmeyer objectives. The list is obtainable free from Carlton

House, lid, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.I.

Photographs Not Evidence.—During the hearing of a bigamy

charge at the West London police-court last Saturday, evidence was

being given by one of the secretaries of the Marriage Department

at the town hall in Paris, when the prosecution sought to prove

publication of the notice of intention to marry by producing a photo-

graph of a notice stated to have been posted up at the town hall.

The accused's counsel objected to this, as being unauthorised and

secondary evidence. The magistrate upheld the objection, and

excluded the question of publication of the notice. It was stated

that the French authorities would not allow the original notice

to leave the country > hence a photograph of it.

Messrs. Robbins, Manistre (The London Camera Exchange),

2, Poultry, Cheapside. London, E.G. 2, send us a copy of their

60-page list, just issued, of second-hand apparatus, offered at prices

which represent systematic marking down in accordance with the

reductions now taking place in the apparatus trade. ' The list

includes an immense variety of folding pocket, reflex, Press, and

other cameras, and has a particularly large section itemising the

field, stand, and studio cameras of interest to professionals. Lenses

also occupy a number of pages, so that portrait photographers

revising or adding to their equipment are offered a favourable

opportunity of doing so by paying a visit to this leading firm whilst

in London next week for the Fair.

m.itiNi. Aluminium.—The following method has proved very
far superior to and more lasting than any pre-

viously tried. I « a pure aluminium soldering " iron," which can
readily be made from a piece of § in. or § in. round or square
aluminium: tin the parts to be soldered wth a composition of 81

lit. tin, lb per cent, aluminium, and 3 per cent, of copper.
This is not a new ''imposition, but in the proper method of pre-
paring lies the s \fter fusing the copper, add the aluminium
a little at a time while constantly stirring with a piece of iron •

then add the tin, and also a small portion of tallow; after the
ingredients have all been added, care should be taken not to

heat.—" Amer. Machinist," through " Chem. Trade Journ "

March 31, 1922, 398.

OSRAM Daylight Lamps.—A recent new introduction of the
General Electric Co. is a metallic filament lamp in a blue bulb, the
light from which approximates very closely to daylight in its spec-
tral composition. The lamp is finding applications for many pur-
poses where exact matching of colours by artificial light is of
importance, as, for example, in drapers' shops, colour-printing
factories and in museums and art galleries. It can be readily
assumed that the lamps will he found useful in photographic v

rooms, where the toning of print-out or development prints has to
be done by artificial light. With P.O. P., particularly, it is by no
means the easiest matter to judge correctly of the progress of toning
except by examining the prints for a moment in daylight. Par
ticulars of the lamps are given in a circular. No. O.8. 2706, now
obtainable from the General Electric Co., Magnet House. Kings-
v.ay, London, W.C.2.

Photographs Used tor Smuggling.—In an "Evening News"
special article on cocaine smuggling it is stated that " a man in

Manchester was suspected of receiving cocaine. All kinds of traps
».ere unsuccessful, and for months the detectives could not discover
his source of supply. Then they noticed that a number of photo-
graphs, but only one at a time, reached him through the post.
They were enclosed in envelopes marked ' Photograph only,' and
the flap was left open for inspection by the postal authorities.
Ostensibly to protect the photograph two pieces of cardboard were
inserted in the envelope, an elastic band covering the whole con-
tents. Between the two layers of cardboard was a thin sheet of

tissue paper, and there was a similar sheet between the cardboard
and the photograph. The cocaine was very carefully dusted over
the tissue paper, and to the astonishment of the authorities a re-

markable quantity was conveyed in the one envelope."

Correspondence.

*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given,

*#* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

CONVECTION CURRENTS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The words "either one strip immediately above
another, or," in the second paragraph of column II. of the com-
munication " On Convection Effect in Photographic Bathing
Operations; in the Absence of Agitation," on p. 110 of the Feb-
ruary 24 number of your journal should have been either qualified

or deleted. That this was not done is due to an oversight on the
part of the writer when gathering the established facts from his

note-book, and endeavouring to describe them as concisely as

possible. The full sentence reads :
" If two or more strips of film

are arranged in a long tube, either one strip immediately above
another, or with intervals between each strip, and bleached
simultaneously, each strip shows the effect independently of its

position, and in a degree varying only with its length."

Tests had, indeed, been made, when testing the effect of hydro-
static pressure with strips of film immediately above one another,

but in vertical planes alternately at right angles, and under these

conditions it appeared that each strip showed the effect approxi-
mately independently of its position, and in a degree varying only
with its length. Somewhat later tests in which the strips were in
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roputerise what i* knowi .
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i idea of creating a fresh

tlw at am
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go the tame t n I am g
e, the to-called "sketch

"
it of

i ipot light, jost *s everybody
? learned to do " sketch " work, abersat what noto-

trthould do t.. i*apror« na bosines*

absolutely personal, and which cann

way to do ,., »n<J (,)„.

« of the pro.. this from the
sane, natural, and serious standpoint, a* was done by the

view)
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Their plain, simple methods of peeing and lighting would, I think,
do more to "emphasise the personality of the sitter," which Mrs.
Basil i -artis as of so much importance, and, incidentally,
to improve business anion.- educated and worth-while clients, than
any amount of " spot lighting " and other theatrical deviees, in
which the art (or artfulness) is not of the type " eclare artem."
—I am, Yours faithfully,

Drinkwatkb Butt, F.R.P.S.

ivine Studios, Baron's Court, W.6.

: 22.

I KM in HALF-TOOT OPERATING
To the Edit,

•leuien.— In reply to Messrs. W. J. Smith and E. L. Turner
I a»n afraid that they have misread the passage referring to the
change of stop* What I said was that the screen distances ad-

vocated by them would not produce sa negatives with

the tame stop and e\ itfa d « rulings. This is

• n one stop only re used for the exposure, and i*

the basis of my argue

If • .nrt they teach a s] ed upon the use of

to use the same stop*

i kt .--, but the proportion of exposure with each

stop of the series will vary witli each ruling, which is niu<

Hid makes exposure a variable when it

should be a constant.

i regard to the so-called it was perhaps

•lie best term to use, but it ia or* which I have heard

•ly when discuuiin; some of these problems with opera-
• came naturally What I had chiefly in mind

the writings of some of the early investigators, inch u

Max I others in Book" in the late

eighteen hundred*, a lie normal distance equa-

Ray in 1898.

page 37, where he showed diagrammatic-ally that the enlargement

of a st actually decrease the nucleus of the dot from the

at the screen focus had I lors to-day

believe ia focussing the screen for each ' extension and

Personal I I agree with D. Ray's conclusions, and I only

ioed the subject to try snd arouse discussion I «»• no

reason why the atop sliou! u.-ual equation if it

,, T,f fault witli

u*» of seversl *t<if>< in the making of a negative, when, in,

my opinion, a tingle stop will do the work as w.

I pleased to ass thai Mr an the subject,

agreement lost point*. He
•

, . \|. • I, md Turner with

regard to the change of » about the necessity of

a 200-line screr effect as //33
rern were intended as an illustration of what

'lecessary • stop only is used. The tarns

gradation can I" - snd exposure with

both screen h the screen distances a* advocated by

th-Mi

I am satisfied that diffi Dg factor in locating

screen distances by calculation, snd although I agree witli Mr.

Hislop that svery screen hs* its own individuality, when the

':ot! lfffge has been measured and a in the calcula-

tion the >. rem dittance so found is so near thst very little final

adjuttmant it necessary. M n* are not yet compl

but I shall probably publish tome d .graphs shortly

to prove my contentions, snd then Mr. Hislop will. I hope, agree

that no very great accuracy i* needed to be able to measure the

phenomenon snd profit by'it in every-dty practice. As fsr as 1

.•one st the moment I can state the following :—

1. That the diffraction is strictly in prcporl

2. That the din'rac inverse proportion to the dian

of the stop.

There, for ti.o present, I would like to let the matter rest until

I hear if anyone else has a to say about it, especially » I

purposely raised several controversial points in my article.

/
I-: \ BlEBMAN, I'M
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small tpace it

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondent*.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

<ed for reply; S-ccnt International Coypan, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in th* Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday [posted Monday), and should lie

addressed to 'he Bdttort.

J. V.—Wc suppose you refer to film title negative*. You can get

these from Mr. A. W. Bowen. 26, Dartmouth Park Road, London,
N.W.

J. A. F.—Plaster busts to serve as models for studies in lighting

may be bought from Messrs. D. Brucciani and Co., 254. Gosweil
Road, London, E.C.I.

H. and D.—The collected researches of Hurter and Driffield, edited

by Mr. W. B. Ferguson, are published by the Royal Photo-
graphic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

L. E. T.—The Society of Radiographers has its headquarters at

"the Electrical Department, Cancer Hospital, Fulham Road,
London, S.W.6. Particulars from the Secretary, Mr. George F.
Westlake, at this address.

T. F. E.—Two firms of printers of stylish letter headings suitable
for use by photographic studios are Messrs. Hood, Ltd., San-
bride Works, Middlesbrough, and Messrs. Walter Pearce and
Co., St. George's Press, Brentford.

F. M. C.—From the greenish tint of the image in the negative we
should say that it has been developed with pyro-metol, formula
for which you will find in the " Almanac," and in the instruc-
tions issued for their plates by the Imperial Dry Plate Co.

Invention.—If you know the name of the patentee, you can find

any given specification of his which has been published by
reference to the annual indexes of patentees which are kept in

the Library of the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,
London, W.C.2.

T. F.—The address of the Registrar of Business Names is now
4, Clement's Inn, London, W.C.2. Form for registration of your
business is obtainable from him. As you do not trade under your
own name, you are required by the Business Names Act to
register. The Act applies both to British subjects and to aliens.

C. C. E.—There is no really satisfactory method of reducing the
depth of sulphide-toned prints which are too dark. Most sul-

phide-toned prints become lighter on immersion in a weak solu-
tion of potass cyanfde, but the action is somewhat erratic, and
this treatment is pretty certain to affect both the colour and the
gradation of the print prejudicially.

R. E.—There is nothing in the fact of enlargement by daylight to
account for the failure in subsequent sulphide toning. We think
the cause is to be sought in the method of development. Possibly
youir daylight exposure received less development, and so caused
an inferior result in the sulphide toner, although not showing
perceptible inferiority as a black-and-white print.

Etoyscope.—We are quite sure you will regret going to the
expense of fitting a heavy rear extension to your light model half-
plate camera. The latter is not strong enough for the pui']xse
Far better buy an old pattern square bellows camera of sufficient
extension. You can get cameras of this kind . second-hand at
prices which probably will be less than the amount which vour
suggested extension will cost you.

Q- Q—Trade lantern-slide colourists chiefly use oil colours. The
technique of using oil colours requires some practice, especia.iv
as regards getting an even tint in skies and similar parts. If
you write to Messrs. Winsor and Newton, 37-38, Rathbonc Place,
London, W.l, they will send you a reprint of an article which
we published last year, giving very good working instructions
in the use of oil colours for lantern slides.

J. B. A.—There is nothing in the particulars which you give of
your manipulation of P.O.P., bromide and self-toning papers to
account for the fading. The manipulation is quite correct, and
shows you to be exercising more care in the operations than is

If \ou were to send a few unmounted specimens
of prints which have faded, we could perhaps give some indica-
tion of the cause, although it is by no means easy to do so.

T. B. M \ it is scarcely correct to say that the depth of focus
of one 6-inch f','6 lens is exactly the same as that given by

other lens of the same focal length and relative aperture. Such
would bi f all lenses were identical as regards the flat-

ness of field. But since the field of sharp definition siiven by

lenses is distinctly curved, subjects may frequently be encoiinl

with which this defect is a substantial advantage as re

getting near and distant objects in focus with a comparatively
large aperture.

21—X. —We are afraid you are letting yourself in for a much :

job than you realise. Of late years there have been hos
patents for cinematograph shutters, in many of which avoidance
of flicker is claimed as a feature. The only thing you can do is

to look through these specifications in the Library of the Patent
Office. 25, Southampton Buildings, London. W.C.2. The classi-

fied abridgments of specifications, published by the Patent Office,

will give you a pretty reliable key to the numbers of specifications

to be examined.

F. J. C.—Sulphide toning is a very satisfactory method of in
sepia-toned lantern slides, provided the black develop.--!

tone readily. Some brands of lantern plate yield slides «

tone most satisfactorily by this method, while others that we have
met with bleach out, but do not come up fully again in the sul-

phide solution. The process gives slides of great transpai

in the shadows. Tn this respect it is inferior to the results

obtained by copper timing, although the latter is a process which
works without exception on any make of lantern plate.

H. J.—The " B.J." pyro-soda developer can be used as a tank
developer, although as it is a rather slow-acting formula, it is,

we think, not altogether the best for tank work, and we would
just as soon use a formula of the ordinary type, especially where
t lie developer will be thrown away after it has been used for a

batch of plates. It is .usually advisable to employ a 5 per cent,

sulphite solution for dilution of the developer in place of, say,

half the water, when diluting an ordinary formula for use in a

tank, but the " B.J." formula is so free from stain that if you

do use it we do not think extra sulphite is necessary. The only

time and temperature tables which have been published are those

contained in an article in our issue of July 9, 1915, p. 445, in

which dilutions and times were given in accordance with the
Watkins' classification of plates as regards speed of development.
We think you could develop a second batch, although in I

circumstances you could not expect to repeat a given time of

development at a given temperature. As good a formula for the
acid fixing hath as any that we know is the ordinary 5 ozs.

in 20 ozs. water, with the addition of about i oz. of potass meta-

bisulphite.

The British Journal of Photography.
Line Advertisements.

Aii increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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8it*er'*
fi*d customer can legally claim the return

of any money paid at, the time of the
g, if he, or she, is not satisfied with the proofs and

ill not, give another sitting. Any di>

is kind, if taken into a County Court, would turn
licular circumstances of the case and also,

upon the personal opinion of the judge on
• of whether the photograph was, or was not, a

K-tory likeness. We would never for an in-
recommend a photographer to be led into such prt>

as these. Legally the issue is doubtful in

logree; it would serve just as useful a purpose
to agree with the hitter to decide the dispute by tossing
ii halfpenny. But apart from this it is a very poor policy

nfess an inability to do what the customer wa
If his, or her. requirements appear to be unreosona)>!< .

f there is a flat refusal to visit the studio for another
sitting, by far the best course is to return the money
with regret that an opportuiiit\ .liable for making
further negatives. The custom [eft with
the impression that the photographer is, at

i
fair

and obliging person, and if she is no more fortunate else-

where may return to him in the end. In the alternative
the result may be that reported County Court proceedings
may advertise the photographer as both inefficient and
unreasonable.

e » *

The Sitter a As a correspondent points out in r

Permission. ence to our paragraph of last

i

j
• " . her is not within

legal right u

enlargem- - from the negative v«

nor in showing the ei nt in hi-.

Nevertholes- k that the !•

disability neel It n the sugges-
'i we made. For. as a matter of fact, 11

ly recognised that this right of t

is very sel tured in

us in the ty-nina cases
out of a hundred a sitter 1

Ixing shown in a photogr . .indow, but, on
iry, is secretly flatt« tion for

purpose. Occasions may arise in transactions with

al people wl is made for a port

iti on in this way, and to t

photographer has no option but

to comply. Therefore, despite our correspondi

we think that opposition to the showing of a

•orate or ornate portrait than that wl

• red is likely to be very seldom made, i

phototrrapher'^ choice of a subject will indeed be tal

il compliment, and will smooth the way for

M enlarged portrait to Mrs. A, or of others like

P.
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Pinakryptol In an article which appears in the
Desensitiacr. current issue of " Phoiographlsche

Konig, i the I foechst firm of

-ter, Lucius and Briining, has an article which gives

il outline of further experiments which he has
making on dyes which act as desensitisers of photo-

hie emulsions. J)r. Konig was associated with Dr.

•po-Cramer in the latter's work on this subject, and
now completed a lengthy series of experiments

which, it is stated, have led to a desepsitiser fully e<]ual

in its effects to phenosafranine, but without some of the

drawbacks of this latter. The name " Pinakryptol " is

applied to this preparation, which is a mixture of two
nsitising substances, forming a greenish-grey powder.

It is used in the same, dilution as phenosafranine. namely,
1 part in o.OOO parts of water, and has the advantage of

ig tree from any staining action on fingers or nails

gelatine or celluloid of photographic materials.

Dr. Konig expresses himself satisfied that the advantages
of the new preparation are such that it will immediately

phenosafranine as a desensitiser.

SOFTENING ENLARGES! F.NTS.

There are many negatives which, from a variety of
ire incapable of yielding good results if enlarged

from in a straightforward way which would answer well
with a good negative, and it may be well at the outset

lafine clearly between the two main classes which
necessitate softening methods. In one may be placed
those negatives which although satisfactory in other

ects are very harsh in their contrasts, leaving, the
operator to choose between " soot and whitewash," the
result of a normal exposure or the poor rusty colour
which comes from the long exposure necessary to
penetrate the high-lights. In the other class may be
placed those which by reason of great enlargement from

anular image, or by being copied from bad originals,
need the grain to be rendered less obtrusive than it
would be in a " straight " print. In a few cases both
these conditions may be present in one subject.
The methods to be adopted to remedy these defects

vary considerably in their character, and cannot be appro-
priated entirely to either class of negative, several being

dl-round efficacy. The most obvious course in deal-
ing with a negative whose only fault is harshness is to

a paper with a long scale of tones, that is to say,
one which will allow detail in the lights to be developed
out without burying shadow details, at the same time
preserving a good colour. Such papers are usually listed
as " soft," and contrary to what -might be imagined are
not always rapid in working. Many of the newer brands,

-ned primarily for giving warm tones, are excellent
the purpose. It must be borne in mind that a strong

illuminant is necessary with such papers, as a weak one,
such as an oil light, would not penetrate the most
opaque parts with any length of exposure, especially if

the negative were at all yellow in colour.
Another method of reducing contrast is/ by breaking

up the image into more or less distinct dots'by means
lined screen. This methoi was originated some

s ago by Mr. Howard Farmer, who used a photo-
nic copy of a cross-lined process screen. This was
d in contact with the bromide paper during exposure,
h was five or six times as long as would be necee
a normal negative. The action of the screen was

d reduce a certain amount of white into the deepest
thereby lightening them; although the same

of white was present throughout the whole
ect it was less apparent in the lighter parts. I

considerable experience with such a screen, we are

to assert that the results so obtained are remarki

good. The only weak point about this method is :

the necessary screens cannot be produced at a suffich

price to render them available for general use.

Failing such a a piece of fine bolting silk.

stretched upon a sheet of'clear glass, forms a substitute

which is by no means to be despised. This acts in

same way, but not quite to the same extent. If

bolting silk is in contact with the paper the gran

sharply defined, while, if the glass side is in contact.

grain is softened and the reduction of contrast is rat

less. If the entire screen is removed farther from

paper, a somewhat, different action is set up. In-;

of breaking up the image, a diffusing action which
scatters some of the light over the shadows is produced,

the general definition being affected.

Coming to the other class of negatives, in which
granularity of the imago is the trouble, the I

expedients may be used, or others less expens

be adopted. A small lined screen fitted as a cap t<

enlarging lens gives an agreeable amount of softening,

enough to obliterate small freckles, retouching mark-,

scratches and similar defects, as well as reducing

coarse texture of copy negatives. With this, the de:

of diffusion varies with the size of the grain of the so
a fine screen giving the maximum of diffusion. In this

position the action of the screen is quite different, the

softening effect being due to diffraction. Instead of

lined screen, many workers use a piece of fine silk chiffon.

which is stretched tightly over the lens and secured with

a rubber band. Two or more thicknesses may be used

if greater diffusion be desired. When using the cap-

screen or chiffon, the image should first be focus

before screening the lens. The increase of exposure

necessary is slight, compared with the screen in conl

with the paper, from twenty to one hundred per cent.

being the usual limits.

Various optical methods for reducing granularity have

been proposed, and in some cases are satisfactory. When,
using a flat field lens, the image may be put slightly out .

of focus or, what is better, a lens with a soft focus adjust-

ment, such as exists in the Dallmeyer, Cooke, and Aldis

68, may be used. This, however, cannot be done to

any great extent, as the halo thus produced spreads

intCards round the shadows, and the effect is far from
pleasing. An ordinary single landscape lens used at an

aperture of about //8 may be used as the enlarging

objective with good effect; in fact, such lenses were used

in the old days to subdue the brush markings on hand-

painted lantern slides, before photography was generallv

utilised for lantern slide making.
As an example of a difficult problem in softening the

image the following may be interesting. A 15 x 12

enlargement had to be made from a one-inch head, the

only available original being a coarse half-tone print cut

fHfm a daily paper. This was copied, full size, in the

ordinary way. The image was projected by means of a

Cooke lens and focussed so that the edges of the sci

image were slightly softened. The Farmer grader was
placed in contact with the paper and the exposure i

with the result that the image appeared like a fine-

grained process block, the large grain being so broken up

-as to be practically invisible. When finished, then

no trace of the origin of the picture. It is seldom that

such a problem presents itself, but there are many le

ones, such as the practical worker encounters even day.

when the adoption of one of the hints we have given will

reduce the labour of finishing by fifty to seventy-fly.

cent., besides greatly reducing the risk of losinL

likeness.
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THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

this Mcond of a series of papers by a professional photographer of note, the author, writing over a nom da

with murh insight and a good deal of humour the relation in which a photographer peculiarly

ent or customer. He is under no illusions as to the appreciation of " art *' by the public, ami

uea I .a this respect, however unpalatable to those who interpret generous patronage as a kind of certificate

are "art,' may be recommended as sound guidance in neaa of selling portraits to people

t's.]

•jv .

lli.

II. THE
r* used the word ' with diffidence owing to the

that, in a recent court esse, the judge is said to have

his objection to the use of the term by other than

atonal gentlemen ; and it has not yet been definitely

ed whether wo are really professional gentlemen -

lercial persons with no hope of heaven at all. It will

tfnembered that a test-case arose during the war, when
ill-known photographer applied for exemption from pay-

n the gr. a» a pro-

nal man Th< owever, made the startling dia-

that the applicant was not a man, but a hi

>y, and the case was dismissed. The inference which

may draw I is, that when a man
to "If. and goes through the somewhat expen-

gistaring hi* name at Somerset House, he
s nil nduslity an

ght to he
istian, and lie known only by mac

>n a man en tor the hereafter as a limited com-
i ' -ate metaphysical question* are a source of

rable professional photographer, and it

:y that the legal intellect has not favoured the world

o subject—if a hereafter is recognised

it customer, is—or should b*-

••as** a deep i mdarstand
* ledge and all my»:- and have
t Art so that he could remove mountain*, yet if h«

tend i r he is as sounding braes or a
• I. and hi* balance-sheet will show a dot

i his customer is one of the factors of
is been most consistently neglected by the

The grocer and the draper have
> science; yet the

;

th immersion in <u«-h things
image, and the *nastigmatic lens. \

the erademii lan and the sniat. ur. while

the apparatus and
•

io, and to

ease
nee peop!> he wishes to deal.

il

the Virl

KrtographeM fail to realise that

sking a living, anrl that this

% their p people who
ess people in the street may be sens—

nly not st.

•
•

rut honest gentleman is under
rades-

PHOTOGRAPHER AND HIS CLIENT.
I bill*. Ihey know quite Veil that the photographer must
'iut so also must they ; and if the photographer in

question baa an old-fashioned show-case and insanitary speci-

mens, they presume that he is doing well enough, and that he
has no need to bestir himself like other people. Certainly

ig in his specimen display calculated to induce

anyone to patronise him for other than charitable reasons.
'• >nr photographer sits in his studio, hating the

••who pass by, and wondering why they do it. "Tilings

is in the old days," he says. Those were the

prubably, when his specimens were new. " The public

doesn't seem to appreciate good work as they used to do," he
1 he drowns hi* sorrows in the problems of

ed focus.

hotogr*ph.-r wishes to earn a livelihood, he must,
by means of his •how -oases and other forma of advertising,

• the desire for possession in the minds of the passers-by.

It has already been pointed out that a photograph is a luxury.

•t in a time of war, there is absolutely no necessity for

na to be photographed. A woman will go out of her way
\j bread because she needs it in order to live; but she

no* think of having a photograph taken unless she sees

on* u
| splayed in a manner sufficiently attractive to

create in her mind first the suggestion and then the desire.

here we come to the next point. Suppose that the
photographer's show-case* are clean, his specimens new, and
his doorway not unattractive. He has arranged his display

with care; and ho bethink* himself fondly of the fine oompo-
., the correct tone-values, and all the subtle lightings,

exemplified in the various prints. Yet his specimens still

t ••main unadmirod by the passing crowd. What can he do
oof of the public apathy toward Art I

[a al-. convincing, proof of the photographer's
laok of appi II.- ha- thought at nothing

ting and his composition, and has forgotten entirely
is to sell his portraits to the people
If. He is fully aware of the qualities

• Inures in a photograph, but be has never exercised
to discover what the public mav prefer. This

lethargic attitude is based on the fallacy that the general
I' nly necessary to look at

tut*. »* ii t hangs on tho walls of its homes to r.

most awful form. And the shocking truth of
the whole matter is that these people rarely notico lighting.

•t care twopence for comp.. A have not
what tone-values arc.

appreciation of the fact that the public may
• opinion as to the merits of a photograph is

cause of non-success in a photographic business. I

'J?e»t that the public is right in it* opinions; on the
• nearly always wrong—from the aesthetic or

ic point of view. Hut here is the crux of the mm
man purchasing a photograph does not want

primarily is likeness. So long
i not interfere with the likeness, no objection

will be made, and tho photographer may amuse himself in this

but when the pictorial properties of tho photo-
graph commence to subordinate the likeness, then friction
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let. The reason of this is obvious. When people wish to

decorate their rooms they buy oils, water-colours, or etchings.

In their choice of these they may allow free play to their

,•: or, if they are wise, they purchase works by

and their taste is established beyond

doufet. But when the same people require a photograph it

.relv for decorative purposes, but usually in order to record

the likeness of someone at a particular age, or in a particular

Hence the aesthetic in a photograph is not sought for,

and is, at best, of purely secondary consideration.

It may be taken that only about one person out of every

hundred customers of a normal high-class studio will

object to a photograph being poor in quality, or ibadly com-

d ; while only one individual out of five thousand who
patronise such a studio will so much as understand a portrait

in an oil process. Thus, if a photographer sets out to do only

that kind of work which is most pleasing to his own taste, and
thai taste is a high one, he will require a potential clientele

large as London in order to live comfortably.

Set, in spite of all these facts, it is found that when a

photographer has his portraiture praised by a customer he

says to himself: " That client, at any rate, appreciates my
artistic endeavour." And he looks with pride upon the long

scale of gradation, the transparent shadows, and the sparkling

high-lights (complete as advertised by the material manufac-
turers). He would feel somewhat pained, however, if he could

know what that customer really admires in the photograph.

If it is not merely the likeness which has evoked the expres-

sion of pleasure, it will be the effect of some hard outline or

insufficiency of half-tone which has unwittingly crept into

the picture, and of which the photographer is secretly ashamed.

When, on the other hand, a client violently odhdemns a

portrait—apart, from the likeness—it is because he has
stumbled upon the results of the " artistic endeavour " just

mentioned, and objects to it very strongly. Then the photo-

grapher says to himself: "This person has evidently no appre-
ciation of tone or quality or composition. How can I make
him see what I see, so that he may realise all that I have put
into this portrait?" And he concludes: "I must educate
him "—forgetting the millions of pounds spent on education
by the Government every year with so little result.

In order to gain fuller experience in the business side of

photography, I spent same time acting as receptionist for my
own firm. A male receptionist is an unusual thing, but the
public did not seem to show surprise. Duriug part of my
tenure of this important office there hung in the reception
room, in a prominent place, a picture of which we were rather
proud. It was an oil print, one of the best we had produced,
and in its year had heen hung in the Royal Society's exhibi-
tion. It had occasioned some notice at the time, and had
been described by the art critics as "a noble work in oil."

None of ,our customers, however, seemed to pay any atten-
tion to this picture ; and I commenced to wonder why " a noble
work in oil " should cause so little comment. One day, how-
ever, I learned the reason. A lady, while waiting for her son
to arrange an appointment, caught sight of this masterpiece,
and, raising her lorgnettes, she exclaimed to the young man

:

"Or, do come heahl Isn't this keoice! So doke." Which
is to say, being interpreted, "Isn't this curious! So dark! "

They examined the portrait for a moment, and then went
their way. For all its art and its nobility, to the passer-by

it was but a freak—obviously a photograph which had been
left too long in the sun, and had become badly over-printed.
I thought of the puny opinions of the art critics, and bowed
my head in silence before the verdict of the great British
Public, 'by whom we eat, drink, and have our being. This
portrait is now removed to a quiet corner, and a large vignette
hangs in its place.

Conversely, photographs at the opposite end of the aesthetic
scale I have found to be praised rapturously. Especially is
this ttiA

Australia. A low of these have percolated into our studic
from time to time for the purpose of being framed, and
invariably we have been told how beautifully Australian photo-
graphs " come out.'' " They are so clear," it is pointed out.

"Of course, it i> the atmosphere there, you knoi
different from our own climate."

As far as one can judge from these examples, the secret of

the Australian portrait is embodied in the fact that
simply three times harder than anything anyone lias dared
to produce in this conservative country, and that the
retouching is performed with an even greater obliviousness
to anatomy than the wildest dreams of the Societv photo-
grapher. And the public is delighted. Nevertheless, it will
be noted, the poor Australian photographer receives no credit
for his cleverness. It is the atmosphere.
Thus we may conclude that if the photographer wish.-

earnestly to do business, and not merely to conduct an
expensive and cultured type of hobby, he must not only have
an attractive means of displaying his work, but he must
show that kind of work most pleasing to his class of customer.
Let him forget about art, and the ' latent image, and the
anastigmatic lens, and turn all his energies in the direction
of creating desire for his photographs in the minds of the
public. Let him ask his wife, or someone who knows nothing
of art, to give him a frank criticism of his specimens, and
let him encourage her to point out those prints which she
finds appeal to her most. Provided her mind is quite untram-
melled by a knowledge of either composition or quality, she
will select rightly, and her opinion may safely be taken as
the opinion of the crowds who pass by.

People who have no immediate intention of being photo-
graphed look at a photographer's show-case for two reasons :

Firstly, in order to see if there is a portrait of anyone whom
they know, and, secondly, in order to see if then, are anv
"pretty photographs." A "pretty photograph" involves,
primarily, good looks; secondly, an attractive dress (such as
in the case 'of a bride); and, thirdly, any unusual manner
of posing which may be employed. It will be noted that
neither quality nor composition is necessary. Lighting, if

very unusual, may have an effect on the spectator, and this.
in most cases, will be a subconscious one. A bride is probably
the most attractive specimen which can be placed in any
show-case. It may be relied upon to possess a magnetic range
of twenty yards.

Thus, attractiveness in a specimen has little to do with
the skill of the photographer, save in the oase of posing.
Even this depends largely upon the sitter, because if she
have not an elegant figure it will be difficult to make much
of the portrait, so far as a specimen is concerned. All that
the photographer can do, having secured a well-dressed and
handsome sitter, is to make the most of the opportunity. And
this is no great task. Well-dressed and handsome women are
rarely difficult subjects; yet, for every graceful curve of the
body, and each beautiful line of the nose and mouth, the
photographer will receive credit. People do not stop to

think how much is photographer and how much is sitter in

a photograph. On the other hand, no matter how great his

triumph in producing a pleasing photograph of an awkward,
nervous, and not too handsome subject, he will get credit

only from the sitter and those who know her. Let him never,
in. the pride of the moment, attempt to use such as a speci-

men. Strangers would glance at it, say, " I don't think

much of that photograph, anyway," and pass on. He must
be prepared to accept all blame for the physiological

deficiencies of his clients.

The far-seeing photographer, therefore, will fill his show-*

cases with a series of beauteous damsels—preferably of slightly

theatrical appearance—gazing upward (or downward) with

an expression of what is presumably fashionable languidness,

but which strongly suggests indigestion. These—the othel
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is doorway, and some up to his reception room. Here a

further array of similar ladies must be on view, and not

to those downstairs.

On the fresh ware of admiration which these arouse, tie

•ective client should be washed into the studio. But
nust be adopted. We return to

grin. we is once more the predominant factor.

ver greatly a client may admire languidness and double-

lighting in the portrait of a stranger, she will not allow

with the rendering of a recognisable like-

I

nea* i
• The photographer need have little fear of

comj ! ig made at the omi^ion of such things in the
as the proofs reach th.- i I thought

of these things vanish. The beautiful damsels are quite for-

n, and an entirely new interest is aroused.

esses where likeness is not desired,

and - frankly demanded Hut inch port

are usually for the purpose of publication in the press); and
no reason why truth should be told in the half-tone

to an alluring di-

If his

as generou»Iy given him and god-

mothers in his haptisn. th or Harri J

•neeal the fact like a d art

re ta the creations of

than of anyon In prac-
•

grapher should 1m- - Italian birth. Ml that is

t him is that I assume or Italian

name. M pliers in this country have
alre.t 'in, and. onfoi ..St name*
have already been a

The ps. ,11 this reate an
t a suc-

cessful photograph ; atmosphere " than
• • a play without

vast majority of th> .. an artist

when ti

will pay ' guinea* graphs which

It must B#vsf be for-

nd appeals t.. ,i n.

It i«

a humai
that .< Mence,

i»er will always end.." any
It may be becau- -ness

is good; it mi 'he print is bard and clean, or

-••a had been lower

r with f> - mis-

lays later.

atmosj the

I

on I shal!

an -i

and ask.

SB, and told .-ach. Having
out that

a dark back :

•d in th I I asked

s the

The .ketch

I most art. I replied that I

i means n-me; that our own firm had prod

twelve years; and I ad

by way of explanation, that there was really nothing new
in photography; that one must have either a sketch portrait

or a solid one, and that there was no escape from these alter-

natives. She made an appointment for the following day.

and went out. She never came back. Had I told her a

direct lie, and said, " 0, yes, madam, this sketch style u)

. ery latest thing in portraiture, and the most artistic

style as yet reached by photography," she would havo beet)

delighted, and I should not have lost a customer.

Pklham Swinton.
(To be continued.)

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

April 21 to May 11.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society. Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary,

J. Ainger Hall, 26. Bishop's Mansions, Bishop's Park Road,
London, S.W.6.

April 22 to May 27.—Royal Photographic Society. Colonial prints

arranged by " The Amateur Photographer and Photography."
bob daily from 11 to 5 p.m. 35, Russell Square, London,

we.!
t Horticultural Hall, Westminster,

rthur C. Brooke'. Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London. W.C.I.

d Photographic Society. Prints bv Pirie

MacDonald. of New York.

September 9 to October 7 - -LonssSB Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary London Salon of Photography, Sa, Pall Mall East. London,

nbsa 11 to 15- Professional Photographers' Assocnr

ices GtDoriss odon, W (Trade and I

fe»» hard N. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street, London, W 1 Also foreign invitation loan exhi-

on of profeoioaal portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus
Adair W 1

"d — Royal Photographic Society Annual

•r entries, August 25 (carr •

.raat 26 ihand). Particulars from the Reeretan

"•graphic Society, 36, Russell Square, London

Patent News.

- patent*—application) and tptrifitntiont art trrnt'd in

Meehan>col Sot** "

\pril 18 to 22.

\i.|i«rstus f. g photographic.

Sims. H
•

Co.
' Hfinavrif No. 10.909. Moving-picture cameras. Q W,

uTOOR-'pn : 11,019. Machines
reducing vounds and projecting pictures. Q. B

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Three tp'cihration* are obtainable, price If- each, pott free, from

(As Patent office, t5, Southampton Building*, Chanerru J.anr,

London, H

The date in brackttt it that of application in thu country; ir

ahrnad. in the cat* of patent* granted under the International

-vmtton.

Rani i vour Scurrs 1'i.atts.—No. 158,151 (January 21,

1920). The invention consists in apparatus for a process of <

.nd includes the combination with a sen

(ha copic refracting surfaces) snd a camera
The latter has inclined surfaces, placed
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between the lens and the plate, • urpose of prod

t Keller-Dorian, Hue Daguerre. Mulhouse,

the invention are given on another

in the '• Colour Photography " Supplement.)

T&AMSna I'rin -No. 177,255 (December 22, 1920).

graphic print, produced upon a stripping substratum

i.-ig a matt or nearly matt surface to the face of the film, is

transfered with the matt surface uppermost, to a mount between

nd the picture film is produced a gelatinous transparent

substratum of a reflecting or shiny character, the transfer being

effected in such a manner as to make optical contact between the

film and the said reflecting substratum.

ratum may be produced by the aid of a gelatine

adhesive layer so prepared as to give a sheen showing through

the transferred emulsion. The effect of this shiny under surface

is to increase the reflection of light through the parts of the print

which are not too dense, and especially through the parts which

represent high-lights, with the result that the lighter parts of

the print are thrown into much greater relief than is the case

with ordinary photographs, while the dark portions or shadows

are intensified. In the complete print there are three surfaces

of reflection, the upper Surface, where the reflection is reduced

by the matt effect, the paper or other mount, and the surface

of contact or union between the back of the transferred film and

the nnderlayer, which reflecting surface lies between the first two.

The increase of reflecting power at this intervening surface in

accordance with the invention gives the enhanced effect sought.

A convenient method which may be adopted in carrying out the

invention is to coat the paper, card or other material with a

solution of gelatine, a suitable strength being about 2i per cent,

of gelatine dissolved in hot water, applying the solution rapidly

to the mount over a sufficiently large area to take the print and

as evenly as possible, leaving considerably more gelatine than is

required to make the photograph adhere. The card or paper

mount is preferably previously damped or soaked for about a

minute, or until it becomes limp, in cold water, laid on a flat

surface and the surplus water removed with a sponge, wnereupon

the gelatine is applied, and the print is also damped or soaked

and has its surplus water sponged from it.

The print may be prepared with a stripping .substratum in

accordance with the specification of Patent No. 164,448 ("B.J.,"

July 29, 1921, p. 452), but the present process is not confined to

any special type of transfer print excepting that when trans-

ferred it must have a matt or nearly matt surface and be of 6uch

a nature that the light can readily pass through the lighter parts

and be reflected by the backing, to give the required effect. The
preparation of the print by the aid of the stripping substratum
comprising an emulsion hardening agent as claimed in the patent

above referred to, especially chrome alum, is a method particu-

larly useful in conjunction with the present method of dealing

with the transferred print.

The damp print is then placed face down on the mount, upon
the coating of gelatine, the print being lowered gently down from
one edge on to the gelatine surface, any air bubbles and surplus
gelatine being squeezed out in the process of laying down and
the surplus gelatine removed with a gelatine brush or a sponge.
The mount surrounding the print is then sponged with clean
water to remove any traces of gelatine.

Drying is effected by placing the mounted print in a current
of warm air so that it dries fairly quicklv. when dry the original
support of the film being pulled away from the mount, leaving
the picture on the mount with a shiny layer of gelatine beneath
the film. The excess gelatine which is put on the mount is to

minimise the risk of air bubbles getting in between the film and
the mount, and avoids the necessity for heavily squeezing the
transferred film, the method adopted giving a very even layer of
gelatine.

In mid weather the damp mount can be laid on a warm sur-
face such as a folded piece of fabric quicklv removed from a dish
of hot water, or the wet fabric may be laid on a warm surface
such as glass, this keeping the mount sufficiently -warm to pre-
vent the gelatine from setting before the transfer is complete.
When the print has been laid down, the mount can be removed
to a cold surface such as a sheet of cold glass, quickly chilling

i tine and allowing of sponging the mount without shifting
the print.

The actual method of mounting can. of course, be varied, and
a very satisfactory method in cold weather is to lay the damp
mounting paper or card upon a piece of srlass a little smaller
than the card and just removed from warm or hot water before

applying the gelatine; a soft gelatine is preferably empli.

which may be put on with a brush or poured on the mount from

a spouted jug, the warm glass providing sufficient heat to

vent the gelatine setting before the print is in position; the

surplus gelatine can be poured into a jar and the margins of

mount sponged with clean water to remove the traces of gelatine,

after which the mounted print is removed from the glass and
dried. By this method no gelatine is likely to get on the back
of the mount. The best temperature of gelatine solution

water for warming the mounting glasses or fabric depends on the .

atmospheric temperature, as also does the temperature of the

gelatine solution for mounting, such temperatures being rea

determined by a little experience, as all that is required is enough
heat to keep the gelatine solution in a sufficiently liquid condi-
tion till the print is properly laid down on the mount. Any other
method, of mounting which produces the underlying shiny layer
may, however, be employed in the process.

The strength of gelatine solution can also bo varied; generally
from 2£ per cent, to 5 per cent, will be satisfactory ; the warmer
the weather the stronger the solution. For wood, glass, and such
like surfaces a 5 per cent, solution will generally be found
satisfactory.

No added pressure is put upon the print after it is laid upon
the mount, merely the weight of the wet print being utili
squeegeeing would squeeze out some of the gelatine and
the effect.

Most ordinary photographs on paper or card show a gloss or
sheen more or less over the whole surface; in the case of certain
papers, however, it has been found possible to eliminate the gloss
and produce a' matt or nearly matt surface without a glossy
effect, but the result of this is often a loss of brilliancy. On the
other hand, engravings on vellum or a similar surface appear
much more brilliant than ordinary photographic prints owing
to the contrast produced between the uninked surface and the
matt or nearly matt surface of the ink, by the sheen of the
vellum. The present process obtains an effect by purely photo-
graphic means which approaches that of an engraving printed on
vellum or a similar surface.

The photographic transfer print may be prepared in accordance
with the method described in specification No. 164,448 already
mentioned. The method employed must not impair the ability of
the film to transmit light readily through the parts which "are
not in deep shadow.—Frank William Kent, 5, Thornton Avenue
Streatham Hill, London, S.W.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspection
before acceptance :

—

Appahatus.-No. 178,127. Photographing-apparatus. J. Pecsi.
Apparatus.-No. 178,128. Apparatus for use in joining together

lengths of photographic or cinematographic film. Correxmuvek
r llmipari Gepgyar C. Lazzlo.

Apparatos.-No. 178,430. Apparatus for direct vision or for pro-
jection of separate transparent photographic views upon film-,
or the like. H. de Ruyter.

Cubrbnt at PowEit Rate.—In the issue of April 21 " EJec-
tnoty," "Elebtron" refers to the question of rates for electric
current, for photographic work. He says: " As an impartial ofe
I should say they (photographers) are justly entitled to the power
rate for current so used. Cinemas and theatres are supplied with
projector current and current for other special services at power
rate, and there is no justification for any compromise. It is in the
best interests of the supply authorities to encourage the more wide-
spread use of electrical energy, and not to militate against i

by these vexatious and irritating objections. After- all, a power
rate is justified because of the greater average demand per con-
sumer, which helps the station load curve. If that greater average
consumption is due to demand for current for feeding photographic
arcs or projectors, it is no concern of the supply people. The
greater demand exists and the lower charge is justified. What
about the consumer who installs a motor-generator to light his
premises, and pays for current at power rate? To my mind there
is only one answer; if he cares to incur the initial expense, and go
about his lighting in suoh an inefficient manner, he will require a
greater current supply and is entitled to the privilege for which
he is paying. His case is on a par with that of the oinemas."
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ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

sting held Tuesday. May 2. Mr. Dudley Johnston in the

chair.

\ paper on " The Reproduction of Pictorial Work by Modern

WM read by Mr. E. L. Turner, who briefly outlined

ea of the halftone process, rotary photogravure, and

plioto-litho offset. He explained that none of these processes was

able to give a tonally facsimile reproduction of an original. In

rotary photogravure there was marked deficiency in the render-

ing of the deepest shadow tones.

A lively discussion followed, chiefly on the fine etching in the

half tone process, the speakers including Messrs. A. .1. Bull,

Hierman, W. J. Cartwright.-F. W. Jackson, A J Banfield,

I'. I. Tsher, and Maxwell Wilson. A hearty vote of thanks was

Turner.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. Q. B. W. Herbert gave a highly interesting lantern lecture

on the " Islo of Purbeck," consisting of a walk along the coast

from Stndholme to Lulworth Cove, with occasional trips inland.

He churned, for the length of the ground, it was without rival for

varied pictures- wtainly the pictures supported this

contention.

oost the entire route was photographed, the scenery in advance

of the standpoints adopted, and often the country already traversed,

looking backwards. This necessitated many slides—in fact, far too

many. Mr. Herbert's stuff was really good, and it was a pity

atrophy was induced by a surfeit.

At the conclusion of the lengthy lecture, further slides, uncon-

nected with the subject, were thrown in as " makeweight." There

was a subtle humour about this, appreciated by the members, who

thus acquired a second wind. All the slides were from roll films,

and their crystal-cut appearance was favourably commented on.

In the discussion, Mr. Harpur, whilst praising their general

quality, felt that the lecturer " had not got much inspiration from

the pictorial element, as was evidenced by a sneaking regard for

avoiding anything pictorial." Only Mr. Harpur can phrase things

like this, and one is enough. But he should have excepted not a

few slides well up to exhibition standard. In reply to a hearty

vote of thanks for an enjoyable evening, the lecturer mentioned

the film negatives were stereos, demanding treatment not always in

sympathy with art principles.

Next, " A Criticism of the Affiliation of Photographic Societies,"

by the Editor of " The Club Photographer," appearing in the April

number, was considered. Though the Croydon Club is a loyal sup-

porter of the Affiliation, all agreed that no objection could be raised

to fair criticism, however adverse. But the particular method of

criticising it adopted by the Editor of " The Club Photographer "

was (to put it mildly) referred to in terms the reverse of compli-

mentary by speaker after speaker. Finally, a formal protest was
unanimously registered at " the regrettable and deplorable way in

which the matter had been dealt with by him."
It should in fairness be also recorded that a firm conviction was

expressed that the great -majority of the famous Liverpool Society,

whatever opinions they might have as to the value of the Affilia-

tion, would resent being associated with the article in question.

SOUTH SUBURBAN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The fourteenth annual meeting of this Society was held at the

headquarters, Plough Hall, Lewisham, S.E., on 26th ult., when
Mr. P. R. Salmon was re-elected president, and Mr. H. D. Fretwell

(10, The Grove, Greenwich, S.E.), hon. sec. and treasurer.

Although badly hit by the war, a most satisfactory year'6 work-
ing was reported; 25 new members joined during the past season,
and there were 10 resignations, mainly removals from the district;

the active membership is now 76, and the average weekly
attendance 30. The expenses were a little in excess of the receipts,

but the treasurer reported a balance at the bank of nearly £4. All

were most optimistic, but spine time must elapse before the club
<t back to its pre-war membership roll of 120. The Society is

one of the most curiously constituted in the photographic world,
and an unsuccessful attempt was made to place the Society upon an

dox footing; older and, maybe, wiser minds prevailed, how-
and the Society will continue upon the lines it started. The

Society, in brief, is an offshoot or satellite of the South Suburban

one hears or knows little about—one fou

rict business and legal lines, and registered under t

I ies Act.

&LA8GOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The monthly meeting of the Society was held in the Re'.

Institution Rooms, Glasgow, on April 28, 1922, Mr. J. R. Brink-

ley, president, in the chair.

Interesting and instructive papers were read by the foil

gentlemen :

—

Mr. J. Doig on " Panchromatic Plates and their Uses."

Mr. A. Fairbairn on " Business Methods in Photograph-

Mr. J. Douglas Ritchie on " Reminiscences and Experiences.'*

There was also exhibited to the meeting a very fine collection of

prints by Mr. Herbert Lambert, of Bath.

It was decided to hold a photographic exhibition under the

auspices of the Association in the autumn of this year, and the hope

was expressed that not only the members but outsiders would par-

ticipate in the exhibition.

Votes of thanks to the lecturers, Mr. Lambert and the Chairman

terminated the meeting

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

LEGAL Notices.—At an extraordinary general meeting of the

iers of the Morland Studios, Ltd., held at 37, High Holborn,

W.C.2, a resolution was passed to the effect that the company be

wound up voluntarily, and that Mr. Richard George Brake, 33,

Mulgrave Road, Neasden, Middlesex, be appointed liquidator.

Creditors are required, on or before May 15, to send particulars of

their debts or claims to the liquidator.

NEW COMPANIES.
Pi-Ra, Ltd.—This private company was registered on April 21

with a capital of £3,000 in 2,450 ordinary " A " and 550 ordinary

" B " shares of £1 each. Objects : To adopt an agreement with

F. W. Cook, A. H. 1 Phillips, J. A. Houlton, and J. Nevitt, trading

as the Pi-Ra Photo. Co., at Terrace Gardens, St. Albans Road,

Watford, for the acquisition of the freehold buildings, works and

factory there, and the stock, plant, fixtures, etc., used by them in

their business of photographic picture-postcard manufacturers.

The subscribers (each with one " A " ordinary shaTe) an

Stracey, 100, Mildred Avenue, Watford, director, and F. W.
23, Maiden Road, Watford, chemist. The first directors are: I

Cook (managing director), J. Nevitt, and G. Stracey. Qualifica-

tion: 100 " A " or " B " shares. Registered office: Pi-Ra Works,

Terrace Gardens, St. Albans Road, Watford.

Lesty and Co. (1922), Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on April 24 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects:

To carry on the business of lithographers, stereotypers, letterpress,

music, photographic, intaglio and colour printers, printers' con-

tractors, etc. The permanent directors are: A. G. Jackson. 92,

Chancery Lane, W.C., stationer, etc., and E. H. Diprose, 9 and 10,

Sheffield Street, Kingsway, W.C.2, printer.

The New Kosmos Factory.—Visitors to the exhibition of the

Royal Academy this year will find in the Architectural room an

exhibit, No. 1,228, of special interest to them. This is the draw-

ing of the front elevation of the new factory which is in course

of erection at Baldoch by Messrs. Kosmos Photographies, Ltd.

The architect, Mr. Thomas H. Burditt, a cousin of Mr. W. H.

Bnrditt. of the Company, has adopted a beautiful design based

on the Greek style, and embodying, so we are told, the results of

recent investigation of Greek architecture, from which it is found

that the frontal facade of an ancient Greek building is not a flat

surface, but part of a sphere having a very great radius. Extra-

ordinary pains have been taken in the case of the Kosmos factory

to carry out this plan, with most successful results as regards th«

beauty and dignity oi the building. The factory has been des

upon ;i very large scale, and provides for expansion of the Com-

pany's business without disturbing the scheme of the depart;

according to which material pursues a continuous course in process

of manufacture.
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Imao»8.—A patent specification (No. 175,988,

ott, 98. Hauptstrasse, Vienna), which is abridged and

open to inspection under the International Convention, relates to

«ws for obtaining images consisting of hardened gelatin.

into a tanned gelatine image by harden-

aine in the presence of the image by a bichromat-

first treated in a bath, such as copper bromide or

r eilver ferroeyanide, to obtain a compound metal image

as a reduemg-agent to a bichromate, and the image is

ed in the bichromate bath. A yellow image is formed

which is an indication that the tanning is complete. The metal

image can be dissolved out by acid leaving a clear tanned

tine image which can then be coloured by dyes, or a greasy print-

louring matter can be used and the image used as a photo-
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and have Caused a considerable amount of trouble.

RavimtAi. Process.—According to a patent, No. 176,3.-"'"

Kodak. Ltd. (assignees of J. G. Capstaff, H-

• raal process, more partial

nemstograph film negatives, the second exposure to light,

removing the first image, is controlled in accordance with

the chara- the remaining emulsion as to it"

towards rere\crs*l, its printii ntrasts.

• iialy to the sec >pment sn alkali bath may be used.

The steps of the complete process are (1) exposure, (2) de

ment, (3) washing, (4) reversal, i.e., removal of the silver u

(5) washing, (6) clearing by a bisulphate bath, (7) rinsing

.- the charscterislics abo-

an alkali bath, which may. be optional, 1 10) rinsing, (11

lit : 112) developing, (13) rinsing, (14) fixing with

Particular formulas are included for steps (2;
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(9), and (12). To ascertain the exposure for step (11) a test strip

of film is cut off, the pictures exposed to a standard light beneath

a se,. . ,t y filters, and developed. The alkali bath of step

(9) is adopted if "the test film shows a tendency to reversal when

London Chamber of Commbrce.—The 40th annual general meet-

ing of the London Chamber of Commerce was held on Wednesday

last at lb >' Hall, Dowgate Hill, E.C., Mr. Stanley

in, .1.1'., in the chair. The report of the Council of the

'er on the transactions of the past year referred' to the Italian

holographic papers, and stated that in view of the can-

cellation of the commercial treaties between Italy and Austria-

arv, with the consequent abolition of the conventional rate

of duty on certain goods, including photographic paper, it had

suggested to the Board of Trade that efforts should be made

to obtain from the Italian Government special tariff treatment for

such British papers. The Board replied that the matter would

e their consideration, and that the observations of the Cham-

ber had been carefully noted, in case it should be possible to raise

the question with the Italian authorities. Passing on to the work

done during the 12 months by the various sections of the Chamber,

the report states that the members of the Scientific Instrument,

Optical and Photographic Section had maintained a keen interest

in the various stages through which the Safeguarding of Indus-

tries Act, 1921, had passed. Every effort was made to secure the

presage of the measure, and to ens'ire the inclusion of scientific

and optical instruments in the Schedule of Part 1 of the Act, which

is now, of course, an accomplished fact.

German Optical Goods.—The Board of Trade give notice that

tliev have received under Section 2 (1) (b) of the Safeguarding

of Industries Act a complaint by the British Optical Instrument

Manufacturers' Association, Ltd., the British Photographic Manu-
facturers' Association, the Spectacle Manufacturers' Association,

and the Drawing Instrument Manufacturers' Association in regard

to the sale of optical and other scientific instruments manufac-

tured in Germany. The Board of Trade, in exercise of the powers

conferred upon them by Part II. of the Safeguarding of Industries

Act, 1921, have referred the matter for inquiry to a Committee
constituted for the purpose of that part of the Act and consisting

of :—Sir R. Henry Rew, K.C.B. (Chairman), Mr. A. K. Davies,

Mr. Rayner Goddard, Mr. A. E. Holmes, and Mr. J. F. Mason,

J.P. The Committee propose to hold their first sitting for the

taking of evidence at 3 p.m. on Monday, May 15, 1922, at the

Hotel Windsor (Mines Department), Victoria Street, London,

S.W.I. The Secretary to the Committee is Mr. T. Turner, Board

of Trade, Great George Street. London, S.W.I, to whom all com-

munications should be addressed. In accordance with the statutory

rules applying to the procedure of committees appointed under

the Safeguarding of Industries Act, the sittings of the committee

at which evidence is taken shall be held in public, except that the

committee shall refuse to allow the public to be present at any

proceedings during the hearing of evidence on matters which, in

their opinion, are of a confidential character.

Correspondence.

*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

.\'i notice it taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*#* We <ln mil undertake responsibility for the opinion* expressed

by our correspondents.

THE EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PICTORIAL PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

(Gentlemen,—The Exhibition of American Pictorial Portraiture,

which is now being held in connection with the Photographic Fair,

leature of interest, that, being entirely composed of the
' the one country, an opportunity is afforded of comparing

uture in its general characteristics with our own. That
ecognised leaders in photographic -portraiture in that country

have not exhibited is not surprising, considering the conditions of

the competition. The valuable cup, which was the sole prize, was
vorth winning, and the authority of the appointed judge, Mr.

William Orooke, of Edinburgh, is beyond question, but there could

only be one winner, and in the keen competition for supremacy the
fear of being among the losers has proved more potent than the
expectation of being exalted.

The competitors, I should judge, are generally of a similar class

to the best photographers of our medium-size towns, and the second
best of the more important towns and cities; that is to say, Uie
best of our photographers, excluding the comparatively few whose
reputation and whose work are well known to everyone in photo
graphic, circles. The exhibition, as a whole, no doubt would have
gained in some respects by the rejection of perhaps thirty more
prints than have been rejected, but it was considered that its ] ur-

pose would be better served by hanging each exhibition set as a
whole, wherever possible. Everyone who sent in has had at

two pictures hung. A few only have been rejected—all small pr:

and in each rase it was an act of mercy as well as of necessity

arising from want of space. Thus the opportunity has been given of

seeing both what the author rightfully thinks is good work, hut

also what he wrrngfully believes so.

It is quite elea<r that our bretliren across the seas are, most of

them, as liable to fail in clioosmg the best of their work for exhibition

as specimens of what they can do as most of our own profes

graphers are. In many cases a set of six on the walls con-

sists of three, four or five very creditable pictures, good, sound
every-day professional work, and the remainder of an altogether

lower standard. This clearly arises from want of ability to d

guish the good from the bad. Probably a better set might have
been chosen from the specimens on the reception-room table. There
are a few exhibits that can only be described as freaks. An attempt.

Bit originality in the treatment of the subject, it if succeeds, may be
a work of genius, but if it fails it is merely a freak. The divisional

line is. a very narrow one. An unusual treatment of the pi I

the result is unpleasing, may also be described as a freak. There
are a few examples of that, but, on the other hand, there are prints

unusual in appearance that require closely looking into to discover

the method employed, that are pleasing.

There are not so many examples of " spot lighting " as one
might expect to find. It is a very valuable add to effects when
skilfully used, but the ignorant are apt to imagine that it may be
used indiscriminately • that because it is fashionable it must neces-

sarily be good. There are examples both of its good use and
misuse.

Many of the exhibitors sent letters, on their usual letter paper.

notifying the sending off of their pictures, printed with a list of

their awards at various exhibitions in the States. It is evident that

many professional photographers there make a practice of exhibiting
their work publicly. It is a practice that should be more frequently

followed here. There is no method of learning the faults of one's

work more effectual than seeinig it in contrast with that of others,

but in preparing work for exhibition some thought should be be-

stowed on the conditions to be dealt with in preparing an exhibition.

A photographer may imagine that a large margin of mount to his

print will enhance its effect, but wall space is limited in extent,

and an unreasonable area of mount may entta.il the alternative either

of cutting down the mount or rejecting the picture altogether. To
send a print under 12 x 10 on a 24-in. mount is almost an outrage.

In these notes I have dealt more particularly with the faults to

be discerned, but it must not be supposed that they are greatly

conspiouous in the exhibition. The collection is really a very
inierestin/g one, and is strikingly different from what a similar

collection of British professional work would be, and the prints

generally are much larger. In America large direct photographs
have always been more popular than here, possibly because they

have more money to spend. If I have suggested practically only

what there is to avoid, it is not because there is little to admire, but
simply because I should have to extend my article to more than
double its length, and the space is not available.

Alexander Mackie.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' STATIONERY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow tis to thank you very much indeed for the

kind reference you make to our letter headings in yours of to-day.

You will see from the enclosed tabulated list that we have gone
pretty thoroughly into this of late, and have added a considerable

number of new designs. No charge whatever is made for the use

of these designs, which, have almost all the virtue of an original
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Although tin screei negative is primarily responsible for ob-

taining the desired pc-u!t in arriving at the ultimate pointing

effect, there are other factors which must be taken into considera-
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final impression. In letterpress block making, which is mostly

:itions in question, the etcher may
destroy the good qualities produced by a good screen nega-

tive, by injudicious handling, in which case a second-rate negative

i have answered the purpose just as well. Forcing the

etching and biting to too great a depth will have this effect,

a smooth dot into a ragged dot, the difference between

and still bath or rocking—face up or face down—
r good staging or .stopping out, may make all the d'fference

in the appearance of the result, not to mention degrees of quality

in printing and paper. Even now, after many years of practical
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concern himself with is to be as exact as possible in applyin

root of the whol.

tance is to the screen ruling as the aperture

and working accurately on this b

iterially affect the r irs faith-

Roed Hanipetead, London.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance trith our present practice a relatively small rpace it

5/J( to correspondent*.

We will atuu-rr by pott if stamped and addretted envelope it

enclosed for ''ply; S-Ctnt International Coupon, from rtaderi

ahroad

'A in the Friday'* "Journal" mutt reach

v , than Tuetday I potted Mondau). and thould be

addr'-- '

that the fault in the photograph (if any

say without seeing the child) is due to

the lens. It is probably due to an unfortu-

.shich makes the baby look lumpy and which

alto main the most of the chair.

or pr:-m fitting is almost always used in studios

ii'ii the (I 'tig for them could i

quotation to, say,

iravJZatarose and Co . 109. Far'

Vnrro.—(1) The coi>' ration is 5»., address Registr

ent'l Inn, London, W.C.2. (2)

tingham Terrace, Marylebone Road,

ithout claiming to be fully acquainted

he National Insurance Act we think an

; 1 you mention certainly requires to be in-

sured under the Act

hould not be difficult to colour the two parts of

lant- >lh dyes such as those you can conveniently

*re put ap by Johnson & Sons and the Van):

Co., and are obtainable at any photographic

deal, m don't want to do the colouring you

can easily sen 'rade firm, such as Messrs. E. B

110. ' N W 1
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tiun of the lamps seems to bo about

i il the lanterns will do verv well, though they would be

tor if D-sbaped instead of square. For children we should

think it well to have at least three of the lamps to draw

to about 5 ft. from the floor. This will more than double their

light-value as compared with tht present position. We think

that you will be quite safe in buying either of the lenses men-

tioned. The Aldis has the advantage of the soft focus if you
.' for it.

C g,— (1) if it is only a slight scratch it has no detrimental

effect whatever upon the portrait taken with the lens. (2) Prob-

ably there is no necessity for the lens to be repolished. (3)

Although you say the lens consists of one glass, we think it con-

sists of at least two glasses cemented together and indis-

tinguishable from one glass unless you take the combination out

of its metal mount and examine the edges. A lens consisting

simply 'if one piece of glass does not form a satisfactory photo-

graphic objective unless stopped down to a very small aperture.

T. K. B.—There have been many processes suggested for conversion

of a negative image into a positive (as in the Autochrome pro-

cess) when using ordinary plates or bromide paper, but they are

all rather complicated and somewhat uncertain. If you want to

guarantee the completion of a result within a certain time, you
had far better abandon the idea of using one of these methods
and simply print from the wet negative, with interposition of a

thin sheet of celluloid. Messrs. Rheinlander (New Maiden,
rev) make a specialty of celluloid of the required thickness for

this purpose.

V. B.—Lead-lined tanks are used, but it is not the easiest thing

to make them watertight, and if you are going to make the

tanks yourself, and are fairly expert in woodworking, we recom-

mend all-teak tanks. If the woodwork is really good, they are
watertight, and require only very little caulking with red lead

and linseed oil when putting together. But unless you can make
them really well, we think it would "be waste of time and money
to do the work yourself. Excellent tanks, specially made and
designed for quantity film work, are a specialty of Messrs. Otter-
Judge and Co., 45-47, Rudyard Road, Hillsbro', Sheffield.

T. T. M.—The customer is quite within his rights in having even
the first proof copied, and you are quite mistaken in thinking
that the copyright becomes your property in consequence of his
having done so. Inasmuch as he gave you the order to take the
photographs, the copyright thereby became his, and it is not
taken away from him by the fact that he has not paid for the
sitting. Your remedy consists in suing him for the money, and
in taking that course you are practically certain to obtain judg-
ment against him in the County Court, since you can show that
he ha6 thought your work good enough to have copies made of
it. If it was worth his while to do that, it is impossible for him
to deny that the work was satisfactory.

W. J. B.—The buyers of such studies are chiefly agents for
general advertisers, such as Bovril, Cadbury. and similar firms,
and the publishers of calendars and photographs for the tops
of chocolate boxes, etc. We give you the addresses of some
firms who are agents for advertisers : Association of Designers,
Ltd.. 24. Devonshire Street, London, W.C. ; Byron Studios, 8,
Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4; Cambridge Literary and
Art Agency, 8, Henrietta Street, London, W.C. ; Carlton Studio.
30, Bedford Street, London, W.C.2; Francis and Mills, Gran-
ville House, Arundel Street. London, W.C.2 ; S. W. Partridge
and Co., 21-22. Old Bailey, London, K.C.I; Rogers and Co., 22,
Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4. As regards the calendar and
box top people, the Rotary Photographic Co., West Drayton.
Middlesex, is one of the largest producers. Very frequently in
the calendar and box top trade studies are purchased in sets
of six.

W. B. K.—The reflex type of camera is not suitable for wide-angle
work, owing to the fact that space must be allowed for the swing
of the mirror between the lens and the plate. Cameras have been

le to get over this difficulty, but, generally speaking, the
shortest focal length that can be used on the average quarter-
plate reflex is about Si inches. There is no reflex which, in the
quarter.plate size, will take such a short focus as 4 inches. If
your intended branch of work is architectural interiors, vou need
not regret giving up the idea of a reflex, which is a very awkward
instrument for interior work, where it has to be used on a tripod

1 l!" u
l 3 height which makes the viewing of the subject"own the hood a very inconvenient operation.

vV. B.—The mosl suitable focal length of lens for enlarging from
half-plate negatives is about 9 ins. As regards the type, if you
are enlarging by daylight, any objective which will cover

a half-plate properly to the corners with be satisfactory

for enlarging, so that the only question is the price that you
are prepared to pay for the large aperture which will reduce
the exposure. But if you are using artificial light, such as en-
closed arc, it is' not so easy, since many lenses, even high-class

anastigmats, do not work correctly to focus when employed with
an arc light. Generally speaking an ordinary R.R. lei

one of the old more rapid euryscopes, is better for this pui

than many anastigmats, but you should get one or two on appro-
and try them.

F. A.—You certainly cannot copyright a name for business pur-

poses, and we do not think you ean register such a name.
What you can register is a name or mark to apply to particular

goods made by you, or specially issued by you. A circular of

information respecting such registration is obtainable from the
Registrar of Trade Marks, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2. If you employ a fancy name, such as either of those you
mention, for the purposes of your trade, you are required by the

Business Names Act to register the name, but that registration

does not carry with it any exclusive right in the trade names
which you adopt. Another firm might be using them elsewhere.

If the same names were used by an immediate competitor you
would no doubt have a remedy under common law, that is to

say apart from any registration of a trade mark.

H. G.—(1) Personally we should think a 12-inch lens a very awk-
ward and inconvenient choice for a quarter-plate reflex. There
would be so many subjects, at any rate, such as we should want
to photograph, for which such a lens would cover much too
narrow an angle. It would mean that you could only deal with
subjects for which you could take a distant view-point. We
understand that this is what you want for the sake of the more
natural perspective, inasmuch as the perspective depends solely

upon the view-point, and has nothing whatever to do with the
focal length of the lens, which latter simply determines the
scale or size of the image. Even so we think 1\ inches is quite
long enough for a quarter-plate camera. With a first-rate lens

you should get all the facility you want as regards distant stand-
points by contenting yourself with a smaller picture and corre-

sponding enlargement of the negative. (2) We would infinitely

prefer the quarter-plate " Soho," although it must be admitted
that purely for portraiture the half-plate with a 17-inch lens

would be a good outfit, although impossibly bulky and slow in use
for outdoor work. Most people that we ever heard of have soon
got disgusted with a half-plate reflex, and our own personal
preference, after some wide experience of reflex cameras, is for the

3j x 2j size. We rather gather from your letter that you are
laying unnecessary importance on getting a big picture on the
negative. Possibly the people whose work you admire took
smaller negatives than yours, but enlarged them considerably.
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ps he maj be rnoi accurately quoted as saving

ulaioo maker lias no need to regard growth

jn ,,, | t.h,. grain as an inevitable accompaniment
an emulsion. The progress in the

manufacture of plates within the last few years ms
ame conclusion, greater and greater

aving been obtained without 1 sening of

n which years ago was oft< a concomitant of added

5or Svedberg refers to " grain " he

(urse, speaking of the silver halide particles in

minute as to be invisible to the eye. not to

clumps and aggregations of these grains when

developed, w astitute what a photographer calls

rain," meaning " graininess," to use the term coined

by the Eastman Laboratory. Nevertheless, it can hardly

be imagined that a finer initial structure of the sensitive

material in a plate will be without benefit to the finished

negative in this respect.

*, * *

Holding Small Apparently many beginners in photo-
Camera*, graphy who start with one of the fold-

ing vest-pocket cameras obtain negatives which are

defective through blurred definition owing to unsteadi-

of the camera at the instant of exposure. More

care is, of course, required to hold such a small camera

steady than is necessary for a heavier instrument, but

we have noticed amateurs inviting failure by holding

the camera in one hand and operating a flexible release

with the. other. It is much easier to obtain a

steady position by holding the camera with both

hands, using a finger of one to actuate a trigger

release. Moreover, there is an advantage in many
circumstances of following this practice, since in

dull light the shutter may be worked at a much lower

speed and more ample exposure thus given. For the

very sharpest results, of which the lenses of these small

cameras are capable, there is no better plan than to

the camera a really rigid support, as by holding it

on the top of a fence or by pressing it sideways against

a post. We could instance, as an example of the

advantage of this method, the work of a notable exhibitor

whose 10x8 and 12x10 prints from vest-pocket nega-

tives might easily be mistaken for those from plates

of these sizes exposed directly in the camera.

* * *

Goodwill. When portrait businesses are changing

hands " goodwill " is an asset, the

name of which is, perhaps, more frequently on the lips

of the seller than those of the buyer, and, therefore, it

may be of interest to quote a definition of goodwill

recently given by a financial newspaper, viz., "the
probability that old customers will continue their patron-

age of a concern or business despite change of owner-

ship." According to such a definition goodwill largely

represents reputation, and in a business, such as that

of photographic portraiture, reputation is naturally bound
up in considerable, measure with the personal accom-

plishments of the head of the firm, usually the photo-

grapher himself. Inasmuch as in most cases his services

disappear under a new proprietorship, it may be argued

that in proportion as the work of a studio represents the

individual ability, as shown in the portraits, of its former

proprietor, the value of goodwill is correspondingly
diminished. On the other hand, it must not be over-

looked that the abilities of the photographer in the studio

represent only a part of the reputation of the business;

printing, mounting and other departments contribute

ir share. Hence, it cannot reasonably be held that
Iwill in such circumstances is a negligible asset, and
nv case the reputation of a business obtained by fair

and honourable, dealing from the business standpoint

over a course of years is unquestionably an asset of great
value to a newcomer. Other factors likewise enter into

goodwill, for example, the position of a place of business.

If the circumstances of a lease make it necessary for

• val within a short time after purchase, that fact

would, of course, depreciate the value attaching to

goodwill of the business.

A POINT IN PORTRAITURE.
The beginner in portrait work is often at a loss to under-

stand wherein lies the difference between a good pori

and a bad one. As far as he can judge, his posing does

not differ from that of more experienced workers; his

lighting may be satisfactory and his technique good,

his portraits are more or less failures from the custom
point of view, for although most average people have no
artistic education they are not slow to appreciate a por-

trait which is pleasing and characteristic. We beli

that the solution of the problem is near at hand when
the operator realises that what are apparently trifling

variations in handling the sitter are really of the greatest

importance in determining the nature of the result. As
in all other artistic work success in portraiture depend-,

upon a rapid and accurate faculty of observation, which
with some is inherent and in others can only be acquired

by careful study. This is proved by the success of many
women photographers who make excellent portraits with

a modicum of practical knowledge, the well-known

intuition of their sex serving to carry them through.

The margin between success and failure is such a

barrow one that it may be overstepped a hundred t

unconsciously. The situation may best be explained by
comparing it with the practice of cookery ; here, an excess

of seasoning, a trifle too long or too short a time in the •

oven, a heavy hand in mixing or handling, and all the

theoretical knowledge in the world goes for nothing. So
j

it is with photography ; one may study all the books on
,

art or technique in existence without avail, if the e\

not quick enough to catch the right pose at the right-

moment. With the same arrangement of light and the

same sitter a dozen operators will obtain a dozen different

renderings, some of which will be vastly superior to the

others.

The great point to be realised is the smallness of the

variation in position or lighting which makes so great a.

difference in the picture and, when this has been done,!

to make sure of securing exactly what has been seen upon
'

the plate. It must always be remembered that the.

living model cannot be treated in the same way
sculptured bust. There is always a chance of a slight

alteration in the pose, between the time of posing and

the exposure of the plate, so that the operator must see

•that his picture is right at the moment of pressing the*

bulb. Sometimes a slight alteration of the position

the head may be necessary to secure a better contour.

but then it requires care that the lighting is not thereby

altered. It is surprising what a great change in lighting

is effected by a slight turn of the head. Many writers on

studio work have taken up the point of view that lighting

is practically dependent upon the manipulation of blinds

and curtains, but this is only true to a limited extent,

as anyone may prove for himself by observing the i

of change of position only upon a sitter lighted by an

ordinary window. Therefore, the quickest and most

effective way of working is to get the desired ligl

by movement of the sitter, and to take the camera into

such a position as will enable the desired view of the

face to be obtained.
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Decorativenese Overcomes Psychology.

The advantages which colour gives to the painter lead him
to exploit hi* resources in half-length and fall-length poses,

and in tins respect photography necessarily differs from
painting by relying more upon the psychological content of

beads onrj icb who commission portraits by painters

want something fine and large; and you cannot make a very

largo thing of a head alone, therefore we see much ingenuity

displayed by painters in designing their subjects, relying here

upon elaborate costume or official robes, and there upon back-

da and settings that shall be pictorial in t

two portraits ..f "The Countess of Rocksavage," by
Sargent (17) and Sims (177) respectively, reveal this effort.

•rst shows the lady in a historical costume, the other dis-

penses with costume as far as possible, and places the sitter

and her son, also scantily clothed, before the pier between two
-. of « loggia—a design of pr- ymmetrv. Maurice
fenhsgen's " Mis* Janet Frizell " (36) is an arrangement
tous and rich colour, supplied by the check jacket, ban

legs, towaelled red hair and flow -.ground, the wholw
thing being gorgeously decorative in Its antique Italian frame,
whit h saun be several centuries old. The same painter's

-. Jack Pettigrew " (116) it a head and shoulders of deep
•efore an orange background, which relieves a fine

torn"—a very distinguished work. A. Stuart Hill

avails himself of the light tone of an old print of Woo-
; ie wall to relieve the contours of the ox-Mayor

of the town 1 136), Perhaps the most masterly use of academic
robes in supplying decorative subject-matter is seen in Sir

n's "Sir Charles Villiers Stanford " (17:'.

certainly looking picture! ind his wont. John M. Aiken
•s pure genre in "White to move and mate in three"

f205). It it a beautifully painted portrait of a man looking
down upon a chess-board. Another idea l>v Ed. Brock is .

Eric Rose' (277) is in bufl

ime and wi<l. -Hummed bat flooded with light e

nt full face. The background i, of the " land-
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bore given solidly as a dark wood with

lerable realisation. Another of these fierce colour-

casts has been employed by F. G. Swaish in his very

striking 'Mrs. George Heming " (44). This time the figure

,.], |0W u ,
,,. the drawn erortain of a sunlit

It j> all cleverly true; but to photographers it is

an old resource.

-..lomon is too mature for such tricks, hut he haB sent

ielightfnl portrait of the genre style called "Waiting"

a pretty young girl sitting on the arm of a chair,

sed, in black! for outdoors. All the domestic surroundings

• iv represented with quality of tone and colour, and

all in perfect keeping. "The Producer" (590) is another

genre portrait, a full-length of Mr. Du Maurier standing on

before the airy and dark background of the empty

auditorium, the footlights behind him. He raises his hand

oanagerial bearing. The Hon. John Collier is the

-: of tins distinctly new and quite successful idea. What

a change from this to the close view of a woman and a child

in hed and asleep, which M. Mackinlay sends and calls "La
(561). A work of this kind cannot be intended for

anything but portraiture, but the idea is positively uninspired

and unlovely.

Double Lighting.

1 1 is a rather remarkable coincidence in the fashion for

, Sects got by placing the sitter between conflicting lights.

The painters, no less than the photographers, seem to catch

at it as the last straw of novelty in a stream of stale tricks.

Sir Wm. Orpen exhibits its misfortunes in the passage of dark

tone that disfigures the brow and central features of " E. A.

Colquhoun, Esq." (211). When either side of a face is in

the limelight this must inevitably happen. Is it beautiful?

it give- the sitter's mental and moral characteristics

their best chance? Much the same idea exists in Sir William's
•' Barbara Trevor Williams" (34), where the warmth of the

reflected light from the left gives to the lady's skin a leathery

look that must do her an injustice. In " E. J. Spencer,

Esq." (89) the artist goes to the opposite extreme of a full

flat lighting a la Holbein, a resource serving the sitter but

little better; it is, therefore, a matter of relief that we find

the normal lighting of an ordinary room adopted in his

presentation portrait of " The Rt. Hon. Lord Bearsted of

Maidstone" (99). May it not be assumed that the excellent

character in this work is in some measure, at least, a result

of this more ingenuous treatment? One more example of the

futility of "stunt " lighting in portraiture is seen in brilliant

illumination from below of " Major E. S. Pilkington's "

riding breeches (418), the most assertive spot in the picture

by M. B. Copeland.

Style and Pose-

Side by side with efforts to escape from the safe road of

convention in the matter of lighting are those to avoid the

usual thing in the general management of the theme. Allusion

already been made to backgrounds and effects adopted
with these motives; but more striking still are the methods to

get new ideas into the sitter's pose. The cases already cited

<>1 the genre motive are exercises in a direction which is legiti-

mate and infinite, but unfortunately for novelty seekers, it

is not new. Neither is the good old grand style which, if it

lent some pomposity to a distinguished sitter, at least pro-

duced a work that was monumental in content. Such is the
very commanding portrait by the veteran, Sir Arthur S. Cope,
of " Field-Marshal H.R.H.' the Duke of Connaught and
Strathearn, K.G., K.T., K.P., etc.," who looks all these initials

much more, as he should. The grandiose air, the expan-
sive pose, the full regimentals, the due swagger of ceremony
arc essential and valuable points. To turn from this good old-

fashioned style to the new whim of Maurice Greiffenhagen
in his " Sir Harry Gibson " (260) is to sigh for the old regime
indeed. Sir Harry is in full military rig, and wears all his

medals, but so far from looking what he should, he look

though he had been pushed into a low, springy chair, w

he has remained "all of a heap" and encumbered in an

undignified way by his cocked and gold-laced hat and his

gleaming sword of ceremony. His face expresses no more

feeling than the circumstance would occasion. The painter

has given to this picture, as likewise to " Major Frank

Beattie " (231), the same opacity of black shadow, thesami

and deep scheme of colour, which mummifies the complex:

the same vacant wooden expressions. In the second example

the soldier certainly does stand, but with no military air.

idea seems to have been to make these two gentlemen as n

unlike soldiers as possible.

Charles Sims, on the other hand, was obviously detern

to make " Sir Harry Frankland Hepburn " (224) look every

inch the smart, well-groomed gentleman, and he has succeeded

in achieving the outward signs of aristocracy in this ruddy-

faced young-elderly man with white hair, gTey moustache,

society smile, easy hut masterful pose, yellow gloves, stick,

and not a speck npon his immaculate clothes. There is in

the handling of this work, however, a technical shortcoming

in the management of edges, the touchstone of good painting.

Sir Charles Sims's soft and melting touch, so charming in the

fanciful subjects he used to give us, seems unable to deal with

the contours that cannot be baulked or faked in forcible por-

traiture. One feels that one could cut one's fingers on the

knife-edge of "Mrs. H. B. Johnstone's " shoulders (264), and

the neck of "Miss Monica Belfield " (10) is similarly edgy.

G. Hall Neale has made his portrait of " Chas Goddardj

Esq." (343), irresistibly comic by an expression of doubt and

apprehension with regard to the artist. The old gentleman's

eye is keenly on the watch, and his hands on the arms of the

ciiair ready to spring up at the first sign of any " larks." Is not

such an effect one to be avoided at all costs in portraiture,

as much as that of sleepy depression and mournfulness in Glyn

Philpot's "Sisters of the Artist " (145)?

Psychology.

Of portraits which do wrestle with the personality of sitters

rather than with their clothes and still-life effects there are

several that will repay a photographer's study. And perhaps

the most psychological is W. W. Russell's " Mrs. Walter

Russell " (380), with her introspective look and listless hands.

Another good example is S. J. Solomon's " Maurice Mosco-

vitch " (297), a sound, life-like and interesting portrait.

The visitor will note the unnatural look of several portraits

painted just a little below life-scale. It is not necessary to

name them, as their littleness distinguishes them. In these

spacious galleries the heads that are a little larger than life

look right.

Groups-
What is said to be the year's sensation is Sargent's group,

" Some General Officers of the Great War " (121). Imagine the

task of managing twenty-two full-length figures, each of whom
have equal claims to be adequately represented ! And all in

khaki ! Of course, they had to be as nearly as possible in

one line. The skill with which this appalling task has been

carried through is worthy of Sargent's reputation. It is not

the jumpy affair that Herkomer would probably have given us,

but a quiet set of portraits in a gentle harmony that will do

no harm to the works of the National Portrait Gallery, where

it is to hang. Of other groups, the most successful, new and

pleasing is that by George Harcourt, "Three Sisters" (158).

One of these ladies reads a paper with outstretched arms am:

has lier back to us, another stands at profile, and the third

at full face; but they are all close together. It is all very

cleverly managed. If the crowd in Richard Jack's " Mai

of H.R.H. Mary and Viscount Lajscelles " (88) did not

an occasional profile, all but the officiating bishop in thi?

monstrous futility would be portraits of hack views: a rare

piece of monumental historical painting to go down I

posterity! F. C. Tit.nf.t.
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THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

II. (com.nued.) THE PHOTOGRAPHER AND HIS CLIENT
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with all the teeming millions of persons who never will be

e price of justice is always measured by law-court

i no oho who ^ ""I a lunatic, or a gentleman
mtemplate so ruinous a pur-

3eoondly, have you over ( ..iisidered tlie financial loss

mr business which may be caused by one dissatisfied

naerP Have you ever heard adies discussing the

merits ami demerits of their respective drapers, grocers, and

butchers? It you have never experieneed this gratification,

arrange U int on the next occasion on which your wife

ds io ica. and listen with horror to the utter

mation of quite respectable firms, and watch how the

costly reputations are made gradually to fade away

IS of all present. It is necessary only to trans-

in your imagination, the name of your own firm for

these, and turn pale.

The same rules apply, of course, to the answering of corre-

dence. When a customer sends a letter not entirely in

dance with the best aspirations of well-bred people as

.mors have been known to do—one's first temptation is

to answer it in a not unsimilar manner. If the recipient is

a person of tender susceptibilities, he will not be able to over-

mine this temptation, and he will reply accordingly. By all

means, let him reply, ami as vindictively as his powers of

composition will allow; but let him not post the letter until

the following day. lie will then put it in the waste-paper

basket, ami write something sensible instead.

This unfailing use of the gentle answer to turn away wrath

>t only a good moral precept, but an excellent business

proposition—and one which may cause many a photographer

to see something in Christianity after all.

Now, the photographer may have successfully gauged the

public, procured suitable specimens, displayed

them in tasteful show-cases, and achieved an atmosphere of

Art. AH this he may have done, and done wisely; but now

lie feels that the public are not patronising him in such

numbers as he thinks right. He becomes impatient, and one

day the thought occurs to him that if only he could find some

means of enticing the public into his studio more rapidly than

by the usual methods he would enlarge his clientele by 100 or

per cent., and acquire, in a short time, a very comfortable

income. The most obvious method of doing this is to invite

people to bo photographed. Why not? A carefully worded

and flattering letter is all that is necessary, and any excuse

—

their portrait is urgently required by the Press, or the

absolute necessity of their photograph being secured in order

to complete a collection of Solicitors, J.P.'s, M.P.'s, O.B.E.'s,

Bank Clerks, Insurance Agents, or Country Squires—is easily

arranged. A little such delicate flattery will be found to yield

a ready response; ami the letter should include the informa-

tion that a set of proofs will be supplied, finished in an

entirely new process, by which all necessity for touching, or

retouching, or developing, or printing, is now happily dis-

led with. This Temark regarding the new process serves

to pique the recipient's curiosity, while at the same time it

extends to him the glittering possibility of obtaining a style

of portrait which his friends .have never seen. He is right.

They will never have seen anything like it.

If the photographer is weak of mind, or deficient in ordinary

business foresight, he may decide to adopt this policy. For
' year or two he will do well; but after a certain period,

when be has squeezed from the various societies, professions,

associations, trades, and classes, all that is to be obtained

then from, he will look round once more for the assistance of

his ordinary legitimate, business, and, behold! he will find

this well-nigh vanished away. He has entirely forgotten that

a large part of the .successful conduct of his business depended

Upon the value which the private person placed upon his work.

It was for this that he arranged all the attractive displays

and the artistic atmosphere. But how can he expect the

public to place value upon a commodity which he now gives

away for nothing? It must be remembered that the public

do not trust entirely to their own judgment. They see an

article which pleases them, and they believe it to be good

;

hut this opinion is not finally confirmed and sealed until they

learn the price. If the price be a high one, they say :
" O

yes, I thought so. It's beautiful, isn't it? " But if the price

be discovered to be lower than was anticipated, they imme-
diately lower their estimate of the article. Even although a

photograph please a person to the point of admiration—if he

or she learns that the price is low, that admiration will drop

to the level of the price.

What, then, is this photographer to do? If he has the

courage to stop his free-sitting practices, he will do so, and
gradually regain the respect of the public. But, if he lias

not, he must continue as he has begun, and endeavour by

some means to extend his field of activity. It is for this

reason that firms who practise this system to-day must always

seek business far beyond the limits of the district in which

they are situated. As this range is increased so does the cost

increase, and, sooner or later, they are caught in the death-

grip of the economic law of decreasing return. Those few who
survive must sink to the level of commercial concerns produc-

ing a mere )>ercentage on capital ; and, as capital in a photo-

graphic business is—or should be—a small item, such firms

must either swell their capital to an abnormal extent or

become not worth the carrying on. A small free-sitting

business is a contradiction in terms. Such a thing cannot

exist.

The free-sitting system is like a drug; the more a man takes

of it the more he must consume in order to live. It is at once

an admission on the part of its devotee that his work is

inferior to that of his rivals, and that he must find some other

means of luring the public to buy it. It must be gratifying

to the moralist to observe so great an evidence of this type

of professional modesty in such a city as London, where

photographers vie with one another in a self-depreciatory

humility unparalleled in the history of commerce.

The free-sitting idea must not be confused with advertising.

Advertising is a healthy science, and serves merely to draw
attention to the commodity, and to create a desire for it. It

does not throw it away. Nor must the offering of a free

sitting be confounded with the practice of giving a free

sample. A sample is always a very small portion of the actual

commodity on sale; but the sitting is nine-tenths of the

portrait. In it are contained all the photographer's skill,

experience and personality.

Let not the aspiring photographer, therefore, be impatient.

He has but three rules to follow: Supply the right kind of

work, display it to advantage, and do all in his power to let

the world know of it. To such an one will come reward in

the fullness of time.
PELHAM SwiNTON.

Value of Olu Platinum I'ArER.—" Most people know that

tun has gone up in price," writes a Lewisham correspondent,
' but few may be aware of the extent of the increased value of the

iince lire war days. During the annual domestic event known
leaning some old platinum paper was discovered at the

back of a cupboard in my workroom, paper purchased between

fifteen and twenty years ago, and not suitable for printing upon

to-day. I wrote to the Platinotype Company concerning it and the

chance of getting some residue from it, and the company offered,

and afterwards paid me, a little more for the old paper than I paid

for it when new. This fact may be of interest to many of your

readers."
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EXPOSURE, DEVELOPMENT AND
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with '.gents in the second class, like hydroquinone, winch

posses** a low factor. Pyro stands by itself, as it possesses

of both classes, requiring a high factor when

in weak solution without bromide, while the reverse is

true when the solution is concentrated and a considerable

amount of bromide is added. Obviously it is an advantage

, a developer of the first class when a soft negative

1, especially when the subject possesses an cv

,unt of contrast, since the ability to bring out detail in

shadows before full printing strength is reached allows one

tion at the desired stage without needless sacri-

of gradation in any part. Dilution of a developer also

: in securing greater softness, as it allows ample

lime for even action to take place, but it should be under-

ution, or the selection of a high-factor agent,

> i tards the building up of contrast; the result if pushed

to the limit being similar to what is obtained with a low factor

one, but it is of course necessary to develop to the limit.

tncreasing the normal amount of alkali, sodium or potassium

tends to bring out detail proportionately quicker

than opacity, but with extremely sensitive emulsions is liable

..to produce chemical fog. Potassium bromide should be

omitted when the maximum amount of softness' is wanted,

or it its employment is absolutely needful to prevent the

appearance of chemical fog in the brand of plate need, the

amount should be reduced to the minimum.

The addition of a considerable amount of bromide before

development is begun retards the first appearance ot the

image, and if development is continued a sufficient length of

time increases the amount of contrast obtainable, but the

greatest amount of control in this respect is secured by using

such an agent as hydroquinone or pyro in strong solution,

to which is aefded about one-fourth the amount of bromide as

the weight of developing agent employed. The time of

appearance is by this means much retarded, especially in the

shadow portions of the subject; the opacity of the lighter

tones building up slowly, but steadily, and if these appear

to be gaining too much in proportion to the shadows, the

partly developed negative can be transferred to a normal

solution for finishing.

So far the element of colour in the subject lias not been

dealt with, but as the majority of views exhibit colours to

which the emulsion reacts in a different manner than their

visual appearance might lead the uninitiated to suppose, it

is necessary either to make allowance for their unequal actinic-

action or take means for overcoming it. As every camera user

soon finds out, blue and violet exert also as powerful an action

upon a plain bromide of silver emulsion as white, being far

more actinic than other colours of the same tone. Even colour,

sensitised plates are not free from this defect, but there is

this important difference, the latter possess increased sensi-

tiveness to yellow, light orange ami yellow-green, in the case

of an orthochromatised emulsion, and a panchromatic variety

• en more sensitive to the colours just mentioned, besides

possessing the ability to record deep orange and red. This

being true, the only thing necessary for obtaining a balanced

rendering of various colours is to retard the activity of the

over-actinic ones, for which purpose a suitable colour s

or light-filter is used over, or behind the lens. A yellow

filter serves the. purpose by converting the visual tint of blue

bo i
1

' ive green, and violet to a grey tone. The degree

of correction obtained depends upon the depth of yellow and

spectroscopic quality, some shades being far more suitable

than others, which is sumcient reason for purchasing filters-

.
from reliable makers.

In practice, the advanced worker can make good use of

ral filters, ranging from a pale to a deep yellow, the first

tg used when but partial correction is desired, or only a

ted increase in exposure is allowable, while the deepest

ed for full, or even over, correction of the blue. A

deep light-filter is at times helpful in controlling contrast

when, as is quite often the case, the greater portion of he

Lht tones are of a blue or violet tint since retard.ng the

, t̂ion (it bhese is then equivalent to shortening the photo-

trSio scale of contrast. The same means may be employed

to Sen the tone, and clear up detail, in a distance obscured

Z\L base. When, however, it is desired to acent the

over-actinic colours, aS fo, instance ^ exa ggerate he effect of

slight mistiness in distant parts ol a landscape, a falter should

not bo used.

To sun. up the foregoing observations, a normal result may-

be defined as one arrived at by timing the exposure to just

record he deepest tone present in the subject by the time

, 1 .1 gh s in

1

the negative have reached correct prin

!:p; (,t; in the course of development Variations from

normal rendering may be obtained as follows:-

To increase contrast. Give the minimum exposure which

wiU renter the deepest visible tone and extend development

, ;f the normal time. If still more contrast is wanted

ated developer containing an extra amount ot

bromide n-oierably choosing a low factor developing „,

To especially emphasise the high-lights, while suppres

tn . ,i„n in' the shadows, slightly underexpose, and stop

l-„ t as soon as the light and middle-tones attain

JXS strength, thus leaving the shadows very thin in the

negative.

To reduce contrast, use a light-filter, when such willla.

,s previously noted. Then if only a slight modification s

neXl as in the case of a normally lighted subject, give full,

b ,f ot over, exposure for the deepest parts and shorten

the usual period of development. If more reduction of con-

rast is desired, use a dilute developer made up with a high

factor agent and omit bromide. If still more softness of

effeS i called for, as in a harshly lighted subject showing

-e v e eessive contrasts, give several times the normal amount

of exposure and develop to suit the lighter tones. By m-

l aZ exposure and reducing the length of development

a good" deal of control can be exercised, but the.rente

g

of
g
the relative intensity of the tones will not be

Jiterally

true to the subject, though from a pictorial viewpoint the

effect may sometimes be better, notwithstanding^
J Wii-mam B. Dams.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

April 22 to .lay 27,-Royal Photographic Society gonial prints

"rransed by "The Amateur Photographer and Photography. 1

O^ndail/from 11 to 5 p.m. 35, Russell Square, London.

W.C.I.

June 1 >o 30.-Royal Photographic Society. Prints by Pirid

MacDonald, of New York.

August 26 to September 9.-Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

'for entries. July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera

Club, 2, Gould St POBto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.-London Salon of Photography. Latest

dTtefor entries, August 30. Particulars from the Horn

t'u v. London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.-Professional Photoeraphers' Association,

^Princes Galleries Piccadilly London W (Trade and Pro-

fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight 157, New

Bond Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exh.br-

tion of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus

Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.-Royal Photographic Society Annual
P
Edition. Latest date for entries, August 25 (camerA

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal 1 holo-

graphic Society 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Electrolytic Etching.
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Patent News.
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MPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
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the Patent Office, 15, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets it that of application in thit country; <r

abroad, in the case of patent* granted under the International
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Qi-ARTZ Sim, No 177,720 (April, 21, 1921).
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of the light-beam from the object to the image receiving sur-

photographic soft focus effects are produced.

It has been proposed to use a lens of fused quartz as a com-

ent of a compound objective, the object being to have the

component lens of low refractive index and great durability,

but the capability of a quart?: lens alone by itself—that is not

•mod with other lenses—of producing soft-focus effects with

tity of exposure, and the practical application of this capa

photographic and projecting apparatus, are the dis-

covery and invention of the present inventor.

In the production of soft-focus effects advantage is taken of

the wide range of rays transmitted by such a lens and the result-

ing light-dispersion ; or, in other words, rays of different wave

lis in the beam are projected to correspondingly different

foci. An uncorrected lens of quartz,—particularly a lens of one

unit ttHy—because it does not bring light-rays of different wave

ths to a focus at the same point, greatly increases the

Chromaue diffusion as compared with a lens made of glass. This

produces a sufficiency of definition without blurring and with

that amount of softness which permits of broad modelling a

result which can never be the product of microscopic definition.

Quartz also possesses the great advantage of transparency to

the ultra-violet rays down to about 185 p/i, whereas most varieties

of glass absorb in large degree that part of the spectrum of

shorter wave length than the visible violet rays, about 390 /^u

These ultra-violet rays affect chemical reaction, particularly that

produced by light on a photographic plate to a much greatei

extent than the rays of visible light, and, therefore, the quarU
lens show a great increase in rapidity as compared with a lens

made of any of the optical glasses in common use. Comparative

tests prove that this rapidity—(that is, the speed with which the

photographic plate is reacted upon)—reaches five times that of

glass lenses used for similar photographic purposes. Because

rays of great intensity are transmitted which do not pass

through glass at all, it is possible to get photographs in com-

paratively dull daylight—such as that from windows in an ordi

nary room or in deeply shaded woods or forests—with a rapidity

ne-sixteenth of a second

It is preferred to make the quartz lens by grinding the

material to meniscus form, and the material may be fused quartz

which can now be produced for optical purposes free from
strain As compared with a similar lens of glass, the quartz

lens exhibits a marked difference in the variation of focus

between the visible image and the actinic image recorded on the

plate. In the case of the glass lens, this difference amounts to

as much as one-fortieth of the focal length. In the case of the

quartz lens it is only about one-four-hundredth of the focal

length. This is insufficient to make any real difference in focus-

sing necessary.

In using the meniscus quartz lens in the camera, the convex
surface should be turned toward the plate, the diaphragm
should be well in advance of the lens, and a lens shade should
l>e employed—especially if the lens is worked at full aperture.

As an example of one of the soft focus lenses described in the
application, there is used in one instance a lens 2-in. diameter,

radius of curvature of the concave surface 65 in. ; radius of

curvature of convex surface, 44 in. ; lens 1-5 in. thick at edge,
ami placed 1§ in. behind the. iris diaphragm which has a maxi-
mum opening of 1£ in.—W. J. Mellersh-Jackson, 28, Southamp-
ton Buildings, London, W.C.2, for Hanovia Chemical and Manu-
facturing Co., Chestnut Street and New Jersey Railroad
Avenue, Newark, United States.

Trade Names and Marks.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

PitiNT-Ou-r Papers.—No. 178,828. Photographic print-out papers
and prints made therefrom. J. A. Johnson.

Apparatus.—No. 178,853 Apparatus for coating with a protec-
layer photographic or like films. II. Lichte.

"Ducwg Sound Waves.—No. 178,805. Process and means for
the production of sound-wave photograms. R. Mylo.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.

The following mark? have been placed on the register :
—

Weeks Electrical Etching (Design).—No. 420,180. Elect

etching machines. Weeks Photo-Engraving Co., Incorpoi

923, Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., r

engravers and manufacturers of electrical etching mach

Velox (Four Designs).—No. 421,045. Photographic papers. K
Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers in

photographic materials.

New Books.

Tile Barnet Book of Photography.—The instruction manm
Messrs. Elliott's was a work which passed through succe<

editions before the war and achieved wide popularity from the

practical character of its contents and the attractive production

of the book. In issuing, after unavoidable delay, a new ed'.

Messrs. Elliott have preserved these two features and have pro-

duced a handsome volume composed of a series of thirteen chapters

by well-known photographic writers on various branches of photo-

graphic work. Mr. W. L. F. Wastell, who has edited the volume,

leads off with a paper on negative making, dealing in a plain and

straightforward manner with the development, fixing and after-

treatment of plates in accordance with the current practice. Ortho-

chromatic photography is in the hands of G. T. Harris, a repro-

duction of one of whose photographs is a particularly fine example

of the skilful use of an orthochromatic plate. The printing pro- I

cesses occupy several chapters; gaslight by the late C. H. Hew;tt :

T.O.P. and self-toning by II. W. Bennett; bromide by C. W.

Somerville; bromoil by J. A. Sinclair; lantern-slides by James Shaw

and enlarging by F. J. Mortimer. What may be termed particular
^

branches of photographic work are represented by articles on homo
J

portraiture by W. Harold House, architectural photography by

Ernest Marriage, on high-speed photography by Adolphe Abrahams I

and on reflex cameras by G. E. Brown. The book is most attrac- I

tively printed and bound and externally recommends itself to the

amateur photographer, who will not be disappointed by the good
^

fare within. The price of the new edition is 3s. net.

Eyes and Spectacles.—A translation of the work by Dr. M. von

Rohr has been made by Mr. A. Harold Levy and published, price I

63. net, by the Hatton Press, 123, Fleet Street, London. E.C.4. {

Although written for .the information of those engaged in visual

optics, and particularly in the spectacle-making trade, the first

chapter is an account of the properties of the eye in respect to

vision, such as cannot be found expressed in a similarly precise and

simple manner in the lesser optical text-books. For the sake of this .

chapter alone and its simple treatment of properties such as sharp-

ness of vision, accommodation, perspective, and binocular vision, •

which have their application in the making of photographs, the
"

volume thoroughly deserves a place in the library of those inter-

ested in photographic optics. Mr. Levy has not had the easiest

task in making the translation, as those who have undertaken the

work of translating Dr. von Rohr's highly condensed and idiomatic

German will know, but with the assistance of the German author he

has made what appears to be throughout an English rendering ox-

1

ceedingly close to the original

Reports of Applied Chemistry.—The sixth volume of the series

of report* on the progress of various branches of chemical industry,

which is compiled each year by the Society of Chemical Ind

gain appeared under the editorship of Mr. T. F. Burton. It ;s

published by the Society, 46-47, Finsbury Square, London, E.G. 2,

price 12s. 6d. Members of the Society obtain it for 7s. 6d. There
_

is scarcely a branch of the chemical and metallurgical manufactur-

ing trades, the progress of which during 1921 is not review

pages in the shape of a very readable report which

together the threads of research and presents the advance

which have been made in a form in which a chemist, whose specialty

is in another field may readily appreciate them. Photogi

materials and processes have formed a section of the work from its.
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l«t

Be y referred to the much discussed theme of recent

vix., the validity of Einstein's law of the photo

al equivalent in cases of change in a substance by exposure to

The experimental evidence was conflicting. Some reactions

:n fair accordance with the law ; in others the yield is greatly

,n excess of the theoretical. Secondary reactions appeared to pm
vide the explanation.

Passing to the problem of an emulsion of silver bromide.

between the sensitiveness of a plate.

the sensitiveness of the individual grains of silver halide and the

veness of the material of those grains. The first dep.

on the number .if grains per unit area, their size and distribution

and the sensitivity of the material composing them.

regards sensitiveness of grains, the experimental evidence

favour ew that a grain was re-n-: ; letely develop-

able or left ondeve'opable by exposure to light. But grain sensi-

-**, so far as it possessed experimental significance, meant

number of grains made developable by a certain

It was an average, not I
|

f an individual

ere was undoui ation between sensitivenes and

grains being always more sensitive than

r ones—but later on in his lecture Professor Svedberg

expressed the view that greater sensitiveness was compatible with

a snia , kin.

I, was it possible to account for the fact that

seemed no reason why a large is more sensitive than a

small' I
exposure? Be

his subject by observing

thin the grain,

starting-point made a grain developable. The numb

n a grain appeared to follow the laws of ch

s were (on the average) more sensitive than

• s, because of the greater probability of their contain-

ne starling point or more than one. He had.

• the surface area, not the volume, is the measure of

-mines the percentage number of di

irom considerations of this kind, he defined the -

number of developable centres per unit ar.

In these terms the sensitiveness of the essential

I be expressed independently of the

In emulsion making the aim • small

. as, an aim which was not inconsistent

_
(berg's lecture was listened to with the greatest

. oe which should have been larger. On the

Mwendad by l>r. T,

lie thanks of ty were accorded to Dr.

,» replica irter and Driffield medal pr»-

im as a memento of the

B.

vrd was himself again in Vfr. A. Dordau I

i lantern lectun •• 'II His last <

to come up to hie usual standard, from circumstances, it has now

transpired, not under his conti

'iwWm a
!

,a>t wccli

scored well with sn amusing ai lie also, as

' * np almost unlimited possibilities of varied work

iasjM r .>:.-• • Bsiaral bietorj •iinlus. due to Mr. Wilkinson, cam"
- an migh-

s .ff children, and animal, il

.ken by Johnson's flashlight.

. he ipiick enough to record no reflex i

merit, eten tribute to rapidity of combustion. A spider,

ante out distinct in all details, though no trace of the sitter

could be found sfler the exposure. Luckily this was a free sitting,

interesting point waa incidentally raised by Mr. Pyke as to

whether the •ptrita of deceased pete re-visit this mundane sphere.

He wu m- pinion by being awakened one night by

the singing («"•> f a cat. whose voice strikingly resembled

of a departed pet. The solo proceeded for hours, despite unappre-

e remarks wafted from the window. Without wishing to

cast door.'- nee of spook cats, th* only presun
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Hiring («t ..f the incident appears to be that Mr. Pyko used

fitting the occasion.

,1,1c top " photography, which brought the evening to a close

, .,,,1,,.,,,. especially those slides which included humorous and

cleverly modelled plasticine figures by the lecturer s wife. Some

of them fairly revived .he jaded photographic appetite of the old

Mention should also be made of some effective Celo-

.
•• coloured films for firelight and moonlight studies. No

one including the lecturer, knew where they are to bo obtained.

In the discussion, Mr. Jobling, alluding to some striking views

shown with natural clonds taken with a pale l.ghtfilter on

Wellington's anti-screen plates, pointed out that without a filter

they would always do more than an ordinary plate in the way of

i
correction, and with a filter of light hue more than a yellow

sensitive ortho' plato similarly screened, and with no sacrifice of

He bad obtained a good representation of khaki on un-

,cd anti-screen plates. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded

Mr. Pyke for a lecture .which can confidently be recommended to

photographic societies.

KD1VBURGH SOCIETY OP PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Meeting held on Monday, May 1. Present: Mrs. Mackay,

Messrs J. Campbell Harper, Norman Thomson. J. B. Johnston,

Alex Ayton. John Thomson, W. J. Hufccheson, Aikroan, Fergusson,

George Balmain, W. B. Hislop, Dakers. and E. D. Young. Mr. J.

Campbell Harper, President, in the chair. .

The Secretary read letters .of resignation from the Society from

Mr. William Halkett, Portobello, and Mr. Charles D. Crooke,

Edinburgh, and these were accepted with regret.

The Treasurer submitted his accounts for the year 1921-22. from

which it appeared that the balance at the credit of the Society

amounted to £17 3s. 6d. '

, J.
The accounts were gone over with the relative vouchers and

approved and signed by the Chairman.

The election of office-bearers was then proceeded with. Mr.

Hislop moved that Mr. J. Campbell Harper be re-appointed Presi-

dent for the next session. This was seconded by Mr. Fergusson,

and cordially approved.

Mr. Campbell Harper, in returning thanks, said that he would

do* his best for the Society, and appreciated the confidence which

the members reposed in him. Mr. George Balmain, Mr. Fergusson

and Mr. Moffat were re-appointed members of the committee, and

Mr. Fergusson moved that Mr. Norman Thomson be elected a

members of committee in place of Mr. Coltart. This was

seconded by Mr. E. D. Young. There being no other nominations,

these gentlemen were appointed members of the committee. The

President moved the re-election of Mr. A. Allan Lowson, Solicitor,

Supreme Courts, as Secretary and Treasurer, which was unani-

mously agreed to.

Mr.' E. D. Young moved that a cordial vote of thanks be given

to Mr. George E. Brown, Editor of the " British Journal of

Photography," for his kindness in publishing the minutes of the

Society in his journal. This motion was heartily approved of, and

Secretary was directed to transmit to Mr, Brown an excerpt

from this minute.

The Secretary read to the meeting Mr. W. B. Hislop's report on

the photographic chemistry and optics class held last winter. Mr.

Hislop stated that the attendance was excellent, and that the

majority of the students showed a considerable amount of interest

in the lectures, although the benefit they would derive therefrom

was more in proportion to their previous education and training in

photography. He thought the class was a success, but he was

doubtful whether another year on the same lines would produce

the same satisfactory results, as the effects of the class had been

to increase the differences between the various grades of students.

This was inevitable in a lecture course.

He suggested that if it could be arranged for the students to have

some experimental work, it would enable the class to work on a

more level footing, besides fixing the experiments in their minds.

He also suggested if the students had the privilege of visiting three

or four studios in town in order to become familiar with photo-

graphic appliances and lenses and their working, it would be of an

immense advantage and an effective way of deepening their interest

in their work. The President, on behalf of the members, thanked

Mr. Hislop for his report, and assured him that there would be no

difficulty in procuring apparatus for use of the students, and arrang.

ing for some studios in Edinburgh being opened to them. The

President further stated that he could think of no one who was

ninently fitted to undertake the tuition of the class as Mr.

Hi lop, and hoped that he would agree to continue his good work

for another year. Mr. Hislop, in reply, stated that he could not

itic agree to undertake the class for another year, but he

was willing to afford his successor every assistance in his power.

It was accordingly remitted to the President to call on Mi.

McNally, of the Edinburgh Education Authority, and endeavour

rue to some arrangement for the carrying on of the same.

Mr. E. D. Young, in moving that the constitution of the Society

be altered, stated that the Society had been hampered from in-

creasing its membership and extending its activities by tho

restricted area from which it could draw its members. He
accordingly moved that the constitution of the Society be altered

(1) by deleting in Rule 3 the words " in Edinburgh and District,"

and (2) by adding in Rule 7 after the words " First," " For mem-

Iwis who carry on business within the City of Edinburgh, and for all

other members 10s. 6d. per annum." This was seconded by Mr.

Fergusson, and unanimously agreed to. Mr. Fergusson 6tated

that in respect that the rules of the Society could only ba altered

at an annual general meeting in May, it was thought exp<

in view of the coming Congress and Fair, to have power to call

an extraordinary general meeting of the Society for that purpose

on the requisition of at least five members. He accordingly n

that in Rule 9 there be added after the words " general meeting "

the words " or at an extraordinary general meeting of the Si

for that purpose on the requisition of at least five menu
This motion was seconded by Mr. George Balmain and unani-

mously approved.

The Secretary read to the meeting a postcard which had been

handed to him by .Mr. Hislop and Mr. Harold Hood, of Hoo
Co., photo-engravers, Sandbride Works, Middlesbrough, request-

ing him to send a copy of the rules of the Edinburgh Society of

Professional Photographers as they wish to form a similar society

in that district. The President stated that it was very gratifying

that similar societies to theirs were being started in other towns.

The Secretary was instructed to send a copy of the rules, and to

say that the President and members of committee would be

pleased to afford them any assistance in the formation of their

society.

The Secretary read a letter which he had received from the

Secretary of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Profes-

sional Photographers, dated April 7, giving their society's views

that the formation of a Federation was, in their opinion, prema-

ture, and that in regard to the subject of the Congress thej

thought, that the management- and responsibility of it should be

left entirely in the hands of the Edinburgh Society, although thej

would give the Congress their support. A map of Scotland waf

also enclosed suggesting that the country be divided betw<

.

two societies so that the Glasgow Society could solicit m<

from those on the west side of Scotland, and the Edinburgh

Society from the east. In view of these findings the Glasgow

Society did not consider it necessary for the proposed Conference

to be held on April 21. The President stated that this letter hat

como to them somewhat in the nature of a surprise, as it was thi

impression of both Mr. Young and himself, who attended thi

Glasgow meeting on behalf of this Society, that the GlasgS
Society were most anxious that the question of Federation shoult

be proceeded with at once. He further stated that there wej)

several questions which had been discussed with the Glasgow Coin

mittee, and which he had hoped to settle at a joint meeting^

These were (1) the drafting of a joint circular to be issued b;

both societies
; (2) mutual agreement as to the boundaries : and (3

the question as to whether country members should have th

option of joining either society. He had convened a meeting o

the Committee to discuss the matter, and a reply was formulate

to the Glasgow Society, in which it was stated that this 3

had no desire to press the question of Federation immediately, hi;

that the impression of Mr. Young and himself was that

Society wished that federation should precede that of the extei

sion of the boundaries of the societies and the formation <

societies in other towns. It was also pointed out tha

not replied to the above three questions which were under

sion at the meeting in Glasgow, and as the Edinburgh £

desired to act in unison with them it was suggested that a confe
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temporary.
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his address to the convention of that society at Boston, U.S.A.
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accurately have been advocated, photographers know how

saaily one may be deceived when working without a watch. Re-

marking that it wan extremely difficult to measure time, the

Recor Wild, K.C.) conducted an • perinv

liearing of a esse last week. A witness had

stated lapsed between certain events, but,

aske-l •« that time by the words " Go " and " Now " while
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vckod the seconds with his watch, it was found that

live seconds only had passed.

PHOTOO&Aranra Mount Evkrest.—The writer of the "Diary of

he " Evening News " states that Captain

J. Noel, F R.Q.S., commanding the photographic section of the

Mount Ev( dition, had a narrow escape while travelling

le Darjeeling- Himalayan Railway. In order to take a quickly-

ng picturo he had climbed on the roof of the car and was

y swept off his perch several times while passing under low

• s and overhanging foliage. " He writes home," continues

Diarist, "glowing accounts of what can be done with the

Newman-Sinclair cine camera, which appears to be able to do

thing but talk the Tibetan language. By using the new motor

ument the camera can be left to take something like 2,000 feet

of film all by itself !

"

NIW8PAPHBS by Photography.—Newspapers by photography are

ni. new thing (writes a correspondent), and many will remember the

. excellent issues of " The Scientific American " produced entirely by

photography a year or 60 ago, but the photographic edition of the

Paris " Daily Mail " may not be so well known. This photographic

feat was referred to by Lord Northcliffe in a speech made last

Thursday when presenting a gift of £10,000 and £2,500 pension to

one of his retiring editors. " The editor of the Continental edition

of the ' Daily Mail,' " said Lord Northcliffe, " was, without warn-

ing, one night faced with a telephone threat from a number of mis-

guided workers, who at the same time telephoned to the editor of

the Paris edition of the ' New York Herald ' and combined in a

lightning strike. Mr. Goudie (the editor) accepted the challenge,

and in a few days produced an almost perfect newspape" by photo-

graphy. In a fortnight it was difficult to see that it was not a news-

paper produced in the usual Way from type."

Toeonto Camera Club.—The thirty-first annual exhibition

arranged by the Toronto Camera Club will again form part of

the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto, from August 26 to

mber 9 next. One of the largest exhibition galleries in the

building of applied arts has been placed at the Club's disposal,

and will allow of the hanging of upwards of 600 prints. Our
Canadian friends hope to receive many exhibits from the mother
country. An entry form is obtainable from the Secretary of the

Committee, Mr. J. H. Mackay, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, but as

little time elapses between now and the final date for the receipt

of entries, namely, July 22, no doubt exhibits will be accepted

without the accompaniment of the official entry form. The number
of works which may be sent by a single exhibitor is limited to

eight, an entry fee of 50 cents covering this number. Exhibitors

are asked to state the title of each picture, the process used for

the print, and also whether the exhibition committee has the

exhibitor's permission to allow prints to be reproduced. Exhibits
should be sent by post only, and should be declared as for exhibi-

tion only and without commercial value. Prints must be mounted,
preferably on white or light tone mounts, 16, 20 or 24 inches in

height, but not framed.

UPS. Affiliation Outing.—The organising societies, for the
outing on May 27 are the Hitchin and District Camera Club and
the Letchworth and District Camera Club. The route to be

traversed is from Hitchin Station, through Charlton, Well-head,

Gosmore, and St. Ippollitts back to Hitchin.

Tea will be served at 4.30 p.m. at the Brand Street School Room,
after which visitors will have ample time to photograph in the

town itself, permission having been obtained to photograph in

several interesting buildings.

Arrangements have been made with the G.N. Rly. Co. whereby
a party of twelve or more travelling to Hitchin together by any
train may do so at a reduced return fare of single fare and a

third. For those travelling from King's Cross, special tickets

will be issued at 6s. 3d. return, and the party from King's Cross
are advised to use the following services :

—

King's Cross depart, 1.5 p.m.; Hitchin arrive, 2.16 p.m.
Return :

Hitchin depart, 8.56 p.m. j King's Cross arrive, 10.8 p.m.
Additional trains :

King's Cross depart, 9.20 a.m. ; Hitchin arrive, 10.21 a.m.

„ „ „ 11.30 a.m. „ „ 12.22 p.m.
>. ,, ,, 12.40 p.m. „ „ 1.31 p.m.
., ,, „ 1.45 p.m. ,, ,, 2.47 p.m.
>, ,, ,, 2.30 p.m. ,, ,, 3.31 p.m.

Those travelling from King's Cross must apply through their

ary for tea and railway (special) ticket to Mr. Cannon

(address below), while those travelling from other stations,

viding the party numbers not less than twelve, should apply to

their Station Master beforehand for tenn>.

Mem hers not using the trains advised should let Mr. Cannon

know what train they intend travelling by.

Admittance to the tea will be by ticket (2s. 6d.), and applications

for tickets must reach Reg. Cannon, 16, Ickleford Road, Hitchin,

with remittance from the Secretary of each Society, before

May 21, otherwise tea cannot be guaranteed.

Members of the organising societies, wearing black and amber

ribbons, will be stationed at points along the route to giv>

required information or guidance, and will meet parties arriving

by train.

Entries for the usual affiliation outing competition will only be

accepted from those who sign the attendance book at tea time,

and the usual competition rules of the Affiliation Board of .1

will be adhered to. Further particulars may be obtained from'

Secretaries of affiliated societies, or from the official Red Book

of the Affiliation.

Correspondence.

*#* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

A'o notice is taken of communications unless the name* and

addresses of the writers are given.

*#* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

INVENTIONS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen-,—in view of the fact that I believe the statements

which I made in my previous letters were substantially and in effect

quite true, and that only an evasion or perversion of the facts can

make them appear otherwise, I am sorry that Mr. Wall, by his

communication which appears on page 206, makes it necessary for

me to write again.

To begin with, I hav^tried to make it clear that my obje<

-

to produce extremely tenuous colourless colloid reliefs, which, were

subsequently dyed in various colours. I made such relief prints

,vhich could be completely dyed up with some of the well-known

soluble acid dyes in about 30 seconds, producing colour prints as

perfect in every respect as relief print6 which would require fronij

10 minutes to half an hour to dye through evenly with the same dye
solutions, and which in a further development and application of

the process permitted of making imbibition prints on such hard

surfaces as Velox backing paper, with short time contact and entire

absence of the dye spreading action which characterised all imbibi-

tion prints as previously made, on soft gelatine paper, with the

long contact made necessary by the reliefs used by Sanger Shepherd

and others. This accomplishment positively had not been antici-

pated by others.

In the perfecting of this substantially new and really revolutionary

procedure I introduced, an entirely new and original 6ystem of dye

bath control, whereby any number of exactly duplicate prints could

be made automatically and rapidly, the depth of dyeing depending

upon the dye bath composition, and being independent of time of

immersion after a certain short period. I well remember how a

former pupil of Mr. Wall's, who was employed as my assistant,

thought that the way to get a lighter print was to dilute the dye

bath with water, and was thunderstruck to find that the composi-

tion, and not the strength of the dye bath, was what determined

the depth of colour in the print.

Mr. Wall discounts all this by- two references to procedures which

did not effect these results, and declares in effect that there was no

originality in my methods.

Now, as to the facts: Lumiere specified the addition of cochineal

red to the bichromated colloid coating. Cochineal red is very ;

parent to the blue and violet light to which bichromated <

are most sensitive, and while it could conceivably, and probah

have some restraining effect, it could not serve for the production

of " extremely tenuous relief prints." The colour which Lumiere
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In Mr. Biennan's first article he states that :
—" There is no

reason why a dry-plate screen negative should not be
t when it leaves the fixing bath." It would be interesting

to know if Mr. Bierman means " capable of giving a perfect print

on metal," for in an earlier system of his published in the

Imperial Process Plat. Handbook, the resulting negatives, from
a flat bromide, for instance, with their excessive "penumbra"
which partly prints through, would certainly not be judged per-

bj a wet-plate operator used to seeing exactly what he has

the way of actual dot formation.

Mr. 1. II Johnson's advice in your issue of May 5—'' to be as

exact as possible in applying the working hypothesis . . . that

the ratio of screen distance is to screen ruling as the aperture is

to camera extension " (which of course is the actual basis of the

Smith Turner system), seems to fail for the reasons stated above,

'hat one cannot bo exact to system with the coarser screen

rnlingi and obtain perfect results.—Yours faithfully,

F. B.

-iniiigham. May 6.

the Kditors

am pleased to tea Mr. Look EL Johnson's letter,

and t<. find the subject attrai Dtion from someone who
tlv has some inside knowledge of the process trade.

I agree with hat he says, but I cannot agree with

all his conclusions. The k< his letter is, like the

in the tail, and that it, that the normal distance

equation ik the laat word, and so long as operators will accurately

work tn it all will be well. But that is exactly what I am attack-

There is a factor missing from the equation, and unless

'wtor it taken into • (Divalent results with diffi

rulings are impossible. The effect of blindly following the

rquat n tlie gradation scale with the fine as com-
pared • oarte rulings, and in -come

he exposure us divided between several stops of different

diameters, which cannot all agree with the equation, arid the pro

"xposnre allotted to these stops n. with

rulings. 'I i hat if the equation

correct this should not be necessary, and all screen

..i should render the same gradation with the same stop and
exposure

Sat* of tli fl r ry, but ia the governing
factor m 'h«. equation, and any advantage that

ran be gained from a study of it is certainly worth while With
regard to speed and quality that naturally follows if the system
is rig) the advantage in speed of negatr

expected to correct faulty gradation?

id any idea of the criticisms levelled at

present-day half tone reproduction, and the effort* that are being
made in many imarters to get away from its crudities he would
probably think anything worth while that would help to put the
process upon a more scientific basis. I agree with him that it

does not end with the negative, but the whole process is about as
" rule of tihnmh " at it can well be. —Yours faithfully,

F, A BmmAN, F.R.p.S.

AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL PORTRAITS.

the Editors.

reading Mr Maokie'i letter in your issue

lay 5 I was not prepared for the great pleasure I experienced

in seeing the American Portraits at the Photographic Fair.

There was a vitality about them, as a whole, which waa quite

extraordinary, and the fresh points of view and ease of nearly

all the portraits made this part of the Fair an education in itself.

ally charming were the portraits of children,, which were,

it all rate. ally spontaneous. There was about this little

ition a strong feeling that the authors are keen on their

work and love it for itself.

in England it, on the whole, of a much
it then the English public is more con-

ican, and I do not think that work such

Imire it^wnuld find a ready tale in England
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meed mv.nl.vrs of the community,

of us who earn our living hy photography, I fear, the photo-

graph that is
" so dear " still finds the greatest favour among our

rs truly.

(Miss) Violkt K. Blaiki.ock.

18, Elsworthv faoad, S. Hampstead, N.W.3.

May 6, 1922.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small ipaet is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad_

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

E. W.—Either of the shutters mentioned would give a much

greater range of exposure and be more efficient than the roller

blind, and are quite worth fitting. We advise you- to entrust

the work only to the makers of the lens.

J. A.—The copyright is certainly yours, and has been infringed

definitely by the newspaper. You should write to the proprietors of

the latter pointing out the infringement. They are the people,

inasmuch as your customer apparently has not actually copied

your photograph, but sent one of your prints to the newspaper.

S. W.—If the pinholes are very small they can be stopped out

with a mixture of rubber solution and lamp black, applied as

sparingly as possible with a fine camel hair brash. But the

remedy is only temporary as a rule, and it is usually best to

have a new blind fitted, which can be done by 6uch a firm as

Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck, 4-6,
|
Holborn Circus, London,

E.C.I.

H. J.—While-you-wait cameras are supplied by Messrs. Jonathan

Fallow-field, 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, who are

agents for all the makes on the market. There is no book on
the subject. An ordinary camera is unsuitable because means
have to be provided for transferring the exposed metal plate

or card in full daylight into a tank where it is simultaneously

developed and fixed.

K M.—We do not know of any photographers who make a

regular practice of selling negatives for retouching practice, but

would advise you to apply to some of the professionals in your
own neighbourhood. They might object to parting with them
altogether, but might be willing to let you have some rejected
poses on loan, to be returned when you have worked upon them.

C. G.—We are sorry that we cannot give formulas for waterproof
inks, as the makers keep these to themselves. Ordinary Indian
ink becomes waterproof if mixed with a little bichromate of
potash solution when mixing. We believe that some makers use
a small quantity of a solution of shellac and borax in making
their inks. The solution is made by mixing 1 oz. borax. 5 ozs.
shellac in 20 ozs. hot water. Keep hot till dissolved, allow to

cool and settle, and decant clear liquid.

U- F.— (1) Owing to the very high printing costs many photo-
graphic text books are out of print at present, but vou can
almost certainly get " Practical Lantern-Slide Making," by
C. T. Harris, second-hand from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing
Cross Road, W.C.2, for a shilling or two. (2) Demonstration,
of lantern-slide making are frequent fixtures at photographic
societies; probably there is one in the fixture list of the
Wimbledon and District Camera Club, the secretary of which is
Mr. F. J. Gittins, 39, Ashcombe Road, Wimbledon.

H. B.—The only two suggestions we can make for the improve-
ment of the apparatus (which has little in common with that
described by Mr. Lockett) are (1) to line the box containing
the burners with a matt white coating, such as a matt enamel
paint of white asbestos boards, and (2) to use one thickness of

matt opal instead of ground glass. The former of these su|

tions will give you A leal more diffused '1 the opal

will diffuse the light still more, though we are afraid it will

then exposures unduly. If these means are not satisfactory

ne afraid that the only thing you can do is to fit a condenser.

J. D. T.—Yes, for distant scenery, particularly in regard to

tonal effect, there would bo an advantage in fitting an adjust-

ment so as to lengthen the focal length of your lens to.

16 ins. The extension of your half-plate camera would prob-

ably allow for the use of this focal length, perhaps a little i

say up to 18 ins. It is almost inevitable that the fitting

attachment impairs slightly the definition of an anastigmat

but considering the relatively narrow angle over which the latter

will be used we do not think that is very much to trouble about

Of course the F.No. (marked) will be increased in proportion to

ti.e new focal length.

M. E.—The photograph which you have taken, provided i'

not taken to the order of the gitf, is your copyright, ami

can do what you like with it. We do not think that tin

that it bears a certain resemblance to the poster would
ground for action on the part of the company. Certainly there

would be no case whatever as regards copyright for the si.

tion that you were infringing their poster. On the other i

if your enlargement is strikingly similar to the poster,

might very likely be strong objection on the part of the com-
pany on the ground that the use of the enlargement was le;

the public to believe that the goods you are offering for sal<

theirs.

E. M.— (1) Your present lens is a very old one, but the m
had a good reputation in their time, which was between 50 and
60 years ago. A modern lens of the same type by a good maker
would most probably be superior, but would not compare with a

good anastigmat. (2) As a rule it must be assumed that lenses

hy good makers are worth the price charged for them or the

demand would not continue. It is impossible to establish a ratio

'

between price and quality as the quality of the lens is not a

measurable quantity. A lens that is only a little better than
another may well be considered worth twice as much or even
more. (3) The Aldis lenses offered by the Disposals Syndicate"
are certainly cheap, even after paying for an iris to be fitted,

but it must not be forgotten that they were made to cover 5x4
plates. They may cover larger plates satisfactorily, but you
must take the risk. You do not mention the size of plate you
wish to cover nor the length of your studio. For general work,
mainly cabinets, a 16-in. lens is a favourite for large studios, and
a 10 to 12-in. for shorter rooms. A second-hand lens by a good
maker is always worth nearly its cost for re-sale if you have
not paid too much for it.

The British Journal of Photography.
Line Advertisements.

An increased scale of charges for prepaid line advertisements

(excepting Situations Wanted) is now in operation, viz. :

—

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

6d.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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gards the quant-it; of added alkali.. Wt
tot help thinking that while the method may be an

[lent one for throwing down the sih due from
point of view of regenerating the hypo for use if

rather doubtful, at any rate in the case of the acid or

hardening fixing baths now so much in use.

View Point in A good many photographers, while fully

Interior Work, alive to the importance of a view point

in many branches of work, do not appreciate this fully

in architectural interiors. Some time ago we were shown
a fine photograph of the interior of a famous abbey,

showing details from a point of view not generally

attempted, the whole particularly well rendered from the

point of view of perspective. Subsequent conversation

elicited the fact that the photographer had fixed his

camera to the top of an exceedingly high step ladder,

as is generally to be brought to light in these

buildings by judicious treatment of the sacristan.

Another advantage in this class of work, following from
the higher point of view, is that objects not contributing

to the beauty of the picture may thus be very con-

veniently dodged or subdued. We refer to stoves, chairs,

and the hundred and one things that render difficult the
making of a pictorial representation of interiors. The

way to fix the camera to the steps is to insert foun
sharp shoemaker's " awls " into the steps at the corners

of the camera base. The exposures may be made from
the ground, using an extra long release, or, if the shutter

has a trigger release, a piece of thin string may be made
to serve

Photograph- The photographer who attempts church
ing: Altars. interiors is often working under a

difficulty when he has to photograph altars, the candles
upon which are to be rendered burning. Even if the best

of backed plates or the most non-halative film is employed
in such circumstances the flames of the candles are repre-

sented as large circular blobs of whiteness, due to the
irradiation of the emulsion. There is one way in which
candle flames may be rendered realistically, and that is

by giving a full exposure to the subject without the

candles being lighted. At the end of this exposure the
lens is capped and the sacristan asked to light all the

candles. This done, a further exposure of twelve or fifteen

seconds is given, which will result in the images of the

candle flames being rendered as they appear. Even
under these conditions a well-backed plate or a film should
be employed. Another point in work of this kind is that
a panchromatic emulsion should be employed, since much
of the composition consists of rich colouring, which, if

improperly rendered, causes the picture to be dis-

appointing. •

The Small The small camera fitted with a large-
Camera on a aperture lens is so efficient as a hand
Tripod. camera that many workers do not seem
to realise that there are times when short exposures upon
a fcripbd may be given, effecting a very great saving in

time in comparison with that needed for larger

apparatus. When using the watch pocket instrument as

a stand camera, there are one or two points that are often

looked. As regards attaching the camera to a tripod

ich may be of the telescopic variety) it is better to
use a tripod board or adapter rather than screw the

ra to the tripod, even if a bush is fitted, which is

not always the case. For arranging the subject a wire-
frame direct-vision view-finder is of immense advantage.

and should always be. used in to attempting

to compose the image upon a minute focussing sc

No worker who has tried both methods would willingly

return to the latter, and it is a great pity that i

cameras are not more frequently fitted with this most
valuable accessory. Lastly, the exposures should be

made with a flexible release, since as a rule it is not

to expose for short periods without risk of shaking

the camera, if the trigger release is used. In this

an attempt should be madi ly the camera wit

hand.

CLOUD NEGATIVES.

Formerly, it was easy to purchase cloud negatives in

size on either glass or film, the carbon film clouds of

Mr. Green, of Berwick-on-T\veed, being very fine. I

are no longer listed by the dealers, and it is to be

sumed that, as articles of commerce, they have c«

to exist. This is, perhaps, not altogether to be regretted,

as it was sometimes rather embarrassing for an exhibitor

to find his cloud effect duplicated in one or more
pictures in the same show.

A considerable amount of judgment has to be exer-

in the making of cloud negatives for printing-in, as

distinguished from those in which the cloud effect is in

itself the point of interest, as the latter class includes

bold, stormy skies, sunsets and sunrises, while for the
former the more common-place, but 6till beautiful,

cumulus or cirrus forms are more generally suitable.

As the forms of these clouds vary during the course

of the day it is desirable to mark upon each negative

the hour at which it was taken. Although it does not

matter in ordinary commercial work whether a mid-day
sky is printed into an evening negative, so long as the

general effect is good, critics may not be so merciful if

the same thing is done in an avowedly pictorial com-
position. For important work it is even desirable to

take the cloud
v
and landscape from the same spot at

the same time of day, but, of course, not necessarily on

the same day, as the conditions are often not favourable

for so doing.

Although clouds may sometimes be secured upon the

same negative as the landscape subject, it is not well

to rely on doing so very often, as it is next to impossible

to obtain the necessary contrast in the sky if there is

strong contrast in the foreground. Graduated colour

screens have been tried to compensate for this disparity,

but they are obviously of limited application, as the

gradation must extend across the entire subject, irrespec-

tive of buildings or clumps of trees.

Fairly good cloud negatives may be obtained upon slow

ordinary plates without a filter, but the occasions upon

whioh this is possible are so few that it is well always

to use colour-sensitive plates with a suitable filter. A
deep yellow filter is usually not the most suitable. Even
a deep blue sky does not give the impression of black

to the eye, which is the result of the total elimination

of blue resulting from too deep a filter. Exposure may
present some difficulties at first, but a modification of

the strip test, as used in bromide printing, will greatly

help in this direction. As clouds are constantly moving,

it is impossible to employ the ordinary method of Ar:<

the shutter out in sections, but it is possible to an

strips of card to partially mask the plate so that, say,

three quite independent exposures can be made upon the

same plate, giving double the time at each change. This

test may be made at home, and, if possible, the time

taken to secure a full tint upon a Watkins or Wynne
meter should be noted, the meter being pointed to the
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THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.
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CAarr* to Roar. D. Baowif, Esq.,

5»«, Tuppcny Road.
London, S.F.dJ.

fig. 1

First of all. i card such as that illustrated in Fig. 1 is

printed. It is advisable that this be of thin card or thick

paper, eaanring 8 in. by in., and it is not necessary that
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liliv printed. A thousand or two can be run off

cheaply by any firm which undertakes the printing of

ms of duplicating machines. Besides these

i anls, four standard 8 by 5 card index drawers are required.

When .the customer has been photographed, her name,

address, the date of the sitting, and the negative number

entered at the top of the card. At the same time, by

means of a piece of carbon duplicating paper, a duplicate

is made. These two cards are then clipped together with

an ordinary wire fastener, and placed in drawer-file No. 1.

At the front of this drawer are index cards labelled " C. de

\ ." "Cabinet," "8 in. by 6 in.," or any other shape or

of negative in common use by the firm. Behind one

of these the two cards are placed, according to the size of

portrait selected by the sitter. In due course the negatives

are given to the receptionist to be named and numbered,

and this information she obtains from the cards, which she

replaces as before.

It the proofs have been promised by a certain date this

fact will have been noted at the left-hand bottom corner

of the cards, and the receptionist, now reminded of the fact,

will send a note to the printer accordingly. The printer

writes the number of the negative on the back of each proof,

and when these come down to the reception room the cards

are again referred to for the name and address, and the

date of the dispatch of the proofs is entered below the " date

promised." The cards are now replaced in the drawer, but

behind their original position, where there is a double set

<if alphabet index cards. The cards are placed in the first

'

alphabet, behind the initial letter proper to them, and here

they lie until the customer gives her order.

On receipt of the order the details thereof are added to

both cards—tile size and style, instructions, etc., being entered

each under its proper heading, and the number of prints,

coloured prints, or frames, written in their respective columns

thus enabling one to see at a glance the kind of items

composing the order, and to prevent an order for two frames

being mistaken for an order for two prints, or a coloured

print for a frame. Besides this, the date on which the order

is received is entered at the left bottom corner, and also, the

date for which it is promised; while the name and address

of the person to whom the whole is chargeable is written

in the space provided—if the person to be charged is not

the person photographed. Otherwise, this space is left blank.

The two cards are now separated, the rough proofs being

clipped to the duplicate card and sent to the printer, and

the other being replaced in the drawer, but still farther

back, in a second alphabet, of which there is a double set

also.

Thus we have in this first drawer : (1) A set of three or

four index cards representing the different sizes of portraits.

Here the cards lie until the dispatch of the proofs, the com-

pletion of the first clerical function. (2) Two double sets

of alphabet index cards. Here the cards lie, in the first set,

until the arrival of the order, and in the second set until

the order is dispatched. This completes the second clerical

function.

The reason for the use of a double set of alphabet index

cards, in each of these two cases is as follows :—During the

month, say, of January, all cards are placed in the first

alphabet of each set. On February . I the second alphabet

in each set is placed in front of the first, and all cards during

February are placed in this. On March 1 the first alphabets

fall to be used once again, but it will be found that a few

cards placed in these during January still linger behind.

rhese cards represent, in the one case, sittings for which no
order has been given, and, in the other case, orders on hand

have been unduly delayed. These cards must now be

extracted, and. in the case of unordered proofs, a carefully-

worded letter is sent to the customer asking if the proofs
submitted on such-and-such a date have met with approval,

and how many finished copies will be required. She will then

either give an order or arrange a second sitting. In the
case of orders on hand which have been delayed, it is neces-

sary merely for the photographer to pay a visit to his work-
rooms, the cards in his hand, and discover the cause of the

delay. All such overdue cards 6hould be kept either by

the receptionist or by the photographer in a prominent
place where he or she will see them every morning, and where
they will lie until the matter is rectified.

Thus it will be seen that, provided the alphabets

changed over regularly on the first day of each month, or

at any other convenient period, it is impossible that any

proofs can remain unordered or that any order be overlooked

or. forgotten.

Now let us follow the course of the duplicate card to

which the rough proofs have been clipped. This goes to the

printer—if the negatives have been retouched before proofing

—and the printer gleans from the card all the instructions

which are applicable to him. When he has completed the

order the card is passed on, along with the prints, to the

mounter, and thence to the finishers. It is thus unnecessary

for the photographer or the receptionist to waste time trot-

ting from room to room giving verbal instructions. Every-

thing i6 here in writing for each department to see. Mean-

while, in the reception room, the other card remains in the

file ; and, should the customer call while the order is in

progress to ask some question, or to make some alteration,

it is necessary only for the receptionist to refer to the card,

and in a moment she is conversant with all the details of

the order and is able to talk intelligently regarding it. This

is an obvious advantage. Were the details of the order buried

in a book several minutes might be spent before they could

be traced, and customers are apt to forget that one has

other customers and that the human memory is imperfect.

When the order i.s completed the duplicate card accom-

panies it down to the reception room. The receptionist

extracts the corresponding card from the file, checks and

dispatches the order, and enters the date in the column

headed " Disptd." The duplicate card is now destroyed.

Now the back of the original card is printed with the usual

ledger ruling, as in fig. 2. Here the name and addre.

Name : Brown, Robt. D. Addreii : 596, Tuppeny Road,

Rend. 1922.
London

'
S -E69 -

Oct. 22

Nov. 22
Dec. 22

.

Aug. 11

Dec. 10

To 12 Cabinet sepia of Mrs.
Brown

1 Sketch, tinted
2 Gilt frames, 10 X8

By Cheque

£ s. d.
|

£ s. d.

3 3
15 6
13

£4 11 6

£4 11 6

Fig. 2.

the person chargeable are written, and the items and amounts

entered below. At the same time these details are entered

in the firm's day book, which must contain a continuous

record of the daily turnover. This simple operation over,

the card is dropped into drawer-file No. 2. This is the ledger

file, and contains all the outstanding accounts. It is of

unusual composition, and may at first seem somewhat

elaborate. It is composed of no less than twelve sets of

alphabets, one for each month of the year, and with the

name of the month on a card in front of each set. The cur-

rent month is kept always at the front of the drawer, and

the remainder in their sequence behind it. If the current

month be March, then the remaining eleven months will stand

behind in order—February, January, December, November,

etc., with April the farthest back. All cards during March

are dropped into the March alphabet.; then on the first day

of April the April alphabet is brought from its place at the
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and placed in front of March. At the same time, as

in the case of the other file, any cards which still remain
from the -:l are extracted. Such accounts are

year old; and if they have not already received very
special attention it it time that thev did.

more that no card can he overlooked, and
*H • 'ge * re auto-
matically s toward the front

of the drawer will always be fairly full, and a gradual thin

will he noticeal.•!#• in thosi ard the back.

By a monthlv

the case • with

into the " order-

alphabet in t the duplicate card goes
' he spaces for

roofs are unused.
fietimei it h»; «ent

from the workrooms at once, and that, sav, twelve
prints ar. nt or an

enlargement. In this case the duplicate card is wot down
so that the r

it may know « and be a patch
as dispatched,

as well as the date, are entered in the " dispatched " column;
»'"' ip until the whole order has
been dispatched.

• n the an order has been pai rd is

•-X files.

•*• left t.

each, but more subdivided than
the* simple. A- II ' type. Alphabets con be obtained with
various subdivisions, such as Ab-Ac-Ad-Ae-, Ba-He, etc., which
render a card much more readily found. An alphabet with
forty divisions is mast suitable in this case. If the " paid "

card represents a re-order it is placed in No. 3 file, where it

lies for reference purposes; but if it is a card of a sitting

and first order, it is placed in No. 4, and thus we have a
negat --r without further trouble. And not only does

this constitute a negative register, but each card contains

every detail of thi first order, all instructions

applicable to future prints from her negatives, how much
she paid, and how long she took to pay for it.

At the end of each year the contents of these two files are

transferred, en bloc dboard re of similar

dimei ing the year written on each. Of coo

mam nging to the old year will remain unpaid

durir.. of the now year; and such cards,

when paid, must ' • placed in the file proper to their year, and

not in the current

lh the ab tn it is possible to run any photo-

graphic business smoothly and satisfactorily. And the

elastp In the day of success

all that the photographer Ml to increase the number

of hi» rid, when tern; .\il nt the daily discip-

line demanded by clerical work, he should remember with

ind gratitude that, compared wil required

in orher kind* of business, it is mercifully simple.

PFMIAM Swinton.

ACID AMIDOL FOR THE BUSY PRINTER.

- ;» no getting aaay from
ilaT with the trade

ral 1

listnrtj in »ir»-

ii is 1

keep

Ilk, to the

n the

way. an. . two
^^^ftas with { gram of pot t- the ounce of

with the

n the

tically a I

in a rn jar with a wooden tap fitted for drawing off

otrnl This jar is placed on s • !f at

t, and a small hanging jar is kept under

the tap in case of slight leakage.

leid Sulyhit, Solution.

\ Bod nm sulpbit.- 8 lbs.

It P..t«»- metabitolphita ... 2J oss.

. . •' "'I 1«S.)

U mix by slowly adding the motabisulphite

to the sulphite .tion. and make up to

40 oss.

oBS.

!>elow)

i water,

•tions:—

Amidol (dry)

ppjaa* bromide plays *ueh «n il part in nt

of the image, time of de\. atul pro-

taken to

salt sh. up in a 10 per i

.on, and always accurately measured out, bearing in mind

that the* average amount required for bromides is i to J grain

In a 10 p solution every

dram contains six grains, every 10 minims contains ono gi

minim (or drop) contains 1/ 10 grain.

i and ga- alop to lour «itli

J grain of potass bromide to the ounce of developer, and to

obtain a warm or olive black on gaslight, chloro-bromide, or

studio development papers, it is necessary to add more (up to

6 grains to the os.1, a"nd also to dilute the developer. It is

-ting to not., that in diluting the developer for gaslight

papers the contrast with the vigorous grade is increased, but
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the reverse happens when using a diluted developer for

bromides. Potass bromide has little or no influence upon the

given by any particular paper, but it is in pra

absolutely necessary to prevent fog and to control the colour

of the image. Albsence of bromide will give quite a blue colour

.islight, but the whites will oftrn be degraded.

e following table may be useful for reference when a

particular colour is desired:—
Potass. Si

ode. Exposure, grains per oz. Colour.

ight. Vigorous,
J (o ,.,v, t . |

_
Pure black,

normal.
*'"'' DoW¥e

, 1 .. Olive black
normal.

..» 4 times I .
i i ,

,

••
, 4 ,, Brown black,

normal,
i

All. Correct. } .. Pure black.

Normal, \
1 ,. Greenish

plus
:

',. | blaok.

The latter colour is produced on bromides that are to be
toned in the hypo-alum bath. The development is stopped
short of finality, so as bo ensure a warm sepia tone in this

toning bath. Bromides developed to finality give a rather

cold tone in hypo-alum.

Fixing Bath.
Hypo 18 lbs.

Hot water ... ... ... ... ... 34 quarts.

When cool add the following solution:—
Potass metabisulphite ... ... 5 ozs.

Hot water... • ... . ... 2 quarts.

It is convenient to make up a large fixing-bath for a busy

man. The formula is as given above. I am lucky enough to

have a large white earthenware sink holding 40 quarts easily,

and this is fitted with a pull-out plug. There is also a stean

pipe fitted under the sink for use in winter or on cold days.

B. R. Rawkins.

PARIS NOTES.

An Unpublished Niepce Letter.

\\ i. owe I.. M. G. Cromer, well known for his writings on photo-

graphy and an enthusiastic collector of documents relating

to the history of photography, the rediscovery of an unpub-
lished letter of J. Nicephore Niepce. This letter, bearing the

dale of May .'(i, 1326, and addressed to Niepee's son Isidore,

has hitherto been known only/by a few lines <juoted in Pouque's
work of 1867, " La Verite sur ITnvention de la Photographic."
It alludes to the images which for some time prior to the

writing of the letter had been obtained by Niepce in the
camera on pewter plates sensitised with Syrian asphalt.

It was these results to which Niepce applied the description
" points de vue d'apres nature." A collotype facsimile of the

letter has been published in the March issue of the Bulletin

of the French Photographic Society.

A new example of the Russell Effect.
Tin' late Professor W. J. Russell, as is well known, mode

numerous observations some years ago on the effect of expos-

mi; a photographic plate in the dark in contact with pieces

of wood, etc. By allowing, ,for example, a piece of wood to

remain for a sufficient time in contact with the emulsion, an
image was produced on the plate showing by the different

densities the fibres of the material characteristic of spring and
autumn growth. A Parisian engineer, M. Bardier, has
obtained the same results with a sample of lignite which had
become almost converted into jet, and thus was many thousands
of years old. The specimen was obtained in the course of a

visit to Madagascar. Two faces of the specimen were polished
in a dark-room, one parallel to the fibres of the fossilised wood,
the other perpendicularly to these fibres. Both surfaces, after

Contact " exposure " for several hours, showed a quiet sharp
image (more pronounced than in the sample itself) of the yearly
rings in the wood and of the fibrous structure. The image
was slightly more intense in the case of a second series of
exposures made after exposure of the lignite to light.

M. G. Re-boul, Professor of Physics in the University of
Poitiers, has recently found that by wrapping a photographic
plate in black paper and by bringing two spring electric con
tacts on to the paper in such a manner as to produce a differ-

f potential of about 1,000 volts (the effect begins at about
200 volts) there is obtained after development an intense
image showing the structure of the paper with considerable
fidelity. The action is more pronounced towards the positive

Check experiments were made, so as to eliminate pres-
<>f the terminals lis a possible cause of the phenomenon.

and it would seem that successive falls in potential to points

where there is discontinuity of resistance produce minute
discharges, accompanied <by radiation which is invisible yet

J

exerts an action on the photographic emulsion.

Orthochromatic Sensitizing.

About the year 1912 a French expert in orthochromatism,

M. F. Monpillard, succeeded in increasing the sensitiveness

of Autochrome plates to a considerable degree, about 30 times.

In collaboration with M. L. Gimpel, a worker of great experi-

ence in the use of the Autochrome plate in Press photography,

he obtained in good light exposures of the order of l-100th of

a second, and even was able to make slow shutter exposures

of scenes on the stage under the ordinary theatre lighting.

A number of these results were shown at the time at a meeting
of the French Photographic Society, and were greatly

admired. The process was also applicable to ordinary plates,

conferring upon them both a greater degree of colour sensi-

tiveness in addition to general speed, and rendering them
exceedingly effective for photography by artificial light. The
extra-sensitised plates had, however, one great defect; they

would keep for only a few hours, for not more than a day at

the longest. M. Monpillard, however, hoped to overcome this

difficulty. The method used for the extra-sensitising was not

published at the time, but a sealed packet descriptive of the

principle was deposited with the French Photographic Society.

Recent circumstances having prevented M. Monpillard from

continuing his work, the contents of the packet have been pub-

lished at his request, and it has been disclosed that the secret of

this extra-sensitising consists in the addition to the mixture of

the usual isocyanine and carbocyanine dyes (pinaverdol, pina-

cyanol, etc.) of a small quantity of silver chloride previously

dissolved in dilute ammonia. It is essential that as soon as

the sensitising bath has been used any adhering liquid shall

be rapidly removed with a whirler and the plates dried by a

rapid current of air.

Process Emulsions.

The manufacture of emulsions of fine grain and great con-

trast, as required in photo-mechanical work, has long been

neglected in France, but two emulsions for this purpose have

recently ibeen introduced. One of these is the " Collodium
"

of Guilleminot, Boespflug et Oie., its name being chosen as an

indication that the plate serves as a substitute of wet collodion.

The other is a slow stripping paper, issued as " Rex," by

MM. Michel, Paillot et Cie.
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round. Thia is done by making a "ark on the band. Every

the machine is stopped and the perforation

examined, and the b unpleted when all the peri. .rations

,. „f the two pieces of film are distinctly affected. Exami-

nation of the different fractures is tb,en made, with the excep-

tion <>f those close to the junctions in the film. The number

of times which the film has to be passed round in order to

produce this result varies from 200 to 300 according to the

quality of the projector, and thus two bands of film on the

B support may Ik> compared or, alternatively, two pro-

's may be compared by using identical film bands in

The various causes which contribute to changes in the

film with time greatly accelerated by placing tho film

in a heated atmosphere, temperature playing very much the

same part as time. A .similar test may then be carried out

on a band of two films which has been exposed for about 120

hours in an oven at a temperature of 140 deg. F. The degree

to which a film resists this application of heat serves as a

useful indication of its keeping qualities.

L. P. Clerc.

OFSPENT MKVELOPERS IN THE DESENSITISING
PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES.

In an article entitled " Desensitising Silver Bromide and Safra-

nine Treatment." Dr. Liippo-Cramer lias recently stated (Zeit-

schrift f. angewandte Chemie, 1922, 35, 69) that the oxidation

products of certain developers, such as amidol and its homologies.

greatly diminish the sensitivity of silver bromide to light. Thus,

development can be undertaken in bright yellow light, provided

that the plate has been previously immersed in a bath of ex-

hausted amidol developer.

It is also stated that ortho-chromatic and, with certain pre-

cautions, pan-chromatic plates can be developed in the same way.

Dr. Liippo-Cramer gives but few details of the methods he

employed. Apparently spent amidol of the usual strength was

used, since it is stated that the desensitising bath contained 0.05

per cent, of oxidised amidol. Development was then conducted

in bright yellow light of 5-candle power intensity, with a screen

of Tartrazine or filter yellow.

The present writer has tested this process and experiments have

been carried out to obtain suitable working details. The method
certainly has considerable possibilities and quite good results have
now been obtained.

For these experiments it was considered very essential to employ
an amidol developer that was fully oxidised (exhausted) In order

to make certain that the solution no longer possessed developing

powers, a series of experiments were carried out to ascertain the

exact amount of amidol required to convert a fixed quantity of

exposed silver bromide into metallic silver. From quantitative

experiments, it is now established that one gram molecule of

silver bromide (188 grs.) is reduced to 108 grams of silver by one

gram molecule of amidol (181 grs.).

The oxidised amidol solution was therefore prepared by warm-
ing 500ecs. of ordinary amidol developer with six grams of

fleshly precipitated silver bromide, which had been previously

washed free from other salts and then completely exposed to dif-

fused day light. The undecomposed excess of silver bromide and
the metal formed were filtered off, and the filtrate was ready for

use as a desensitiser.

In investigating the utility of Dr. Luppo-Cramer's process, the

exposed plates were immersed for ten minutes in the slightly

warmed (21 deg. C. or 70 deg. F.) oxidised (spent) developer.

They were then developed in the usual way. As soon as the plates

were covered with the developing solution a bright yellow light

was substituted for the red one employed up to this stage. The
progress of development was observed, and the plates could be
occasionally removed from the solution and held up to the light

without the risk of " fogging." On one occasion diffused daylight
was- admitted into the dark-room during development, and no per-

ceptible " fog " was detected afterwards.
It was, of course, found that unoxidised amidol is not a de-

sensitiser. Plates that were being developed in the usual manner
" fogged " immediately on exposure to bright yellow light.

a this process is compared with the desensitising of silver

bromide with safranin it is noticeable that the oxidised amidol

solution is used in much greater strength, since safranin can be

employed in as weak a solution as one part in "two thousand of

water. This solution is quite light red. The oxidised amidol

solution is deep reddish brown.

Presumably these substances function in a similar manner,

although the presence of the accumulated potassium bromide, etc.,

in the spent developer must not be overlooked, since this re-

strainer may have some influence. Dr. Liippo-Cramer is of

opinion (loe. cit.) that it is the amino-group which plays an im-

portant part in desensitising the silver bromide. The formula

for pheno-safranine is :

—

NH, NH.

If the amino-groups are replaced with oxygen or hydroxy! th«

safraninone (1) or safranol (2) so produced are found to possess

no desensitising power.

HO—

-OH

The oxidation product or products of amidol have not yet been

identified, but it is probable that an imino-quinone substance is

formed. If the formula; of two molecules of amidol base are

written thus :

—

rO-f- NH,

it will be seen that oxidation and condensation might give rise to

a complex compound having a similar structure to that of safranin.

p-Phenylene diamine and p-amino-phenol (rodinal) may be re-

garded as homologues of amidol. When these substances are

vigorously oxidised in acid solution they both yield quinone,

,CH=CH.

o-cT
\:h=

C=0
iCH/

a deeply-coloured body which has now been found to posse

desensitising properties. Quinone is also the oxidation product

of hydroquinone.
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••u p-amin as carefa.lv oxidised it first yielded

XH-CHv
a-NH-C C-0

Njh-ch/
substance readily oxidised further to quinone, but when

upon by stannous chloride solution it crted into

p
product of rod in a bably does not

contain an amino-group. tsion has received strong sup-

port ft to indicate the

^Bsa of this radicle in spent rodmal developer. Thus the

. 1 appear to be the active substance

when oxidised rodinal developer acu as a desenaitiser. Thia i*

a agreement with Dr. Luppo Cramer** amino -gr up theory

ed above. Farther, the usu.i' cliemical tests ha\e also

fa -ence of an imino-group in eon]

isidered

^^Bate to disprov- i theory. The matter
' constitution of thr

s been determined.
.1 r, v D„ \

r a baiasji • .1

.;„. .

I i ! .

i taka

i a nhoto

maximum in the schedule was not exceeded and the provisions of

Vet of 1882 as to undue preference were
travelled, the charge was, so to speak, " at large." The

limit was 8d. according to the schedule. There was no distinction in

the Act as foi Lighting and for power, and by

the agreement of 1916 the plaintiffs were entitled to vary the rates

ing not less than - Counsel mentioned

that tlie in Be charges had bet i with (be

feseional Photograph . and it had been agreed that

the cl, Id. ]ier unit, so it would appear that it could

the plaintiff* yiog in any way to

in exorbitant charge In fact, 4d. was the charge plaintiffs

really seeking to make the defendants liable for. Counsel

•lid not suggest that this arc lamp was used for

purposes. He submitted that if tlie company

decido-i .«« 8d. for every unit supplied throughout the area

no customer would have any rented;- n application to the

Kl - loiitinued his arguments on behalf of the plaintiff

on in the case of the Attorn
ration appeal case. 1907.

His Lordship a >ne system ng for lighting

and another for power have you not?"
Mr I. ,rge was a price per unit in each

case.

V'ou say a division into lighting ami powi
'
"

•dy said that was his there could I-

it was only in the case of persons usin

n the

oat it was necessary to supply power at -

at another He s., I " >-- legitimate for the plaintiffs to charge

different r.r D the

defence (hat a:

v from a decision that the power rate "

be Ike Btase in I I every consumei would be verj -••nous,

-t suggest tha:

hip, or th

lecau&e serious <

MaMM SIonVI . ~ but icb a/con*' ;. n <•'. ii,. Ait .is his

! wee contending for would lead to s

I with tin

consumer • :u» to be suppl

a, because it was impossible for any undertak

-r to a railway

: . was a»
: •

lilwsy

u-ge and "ii these

unit
.

but would want [I *»* ianpoaail •

mail man aril] • ' ""I "lie motor at such a price as that.

I

lie use of their arc lamp at power rates because

power beraose it w

had a power rate wl

. ed He did nor know I

;

complain < ^efer.<! danta had

by a separate meter and at a
'

ihe rnmimv gave I
i 'pirate meter in the circumstances

nes it con<> say that this
i

rate supp lie right to fix your
|

1916 there were c

and
\ear. t

i new -

i »cparat.e
r*'«-»

v was that so long as the

If plaintiffs ware entitle

he was I

for power.

mid on tl wee inclined to think that this

was corrent supplied for power purposes, and the plaintiff

was that it was a supply in which they had a right to differentiate

aa to the rate at whi h they charged. The defendants appear-

hare aaeiir 'here was no right to differentiate in the

chargea for po*
Blanco White said he did not wish to put his case h

than it waa. The point was they might charge him the power rate
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,f they did not charge more than the maximum. That was what

flwv were doinu. he contended.

Hi, T™.Uhi,, :
" Have they charged you more than the max.,,,,,,,,

rate'
"

Mr Blanco White said they had in his opinion.

; dsh p :

" You are complaining of undue preference

„ ,,
.

'

ar" charging you more than other users for powe,

Z. Llthoueh somewhat less than the lighting rate'

X"Zl w W I"! he contended that they were in the power
Mr. bianco «""«

, circumstances to be charged not
clas,, and were entitled .« tn

What ^ ^
''7 '" fit* alter' their form of agreement for

,, ,lv had done _wa .
to »Ugi;

. ^ ^ 8upply ;„

.-apply of electric ™ereT- • -
laintiffs charged at

f

l9

ftSn°«
h

rr« 8d

,

rMt»:ae,S. 1921 ,w„en they entered into

full lighting rate «
uu.

(
h admitted it wafi not a

M agreement with.the Assoc, ( ^ ^ g

P°WW Ch»'
Y.hev rd the charge for power was 2d. or

Sd^rTnTa^d ^h weTe in the power cJs, they said they
l5d. P*r

.

un,». ""J •. than Ul e maximum for power, m that

Z;Sif^Ld- lid. The power charge was

'• n . 1A Vmt had eone up during the war.
°r

;i:rl2ip: ''Thev
B
were making a new class altogether!

»

£ iCo White said they had. The Photographers Associa-

t^itted it wasnot power,^^^l^tl
iS g^^Z^l?™ now before his Lordship for

"I^lSip pointed out that the members of the photographers'

Assriatton were paying a different figure than either light or power

C

°Mr "Blanco White said that was so, and it was where the com-

pany
' got into the difficulty; they had made a special rate for

Ph
Hfe

g
Lo?dship- " They have treated them not as a different class,

but have created a new rate. There are now illuminat.ng, power,

^p^tis Ltdsnip, Mr. Blanco White suggested that just

because photographers used a photographic arc lamp, they wanted

L get them Into a clas* by themselves He could ahow hat in

Westminster engineers' printers using the arc light for the pur-

poses of producing their engineering blue prints were charged power

Mr Kennedv said there was no comparison between the two

cases' The engineers used the light for hours at a time, while the

ordinary photographer only used it from time to time at short

intervals when taking a photograph.

Mr Blanco White said he relied upon the plamtiffa general adver-

tisement that they supplied electricity for power purposes at l 5 d_

per unit. They had elected to supply power at l*d. per unit and

he was entitled to be supplied at that figure.

Mr Kennedy admitted that the company offered to supply elec-

tricity for the purposes of power at lid. per unit, but it was a price

adopted in some cases, but not in every case. In each case a special

agreement was made. They were charging the defendants the same

rate as every other consumer in the district wh^ was using the

current for the same purpose and under similar circumstances. The

defendants had had an agreement previously subject to three

months' notice to terminate, and also a seven days' notice, jn

accordance with the Act, to alter the rates, and these notices had

been duly given by the company when they proposed to alter the

rate?. Unless the defendants went to the length of saying that a

fixed sum must be paid by all power users the defendants must fail.

There was no evidence of undue preference, neither did Mr. Blanco

White suggest that his client was charged above the maximum,

which was 8d. In these circumstances, he said, the company were

justified in charging defendant 4d. per unit.

Mr. Blanco White having stated that he had experts present

relative to evidence on wave lengths and blue-print photographers,

radiator users on the plaintiffs' circuits, if his Lordship should con-

sider it necessary for him to proceed further,

His Lordship said the case raised what might be important points

in connection with the supply of electricity, and he would reserve

his judgment. It had been ably argued on both sides by counsel,

from whom he had received great assistance.

The services of Mr. J. C. Elvey, A.M.I.E.E., etc., consulting

electrical engineer, were retained by defendants in the preparation

of the case.

GERMAN SCIENTIFIC GOODS.

Boakd of Trade iNQUniY Committee.

The first meeting of the Committee of Inquiry set up by the Board

of Trade to take evidence and report on the sale of optical and

other scientific instruments manufactured in Germany took place

at the Hotel Windsor (Mines Department) on May 15. The Com-

mittee, 88 already announced is these columns, consists of Sir R.

Henry Rew, K.C.B. (chairman), Mr. A. K. Davits, Mr. Rayner

Goddard, Mr. A. E. Holmes, and Mr. J. F. Mason, J. P., with Mr.

T. Turner, secretary. The Committee is instructed to report to

the President of the Board of Trade :

—

(1) Whether the conditions specified in Section 2, Sub-sec

fl). of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, 1921, are fulfill,

t of all or any particular varieties of optical and other

scientific instruments;

(2) On the effect which the imposition of a duty under Part U.

of the Act on goods of the class or description covered by the com-

plaint would exert on employment in any other industry bein

industry using goods of that class or description as material; and

(3) Whether in the opinion of the Committee production in the

industry manufacturing similar goods in the United Kingdom is

being carried on with reasonable efficiency and economy.

The complaint is brought by the British Optical Instrument

Manufacturers' Association, Ltd., the British Photographic Manu-

facturers' Association, the Spectacle Manufacturers' Association,

and the Drawing Instrument Manufacturers' Association, and is to

the effect that optical and other scientific instruments manufactured

in Germany are being sold or offered for sale in the United King-

dom at prices which, by reason of depreciation in value in relation

to sterling of German currency, are below the prices at which

similar goods Can be profitably manufactured in the United

dom, and that by reason thereof employment in the industry manu-

facturing similar goods in the United Kingdom is being, or is likely

to be, seriously affected.

At the opening of the inquiry the Chairman called upon Sir

Arthur Colefax to submit the case for the applicants and to tender

evidence.

Sir Arthur Colefax said that he appeared, with Mr. Stafford

Cripps, for the four associations named. He explained the nature

of the complaint. The applicants intended to concentrate their case

upon a few standard articles which were typical, these including

cameras and lenses. After referring to German made prisms and

binoculars, which were sold at something like one-third of the cost

of the similar British-made articles, Sir Arthur said that figui

to the cost of manufacture would be given, but it was requested

that they should not be made public. He went on to speak of

microscopes. British-made microscopes were considered to be

superior to anything made elsewhere, but they were absolutely

unable to compete with German goods in view of the low prices of

these latter. With regard to photographic cameras and lenses, here

in respect of cameras British manufacture was at one time supreme,

and with regard to lenses, lo6t ground was being regained at the

outbreak of the war. German competition in lenses had been very

keen, and had been animated, it was believed, by an ambition to

kill the industry in thi6 country, but British enterprise went on

maintaining its position. During the war there was an enormous

extension of the manufacture of all kinds of lenses, and British

manufacturers were in a position to take advantage of the demand.

Almost directly after the war came to an end, however, importers

began buying cameras in Germany, and selling them here at prices

which were little, if at all, in excess of the actual cost of the

material, quite apart from the cost of the labour. Sir Arthur then

went on to refer to cheap German spectacles. With regard to

unemployment generally, manufacturers of cameras and microscopes

would state that they were employing less than half the number of

workpeople they employed in 1913. It was recognised that this was

a period of trade depression, but the opinion of the complainants

was that this industry was one not directly affected to the same

extent as other industries by bad trade. Sir Arthur concluded by

urging that the 33£ per cent, duty imposed was insufficient under

Vhe circumstances.

At this point it appeared that the application was opposed, hut

ihe Chairman said that no notice of opposition had been given.

Mr. Ernest Evans, M.P., said that he was instructed by M
Stikeman and Co. to appear on behalf of a group of merchants and

importers. He undertook to give the formal notice which was

required.
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increaaed fourfold of recent years. That waa an indication that there
were more cameras in uso than ever. Witness would not suggest
that the protection sought would eliminate competition, but it

would at least offer Britiiih manufacturers a sporting chance. They
would stand l.y their ijoods, and by ih» organisation that pro.

them, but they could not face the conditions which obtained at
present. Asked why the export trade with Japan had been »••

maintained, the witness said that Japan bought the highest
of instrument It was an camera, but it waa being sold

in Japan in considerable quantities, more so than before the v.

In reply to Mr. Holmes, who asked if tho Germans were p:.

forward a popular line in plate cameras, the witness said that the

camera was gome out, and the sales every year were leas.

The amateur who simply wanted to get pictures and did not t>

much about the mientifi.- side of his pursuit, preferred a 6hn
camera. Plate cameras, ! m and English, were now
fitted to take film* In reply to a question as to the fall in wages
and the price of samaras, the witness said that his firm had
all possible reduction* in price.

of the morning was oocopied with the

makers of lenses for ophthalmic purposes and of nVl.ltrlaases.

Patent News.

plications and tptciftcationi- are treated in,

" I'h.'to Meehan<r,il .\\>tet -
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A. in.
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Way, and in Ihen projei x0 obtained on to sensitive

paper wound round a body of the same shape as the curved

surface. If the photograph is to be of the same size as the

original the body round which the sensitive paper is wound
. xactly the same size as the original body

and it must be placed in exactly the same position, and, if

the focal lengths of the taking objective and the pro-

jecting lens are equal, the distances between the body and the

F:g 2.

objective on the one hand and between the objective and the

negative on the other hand must be the same as the distance

between the original body and the objective on the one hand
and between the objective and the photographic plate on the

other hand. If the scale of the drawing is to be different, the

body on which the sensitive paper is wound must be similar in

shape to the original body, but it must be correspondingly larger

or smaller in size and the distances must be altered accordingly.

The process may also be employed for original surfaces curved

Pig. 3.

in two directions, if the curvature in the vertical direction of

the body is not excessive. In such cases the body round which
the sensitive paper is wound must not be congruous to the
original, but must have an evolvable surface which is the par-

ticular cylindrical or conical surface that is moat nearly similar
to that of the original body.

In the drawings, the part a to be taken of the Grecian vase
selected by way of example has a surface which is slightly

Fig. 4.

concave and tapers toward the bottom. A photographic camera
with Ions 6 has a sensitive plate c placed opposite the surface a
to be taken. The taking camera is preferably placed at a
sufficient distance from the object to get its receding portions as
well as its prominent portions sufficiently distinct. The repro-
duction of the photograph taken is accomplished as follows :—

A

body d is made whose size is the same and whose shape is

practically similar to that of the original body. Thus in the

Fig. 6.

example illustrated, instead of a body that is slightly concave
like the original, a body with a conical surface, has had to be
used. In the reproducing apparatus the negative c is illuminated
through the condenser / by the light e and projected through the
lens <7 on to the surface of the body d round which a sheet of

sensitive paper is wound.—Dr. Gottfried von Liicken, 26, Magdi
burger Strasse, Berlin.

Tho following complete specifications are open to public inspectio
before acceptance :

—

Etching Process.—No. 179,137. Process and apparatus for elei

trical etching. Weeks Photo-Engraving Co., Inc.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Stands Above Au (Stork Design).—No. 421,936. Photograph!
apparatus included in Class 8 made in Great Britain. Williai

Butcher & Sons, Ltd., Camera House, Farringdon Avenue
London, E.C.4., manufacturers. December 31, 1921.

Stands Above All (Stork Design).—No. 421,937. Photographi
papers, mounts and albums included in Class 39 and made it

Great Britain. William Butcher & Sons, Ltd., Camera House
Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, manufacturers. Decembe
31, 1921.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
The, following marks have, been placed on the register :—

Kosmos.—No. 417,223. Photographic plates and films and chemica
substances prepared for use in photography. Kosmos Photo
graphics, Ltd., Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, London
E.C.2, manufacturers of photographic papers, plates an<

apparatus.

Carbine (Stork Design).—No. 421,863. Sensitised films for use ii

photography. William Butcher & Sons, Ltd., Camera House
Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, manufacturers.

New Books.

The Wellington Handbook.—We welcome the appearance oi

our table of the twelfth edition of this handbook, by which foi

many years past Messrs. Wellington and Ward have provided

photographers1 with 60und instruction in the ordinary processes oi

negative making and printing. The text follows the excellently

practical lines of previous editions and has an additional intro

ductory chapter, specially addressed to the beginner, on the choici

of a camera. There is also a fresh chapter on the Bromoil pro

cess, in which detailed instruction in the making of Bromoil and

Bromoil transfer prints is given. The handbook also con-

tains the working instructions for the new Wellington Q-Tone

paper for prints of warm black colour by direct development

either with metol-hydroquinone or with the special M.Q. developei

containing borax. For the present edition the publishers have

provided a dozen supplemental plates in photogravure from nega-

tives on Wellington Anti-Screen, 'Xtreme and 'Xtra Speedy plates,

which admirably convey the high quality of these products. The

handbook is issued at the price of Is. net in handsome cloth bind-

ing. It must cost considerably more than this sum to produce.

Registration of ISi-siness Names.—The Board of Trade hav*

appointed Mr. Henry Birtles, the Registrar of Joint Stock Com-

panies, and Mr. Arthur Edwin Campbell-Taylor, O.B.E., the

Assistant Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, to be Registrar ane

Assistant Registrar of Business Names respectively.

Copyright in Brazil and Hungary.—In consequence >

I Brazil and Hungary to the revised Berne CopyriM

Convention of 1908, Orders in Council were made on April 21,

under Section 29 of the Copyright Act. 1911, extending the pro

visions of the Act to Brazilian and Hungarian authors and works

Copies of the Orders may be seen in the Patent Office Library

25. Southampton Buildings, W.C.2.
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New Materials.

Ijw* .1 TXl

Imperial Dc»cn»iti>iaE B«ckin*. Made by the Imperial Dry

PI He Co.. Cricklcvrood. Loodon, N.W.2.

wpkkui. Oo. send us a pack, t I plate* backed with »

•.he backing also actc as a desensitiser of the plate

: iced in the drv?i.<per. The backing consists

beral quantity, whit

:in<- abrasion likely

• case of

backuu it is in

» nh the use of the blade of a penknit-

e not the eaa est matter to remove it. N evert he

n the d«veloper the

away com[ t reddish •

tr.a! of the plates which we

ikers as regards the twof ties of the

'ii and de The backing forms a

through the plate, and M
n. The desensitising

pment

one in moderat.

use the

lay then

of an

is safe for, say, g.i«: _m p-ij

n ne w

•vorm connection between a rod running the length of the

tube and that on which the- cards are mounted. The larger milled

bead operates the spread of the two parts of the vignetter. This is

done by the turninz a grooved wheel at the forward end, a catgut
neing arranged to g:%. .1 travel of each part of the vignetting

card in opposite direction*. The milled handle, shown best in the
ree illustrations, turns the whole tube so as to move

rod which carries the cards in a plane parallel to that of the

say. this movement puts the vignetter more or less

>nd thus provid.

more or less diagonally towards one corner or
another of the negative.

The fourth movement is twofold. By loosening the winged nut
Ahich normally clamps the tu the supporting quadrant.

r to ren

i his work in a lie I

I the way.

rapoert a*

utive p]

New Apparatus.

\pcro Vitamer Made »•» Amalgamated Pbotofraphic
Manufacturer*, ltd , .\. Soho S.ju.re. London. V\ I

1 tube

rant ao

'>• two

mailer

ea the

_• to and fi o for rain

ibe as a whole
' " II ut be

• ie aiiparat :.& all the I

I ignetter, and, more-
iiveniencc, and

»*K *he i upon the image on the
• wrns impost aitiet

'* Thr Img'.v well made ia

'

: ed price £2 17s. 6d.

Hi*h. Power I ocuttinf Magnifier.. Made by J. II . Dallracyer,
l.tJ , C.rlion HotMS, I Id, Recent Street. I on.loo. S.W.I.

s Uti.twrYv.K send us one of the focussing magnifiers which
tly inlmduted, and which we find to be an i

ment. having a magnification , .... ;,,„j a
'iel.1 of achromatic definition. The magnifier ia m

a braas sleeve pi sred collar by which the glasses
can be set and kept at the di n the plane of the object

mge of n

i The
I li inrh diameter and 1J inches in length when

closed. It is supplied priee £2.
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The Overton Automatic Focussing Enlarger. Sold by O
Sichel and Samuelson, 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.I.

Tin- which was shown at the recent Photographic Fair,

reat facility for automatic focussing in making

ith the added one ol og, the latter by dis-

engagement o f the
automatic device and

employment of a hand

method of focussing.

For automatic work

the range of enlarge-

ment is from lv, t [met

to about 6 times, that

is to say, enlargements

of from H x 5^ inches

to 36 x 30 ineln

working from a half-

plate negative. Half-

plate is the largest

size of negative which

the apparatus takes

for enlargement of the

whole subject, but the

negative stage is so

arranged that nega-

tives up to whole-

plate in size may be

enlarged

The framework and
bench of the appara-

tus is extremely well

ni a A e , the camera
Sliding very sweetly

on solid steel up-

rights. By the use of

a counterweight the

camera is very easily

moved, remaining in

any given position.

The mechanism which
automatically adjusts

the movement of the

lens in relation to the
negative in accordance
with the degree of en-

largement is of a very simple kind, and, as we were able to see

from the apparatus at the Fair, accurately keeps the enlargement in

focus without any sacrifice of sharpness.

Illumination is by three 100-watt Ediswan Fullolite lamps
contained in the sloping chamber seen in the photograph. The
bellows has an extension of 24 inches, a length which, with the
7-inch Ross //6.3 Homocentric which is fitted, allows of a con-
siderable degree of reduction when this description of work requires
to be done, as in making lantern-slides or 'copy transparencies from
negatives. The floor space required for the apparatus is 4 ft. by
3 ft., and the overall height is 9 ft. The price of the complete
outfit is £50.

Meetings of Societies.

^

How Tin: Royal Wedding Presents were Photographed.—
The much-ta!ked-of and tnuch-queued-for wedding presents have
been photographed, and the "Evening News" tells how 'the work
was done. The producer of the film was Mr. Denison Clift, an
American; the lighting experts were French; Mr. Belbuoni, an
Italian, was the camera operator ; and the rest of the staff of nearly
twenty people were British. As there were only about twenty-four
hours to spare between the public exhibition of the presents and
their removal from St. James's Palace, the job had to be carried

fry speedily. Certain permissions had to be obtained to take
raphs in the Palace, and a direct order from the King was

r*! red to remove the difficulties. The photography of individual
piec.

, : jewellery took four hours, but the work must be worth
while the film will be a unique contribution to British history
records Prm, ess Mary and Viscount Uscelles took a keen interest
in the blming, and for some time followed the camera from room
to room.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, May 21.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Aldenham.

Monday, May 22.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. General Meeting.
Southampton Camera Club. " Chromatics." W. R. Kay.
South Glasgow C.C. Outing to Logan's Well.

Tuesday, May 23.

R.P.S.—Technical meeting under the control of the Scientific and
Technical Group. (1) Spectroscopic measurements of the
hydrogen i'in concentration colour changes in recent indicators,

by Leslie F. Davidson, B.Sc ; (2) The dyeing of Silver Iodide

with Methylene Blue, by K. C. D. Hickman, B.Sc. : (3) The
function of the flash exposure in three-colour work, by E. L,,.

Turner and C. D. Hallam; (4) The Trist three-colour exposure
camera, by A. C. Banfield.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Criticism Evening
Cambridge Phot. Club. Exhibition of Winter Competition Prints.

Hackney P.S. " In the Land of the Fells." J. Grice.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. " The Way of the Lovely Sky."
A. G. Buckham.

Wednesday, May 24.

Croydon Camera Club. " The Evolution of the Hand Camera."
A. S. Newman.

Exeter Camera Club. Outing to Shobrook Park.
Hackney P.S. Outing —Westminster to Battersea.

Partick Camera Club. Print Criticism.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. " Working up a Bromide Pi

H. Dawson.
Thursday, May 25.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. " A Southdown
Ramble." A. H. Page.

Sheffield Phot. Soc. Outing to Loxley Valley.

Saturday, May 27.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Outing to Swanage.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Affiliation Outing.
Dennistoun A. P. A. Outing to Barncluith Gardens.
Hackney Phot. Soc. Affiliated Societies Outing.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Hitchin.
Partick Camera Club. Outing to Kilbarchan.
Sheffield Phot. Soc. Outing to Dukeries.
Wallasey A. P.S. Outing to Bidston Hill *nd Village

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, May 16, the president, Mr. W. L. F.

Wastell, in the chair.

Mr. J. F. Shepherd read a paper on " Natural Colour Photo-
graphy," in which he described the process to which he had given

the name Triadochrome. He laid stress upon the correct re

exposure of the three colour-sensation negatives, without the proper
balance of which the making of a correct colour print was impos-'
sible. In making a Triadochrome paper print from a set of

tives, prints on Transferotype bromide paper were made from the

blue-sensation and red-sensation negatives. That from the formec
was toned yellow, and Hie other blue, by the ferric iron process.'

From the green-sensation negative a red pigment print was mane
on celluloid, and the blue and then the yellow prints successively

transferred to it. A paper backing was then applied, and the com-
posite three-colour print transferred to it.

A number of prints by the process were passed round, and
aroused a good deal of discussion, the chairman expressing the
opinion that the difficulties of making prints by the superimposition ;

of three-colour images were insuperable, and were illustrated in the
specimens shown. At the same time he acknowledged the success
obtained by Mr. Shepherd within the limits of the process, and
proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was passed by
acclamation.

A demonstration was then given by Mr. Traise, of Mi
Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd., of a daylight projection screen con-
sisting of ground glass placed ground side towards the an.]
the lantern being placed behind. A remarkably bright pictui ,

produced, even with Autochromes, by means of a lantern
with an 800c p. half- watt lamp. The projection required to be
viewed from positions such that the line of vision of the observer
formed a fairly small angle with a line at right angles to the screen.
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Mr. Traise.

< tore

The out i excellent

zht to smell audiences, and the

itage of h- nae circuit.

s was ace d and

I'HrlRS' ASSC"

ncil took place at 35
Present: Menem .Mareiis Adams, Angus Beeil. A

Bern Chaplin, II A L < haptnon, Gordon Qiw, A.
g»«*» ,-inald Haines, H. A. St. George, George

: .ike, and Halkaworth Wheeler,
Beth Alfred Ellis (SecretAry aiui J \ Griffith*

der Oorbett in the chair,

-ogiew (or absence were reed from llnei Swan Watson
N' Speaigh* (Treasurer), C F. Kokinson, \V. Uling" rbert Lambert and F. Read.

g out of the minutes, the secretary read further comapooJ-
ase in which the proprietor* of a email journal disputed
pay for toe reproduction of a photograph. The matter

n the hands of the secretary to dead with further. He
reported interviews which he had I he art editors of

uatrated papers concerning reproduction*.

chairman reported on the case of Westminet- a! Cor-

the judge had deferred his

read the report of Uganda Cornmitlee, with
rhun a good deal of preliminary work has beat done.

Marcus Adams brought forward a sugfestiru -rreu
.petition should be organised in coaoeoteon wr
.holograph* of the beat dressed phatogiapher's wind

photogrep ibil.nl at the

lies' prop-'

e maMer and report

hrA presented a report •<*. the program of arranger
-le exhibition in connection with the congress. He had

a large number of inquinee as to .«(»• and terms.

ilass railed the question of the adrr

the m. r.-.'.ir, eaid the decastoe I ••unci! waa that the
be trade .»

rear, the hour* of 10 a:

eaid that in Mr WafcsMd s next letter to intending
hsUa-s it ahoold be made dear that the athihiaioo would be

.•field agreed,

r. Adams resorted with regard u gi, Loan Exhit

as were M
m'iawn«*1mi ii related to a dispute over I

. and tl

.

il endorsed the

the appealing party

unher had wrrtten about - :>iatee whioh wsj
..'irni] offered to test and report upon an

packet, which the secretary had asked the member con
forward

her wr- :..»know asking th regard to the
U a studio, and the seoretary had sent him particulars a*

.'i»re. and also a sketch plan of his own.
had also been given to member* on insurance polia-*

court summonses, and in reape.t to va

having written to ask for a scale of pricea for com-
as suggested that every member of the

to stud to il>- Propaganda CommiUee bis

the scstle of charges, wtuWi the o ouid there

undertonk to send out a s *n of

was undor»i."Hi thi- .. an down
se actually realised by the member concerned,

rations for membership wnre consider-- • nnold.

L ndon D
All were found to 1-

I made a statement on the I which vu

•vary p* * .tofcrsphsr should be-

t it* photocraft

vas ansiou* the

member of the group, they were now making licentiates, who, in

future, would be referred to the group to whioh they belonged.
The group ought to be representative of the Association, the. Royal
Photographic Society and the London Salon. He added that the
Faculty was incorporated last November, and he promised to bring
forward a more considered statement on the subject at the next

meeting.

Basil supplemented Mr. Adams' statement. Further considera

tion of the matter was adjourned until the next meeting.
Mr Gray initiated an informal discussion on railway rates for

photographic luggage, and described recent experiences of his own.
He promised that when the matter at issue between himslf and the

railway company was advanced to a further stage, he would bring
it before the Council in a concise form.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

led divid<

of James Alfred Derbyshire, artist, photographer and einemato-

grapher, residm Mills, and
ig on bus v Mills. Proofs must be

lodged on or bet \rchibald Yearsley, 27, Brazen-
nose Barest, Mat

r.—The directors have declared quarterly

f 1 . per a at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum)
stock ; and of $1.25 per share of no

k. payable on July 1 to stockholders of

31.

Bhi-timi i d,—This | i I'»ny was regis-

lay 9 with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

D the hu- 'iiotographers, producers of pictorial

adopt a certain agreement, the parties

to wbich are not named. The subscriber* (each with one share)

eat, 89, Prakeh
U I all Road. Brixton Hill, S.W., assistant

secret.. vribers are to appoint the first dir<

.-.in. Registered office : 87, Mosrgate, F..C.

V\ K SiMp««a I nil private company was regis-

tered -' 2.000 in £1 shares. Objects :

manufacturers of and dealers in

optical, surveying, nautical, astronomical and scientific instruments

—ui.-»l and --pparatus, etc. The
\\ K lard Avenue. Hull.

(ugh Avenue. Hull, chemical

mannf Qualifa atioo : 100 share*. Registered office : 38,

ill.

News and Notes.

Prrcxn at II At the letting of sites on

the beach at Hastings last week £1500 was obtained. The photo
97.

BasMB •• iwn into glass " and

tve headstomw are now becoming i

umii.ri—i «ly a new*

Names.—It was stated in a reply

mons last week that the number of busi

sr the Registration of Firms Act was

£5.502 15s. 6d. for the year,

penses £8.906 11- 7d. It was proposed to increase the, regis-

tratioti

Dtvmi-ormo axd Pbjhtino.—Messrs. W. Butcher ft Sons,

I .use. Farringdmi Avenue, London, E.C.4, announce a

developing, printing and enlarging service for the amateur film

trsd* -barges for circulation among dealers'

• uitomers is obtainable, and can be had with the name and address

• dealer printed thereon. A special wallet for the supply of

ve* and prints tins been designed. Messrs. Butcher will send

« service to dealers and others interested in
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Mr 1 Martin Duncan, lecturing before

undon Zoological Society last week, showed upon the screen a

se up " picture of a wasp's head which filled the entire

Another picture shov i p eating honey from the

back of a lady's hand. Wasps, said Mr. Martin Duncan, were

perfectly harmless, and made no attempt to sting if you were quiet

and gentle in your movements. All his photographs, which also in-

cluded studies of wasps building their comb and of young wasps

hatched from their cells, were obtained without a single sting.

\ 500 i Camera. — According to the " Newcastle

Chronicle "
a. camera has been invented which will take photo-

as or films, develop thorn, fix and chemically dry them—all

inside 120 seconds. Mr. E. IS. Hayes Fratze, who is closely con-

I with the invention, has stated that the new camera is

slightly larger than the ordinary autographic camera, and the whole

is 'worked by a secret chemical process. The camera and con-

tents are practically indestructible, and 500 to 1,000 pictures can

be taken without renewing the contents. It is hoped to put the

camera on the market at a competitive price, and also to make it

exclusively a British product.

\ Nkw I'iikss-Photography Record.—Rush in Press photo-

graphy is common enough to-day, but the greatest rush of all

of getting into the London morning newspapers of the

9th inst. reproductions of photographs of the arrival of Kin;;

George V. and Queen Mary in Brussels on the previous evening.

Photographs of the King's arrival were taken by a Press photo-

grapher at 5.22 p.m. at Brussels, and the undeveloped plates were

rushed to Evere aerodrome, just outside the city, where they were

put on board an aeroplane. A motor-car was waiting at Croydon
aerodrome to convey the plates to the London newspaper office.

There was also a motor-cnr waiting at Lympne aerodrome, Kent,
in case the aeroplane coming from Brussels was compelled to make
a forced landing. The aeroplane started at 5.40 p.m., and arrived

at Croydon at 8 p.m., covering 202 miles in 1 hour and 55 minutes,

and travelling at an average speed of over 105 miles an hour.

The plates reached the London offices at 8.40 p.m. Never before,

we believe, have photographs taken in a foreign country at such a

late hour been published in a London morning newspaper on the

following day. This in itself is a great feat ; but, in addition, it

was arranged that the special edition containing these photographs,
with their titles printed both in French and English, and the
description of the arrival also printed in both languages, should be
sent off by aeroplane to Brussels very early in the morning.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively tmall apace is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by pott if stamped and addressed envelope is

. enclosed for reply; 5-eent International Coupon, from readers

abroad

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

D. W.—If you write to Messrs. Winsor & Newton, 37-40, Rathbone
Place, London, W.l, they will send you a reprint of a very good
article on colouring lantern slides, for which work they supply
the best colours and brushes.

B. J.—Yes, the postcard is printed from a half-tone block. Messrs.
od & Co., Sanbride Works, Middlesbrough, or Messrs. Hamel

& Co., Premier Studios. Palmerston Street, Woodborough Road,
Nottingham, supply blocks of this kind.

R K.—We have no experience in the use of Arctic glass for studio
glazing, but provided that it is not of a decidedly green or yellow
tint it should answer very well. It is more usual to employ
" rolled plate," which we think would diffuse the light more
evenly.

"• H.—-Liver of sulphur toning is somewhat uncertain, that is to
say, it work? well with some papers and not with others. We

advise you to take the advice of the makers of the sensitive cards

which you will lie using. About the average formula is that in

the Almanac.

M. 11.—Two and a half years is a long time for keeping bromide
paper under ordinary conditions of storage. We do not sui

there is any ground for thinking the paper was originally d

t.ive. and we do not think that there is anything which you

now do to render it perfect for use.

W. H.— If you mean that you should follow up the matt<

taking any kind of legal action, we advise you to think no-

more about it. The issue is very doubtful. Most probabh

judge would say that it was a matter which was not of suffi

importance to be brought before the Court.

V I-'.- The value of old engravings is out of our province,

might get the information from the "Art 'trade Jouri

13, Buckingham Street. Strand, London, W.C.2, or you ;

send the map to Messrs. Maggs Bros., 109, Strand, Lot

W.C.2, asking them to make an offer for it. They are a

old and reliable firm in the old print trade.

.1. M.—The " Photo-Miniature " is issued in this counti

Houghtons, Ltd.. 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I, "from

whom you can obtain a list of the comparatively small number
of issues which are in print. We are afraid if you want copies

of any of the older numbers you will have to write to the

American publishers, Messrs. Tennant & Ward, 103, Park

Avenue, New York, and probably they have only a few of the

older numbers in print.

E. R.—(1) It is difficult to assign a value to the Shepherd lens, as

it is entirely dependent upon its quality. If genuine and in good

condition it is worth from £2 10s. to £3 to a private pure

(2) The Dallmeyer lens is by the. number a very early om
current value, according to condition, is from £4 to £6. (3)

Messrs. Sands. Hunter & Co., 37, Bedford Street, Strand,

London. W.C.2, might have a flange in stock to fit the Shepherd

lens. If not, they would adapt one for a few shillings.

need only send the racking jacket for fitting.

M. D.—We are afraid that in the absence of very complete par-

ticulars of the method which is used it is not possible to say

what is the cause of difficulty in obtaining uniform sepia

We suppose that you refer to the hypo-alum process. Certainly

variation in exposure of the paper and also in the degree of

development has an effect as regards causing variation of

tone, but we do not think that these factors would upset matters

to a material extent, that is to say, if exposure and development

are reasonably right. It is very doubtful if a particular formula

for the hypo-alum bath will help matters, but we may refer you

to that on page 773 of our issue of December 30 last. Our

experience is that during the last year or two, probably as the

result of differences in the gelatines which are used, thi

greater difficulty in obtaining uniformity of hypo-alum tone. We
should think that your best course would be to obtain the help

of the makers of the paper.

The British Journal of Photography.

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION POST FREE.
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10s. 10d. ; Three Months, 5s. 5d.

Any Other Part
of the World.
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1 Six Months ... 12s. Od.

j Three Months 6s. Od.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.—Until further notice

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production

prohibits the distribution of surplus copies for chance sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of

the " B. J." to place an order definitely with a dealer, newsagent

or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the publishers.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.
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branch of studio which our correspond'
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scores of requests for advice on the price wl
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of any system in use
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. mark i ihd at mong the

rdinary -

into 10 " of no par value," a unit of capital

-, is unfamiliar to us, and of which the

Ltd., does not provide an

on. Shareholders, however, have had such good

; > be satisfied with the financial results in the

ssured of benefit to themselves
• the present share-splitting scheme. Of lat

r factories have undergone great expansion,

Company is in a position than •

•e to increase ite earnings on a scale commensurate
with the economic recovery of countries on the continent

id in the western hemisphere.

Patching the As a rule when a negative exhibits
Gelatine Film, defects due to mechanical damage of

the film, the custom is to hand it over to the j-ctoucher

for spotting out with water colour. If the defect is of

appreciable 6ize this is by no means an easy job, and,

therefore, it may be of advantage to call attention to

the facility with which in some circumstances a negative

may be patched with part of the film taken from another.

Dependent upon the character of the subject a tear in

the gelatine film may be made good by using a bit of

film of equal density from another negative. The required

patch is cut out with a sharp knife and the negative

containing it well soaked in water. By means of a little

hydrochloric acid the patch can be detached, washed
and applied to the damaged negative with a fine camel
hair brush. Very little touching of the negative is then
required to make good the damage. Tfc might be thought
that the above is a rather difficult operation, but a steady
hand and some experience in judging the density of the
applied patch will determine its successful use.

A Post on Since some of those likely to be
the "B.J." interested may not be in the habit of

looking at the announcements of vacant situations, we
be excused for drawing attention to the advertise-

t on another page by the publishers of the " British

Journal " for an assistant editor. While this advertise-

ment appears also in several of the daily newspapers.
think we may expect to receive applications from

those familiar with the " B.J." as regular readers of it.

knowledge of photography and the ability

rite good plain English are two essential qualifica-

tions, in respect to which applicants should submit
nee. It is also asked that applicants should give
iciJars of employment during, say, the past 6even

or eight years, including war period! and that letters

ild not be addressed to any individual members of
the staff, but to the publishers, Messrs. Henry Greenwood
& Co., Ltd.

* * *

A Scientific From the Institute of Physics comes

JouVnaV
6"*8 '

-

the Propose to establish a monthly
journal dealing with methods of scientific

measurement and with the theory, construction and use
of measuring instruments. A preliminary number has,

ied. showing the proposed form of tin,

journal and, as well as can be done in a single issue, the.

which it will cover. In an introductory note
J. J. Thomson emphasise- the usefulness of a

•" this kind, of which there, has hitherto been no
the English language. It would seem

ted publication will, in a measure, follow

^

of the" Zeitschrift fiir instrumv-tenkunde."
which in t has published mtw.y notable

ibutions to technical optics. At a price of 2s. 6d.

it is estimated that with a circulation of about

1,000 there will be a deficit of some £2,000 per annum,
circulation of about 3,000 will render the journal

self-supporting. The promoters are, therefore, anxious

to ascertain as accurately as they can the probable circula-

tion, and those who will become subscribers are asked

to notify their intention to the Institute of Physics. 10,

Strand, London, W.C.2, from which address

can no doubt still obtain copies of the preliminary

number which has been issued. >

CHARGES FOR STUDIO ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Judgment has now been given in the action brouglr

the Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.,

against Wykeham Studios, Ltd. On Tuesday last, May 22,

Mr. .lustir, Swift decided in favour of the electric <

jruiy, and thus disappointed those who hoped thai

case might establish the principle that consumers, such

as photographers, are definitely entitled, under
Electric Lighting Act of 1882, to the supply of current

at a " power " rate at least as favourable as that allowed

to other consumers. Nevertheless, although this hope
has not been realised, the judgment, so it seems to us,

is not altogether without benefit to photographers in

efforts they make to obtain terms for the supply of

current at power rate as advantageous as those granted

to other consumers. We may therefore endeavour to

show the issue which has been raised and decided in the

case when divested as far as possible of its legal

technicalities.

The circumstances' of the dispute have already i

described in our issue of May 19 last, pages 297-298, and
are recapitulated in the judgment reported on another

page. Broadly, the Wykeham Studios, Ltd., after having

been supplied with current for their arc lamp through

a separate meter at the ruling power rate, disputed the

right of the Company to continue the supply only at

first at the full lighting rate and afterwards at a rate

less than this latter, but greater than the power rate.

They contended that they were entitled to a supply of

current at the same power rate advertised by the Com-
pany and paid by other consumers. Now, in reference to

both these arguments the learned judge did definitely

hold that the current used by the defendants was used
by them for power purposes. It is something to have
obtained a judgment on this point, namely, that current

used in studio lamps, as distinguished from that used
for ordinary lighting, is current used for power purposes
according to the electric lighting acts. Unfortunately,
that does not end the matter so far as the dispute is

concerned. The question remains whether an electric

light supply undertaking has the right to vary its charges
for current for power purposes: May it charge one con-

sumer ljd. per unit, another, 4d. per unit, and a third

even au much as the full rate permitted for ordinary
lighting? The Company claimed that in fixing the
defendants' power rate at 4d., whilst supplying other
photographers in the area at the same rate, they were
not infringing the sections in the Electric Lighting Act
of 1882, which enforce uniformity in the terms of supply
and prohibit preference to one consumer in comparison
with another. It is in reference to the Court's inter-

pretation of these sections in their application to photo-
graphic studios that the judgment is of chief importance.
These sections in the Act are as follows:

—

19. Where a supply of electricity is provided in any
part of an area for private purposes, then, except in ro
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than that of his darkroom

,1 darkness

other form . I analysis winch the photo-

ploy, and from which he can deduce, as

,rv. the cost of those commodities which he

a „d which he sells to a grateful public at a

eak of the cost of photographs I do not

merely to the cost of the materials employed. Tins is

„f the total cost. Nor do I include merely the

of the materials, plus the direct labour involved but

trance, postages, packing

materials, clerical labour, cleaning costs, electricity, coal, law

„nd ». untin . and the redecorating of the reception

D last spring.

employed in factories and elsewhere are

i a highly complicated nature, involving the necessity

time-sheet for each job undertaken, to be filled in ami

be order progresses. Fortunately for the photo-

such intricacies are unnecessary, the work which he

produces being more or less of a standardised nature. Photo-

hs are produced in standard sizes, with standard ma-

ind, for all practical purposes, it may be taken that

the labour involved in the production of one portrait is the

same as that of another. Of course, it is admitted that one

may require more retouching than another, and that

lwo prin) cupy very different quantities of skill and

on the part of the same finisher; but. in estimating costs

r month or a year, these variations may be overlooked,

and an average time or cost be accepted.

is applies also to the time spent in operating, the extra

time expended over the difficult sitter being balanced by the

in photographing the good one. And, as far as printing

and mounting are concerned, it may be even more readily-

accepted that it takes little more time to print and mount

a large photograph than a small one. Finally, as regards

the clerical expenses, it is just as easy to put a large order

through the books as a small one—and considerably more

enjoyable.

Thus, if a photographer possess figures which show the total

working expenses involved in the running of his printing room

for a period of twelve months—including the rent of the

room, the proportion of taxes applicable to that rent, the

wages of his assistants in that room, the cost of replacing

dishes, bottles, etc., during the year, the proportion of clean-

ing expenses, of heating and lighting, and a certain portion

of his own salary for supervision—then he has but to divide

that total sum by the number of prints which that room has

produced during the same period in order to arrive at the

figure which it costs him to make one print. If, then, he

requires to know what is the cost of making a cabinet print,

it is necessary only to add to this the net cost of a piece

of cabinet paper.

Similarly, he may work out the cost of mounting the print,

finishing the print, and dispatching it. Then, with regard

to the other processes, he may discover how much it costs

him to photograph a customer—by dividing the cost of the

operating department, which consists of the greater part of

his own or an operator's salary and the rent, rates and upkeep

of the studio and darkroom, by the number of sitters taken

during that year. Similarly, he calculates the cost of re-

touching by dividing the retoucher's salary, etc., by the

number of negatives retouched. Finally, by the same methods.

he will loarn what it costs him to record an order and send

it through the books, and what expense is involved in dis-

patching it; while the cost of receiving a customer, showing

her first to the dressing-room, and then to the studio, he

will find to be quite a formidable item.

Having acquired all this information, it behoves the photo-

grapher to put it to a practical use; and the first thing he

will do is to ascertain the cost of the production of a dozen

cabinets, commencing with the reception of the sitter, and

including the taking of the photograph, the completion of the

order, and the postage or delivery thereof. He will then

learn." for the whether the price which he charges

i) these service is Mifficient to yield a comfortable profit,

or whether he has been living for years a life of unconscious

philanthropy.

To ascertain this rather important fact, he has but to add

suits of his previous deductions., thus:—
s. d. s.

Dept.—Cost per sitter during year 2 6

Operating Dept.— Do. do. 12

Add—6 plates at 4d. ... 2

14

Retouching Dept.—Cost per negative. Is.: three

^ negatives 3

Printing Dept—Cost per print, 8d.; 12 prints 8

Add—12 pieces paper ... 1

9

Mounting Dept.—Cost per print, 2d.; 12 prints 2

Add—12 mounts 3

Finishing Dept.—Cost per print, 6d. : 12 prints

Clerical Dept.—Cost per order during year ...

Dispatch Dept.—Cost per parcel during year

(including postage and materials)

Total

5

6

2 6

2

£2 4

Now this gentleman has probably been in the habit of

supplying cabinet portraits at £2 2s. per dozen, and of

exclaiming continually at the unlucrative returns of photo-

graphy as a profession. These figures, although fictitious,

are in no way exaggerated, as they are considerably below

those which have been arrived at in connection with my own

firm.

In order to calculate the cost of a re-order, the same process

is employe*!, but omitting of course, the operating and re-

touching' costs. Similarly, in the case of a " copy," the cost

of the copying department is substituted for that of the

operating department, and divided by the number of copies

done during the year. As the retouching department deals

with copy negatives, as well as those taken in the studio,

the cost of this department must be divided by the number

of studio negatives plus the number of copy negatives. To

arrive at the number of studio negatives retouched during

a year, it is necessary merely to multiply the number of sitters

by the number of proofs \vhich it is the custom of the firm

to supply to each client, Again it is admitted that this is

onlv a rough rule bv which to calculate a cost; but it is aver-

ages with which we are dealing, and, if the photographer is

content to charge a "fixed price for a certain size of portrait,

irrespective of the physiognomy of the sitter, or—within

limits—of the nature of the copy or enlargement—he cannot

cavil at the acceptance of a flat estimate of costs for the

retouching of these negatives. Nor has he need to do so.

The onlv alternative is the elaborate time-sheet; and, in my

opinion, this would be merely to use a sledge-hammer to crack

the nut.

The photographer who had been charging £2 2s. per dozen

for portraits which, on the average, were costing him £2 4s

may still have been able to show some profit at the end of

eacn rear, the loss on the cabinets having been balanced

bT a "substantial profit on whole-plates, enlargements, etc.

But it is not a state of affairs out of which he could hope

to immerge into opulence. If his staple line were whole-plates,

however, on which he made a good profit, and cabinets were

merelv a subsidiary consideration in his business, then he

would" have no cause for anxiety. For the interesting factor

of this aspect of photography is, that, as the overhead
I

and

labour costs involved in the production of a dozen whole-plates

are barelv anv greater than those of a dozen cartes, the only
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has d

o till his pla<

pay
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reminder of his mortality will •
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important fact to a professional photographer

in difficult tin -. that the overhead and laboui

>tal expenses that during a time

'

Ion the per sitter, per print, per

enlargement, and for each of the other processes, soars a

alarming a speed that the business may be well-nigh over-

whelmed before its owner is aware of the danger. During

such a period, the photographer should strike his costs at

intervals, and the consecutive results will show with an

undeniable vividness the precise time and place for dra

iuies.

A mere knowledge that his profits are sadly reduced is of

little utility at such a time. He is merely in the position

of a surgeon who is aware that his patient is suffering from

some organic disease, but is ignorant of its nature and where-

abouts. If the patient's life is to be saved, the surgeon must

know immediately whore to insert the knife. In times such

present the photographer must ever watch over his

business, knife in hand. And a costing system is his only sure

means of diagnosis.

Pelhaji Swixtos.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN TROPICAL WEST AFRICA.

rk-room operations at a temperature of 90 deg.-

liK) deg. F. under expeditionary methods, where everything

in the wav et facilities is reduced to a minimum, and both

quarters and apparatus have to be improvised, would require

the lurid pen of an Edgar Allen Poe to describe. A word
lining to cinematograph and photographic operators

bed to expeditions fitting out for the tropics

—

carry «

reliable small portable dark-room suitable for changing plates

and films and to do a few developing tests in— it is an abso-

Even on the darkest of nights in the forests

the darkness is broken every few seconds by vivid blue la

of tropical lightning, and there is no native hut that is light-

tight or rainproof; in fact, the interior of a native hut i"

bush " is a ghastly nightmare to be shut in for an hour.

Firstly, it has to be stuffed up in about one hundred or more

different places to make it light-tight and to help suffocate

the occupant. Tlie next thing, in the absence of a table, is

ar the centre of the floor and squat on it. By the time

one is ready to start loading, say, about 1,200 ft. of cinemato-

graph film and unloading the same amount of exposed film,

then doing the same with a dozen or two plate carriers, the

ire has risen considerably, and the perspiration is

ally dripping off one's over the emulsion. The
writer adopted native customs in the way of attire, but dis-

red that he was not the only occupant of the hut; it was
corpions, a tarantula spider had been killed

in it during the afternoon, beetles buzzed around, real beetles,

hitu) river half a found in weight. One huge specimen of

horned beetle buzzed in with a bang, and smashed the lamp-
to atoms. Another of the same species collided with one

oi the expedition in the darkness, and gave him a lovely black

It. is a very plea a lion to he loading film and

the unmistakable rustle amongst the reeds of floor of

gome creepy crawly thing, then, whack! a lizard falls out

of the roof on to your bare shoulders. The writer had not a

portable, dark-room, and next time he photographs in West
Africa that will be one of the first items on the list.

Coming to the question of exposure, owing to the idea

dent that the sun being vertical and the light glaring.

sy to over-expose, and theri

one under-exposes, and gets soot and whitewash results.

r has found that the old adage quoted by him before

S - Photography " and other photographic publi-

>i in the tropics, viz.. " expose for the
lows, and let the high-lights take care of themselves."

t yellow haze occasioned

bv the intense beat and the humidity. In the second pla<

lot of the light is green, reflected from the dense masses of

tropical vegetation ; other factors to be taken into account

aUo are the colour values of the natives and the soil; the

native being a dead black, and the soil highly ferruginous and

ranging in colour from yellow through the reds to burnt

umber.

The best time to photograph is either the early morning or

late afternoon, but one can photograph all day long with care

and the protection of an umbrella for the camera. The
writer's cinematograph camera got so hot at times it was

unbearable to the touch.

Development in the tropics is certainly not advisable, and
except for a few tests or an odd plate or two, all exposed -

film and plates should be packed up tightly in specially fitted

tins with calcium chloride and mailed back to England for

development. It is a good plan to have oilskin envelopes,

into which may be packed film "take-ups" in use, i.e., if a

roll of cinematograph film is not finished at the end of the

day's work, remove it from the camera and roll up tightly

in an oilskin bag. Dark-slides and plate carriers should be
treated in the same way.

In development the great difficulty lies in temperature. It

is almost an impossibility to keep the temperature down. The
image flashes up very quickly, and « good negative may be
developed fully out, with normal exposure and diluted
developer, in one-half to one-third the usual time.

Fixation is the height of vexation, for it is in the fixing

bath that the already softened emulsion meets its Waterloo.
After two or throe minutes in the fixing bath, even though
the emulsion may have- been hardened, one may safely look
for it ruder the plate or hiding in the corner of the dish, not
unlike a sticky ju-jube. Of course, under proper conditions,
where ice is obtainable, one may get fair results—but not
lasting—as it is impossible to wash thoroughly and completely
eliminate the hypo.
J Drying is another difficulty. Apart from the heat and the
possibility of melting, ants and various insects make "small-
chop," or, in other words, dine off the emulsion, and thrive
on it.

The wonders of the primeval forests of Africa are, to a
scientist and a photographer, stupendous. One can be observ-
ing, studying, collecting and photographing from early morn
till nightfall, and after night comes on the great silence is

broken by the shrill whistle of countless millions of insects,
the bahel of sound being not unlike the shriek of a locomotive
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il required all his energii
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Robkrt Dtkf.s, F.R.P -

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY OF NATURAL HISTORY
SUBJECTS.
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obtained to on life

working I

blislied to my own two

irther experimenta were«mducted with m-

.ing confidence, with a view nnn.g lhe «,..ai.tit.v

v. and the amount was gradually deer.

until 1 found that 60 grains wa adequate, for Ufa-sue pic-

. with the B-in. lens working at //32, and using a Wel-

n plate.

roughout the arly experiments I was somewhat troubled

igh lights in the resulting negatives, and other

which caused me to oonaidA ways and means

oming the objection. I attribute the absence ol hard

,rred to by Dr. Rodman in bis kindly reference

ork at the recent Exhibition, to the use of a light-

filter* which I adopted in ell my later work, and to slow-

It was, and is still, my invariable practice to

K i screen for ordinary subjects on anti-screen plates,

and either a K2 or K3 for llford Panchromatic Special

Rapid, and I roust confess to finding my negatives much less

contrast; than formerly.

It was from the middle of the summer season t.o the early

days of ant nmn in the year 1919 that I contracted the habit

taring out at night, under the pretext of flashlight photo-

by. During that year, and also in 1920. it was my cus-

tom tii search my garden, which was sufficiently extensive to

provide a nightly supply of suitable subjects, by the aid of

an acetylene head-lamp from a motor-cycle, and many very

interesting insects were revealed, including those which. hide

themselves by day. Spiders, such as the Diadem spider, the

-t British species and common ill gardens, are very good

\n interesting discovery was made on one occasion

.king a flashlight photograph of a spider. The

was a particularly striking one, and. being desirous of

iring the best result possible on such a favourable night,

preparations were made with extra care. The lens, an //5.9

Zeiss, was no! more than 12 to 15 ins. from the spider when the

Hash was fired from a metal tray placed on the camera bellows

immediately above and behind the lens. Closing the slide, the

light Was turned on to see if all was well prior t.o exposing

another plate, but hot a sign of spider or web remained. The

duration of the flash must have been so brief as to allow of the

photograph being taken before the air disturbance bad

travelled the intervening distance of 12 to 16 ins. My disap-

pointment may be understood, likewise my surprise when the

plate was developed, which was dime as a matter of curiosity

later on.

One's lamp frequently discloses larvae of moths and butter-

flic-, feeding and resting, also moths themselves, which ordi-

narily are exceedingly active at such an hour. Every oppor-

tunity should be taken of figuring these finds, as some, such

as the Golden Plusia, may prove to be a stranger to the

locality. In this particular case the insect had not been seen

in my locality previously, and was thus recorded as extending

its range northwards. The Brown Spot Pinion, a noctuid

and very common, invariably hides itself away by

day, yet flashlight enabled me to figure this specimen on the

of an elm. It was of such a placid disposition that I was

to take a stereoscopic record by two distinct flashes, and

with a single lens mounted on a sliding panel.

A connecting link between my earliest experiments and

ter ones which suggested the possibility of figuring

tly moving objects, was formed when my friend. Mr.

A. E. Tonge, K.K.S. discovered the Scalloped Hazel larva
s( oti the delicate foliage of everlasting pea, one cold and
\ night in October, 1920, when it was photographed as a

nstration of flashlight photography on such subjects. The
that the foliage was continually in a state of disturbance

•; affected the result in anv way. This result, led me to""

that it might be possible t.o ignore slight movement

due to wind, and that if such an assumption be true, one

| also be able to jgnore slight movement on the part of

within reasonable limits. Iu this way 1 came to

ler the possibility of snapshots by night through a lens

working at / 32, and of which I hope to say more later.

It will readily be understood, I know, that one can only

touch upon the'fringe of the field of work upon creatures in

the wild, but prior to passing on to other applications

flashlight photography one should indicate other attra

work For one's camera. The night photographer may adopt a

ruse frequently d by bird-men to attract species to the

vioinitv of the camera, i.e., by setting a lure, in the nature of

a mixture of molasses and rum flavoured with essence of pear

,„• aniseed, on tree trunks, fences, and gateposts. By this

means many interesting records may be made of moths.

wigs woodlice, and centipedes, and perchance a fat old toad

i the tree, for intoxicated revellers to fall.

Similarly, it should be possible to attract ants, and burying

beetles, to carcasses, and to figure them at work in the

state.

Nature Study by Flashlight Indoors.

VSV may now pass t.o a consideration of the possibilities for

work upon captive subjects under cover, and thus enter upon

a field which is practically immeasurable. We can but sub-

divide it into sections, any one of which the specialist may

select for his life's work, be it lepidoptera, eoleoptera, hymen-

optera, and so on. The serious student, one imagines, will

address himself to a systematic specialised study of one of these

subjects only, without complicating matters in other direc-

tions. He may decide to investigate the life-histories

British dragon-flies, or spiders, „r pond life as a whole, and

get himself to study mosquitoes and the like in aquaria at

but in any case he will certainly have .ample material

for study and photographic representation. If will not be

denied. [ think, that the maximum utility to be derived from

the application of flashlight photography in the realm of

natural history is not to be measured by the number of S]

merely figured, but by the otherwise unobtainable records oi

incidents connected with, or inseparable from, the life-history

of the creature, under observation. It is not what we set out

to clo. but what we achieve, that counts most of all, and the

application of flashlight photography may yet help us to learn

something of insect life, and perhaps lead us to new dis-

ci i>, eries.

Beyond proving beyond dispute the feasibility of making

photographic records 'of insect life by flashlight on life-size

scale, and through a 6-in. lens fitted with a screen, and stopped

down to / 32 or //to, I had not, up to the summer of last

yea*, carried my investigation very much farther, but in the

early summer I continued my experiments indoors upon cap-

tive- subjects, and having brought a number of larva- of the

Painted Lady butterfly to mv home in Cheshire from the Isle

of Man. I conceived the idea of making a regular series of

photographic records illustrating pupation. In order to do

(Ins I arranged a number of thistle-heads in separate bottles

of water, and allowed one larva only to each plant, in order

that when the moment for pupation arrived my work would

not be hampered by the presence of other active larva- of an

inquiring disposition. Happily, one of these insects decided

to make preparation for the change before its fellows; and I

made- a figure- of it whilst engaged upon its final feed, as it

had become very fat and listless, and inclined to wander from

its food plant. 1 then placed it on a new piece of thistle, and

the next day it was found suspended. Twenty-four hours

later another negative was made- showing tin- pupa being formed

inside the skin, and the head of tin- larva assuming a hooked

.shape. It was my intention to take figures every twenty-four

hours until the change was effected, and fortunately, when

preparing to expos,- another plate the next day. the larva

suddenly became active, and commenced to twist itself about.
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heated r,- p ••' «hi< can bo thrown back, like

tiring, electrically. \

many nights alone in the wild, on mountain

I on the rock-rtrewn ooast, I can apeak

e of the conditions, and having prepared and

flash-light there, I can anticipato difficulties, and warn

of the deliquescence of flashpowdcr.

General Observations.

One do more than indicate very briefly a few of the

is in which flashlight photography can be ap-

udy of natural history subjects in the short time

ible on such an occasion as this.

>uld, however, be made to the practicability of

photographing insects and minute forms of life on a scale

than life-size by instantaneous exposures. This has

oen proved. Experiments in colour photography

lead one to feel sanguine of ultimate success in taking

dis of moving insects in their natural colours, and

scale several diameters above life-size.

The tield naturalist is nothing if not optimistic and, like the

fly-catcher, ever hopeful that something good will turn up.

For my part I feel that we are but at the beginning of things,

and that the application of photography by artificial light to

tudv of natural history will in course of time show start-

ling developments. We hear of moving pictures being taken

by night by the aid of " potted sunlight," and maybe in the

not far distant future, perchance more immediate than we

anticipate, the nature photographer may be able to show mov-

ing pictures of minute forms of insect and other life in all its

forms and phases and in natural colours. Flashlight is but a

light of exceptional brilliance and actinic power, and some

means may yet be found for a prolonged concentration of light

of equal intensity to that of magnesium. A modification of

xisting typo of cinematograph camera should then enable

the natural history student to illustrate the whole life-history

of many creatures which at the present time are unrecorded.

Such a hope should be our ultimate aim, but we may yet

have to traverse a road beset with difficulties, and strewn with

disappointments, before we see the realisation of our desires

in this respect. At the same time, there is every reason to

be sanguine and to feel that we.are on the threshold of further

developments of an interesting character.

Oswald J. Wilkinson.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY.
Thk report of the directors of the Eastman Kodak Co., of New
Jersey, which includes the, various subsidiary Kodak companies, for

the year ended December 31, 1921, discloses a surplus of $5,782,704

(£1,192,310) after charging liberal amounts for depreciation, making
allowance for shrinkage in value of inventories, and paying 6 per

cent, on the preferred stock and 40 per cent, on the common stock.

net .profits for the period are returned at $14,105,861

(£2,908,424), a reduction of nearly £920.C00. as compared with the

previous year. The latter, it may perhaps be remembered, was
the most successful in the history of the company. The report,

ses a strong financial position. A total undivided
surplus of .111 l,983,926 goes with an issued capital of £5,394,090.

o new names appear in the list of directors, those of George
W. '['odd and George H. Clark.

The following table shows the net profits since the year 1904 :—
Year.

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

£ Year
688,484 1913

827,610 1914

1,116,639 1915

1,446,479 1916

1.540,725 1917

1,619.087 1918

1,850,552 1919

•2.401,910 1920

2.886,401 1921

£
2,920.090

2,332,579

3.245,600

3.564.784

2,998,467

2,897,313

3.778,595

3,828,084

2,908,424

-ent common shares of $100 for ten (10)

shares (if no nominal or par value was carried.

New certificate nting shares of no nominal or par value

are beinu' prepared. Ten of these shares will be issued to the share-

holders in place of eai 1 $100 common share now held.

Registered shareholders have been notified that they should at

once send their i stock certificates by registered post to the

Lincoln-Alliance Ban' II cheater, New York, so that the exchange

of certificates may be effected.

Shareholders who have lent their common stock to the British

Government will, it is presumed, receive their new certificates from

the Treasury on compliance with the regulations recently issued

in respect of the return by the Government of the borrowed shares

Dividends on the common shares will no longer be declared on a

percentage basis, but will be at so much per share. Thus the divi-

dend jusfc declared as payable on July 1, 1922. is at the rate of

$1.25 ,bne dollar twenty -five cents) per new share of common stock

of no par value.

iting of the shareholders of the Eastman Kodak Corn-
held i„ Jersey City. TJ.S.A . on April 4. 1922. a proposal to

ELECTRIC CURRENT AT POWER RATE.

The import,! ig with the use of electric power by photo-

graphers was decided by Mr. Justice Rigley Swift in the King's

Bench Division on Monday last. May 22, in the claim brought by

the Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., against the

Wykeham Studios, Ltd., of Victoria Street, Westminster.

Plaintiffs sought to recover £82, representing a s.um alleged to be
due for electricity supplied to the defendants. —

Mr. Justice Rigley Swift, in giving judgment for the plaintiffs,

said:—In this case the p'aintiffs claim the sum of £82 18s. 5d..

being the cost they allege to be payable by the defendants for elec-

tricity supplied to them at 165, Victoria Street, together with meter
rental. On an application for judgment under Order XIV. the

defendant company admitted that they were liable to the plaintiffs

for the sum of £48 5s. lOd. Liberty was given to the latter to

judgment of the Court and liberty was given to defendants to defend
as to the balance of the claim, £34 12s. 7d.

It was admitted in the course of the action before me that the

amount claimed was arithmetically accurate 'if the plaintiffs were
entitled in law to charge the rate they had done, but the defendants
contended that in law the plaintiffs were not entitled to charge
them at the rate of 7d. or 4d. per unit in the midsummer, Mic
mas, and Christmas quarters for certain electricity stTTrplied. and
it was contended by them that they should be charged at the rate

of 2d. per unit.

The plaintiffs are a company registered under the Comp,:

Act, 1862-1866, carrying on business under the provision of the

Westminster Electric Lighting Order, 1889 (confirmed by the Elec-

tric Lighting Orders confirming No. 2 Act, 1889), and they supplied

electricity in the area mentioned in the first schedule of the Order
and in the area the defendants carry on business as photographers.
The plaintiff company has for many years past been in the habit of

supplying electricity at two different rates of charge, one rate of

charge being applicable to electricity used for lighting purposes and
another and a lesser rate being applicable to electricity used !

for purposes other than lighting, and supplied through a separate
meter and known ;is power rate.

The defendants for some years had been in the habit of U6ing
electricity for the pu a photographic arc lamp used by
them for the purpose of providing an exceptional light for the
taking of photographs, and it was admitted that the electricity

price of which this action is now considering, had been used b;

defendants for purposes other than general illuminating purposes.
In the account which was the subject matter of this action the

plaintiffs sought to charge the- defendant at ,i higher rate than the
maximum rate stated by them to be payable for electricity used for
power purposes, and the defendants object that this current having
been taken and used by them for .power purposes, that is to sa

purposes other than lighting and through a separate meter, they
were not liable to be charged more than the maximum rate for

power purposes.

I find as a fact on the admissions made before me that the elec-

tric current used by the defendants for the price of which plaintiffs

claim in this action was used by the defendants for power pin
;

and not for lighting, and that it should be charged for at p

ing rat*. This, however, does not <!

of the action, for the plaintiffs contend that even if they
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hi using

rrrent for '!**•«> 1»«1 I**" charged more than the

rate which was a»>d and advertised l>y Uie plaintiffs as being the

rate for enmot supplied for poi .
I do not eee why this should

not be done, if regard is had to the special circumstance* of those

ire charged at the higher rate, and if a proper differentiation

can be made between them and others, who are being supplied

current for power purposes in the same area. Provided that the

undertakers do not oharge more than the amount which is fixed

e Act, or which for the time being is agreed upon between

them and the consumer, I cannot see why they should not be allowed

to charge a consumer more if the circumstances under which he is

taking power are not similar to those of other persons who are

taking it. Now, in this particular case, the photographers, speaking

generally, are not taking current for power purposes under similar

circumstances to other manufacturers. Their lamp is not burning

regularly and for fixed hours during the day or night, but is inter-

mitt-entl'y used as occasion necessitates for the taking of particular

..graphs, and I think that the undertakers are entitled to say

tnat their ordinary charge to persons using current for

power purposes is 2d. per unit, they would charge a higher rate to

persons who take current for use in a photographic arc lamp. I, at

any rat*, see nothing in the sections to which I have referred, as they

been construed by the Courts in the cases I have mentioned,

which is inconsistent with this view. It is dear that here the

rtiffs were under no agreement to charge the defendants other

than the - they did, and -the defendants bed ample notice

of the rates which they would be charged if they took a current,

All photoj n the area using this supply have been treated

in the same way, and I see no reason for holding, that the defendants

takii with notice that they would be charged for it

at, »1 lich they had been, should be relieved from payment

of those rates. Under the circumstances there will be judgment for

the plaintiffs for the amount claimed, with costs.

Assistants' Notes.

Notts by assistants suitable for this column will be consider**

tmd paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Dissolving Amidol.

To open a bottle of amidol, weigh out so many grains, and dissolve

it in any room where plates, papers, negatives or prints, are kept

or handled, means risking the appearance of a beautiful crop of

maroon-coloured spots at an early date. In fact, the keeping of an

opened amidol bottle or a pair of scales in such a room may cause

a regular occurrence of this trouble. - After suffering at various

periods, I hit upon the following dodge to avoid it. The water

is heated in a large enamel baler, and the sulphite and preserva-

tive dissolved completely before touching any amidol. Then a

full oz. bottle is submerged in the sulphite solution, and with the

clean, small blade of a penknife, the cork is removed under water.

By moving the bottle about in the solution, all the amidol will be

taken up without any possibility of the salt getting into the air,

The formula which lends itself to this treatment is as follows :

—

Water (hot) about ... 40 oz.

Glycollic acid 10 grs.

Soda sulphite 10 oz.

Amidol 1 oz. (new bottle

each time)

Pour into a Winchester bottle, fill up with water, and use 1 part

to 1 of water. This formula will keep. Bromide is optional,

but may have to be calculated according to the papers used.

The ounce bottles may be objected to by large buyers or con-

sumers, who are used to the lb. size, but the advantage is so

great that this disadvantage is outweighed. Of course the best

way of all, to make up any solution, is to do it in a special room,

into which no plates, prints, or other photographic tackle ever

goes, but this is not convenient everywhere. Another detaii

which may need mention, is the advisability of removing coloured

labels, cork wax, etc., before submerging a bottle. Using John-

son's amidol, I have not found it necessary to remove anything,

submerging the bottles just as they are bought, but, of course, the

dodge may appear abortive if dirty benches, or opened bottks

are near at hand, as traces of amidol on them may still cause

trouble.—Tiiekmit.

Prepared for a Water Shortage.

Some little time ago I opened the workshop on a holiday in order

to get an urgent batch of work through. Just when the major

portion was ready for washing, off went the water—and stayed off

for the rest of the afternoon. This was discouraging, but as most

photographers must know, it was not to be unexpected. The

experience caused me to take measures to dodge, to some extent

at least, a repetition of this form of annoyance, so I rummaged

round next day for something in the way of a large water

container. At first I thought of having a cistern installed, but

as I did not want to bring in plumbers, etc., at a busy time, I

looked for a simpler way out of the difficulty. I was fortunate

in finding a small spirit cask in a pharmacist's cellar. This just

fitted in a corner by the sink and could easily be filled with the

aid of a hose-pipe from the tap. A wooden wine tap projecting

over the sink completed the fitment. Two days after installing

the cask, it proved its worth by supplying the necessary for

making up a few Winchesters of solutions, the water-main having

temporarily gone on strike again, but since then I have realised

its value to a greater extent. Those—and my experience goes te

that they are many—who are troubled with "intermittent "

water supplies, know the pettifogging annoyance of placing a

measure, dish, or bottle under the tap just one-half second before

the water stops to flow and starts to make noises in the pipe for

an indefinite period. With a container right at hand, one is inde-

pendent of these little troubles, and it is worth its room for this

onlv. The only drawback of the above arrangement was that it

did" not exactly improve the appearance of the room, but this was

got over by one of the hands who is blessed with an artistic tem-

perament. He decorated the end of the cask with four big X's in

white chalk, and the dark-room consequently looked unusually

cheerful.—Thermit.

Exhibitions.

THE POLYGON CAMERA CLUB.

The above club, which was formed last year, and consists of past

and present students of the Regent Street Polytechnic Day School

of Photography, held their first annual exhibition in the School

last week", over a hundred photographs, mainly portraits, being on

view. Judging from the high level of quality which prevailed, it is

not surprising that most of the students make successful portraitists

when they start in business on their own account, as most of them

do. A noteworthy feature is that in every case the entire produc-

tion, from posing the sitter to mounting, is the unaided work of the

individual worker, thus proving the thorough all-round instruction

given by the School.

A very practical innovation was the choosing of members of a well-

known firm of photographers as judges; Messrs. Miller and Scott,

of Sloane Street, officiated in this capacity. Two medals were

awarded by the judges and one by a ballot of the club members.

The awards were :—Portraiture : First, (with medal), Miss Daisy I

Day; second, Mr. A, Riddocb; third, Miss Daisy Day. Landscape:

First (with medal). Mr. Howard; second, Mr. Hooper; third, Mr.

Hooper. Technical: First, Mr. Hooper; second, Mr. Wilkinson;

third, Mr. Obbard. It says a good deal in favour of the general

quality of the work when it is noted that a fine portrait by Miss

lloway, which lias just, won the challenge cup of the North-

umberland and Durham Federation, did not secure an award here.

In another room a small display of technical work by members

of the teaching staff, who all belong to the club, included specimens

of oil finishing, Autochromes, photomicrographs, the various stages

of ph. . and portraits by the trichrome process.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

April 22 to May 27.—Royal Photographic Society. Colonial, prints ,

arranged by " The Amateur Photographer and Photography.
'

Open daily from 11 to 5 p.m. 55, Russell Square, London,

W.C.I.
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firlt ,
precipitated from aqueous solu-

ertain conditions will-washed

e blue at all; under other con-

a it exhil ifferent degrees of mordanting,

g a dark-blue dyeing and the other a much lighter

the course of a long series of experiment* lie obtained

oe for the theory that the dyeing of the silver

n the formation of the complex of sliver iodide

and potassium iodide. Any condition which favoured occlusion of

this complex within the silver iodide likewise intensified the A

ribed also some further experiments on the dyeing

images obtained by bleaching the silver image of a

• ibe process, and referred >also to the effect of

•lg action of the developer on the gelatine.

discussion took place between Mr. Hickman

Price. Fortunately, when matters seemed to have

it was suddenly discovered that the two con-

in agreement.

A paper or " The function of the flash exposure in three-colour

srs. E. L. Turner and C. D. Hallam, was read by

Turner. It described tin' results of the further series of quanti-

tative investigations in half-tone which are being carried out at

the L.C.C. School of Photo-Engraving, Bolt Court. In three-colour

half-tone, a flash exposure (to a piece of white paper) was neces-

sary for correctness of rendering. The authors had made measure-

ments of the reflection densities of the original and the half-tone

duction in a number of cases, and had found that the most

truthful rendering was obtained by a flash exposure of about 3 per

cent, of the time of the exposure employed in making the half-tone

rive from the original. Some discussion followed between Mr.

Blooh and Mr. A. .T. Bull as to the effect of the characteristic

curve of a plate on the gradation obtained in half-tone negatives

and the proofs from the resulting plates. Mr. Bloch thought that

iiape of the curve had a considerable effect. Mr. Bull did not

think that such relation was established.

At a somewhat late hour. Mr. Arthur C. Banfield described and

showed the Trist three-colour exposure camera, a most ingenious

piece of mechanism for the successive exposure of three (or four)

plates for three-colour photography. Its essential feature was that

mechanism was provided for setting the lens diaphragm at such

apertures that the successive exposures of a panchromatic plate

having any ordinary ratio of sensitiveness to the three colour-

sensations could be made equal, the same shutter-setting then

ig exposures in the accurately correct ratio. On this 6ystem
the mechanism of the camera provided the means of exposing the

three plates in very rapid succession. Mr. Banfield demonstrated

the working of the camera by placing an electric lamp behind it

and operating the plate-changing and shutter-opening mechanism.

The time taken for the exposure of all four plates could not Lave
been greater than five or six seconds.

Votes of thanks to the authors and readers of papers brought
the proceedings to a close.

CROYDOX CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. Handel Lucas gave a lecture on " The Science of Colour, ai.d

Artists' Vision." It was highly interesting in many ways, par-

ticularly in illustrating how a distinguished artist, whose paintings
have many a time attracted considerable attention at the Royal
Academy and elsewhere, need know but little about that branch of

the science which relates to the admixture of coloured rays of light,

as contrasted with the blending of pigments.

Be began with an emphatic declaration of disbelief in the wave
theory of light, and regretted time was not available to deal with
the matter. Things then began to get a little mixed, and to speak

often difficult to understand exactly what the in-

trepid lecturer was driving at. However, he mainly sought to dis-

prove the additive theory of colour vision by demonstrating that
i ts fundamental principles broke down when applied to the subtrac-

tive system dealing with pigments instead of coloured light.

As is generally known, yellow is produced by the admixture of

tin red and green rays, whether or not colour perception of

yellow in Nature is entirely due to this fact. To prove the oon-

Lucas partially su]>erimposed a disc of red gelatine over
a similar disc dyed yellow, and placing the combination in the
lantern, showed at the overlap only a dull nondescript colour, far

..^ traiumittod. Other experiments on

similar line A conviction was also expressed that if screen

plates were coated with the tliroe pigment primaries, viz., blue,

yellow, and red. instead of blue-violet, red, and green as is cus-

tomary, added brilliancy, and better colour rendering would be

obtained.

In the discussion Mr. Harpur said the lecture had "appealed to

him very
|

indeed." Other optical experts not being

Joshuas, mostly j
reserved a discreet silence, for Mr. Lucas had

intimated be would allow no apparently contradictory experiments

to influence bis mind unless the sun itself formed the illuminant.

Unfortunately the orb had retired for the night. It was, however,

arranged that three members—Messrs. Purkis, Hibbert, and Budd

—

should give an evening on the same subject latex on which Mr.

Lucas promised to attend. Being unblessed with artists' visions, it is

patted that the cheerful triplets (who are doing well) will rot

find themselves in complete agreement with his views.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Lucas.

On the previous Saturday a successful and enjoyable outing v.as

held at the Water-meads, Mitcham, one of the many beauty spots

acquired by the National Trust. With the exception of the Easter

outing, rambles have met with little success in the past for reasons

quite unknown. Mr. Walker, however, has recently been appointed

excursion secretary, and if unflagging zeal and hard work can com-
mand success it is assured.

Ladies are even to be allowed to join some of the trips, which

decision, arrived at in open meeting, filled Mr. Wadliam with dire

forebodings. With a mournful expression, of amplitude sufficient to

cover a dozen funerals and a bit over, he maintained that the inno-

vation meant the insertion of the thin edge of the wedge, and ulti-

mate inclusion of the feminine sex as members of the club. " And
that will be the end of things/' he added, aghast at the petticoat"

peril

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—At an extraordinary general meeting of the

members of the Octophototype Syndicate, Limited, held at 224 to

228, Great Portland Street, W., a resolution was passed to the effect

that the company be wound up voluntarily, and that F. W. J.

Jackson, of Messrs. Jackson, Pixley, Browning, Husey & Co.,

chartered accountants, 58, Coleman Street, E.C., be appointed

liquidator.

A supplemental dividend of 3jd. in the £ has been made in the

case of Frederick Parker (trading as F. Parker & Co.), picture

framer and art dealer, 14, Clifton Street, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

;

and carrying on business at Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. The
dividend is obtainable at the Official Receiver's office, 30, Lichfield

Street, Wolverhampton. '

Notice is given of the dissolutions, by mutual consent, of the

following partnerships : (1) Between Christopher John Grosvenor

and Edward Grosvenor, carrying on business as photographers at

Cowleigh Road, North Malvern, under the style of C. J. & E.

Grosvenor. All debts due to and owing by the late firm will be

received and paid by Christopher John Grosvenor. (2) Between
Charles Ernest Watts. Walter Robert Hadler and Edward Prime,

carrying on business as photographic process engravers at Col-

chester, Essex, under the style of the Essex Process Engraving

Company.

News and Notes.

Mr. H. C. Pharaoh, widely known throughout the photographic

trade as formerly advertisement manager of the " Amateur Photo-

grapher," has been appointed advertisement manager of " Tne
Referee."

A Novel Window Bill is being circulated among dealers by

Messrs. Amalgamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd. It is an

exposure chart showing the exposure required for every Apem
brand of plate.
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.l«y, on behalf of the

rreiary of State for War, stated in ia?t week's Parliamentary
apers that steps are being taken contract to take
•olographs of war graves. Phot". - sent to the rela-

due course.
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Last Saturday twenty-two members of a well-known photo-
graphic society spent i). on in the Precincts under the
leadership of an architect, when a hundred or so plates and films
were exposed. Their ltappy wanderings were somewhat marred by
the audden appearance of an extremely officious gentleman, who
called for the production of the permit and asked why arrange-
ments had not been made with the Clerk of the Works as directed
by the permit. A ten minutes' lecture on what the words on the
permit really meant, or were intended to mean, followed, along
with some comments on good manners and several other things

—

a most disturbing interview, and one distinctly out of place in «uch
a beautiful and peaceful settin

Happily for toe photographers the official—who he was is not
known—did not appear upon the scene until all plates and films

had been exposed, and cameras were being packed up or pocketed.
The incident, however, deserves to be recorded, and an explanation
of what the wording on the official permit really means may be of

assistance to your readers, and save them much annoyance should

••ra in the Yard, Cloisters, and other
parts known at tha Precincts.—Yours faithfvf

Socth SrarMA*.
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falls lo a Liverpool • Is* as we are aware, Mr. Anderson

haa n. 'ed in his native city. Amateur workers

-.ure process are all too rare, and Mr.

Anderson's wor' provide considerable interest among
the Liverpool members, and perhaps perturbation in the ranks of

the !>• rs who claim for their process a beauty

equal to that of
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Answers to Correspondents.

/ aeeordane* with our praent practice a relatively tmall tpact it

allotted in tack ittue to rtplitt to corretpond entt.

mr, vm answer by pott if stamped and addressed envelope it

eneloted for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readert

abroad
*

Queries to be answered in the Friday' t "Journal " must reach

ui not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the BdHors.

q g As vou seem to bo clear in your own mind as to the rates

which are commonly paid for reproductions in a newspaper of the

kind in question (and we think they are about right), the only

course is for you to send in your account and to press for pay-

ment as greatly overdue. A properly conducted paper would pay,

as a rule, at the end of the week or month following publication.

Assuming that the copyrights are your own property there is no

reasonable doubt that you -would be »ble to recover the amounts

by suing the people in the County Court if such is necessary.

H. B.—It is not practicable to coat such large areas of polished

surface with a matt preparation, such as could be employed for

verv small objects. Flashlight at night often will give better

results when windows are in such positions that their images are

seen reflected, but large quantities of powder are needed for such

black objects, especially as the position of the flash must be -well

to the side. A sheet of newspaper held by an assistant will indi-

cate whether the flash will show as a reflection. No means exist

of preventing details on the board itself being reflected, but block-

makers all employ skilled aerographists for obscuring such
unwanted detail on the print.

J H.—It will be rather a difficult matter to get a really good-look-
ing enlargement from the yellowed postcard. So far as ordinary
photographic reproduction is concerned, the best thing that you
can do is to make a copy negative on a process plate, and from
that an enlargement, preferably on one of the slow gaslight
papers, such as Cyko Professional. After one or two trials it

would no doubt be possible to get a greatly improved enlarged
copy of the postcard, but we really think that the best course in

the end would be to send the postcard to a first-rate firm for
the making of a -platinum or carbon enlargement, leaving the
people free to work up the enlargement at their discretion.

F L—•Ordinary M.Q. developer is quite unsuitable for the ferro-
type plates. We enclose formula for a combined developing and
fixing solution, which gives excellent results with these plates :

—

Water, to make 40 OZ8. fluid.

Hydroquinone ^ oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.
Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.
The plates develop (and partly fix) in two OT three minutes.
They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

•I R-— (1) The F numbers corresr i the various Goerz
ers are as follows :

—

4.6* f/6.76
6 f/7.7
12 fin
24 f/15.5
48 f!2Z
96 f/3l
192 f/ 45

(2) The Endolithic -Manufacturing Co., 60, Aldersgate Street,
London, E.C.I, are large producers of cut celluloid labels and
name plates. But most likely you would have to get the celluloid

by a metal plate engraver, such as Mr. H. Cosins, 25
Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

W. D.—There is little choice of shutters for large lenses, and of
those available we think that the Packard Ideal is by far the
best. There is one model of this which gives instantaneous ex-
posures as well as time, the speed varying with the quickness with
which the bulb is compressed. Exposures of less than half :

second may hi' given on the time setting, and we have found that

is to the bulb action may be increased by dropping

all wire nails into the hollow piston, eo that the recovery

when the ball is ivleased is quicker. We do not think that the

rUk of producing pinholes by dust disturbed by a flap shutter is

the inside of the camera ought to be kept clean. For

manv years flap shutters were almost exclusively used in the

studio, in days when the average negative had to be much more

perfect than it is now.

R G. There is no special dictionary of photographic chemicals, at

any rate not in English. Valenta's " Photographische Chemie "

is "an excellent work which deals with the properties, chemical

and photographic, of the substances used in photography. But

you will find the properties and uses of practically every photo-

graphic chemical in CasselPs " Cyclopaedia of Photography," now
out of print, but on the shelves of the library of the Patent

Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, W.C., which is open to the

public daily. In the alcove containing chemical works you will

also find large chemical treatises in which information on prac-

tically every substance can be found. One rather good and recent

work" is the " Condensed Chemical Dictionary," issued in 1919.

Although it is an American book, we expect they have a copy in

the Fatent Office library.

O. P.— (1) If, as we suppose, the developer is for film6, we do not

think you should use metol hydroquinone instead of pyro. The'

developer may be cheaper to make up (we have not worked out

whether it is or not), but as regards the quality of the results, we

think pyro is much the better. However, a formula is as

follows :

—

Metol '.

i oz.

Hvdroquinone 2J ozs.

Sulphite 2 lbs.

Carbonate li lbs.

Potass bromide 200 grs.

Water 10 gallons.

(2) The yellow filter used for the Paget colour process will have

a certain correcting effect on an anti-screen plate, hut nothing

very substantial. It is quite unsuitable for use on ordinary

plates, as it will prolong the exposure considerably without any
material advantage. (3) It is a very bad plan to soak negatives

after fixing and washing in 5 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid.

Any traces of hypo left in the film are decomposed, and are liable

to give rise to stain in course of time. Also, the film is rotted

to a certain extent unless the acid is very thoroughly washed out.

A much better plan would be to wipe the water from the nega-

tives as completely as possible with wash-leather, or by running
a roller squeegee over them, and giving a final 6oak in a couple

(4 baths of distilled water, or in a weak solution of citric acid,

which is a very mild acid, without the injurious effects of

sulphuric.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)
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For forwarding replies
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6d.
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Scottish Fair With the caution wi

and friends north of the Border, the
Congress. Edinburgh Society of Pr<

anxious to ascertain the views of the

phie trade respecting a congre air which
I to hold in March next in the new exhibition

hall which is being built in Edinburgh. The hall, measur-
aboui 270 ft. square, will be fitted with more than

1(K> with water, gas and electric power
light. The Edinburgh Society, which has shown

lingly active and efficient association,

exhibitions in the same hall of

teur photography and of professional photographic
portraiture. Tt is felt that the Scottish capital is a centre
which will draw large numbers of visitors, and that
Scottish photographers will welcome the opportunities of

pparatus and of taking part in a congress dealing
the technicaJ and commercial sides of their bush

A floor plan of the hall and drawings of the stands are
inable with other particulars from the secretary of

the Society, Mr. Allan Lowson, 116, Hanover Street.
nburgh.

STUDIO GLAZING.
There arc many points to be considered when construct-
ing a new studio or re-glazing an old one, and, unfortu-

iy, errors in judgment at such times are costly and
troublesome to correct. The selection of a suitable glass
is an important matter, especially when the studio is so
situated that direct sunlight falls upon the glazed portion
for any period during the day, or where it is desired to
shut otit the view of passers-by or neighbours. In the
majority of cases a good heavy " horticultural " glass,
such as is used for conservatories, will be as effective as
any and less expensive than most. It is usually supplied
in two weights, 15 oz. and 21 oz., the latter being prefer-
able, particularly for the roof. Plate glass is sometimes
used, but there is not sufficient advantage to be gained
to justify the extra cost. Moreover, the original hard
surface having been ground away, it is more likely to be
attacked by the weather, the surface becoming rough
and retentive of dirt. Also, some qualities will darken
considerably by long exposure to light, thereby causing
an appreciable increase of exposure.
Wl necessary to prevent overlooking, the most

obvious thing is to use ordinary ground glass, but it is

by no means the best material, as it quickly becomes
dirty and .smoky. It is not easy to clean, soapsuds and
a brush being necessary, which is not convenient in most
studios. For the purpose in question and also for diffus-
ing direct sunlight, what is known as " rolled plate "

is
very suitable. It is a rather thick glass, one side being
smooth, while the other, which should be placed inside,
is covered with fine ribs or grooves. These grooves should
bo placed so as to run from the ridge to the eaves, and
not transversely. This facilitates cleaning, as the grooves
being smooth give up the dirt readily to an ordinary wet
ieatber. Fancy glasses, such as Muranese and similar
patterns, should never be chosen, as thev are very difficult
to keep clean. There is a variety of glass which has a
surface similar to hammered metal. This should be

avoided, as in direct sunlight it is liable to give a mottled
effect if tin sitter is placed near to it. Whatever
of gls the colour should be studied and the
whitest sample selected, as this will have a slight effect

upon the exposure, enough to be worth considering in

dull weather.

The sash bars may be of wood or metal. When first

cost is not the primary consideration the latter should
always be specified, for not- only do they obstruct

light but they are stronger and better adapted for putty-
glazing. Leakage is a chronic trouble in many

studios owing to the putty shrinking away from the bars.

This is entirely obviated by choosing one of the n

ms, now available, of fixing the glass by i

ii strips which grip the edges of the sheet-, any
r which maj pass under being carried away by small

gutters which form an integral part of the sash bars.

This plan can also be adapted to wooden sash bars, and
in either case, ease of replacement of broken pane-
valuable feature. If, for the sake of cheapness, the old

.voodon bars are used, leakage may be minimised by
mixing about one-third of real Stockholm tar with good
ordinary putty. This mixture never becomes quite hard,
and consequently does' not shell away from the wood.
Before glazing, the sash bars should receive two coats

of good paint, and the glass should be set in before

second coat is quite dry.

When setting in the glass, care should be taken I

the panes are not quite in contact at the overlap, as

will often cause a drip, through the water being drawn
up by capillary attraction. Wide overlaps should be
avoided, for if dirt is allowed to accumulate in t

there is a loss of light besides an unsightly appearance.

The " pitch " or angle of the roof is a matter of some
consequence, and the question of steep and flatfish roofs

has often been discussed. It has been claimed that

light is lost by reflection from a roof with an angle of

25 deg. than from one of 40 deg., but in practice the
loss is smaJl and there is a distinct advantage in

steeper pitch, as it is kept cleaner by the rain and will

nob allow so heavy a load of snow to accumulate before

slipping. The single-slant light which has an angle of

over 60 deg. gives less trouble in every way than the
ordinary ridge roof, and is well worthy of adoption, if

it is not necessary to provide for taking large groups.

When erecting a studio, the question of the amount
of glass necessary usually arises. Modern practice calls

for a much smaller light than was formerly considered

necessary, but it is not wise to limit the extent of glass

which can be used if need be. In a very large studio

the area of glass may be small in relation to the total

size of the roof, but in such a studio a great variety of

lighting can be obtained by moving the sitter or the
'

camera. Tn a small narrow studio this is not possible,

and if it be desired to obtain the same effects, it is

necessary to alter the position of the light. .Therefore,

in a studio, say 20 feet by 12, there should not be more
than four feet of solid roof at each end. and at the end
at which the sitter is usually placed the glass may extend
to the end wall, so as to allow the light to come from
behind the model.

A good deal of glass is generally wasted by having the
side light too low. It is rarely necessary for this to come
lower than four feet from the floor, thus saving a row
of blinds, as well as avoiding risk of breakage and keep-

ing the studio cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

Regarding the question as to the advisability of glazing

at least a part of the side of the roof opposite to the
principal light, it may be said that this plan is rarely

adopted by the most experienced photographers. In
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many stii'iio^. where glass has been so fixed, it will be
foun

;

tainted over cm It or

iron sheeting. In a- few cases where the studio runs
• south, glass and blinds are provided on

both sides, so that in sunny weather one .y be
worked in the morning and the other in the afternoon,
but even with this orientation a skilful operator wDl
manage to do good work with a ooe-sided light.

MEASUREMENT OF THE SPEEDS OF FOCAL PLANE
SHUTTERS.

The writer hu recently designed a piece of apparatus for the

testing of speeds of focal-piano shutters. The object aimed

at was to £\\e, by means of a front shutter of known speed, a

- comparatively Large number of expo-urea during the time taken

by the slit of the focal-plane shutter in travelling from top

of the plate. This, as Fig 1 shows clearly, will

.lire i t shutter,

mimlxT >>f assttM '>••

rely on il

tsurable. The most accurate an<l

naihod of making the exposures, it seemed to me,

was to use a falling weight, which, as is well known, completes

•ne second. This give* for » ft. (about the average

i speed of 8 ft. per second at the **d of the

lie passing through two bearing* and carry-

ing a grooved pulley on the outer end. The dis. mllv

spaced holes punched in it, J in. diam., allowing mar-
gin from the edge to act us light trap; nay, from the on
edge of the hole to the edge .

i
in. A pi .f can!

with a I in. hole in the outre is fitted in I if the Ion-

mount to allow the smallest space consistent with free running
between the disc and the lens front.

The bearings for the spindle are made by bending a strip

of brass | x i in. twice ut right angles and drilling holes in

the free ends for the spindle to pass through. The base of

the bearing bracket i- clamped to a wooden support 1 in.

*iu.ir.. by .lit.. ttg. This piece is again clamped to a
should be long enough I r the

i heed so that one screw will serve to attach the camera

p and the apparatus from below by using a longer i in.

sorth screw than the one supplied with tripod. It will

to add greatly to the convenience of adjustment if

the supports are slotted at each joint and small bolts with

i.nary arrows.

t of about 3 lbs. is attached to a length (4 ft.) of

i loop on the opposite end, which !- placed

Fit «.

over a small pin dr i "he bottom of the

rmfW The weight is wound up to the top an. I hold in position

read placed ov of spindle. Ki,

the apparatus detached, and fig. 3 in position of use.

The shutter is now set with a narrow slit i up. the

dark slide put in and the shutter drawn The
a dear space of bright sky. The loop

which holds the wn m falling is cut through and

focal-plane shutter is released just as the weight Strike!

ground, at which moment the disc will be revolving at

maximum speed. On developmer' stive will be i

to be crossed by a number of dark bands which are images of

I'here is no need to hurry in pressing I
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M tbc xii.
:•• attain its maximum
onabl deliberation. With

having a fixed tension and obtaining variable speeds

ng the width of -lit only, one negative will give the

required. If the speed is altered by winding up a tension

Qg a fresh negative must bo made at each tension, as the

blind is not then constant,

he pulley on the fixture described is 1 In.

;

that is. 3.141 in. . 'ircumference.

T)h weight (maximum) is 'Mi in. per second ;
96

aivid ,
,n 81 (approx.), so that the doc makes 81

revolutions per second.

There being 8 holes in the disc, each exposure represents

18 second (8 x 31 = 248). The number of dark bands

shown «>n the plate divided by 248 gives the fraction of a

second taken by the focal-plane blind to complete its travel,

this divided by the number of slit-widths contained in this

height ..f plate denotes the effective speed of focal-plane

shutter.

Taking Fig. 1 as an example-

Width of slit was 10 in.

Height of plate 3 in.

Number of slit widths in 3 in. 30

Number of images of slit 15

, d of front testing shutter 1/248 sec.

] 246 16 = 1, 16 •"' sec., which is time of travel of blind.

This is multiplied by 30 (number of slit widths in plate).

16.6 x 30 = 485 gives the effective speed of the focal-plane

shutter as 1/485 sec.

Fig. 4 is a print from a negative of an express train, using

the same width of slit, taken at about 45 deg., and moving

some 40 miles per hour. I have enlarged it as nearly as pos-

sible twice linear, and though there is a slight advance of

the upper portions, the funnel and dome, owing to the time

taken for the slit to pass over the distance from the rails to the

highest part, it would not be noticed unless specially looked

for. I merely include this as a sort of corroboration of result

of the test, as the shutter speed indicated agrees very closely

with that given in the tables in the almanac for such a subject.

There would be no advantage in increasing the speed of the

front shutter to any great extent, as a speed would soon be

reached when the image of the slit would overlap, or even

two exposures of front shutter might take place before the

slit had time to travel its own width. The method, for this

reason, is onlv available for narrow slits, from the results of

which tests the slower speeds are easily ascertained. With

shutters with fixed tensions one test negative, will serve,

but where the speed is altered, both by variations in tension

and width of slit, a separate test negative must be made for'

each tension.

Thcro is another point in the analysis of the movement of

the blind which is clearly shown on the test print, i.e., the

acceleration ;
the dark bands are close together at the top and

get wider apart till about the half distance, beyond which

position they are nearly equidistant, showing that the blind

has then reached its maximum speed. This might suggest

some advantage from giving the blind a longer travel than

actually needed at the top, so as to overcome inertia before

commencing the actual exposure, the extra time being allowed

for by releasing shutter a fraction of a second early. I intend

to make further tests with the blind running upwards, and

also with slit vertical, which should show whether there is any

great advantage to be gained by running the blind in the

opposite direction to movement of object.

F. H. A. Hall.

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

[The subject of the last of the chapters on the business side of professional photography, namely, the collection of

customers' accounts, provides our contributor, " Pelham Swinton," with special opportunities for exhibition of his mordant
wit and shrewd insight into human nature. The whole chapter is unfortunately too long for completion this week, but

nearancc in our next issue will end the present series. Previous chapters have been :

—" The Economic Position

of the Photographer" (April 28); "The Photographer and his Client" (May u and 12); "The Photographer's Clerical

a" (May 19); and "The Photographer's Costing System" (May 26). We think that those who may have over-

anv of the previous papers will be grateful to us for these references.]

V.—THE ART OF ACCOUNT COLLECTING
In those far-off dark ages when our rude forefathers knew not
the use of money, and conducted their commercial transactions

by means of baiter, I think it hardly probable that any system
of credit was in practice; and such tilings as bad debts, or

the expenses involved in the extraction from one man that

which belongs to another, are evidently the growth of politer

Is. Credit, in a more or less nebulous form, first made
appearance in the Middle Ages when the noble lord took

' ro»' >1, or from some weaker person, that which he
had a fancy to, without any intention, either tacit or implied,

ayment or restitution. Durirg the eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries, when one of the measures of a gentle-

man was the volume of his financial obligations, morality had
advanced so far that intention of repayment was always im-

plied. Nowadays, the moral and legal necessity to pay for

whatever one purchases is almost universally admitted ; but
we have not yet arrived at a state in which it is universally

practised.

The custom of giving and taking credit, one of the direct

inheritances of the feudal system, has been found by econo-

mists to be not entirely harmful, in that, when used with

moderation, it supplies the very necessary oil for the wheels of
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comi: i lubricant, therefore, :t is but, when

to .develop to such an extent as to transform a

business into a polite form of loan institution for the

an improvident public, then such credit is a curse both to the

trader and to the community.

The broad principle of tl 'age* of retail credit is

simple. When I require at - it would be a

great inconvenience to me if I were obliged to visit my bank.

a sum which I calculated would suffice, and then proceed

:i hand. To the tailor it would be

equally a disadvantage. 'night

ud by

j;ht have decided ti i suit would last an

and a p>

).«* t.. the tailor l"i :•: conditions of credit, however, 1 walk

iop when I ha r my
•• send b

incurred. Further, when I know that I have an account

standing against me with the tailor, I am t< i purchase

from him several extra small arti< le* of which I am nv

leas in need, but which I might I I obliged

to pay cash on each occasion. This, again, is an advantage

and for such advantage he is willing to forgo

payment for his . in other word* to lose

eat on the amount of n

or will begin to wish that I had

ised a l.ttle lata an

• value of

units, aii

merelv a ma'.'

sequent I v no reason

that period which affor

th ia an ample leh a purpose, and there

ia no logical argument « late \

man mav exclaim: " 0, bat are

inti] six months hence. I cannot posaiMy settle my
accounts till then. i - not an argu:

an admission that in*)—

a

state of affairs whirh he si

however, such is really the case, and . instance* were

then let him borrow .-*sary money

honestly, at an interest par rent., instead

tailer ' all.

Many photographic firms conducted on the credit system

have long been in the habit of
(

unpaid for absurd and un<- 1 say this with

firm waa one of tbea*. In some

case* this state of affaii

-hecr moral •

•ss the debtor leat he

custom Can anvthing be more pitiable

ry day. and in all kinds of '

makes a

.stonier to supply

i of a certain size, in r which he shall r<

-tain agr> It is simply an

•• photographer ha- 1 hi* part of the contra

either etf gal, why the customer • fulfil bis

to the v. trjapher

—

n a reasonable

.jraphi r's fears are

offend i r. but he

Of floating capital which
ate. He i..i- no fear that he will be ren-

unfit to compete a nis rivals in normal times, and he

has no fear of bankruptcy should trade become bad. Rather
let hjm fear these things. It is the man who has floating

capital in hand who can outrun his competitors, and

such a man who. in times of depression, can stand securely

until better day*. And. as regards the offending of the I

mer, this is but a children's bogey, which disappears in the

of up-to-date and reasonable methods.

A human being withholds payment of a debt, for at least

one of four reasons:—Either through forgetfulnees, through

won with the goods supplied, through a temporary

inability to pay owing to financial embarrassment, or through

a determination to pay nothing until compelled to do so. To
do justice to human nature, the lir*t cause is the most com-

mon, especially in the case of small and it i

ndividual photographer to see to it that the second cause

is made aa uncommon as possible. The third cause is prob-

ably nearly as common a be fourth is merely

.deuce of the spirit of the Middle Ages still among us.

I so much in evidence as it waa ten

rears ago. The growth of morality is like that of educ.i

very slow; and t.. certain types of person be intro-

cal operation. The minds of

persona who b to regard tradesmen, and

ly and sell, as beings of an inferior creation

lerably lower than the angels, and whom, ii coce,

it is in a

light. This influ\ has had a most salu-

tary el es* than a European war

In I of payment of a debt being w ithheld on

dissatisfa< n<>n with tin Ipplied, no breach of

; as the contract on the part of

.itillcd. Tin

.tor of this, otherwise, I

lit. As a rule, however, people are quick to point out

iga or mistakes, and do not usually delay this beyond
nt.

• cause* of delayed payn

what i» the photogr A repeated rendering of the

r an indefinite period of months

la] and time-honoured procedure, and, if

payment is not made by a date coincident with the expiry of

lotoijrapii "' " the matter i> placed in the hande

of a *

m a solicitor or agency has an cxtraordi-

narv psychological effc. i,ow carefully or

- always described by the recipient as

e knows I 'is reflex action of

ervea of with knees crossed

w the upper knee is struck sharpU The foot and

W fan ntarily, and cannot be •
I In

the same manner, a debt-colic solicitor *
>ine similar sp brain, and the recipient im-

criea ou< 1 have known some who

fait so ' against the aei

— 1 this, be it obser i months of weary aocouns-

in a bui n one's own

It i. adi
' Te, as far as is possible, to keep one's

n the In"

it may appe

normally-mind •• persons do feel righteously

»ved at ti it for payment of a debt. And h<

not so much tl at which

. account of the person who mak

quest—the fact thai r is from a solicitor. In de

ing the communication as " insulting. ' t seem

the phr.i f the

r, and tho implication of its origin. Thus, if such a

r be sent by the photographer himself, the debtor will

not feel insulted at all. In fact, the photographer may write
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ry much stronger terms, and still U>e recipient will feel

no i -.nit

rapher cause offence to his

To offend customers is to

I the only customers whom he can afford to lose are

: who endeavour on principle to rv.nl.- all

sly, these are the only people who are deserving

of tho solicitor's attentions. The other two classes— 1 and

are more or less innocent persons—the one type careless and

; the other financially embarrassed. Each of

eparately, and they are dis-

from the other by a simple process <>f ftltra-

lloiv it should be mentioned that the photo-

out his accounts every month.

;er intervals than this mean bad debts, and awkward

of ready cash. A large number of persons never

an account until it has been rendered from two to four

If, then, a man renders his accounts quarterly, he

must be prepared to wait from six to twelve months for the

averago customer's payment. If he prefers to do this, I have

n> quarrel with him; but I prefer to put my floating capital

to more productive uses. Further, it is an excellent plan to

place an account beside the photographs when the order id

despatched. This offends no one. Old customers treat it as an

invoice, and it assures that no misunderstanding can arise

regarding tho price charged. While—most important factor

of all— it is surprising how many people will be found to pay

within a few days of the receipt of the order.

The reason of this is important. When I purchase al

any other commodity (excepting food), I am still in possession

of the article when the account has to be paid. But, when I

purchase photographs, the first thing I do is to scatter them
broadcast among my friends; and, when the account arrives,

perhaps a few months later, the folly is past and well-nigh

forgotten. This rude reminder is most unpleasant. The money
which I had arranged to set aside for the photographs lias

been spent a month ago on something else, and, the cause of

this account being no longer present to give nie a feeling of

value received, I naturally look upon it as money thrown away.
For these various reasons, therefore, the account is put aside,

where it is forgotten, and where it lies unpaid for months.
On the other hand, if the account is enclosed with the photo-

graphs, it is highly probable that I shall settle it almost imme-
diately, while I am interested in the photographs and while

the cash is at hand, for people rarely indulge in a luxury un-
less they have the money to pay for it. There is, therefore,

nothing to be lost and everything to he gained by the photo-
grapher encouraging his customers to pay their accounts as

quickly as possible. But how? Hero I must break off for lack

of space and postpone my discussion of the practical side of

account collecting to next week's issue.

Pelha.m Swinton.

THE IDEAL LENS-HOOD.
The ideal lens-hood, like any other ideal photographic apparatus,
does not exist. The fact iVtbat comparatively few photographers
fully realise the advantages of a lens-hood at all.

Perhaps it would be as well to state the qualities which the ideal

lens-hood should posse?«, in my opinion :—Firstly, it should cut
off brilliant light which is not part of the subject, and which would
otherwise strike the lens and flatten the image on the plate. That,
it will bo said, is the sole purpose, the be-all-and-eiid-all of a lens-

hood. Agreed, but still there is a second. It should cut off all

such extraneous light without itself intruding on to the plate, and
should therefore be adjustable to various lenses and extensions of
a camera. Thirdly, too, it should not take too long to attach and
remove, and it should not occupy more than its fair proportion of
space or weight in the camera bag.
The larger and the more distant the opening of the lens-hood th«

more closely it can be adjusted with ease to cut off all image that
is not going to form part of the picture. Also, if one can prevent

the inside of the hood from presenting a bright surface when viewed

from the rear, it is obvious that as regards photographic qualities

we shall have attained our ideal. There are; however, matters of

convenience that have to be studied. The form of hood which

consists of bellows connecting two wooden frames is a fair approxi-

mation to the ideal as regards technical efficiency, but if employed
that permits of accurate cut-off as well as the use of a

rising front, etc.. it is often considered rather cumbrous, though

this would not be a serious objection were it made in such a way
that it permitted of rapid and easy attachment to a variety of

lenses, large as well as small, such as the commercial worker has

to carry.

The lens-hood which I propose to describe is one which meets

objections, inasmuch as it is not attached to the lens at all,

but to the camera front. Any objections to its bulk are met by

the fact that, when collapsed, its dimensions are practically of area

only, its thickness being less than a quarter-inch, so that the space

it occupies in the camera-bag is negligible. As the cost of the

materials for making quite a large one is less than sixpence, it will

be appreciated that a great step nearer to the ideal has been

accomplished.

These materials consist of thin cardboard and bock-bindors' cloth,

with thin glue as an adhesive. The card is cut into the necessary

pieces, all of equal sue, which are stuck upon a strip of the cloth

with about 3/16 in. space between each for flexibility in folding.

Another strip f the cloth is stuck on the other side, and, of course,

each strip has an end which overlaps and makes a secure join 3t the

fourth corner. For average lenses the best dimensions are in the

proportion of four-by-three ; that is to say, the opening would be

four inches square and the depth of the hood from front to back

would be three inches. By adding side wings of narrow strips it

becomes possible not only to have some little control over the size

of the opening by tucking these wings more or less back inside the

walls of the hood, but it is found that this very simple addition

makes an intense black shadow just inside the opening of the hood,

which thus forms a far more effective cut-off than a plain opening.
,

The difference in effect is astonishing when first seen, but in prac-

tice it will be found quite sufficient in the vast majority of cases

to have wings at two sides only. To obtain the greatest range of

adjustment it is very desirable to have a double hood, i.e., an

outer hood which slides over the one attached to the camera, and

to have the wings upon the outer hood. There are several ways

in which the hood can be attached to the camera, the best being

simply that in which two small round-head screws. are fixed in the

camera-front coinciding with holes in wings at the back of the

hood (not to be confused with the front wings previously men-
tioned). A rubber band round the hood catching under the heads

of these screws will prevent any chance of slipping off. The outer

hood is simply slipped over this one and slid backward or forward
according to the lens in use, and for wide-angle work the inner

hood is used alone. The illustrations show hoods constructed on

these lines, open and partly closed for packing. A hood on similar

lines for use where the lens is mounted in a diaphragm shutter is

also shown. The frame is made of hard brass, and is supported

on the camera front by keyhole slots which fall over the same
screw-heads, and the outer hood slides over this in the same way.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OK SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Jtne 5.

C. Outing—Whole Day at Picket Post and Hurley.

C.C. Outing—Eastham, Carlet Park and Baby Mere.

Tuesday, June 6.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Hints, Dodges and Gadg. i

Sheffield Phot. Soc. Annual Meeting.

Wednesday, June 7.

iieur r.A. Suggestions for Winter Byllkbue.

mrgh Phot Soc. Annual Meetil

'hot. Soc. Outing to Isleworth.

Rochdale Amateur P.S. " Self.Toning Paper." W. Lord.

Thursday. June 8.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Pictorial Photography in

Practice." G. C. Weston.

Optical Society. Joint Conference between Ophthalmologists and

Opticians on Spectacle Construction.

Sheffield P.S. Outing—Coal Aston to Hazelboro'.

Saturday, June 10.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Outing to Fulneck.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing to St. Albans.

Dennistoun Amateur P. A. Outing to Wishaw.

Exeter Camera Club. Outing to Mamhead Park.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Outing—Zoological Gardens.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. Outing—Hammer
smith to Richmond.

Partick Camera Club. Outing to Whistlefield, Loch Long.

Rochdale A. P.S. Ramble with L. and C. Union.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, May 30, Mr. Furley Lewis in the chair.

The chairman declared open the the house exhibition of por-

traits by Mr. Pirie Macdonald, of New York.

Mr. E. J. Bedford delivered a lantern lecture on " Wild

Flowers," illustrated with a large number of lantern slides, and

many excellent examples of the lecturer's work in the Autochrome

process. Mr. Bedford is a true lover and student of Nature, and

his discourse was full of interest on account of his close observa-

tions of the wild flowers of the countryside.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer by

acclamation.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Nothing draws so well at Croydon as the technical, and last week,

despite the sweltering heat, a goodly number of members assembled

to hear that past-master in camera design and construction, Mr.

A. S. Newman, lecture on " The Evolution of the Hand-Camera."
This, ho said, was primarily bound up with the introduction of

the dry-plate. In those days cameras capable of being worked in

the hand were invariably designated " detective," with the idea

they would mostly bo used for taking people unawares. Accord-

ingly they took outward forms simulating, among other things,

paper parcels tied with string, attache cases, books, and even Bibles

for use in church. The newspapers wildly stunted this new role in

photography, and even Scotland Yard became imbued with the

same idea.

Next, some foreigners went to the other extreme by introducing

flamboyant hand-cameras designed to attract the attention of the

multitude, and impress it with the importance of the operator

exercising mysterious functions.

At this juncture in photographic history two classes of exposures
only were known, one sort being time exposures with field and
studio cameras, the other being " shutter " exposures with the

detective type. No cu»iosity was exhibited or felt regarding the

actual duration of these shutter exposures, beyond the fact that a

shutter was considered the best which worked the fastest. Gross
under-exposure was the order of the day. Naturally the subject

attracted considerable attention among amateurs, and rarely did an
Lug pass at a photographic society without the production of

the latest home-made and commercial shutters.

Apart from such primitive designs as the "drop-shutter," one
of the earliest was tho roller-blind due to B. J. Edwards and also

to Mr. Cadett. Tho exceedingly stiff blind material, compulsorily
used for lack of a better, sometimes refused to move at all in cold
weather, and speeds always varied largely with changes of tempera-

ture, and Thornton Pickard's roller-blind shutters

lowed. Contemporaneous were a whole series of mechanical ii

ments of varied design.

Grimstono's (the first to work between the components of the

started the lecturer on making shutters. His " Bo

shutter, with speeds from 1 sec. to 1 /100th sec, was the first to

utilise pneumatic regulation dependent upon a variable air

This saw the light about 1884., and was followed by the K
'• Barken-," a pneumatic shutter dependent upon variable length of

stroke, familiar to all In the " Unicum." and later models working

or the same principle.

The introduction of the iris diaphragm gave further impetus to

ih. use of hand-cameras, and a vigorous push was again im]

when the anastigmat lens came on the scene. The first to appear

was the Zeiss, series III A, working at //6. It was of very in

metrical construction, which largely accounted for the complete

absence of flare, even when dazzling sunlight entered the lens.

Those fond of working dead against tho light would find such a

lens very useful, and although its manufacture had long since been

discontinued, it might occasionally be picked up second-hand. He

well remembered 6ome lantern slides being 6hown at the Photo-

graphic Club in the Anderton Hotel days, the original negatives

having been secured with one of these lenses and at the full aper-

ture of //6. Not a single soul in the room believed a statement

made by the lecturer to this effect, owing to the exquisite definition

shown from the centre to the corners, and after he had h

il he was the most magnificent liar that had ever appea

the club rooms.

Mr. Newman then dealt with the evolution of hand-cameras at

a whole, and pointed out that starting of medium size, they, in thf

course of years, grew larger and larger till some attained the pro-

portions of a small portmanteau. Recently things had 6wung th«

other way in sympathy with a luxurious age. Too far, in fact, tc

which he attributed the deterioration of photography among the

amateur rank and file. On the other hand, he did not wish t<

indulge in wholesale condemnation of pocket cameras (being respon

sible for 6ome himself), but less flimsy apparatus, something whicl

cne could hold firmly, undoubtedly conduced to better work.

The first box camera, he remembered, was due to Mr. J. B. B
Wellington. It consisted merely of a cased ordinary camera will

added fitments. Notable among early cameras was Fallowfield'i

" Facile." It produced excellent results, mainly owing to a simph

shutter permitting only of moderate speeds. The first sheatl

camera owed its origin to Parfitt and Human, and was the pioneei

of the magazine type with falling plates. Van Neck's reflex, Shew'

folding cameras, cameras by Wellington, and many others designee

on 6ane lines were then described by means of diagrams, iucludini

the first bag-changer due to the lecturer. A good word was als<

put in for the twin-lens camera, provided very close objects wen

avoided.

The first Eastman roll-holder, he said, was a splendid piece o

mechanism. The first Kodak took a long length of film, am
afforded a large .number of circular pictures without reloading, i

curiosity of this camera was that the lens was fitted right inside th>

shutter, not the shutter fitted to the lens, as i6 customary. Day
light-loading came later. More modern cameras were then brief!;

discussed.

Much amusement was caused by the lecturer's frequent allusion

to an individual who we may refer to as " Augustus," which wa

not his name. Mr. Newman said he had taken out many
]

over many years, and soon after sealing Augustus was pretty sur

to turn up. He was quite a nice and urbane individual, who
thetically recognised the many difficulties and tribulations inventor

experienced. Deplorable, therefore, was the fact that the late*

patent invariably infringed one of earlier date held by the callei

11, say, Mr. Newman had been granted protection for a baf

changer, then of a surety dear Augustus held a patent for a nos(

bag. a master one. covering every form and description of baf

Still he would not be hard, or insist on his rights, and everythin

could 1* arranged to the satisfaction of all merely by the paymer

of royalties. Sad for Augustus, he never touched Mr. Newman fc

a penny, but succeeded better elsewhere. Augustus is now no moo
and possibly is drawing commissions from departed photographel

for powerful influence exercised in securing their admission to ti:

best circles in their new sphere.

The discussion was brief, for the hour was late. Mr. E. A. Sa

said in the past he had been struck with a critical point wbi«

often existed in pneumatically controlled between-lens sect*
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the imk-x set to 1 20th second, or thereabouts,
spee-: ary 50 per cent, or more without apparent cause.

with sector shutters, which did n this way. frequently
• fractional movement of the index about this critical point resulted

arge variation in speed. A modern gear-controlled shutter in

o showed the same
clair said thousands of such shatters had passed

s hands, and he agreed with the last speaker's remarks.
ueral question of speed marking it was unfortunate that

the top speed of the early " was marked " 1 /100th sec."
.rift. >h of a second, which w<u about its actual speed.

omparison, many makers of later and faster shutters
had been tempted to follow the bad example. A most heart

• ulu was acco! very interesting and
.ipitally delivered.

-nt occasion a lUended afternoon excursion of the
ib was held at picturesque Limpsfield. V

story ladies pi n the
numbers, whose behaviour compared favourably with a

small nut wives at home. In the most
•> way these temporary grass widowers entertained

the company. One or two dit'

is, bachelors present realising the hopelessness
despair U .inunate, and far less

ra this, the organ iv nlker,
—if on a very enjoyable afternoon, and on fully

leaving his
camera in the train .« the forward jofj has since been

It pistes to the

.- and •••.•'.::.. w<

W II

•1 that

bosjfsjd i

rev ie •

The
' was read

at some I.

Charles Howell, in thanking the members for the honour
they had done him by electing hira to that position, stated that
he would at all times take a deep interest in the work of the

>% and promise>l to do his best to follow in the footsteps of
his worthy predecessor. He then asked for nomination* of a vice-

Rocbdale, proposed that the recommen-
dation of the committee that Mr R. H. Oresswell, of Southport,
be eli '..resident be adopted. This was seconded by Mr.

and carried unanimously.

The r'ed that Mr. \V. 1 . > arter had kindly con-
i to act as the hon. treasurer for another year. Mr. Winter

proposed t
: he reelected hon. treasurer, which was

second- Read and carried unanimously. On the proposi-
'-. Care and seconded by Mr. Oresswell, Mr. \V. H.

Hniah was again re-elected the secretary. The following were
management :—Messrs. II. Bentley

(Barrow). .1. \\ \\ p h. , k (Blackpool). \V.

I fWigan),
in (Blackpool

Walms! Kan.ber (Blsckpool).

rtion of officers a long disci.

place on 1

1

.

several verv va

rv 'U<.1 • Mr

the proposed exhibition having been

e his

\t the conclusion of that

towards a guarantee fund so
held next autumn, and he made

it Mr.
held wider the auspices of the

was second. .1 by Mr. fare and carried

thai Mr. Bamber's kind
and thai

ft to thi*

ried.

• on

.ted that they were
sit Black-

P00' " ry wide * i

and

those pre* t ri«- leclr

hoar j \[ r

tier was thanked by the I' on behalf of the men.
vr^d their appreciation in a true Lanes

linner was held, when the guest of the
evening wn Mr \

B* »as «nppr.r- r, Mr. Alfred Kll... At the

yal tossts, Mr
in submitting

asion on

I
resi-

wish
e means

ted between the tw.

•lie Congress to be b< n the autumn, and hoped .

that every man! vho could do so would al

that

..im by inviting him

expr<«>.d l.y Mr N S K.iv with regard to the two organisation!
He w.i and

-ars gone by. II" .-

Society of Mas' it. as

ndon in S

it have another ren*

Mr. Arthur Winter, [..t-i president, i. ..posed tl.- I the
Howell. Fr.m the very moment

I liimself

ag done, and att hough Mr. Hi. well had
*ts and one of his studios was situnted as far away ns

Chatham, there aich he was' not
pr.-n.v He wished bim every success during his year
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.sked the u support their new president in the same

ipjwrted him.

vefl, in respond '<" b« did nol pose as a

public speaker, but ho would do hi a worker to Gil the

id been good enough to place him in as their presi-

ae the cooperation of all the members in the work

Mid he would impress upon them the necessity of

m or the secretary know of any grievance they might

they had, as both he and his commil desirous of the

ice of every individual member, end if

had any suggestions to make lie would be very pleased if they

would send then: along.

The Last of tho British Photographic Manufacturers' Associa-

te,

,

d by Mr. \V. H. Huish In proposing

this tout, Mr. Huish regretted that none of the officials of the

n were present to respond. A number of the firms con-

nected with the Association had received circulars with regard to

unction, and it was the intention of several to be present.

unfortunately, at the last moment they were prevented from

doing so. f the manufacturers' representatives, however,

were present at the dinner that night, and he welcomed them on

f of the Society. In doing so he suggested that if the two

ions of the trade could only see their way to set up a joint

committee in order to deal with matters affecting the industry, he

thought it would be to the mutual advantage of all concerned. He

sincerely hoped that if the committee of the Society decided to

organise an exhibition for next autumn the support of the British

Photographic Manufacturers' Association would be given to that

exhibition.

Mr. V. L. Wahltuck (A.P M., Ltd.) was called upon to respond.

and in doing so stated that he was surprised to hear from Mr.

h that so few had replied with regard to this function. He

ure that had they received personal invitations instead of a

circular letter the Manufacturers' Association would have been

well represented He differed from Mr. Huish in some of the

opinions he had expressed; at the same time he appreciated the

ur they had done him by inviting him to that function, and

incerely hoped that in the near future Mr. Huish's suggestion

of co-operation between the two sections of the trade would be

brought about.

In the absence of Mr. \V. T. Carter, the toast of " The Ladies
"

was proposed by Mr. P. H. Gresswell, and was responded to by

Miss Hemming, F.R.P.S.

" The Society of Master Photographers " was proposed by Mr.

Alfred Ellis, Secretary of the P.P. A. He stated that it gave him

very great pleasure indeed to be there that evening as a past-presi-

dent of the P.P.A. and its present secretary. He had for many

s been associated with the Association ; as a matter of fact

"he was the first secretary, and he had at all times looked upon the

setting up of these local Associations with favour. He was glad

to see that the Society of Master Photogi aphera had been so

successful, and he hoped that in the future the good feeling that

had prevailed in the past between the two organisations would

continue. He touched upon some very interesting past, history of

the P.P A., and invited the co-operation of all photographers in

order to make the Congress which will be held in London in

September next a success.

The toast was received with enthusiasm by the visitors, and the

President, Mr Charles Howell, suitably responded.

During the evening a very excellent programme of music was pro-

vided by Mr. Chris. Howell, son of the president, and each

musical item was very much appreciated. Mr, W. H. Huish, secre-

tary, acted as toast-master.

On the following day at 3.30 Miss Flemming, F.R.P.S. (of

ingham) gave a very excellent paper on "Child Photo-

graphy," illustrated with some very excellent lantern slides.

At 6.30 a demonstration was given by Mr. C. Pollard Crowther,

F.R.P.S., on the " Making of Portraits.'" Mr. Crowther had

already made a very excellent impression on the members, and

although this was the last function of the Conference, a very large

number remained over in Blackpool in order to hear Mr. Crowther
once more. At the conclusion of the demonstration the president

thanked Mr. Crowther and all those who had assisted in making
the Conference such a great success, and he sincerely hoped in the

rear future they would all meet once more and have just, ;•

and profitable a time as they had had during those past two days.

News and Notes.

us Mounting Paper.—A reader wishes to know the firm

supplying a stiff art mounting paper, made in two shades, and sup-

plied under the name of "Saurian." Replies, addressed to

1). M. F., c/o the Editors, will be forwarded.

The Club Photographer.—Members of the Borough Polytechnic

Photographic Society contribute the staple contents of the June
I our little contemporary. One paper describes the use of a

card index system in the management of a photographic society.

Houghtons Professional Bulletin for May publishes an ar

on the Photographic Fair and on the American professional por-

traits by Alexander Maokie. The issue also contains illustrated par-

ticulars and prices of Messrs. Houghtons' equipment for D. & P.

work.

The " Royal Magazine," published by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.,

may be brought to the notice of their customers by photographers

just now, since it is offering £50 for the photograph of the

prettiest feminine reader. £5 will be awarded to the photographer

who takes the prize-winning photograph. Particulars of the com-

petition, which closes on June 22, are given in the June " Royal,"

j .st puolished.

Criterion Film Competition.—In addition to their monthly con-

dessrs. Criterion, Ltd., have organised a competition for prints

from negatives on Criterion roll-film, in which prizes of £15, £10

and £5 will ho awarded to amateurs. In addition, the dealer sop-

plying the spool which gains the first prize will receive stock of

Criterion manufactures to the value of £10. The competition closes

on September 1. Entries should be addressed to Criterion, Limited,

iford. Bdrmingham.and should be marked "Film."

A French Dictionary op Photographic Chemicals.—A corre-

spondent, writing in reference to the reply given to " R. G. " in

'• Answers to Correspondents" last week, says: '.As French is

easier for the average Englishman to read than German, your corre-

spondent may be interested to know of a snfell paper-covered

dictionary published by Charles Mendel, Rue d'Assas, Paris. The

title of the work is ' Les Produits Chimiques Purs en Photo-

graphic : Leur Necessity ; Leur emploi ; Leur controle.' The author

is Dr. Camille Poulenc, but the price is not stated."

Marshall Enlargements.—Messrs. Marshall & Co., Mansfield

Road, Nottingham, whose .trade work for photographers we

often been able to commend, scud us a copy of the illustrated cata-

logue, which they have just issued, showing the styles of enlarge-

ment which they "offer. Prices have been considerably reduced, re-

markable value being offered in monochrome and coloured enlarge-

ments. Messrs. Marshall undertake all descriptions of trade work in-

cluding copying, contact printing, and miniatures, and have, recently

added a department for the trade development of amateurs' film

negatives. The list is obtainable free by hona-fide photographers

and dealers on applica

The Photographic Convention.—The thirty-second meeting of

the Photographic Convention is to be held at Shrewsbury, from

July 3 to 8, under the presidency of Mr. C. B. Clifton, supported

by Mr. C. H. Bothamley, retiring president. A full programme

of excursions has been arranged, including visits to the picturesque

towns of Ludlow and Much Wenlook. During the week Mr. W. L.

F. Wastell will deliver his lecture, " A Loon in London," end

there will also be a lecture on " Old Shrewsbury." The Shropshire

Photographic Society, newly formed under the presidency of Mr.

Martin J. Harding, is lending generous help in the arrangements

for the week. Mr. C. J. Poole, of 51, Hill Crescent, London Road,

Shrewsbury, is the secretary of the local committee. It is hoped

that a large gathering will assemble at Shrewsbury and make the

week a repetition of the pleasant functions of former years. Applica-

tions for membership and requests for further particulars should be

addressed to the general secretary, Mr. F. J. Mortimer, 56, Leigham

Court Road, Streatham, London, S.W.16.

A Northern Professional Photographers' Society.—At a meet-

ing of the professional photographers of Middlesbrough and the

surrounding towns, held last week, in the Scottish Cafe. Middles-

brough, it was decided., upon the motion of Mr. Harold Hood, of

Middlesbrough, seconded by Mr. Greenwood, of Stockton, to form

the North Yorkshire and South Durham Professional Photo-

graphers' Society to further the interests of the professional photo-
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rtb, of Hartlepool, was
, and treasure:

owl,

•g, Richardson. Wood and Davy a committee. Rales were

pproved and other details ugh the meeting was
I'll to call an adjourned meeting.

special efforts to .secure

the largest pose lance so that the rules and general pro-

pprobation and confirmation of as many
[•hers in the district as possible. i

ned meeting the actual details of a minimum price sea

er work are to be fuljy disco-

\ I \rmR'* PaoBurii.— Writing to the editor of

'• organ of the
'

of Journalists),

respondent, using the n

the I.ee<i- ! to consider the qui

a staff photographer supplying London papers with photographs,
:. believed . ,

' a local free-lance being

Providing that the staff p] : is allowed a

sonable commission on sales it there anything unfair

angem
ratives .

dispose of tV-.cm in any way he thinks fit is clearly vested

is no legal

ineously

ptly dispatches vea to

U woald be obj
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man has n

»as ni.i.i.
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Correspondence.

reference to your ar

»«rs ago | V print

•lark

(porpJi .id to ordinary I

ment. A negative on an ordinary plate gave a very poor result,

the ink stain showing very prominently. At that time I was
jnenting in the making of colour screens for three-colour work,

and had two or three blue screens by me, one of which I selected,

and, again using an ordinary plate, made a second negative. The
was that the whites were fully restored, a somewhat expected

result, but I was rather surprised to find that no trace of the ink

stain appeared in the second negative.

I have frequently used blue screens for copying stained and
spotted prints with very satisfactory results. In this respect I have
found that correct screens for colour work are not always successful,

different stains requiring different screens to entirely eliminate them.

re one other instance ? A print that appeared to be quite

t was brought to me for advice. A copy • ularly

desired, but two or three attempts to obtain one had proved un-

satisfactory. At each attempt numerous clear spots had api

y negative all white portion* of the subject.

good day' hat the print was covered

v spots. hrough a blue screen cut these

- out entirely. Yours faithfully.

Bro< Kssex.

27

THE RUSSELL EFFECT

To the Editors.

'.»rif notes of your ei-teemed French
tpondent. MI. May 19, 1922, contain

pie of the Russell eft"

Th» An acco'.

substance* iphie plate appears in the two following

;
.

iphic plate in the dark." Tran».
Series B, Vol. 197, p. 285. " The action of resin

80, p. 384—Sincerely yours, Otap Blocb.

Mb

Ullt K1X1N.

ce I bad

week leads me to a* ' > 23)

was the hottest M e have i orations— in London
ight it advisable

1 got blisU

t of using the acid-a

'•• Bier and hardener, n P*g* 454 of the cut
' namely : Soda sulphite, 4 oz. ;

glacial acetic acid,

s is kept as a stock

"ing added to each 20 oz. of the normal
• m has been • good servant for many years.

but last Tuesday, when the darkroom ar. i were so

strength. • 1 the

. rhi we "f • mi stpen.th, but I did. and after the negatives

had been in the bath for about five minutes some thousands of

pimples and blisters appeared on the surface of many of

the plates. Two I plates » and fixed, but

the dcf<ct appea. " extra dose of acid-alum

ri apparrn' >y " extra dose," because

ores on the plate fixed in a normal bath si'

• the putting of the blame upon the extra strong

.

may be able t other cause of the annoying

inves are quite rained—having perhaps some.lif.

you think as I do that the excess of acid

it would be wise to caution your
-. pointing out the

in fixing and hardening
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it a hardener, I

the films stripping like pieces of horn from the

, after drying, but I never expected an acid-fixer and hardener

The blistered plates, it- may be mentioned, were developed in a

': hydroquinonc-metol solution.—Yours faithfully,

C. L. KESTLh

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small spot

i each issue to r cebretpondentt.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

< ed for reply; 5-cent Inte rnational Coupon, from readers

•ad.

red in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

ol later than Tuesday {posted Mon

3 J.—The secretary of the Photographic Dealers' Association is

Mr. E. II. Ayling, Messrs. Home's Camera Mart, New Broad
Street, London, E.C.2.

M. M.—So far as we know, cases of the kind in which Daguerreo-
types were mounted are not now made, but we have no doubt
that a firm of makers of miniature cases, such as Messrs. G. and
E. Russell, 5iC2, Northfield Road. King's Norton, Birmingham,
could make imitation; of them

B
-.
R—The by-laws respecting photography on the foreshore vary

in different places, but, as a rule, the rights are sold each year
by the corporation or local authority, and we think the latter
would have the power of preventing photographs being made on
the beach for money by anyone, whether by appointment or
otherwise.

G. C.—Metol in combination with pyro is more prone to give stain
in the negatives than any other mixed developer. If you must
choose this combination, we suggest that you take an ordinary
pyro-metol formula, dissolving the chemicals in three or four
times the quantity of water, and use, say, two or three times the
amount of sulphite. But for general purposes the pyro
developer, as directed in the Houghton catalogue " Trade
Developing," is the best for amateur films.

W. R.—The arrangement you suggest will work quite wclk although
the exposures will have tc be nluch longer than if a condenser
were used. In your case we think you would find it better to
have two lamps of 1,500 c.p., placing one at each side of ihe
opening with the reflector parallel with the negative holder.
This will give more even illumination and probably shorten the
exposnre. It is desirable to use a rapid flat field lens when
working by reflected light.

M. D. —Provided the tank is well rinsed after the use of the fixer
it can be used again for the developer without any ill effects.

We don't think that coating it with anything is really necessary
as a protection against the acid hypo solntion, provided that the
solution remains in the tank only for such comparatively short
periods as the tank is in use. But considering, as we imagine.
that you will often be working when there is not, a plentiful
water supply, we think you would be well advised to take a

separate tank for fixing.

II S.—We have referred your question to Mr. Ermen, who replies

as follows, and adds that pure amidophenol and amidocresol are
supplied by the British Dyes tuffs Corporation, even in 'the

smallest quantities The free base of metol is quite freely-

soluble in water, and if the solution is at all warm, is liable to

separate, on the addition of alkali, in the form of transparent
oily drops, instead of as a crystalline, white, flocculent precipi-

as do amidophenol and amidocresol. It is thus not at all

easy to know when to stop the addition of caustic soda, and one
is very liable to overstep the mark. Furthermore, in the rodinal
type of developer, metol is in no way superior to amidophenol,

and not as active as amidocresol, whilst i* is considerably more
expensive

11 1'.—A matt surfaced bromide print requires no preparation for

colouring if it has not been handled with greasy fingers. You
were quite wrong to put French chalk on the surface, as this is

repcllant of water. Gum is not necessary, except to match the

surface of glossy paper or to give depth to the shadows of a matt
print; it is rarely used now. If a print is greasy, it may be
washed over with a little diluted ox-gall, or even a little soapy
water, which should be well wiped off with cotton wool. New-
man's sizing preparation makes the colour work very sweetly on
almost any paper. You can get it from Newman and Co., artists'

colourmen, 24. are, London, W.l. So far as we know,
re is no book now to be had on the subject. Winsor and

Newton used to publish a shilling manual on colouring photo-
graphy, by Rintoul, but it has long been out of print.

L. J. B.—The scummy appearance on the negatives is due to the
use of the alum ba'ili and is rather apt to occur in hot w<

here, although plates have been remarkably free from liability

show this defed for many years past. Moreover, owing to

the superior emulsions, the alum bath is now very little used.

We think you will have to try to dispense with alum if you
possibly can; that is to say, if the defect is frequent In

you could use a bath of about one. part of formaline in 20 parts

of water before development, or between development and li

The Ilford Tropical hardener, sold by Johnson and Sons, 23,

Cross Street, Finsbury, I-ondon, E.C.2, is a very good means of

avoiding softening of the gelatine in tropical climates, and in

our experience is without tendency to produce these scummy
markings. We are sure that if you discontinue the use of alum
you will not be troubled with them further.

P. H.—You certainly ought to wash the films reasonably well,

otherwise, so it seems to us, you are only making trouble for

yourself in undertaking this work. Surely it is not impossible

to fit up a tank about 1 ft. square, and say 4 ft. in depth, in

which half a dozen film bands can be suspended at a time and
washed in a current of water? Half au hour's washing in this

way should be satisfactory If you use an ordinary large

domestic bath, films would never get a complete change of water,

but we daresay the great bulk of the hypo would be removed
from them, say, half an hour's soaking. The residue could no
doubt be removed completely and without harm by passing the

film bands through a weak solution of potass permanganate.
You should use a solution rendered just pink by adding a few
drops of permanganate solution to plenty of water, adding more
of the stock solution as the colour is discharged by the hypo in

the films. In any case, the solution in which the film bands are

thus treated should be frequently renewed in order to avoid the

tendency for the permanganate to produce brown stains, or a
general brown stain. A weak solution of sodium bisulphite will

clear off any such slain
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number of humorous passages, incidental to the high

spirits which find expression on the occasion of a marriage,

particularly of one having certain romai ores.

There are scores of weddings taking place every month

among people to whom the cost of acquiring a cinemato-

graph record of the incidents is a trifling amount,

it may be questioned whether the thought of adding this

business to that of making the stereotyped groups and

other still photographs occurs even to those who actively

[or wedding business. But they, hi oooi

of being on the spot beforehand, are better able to make
arrangements than is the operator who comes down

in a hurrv from the headquarters of a topical cinemato-

graph firm. Miss Edis is to be congratulated on a piece

of enterprise which is certainly the first of the kind

which has come under our immediate no-tic

Warm-Black In the use of the warm-black grades of

Bromides. bromide, so popular to-day, photo

graphers who have not been getting results of the quality

they would like will do well to examine their negatives

with a view to ascertaining if they have sufficient con-

trast to give the best results. A negative that will give

a good print or enlargement upon one of the " hard
"

grades of bromide, and a fairly good result upon one of

the ordinary rapid grades, must not be ed to give

the finest result upon a warm-black paper. Probably its

greatest defect will be as regards the colour of the print,

which, instead of being a pleasing warm brown black,

will be of a dirty black colour. One maker of these warm-
black bromide papers emphasises the importance of a

suitable negative, advising one of vigorous quality, such

as will give a good print upon P.O.P. Those who have

been disappointed with their previous results, when
compared with the manufacturer's specimens, will very

likely find that it is the density of their own negatives

that is at fault. Another point often overlooked is that

development should be carried to finality in order to get

the best result as regards colour of the prints. More or

less random exposure, followed by rapid development,

which is the practice of many slipshod printers, will not

do with warm-black bromides. If, however, a print has

been over-exposed and not fully developed, and is conse-

quently a poor colour, treatment with the. chromium
bleacher, followed by full re-development with amidol,

will be found to work wonders.
* * *

Photographs The individual who is engaged in the
of Houses. harassing task of trying to find another

place of residence must come to the conclusion that, on

the average, owners and would-be sellers of houses are

very badly served by the photographs which they use

foreshowing what a property is like. Undoubtedly this

is largely their own fault and arises from the employment
of the travelling photographer who goes about offering

at a cheap rate postcard photographs of houses. These
productions, of which a good many have happened
recently to come under our notice, are commonplace to

a degree. Little is done to show a house in its best

aspect, and it is often instructive to contrast the bald

appearance (in the photograph) with the often

picturesque character which a house lias when actually

seen in its surroundings. Often, too, the photograph

ft taken in dull weather, so that the character of the

building suffers from the lack of light and shade in the,

photograph. Whilst there is still so much buying and
selling of houses going on, there is the opportunity for

Ehotographers to give more thought to this kind of

usiness. An advisable preliminary is to prepare a tew
specimens in which sunshine plays its enhancing part in

showing a house to advantage, and in which also an

endeavour is made to present adequately the setting of

a house when this is in fairly open surroundings. To
many a prospective purchaser a picturesque glimpse of

a house obtained from a point in the garden is more
persuasive than the most detailed more conventional

picture.

ENLAKGING WITHOUT CONDENSEKS.

While the ordinary type of enlarging lantern with its

large condensers still holds pride of place with most
professional photographers, signs are not wanting that

this position is being challenged by various devices for

i

illuminating the negative in a less costly manner. Not
alone the cost of the apparatus but the quality of the

work produced has contributed to the development of

condenserless enlargers, for it is generally acknowledged

that defects in the glass or film, or the marks caused by

retouching medium, are less obtrusive in the enlarge-

ments when the condenser is dispensed with.

There are two main classes into which such enlargers

can be divided, one being designed for use with reflected

light, while the other utilises one or more diffusing

screens between the lamp and the negative. There is

no new principle or discovery involved in their construc-

tion, which has only been rendered of practical value

by the invention of mercury vapour and gas-filled incan-

descent lamps. Arc lamps have been used principally by

trade enlargers, but they are too clumsy and troublesome

to be used in the average dark room

.

A typical model of the first class is found in the

Eobinson enlarger, marketed a good many years ago by

Marion & Co. It consisted of a rather shallow box,

having in one side a nest of carriers for various sized

negatives, while on the side facing it was a whitened

reflector. Between these two sides were four or more
incandescent electric lamps, according to the size of the

apparatus Suitable screens were arranged to prevent

any direct light from reaching the lens. An ordinary

front-focussing camera with lens completed the arrange-

ments. This apparatus, although sound in principle, did

not win popular favour, on account of the long exposures

which were found necessary. A slight yellow stain or

excessive density of a negative made the production of

a print in a reasonable time practically impossible. The
introduction of the half-watt lamp with its greatly

superior actinic value has altered this, and enlargers of

this type become of practical value. Other models of

this type have curved reflectors, but although this

modification may slightly reduce the exposure, there is

a certain risk of uneven illumination of the negative.

The other type of enlarger has many points to recom-

mend it, not the least being compactness and lightness.

In its simplest form it is to be found in many cheap

postcard studios, where one finds a simple arrangement

of perforated shelves, one carrying a small portrait lens,

the next the negative, one above that a sheet of ground

glass, while above all is a small half-watt bulb or even

an inverted incandescent gas burner. From this to the

Kodak or Overton automatic focussing enlargers is a far

cry, but the difference is in detail and not in principle.

The new enlargers have their lamps fitted into a metallic

chamber which is lined with a reflecting material, either

white japan or silvered glass, and closed with one or more

thicknesses of ground glass. By careful arrangement of

the reflecting surfaces the illumination is rendered more

equal, and the exposure reduced to a point at which it

becomes comparable with that required when a condenser

is used. ,

Another verv efficient form of enlarger is that fitted
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with :>ent into

the form of the ! >r, as it is sometimes called, a
gridiron. The peculiar form of the tube gives very even
illuminat a large area, and for this reason these
enlarg'Ts are especially suitable f'>r trade work where
negatives up to 12 x 10 or larger have to be dealt with.

•sting feature is the fact that two enlarging
be worked with one mercury-vapour lamp,

;

i is then pr - and
sandwiched b>

argera of these t

of the light is needed for different

•es of enlargement. This renders the automatic
a possible, as an additional movement

purpose would have added enorm the
:on.

Tho«e. »f a constructive turn of mind, as are the
rnaj lOtographers, will find considerable interest

a desigr. on the lines

JMBiibaJ '

; - • •• •• •trie current is available

the use of half-watt lamps makes the task an easy one ;

in other cases the inverted incandescent gas burner is

by no means a bad substitute. Experiments may be
made with a single lamp with :i m:iny -facetted reflector

(a popular method in America), or with grouped lamps
in the frustrum of a pyramid the sides of which are
silvered glass. There is to be had at some ironmongers
an octagonal pyramidal reflector, lined with corrugated

which, with a single half-watt lamp and a sheet
of pound glass, illuminates a half-plate negative u
somewhat trying conditions

\ few hints may be given to would-be construol
Do not use finely-ground glass for diffusers ; the coarser
the grain the better the diffusion, provided that the
nearest surface is far enough from the negative for the
grain to be out S that there is snffi-

ation in the light-chamber. Use a rapid flat-field

lens, since there is no c >n of light aa when
using a condenser. Choose a vertical model in preference

to a horizontal one ; it is es ilso to w

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

uatoosers *i<

•

rit and shre

t tii» Hsssosa

:ho last of the cl. .

man na:

u»inev- - .iphy, namely, the colli

" Pelhani Swinton." with special opportunities fur exhibit

Previous cHa; - liave b«* The Eoon
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V. re«ifma«0-THE ART OF ACCOUNT COLLECTING

toot

pan

srnd« oat
. ery month, but that a batch of tan

-red in January have rrat.hr>! tbair fifth month
• Ting been paid. If tha divided card ledger

Ualy described is in use, tbeae ten account* will all con-

•« grouped together. They have each been rendered

out response, and we ihall commence with the

• presumption that each of theae ten person* ii caraleaa

hat the acooanta hare been innocently over-

,1 W.. v..-r. •• r.- render them all once more, bat accom-

. ng letter :—
W« 6nd that the enclosed account haa

been permitted to fall aomewbat in arrear. We know bow
eaaily such thing* are overlooked, and that it is necessary

t attention to the fact.

.r« faithfully."

vane prraon could cavil at tuch a letter, yet it perforata

all ita purpo<e The » in the cate of peraona who
are rca ly only neglectful, it to awaken tbair attention, which

•tatemeii* ly from one'* own firm, but from many
other* n T- - i> count may po*«ibly be the only one aecom-

d by a letter . moreover, it it »ealed and bear* a twopenny
tamp— a fact tself will arou*e interest. The o(

aentenco must be fairly pointed, in orde; - the

aaceaaary pin-prick : and any slight ant:

v smoot) ndly an<i

he suggestion that Is aware that the tardi-

nea* of payrr. < in no way to lack of hone*.-

morality, and thus appeaaea. and perhaps flatters the
that thii r.-»ult« in t\ | the ten

• be either
nancial <1

(1 erson* wl

the art »f debt evasion One thing ii certain regarding th-.

i««, that, if a letter b" to thoni regarding

their account an opportunity it thus given them to repl

honeatly to state the cause of the del..

thom. they will not feel ao inclined t.. oonaMs thair circum-

ttancea to the firm On the other hand, the photographer may
receive letter* from member* At the other class also pli

monetary trouble?, and accompanied by many delightfully

lly little touches. Let him beware of tuch letter*. The
v rascals, and it is usually not very diffic.

une from the hypocritical. Nevertheless

he may be mistaken, and he must apply a I

all who write such letter*, to whichever claw

they belong, the great teat ot Seas and hone-'

pay, is tha instalment system. A special letter should ho sent

ly to such people, couched in a fnendlv tone, stating

that the firm is willing to meet them st far as is possible, and
that the account be paid gradually by in

It should be monfnned, also, that these payments ihou

mad" each month, commencing on such-and-such a date, and
that the Arm is content to leave the amount of the instalment

U> tlu* *j»-M..r Then, if by the date appointed, neither pay-

ment nor a letter of explanation is forthcoming, it may safely

be assumed that the excuse of poverty is not genuine, or, at

least, that the debtor u not honestly enthusiastic regarding

tbe liquidation of his debt. When a person is unable to pay

his debu it is not, as a rale, because be has no money at all,

but merely because he has not sufficient money wherewith to

meet all hi* debta at once. Consequently, if such a person be'

honestly si noot hi* liabilities, a small monthly sum

—

shilling—would not be beyond possibility. It may be

tar, in many cases, to specify an actual sum,

rather than leave it to the choice of the debtor. Hut, in

either circumstance, this test of good faith applies.

If. however none of these remaining five debtors has

!aat letter, we must prep.ii" for
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a second epistle against the next rendering. Again we find

these accounts grouped together in the card ledger, while those

in the February alphabet will now be ready for the first letter.

This second letter ia the central pillar of the debt-collecting

construction. Any letter sent previous to this is only a gentle

reminder, and any letter sent subsequent to it must deal

obviously with the necessity lor more drastic steps. The first

reminds; the last threatens; but the middle letter is the letter

which reasons.

<e people who are short of ready money, and who do not

lend themselves to the instalment plan, intend presumably to

pay off their debts one at a time, as they find it possible. It is

our object, therefore, to be one of the first of those creditors

who thus receive payment, partly because we desire the money
quickly, and partly because the creditor whose account is left

to the last may never be paid at all. There is therefore no
stronger appeal which can be made at this juncture than that

aimed at the debtor's sense of fairplay. A friendly letter, but
gently firm withal, pointing out the unfairness involved should
the debt remain any longer unpaid, strikes a note which no
person of decency can resist, and, what is important, without
in any manner antagonising the recipient. It should be writ-
ten in the following strain :— *

" Dear Madam,—You will see by the date of the enclosed
account that it is now considerably overdue. We think you
will agree with us that the length of credit which you have
received is a very fair one, and that we are now justified in

requesting a settlement.

"We are particularly anxious to avoid those unpleasant
relationships which are apt to arise between firms and their
clients over such matters; and we are anxious to maintain
the mutual confidence which at present exists between us.

" We therefore prefer to approach you frankly in this
manner, knowing that you will appreciate the reasonable-
ness of our request, and give it your immediate attention.

"Yours faithfully."

Here, again we have the sharp, bald reminder in the first

sentence, softened by an appeal to reason in the second. The
third sentence mentions the possibility of unpleasant relations,
but gently points out that thasa will not arise unless through
the persistence of the debtor. The letter concludes with an
appeal to fairness and friendliness which cannot be ignored
by any self-respecting person.

Let us suppose that, out of the five remaining accounts, the
•ending of this second letter results in three payments. There
now remain two accounts to be dealt with ; and these will still

be found lying in their alphabet—the last two cards of
January. Those remaining in the February alphabet will now
receive the second letter; while those of March will be due for
the first.

These two belated debtors are either in very desperate finan-
cial straits indeed, or are persons of the " hopeless " class.

Before passing them on to the care of the solicitor, there is

one more chance of enticing them to part with what ready
money they possess toward settlement of the account, and of
showing at the same time that the firm is still open to receive
explanation, and willing to come to any arrangement which
might meet the situation of the debtor. On the following
month, therefore, he third and last letter is sent. It should
run thus:

—

" Dear Madam,—We are sorry that we have had no reply
to our last letter regarding the enclosed account, and that
this matter has not been settled under circumstances which,
to us, would be much more preferable. We should still '. e
glad to hear from you regarding this account, stating the
date by which you would be willing to make payment, or
explaining the cause of the delay.

" We shall be glad to hear from you within ten days'
time, as, after that date, this account falls to be collected
by our solicitors.

" Yours faithfully,"

In this final letter the sting is in the tail. It is the last

word; and that word must be adhered to. If no reply be

received by the allotted time, straight to the solicitor's office

that account must go, no matter whether the debtor be peeress

or peasant. This series of letters should never be embarked
upon if the creditor has not the courage to pursue the matter,

if necessary, to the bitter end. To threaten, and then to delay

action, is the worst of follies. The photographer, after having

dealt thus generously and frankly with his customer, can do
no more. Courtesy has done her utmost, and justice must now
be claimed. He is safe in the knowledge that any customer
who will run the gauntlet of these appeals, and remain heed-

less, is not a person with whom it can pay him to deal, and
the lawyer may do his worst.

It is this class of debtor who occasions the humour of

account-collecting, and thus to some extent mitigates the
trouble and expense which he creates. A business man told

me not long ago of a lady who had made a number of pur-

chases from his firm, but who afterwards showed little inten-

tion of settling her lawful debts. He had written her on
several occasions, and had continued to render the account
over a period of two years. At last, obtaining no response,

he wrote to the lady's husband. That gentleman, a military

dignitary, replied by return of post enclosing a cheque for the
sum due, saying that he would never deal with that firm again,

and requesting them to erase his name from their books 1 It

does not occur to 6uch people that there exist persons in the
world with whom any firm would prefer not to deal.

A similar case is that of a lady who had owed our own firm

a small account for some two or three years. We had learned
from outside sources that, like the devil, she went about the
world seeking what she might devour, and paying nothing for
it. Consequently, after a certain time, we were obliged to
score the debt off our books. One day, however, she calmly
entered our reception room and left with us a photograph,
which she ordered to be copied. The receptionist did not re-

cognise her until after she had gone, and we therefore drafted
a polite letter to the lady pointing out that we had not, as
yet, received payment of the enclosed previous account, and
mentioning that we thought it only fair that this should be
settled before her new order was proceeded with. This brought
no reply; and, lest she should again escape us, our solicitor

sent her a note threatening legal proceedings. By return we
received a cheque, accompanied by a communication which
stated that the fair writer hed received a most insulting letter,

and instructing us to return the photograph which she had
left, as she had no wish to have any further dealings with us.

It will be observed that replies from persons who are thus
cornered consist of two remarks:—(1) That the recipients have
been outrageously insulted. (2) That they intend to have no
further dealings with the firm in question. These are, after

all, the only jibes left to them, as the only resort of the hand-
cuffed malefactor is to spit upon his captors.

In my own firm, where this system of letters is employed,
it is found that, of all the debtors—and there are not many

—

who reach the stage requiring pressure, about one-half re-

spond to the first appeal. One quarter reach the second
letter; and those who ultimately require the attentions of the
solicitor are practically negligible. This is a very markea
contrast to our experience previous to the introduction of the
system ; and the net result is, that, while reducing the risk of

offending customers to a minimum, the total of our outstand-
ing accounts, in proportion to the turnover, has been exactly
halved. This means that the other half is always in the bank,

instead of in the pockets of the public ; and, in days such as

these, few photographers can afford to despise so convenient
a source of floating capital.

In addition to these three letters, another and separate ap-

peal may be drafted to deal only with accounts of small sums,
such as a few shillings. These should be settled much earlier

than the larger debts, as the clerical labour and postage ocoa-
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: by the much greater in proportion

'.. It is these small accounts which people

will overlook and forget, and such a letter, pointing out the

high cost of clerical work and postage, can easily be drawn

up, asking the recipient** co-operation in this matter. This,

found successful.

It iv < unnecessary that any of these letters be

written out laboriously on each occasion. A few dozen of

should be printed on duplicating machines by firms who

;ch work, omitting the words " Dear Sir " or " Dear

m " These, along with the customer's name and the

date, are typed in when required, and the letter signed. It

hen all the appearance of a personal letter, but involving

a few seconds to write.

It is not suggested that the exact letters reproduced here

1 be used; in fact, the more personal the form the better,

• acb photographer must modify the pbrtseolo^

articular clsvss or type of client. The main rules which

must be adhered to are that of patience and courtesy The

est deviation from these merely defeats the cre<l

t which t his money without losa of goodwill.

w saw a collection-letter of a large drapery and furnish-

It commenced thus:—
" Dear Madam.—We wish to point out that the Mm*

•a the receipt and the payment of goods cannot

udelimteh and the letter proceeded

at the heavy expenses which the firm was obliged to

meet each month.
not even

-. feeling which such a remark •

• is that of anger, and anger is the last psychological

state in which a man or woman will be tempted to part with

The subsequent whine about heavy expenses is equally

useless. What have such matters of finance to do with an

are surely the concern of the mana-
inil the directorate and mention of them serves merely

to suggest that the firm is in financial difficulties. The re-

cipient of the letter, after having been annoyed by the open-
ing remark, will rather feel inclined to rejoice at this fact.

I give this example merely to show how a foolish collection

letter may easily be written when the author is in the wrong
frame of minu. The writer of this letter was evidently an-

noyed at the stubborness of a number of debtors at a time
when heavy expenses were looming. Undoubtedly his anger
was justified: but it was not the most happy moment at which

to draw-up a form letter. The opening sarcasm, followed by

the talk of expenses, shows clearly that the letter was thus.

hastily composed jii an hour of ill-humour.

Sari delightful weapon, and for the purpose of

pointing out the tollies of mankind it is unrivalled. But it

should never be used personally, particularly in a letter, and,

particularly still, in a business letter. For satire or

sarcasm is useless against the person satirised. Either he

does not see it. or he is merely embittered. It is the rest of

mankind who perform the reforming function. They hear or

read the satirical remark, and are amused. It is not directed

gain- ami it serves to illuminate the object

satirised much more clearly than their own minds have hitherto

been able to conceivo it. They begin to realise the folly of

the custom, and the per risible are ultimately laughed

out of countenance. Sat. re. therefore, however brilliant, re-

sin audience; and a letter it teen only by the recipient.

It is not now the fashion to steal, nor is it held polite to

bear false witness against one's neighbour; but tardiness in

the payment of accounts is practised by the v*l oplo,

and is not, in consequence, a sin. If. however, the weathercock

of custom were swung to-morrow, and unpunctuality in pay-

ment became a breach of etiquette, few would be found to

possess the courage to ask credit, and debt would be confined

,-ap suburbs and the slums. But what person of influence

will first dare to proclaim it " bad form "?

Pelham Swinton.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF CHILDREN.

«• recent Blackpool congress of the Lancashire 6 Photographers was the papor

P.S., of the I ingham, which, by the kindness of the author, we are

able la The paper wu illustrated by a number of lantern photographs, the description of which in the text well

emphasises the many interesting suggestions and hints which are given by Miss Flemming from her wide and specialist

;i»rtraiture «rf child]

ideas and ways of working, and it is a
• the photographers' windows would

>alf f re would be no individuality.

everyone to try to interchange ideas.

from the friendly and the business point of view.

ildren n one of the most interesting
olograph (ha easiest. As

knowing how to manipulate
era, and what exposure to give; it is getting the

folk to look natural and happy, and they •••

art) absolutely at home
ually a difficult n.

ily it takes longer with some than

e kind one has to be very careful
and it is a mistake to. try to he very friendly with them

studio in Nottingham, we
a ve: -table room adjoining the studio, which

•rng the children ready in. It is con-

siderably larger than the ladies' dressing room ; there is plenty

of room for the children to play about, and also for the mother

or nurse to get them ready.

We have a private telephone through from the studio to

the recenlion room, and if some children are coming in to

ionist usually rings through and lets me know.
She usually waits until they are out of t 'ion room
and on their way upstains before ringing through, and then

the will often give me an idea of the kind -of child that is

coming up Perhaps it will bl Mr-. Smith is getting her
little girl ready in the children's room: she says she is dread-

fully shy with strangers, and is afraid you will not be able

to tak My receptionist is, I know, smiling to herself,

as the idea of oar not being able to get a picture of the little

one rather amuses her I

I give Mr- Smith and her little maid a few minutes to

going to see them, and when I do go I

take not the slightest notice of the child, but start talking

quietly to the mother, letting her know that it will not be a
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difficult matter to make a picture of somebody, if she will be

good enough to leave it to me and not worry the little one

in any way. Then I go back to the studio, and, knowing

the kind of photograph required, get the background ready,

camera focussed on a few toys put ready on the floor, or on

a small table, plate, etc. Mrs. Smith is then asked if she

will bring the little one in and let her sit or stand near the

toys. Before the child has reached the studio 1 vanish into

another room, and stay there until the kiddie is used to her

Hidings and evidently interested in the fresh playthings,

i is one's chance to come quietly in (taking no notice what-

ever of the little one) and slip behind the camera, which

probably may require focussing again.

Underneath the camera we have a musical box fixed so

that it is not seen, and when I think the little one is in a

good position I just press the spring which sets the music

going. The child is usually so astonished that it forgets all

about its shyness, and you have plenty of time for an

exposure.

But the expression is apt to be one of surprise, and we

want a more confident look.

Generally by the time you have made one exposure the

child is feeling more used to its surroundings, and you can

venture to show yourself a little. But even then I usually

find that with a very shy child it is best to keep away from

it. If it shows signs of getting tired, we try to find a fresh

toy, and give it to the mother to hand to the little one.

Very often a simple little thing like a flower will draw a smile

from even a .tiny child when toys have failed.

Such a shy, little maid of four or five years was brought

up to me one day, and I tried her after a little while with

various toys, but she looked at me with big, serious eyes,

and not the ghost of a smile could I conjure up. There was a

big bowl of large yellow daisies in the studio, so lifting them

out of the water, I scattered them all round her on the floor

where she was sitting, letting two or three of them fall in

her little lap. You should have seen the smile dawn on her

little face. There was no further trouble with her expression

after that.

Some little folk are dreadfully matter-of-fact and grown up,

even at four or five years old and younger. You have to be

very careful as to how one tries to entertain these precocious

little beings, or you may suddenly be made to feel very small.

Some years ago Mr. Freckleton had a wee mite of perhaps

two or' three years to photograph, and it was one of those

rather stolid children who seem to hare no expression or

animation in their faces. He was playing bo-peeps to it

behind the camera cloth and cutting funny capers generally,

anything to rouse some sort of expression into the youngster's

face, when all at once the child turned round to its mother,

and exclaimed, "Oh, mother, what a funny man I" Well,

that broke the ice; everybody laughed; it sounded so grown-

up from such baby lips.

But, as you all know, some children are much easier than

others to photograph; some are bright and full of confidence,

others are just as dull and apathetic. Then, hardest of all,

there is the spoilt child who is usually brought in by a fond

mother, and two or three equally fond aunties. They imme-
diately start to tell you that he is the most wonderful child

that ever it was your privilege to photograph; you are thinking

to yourself that you would not very much mind forgoing that

privilege. If possible, only the mother, or perhaps the nurse,

should be allowed to stay in the studio, and, as a rule, I find

it easier to get a picture of a spoilt kiddie, if no toys are shown
to it, and as little notice taken of it as possible. Also, it is

best to be as quick as possible with this kind of youngster,

and not attempt to play with it; just to attract its atten-

tion by a touch of the musical box will often do the trick.

a very difficult child to deal with came to the studio the

other day. The youngster was naturally very shy and nervous

with strange people, and was unfortunately spoilt into the

bargain. It was no sooner brought up into the children's

room than it started to scream as hard as it could. The

mother was promising it chocolates and a good whipping alter-

nately, and I could see there was small chance of a picture

that morning. It had been told all the way coming that it

must be good, as it was going to have its photograph taken,

but the only idea that the youngster's little brain retained

was that " it was going to be taken." Where, it did not

know, but the poor little beggar was really frightened, as

well it might be. Advising the parents to come another day,

I also suggested they should not say anything further to the

child about being " taken," but let him forget all about it

if possible. If they would bring him in again in a week at

the same time of day, and have him brought in at the other

entrance to the studio (there are two ways into that room), I

would have everything in Teadiness, and we hoped that by

coming in another way he might forget his previous fears and

give us a chance of getting him unawares.

They did so, and, coming into the room from an entirely

fresh end, and also seeing no one about and a new toy lying

on the floor, the child was not so nervous, and by the time

five minutes or so had elapsed I ventured to show myself at a

distance and slip behind the camera. By and by I got a couple

of exposures, on© of which was fairly good. Only a small order

was the Tesult at that time, but the parents remembered that

the child had been treated tactfully and kindly, and they

brought it in again next year. The child was older, gave

far less trouble; and a good picture, followed by a good order,

was the result.

I am only telling you this to show that it pays in the long

run to have patience. Your customers do not forget it, and

they tell other people, too. I find it a good thing to notice

the kind of toy children like, and, as far as possible, let them

have their choice, even if you may not think it quite suit-

able. One little lad would have nothing else but a skipping

rope, rather a girlish toy, but it met with his approval.

Others, again, are very anxious you should photograph their

own dolls, and it is not wise to refuse, even if the teddy bear

or the doll is nearly double the size of the kiddie. I take one

negative to please the child, and then another that I think

will suit the mother. You gain the child's approbation, and

that is half the battle.

Sometimes it is a great help, if toys fail, to let the children

play about and pretend to take a photograph themselves. They

get so interested, and it is such fun to them, that it is an

easy matter to get a good expression of them when you sub-

sequently take a negative. It all takes time, but I find it

is well worth while.

By the way, a cat is always useful in the studio, as most

children are fond of animals. We have had one for fourteen

years, and he is very good indeed at sitting with the little

folk.

If you are, however, fortunate enough to posses both an

intelligent dog and a cat that are on friendly terms with

each other all the better; you can use them both when
needed.

Of course, you may not be able to find a dog as well trained

and devout as one of Mr. Freckleton's, but I find most terriers

are very teachable, and patient, too.

I will next show a slide which may perhaps give you an idea

of how you can get a homely-looking little picture, by making
use of both the cat and a bit of sunshine on the floor. It

was morning in summer time, and the cat had found the

warm patch of sunlight. So putting the child into a comfort-

able little chair near the cat, I gave it a book of coloured

pictures to look at. The rest was quite easy. Talking of sun-

shine, the little bit that comes in through the side-window

at one end of the studio for an hour or two in the mornings
is most useful for making a change in one's style of picture

during the summer months.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

valuable service to those connected with the manufacturing and

one on photographic materials and processes. The report
i year the Society of Chemical Industry renders a

of photography by including in its " Annual Reports " one on

for the year 1921 is written by Air. F. F. Renwiek, F.I.C., whose large share in photographic research qualifies him exceptional!}

as a recorder of recent investigations in the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive prints, orthochro-

and colour photography, cinematography, and photomechanical processes. The report exhibits the work which obtained

ition last year in its relation to previous knowledge better than any other communication which comes before the photo-

Kriphic industry for which reason we endeavour to find a place for it in our pages. As regards the re-Terences to original sources

f publication, it should be explained that the contraction " J " denotes the fortnightly " Journal " of the Society of Chemical

Industry, in which are published abstracts of the chief papers dealing with the chemical side of practical, scientific, or indus-

trial photography.

J

The first steps towards the achievement of photography as a

practical art were largely due to men of acknowledged scientific

repute of British birth. The names of Tom Wedgwood, Sir John

Herschel, Sir Humphrey Davy, Henry Fox Talbot, and Robert

Hunt readily occur to the mind as distinguished men of science

who devoted considerable attention to the subject in the first half

of last century. Herschel, Fox Talbot, and Hunt all added consider-

ably to the list of known photochemical reactions, and to Fox Talbot

belongs the distinction of working out more than one process to a

successful issue and of introducing the method of producing positive

prints from a negative and so enabling the production of any

number of copies. It is highly fitting therefore that the Royal

Photographic Society should recently have undertaken the guardian-

ship of Fox Talbot's apparatus and results and the setting up of

a permanent memorial to him.

Towards the end of last century, after the establishment of

numerous firms for the wholesale manufacture of sensitive

materials, very few men of note in the scientific world devoted

themselves to the study of photochemical problems in spite of their

profound importance and interest, but the death, at the close of

last year, of Sir Wm. de \V. Abney removed from our midst one

whose name will always be associated with his valuable contribu-

tions to photographic science which traversed a very wide field

both in the chemical and the physical aspects of the subject. 1

The present flourishing photographic industry owes its develop-

ment almost entirely to the dogged energy and perseverance of a

number of untrained enthusiasts whose names are mostly unknown
to scientific men, and it is probable that in the whole world there

were not a score of well-trained chemists employed in it thirty

years ago.

The present outlook is very different. In the first place the

industry has absorbed and trained a considerable number of young
men who had first received an education in scientific method and
who have elaborated Hurter and Driffield's invaluable system of

examining and classifying photosensitive materials, so that to-day

quantitative modes of expression are, or should be, reguu'.arly

employed by all serious workers to describe their attributes.

Secondly, the industry has become so huge and complex that it

would be impossible to produce the required quantities and the
variety of these very delicately balanced products with reasonable
uniformity without an elaborate system of scientific control. (In
illustration of the magnitude of the industry the following figures
are instructive. Approximate number of cinema theatres in

existence 90,000; estimated length of cinema film exhibited every
week 300,000 miles, of which at least 10,000 miles . represents
entirely new matter, no allowance being made for the enormous
amounts consumed which are never issued for exhibition. To
this must be added all the roll films and plates and the positive
printing materials of all kinds used in other photographic work,
both professional and amateur.)

Thirdly, as a consequence perhaps of the industrial difficulties
which have arisen since the war, there is a keener appreciation of
the overwhelming importance of light as the prime cause of those
innumerable natural synthetic and analytic reactions on which
all living matter depends for its growth and development, and as
a result we observe a great revival of interest in the mechanism of
photochemical changes and a desire to direct and control them

)Li I
se !"vice nf mankind. It has become evident that efficient

photochemical manufacturing processes would save the community

1. Sir W. Abr.ey, Phot. J., 1921, 61, 44, 296.

the expenditure rf much manual labour and postpone the depletion

of our rapidly dwindling and irreplaceitiie supplies of coal and oil.

Moreover, if such processes can be colour-sensitised effectively

there seems less reason to assume they would require to be <

on in tropical climates to be economically successful.

Photography then, should be regarded as merely the first photo-

chemical industry to be established, and as such it cannot fail to

benefit from the researches in other branches of photochemistry,

the study of catalytic reactions, and particularly from investigation

of heterogeneous reactions in colloidal media which appear in the

future.

As evidence that British photographic chemists are alive to the

importance of widening their outlook, the appearance of a new
journal published by the Scientific and Technical Group of the

Royal Photographic Society under the title " Photographic

Abstracts " is a most welcome sign and deserves the support of all

serious workers in the subject. The enlightened policy of those

firms who jointly bear the greater part of the cost of this publica-

tion is highly praiseworthy and cannot fail to be rewarded through

the greater zeal for and efficiency in the performance of their duties

which it will surely evoke among their technical staffs.

Photography nas undoubtedly regained much of its popularity

as a pastime, and the lure of the cinema theatre seems irresistible

to the majority : moreover, the employment of photo-mechanical

processes for illustration work continues to grow steadily, while

professional and scientific photography continue rapidly to multiply

their already numerous ramifications, so that if a reasonably early

return to normal trading conditions should occur it is safe to predict

a considerable permanent expansion of the industry. There is a

far wider and more intelligent appreciation of the advantages of

colour-sensitive negative-making materials for all kinds of work
than before the war, probably as a consequence of the large numbers
of men who learned from experience on active service how indis

pensable such plates were to our success. There are indications

of a desire on the part of manufacturers to simplify their problems

by producing only a few articles in large quantities, but it has long

since been found impossible to produce even one product which
suits all tastes, so many and so subtle are the requirements of

different users.

While the importance of photography in everyday life is but"

dimly realised by the general public, few even among the highly-

educated classes realise what an effect it has had on man's intellec-

tual life during the past two years. But for the fact that a few
star images occupied certain positions on a few photographic

plates exposed at the solar eclipse in 1919, it is certain that the

majority of us would have taken no interest in theories of rela-

tivity. An attempt to verify these observations on Christmas
Island in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere at the eclipse next
September is already organised and will-again rely on photographic
records of apparent star positions, -when doubtless there will

follow another flood of ideas on this abstruse subject. In delicate

work of this character careful attention must be paid to various

disturbing factors, such as the mutual influence of adjacent images
—a subject recently re-studied by F. E. Ross. 2

During the past year the photographic industry has suffered

from the prevailing world-wide trade depression, though perhaps
less acutely than most. There was a marked fall in the prices of

fine chemicals during the summer months, but this advantage
may be lost, presumably to the benefit of the fine chemicals trade

of this country, by the operation of the Safeguarding of Industries

2. F. E. Boss, Aitrophyt. J., 1921, it, 349.
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2. The dijcovery of a satisfactory method of imparting the

appearance of stereoscopic relief to motion pictures."

3 The perfection of a simple means of synchronising sound

Is and motion pictures-a feat which was shown to be possible

in skilled hands with separate gramophone and cinema records at

the Brussels International Congress of Photography in 1910.

Recently, however, considerable success has attended efforts to

combine both the picture. and the sound record on one film. Varia-

tions in opacity in the photographic sound record cause rapid

fluctuations in the intensity of an electric current passing through

some form of light-sensitive cell, and these operate suitable ampli-

fying telephonic devices for reproducing the original sounds."

4. The production of satisfactory motion pictures in natural

colours.'"

In regard to this long-sought goal it appears fairly certain that

for some time to come a two-colour system, in spite of its serious

limitations, is more likely to be a commercial success than a three-

colour method, since the latter inevitably offers far greater technical

difficulties Modern developments indicate that a practical solu-

tion is likely to be found first either in a method by which each

unit picture on the film is a composite record in colour which can be

used in existing projectors without alteration, or by one of the

optical methods enabling the simultaneous making of the two

records on adjacent areas of one film through a single lens and

projection through two adjacent colour filters to combine on the

F. F. Renwick, A.C.G.I., F.I.C.

{To be continued.)

GERMAN SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.

The Board of Trade Inquiry Committee.

The Board of Trade Committee, which has been charged with an

inquiry into the question of German optical and photographic

goods, with a view to the possible necessity of imposing an addi-

tional duty, resumed its sitting on May 31. The first part of the

proceedings, in which the case for the applicants was stated, was

reported in our column of May 19. Sir Henry Rew, the Chairman,

stated that the case for the applicants had now been closed, and

the shorthand notes of the evidence were available; he therefore

called upon the counsel for the parties resisting the application,

Mr. T. W. H. Inskip, K.C., M.P.

Mr. Inskip said that he had to present to the Committee the

substance of the case to be put forward by seven firms, two of

them interested in the supply of German photographic instruments,

aud the others in more purely optical manufacture. He excluded

the question of drawing instruments, which was of almost insig-

nificant proportions. The broad case which he presented with

regard to the other articles which formed the substance of the

inquiry was that the facts were not as had been alleged on the

other side. Some of his own witnesses were sole agents for firms

which manufactured in Germany, and they contended that while

the very cheap articles which had formed the subiect of the com-

plaint had not come into the country by backdoor methods in the

sense of smuggling, they did represent, nevertheless, a class of

articles whose sale outside the ordinary channels of agency was

really illegitimate, though he did not use the word in any oppro-

brious sense. He maintained strongly that the articles of German

manufacture which came into this country through the regular

channels of duly appointed agents were well comparable in price

with similar British articles. He dismissed the plea, which was

implicit in some of the evidence already tendered, that the indus-

tries concerned deserved some special treatment, either because

they were important, or because during the war special efforts

were made to establish them in this country. He did not think

that was the basis of the applicants' case. A suggestion which

far more strongly pressed was that this importation from

nany led directly to a diminution in labour and output in this

13. B. Gantes, P.P. 507,633. 3. L. Pech, Scient. Amer (a °»''} Il'U ^^l'
531; La Nature, 1921, 0. 75. h. L. Huffier, E£. 152,367. K N Hallet,

P. 1,363.249. A. il'UaUoy, P.P. 614,076. S. Turk, G.P. 334,383. A. K.

SI I,. A. Collins,' Tj'.B.P. 1,366,446; Timet, Sept. 24 and 28, 1921; Nature,

1921, Oct. 27. p. 276. fc _ ._,«, -on
16. Natural Colour Pictures Co. (W. F. Fox), E.P. 143,180. E. C. 8.

Parker, E.P. 607,724. I. Furman. TJ.S.P. 1,371,969 and 1,371,970.

country, but he thought it was overlooked that there was a very

great depression in trade generally. What surprised him most

about the evidence already tendered was that so little had been

said about depreciated exchange. The ability of the German to

undersell the English competitor arose from the fact that the

internal value of the mark was very different from its external

value. If it were not for that difference between internal and

external value, the mere depreciation of the mark would not place

the Germans in an advantageous position for competition. With

the approximation of the internal to the external value of the

mark which might be anticipated, this underselling would tend to

disappear. He noticed that witnesses on the other side had been

rather shy of suggesting that employment would be increased if an

extra duty were imposed; the most that could be hoped for was

that competitors would be handicapped.

After dealing with the case of prism binoculars and microscopes,

which, he said, broadly speaking, were not sold at prices below

comparable English makes, he said that he would call Professor

Bone, of the Imperial College of Science, who would give evidence

that for scientific research the best instruments, German or British,

must be provided, regardless of price, so that the effect of putting

on an additional duty on foreign importations would simply have

the effect of causing extra expenditure to scientific institutions, and

would not make for protection, because the goods must be obtained

whatever price was put upon them. With regard to photographic

lenses and cameras, he had two witnesses on this point. One of

them, Mr. Robert E. Peeling, was the distributing agent in this

country for the manufactures of the Goerz firm, and for certain

others ; the other was Mr. R. F. Hunter, distributor of the Con-

tessa and Nettel cameras and other apparatus. Both of them con-

tended that while there was a certain amount of importation of

German instruments by irregular methods, this was in the face

of the efforts which they themselves were making against it, and

which they would be in a position presently to make more effec-

tual It was not the regular German trade which the British

manufacturer had reason to fear, but the casual efforts wjiich

adventurers were making in this field. A point to be remembered

in connection with the complaint of the British houses was that

they had been very much overstocked, and that until the stocks

in the hands of the dealers could be released there must naturally

be lessened manufacture, irrespective entirely of German importa-

tions Then, again, there was significant evidence that plate

cameras were going out of fashion; except in certain sections

of the photographic industry, where the plate camera was still

used for reasons with which he was not acquainted, the roll film

came'ra had ousted it, and some makers of British cameras had

had to reorganise their business. These manufacturers were at

present in a transition stage, some of them with very large stocks

of the older patterns, which they must liquidate before they could

get into full manufacturing order. But it was not to enable manu-

facturers to do this that the duty was conditionally imposed by

Parliament. He read some figures from a reply to a question in

the House of Commons by the President of the Board of Trade

that 324,998 cameras were imported from all countries in 1921, ot

which number 13,233 were sent from Germany. It was not the

German competition really which affected this camera question.

The popular camera, or the one which had made the greatest im-

pression on the mind of the public, was the Kodak production,

which really fixed the rates charged for cameras in this country.

Even supposing that the 13,000 German cameras were eliminated,

when one remembered the vast extent of the Kodak sales it was

difficult to think that the price of the British camera could be

raised to any figure which could increase employment to the extent

desired by the applicants. It had been stated that the agents for

certain German houses gave extremely large discounts. This was

quite wrong, as he could call evidence to prove. The suggestion

that the Contessa and Nettel cameras represented a new industry in

Germany was also mistaken. The products of the houses concerned

had been familiar for a long time ; all that had taken place was

an amalgamation between the two firms concerned. He also referred

to the very great variety of models of cameras on sale, and main-

tained that while great disparities in price might be- shown as

between camera and camera, if parallel German and British models

were selected for comparison the disparity would appear very

small indeed.

Mr. J. W. Atha, of J. W. Atha & Co., distributors of the pro-

ducts of Carl Zeiss, spoke mainly as to prism binoculars. As to
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R. ft. Hunter, agent for the Contessa and Nettel cameras,
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Exhibitions.

IRIK MACDONALI* AT THE ROYAL
PHOTOOftAPHIG S"<

Tux eagerly awaited exhibition of the work of Mr. I'irie Mac-

donald. of Ne • "photographer of men," was opened

to the public last week, and will rem* •« to all,

June 30.

I portraitist who works within narrow and self m.;

i, the reputation of this strong and individual photogr .

1 high, even in this country. this imp

show will confirm, by coo the lofty esteem be aires-!

mlhority.

prints now shown are all what are known as " 1

and shoulders "
;
not a single full or half-length, and not a w

amongst them. But although in this respect similar, I

-iirlers far more than st first appears. The method of

ing is a part—a great part, in I r. Macdonald's means of

sion. Yet this, too, varies within narrow limits. He has

. some of which are rather obvious; but be never

deace> lighting for the sake of making a smart or i

all cases, actuated by a desire to

his heads r Never positively two-dimensional, yaj

does sometimes let the third dimension "go hang." His model-

ling is always clear to the understanding, but yet it is sometimes

local, having lttt'e relation to the whole. It is for this reason

that one is conscious here of a nose strong in relief, and there of

v, whilst contiguous parts are, by comparison, flat. It is

not for a moment suggested that the anthor of these works is not

fully aware of such variations from a standard of logical r

sentat may be his way of bringing out a sitter's

The talented painter Lembach used constantly to

fice a sitter's features to the eyes, into which he made the spc I

delve for a psychological reading.

my rate, it ia upon the grounds of psychology that Mac-
donald's fame rests, and where he would have it rest. There is

not a single portrait here that does not speak of the man—the
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inner man ; and tome examples are marvellous "human documents.

Perhaps the most noteworthy in this respect are Theodore Roose-

velt, Abram I. Elkus, Darwin P. Kingsley, S. Jennings Cox, Wil-

liam Rockhill Nelson, Frank Lawrence, and Dr. W. H. Wiley.

On the whole, too, these seven may certainly be place" among the

mi every respeet, thus demonstrating the entire success of

the intentions and achievements of the author's work.

One of the outstanding points of Mr. Macdonald's skill is a

never-failing spontaneity. His sitters are never allowed to look

posey. Most of them are caught in the living moment of some

emotion ; mirth, cogitation, a winning nonchalance. Or, with even

more charm, a few exhibit a natural and unashamed self-conscious-

which, when it is not a sign of embarrassment, is after all

th.2 mo-st fitting mood for a photographic portrait. It says plainly.

;i want my portrait? Well, go ahead. How will this do? "

In such poses there is no attempt to show the statesman wrestling

with international crises, or the poet importuning his muse, as

though they were nowhere near a camera. The sitter is obviously

before the camera and giving his mind to the business of the

moment ; but none the less the man. The adroit use of a hand

touching the face in the splendid examples William Rockhill Nelson

and Abram I. Elkus, should be noted and not forgotten.

It has been said that Macdonald makes use of a " spot-light
"

after he has got the normal lighting to his taste, and that this

gives the high-fights that are peculiar to his style. It may be

doubted whether the oily effect which this resource produces has

in reality any advantage beyond that of a trade-mark. In the

Roosevelt and" the S. Jennings Cox, to name only two, the sitters

look as if they had been caught in Broadway on a mid-day of the

hottest summer.

This notwithstanding, the exhibition is one of which any por-

traitist would be proud. Mr. Macdonald claims it as the best he

cai put together. It is hard to believe he could ever surpass it.

F. C. Tilney.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

June 1 to 30.—Royal Photographic Society. Prints by Pirie

Macdonald, of New York. Open daily from 11 to 5 p.m., 35,

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries, July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera

Club, 2, Gould Street. Toronto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Pro-

fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibi-

tion of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus
Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for

entries and exhibits, August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
Exhibition. Latest date for Entries, August 25 (carrier)

;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications May 22 to 27 :

—

Stereoscope.—No. 14.755. Method of producing stereoscopic pic-

tures. P. Brandt.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Colour Process.—No. 180,292.—Process for converting silver

prim- ir pictures. Akt.-Ges. fur Anilin-Fabrikation.

Coloured Pictures.—No. 180,323. Support provided with a coat-

ing sensitive to light for the production of coloured pictures.

Dr. S. Schapovaloff.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Iconta.—No. 423,292. Optical, photographic, cinematographic and

projection apparatus, included in class 8. Ica Aktiengesellschaft,

Schandauerstrasse 72-80, Dresden, Germany, manufacturers.

February 10, 1922.

Brierley (Camera Design).—No. 423,880. Photographs, photo-

graphic mounts, included in class 39, and stationery. John Hope
Brierley, 19, Oxford Road, Altrincham, photographer. March
1, 1922.

Photott.—No. 418,827. Photographic apparatus included in class

8. Harold McLean, 12, Burns Road, Fleetwood, Lancashire,

photographer, and Walter Henry Utley Morley, 1, Preston Street,

Fleetwood. Lancashire, shipbroker. September 24, 1921.

Devalaprint.—No. 422,727. Chemical substances for use in photo-

graphy. Gerald Arthur Morris, 24, High Street, Rochester,
manufacturer. January 25, 1922.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.

The following marks have been placed on the register :

—

Velox (Design).—No. 421,046. Photographic papers. Kodak,

Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. dealers in photo-

graphic materials.

Velox (Two Designs).—No. 421.423 Photographic papers.

Kodak, Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, E.C.2, dealers

in photographic materials

New Apparatus.

The Ensign Water Circulator. Made by H ought ons, Ltd.,

88.S9, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Those who have attended meetings of the Royal Photographic

Society know the mental originality and manual dexterity of Mr.

K. C. D. Hickman, who is the inventor of this appliance for the

washing of negatives and prints. The " Circulator " is a piece of

apparatus essentially different in principle and construction from

the numerous washers which have come upon the market. It is an

accessory for attachment to a dish or any approximately straight-

sided and shallow vessel, which performs two distinct functions.

It delivers the water into the vessel in a somewhat violent manner,

and it also siphons it out again as fast as it enters. In his recent

paper on the washing of plates and prints before the Royal Photo-

.

graphic Society, Mr. Hickman showed the special merit of an

active movement of the supply of water in the removal of hypo

from plates or prints. The "circulator" is an apparatus em-

bodying the features which Mr. Hickman's scientific measure-

ments showed to be highly advantageous for effective washing.

Our own tests of the appliance, although not nearly so exact or

exhaustive as those described in Mr. Hickman's paper, fully con-

vince us of the efficiency of his " circulator." In the first place

when the appliance is fixed to the side of a developing dish, as
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rubber tube connected to the water

produced in th-

on •
.. the Up. We •

i
with dark permanganate

solution. On letting the circu: n every trace of the

permanganate colour was removed in lees than a minute. With-

as tap we disconnected the rubber tube, refilled

ermanganate to] 'he same strength as that

previously used, and let the open stream of water run into it.

From two or three minutes were required to get rid of the per-

manganate saa showing, by a rough and ready test, the

i 'ficiency of the applianoe over the

method of allowing water to run directly into dishes containing

her tests were made by staining fixed out plates with dye
and comparing the times required for removal of the dye (with the

same water consumption) when using the circulator, and when em-
us; water '.he tap. In the*.

h represent the condition in the removal of hypo, the circula-

tor show? • iiitage in comparison with the open
tap than in the test with permanganate.
The circulator is, in fact, a meat ingsnloOJ and scientific comb.

water delivery nasals which spreads the water supply

I in a dish and a kind of exhaust pump w!i

the delivered water from near the bot-

tom ' s of course necessary that the

dish stands in a sink or in some other h allows of the

water passing away. The sppsra' I *o models,
one •

jlase,

price 8s 6-i ' lesiimi th.- aemarstas is the ni"*' sflsttiewt

accessory for the «.» ' •_
. i :»ry dishes which ha^

^ «t (ewll J'Tc'diKvu.

i send as
f the eigl • have placed upon the market

apeci.1 £.3,000 compel
plates Each outfit includes a dark-
lishes, measure and s sopply of

ehesitieale, to;.' the camera its. may be one of
the magarine pattern -ig model. The No. 1 outfit, lnclad-

. 34 * 24 Ensign-Mascot magacii costs 18s. 6d .

'.he one sent to

' camera with //8 lens, time and
»ter. U; «..-»« ih'it'.T. fomjaalllg sea!.-, folding brilliant find<-r

.t«-hulder<. price £3 2s. 6d. The outfits

s sttra- and the oppor urchsse the re-

beginning with a camera

M competition and for photography.

RriiNtss awiT raoic ma SrcDio.—Th ' «e who may not realise

the great amount of portrait business to be got, particularly dur-
ing the summer months, by going after tittera instead of watting

em to nome to the stodio, should on no account miss read-
lag an 8-pege leaflet which describes the experience of a portrait
photographer in seeking these new avenues
the seqael, trebling his eamingt I he booklet is issued by

17, Bedford Street, Strand.Hw, W.C.2. and will be sent to any bona Me professional
photographer free on application.

rooKAraii .soar* Br the local
' was paid last week for the rights of taking photo-

graphs on Margate beach daring the present

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF S >: NEXT WEEK.
Monday, '

Southampton Camera Club. Evening Outing.

Wallasey Amatear P.S. " Focussing." W. Hayes.

Tuesday, Joke 13.

Matt Surface Plates." F. T. Usher (..Messrs. Elliott 4
... Ltd.).

Bournemouth Camera Club. " Transferotvpe Process." A, B. Sueil.

tar Camera Club. Exhibit hy F. Judge.
Hackney P.S. " Portraiture Without a Studio." a Woodbouse.
Manchester A.P.A. "Romantic in Landscape." F. C. Tilnev

.

Wednesday, June 14.

Deonistoan Amateur PA. Criticism of Outing Prints.

Rochdale Amateur PA. " Lighting Effects in Studio."

Thuksdat, Jtrjns IS.

Hackney Phot, Soc. Outing—St. Albans to Harpenden.
Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. " Exposure and De-

velopment." MO Dell.

Friday, June 16.

- Pictorial Cmup Meeting. " The Final Support in Carbon
C. Brahan

Saturday, Jotce 17.

Edge Hi!'. Camera Club. Outing to Woodohuroh and Irby.

Hackney Phot, Soc. Annual Sport*.

Sheffield Phot. Soc. Outing to Ford and Povev.
Sooth Glasgow Camera Club. Outing to Kilbarcban.

.«•>• Amateur Phot. Soc. Outing to Manchester.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

-play " brought the formal session to s close last

weak. In point of numbers the prints were poor indeed ; in

y, there were some good things on the walls, including three

' enlargements, fins technically and pirtorially, by the hard-

working president, Mr. John Keane. If it had not been for him
[lay " would have chiefly displayed the wall-psper.

isms were interesting, mainly in showing the diff-

itandpointa taken by the artist, as represented hy Mr. Handel
Lucas, and by the photographic pictorialist, as represented by

ilarpor, whose conception of Art has always been kept within

exceedingly convenient limits, purely due to the fart that beyond

the art of the camera, other aspects have never interested him

Despite these limitations, it cannot be gainsaid that for the

g pictorialist Mr. Harpur, as contrasted with Mr. Lucas,

is the more useful of the two. The conventionally tasteful laws of

arrangement or cumposition (whichever term is preferred) are fully

understood by Mr. Harpur, and he can give sound sdvice on sane

n tuning-up to exhibition standard. Any picture, however.

h does not fall within the, more or less, obvious lines of

imposition Is passed over in silence ss unworthy of re-

mark, no patent defects appear. If the contrary, the lot

of a ral iws of a terrier is hsppy by comparison.

The criticisms of the artist, Mr. Lucas, are directed in an

v opposite direction. Rarely, if ever, does he descend :

the general to the particular, even if he has personally descended

from canvas to the camera, for reasons best known to himself, and

welcome, indeed, are the clear indications of far bigger things, and

finer conceptions, than are to be found in the usual stock-in-trade

oTTfltf"crTtic bom of photogrs)

Mr. Lucas finds, for instance, his pet doctrine of " visual

repose " firmly rooted in a picture, then even glaring technical

faults weigh but littlo in the balance. Consequently, s very poor

photograph, judged purely by photographic standards, may be

sd, end excellent technique overlooked. But never com!

f anything. As an ecclesiastic he would be painfully un-

sound on Hell.

The rest of the evening was devoted to a discussion on the weak

position of the pictorisl element. Certainly not for want of tech-

nical instructions, ss strong fixture lists, carried through in the

past by members and kind outside friends, amply prove. Some of

the veteran pictorialists in the club have got tired, and all must

tire eventually, but fresh blood has lamentably failed to come

forw.v »hy! A strong endeavour is to be made to find

out, and apply the remedy.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolution, by mutual

consent, of the partnership between Herman Matz and Mayer Lie-

bermann, carrying on business as photographic printers and en-

larges, at 45/47. t'heotham Hill Road, Manchester, under the style

of Progress Art Studios. All debts due to and owing by the late

firm will be received and paid by Mayer Liebermann.

The public EXAMINATION of Albert .Young (trading as Fradelle

& Young) was held at the London Bankruptcy Court on May 30,

before Mr. Registrar Mellor. The receiving order was made on

h 16, 1922, on a creditor's petition, the act of bankruptcy

being the failure of the debtor to comply before February 3 with

the requirements of a bankruptcy notice. The Official Receiver,

in his observations on the case, reported that the debtor, at the

age of 13, entered the employment of Mr. Fradelle, photographer.

of Regent Street, by whom he was employed until the latter's

death in 1884. He then, with a capital of about £50, commenced

a similar business on his own account at 17 Regent Street, W\, and

continued it for about three years. About the end of 1885 he

purchased his late employer's business at 246 Regent Street for

£1,000, and carried on that business under the style of Fradelle

& Young, until the lease expired in 1897, when he removed to

283, Regent Street, W., and about 1915, in consequence of a serious,

illness and bad trade owing to the war. he closed the business.

About April, 1917, he took a shop at 37, High Street, Notting Hill

Gate, W., and recommenced business as a photographer. In June.

1921,' he removed to 41, Museum Street, W., and his business was

chiefly taking group photographs of banquets. He attributed his

insolvency to the loss of £80 in Farrow's Bank, to the removal

from Notting Hill Gate to Museum Street, and to ill-health. The

statement of affiairs showed liabilities expected to rank amount-

ing to £539 5s. lid., and net assets estimated to produce £96

14s. 4d., thus showing a deficiency of £442 lis. 7d. The public

examination was concluded.

NEW COMPANIES.

Challenge Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered in Edinburgh, on May 24, with a capital of £18.000 in

£1 shares. Objects : To carry on the business of manufacturers of

and repairers of and dealers in cameras, enlarging and projection

apparatus, stereoscopes, lenses, shutters, etc. The subscribers (each

with one share) are: J. Johnson, junr., 51, Buchanan Drive, Cam-

busland, C.A. ; D. B. Mungo, 173, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow,

solicitor. The first directors are not named. Qualification: £100

shares. Registered office : 173, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

Ashby-Nola, Ltd.—This private company was registered on May

23, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry on tha

business of commercial and art photographers, cinematographers,

catalogue illustrators and printers, trade photographers and en-

largers, technical and portrait photographers, magazine and trade

journal illustrators, artists, designers, etc. The first directors are

:

R. A. Horan, 14, Edgecombe Road, S.E., photographer; H. S.

Macintosh, " Deancot," Hampstead Norris, Berks, editor. Quali-

fication: £10. Remuneration: £1 each per annum (chairman £3).

Secretary: J. Casanova. Registered office: 22, Northumberland

Avenue, W.C.2.

Underwood Commercial Studios, Ltd.—This private company

was registered on May 24 with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares

(1,500 preference). Objects : To take over the business of com-

mercial and stereoscopic photographers carried on by H. Feather-

stone and R. C. Levitt at Dwydia Chambers, High Holborn. The

first directors are :—H. Featherstone, 11, Wilbury Avenue, Hove,

Sussex ; R. C. Levitt, 6, Alexandra Mansions, Cricklewood. The

said H. Featherstone is permanent chairman, subject to holding

100 shares. Qualification of ordinary directors, 1 share. Remunera-

tion as fixed by the company. Registered office : 3, Budge Row,

Cannon Street, E.C.4.

Ainco Aerials, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

May 18, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects : to carry

on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in photograph^

materials and apparatus, photographs, pictures, prints and other
works of art. aerial, commercial and general photographers, manu-
facturers of aeroplanes or parts thereof, etc., in England, U.S.A.,
and elsewhere. The first directors are :—Capt. S. W. Hiscocks,
Grove Park House, Kingsbury, Middlesex (permanent) ; H. A.
Peters, Holmesley, 74, Finchley Lane, Hendon, N.W. Qualifica-

tion : £1. Secretary : S. W. Hiscocks. Registered office : 15,

Furnival Street, E.C.4.

Arthur Hentschel Studios, Ltd.—This private company was
registered on May 24, with a capital of £600 in £1 shares. Objects :

To acquire the undertaking of Ellen E. Butcher and Carl Hent-
schel. and to carry on the business of proprietors and producers
of illustrations, engravers, printers, lithographers, photographic
printers, advertising agents, etc. The first directors are :—Ellen
E. Butcher, 16, Casella Road, New Cross Gate, S.E.I4, secretary;
Carl Hentschel, 70, Wynnstay Gardens, W.8, photo-engraver

;

Leonard Hewland, 38, St. Ann's Chambers, E.C.4, secretary.

Qualification
.
(except first directors) : £50. Remuneration : 10

guineas each per annum (chairman 20 guineas). Secretary : Ellen
E. Butcher. Registered office : 90, High Holborn. W.C.I.

News and Notes.

Willesden Photographic Society.—Mr. H. F. James, 54, Nicoll

Road, London, N.W.10, has been appointed hon. secretary.

Camera House Journal.—The June issue of Messrs. Butcher's

house organ contains particulars of tne latest seasonable goods,

including the series of Carbine, Cameo and Klimax cameras fitted

with //4.5 lenses.

Ensign Messenger.—Dealers will find particulars of many new

goods and other trade announcements in the current issue of the

" Ensign Messenger," just issued by Messrs. Houghtons, 88-89,

High Holborn, Lonodon, W.C.I.

Royal Photographic Society.—At a recent meeting of the

Council 19 applications for the Fellowship were considered. The
following members were elected :—Olaf Bloch, J. A. Lomax, J.

Manby, B. V. Storr, F. C. Toy and Oswald J. Wilkinson.

The Traill-Taylor Lecture.—The twenty-fifth annual Traill-

Taylor Memorial lecture will be delivered at the Royal Photo-

graphic Society, on October 10, by Dr. Reginald S. Clay, who

will take as his subject " The Development of the Photographic

Lens from the Historical Point of View."

City Sale and Exchange.—A new branch, making seven in alt,

has just been opened by the City Sale and Exchange at 52, Cheap-

side, London, E.C.2, within two doors of Bow Church. A full

stock of both professional and amateur requisites, new and

second-hand, will be kept at this branch, which will be under

the management of Mr. Hume.

The Late J. Cruwys Richards.—We much regret to hear of

the death of Mr. J. Cruwys Richards, for many years a leading

member of the Birmingham Photographic Society. By profession

a designer of stained glass, Mr. Richards had the true artistic

temperament, and took a great practical interest in the early

movement in pictorial photography. He was one of the most

successful exponents in this country of the gum-bichromate pro-

cess, and was the author of a manual of this process entitled,

" Practical Gum-Bichromate."

£3,000 Competition.—No. 2 of the Trade Bulletin, dealing

with the activities of the All-British competition, in which £3,000

in prizes is to be awarded for photographs taken from negatives

on plates, gives particulars of the latest literature which is being

issued by the promoters in the form of show-cards, window bills

and posters, poster stamps and stereos for use in local news-

paper advertising. It is announced that the following have con-

sented to act as judges of the competition :—Sir William Orpen.

Mr. George Robev, Mr. Gordon Selfridge, the Editor of " The
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.ml Mr. W L F. WmUO. All particulars of the

..nable from the headquarters at 4, Oxford
The first round of the competition close*
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the amount of light passinc through these screen openings is in

proportion to the size of these openings, it is apparent that we
must set the screen in front of the sensitive plate according to
these optical laws if we expect to obtain negatives with identical

tone gradation of the copy. The screen must be set so that not
only good dense dots are formed on the plate, but that also the
tone gradation of the copy is retained, or so the operator can con-
trol the tone gradations, and thereby improve such copies as .do not
make a pleasing picture.

The screen separations listed in " Penroses Annual " are optic-

rrect, and are the only ones that enable the operator to re-

produce the tonal value of the copies. You will, of course, under-
stand that wo do not under all conditions and circumstances strictly

adhere to the screen separations listed, because we have found that

for certain classes of negative making, such as for the offset fro
ceas, or for newspaper work that is to be stereotyped, the- screen
separation has to-be varied to meet the needs of the type of work
being done. I do, however, contend, and can prove in practice,

that for any type of negative with any screen, the screen separations

have to vary on a 4 to 1 rati.' .il tonal results are to be
..biait.e.1

Jung half-tone exposures at a certain extension the
constant factors are :

—

Sreen "f^rg,
Kv • neioo.

factor* a- -

Screen separet

i«ure time.

jit i of illumination on copy.

screen opening and extension are really const*:

while the screen separation and atop diameter are only variable

according to the type of negative desired This leaves only the
exposure lime and intensity of illumination as real variables. Here-

tofore we have changed the exposure time for the different screen

rulings, bat there is no reason why the exposure time cannot be
constant if the intensHv of the illumination on the copy is varied

for the various screens.

will take. f<-r example, a condition where the light* ate

placed £0 inches from the copy, and the exposure time is correct

150 screen. The light-distance for some of the other screens

m« follow*

BarasaV light-distance.

ISO 50 inches.

120 40

100

BE

' o intensity .f the illumination on the copy we are
rti.il.'. v all optical laws, as to screen, separation

obtain negatives of identical tone gradation, and keep the ex-

posure time constant for any screen .

iie last sentence of paragraph rman states: '

only possible way to obtain correct gradation in a screen negative is

by the use of only one stop." This is correct only to a certain

point he wet plate being a highly brae-sensitive pi

graphic medium, and as considerable copy is received for ropro-

duotion that '..« quite blue, it is appo

BEaiak^satter than it appears to the eye. In case* of this kind it

is necessary to use more than one stop, so as to overcome the defects

of the colour sensitiveness of the wet plate. On the other baud,

when the copy is a true grey scale, and the tones will photon

on a wet plate in the same value as the eye sees them a one

exposure is all that is necessary.

I have found that the same optical laws apply to all half-tone

photography irrespective of the photographic medium, wet plate,

dry plate, or collodion emulsion; the apparent deviations from these

laws being caused by type of copy being photographed contrasty or

flat, end the character of the photographic medium. Take a
" Solio" print which is opposite in colour sensitiveness to the wet

plate, and a one-stop exposure will prove very satisfactory, while

if the copy is a retouched one in which the artist has used con-

siderable pigment that ha* a bluish cast, a one-stop exposure will not

always prove satisfactory. In colour separation negative-making

Iry plates the r.nestop exposure is .came the
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colour filter and the colour sensitiveness of the plate are co-ordinated.

The same is true of collodion emulsion.

In dvfvnre of the Douthitt system I will only state that it has

been our aim to code all the optical laws pertaining to halftone

photography in audi a manner the operator can readily understand

the fundamental principles: install the necessary fittings on the

camera and lens to enable him to use these laws without any calcu-

lations on his part, and, lastly, to assure that he will produce uni-

form negative on any screen at any bellows extension.—Very iruly

yours, (Signed) Ralph Grenki i .

Manager,

Douthitt Diaphragm -Control Corp.

19, 1922

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your programme for the Convention you state

that I am to lecture during the week. Although I had the honour
of an invitation to do so, I explained to Mr. G. B. Clifton that
it was impossilbe for me to attend. I hasten to correct the error
so that those who are looking forward to a pleasant time may be
under no apprehension that I am going to lecture at them.—
Yours sincerely,

June 2. 1922. YV. L. F. Wastell.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers
abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

u$_notJater than. Tuesday
(posted^Monday) , and shouuTbc

addressed to the Editors.

w
- B—The business of Mr. Moore is now carried on as the Thur-
low Manufacturing Co., 58, Thurlow Street, Walworth, London,
S.E.17.

F. A.—For beach work, groups or single subjects, where the
camera has not to be carried about very much, a 5 x 4 or half-
plate reflex would be a very good choice. We would advise you
not to get a lens of larger aperture than about //6. For the
half-plate reflex a focal length of 8 or 9 ins. would be suitable
The reflex is not at all a suitable camera for architecture, as it
is very awkward in use on a stand, and usually has not the rise
of front required in architectural photography, and never a swing

H. B.—(1) As you are likely to have sun upon the glass, we think
a greyish green or a neutral grey would be the most suitable
co our for the walls. (2) A plain linoleum will be the most use-
ful, as it will serve with indoor or outdoor backgrounds A
large rug or small carpet square can be used with the latter
if desired, and will add to the appearance of the studio. (3)You cannot do better than fix white nainsook curtains as
described in " The Portrait Studio." All the glass should be
covered with these, and the black blinds used while the sun is on
the glass.

H. S.—The 5-in. Dallmeyer would, we think, work better with
the 10-in. lens than with the 7J. There would be no loss of
rapidity for the same equivalent focal length, as the 10-in pri-
mary image, being larger than that of the 7J, would require
less magnification. We think that there is an advantage in the
Dallmeyer double negative; especially at low magnifications, it
gives a better field and less distortion, while its large diameter
enables a larger plate to be covered ; with a " back focus " from
the negative lens the 10-in. positive and 5-in. negative should
cover a half-plate with a magnification of three diameters and
an intensity of //22 at full aperture.

J. D.—We do not know the apparatus you mention, but presume it

me in which the negative is illuminated by diffused daylight.

There would be no objection to fitting a condenser for the use

of the Fullolite electric lamp, but although this lamp is consider-

ably diffused it would still be necessary, we think, to vary the

position of the lamp according to the degree of enlargement in

order to get uniform illumination on the easel. Apart from

this adjustment you should be able to use the camera according

to the scale provided for use with daylight, but it is also to be

borne in mind that some lenses which work exactly to focus

with daylight do not do so with an electric light. But you

could easily find out for yourself if an enlargement which is

sharply focussed yields as sharp a picture on the bromide paper.

0. W.—We do not understand what you mean by " the extra

focal distance of a cinematograph lens," and have never heard

of the formula which you give. But as you do not say what the

symbols represent, we may perhaps not fully understand your

question. We understand " extra focal distance " to mean the

distance of an object which is obtained in focus with a given

lens. less one focal length of that lens. In projection the la-

slide or film is, of course, the object. The formula for the
" extra focal distance " in these circumstances is the focal lei

of the lens divided by the number of times of enlargement, that

is to say it is usually a comparatively small fraction of an inch

in excess of the focal length. Jf, on the other hand, you define

"extra focal distance" as the distance of the projection lens

from the screen, then the " extra focal distance " is equal

to the focal length multiplied by the number of times of

enlargement.

R.— (1) To illuminate the white background the glass must

extend to the extreme end of the studio. You must light your

sitter independently of the light falling upon the background.

(2) We do not think this necessary or desirable. (3) The arrange-

ment for specimens is quite good. You do not need any light

lower than 4 ft. from the floor. (4) In view of the probable

lengthening of the studio we should advise you to have 12 ft.

run of glass at least, so that you will be able to illuminate groups

fairly evenly. We take it that you only intend to work from

one end of the studio. (5) The angle of the roof has little effect

upon the lighting. The studio will look better, and the con-

struction be probably stronger if you have the two sides of equal

pitch, say 45 deg. (6) No difference in colour is needed for

using panchromatic plates. (7) White inside, and outside, too,

. if possible. (8) No. (9) We do not think that this matters very-

much if the proposed dark-room is at the dark end. The side

farthest from the glass would probably be the better. (10) The
Aldis 8-in. would be a very suitable lens for full length cabinets

or postcard work generally, but for large cabinet heads you
should use an 11-in. or 12-in. lens if possible. Most photo-

graphers use a 16-in. lens for these. The 8-in. Aldis would be

excellent for enlarging.
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Red Tones ti n of prints of distinctive
on P.O.P. warm toni • by means of gold salt* is

one of the branches of print making which has been

neglected of late years, as a result, no doubt, of tin-

favour bestowed on development papers and on sulphide

toning rind its variations. The onlj process which may
be said to have secured a measure of popularity is that

in which a sulphide-toned print is toned in a gold-snlpho-

bath, yielding an image of red chalk to crimson

ur. Nevertheless, the great variations in the colour

of gold, according to the state of division of the metal,

justifies the belief that experiment by those who have
ialised in colloid chemistry should result in useful

toning processes of this kind. In this connection it may
be interesting to recall the gold toning which was
employed for the making of the red component of a three-

•int according to a process patented by Eeichel

in 1903. A P.O.P. print was toned in a bath contain ing

gold sulphocyanide, sodium iodide and potassium
carbonate. We have still in our mind the excellence

of some specimens of the Reichel three-colour process,

which, however, like many another of the pre-Autochrome
days, did not come to a commercial stage, but wo never
saw the component images separately. According to the

specification, strontium or magnesium salts were
necessary constituents of the P.O.P. emulsion.

Workroom The admirable maxim that there should
Odds and Ends, be a place for everything and that

/.tiling should be in its place is one which cannot be
too strictly applied to the photographic workroom, in

which there is a tendency for odds and ends to accumu-
late in a muddle in drawers, and for much time to be
lost when some particular item is wanted quickly. Here
is the opportunity for making really good use of empty
plate boxes, or at any rate of those which are of moderate
size, such as quarter-plate or 5x4. From dealers in

office requisites there can be bought " drawer boxes,"
a very good make of which is Stone's. These consist of

a deep drawer sliding in an open-fronted casing. The
boxes are made in a whole series of sizes, so that one
can be chosen to take conveniently seven or eight of the
empty plate boxes, placed on their ends one behind
another. To the bottom of each plate box is glued a
stout flap, serving to lift the box from its place, whilst
a label is fixed to one end of the cover of each box and
marked with the contents. By this arrangement, several
drawer boxes provide storage for a score or move of various
odds -and ends, such as print clips, lens caps, flanges.
diaphragms, camera screws, corks, glass stoppers,
adhesive labels, and even such little things of workroom
utility as tap washers and electric fuse wire. The
means far finding any one of these things in an instant

: a good deal of time in the course of a year.

Hypo Strength Although it is an unwise policv fromand Economy. everv point. of vJew to be gpfi ;rin „ in
the use of hypo in the making of negatives and prints.
yet there are ways of wasting hypo which, perhaps,
unsuspected by many photographers. It is imagined
that the mere use of plenty of hypo solution necessarily
implies that ample provision is being made for efficient
fixation of prints. Nevertheless, the manner in which
prints are handled may do much towards wasting hypo,
find, what is worse, creating a false impression that all

well _as regards fixation. We have often seen an
operator in a printing room transferring prints from the
developer to the fixing bath without a pause, so that the

r is continuously diluted by the developer, or hv

the wash water, in the case in which an intermediate

ing is given between developing and fixing. It is

scarcely realised to what a considerable degree the hypo
solution is reduced in strength by this practice. The
amount of developer or water conveyed into the fixing

baft is not noticed, for the reason that, in removing

prints from the fixer the same procedure is adopted, a
consi'i itity of hypo being removed through

omission to allow each print to drain before transferring

the wash water. Thus, in the course of a day's

continuous work-, the fixing bath can become greatly

reduced in strength, not as the result of performing its

proper work in dissolving the surplus emulsion, but

through physical transference of the hypo into the wash-

ing tank. As a result, the hypo bath comes into a

weakened condition, in which it is liable to produce

prints which within a little, time will show the brownish*

stains characteristic of imperfect fixation.

SULPHIDE TONING.
at a recent meeting of the North Middlesex Photographic

Society the pros and cons of sulphide toning formed the

subject of discussion, and upon a vote being taken a

majority pronounced against the process, the opinion

being expressed that untoned prints upon " warm black

papers, with either a white or cream base, were better

suited for good pictorial work.

Sulphide toning, that is to say the bleaching of a
print and the subsequent darkening of it in a solution of

sulphide of soda or similar salt, appears to be a simple

matter, but many points have to be observed if entirely

satisfactory results are to be obtained. For while a

small proportion of sulphide-toned prints leave nothing

to be desired, in a much larger number of cases the

result is to spoil good black and white prints. Leaving
out the question of colour, the greatest faults are a
clogging of the shadow details, which sometimes causes

a semi-bronzed appearance, and a general degradation of

the high-lights. Prints which are to be toned must be
of a much better quality than is required for black and

white, since the image must be sufficiently vigorous to

give a good colour, but must not be in the least heavy
in the shadows. To obtain this result a good negative is

necessary, as it is not allowable to compensate for lack

or excess of contrast by such dodging in exposure and
development as would give satisfactory results with un-

i prints. A good colour can only be obtained by
giving fairly full development; the poor stale mustard
colours so often seen result from a thin image which, in

turn, may be due either to the use of a weak negative

(one not allowing sufficient exposure to be given to the

shadows before the lights are printed through) or to a

dense or hard negative which requires a long exposure

to penetrate the high-lights and a short development to

avoid loss of shadow detail. It. is not difficult to judge

by inspection of a black print whether it will tone satis-

factorily or not ; a suitable one looks clear and bright by
reflected light and almost equally vigorous bv transmitted

light.

Other causes of poor tones and unevenness are im-

perfect fixation, either by reason of too short an immer-
sion in the hypo bath or the use of a solution heavily

charged with silver. In either case the silver salt remain-

ing, either evenly all over the paper, or unevenly by
reason of the prints sticking together, darkens upon
immersion in the sulphide bath, and gives a cream or

light brown tint over the high-lights.

Even if fixation be thorough, the prints will suffer if

any trace of hypo be left in them before bleaching. The
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•s a developer, either after a preliminary desensitising bath

of phenosafranine or as a mixed developer containing pheno-

safranino, behaves exactly like metol.

the courtesy of Dr. Konig the writer has been enabled

st the two products which are at the moment considered

the best obtainable . They have been labelled by their dis-

coverer " Pinakryptol ' and " Pinakryptol Green," and, whilst

the former is a mixture of a colourless with a coloured non-

staining substance, the latter is a pure green-coloured sub-

,o, almost devoid of affinity for gelatine, 6kin, etc. The

results are of sufficient interest perhaps to warrant publi-

>n, if for no other reason than that they indicate how-

near to the ideal research is bringing us.

PinaKryptol-

This is a dark greenish-grey powder, tho larger proportion

of which is only soluble with great difficulty even in 5,000

times its weight of warm water. As it does not appear

possible to prepare a stronger solution than 1: 5,000, one

must either be able to weigh out exceedingly small quantities

or deal with large volumes of solution. One would naturally

choose the latter method of working, and so minimise the risk

(if spoiling sensitive material by reason of flying specks of

the dry Pinakryptol. The 1:5,000 solution, which is of a

turbid grey-green character, can be used either as a pre-

liminary bath—immersing the plate or film therein for not

less than one minute in the dark before proceeding to develop-

ment in a full red or orange light (or by candle light)—or

25 per cent, by volume of the Pinakryptol solution may be

added to the usual developing solution, and the first 1$ to

2 minutes of the developing operation be conducted in a
" safe " light.

Desensitising Efficiency.—The writer has only tested this

desensitiser according to the former method so far, and has

found that the reduction of sensitiveness with a Kodak super-

speed portrait film is of the order of __ ; it is, therefore,

of somewhere about the 6ame efficiency as phenosafranine.

Experiments with a panchromatic emulsion indicate that the

Pinakryptol is at least 1J times as efficient as phenosafranine

in desensitising for the shorter wave-lengths (blue end of

spectrum) and at least 2^- times as efficient as phenosafranine

in desensitising for the red end of the spectrum.

Staining Tendency.—The almost complete lack of affinity

between the small proportion of green substance which is

present in Pinakryptol, and the entire absence of colour from

the constituent present in the larger proportion, lead to a

finished negative, even on film base, which, after five minutes'

washing in running water, is quite free from stain. A
marked advantage over phenosafranine is thus evinced. It

will be obvious also that Pinakryptol may find application in

stand development, there being no objection to prolonged

immersion in a bath containing this desensitiser.

Development Effects.—These can be most conveniently

stated in a tabular form, and they will therefore be given,

along with those evidenced by Pinakryptol Green, at the end

of this communication. It is only necessary here to point

out that a retardation of development is caused by

desensitising with Pinakryptol.

Pinakryptol Green-
This product comes on to the market in small, granular

crystals, which exhibit a green appearance by reflected light.

It has the characteristic appearance of what are commonly

termed "basic" dyes. It is fairly readily soluble in water,

and a 1 : 500 stock solution of an intense green colour can

bo conveniently made up and diluted 1 : 10 for use as required.

Desensitising Efficiency.—Used as a preliminary bath

'00 for one minute on Kodak super-speed portait film,

the sensitiveness was reduced ta^-^cK, it is thns a more efficient

general desensitiser than either phenosafranine or Pinakryptol.

Like these products it may also be combined with the

developer, in which case five to ten minims of the 1 : 500

solution should be added £b every fluid ounce of the develop-

ing solution and tho development conducted in a safe light

during the first minute! The desensitising action of Pina-

kryptol GTeen on a panchromatic emulsion is of the same
order as that of phenosafranine for blue light, whilst for

green, yellow and red light the depression of sensitiveness is

so great that no developable image was produced in the tests

made by the writer by the action of lights sufficiently strong

to give pronounced effects on a phenosafranine-bathed plate.

Staining Tendency—The colour of the 1 : 5,000 solution of

this product is so intense a green that pronounced staining

of the gelatine is naturally looked for ; whereas, as a matter

of fact, there appears to be no staining whatever, the only

discoloration which is noticed when the film is removed from

the developer is that due to the green solution soaked into

the film. It is removed at least as readily as the fixing

bath products; ten minutes' washing in running water being

ample to give a colourless negative, even on N.C. film base,

which is coated both back and front with gelatine. Moreover,

dishes are quite unstained by the solution, which in the full

red or orange light of the workroom can bo most conveniently

handled owing to its apparent black colour.

Development Effects.—These will now be expressed in

tabular form, including, for reference, the results obtained

when a 1 : 5,000 hath of phenosafranine is used as a pre-

liminary desensitising bath. All the tests were made on super-

speed portrait film, the exposure to screened electric light

being the same for each section of film, which was placed in

contact with an Edor-Hecht Goldberg wedge photometer. The

developers were used at a temperature of 65 deg. F., and the

control film, which is designated as having been subjected

to no desensitising bath, was immersed in water for the same

time as the remaining films were immersed in the desensitising

solutions previous to development.

Hydroquinone Developer.—

•

A.-—Hydroquinone ...

Potass, metabisulphite

Potass bromide

Water
B.—Caustic potash (sticks)

Water

Equal volumes A and B are mixed for use.

Notes.

T!he four

1 oz.

1 oz.

1 oz.

.to 40 ozs.

2 ozs.

40 ozs.

Desensitising Bath.

None
1 : 5,000 Phenosafranine .

1 : 5,000 Pinakryptol

1 : 5,000 Pinakryptol
Green

Time of
Appear- Total Watkins
aiico. Time. Factor.
Sees. . Mins. Sees.

30 3 6

2 2 60

12 2 36 13

2 60

re-

sults are prac-

tically identi-

cal in amount
and contrast

of image.

Metol Hydroquinone Developer.—

Metol
Hydroquinone
Sodium sulphite (crystals)

Sodium carbonate ...

Potass, bromide

Water

15 grs.

60 grs.

1J oz.

H oz.

4 grs.

...to 40 ozs.

Desensitising Bath.

None

Time of
Appear-
ance.
Sees.

.. 20

Total Watkins
Time. Factor.

Mins. Sees.

4 12

: 5,000 Phenosafranine . 20

: 5,000 Pinakryptol ... 60

; 5,000 Pinakryptol
Green 20

30

12

Note*.

Normal con-

trast.

Slightly weak.

Slightly weak.

4 12 Normal
trast.

con-
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loper.—
lium sulphite (cryst.) 16 oss.

16 OB.
> 80 on.

'IS.

Jos.
.> 80 ou.

Mix 1 volume A, 1 volume I!. and 2 volume* water for use.

arbonate

Potass, metabisul:

Water ...

Nono

00 Phenosafranine

•XK) Pinakryptol

•00 Pinakr

Appear- Tout Watklna
«iicr. Tbac. Factor.
Sea. JUiu. Se«.

5 rmal con-

trast.

|

weak

.98 5 8J 'My
weak

H 3 25 1- ttj weak;

image of

green i •

b

colour.

Action on Latent Image.
The action of these desensitisers on the latent image was

tigated, and it was found that there is no destruc-

tion whatever caused by either Pinakryptol or Pinakryptol
on if prolonged action of the 1 : 5,000 bath is

allowed. The very pronounced retardation of development
caused by Pinakryptol might lead one erroneously to con-
clude that some destruction of the latent image is caused by
this desensitiser. As a matter of fact, the " threshold

"

value* of two negatives -one of which was developed after a

exposure without a preliminary desensitising bath and
the other developed after a similar exposure, followed by

nith a 1 :5,000 Pinakryptol bath—are

re need be no misgivings, therefore, on the
• >n of ini> with the "speed" of a given plate

or film by de.-' n with either of these new products.

is used, it is only iiofiimmrj to prolong dew
hing like to 30 per cent, in order

to obtain a m normal contrast. The writer, how
prefers to . ptol Green. But this is a

ry, and every worker is at liberty to make his own u
i and choose for himself, for the products may be obtained

from Messrs. A London, E.G.

Raymond E. Ckou mm.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF WATERMARKS IN PAPER

which have > ial photos,

•.*««. are watermarks in paper, th. which is

portaace in determining th« aaj '"' '" <'"' following srticle in the " Zeitschrift fur a

lente deals with this k, and describes two new and ingenious method*

for overc.' •-* in obtaining clear I of the watermark* in the case of documents which

bear writ i

• h sides.
]

watermark, a r I the latter m .. e obtained

rig on both

hsracter

. also by <

tea may be obtained in whi

'tie docuiK'

wtretaa ..

tho wa' of the ;

result may be obtained. A fur!

result consists in stopping

n th* watermark Bs

,o image have scarcely begun

ling a deveh

level..;.

ly good

ch side

a abort axposuro that the

namely,

developable

: a moat sal

Bf n. ••an* Umirdi :uipr.

ierelopmon t si

I'Srts

vertbelaaa, by

methods as these the result is only s -ly strong

e of the watermark, moro or less broken up h

ag on the munch as many watermarks do
details, these e

n and reprori "ign.

Ticult subjects of

mtered, for dealing with wl writer has devised
' methods which have proved satisfactory in use. Vsi

rocedure may be followed. For example, the original

be mounted between two glass plates and a neg.i

i weak positive trar
•

lie negst: the combinati'

or enlarging. T •.-••ult

! is, however, not appreciably better than that

"V> aires-

.

ned.

make the negative, again

I thickness, or.

from this

negst ..r solution of

lit into register with tho

thi writing

due<l wh ng the combination (through
the bleached : ! light, whilst

' fairly well with skilful

process.

I the above methods require a considerable dexterity and
judgment. Moreover, it is almost necessary to employ

s on ac< ihe facility with which
ire* and transparencies of tho required character are

obtained by its means. And when all has been done the result

fiu^enrHy fa! H therefore seemod
advisable to seek a process which could bo carried out with

greater ease an v snd wss applicable to those cases

in which the design of the watermark was closely entangled

of tho p:>

r many writer devised a mi

tliicknew of the paper in those

.resent the watermark. He first experim.

of taking an actual cast of the watermark in

tliin film of planter of Paris was 00

flat glass piste on which the original was laid.

I until u mass of fair thickness

was then put to dry in a warm
soon ar means of a hot plate,
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tli.' original is readily detached from the plaster of Paris,

an ,l „f te „ l . The relief which is left may

be photographed in strong side light, ox may be strengthened

f„ r !
(ring by coating it with black lithographic ink

and polishing the whole surface with the ball of the hand.

It will be understood that such a process as this does not

very satisfactory results' with watermarks in weak relief,

and, moreover, it suffers from the drawback that writing

which has been done with a hard pencil on a comparatively

paper is reproduced by the casting method just as though

ned part of the watermark,

\ much more more satisfactory method, which works per-

fectly for the most delicate watermarks, oven when accom-

panied by heavy writing, has been worked out by the writer

in conjunction with Dr. II. Francke, and depends on the

diffusion of gas through parts of the paper of different thick-

il course, necessary that the ink which forms

the writing should not obstruct the diffusion of the gas, other-

wise the process could not bo expected to yield better results

than those by ordinary printing. In practice it was found

me preliminary rough experiments that the ink does not

impede the diffusion of the gas (ammonia) in the slightest, and

hence it was necessary only to devise the most advisable form

of the process. After many fruitless experiments the follow-

ing method of operation was devised and was found to be

extremely successful : -A sheet of ordinary development paper

is given a short general exposure (to fog it slightly), developed,

fixed, washed, bleached in mercury bichloride, and dried.

This "sensitive" paper is used for recording the action of

I lie ammonia gas which passes in different degrees through

the document. In order to avoid treating the original with

ammonia solution a piece of flat, unglazed porcelain is soaked

in strong ammonia, removed from the solution and allowed

to become dry on the surface by short exposure to the air.

The original is laid on this plate and the bleached sheet of

development paper laid on it. The ammonia, discharged evenly

from the area of the impregnated plate, then passes differen-

tially through the original and darkens the white mercury
compound existing over the area of the paper. The clear

image of the watermark which is produced in this way may be
readily strengthened in pencil.

O. Mente.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

[Regulably each year the Society of Chemical Industry renders a valuable service to those connected with the manufacturing and

scientific sides of photography by including in its " Annual Reports " one on photographic materials and processes. The report

for the year 1921 is written by Mr. F. F. Renwick, F.I.C., whose large share in photographic research qualifies him exceptionally

as a recorder of recent investigations in the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive prints, orthochro-

matics and colour photography, cinematography, and photo-mechanical processes. The report exhibits the work which obtained

publication last year in its relation to previous knowledge better than any other communication which comes before the photo-

graphic industry, for which reason we endeavour to find a place for it in our pages. As regards the references to original sources

of publication, it should be explained that the contraction "J" denotes the fortnightly "Journal" of the Society of Chemical

Industry, in which are published abstracts of the chief papers dealing with the chemical side of practical, scientific, or indus-

trial photography.]
(Continued from p. 342.)

Au interesting short discussion of the various systems of colour

cinematography theoretically possible, which contains some very-

decided expressions of opinion concerning them, is to be found
in an article recently published by A. Gleichmar. 1 " He rules out

as unworthy of consideration all two-colour systems and states

clearly but briefly the demerits and inherent difficulties of each

oi the methods available to experiment. An article by C. E. K.
Mees in " The Photo Miniature " for July, 1921, also contains
interesting expressions of opinion on the subject.

The only process of colour cinematography to come on the
i market during the year is the American one " Prizma,''

made under W. V. D. Kelley's Patents" It is a two-colour process
in which the picture is composed of juxtaposed microscopic areas
of orange-red and blue-green, made by dye-toning on either side

of a double-coated film. A short film based on a three-colour
subtractive process by S. M. de. Procoudine-Gorsky 1 ' was exhibited
privately in London last spring.

In connection with processes of staining up the positive colour
records, considerable attention is being devoted to the dye-absorp-
tive properties of the silver halides and metallic- ferrocyanides,"
while a novel property of the developed silver image forms the
basis of a patent by J. H. Christensen," who finds that in the
presence of suitable reducing agents (e.g., amidol or hydrosulphites)
certain dyes are readily reduced to their leuco bases where the
silver image occurs. An interesting reaction of a similar kind is

16. A. Gleichmar, Phot. Ind., 1921, 894
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W
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described by J. I. Crabtree21 who finds that even an ordinary

acid " hypo " fixing bath can function as the reducing agent.

Colour Photography*
In a chapter of J. Plotnikow's recently published book on

" Photochemistry "22 appears the only important new suggestion of

a possible method of recording colour photographically. He points

out that if dyes could be made which were " fast " to the acid con-

stituents of the atmosphere and to light except in the presence of a
colourless catalytic agent, in the presence of which they change,
on exposure, to stable colourless products, removal of the catalyst

after printing would yield a permanent coloured image. No such
combinations of dye and catalyst are, however, known at present.

Apart from this suggestion no new principle appears to have
been evolved, and most of the published papers and patents are
concerned either with means of overcoming well-known mechanical
difficulties, or refer to special toning or dyeing operations in which
one or other of the known properties of selectively hardened gela-

tin, or of the silver image or an insoluble salt formed from it, is

employed as medium for the colour."
There can now be little doubt that no process involving the

use of more than one plate for negative making is likely to attract
the general public. This part of the problem may be said to have
been solved by 6uch screen-plate processes as the Autochrome
and Paget colour processes. They remain, however, comparatively
little used, largely owing to the absence of a simple method of
reproducing them in the form of coloured prints on paper. Here
again it is probably safe to hazard the opinion that any system
involving the making of a colour analysis of the original and a
separate printing on paper from each of the three negatives so

31. J. I. Crabtree, Brit. J. Phot., 1921, M, 32; J., 1921, 129*.
22. J. Plotnikow, " Allgemeine Photochemie." See also Phot. Ind., 1921, 6.
23. Ges f. angew. Phot. m.b.H., G.P. 328,618; /., 1921, 196a. B. Lincke

»nd H. Kanfhold, G.P. 336,041; and see also ref. 19.
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Photographic Developers and Development.
rher« )i •' additions to the already large

assortment of available developing agents during the year. Patents

have been granted to E. Kolshorn" for derivatives of p-amino-

•
I and its O-alkyl ethers, to A. S. McDaniel and A. H. Nietz"

for the use of diaminophcnolsulphonic acid in alkaline solution,

• .1 11 iiiff u. Co." for o- and p-amino and rliaminophenol

Isulphonic acids in alkaline solution.

\\ Krmen" has made some interesting comparisons of the
f exhaustion of a number of developers in equal

Titrations, the results showing clearly that the price per ounce
is a very imperfect criterion of the real cost of a developing agent
when it i conomically and in quantity. In a series of

T. J. Glover' 2 discusses the application of the Watkins
factorial method of the development of plates and papers; one of

th • most important points emphasised is that for bromide papers
is a certain range of correct exposures within which iden-

tical prints are obtainable by compensatory alterations in the
length of development.

' important question of preserving developing solutions from
nidation continues to receive attention, the most

interesting contributions being M. J. Desalme's method" of pre-
ig amidol by means of a complex stannous tartrate solution,

and L. .). Bund's method by means of lactic acid,' 4 which are both
fairly effective. Unfortunately they do not obviate the indelible
black stain which amidol imparts to the fingernails on prolonged
working with this developer.

Luppo-Craraer" are due some further interesting observations
on the increased rapidity of action of quinol (hydroquinone)

opera in the presence of traces of phenosafranine. He recom-
mends this mixture as a cheap developer of the rapid class and
ascribes the previously observed similar effect of mere dilution in
the case of amidol and several other developing agents to the
liberation of the free base by hydrolysis and its absorption by the
silver halide.

The subject of chemical fog, its relation to sensitiveness, and
the causes which give rise to it, is one of very great practical
importance and theoretical interest. No researches specifically
devoted to this subject have appeared, but incidentally a number
of new circumstances in which it arises have been observed by
Luppn-Cramcr." The frequently expressed opinion that chemical
fog is due to partial or to excessive chemical reduction of 'he
silver halide by reducing products, formed during the hydrolysis
of gelatine which occurs during ripening, may be, and probably is,
one possible cause but certainly does not cover more than a smail
proportion of all cases. For instance, the large granules or small
clots of a badly-made (granular) emulsion are always rapidly
reduced ,„ development, even in a slow almost unripened emulsion
while the writer has experience of a bromochloride emulsion boiling
method) which was prone to black fog when ripened by standing
for 5 minutes in boiling water, but which gave no fog if the boiling
treatment was increased to 8 or 9 minutes. There seems to bemuch to support the idea that electrically neutral particles of silver
halide are instantly reducible by a photographic developer whether
embedded in a colloid vehicle or not. There are so many known
ways of inducing chemical fog that it is now highly desirable to
submit them to a thorough study in the hope that their ultimate
causes may be reduced to a few and based on fundamental
principles

Photomechanical Processes.
this direction no striking new development appears to have

taken place apart from the " Bhotosculpture " process due to
H. M. Edmunds already referred to, which, properly speaking,
falls under this heading.

The year has been chiefly notable for the many attempts that
have been made by lithographic firms to apply the three-colour
process to lithography. The chief difficulty encountered has been
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the necessary retouching, which cannot be so readily carried out on
lithographic zinc, plates as it can on halftone blocks. One method
of overcoming this difficulty has been provisionally protected by
A E. Bawtree. It consists of applying to each patch of colour

in the original a piece of suitably-coloured cellophane; this alters

the colours of the original by an amount which corrects the change
in reproduction, so that the colours as reproduced should be correct.

The old idea of impressing a grain, regular or irregular, upon
a collotype plate instead of using the natural reticulation of the
film, has been revived by A. R. Trist, who is using for this purpose
a regular screen with fine lines. So far as this work has gone, it

indicates that there is a possibility of obtaining collotype plates

that are easily inked, and will give longer runs in the printing

machines.

A recent paper by H. M. Cartwright" on the rendering of tone

values by rotary photogravure is a welcome indication that modern
methods of dealing with tone reproduction problems are being ap-

plied to photomechanical processes. Such studies will surely lead

to improvements in technique based on accurate knowledge in a

field where, hitherto, empiricism has reigned supreme.

Radiography.
The formation" of The Society of Radiographers, designed to

include all qualified non-medical assistants who are engaged in the

practical application of X-rays under the direction of Medical
Officers, is a noteworthy step. It is to be expected that one useful

result of this new departure will be an all-round improvement in

the conditions under which such assistants have to work and a

higher percentage of first-class skiagrams.

In some X-ray departments, even in quite important institutions,

there has been only a very scanty appreciation of the importance

of a thorough acquaintance with photographic technique, and the

advantages of well-equipped dark-rooms.

An interesting novelty in X-ray-sensitive materials due to

L. A. Levy, A. L. Landau, and T. T. Baker" has been put on the

market. It. consists of a silver gelatino-bromide plate having a

hardened emulsion film upon which is coated another and a readily-

soluble gelatine layer carrying fluorescent calcium tungstate. After

exposure, stated to range from one-fifth to one thirty-fifth of

that required for ordinary X-ray plates according to the hardness

of the radiation employed, the upper film is washed away in hot

water and the lower film of hardened emulsion is developed. Any
such method, involving the coating and subsequent removal of a

fluorescent layer in intimate contact with the sensitive emulsion,

necessarily has drawbacks and it is to be hoped that some water-

soluble highly-fluorescent substance which can be incorporated

harmlessly with the emulsion will ultimately be found, though a

large amount of investigation has, so far, failed to disclose one

which is both highly active and not injurious cither to the sensi-

tiveness or the stability of the silver halides.

It has been found unsafe to produce X-ray motion pictures by

photographing a fluorescent screen image with the aid of a cinema

camera, 3 " the radiation necessary being so intense as to endanger

the patient.

A valuable contribution to the technique of radiography is a

paper by R. B. Wilsey,01 on the intensity of scattered X-rays in

radiography, in whicli he shows what a small proportion of the

total radiation reaching the plate consists of useful image-forming

rays when thick subjects are being radiographed or large dia-

phragms used.

The same investigator* 2 has employed homogeneous X-rays to

determine the structure of the crystal lattice in precipitated

flocculent. silver chloride, bromide, and iodide, and shows that

these apparently amorphous precipitates are definitely crystalline in

their ultimate structure and belong to the cubic system. He
proposes to proceed to the examination of the crystalline grains

of photographic, emulsions by similar methods. The results will be
awaited with great interest since such studies will probably throw
light on the question of the distribution of the iodine atoms in

the crystals of a silver iodobromide emulsion. There has been a
strong inclination to assume, without any sort of proof, that euch
crystals are homogeneous solid solutions of the two halides, but

47. H. M. Cartwrig-ht, Phot. J
48. J. Ront. Soc, 1921, 77, 22.
49. L. A. Levy and A. L. Landau

T T. Baker, J. Ront. Soc, 1921. tr, „
50. Kaftman Kodak Re$. Lab. Report Ko. 1130
51. K. B. Wilsey, Amtr. J. Roent., 1921. S, 328.
52. R. B. Wllsey, Phil. Mag., 1921, {», 262.

1921, 61, 428.

E.P. 163,903. L. Levy, D. W. West,
55,..104; Phot. J., 1921, 61, 158.
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doubtedly be required in the industry in considerable numbers,

and will need very well-equipped laboratories.

. mathematical study by L. Silberstein" demon-

strates l»>w, as a consequence of the drying of the gelatine film,

the grest majority of the silver bromide grains in a dry plate lie

mately parallel to the surface.

F. F. Renwick, A.C.G.I., F.I.C.

(To be eontinvtd.)
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ding
.,. of a fineness equal to that

the absence of any visible gram.

Celluloid Collotype Printing Plates.
11 n, mated gelatine

9 the subject of a patent, No. 170,545,

rati, 78, Corso Stupinigi, Turin. The celluloid

msisting of a mixture of gelatine with a

iitaining .

er of gelatine to the celluloid -

ng the mixture of gelatine

lipon the surface of the celluloid by means of

ing machine of any known type.

10 per cent, emulsion of gelatine of medium hard-

pared and to this emulsion a suitable antiseptic is added,

acid. The emulsion is spread hot by means of an

at a. temperature of about 50 deg. C. and at

of about 5 cos. per square decimetre upon the celluloid

i
: manner which has been indicated and

afterwards dried in kce at a temperature of a

30 to 36 di

The celluloid thus i cut to the desired size and kept pro-

I from dust and moisture; it keeps indefinitely, and ma;

sold in this form in which it may be used for printing after being

simply subjected to a Bensitising bichromate bath.

In order to prepare the collotype plate, the sheets of celluloid are

sensitised by immersing them in a solution of potassium bichro-

mate at 3 to 4 per cent. Good results are obtained by adopting the

following composjtion :

—

Distilled water- 100 ccs.

.- bichromate , 3 pns.

Ammonia 22 Be 3 ees.

After treatment in this bath, which should last from three to

minutes, the sensitised films are dried in darkness at a tempera-

ture of about 30 deg. C. The exposure of the biohromated layer

it is effected underneath an ordinary photographic nega-

The exposure may be effected as usual by placing the bichro-

mate, .

'nst the gelatine of the negative after having

reversed hhe negative image, and in this ease very defined

or sharp images are obtained ; or the exposure may be effected

through the back, this being permitted by the support of celluloid

. even, translucent and thin, and in this case the lateral in-

version of the negative image is done away with.

By operating in the second manner, very good collotype repro-

ons are- obtained having peculiar soft shades.

After exposure a thorough washing with water eliminates the

soluble bichromate, the plates are treated in a bath of water and

glycerine, and the inking and printing are effected in the ordinarv

man i

The following patent has been applied for :

—

Printing Processes.—No. 13.456. Photo -mechanical printing pro-

A. R. Trist

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

1 to 30.—Royal Photographic Society. Prints by Pirie

Macdonald, of New York. Open daily from 11 to 5 p.m., 35,

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date
for entries, July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera
Club, 2, Gould Street. Toronto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,
S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,
Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Pro-
fessional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New
Bond Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibi-
tion of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus
Adams, 43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for
entries and exhibit*. August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual

Exhibition. Latest date for Entries, August 25 (carrier)
;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphio Society, 35, Russell Square, London. W.C.I

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, May 29 to June 12 :—

PLAIDS. No 14.997. Manufacture of photographic plates and

films. H. E. Coley.

88IKC Device.- No. 15,144. Focus controller for photographic

copying cameras and enlargers. C. Lane.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 1,- each, post free., from

the Patent Office, 35, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

'II, r date in bracket* is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the. International

Convention.

Vkutic.u. Self-Foctsking Enlargers.—No. 156,224 (March 28.

1916). The apparatus comprises a pivoted arm or bracket form-

ing a support for the camera and so arranged that as the camera

is moved towards or away from an easel or projection screen its

axis is kept normal to the plane of the screen, operative mechanism

being provided between the arm and the camera or lens whereby

any movement of the support relatively to the easel automatically

effects the focussing. Preferably a parallel linkage is employed

to support the camera, the camera it6elf being mounted upon an

adjustable member on the support and provided with a rack

engaging mechanism connected to one of the pivoted links adapted

Fig. 1.

to co-operate with the rack so as to maintain the required focus

when the support is moved about the arm. clamping mechanism
being also conveniently provided to prevent relative movement
between the arm and support when the required focus is being

secured. The pivoted arms are preferably counterweighted or

spring controlled to balance the weight of the camera and its

support and a source of light, for instance an electric incandescent

lamp, is secured to the rear end of the camera or to a bellows

extension thereof adapted to participate in the movement of the

camera support, spaced translucent plates being preferably inter-

posed between the source of light and the negative whereby the

light is properly diffused and ventilation to prevent overheating

is secured.

In the construction illustrated in figs. 1 to 5, A represents the

side wall of a room or any other rigid vertical support, and B
the top of a table or other horizontal support for the printing

paper constituting the easel or projection screen. Secured to the
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New Apparatus.

Hcatrac Electric Developer Heaters. Made by Electric Fires,

Ltd, Kin* Street, Norwich.
• months ago we published a short not* describing an electrical

heater of tubular form which had been introduced by a French

facturer for the warming of photographic developing and

other solutions, and for the rapid dissolution of chemicals in water.

The reference brought us a letter from Messrs. Electric Fires,

Ltd., informing us that they were manufacturing appliances of

this kind, and would send us some of the first models for our

trials. Since then we have had the opportunity of testing two of

tho three forms in which these electrical heating appli-

ances are made. The first is that shown in Fig. 1,

and is a heater for warming considerable bulks of solution, such

as those used in the quantity development, etc., of films, or in

the development of cinematograph film. The heater consists of a

metal tube 45 ins. in length, and shaped like a walking stick. The

heater portion consists of a flat blade (enclosing the resistance)

forming about 9 ins. of the lower part of the appliance. The

heater is simply connected to the lamp-holder of any electric cir-

cuit capable of bearing a load of 6 amperes, _and is then simply

Figs. 2 and 3. Like the former its consumption is 600 watts or
6-10th of a unit, per hour, but it is of smaller dimensions, namely,
1H ins., for use in shallower tanks or in large dishes, or, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for dissolving chemicals upon a smaller scale.

The price of this heater is £1 19s.

In addition to the above Messrs. Electric Fires, Ltd., have de-
signed an electric hot-plate specially for the use of photographers
using either dishes or developing tanks. The plate is 11 x 8 ins.

in area and stands 2,j ins. high. Its current consumption is. again,
600 watts. Naturally (he heating efficiency of an appliance of this
kind is not equal to one in which the heating element is immersed
in the liquid, but perhaps for such moderate increments of tem-
perature as are required for photographic solutions, this is an
advantage rather than otherwise. Some idea of the rate at which,

a bulk of solution is warmed by the hot plate will be gathered by
saying that three-quarters of a gallon of water contained in a
tank of enamelled metal, was raised in temperature from 67 to

120 deg. in half an hour, that is to say approximately at the rate
of 2 deg. per minute. A smaller bulk of solution, particularly if

contained in a flat dish, presenting a larger area of contact with
the hot plate, is raised in temperature at a more rapid rate. The
price of the Heatrae hot plate, inclusive of 6 ft. of flexible cord,

is £1 2s. 6d.

After having had ample opportunity of noting the use of these

Fig. 2.

1

Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

used as a stirrer in the solution which is to be warmed. Using

about three-quarters of a gallon of water at an initial temperature

of 68 deg. F., we found that approximately the temperature was
raised 10 degs. during each 3 minutes' action of the heater, that

is to 6ay, in 12 minutes the temperature had been raised from

68 deg. to 108 deg.

Heating at this rate continues approximately uniform until the

water is brought to practically boiling heat. It will thus be seen

that the heater provides a most convenient and expeditious means

of bringing working solutions to a convenient degree of warmth
during the cold weather and likewise of providing hot water for

dissolving chemicals when making up stock solutions. For this latter

purpose the chemicals need simply to be put into the cold water,

the heater immersed and the whole stirred occasionally until solu-

tion takes place. The convenience of warming water in this way
without the necessity of placing the containing vessel on an intense

source of heat, such as a gas ring or coal fire, is one which

scarcely needs to be recommended to those employing photographic

solutions on a considerable scale. The price of this heater, com-

with 6 ft. of flexible cord, is £2 10s.

r pattern of tubular heater is made, as illustrated in

appliances, we can thoroughly recommend them. The professional

worker will welcome them as still another step towards ready

standardisation of working conditions, whilst amateurs who can use

electric current will find them veritable luxuries in the dark-room.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, June 18.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. Outing to Woking.
Monday, June 19.

Southampton Camera Club. "Retouching." Miss Nellie Smith.

Tuesday, June 20.

Royal Photographic Society. "The Norwich School of Pai

Edward PeaKe.
Kuurnemouth Camera Club. Outing to Alum Chine.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Print and Slide Competition: "A I

containing a Sky Effect."
Manchester Amateur P.S. Bromoil Prints, by A. C. Banfieid.
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H-sk 21.

Bourn-. rr.juth Cam. Club.

Phot. Soo. Outing to Hirst Woods.
. Amateur Phot. Assoc. Outing t<

Exeter C.< Vilk—Exmouth and Budleigh Salterton.

Hae'- ine to Wimbledon Common.
-: Camera Clnb. Print Criticism.

Tumble Sale of Photographic Apparatus.

Camera Club. Outing I alley.

TucRsruY. Jinn 22.
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24.
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News and Notes;

£3,000 Competition.—Iu addition to Mr. George Robey, Mr.

\V. I tell, and the others mentioned last week, Miaa

Phyllis Neilson Terry will be one of the judges in this competi-

tion for photographs from negatives on plates.

rss and News for June contains particulars of a new
i box-form roll-film camera, a new Rajar extra-vigorous

bromide paper for D. and P. work, and of an inexpensive dry-

mounting pres» of new pattern for the amateur. " Notes and
unable, free, only by dealers in photographic

requisites, on application to A. P. M., Ltd., 3, Soho Square,

London, W'.l.

Glasgow Housing Exhibition.—In connection with the Hous-
ing and Health Exhibition promoted by the Glasgow Corporation,

and to be held in September and October next, a photographic

competition will again be organised, and will include sections for

all rlasses of workers, pictorial, technical and juvenile. Prizes

will be awarded. Particulars and entry forms from Mr. C. P.

Hsinsworth, Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.

Picture Postcard Enterprise.—Some very artistic photographs
of the new L.C.C. Hall at Westminster—the productions of the

well-known Dundee firm of Valentine & Sons—were on sale in

London within six days of the removal of the scaffolding, certainly

a feat considering the long distance of Dundee. The point of

view selected—and an unusually good one—includes Westminster
Bridge,- with the statue of Boadicea in, the foreground.

r in Photographs of Groups.—A society paragraphist in the

"Star" writes that the society bride who intends to have her
bridal group in all the illustrated papers really ought to take 6teps

to instruct her attendants in the art of sitting or standing. Nine
out of ten bridesmaids endeavour to twist their legs round the

legs of the chair they occupy or else cross their legs and show an
unnecessarily hoydenish expanse of silk stocking. Even the bride
herself is not always guiltless. Operators who are called upon to

take such groups may profit by the hint.

Ross Window Bills and Showcards.—Messrs. Ross, Ltd., 3,

North Side, Clapham Common, London, S.W.4, send us a large

parcel of the many window bills and showcards which they have
prepared for the use of dealers. The number and variety of these

showcards and their extremely handsome appearance will be suffi-

cient to remove from a dealer's mind any feeling he may have
entertained that British lens makers were not doing as much as

they could towards promoting demand for their instruments on
the part of the public. The showcards consist of actual photo-

graphs, ranging in size from 7 x 5 to 12 x 10 inches of attractive

subjects, among which are portraits, nature studies, sports, archi-

tecture, and the inevitable bathing girls. The prints are most
artistically mounted on heavy art boards provided with suitable

borders and with hinged struts for convenience in window
dressing. There are also one or two showcards consisting of
striking artists' drawings in colour of popular sporting events.

Among the selection are also some smaller window bills measuring
8x6 and 6x5 inches, and emphasising the merits of Ross lenses.

In addition to this advertising matter, which makes its appeal to

the eye, Messrs. Ross supply for distribution to customers over
the counter an attractive 24-page booklet, " The Choice of a Lens,"
containing many reproductions of the work of Ross lenses and
instructive letterpress on the selection of an objective for a photo-
grapher's special purposes.- Dealers throughout the world who are
selling the Ross optical manufactures should see that they have a
supply of this most effective sales-making literature.

Portraits in Water-colours.—When we chronicled, a month or
two ago, the re-arrangement of the former firm of Jeffery and
McLeod, we omitted to refer to the fact that the artist partner in
this firm, namely, Mr. Angus MoLeod, was continuing individually
to follow his profession at 3a, Sandringham Parade, Ealing, London,
W.5. Mr. MoLeod has so long and so deservedly enjoyed a high
reputation among the artists contibuting to the success of portrait
photographers, that it is due to him to refer to his established

1 1 in this capacity, and an opportunity of seeing a collection of
examples of his recent work is one which we were very glad to have.
Twenty five years' practice in the making of water-colour portraits
from photographers' originals have served only to enhance tie

artistry of Mr. MoLeod's work and to emphasise his versatility. An
artist whose work supplements that of the studio photographer baa
necessarily to confine his style, more or less, within limits which aic

imposed upon him by the nature of the originals with which he is

called upon to deal. Nevertheless, the thorough training, such as

-Mr. McLeod had in the Scottish and English art schools, shows
itself in the qualities which an artist such as lie can give to enlarge-

ments or prints in water-colours and oils. Examples which we ex-

amined with a great deal of pleasure included some most attractive

styles, among them one, the Leslie, in which an oval portrait in

water-colours is presented on a single piece of paper, with plate

sunk surround of the oval. In another, the Shannon, an attractive

tapestry effect is worked into the background, again of an oval por-

trait. A peculiarly rich yet delicate style of portrait, recalling the

French mezoztints, is the Willis, in which a tint of deepened cream
is given to the background, whilst the portrait space is provided
with the ruled and toned borders after the admirable manner of the

French water colourists. Still another, the Richmond, which well

emphasised the variety of technique at the command of Mr. McLeod,
was a water-colour portrait having the full saturated richness of an
oil painting. But Mr. McLeod's work is not only in water-colour; it

includes enlargements in monochrome finish, and also enlarged por-

traits with the minimum of artist's work upon them. Moreover,

a branch of work in which he has long specialised is the reproduc-
tion of faded photographs, old engravings, and other originals, fresn

and better reproductions of which are often wanted. When we have
added miniatures in water-colour on ivory to the list of his various

branches of artistic work for portrait photographers, we have, per-

haps, said enough by way of emphasis of the work of one whose
craftsmanship has earned widespread recognition among leading

makers of photographic portraits.

Correspondence.

*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

CINEMATOGRAPH PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It was very gratifying to us to see your leaderette

upon the excellent work done by Miss Olive Edis in connection
with the above.

You will recognise that during the course of last year we con-
sistently advertised in your " Journal " and issued other propa-
ganda on the lines of advising professional photographers to

adopt this line as an adjunct to their regular professional photo-
graphic business.

It has been a matter of disappointment and concern that the
response we have had has been so unimportant. The success of

Miss Edis, apparently with our apparatus, should be a great incen-
tive to other professionals. When we have discussed this matter
from time to time we have always been told that the outlay is

prohibitive for such an installation, but as we have so often said,

this is a mistaken idea. The outlay to do work such as Miss Edis
does is as follows :

—

A camera, a spare film box and a tripod, an outlay under £40,
'

which is subject to a discount.

There is no necessity for further outlay for developing and print-
ing outfits unless the business grows to considerable dimensions,
for there are first-class houses who undertake this work and carry
it out well and expeditiously at reasonable prices.

Besides this
v there is a further development for sales by the

professional: they should have, if possible, in their studios a small
home cinematograph for demonstrating the films taken, which can
be purchased at a price of about 16 guineas. By demonstrating on
this machine it is obvious that it must make sales of such machines
for the professional, for the class who will commission the photo-
grapher to take film subjects such as Miss Edis takes are the
class who will be ready to outlay a further small sum for the
purpose of displaying the films themselves in their own homes,
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Director,
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June 12.
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type; aJ re no condensers to steam off in cold

. umption is lees than 10 amps; average
exposure six seconds. An efficient and economical enlarger has
yet to be devised to equal it.

I hold no brief for the makers. Marion and Co., but can rccom-
: a piece of apparatus when I use it daily and find it indis-

1 far away the best.—Yours truly.

George Turner.

13. . :. London
June 13.

agree with our correspondent that it was an oversight on
our part not to have excepted the Boardman condenserless arc

-.« remark made in the passage which he quotes.

four, the arc lamp is admirable as the
reflection. Wo should have been

more explicit in confining our reference to the older patterns of
arc. occupying much more space and requiring more frequent

B.J."]

'I'M . 1-
I

» PRINTS.
To the Editors.

\« s tone and colour proceed operator who is

frequently handling prints o< the character described by your corre>

sjiorwl. : tag, in t' .'. may I he per-
- results obtained with

The -

g an regards Uie ink stain
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. lit. ..:» < •.,..-,.. .. i-iiieiit • . so altered aa to produce a
trasty negative, tliu* neutralising the effect of the

il>l darken the yellowish high-lights.
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J V. Milnkr.
'erstone Boad. (-cicestsr.
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columns, regarding haH-l- g, is a timely reminder of the

mat present-day half-: practice is toeing touch with the

detnonsireUd principles upon which it is based. The confusion of

though t created by opponents and exponents alike is, in fact, so

extensive that it employ even such familiar terms as

or " normal distance," without raising

r suggesting that he appears to have

misread the ar* • "Process Year Book." 1888,

hji m> fesair, the late Mr. I Ray, and conaer|Uently misunderstood

its teachings, and cooclosiona to a very material extent. I may
point out thai the diagram on page 37 of the " Year Book." which

be describes as shov enlargement of a stop would

actually decrease Ui< .1 the dot," refers only to distances

below the " normal. *' and that it definitely excludes, as a f<

„ cat,- 'Iain, all nm "where diffraction is a pron

• i . aJbla to reconcile the " p^n

of employing two or more different

is duo to a very common
that sectional diagrams of

n tested pinhole image do represent the actual run-

i obtainable in half ' toept in Uie solitary case

of the square stop placed, diam ,
with its aides parallel to

i ths usual round or square stops, the position.
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,1 within fairly wide limit* Thia

ia fnj
36 of the article in question. The lower

much maligned entity known as

•mial distance.

sing the influence of diffraction as an tmportenl

that I am unable to follow Mr. I'.Miiian when

ing the amount of diffraction, or of diflrs

tiou to this, or that optical factor. But if. as I pre-

gu,,,,, measured the growth of the half-tone dot under

.1 .nation ought to be of great ser-

vi( .

(
,

|
ra. After all, what wc really require for system

luan-titative study ..f the phenomenon, as a

whole, which should Rive us definite data regarding the effect of

distance on the rendering of

gradations by the half-tone screen.

In Mr. ISiei-man's experience, the equation, on which Messrs.

h and Turner's system is based, does not hold good for the

;gs from 50 to 200. That, may be so, but

it on! that some cone necessary, and by all means

Jet oi that correction formula when it is forthcoming. So

long . for such correction is definitely established, it

is immaterial whether we ascribe it to diffraction or irradiation, or

some ocult influence. But, in any case, the equation itself, or some

similar expression in terms of screen ruling, camera extension, dia-

e and screen distance, must of necessity continue to

be the basis, not only of this, but of any other system that may be

desired.

In this connection, Mr. Bierman raises a very pertinent question

when he speaks of obtaining " identical negatives," or " a similar

effect," with widely different screen rulings. Considering that the

range of contrasts in a half-tone reproduction is demonstrably dif-

ferent with different screen rulings, is it really necessary that 50-

line and 200-line negatives should have " the same gradation "? If

not. what is the criterion or basis of comparison, that would enable

us to gay definitely what corrections, if any, are necessary for

different screen rulings? The question is evidently one of much
in appears on the surface.

The one thing lacking in all process " systems " that I have come
across is some simple method of measuring the total range of grada-

tions in the original ; for it is this factor which determines the

degree of departure from " normal " conditions that may be neces-

sary for the proper reproduction of a particular copy.—Yours faith-

fully, Sukumar Ray.
100, Ourpar Rd.. Calcutta.

May 26.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

S. B.—We have now looked up the references to production of

positives direct by means of thiocarbamide. These are :

—

" B.J.," October 11, 1912, p. 788 (a brief resume of work by
Krary, Mitchell, Baker, Perley and Leighton). " B.J.," Novem-
ber 1, 1912, pp. 840-842 (by Frary, Mitchell and Baker). " B.J.,"
November 8, 1912, pp. 860-864 (by Perley and Leighton). " B.J.,"
March 12, 1915, p. 167 (a practical note by F. B. Guilbert). So
far as we remember there has not been anything published on

"tlie subject since the last paper.

H. H.—For such small negatives it is a comparatively simple
matter to arrange a light-box to work either entirely by re-

flected light or by a mixture of diffused direct light and re-
flected light. In the firmer case you arrange the lamps, either

rted mantles or electric, on each side of the negative, the
'ened back of the light-box being, say, 5 or 6 ins. from the
nine. For incandesced gas the second system is best used

witb pattern of camera, the light from one or several

mantles b bained in a whitened box and also diffused by

if -round glass placed about an inch above the negative.

Although tl ese systems require rather longer exposure than

when a condenser is used the results, particularly with re-

touched negatives, are much better.

.1. 11. The formula for the ferro-gallic process , given in the

" Almanac " works quite satisfactorily, at any rate so long as

the paper is used within a fairly short time of being coated.

If the whites are degraded to more than a faint bluish tint, the

fault is evidently insufficient exposure under the tracing. You

will understand that in this process it is necessary to act fully

upon all the iron salt which occurs in the ground of the copy

when the original is a tracing in opaque lines on tracing cloth or

similar material. The bluish-black lines in the copy are formed

by the iron salt which is left undecomposed. Therefore, expo-

sure must be continued until the yellow tint of the paper has

entirely disappeared from the parts which are to be white

in the copy. The process is not suitable for printing from nega-

tives but only from line tracings.

E. Green.—As an illuniinant we do not think anything is better

than half-watt lamps. For your studio you would require at least

six 1,000 c.p. lamps, or if you want to give very short exposures

1,500 c.p. lamps. These should be arranged in an L shape, four

lights in front and two at the side. To get even lighting with a

lar^c group, it would be desirable to make the front lamps run

on a stout iron rod across the studio so that they could be spread

out when necessary. They should also be made to raise and lower,

the greatest height to the filaments being 8 ft., and the lowest

about 5 ft. 6in. This will allow you to get short exposures with

children and sitting figures. The front lamps should be about

8 ft. from the background, and for ordinary single figures or groups

of two, the first lamp should be nearly opposite the centre of the

background. You can get all particulars from the General Elec-

tric Co., Kingsway, W.C. Mention when writing that the lamps

are required for photographic work.

K. B.— (1) We do not know a formula without ammonia, but the

following is an excellent one for simultaneous development and

fixing of ferrotype plates :

—

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone i oz -

Soda .sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.

The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutes.

They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

(2) Several chemicals, or mixtures of chemicals, will dissolve the

silver image without affecting the undeveloped silver bromide.

Potassium or ammonium persulphate is one of these, but the

solution most commonly used is a mixture of potassium perman-

ganate and sulphuric acid, or potassium bichromate and sulphuric

acid. A formula for the permanganate mixture is that recom-

mended for the " reversal " of Autochrome plates.
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-elatine, and, when the plate is put into water,

action until it is used up. Consequently,

gh-lights it is used up quickly ami men*
iile that in the shadows continues active, and

chance, than it would have, in a strong

aion. Excellent printing negatives can bo made in

.
,
giving full detail in the high-lights, whil.

;ows are not too tbin.

* * *

Diffusion. looting the old mechanical methods,
which gave erratic and unsatisfactory

the portrait photographer has two methods of

i ring diffusion. One is by altering the lens in some
so as to introduce aberration, the other is by placing

diffusion discs in front of the lens; it is worth while

-idering the drawbacks of each. If the separation of

ponents of the lens is altered, then will also the

be altered, and the more the diffusion, the
,.ill be the alteration of the focus. Furthermore,

alteration in focal length will produce a correspond-

Qge in the effective aperture, and therefore in the

d, of the lens, since the diameter remains unaltered.

In .very lens but one on the market the focal length

18 increased when the lens is set for diffusion, and the
speed correspondingly diminished. The alteration in

is may amount to as much as 10 per cent., and in

1. therefore, to 20 per cent. , not an alarming amount,
but one which is worth considering. The second method,

the use of diffusion discs, does not alter the focal

length in any wTay, and is to that extent preferable, but
owing to the introduction of two glass-air surfaces the
diminution in rapidity is about 10 per cent., as about

r cent, of the light is lost by reflection at a glass-air

surface. Moreover, in any diffusion method, since the
light, which would normally go to the focus, is deviated,
there must be a further diminution in rapidity.

The Free- Some portrait photographers, who adopt
Sitting Game.

t,ne practice of offering their work for
nothing, must have a very low opinion of the intelligence
of the public, or, alternatively, must be singularly lacking
in penetration. We had an instance of this a few days
ago in the shape of the offer of a free portrait addressed
personally to the editor of the "B.J." by' an eminent
firm in the west end of London. The circular letter
starts off by saying that the press department of the
studio is frequently being asked for a portrait of ourselves
by the editors of the illustrated newspapers. We wonder
if the photographers really expect that statement to be
believed by us, or by the other members of a certain
society, from the membership list of which, as we are
able to identify, the address list of their circular letter

been compiled. The people to whom they are writing
are by no means in the public eye, and most of them
will scarcely relish the doubtful compliment implied by
the intimation that their portraits are required for ad-
mixture with those of co-respondents, murderers, and
shady financiers in the pages of the illustrated Press.
But passing from this example of an obvious paisjudgment
of human nature, we come upon another. If the recipient
of the letter happens to be vain enough, or gullible
enough, to swallow the bait, he sends a card (provided
for the purpose) to make an appointment. We should
have thought that it was worth while to acknowledge
the alleged favour, which is thus being done by eomply-

with the photographer's request. But not at all.

There is the curt intimation that if no acknowledgment
s made, the prospective sitter is asked to assume that
the appointment has been made as requested. Naturally,
like all other literature, touting for free sittings, which

ave seen, this circular letter is careful to avoid saying

that the photographer acquires the copyright in tin

portraits and is thereby entitled to use them for an\

purposes that he chooses.

LARGE GKOTJPS.

I'm. arrangement of a group containing over a dozen

figures does not allow much scope for artistic arrange-

ment, unless the setting is particularly favourable, such

as was the case of a Photographic Convention group taken

some years ago in Jesmond Dene. This was arranged

upon a hill side, the members being more or less scattered

among rocks and foliage. Such surroundings are, how-

ever, seldom met with, and the most that usually can

be done is to make a well-balanced, well-lighted piol

of a rather formal arrangement, the nature of which must
depend upon the facilities to hand and the number of

people to be included.

The photographer must be quick to note any natural

advantages of the place and utilise them accordingly. If

the background i| formed by a building with wide Bteps

ascending to the entrance, the task is a comparatively

easy one ; successive, rows can be arranged one above the

other, with the front row seated upon chairs or forms.

But there are many cases in which less promising material

has to be utilised. As an example of what may be done,

the following was the plan adopted in making a series

of groups, each containing about forty persons, who won
visiting an important building operation. A position was

taken up opposite a bank of earth which had been

excavated from a part of the works. In front of this,

boards were laid upon empty boxes, sacks of cement and

any other handy supports, and the front row seated

closely so as to hide the contrivance. Behind v

two rows, one standing upon the level and the other

upon the bank. If the ground had been covered with

turf, or mats available, another row could have been

seated upon the ground, but wet clay and cinders pre-

vented this being done. Another very large group was

managed by borrowing several loads of 3x9 deals from

a near-by timber yard and piling these so as to form steps.

The deals were riot cut or nailed, so that they were not

spoiled for sale, and the greatest expense was for labour

in moving them.

For a group of 30 to 40 members the usual plan is to

arrange for four rows, the back one standing upon chairs,

forms, boxes or any convenient substitute, the second row
standing upon the ground, the third row sitting upon

chairs or forms, and the front row sitting as gracefully

as possible upon the ground or upon boards supported at

a height of about six inches.

In placing the sitters the photographer should always

seek the aid of the secretary or other official in charge

of the affair, so that the most important personages can

be placed in the position of honour; that is to say, the

centre of the row sitting at the ordinary height If it

can be avoided, the heads of the back row should not bo

silhouetted against the sky. But it is not always possible

to do this, and therefore it is very desirable that backed

plates be used so that the risk of halation is minimised.

An efficient shade for the lens should be provided; then,

if it is necessary to work facing the sun, all unwanted
light can be screened off.

Coming to groups in the studio, the schemes of arrange-

ment will be practically the same ; the greatest difficulties

which are likely to present themselves are insufficient

width and unequal lighting. The former can, to a certain

extent, be overcome by arranging for an extra row. or,
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as had to recently, by taking the group in three

sections, joining them to form a panorama, and cop

In this way a party of 120 was photographed in a si

less than 18 feet wide. A convenient way of equalising

the lighting is to close the white blinds or curtains of

the • the group, so that the light is softened

for those nearest the glass. The top and side lights nre

fully opened at the earner 1 a white baekgr

otor

the lens.

ad on the shadow side out of the
i system the lighting will be

;tionabl

on n

plate.

lo to use a lens having as gr<

available will allow ; not

•vie the face> :'rsnt

-O at

d an
the aperture

obtain tl

n an

focus, will cover its normal plate perfectly at //16. If

a lens, having a focal length less than the diagonal o£

the plate, has to be employed, it must be an anastigmat.

The method of identifying the sitters in a large group
which is usually practised, is to provide cards, say

six inohes square, which have large figures from 1 op
to the total number of sitters printed or stencilled upon
them. After making the exposure, these are handed
round, and each member asked to write his name and
address upon the back. A second exposure is then n

each person holding the card nearly covering his face.

If an order form is to the back of the card,

this can be filled in, and the cash collected l>> an

assistant.
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should bo beyond reproach both for the sake of the photo-

reputotion and his final profit.

modern half-plate camera fitted with an anastigmat

roller-blind shutter is a very suitable type to use.

(card above all is purely a typographical record

cular part of a town or district, and it should be as

rp, and bright as it can be made It is not advisable.

ep down to f/64, as the old-time landscape photo-

to do, for there is plenty of opportunity to sell

standard postcard which is both artistic and yet

Mil delineation.

Unless the photographer is very well equipped for the

( is not wise to print the actual cards himself.

way is to obtain the negative and send this to one

id J houses who specialise in postcard printing, and

who will print any quantity of calotype postcards of each

subject which can bo done in various tones and styles according

to the taste of the producer.

In this article the writer has attempted to point out the

opportunities of this class of work to the small professional.

Those who think it worth while can study the question of

supplies and profit according to local conditions. It is a good

plan, however, to work for a large sale with smaller profits

rather than a big profit on each and a limited sale. This,

enables the photographer to produce new negatives more

quickly and gives him the chance of introducing new features

before the others have time to get old and worn. There is

nothing like freshness and novelty even in postcard produc-

tion; people soon get sick of seeing the same thing too often.

Charles R. Denton.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

rREOULARM each year the Society of Chemical Industry renders a valuable service to those connected with the manufacturing and

a entific s des of photography by including in its
• Annual Reports " one on photograph* materials and processes. The report

fo h yew 1921 ?» written by Mr. F. F. Renwick, F.I.C., whose large share in photograph* research quahfies him except.on.Hy

as a recorder of recent investigations in the technical improvement of processes of making negatives and positive prints orthochro-

matics and colLr photography, cinematography, and photo-mechanical processes. The report exhibits the work which obtained

pub cat on last yea
P
r in Isolation to previous knowledge better than any other communication which comes before the photo-

^oh?c industry for which reason we endeavour to find a place for it in our pages. As regards the references to original source

o Publication Vshould be explained that the contraction "J" denotes the fortnightly "Journal" of the Society of Chemical

Industry in which are published abstracts of the chief papers dealing with the chemical side of practical, scientific, or indus-

trial photography.]
^tinned from page 357.)

Reactions of Photographic Images.

A. Steigmann" during the past two years has investigated the

applicability of the hydrosulphites to various photographic pur-

poses (developing, silver recovery, etc.) but finds them of no great

value in most cases, though convenient for recovering the silver

from old fixing baths and incidentally regenerating them.

The process of photographic reduction by means of persulphates

has received a large amount of attention. Lumiere and Seyewetz"

reaffirm their view that the selective action of these reagents on the

denser parts of the developed image is due to the tendency to

reversal of the initial solvent action when the silver sulphate

first formed is in presence of excess of persulphate, photographic

reduction (silver removal) being thereby confined to the deeper

layers of the film. They do not accept Sheppard's view that

the irregularities met with are attributable to variations in iron

ent and state that for regular action a definite free acid content

of \ -{ per rent, is alone necessary unless chlorides, which are

particularly potent in modifying the action, are present. A valu-

able historical summary of previous work on persulphate reduction

has been published hy G. I. Higson, with a very full biblio-

graphy." Lastly, a valuable series of new experiments on the

subject and a detailed discussion of their probable explanation

which has just appeared in a paper by S. E. Sheppard," confirms

Lumiere and Seyewetz' observations on the importance of the

acidity of the solution, and sets the whole matter in a somewhat

clearer light.

A useful paper by L. A. Jones and C. E. Fawkes" deals quanti-

tatively with the effects of ten different photographic reducing

•gents upon developed images on paper.

The high degree of permanence attaching to sulphide-toned

silver images and the beauty of some of the brown tones so ob-

tained has attracted several workers to the study of sulphide toning

processes and, as a natural extension, to the working out of

methods of toning with selenium and tellurium.

64. A. Steigmann. KolloidZeit*., 1920, «7. 249; tt, 29, 175; J., 1921, 164A,

rhol. Ini., 1921, 379.
, . _. , ,„, _ ...

and L. Lnml6re and A. Seyewetz, Brit. J. Phot., 1921, «», 124.

T. Higson, Phot. J., 1921. 61, 237.

87. S. E. Sheppard, Phot. J., 1921, 6/. 450. ,
to. I,. A. Jones ami C. E. Fawkes, J. Franklin Inst., 1921, m, 503; J.,

l'-21, 370».

Lumiere" claims the use of thiophosphates as sulphiding agents,

having the merit of being odourless. The theory of sulphide

toning in the hypo-alum hath is partly elucidated in a paper by

H. Freundlich and A. Nathansohn, 70 and in a recent paper before

the Roval Photographic Society, by S. O. Rawling," the former

showing that colloidal sulphur is able to combine directly with

colloidal silver, and the latter that at a moderately elevated tem-

perature the same reaction can take place with the silver of a

developed print.

A detailed study of the effects of varying the compositions of the

bleaching and sulphiding baths and other details of manipulation

has been published by E. R. Bullock. 72

Namias73 has published several new formulae for toning with

selenium, and a number of patents for selenium and tellurium toning

baths have been taken out by German firms. 74 H. Fraiike" has

patented a process of intensification by means of selenium.

A new printing process has been patented by the Badische

Anilin u. Soda Fabrik. 7 ' When benzidine or other diamine com-

pound is precipitated with an acid dye {e.g., Eosin, Cyananthrol,

Neptune Green, or Quinoline Yellow S) an insoluble compound is

formed which in the presence of manganese nitrate or other suitable

oxidising agent bleaches in the light. According to the base and

the acid dye selected, prints of a large variety of colours are

obtainable having good gradation and vigour. Fixing is done in

borax or sodium phosphate. Pure whites have not yet been

obtained and printing is very slow, but the process appears to be

worth further study.

Miscellaneous.

An interesting paper by J. Rheinherg 77 draws attention to the

change in permeability to alcohol of certain colloid films contain.

in ? ferric ammonium 'citrate after this salt has been reduced by

r:
'

69. A. Lumi&re, F.P. 507,332. ,. ,

70. H. Freundlich and A. Nathansohn, KoUoid-Znts ^21 ^9, 16

71. S. O. Rawling, Royal Photographic Society Meeting, Nov. 8, 1921.

72. E. R. Bullock, Brit. J. Phot., 1921, 447; J., 1921, 639a.

73. R. Namias, 71 Proo. Fo*.., 1921, «S, 14.
TV5 627-J 1921

74. Chem. Fabr. auf Aktien Jvorm E. Sch "?^,- Gf •
33
Q
5
„f

2

7

l,*." li|_'

562A. Kraft and Steudel. G.P 334,172 and 337 820; J., 1921, 413a, 639a.

Mimosa A.-G., G.P. 337,869; J.,
1921,

J

639a E.P. 169,378.

75. H. Franke, G.P. 333.094; /,lffl, 371a

76. Badische Anilin u. Soda Fabrik. G.P. 33-,173; /., 1921, 639a. Me
»1«a J M Eder Brit J Phot., 1921, w, 658.

77. J. RheinbeVg7 Phot. J, 1921, 61, 120; J., 1921, 239a, 603a.
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out by A. H Taylor' 1 and independently bv C. H. Sharp andW W, Little," while the farmer has devised for the purpose a
very ingenious portable instrument which should prove a valuable
addition to the equipment of any laboratory concerned with the
photometry of paper or other reflecting surfaces, prints, etc.

Several sugg. - employ self-luminous mixtures ol radio-
and fluorescent substances as a rough standard of light have
made : (a) for the preparation of sensitometri.- tablets,"

(6) as the comparison source in an actinometer."

Photochemistry of Silver Salts.
Two papers have appear.'. 1 dealing quantitatively with the photo-

chemical decomposition of silver bromide in strong illumination.

a first, by W 1 P. P, Koch," finely-divided dry
bromide p .

. Ehrenhaft-Millikan
**r and f

. n in an oxygen-containing
there and a la rig 10 per cent, for the smaller
in an atmosphere of nitrogen when exposed to a strong light.

It is deduced fr m i ulations based on these results, obtained
• tioTu, thst in the photochemical decom-

r .nude by weak light a loss of
it occurs corresponding to approximately 1 Br atom per

Kr. The second paper, by ]{. Schwarz and
H " " deals with the rate of elimination of bromine from wet

irumide when exposed to daylight in three
ales of aggregation, obt.uii.-d by adding excess of a

potass, bromide solution to an acid silver nitrate solution, and"
^ fourth i when excess of silver nitrate was

employed. . .nations in sensitiveness were observed
between the .i ens. The curves connecting ths
average rates o' ur with the logarithms of

ing exposure are said to be similar

carve* of photographic emulsions.

nsity of illumination a sharp fall in

the average rat. nine was observed, and consequently

it is aaser'- ition is accompanied by a diminution in

the rate of its • In view, however, of the difficulties

I in making a number of separate preparations of

nats on a small scale, the results are of doubtful
any case, the above curves do not show

urse of th< during its progress for any given pre-

r a given light intensity as does the characteristic

« of a plate.
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silver held in solid solution in silver bromide (resulting in electri-

cally neutral silver gel particles) is improbable. In th's connection

j, u i. P. Stevens' observations" on tho rapid

(,„H i
change of certain rubber sols into gels on exposure

writer it seems inconsistent of Luppo-Cramer"

nction of certain basic dyes and neutral

salts to the neutralisation of the negative electric charges on the

to be formed in the ripening proct^e and

yet to deny the possibility of light bringing about the developable

l.y the removal of these electric charges.

M Volmer" assumes that by the action of light a change, in tho

silver bromide grains arises at individual points, resulting in differ

ently attached silver atoms, while Sheppard and Tnvelli** suggest

that "some degree of migration and oriented -concentration of the

6ilver cations will occur in the silver halide crystal lattice which

will favour tho essential photochemical change, i.e ,
ISr'A>

Br x Ag ; in words, the passage of an electron from a bromine ion

f.f the lattice to a silver ion "; they promise to discuss the energy

relations later. Tho crux of the problem lies in the deficiency of

energy for the effects produced, and in this respect it is on all fours

with the difficulties discussed by Prof. 0. W. Richardson* 1 in his

recent Presidential address.to the British Association.

Theory of Development.

In March. 1920, the writer" called attention to the catalytic

nature of the process of chemical development and pointed out tho

possibility that the effect of a reagent which apparently " destroyed
"

"the latent image might in some cases be due to " poisoning " of tho

catalyst formed by light instead of its removal by solution or trans-

formation into a new chemical compound.

The catalytic character of the devlopment process forms tho

theme of the paper by M. Volmer' 7 cited above. He emphasises

the difficulty of accepting the older idea underlying the silver germ
theory of the latent image, according to which there was no essen-

tial difference between chemical and physical development except

in the origin of the deposited silver, tho original nucleus in either

case growing by accretion as the silver gets thrown out from a super-

saturated solution.

On the catalysis theory of chemical development, however, the
silver bromide grains are rapidly reduced in situ as a result of con-

tact catalysis, the processes of solution, reduction to silver, and its

ition being accomplished without bringing into play the trans-

portation of supersaturated silver solutions outside the ambit of the
individual grain. A paper by A. Steigmann" also clearly brings out
the distinctions between the two modes of developing a latent -image.

Sheppard and Meyer 100 have previously advanced the opinion that

reduction of the silver bromide grain is preceded by adsorption of
the reducing agent and takes place in the breakdown of this adsorp-
tion complex, the process being accelerated or initiated by the latent

image as silver nucleus. In the paper already cited this is amplified.

In the light of the accelerating effects already referred to (of

phenosafranine on quinol developers and the mere dilution of some
other developers) it is clear that differences in the initial rate of
attack, on which the old arbitrary distinction between " slow " and
" rapid " developers was chiefly based, are a very uncertain index
cf the relative energies of different agents. While we must admit
the formation of more easily reducible adsorption complexes in the
cases above mentioned, and in many other similar phenomena, 6ome
unpublished experiments of the writer's 6how that exposed plates

bathed for 1 minute in 1 : 1000 neutral solutions of Chrysoidine or

Patent Blue aro developable only with extreme slowness in most
developers, thus demonstrating the possibility of " poisoning " the
cttalytic activity of the latent image by the formation of an adsorp-
tion complex with the silver halide of quite the opposite character.
In these cases also the effect varies in degree with the reducing
agent employed and is sufficiently powerful with quinol and some

i tuted quinols to make development practically impossible.
val of the dye bv prolonged soaking in suitable baths (weak

acetic acid for Chrysoidine and weak alkali for Patent Blue)
restores the capacity for development.
That the catalytic aotivity of the latent image may be poisoned

similarly by mercuric chloride is suggested by A. St. H. 101 to

I 1*. Stevens, J., 1921, 187t.

Cramef. Die 1'hol., 1921, No. 9; see also " Kolloidchcmie u.
2nd ed., p. 108.

r, Z. wist. Phot., 1921, 20, 189; J., 1921, 239a.
Itenwick, /., 1920, 156t.

*W. A. Steitrmann, Phot. Ind., 1921, 550.
100. 8. E. Miippiml and (I. Meyer. Phot. J., 1920. 60, 12.
lot A. St. n., Phot. Ind., 1921. 296.

account for the " destructive " action of this salt when intensifica-

tion of the latent image might have been expected.

In connection with catalytic reactions of this kind, it would b«

well worth while to investigate in a scientific and quantitative

manner the well-known catalytic accelerating actions of traces of

lead, bismuth, and mercury salts in the development of cold-bath

platinotype paper, while the extraordinarily powerful poisoning

action of tartar emetic on this development reaction (writer's obsei

vation, not previously published) is of considerable interest.

E. C. C. Baly and his co-workers 1 "* have published two important,

photochemical papers during tho year, the first dealing with tho

mechanism of the combination of hydrogen and chlorine on illumina-

tion, and the second with the photo-synthesis of formaldehyde and

carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and water. In the former paper

strong arguments are adduced in favour of the view that the causa

cf the considerable deviation from a simple proportional relation-

ship between the reaction velocity and the light-intensity is due to

the re-absorption by the reaotant molecules (uncombined chlorine

and hydrogen) of the energy radiated by the hydrogen chloride in

process of formation, with the result that many more of the former

become activated than wcJz'd otherwise be the case. In this, and

more fully in tho second of the above-mentioned papers, a new
hypothesis to account for photocatalysis (colour sensitising) of a

photochemical reaction is suggested. According to Baly a photo-

catalyst must contain the same elementary atoms as the light-

sensitive substance or must form a compound or complex with it.

but although he states that the sensitization of photographic plates

to red and yellow light can probably be explained on these lines he

does not discuss the subject further. At present we have no real

foundation on which to bdild up a theory of colour-sensitising for

we do not know what factors are indispensable. Most workers
believe that there must be some sort of union or adsorption between
the dye and the silver halide, but it is evident that it may be a very

loose connection since the considerable blue-sensitiveness conferred

on silver chloride by Auramine is readily removed by washing out

the dye with water only. Baly's views on this subject are far too

general in character to be of any assistance to photographic chemists

at present in the saaroh for efficient sensitisere.

It has now become almost impossible for any one worker in photo-

giaphic science to appreciate at their true value, or e -en to follow

closely, the advances being continually made in the many fields cf

inquiry from which photography daily draws fresh inspiration, but

if this report achieves its purpose, even in a minor degree, it can

not fail to indicate something of the diversity, difficulty, and fascina-

tion of the subject.

F. F. Renwick, A.C.G.I., F.I.C.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

June 1 to 30.—Royal Photographic Society. Prints by Pirie

Macdonald, of New York. Open daily from 11 to 5 p.m., 35.

Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries, July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera
Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.-—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London.
S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, riccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portrajture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams.
43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for entries and
exhibits, August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
Exhibition. Latest date for Entries, August 25 (carrier) :

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

102. E. C. C. Baly and W. F. Barker, Chem. Soc, Trans., 1921, 119, 653.

E. C. C. Baly, I. M. Heilbron, and W. F. Barker, ibid., 1921. 119. 1025.
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i k LENS FOR SOFT-FOCUS EFFECTS,

note m " American Photography.")

will he useful pictoxialiste who wish

. effects, but who do not feel that they can

affor , ;
,. ico which • romatic lenses usually sell

for. Then, too, many advanced workers, who perhaps own

lens of this type, would like several of different focal len

d be placed as desired in the same lens tube.

not be supposed that such a lens as the one

,1 will produce the same effects as the high-

are now on the market, but anyone who experi-

h this lens will be surprised with the pleasing results

obtained with it.

icure from an optician or dealer in optical goods a

spectacle lens, described as Meniscus (round), 47 millimetres focus,

plus 4.50, curve 0. This will cost very little; the writer purchased

irs ago, for 25 cents each, but they may cost some-

what more now.
These lenses come in all focal lengths, so the pictorialist, vith

little may have quite a variety, but the one described is

nine inch focus, and perhaps a good one for average work.

he lens, however, the next thing is to mount it in

a shutter or tube; it may be that you have an old one which will

answer this purpose, but if not, a suitable one can be made of brass

or tin or even cardboard. The tube made and used by the writer

/•LEN/ -CAP

PiB. L

^s of tin, and, while not as nice looking as brass, is very durable.

Do not let the matter of a lens tube prevent you from fitting up

such a lens, as a cardboard one will answer very well, and costs

nothing but the time of making it.

The inside of the tube should be 1J ins. in diameter, or just

large enough for the lens to slip in. A slot must be sawed or cut

crosswise, and half-way through the tube, in which the stops or

diaphragms can be slipped.

At the back of the tube a flange 2£ ins. in diameter should

be fastened, to hold the tube to the lens-board. The inside

diameter of the flange should be If ins., or smaller than the

diameter of the lens, so as to keep it from coming out of the back
of the tube. The lens is now placed in the back of the tube with

the convex side out (fig. 1), and a ring of flexible cardboard is

glued in to hold it in place. A ring of cardboard is glued in from
the front of the tube to the diaphragm slit, and another strip

about £ in. wide is glued on the other side of the slit, thus
leaving a small spaoe, which holds the diaphragms in place. The
interior of the tube is now painted dull black, or lined with black

velvet, to reduce reflections.

Some diaphragms will be needed, and two or three will be
sufficient. These are made of thin metal, such as brass or tin,

preferably, but can be made of Bristol board. The focal length

of the lens described is approximately 9 ins., and it should cover

a5x4or7x5 plate. The lens at full opening works at about //5
or one-fifth of its focal length, which is rather fast ; it gives a

very soft image. The other diaphragms can be //6, with 1^-in.

If you ari lens larger or smaller than the one described,

and do" not know the focal length, focus sharply on some distant

and the distance from the lens to the ground-glass will he

the focal length. Then divide the focal length by the number of

the stop wanted, and the result will be the size of the opening,

ft is not advisable to use an opening smaller than //ll if soft

, are wanted. The diaphragms should be painted dull

black and marked with their / numbers. Figs. 2, 3 and 4

ize and shape of the diaphragms. Should you not have a

shatter that will lit your lens tube, a lens cap must be made of

cardboard and painted dull black inside.

This lens can only he used successfully with a camera which has

i. It cannot be used on Kodaks, or fixed-focus box

cameras, as to get the desired results the image must be focussed

on the ground-glass. It. must be noted, and this is very important

,

that as the lenses are not corrected for colour, after focussing, and

before the exposure is made, the ground-glass must be moved
toward* the kns, about -1/40 of the focal length of the lens, or

in this instance from & to 4 of an inch. This allowance must be

made, as the blue rays fall in focus somewhat nearer the lens than

the yellow and red rays. The writer uses this lens on 5 x 4 plates,

and finds that this focal length gives very good perspective, and the

negatives enlarge very nicely. Also it was found that with this

length of lens tube exposures against the light were satisfactory,

and especially so when Eastman Portrait Film was used, as this

overcame halation.

With all soft-focus lenses experiments should be made with dif-

ferent openings and the results noted. No one can advise just

how such lenses should be used, but a few trials will give the

worker an idea of what can be done with them, and having cer-

tain results in mind these can be worked out.

It is always desirable to give full exposure, and orthochromatic

plates and a ray filter will generally give better results than

ordinary plates.

Before closing it would be well to say, if you do not secure th«

desired results first do not blame the lens, as very beautiful

pictures can be produced with such a lens when properly handled.

L. M. A. Roy.

Pig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

opening, //8, with l{-in. opening, and //ll with slightly more
than three-quarters of an inch opening. These are rough measure-
ments, but are accurate enough for practical purposes.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notts."

Applications June 6 to 10 :

—

Colour Photography.—No. 16,188. Sensitised plates for colour

photography. S. Hall.

Automatic Focussing.—No. 15,910. Apparatus for automatically

focussing projected images in photographic enlarging and copying

J. A. H. T. Rosewarne.

Colour Photography.—No. 15.060 Devices for production of

photographs in natural colours L. Horst Farbenfilm Gee. and

L. Horst.

Pumps No. 16,034. Liquid pumps (for mixing chemicals). K. C. D.

Hickman.

Electrical Transmission of Photographs.—No. 15,935. Apparatus

for electrical transmission of photographs, etc. G. R. Judge and

R. A. Storey.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price Ij- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Apparatus fob Developing, Fixing, Toning, Washing and Dry-

ing Photographic Films.—No. 174,794 (June 8, 1921). This

invention relates to apparatus for treating long exposed photo-

graphic films, and has particular reference to apparatus of the

kind used for treating long kinematograph films, and comprising

flanged drums or rollers arranged in parallel pairs in a series of

ta»ks containing the respective chemical solutions for developing,

fixing, washing, etc., and means for conveying the film to and
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'•etweer! the pairs of drums or ro! from

e in one tank to t) ither, and finally to a d:

chart :ie film also travels around rollers or drums
'iieans such as a dummy strip or a clip on a

are usually provided to • forward

:e apparatus, ami mean* such as, a v.

terial such as chamois leather are pro-

g liquid from the film at n its

w of the variations in length of the film

L JL 1 _L j£/_J_ JUL J

rir i

loops of the film past around rollers merely alung or suspended

-rs are secured to a rotating shaft mounted

•• arrangement the lower rollers are mounted uu a

arm or carrier, with 'heir axes equidistacllj spaced and at right

s to the
| p and down ti be film between

and upp- - 'he axe* of the Utter also ben .

' angles to the plane. In another tim
rollers are co axially mounted mi a »h

travel of Uie film and the low are resi

lien' KM at right angles to said plane,

e present Stall, after

»od washing tanks and eiitet

chamber, passes over and ;>er and lower roller* arranged

«o parallel rows, where.,' r row are

•cured on a driven shaft exte:

• he up an-l down trs

v are mounted coaxially but

iaft reailirntly I inkage. of
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In fig. 1, the numeral 1 indicates the film to lie developed, and
2, 3 and 4 the developing nk respectr

In each tank is arranged a pair of parallel horizontal drums
which are immersed or -umersed in the liquid in the

tanks. 5 indicates an endless band which passes to and fro

between the drums and from one pair to the next and around
and over suitable guide rollers outside the tanks. One drum of

rums is driven by a belt from any suitable source

of power. 6 represents a bath for alcohol and a roller to guide

the film through il in air pump to assist in drying the

film. 8 is the drying chamber in the upper part of which a row

of flanged rollers is fixed to a power driven shaft 9. The film

•l them in long loops. In

these loops flanged rollers 10 are mourn ,* shown on a

11 the .: lupported OJ -prings to permr
rs to rise as the film shortens in drying. Pre-heated

mhers by way of the antechamber 12 and la

In - form of the apparatus a power source such as
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ant form of gearing one drum of each pair of drum
the tanks 2. 3 and 4, also the shaft 9 in the drying chamber.

the winding up drum Kb other parts such as guide
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15 is aire. I through the drying chamber 8. Tho front

ed to the e> i 5 at the

star - liy it to and fro betv

ing tank 2 and thence to the fixing tank

i-

Fig. 6.
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ie washing tank 4, and similarly between the drums therein
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oprd boa* the endless band 5, and is passed under th<

alcohol bsth 6 and thence past the air drying
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the modified *| hown in figs. 2-6, and

in particular to the dev ixiog and washing baths 2, 3
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hown in fig. 1, and that the drums of each pair an
one above the Mile. The film passes on
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er a guide roller gn
• drums in the fixing bath, then over another guide roller

on to the drum- in the washing bath, and finally

and lower csr:, • arv brushes 18, for removing moisture,
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drums in pairs, ami

Airarfh ^ti to th* drum 14* n in
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slirii he film as ilrums 19

ou a shaft 20 mounted i nary
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mounted on the shaft a number of forked arms 21, carrying
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n the film.

The various rotary porta of the apparatus may be driven by
ket wheels and chain* as represent, . hut

to be ol served that the film is conveyed throughout its

its perf'

e is therefore no d: the film fn.m thst
rail<«
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Tho developing, fixing and washing tanks may be provided

with superposed reservoir tanks containing a fresh supply of the

necessary liquid, and ball valves or equivalent automatic feeding

Fig. 6.

devices may be provided to maintain the level of tho developing.

fixing or washing liquids as the case may be.

In addition to the developing, fixing and washing tanks, a

toning tank may if desired be incorporated in the plant.—Paul

Burger, 14, Hartington Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

The following complete specifications are open to public in

tion before acceptance :

—

Colour Cinematography.— No. 12,408. Optical devices for vision

or projection in colours of films with microscopies] refractive
elements. A. Keller-Dorian.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Autotype (Design).—No. 423,811. Photographic papers. Walter
Montague Rouse, trading as the Autotype Co., 74, New Oxford
Street., I^ondon, W.C.I, merchant. February 27, 1922.

Educational Pictures (Design).—No. 424,040. Sensitised films
for photography. Educational Films Co., Ltd., 76, Wardonr
Street, London, W.l, film renters and producers. March 4, 1922.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.
Kodak (Designs).—Nos. 420,930-31. Photographic papers. Kodak,

Ltd.. Kodak House, Kingsway. London, W C.2, dealers in
photographic materials.

New Books.

hv in Colours.—For some years past the text book,
itography in Colours," by Dr. Lindsay Johnson, has. on the

whol.. been the best source of information on the various colour
•hich at one time or another have reached the commer-
aml have been used by photographers. A fourth edi-

tion (7s. bd. net), just issued by Messrs. Routledge, might reason

-

al,l >' expected to have represented such progri
been made since the previous edition of the hook was published
in 1916. A good deal has been done since then, more especially

aphy, which latter Dr. Johnson includes within
of his work. Nevi scarcely any attempt has

the text, up t„ date. Many of the pas
• a curiously antiquated appearance. For example, twent)

four pages are still devoted to the Utocolor bleach-out paper of
the late Dr. J. H. Smith. On page 193 Dr. Johnson states that
the paper is "now manufactured" by the Societe Utocolor, of

ough this company had ceased to exist several years
Hi's death in 1917. A modern treatise on colour

;raphy need not trouble itself much about the bleach out

s, which probably is as dead as Queen Anne. In like manner,

in the chapter on screen-plate processes, the reader must con-

clude that the long dissolved Thames Colour Plate Co. is at least

still in existence, for on page 79 it is stated that emulsion-coated

Colour-screen plates are " about to be placed on the market by the

company." We forget exactly how many years it is since the

Thames Plate Co. ceased to exist, but it must be seven or <

at least. The fact is that the author has produced not a revised

edition but the previous one, with such touches here and I

as could be managed without interfering with the make-up of

lages. The only essentially new additions are eight
|

printed at the end as a second appendix. It is a pity that, the

author should not have revised his work upon a scale corresp

in the subject, but the omission is perhaps

to be regretted, inasmuch as a large and full treatise on colour

photography by Mr. E. J. Wall is on the eve of publication.

The Cinema Handbook.—It is not easy to imagine that t

interested in practical cinematography for purposes other than the

eternal drama film will get a better manual of instruction and
information than this " Cinema Handbook," just issued by M<
Sampson Low, price 14s. net. For the author, Austin C. L;

boura, took up cinematography as an amateur and ended by ma
extensive professional use of it. Moreover, he is an editor <

" Scientific American," and thus the work of putting bis know-

into unmistakable and readable English comes naturally to

him. His longest chapter is on cinematograph cameras, in describ-

ing which he shows an acquaintance with English and French a.s

well a.s with American models, although tho latter get the lion's

share of notice. Operation of the camera, developing and printing

the negative film and the use of projec'ion lantern occupy similarly

highly practical chapters, but perhaps those which are most deserv-

ing of recommendation are the ones in which the author deaks with

the uses of cinematography for industrial and advertising purposes, I

Ed the making of films of family, friends or pets, for the produc-

tion of amateur motion-plays and for many very different educa-

tional purposes. Progress in the application of the cinematograph

in these directions continues to be slow. The vulgarities .of the

cinema theatres still dominate the field. Nevertheless, there are

signs that schools, colleges, churches, factories, commercial estab-

lishments will use cinematography upon a scale at present undr
of. Mr. Lescarboura does not hesitate to declare hi.* belief that

ultimately these usee will overshadow the theatrical stuff, and his

manual is written for those who wish to make themselves proficient

—for the teacher, traveller, engineer and, we would add, the pro-

fessional photographer. The latter, technically and commercially,

has the advantage over most other classes :n ability to maki
of these opportunities when they arise, and he should at least not

omit to qualifv himself by drawing on the stores of knowledge -

in this book. The many illustrations and diagrams add to the value

of the work, which, moreover, is written in a bright, clear style that

makes reading a pleasure.

Photographic Chemicals.—Following the brief mention in our

issue of June ? of a French manual on photographic chemicals.

the publishers, MM. Charles Mendel, 118, Rue d'Assas, Paris,

kindly send us a copy. It is " Les Produits Chimiques Purs en
Photographic, " and the author is Dr. Camille Poulenc, who, we-;

presume, is a member of the renowned chemical firm of this name.

!

The volume, in the course of 150 pages, gives practical informa-

tion on the chemical substances used in photography, that is to

Bay, brief particulars of their properties as i 'nihility in

various solvents, .stability, tests, impurities, and, in some cases,

I estimating purity. For those who read French no

more useful volume for information regarding " photographic

chemicals " can be desired. In France the price is 5 francs, sub-<i

jcet to a surcharge of 100 per cent, in the case of copies exported

to England.

Paget and Rajah Competitions.—Two series of competitions for

ur photographers have just been started by Messrs. Amal-

gamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd. One is for prints

get self-toning paper from any negative, film or plate, of any

subject taken in any camera. The other is for prints on any paper

negatives on Kajar roll film. In each competition prizes, rang-

ing from £5 5s. to £1 Is., will be awarded each month, together*'

with consolation prizes. Entries should arrive at Department 8,

A. P.M., Ltd., 3, Sobo Square, London, W.l, on or before the

last day of each month.
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New Apparatus.

Thi Landcix I>abk Ro*>.v Ctoat An improved model oi this

<lock i, bu been

1 by Mean Lingwoad 4 Ix.wen, 10, Chadwell Street,

Lorv: Tbe imr onsists in dispensing with the
separate small dial for the alarm. The latter is now set by means
of the minute hand on the large and more easily read dial, an outer

is dial be . shown in the
arge dial thus eerv. rig the alarm to ring

• nod frwi: .- hour. 1

mark* f.fi •• ,> Uw ,„!»;. r dial reronls Twills The

I at the same : 26a.
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\\ K M I

K 11.
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, Messrs
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Meetings of Societies.

•Iu.vb 25.

-sden Phot. Soc. Outing to Chesham.

Mom 26.

impton C.C. l"rint Competition. Portraits and Figure

Tr/E- l 27.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Ashing Bromide Enlarge-
ments." H. T. Da

Hack::

3 m: 28.

Outing—No Man's Land.
11. Dawson.

Tnrt k 29.

Hammersmith Hampshire t. Soc. "Carbon Enlai -

-on.

Sheffi S>c Outing to Wads'.ey Common.

\ Club. • ol Docks.

r Camera Cub Outing S

.•to Cathkin Braes.

i
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iL 1HOTOORAPH1 ETY.
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resemblance to a, trussed fowl, and although alleged to be

rtable, evidently docs not afford luxurious ease out of

harmony with the simple life.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of Council was hold at 35, Russell Square, on Friday,

Jane 9. Present :—Messrs. Marcus Adams, A. Basil. A. H. LI.

<7hapman, T. Chidley, A. Corbett, C. F. Dickenson. W. E. Gray,

I!. Haines, G. Hana, W. Illingworth, II. Lambert, R. N. Speaight,

f. Wakefield, A. Swan Watson (President), W. Wedlake. with

1 Ellis (Secretary) and J. Griffiths (Editor). Mr. A. Corbett

the chair.

Arising out of the minutes, the Secretary reported upon a trans-

action between a member and a frame maker, the latter having

threatened proceedings. After seeing the frame maker and the

rd of the transaction, be (the Secretary) advised that the

grapher's best course, in view of the expense of coming to

London to defend the case, was to pay the sum demanded. This

action was endorsed.

With regard to a member's complaint that the reproduction of a

photograph in a certain paper had not been paid for, the Secretary

said that the firm complained of was surprised that any charge

should be made for a reproduction in a paper that was given away
to their customers, but he persuaded the complainant to hand over

the matter to the Association's solicitor, with the result that a

demand was made for the fee and costs, and this was promptly

paid.

With regard to some plates, of which a member had complained

aa being useless, Mr. Basil reported that he had tested an unopened
packet, and he thought that all that was wrong was probably

that they had been in stock for a long time. They showed only

a little fogging. The Secretary said that he had advised the

member to try them" again under different conditions.

The Secretary reported that another member had complained

that he gave an order for enlargements which were not supplied,

and, as a result of correspondence, the member had had his money
returned to him. He had promptly paid up his subscription for a

year in advance.

There was a brief discussion in regard to a case in which a

member had supplied photographs with a background of which
the customer complained. Behind a young girl on horseback

appeared a board pointing to a saloon bar. The photographer
blocked this out, but after some time the customer refused to pay.

The solicitor was consulted, and thought that in an action the

photographer would stand little chance, so the member had been
advised to let the matter drop. The Conncil examined the photo-

graphs, and endorsed the action taken.

Correspondence was read regarding a complaint by a member
that a water-coloured photograph, 30 x 20 in., properly protected,

was damaged in transit on the railway, arriving in a damp condi-

tion, and spoiled beyond repair. The railway company declined

to admit the claim. The Association's solicitor had pointed out
that the parcel was sent at owner's risk, which meant that the

carrier was not liable unless some wilful misconduct of a servant

of the company could be proved. The Secretary said that he had
written to the member pointing this out. The moral appeared to

be that the sender should declare and insure all valuable goods
when sending by carrier. Probably a package of wet fish or ice

was placed on this parcel in the luggage van. There was no reason

why the member should not ask for compensation as an act of

grace. The Secretary's action was endorsed.

Mr. Hana submitted to the members a schedule of prices for

commercial work which he had drawn up after exhaustive inquiry.

Mr. Illingworth also gave some information, and it appeared that
the charges be ere almost identical with those submitted
by Mr. Hana. The latter was thanked for the trouble he had
taken, and was asked '.! supply copies of the schedule to members
of Council, so that suggestions might be made and an average
decided upon as soon as possible.

Mr. Wakefie'i reported that the necessary preliminaries with
regard to the Congress had now been arranged with the L.C.C.
authorities regarding the precautions against fire. In reply to

questions, he said it was proposed to charge exhibitors about 5s.

per square foot of space. It was found impossible io allow exhibi-
tors to erect their own stands, as the hall was not suitable for
that purpofic. Mr. Speaight proposed that an emergency meeting

the Council be held as soon as possible, in order to proced
ouickly with thi3 matter, and this was agreed to.

Mi Adam ported that he had received a letter from Mr.
J. C. Abel, of the I'. A. of America, expressing thanks for

splendid collection of pictures sent to America, which was no
it« way to Seattle, Washington, for exhibition there. The Council
heart! with much satisfaction that Mr. Pirie Macdonald would come
over as official delegate to the Congress, and that Mr. Abel hoped
to accompany him, and to send a good collection of American work
for exhibition. Mr. Adams also said that he anticipated good
contributions from California, as well as from European count
Mr. Spea'ght added that, from inquiries he had made in Belgium,
he believed there would be a good collection from that country.

Mr. Swan Watson and Mr. Haines also reported that they had
received fraternal letters from Mr. Abel, who expressed gratitude
for the friendly spirit shown by the Association.

Reporting with regard to the programme for the Congress, Mr.
Haines suggested that a programme committee should be appointed,
to consist of the Secretary of each existing committee. This
agreed to, and it was left to Mr. Haines to convene a meeting.
The President and the Secretary reported upon their visit to the

Master Photographers' Association of Lancashire, describing the
hearty welcome given to them, and the general interest of the
sion. Mr. Marcus Adams was thanked for sending to

Convention a collection of pictures for exhibition.

The Secretary reported that the same member who had just
received payment in a case taken up by the Association had
comolained of trouble with a printer of postcards. The postcards
having been examined, it was agreed that they would not enhance
the member's reputation. The matter was left* in the hands of the
Secretary.

The Secretary reported that there had been two resignation*.
Two applications for membership were received, and found to be in
order.

After the business of the meeting, which lasted over four hours,
was concluded, the President said that, as a member of the Council,
he must express his great admiration and appreciation of the
enormous amount of time and trouble taken by the London mem-
bers of the Council in carrying on the work of the Association,
and he should like to have that appreciation recorded; whatever
the country members of the Council might have to expend in time
and money by attending the monthly meetings, it could in no way
be compared with the work that was being done day by dav by
the other members of the Council.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
British Studios, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

June 10, with a capital of £200 in 1,000 ordinary shares of Is.

each and 150 preference shares of £1 each. Objects : To carry on
the business of photographers, photographic dealers, artists,

picture fiamers, etc. The permanent directors are :—C. H. Shef-
field, The Cottage, Langston, Havant ; Mrs'. M. Sheffield, The
Cottage, Langston, Havant (both directors of Stanley Gordon,
Ltd.), with £750 and £500 per annum as remuneration. Regis-
tered office : 18, Russell Street, Southsea, Hants.

W. M. Bell & Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered
on June 13, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
acquire the business carried on by L. S. Woolf, trading as " W. M.
Bell & Co.," at 2, Malvern Road, Kilburn, and to carry on the
business of opticians, dealers in photographic materials, optical
instruments, etc. The first directors are :—J. C. McCorqnodale,
63, Glenmore Road, N.W.3 (managing director); T. H. James,
179, Lynton Road, Bermondsey, S.E. Qualification : Five shares.

Remuneration of managing director, £312 per annum. Registered
office : 2, Malvern Road, Kilburn, N.W.

Film Printers (1921).—Particulars of tho Film Printers (1921),

Ltd., w,re filed on June 6. The capital is £15,000 in £1 shares

(11,000 12^ per cent, participating preference, and 4,000 ordinary).

The company was incorporated in Isle of Man on November 17,

1921, to carry on the business of printers of cinematograph films

in either black or coloured monochrome, or in tints, natural

colours or any other process, photographers, etc. The British

address is The Hyde, Hendon, where E. B. Smith and R. W.
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are authorised to accept service of process and nol

L. J. Hibbert. 51, Whitworth Road, South

and E. B. Smith. 16. Fitzroy St., W.l. The
file number is 2.107F.

News and Notes.

; es.—Messrs. IHord, Ltd., hare a few vacant dates

- and demonstrations during the next session. A list of

notaries on application.
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to enlighten mo, or is it only the " dons " that can aflord to

photograph debutantes with " five 15,000 candle power lamps

g tics and tortoise-shell spectacles," as described

in {}.. papers, without counting the cost?

The question has" often been put to mo :
" When did tho electrical

BU p,,i uies first differentiate between 'light' and

• '! "

This is difficult to answer definitely, as the difference arose by

a process of evolution. The St. Pancras Borough Council were

• mo of the first (some thirty years ago) to recognise the

for fostering and encouraging daylight use of electrical

enable them to run their generating plant for longer

periods per day, thus reducing the cost per unit

the interest charges on capital outlay of plant being

considerable, lower priced units and other methods of induce-

ment having to be resorted to from the first in order to oust the

firmly established gas competitor from the field.

fundamental difference between the competing gas and elec-

trical undertakings consists in the greater ease and comparative

cheapness with which gas can be accumulated in gasometers dur-

ing what is practically a level rate of production spread over many
hours' continuous generation, the main-peak load demand of custo-

mers being supplied mainly from this reserve, which- means a

derable saving in initial outlay on generating plant such as is

occasioned with electricity, and what might be termed a rental

charge that has to be covered in the total amount charged to cus-

tomers in proportion to their rate of use—diversity of time factor.

The law lias never been so favourably inclined towards electricity,

handicapping it to a great extent in its competition with gas under-

takings. Hence, from time to time, we hear of such actions the

Long Eaton, Hackney, Ilford, and others as mentioned by the

learned Judge.
Now, there are some aspects of the judgment which appear some-

what strange, maybe owing to my not possessing a legal mind.
The learned Judge having stated (a) That the station turns out

only one kind of energy, (6) that the purpose to which the custo-

mer puts this energy is irrelevant, and, (e) that it is only in 60 far

as the customer's circumstances react upon the supply that he
takes—in the matter of load factor, diversity (time in use) and
quantity trf units purchased—that differences of charge are
allowed ; the learned Judge then proceeds to assume, without evi-

dence either for or against, that the particular load in question is

different from or inferior to the loads of, other users who are regu-
larly charged the ordinary advertised " power " rates. This is
" palpably out of relation with the facts." I respectfully submit
that many users of electrical energy use as high, or even higher,
amperage, and use it more intermittently, purchase a smaller
number of units, and possess no meritorious features from the
point of view of the electrical power generating station (lifts,

hoists, vacuum cleaners, sawmills, to mention a few). Yet these
are charged ordinary advertised low " power " rate.

I can recollect from my own experience a sawmill which
used electrical energy at a rate of some hundred odd amperes,
which were intermittently imposed on the generating plant with
" rimbrake " jerks; in fact, it was only by considerably
strengthening the main fuses that we could maintain the supply
to the consumer to enable him to convert into planks the " fallen

majesties of the forest" with on» fell swoop of many saw blades
and many thrusts into their vitals.

The intermittent load under question fades into insignificance
against this example, which was at Id. per unit, if I remember
corn i

in, the learned Judge says :
" Photographers, speaking

generally, are not taking current for power purposes under similar
circumstances to other manufacturers:"
As a fact, the electrical energy demanded and so used by

different photographers varies so greatly that it seems impossibk-
to treat them "generally." Speaking specifically, the defendants
are using electrical energy under circumstances similar (and more
advantageous to the electrical power generating station) to some
other users in the immediate vicinity.

Regarding his Lordship's final sentence, which seems irrelevant.
" All photographers in the area using this supply have been t?

in the same way "—they may have, but have all those photo-
graphers treated the electrical power station in the same way

—

i.e.,

in the manner in which "they react upon the supply"? One
cannot compare the load of those photographers who only use
electrical energy when the photographic values of daylight fail,

.«., during the period of maximum or peak lead on the
t, and those who, like the defendants, use the

current all day and every day. On the occasions I visited the

studio the energy was in use practically continuously, being shut off

at intervals to economise, in view of the threatened 8d. per unit

charge, moreover in a basement shut off from daylight.

I might here remark upon a great diversity of opinion among
London electrical tupply generating station authorities, several

of whom seem to be very undecided about what should be charged

for electrical energy to photographers, viz. :

—

15 areas charge " power " rate.

1 area charge* full " lighting " rate.

14 areas not definite; subject to negotiation, probably compromise.

In the defendants' case we have :

—

Years 1913-1916—Id. per unit = power rate.

Years 1916-1921—l^d. per unit = power rate (war increase).

May. 1921 October, 1921—8d. per unit = lighting rate.

October, ?921, to date—4d. per unit = query rate.

I wonder how a gas undertaking would fare if it charged initially

2s. per 1,000 cubic feet in 1913, or for comparison in tabular form :
—

1913-1916—2s. per 1.000 cub. ft.

1916-1921— 3s. per 1,000 cub. ft.

1921, May—16s. per 1,000 cub. ft.

1921, October—under protest, 8s. per 1,000 cub. ft.

Would it help to popularise the use of gas in the present state

of business? Putting it bluntly, is the plaintiffs' supply seriously

affected by the defendants' method of using the energy, there

being so many intermittent users of electrical energy, whose
demands would not occur simultaneously?

I am informed that in the provinces a very large majority of

the electric stfpply undertakings charge power rates for photo-

graphic users without so much as a quibble.

It is practically impossible to interpret the clause " Under
similar circumstances." To be fair to defendants, it seems that

all intermittent users of electrical energy should be charged at the

same rate, whatever use the energy is put to. If not, the clause
" Undue preference " exercises one's mind. Or, in future, are

electrical supply charges to be based upon the class of industry or

profession ? A greengrocer will not make varying charges accord-

ing to the individual business or profession of his several customers,

e.g., by charging 8d. a lb. for apples if for eating uncooked as

against 2d. a lb. for eating cooked; or, again, if a customer eats

one apple per hour for eight hours and the other eats the eight

in two hours, say. Pardon my putting forth this analogy, under
the plea of my endeavour to make the question of electrical supply

clear to non-technical minds. Although I run the risk of being

dubbed a " heretic " by the electrical generating and supply under-

takings, my desires are quite the opposite. I want to see electricity

used more extensively, and every effort made to popularise its use —
Yours faithfully,

J. C. Elvt, A.M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R
Consulting Electrical Engineer.

12, Tavistock St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.
June 19.

SYSTEM IN HALF-TONE OPERATING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I was very pleased to see Mr. Ralph Grenell's letter

in your issue of the 9th inst., and to read his exposition of the

Pouthitt System. His letter confirms my original opinion that the

system is unnecessarily complicated, and does not agree with my
formula for a successful half-tone operating system.

The optical and physical laws upon which it is claimed that the

Pouthitt system is based are unalterable, but to what extent d"

they apply to the questions at issue? The optical law applies to

the distance of light from copy and to the ratio of camera extension

to 6top opening, but I fail to see how the physical law applies.

Mr. Grenell tells us that the openings in a 100-line screen transmit

lour times more light than the openings in a 200-line screen. The
screen opening cannot transmit more light than it receives from the

lens, and, assuming the same stop diameter in each case, the larger

screen opening distributes the light over a larger area and forms a

larger dot than the finer ruling, but the light transmitted over a

given area of the photographic plate is the same in either

providing that the screen separations are accurately adjusted.

The Douthitt screen separations may be optically correct from the

stops used, but I cannot agree to the necessity for smaller stop6 for
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^Bw rulings, and the coneeqn. ter screen separation,

^^l the system obtains good tonal gradation with different screen
• *>f that it is the only system that will do so; it only

n how much latitude there is in the process. I believe that it

sstbie to obtain equal gradation from a given copy with a
stops with the same screen providing the separation <s

adjusted to each change of stop, and the same thing^Bm to different rulings. But why use such a variety of stops
gradation can be obtained by much simpler means

?

;ie same stop, exposure and light-distance with all

:'rora a given copy,

•upt to make exposure constant with different rulings by
i*; the light-distance is only another complication. What
-tie in the case of a coarse screen negative from a large copy
la the radius of the lamps at the close position? It U as well
member that all half-ton* operating i* not done with m
.raps. In my own case, for example, the whole of the work
ie with mercury- vapour lamps that are never moved except in

ise of an exceptionally large copy,
statement as to correct gradation being only possible with

i not affected by any dodge that may be resorted to to
s negative from the unusual copy, because in this case we

leliberately seeking false gradation. I have 1 any
advantage in utinj; more than one stop, e\en for the unusual

» that the stop used has the same
e extension as the screen opening has to the ar|

' r. Grenell buds that the same laws apply
t as to dry plate, because I have always assumed that they
•ut have .' rest to test it oat.

the diffraction fringes has been held up
- work, but it is well on the way, and I

nsj the next few days, when I hope that
ins.

• • writing the above anj I

1 must express my pleasure to find that

I is already mu
lexl week— Yoius f .

'
I

mien,. sympathise with Mr. Milner in his perplexity.
led this variance with the years ago, but may I sug-

» tempers his theor;. »l experieno* of
to know that tfas ink

i was black, not blue-black, and the use of the phrase, " seme-
was due to post experience.

Milner did not read my letter cersfu would
have jump

ed to the the experimenting in the
-sens was sn mpt at pt.'.uyraphy.

have bean impress*.: ^articular mention of
the nator. her did I

w fteckl. jnder the head-
if " <.u;

satwood. June 19.

the Editors.

be sulphid.

list there are still n.^V" wno ,: ns that are essential for
successful resultv The simple process of ton-

•

lonld leave oethiug to be desired, and, in addit;

'tain that failure, or even partial failure, should be

. too long to discuss

ugh it w te on the
ions necessary for ensuring success. But as. I have given

! a large amount of « •

I process, I would like ment your
adding a note on • di* i fference between the

^^Hteolution processes and t

difference is the colour of the resulting image. In
n methods the colour is a purple I

it as " the standard brown of the carbon
• rd brown being essentially a purple brown.

Bleaching followed by a sulphide solution produces a pure brown,
without any trace of purple, whether the brown be relatively cold
or warm. And this purity of colour possesses another advantage,
there is a greater transparency of the shadows.
In the modification which I introduced some years ago, by

means of nhich brown-blacks or cold browns were obtained by
, adding a mercuric salt to the bleaching bath, this purity of colour
was still maintained ; the colour was always brown or brown-
black, and never a purple-brown or purple-black.

Considering the simplicity of sulphide toning, and the richness:

and quality of its results, it is surprising that any photographer
can be found who will admit that it presents difficulties.—Yours
faithfully,

Henhy W. Bennett.
Ilford, June 17, 1922.

To the Editors.

l.-roen,—Permit a very humble worker—but nevertheless a

al one—to endorse all you say in your last week's leading

article on sulphide toning, and to suggest that the subject be
further investigated.

Post-war bromide and gaslight papers do not tone nearly so

well by the sulphide (bleaching and darkening) method as did

the pre-war papers, and the liver of sulphur, or even the hypo-

alum process -seems to n. era papers better than the

n sulphide process. In pre-war days I found no difficulty

whatever in securing the most pleasing of rich, deep brown t

but I (ail to do so to-day even when I use the same make of

paper and formulae, or, as it would be more correct to say, what
be the same. Some chemicals have, in my

anged somewhat, and many eld formula; require to be

overba

liave als<> different emulsions to deal with, and the pi

erase for iiuulu •

• - giving images other than the pun
black" meat, has resulted in emulsions gi

image to well as one would wish. Obviously;

reatest attention to the production of a •

direct development, the tonii

the image I o a secondary consideration.

I suppose, claim t! liromide or gaslight

rill tons we!! in a sulphide bath, but no maker has to

iwledge produced a paper giving an image specially

' there should bo a market for such a

paper, a* sepia ' nue to be a leading line with

many of us, although at present it is rather a " hit or-tniss
"

•one that interests many, but

rather the tone obtained in a toning hath, and I for one care

w black, or what shade of black, the developed image

i toned bromides are now a regular

iper-makcra do not help us by giving the matter

some extra special attention.—Yous tru

Ellis D. 0« i

UKI'l'IV

To the Editors.

.tlemen,—To-day "a "Daily Chronicle" suggests that

ordinary wedding phot, graph is on the way to becoming a thing

of the pas' may be so, but the method I adopted I

days -e«e Way prove of interest.

_• an order to photograph a wi rty I, in addi-

took photographs of guests entering the church ; tho brides-

maids in the church porch j arrival of the bride and her father;

a photograph in mony ; and the bride

and bridegroom leaving aft-tr the ceremony.

Tho wedding party, and the bride and bridegroom, were photo-

graphed afterwards as arranged.

fs were, m a loose leaf album, together with -

i ph of the church, the whole forming an interesting

—

an irresistible—souvenir of the occasion.

hould prove more acceptable to those

cerned, and what is so important nowadays, should bring

more profitable order.—Yours faithfully",

P Jksk

h 8treet, Southwold, June 17.
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Answers to Correspondents.

/n accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents^

jf t W nt answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " mutt reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and .should be

addressed to the Editors.

¥. 11 -We cannot suggest a better arrangement than that which

tiling we should alter is to change the

apa over to the other fiide of the studio. In nine cases out

ten the left side of the face is Letter-looking than the right.

.r work -is quite good, but we should imagine that you are

ither a short focus lens for such large heads. To get good

ring you want at least a 12 inch lens for this size.

E. F.—For whole-plate large heads the best results are obtained

with a lens of focal length between 20 and 30 ins., o» even

louger. There is plenty of room in a 23 ft. studio for the use

a lens of this foous for this special purpose of large heads,

but it will be of comparatively little use for anything else. If

want to. make, say, cabinet heads in the studio, with the

ne lens, about 14 to 16 ins. focal length is as long as you

afford to have.

\Y. A.—Your inquiry is so vague that it is impossible to deal with

it within the limits of a letter. Finishing may be done in mono-

chrome witli water-colour, oil-colour, crayon or aerograph, and it

would require a fair-sized book to describe them all. You can

obtain a special catalogue of photographic finishing materials
from Winsor and Newton. 37-40, Rathbone Place, London, W.l.
When you decide on which process you will adopt we shall be

1 1 to answer any specific questions.

E. D.—So far as we know there is no " paste " which can be used
repair camera bellows. The best way to do this is to extend

the bellows as fully as possible, and to cement with Seccotine

or similar giue small pieces of silk or shiny black linen inside

the corners. A little Seccotine may be rubbed over the ragged
place* outeide, and the surface patted smooth while the glue is

damp. If the leather is badly damaged, a bit of thin basil

ither may be stuck on where necessary.

K. (!.—It is entirely contrary to the custom of the trade that an
enlarging firm should put its own name on the enlargements
which it makes for its professional photographer customers.
You should certainly return the enlargement, pointing out that
it is useless to you when mounted with the name, of anybody
else upon it. There is no particular objection to the word
" copyright," bat on the other hand you should be the person
to decide whether you wish this inscription to appear or not.

P. 8. We think the explanation of the films is that there is a
damage in the bellows which is fogging the greater portion of the
image by diffused light, whilst the various black lines represent
pin-hole images of the sun moved about on the surface of the
him. It is quite a •common experience that only some negatives
out of a spool are fogged in such a case, as it depends upon how

_long the camera is carried with the bellows extended, and also
volume of light and the position of the sun have an influence.

-A- B.—The Vanguard Manufacturing Co.. Maidenhead, ma!.
ink for writing on plain glass. They list it in the following

black, violet, red, blue and green. They also make
.reparation called " Subtralene,' for coating glass to enable

writing and diagrams to be drawn with pen and ink or pencil,
and they also list -what they call " Screenolenc," an opaque,
quick-drying black varnish, which can be used for the making of
lantern diagrams in white lines on a black ground by the use of a

die or other fine stylus.

M - B.—The lens appears to be of the portrait type, and possibly
the fault of not giving proper definition at the full aperture,
Which should be //4, is due to the glasses having been mis-
placed. The glasses of the front combination are pretty sure to
be right, but it is possible that the elements of the back com-

bination have got out of place. The flatter curve of the do

, convex glass, which comes right at the back of the lens, si

be in the rearmost position. The most common mistake matl<-

in assembling a lens of this type is for this glass to be ii

reverse position, in which case a very much smaller area of

is covered. If adjustment of the glasses does not im]

matters as regards giving satisfactory definition you had 1

send the lens to an optician to be overhauled, e.g., to the Pre

Optical Co., 63, Bolton Road, Stratford, London, E.15.

\. /.— (l) We think sour practice as regards hardening prini

avoidance of blistering is quite all light. No doubt the i:

alum in the first fixing bath does tend to yellowing of the v.

owing to the less perfect removal of the silver compounds

the emulsion. If you get sufficient hardening by puttin:

alum in the third fixing both, we don't think you can do better

than stick to this method. (2) No doubt an enamelled iron

showcard will withstand the weather better than anything else.

Three firms for these enamelled signs are as follows:— (1) Sam
Trenner and Son6, 76-78, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I;

(2) Macfarland and Robinson, 76-78, Southwark Street, London,

S.E. 1; (3) Gamier and Co., 84, Farringdon Street, Loi

E.C.4. No. 1 has had experience in making signs for pi

graphers in connection with supplying really nice-looking tl

for war memorials.

A. W.—Correcting the meanings of your symbols:

—

x — extra-focal image distance of object at distance d
i.e., .t :s distance of exit node of lens from front focus. \

focused on infinity the exit node is f from the image.

f = focal length of the lens (not "extra-focal," which :

ies only ti and object distance).

d = extra-foi knee of object, i.e., object is at tin <li-;

il -1- / from the entrance node.

With the above signification of the symbols the formula

x = f'/d is quite correct, since it is simply a transformatii

1 1 _ 1

the Newtonian formula - + — ., as is pointed out by Piper

on page 45 of the " First Book of the Lens."
If with the above correction of your symbol-meanings yc.

find the formula to disagree with the scale marking, it it po
that you are using too approximate a value for f. Do you know
the focal length to within, say, 5 per cent. ? An error much
greater than this would throw out your calculation of the scale
division owing to the squaring of f in the formula. Your second
question can only be answered by saying that cae perspective of
the projected picture is independent of the foeal length of the
taking lens, but is realised theoretically by a view point for the
spectator at such a distance from the screen that the angle
tended by the screen at the eye is equal to the angle subtended
bv the image in the taking camera at the exit node of the lens.
If your spectator's distance from the screen is fixed, - then, of
course, the focal length of the taking lens requires to be such
as to fulfil the above condition of angle of view.
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Printing Thin it is not ever; photographer who is

Negatives. aware that n I tter print can usually be

fromathinn projection.. linan

Kperience of many
is the fact. The best

ined wl

illuminat ion from a \\ as in the

but excellent results are obtain

if one or more thick: E ground

s are interposed in the path of the rays. In some
sheet of thin bank post paper may be used

If this be done the cone of light from

;-e is diffused, and reduction in the size of the

diaphragm, which, of course, reduces the light still

furtJ ermissible. When working on thi

- not practicable to use extremely slow papers, hut

ordinary slow bromide the exposures will not be

ilj prolonged, and in many cases the tone rendering

than if a vigorous gaslight paper had been used.

It will sometimes be found that if a negative lie thin,

but not flat, the latter papers give a somewhat In

It, no matter how carefully the exposure is adjusted.

Assistants' era! recent incidents prompt us
Specimens. imce again to caution assistants apply-

ing for situations advertised in our columns, against send-

ing specimens of their work to advertisers who use a

Box No. There is no reason for sending specimens, for

our publishers do not allow the request for them to appear
in announcements appearing under a box number. Only
by observing this rule can assistants assist our publishers
in applying an effectual check to the abuse of our adver-

tisement pages by unscrupulous or irresponsible people.

Yet we ai-e sorry to find that assistants continue to send
what are often valuable specimens to .people who are
absolutely unknown to them. In such circumstances
they have only themselves to blame if thi after-

wards unable to obtain re-possession of the examples of

their work. We had a case only a few days ago in which
an assistant persisted in forwarding specimens to an
advertiser unknown to him, after having been several

times cautioned against so doing Our publishers' start

endeavour to the best of their ability to frustrate attempts
to obtain photographs by underhand methods, and there-
fore assistants should at least follow the recommenda-
tions which will greatly remove causes of complaint

ecting the loss of specimens.

A Focussing A new form of finder for attachment
Finder. to a hand-camera has recently been
described by an Austrian inventor, Heir Krone, who
dwells upon its effectiveness in securing sharp focus in

the use of cameras unprovided with a focussing set

Essentially, there is nothing new in the invention, for

the finder is actually a tiny reflex camera, the mirror in

which is fixed whilst its lens is moved by the operation
of the lens front of the camera to which it is fitted. The
auxiliary miniature camera in its simplest form consists
of a L-shaped tube having the mirror across the anj
the L, the focussing screen near the top of the upright
limb and the lens in the end of the lower horizontal
limb. In this pattern the lens requires" to be of the
same focal length as that of the camera proper; in more
elaborate models it may be shorter, so as to permit of
reduction of the size of the finder. The worst of such
a fitment as this is that it must be attached when

rired for use, since it is obviously impossible to close
'ling camera with it in sit-u. Experience is certainly

lial success of a loose accessory of

land, however effective it may be for its purpose.

More is difficult to see how the finder can be

made efficient, wit reatly increasing its bulk, under

ionditions in which it is most required, that is to

when using a large aperture lens of fair focal length.

In these circumstances the focussing finder is almost

bound to be pretty nearly as large and as expensive as

the camera to which it is to be fitted. Makers ol reflex

cameras have no reason to fear that their instruments

are t
:

I by devices of this kind.

CARBONS BY THE CABBRO PROCE S S

.

Theoretically, ordinary carbon printing is a very simple

process, and it would at first sight seem almost im-

possible to make it simpler, but in practice there are

little pitfalls which fake years of practice to avoid, so
liiat after half a senturj a really good carbon printer

is still the rarest of photographic craftsmen. Those who
have made a few dozen prints successfully may be

inclined to dispute this statement, but at the end of six

months' continuous working of the process they would
probably acknowledge that there was still much to learn.

'lids is not said with the idea of disparaging the process,

h is well worth the labour of mastering, and which
in the process of doing so will probably give very

encouraging results. But we wish to point out that

unless worked under favourable conditions the operations

of sensitising and drying the tissue, the constant varia-

tion in sensitiveness which arises from keeping, and the

correct estimation of exposure, all call for special care.

Most, if not all, the ills that carbon is heir to are

obviated by adopting the Carbro process, which gives as

the finished result a genuine carbon print, the ordinary

tissue and transfer paper being used. Its chief main
difference from carbon is that the image is formed by

contact with a. bromide print instead of by the direct

action of light.

Full working details for the Carbro process are given
in the current B.J. Almanac, or they may be obtained
from the Autotype Company, who also publish an excel-

lent handbook of the process, so that it is only necessary
here to give a brief outline of the necessary manipula-
tions. An ordinary bromide print is placed in cold water
to soak. Meanwhile, a piece of carbon tissue of any
desired colour is immersed in a solution containing

bichromate, ferricyanide and bromide of potassium. In
this it remains for three minutes, during which time the
bromide print is taken from the water and laid upon a
sheet of glass. At the end of the three minutes the
tissue is withdrawn from its bath, allowed to drain for

fifteen seconds, then immersed in a second solution con-

taining acetic and hydrochloric acids and formaldehyde
for an average time of twenty seconds, and squeegeed
into contact with the print. It is placed in a fold of

grease-proof paper and allowed to remain for fifteen

minutes. At the end of this time the two are separated

and the tissue squeegeed into contact with a piece of

single transfer paper which has been soaked for at least

five minutes. The mounted tissue is placed in blotting

paper, under light pressure, for at least twenty minutes
and developed in the usual way for carbon prints The
bromide print, which will have been wholly or partially

bleached, is well washed, to free it from all yellowness

and re-developed in amidol, when it is ready to produce

another impression. As many as a dozen Carbros can

be produced from one bromide, provided it is properly

washed and fully re developed after each bleaching.

The advantages of the process from the professional
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or for the washing after fixing. Quick changes from

lish to another is a good way of removing the " free"

silver, and fixing should not he done until the washing water

remains quite clear.

The washing and fixing should he done in large shallow

i, and the prints handled face down, so as to minimise

curling. With this process there should be no leaving the

prints to soak or wash. They must be kept on the move all

me, and not left until they are hanging up to dry.

The hypo solution should be freshly made, of a strength

3 oes. to the pint of water, and if there is the slightest sus-

n of the bath being acid a few drops of ammonia or a

pinch of bicarbonate of soda must be added. As regard

number of prints that a given amount of hypo will fix per-

fectlv, a good guide is to use just as much solution as will

allow of the prints being handled comfortably in it. The

hypo solution must not have been used before for any other

purpose, and a full ten minutes must be allowed for fixation.

The washing to remove the hypo must be very thorough; at

least eight complete changes should bo given, occupying a total

time of one hour. The prints can then be placed on a dah

of clean, thick glass, one on top of the other, and firmly

squeegeed to remove some of the water. The face of each print

should be blotted with a chemically-pure blotting paper, and

hung up to dry. I find that a very convenient- method of

drying is to use American wooden clips threaded through gal-

vanised wire, and to hang the prints in pairs back to back.

This prevents a great deal of curl. When dry the print*

should he straightened in the usual way, but if heat is useil

to dry them (which can be done quite safely) they should be

straightened before they are bone dry.

There is one other item which is an essential to perman-

ence, and that is dry-mounting by the hot press. The. dry-

mounting tissue interposes a thin layer of waterproof material

between the mount and the picture, thus preventing any

possible emanations from the mount affecting the picture.

The glossy surface can be glazed on glass, but I find a

much better method of obtaining a high gloss is by the use

of encaustic cereate, or Lustralene. A little of this rubbed

on with a piece of flannelette and polished with another

piece of soft material will give a good gloss with the added

advantage of removing all traces of bronzing in the shadows.

This paste can be used on the other surfaces if desired, and

will make the shadows, appear rich anH luminous. Further,

this thin coating of paste must afford considerable protection

from damp, the products of combustion, or impure atmosphere,

thereby ensuring permanence. Spotting or working up should

be done before treating with the paste, and will not rub off

if handled gently.

In conclusion, there is no sepia or brown tone obtainable

on any development paper that will surpass the rich colours

so easily obtained by the self-toning collodion process

R. R. Hawkins.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE AND THE STRUCTURE
OF LIGHT.

(Communication No. 144 from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.)

The method by which a photographic emulsion aads up light

during a long exposure has always been a problem for which no

adequate explanation was forthcoming. The sensitive material in

tho emulsion consists of microscopic crystalline grains in the form

ct flat triangular or hexagonal plates of a variety of sizes, ranging

from spots which are only visible as specks under the highest power
of the microscope to crystals which are easily visible and show
clearly defined form. If these grains are exposed to light and
receive a sufficient exposure, they become developable, and it is

generally considered that once a nucleus for development has been

formed the entire grain will be reduced to metallic silver if

developed for a sufficiently long time.

Keeping this in mind, consider an emulsion exposed in a telescope

to the image of a star, for instance. At the end of a very short

exposure apparently no grains at all might be developable, and no

image of the star would be obtained. Nevertheless, 6ome change
has occurred to the grains if we accept the idea that they have been

continuously exposed to light, because, if we go on exposing, pre-

sently some of the grains will be developable, and after hours of

exposure enough grains will be developable to make a good image
of the star.

If we think that the light is falling continuously on the grains.

then they must have some mechanism for storing extremely small

amounts of energy below that necessary to make them developable

until they have enough for developability. It is not impossible that

some chemical mechanism could be conceived, but the problem
present* some difficulty, especially as the effect of an exposure is

not greatly lost on interruption. On the assumption that the grains

sre continuously acquiring exposure, we must assume that they will

not lose, even after weeks, their record of an exposure insufficient

to make them developable and will re-start exposure practically

where they left off.

Another difficulty which arises when we study the exposure of

the individual grains is that they appear to differ in sensitiveness

;

thf bigger grains behave as if they were very much more sensitive

than tho smaller, and there are often differences in sensitiveness
among grains of tho same size, because if we sort out a number of

grains, all of the same size and shape, under the microscope, they

will not all become exposed at the same time ; some of them will

become developable before others, and if we imagine that they have

all been exposed to a uniform continuous flood of light we must
admit that these grains differ in sensitiveness among themselves.

This has recently been dealt with by Svedberg in his paper on the

relation between sensitiveness and size of grain in photographic

emulsions. 1 Svedberg finds that the centres of reduction in exposed
grains are distributed according to the law6 of chance. In the

discussion of this paper Dr. Lowry suggested that it might be that

these developable centres provided a concrete record of the bom-
bardment of the silver bromide targets by quanta of light.

The situation is similar to that which a row of soldiers in the

trenches would present to a spectator who had no idea of the exist-

ence of projectiles on the battlefield. He would observe men fall-

ing, and would conclude that there was a continuous wave of death

coming over from the enemy's trenches, and that the soldiers

differed in their "sensitiveness" to death, so that one man was
killed while another remained apparently unhurt, though if they

remained exposed for a sufficiently long time ultimately all would
be destroyed.

If we had no prior. knowledge of the wave theory of light, the

simplest explanation of the apparent difference in sensitiveness of

different grains would be that, instead of a continuous flow of light

ir. the form of waves on to the sensitive film, the light was falling

upon it of a rain of projectiles; these projectiles would make
developable any grains that they hit, the grains which were missed

not being affected at all. If the grains continued to be exposed to

tho radiation they would be hit later and thus be made developable

in their turn.

The radiation of light in the form of projectiles is a very old idea

in physics. Indeed, the theory which Newton held as to the nature

of light was that it consisted of a stream of very minute corpuscles

moving with great velocity and bombarding the material objects

which they met. This theory was displaced by the wave theory

1. " Phot. Journ.," April, 1922, p. 186.
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_ primarily to its uiai the phenomenon of inter-

ference, bat many recent discoveries in physics have been found

difficult to explain by the use <>l the classical wave theory, and it

seems not unlikely that it may be necessary to tarn to a theory
• some analogy to the corpuscular theory of Newton.

The origin of Light emission is now ascribed, not to the molecules

itoms as a whole, but to the " electrons
"

or smallest particles of negative electricity in their interaction with
jcleus of the atom. There are good reasons for assuming the

of the '-hemiral elements to consist of a " nucleus

inde.1 by one or more electron*

ng negative charges, the whole stom being electrically neutral

It is thought that these electrons re> « nucleus,

more massive than the electrons, and that on their ram!
targe on the positive nucleus depends the nature of

the atom. Thus b. of all elements, has one
a circular ; elliptii orbit about its nucleus.

be next element, has two electrons; lithium, three; and

Irons are supposed to their nuclei without
i.ut when an electr.,1: suff .lent shock it jumps
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natical theory based uu Einstein's assumption of light-quanta

;

i a discrete structure of radiation which, together with several
experimental tests, was given by him in a paper read December 28,
1921. at the Toronto meeting of tlie American Physical Society. The

uental work by A. P. H. Trivelli and L. Righter undertaken
in the research laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Co.. with the
purpose of testing this theory, has provided ample evidence as to
tlie relation between the size of single grains and of clumps of
grains and the percentage of them which become developable on
exposure. Their results agree very well with the deductions from
Sisberatein's theory. This work of Silberstein and that of Trivelli

and Kighter corroborating experimentally his theoretical formula
are now being published in the " Philosophical Magazine," to which

M are referred for all details and the mathematical treatment
of the problem, while in the present article but a bare outline of

the subject can be given.

According to Einstein's hypothesis of 1905, light may be
sidered to be radiated and propagated in quanta, which consist of

limited trains of monochromatic light waves, each train containing

constant A and the trtqutney. Somewhat more generally, it may be
assumed, as has been done by K. Marx and J. J. Thomson, in dis-

tinction from Einstein, that not the whole radiation but only part

•f it is split into these quanta, the light-energy being densely con-

cent rated in minute specks scattered haphazard over an otherwise

continuous distribuiu«i of radiant energy. Further, according to

Einat«n'a photo-electric law, verified most accurately by numerous
urate, the liberation of a photo-electron from an atom re

quires just one quantum of lig appears as the

kinetic energy of the ejected eln-tron, except for the fraction used

v has already sugge mism by which
•r halide grain is affected bjf light is such a photo-electric

liberation of an electron, and the combination of the two theories

leads as at once to a ght quanta travelling independently

of each other u I trains of waves of a minute

oTosa-t

are absorbed and, upon absorption, liberate an electron.' For these

light quanta Silberstein has suggested the term "darts of light
"

He has calculated the chance that a grain of a

by such a projectile and would thus become developable Na.tur.ill>.

the bigger the grains, the m»ro likely are they to be hit, so that

a relation ran be found between the size and the number of grain*

which will become developable after a given exposure.

If k be the number of grains which have been affected by an

exposure to n light-quanta, the grains having a projective area a;

f there are .V grains to be affected, the rigorous and rather

complicated probability formula gives for large values of .V and

any n, with more than sufficient approximn

.V (I (I)

This follows under the assumption (hat the cross *e<
• light-

dsrU is negligible ss I mnpared with >i If that cross se<

on an average, is taken into account, and it is required th.

grains to be affected should be fully bit by the lighUdarU,* tho

somewhat broader formula.

k - .V (

I

\

is obtained

n the equstion ill was compared with experimental results

it was found that '
I

grains become affected even more

v as compared with the smaller grains than they should havo

ling to this formula. A possible explanation of this il

^^^^^Knot —inn ii that the cross sections of tin

• .I negligible area compared with the grain, and it ma
lave appreciable diameters, varying over I ' "' •>'

-rage size comparable with that of the sxoa] If

.• case snd the broader formula (2) is appi

rata at which the grains of different sizes become develo)

s>

t stands for, can be calculated.

Trivelli and Rigb' Ihe sensitiveness of clumps of

grains formed by the s- 'if two or more an

together, found experiment f one of these grains

». II Is by no meat.- hat the mere liberation of an el'

exceeding the critical

>n is liberal.
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i. velopable.' Thus, a chimp of

four small grain- us! ius if it were one large grain or u

of just the same total area, due allowance being made for the

overlapping of the grains. It is consequently possible to calculate

tile rati at which clumps coni-aining different numbers of grains

wiH be affected by the light, ami when the experiments were made

and the numbers of affected clumps containing two, three, four,

and more grains were counted, it was found that these numbers

agreed very closely with those which were calculated by means of

the aforesaid formula (2).

In Trivelli's and Rigbter's work a simple bromide emulsion of

minimum speed and contrast, and having grains of an average

(area) of about 0.9 square micron, was used for the experiments.

The experiments were performed as follows :—A plate coated villi

the •• nlsion was soaked in distilled water for half-an -hour

and then covered with a warm solution of gelatine, alcohol, an I

r, in which it was maintained at a temperature not over

40 d< 20 minutes By this means the emulsion was to-

1 it on was then diluted, go that

upon coating and drying a single layer of grains was obtained on

the glass plate. After -exposure in a sensitometer the plates were
developed to 7 a , washed, and the developed silver removed with a

dilute solution of chromic and sulphuric acids. The strips thus

treated contained the undeveloped grains and clumps, and the

numbers (N—k) of the grains and clumps of different sizes (a) thus

left unaffected wore counted. Subtracting these numbers from the

numbers AT
of grains and clumps originally present, the numbers h of

grains and clumps affected were obtained. So far only the first

three " steps " of an H. & D. sensAtometric strip have been counted,

a week or two being required for tie area measurements and counts

relating to each step. Twenty of these on each of three strips are

employed to determine the developed grains, while to determine the

number of grains and clumps in the original one-grain-layer plate

before exposure and development ten of these on each of four strips

were used. The results in both cases are reduced to the number of

grains or clumps per square centimetre of a one-grain -layer plate.

The following table shows the results obtained for the first step, as

compared with the values calculated according to Sjlberstein's

formula (2) with n = 0.572 per square micron, and the "average"
area of the cross-section in a light-dart- 8 = 0.097 of a square
micron :

—

Clumps of a in *"

1 grain 0.75

2 grains 1.93

3 ,, 3.03

4 „ 4.88

5 „ 6.20

6 7.40

7 ., 8.6

8 „ 9.8

9 „ 11.0

10-31 „ 12-23

32 „ > 2<:

33 „ > 25

The most reliable a values are those for the clumps of one and ol

two grains, being averages of the largest numbers of individual

clumps; the following a values are gradually less reliable. The
calculated values in the above table were obtained from the equa-
tion (2) given before, containing a term which allows for a finite

cross-section and hence a finite diameter of the light-dart, the
average diameter according to this calculation being approximately
one-third of a micron, and the number of light-darts falling on the
plat* for this exposure being about one for every two square
microns.

The above value of n would give approximately 57,000,000 light-

darts per square centimetre ; a judgment whether this allots to
each dart just one quantam of energy in Plancke's sense of the word
must be suspended until absolute energy measurements of the
exposures are available. Since each light-projectile is presumably
of the order of some hundred of thousands wave-lengths in length,

100* „
Y Observed

1007

\
^-Calculated

16.5 15.2

44.9 48.4

76.6 68.9

87.1 '87.3

96.0 93.3

98.2' .. 96.4

100.0 98.0

100.0 99.6

100.0 99.8

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

100.0 100.0

7. Although Svedberg obtained in his recent investigation (" Phot.
Jonrn.," April, 1922, p. 183) what would seem an independence of the
grains forming a " clump," yet Trivelli and Righter are confident in
their result which they have repeatedly verified. The apparent discrepancy
is probably reducible to the circumstance that Svedberg worked with small
spherical grains which have not been in snch an intimate contact with
each other as Trivelli and Eighter's plate-shaped grains, partly overlapping
and piled upon each other.

the name " light -dart " seems not inappropriate in view of the

assumed small cross-section. On Einstein's own theory there is

nothing on which to base the estimate of the dimensions of the

light-quantum,* but on Thomson or Marx's less radical theory uf

" concentration places " within a continuous distribution of light-

energy the characterisation of a light-dart as having a section of

0.097^ 2 would mean a length (at wave-length 470,uju) of about
6.000,000 wave-lengths. When the measurement of the second
" step " of the sensitometric exposure was completed, the same
value of the cross-section of the light-dart was taken, but with the

exposure value of half that of the former set, i.e., 8 = 0.097 and
n = 0.286. The experimental results (apart from the second
doubtful item) agree admirably with the calculated ones, as is

shown by the following table, thus forming a striking confirmation

of the theory :
—

1 00 k 100 k
« in n J

a Observed v Calculated

1.93 2! 28.2

3.03 57 44.2

4.88 63.8 64.3

6.2 74.5 74.3

7.4 87.5 81.0

11.0 97 92.4

12.0 97 94.2
2-23 100 96-100

24 100 100
25 100 100

Similarly, for the third " step " the same formula, but with the
exposure value cf one-half of the second step (n = 0.143), gave
the percentage numbers of clumps affected (for clumps of 2 up to

10 grains), 15, 25, 41, 49, 56, 63, 68, 74, 76, agreeing well enough
with the observed values, which were 13, 38, 42, 53, 66, 82, 86, 78, 89
respectively. An account of further measurements in this and other
sets of experiments now in progress will be published as these are
completed.

Naturally, many questions relating to this theory come to our
mind : Are we to suppose all the light-darts of the same average
diameter or does the average diameter depend upon the frequency T

How are we going to explain the difficulties of interference and
diffraction of light? We are far from being able to answer these
questions. Some of them can perhaps be dealt with experimentally,
sine mathematically, some will have to wait for new facts and
new methods of attack. As soon as the photographic measurements
can be made it will be possible to determine whether the darts of
X-rays, for instance, behave similarly (and as if they had the same
diameter) to darts of visible light. This may settle the question as
to whether the light darts vary in diameter with the frequency.
The problems presented by interference and diffraction can perhaps
be dealt with statistically. All that we can say at present is that
it is not impossible that these phenomena may be explained on the
hypothesis that light consists of separate trains containing many
waves of light. The mechanism by which an electron emits a light-
dart, which, moreover, satisfies the relation between its energy and
the frequency of the radiation emitted, is, and will perhaps for a
long time remain, entirely unknown. Since the amount of energy
in a light-dart is very small, light of ordinary intensities contains
enormous quantities of them, and it is only in exceptionally favour-
able cases that any distinction could be detected in the effects pro-
duced upon matter between a continuous radiation of energy as
demanded by the older theory and a shower of projectiles or light-
darts. A rain of arrows, for instance, if sufficiently closely packed
would have just the same effect upon a material as hitting ii

something solid; it would make practically no difference that the
arrows are separated by small intervals in space and time, and in
the same way we should expect that the continuous wave theory
would appear to hold except where we might have methods of
exposing an assemblage of sufficiently small individual particles to
a shower of light-darts not outnumbering the particles very much
and observing what happened to them. Such conditions are pre-
cisely afforded by properly prepared photographic emulsions, which
thus seem admirably adapted to reveal the discrete structure of
light.

8. In his original paper of 1905 (" Ann. der Physik," Vol 17 o 132)
Einstein speaks of each quantum of light-energy as concentrated in a
space-point,

' bat tins is scarcely more than a brief expression, and is
certainly unessential for Einstein s reasoning.
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Wh«n a beam of X ray s falls apon an atom and liberates an

roo we have the means of detecting the action of a single

quantum, which is necessary in order to detect the difference

between a continuous radiation and a ahower of light-darts, and the

observation that the electron thrown out of an atom by
impact of X-rays travels with the same speed aa the

original electron by which the rays were generated ia exactly

what we should expect to be true on tbe light-dart theory.

This theory, of course, is. as yet. in its infancy, and there are many
llttes which it vill have to meet, bnt if we had not been, for

several generations, under tbe influence of the continuous wave

theory of light and were considering only the facts known to us, it

ia quite possible that the difficulties presented to the ordinary wave
theory by the photo-e'ectric effect, the ahaorption of X-rays, and
the behaviour of the photographic plate would appear not less for-

midable than those which the problems of interference and diffrac-

tion actually present to the light-dart theory. Fortunately, the

theory leads to many experiments, and one may perhaps he able to

come to definite conclusions as to its value as soon as the experi-

ments which are ind-cated can be carried out

Ltjdwik StLBrnsTBtN.

C. E, KrjrNtTH Mkes.

THE WASHING OF NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.

read before the Royal Photographic Society > Messrs. K. ( . D. Hickman, R.Sc and D. A. Sp-

in of Washing Device* and Optical Method "f Testing," has been printed in the

'Journal" as the first part of a comprehensive comn on this subject. As will be seen, as soon as one has

• mical equations and mathematical formulae, one encounters a great many experimental

side th.
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xperunents and the results obtained as rcg rmity and Data of washing, and they

r the Watl ties, smons them one which has already l>een placed upon the market in the shape

The paper esente the most scientific experiments which have been made on the

tine films by washing, and are deters ing of a clt&e study on acrounl eat amount of practical
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S. Sheppanl sad Mees' " Theory of Photographic Processes."
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,.rlv. these equations cannot be used to predict the time of

.. in which the exponential law does not hold

In most methods of washing met with in practice, a state

nf affairs somewhere between the two cases is found. This has

been allowed for by previous workers by using the exponential

formula and varying the factor K to suit the altered conditions.

Plate 1.

This is, at best, a makeshift. The particular value to an Investi-

gator, of a formula for deducing the time for complete washing
lies in the unreliability of volumetric methods of estimating hypo.
In titrating with iodine, the correction to be applied for the
used as indicator is often greater than the value of the tliiosu!-

phate found when the latter is only present in minute amounts.
It is therefore difficult to tell if a plate is completely washed by
titrating the residual salt with iodine and starch. The method
becomes accurate, only when the hypo content is great, i.e. in the
.arly stages of washing. Here the time error is large owing to
the difficulty of placing and removing the plate sufficiently quickly
from the wash water, of blotting evenly, and preventing diffusion
to adherent solution while doing so.

The validity of our experimental results depended, other factors
constant, on the similarity of gelatine thickness, hardness,

and the maintenance of a similar working temperature for each
plate. Adequate precautions were taken to ensure regularity of
conditions and, where possible, each series of experiments was con-
ducted on large plates cut into strips. In each case a portion of
hs plate was dyed in Tartrazine.* and the diffusion time for the
dye under standard washing conditions noted. This enabled a
•mall correction factor to be applied. In experiments (1) above,

6. See later.

the wash waters were united and titrated with N/100 iodine.

Plates in experiments (2) were washed in four successive changes

of water, for five minutes each, and the washings titrated as

before. The washing times in the latter case are plotted against

the logarithms of the hypo concentrations in Fig. If, Plate 1. The

time tor washing to the limiting concentration is thus only 2.6

minutes under these abnormal conditions. The plates adopted

throughout the experiments were " Wellington " Ordinary. They

were soaked in water for 10 minutes, then for two changes of

5 minutes each in 20 per cent, hypo, after which they were used.

In order to test whether the omission of development prejudiced

the results, four plates were fogged, developed in metol-hydro-

quinone to a uniform density of about 0.5, washed, and treated as

before. It was found that considerably more hypo was absorbed,

but that it washed out at approximately the same rate as that

from an undeveloped plate. This, together with a comparative

curve for ordinary and extra speedy press plates, is shown in

Fig. 1c, Plate 1. The curves were obtained by means of the river

washing device.'

Until a method of measuring very small quantities of hypo

becomes available, it is necessary to attack the problem in a dif-

ferent m..nner. An ideal weapon would be provided by a highly-

coloured salt having the molecular weight and other physical pro-

perties of hypo. This could be used to bathe plates, and the

manner of washing noted visually. The subject could then be at-

tacked qualitatively as well as quantitatively in a manner

appears previously to have been overlooked. Qualitative examina-

-EE I3--

•-P 3->

m m
FlC 3

Plate 2.

tion is important because a plate may contain less than the

theoretically objectionable quantity of hypo calculated for its

entire surface, but this quantity may be, and often is, located in

a small area where it can do great harm. Qualitative examination
should reveal local concentrations, and thus indicate the for-ns

of apparatus which give faulty washing.

Most highly-coloured inorganic salts modify gelatine and are

unsuitable for the purpose. A number of dyestuffs were examined,
and a few selected, which diffused from gelatine without leaving

7. See later.
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.n. Of these, Tartrazine' was shown to diffuse exponentially

time, plates dyed for 3 minutes in 2 per cent, solution cleax-

jt 30 minutes in running water. The curves for the rate

and for the attainment of equilibrium with wash
in Figs. Id and If. Plate 1. The times of diffusion

and attainment of equilibrium are mu.-h greater than for hypo,

of the conditions of washing affecting the two differently,
-''• in the same direction. Increase in the quantity of wash
r causes both dye and hypo to eliminate more quickly. The

i. late, tan to reach equilibrium, will be less affected

- water supply, any selective washing indicating an

I uniformity had hypo been used. It is thus

j'.e as a qualitative substitute for the latter.

Plates were fixed, washed, and dyed in 2 per cent. Tartrazine

S minutes and dried. To test the efficiency of a washing
plates were placed in it, and the time noted

:;ilar washing occurred, it

was recorded by removing the plate, blotting the surface, and

the gin .slight

paper, using a metal figment lamp, screened by
amnion: sulphate to give

is) with the yeliow i

As the water changing pro-

of the various washing devices were
jed. Taking as standard an im.-.

of continuous siphon tank. Tank held six plates, of which D

„

and D, were inner members, whilst the emulsion of D, was
exposed to the open water next to the siphon. Prints (;'), (i).

and (') were made after 28 minutes, and (m) and (n) after 42
minutes. AH were colourless in 60 minutes.

2.—Intermittent siphon tank. This device yielded print?

similar to the above, the grading being a little more pronounced.

Fig. 3.—River washing device. The working of this apparatus

is sufficiently indicated by the diagrams. Water was admitted at

the top end at 81 litres per hour, and flowed from A to B in a

thin uniform stream with a velocity of 3 cm. per second. As
these conditions could be reproduced with accuracy, they were

adopted for standard comparison purposes, strips 1 in. by 3j in.

of all plates used being dyed and washed thus. The ratio of the

time of washing of the strips to a standard time of 30 minutes was

used as a factor to adjust the slight differences between one plate

and another.

relative washing power of most of the devices differed so

ii their water-changing constants that it would seem

atter which I M*bar

m rate, the incoming ati

with the content? oi

hareing, it will be seen that

example Thns, water fal
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r 16 and 30 minutes : and

in 30
after 20 minutes

»r« 5.1

,s ,i,, i,
.-*s in 34

* -* per hour,

Plate
>loones» in 30 m nut. tar 20 mii

15 by 12 dish, with water

ited in If
i»( device delivering 116 litres per hour into

16 by 12 dish. Plates washed clear as

on centre of short side.

P

internal powder was aasaiuble.

f

Plat.

that the mere quantity of water presented to Wie plate bore Utile

I
the time of washing. Thus, plates washed

J, Plate 5. where the conditions arc ol the worst, clean

ely the same time aa those treated . 1 and 2,

•ugh in the latter case complete change was pre.-

Minutes. The most rapid washing

place ns illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4, Plate 5.

laminated with stale solntion

late.

e anomalies can be accounted for on the assuni|>ti on tha:

condition* of flow p.i-r the actual plate aurfacc are of paramount

imp-. ram-. • re changing of water, unless this water is

i intimate contact with the plate, would seem to have

In support of this view, lartraxine-dyed plates were

soaked in successive cha in a mechanically

rocked dish, I
A) the same dish atal

allowed for each soaking. iking place be°

the changes, (a) Washed clear in 26 to 30 minutes, while ('<) was

abandoned after 17 changes of water (85 minutes). Compf
between plates (a) and plates treated as in F:g 4, PI

t in the case of (a) for the proa'

e minutes dye has been diffusing out ii water

equilibrium is already established. Mechanical

ash water is thu< me Import

1 with the river washer confirmed this. A tnrtra-

late was mt into two : one half was place. 1 usher

the latter was working normally, i.r. with 81 litres per hour,

stream S cm. per se< ond, and washed clear in 30 minutes.

The waaher "was then tilted so that the stream thinned and

I cm. |>er second, the volume delivered remaining

constant. In this case the plate washed clear in 25 minutes. The

stream depths were 0.4 cm. and 0.1 cm. respectively, 0.1 cm. being

the thinnest film which would cover the plate. The water used

was large in comparison with the gelatine film, so that the dye had

mity in each case of diffusing into water of aiiy
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mately rero contamination. Tho divergence in washing times

gaits an adherent layer of ejected molecules, thin in comparison with
iream used, and which requires vigorous agitation to remove

(Fig. 5. Plate 6). Bearing this in mind, a multitude of water jets

t. 1

u

nc

u

nc a
V

7
FICd.

Plate 4.

from a perforated plate was allowed to impinge on to a dyed plate
with as great a velocity as the latter would stand (Fig. 7, Plate 6).
The concentration of dye in the wash water was literally zero
and any surface film was instantly dispersed. The time of clear-
ance was shortened to 20 minutes. (This device was used in
Experiment 2.)

K. C. D. Hickman, B.Sc.
D. A. Spencer, A.R.C.Sc.

{To be continued.)

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Rotary Intaglio Printing Machine without Doctor.
A recent patent specification, No. 180,218, of 1921, by T. Ruddi-u Johnston of 13, Mikawadai-machi, Azabu-Ku, Tokyo, Japan,

» dTc
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hat the Inventi °n "ill make it possible to runrotary intaglio pnntmg machines at a higher speed, and yet pro-duce as good a quality of work, and much tin* wi 1 b7 saved
P
bybmng an ,nk remover that does not require to be sharpened
'

- 1 is a side, and fig. 2 an end elevation of the improved ink

nXIdt 'mo^^' ^ f"

3 " a 6ide e,eVat;°" ^ t7e pictemployed to remove the surplus ink

etched con
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.
P" la's c . un this shaft, and oppo-

i£ itco oJ m«S i *:Ted thE Can'

ier C*' int0 which is inserted

of th. ,h,fwf t: J
hlC

JM
em°VeS th° SurP'us ink

-
On the endsshaft c are placed the pieces e», the sockets c' projecting

from which carry the rods c\ and sliding on these rods and capable
of being secured at any part of them are the weights c". By
moving the weights along the rods the ink remover can be forced

with any pressure desired against the face of the cylinder or plate.

As a short reciprocating movement is given to the shaft c l
, and

consequently the ink remover c'. the pieces c' carry feathers which
slide in grooves in the shaft, so that the latter may pass through

Fig. 1.

them without interfering with the action of the weights, these pieces

being retained in position by the small parts <-*, which are seemed

to the pillai-6, and have their ends projecting over the raised parts

of those pieces.

c" are screws which pass through the carrier c3 and bear against

the ink remover to adjust the latter should this be found nece>

When an etched copper-deposited sleeve or an etched plate lias

been printed from, and another has to take its place on the cylimler,

the ink trough b
2
, with the inking roller b l is pulled back, and the

weights cs having been removed from the rods <•', the carrier r* of

the ink remover can be turned away from the cylinder's surface.

The part which removes the ink is made of an antifriction or

other metal that can be cast or ground to exactly fit the printing

cylinder's surface, the invention being in using in rotary intaglio

printing machines of a blunt, rigid surface resting accurately against

the cylinder's face for removing the surplus ink, instead of employ-

ing the thin sharp flexible blades now in general U6e.

As it is possible that a small particle of a gritty nature may occa-

sionally be carried by the ink beneath the ink remover, and scratch

its surface, fine parallel grooves are made in the working face of the

latter, so that such particles, should they pass its first raised por-

tion, will lodge in the groove and do no further injury, but several

grooves are shown to make certain that any such particles will

not injure the entire face of the ink remover.

The printing cylinder may occupy any position relative to that

of the impression or paper-carrying cylinder, and the ink remover

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

may be supported either as shown, or directly from the side frames
of the machine, the invention being confined to using a blunt metal
bar for removing the surplus ink, and not including anything else
connected with intaglio printing.

The patentee's attention having been called to a patent No. 3,918
of 1873 (Monkhouse), as bearing to a certain extent on the inven-
tion, as this specification cannot be 6een in Japan, anyone interested
will require to consult it, especially lines 12-18 of page 5.

East Anglian Holidays.—The Great Eastern Railway Co. has
just published a very fully illustrated book of the seaside and inland -

holiday places on its system. The scenic and hygienic attractions
of the many districts in Essex. Suffolk and Norfolk are well
described. Obtainable, price 6d.. from 30, Fleet St., London, E.C.
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Patent News.
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onverging that they do not intersect in front of

nearest object pbotograj
tha negative pictnrea may
be ma

g
maaking plate* inserted in

the film gate* of

camara in such s msnner
that the I the aper-

m> in the masking plates

are at variance with the

c* of the

51ms respectively, so that a

portion of the view .«

ted on the left-hand

side of the one picture and
• . ' hand side of

the

as described for double pro-

in Patent

177,816, and for si'

m* in Pat. •

resent* the

le flange* and
knuckle

back from the front of the\><
--' cameras, *o that, by in-

,-^iwi—-* creasing the inclination of
the cameras 1 and 2 the

separation of the objective*
is reduced.

The two cameras 1 and 2 are mounted on a common base
board 4 and the knuckle pin of tha hinge 3 is continued into the
base board and * tied tb*r*tO. The hinge 3 is of the type
known as loose butt, so that the hinged camera* may be removed
from the knuckle pin; 5 represents the centre line of the
apparatus which is consistently the bisecting line of the angle of
convergence; 6 end 7 represent the central axes of the objective*
for the two cameras coinciding respectively with the longitudinal

ressiiig picture films 8 and 8* and
perpendicular ti

!i 9 and twin racks 10 and 11 comprise a device for
the cameras simultaneously in relation to the centre

line 5. The outer rack 11 of the racking device, also operates
an indicator dial 12, on the circumference of which appears a
sca'.e indicating the distances from the camera apparatus at which
the conv. al axes 6 and 7 intersect one another on the
centre line 5 when the inclination of the cameras is varied by
mean* of the racking device. The pinion 9 is terminated in an
operating knob beneath the base board 4. The base board 4 is

supported and pivoted on a substantially constructed tripoc.

that the apparatus may be rotated.

I the binge knnckle pin is fixed a view finder 13

i- ntre line 5. The
[•indies of the

two cameras are i

nected by
means of a suitable tun

al joint 14. *o

their mechanisms are/o-

n in synchronism
from one opera

handle 15.

The cameras 1 and 2

are n . ard* one
another, as shown ifl

tral axes 6 and 7 inter-

sect at a point !6,

the, centre lin.

apparatus, in this case,

nearer to tha camera
paratus than the near-

est object 17 in the

photographic field of

view. Thus the left

ey* picture 8 will em-
images rightwsid Ml 2.

•8 « iot appear in the right < larly,

picture 8» will embody images leftward 19 v

>t appear in the left ey* picture 8.

The arc* 20 and 21 represent the approximate depth of the

•rthod ol arranging the sequence of the exposures and
lie negati films in the production of the

tn is that in which the pair of films
are produced with the exposures following one another without

-paoes. The positive picture :

negative films by leaving unexposed interspaces wh.
from tne one negative film and by exposing uj

*poe*» ting from the other negative film.—Si

! >ors Rosd, Wimbledon Park, I

Park Road, TV
London. N.7

So. 154,198 23, 1918). It

experiments to d>

known am ido phenol or amido-cresol develop. :

foi'' rtiee, the patentees
he acces be carboxyl group

_42jlh|a« the <! upacity of the basic substances so

^rations are carried out with s. iiite and »
• or potas By dissolving the deve

in water and adding p iassium carbonate, the carboxyl gi

ar* certainly converted into their alkaline salts, but this

••s not result in the production of s developing solution,

nj containing carboxyl* their or

developing properties, the hydroxy! gr< tips are, ac.

more or less completely converted into their alka

aalt* by the application of free caustic alkali. Onl

means are the developing properties, which the presence of the

carboxyl -groups ha again restored; but they are

re-established in a different character, and at the same time, in

an enhanced degree of effectiveness. If only a part—say 25 per

cant.—of the hydro xyl -group* present be neutralised with
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•Ma ng developer is produced; whilst, if, say 50

per cent, of the hydroxyl groups present be neutralised, tin'

developer produced is normal in its action. The complete

neutralisation of the hydroxyl groups serves, however, to impart

•he developer the characteristic of rapid action. Broadly

. the carboxyl group forms, as it were, a means of pre-

mising and regulating the developing properties of the

solution as regards speed of action.

over, seeing that other favourable qualities, from the point

of view of technical photography, are obtained, the accession of

hydroxyl groups affords valuable advantages and constitutes

a great advance in relation to the developers hitherto employed.

Particularly is this the case as regards the power of the improved

developers to compensate for the most diverse defects of exposure,

more particularly for highly excessive exposure, which may be

allowed to be 100 times the normal. The improved developers

show no tendency to fogging effects ; nor even to the yellow stain

hitherto invariably resulting from prolonged development.

According to the degree of dilution of the developing solution,

the silver deposit exhibits a colour varying from black to brown,
a >pecially valuable property for transparencies or photographs

taken on gas-light papers. The developers do not stain the

hands, and possess all the advantages and none of the dis-

advantages of the popular pyro developers.

The following examples arc taken from the amidosalieylic-acide

treated with hydrochloric acid :

—

A stock solution of amidosalicylic acid of a two- or three-fold

degree of concentration may be prepared in the following pro-

portions :

—

Amidosalicylic-acid 100 gms.
Sodium sulphite, free from water 500 gms.
Caustic lye of 5-times normal strength (200

gms. pure caustic soda per litre) 210 ccs.

Water 4,790 ccs.

Five litres of a stock solution (S). which may be preserved
indefinitely, is thus produced. For developing purposes this

solution is diluted with an equal or a double volume of water
and then reacted on, according to requirements with the following
proportions of ordinary soda lye :

Solution 1.—For over-exposure or for slow action ; solution
S. 50 ccs. ; water 50 ccs. : norma! caustic soda 3 ccs.

Solution 2.—For normal exposure and quicker action ; S. 50
water 50 ccs. normal caustic soda 5 ccs.

Solution 3.—For normal exposure and rapid action ; S. 50 ccs.

water 50 ccs. normal caustic soda 7 ccs.

Solution 4,^For under-exposure and rapid action; S. 50 ccs.

water 50 ccs. normal caustic soda 8 ccs.

Solution 5.—For enlargements'; with normal action ; S. 50 ccs.
water 50 ccs. normal caustic soda 10 ccs.

Solution 6.—For enlargements, with quick action; S. 50 ccs.
water 50 ccs. normal caustic soda 12 ccs

According to requirements, these proportions may be still

further varied for special purposes. If the solution (S) be, for
example, more strongly diluted the result is a slower develop-
ment with brown tones. From gradual neutralisation, aft,>r re-
peated developing, the lye becomes exhausted of its reactive pro-
perties and must therefore be restored by addition from time
to time so that the developing solution mav recover its original
efficacy.—J. Hauff & Co., 333. Stuttgarter Slrasse, Feuenbach,
near Stuttgart, Germany.

[Reference is directed by the Patent Office to Specification No.
1,736 of 1891. viz.. that of the Actien Gesellschaft fur Auilin
Fabrikation, by which the latter firm's " Rodinal " developer

protected. From this reference it is to be assumed that in
the view of the Parent Office the present invention of J. Hauff
ft Co. is wholly or partly anticipated by that described in the

specification.]

I.ioHT-SBNSrrrvB Viscose Materials. -No. 178,942 (January 26,
1921.)—The invention relates to a process for the production of
sensitive transparent viscose (cellulose) 1ms for photographic
purposes.

'

In order to sensitise, for photographic purposes, transparent
! which do not resist water, especially certain cellulosic films

(tor example cellulosic films obtained by recovering cellulose from
an aqueous solution of sodium cellulo-xanthate) an aqueous
tion has heretofore been used as a preliminary bath with the object

of causing the film to swell, and of enabling the sensitising sub-

stances to penetrate into the interior of the film.

The object of the invention is a process based on the treatment

of the viscose in a preliminary bath of an aqueous solution of one

salts required for the treatment.

In order to produce a bromide film two baths are used; one

of silver nitrate, and the other of potassium bromide. To produce

sensitive silver bromide within the interior of the cellulosic film

in an absolutely satisfactory manner under these conditions, it

is necessary that the concentration of the precipitating bath

should be molecularly equal to, or higher than the concentration

of the solution which impregnates the film after leaving the first

Proceeding in this manner, and taking care to drain off

the excess of the first bath, a deposit is obtained which is entirely

in the interior of the film, and which does not diffuse in the

precipitating bath, the latter remaining limpid; whilst the film

retains a glossy and homogeneous aspect; results which could not

be attained if the second bath were more dilute than that

described above

For example, if the dry film be impregnated with a solution of

silver nitrate containing 10 gms. per 100 ocs., the potassium

bromide bath employed for producing the silver bromide should

119
contain in 100 ccs : 10 X f™= 7 gms., at least, of potassium

bromide the molecular weight of which is 119, that of silver

nitrate being 170. On the other hand, if the first bath consists

of an aqueous solution of potassium bromide containing 7 gms. per

100 ccs., the second precipitating bath of- silver nitrate should

contain at least 10 gms. of silver nitrate per 100 ccs.

By varying time of exposure, dilution of the developer, time

of development and the like, cellulosic films which have been

sensitised by pure or mixed silver halogen salts of very fine grain,

will give a range of results as regards warm and cold tones, pro-

vided the films which do not resist water have a very fine grain

obtained without ripening or by only carrying the ripening to a
certain stage.

In other cases the sensitiveness thus obtained is not sufficient.

It is, therefore, necessary to use a ripening process.

If the cellulose impregnated with silver nitrate in a cold aqueous
solution is immersed for merely a few seconds in a weak solution

of potassium bromide, a silver bromide of very fine grain is ob-

tained which constitutes an unripened salt which is insufficiently

sensitive. The sensibility of these silver cellulo salts is in-

creased :

—

•

By using—other conditions of time and temperature being equal

—more concentrated solutions of either the silver salts or halo

salts or both

;

By carrying out the operation at higher temperatures

:

By prolonging the time of the action of the precipitating bath

either in the cold or in the warm, acting in this case either on a
large quantity of the bath, or simply on tire small quantity re-

tained by the cellulose by simple impregnation :

By impregnating the cellulo-salt already formed with a solvent

of the cellulo-salt, and by taking precautions in this case to pre-

saturate this solvent with the same silver salt with the object

of preventing the salt formed in the cellulose from being dis-

solved
;

By adding a suitable ripening agent, such as iodised silver

nitrate or ammonia to one or to both baths

;

By combining the halogemated salts in suitable proportions so

as to produce for example an iodo-bromide of silver.—Jaques
Edwin Brandeniburger, 16. Rue du Louvre, Paris.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
August 26 to September 9.—:Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entries, July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera
Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,
S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary. Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition
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of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams.
43, Dover Street, London. W.I. Latest day for entries and
exhibits, August 31.

iber 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
bitten. Latest data, for Entries, August 25 (carrier) ;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-
• ;c Society, 35, Russell Square. London, W.C.I.

Meetings of Societies.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

-uanl to S

. hav«

a, and the
Mpaiues are d:u-

• urt last week, the p .,n was held of

pencer. \rclrwsy Rned. llichgale. pboU.grapher. Th.-

lataisent of affairs showed naserured liabilities am
3,267 c fisting of shares n

rises, I.' the debtor ooi vslae, thu»

iciency of £3,287 8»

on the case war lowing

The debtor for about twenl to 1896 r«-

.-.», »»« .,

the proprietor an! el lor ••: i paper published in Par;j

1806. he wss employed as a canvasser «

studio in Barry, and carried it on for about four years. He then
returned to the Continent for two or three years and dealt in ships'
stores, etc., in Antwerp. In 1899, he, in partnership with another
person, opened a photographic studio in Northampton, but left that
business in 1900 and came to London, where he carried on a similar
business for about two years in Ball's Pond Road, N. For about
eighteen months from 1902 he was in the employment of a firm of
photographers, managing a branch in Chatham, where photographs

-Jd on a weekly payment system. In about 1903 he opened
offices in Birmingham, where he commenced a similar business,

igust, 1904, he formed " The Midland Counties Photo. Co.,
Ltd." to tske over his business, and he became managing director
of the company, which traded until 1905. when it went into liquida-

In 1905, he opened a photographic stndio in Princes Street,
Edinburgh, and carried it on for about twelve months, when he
sold it. In 1906. he opened a similar business in Dundee, where he

about tw«
| busi-

ness in Glasgow as a business agent. He also conducted a photo-
graphic studi.. there, and an agency for the sale of tea. Judgments
were obtained against him. imJ he left Glasgow. In 1909, he, in.
partnership with another person, opened a photogt iio in
Hanwell, but six months later he sold his interest to his partner.
There.* September. 1911, he travelled about the country
taking photographs, snd during that period he lived at Wolvertou.

en became debt colleitor for a dentist, and in January, 1912,
opened snd was manager of a branch dental surgery at Croydon.

''

• 1 m .- ._• d another
I Hridg-

..> afterwards taken over by a company in which he
Lad 100 £1 shares, and which he continued to manage until Septem-
ber, 1 hen commenced a photograph enlargement business
by canvassing from New Southgate, but left there at the end of

a about Christmas, 1915, he was in the employ of den-
tist* ' z as outside organiser and collector until September,

was employed until early in 1917, when he obtained
simila- Nit with a Hammersmith, with whom he

.rly in 1920 For about three months, early in 1920,
he, in partnership with another person, carried on business as bouse

at 36. Bride Hammersmith, under the style of

June, 1920, he commenced business
of "The (Spencer i nuing and Portrait

Enlarging Co.," at No. 57, Kinsal Road, V Park, W. In
er, 1820, he m. iway Road, Highgate. N.,

where he continaed the business until it was taken over by
" Spencer Enlerpns. . January, 1921. fie and his wife

rivtoni of the company, until an order was made
• compalaory « on April 11, 1922. For a short

1 he also dealt in gramophones, under the style of the Porta

-espouse to adverti.- ''managers," various persons
of £200 and were appoint. .1 by I im

managers of branch photographic businesses opened at different

U ircb 28, 1922, he rep
the London and Continental Enterprises, Ltd., of which he and his

and
to carry on business at No 179, Archway Road, Highgat'

attributed bis insolvency to difficulty in securing suitable pre-

mises and haring to pay the salaries of " managers" -without pre-

mises to manage, to general unemployment and slackness

of trade, to liah ' of cash provided by managers and
ealth. The following defi unt, dating Se;

1920, has bean filed :—
£

Li.i

i responsible _*j6 13 2

onsl expenses 370 15

£3,637 8 2-

l, 1920, to January 14.

1. when the company tool. business,

£150
as managing director of 8]

tea, Ltd., £200 350 f>

vs per statement of affairs 3,287 2

MtofVBI l*f| <»Tt*V| 1
labilities, £2,849 15«. 2d., represented .ash

rs, plus arrears of salary. £221
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ion. 5d., rent, gas, electric light, et<\, £120 cub adva

£44 3». Id., good* supplied, and work done, £31 4s. taxes and

£20 15s. personal debts.

The "contingent liability
" is in respect of a guarantee given on

is wife who carried on business as a photograph enlaTger,

. tal Road, Westbourne Park, W.

tor stated that the household furniture belonged to his

Rife.

examination was closed.

NEW COMPANIES.

EtoWCftom LTD. -This private company was registered on June

16 with a capital of £500 in £1 shares. Objects: To acquire the

business of Florence Howcroft at 74, Blackburn Road, Bolton, and

,rry on the business of dealers in photographic goods, etc. The

first directors are: Frank Howcroft, 74, Blackburn Road, Bolton;

Mrs Florence Howcroft, 74, Blackburn Road, Bolton ; and N. Hulme.

314, Blackburn Road, Bolton. Qualification : 1 share. Secretary :

p Howcroft. Registered office: 74, Blackburn Road, Bolton.

News and Notes:

Dallmeyer Lenses.—Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., have

received information from Mr. Hinks, Secretary of the Royal

Geographic Society, that the two photographs of Mount Everest

taken by members of the Mount Everest Expedition, which appeared

in the " Daily Mail " dated the 19th inst., were taken with tele-

photo lenses of their manufacture. The cinematograph cameras

taken out by the expedition early this year were fitted with Dallon

telephoto lenses.

Photography at the R.A.F. Pageant.—One of the most interest-

ing of the events at the Royal Air Force Pageant, held at Hendon

last Saturday, was a photographic competition, in which the pilot

had to take an aerial photograph of certain landmarks in the

vicinity of the flying ground, the winner being the pilot who got

bis objective nearest the centre of the negative. Six different air

.stations took part in this competition, and negatives were developed

in a mobile R.A.F. lorry, prints taken off them, and sold to the

public on the ground.

Deciphering Burned Records.—Records charred beyond recog-

nition in a fire at Augusta, Ga., have been made legible by the

Bureau of Standards. Chemical means failed, so Raymond Davis,

chief of the photographic laboratory, laid the charred sheet between

two photographic plates with the emulsion side next the paper.

After two weeks of contact, the developed plates gave a plainly

readable record. Where there was contact between the charred

paper and the plate, the latter was affected, but where the ink had

been the chemicals of the plate were unchanged.—" Scientific

American."

Quick Press Photography Again.—The London afternoon news
papers of 21st inst. contained excellent reproductions of photograph?

taken during the same morning at Plymouth on the occasion of

the return of the Prince of Wales on board the Renown. The
photographs were taken at about 10 o'clock, dispatched from
Plymouth by aeroplane at 10.35, and reached Hendon at 12.35

—

220 miles in two hours. The plates were delivered by motor-car
to the Central News at their office in New Bridge Street at 12.55,

and at 1.30 this firm supplied a newspaper office with finished

prints, and newspapers containing half-tone reproductions were
very soon on sale.

Photographic Portraits for Ei.ec tion Pirposes.—" Modern
Electioneering Practice " is the title of a new thirty -five shilling

book published last week. One of the writers is Mr. H. J.

Houston, who is well qualified to write on such a subject, ho
having won elections in the face of fearful odds. Of photography
he says :

—" A great deal of care should be taken to make the
portrait poster as effective as possible. If there is not a thoroughly
reliable lithographic or photogravure printer in the division the
work should be sent to London. No third-rate work should be
tolerated at the expense of the candidate's features—not to speak
of his chances with the women voters."

From Typlng to Photography.—Changing jobs late in lif

the subject taken up by the " Daily Chronicle " last week. The

experii and typist is given in a letter:

—

" Perhaps it may interest you to know that after 30 year?

shorthand-typist I have become a photographer. As a girl I was

not able to get the training I wanted, hut facilities for

who wish to take up photography are much greater to-day, and I

found that after all the experience I had as an amateur photo-.

grapher it was not difficult for me to learn enough to take up

this fascinating art professionally. My age was a little against

me at the outset, but once I was able to prove that I could take

really good and distinctive pictures I was able to get employment,

and I hope soon to set up my own studio."

Assistants and the PP. A. Congress —The Congress Cuuucij

have set aside the Thursday evening in Congress week, September

14, as an assistants' evening, at which all photographers' assn

are invited to view the trade and photographic exhibitions. Music

and refreshments will be provided and suitable interesting subject*

discussed. The Council offer awards to assistants for the

window or show-case display of photographs, such displays t

arranged by the assistants competing, the size of photog

12 x 10 in. unmounted, flat (not rolled). The competition will be

judged at the Annual Congress, Princes' Galleries, Piccadilly, W.l.

and all photographs submitted will be exhibited during that week.

Photographs of windows or show-cases to be sent to the Secret

Alfred Ellis, 2, Vinery Villas, London, N.W.8, marked " A

tants," not later than Thursday, August 31, 1922. All photog)

must bear competitor's full name and address and the name and

address of employers. Full details of the Assistants' Evening will

be published later when the arrangements are completed.

Imported Picture Mouldings.—In the House of Common
June 19 Mr. Galbraith asked the President of the Board of Trade

whether he has received an application to impose a duty on im-

ported picture mouldings : and, if so, in view of the uncertainty -

that exists in the picture and photograph frame trade, will he

make an early announcement on this matter ?

Replying, Mr. Baldwin said he thought it undesirable to

information regarding the nature or scope of any particula-

plaint unless it wa s referred to a Committee.

Mr. Kiley :
" Does not the right hon. gentleman realise that when

an announcement is made in a trade paper about application being

made to impose a duty, i* creates a certain amount of unrest and

concern in that trade? Why cannot he make an announcement

when he comes to a decision'
"

Mr. Baldwin :
" I do not agree with the hon. member. A great

many announcements appear and arc taken for what they are

worth."

Mr. Kiley: " Did the right hon. gentleman not make a refe

to the imposition of a duty on a certain article and to the import

of that article, showing the results of such an announcement ".

Mr. Hogge :
" Does my right hon. friend's answer apply to

Government announcements'"
Mr. Baldwin :

" I think the remark was of general applica!

Correspondence.

*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the jyaper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** H'e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspnodents.

COPPER TONING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The use of oxalates in the Ferguson copper to

process is not new. but is described by me in my paper of 1

two years ago (Phot. Joun., xxiv.. 135, 1900).

I found, however, that unless the water used was free from

lime, and most town's water is not, a precipitate of oxalal

lime and cupric ferrocyanide was formed on and in the fibt

the paper, thus staining the whites. Some of this could be reduced

by rubbing, and the rest cleared with hydrochloric acid, but that

meant more washing and a tendering of the film.
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also if made with London tap water would not

at first it became muddy, and deposited in

neutral oxalate of copper, and crystalline needles of potass

^^Ho oxalate and oxalate of lime, and unless the toning

^^^Eat once and the dish well rooked these particles marked the

dm. The toning time taken was long ; on<

ammonia-copper compounds tried were found to stain the

^^^B 'base, duo -ionium on

eHulose.

ions, I finally adopted the neutral pot i

^^H*> a* a solvent, which was perfectly satisfactory, and the

now used—I believe literally in tons—for the I

.ematograph films with the greatest succeaa.

w i; I
•

rlesa

To the Editors.

letter in yonr issue of

nay I state that n >as baaed upon the

isands of exposures upon wet collodion.

plates, with screens ranging from almost

to powerful microscopic

Iters.

these exposures only a score or so have seemed to

I exceptions have in

i proved to be the result of some disturbing factor or

ance not previously p

(par: d the apparently oraugc-

spou on a pi

ret . at certain angles, they had a

cast. hi screea practically elimi-

vjibly this bears some ai stance of

letter re- y before » I did not »ug
s experimenting wae an initial attempt at phologra:

•erred only to his colour work. As

he "nature of the stain" or characteristics w]

iflaen • -1 ; ..- - of screen." I do no) «e why I aboald i.v.e

em.

ion of the yellow freckle

I m not be
as freckles in portraiture would equally conform to the

Manipulations aa spots jn eop> h are real:-.

e referred to above, and met

rstone Road. Leicester.

36.

J. F. MiLxza.

To the Eu

e 1919 a tt«.i :

ie apparatus and ma' iken place, i

has a greater range of !

any other ( to not
ig the past twe

rang foot.

ha the 0<

: !ense.«, due

of the Japanese container for

the very efficient propaganda
ana in pre war days. Once more they

man good
el very attractive stands a'

ares of the leading German

throne I

g wholesalers of the c

an has enjoyed during the past few

. and

"" direct in. a found that the British merchants
gave payment.
Ann .nhic manufacturers always demand payment

by confirmed banker's credit; German manufacturers appoint Ger-
man : iblished in this country, as agents, who in turn sell

times on a P N basis to approved Japanese whole-
i:iy British manufacturers, believing the people

they are di th to be as honest as themselves, very often

finance by documents on acceptance.

ve-mentioned " got-rich-quick " merchants are in
the habit of using elaborate letter-heading for their foreign corre-
spondence, and their letters, as a rule, are written in a fairly

iiner, so that the receiver is often deluded into

at it comes from a responsible source. At times, also,

the set refer the addrest-ee to one or other of the leading
Japanese banki. who, if they are ever approached, will give a non-
oonunil r, but worded in such a way that one is led to

firm being inquired about is a perfectly responsible one.
At first, more or less small orders irded to the British

and on arrival of the goods the drafts are accepted and paid
gives further confide shipper. Then our small

n successful in selling his first two
aid has also obtained the confidence

bigger order, stipulating
financed 1 with a mistaken idea of

titers do it with the deliberate

ippar. In either case, the effect on the
on present the draft to the

once aco .nd the bank hands over

local merchant to secure
hen the due date of payment

the bank is simply informed by the
drawee of the draft t . li bad market conditions, bad luck,

ha is unable to meet hid obliga-

ars all expi irred from the

transaction means a

i beginning of the damage to the manu-
nporter has control of the goods, which have

cost fa arges and Customs duty, he is able
*» off' iw prices—so low, in fact, that

•• wholesalers, who n ^ligations

find it impossible to

• ids which
!>• are able to lireel from the manufacturer.

i ipanese Law Courts,
•aarse laws seem to have been espec ilgated to help

the opinion that there are
"i» than I • rs in this country upon

safe to finance either documents on payment or docu-
on accept m all the others, British manufacturer*
porters should stipulate for

|
confirmed banker's

Hank's E Form Letter of
me of the foreign banks established in

tr valuable space, but it

, manufa.
I not realise existing

n Japan, that has it to place the facta before
s hope that they will be prevented from enriching many

unscrupulous retail merchants t.emselves. and
.rge whol« reality do the

I against their I 'ura faithfully.
" Britisher."

PREMIE
B litors.

am informed that a number of photographic

*« throughout the country have a room, or rooms, placed
. councils, either freely or at a

tariff. I should be glad if Hon s of any

please communicate their arrangement to

intend approaching our town council, a-d
of great service to us.

'iien.

r( faithfully.

W T Co
4 and • Nail.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by pott if ttamptd and addrtutd envelope it

<ed for reply; Scent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

>le to say from the particulars. If you will send one

,i the defective prints we will see what we can do.

M. F. -Out of print, but no doubt obtainable for a shilling or two

from Mesas. Foyle, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

X. X. N. H. II. Bow died on February 17. 1909, at the age of 82.

v of his papers on photographic optica appeared years ago in

t-h.

Permute.—The booklet on' the opportunities for outdoor portrait

business, issued by Messrs. Sands, Hunter, Bedford Street, Strand,

London, W.C, should give you the suggestion you want.

B. L. M.—Persulphate can he used as the reversing bath for Auto-

chromes, but lias no advantage over the usual permanganate

formula. If you prefer the permanganate bath before re-use, you

will not get spots. In first making up, dissolve the permanganate

in very hot water, and add the sulphuric acid when the solution

has cooled.

C. D. and Co.—It is clear from what yon tell us that the portrait

made in execution of an order given in the ordinary course,

and therefore, as we have said scores of times in this column,

the copyright is the property of the sitter. As regards copying it

or ordering it to be copied, she can do exactly as she likes. You
had better excuse your ignorance of this very elementary fact of

copyright law in the best way you can.

T. E.— About the best way to repack plates after exposure is, Bret,

to cut round the original wrapping of box across the middle. In

repacking, all that is necessary is to replace the two halves of the

cover, when a piece of adhesive paper, such as used for binding

lantern slides or passe-partouts, stuck round where the cut was
made, will join 'both cover parts together, and the plates are as

secure and safe from injury as when first received from the

ma!

K. V. E. —Bromine solution makes a first-rate bleach in the sulphide

toning process, but it is impossible in practice on account of the

most irritating vapour which it gives off. Certainly the vapour
itself might be used, its bleaching action being followed by the

application of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. This pair of substances

in solution provides an effective toning process, no washing
i-eii bleaching and darkening being necessary, but it would

not be easy to work such a process regularly.

E. Mf.nny.- -En.-yna was a silver phosphate paper made under the
patents of York Schwartz. Nos. 9,993 of 1908, and 9,855 of 1907.

The developer was issued under a patent (No. 13,032 of 1905) of

J. II. Mallabar. The full specifications can be seen in the library

of the Patent Office, 35, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.
Paget Phosphate and YVisto papers (the latter made by B. J.

Edwards) were somewhat similar products. You will find a full

account of all three in the 1910 Almanac, pp> 551-555.

P. E. N.—Perhaps the following formula for B dry ready-to-ust-
amidol developer will answer your purpose:

—

sulphite anhydrous 30 gms. 1 oz.

Diamidophenol 5 gms. 80 grs.

metabisulphite cryst 50 gjns. lj oas.

s bromide 3 45 gi-s.

T1 " '' ices are pounded together with mortar and pestle
until a fin,- powder is produced, and the mixture is stored in well-
olosed tube.-. The above mixture is dissolved in water, 1,000 c.c.s.
or 35 ozs.

F. N. T.—Some years ago the late Mr. Essenhigh Cooke made
exactly the same suggestion. He showed the advantage which
can be taken of a small pocket camera (the focussing seal

which does not extend beyond about 6 ft.) by using the instru-

ment on a tripod and with the smallest stop in the lens. Ii

way objects much nearer to the camera than the shortest distance

provided by the focussing scale may be satisfactorily copied and

distant objects obtained on a larger scale by using the camera at

its full extension and stopping dpwn the lens.

A E.—You certainly cannot photograph the dancers by flash-

light when they are in movement, since that would mean an ex-

posure of not more than about a 50th or 100th of a second, anl
g .sufficient charge of flash powder will probahly take at le;

20th of I
to burn. For a standing group, wii

dancers in anything like the position which they occupy

in movement, you will probably have to stop down the lens to.1

about f/ll or /716, under which condition, when using an ultra-

rapid plate, probably half an ounce of flash powder (Joh:

" Professional ") will not be too much, especially ii the bu,

is a large one, so that you do not get much advantage

reflection by the walls.

J. Smith.—The only thing of the kind which we can trace is a

cess described in a German patent, No. 201,968, of Tellkampf, in

which a ferricyanide bleach is used, for the production of a pn

ing surface from which proofs in greasy ink may be taken. '1 lie

icyanide-bleached print is applied to a gelatine film containing

a ferrous salt (prepared from a mixture of 100 gms. of gelatine

and 1 gm. of ferrous sulphate in 600 c.c.s. of water). Th
altered ferricyanide in the print combines with the ferroui

producing an insoluble salt in the gelatine, which, after this

treatment, to absorb a fatty ink. From the relief film

thus obtained, prints are taken off by OOC

H. H.—In almost all seaside resorts the local authority, the Town
Council, or the local District Council, sells its rights for photo-

graphy on the beach for (often) quite considerable sums, and
therefore prohibits other persons from carrying on a photographic

business on the beach. We think you will find that thifl is the

rase in most seaside resorts. In some places the police authori-

ties) require a photographer carrying on a while-you-wait business

in the streets to have a pedlar's licence Our correspondence

shows that the requirements of the police in this respect differ

greatly in different localities, but you may take' it as certain thai

the possession of a pedlar's licence will not help you at all as

regards carrying on your business on the beach.

F. D.—It is a considerable disadvantage not to have any side light

available, but we think you can make a fair studio by g!

the greater part of the N.E. side of the roof. Have 4 ft. boarded
over at C, and then 20 ft. run of glass and 5 ft. boarded over

at the other end. This will give a fair amount of high front

light. Is such a studio a large cheval glas6 may be used to give

a certain amount of side light, with good effect. We assume
that there are no side walls near the studio, which are of greater

height than the eaves. There would be no object in having glass

on the ends of the studio, except for " fancy " effects. You
might put one sash, say 6 ft. square, at the end, and work across

the studio sometimes, in which case it would be better to •

the glass right along to the end.
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Reproducing: It very often happens that a photo-
Stalnad Him*, graphgr j8 called upon to make a print

or enlargement from an amateur-developed roll-film

negative in which large yellow patches have appeared

as a result of uneven fixation. This defect is usually

due to the " pull through " system of development and
fixing, when the film is usually put to wash immediately

the unaltered bromide has disappeared. As no iso-

chromatic bromide papers are on the market, it is neces-

sary to reproduce such negatives. By using an
isochromatic plate and yellow light a clean transparency

may be easily obtained. If this is to be of the same size

as the original, the exposure may be made through an
ordinary yellow glass, or even by the yellow light used
for developing bromide prints, but for enlargements or

reductions a yellow filter, as used for outdoor work or

copying, becomes necessary. It is sometimes possible to

remove such stains by means of the cyanide and iodine

reducer, but if this be not possible, or if the negative is

of great value, the reproduction method should be
adopted.

OWNERSHIP OF ASSIGNED COPYRIGHT: THE
EQUITABLE ASSIGNEE.

A judgment last week in the Court of Appeal involved.
as Lord Justice Bankes said in delivering it, questions-
of considerable importance in relation to the law of copy-
right. The original case had nothing to do with photo
graphs, but the circumstances were those which could
arise, and doubtless have arisen, in connection witii
photographs, and, therefore, it is well that we should
attempt to express in a popular form the legal difficulties
which were discussed. It will be seen that the judgment
concerns ownership of copyright which has been split,
and particularly the qualification of an " equitable
assignee

'

' of part of a copyright to take action in respect
to infringement. If we first describe the circumstances
of the case, its legal technicalities and the (abridged)
text of the present judgment, which we quote on another
page from the "Times," will perhaps appear less
formidable.

The trouble all began with the singing at Collins 's

Music Hall, Islington, of two songs, " A Devonshire
Wedding " and " Love in Lilac Time." Now the rights
in the performance of one of these songs in public (as
distinguished from publication in print, etc.) were claimed
as their property by the Performing Rights Society, Ltd.,
who in 1916 had taken an assignment from Messrs.
ChappeU's, the music publishers, of the right of perform-
ance of all songs the right of performance of which
belonged to them, and of all others which they might
acquire. Similar rights in the other song were founded
on a similar title derived from Messrs. Keith, Prowse
and Co. Hence, when the songs were sung without
permission at Islington, the Performing Rights Society,
Ltd., took action against the proprietors of the music
hall, the London Theatre of Varieties, Ltd., and in
the King's Bench last December judgment was given
in their favour by Mr. Justice Branson. It was then
held that as " equitable assignees " of the two other
companies the Performing Rights Society, Ltd., acquired
the equitable title to the right of performing the songs
as soon as the copyright of the songs came into existence

;

and it was also held that as " equitable assignees,"
though not legal assignees, they could take action by
themselves, that is to say, without bringing in as co-
plaintiffs the assignor firms who retained the remaining
part of the copyright. In other words, so it seemed, no
distinction was to be drawn between assignments in

equity and assignments in law in interpreting the
provisions in the 1911 Copyright Act respecting the
right of an assignee to take action for infringement.
Mr. Justice Hranson seemed to regard the equitable
assignee of part of a copyright as possessing a right in

this respect equal to that possessed by a person to whom
that part had been assigned by a specific legal deed. It

is this decision which' has been set aside, or at any
revised, by the Court of Appeal.

For the opinion of Mr. Justice Branson did not appear
right to the Court of Appeal. It would seem that the dis-

tinction between an assignment in equity and an assign-
ment in law is too serious a thing to be trifled with.
Consequently, the Copyright Act is scrutinised in order
to see if it is reconcilable with the Court's view of the
importance of this difference, even though the reconcilia-

tion does violence to the layman's conception of equity.

Says the Court of Appeal: By Section 5 of the Copyright-
Act the owner of a copyright has the right to assign the
whole or part of the copyright, provided he does so in

writing. By Section 6 it is the owner who is entitled
to all civil remedies for infringement. Hence—and this

is the crux of the judgment;—the first owner or any
subsequent owner by legal assignment does not cease
to be an owner (within the meaning of the Act) when he
executes an " equitable assignment " of the whole or

part of his right. From that view it follows either (a)

that the " equitable assignee " is not an owner at all,

or (b) that two owners are recognised by the Act in
these circumstances, the legal and the equitable. The
Court frankly admitted the difficulties in the way of
accepting either conclusion from this train of reasoning,
but of the two preferred (6), viz., that there are at one
and the same time two owners of different kinds from
the legal standpoint. It clothes this conclusion in less

challenging language by saying that the term " owner "

in the Act may be regarded as including " equitable
owner." Hence, in any action for infringement, the
" equitable owner " may rot act alone, but must be
joined with the legal owner ; or, to put it in a more
commercial form, if A enters into a general arrangement
to acquire certain present and future rights from B, he
cannot take action in respect to infringement of those
rights, except with the help of B, who has ceased to
have an interest in them. In the particular case, the
judgment means that the original plaintiffs, if they so
choose, can start all over again in conjunction with the
legal owners of the copyright; if they do not so choose,
the remedy provided by the Act for the infringement
goes unapplied.

The judgment, however, by reason of the high order
of the Court from which it comes, requires to be seriously

considered in relation to copyright in photographs. In
the first place, it underlines the necessity for a proper
legal assignment in writing of the whole or part of a
copyright, if the assignee (purchaser) is to be able to
take action in respect to infringement " off his own bat."
We infer, for example, that an arrangement between a
postcard publisher and a photographer, by which the
former should have the right to issue the latter's portraits

in postcard form, would be an " equitable assignment
"

of the kind which was made in the case of the songs,

and that the publisher, in the face of the judgment,
would require to be joined with the photographer in

taking action respecting infringement. While in such
cases photographers, as the creators and assignors of

copyrights, run no risks of suffering from the effect of

the judgment, in other circumstances they mav them-
selves be "equitable assignees," and thus 'find them-
selves handicapped in the protection of rights which they
imagined they had fully acquired. For example, a
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ral undertaking may be ent- right

ks of at a the

1 it

.

infringers. In short, while an " equitable assignment
'

iid illustrated by our examples suffices to d<

the relation between the assignor and assig;

specific assignment by deed is required a

preliminary condition of ': ion by the assigi

I failing which, the legal owner of the copyright must
th the equitable assignee as joint plaintiff

•ion for infringement.

HAND-CAMERA NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY ON EXTRA=
SENSITISED PLATES.
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sensitised Violet Label plate. It will be seen that there is

as great sensitiveness to the grey square, considerably more

to the red and orange, and particularly to the yellow, to which

latter the ' ultra-sensitised plate is 20 times as sensitive. The

exposure corresponds with 1/25 of a second at //4.

Fig. 2 is a photograph taken at a fite of Joan of Arc on

May 4, 1913. The lighting consisted entirely of candles held

by the nuns and fairy lamps hung in the trees. The exposure

was 10 sees, at //4 on an ultra-sensitised Violet Label Lumiere

plate.

Fig. 3 is an exposure, of a quarter of a second at //4, made

in a bar on the Boulevard St. Denis, lighted by neon and

mercury-vapour tubes. The same plate was used.

In Fig. 4, again on a Lumiere ultra-sensitised Violet Label

plate, the subject was the Place de l'Opera on the occasion of

the visit of the King and Queen of England on April 22, 1914.

The exposure was 5 sees, at //4.

[Other examples were shown by M. Gimpel, among them
scenes from " Kismet," taken under the ordinary stage

lighting.]

The ordinary ultra-sensitised plates keep somewhat better

than Autochromes which have received the same treatment.

They retain their properties for about 36 hours. The process

of sensitising is exactly the same, except that the time of

immersion is 5 minutes, on 'account of the greater thickness

of the film. For the same reason drying is slow.er, but is

complete in about 10 minutes.

For development I use my usual formula of metol and

hydroquinone. Plates, of course, require to be handled with

even more care than panchromatics, but those who wish can

Fig. 4.

work in ample yellow light by employing the safranine or

aurantia desensitiser. L. Gimpel.

THE WASHING OF NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.

LA paper recently read before the Royal Photographic Society by Messrs. K. C. D. Hickman, B.Sc, and O. A. Spencer, A.R.C.Sc,
entitled " A Constructive Criticism of Washing Devices and Optical Method of Testing," has been printed in the Society's " Journal "

as the first part of a comprehensive communication on this subject, It contains many experimental data bearing directly upon the prac-

tical methods of washing negatives and also prints. With much ingenuity the authors illustrate side by side their experiments and
the results obtained as regards uniformity and completeness of washing, and they describe their inventions for the washing of

plates, among them one which has already been placed upon the market in the shape of the Hickman " Circular The paper
certainly represents the most scientific experiments which have been made on the removal of hypo from gelatine films by washing, and
are deserving of a close study on account of the great amount of practical information which it contains.]

(Concluded from page 390.)

It would appear, therefore, that to project water in a uniform
current in the plane of the piate is not necessarily the most econo-
mical way of using it. It is advantageous to introduce cross
streams and currents normal to the surface to give the freshly
diffused substances a chance to escape. That even moderate dis-

turbance of a uniform stream is beneficial was shown by washing
two halves of a dyed plate in the river washer, (a) in the normal
stream, (b) the same, but with a series of waves artificially main-
tained on the surface. Time of clearance was shortened by
3 minutes (Fig. 6, Plate 6).

An attempt was now made to apply the lessons learnt in the
foregoing experiments to the production of an efficient apparatus
for washing plates. It must combine the efficiency of the " succes-
sive change " method with the convenience of running water, and
it must be attachable to any existing dish or trough. It should
be automatic in action and should operate with a small volume
of water in the dish, which it should agitate vigorously and irregu-
larly, and change rapidly.

The following apparatus, while not so efficient with regard to
water as demanded above, fulfils the other conditions. Fig. 2,
Plate 6, shows a delivery pipeW placed over the edge of a photo-
graphic dish. A stream of water travels up the centre, branches
at the top, and returns round the sides to the point of origin.
Here it is picked up by a siphon Y attached to a suction pump.
The apparatus acts efficiently because :

—

M) Fresh water enters with considerable velocity and makes a
complete circuit of the dish before removal.

(2) Owing to the change of direction at the top, water is piled
up at various points, and waves are projected and reflected in all
directions (Fig. 1, Plate 6).

(3) The water in the dish is at a constant level, determined at

will by the height of the outflow. By maintaining a small depth,

many changes are obtained with little water expenditure.

The supply jet and exhausting siphon have been combined to

form the improved apparatus shown in Fig. 3, Plate 6. The
delivery tube passes through the head of the exit pipe, where it

creates a partial vacuum by reason of a venturi constriction. With
the lower bend of the outflow sealed with water, siphon action is

initiated when the level of the water in the dish covers the exit

holes. The action is automatic, and has been found to be satis-

factory in practice. The " circulator " mentioned above refers to

this device.

The following remarks serve to explain the results tabulated
above. r

Water falling into the centre of a small dish gives efficient wash-
ing because the changes are frequent, the relative dimensions
enabling a convection vortex to be maintained (Fig. 1, Plate 4).

Dropping water on to the side of a dish to induce transverse
currents has long been recommended, the course of the water being
pictured as in Fig. 3, Plate 4. The actual course, revealed by
coloured streams, is more as pictured in Fig. 2. Prints (c), id)

and (e) show how unreliable the method is.

The divergence from theory is most marked in the case of the

siphon tanks. Figs. 1 and 2, Plate 2. In the light of these experi-
ments this is explained by the stillness of the water, washing being
rapid only in the region of the entrance holes. An important point
is the tendency for the deposition of air bubbles on the film, owing
to the water not receiving sufficient agitation after leaving the tap.

(See prints J, K, Plate 2.)'

9. These spots are distinctly visible in the original prints.—Ed.
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The river wa. :>ablt of washing many plates

in aeries, but it* erh ting except for the fore-

was retained mere! mdard instrument of

rese.»:

render the washing times for dyed plates of value

in attempt -.* la made to correlate them

obtained I washing free from hypo. This

case only, as \ Plate 5, with four

I 15 by 12 dish. The results were shown graphically in

- seen that the hypo diffuses r

u feo
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The conditions underlying the rapid washing of plates are

investigated qualitatively by means of a coloured dye.

reliminary figure is given, correlating these results with those

for the washing of plates containing hypo.

mmendations are made for the production of an efficient

washing dt-

Nora os a Rocking Machisb dskd in these Experim

In the diagram, Fig. 8. Plate 6, A is a flexible diaphragm in

connection with a water supply pipe W, and a siphon outflow C.

An air inlet tube D joins C at 6. Water entering by W swells A,

pressure as it mounts C. When it reaches the head it

down the other side, the pressure in A falls to zero, and air

ked in through D, thus breaking the siphon. The cycle then

.-» itself. This changing pressure on the diaphragm A causes

rise and fall ; and I . has been used to operate the

wn in plan in Fig. 4. }lere two expanding rubber

bladders and a universal joint form a three-point r the

rockii . ter supply passes through two miniature

s P. and inflates the bladders with air and liquid.

separate into two layer*, affording the means of sealing

and breaking the siphons, as well as economising in water. The
• >rk out of phase, and, owing to their elasticity, with

Dually changing amplitude, rocking a dish placed on the table

•rv direction. The absence of a definite cycle avoids the

o[ streak mark- on the plates being rocked. It may
be remarked that a rocker built on these lines, and with bladders

•r. in serii- with 24 inch siphons, has been in

FiC «.

If'"

1

so so

1

"
t.

it 3*

1

r"-1

rtc A

•h<- dye in each of the fo ->*, though

nasi be borne in mind that the washing times, unlets

one piste onlv ii <*ach apparatus,

hanged rai un const?:

sequent int

:

contaminate

trh the
in any reasonable time.

•hky

rward for calculating the quantity of

- ' their water-

nc£ FTC7-

Plate I

anal use for some n. hout attention. It will agitate

a 12 inch by 10 in I !i with normal contents.

our thanks are due to Professor II I!. Baker

he generous facilities placed at our disposal, and to Mr
II I I Ellingham for the valuable interest he has shown

liont. K. C. D. Hickman, B.Sc.

D. A. Spxncer, ARC
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Assistants' Notes.

Natu by aitittanti luitable /or thii column will be considered

rnnd fid for en the pit ot the month following publication.

A Use for' Spool Bobbins.

Tin accumulations of empty spool bobbins, which occur in P. and P.

room* often give rise to the question, " Cannot anything useful be

done with them?" or the remark, "'What a pity to waste all

those
" While not protending to have found a use for the masses

of bobbins which collect every season. I bave found an occasional

use for odd ones, lor a purpose for which they are eminently suited.

They make verv efficient wall plugs. Most photographers at

some time or other bave need to put up a new fixture, or repair an

•ne, and these jobs are never so awkward as when support is

token from a brick wall. The time honoured method of smashing a

bole in the wall with a cold chisel, and plugging it with a lump of

c pleasant to do, nor nice to look upon. With the

oi an old bobbin the matter is greatly simplified. All that is

necessary .is to make a deep hole between two bricks, with a six-

inch nail and a hammer, and to remove the metal cap from the

split end of the bobbin. This end then needs shaving down a

trifle. The nail must be driven initio the wall as cleanly as possible,

and removed without enlarging the surface end of the hole any

more than can be helped. If a selection of different sized (bobbins is

at hand a length can be chosen according to the depth of the hole,

whioh, in its turn, should depend on the weight of the fixture.

This is naturally a matter of guessworjt raher than precision, but

a couple of No. 1 Brownie bobbins will hold at least ten or twelve

pounds, and two 3-A's will hold very much mote. Having removed

the nail, the bobbin is hammered in by blows on the metal end.

There is no risk of splitting the wood, and when the cap is flush

with the wall, it hides any unsightliness due to loosened mortar.

The hole for screw or nail is already in position, and again splitting

is avoided, and a long screw can be used with advantage. Small

bracket shelves can be fitted to the workshop wall in a minimum of

lime in this way. It is also possible to construct a set of shelves

by securing further pieces of shelving to the first by sets of four

equal sized bobbins without caps removed, screwed leg fashion at

the corners of the shelves. If the series is carried any height,

however, it will be advisable to fix both top and bottom shelves

to the wall.

—

Thermit.

Timing in the DarK Room.
A 08ETOT piece of apparatus to have in the dark-room is a mef.ro-

. an instrument used by those whose business it is to teach

young the meaning of time and rhythm in music.

For timing the exposure of bromide paper up to 60 seconds, if

set to beat once to the second, it relieves the printer of all necessity

to take his eyes from the work, a very great help when a particular

piece of shading has to be performed.

For example, suppose that a number of enlargements are wanted
where, say, the foreground has to receive 10 seconds' extra, and a

sky printed in from another negative which requires 3 seconds.

The steady ticks of the metronome, so easy to count, enable one
to expose a succession of sheets of paper with absolute uniformity,

leaving at the same time the hands free, and also enabling the

eyes to be kept on the shading, which, unless this is done, is loable

to stray behind its proper limits with unpleasant results. A
metronome may frequently be purchased secondhand for about 10s.,

the price new is 20s. to 25s.—E. S. Tardrew.

The 1923 Northern Exhibition.—The Northern photographic
exhibition will be held in the Manchester City Art Gallery during
February, 1923. The management have decided to make admittance
free to the public, and are leaving no stone unturned to maintain
the best traditions of the Northern when previously held in Man-

er. Full particulars will be announced shortly, but mean-
while the organisers, a moving spirit among whom is Mr. S. L.

Coulthurst, take this first opportunity of asking for the support
of exhibitors throughout the world. They desire to point out that

every picture will be submitted to the judges before any hanging
is done, and that the judges will be required to mark each sub-
mitted exhibit A, B, or C, these markings respectively denoting :

A, must be hung : B, may be hung if space, etc., permits, and C,
must not be hung.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Stencils by Photographic Methods.

PHOTOGRAPHIC methods of making the stencils used in letter-copying

and manifolding machines are the subjects of two recent patent

specifications. According to No. 179,593, granted to Louis Sterck

and Rcmeo, Ltd., a photographic negative is produced on either a

wet plate or a dry plate, the object appearing thereon either of toe

same size as the original, or a reduction or an enlargement t.

as required. From the negative a positive is obtained, either

through the camera or by contact, and a screen may be used in

obtaining the negative or the positive plate according to the natuie

of the original to be reproduced by the photo metal stencil.

A polished sheet of brass, copper, zinc, or other metal is next

coated with a suitable sensitiser such as albumen, bitumen, or

enamel, and a negative copy is made to appear upon the metal

sheet by exposing it to the light through the positive plate in a

printing frame. After the necessary amount of exposure has been

given, the sensitised metal negative is developed according to the

particular sensitiser used.

In the event of some retouching of the negative metal plate being

required, this can be effected with any acid-proof substance.

The metal negative is now ready for etching, and the print or

design shows quite clean, and is free from any acid-proof substance.

The metal negative is now placed in an acid bath, and the etching

process is continued until the copy appearing on the metal is etched

right through the metal.

As, however, it often happens that the metal is not of even thick-

ness, some parts of the metal will be etched through quicker than

the remaining parts. When this occure, the metal plate should be

removed from the hath, washed and dried, and further action of the

acid on the etched-through part prevented by applying a suitable

anti-acid coating thereto.

The metal plate is again placed in the acid bath, and is then

washed and dried, and, if desired, deprived of the adhering sub-

stance by means of pumice stone, and now appears as a photo-metal

stencil ready for use with a rotary duplicating machine or a flat

frame duplicator.

In the event of the stencil being too thin, an absorbent strengthen-

ing material such as flannelette, felt, velvet or the like is applied

thereto.

Reference has been directed by the Comptroller of Patents, in

pursuance of Section 7, Sub-section 4, of the Patents and Designs

Acts, 1907 and 1919, to Specifications No. 5,402 of 1896, No. 10,073

of 1899, No. 14,374 of 1899, and No. 3,988 of 1911.

According to Specification No. 178.884, of David Gestetner, Neo-

Cyclostyle Works, Tottenham Hale, London, N.17, the stencil layer-

is produced by causing a silver image formed by the action of light

upon a sensitive silver salt to interact chemically with a composi-

tion, 06, for instance, bichromated gelatine, in order to change the

solubilitv of the composition in a medium used as a developer.

The invention in one phase comprises producing a print by the

action of light upon a silver compound, such, for instance, as is

employed in coating bromide paper, and bringing together the print

and a pellicle (of a composition adapted by the chemical action of

the silver image on the colloid to change in respect of its solubility)

in a developing medium, under conditions to effect such change, and

developing the pellicle.

The pellicle may be coated on a temporary support or on a final

support of a porous character, as, for instance, Yoshino paper, in

which latter case it may be desirable to bring the back of the

coated support into contact with the silver print.

Alternatively, the material adapted to act as the final support of

a porous character may be coated or treated with a composition

containing a suitable sensitive silver compound, and after producing

thereon a silver print, a pellicle of a suitable composition, as. for

instance, bichromated gelatine, may be applied, in conditions

adapted to effect the desired change in the solubility of the com-

position.

The silver print in either case may be treated in a manner similar

to that followed in the Ozobrome (Carbro) process, with a solu-

tion of bichromate, fericyanide. and bromide of potassium.

Another phase of the invention comprises producing by photo-

graphic means a silver image on a layer of an emulsion of a sensi-

tive silver salt in a composition the solubility of which, in a

medium, as, for instance, warm water if the composition is bichro-

mated gelatine or gum used subsequently as a developer, is adapted
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Patent News.

•<-«*» patti ituni and «;*• "rutrd m
" Pkoto-Mtchn 1

"

•n June 19 to 24 :

—

Aftsjuti 17,107 Photographic apparatus \V \

Law i

ArrAasi paratut. \V i

16,902 and 16,903. Photographic objet

:
.',227 ral [)!».(...

O.l//'/

m, if

in btarktt* is ihnt ., : or

"t of fill.

No, 175,020
.late* to mean* tor taking

•ograph* with special scenic or background affect*, and ite

•• mean, whereby a baekgroand ol any mw or
-elation to the aise of the objeota or figure* to appear

'root of the background, can be pi^otograpbad at the same time
as • * figures by on* Mposora, the resultant effect I

tba •* appear in pr-

'.iking either
»-»!.•• .sry or moving picture* vrl imsor* a back-
ground or the like and figure*, o>> can be photo-
Kraphed to p «rkgroun 1

and figure* or object* being of differeoi proportionat* sizes in

relation to each other and arranged at different angular positions

taking the picture
r'her object n v. to arrange the background that dur

tak -trrapb of the figure* or object* and the back
*r< be away fi mal position so that

figure* can be illuminated to a greater degree than the back-
tain part* of the resultant

picture to appear particularly prominent.
- object is so to arrange the background that the

figure* or the like which are being photographed in con

an during the taking of a moving picture appear

to vanish or pass away to provide an illusion effect, while a
further object is so to arrange the background that it may Le a
picture, painting or view of any size or colour or a screen upon
which cinematograph pictures are adapted to be projected.

The invention consist* in providing a portable device for

attachment to. or use in connection with, cameras for taking
photographs with special scenic or background effects oompi

Fig. 1.

a frame work or support and a transparent screen arranged in

connection therewith at an angle of substantially 45 degree* to

plane of the lens vt the camera, so that the photographing of a
background and object*, figure* or the like can be performed in

one eipoeuie. For instance, a background in the n.v

station*!-} or moving picture, painting or the like may be arranged

/

to one side of the camera anil die object*, figures, etc, to

photographed may be arranged in- front of the said camera.
.i perspective view of one form of cabinet for use in

conj uh a camera. Fig. 2 is a sectional plan thereof,

and fig*. 3 and 4 are diagrams of the mean* enip!o\..i for taking
•(amphs.

oe form of this invention a screen of suitable

r/ /

% -

,. ;

Pig. 3.

transparent material a, such, for instance, as sheet or plate glass,

is arranged at an angle of 46 degrees in front and adjacei

the lens & of a camera c it is desired to employ to photograph

fiirurea or object* placed in front thereof. This transparent *.

a is preferably mounted in a suitablo frame cabinet d, which

a skeleton framework e fitted witii a top / and bottom p.
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One side h of the cabinet d, which lis adopted to be placed ad-

:<> the camera c may be enclosed, and in such cases it is

tli an aperture i oi suitable size to permit the photo-

graph to be taken by tlxe lens 6 of the camera c. In n

aides of the cabinet d are normally open, but in the construction

: hey are adapted to be closed or partially olosed by

panels j mounted in suitable grooves k formed in the top and

bottom covers / and g of the cabinet d. The top and bottom of

the glass screen a is preferably supported by suitable members /

secured to the top and bottom of the cabinet. In front of the

cabinet d and camera c which latter is disposed a short distance

to the rear of the cabinet d, is arranged the object or figures

indicated at m which it is desired to photograph. These objects

m are arranged at any suitable distance from the camera c and

in front of a background screen n of opaque material, such as

a black or dark-coloured screen. The floor upon which the

objects are arranged is also of dark material. Means not shown

are provided preferably at the side of and in front of the screen n

to illuminate the objects or figures m in any desired degree. The

illuminating means are preferably so arranged that the light will

not fall upon the darkened screen to the rear of the objects or

figures. To one side of the cabinet d is arranged a background o

which may be in the nature of a picture or painting of any colour

or size, or it may be in the nature of a moving picture. In this

Fig. 4.

latter arrangement the background screen o is preferably trans-

parent, so that moving pictures from a suitable cinematograph

apparatus arranged at the rear thereof may be projected thereon.

The picture which is adapted to constitute the background is

suitably illuminated so that its reflection will be conveyed to

the angularly arranged screen a of the cabinet d. Thus when

a photograph is taken by the camera c a reproduction of the back-

ground o reflected on the screen and the objects m in front of

the screen n will be produced on the plate or the like in the

camera. It will thus be seen that a background o can be of

small size in proportion to the figures m to be photographed.

Upon one exposure of the plate a picture will be reproduced of

the figures, together with the background. ,The camera employed

may be an ordinary camera or one especially adaptable for taking

cinematograph photographs. In the latter cases the background

o may be movable or the objects or actors may be arranged to

move in front of the darkened background n. It will be under-

stood that the cabinet d and/or the transparent screen may be

provided with means whereby either or both may be adjusted in

relation to each other as desired.

In order to take imaginative pictures, places or, for instance,

visions or apparitions, a suitable oqaque and darkened screen

indicated at p in fig. 3 is arranged in front of the main

darkened screen n and to one side of, for instance, a figure

indicated at m being photographed. When it is desired to cause

the figure to vanish during the taking of the photographs, the

figure moves or is caused to move to one side behind this

auxiliary darkened screen p. Thus when the photographs taken

by the camera are reproduced a very natural vanishing effect will

be apparent. It will be understood that apparatus may be

employed to take photographs of various composite pictures and

figures in a simple manner and by one exposure for each photo-

graph, and be equally efficient for producing ordinary photographs

on various forms of background or for cinematography.

If desired, other effects may be arranged in front of the camera

to combine with the background when the photographs are taken.

For instance, as shown in fig. 4, the cinematograph camera c

and the cabinet d are arranged in a vertical position to .photo-

graph a title o' disposed on the floor and a scenic effect arranged

on the screen «.

It will thus be seen that, for instance, people may be photo-

graphed together with backgrounds which are of reduced size and

proportion, but by the above-described means the resultant picture

is such that this relative difference in proportion is rectified to

provide natural pictures or varied to produce grotesque pictures.

If desired, the panels may be in the form of or provided with

vignetting screens.

In cases where the background or picture to be reflected is too

small to come within the range of the focus used on the figures,

after necessary stopping down, a lens or magnifying glass may

be arranged between the reflector and the picture. The magnify-

ing glass, when such is employed, is preferably arranged in one

side of the cabinet. The focus of the picture is preferably

adjusted to the focus of the camera.

In a modified construction the transparent screen is angularly

arranged inside a camera having a lens in front and at one side,

so that pictures may be taken on a negative arranged at the

back of the transparent screen of objects and backgrounds dis-

posed in front and at the side of the camera.—Godfrey Heathcote

Sutcliffe, 57, Argyle Road, West Ealing.

Trade Names and Marks.

MARKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.

The following marks have been placed on the register ;
—

Kodak Tested Chemicals (Design).—No. 421,047. Photographic

chemicals. Kodak, Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,

dealers in photographic materials.

Apem.—No. 419,775. All goods included in class 1. Amal-

gamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square,

London, W.l, manufacturers.

Apem.—No. 419,776. All goods included in class 8. Amalgamated

Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square, London, W.l,

manufacturers.

Apem.—No. 419,777. All goods included in class 13, but not

including needles or fastenings for collars, and not including any

goods of a like kind to these excluded goods. Amalgamated Photo-

graphic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square, London, W.l,

manufacturers.

Apem.—No. 419,778. All goods included in class 39. Amal-

gamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square,

London, W.l, manufacturers.

Patents.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, July 10.

Southampton C.C. Trimming and Mounting Competition.

Wallasey Amateur P.S. Competition—" Print Trimming."

Tuesday, July 11.

Bournemouth C.C. " Intensification and Reduction." J. Thomas.
Exeter Camera Club. 1920 Affiliation Competition Prints.

Manchester Amateur P.S. Exhibition of Portfolio Prints.

Wednesday, July 12.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. Outing to Craigmillar and Duddingston.
Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. Photographic Chat.

Thursday, July 13.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. " Bromide Toning."
A. Hanson.

Saturday, July 15.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. Outing to Borthwick Castle.

Exeter Camera Club. Outing—Nutbrook, Withycombe. Exmouth.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing—Ashtead Woods.
Sheffield Phot. Soc. Outing to Edale.
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6outhainpton C.C. Outin lbs Itch«a to Winchester.

^^BSuburban p| - Albans.

isey Amateur Phot. Soc. Outin.» - Runcorn and Widnes.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB,
yd lectured on " Interna] Combustion Engines,"

and scored heavily for the informal session, which many infinitely

prefer to the orthodox photographic side. In the clearest possible

way he sketched the history, and then tamed in detail to the

various functions of petrol and other internal combustion engines.

start would certainly have embarrassed other than a Croy-

donian. for a chance observation threw Mr. Rose into reminiscent

Interposing, after a long preamble, he gently murmured,

and completely murdered a good tale next on the list in the

Then Mr. Salt's recollections on the " Otto
" necessitated some di»curs! • ons, and drew from

royd a remark that a few more internq
•• same sort would practically exhaust in advance the lecture

be propotf 11 l re I ) ir kind permission, gentlemen,

he humbly asked, and, receiving a gracious assent,

ied his discourse without further outside aid.

uded with the of petrol and other

•or to the war, he said, if the petrol gave
' was possible to run home on a bottle of whisky. A test

then made with the club's up-to-date brand proved its efficacy in

a fire extinguisher nothing better could

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

that a general meeting of the

mem -

-

•• purpose of ooMsoWring the liquidator's report,

has been conducted,

he company dispose, i

nent was
•ken, and Lord -

I luagar in the case i

nent has a far in respect

iiired by assign-

ment under <• », ami from this standpoint is the

using abridged text of the jud. g the

the course of his judgment, said :—This
• Mums of considerable importance, the one in

relation to the it, the ot
| :o the law

trade onions. The action was brought by the respon-

panies

lainim. an injunction to resti

m in public musical works
• rformaace was in the respondents. The

iice to the action were (1) that the
•• a trade union within the meaning of the Trade

1913. and as « ,

"npany were void and unlawful . <pon-

h they els

so a« their own name. The fir

'

'ivour
" respondents In my opinion '> was rii

:«f\. In

•• 26.

unce in all pari '.f thi , and
not

;
the rig!

<nged to, or should be

acquired by, or be or become vested in them, during

the continuance of Messrs. Chappell's membership of the plaintiff

society. The song in question was not then composed, and it was
not until January 3, 1919, that the composer assigned the right of

performance to Messrs. Chappell. The plaintiffs' claim to the copy-

right in the second song referred to in the pleadings was founded

on a similar title derived from Messrs. Keith. Prowse & Co.

The plaintiffs did not dispute that, in these cftcumstances, their

only claim to the copyright in the two songs was as equitable

assignees from Messrs. Chappell and Messrs. Keith, Prowse & Co.

The defendants contended that an equitable assignee of copyright

could not sue in his own name for infringement, but must do so

either in the name of the owner at law, or must make the owner
at law a party to the action, in order that iie might be bound by

any judgment obtained. Ha\ to the equitable rule as

to priorities between the equitable and the legal owner of property

without pottos, I think that the defendants' point must be well

founded, unless there is some provision in the Copyright Act which

justifies a decision in tlie plaintiffs' favour. If it were not so a

person might be liable to be sued for infringement both by the

legal and by the equitable owner of the copyright, and that in

of the fact that in each action he might have a complete

re against the owner other than the one by whom he was at

the moment being sued. In spite of the inconvenience of holding

that a mere equitable owner of copyright cannot sue for infringe-

ment in his'own name. I am red to hold that be can,

unless the statute in clear language gives him that i

The Copykici' HI.

The Copyright Act, 1911, is the statute to which reference has to

be trade. Section 5 is the section which deals with the ownership

•it. It defines who the first owner of copyright of a

work shall be. It confers upon the owner of the < D any

work the right to assign the right or to grant any interest in the

provided that the assignment or grant is in writing

1 by the owner. It is the owner of the copyright who is

entitled to all civil remedies for infrngement (secton 6), and no

parson is entitled to copyright or any similar Tight in any literary,

dramatic, musical, or artistic work, whether published or unpub

lished, otherwise thsn in accordance with the provisions of th

(section 31).

this legislation is to render it possible that there

should be within the meaning of the statute two owners of the copy-

rk at one and the same tune In the case where

the copyright is, so to speak, split, section 5, subsection (3) recog-

nises both the assignee and the assignor ss owners of their respec-

• der the proviso to subsection (2) of section 5 the

legal personal representatives of an author who was the first owner
t in his work are the owners of the reversionary interest

-ectant on the termination of the period indi

I can see nothing in the statute from which I

iraw (he inference that an owner <•' r tin-

first owner or any subsequent owner by legal a*i> i cases

an owner within the meaning of tlie statute when he executes

an equitable assignment of the whole or part of his right. If this

is so, it follows either (a) that the equitable assignee is not an

owner at all within the meaning of tlie statute, or ('>) that the

statute recognises in these mces two owners, the legal and
the equitable, of tha • is correct it

appears to me that, apart from authority, the result in this action

is the same— namely, that the plaintiff- should nof lie allowed to

main) I
resent action without adding the legal owners of

thfr^ajHyrSght.

If the first conclusion is the correct one, then the action cannot

proceed without them. If the second is correct, then the Court, in

the exercise of its di ataald not allow tl to proceed

be absence of a party who may be interested and who ought
to be bound, or whose presence might afford a defence U

danti. There are difficulties in tlie way of sV

conclusion, but the difficulty of accept ing the second appears to

me to be less than that of accepting the first. If the first is

ted the I i lusion appears to be that no equitable

aasigi.' ever maintain a claim for infringement
either in Court .if law or equity, because tl, inent

ihe owner as the person • lavim the assist-

ol the Court*, and on this assumption tlie equitable assignee
• the owner, and can never become the owner, unless and until

it either becomes possible for the owner to make a legal assign-
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ment of the right or he can be persuaded or compelled by process

of law to make such an assignment.

I do not think that the language of the statute justifies such a

ision, and I prefer a construction which includes the equitable

ion owner, and then leaves it to the ordinary

of the. Courts to secure all proper parties being

i. I think that this viem is in accordance with

practice as it existed before the Judicature Act. and before

the passing of the Copyright Act, 1911.

(erring to the authorities, his Lordship said :—For the

reasons I have given, I am unable to agree with the view taken

istice Branson on this part of the case, and I think that

! have given effect to the defendants' objection to want

..f parties, but on proper terms should have acceded to the plaintiffs'

application to join the legal owners of the copyright.

With reference to Mr. Maugham's argument on this part of the

founded on the provision of Order XVI., Rule 11, that an

action is not to be defeated by reason of the nonjoinder of parties,

ild only observe that, the Court gives effect to that rule, not

by ignoring parties, but by adding them where necessary, and

where the presence of a party appears to be necessary it is

sufficient to urge in his absence that he is a bare trustee for

person who is bringing the action.

I think that the appeal must be allowed, with costs, but the

ndents must have an opportunity of amending by adding- the

I
owners of the copyright as parties, but only upon the terms

offered them in the Court below—namely, on paying all costs thrown

away, in any event. If the respondents elect within ten days

to amend on these terms, then the order of this Court will be an

order setting aside the judgment, and directing a new trial upon

the terms of the respondents paying all costs of and caused by

amendment, and all costs thrown away, including the costs of

the appeal, in any event ; any costs of the first trial not included

in the above order to abide the event of the new trial. If the

respondents elect not to amend then the judgment is set aside, and
entered for the appellants, with costs here and below.

Lord Justice Aitkin and Lord Jusice Younger agreed.

NEW COMPANIES.
K. D. Photographic Inventions, Ltd.—This private company

was registered on June 23 with a capital of £7,500, in 7,000 shares

of £1 each and 10,000 ordinary shares of Is. each. Objects : To
acquire and deal in any patents, etc., conferring an exclusive or

non-exclusive or limited right to manufacture and sell photographic

apparatus and chemical fluids and the like, and to carry on the

business of. photographers, producers of pictorial photography,

manufacturers of and dealers in cameras and other photographic
and film-producing apparatus, etc. The subscribers (each with one

are :—R. W. Bolton, 140, Rosebery Avenue, Manor Park,

% clerk : Daisy Philipps, 54, Wiltshire Road, Brix-
ton, S.W.9, shorthand typist. The subscribers are to appoint Che

directors. Secretary : R. W. Bolton. Registered office : 87,

Moorgate, E.C.

Wellington and Ward, Ltd., was registered as a private com-
pany of June 27, with a nominal capital of £200,000, in 50,000 10 per
cent, cumulative preference and 150.000 ordinary shares of £1 each.

is are : To acquire the business carried on at Elstree,

Herts, and elsewhere, as Wellington and Ward ; to adopt agreements
(1) witli ,1. B. B. Wellington. H. W. Hall, and H. H. Ward (ven-

dors)
; (2)_ with J. B. B. Wellington; (3) with H. W. Hall; (4) with

if. II. Ward; and (5) with C. S. Downing; and to carry on the

business of manufacturers of photographic plates, papers, films and
icals, photographic apparatus and materials, etc. The direc-

are: .1. I!. B. Wellington, The Leys, Elstree, Herts; H. W.
Hail (chairman and managing director), Bennington Park.

enage, Herts: H. H. Ward. Warfield, Radlett. Herts; ('. S.

Downing, Whitemead, Mill Hill (joint managing director). Quali-
fication : £250. Remuneration of managing directors as fixed by
Hie board. Secretary: <'. S. Downing. The registered office is at

Shenley Road, Elstree, Herts.

In a circular letter to the trade Messrs. Wellington and Ward
inform their customers that they have registered their firm as a
private company for personal reasons. Moreover, the change is the

nie of the steady growth of t he business, the control and
further expansion of which will be facilitated by its incorporation.
There will be no change in the policy, and the direction of the

main as in tiie past. Mr. H. W. Hall will be

Chairman of the Board and Managing Director. Mr. J. B. B.

Wellington, as Director on the scientific side, will fully maintain

. his connection with the business, and Mr. H. H. Ward will con-

tinue his present functions as Engineering Director. Mr.

Downing, for many years Manager of the firm, ap]

becomes joint Managing Director.

News and Notes.

Mil. H. H. Feathehstone, F.R.P.S., who for the past thii

years has been instructor in photography in the Catford Com-

mercial Institute, has been appointed assistant editor of t he
" British Journal of Photography." Mr. Featherstone will take up

his duties early in September next.

Dublin Photographs.—One of the first to visit the Four Courts

after their surrender was Mr. G. Limbrey, of the Photo Press

Agency, who secured a number of the photographs which have

• en reproduced in the Press. In the '* Weekly Dispatch " of

last Sunday. July 2, Mr. Limbrey gives a description of the

typically Irish scenes of the surrender, and of his rapid retirement

from an unexploded bomb.

Sr\iMi:n Snapshots.—The " Westminster Gazette " invites its

readers to send in photographs containing as much news value and

human interest as possible, and a prize of one guinea will be

every Tuesday and Friday (to September 29) for what is regarded

as the best photograph on these days each week. In addition, the

Editor reserves to himself the right to use any photograph on any

day. and will pay a fee of 10s. 6d. for each one used. At the end

of the season a prize of a handsome Kodak camera and materials to

the value of 20 guineas, to be selected by the prize-winner, will be

awarded to the competitor who has, in the opinion of the Editor,

sent in the three best pictures. All photographs should be add>-

to the Photo. Editor, " Westminster Gazette." 104. Shoe Lane,

E.C. 4, and should lie carefully packed.

British Photo-Base Paper.—At the annual general meeting of

Wiggins, Teape & Co. (1919), Ltd.. held on June 29 last, the

Chairman, Mr. P. W. llolden, referred to the progress made by
the company in the manufacture of photographic base paper. It

was a new trade for this country—a highly technical and scientific

trade, and one which had many sides to it. They had ii"

a mill in all essential features admirably suitable for the manu-
facture of this paper. Some grades that they were making were
giving complete satisfaction to their customers—grades which they

could not make at the old mill, and which formerly came from

abroad. Other grades had yet to be improved, but the company
had running orders in hand which they were able to execute at

a profit, and lie could speak hopefully of the prospects ol this

branch. Shareholders would realise that the photographic trade

had suffered, like most other trades, from the general depression

—especially the professional trade—but, on the other hand, he
believed that photography as applied to advertising was only in

its infancy. Much of their base was used for that purpose, and
he had great faith in the future.

Iiusii Salon of Photography.—We hope that events in In
will allow of the holding, as is proposed, of the First Irish Salon of

Photography, in the Metropolitan School of Art, Dublin, from

August 14 to 25, this year. The salon will comprise three cla

tlie first, A, open to residents in Ireland and Irish ph.

jeas; the second, B, open to all amateurs and profess;

at home and abroad : and the third, C, open to professional photo-

graphers resident in Ireland. Classes A and B are divided into

seven sections: (1) Landscape, . genre, architecture; (2)

Portraits and figure studies
; (3) Nature pictures

; (4) Scientific and

technical ; (5) Monochrome slides
; (6) Colour photography ; and

(7) High speed photography. An award of a silver cup or shield

is offered in Classes A and B, and in each of the seven sections one

award only will be made of a gold, silver, or bronze medal at the

discretion of the judges. The entry fee is 5s., with an additional

fee of 2s. 6d. for each print above six. The judges are Mr. Alfred

Werner, F.R.P.S., Dr. Dermod O'Brien (President Royal Hibernian

Academy), and Mr. J. A. C. Ruthven (Past President, Photo-
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graphic Society of Ireland). Further j.uticulars of the Exhibition

entry forms may be obtaiued from the Honorary Secretary.

William Hardi holography, Metropolitan

Kildare Street, Dublin.

Correspondence.

'respondents thould never write on both tidts of the paper,

notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are oiven.

••* We do not undertake responsibility for th* opinions expressed

by our correspnodents.

VIEW POSTCARDS.

To the Editor*,

i ii the article on the above subject in your issue of

June 23 last the writer ii somewhat sanguine as to the possibility*

of this work for the small professional photographer.

nture to say that too mn not be expected from this

•
. and that in fact it would be very easy to come out of inch

an enterprise with a loss. I have made some experiments in this

direction in my town and in the surrounding districts, and had

I been extremely cautious I should moat assuredly have lost

.*y.

Among other i I found that the best pictures, i.e., those

which made the best compositions were not good sellers, the public,

t was told by the retailers, liked a well-known view, and a com-
monplace one at that, far better than a composition which they

would admit r.-adily was n it did not boy.

Then I set out to give them the "

well at firat : then I was up against the I

These firms are really the greet trouble and it is almost hope-

less to attempt to compete against them as apart from ordinary

•tilion they appear to periodically unload surplus stocks on

entailers at is prices. This they can do with their

large selling organisations in one day tie] a Larue district and the

unfortunate photographer will find his customer* loaded up with

stuff that they have been tempted to buy at a cheap price.

The result is that where one has every reason to expect orders

for several gross, only a few are ordered, and in some cases none

si all, which means that the time spent on calling is frequently

not paid for. This is the fact which I know from personal experi

and although I have not given up the work entirely, I do but

and only when I am sure of placing the result*

You will, I am sure, not object to my sending this

and perhaps yon will agree with me that

a word of caution i* due to th - r«eder* who may be

led to risk capital on a branch of proto. • now
the hands of capitalists.

Denton does, in his article, advocate leaving the town alone,

' iggeste that in smaller centres there is scope, and mention* the

case of a man. who could not get supplies of a particular view

without difficulty That man I have met and taken endless trouble

t what he required, usually from an impossible position where

ght was always difficult, when done perhaps he will give you

an order for three doxen.

• who look to postcard work on a small scale for a profit-

O** will, I sm agraid. be disappointed-

ly, msdmw.

Lansdowne Road,

Croydon,
June. 28.

B aPHIC

To the Editors.

Gentler?- i ip read with interest the letter in your issue

er," hr»'t tographic Business in

J»p» be thsnks of the photographic trade are

d ;e to this gentleman for hi* ll

It le that since 1919 there ha* been a very steady

M iii imports of British photographic apparatus to Japan,
and we ourselves have, during the last two or three years, shipped

to that country considerable quantities of cameras, particularly of

the higher class. There is little doubt that during the past twelve

months the Germans are once more securing a strong foothold with
their cameras and lenses which we think is due entirely to the

depreciation of their currency and the consequent low prices at

which they are able to sell their goods, and our sales have fallen

off considerably.

With regard to the Tokyo Peace Exhibition we ourselves have

sent out a fine exhibition of our goods to one of the leading whole-

sale bouses in Tokyo, and this house is exhibiting it on our behalf.

As regards sending goods to the various " direct importers," we
quite agree with " Britisher " that it is a very dangerous thing to

do unless the orders are accompanied by a confirmed letter of

credit against which cash can be drawn from one of the London
banks, and we would strongly advise anyone shipping to Japan

except to the wholesale houses who are well known to them, to

refuse any orders that are not accompanied by such letters of

credit.

have one case in mind of a firm who wrote to us sending

small orders, giving us references to the leading manufacturers over

here, and stating that they were getting goods from them on the

terms of thirty days' sight documents on payment. This firm sent

us three or four small orders which we executed on these terms,

and the drafts were duly honoured and the goods taken delivery

I hey then sent us a further larger order, which we executed

on the same terms—namely . thirty days' sight documents on pay-

ment. On arrival of the goods the draft was not paid, but, fortu-

nately, as we had consigned tbem to one of the banks in Japan,

istomer was unable to get delivery of the goods. Ncverthe-

M have all the attendant expenses incurred for duty, bank

.1, etc., besides which there are the expenses of freight out

and home on the good*.

certainly agree with " Britisher " in hi* remarks that unless

nporters are well known to supplier*, goods should only be

sent when orders are accompanied by the letter of credit as men-

tioned above.— Your* faithfully,

Horoinoss. Ltd.,

K. If, Isaacs,

Director.

II .i. Hotborn, I-ondon, W.C.2.

June 30

SYSTEM IN HALF l"M' OPERATING.

To the Editors.

" Gentlemen,—Rtxplyin7"«o"MrrSukamariUy
,

s letter. I have care-

fully re-read the extract referred to by me on April 28, and I am

unable to agree that I have misread it. There is not a word about

the screen distance being below the normal, although the diagram

suggest* that it is so. The author distinctly states thst " In the

great majority of ca*es we actually increase the nucleus of the dot

by reducing the siw> of the stop," and the footnote explains that

the exception* are cases where large stops are used with a screen

distance yrtnUr than the normal, and where small stops are used

(fraction effects are prominent.

hat I did not agree with Mr. Bay's conclusions for the

reason that I cannot find anything in practice that agrees with the

m, aft
' projection used by him. On page 36 of the same article

the author saya " the gradation with a single stop is very feeble."

His conclusion* in thi* respect are explained by the missing factor

in the normal equation, the screen distances being always too great

:,e stops used. „
I am sorry- U> *PP*»r to "iticine Mr. Ray s work of twenty-nve

years or so ago which was, and is, of the greatest possible value,

and sll I csn hope to do is to supplement it and make it more

ird to obtaining similar gradation with coarse and tine

rulings, thi* must not be taken in a strictly Literal sense, as it is

quite obviou* that a coarse screen must have a longer contrast scale

than a fine screen owing to the greater distance between the dot

centres Such gradation can be obtained as the copy or class of

printing demands, the contrast scale being strictly under control

and with one stop.
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I agree with Mr. S. Ray as to the advantage of some simple

method of measuring the total scale of an original, and I beheve

that an instrument has been worked out by Mr. C. H. Sharp, but

I have no personal knowledge of it. At the present time our copies

are graded into five classes judged by experience only as to tone

scale and colour and, although this method leaves chances for error,

orkl out very well in practice.—Yours faithfully,

R. A. BlEUMAN, F.ltl'S.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively tmall space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's^ Journal " must reach

and should beus not later than Tuesday (posted_Monday),

addressed to the Editors.

H. C—Three-ply wood of about 3,'16ths thickness is used foi-

st atuette photographs. For small quantities go to Messrs.

Hobbies, Ltd., East Dereham, Norfolk, or their agents in Black-

pool, Messrs. the Blackpool Cycle Co"., 193, Church Street, Black-

pool. An article, giving full instructions, appeared in the " B.J.,"

October 10, 1913, obtainable from our publishers, price 5d., post

free. Messrs. Campbell Gray. Ltd., 88, Edgware Road, London,

W., make these statuettes from photographers' negatives..

G. F. D.—We have referred your query of June 27 to Mr. Ermen,

who replies as follows:—The Monomet caustic developer should

not be discoloured when it is made, even if the Monomet itself

is somewhat old or discoloured, unless it contains an excess of

caustic soda or a deficiency of sulphite, due to the use of inferior

metabisulphite. Metol may be used instead of an equal weight

of Monomet, but the preparation is more difficult, owing to the

low melting point of the metol base. The metol " rodinal "

offers no advantage either in point of stability or efficiency as a

developer.

S. S.—We expect the stops are marked upon the Dallmeyer system,

in which case the aperture marked 18 is approximately /"/13.

The others will then 'be as follows:—25, f/15.8; 36, /' 19;

50, //22.4; 72, //26. You will understand this is guess-work,

because the lens may perhaps be marked on another system, but,

as it is apparently a wide angle, the maximum aperture is

probably about f/14. Of course, you could easily ascertain the

F numbers experimentally by measuring each stop with a wedge-
shaped strip of card, successively dividing the focal length of the

lens by each of the diameters thus found. The result will be the

F numbers.

G. Y.— (1) We do not advise you to do more than to rub the

surface of the enlargement with stale breadcrumbs. Take the
crumb of a loaf two or three days old and break it up until the
grains are as 6mall as rice. Cover the print with these, and
gently rub with the flat of the hand. When the crumbs become
dirty, throw away and use fresh. Any marks which resist this

may be removed with soft rubber, not eraser. (2) First give
your calico a coating of size or cooked starch. When dry, U6e
any good plain distemper. " Kalko " background paint, which
you can get from the Vanguard Co., Maidenhead, or any dealer,

is easily mixed and applied.

D. V. E. (1)—Cold weather certainly makes the blind of the focal-

plane shutter a little stiff and therefore slows the shutter, but
in such moderate climates as that of the United Kingdom we
do not think it is a material objection. If the shutter is worked
a few times in a warm place before taking it out of a day it

works freely enough even in the winter. But apart from this the
speeds marked on focal-plane shutters are almost as much at

variance with the actual speeds as those on between-lens shutters.

(2) One can only give a general opinion, but a well-designed and

made shutter ought to work reliably without need of repair at

any rate for one year or two.

B W.—We think it will be difficult in any single negative to get

the title to print in black on the white ground, whilst at the

same time getting a good reproduction of the tones of the photo-

graph. If you can develop the negative of the photograph so

that the surround is dense enough to print white on the print,

could you not take a separate negative of the titles on a process

plate and add this to the main negative, as is done in printing

titles on view postcards—that is to say, stripping the title on to

the main negative from a plate negative? We do not think that

printing the titles in any other colour would help matters. The

use of a slow panchromatic plate in conjunction with a light-filter

might perhaps serve to get over the difficulty.

B. \V. G.—With the 8-inch lens you would be able to manage very

well with the window alone for heads and sitting figures, but

you would have to bring the sitter too far away for full ler,

for which you would require artificial light. If you can possibly

get electric current, you would do well to instal a couple of

1,500-c.p. half-watt lamps, which would be better than the best

.gas light, and, we should say, would not cost more to run. If

you must use gas, Griffin's " Howellite " lamp is a good model.

You could probably obtain a lamp second-hand by advertising.

For this light you would require the most rapid plates, and these

must be isochromatic. The drawback to gas is the great heat

which is generated in the room.

C. Swift.—It is a very old idea to mix albumen with gum in the

coating for the gum-bichromate process. W7
e quote a formula,

etc., which is not substantially different from yours:

—

Bichromate (solution A) 1 oz.

Gum arable, finely powdered i oz.

Albumen, white of egg, beaten up 2 drs.

Glycerine 5 dr.

"Pigment as necessary.

The solution A is made by adding ammonia to a cold saturated

solution of potass, bichromate until the mixture turns red litmus

paper faintly blue. In preparing the sensitive mixture, the solu-

tion A is warmed, the powdered gum and glycerine added in small

doses, then the albumen, and finally the pigment, which is mixed
with a spoon or spatula. The mixture should be about as thick

as honey, and should be coated thin enough to allow the lettering

on a piece of printed paper to show through. The coated paper

should appear glossy when dry. If it is matt, there is too little

gum. Too much albumen lowers the sensitiveness.
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ilj those expressly made

arm bla
* * *

Matt Oil The objection which is often raised on

Prints. grounds against the chi

of oil pigment prints, leads one of the

in (jei'i y, Hen- Wurm-Keith-
ds which may be used for

ining oil prints of matt surface. The u
i ate

ish constituent of the ink is put asid

difficult and by no means satisfactory, quite apart from

ger involved in the use of such an inflammable

liquid as benzene or other. The writer recalls the use

ing oil prints of the Bafffilli pencils as

I by painters in oils. Pigmenting with, these

ded prints of agreeable matt surface; and their com-
hen led Men- Wurm-Reithmayer to try the effect

pigmenting with an ink containing a considerable

portion of wax. Bv making up a mixture compounded
from beeswax and ordinary typographic ink it was found

the prints pigmented with it yielded a completelj

matt surface. It is not suggested that the production
of a matt surface by an ink containing wax is a new

\eiv. since wax is commonly added to ink for the
proofing of engravings when a matt effect is required.

But the author emphasises the convenience and greater

diness i if a wax ink. and expresses the view that
f requisites for oil printing might well place

sucli inks upon the market.

Copying Toned A sepia-toned bromide print, especially
Bromides. jf jt, be vigorous, is by no means an

subject to copy, and there are probably few photo-
graphers who get the best possible result. This is due
mainly to disregarding the non-actinic colour of the image
which in es not only a long exposure but also

demands the use of a colour-sensitive plate. It might be
thought that with a monochromatic original, a sufficiently

prolonged exposure would give full details, but a little

thought will show that if a deep yellow half-tone ; s

sufficient to prevent any action upon the emulsion, any
darker details, although clearly visible to the eye, must

Bssarily be lost. A colour screen, although not in-

dispensable, is beneficial; even if there are no apparent
or violet rays visible, yet they exist in the light

reflected from the surface of the paper independently of
that, coming from the actual image. This is shown to
perfection when copying an old varnished painting, where
the screen cuts out all superficial light and gives true
value to the pigments.

* * *
Cleaning Films On the commercial scale the films are
'from

. usually cleaned from old negatives by
Negatives. dipping for a few seconds in a hot
solution of caustic soda or potash, by which the film is

so softened and disintegrated that it can be quickly
ned off completely with a stiff brush. The method

is open to the objection that with some qualities of glass
also, as appears to bo the case, with negatives which

have been treated with alum, the glass is left in a slightly
nt. state and. therefore, is useless for the purpose

t-o which such waste negatives are usually put. namely.
in the various photograph frames sold by stationers. In

f issue of " Photographische
.

' Rundschau " a
>rent process is very strongly recommended, ft

• in the use of a cold solution of acid ammonium
of 1 to 2 per cent, strength. A stronger solution

> rt a certain matting effect on the glass.
out in a solution of the above strength the gelatine film

partly detached within a few. seconds and can

be re ved whole, leaving the glass perfectly clean. We
should inclined to recom ntinuous imn

sion of the hands in such a solution, hut no doubt oi

quanl could he immersed in the solution

in racks and given a rinse in plain water before removing

Sims. In this way contact of the fingers with

fluoride solution could he almost entirely avoided, and

that, we think, is very necessary -if the danger of serious

skin
|

, is to he eliminated. Apparently, a very

little of the fluoride goes a long way; it is stated that

of the solution serve for clearing the films from

150 to 200 quarter-plate negatives.

DAMAGED LENSES.
A photographic lens, if treated with reasonable care,

should remain in good condition for many years; in fact,

more than an average lifetime. Many lenses bearing

the name of Andrew Ross, who died in 1859, are still in

daily use, and are in good working order. Some of the

modern lenses, owing to the use of unreliable g

during the period of experimentation in anastigmatic

construction, show signs of surface tarnish, but, fortu-

nately, these are comparatively few in number.
Yet there are many ways in which a lens can be ill-

treated ; in some cases the damage is irreparable ; in

others it can be more or less repaired and the instrument

restored to its original usefulness. It is not recommended
that any considerable trouble or expense be incurred

with lenses of little value, as such can usually be replaced

at less than the cost of repair, but good lenses, especially

if of large size, are well worth attention.

While the amateur optician may effect certain improve-

ments in the metal work of a lens, he is strongly advised

never to meddle with the glass components, for he will

probably find that after passing through his hands, the

last state of his lens is worse than the first. All such

work should be entrusted to a skilled optician, and if the

original maker is still in business, to him alone should

the lens be sent. Serious repairs are apt to be somewhat
costly, but as a rule money so spent is well invested ;

even if the cost of replacing a damaged combination is

half the original cost of the lens, it is cheaper than buying
a new instrument. It must be realised that only the

maker knows the exact quality of glass used for any
particular batch of lenses, and the curves to which it was
ground.

The most common injury to lenses consists of a general

dulling or de-polishing of the exterior surfaces, or more
or less distinct scratches or "digs," the latter being

usually due to allowing the lens to knock about without
protection in the camera case. The former trouble,

though not so unsightly, is the more serious one of the

two ; if it exists it. is impossible to obtain bright negatives,

the diffusion of light from the dulled surface degrading

all the shadows and often creating a false impression of

over-exposure. This condition may or may not be easj

to remove ; in many cases, an application of the polish-

ing- tool and putty powder restores the original surface.

Scratches arc less easily dealt with. As they penetrate

a certain distance into the glass, the surface has to be

entirely re-ground and polished, which not only reduces

the thickness (often an important factor), but alters the

figure or curve. It may be necessary to explain that

it is usual to grind a lens of slightly larger diameter than

its ultimate size, and then to " edge " down the im-

perfect margins. Obviously, this cannot be done with a

finished lens, so that it is often necessary to cover the

margin of a re-worked lens with a narrow metal ring

which, while slightly reducing its rapidity, ensures perfect
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ition. But the scratches may be merely an eyesore,

ly interfere with the performance
of the lens. If tiiey are small, they may be ignored,

but if wide and d advisable to rub a little black

•r printing ink into them, so that they appear

as black lines upon the surface instead of white ones.

aces of the black pign t be allowed to remain
pt in the - langer of the

scratches, when filled, afft It may not

be generally known that if a shilling be cemented on the
front '>f a large lens, say, three inches in

••ter, and an exposure made at full aperture, n

e can be found upon It is only

•lie diaphragm ap> preaches that
i that ir kJj a

aea occur
iges of lenses. If ig

: iese will cause a
-nl foggir black varnish

ntre

• nted together with black und be
\ble. I- parent ( 'ich

la balsam, sn 'ill be a
fraction to cause a scattering

a rule.

an the
-taken for a ai iip. As

'

i.sam, as Ufce-i

opticians, is very different ir. consistency from that used
by microseopists or for cementing colour filters, being a
hard resin, liquid only at ,i high temperature and not a
varnish-like liquid. A fair amount of skill and atcess to
proper appliances is necessary if the contact is to be
perfect and the glasses properly centred.

frequently receive injuries from falls, blows
and other shocks which are not apparent to the eye, but
seriously impair the definition. Glass is not the rigid,

unyielding substance it is generally supposed to be, and
when the brass mounting of a lens is bent or distorted,
the strain which is put upon the glass upsets all the
optician's calculations, and may turn the finest anastig-

into a " soft focus objective." It is therefore wise
to test thoroughly any lens which has had a fall or any
bad strain before using it upon an outdoor job The
condition produced is fortunately only temporary, and
making a new cell or re-turning the old one is all that
is necessary.

ill the ills that lenses are heirs to may be
sea in which I

If this be
not done* at least a well-fitting cap should be provided for

both back and front cells. Bud or tarnish upon
surfaces, unless very bad, should be ignored ; a:

all, opt to polish it off by hand should
ulo. It may make the lens slightly slower, but
>rthnchn>matic p this will

hardly be appreciable. Lenses showing any trace of this

Mid lw> kept in an airtight case in as dry a p

as possible.

BROMIDE PAPER FOR D. AND P. WORK.
•re now ierdoping

an.) or amaUxirv St
'- fair in some inatsnoea to

^^Hgrapher toM me that I'

red a v.- 1 to him. an<l

who ut work slack and n. ht
"

of amatmin' fade and fan-

I that a largo nun uttoaVprsaser* ''
:

'Ima to a professional
|

»-.rk They argue that it i»

and ' upon perfect technics] work, »I»tm
local chemist msj relogsts mutant I

thU dim
most chemists have properly ..:_. • •! d.-p.o' m.-nt *. i-^r I>

the fa<t rssa average an.

i profe^

adoction of «low develop n,. jraa-

•<ss)tat«d a change in I ng apparatus,

* are now in a \-

)>utk of amateurs' negative* arc

print t

papay, an I
w in taking advan-

-light p«i»T, tint nowaday* tlicre

and
'•£•

ip s

trasiight pnpnr from
sonv unduly long. Ths ason why

. are so

with illiant prints ran !>•• obtained from poor nega-

but there are now several makers who market bromide

paper* that will give all the contrast that gaslight will

Kxtrm-< ontruMv. K\t r.i-Yigorous and Kxtra-Hard are soi

I to these grades.

I certainly a good deal to be said in favour of

BTOSBidf for D. and P. work now that there is a grad.

" ghosts " It is s curiom thing, hut when a I

•••ments from certain of his films it is invariably f<

tsi»t these ere the poori •' of tho lot from a quality point of

Ban then I ppottmiitj to use this extra-vig'

bromide paper Press photographers have for

hard papor made specially for the production of brilliant

» from their highspeed exposure*, but the man
< have lat.-ly giren ns papers of still gToator contrasts.

The speed is n ' of ordinary bfomids paper,

and any of the usual developers can be used.

sake I enumerate below the principal advan-

..f bromide pa|>or over gssligiit psper for D. and P.

1 There is s saving in the light bill.

printing box is cooler and the films lev, inclined

t/i <ur!.

1 utle or no •
• -h blacks by over-expo*

ry blue • vposure.

to stain suddenly if left in the developer a

trifle longer than usual.
" W stand handling, and not so liable to detoriorste in

an impure atmosphere.

well in the sulphide bath.

7 W :"] _ nice tones in the hypo-alum bath provided the

print< reo-iv about one-third more nhan the nrrasl exposure

lereloped in s restrained developer.

R. It. Rawki
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DARK-ROOM METAL WARE.

Tin- problem of metal-ware, in its relation to plates, aim,

.1 photographic chemicals, is one which sometime*

photographer serious food for thought. I am not

. the problem, or oven attempt to analyse it

nit having had a rather extensive experience of

metal-ware, I may be able to give a few hints

will help the practical man.

Metal implement* used in photography have their principal

significance through their possible and probable reactions with

and fixing solutions. If it were not for these re-

>,\ old metal might be used with impunity for the

ruction of racks, tanks, dishes, etc. As it is, the most

innocuous metallic compositions yet devised cannot be con-

red foolproof.

If an implement (onus into contact with developer only,

mv experience is that most metals are quite safe while clean,

but they must be scrupulously clean. If the same tank, rack

or rod goes also into contact with the fixing, the problem is

firs) extended but may be ultimately simplified. Simplified,

if the metal used is one of the usual alloys, though it might

not be so with every pure metal. The extension of the prob-

lem is duo to the fact that fixing baths, and particularly the

modern acid fixing baths, will attack many metals which are

in developer; the simplification is due to the ultimate

silver plating done by the same baths.

Mv first experience of using metal implements for develop-

ing aids, was with a type of rack which is still obtainable from

is. Kodak, Butchers, and David Allan. This rack appears

to be made of nickel-plated copper, and carries from whole-

plate downwards, small plates being accommodate*! by means

of a movable partition. It is provided with hooks and can

be Iiung in any deep tank or washer, the ability to deal with

huge quantities of mixed-size plates being a marked feature

ol the type, as any number of racks can be hung one under

the other, provided the tank is deep enough. I have used one

of these racks constantly for three years without a stained

negative, but I believe there is a lot in the way the rack is

handled. 1 load it with one plate only to each groove, and do

not disturb the plates again until they are dry. That is to

say, the rack goes through the developer, washer, fixer,

her, and is dried without being touched by brush or cloth,

I have known the same type of rack to be overloaded— in the

interests of economy—two plates being forced into each

groove. The result was a batch of metal-stained negatives due

to the scratched surface of the grooves, and in a very short

time the same rack fell to bits. I have also known stains

when such a rack has been assiduously scrubbed, the scrubbing

taking off the original plating and any subsequent silver coat-

ing also. My own racks at the moment are white with silver

from the fixing baths, and are consequently quite innocuous.

What. 1 have said about racks also applies to tanks, but I

think the rack is easier kept clean. I do not use metal tanks

now, and if I did I would prefer to have separate tanks for

each solution.

Photographers who handle quantities of amateurs' films

require rods to suspend them in the tanks. These rods are

illy metal. Why, I don*t know. I would prefer vulcanite

or something like that if I could get it, and I have thought
ass, but decided not to risk it with dark-room hands. The

orthodox rod is costly—or was when I bought any last—and
it is up to the photographer who likes investigating things to

try substitutes. I tried copper wire. It worked very cleanly,

putting on a nice coat of silver from the fixing, but it

strong enough. Various other things were tried, with
the result that f finished up with tinned iron wire of a thick-

n. I do not know the technial gauge, but
wire will bend to any desired shape, is str- g an lasting,

and has sufficient spring to make film clips as well. This wire

has worked well for a long time, the only thing about it being

that it is likely to rust if the plating is scratched, and rust in

mischievous. The following system answers to prevent trouble.

Every (lav. before any rods or clips are used, they are all

gone over with a .stiff brush. This leaves them free from any

traces of rust or any other foreign matter. When put into

i. they go right through the whole gamut, and when re-

1 from the spools are merely thrown into a wire box to

drv. They have no apparent action on the solutions, or their

activity, though 1 remember some years ago getting a batch of

purple negatives from a wooden tank into which some tinned

iron wire had been dropped accidentally. In that case, the

wire had lain for some time before the colouring appeared,

and in spite of the stain the negatives were beautiful printers.

Standard film clips are, in my experience, usually to be re-

' ed on. but the wire ones I have mentioned are certainly

efficient and also cheap. The wire is 6d. per lb., and 1 lb. will

make about 30. To make a clip of this kind, it is only n<

sary to cut about 8 ins. of wire, and bend it as shown in the

sketch. The requisite amount of spring can easily be got by

opening it out the wrong way, and forcing it back gently.

This clip will firmly grip the two ends of a spool, and is quite

heavy enough to sink the largest size single or double, while

not too big for small sizes.

Pack film is the despair of many developing firms. There

are some, in fact, who will not take orders for developing

packs. But there is nothing very troublesome about packs if

hangers are used in conjunction with the usual film tanks.

Such hangers, in different types, are supplied by Kodak ind

Houghtons, and they are very efficient. I have also developed

packs by threading them on thin twine and dropping down the

tank without any weight. They must be released and hung

separately to dry when this dodge is used.

A useful implement in the dark-room is a Hotehkiss paper

punch. A large batch of spools can be virtually halved hv

punching them up in pairs, the little metal rivets being quite

safe provided they are driven through the blank ends or edges

of the spools. They can also be used to string up a pack into

one ldng film, but great care must be taken in placing the

rivets in this case.

With papers, metal does not figure to such an extent, but

we have enamelled dishes and galvanised washers. The former

get scratched, and the latter are subject to the action of

traces of acid fixing. I have never noticed or suspected any

bad results from an exposed patch of iron in an enan

developing dish, but hypo, alum, or acid fixing baths have at

times caused stains from this source. Galvanised washers ap-

pear to be quite all right when plain hypo is used, and also

when hypo and metabisulpliite are the sole constituents of the

bath, but there is a doubt when we come to other acid baths.

4 whether a washer is safe, take a print fresh from the

fixer and place it in contact with the bottom of the washer.

If no mark is caused on print or washer, things are in order,
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or at lea-- I alarm, but using

have had deep brown and black a the

wash. Such marks would appear to be due to

sulp't •- zinc surface of the bath, and such action

t what one would desire in contact with the face of a

hnical details of what happens, and what might

1 will leave to Ike research departments wlio are

1 for such problems, but it ; to be

a sal' to use acid baths in conjunction with gal-

- plain hypo, I have found j:

. ar basin*. |M ins. in circumference ami 10 in

punched round

tor about 1 in. fr ml the water enters

a hose i: re and 1 in The

not lie in a heap, and are reasonably hypo free with

a re' mall amount of water. Such basins can be

I up from sur , rnment stock at nominal prices.

Omcluding, I might mention some interesting made
with stainless :i|>les of which were supplied by the

manufacturers. I found this metal resisted developers well,

but immediately turned ebony black on immersion in an acid

fixing bath. The safety and durability of this black plating

I was unable to determine, but I hope some day to try this

again, Some deleterious action took place with the

fixing, but it is possible that this would cease when the change
in thi surface had r.-.o bed i certain point. This is

I will recommend to the research people as pos-

worth investigation. Thuuiit.
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designed for luminous ad-, rtisoments, in wliicli views

radially in a cylindrical basket and are caused

iv.-ly into the lantern stage.

Tli, ictor show further model- of optical

designed particularly for the higher grades of

il and serving. for either cinematograph or still projection,

tbe latter of ordinary lantern slides, solid objects, and also

rrangod horizontally on a glass plate or in a trans-

it dish of water, or of microscopic preparations. The
: lantern is constructed for the projection of Autochromes

and other colour transparencies, and at a distance of 18 ft.

ry bright image at a magnification of about 10 times.

- an incandescent lamp consuming 2.5

a 110 volts. Two of these lanterns can be used to-

r for the production of dissolving views. A rheostat

allows of the light in one being gradually lowered whilst that

in the other is brought to full power.

I must also mention the production by the firm of BaUchet
new non-flam cinematograph film in which the picture is

formed in the interior of a film of cellophane and not, as has

hitherto been the case, on the outside surface of the support.

Tbe film is at present made only in less than the standard size

for use in home cinematographs, but it is intended to produce

it in the normal size.

High-Speed Photo-Analysis of Movement.
Chrono-photography of ultra-high frequency for the analysis

of extremely rapid movement has been hitherto attempted by
means of rotating mirrors, serving to record the successive

phases of a moving object. Since 1904 M. Lucien Bull, the

ssorof Marey, inspired by the results obtained by Marev,
Mach, Hoys, and Wood respectively in 1879, 1885, 1890, and
1903, has used electric sparks in rapid succession as the source
of light. The moving object, which may be an insect or a

tile, moves in front of a condenser by which the image
of the. spark is projected on to tho lens. The duration of each
period of illumination is so short that whatever the speed of
the moving object or of the displacement of the sensitive film,

the image is formed with critical sharpness. In these first

experiments the frequency of the sparks was regulated by the
contacts of a rotating electrical interrupter, similar to the
collector of a dynamo, mounted on the same spindle as the
drum (about 3 ftu in circumference) to which the sensitive film
was attached. In this way from 50 to 60 photographs could
be made with an interval of about l-l,000th of a second be-
tween each pair. This first primitive device provided the
means for numerous researches, and M. Bull has now improved
it in many important respects as the result of his work during
the war in the study of the movements of projectiles from
small arms and from guns of very small bore. With the aid
of MM. Abraham and Bloch he has been able to record up to

• on a rotating film of 3 ft. in length at a rate of
10,000 per second. The sparks obtained by the oscillating dis-

;e between two aluminium hemispheres of a small con-
denser (itself supplied by a condenser of large capacity) have
a frequency which is constant within 1 per cent, and is
adjustable at will over a considerable range. The duration of
the spark is about one five-millionth of a second and its
actinic brilliancy about 160 times that of a 12 ampere arc or
lo' times that of the sun.

e only limit to the frequency with which the images can
orded is that of separately recording the pictures on the

film. It is scarcely possible to give to film mounted on a
drum of 1 ft. diameter a peripheral speed of more than 166 ft
per second. Hence with a frequency of 10,000 images per

I the height of each image cannot be greater than about
one-fifth of an in. (5 mm.).

Without altering the electrical device, M. Bull has recently
to go further as regards separating the images by
the photographic part of the apparatus. The film
1 on the inside of a fixed cylindrical drum of 1 ft

lameter and receives the images formed by a lens, the axis

of which coincides with tbe geometrical axis of the cylinder.

The images arc diverted to the film by means of a total re-

jection prism. The small weight of this prism allows of its

receiving a speed of rotation of 160 revolutions per second,

corresponding with a -peed of displacement of the image on the

film equal to 1,660 ft. per second. Thus, the images recorded

on the film at a frequency of 40,000 per second are half an inch

in height, or quarter-inch in height at 80,000 per second. The
only drawback to this arrangement is that the images are
turned on themselves at the same time that the prism
traverses the circumference on which the film is mounted.
For the cinematograph projection of a film thus obtained it

would therefore be necessary to use an apparatus similar to

that employed in taking the pictures, correcting the orienta-
tion of tlii- successive image- when printing on the positive

film.

Colour Photography,

The Salon du Clout Franoais, after its successful season last

year in Paris, has been warmly received on its travels in the

United States, in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, and
has now been re-established at the Palais de Glace, Champs
Klysees. This collection of nearly 2,000 Autochromes, most of

them measuring 10 by 17 in., and of coloured transparencies,

has aroused the greatest interest among manufacturers and
merchants as well as in the minds of the public as regards the
advertisement value of photography and particularly of colour
photography. Most of the Autochromes are perfect examples
of the process and many are of extremely difficult subjects.

They are shown in panels of a handsome design which adds to

their attractiveness. The exhibition, which remains open
until the end of August, should most certainly be visited by
any of my readers who are passing through Paris.

One of the notable portrait studios in Paris has recentlv been
taken over by the Dufay Patents Company (originators of the
Omnicolore plate no longer made) for the exploitation of a
process of colour photography, the secret of which is being
closely guarded. Specimens have been shown only to a very
few people and even to them under the greatest secrecy.

Attempts have recently been made in France to negotiate
tbe patents of Dr. A. Traube of Munich for the Uvachrome
process, and a demonstration of this process has been given
to the French Photographic Society by the Swiss company in-

terested in its exploitation. The three negatives are made in
rapid succession on a single plate by means of a repeating
back which falls vertically between two successive exposures,
its movement controlled by an air brake. The shutter release
is connected to that of the repeating back so that their move-
ments alternate without loss of time. It seems to be thought
that the fact that the three exposures respectively through the
three light-filters are equal constitutes an extraordinary in-
vention, although such equality has already been attained in
three-colour cinematography, whilst it is likewise obtainable
without difficulty by increasing the opacity of the more trans-
parent of the light-filters in a three-colour set by means of a
neutral grey pigment. After development of the negative a
print is made on a film of the same quality as positive
cinema film. This print is then treated in a mordanting bath
of copper ferricyanide and the three images are then dyed
respectively pink, blue-green, and yellow. Tbe dyed films are
washed and dried and superimposed in register- without being
cemented to each other. The influence of the purplish-red
colour of the mordant appears to have its effect on the greens
of tho coloured picture which weve very dark in almost all the
specimens shown.

Support is also being sought at the present time for a two-
colour process of colour photography, the novelty of which is

scarcely perceptible. A blue carbon print is superimposed on
a P.O. P. print which has been toned red. Probably, in order
to make still more certain that the two images shall not re-
gister, they are made respectively from the two negatives of a
stereoscopic pair !
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a recent meeting of the cinematograph section of the

French Photographic Society some sections of the two-colour

film, " The Glorious Adventure " made by the Prizma process

of \Y. ran Dorn Kelley were shown and received a most favour-

able verdict. Part of the film representing a fire was of special

merit. L. P. Clbrc.

SYSTEM IN HALFTONE OPERATING:
THE MISSING FACTOR IN THE NORMAL EQUATION.
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1 is very instructive. The halo is clearly shown as bring

ing circles of the Bame radius as the

It has been lined up to represent the relation-

«hip of the stop to the screen opening, and of the diffraction

be form of the dot in the negative. It will be seen

how the least intense illumination is in the direction of the

>f the screen openings, and the brightest portion in

the direction .if the joining of the dots. It requires very little

ination to see how the square dot is formed from the

round stop.

If a comparison is made with Fig. 2, it will be seen how the

difficulty of obtaining a good join with a 50 line screen i>;

Fig. l.--Stop 1-64, 200 line screen extra diameter due to halo .4.

easily accounted for. These are photographs of the same stop
at the same extension, the only difference being the screen
rulings, for which I have purposely selected the two extremes
as being a better illustration of the principle.

Fig. 2.—Stop 1-64, 50 line screen; extra
diameter due to halo .1.

Fig. 3.—Stop 1-144, 200 line
screen; extra diameter due

to halo .9.

warrant, the effective diameter of the dot being doubled at ft

-lop ratio of 1-160 with a 200 line screen.

I have confined myself to a broad statement of the case only,

and must leave any attempt to discuss the application of this

theory to practice to a future occasion. I have no wish to

dogmatise as to any particular system of operating: my only

desire is to bring light into a somewhat hazy and very debatable

subject, and I hope that I have said enough to establish what

I believe is a new principle in the calculation of screen separa-

tions in half-tone operating.

E. A. Biebmak, F.R.P.S.

STUDIES IN COLOUR=SENSITIZING BY BATHING.

Fig. 3 illustrates the important part played by diffraction

when small stops are used, the photographic effect of which is

much greater than the ratio of the aperture alone would

[A scientific paper, No. 422, recently published bv the Bureau of Standards, Washington, is that entitled "Studies in Colour-
Sensitive Photographic Plates and Methods of Sensitizing by Bathing," by Francis M. Walters, junr., and Raymond Davis. As
will be seen from its somewhat abridged text, which we reprint, it contains the results of numerous trials respecting the best method

E using pinacynol and other colour sensitizers, e.g., dicyanine, pinaverdol, pinachrome, orthochronie T. and homocol. It also deal*
with the increase of speed in panchromatic plates by washing before exposure.]

Plates and films may be sensitized by two methods: (1) The dye
may be incorporated in the emulsion at some stage in its prepara-
tion, usually immediately before coating, and (2) by bathing an
ordinary blue sensitive dry plate in a solution of the dye. In
general, the more sensitive plates result from bathing, but bathed
plates often have the defect of not keeping.
The amount, of dye required for sensitizing is very small When

incorporated in the emulsion, 2 to 4 mg. to 100 ces. of emulsion give
the beet results with most dyes, while in bathing the best concen-
tration lies between 1 part in 25,000 and 1 part in 75,000, although
much .mailer amounts give some sensitizing action.

In order to sensitize, a dye must combine with the silver bromide
itself. Further, the dyestuffs which sensitize all fall into the class
of so-called substantive dyes; that is, they dye substances directly,
the centre of the region which is sensitized by a given dye lies
about 20 millimicrons farther toward the red than the centre of
the absorption band of the dye.' Thus dyes which sensitize for
the yellow-green are reddish in colour, as, for example, eivthrosin
and pinaverdol. Dyes which sensitize for orange are purple, and
red sensitizers are greenish. Eder found that the less silver
iodide a silver bromide gelatine emulsion contained the better it
sensitized. Silver chloride sensitizes readily, but its original
sensitiveness is so much less than that of silver bromide that the

salt does not compare in rapidity with sensitized silver
bromide. An important characteristic of a dye suitable for

ity. It must be soluble in water, or it

Bier, Handbnch, 3. p. 150
' Eder, Handhuch. 3, p. 154.

must at least be capable of forming a fairly stable colloidal solu-

tion with it. Dyes soluble only in other solvents—for example,

alcohol—cannot penetrate the gelatine in such a manner as to

dye the silver bromide. In addition, the dye should be of such

a character as hot to stain the gelatine so as to prevent the tight

from penetrating to the silver bromide. Were it not for this neces-

sary charaot eristic, there are probably many dyes which would
sensitize.

Before the war sensitizing dyes were principally imported trom
any. When this supply was cut off, the preparation of the

was undertaken by various laboratories in England and in the
I States. The Ilford Co. of London produced pinacyauol

and pinaverdol, while in this country the Eastman Kodak Co.
are making orthoohrome T as well. The colour laboratory, Bureau
of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, has prepared pinaverdol,
piuacyanol, and dicyanine. The success of these investigators has
led to the preparation of entirely new sensitizers which promise
marked improvement in panchromatic plates.

While commercial panchromatic plates are now sufficiently

rapid for the photography of still objects and for three-colour
process work, there are certain problems which demand plates
which are either more rapid or which are sensitive to radiations to
which the panchromatic plate is not. Those who have these
problems find it advisable to use ordinary plates sensitized by
bathing. Important among the special problems are those in the
field of spectroscopy, in which use is made of dicyanine to photo-
graph infra-red spectra, and specially stained plates are indispen-
sable in recording the visible spectrum of faint sources.

'ions which are furnished by the dye manufacturer for
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;he wh |

a, but » colloidal solution or

„on suggested I
• l.o writers that the failure of

bath in sensitizing ordinary commeraal plates might

be duo to the preset «lytes in the emulsion. It is cus-

tomary to add to the emulsion immediately before coating a

small quantity of chrome alum to harden the gelatine, so that it

will wMbstaod alkaline development at room temperatures. There

may also be present various other electrolytes, such as soluble

bromides to restrain fog.' If present, these soluble salts would

of the plate in drying and would thus be in

bo cause the speedy flocoulaition of the dye bath,

ely, we tried washing the plates in tap waiter before

a water solution of pinacyanol and found that the plates

did not cause the flooculaibion of the dye bath. The

is also decreased by this operation, since the

somewhat and permits diffusion to take place more

rapidly. With a washing time of five minutes the time required

for sensitizing is decreased to two minutes.

While not. so fast as plates sensitized in a bath containing

ammonia, the water-bathed plates show considerably less initial

fog and also keep much better.

Another point of importance is that if a plate be examined

alter removal from the dye bath there is found on it a considerable

amount of the dye which is not removed by washing in water.

In addition, there is a considerable staining of the gelatine.

which decreases by its screening action the sensitiveness of the

plate. Rinsing the plate in ethyl alcohol after the dye bath will

remove to a large extent the dye dissolved in the gelatine, as well

as that on the surface, while not affecting that which has com-

bined with the silver bromide and to which the sensitizing aotion

ib due. That this is true may be shown by the fact that pro-

longed bathing in alcohol after sensitizing in the water bath

does not decrease the colour sensitiveness. It is common experi-

ence that bathed plates must be dried rapidly to secure speed

and freedom from fog.* In addition, therefore, to furnishing

cleaner plates, the rinse in alcohol aids in drying the plates. The
drying is accelerated by the alcohol, which replaces to a large

extent the water in the gelatine film.

Water, Alcohol, and Ammonia Bath.

It lias been observed (particularly with erythrosinei that the

addition of ammonia to the dye bath increases the sensitizing

kotion of the dye. If ammonia be added to a water bath of pina-

cyanol, flocculation occurs and prevents sensitizing. However,
ammonia may be safely added to the dye bath if sufficient alcohol

be present. Thus the formula used at this Bureau calls for

—

Water 60 parts.

Ethyl alcohol (95 per cent.) 40 „
Pinacyanol stock solution (1 to 1,000) 4 ,,

Ammonia (28 per cent.) 4 ,,

For ordinary work this quantity of ammonia usually gives too

much fog and is recommended only in the case of plates which
are used for position measurements, as in spectroscopy. H the
amount of ammonia bo cut from 4 to 2 ocs. the sensitizing action
is nearly as great and the fog is muoh less. Compared with plates

bathed in water and pinacyanol, the sensitizing action is twice as
great. The sensitizing action of a bath composed of water and
alcohol with no ammonia is less than the bath containing water
only. For use in spectroscopy the ammonia method has the par-

ar advantage of extending the region of sensitiveness, so that
lines further in the red may be photographed.

It should be emphasised, however, that ammonia as a sensitizer

reduces the keeping qualities of plates below those of other
sensitizers.

Keeping Tests.

In making the test on the relative keeping quality of plates
sensitized by the two method lathing, a slow portrait plate
which works fairly free from fog was used. A dozen of these
were bathed by each method on a clear, dry day.
The water bathing was carried out as follows : The plates were

placed in the case of a developing tank, washed in running tap
water (temperature 18° C.) for five minutes, then transferred to a
bath composed of Wp water 1,900 cos., pinacyainol stock solution

(1 to 1,000) 38 ccs. After bathing for two minutes they were placed

in alcohol for two minutes, swabbed off, and dried in a light-tight

cabinet, through which air at room temperature was forced by an

electric fan. When dry the plates were packed face to face in

an ordinary plate box.

The other dozen plates were placed directly in a tank containing

a bath composed of

—

Water 1,300 parts.

Ethyl alcohol 700 „

Pinacyanol stock solution 40 ,,

Ammonia (28 per cent.) 40 ,,

r four and one-half minutes in this bath (180 C.) the plates
j

were rinsed for two minutes in alcohol, swabbed off, and dried.

As soon as the two sets of plates were dry one of each was

exposed in the seiisitometer, and its filter factors were »!*>

measured. Another pair was treated in the same manner a few

hours later on the same day. Then tests were made once a day for

a few days and finally at intervals of about a week

The curves in fig. 2 show the variation in speed * to white light

and the fog " of the plates sensitized by the two methods.

Fig. 3 shows tli3 characteristic curves for a plate sensitized v. ith

pinacyanol, water, alcohol, and ammonia when the plate was usable,.

While fig. 4 shows the characteristic curves of a similar plate after

it had become unfit for use.

The variation in speed through filters with time of keeping is

shown in figs. 5 and 6. If these curves be compared with those

for the variation in speed to white light (fig. 8), it will be seen that

while the speed to white light was decreasing the speed due to the-

7. Eder. Handbuch, 3, ,->. 86.
8. R. J. Wallace " Astreed;. -. Tout. 26, p. 299; 1907.

•K> days

Fig. 2.—Keeping tests on plates sensitized with pinacyanol.

The curves which start at the upper left-hand corner of the graph shovr

the speed to white light, while those that start at the lower left-hand

corner show fog (fur unit development to unit contrast) measured in

density. Full lines: Plates sensitized with pinacyanol and water. Ji

lines : Plates sentitized with pinacyanol, water, alcohol and ammonia.

Note.—The fog is given for y=l ; that is, a development such that the .

contrast of the negative is the same as that of the subject.

added sensitiveness conferred by the pinacyanol did not decrease at

quite the same rate.

Bathing Films.

Tn sensitizing films with pinacyanol it was found that the method*

of pie-washing and bathing in a water solution of the dye was not

successful and that to get adequate sensitizing action it was neces-

sary to use the bath containing water, alcohol, and ammonia.

Films have a tendency to give more fog with bathing than do come

plates. It has been remarked by some that any orthoohromatifl-

emulsion gives more fog when bathed than ordinary plates, and

9 " Speed " as used here is measured by the method of Hurter and
Driffield. Briefly, this is as follows: When the density due to exposure
to light is plotted against the logarithm of the time of exposure some of

the points will lie on a straight Hue. If samples of the plate which hare
received a set of exposures are developed for different lengths of time,

their respective straight line parts extended intersect nearly in a point

on the exposure axis. The value of the exposure at thi6 intersection point

is called the " inertia " of the plate. The speed numbers used by ns are

10 divided by the inertia, so that the greater the speed number the faster

the .plate. This number was selected instead of Hurter and Driffield Aj

34/1 because the light source employed by them (the sperm candle) is-

deficient in the blue as compared with our light source, which approxi-

mates average noon sunlight in its distribution of spectral energy. It,-

6hould be noticed that for this reason our speed numbers are not con- I

vertible into Hurter anil Driffield numbers.

10. Fog is measured as density. Density is defined as log 10 WD. "h?'?
T (transmission) is the ratio of the transmitted to the incident light.

Thus a fog density of 0.30 transmits %ne-half of tho light falling on «
plate; a density of 1.00. one-tenth of the incident light and a density of Z.

one one-hundredth
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suitable filnui for bathing are not obtainable except with some
degr,-. mat tern 1
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Contact Reproductions by Reflected Light.

d( October 28, 1921, p. 645, particulars wore given

of the Manul process of Max TJUmann, by which a result sinrlar

to thai by the Vandyke process is obtainable from originals printed

des. A further specification, No. 156,691 of 1920, by

H,, ; i Umann adds something to the fragmentary working details

which have been disclosed by the inventor.

It is pointed out that in the industrial use of the process according

t. No. 24,607 of 1913 (B.J. 1914, September 18. p. 714),

i experience has arisen that the water-soluble aniline

by means of which the chromate colloid coating remaining on

the plate after the latter has been developed, is rendered opaque to

light, become bleached out (that is to say, " bleeds ") when left in

onsequently the pictures lose their sharpness and have to

be dyed again.

Further, it has been found rather difficult to apply aqueous pre-

parations (e.g., a solution of gelatine) after drying the negative,

without the risk of the coats taking up the dyes from the negative.

These drawbacks are obviated by converting the employed basic

or acid dyes into water-insoluble compounds.

It is known that basic and acid dyes are rendered water-insoluble

by certain salts or acid or basic substances according to the

character of the dye.

Thus, for instance, an aqueous solution of di-amido-stilbene-

disulpho acid diphenol yields a water-insoluble precipitate with

dilute aqueous solutions of penta-methyl-p-rosaniline.

For example, in order to render the chromate colloid negative

insoluble in and impervious to water, it is dyed in a dilute solution

of penta-methyl-.B-rosaniline, and then the dyed negative is bathed

in a dilute aqueous solution of di-amido-stilbene-disulpho aetd

diphenol. The result of these operations is that the water-insoluble

dye-lake is formed in the chromate colloid coating, so that there is

no running of the dye during the time that the negative is lying

in the water, nor do warm gelatine solutions take up any dye if

such are poured oyer the negative.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, June 26 to July 1 :

—

Cameras.—No. 17,551. Photographic camera. A. Andriotis.

Lbnses.—No. 17,908. Lenses for telescopes, cameras, etc. M. J.

Gunn.

Apparatus.—No. 17,673. Apparatus for automatically timing

photographic exposures. Soc. Godefroy Freres.

vs. No. 17,550. Photographic camera. A. Thomson.

View-finders.—No. 17,626. View-finders for photographic

cameras. F. Southworth.

Retouching.—No. 17,525. Apparatus for retouching photographs,

etc. A. Bennett.

Transfer Process.—No. 18,018. Method of transferring photo-

graphs on to fabric, paper, etc. A. Cohen.

Photographic Mediums.—Nos. 17,851 and 17,852. Photographic
mediums. F. W. Hochstetter.

Colour Photography.—No. 17,730. Process for production of

transparencies for projection of photographs in natural colours.

H. Dicrnhofer.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 17,546. Colour projection appa-
ratus for cinematographs. R. Killick and K. & S. Synd., Ltd.

'vroGRAi-HY.—No. 17,791. Colour cinematography.
R. F. E. Miller.

'£.—No. 17,830. Device for admixture and control
of light and colour for photography and photographic projec-
tion. M. J. Gunn.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications arc obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, SO, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

N i >\- Focal-Plane Reflex Camera, No. 180,350 (November
19, 1920.)—The minor 28 is directly connected with and controlled

by a sliding piece 4 (moving behind the lens 10), which controls

the duration of exposure.

A lateral support 11, on the sliding piece 4, carries the one end

of the mirror 28, and light-tight pocket 27 connecting the lateral

support and the mirror in all positions of the latter.

The sliding piece 4 is coupled with a shutter 19 by a spring*

and both parts arc controlled in such a manner that in the oaee

of an instantaneous exposure the slide 4 and the shutter move
successively without any hindrance from the set position through

the exposure position into the. closed or end position, whilst in

the case of a time-exposure the shutter is retained arid the slide

4 moves alone from the finder position into the exposure posi-

tion, in which it is retained' until upon a new actuation of the

apparatus the slide 4 is released and moves farther on to the end

position, whilst the shutter 19 moves behind the slide ait once
from its first position through the exposure position on to the

closed or end position.

The specification describes and illustrates other mechanism by
Which these movements are effected.—John Steen/bergan, 65,

Gottfried Keller Strasse, Dresden, Germany.

Cinematograph Projection Lenses.—No. 180,949. (September 3,

1921.) The invention relates to objectives used for cinemato-

graph projection, and its aim is to secure a better and more
uniform illumination of the projection screen than is possible

with present types of projection lenses. With this lens the

illumination of the screen falls off less rapidly from the centre

to the edge of the screen than is usual.

The improved illumination of the projection screen is achieved

by a novel constructional modification of the well-known Petzval

portrait lens, in which modification the. ratio of the back focal

length of the objective to its equivalent focal length is not

greater than .35. In the common proportions of the Petzval

portrait lens the ratio of the back focal length to the equivalent

focal length usually exceeds .5 : in the example quoted by Von
Rohr, page 250 of his " Theorie u. Geschichte der Photo-

graphischen Objective " this ratio is .58.

In a projection objective consisting of two separated com-

ponents, we call the component which is the nearer to the object

in cinematograph projection the back component, and the com-

ponent which is the nearer to the projected image we call the

front component. By the term " back focal length " we mean

the focussing distance of an object behind the back component

when the projected image is infinitely distant.

The amount of light transmitted by an objective from any

point on the object to the corresponding point of the image is

proportional to the solid angle subtended at the object-point by

the entrance pupil of the objective. The novel proportions

adopted for an objective according to the invention have for

aim, therefore, to throw the entrance pupil of the objective
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The following complete specifications are open to public ii

-fore acceptance :

—

Awak 182.117. Photographic apparatus. W. Penal

*B.—No. 182.106. Endleas ad led for a
cinematograph, affording optical compensation of the travelling

of the image. Fir Zeiss.

182,086. Manufacture of paper films. V.
Kriegerbeck and J. Bautz.

Ciwimatikirapiiy.—No. 182,087. Cmematojrraphia apparatus V
Kriegerbeck and J. Bautz.

Trade Names and Marks.
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New Books.

Rhomoii. Prints ani> Bromoil Transfers.—A welcome resumi of

recent methods iii Bromoil printing is provided by No. 186 of the

• I'lioto Miniature " just published. Within the pages of a very

practical monograph have been brought together the experience

and formula of a large number of Bromoil workers in this country

and America, among them Raymond E. Crowther, S. Grimshaw,

v Clifton. A. C. Barfield, Dr. A. D. Chaffee and W. H.

Zerlw. Recommendations of suitable bromide papers and of V.eacW

formula* are here in sufficient abundance to satisfy the habitually

experimental mind of the Bromoil enthusiast, whilst the less

experienced in the method will derive considerable aid from the

detailed instructions in pigmenting. The transfer Bromoil process

is the subject of a special chapter, in which a few hints are given,

and, we are glad to see, some strong cautions uttered, regarding

the making of multicolour Bromoils by transfer. Altogether the

issue of our little contemporary is a timely addition to' the litera-

ture of the Bromoil process. It is illustrated by reproductions of

Bromoils by pictorialists in the United States, which scarcely do

justice to the qualities of the process. Published in this country

by Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., 88-S9, High Holborn, London, W.C.,

price, Is. 8d. ; in the United States by Tennant & Ward, 103, Park

Avenue, New York, price 40 cents.

New Apparatus.

The Salex 3J by 2J in. Reflex. Sold by the City Sale and
Exchange, 54, Lime Street. London, E.C.3.

Appropriately to our note of last week on the convenience of the

reflex camera in the 3^ x 2^ in. size, comes a camera of this size

and pattern which the City Sale and Exchange have just intro-

duced, complete with 4^-in. /,'4.5 anastigmat lens, at the moderate

price of £10 17s. 6d. The camera is built for taking pictures the

" landscape " way of the plate, and has the lens in a focussing
mount. Its overall dimensions are approximately 5J x 5 x 5 ins.,

•uitl its weight about 2 lbs. The focal-plane shutter obtains a full
range of speeds by alteration in the width of the slit combined
with tension of the spring. The mirror is of the hand-raised
pattern, and the hood, which is kept in place when folded by a
pair of leather flaps, is 54 ins. in height when erected. There is

flexible metallic release of the shutter, and the price of the camera

includes three single metal dark-slides, film pack adapter, and

leather sling shoulder strap, together with a back focussing screen

and hood. A bush for the tripod screw is provided in the base

of the camera, so that it can be used in the ordinary way with

the mirror in the up position, a lever on the outside of the camera

holding the mirrot up, as required when making time exposures.

New Materials.

Plastic Wood.—This mouldable material, which hardens on

exposure to the air into a tough, solid waterproof substance, is a

new manufacture of Messrs. Necol Industrial Collodions, Ltd., 62,

London Wall, London, E.C.2. It is a thick paste, or rather dough,

having an odour of ether, which quickly sets into a solid, hard

mass, yet allows of sufficient time for its use in stopping holes

in woodwork. No doubt the material will find useful applications

in minor repairs to cameras or other photographic apparatus of

wood. It is supplied in tins at the price of about 2s. 6d. per pound.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Saturday, July 15.

Bradford Photo. Soc. Outing—Fountains Abbey.
Edge Hill C.C. Outing—Blundellsands and District.

Monday, July 17.

Royal Phot. Soc. " The Amateur Photographer and Photography "

Prize Competition Prints.

Southampton C.C. Demonstrationettes.

Tuesday, July 18.

Hacknev Phot. Soc. Desensitol. J. Jevans. Barnet Matt Plates.

W.'Selfe.
Bournemouth C.C. Outing—GoH Links and Talbot Woods.

Wednesday, July 19.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. " Satista " Demonstration. A. E.

Cooper.
Bournemouth Camera Club. Outing to Isle of Wight.

Thursday, July 20.

Sheffield P.S. Outing to Grenoside.
Hacknev Phot. Soc. Outing to S'tanwell-in-the-Moor.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. L. J. Hibbert gave a practical demonstration on " The

Making of Colour-Screen Plates." He started to the sound of

corks popping, perhaps the cheeriest sound in Nature, which outside

was making good with a wind-driven temperance deluge.

Many will remember the old Thames plate, capable of really

good results (at intervals), with which he was associated on the

technical side. Two members of the club, Mr. John Keane and
Mr. S. J. Tayler, employed the plates largely in night photography
to illustrate a lecture given by them at a Convention meeting held

at Exeter some years ago, and favourable opinions were expressed

at the rendering of the colours photographed under artificial

illumination.

One gathered from what Mr. Hibbert said that the financial side

was the primary cause of the disappearance of the forerunner of the

Paget plate. If the Autochrome be any criterion, on which one
hundred hands were engaged for seven years before it saw the

light of day, preliminary research and experimenting must be pro-

longed and necessarily very costly. He paid a high tribute to the

work of Messrs. Lumiere. The Autochrome plate was indeed a

wonderful achievement, and possessed the advantage of giving a
direct colour positive by simple chemical procedure. Also, correc-

tion had never been sacrificed to speed.

Whirlers, micrometer registering frames, and other appliances

actually used in the making of the Thames plate (the first one on
the market with a regular screen formation, the Joly screen

excepted) were then shown in operation, and the method of manu-
facture clearly explained. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded
Mr. Hibbert *or an evening full of interest.
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News and Notes.
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rll YORKSHIRE AND SOUTH DURHAM PROFESSIONAL PhOTO-
OJUTS The third meeting was held at Mr. Sidney H.

.dio, Darlington, on July 4. The Society is now firmly

_ its members all the well-known
--raphers of the district. After the business was disposed of,

Hid then Mr. Wo id i oni

Members round the several departments of his business, and
ned his methods of working. Mr. Wood also gave a demon-

• veral pieces of his apparatus, which included the

ip-to date appli.i- This was thoroug red by the
members, and a very hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. \

I pleasant meeting. The hon. secretary

Si Bet, Stockton-on-T.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
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t)lc 9d.-fK are brisk enough, but they are of little

to the photographer, the cards being by one of

photo-mechanical processes. "Real photograph" cards such

as the local worker would produce are not in demand, their cost

too high. Although of fairly good quality, the subjects

i the cheaper cards leave much to lie desired, and many

out of date; their antiquity, however, does not spoil their

D tripper not being a good judge of quality.

Many years ago—sixteen to be ac< mate I visited one of the

Dental establishments producing postcards, when 1 saw

thousands of postcards being printed, cut up, and despatched to

nid, and I then realised how useless it was for a British

asional to attempt competition with the large Continental

firms, who at frequent intervals send their own operators to our

shores or purchase negatives from our own countrymen, in order

•|i their sets up to date.

play about with the view postcard or to run it as a side

line means loss of money, time, and temper, more especially at the

popular holiday resorts, where the shops are already overstocked

and cards are being offered at cut prices. In Folkestone, for

instance. I saw t he same cards in three streets being sold at

8id., 9d., and 10£d. per dozen, or Id. each if purchased

singly.—Yours faithfully,

G. J. Henderson.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance, with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in. the Friday's " Journal " must reach

o* not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

C. N.—" Treatise on Practical Light," by Dr. R. S. Clay, 563
pages, Macmiilan, 12s. 6d. net, is, we think, quite the best book
of the kind you require. It describes a lot of experiments with
very simple apparatus.

W. H. S.—If the hypo and metabisulphite are of proper quality

there is no reason why the plates should not fix quickly. The
only explanation we can think of is that plates were exposed to

white light before fixing. Some plates are rather susceptible to
this ; that is to say, do not fix rapidly if exposed to white light
before going into the fixing hath.

B. Y.—We believe the 5-portrait studies are taken with a set of
three mirrors. So far as we know there are no particulars pub-
lished of how to arrange the mirrors ; that is a matter of trial
according to the circumstances. The Tress Co. used to supply
sets of mirrors for these portraits, and no doubt if you wrote to
their successors, Eve'ling and Tress, Ltd., 4a, Ratiibone Place,
Oxford Street, London, W.l, they would be able to supply you.

''• J—We are afraid there are no purchasers of photographic
relics. We think the hest thing you could do would be to pre-
sent the negatives to some institution which would take care of
them and keep them for the use and interest of photographers.
For example, the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association,
11, Dale Street, Liverpool, or the Royal Photographic Society,
35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I, both of whom have a
museum in which many objects of historical interest in photo-
graphy are preserved.

H. L.—(1) Most rapid plates have a tendency to be somewhat
coarse-grained, but in none should it show in the print. We
should advise you to use isochromatic plates, to give full expo-
sure, and to develop with a rather weak developer. We should
imagine that your eyes suffer from astigmatism, in which case
you should have them tested by a good optician and proper
glasses Jitted. (2) Approximately grainless negatives can onlybe made on very slow plates, but most of the best portrait work
is now done with plates of 400 to 500 H & D

Nkwkpapee.—Your letter heading does not bear your address

that we cannot reply to you by letter. An average fee is 10s. 6d.

per subject, but you do not appear to be aware that you have

no rights whatever in the photographs, since they were taken

to the order of your customer, and therefore the latter i^

owner of the sole copyright. If your customer likes, he can

take action against the newspaper for infringement of his i

right, and also would have good ground for proceedings against

yourself, if not as regards copyright, at any rate, as regards
* breach of implied contract.

C. G.—About the best stop bath for bromide prints is a very weak

solution of acetic acid, about 1 dram of acid in 30 ozs. of water.

As this is a weak bath, plenty of it should be used, as the acid

becomes continuously neutralised by the alkali passing into the

bath with the prints. At the same time it is best not to use a

stronger bath. We ourselves think there is very little object in

using a stop bath at all. It is a mistake, we think, to develop

prints in such a way that they have to be snatched out of the

developer and its action suddenly stopped in order to prevent it

from going further. Much better to give such an exposure that

the prints will practically not develop too dark, however long

they are left in the developer.

E. B.—It is not necessary to have the sheets, which you use for

reflecting and diffusing the light, very long ; 2 ft. should be

enough. As a substitute for the expensive reflectors you might

make D-shaped reflectors of card, with thin nainsook or mada-

polam fronts. If you take a six-sheet imperial board, 31 x 21,

and bend it so that the edges are 17 in. apart, securing them

with string or wire at top and bottom, and then sew the fabric

to the edges so that you have a flat front 21 high and 17

wide, you will find it answer every purpose. You must keep the

lamp quite central to avoid scorching. If you are satisfied with

the results you could have the apparatus made of tin at a small

cost. We have used a set of six such lanterns for six months,

and only had one card slightly scorched. You can suspend them

from the " flex " with strong string.

C. S.—It is not possible to form any opinion of the cause of the

fog, particularly in the absence of any of the negatives. You
seem to think that the fogging may be due to a particular con-

junction of slit width and lens aperture, but we do not think

that there is anything in these variations which has anything to

do with the cause of the fog. If the fog is caused in the camera,

the edges of the plate which are covered by the rebate of the

dark-slide ought to be practically clear glass. If this is so, then

the cause is most probably to be sought in the lens or camera.

The former may be suffering from a species of flare, which causes

general veil, or the camera may have parts in it which scatter

light on to the plate. It is almost impossible even to guess at

the cause without examining the camera. If the whole plate,

including the edges, is fogged, then the cause is probably in the

development, not necessarily the dark-room illumination, which

from what you say appears to be all right, but perhaps a faulty

composition of the developer or impure chemicals.

The British Journal of Photography.
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The paper by F M W i --lving the

results ••/ * study of colour-sei ileale w:tli

the use of dicyanine and the or' I, and also

with the hYper»ens:ti»ing of commercial panchromatic plates. There
if a note on the increase of speed by waahing before exposure, and
the authors describe in detail the procedure and method of drying
to be followed in colour sensitising by bathing. (P. 430.)

A. Lockett describes a modification •' Mr \V | Pebenham's^Kd of measuring focal length, which takes account of the
(small) error due to neglect of tie nodal space. (P. 434.)

In a note on toning with tin salt' Drue* dee-

experiments to show what takes place whan a bleached print is

soiled with an alkaline tin eolation. (!' 433.)

M L. P. Clerc describes some new apparatus which has recently
come upon the French market, and refers to the very pleasing work

'.ed lenaee recently shown in Paris by • Vmniandant
Pnyo. (P. 427.)
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rtraiture which pr esent themselves in

»d provided that the possib

>se of an ordinary «'

omley urge* a more nro-

greev
moat recently available methods of negative-making and

^B»g. (P- 428.)

ch gives a deacription of a number of window dis
used by dealers in the United States and Canada fur attract-

ing business in the development and printing of amateurs' films.

B.)

•T»on who carries on a business in \ name other than his own
•r that b'imne« la brancii

una town which ii

^^H own name. Such, at anv rate, it our interpretation of the
B 126.)

r>ortanities for commercial photography to the order ol

ii have n

PsBwfltrial eVrr -
-. md of work fP. 426.)

nal Photographers' A.«v

onthly Record

B reference to prii

sees, some of which ar

-

rdinary rooms, and may
itiea are realised in com-

••36.)

begun the pub
.)

another process for the dye-ton in; •( transparencies has been
by a r.erman firm. I - image is bleached with
-»t need and patented for this purpose bv MM

*.)

film camera for aerial photography is the subject of

I .pacification. (P. 436).

EX CATHEDRA.
The P.P.*
Record.

It is, perhaps, natural that the Pro-
fessional Photographers' Association

should feel the need of an organ which should allow it

to address its members fully regarding the movements
which are taking place within the Association, and also
should deal with certain matters exclusively from the
standpoint of the professional photographer. The first

issue of the " P.P.A. Record," which has been estab-
• 1 with these aims, as we understand them, has at
•l made its appearance. Its pages afford ample

evidence of the sincerity and energy with which leading
members of the Association are devoting themselves to

. 'lairs of that body and, in particular, to the arrange-
ta for the Congress whioh, in September next, will
rate the twenty-first birthday of the Association.

Possibly, domesti ns will occupy a smaller pro-

I space when the " Record " has got fairly into
its stride. As a journal Beeking to influence professional
photography as a whole, it necessarily must consider
those who are without as well as those who are within
the P.P.A. We are confident that its object is to exercise
a thoroughly healthy influence, and therefore we wish it

every success. If any crit.iei«m is to be expressed of this

first number, it ooooerDJ chiefly the indecision of the
raphical setting. There are too many kinds and

The " Record " should surely offer to

its readers a better example of tasteful printing.

Registration
of Business
Names.

ol Musineas
and t:

A question which has recently been put
to ns. by a correspondent in reference
t«> ; i of the Registration

tea Act no doubt arises in other cases,

srefore, be noticed here. Our correspondent
a on a business under his own name, and is estab-

lishing another which he intends to carry on under a

name not his own. He of-ks whether it is necessary

for him to register the latter business. Although the

loes not specifically refer to such a case as this, we
think that undoubtedly registration of the second business

is required. The object of the Act is to disclose to

oa*a#the real names of the people with whom they
inp into transactions with any business

firm I a particular business is a branch

he ownership of which is published) does

ly afford any ground for exemption of the
Inasmuch as it

for a photographer to have two busi-

nesses in a town, one under his own name and another.

r-. under a fancy name, it is well

t in this respect should

• >rne

hunti n England and Wales has recently been

from Russell Square, to 3 and 4, Clement's Inn.

While we are referring to the Act,

hat the offices of the Registrar of
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London, W C.2. The Edinburgh office is still at

lequer Chambers, Parliament Square, and the

istrar of Irish businesses is still, presumably, to be

found at Coleraine House, Dublin. Forms of application

for rogistration may bo obtained from these addresses.

(r * *

The Surface of When albumen was the only surface for

Small Prints, photographic prints the photographer

had little opportunity for going astray in his choice, the

only difference being between single- and double-coated

papers. The great variety of surfaces now available in

bromide and gaslight papers, while rendering it easy for

the thoughtful worker to select one suitable to the work

on hand, may lead another less careful to use a totally

unsuitable surface, because it is ready to his hand. Really,

glossy surfaces are not now admitted in good class portrait

work, but there is a wide range to select from before a

heavy dead matt surface is reached; and in choosing a

surface it must be remembered that it is the size of the

face and not the area of the print which has to be con-

sidered. There are now many grades of paper which are

just not dead matt, ranging from ivory to satin, and
these will be found very serviceable for single full lengths

or small groups. The surface of some of the " matt
"

self-toning collodion papers is as near the ideal for small

work as can be imagined. There is no gloss, yet there

is no suspicion of blocking up in the shadows.

* * *

Quinone The Aktiengesellschaft fur Anilin
Dye-Toning. Fabrikation has added its name to the

long list of those who have taken out patents for processes

o f dye-toning, and in so doing have utilised the observa-

tion, originally made by MM. Lumiere, that a silver

image is partially bleached by a solution of quinone, the
gelatine, at the same time, being definitely hardened.
Their process, according to the abridged particulars of

the patent specification, No. 180,292 (which is open to

inspection before acceptance) , consists in treating a print

for ten minutes with a solution of benzoquinone r r

naphthoquinone, mixed with potassium chloride or

bromide. The print is briefly washed and then immersed
in a solution of safranine and acetic acid, after which it

is cleared with sodium bisulphite. The silver compound
formed by the quinone bleaching solution may be
removed as in other dye-toning processes. It would
certainly seem tbat the mordanting of a dye upon a
silver image which has been bleached with a solution
of quinone is a fresh contribution to the knowledge of

dye-toning. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see in what
way the process as a whole can avoid the patent granted
to MM. Lumiere for the use of quinone in conjunction
with bromide as a toning preparation. On the other hand,
the latter 'e British patent, No. 25,751 of 1910, has now
probably not long to run before its expiry.

* * *

Commercial Not every photographer is alive to the
° • importance of commercial work. This

class of work has often to be sought out, and a well-
worded circular, directed to the proper quarters, may
bring in considerable business. The scope of the business
will depend on the locality, and in the absence of manu-
factures there may be dealers in the fine-arts and books
who are constantly wanting photographs for advertising
or sale purposes. Also, and this may prove the most
remunerative source, there are amateurs and collectors
who can easily be persuaded to have their treasures photo-
graphed. It would be an easy thing for a photographer
to find out who are the dillettanti in the neighbourhood
who collect first editions, Chelsea ware, or Charles II.

silver. Professional musicians, and some of the beet
amateurs, are likely to possess an old violin or 'cello of

value. Study of the local newspapers, attendance at local

concerts, bazaars, etc., will provide much of this informa-
tion, or even friendly communication may be made with
the dealers. The circular might point out to the collector

the advisibility of a record of valuable objects, the danger
of destruction, and so on; to the dealer, the commercial
advantages of a photograph of every object of value
which passes through his hands, to be kept with the
record of purchase and sale, etc., will appeal. When
dealing with a business man, a frankly commercial
attitude on the part of the photographer, with a strict

system of costing, should be adopted.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF ORDINARY ROOMS.

There is an evergrowing tendency to dispense, for various
reasons, with the orthodox glass-roofed studio for
portraiture, and to endeavour to make the best of premises
which are otherwise desirable, but which have no top
light. This was done in the early Daguerreotype days,
and with the enormous increase in plate speeds, the
problem of lighting should not be a serious one, if the
photographer is willing to limit his poses to those which
can be successfully handled under such conditions.

The very poor results which arc often produced, even
by skilled studio portraitists, when working in an ordinary
room, are probably due to the photographer starting on
his work with a settled conviction that the place is

unsuitable and that nothing approaching a studio portrait

can be obtained in such confined quarters. This is a
great error, as many successful workers have proved.
If Rembrandt had disdained the lighting given by the
narrow windows of his father's mill, the artistic world
would have lost the grandest lessons in concentrated
lighting which have ever been given. The moral to be
deduced is obvious ; it is to work on the lines of least

resistance, that is to say, to make use of such effects as
are naturally produced, and to avoid straining after effects

which can only be obtained in an open light.

The work that has been done with a concentrated
artificial light should point the way to the use of a single

window. When it is remembered what Van der Weyde
did first, and hundreds have done since, with a four-foot

umbrella-shaped reflector, fitted at first with a single

pair of carbons, why should we look askance at a window
six feet high and four broad illuminated with God's
daylight? It is true that the reflector is movable and
the window is fixed in its position, but we still have two
factors, the sitter and the camera which can be moved
at will.

It is a great mistake to think that much longer
exposures are needed when working with a small source
of light. This leads many to be afraid of controlling

such a light, thus obtaining an over-lighted effect, which
would not be so easily produced with the broader light-

ing and more generous space of the usual studio The
fact is that when a sitter is placed near an ordinary
unscreened window, the light is far too strong, hence the
chalky half-black-half-white faces which are so often
seen.

As a rule, the ordinary window gives too low a light.

As the glass extends to about thirty inches from the
floor, there is a lack of shadow beneath the brows, nose
and lower lip, and the eye nearest to it is suffused with
light. This is easily overcome by fixing a shutter or
dark curtain so that no light is admitted below four and
a half feet from the floor. If the light be dull the upper
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part may be left unscreened, but in a bright light a thin

muslin curtain should be drawn across it. Provided

that the top of the window be not less than seven

r, the condition-; are now entirely favourable

for nt standing figures, which cann.

essayed with any reasonable hope of success. Tbi

little in giving -jieeific in

placing the certain

I lesson • is to learn ia

to us.? his eyes; failing this power. of instruction

n, for as all t iting

ted ligli'

be light in colour,

yellowish tint

or the very p

>nl the focal lor

In a small

a large

i be taken, unlese

feet

found the most convenient. They may be used in con-

junction with daylight or alone. If used to supplement
daylight, a couple of 1,500 c.p. bulbs, fixed near the
ceiling in a line with the edge of the window winch is

the camera, will do all that is needed, but, if to

be used alone, at least six 1,000 c.p. bulbs will be needed
with facilities for raising and lowering them. When it

is to be used independently, a more advantageous position

than that indicated may be found. Very often a room
only 12 or 14 feet wid nds back
18 or 20 feet, and it is then desirable to make use of the
greater length.

.--kground frame, say, 6 feet 6 inches by
t, fixed upon brackets with castors, will add gr>

to the ease of working. Ou one side, a medium
plain ground may be stretched, and a light grey or v.

other. \ '. curtain led from
a ro«l une. will complete the outfit.

it will often be nee. work with the lens

pointing towards the light, an efficient hood should be
\ •••-, good form is a wire frame

top of the camera and projecting about :i

nd the lei s ; upon this, dark curtains are fixed

at the top a: latter being irranged *x> aa
w round in front until only such light as will reach

will pa««. This will greatly help, too, in the

bright n>
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Some New Introductions.
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juring the " boiler" or contaminating the liquid. The aeces-

one which will he extremely convenient in the

on of solutions and particularly for bringing working

to the required temperature.

If-watt lamps, overrun or run at their proper voltage

during the actual exposure, havo made considerable strides

among portrait studios, and two types of equipment have re-

I
v been presented to the studio of the French Photographic

Society and tested there with success. These are the Philipps

Photoclar lamp and a ceiling lamp with vertical diffusion intro-

duced by the firm of Leacap.

The Puyo Exhibition.

r we have been far from being surfeited in Paris

with exhibitions of pictorial photography, and thus tho collec-

tion of works by Commandant C. Puyo, which has been

arranged by the French Photographic Society, has met with

great success, as did also the meeting at which this well-known

artist discoursed upon the prints shown on the walls. In

addition to examples of the gum-bichromate process, the col-

lection includes oil prints, both direct and transfer. M. Puyo

is of course well known as the pioneer in the use of anachro-

matic lenses for pictorial work, and he went to a good deal of

trouble in classifying his prints in order to show the particular

description of lens employed in making the negatives. Among
the most interesting of these simple objectives is a plano-convex

lens, tho curved surface of which faces the subject, a diaphram

of f/7 being placed behind. It serves excellently for large

heads, and if turned the other way about gives somewhat in-

ferior definition but then covers a wider field more evenly and

is useful for head and shoulders portraits. A symmetrical

objective consisting of two single meniscus lenses, working at

f/5, is suitable for somewhat out of focus portraiture at its full

aperture, and at f/7 gives more critical definition, which was

well displayed in some photographs of interior subjects. In

landscape work, in order to get sufficient depth of focus M,
Puyo is of opinion that, whatever the focal length of the lens,

the diaphram should not be larger than one inch diameter.

His best results were obtained with the lens recommended by

De Pulligny as the " adjustable landscape lens," consisting of

two glasses, the front one plano-convex and the rear one plano-

concave, both of 4 in. focal length and having their flat sur-

faces facing one another. In portraiture his best results

had been obtained with a tolephoto which he fitted up for him-

self by using any negative lens behind a Petzval portrait lens.

He preferred to use a camera having a mid-way lens board or

frame on which the negative lens could be mounted, whilst the

positive portrait lens was attached to the usual lens front.

Without exception, in the use of these anachromatic lenses,

it is necessary to bring the plate slightly nearer to the lens

after having focussed in order to compensate for the difference

between the visual and chemical rays. The amount of this

shift may be ascertained once and for all for each lens and as

a rule is l-400th. of the camera extension.

L. P. Clero.

EFFICIENCY IN PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

Of late years much has appeared both in the daily Press

and in various technical journals dealing with the need for

higher efficiency and improved methods of production in every

important industry. No industry, whether high or low in the

scale of national importance, can afford to neglect the employ-
ment of means which may be calculated to increase its value

as an industry and the value of its particular productions
in the commercial world. Photography is certainly not now
among the least important of our national industries. Its

value for naval and military purposes became so increasingly

obvious during the late war that it is difficult now to realise

how it would be possible to conduct a successful campaign
without the aid of a camera. Its employment is recognised

in various departments of important industries, such as rail-

ways, shipbuilding yards, engineering works, printing offices,

etc., many of which now have their own photographic depart-
ment and staff; to say nothing of the great world of adver-
tising, and the exceedingly important part which it plays
in the reproduction of illustrations in books, magazines, and
newspapers. This evidence alone must satisfy the most con-
tentious critic that photography has already established itself

in an unassailable position in our national commercial life,

and that it is impossible to set limits to the opportunities
which are still presented to it, or to calculate the sum of the
value to which it is capable of attaining This being admitted,
it is clear that workers in this important industry should aim
at the highest efficiency of which they are capable, not only
that they may enjoy a congenial and lucrative employment,
but that, by their efforts, they may assist in continuing the
advancement of which we have been the contemporaries.
Photographers as a class have never been too eager

to take up fresh methods and new ideas. Generally speak-
ing, now ideas have brought with them their own workers
as well as their own exploiters and capital. The older hands

been content to jog along in their old time-worn rut,
and to leave to others the pleasure and profit of the newer
and more refreshing pastures. How persistently the photo-
grapher of twenty to thirty ye?,rs ago refused to have any-

thing to do with the amateur trade, and so allowed this

lucrative business to fall into the hands of the chemists,

who reaped tho rich harvest which photographers should have

enjoyed. If we come to the consideration of more recent

opportunities, we find the same negative spirit in the manner
in which the professional photographer has neglected cine-

matography and colour photography. Granted that the latter

has not yet arrived at a stage when simplicity of manipula-

tion or uniformity of successful results upon paper has made
it a particularly attractive proposition for professional

exploitation ; still, the fact must not be overlooked that a

few courageous enthusiasts have made it a profitable depart-

ment of their businesses, and it is probable that a greater

demand for materials for colour work would have encouraged

manufacturers to still greater efforts. A serious study of

the art of colour reproduction, or even of the more simple

processes of correct colour rendering in monochrome, would
give many an old photographer a new interest in life, and
a new zest for the craft in which he now foolishly thinks

there is nothing more for him to learn. Real life is ever an
onward progress; we either progress or decay, and if we
would get the most out of the life we live, to enjoy it fully,

we must taste of its new joys and bear its new burdens

;

we must embrace opportunities as they present them-
selves.

Then again, it would surprise anyone who took the

trouble to ascertain facts how very few professional photo-

graphers havo any real practical experience in the use of

panchromatic plates and the various light-filters with which

these plates may be used for the rendering of colour in mono-
chrome. Many have dabbled in panchromatic work, but com-

paratively few, apart from those who are exclusively engaged

in commercial photography, have become its enthusiastic

votaries and made it a regular feature in their businesses.

The writer has had it remarked to him by one of our lead-

ing portraitists, "I am too busy making money with the

plates I am familiar with to bother about taking on new

methods of doing the same thing," an expression which may
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be regarded as typicallv British in its sentiment, but none

seated and deplored by all who have the

ire development of photography at heart. So many are

too eager to take all they i an get out of photography

but are unwilling to make an effort to put anything into

it in return, -'J'
gather some of the

:ly unfair it

•king at i
..-thods and with out-of-

em to have the opppr-

progrese in • pupil ©r

„ right • that be will re

, in all the moat modern methods and pr.-< eases;

•lauae in hit agreement should be that

he would be gi opportun nly master the

utioe of panchromatic work. The assistant oi

^mediate future will bo aerioualy handicapped in his

adranroment if he hae not this train ' »"d * e "

thin him. The MM ' th<? P***

.ears have had the . bla encourage-

ment to familiarise! them.- th thia work both for

and all of them

on being expressed. I have
"*

it I submit that

claim to being an expert operator to-day unless he has had

experience in panchromatic work. I am fully aware

that anv change to neiw processes or methods of manipulation

somewhat revolutionary, and therefore objec-

tionable in an old-establianed business, but in the many new

bn&inesaea which have opened up since the war. and also

in the many older businesses which have changed hands in

recent there can be no such excuse for continuing in

the old" worn path- simply because they are familiar and

wvll trodden, but every valid reason why one should expect

to find in these l.u.sineeses the evidence of reconstruction

upon up-to-date lm &. You owe it to yourselves, to your

ints, and none the less to your patrons, that each and

all f the constant progress which is

being made in photographic methods. Let the rising genera-

,ii he craftsmen indeed, and not

exploiter*; let them aim at making photo-

graphy a craft to be looked up to with respect, and with

which any man may be proud to be associated. This will

only be done, by assiduous effort on the part of those who

lore their work for the work's sake, nnd who really have

the future of photography at heart.

iit J. Conn

GETTING MORE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING WORK
Slavica and gooj work are the two things that count in photo

crap) 'id printing. These two things should

r attractive window displays, whether you do

\ •
i examples

Smr. employed window -

to r messages :
—

•
I),, *<• develop? YES."

' We have then."

The Big League Sporting Goods Co New York L'H; stimulated

business over a stated p » special oft I l'he woman

irgest amount of cameras and supplies, and !

g and develop May 29. was presented

1 kewpie doll 1 his offer w»» given em

able window card publicity. Each card bore the following

renr. Is." The kewpis doll formed U

Meeker's, Danbury, Conn., had s %rry attractive window card,

the ikitch of a puppy pulling the film out of a camera

The card was captioned :

—

" Developing and Printing for Amateurs
"

The tfslinaal Drug Co., Chicago, III., srent after the bjM

of office workers with the window card as below :—
" Leave your films to be developed on your way to business.

They will be ready when you go home."
• diflVrrii. .•

mg work done by them si I ' moths* local eoaeeri

card at the front of the window was divided part*.

« top half of the i »rd were several

h tha caption above."

•re's a difference Prints which have been improperly

fixed. Note the sVaeosoral

lower half of the cards contained a number of pi r feet i

i .

—

la made in our finishing laboratory a year

they are in the same condition as when first made
We give professiosjsj sen

•ningharn ntsined s

I assortment of roll* .v *

•!i»s itands. Mt. the display was
i by a large cardboard arrow » : 'he rear centre The »•

was as follows :
—

im« r t is not made any nv re, we
I

films for hVM

, \\ i.-. I sting and developing work

- by mean

equipped with envelopes snd a cavity for depositing one's

• patron fill, in the necessary particulars on

envelopes, places his film pack or rolls inside, and deposits them

i display I

ked up by a large card containing several rows of

numbers. The card stated thai

: hese are the LUCK* M MBER8 for this week. G

The contest, which extended for one month only, entitled the

lucky customer to s free enlargement. One out of every toe

orders was singled out in this manner. Each receipt for printing

and enlarging was marked with a number, and those who held

lie numbers drawn received the free enlargeim

id, Ore., have individualised their pbotogl

•ment by a character creation called " Photo Phil," the body

of »l ured as a film roll, with short arms, legs nnd I

a display purposes, this character creation was recently

reproduced as a life-size cut-out One arm was raised, and this

a large piece of black cardboard with the caption at the

ii red :

—

" A Message for i

An arrow underlined the worda and pointed to a sheet of paper

ardboard beneath the arrow. The announcement

.

m's letter-head, was as follows:

—

" Data Konssras :

"
I hive some good news for yon ! Each week, until 0<

tf|i the best negative out of those brought

Ihe, make an attrsctive enlargement, and put it in tha

window Saturday, where it will remain over Sunday. After

tbia. the prints and enlargements will be a gift from me to

photographer.
f 'he period stated, the best of the pit

exhibited in Ibis way will receive a So. 3 Ansco Autogra,

camera

!

" The only limitation to this contest is that the picture must

1« i.rviiopri) and printed by me.
" Hoping that this contest will inspire clearer and finer

pictures,
" Cordially yourB,

" Photo Pun.."

The figure of Photo Phil was made with a red body, green

flesh coloured sr-nr and hands. A blue velvet drape ran from tha
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figure to a stand, on which was a tripod camera. This, as » card

I, was the " Grand' Prize." At the left was a two foot

enlargement, fastened lo a card, " Winner for this week."

n Photo Supply Co., Seattle, Wash., covered

the window flooi with hrown plush, with a large vase filled with

<umi at the left side. Spread ont on the floor were

i.iying cards, all hearts, with appropriate descriptions

a. The first card, the ace of hearts, was entitled:

" The next card, the king of hearts, stood for

-tman Kilm." The queen of hearts was " Our finishing

while the Jack stood for " Art proof en-

" The remiimng card—the ten-spot of hearts—call..J

attention to " Hand colouring by our artist." Behind the cards

was the sign which proclaimed " An Unbeatable Hand."
Wakelee's Pharmacy, San Francisco, Calif., had a window

display to emphasise their prompt developing and printing service.

In the middle of the show, surrounded by cameras and supplies,

i cardboard clock dial, with arrows pointing to the hours

between nine and five. Underneath the dial was the following

si^n :—
" Eight Hour Service.

" A cent a minute discount will be allowed customers for each

minute, after eight hours, for delivery of films and prints."

E. A. Dench.

STUDIES IN COLOUR=SENSITIZING BY BATHING.

[A scientific paper, No. 422, recently published by the Bureau of Standards, Washington, is that eriti led " Stud :
c-d in Colour-

...tes ajid Methods of Sensitizing by Bathing," by Francis M. Walters, imu'., and Rasmond Davis. As

will be seen from its somewhat abridged text, which we reprint, it contains the results of numerous triau respecting i,. .-• method

of using pinacynol and other colour sensitizers, e.g., dicyanine, pina.erclol, pinaohrome, orthocjirome T. and itomocol. It also deals

with the increase of speed in panchromatic plates by washing before exposure.]

(Continued from jiage 419.)

Speed of 1'lates Be/ore and After Bathing.

To study the camparative sensitizing action on plates having

different characteristics as to speed and contrast, four plates made
by the same manufacturer were selected, a fast plate, a medium-
speed plate, a slow plate, and a process plate. The plates were

loa

10 2.0 30 40 days

Fig. 6.—Plates sensitized with pinacyanol and water.

sensitized in a bath containing pinacyanol, water, alcohol, and
ammonia Table 1 shows the results obtained :

Table I.

Initial

speed.

Speed
after

bathing.

Speed with filters.

A. B. C G.

Seed 30

!6x

3

500
400
ISO

31

315
300
135
29

26
28
19

6

29
27
17

4

28 66
25 69
21 47
2 10

These results indicate that more added sensitiveness is con-
i by the dye bath on slow plates than on fast ones. It may

be concluded that when speed is not the factor of prime importance,

100

i^rr-1-—
. <?

10
A

/(1 2O 3 4 Odai/5

Fig. 6. - I'latrs sensitized with pinacyanol, water, alcohol, and ammonia.
The (i filter gives very nearly the added sensitiveness due to the dye.

I niter shows the red sensitiveness. The C filter shows the blue
sensitiveness. If these curves be compared with those in Fig. 8. it will
be observed that the colour sensitiveness docs not decrease as rapidly with

tivenesa to white light.

:i for bathing should be selected on the basis of iU
in from fog, its developing characteristics (contrast), and

rjg power.

•w that the sensitiveness added by pinacyanol is

for the 30, 26 x , and 23, although the blue sensitive-
ness winch the plates had originally still falls in tile same order
as the speed before bathing. Relatively the process plate has

acquired a much greater sensitiveness than the other three p

although its actual speed is far below them.

It may be remarked here that the blue sensitiveness of a plate

is decreased by sensitizing. Thus the plates which were used for

the keeping test had before bathing a speed of 55 with the C filter

(blue), while after sensitizing with pinacyanol and water the speed

dropped to 28, and after sensitizing with pinacyanol, water, alcohol,

and ammonia to 26.

Dicyanine.

The makers' instructions for the use of dicyanine call for much
the same procedure as in the case of pinacyanol. However, with

dicyanine, even pre-washing failed to give satisfactory sensitizing

with the water bath. Mees" states that it is necessary to bathe

the plates immediately after adding the stock solution of dicyanine

to the water, but even this procedure failed to give satisfactory

results with the specimen of dye employed. This sample of

dicyanine was about three years old.
" When this sample of dicyanine was used with ammonia in the

presence of enough alcohol to prevent flocculation, the sensitizing

action was satisfactory. The use of ammonia has the important

advantage of extending the sensitiveness to longer wave lengths,

as well as increasing the action of the dye at its maxima. It ;s

due to the use of ammonia that certain investigators 1 ' have been

able to photograph in the infra-red as far as 1,000/*, while those

who have not used ammonia with dicyanine have failed to photo

graph further than 800/1.

A satisfactory bath for dicyanine is as follows :

—

Water 60 parts.

Ethyl alcohol (95 per cent.) 40 ,,

Dicyanine stock solution (1 to 1,000) 4 ,,

Ammonia (28 per cent.) 4 ,,

The more ammonia used the greater the sensitizing action, but

the proportion of ammonia is limited by the fog it induce*.

Dicyanine requires more care in its use than the other photo-

sensitizing dyes. The solid dicyanine should be bronze green in

colour. If it is not, particularly if it appears brownish, the dye has

deteriorated and should not be. used. The dye must be kept

oool and dry in order to retain its sensitizing power. A freshly

mixed bath of dicyanine is a bright blue-green colour. As soon as

the dye deteriorates the colour changes considerably, the solution

appears dull, and, in addition, shows a transmission band in the

red. Such a solution should not be used. The temperature of

the bath should not exceed 18° C. if plates reasonably free from

fog are to be obtained. The alcohol rinse after bathing is decidedly

beneficial.

11. >fees and Wratten, " Photographic Jour," 58, p. 25. 1908 (Newton
and Bull).

12. B. S. Bull.. 14, p. 376, 1917.
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Orthochromatic Sensitizers-

The other important sensitizers investigated were pioaverJoI,

phuchrorae, homoool, orthocbrome T. and arytbrame. These dyes

are by do means as sensitive as pinacyanol and dicyariine to the

action of electrolytes; they do not flocculate so readily in the

presence of smnwim^ potassium bromide, and alum. With the

aromatic sensitizers the action of ammonia is most marked

eryturosine and bomoooi. The ..ther dyes show a slight in-

action with aimustia, but hardly enough toin

its use.

trythrosint

EJer" tu be the best of ti.e fluurescein

dyes (or snnsumng. Other important representatives of this <Jass

-erne and rose bengal. Ue also states that plates bathed

with erythrosioe are superior to plates in whiah the dye is incor-

porated in the ssnulauo. We were not able, however, with the

losines used (Kahlbaum) to produce plates which

were as sensuive in the yellow-green as the oethochromeUc plates

made by one Amend
We found erylhroa

> the directions

wo minutes in

.

or torse

8tu

Amu.-. ^

give the best results when used scour d-

1 lie piste is giv.ii a pre- bath

100 parts.

2 „

iiiinutes ui a battb of

100 parts.

JO ..

2 ..

The bathed plates should be washed in water to remove the excess

dye from the gelaL-i ue in alcohol will shorten the

required for ih.

.nape- 1**. trograms of cnronwissl ortbrochrornatic

plates indicates that erythruane or a dys of the erythroem*
type is used in their mauufaoUire. The advantage of srytarosuw

as piuaverdo) ted region of seusrUxwg
aotkuo, stace the sensiuveness conferred t.. ..u» cesses

abruptly at Sd0* while the a- t.-.r. of the tues rather

farti.- -t iiiiiiied reg; .-mt makes
u pi- -\ei"p plates made senaitivs with erythruains

iigiit of an .-r.il nanl; B
-.

.

n\ red dark room lamp. This is s d»
-e practical photographer. One of the reasons Oat

paDabromaUc plates . .. e not been more generally used is Uul
they must be developed in Vital, or at best in slightly modified

darkness, so that the photographer is unable to judge whether
or not he is carrying development to the contrast required by the
subject and the printing medium to be used

tkorkrowu T, and li

These dyes are very much alike in the regions for which they

—nalue Of tliese four dyes, hut .. has its senaUsing
incr insaj most by the use of ammonia. Their great si

protu their use in conjunction with pinecyaool to supply

the slight deficiency of the Utter in the green.

Hypereensitizing Commercial Panchromatic Plates.

The well known action A a bath ••( Iiiute ammonia in increasing

'peed of an ordinary dry plate was applied to commercial
panchromatic pistes in the process worked out by 8. M. Borka"

a at this Bureau in I'M. They found that com
-tnatic plates bathed for four minutes in—

76 parts

Ethyl alcohol (85 par eta*

monta (30 per sanf
|

hi total speed increased 100 per rut and the red speed
increased 200 to 800 per cent. A sr.itfer inrresss in speed was
obtained by the use of 3.5 to 100 ccs. of water, with the omission of

the alcohol In this case, however, the plains dry more slowly
and develop more fog than when alcohol is included in the hyper
—liMlm i uj bath A nose in alcohol after the ammonia bath
iielp in drying the plates more rapi-i In an early investigation

- sersaunng properties of cyanine .Schumann found that bath-
ing in a dilute solotioo of ainmonia imparted great speed and sensi-

U. Bder. Hanrihoch V o IT*.

*ek last . 189, p.

to a plate with cvaniiie incorporated in the emulsion. (See

'' Pbotographische Rund'aohau, 3, pp. 143, 175; 1889.)

In fig. 7 are shown the results of a keeping test made on
Wratten Panchromatic Process, D. C. The plates were hypor-

sensrbized without the use of alcohol. The plates gave evidence

of a slight, increase in speed for a few days after hypexsensitizing,

300

<io*ty*

fig 1 t with time of keeping;
hypersrnsit8 has increase. to 3.00 in 45 days (a density

of : 00 transmits 1 looo of thi
- -i2. that is, the development was rarried

anttl the contrast was twice that in the Mil-.

the log kept increasing from the time the plates were
hypersmssHisd.
A oMiiparisua of the increase in speed brougikt about by wash-

ing and by bypersensitizing cunmeroal pamlirxsnatic plates shows
that a part of the hy peiwruaitising action is due to tlie removal
• «f certain soluble restraining substances by wash: .Me 2
are given the results of washing and hypersensiUzi i.

Increase in Speed by Washing before Exposure-
•nt in sensitising by washing

•»tor solution suggested tlust there

might he a oi irrfaponding improvsni- speed of ronunercisl
|Mi!.lii-»u..'i platsi \ ...dissnjs ., |ss> fepioaj psjsohroiii.iii

-

plates were washed lor five n*ir*tT* in

total speed to white ligl I

factors were measured. As seen from Table 2, all of the

pastes showed derailed improvement on being washed.

n .

.

lea f

Fig X. Spectrum process plate, untreated.

a in

That the effect is not due to a change in tlie rate of develop:

is clear from an inspection of figs. 8 and 9, which show the

characteristic curves for the spectrum process plate before sud
after washing. Nor is the improvement due to the sensitizing

action of some imparity contained in the tap water, since plains

washed in a few changes of distilled water showed the effect as

better than with tap water. That the action is noi

to a variation of the water content of the plate may be con.

from the fact that the plates before exposure in the sensitui;

were backed and allowed to .dry for about an hour. This timo is

sufficient for the unwashed plate taken from the box to come to

the same state of humidity as the plate which had been washed.

This increase of sensitiveness may then be concluded to result
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from the removal of certain reatoining substances from the emul-

sion. From our experience with pinacyanol, chrome alum, and

potassium bromide suggest themselves as the restraining substances.

D u

90 »S 00
Los Ecus.

Fig. 9.- Spectrum process plate, washed in tap water«for five minutes.

The oompaj-ison of the spectrograjiis of unwashed and washed
panchromatic plates (fig. 10) shows that the greater part of the

increase in speed to white light comes in the region of sensitive-

a

D u

mm

'/

;i:

it:

:v.

71 ao as 05 u> 15 inso ss ao
Los. E cms

Pig. 10.—Spectrum process plate, hypersensitized in water 100 cc, ammonia
(30 per cent.) 3.5 cc., and bathed four minutes.

neas, which is due to the dyes. This is borne out by the speed
measurement* with the filters.

Table II.

Total
Speed with filters.

Fog den-
Plate. Treatment. speed. sity for

» A JB (J 7=1

.Spectrum pro- None 96 5 8 8 lfl 0.40
cess a Washed 155 13 19 11 40 0.40

Hypersensitized 235 22 34 16 75 1.30
\\ ratten pan- None 180 lf» 1.1 17 36 0.20
chromatic Washed 240 32 26 19 80 0.40
D.C. Hypersensitised 380 59 50 44 140 0.50

Pun-ortho None 91 9 7 8 16 0.30
Washed 145 25 15 10 45 0.40
Hypersensitized 275 49 32 19 106 1.30

a The spectrum process and the pan-ortho plates were over a year
old, while the Wratten plateJiad just been received from the factory.

The table shows that while washing does not bring the increase
in speed that hypersensitizing does it does not cause the produc-
tion of as much fog. The characteristic curves (fig. 8, 9, 10) show
that washing improves the scale or rendering power of the plate,
while hypersensitizing does the reverse.

Mifactuivrs are urged to investigate the increase of sensitive-
ness found by washing in water, as it may be of considerable advan-
tage to so treat their panchromatic plates before placing them on
the market..

The Technique of Plate Bathing.
•re or less difficulty will be experienced by anyone learning to

bathe plates. It is advisable for the beginner to carry out
the process in full light. This will enable him to follow the
l*rocess and to discover the effect of the different baths on the

plate; whether or not the bathing is sumcienltly long for the dye
to get through the emulsion, and whether or not the rinse removes
the dye well enough from the gelatine. It will tell him how
much he has to rock the trays containing the baths and wall give

him some idea of how long it takes the plate to dry after bathing.

An essential of successful sensitizing is absolute cleanliness.

Bust or particles of old dye baths remaining in the trays will

cause spots and streaks. Glass trays ore to be preferred to

enamelled trays because of the smoother surface and the leas

likelihood of contamination.

Foggy plates may be due to a number of causes—the choice of

the wrong brand of plates for sensitizing, stray light during bath-
ing and drying, the use of baths at too high a temperature, slow
drying, or too much ammonia in the dye bath.

Slow drying sometimes gives rise to areas of varying sensitive-

ness on the plate, depending upon which part of the plate dries
The rate of drying may be increased by the use of the

alcohol rinse and by the use of a properly designed drying cabinet.
The drying cabinet shown in fig. 11 has several advantages.

The air driven in at the top by an electric fan passes through
efficient light traps, both at the top and the bottom. Two
doors form the front of the box, and opening them gives access
to all of the shelves, of Which there are four, to hold drying racks
nlled with plates. The upright form of the cabinet gives it a

a,. . . . . .,
FiK- U—Drying cabinet.

lne outside of the cabinet is shown in light line and the inside
in heavy line.

very large capacity for the amount, of floor- space required. The
long distance the air has to travel gives uniform distribution of
the ah- current to all parte of the box in which plates may be
placed.

Procedure and Formulas.
1. Stock solutions. —Stock solutions are usually made with

pure ethyl alcohol (90 per cent, or stronger.) Some dyes are
water soluble (erythrosine), while others dissolve in methyl alcohol
The usual 'Strength is 1 g. of dye to 1,000 cos. of alcohol (or in the
same proportion). Some dyes are less soluble than this and
require from 2,000 to 10,000 cos. of alcohol to dissolve 1 g. of dve
It is advisable to put the dye in the solvent instead of pouring
the solvent on the dye, as some of the dye may stick to the bottom
of the bottle and require considerably- more shaking to get into
solution. Ii the dye does not dissolve in cold alcohol, the bottle
containing the dye may be placed in a water bath and heated
until the alcohol boils. If it does not go into solution after
boiling 30 minutes, more alcohol should be tried.

2. Water sohi/tions.—The bath is composed of

^f /'I. 100 parte.
otock solution 2-6

Knacyanol.—Wash the plate five minutes before bathing,
lathe two minutes. Rinse in alcohol until the film teeis hard
(three to five minutes).
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Pinarerdol, Piriaohrome, Orthoehrome T.—Pre-wash optional. II

pre wash is omitted, bathe for lour minutes.

uoooi.—Pre-wash optional, bathe four minutes ii omitted.

ncreeaed sensitising action, add 2 oc of >""™«
3. Water, alcohol, and ammonia solutions. To be used when

e hath flocculate* un adding ammonia.

er 66 parte.

-johal (95 per cent.) . . 55 „
wfc solution . 2-4 „
noma (twenty-eight; 2-4 „

i this Lath allow Lie alcohol and water to cool after

• g, add the stock solution, star wall, and then add the »""r"-JT

batlia work better if the minimum amount of imiwisi is

added before bathing the first plate, and more ammonia added as
tike bath loses its *""""»
The plates are put directly in this hath, care being taken that

the l . s Ute entire plate, liaihe fur four or hve nuuutes
and rmse in alcohol until tiie film u hard. Temperature shou.d

or less.

i directed.

. aires full amount of n"»«»w»»^

Summary.
-' Uic method* of sutaattxmg ordinary plates

.'.Jung aituMs that certain preuauuooa are necessary with sums
ui the H..-1.TU piiottsjensUuuig dyes and not with others.

as a noon greater sensitiveness and extanda farther
i«l whan used m a dilute alcoholic sohsUon

- -nan when used with water ulnae

ncfaaoi gives good lesufce in duiste alcoholic r^im with
ammonia, but plates bathed in water and slock solution are almost
as sensitive and keep much better, provided the plates are uW

iied before sensitizing, sa the soluble salU -—»«"n td in
the emulsion prevent the senstusiug action by «t~™i.yns; the

Witching has a favourable action on the colour asnsxuveuea* of
atee and, while not so marked as the action of

ammonia, it gives », uicreese in log, which always follows
the Use Of smnwin.,,

modem ortbuohrooatic aenasusera, putaohrome, ptnavardo;,
rthochrorae T, are much lass sanative to alec

-e than are ptnacyenol and duyaaufle. Aoununa may be
added to a ate of water and stock sotuteon only, but
waae not increaae the sensitising action »ppr«, . „t ,„ the
case of bomoool.

*« bast sensitized in a bath containing water, alcohol
ammonia, and stock solution.

Lwt*1 '

•' orUioofiromatic pistes were found to be

•oroaoatic plate compared favoorab bathed
•pt one rqwnmental emulsion furmahed by an American

—snalsutuisi.

Hasxca m w»i r»».. Jon
lUtMOHB 1)4

I

WITH I IN SAI.

go, in the ..„,* cbemical researchea upon
lP°*"' 1

alkaline iu
that when these stannile solutions were

of a grey pre

1* metslkc

of sodium
stance, was heated msy ba rsprs.-

2N»i

! at the sanvn
alkaline ID . „,, mt<tl ,,„. WM

"Sting stannous

l also a strom;

of a
various I

ligation* h.i

•eaeent tori' >ide nrinta and

with the object of elucidating the nature of the chemical
reactions which take place in these processes.

The appearance of a fairly exhaustive article on " Colloid
Silver Toning with Tin Salts," by Dr. W. Forrnstecher, in

I'hutuaruphncht Hiwdachau, 1921, 68, page 277—an excellent

account of which appeared in the It. J. tor December 23, 1921,

pp. 76*761—tempted the present writer to discontinue these in-

Mitigations. But, as the subject is of considerable theoretical

importance and adds something to the results obtained by Dr.
Forrnstecher and also by Miss VYvolley and Mr. Gamble, described
in the ItJ., 1913, De- ember 26, pp. 967-991, aince quantitative
experiments have been made, it is considered of sufficient un
penance and interest to place on record the results that have
been obtained.

From the pictorial viewpoint pleasing tones can undoubtedly be

produced by toning with stannous compounds, but there is some
Ity iu obtaining uniform results, and ordinary sulphide
is much simpler to carry out and gives uniform and certain

results. Nevertheless, tin tuning merits consideration.

ror touiug the bromide priut* were lirst bleached with the
forrtcyainde solution recommended in the It. J. Almanac for

1922, p. 463. Oilier bi> ..• lung agents, Co., mercuric chloride ana
copper chloride solutions, did not give such good results unless

iore care and trouble were taken.

^11 cases the black deposit of silver is converted into an
insoluble ail vor salt. Thua with the hieaduug solution recom-
mended the metallic image was converted into white silver

ferrocyanide :

—

4Ag+4h. ..\.

That Ihu i* the case was proved by exposing some precipitated

:iue to I in- ligiu and cuiivertiug it into silver by

ordin.. i im residue ul stiver «* collected,

wash.' i ii ail traces of developer, and then treated Huh
potassium ferricyanide bleaching solution, wh became
pale ya>tuw, wmiat tno siivei was changed to a whit* precipi-

tate, ion waa b. tared otl and gave the usual rant t inns,

lor potassium loir.- yan.de, which were not given by the original

aiude solution.

'. ilalive fi. 0.1766 gram of exposed
..de gate 0.1094 gram oi silver by developmeu

ot potassium lemcyauide converted this into 0.1UU3 gram I

I leauuent with sodium hydrogen ataniiile solution

and subsequent washing and drying yielded 0.1130 gram of silver.

These figures satisfactorily indicate that the reactions which take

place loilo* the course outlined.

iter, when *ilver nitrate solution was treated with potassium

ferrocyanide a white pieopila'- er ferrocyanide) was pro
reas when treated with potassium ferricyanide the silver

nitrate gave a reddish brown precipitate (of ailver ferricyanide;.

To obtain the warm brown tones from the bleaclied prints these

iieo immersed in a bath of the alkaline atannite, when the
image reappears-

. bath was made by dissolving

10 grams of sodium hydrate in 100 c.cs. of water. This solution
was slowly added to the cloudy solution obtained by stirring

arts of stannous chloride crystals into 100 c.cs. of water,
until the pr.- ipitate first formed re-dissolved; 100 c.cs. of water
was then added. After standing, the clear solution wa* decanted
off and contained tppn innately 2 5 per cent, of sodium hydrogen
•lanmte. formed according to the equation :

—

I BeU.-t.BsO.
1

1 ksfOeen shown elsewhere (C'Aem. A>ir«, 1922, 124, p. 213,

21) that even when excess of alkali ia used normal sodiuia

O, is not produced,

graphic purposes it was found advantageous to dilute
tin* solution still further and use a 0.5 per cent, solution of the
stannitr, si though at this dilution hydrolysis became appu:

a white II late began to separate.

The chemical aspect of this toning process wss investigated by
treating the washed silver ferrocyanide, obtained as described

the alkaline itannite solution. This reduced it again
to tin. sodium ferrocyanide and stannate being formed simul-
taneously according to the equation :

—

4Ag + N»<FeC.N,+ 2'

lark insoluble residue produced in this reaction was filtered
"R *"''

•• sodium salts It was
itlli!~ ... *..lnl.l_ 1*
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d-'-ite nitric acid to a clear solution. Addition of hydrochloric

aciu to this solution gave a white preciptate (of silver chloride).

When this treatment was carried out quantiUtively it was

found that 0.1513 gram of the residue (silver), when dissolved

iu nitric acid and converted into the chloride with hydrochloric

acid, gave 0.2009 gram of silver chloride. This corresponded

eloeely with the calculated amount to be obtained from 0.1513

of pure ailver.
.

It it tnua established that this toning process with tin leaves

an image of silver, whilst toning witn sodium or ammonium

kulphides converts the whit* silver salt (obtained by bleaching)

into SlUcr sulphide, e.g..

Agt
FeC.N,+2Na,S= 2Ag a

S + Na4FeC,N ,.

Experimentally U.149U gram of silver ferrocyanide gave 0.1148

gram of silver sulphide on treatment with excess of a dilute

solution of ammonium sulphide.

im the technical standpoint initial failures in this method of

toning were largely due, strange as it may seem, to the thorough

washing of the prints This entirely removed the sodium stan-

nale and any meta-stannic acid, M,SnO„ which would result

througli the hydrolysis of sodium stanuate on addition of water.

Since colloidal silver absorbs the meta-sUnnic acid, producing a

warm tone, it is advisable to simply remove excess of the alkaline

tm solution by rinsing and allow the imperfectly washed print

to dry.

The effect of subsequent immersion of the print in sulphide

toning baths was tried, but did not appear to have any marked

influence upon the final tone.

It is of interest to note that the alkaline staiinile solution is

able to reduce silver chloride to silver, which it does, whether

this substances has been exposed to light or not. The reaction

may be expressed :

2AsCl+ .NallSn0
1
+3NaOH= 2Ag+2NaCl+Na,SnOJ + 2H 20.

Lead is a metal winch shows some chemical resemblances to-

wards tm, and, since it is used in certain photographic processes,

it was thought of interest to see if it could also be used for

toning in aikaline solutions in the same manner as tin. Entirely

negative results were obtained, however, using a solution oi

sodium hydrogen plumbite, NaHPbO,, prepared from lead

acetate solution and excess of sodium hydrate solution.

In his article Dr. Formstecher described various tin-toning

baths and sometimes, carried out the process in two stages, using

an alkali bath and one of stannous chloride. He also states that

a bath of "tin salts" containing a little ammonia was suitable,

and, unlike more acid solutions, has no eating-out effect on matt-

albumen prints. The formula he ascribes to his " tin salts " is

Na,SuCl,H
3
0, but as the present writer has shown (CAem. News,

1918, 117, p. 193), sodium stannichloride has the formula Na,SnCl,

611,0.

Instead of using ordinary crystalline stannous chloride,

SnCl^HjO, the more stable potassium or ammonium stanno-

chloride was substituted for it in some experiments without any

adverse effects being noticed. J. G. F. Deuce, M.Sc, A.I.C.

FUNDING CORRECT FOCAL LENGTH.

The methods proposed for ascertaining focal length are quite numerous,

but most of them call either for special apparatus or for the presence of

a very distant object. In two of the best, a mark has tc be made on the

camera baseboard, which may be objected to.

One of the most convenient plans, requiring nothing but the camera

and an ordinary foot-rule, is that originated by Mr. W. E. Debenham
('" ]i. J.", September 19, 1879). In this, the rule is focussed sharply

to a given definite scale or ratio, and the distance measured between

rule and ground glass. This distance is then multiplied by the ratio,

and the product divided by the ratio plus 1 squared. Or, to express it

as a formula, p

Vat example, suppose an image of the foot-rule is focussed to exactly

.'1 in. long, or a ratio of 4, and the distance from rule to ground glass is

found to be S3J in. Then, 53J x 4 = 212J, and 2121, -^ 25, or the

square of 4 +- I, = 8J in. focus.

With careful focussing and measurement this method gives an abso-

utely correct result, provided the two nodes of the lens coincide, as in

the case of the Cooke Series III., f/6.5, of 8i in. focus. In the majority

of lenses, however,. the nudes do not coincide, so that the focus found,

by this formula will be a trifle too long or too short, according to whet hex

the nodal space, or " NS," is plus or minus.

Now it is quite evident, by using a little thought, that the error will

R
be equal to rrr-rTu x ^S - Suppose, for instance, a lens is of G inj

^ (rt T *)

focus and the ratio is 3, the correct distance between rule and^ground

glass being theoretically 32 in. If there is a plus nodal space of $ in.,

the distance will really be 32J in., and the focus, by Mr. Debenham's

formula, will work out as 6$ in., which agrees with the stated amount

of error, for $ X i = &• Again, if the nodal space is minus J in.,

the distance would be 31i in., and the focus will work out as 5$ in.,

which is once more an error of fo in., only minus instead of plus.

Obviously, to obtain the smallest amount of error the image should be

as small and the distance as large as possible, though this certainly

introduces more opportunity for a mistake in measuring. If the ratio

is 9, the error will be only 9 per cent, of the nodal space, which is practi-

cally negligible.

The writer has found, however, that by somewhat modifying Mr.

Debenham's very useful formula, it is quite a simple matter to eliminate

the error, thereby obtaining the exact focal length. Suppose, for

i (stance, in testing a lens by the foregoing method the ratio is 4 and the

measured distance 02.7 in. Instead of proceeding to calculate, focus

the rule sharply to another larger ratio, say 6, and again measure the

distance, which turns out to be say, 72.2 in. The true focus can then

be found by the following formula, in which D, and Da are the two

distances, while Rx
and R 2 are the corresponding ratios :

—
D,-Dl

(*> + i) -
(
R

* + ij
Thus, in the example just given, the calculation would be:

—

y>> o 62 7 y 5 95

-sr . ' = tz
—°—i^ = t». = 10 in., the correct focal length.

Incidentally, we can now, if desired, ascertain the nodal space itself,

by working out the focus from one of the distances with Mr. Debenham's

formula, and noting the error. For instance, with a ratio of 4 the

distance was 02.7 in., while 02.7 multiplied by 4 and divided by 25 equals

10.032 in. The error, therefore, is 0.032 in., and is plus. Now the

nodal space will equal the error divided by :

—

R 32 4 32 25

(K + l)»'
or

1000 + 25'
°r 1WO X *•" + °-2ln -

The foregoing formulae are only offered as being of great assistance

when the focus has to be known with absolute precision, as in copying,

enlarging, or reducing to an exact scale, or deducing measurements from

photographs. It will have been noted that Mr. Debenham's very

ingenious and simple method has so small a percentage of error that it

is quite sufficiently accurate^for^all ordinary purposes.

A. Lockett.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Latest date

for entiles, July 22. Secretary, J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera
Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entiles, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.l.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New1 Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,
43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for entries and
exhibits, August 31.

September 18 1,0 October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
Exhibition. Latest date for Entries, August 25 (carrier)

;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates :

Entry forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington

Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.
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Assistants' Notes.

Sott* by astiitantt suitable for thin column will he considered

and paid for on the firit of the month following publication.

Self-Confidence and Enterprise
" What shall I do to get on!"iii question that every business

man aeks fi.: : .' n .• time or •
•. • r, and the man who «capej
like the present la fortunate.

it -Mali 1 d

re was a time when all one hail to do was I I and
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root, ba looks*!

' have
ot so oor fri

l« was at •

t was
decided which was

P"*' mers.

and
.-ssietenee

1 " n the

hardest business man in the neighbourhood, and, being satisfied
that this gentleman had both premises and means, he boldly sug-
gested that they should open a new business in partnership.
Although a total stranger, his suggestion was received
interest, and eventually the idea became a fact, and to-day the
affair is going along well, in spite of adverse conditions in the
locality.

The spirit of enterprise helped to follow up the seif confident
ttart, by introducing and pushing new lines, seeking ord. <

unlikely places, and advising and assisting trade custom.
improve their business. And self-confidence—or was it, I

" «»o I cheek "'!—still kept pace, as the following example pi
He heard that a certain party was about to be married, a:

-lit struck him that possibly there Blight be a good ord.
wedding groups. Bo he inquired the address of either 01
parties, but no one knew where they lived. All that he could find
out was that the young lady worked for Messrs. Dash, aj

Dash were a That would have caused most of us to
let the matter rest, but this her just stepped to the

.. and inquired for the address of
Mas X., the young lady who had just left to get married, g<

1 to see her, and secured an order to appear on the
wedding day and take the groups.

oorse, might appear to be carrying self-confidence too

but this
nutter of opinion, and many business people

it was merely a legitimate business i n any
ves to show that trade can be obtained by deliberate

intention.

There is a side to this question which I must not overlook. It
is the capability or otherwise of a photographer to carry out the
engagemenia and contracts which he may obtain by push and

the instance just • the phol

• him more hsrm than good if after
eas, ho had proceeded to make a mull of the work.

going out after work, I

i]li <>g a V it), but also of being able to
h*nd! ' • satisfaction when it is obtained. This

• occasional case where there is a doubt \

latelj I . is .,.:., d

holograph.
. t, aifficult

work wrk were not at it I was
to undent

.

live* or to please
as to claim the business

mj?*' in my scope! I asked for the address
U the place where the work was.

>t »«< nd what I cab there cert , i be
10001 »b" available
-.at 1 had not »o far committed myself, » have

it los, of prestige, but decid..,
: have it if ,t could be had without calamity, so I

that I Wrtake it at such and such a price, and as there
"*'"' tonu

I the owner, I «
make a sample negative and print at a n , rge before pro-

; further This suggestion »« reeeirad favourably, ai
was informed t had been given this work, and had
started off with a number of exposures, the results of which

1
' '' ' ng up theMa •• I discovered exactly what it was that was required, and

also that I could do it, and I consider the trouble taken and the
r*k of k>Bt time, etc., were well repaid. Wort

one's usual business is sometimes worth tackling
-aeons than the profit on it. .Such work eucce*

done means valuable experience, and may add substantial!.
ones repuutioi oea and enterprise will obtain outside

nly remains for
qualifications, one should not carry

lertaking an obvious im-

11 bad as the other.
•ing example of what I mean would be the tackling <.f m

graphic work on metals by a photographer who had no p
apparatus for the work, and did not know where it wouli
obtained or how it was used. And yet I believe that this class
of photography is to be had by those who hare the confidence to
go after it. And though I don't pretend to know, I should think
that it would be profitable work, too. A mn instance.
and one which occurs, is the promising of a portrait or am.

me to add lhal

t of I

sa that exlren
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in some particular style, in a time limit or at a price which

. ible. Tho confidence to go bo far is misused,

tits end in a loss. But within the wide limits of

tiral possibility and reasonable profit, self-confidence and elite.

> can be exercised to good purpose and with marked effect.

TllKRMIT.

Patent News.

Procett patent.*- -applications and specifications—are treated in

*' Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 3 to 8:

—

obapht.—No. 18,356. Photography.—D. Newman.

An-AKvrrs.—No. 18,810. Photographic apparatus.—H. Diernhofer.

Apparatus.—No. 18,373. Optical apparatus for reflecting photo-

graphic images.—C. van Soolen.

Processes.—No. 18,311. Photographic processes—A. L. and M.

Landau.
I.knsj... Mo. 18,341. Photographic lenses.—J. W. Hasselkus, (J.

Kichmond and Ross, Ltd.

Flashlight.—No. 18,670. Apparatus for operating camera sfcnt-

i and igniting powder, etc., from a distance.—R. E. Stephens.

I'inkmatouraphs.—No. 18,635. Cinematograph cameras.—E. B.

Wedmore.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
'these specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, S3, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
Tin date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

HATIC Aircraft Cameras.—No. 175,449. (November 29.

1920). As usual in mechanism of this type the air screw (not

shown) drives a shaft. 1 on which is mounted a worm 2 to

drive a worm wheel 3 in one with a pinion 4 in gear with the

gear wheel 5 meshing with the mutilated wheel 6, which wheel

coutrols the operations of shifting the films and winding and
setting the shutter between exposures and controlling the opera-

tions of releasing the shutter to make the exposures. This

wheel 6 is held in the position in which its mutilation is

adjacent to the wheel 5, and the mechanism disconnected, by
a stop 51 coming into contact with the end of the spring con-

trolled lever 50 until the lever is moved clear of the stop by
its opposite end being engaged by a member 49 carried by the
blind shutter roller on the release of the shutter by an exterior
time switch.

The mutilated gear wheel 6 is connected by means of the link

7 with the toothed wheel 8 (or alternatively a segment) which
turns the receiving spool 13 and resets the blind shutter roller 48.
A convenient form of gearing connecting the wheel 8 with the
spindle of the receiving spool is shown by way of example in
fi?a. 1, 6, 7 and 8. This wheel 8 is in engagement with the
spur wheel 9 in one with a ratchet member 41 (fig. 6), which
wheel 9 is free to run on the spindle 10 driving the receiving

, and is also in one with the bevel wheel 11 in gear with

the bevel gearing 12, 13, the wheel 13 being fastened by the pin

14 to the end of the. driving spindle 10. The large gear wheel

15 carries the bevel wheels 12. It will be obvious from this

arrangement that so long as the wheel 15 is free to rotate, the

members of the bevel gearing will operate in opposite directions

and the shaft 10 will remain stationary. When, however, a

pawl 26 is brought into engagement with the wheel 15 to lock

the wheel, the bevel 11 will transmit its motion direct to the

bevel 13, and consequently to the shaft 10 carrying the receiving

spool.

In order that a regular amount of film may be moved across the

gate on each forward movement of the wheel 8 the film is passed

from the gate over a measuring drum 17 (fig. 4) to the receiving

spool 18. This measuring drum is in one with the notched disc

19 (fig. 1) co-acting with a lever 20 controlled by the spring 21

adapted to hold the member 22 in engagement with the peri-

phery of the disc 19 during the rotation of the disc. The
member 22 is adapted to enter the notch 23 in the periphery of

Fig. 3.

tho disc 19 when the notch registers with the engaging member,
and thus prevents any further movement of the measuring drum
until the member is moved out of engagement with the disc.

The spring controlled lever 20 is provided with an arm 24

adapted to be engaged by the pin 25 on the back of the wheel 8

and to lift the member 22 on its free end, out of engagement
with the notch 23 against the influence of the spring 21 con-

trolling the lever 20 and simultaneously to bring the pawl 26

into engagement with the wheel 15 co-acting with the bevel

gearing through which the receiving pool is driven from the

wheel 8.

From the above description it will be understood that when
the measuring drum is free to rotate to measure a length of

film drawn from the gate while the pawl 26 is in engagement
with the wheel 15. and consequently the receiving spool is

driven from the wheel 8 through the bevel gearing 11, 12, 13.

When, however, the movement of the measuring drum is pre-

vented, owing to the engaging member 22 at the end of the

lever 20 dropping into the slot 23 in the disc 19. the pawl 26 is

out of engagement with the spur wheel 15, and consequently the

wheel is free to rotate, and the shaft 10 driving the recei
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spool 18 is stationary. The spring controlled balls 411 of the

ember 41 ifigs. 6 and 3) co-act with an internally

toot- not shown) at the end of the spool 18 and prevent

any backward movement of the said receiving spool.

The film in its passage from the supply spool 27 to the re-

L-oo'i 18 is adapted to pass under the pressure pad 28

(figs. 3 and 4), which pad is designed to hold the film against

a glass plate 29 forming the film seat at the moment of expo-

sure. This pressure pad is actuate! through a lever arm 30
•-cted to the upper end of a vertical member 31 (figs. 1 and

icai member is attached to and actuated by a lever

arm 32 adapted to be engaged by a roller member 33 projecting

. the rear face of the mutilated wheel 6. During a portion

i wheal 6 the

1 member 31

I of the

upward muvem

'ie wheel 5 past

rased by the lever SO, an.

h the wheel 5. The lower end
tad by links 35 (fig*. 1 an. I 4

pad 28 against the film

-eased down
M pressure pad 28

« the

M on the

[
wheel 5 »:

brings th«- wheal 6 fatO

F the vertical member 31

' he cranks 36 on

5), so no-

gate the ''

T\t

of an rx\ ie. The upward or

r 31 und. -

- flaps 37 i* retarded by a dash .pot 38 at

Aard

he arm is adspu-d to turn the

and tl«- <1.- ria| xiw! Il igaia in «BfagW>*nt >,':. ').«

•1 6.

^in.' the Mtilatotl >'.. nto gesr again for a fresh

means have I- I r photo-

's at

nt when the exposure is ms
.mera ca»

•trnmenti are

r faces are lit ..•

imps 39 (fig 4

graphs of these instruments to be taken along the edge of the
through a corresponding series of small lenses 40 mounted

within the casing. The lamps are lit up during the exposure
and no other shutter means are necessary for the lenses

ring with the faces of the instruments.
The member 31 is provided with an ebonite striker 61 adapted

to engage the electric contacts 42 (fig. 1) to light the electric

Fig-. 6. Fig. a.

lamps 39 at the moment when the film is held in the gabs by
the plunger 28 and the capping flaps 37 are raised for the
exposure of the film.

I release of the shutter is controlled by an exterior time-
i which may be placed in any convenient position for the
or observer t«» operate. The operator sets the time-switch
ease the blind shutter to make exposures at predetermined

• als of time. The control mechanism is shown by Way
*mp!e in fig. 1. The release of the switch is adapated to
se the solenoids 43, thus actuating the contact 44 and

•* lever arm 45 to a position in which its shoulder
46 is clear of the dog 47 and releasing the blind shutter roller
48. The rotation of the roller 48 brings a projecting pin 49

• d of the spring controlled lever 50,
t':er end of the lever to a position in

ir of the stop 51 on the back of the mutilated
gear wheel 6 and allowing the gear wheel to be turned to a
position in which the mutilation 34 on the periphery of the

passed the point of contact with I eel 5.
ms; of a fresh cycle of operations actuated by tho

of film into tho gate and to

be ehu' :i n Williamson, Litchfield
on, WJleaden Green. Loud.-. N W.10.

>fi, Air Ministry, Alexandra

i has

I and
II

complete specification* are opan to public inspec-
tion before acceptance.

tOTOOBAMi (76 Process for the production
rsnaparenriea for the projection of photographs in natural

If Diefl

New Books.

T"» knowledge one
•»•»••••

it is impossible to restrain
the ways and means of the triumphs '.

Iwen accomplished in the field of wireless telegraphy, particu-
larly to when inventors crop up every now and aga minea

of photograph*. This little manusl is

writ ten for the purpooe of giving an answer in non-technical
Isngu. il

' • l
••• The. author

W Harris, editor of "Conquest," writes interestingly ami
achievements of wireless,

and contrives to give t.. the most non-technical reader a reasonably
iccount of the electrical methods by which tele-

graphy and telephony through space have reached their present
degree of efficiency. The little book contains a final chapi

'he purchase of a wireless set by those wishing
their leisure time by " listening book is published by the

-s Press, Ltd., 12-13, Henrietta Str< price

6o. net.

Companies.—The particulars of company registra-

nt Somerset House for the first six months of the present year,

are issued by Messrs. J. Chancery Lane, Loi

ne public company relating to photography with a
' of £25.000, and twenty-one other companies of an aggregate

'-
'•
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New Apparatus.

The Zodel Re6ex Camera. SolJ by Wallace Hcoton, Ltd.,

119, New Bond Street, London, W.I.

MtTia-i'LATi British made reflex camera, complete with //4.5

^•niat, for less than £17 is a sign of the recovery to pre war

values which is being made in photographic apparatus. I" offering

the Zodel camera at this price Messrs Wallace Heaton are pursuing

the policy adopted in their Mippiy of both new and second hand

mces, namely, that of offering reliable goods at such a narrow

margin oh profit that the retail purchaser is enabled to buy at

prices not much in excess of those to which he was accusl

before the war. The Zodel jeflex, which we have had an oppor-

tunity of trying, is a thoroughly well made instrument, in which

the features which arc of importance in reflex work have received

full consideration. In the (nst place it is rapid in action. The

shutter if> set by a single turn of the large winding key, which

serves also for adjusting the speed of exposure for any time on the

marked from 11.000th to 3-
1
.0th of a second. This is the

only movement required in preparing for a further exposure, since

the mirror is of the type which automatically falls after the

exposure. The arrangement of the shutter allows of the time of

exposure being lengthened, though not shortened, without releasing

the shutter and setting it afresh. A very good feature is the

hinging of the frame which carries the hood, thereby rendering the

focussing screen instantly accessible for cleaning from dust, which,

as every user of a reflex knows, interferes with accurate focussing.

In the quarter-plate size the extension is just over 9 inches, and

the rise of front three-quarters of an inch. The camera is built

square and is fitted with substantially made rotating back for

horizontal or upright pictures. The lens is completely sunk in the

front board of the camera, and, when not in use, is covered by a

hinged flap which, when raised, forms a useful sky shade. As
supplied, the Zodel is fitted with double solid pattern dark slides

of the kind in which the two are inserted back to back at one end

of the holder, which is closed by a cross piece secured by a pair

of brass clips.

The price also includes a detachable back focussing screen and
hood for use when the camera is used on a tripod or in any position

when it is inconvenient to observe the image through the customary
upright hood. The Zodel is made in two sizes, namely, 3^ x 2£

and quarter-plate. Without lens and with one double dark-slide the

respective prices are £13 15s, and £14. The instrument may be
supplied with lens by any leading maker, and its design and
mechanical quality are deserving of a first-rate optical instrument.

The Economy. Exposure Calculator.—The substitution of calcu-

lation for trial-and-error methods in ascertaining the exposure
for development papers in enlarging and contact printing is an

which has our hearty approval. It is the aim of the present
" calculator," which consists of a booklet of instructions, a pair of

ihmic scales, and a sheet of tracing paper, the latter for
I the method of measuring the density of a negative which
part of the system. Nevertheless, we cannot think there

ueh to bo said in favour of the system which is advocated,
lor one thing, it involves more preliminary work than, we are

persuaded, the professional or amateur printer will undertake.

For another, the method adopted for "measuring" the densities

of negatives is not one in which confidence can be reposed. No

sensitometric system of exposure calculation in printing or enlarg-

ing can be simple in use, but the basis should at least be accurate,

and in that respect the present system is open to serious objection.

Briefly, the system consists (1) in obtaining a figure for the

density of a negative by a method to which we will refer directly.

Then (2) the exposures respectively required by what is termed

a " standard " negative on various makes of paper with the

customary intensity and distance of the printing light are ascer-

tained by trial. Finally (3) with negatives of different density the

ires under the same conditions of paper and illumination will

be in the ratio of the negative " densities," a logarithmic disc

calculator being provided for facilitating this computation. This

last item in the system might be allowed to pass if the *' density
"

figures ..presented the relative opacities of the negatives, but,

if we describe the method adopted for the " measurement
"

of the so-called "density factor," it will be seen that the latter

is not a measure of the light-stopping properties of a negative.

The negative is placed in a printing frame and backed by a

piece of tracing paper, and the two kept in place by inserting

a sheet of clear glass and one half of the hinged back. The frame,

thus displaying half of the negative, is placed upright on a

bench and a light source, such as a candle, placed 2 ft. from it

facing the front of the frame, i.e., the negative. In line on the

other (rear) side of the frame a light-source of equal intensity is

moved to and fro until the details of the negative just disappear

from the tracing paper, which faces Tight No. 2. Such a method,

however, is not a single measure of the highest density in the

negative. It is not, as an amateur contemporary erroneously

states, the grease-spot method. The contrast of the negative, and

in particular the juxtaposition of greatly different patches of density

largely enter into the measurement; for which reason the resulting

" density factors " are not comparable except in the case of nega-

tives of normal contrast containing light and dark patches close

together. Thus, in our opinion, exposures calculated on this basis

will frequently be entirely misleading, aeeord :ng as the negatives

differ in contrast quality from the " standard." The booklet

describing the system is supplied by J. Darby, South Street,

Barming, Kent, price 2s. 6d. post free, inclusive of the disc

calculator and the sheet of tracing paper.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Sunday, July 23.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. Outing to Wisley.

Monday, July 24.

Southampton C.C. Questions and Answers.
Tuesday, July 25.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Holiday Photography. J. J. Beasley.

Bournemouth C.C. The Oil Process. F. G. Burroughes.

Wednesday, July 26.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. After-Treatment of the Negative.

H. Dawson.
Exeter Camera Club. Outing to Poltimore Pork.

Saturday, July 29.

Sheffield P.S. Outing to Lincoln.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Outing to Skipton Castle.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. Outing to Penicuik House
Bournemouth C.C Outing to Netley Abbey

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Affairs resumed a photographic aspect last week when the cheer-

ful, confident, and combative Mr. Vivian Job-ling briefly demon-

strated a " Magic Mask." By means of straight cuts in combina-

tion, it is believed, with a novel method of folding the paper,

rectangular masks of any required s'.ze can be produced with ease,

and with no fear of cross-cutting the corners. Even if the folding

part of the business should happen to be a bit out. final correction

is easy with two strokes of the knife. The ingenious stunt is well

worth publication, but is impossible to describe without diagrams.

It would add an attractive turn to the repertoire of any paper-

manipulating street artist.
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fallowed on the new Barnet matt emulsion plate,

and qualities. It was generally agreed that

the film would eliminate halation, or reduce it to

negligible proportions, bat some surmised this -would be at the

expense of irradiation, or spread of light from particle to particle.

I was of opinion that although irradiation was bound

to occur in such a turbid medium, yet it would be confined within

such narrow limits as not to int.-.' {.re materially with sharpness

of out

The president, Mr. John Keane, said that the ready way in which

the film took pencil, should render the plate of great service to

the pictorialist. When enlarging from the matt emulsion plates,

with a sheet of ground glass placed behind the condenser, he had
met with granularity in the print, despite assurance* to the con-

trary. Mr. Salt pointed out that a sheet of glass ground on both

sides gave the maximum diffusion or scatter, with the minimum
.•ht It was superior in this respect to two sheets

.and, bat on one side only, with or without
an intervening air space.

The evening concluded with a consideration of a proposition by
that in future the proceedings of the club should

be opened with prayer. He is now resident in Tonbridge, and it

appears its Town Council have adopted the plan, despite strong
oppo- a member, who pointed oat that Parliament had
long since followed a similar course without appreciable benefit.
As * •* .lharine suggested that the president should

\ paragraph from Communi
the research laboratory of the Eastman Kodak

pothesis of 1905, which recently

•PI*' he regarded as beinz The read-
k put ths lid on the proposition, which was

losjsjy rejected

News and Notes.

ffi—lllrnl PaWtOOsUnac Socrrrr.—Owing to a fire at Hamp-
ahire House, weekly meetings have been saspended antil farther
notice.

RuTKlcrixa Pouci-Court ht —Judges and magis-
trates are slowly but surely potting a ban on photography in police
court* flow Street and oth.a urU concerning
the use of a camera are being plac. . prominent positions,
and th*. polios officers are becoming more alert. Mr Ju.«

stated at the Staffordshire Assises last week that he noticed
with concern that or- wspapers published a photograph of
an accused man who was in the dock the day

-« neither decent nor proper that a court of justic
1 into a theatre, and as far aa it was within his i*r*
*d to take meajurce to stop photographs bein* published
- the trial.

The twenty-eighth annual
rn October 18 to 28 There are four open clasoes,

riraiture and figure studies, anoth.

I hrome) and clour trans
parencies. Awards and certificates will be offered in each class.

nvenience of hanging, standard aiae mounts are requested, of
al mcesur- 20. 16 or 12 inches. In the open classes

Is. per print i- and the same amount for
• >ur elides or colour transpereiK.es The latest date for entry

:obor 11 ; fur exhibits, October 16. Pros]
form froc

A', ol.uo.

have aire

ies, 25, Stabbtngton

sr Wireless.— M. Belin is it .

-nted sn instrument whereby photographs not only
>^er prints can be sent by telephone. He now

• s (says the " Star") that, by means of his instruments, he
•nually good photographs by wireless There is, as a

a system, known as the Collins I which
te ran be telegraphed. By this system

is sent by telegraphing numerals, and these, when
y the rec ho lines. The trouble is that,

•i of the Anger print, and that

figure in the wire is wrong, ths va whole print may be
destroyed. M. IS- the other hand, are actual
photographs.

British £3.000 Competition.—A most enjoyable luncheon
gathering was held on Tuesday last, at which members of the photo-

graphic trade and Press had an opportunity of seeing something of

the large entry of prints received in Part I. of this competition,

which closed on June 30 last. Two of the judges. Sir William
Orpen and Mr. Gordon Selfridge, were prevented from being pre-

sent, but Miss Neilson Terry, Mr. Wastell. and Mr. George Robey
were there. Mr. Edgar Houghton, who presided, said a few words
by way of emphasis of the success which had attended the competi-

tion, and declared that his arm ached from the labour of signing

the many cheques which were shortly to be forwarded to successful

competitors. The full list of the awards to camera users and
dealers will be published within the next few days.

Photoobapht in Tibtt.—The British Buddhist Mission to Tibet
left London last Friday for Lhassa, a photographer, Mr. W.
Haroourt, being one of the party. It was 6tated at a farewell

dinner that the mission would begin their long march to the great

roof of Asia from Darjeeling. They would climb from Gongtok to

a plateau 14.000 feet high and then tramp to the Brahmaputra
down which they would float for 160 miles on a raft to

Chakaam. There the final stage of the journey to Lhassa would

The journey down the Brahmaputra River to a point 30

miles from Lhassa would be the first ever undertaken by Europeans.

Photographic and film records will be secure*! of the country, of the

customs, folk-dances, occupations, and everyday life of the people,

as well aa of the religious ceremonies and processions, which are at

present enshrouded in mystery.

A falsOT Bargain List.—Messrs. Bobbins, Manistre (The

London Camera Exhange), of 2, Poultry, Cheapside, London, EC. 2,

have just issued an exceedingly well-arranged list of their stock of

second-hand cameras, lenses, etc., amounting to very nearly 1,000

separate items and sets. Every individual piece of apparatus is

'ied by the firm's stock number, and the list has been pub-

lished only after very careful comparison between the printed par-

.-» snd the actual «| of the goods. Both the pro-

fessional and amateur photographer will find in these pages particu-

lar* of cameras, len.«*s, enlarge™, of all types from the largest to

the smallest, and may accept with confidence the firm's assurance

that prices hare been liberally marked down to the current market

level. Moreover, Messrs. Bobbins, Manistre, recognising that

fsssional photographers obtain a trade discount in purchasing

business supplies, extend this benefit als" to the secondhand
apparatus which they supply. The prices named in the present list

are thus subject to 10 per cent, discount in the case of purcha/

-lonal photographers. The list, which is certainly

one which should be obtained, is obtainable post free on appOc

Correspondence.

rrttpondents should never write on both lidtl of the pnptr.

JVo notiet is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are a,

••• Wt do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by omr correspnodents.

\i\kp KEG \n\ I

To the Editors.

•jemen,—On page 424 of the " B.J.." dated July 14, in
'

Id '4 correspondent, the coarse grain of rapid plates is I

and (presumably) the querist is advised to use isochromatic plates

—

vponure and a weak > — if a very fine grain is

•ourae, very slow ordinary plates. The
been recommended and used for generations in cases where the

finest of grain is wanted, but nmendation of iso plates

for fine grain is new to me; in fact, experiments made some

'roved, without the ailghtest shadow of doubt, that, all

ng equal, iso plates gave a more pronounced grain than

ordinary plate*.

I perhaps remember that in December, 1801,

a certain well known firm introduced the first popular iso plat.

Sain was so coarse that it threatened to be a failure commercially,

appily, however, improvements were quickly made, and the

became a his success, but the grain was never to fine as an ordinary

(non-iso) i • same speed. All iso plates have imp:
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since those early days, but some further experin I oot

in later years—but before the days of the self-screen plate--showed

that iso plates were still more grainy tnR" the ordinary brand, and

^g ,. I made were repeated—and my opinion confirmed—

by the late Mr. J. I. I'igg, who made the most careful mioro-

al examinations of the developed image.

after what make, is not always to blame in cases

of p, , for the developer and the method of drying

each play their part in governing the amount of grain—the method

of drving perhaps being the most important.

A pronounced grain is more common in summer than in winter,

the temperature of the atmosphere during drying affecting the

grain to a far greater extent than the average worker imagines

The more quickly a negative is dried, and the warmer the air in

which drying takes place, the coarser will be the grain. This may
be proved very easily by cutting a plate in halves, drying one half

as quickly as possible in a warm place, the other half in a cooler

place, and examining under a microscope. Indeed, with some
|

a microscope will not be necessary, the difference in grain being

visible to the naked eye. As heat inreases grain, it will be obvious

that a warm developer will do its work in producing it, and when
the finest of grain is wanted, it is not advisable to have the

temperature of the developer above 65 deg. Fah.
There are, I believe, several theories concerning grain, old authori-

ties differing on the matter. It is, therefore, one that might claim
the special attention of present-day photographic investigators.—
Yours faithfully,

Gamma X.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addretsed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

L. J. Boon.—We think the leas you require is the Dallmeyer
f/2.9 " Pentac " anastigmat portrait, which is made in focal

lengths up to 12 inches. The latter is listed for a 7 x 5

plate, the 10-inch for a half-plate.

J. H.—We have found nothing better than thin nainsook for
diffusing the light of half-watt lamps. It is more durable
than tracing cloth, and can be washed when dirty. The
General Electric Co., Magnet Hou6e, Kingsway, London. W.C.2,
give special attention to lamp3 for photographic work. Six
1,000 c.p. lamps make a very good installation. By having
so many lamps you get better diffusion than with fewer of the
same total candle-power.

B. \Y.~ We do not think that acetylene burners are at all suit-

able with the vertical enlarger. We think you would lose a
good deal of light by burning flames in a horizontal position
which are intended to burn vertically. If you cannot get elec-

tric, light we think it would be better to use a set of inverted
Bowel' ite " incandescent gas burners, or one good burner of

this type in conjunction with a condenser. The " Howellite
"

burners are supplied by Messrs. J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd.,
ble Street. Kingsway. London, W.C.2.

M. T.—The addition of potash metabisulphite to the fixing bath
ns the latter from becoming discoloured, and in that respect

certainly an advantage in handling bromide prints. In fact,

the bath will keep almost free from colour as long as it retains

its fixing powers. Therein, on the other hand, lies the danger
of using it after it has reached a state of exhaustion when it is

ipable of fixing prints quickly. For this reason many photo-

graphers prefer to use a plain hypo bath, which becomes coloured

prints are fixed in it, so that the discoloration of the bath
is a certain rough indication of its progress towards exhaul
If you do not stint the fixing solution but use plenty of i* in

the routine fixation of prints, unquestionably it is better to add

the metabisulphite.

H. S. If you carry on a separate business under a name which

is not your own, under the Business Names Act you are

required to register that business, even though financially it

is one with your chief establishment. The object of the

Business Names Act is to disclose to the public the proprietors

of businesses with which they deal, and, therefore, we expect

that the case of a subsidiary business is provided for. The

form for registration is obtainable from the Registrar of

Business Names, 3-4, Clement's Inn, London, W.C.2. Under

the Act you are required to put your real name on all essential

business literature, such as invoices, etc., but it is not necessary

to put the real name on mounts, nor to display it on the

outside of the premises.

\ C.—About the only method for toning a bromide print yellow

is to bleach in the lead intensifier and then to immerse the

print in a bath of potass bichromate. This gives a yellow

image, but much paler and less full in colour than the specimen

you send. Formula for the bleaching solution is :—

A. Lead acetate 1 oz -

Acetic acid li <^ rs -

Water 20 ozs -

B. Potass fenicyanide I o».

Water 20 ozs -

A and B are mixed together to form the bleaching solution. The

bleached print is washed for half an hour or more in running

water and is then placed in a 5 per cent, solution of potass

bichromate. It is advisable to pass prints through a weak bath

(about 2 to 3 per cent.) of nitric acid after bleaching and before

treating with tho bichromate.

B. C.—Thomas's formula for purple tones in their lantern-plates

No. 1.

l'yrogallic acid

Metabisulphite of soda

Water to

1 oz. 30 gms.

1 oz. 30 gms.

.. 80 oz. 2,400 c.c.s.

No. 2.

Ammonium bromide 8 oz. 240 gms.

Liq. ammonia (.880) 4 oz. 120 c.c.s.

Water to 80 oz. 2,400 ccb.

Use equal parts of each solution. This developer allows great

latitude in exposure, and takes from 3 to 12 minutes to develop,

according to the amount of exposure given. When using thia

developer the image will appear buried and lacking in density

if examined by ruby light, but, when fixed, will be fully dense,

and the deposit will appear opaque by reflected light and

purple by transmitted light, improving in colour when dry.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement,

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements, are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Mondav morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.
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buau photographic portraiture, if some agreement

come to for the discontinuance of the broadcast

by confining the invitations to people whose
•easonably be regarded as in current

the newspapers. We realise that it is not

draw a line, but the distinction which we have

ay, perhaps, supply a basis for discussion

* * *

Advertising:. The photographer witn a good-class

business is often apt to look upon adver-

tising as infra dig. There are, however, more ways of

rtising than by paying for an insertion in the news-

r, and subtler'methods are sometimes more effective

in the long run and with certain classes of customers.

It is often a paying proposition for a photographer to

take tin active part in the social life of his town. A
subscription to the local musical or dramatic society is

often worth while ; still better is an active participation

in their proceedings. Membership of the local literary,

debating or archaeological feceiety, apart from the actual

business it might bring in, is useful in keeping one's

name before the public. Of course, one should take ft

little real interest in these subjects, and not go to a

society meeting unequipped with the elements of know-
ledge of the subject under discussion ; cultivated people,

l'ke a cobbler who does not stick ioo closely to his last

use a homely metaphor). Attendance at book and
fine- art sales, race meetings, cricket matches, etc., need
not be too assiduous, but may prove useful.

Washing: In these days of higher water charges
Economy. ft behoves every photographer to look

to the efficiency of his washing appliances. The photo-
grapher, with his reputation to preserve, cannot afford

to risk the permanency of his prints or negatives by
insufficient washing, but many ways of washing are not
only wasteful of water but very inefficient. The rapidity

with which hypo can be eliminated from paper or gelatine

depends on the rate with which fresh water is brought
to the surface of the film and the contaminated water
removed ; the actual velocity of the stream greatly assist-

ing the hypo to diffuse out. A thin stream of water in

rapid motion, which passes over every part of the
surface to be washed, would be more efficient than, e.g.,

to place the prints at the bottom of a large vessel with a
large quantity of water flowing in and out, the majority
of which does not reach the paper. With these ideas
in mind it would not be difficult for the photographer to
examine the efficiency of his washing system and to
improve it.

* * *

Wide-Angie The very unpleasant effect caused by
Groups. the use of a -wide angle lens for taking
flashlight groups, whereby the faces near the lower corners
are drawn out until they are almost unrecognisable, is

due, not. as is often supposed, to any shortcoming in the
lens, but to the laws of plane perspective. No optical
device is capable of modifying it. Although this should
be known to all photographers of any experience, such
does not appear to be the case. We recently heard the
effect attributed to astigmatism, the idea being that the
faces were broadened by the same process as a disc is

represented as an ellipse near the edge of the field of an
rmatic lens. This is, of course, a complete miscon-

ception, for the same thing will occur if a pinhole be used
in place of a lens. The effect is not produced if a
panoramic camera of the Al Vista or Cirkut types is
used, but this cannot be done with flashlights, and", more-

the perspective rendering of an interior with such

a camera would be unacceptable. The best plan to adopt
i* to endeavour to group as many figures in the centre

of the foreground and to leave as much as possible of the
bottom corners of the plate as can be managed free from
members of the group.

HAND AND STAND CAMERAS.
The photographer who is contemplating the purchase of

a small camera, say, a half-plate size, is often in doubt-

as to which model will be the most serviceable. If the

expense be no object, then it is not advisable to

endeavour to obtain all the desiderata in one instrument,

but to procure separate ones for different classes of work.

As this is, however, rarely the case, it may be profitable

to review the capabilities of the various types of general

puipose cameras now on the market. It will, perhaps,

simplify matters if we assume that the immediate object

is to secure a series of negatives suitable for postcard

views, the subjects ranging from beach scenes to church

interiors, comprising also architectural details, objects

in the local museum, and the like. For most of these

subjects the ordinary parallel-bellows camera would
certainly be the most convenient, but the principles on
which it is constructed are most unsuited for hand-camera
work, so that it must be passed by. The conical-bellows

field camera is not much better, as it is not usually

built so as to be conveniently held and manipulated in

the hand, and the setting up on a tripod for every subject

is rather troublesome.

It appears, then, that a camera which is constructed

with a view to being used in the hand, but possesses all

the adjustments of the ordinary field camera, is most
likely to give satisfaction. The prototype of all the
current models was the " box-form " camera of George
Hare, the first camera which was made commercially
to close up with the lens and shutter in situ. As the

lens was a rapid rectilinear projecting its full length from
the front, and the shutter was a before-lens roller blind,

the apparatus was somewhat clumsy, but the idea was
sound, and shorter lens tubes and between-lens shutters

made the way clear for such: cameras as the Watson
" Alpha," the " Sanderson," the " Sinclair Una," and
the Dallmeyer "Correspondent." These and several

other cameras have the following features in common:
a lens and shutter permanently fixed to the camera front

ready to be drawn out to an " infinity catch," nearer

distances being focussed by rack and pinion; a double-

extension bellows ; a rising front and reversing and swing
back. A focussing scale and finder are also provided.

Moreover, some cameras of this type have also the " wide
angle movement," which permits of the use of very

short focus lenses without cutting off by the baseboard.
Even if this movement is missing, it is not a serious

defect, if both front and back of the camera are made
to swing as they generally are. Besides the normal lens

supplied with the camera it is possible to use both wide
angle and long-focus or even a telephoto lens when
needed, while the front lens-shutter may be supple-

mented or superseded by a focal-plane one, at the expense
of a little extra weight and bulk.

Cameras made primarily for hand or "snapshot"
exposures have more capabilities for stand work than
their owners usually realise. A well-known humourist
once wrote in gleeful terms of his discovery that his

fountain pen was an extremely useful instrument when
used in conjunction with an inkstand ; and it may be said

of a reflex camera that it serves well when used on a

stand with the mirror and shutter out of action. There
is the disadvantage of the absence of a swing back, and
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her limited rang- >nt, but even
-•• drawb;i h useful • done.

•nerallv possible to fit

a abort :'
-. in a sun!; front, which adds consider-

to the utility of the :it. It is hardly
ssary to point out that the tripod should be of

and rigidity to support so hea'

a aluminium tubular 6tand is not to be

The collapsible or Anschiitz type, whih- uore
• ipod

work, for wont of a -

.'r>le of doing aln: As I

are suitable for home port

dotibl he norm:
sion will :nost cor With • I

her whi<"

dris&ble to use a cap for I

expoauro*. unless

-ereeus, can. of course, be used upon a tripod, but
the difficulty of insuring exact agreement between the
image in the finder and that upon the film, especially

when the rising front has to be used, rather takes i

out of the class of hand and stand cameras. To work
with any degree of certainty a plate attachment with
a focussing screen should be fitted when the K
becomes virtually an ordinary camera.
There are many folding cameras in which the b

is supported by slotted bars which ar<> held at a fixed

a spring; it is usually quite possible to fit one
or b" fch a clampiiK- 'hat a swing
bat*!. ^nt can be obtained.

In selecting a hand-and-st .vra, great care shouM
be taken to obtain one which has a very solidly con

metal supports cannot bo
1 upon to keep true, and when this is no 1<

the case, the working of a rapid lens is seriously handi-
For use in the hand as a direct-vision finder

as will be found n

iiient than the usual brilliant or ground glass finder
:rror; the experience of Press photographers

•vol pnsi' he moat practical
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- la readily .wen that this stat.

It is difficult to see how
this ia proved by the e> d results; in fact, it will be

it later that these are just the kind of results to bo
exported if Slade and Higson's statement is true. In any
case, if Trivelh an I statements are correct, it should

n an emulsion containing largo flat grains ever
1 d a case in which, of two or more grains in contact, onlv

s §
•

•

one •• developed, when devclopmoi ., the

Is a matter oi fact, it i hundreds
h oases—and a few examples are given in the figure. Of

is not believed that these grains are ever in real

•utact; if they were, they would, naturally enough,
i u singlo grain. The conditions in tho emulsion are such

that they aro almost sure to bo separated by a fine film of

Hut there is no reason why the grains in Trivelli

and B nts should bo closer in contact than
are in the cases shown here, since both diluted emulsions

were made in a similar manner. It will be seen from tho

figure that both tho developed and the undeveloped grains aro
• sharply tn focus ml magnification is lA
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<•> must be very near together. It seems very

differences are due simply to the

different emulsions used, sine© they are both of the same type,

flat grains. It would be interesting to know if Trivelli

and Righter have over examined their emulsion before de-

ring, and found it impossible to observe a single case of

a developed and undeveloped grain together. This seems the

most natural thing to do, but there is no reference to such an

experiment in their paper.

Silberstein states that. " the chief and most immediate conse-

quence of the proposed theory is the essential dependence- of

the proportionate number of grains affected, fc/N, on the

i of the grain, i.e., according to the equation

-ua

or log (n-z^) = ««•

Now n is the number of light-quanta impinging on the plate,

and is therefore constant for a given exposure. The first

obvious test of this equation is to take the case of sets of single

grains (so as to avoid the question of clumping altogether), and
to measure accurately every grain counted. Considering two
sines of grain, say a,and a

2 , with number changed k j and k,

respectively, we shall have

'°8 (n=T.)
"

and log
(y _ t J

= n.« 2

or denoting log (j^Tj) by A, and log
(N _ j ) by Aj.

A,/A s
= aja t

the ratio of A,/A
2

is independent of the exposure. This

experiment has already been carried out in our laboratories,

and the Tosults, which, are to be published in the " Phil. Mag."
(in the press), show that this relation does not hold, and that

A,/A
2
varies enormously with the exposure. It is shown there

how easily this can be explained on the basis of the existence

in the grains of specially light-sensitive points. Silberstein

states that the fact " that out of a number oi apparently equal

grains subjected to a sufficiently weak exposure one or two are

affected, while the others—nay, their next neighbours—remain
perfectly intact," is a tangible proof of the correctness of the

assumption of spatially dicrete as against continuous (light)

action. He even says: "It would be in vain to ascribe to

these survivors a greater immunity or indifference to light."

It is difficult to see any justification for such a statement as

this ; surely when two grains act differently under the influence

of light, the first and most natural assumption of all is that

the grains themselves are different; from the chemical point

of view there is no reason why this should not be the case.

Trivelli and Righter's experimental method is, apparently,

as follows:—In the single-layer emulsion which they prepare,
the grains, which are of varying sizes, are sometimes found
clumped together in groups. This emulsion is exposed to a
certain intensity, developed, and before any examination is

made the silver is dissolved out by means of a de-silvering

solution. The counting of the number of clumps of various

sizes in a given area is then carried out microscopically, and
the percentage of clumps of each size which are changed is

determined in the same manner as by Svedberg. The authors

find that the percentage of clumps changed increases with the
size of the clump.

Now it is not difficult to see that this result would also be
obtained if a clump did not act as one grain, j'.e., if each

grain which is changed to silver is developable in itself, as

stated by Slade and Higson. For simplicity consider only
grains of one definite size, end let there be, say, 70 per cent,

of the single grains unchanged, or 30 per cent, developed.
Then of every 100 single grains which are examined 70 will

bo unchanged, no matter what is the size of the clump in

which they are. Thus to find the percentage of clumps of two
which are changed, we have the familiar probability problem
of finding the chance of drawing two white balls (unchanged
grains) from a bag containing 70 white balls and 30 black

(developed grains), the balls being drawn in pairs. This can
be shown to be equal to 0.488. Thus the percentage of clumps
of two which still remain as two unchanged grains after expo-

sure is 48.8. If the plate had been de-silverised, so that there

were no clumps of 1 changed and 1 unchanged, or two changed,

and if there were no clumps of more than two grains, then

the percentage of clumps of 2 changed would be counted as

100 _ 48.8 = 51.2, as against 30 for the single grains. Simi-

larly, a larger percentage still would be obtained for dumps
of three.

If each grain changed mu6t be developable in itself, the

process of de-silvering introduces a serious error. Thus, for

example, in counting the number of unchanged singles in the

exposed portion, what is really counted is the number of grains

which were singles all the time, plus clumps of two of which

one has been changed, plus clumps of three of which two have

been changed, and so on. Thus the number of undeveloped

singles, as determined by counting, is really too large or the

percentage changed too small.

It would be very interesting if Trivelli and Righter carried

out an experiment with grains of one size only without dis-

solving away the silver—counting the percentage of clumps of

two having two, one and zero unchanged grains. It is ven-

tured to predict that their results would fit in with simple

probability calculations like that shown here. Unfortunately,

one cannot test in this way the numbers given in their table,

because the grain size is not constant for all sizes of clumps.

As yet, it is impossible to accept the experimental evidence

as strongly supporting Silberstein's theory. In the paper in

this Journal three tables are given, and the authors state

that the experimental and theoretical results "agree admir-

ably." This is a matter of opinion. It seems very optimistic

to say that such pairs of values as 76.6 and 68.9, 21 and 28.2,

87.5 and 81, 25 and 38, 56 and 66, 63 and 82, 68 and 86, 76

and 89 show admirable agreement.

F. C. Tot, M.Sc, F.Inst.P., F.R.P.S.

A Market for Photographs.—On a recent occasion we had the
pleasure of renewing our acquaintance with Mr. Franklin L. Fisher,

chief of the illustrations division of perhaps the most important
illustrated journal, namely, the " National Geographic Magazine,"
published in Washington, by the National Geographic Society.

Mr. Fisher was upon one of his periodical visits to Europe, gather-
ing photographic illustrations for the use of his magazine, and he

• it h us a copy of a booklet which has been produced for the
ce and information of photographers able to supply some
many and varied demands of the " National Geographic

Magazine" for photographic illustrations. It is of interest to
note that within the last few years the National Geographic
Society, by adopting the policy of making its journal of popular
interest, 1. ly by the lavish use of photographs, has increased
its membership to 700,000, and may well claim to be the largest
educational association in the world. Although following many

other activities, its " Magazine," with a circulation of nearly

three-quarters of a million, occupies a large place in its pro-

gramme, and no pains are spared to add to the attractiveness of

its pages by the selection of choice photographs, and by the finest

engraving and printing. The editor of the magazine uses approxi-

mately 2,000 photographs per annum, and a fair number of Auto-

chromes which are reproduced in colours. The booklet to which

we have referred fully describes the classses of subject, the tech-

nical qualities which recommend photographs for use in the

magazine, terms of payment, etc. Photographers throughout the

world are invited to send for this publication, which is obtainable

free on application to the National Geographic Magazine, 16th and

M. Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C., U.S.A. The booklet gives

the fullest particulars, and is illustrated by some dozen large repro-

ductions of photographs (from all parts of the world) of a kind

which are suitable.
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NOTES ON THE FOCAL=PLANE SHUTTER.

an article recently published in "American Photography" the author. Mr. Charles T. Jacobs, usefully dr

to some of the I
the focal-plane shutter which are often neglected, in particular to the variability

according to the width of the slit and the distance of the latter from the plate. Inasmuch as

great*: ten be secured in practice by working with a wider slit and a higher spring tension instead of
: and a lower tension, what he ha* to say on t hi- subject is deserving of a careful reading. We, there-

in- unqualified advocacy of the focal-plane shutter, for
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however. table is supplied with the isually attached

wing the exposure obtained with any com-

bination of blind slit and tension. A little examination of

iilo of this kind shows that in many cases the same exposure

Stained with one tension and slit as results from the

higher tension and wider slit. The natural inference

that tho two are equivalent in every respect, and hence

that there is do preference, in theory, as to which is used,

not strictly so, as this brings in a question of the

iency of the shutter, which is greater in some cases than

in othei Naturally, it is desirable to understand this

..> that the shutter can be used at greatest efficiency.

particularly when light conditions are bad and motion of the

subject e\

Tho olli a shutter at any exposure is the ratio of

the amount of light actually admitted to the plate to (6)

mnt which would1 be admitted were the lens fully

uncovered as long as it is uncovered at all. Thus in the lens

shutter, where a good portion of tho time of exposure is con-

sumed in the opening and closing of the leaves, the efficiency

-»ir, falling to les,, than one-half—or 50 per cent.—in many
The efficiency of the focal-plane shutter, on the other

hand, is usually quite high. It is often argued that, owing to

peculiar construction, it is really 100 per cent, efficient.

j is not so, as to fulfil this desirable condition the plane of

the blind would have to coincide with that of the plate.—

a

manifest physical impossibility. Usually the blind sets about
an inch, or one centimetre, away from the plate. On

some tilm cameras fitted with the focal-plane shutter this.

nice is reduced to
-J-

of an inch—a decided improvement.
On the other hand, it is often greater than £ of an inch, a

condition not to be desired, as the nearer the blind is brought
to the plate tho greater will be the efficiency of the shutter,
other conditions being equal.

To get a rational idea of the light-action on the plate when
the Focal-plane shutter is used, an individual point on the
plate must be considered. As the blind is operated (lot us

up downward, as is usually the case), the first direct ray
of light from the lens is received by any point just as the
lower edge of the slit passes the imaginary line between the
point and the top of the lens. A tiny space of time elapses
before this edge lines up between the point and the bottom
of the lens, and during this time the lens is being uncovered

ie point. For a time, then, the lens acts fully on the
point. Then the top of the slit comes in line between the
point and the top of the lens, and as the blind oontinues to
move the lens is covered, so far as the point is concerned,
from the top downward. So even in the focal-plane shutter

consumed 1 in uncovering and covering the lens—
dered from the position of a single point on the plate.

As all the points on the plate receive the same exposure, this
is true for tho whole plate. The time is usually but a verv
email jwrtion of the total exposure, however, and so it is
rarely that the efficiency of the focal-plane shutter drops to
the neighbourhood of that of the lens shutter.

Focal-plane efficiency depends on three factors- viz lens
aperture used, width of slit employed, and distance of blind
iron, plate. If the first is expressed bv its / number, and
the second and third in the same units (J inch is preferable to

inch in the English system, as it avoids fractions), it can
K>wn that if the shutter speed is uniform:

Kfficiency = Lens aperture x Width of slit
(Lens aperture x Width of slit) + Blind distance"

*rom this it may be seen that the efficiency of the sameinstrument depends only on the product of the lens apertureand shutter slit employed, as blind distance is constant It
» merely necessary to divide this product by itself plus the

cfio l""'
ai^

"T ofR(
;
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' -I"--1 * *
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. lv ion
0:' n

T^
obt

r
in
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pcr cent h* mul%lying thisresult by 100. It is absolutely necessary, however that in™.ng this formula the lens aperture be' consider d by £
fn 1 m

an<1 tH
f
° S^Uer Slit amI blind dis^nce be measured

depl ';
,t Ih

f
aCCUrac? «>f the figure obtained willepeml. ol course, on how near an even speed is maintained

by the blind throughout the exposure. In modern instru-
ments the variation in speed in the same exposure is verv
slight, owing to the perfection which the shutters have
attained.

Speed work is the particular field in which efficiency i-

important. The reason is two-fold. First, the exposures
which can be given are so short, owing to motion of the
subject, that under-exposure is bound to result, making it

desirable to get the maximum light-action on the plate in the
time available. Secondly, the short exposure, with its narrow
slit, and the wide aperture which must be used in the lens,
are the very conditions under which the efficiency of the focal-
plane shutter drops badly. There is one thing which can he
done, however, to increase efficiency—use the highest tension
the instrument affords, as this will permit a wider shutter
slit without increasing the length of exposure. On instru-
ments where there is no tension adjustment for the operator
to use, it will be found that at the lower slit widths the tension
automatically increases. Incidentally it might be mentioned
that the high t-ension will help to minimise the distortion pro-
duced by this shutter, mention of which was made above.

In cases, however, where efficiency is fairly high in any
cynit—i.e., on the longer exposures with smaller apertures
of the lens—it may be advisable to use a lower tension, as
higher ones are certainly harder on the mechanism of the
instrument. The difference in efficiency caused in a case of
this kind by halving or even quartering the shutter slit to
compensate for the decreased tension is not sufficient to be
of great account. It is only as the faster exposures and
wider apertures are used that it behoves the user of the focal-
piano shutter to concern himself with the efficiency of his
instrument, which is very high in all other cases.
There is one penchant of the focal-plane user which cer-

tainly operates to his disadvantage in many cases—the mania
ifor the use of a high speed when it is not necessary. Some
people are so obsessed with the idea that the focal-plane
shutter is nothing hut a speed instrument that they use the
higher speeds all the time. Nothing is more ridiculous,

tally in cases where the rendering of the subject would
be improved by the use of a smaller lens aperture and corre-
spondingly longer exposure. Under-exposure often results from
this practice of using the faster exposures, not only because
it is often carried so far that correct exposure cannot possibly
result, but also because the varying efficiency of the focal-plane
shutter at different settings upsets the equivalence of different
combinations of lens apertures and exposures. Thus, though
•1-50 of a second at //1G and 1-400 of a second at //5.G are
theoretically the same, the latter setting with the focal-plane
shutter would not admit as much light as the former, owing to
considerably decreased efficiency.

Because of its high efficiency at the slower exposures, even
when used with a wide aperture at the lens, the focal-plane
shutter is a fine instrument for photography where the light
H poor, and when with the ordinary shutter* an instantaneous
exposure is precluded. This feature of its use is often over-
looked by those who consider it first, last and always a speed
instrument.

It is hoped that more people will be brought to realise that
in the focal-plane, shutter they have an instrument which, with
almost no exception, will do all that the lens shutter will, and
a lot besides—an instrument not built for one single class of
work, but for all conditions—and an instrument which is
flexible enough to do them all justice.

Chas. T. Jacobs.

\kw Spanish Customs Tariff.—Several important changes are
notified in the New Spanish Customs tariff. Those affecting the
photographic trade arc :—Hand photographic apparatus up to 13 x
18 cm. and stereoscopic apparatus of anv size, 10 pes. per kilog.
Photographic apparatus for the studio, and hand photographic
apparatus 13 x 18 cm. or larger (both without objectives), stereo-
scopes, cinematographs with their parts and photographic acces-
sories, such as amplifiers, projection apparatus, wooden or
frttmet, tripods and the like. 1 pes. per kilog.
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Patent News.

pplicaiiont and specification*—are treated in

fioto-Altchanicnl Sates."

Applications, July 10 to 15:

—

1)IW No. 19,442. Device for developing, washing and

finishing photographic films and prints. S. H. Morse.

Rxpboduction Process.—No. 19,515. Photographic reproduction

process. £. Doelker.

Texxoraphic Transmission.—No. 19.205. Transmission of photo

graphic images. 1'. and U. EUero.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

l fir I'atent Office, t5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

Ion, W.C.
The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

n vention.

Lantern Condensers.—No. 179,849. (June 24, 1921.) Fig. 1 is a

diagram representing an ordinary condenser with its source of

light and the course of the light ; and fig. 2 is a similar diagram
of a condenser according to the invention.

In fig. 2 the first two lenses c and d, located at the end of the

condenser adjacent to the source of light q, are converging

menisci presenting to the source of light concave surfaces of such

curvatures that the rays of light incident thereon from the source

q (which is. as shown, in close proximity to the lens c) are, owing
to the gradual increase of the angle of incidence from the optical

axis outwards, partly reflected to such a degree as to counter-

Pig. 1.

balance the diminution of absorption of light due to decreasing
lens thickness with increasing distance from the optical axis. The
first lens c is placed as near to the source q as practically allowed
by the dimensions of the condenser. Theoretically the focal-

length of the condenser might be so small that the lens would
be in contact with the source of light, bnt practically it has been
found that, a focal-length as small as 11 millimetres may be em-
ployed, so that the condenser may be used with the lens c very
close to the source of light.

The third and fourth lenses e and / are plano-convex lenses,
whose convex surfaces are arranged to face each other.

By the second lens d the rays are directed substantially paral-
lelly upon the third lens «, and the result is that a practically

::rS':UVrto#^

Fig. 2.

uniform pencil of rays is directed to the window g of the
apparatus by the lenses e and /.

The following are dimensional particulars of a condenser made
according to the invention ; the focal length of the lenB c is

230 mm., that of the lens d 300 mm., that of the lens e 180 mm.,
that of the lens f 180—450 mm., according to the focal length

desired for the condenser ; the radii of curvature of the concave

surfaces of the lenses c and d are 120 and 135 mm. respectively

;

whilst the distances apart of the margins of the lenses c and d,

d and e, and e and r are 28, 34, and 37 mm. respectively.—Kurt
Morsbach, 12 Kloste: Strasse, Bad Oeynbausen, Germany.

Fla.shlamps and Ignition.—No. 176,468 (December 1, 1920). The
lamp casing a which may be of box-like formation and provided

with a glass front a', is mounted at the upper end of a pair

of telescopic tubular members 6 b l
. Preferably the lamp cas-

ing a is made to contain a pair of troughs c c 1 (for the mag-
nesium) both of which are provided with adjustable covers

d d l
, so that one only can be used at a time. The two covers

d d} are formed back to back and turn about a common pivot

pin e and the connecting arms thereon are adapted to co-operate

with pairs of contact fingers / /' to make the required con-

nection for the particular tray in use. At a suitable position in

the case a is an opening a 1 which is covered by wire netting g
enclosing a smoke-proof cloth or screen g

1 to blow out or

/-'

Fig. 1. Fig. i.

receive and thereby permit of the escape of the pressure of

gas caused by the ignition.

At the upper end of the lamp casing o is a mica flap valve h
adapted to he closed by the pressure from within, but to be
normally open to admit of the ingress of fresh air. The tele-

scopic tubes 6 6* are connected to the lamp box a at i, and
within one of the tubes is arranged an electric fan j and one
or more storage batteries k k k adapted to actuate it and also

to provide the necessary E.M.F. to ignite the charges of mag-
nesium. As the batteries k are arranged in the lower tube b'

and the motor in the upper of the tubes, adjustable electrical

connection is made by means of a coiled tape u wound on a
spring drum after the manner of a flexible measuring tape, the
other battery contact being likewise connected to earth.
At the lower end of the telescopic tabes 6 b l are provided a

series of perforations I enclosed by a filtering cloth m. The
arrangement of the magnesium trays c c 1 is such that the lids

or covers d d l thereof are adapted to control the electric cir-

cuits ; that is to say, the opening of one lid dl of the trough cl

will connect up the circuits of that particular trough, whilst
the closing of the other lid d will cut out those of the other
trough c.

For controlling the passage of current through this circuit there
are (in connection with a wireless coherer n or other detector and
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a pair of capa- .pted to receive from the wireless actuat-

apparatus), a relay y and batteries o and an earthed circuit,

the latter of which is adapted to be closed by the relay. The
arrangement is sach that the coherer n is only adapted to

it« the relay 7 and permit the passage of current from the

rcuit r to fire the magnesium when the capacities p
and the coherer n are in use.

In operation, two charges are placed in position, one in each of

the troughs c e' and the lid of one of the troughs is closed.

leaving the other open and in open circuit with the batteries k

-sT* fi

Fig 2 pie. s.

' irelese waves are then trans
mitted sod picked up by the capacities p and acting c-

coherer n cloee the relay 7 and permit the paaaage of the
current and the ignition of the magnesium by means of the
fuse wir.-

As soon ss the fuse wire has burnt out the current then peases
through the motor -*oees of gaa under pressure
generated by the :. oermitted to escape into the loose
bag g

l through the op.' the lamp box o at the same
time serving to close the flap valve A. The gas under pressure
then also escapee down the hollow telescopic tubular support
b *'. initially sets in motion the fan 7 of the electric motor if

the current has not aire 0o ju blades,
and then parses out bv »» — ,ns / and the

Hi «

smoke i.roof cloth m at the lower end thereof. The motor r :»

then kept in opereti m for a sufficient length of time, to
pletely exhaust the lamp box a of the fames and smoke and to

draw in fresh air by way of the flap valve I this opera-
tion is completed the apparatus is then in order for the firing of
the second charge and the operation is repeated if desired.

1st to facilitate the resetting of the fuse wire in the
troughs c c' the wire s may conveniently be secured in transverse
or diametral slits provided in the lower ends thereof, which are
also chamfered or tapered in planes at right angles to these
slits so as to prevent cutting of lbs wire.

It will be >jnderstood that the radio-snergy received by the
plates or other capacitiea p can !»• adjusted by means of suitable
indications, condensers, amplifying valves, etc., and that the lamp
case itself can. if necessary, be used for receiving the
energy. As an alternative method one serial can be erected on
each lamp and the return circuit made by means of the coiled
mete! tape v arranged in the lower tubular supporting member
and which may also be earthed • - ,- emitter by the asms
means.—Bertram Tom Hewson. 5. Oxford Terrace, Hyda Park,
London. W 2

•Bowing complete specification* are open to public inspection
before acceptance :—

Coiotra PbotoobjU-ht —No 182,814. Photographic apparatus for
making photographs in natural colours H Diemnofer

Trade Names and Marks.

Implications for BM018TBATWN.
Km*.--No. 424,732. Scientific instruments included in class 8.

W Watson & Sons, Ltd., 313, High Holborn, London, W.C.I,
manufacturing opticians March 27, 1922.

Oso.—No 424,837. Photographic paper, photographic albums,

and photographic mounts, included in class 39. Thomas Illing-

worth & Co., Ltd., Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, Willeedon
Junction, London, N.W.10. manufacturers. March 30, 1922.

MASKS PLACED ON THE BMGI8TMB.
The follou-tntf marks hare been placed on the register :

—
grants Above- All (Stork Design).—No. 421,936. Photographic
apparatus included in class 8. made in Great Britain. William
Butcher k Sons, Ltd., Camera House, Fan-ingdon Avenue,
Lor 4, manufacturers.

New Books.

Process Knfraving. By Edward S. Filsworth. New York
MecmillenY 2 dollars. 8vo. pp. 168.

The literature on th of photo-engraving is by no menus
so extensive that the appearance of another volume dealing with the

il and practical lines would not be welcomed. The
present book gives an idea of American practice rather than the

method* w! . adopted in this country.

In an ir. -.ler a brief am 1 inent

of illustration processes is given, which will be of some interest

hose who are unfamiliar with this subj.

The chapter on photogi 1 Ipmsni cannot be described, at

any rate from an English point of view, as being quite up to date;
the drawing that is given of a camera is of an obsolete type, and
the drawing ol the dari bowl the old arrangement for

the ruled screen in it. Of course, this is not met
n modern studios, and yet no reference is made in the book

to the use of screen gears fitted into the body of the camera.
The section referring to halftone screens is satisfactory so far

as the reference to ruled screens is concerned, but with regard
to the use of the Metxograph screen it is entirely misleadii

is quite impossible to obtain satisfactory results with this

irregular grsin screen by following methods in acordance with the

instructions which sre given.

The description of the lens to be used for process operating is

not very helpful ; it is said the lens should be " reasonably speedy,

and it is the safest plan to use s lens which is somewhat larger
- than the camera on which it is to be used." We suggest

that a definite reference to the equivalent focal length of the lens

size plate, together with the ratio of the diameter
o( ths largest stop to the local length would have been more
helpful.

author states thst the " theory of wet-plate photography,

y speaking, is that the glass plate is coated with a sen

collodion," which makes it evident that he is not familiar with the

most elementary theory of the process. The strength of the •

oath given is three ounces of potassium cyanide to twenty ounces
of water. Our own experience is that this concentration of

potassium cyanide will have a strong solvent effect upon the silver

image.

book devoted to stripping the negativ-

•• plate are more satisfactory than those

devoted to negstive making j but in the formula- we note some
statements which would probably lead to disaster in practice. For
example, the addition of forty grains of chromic acid to an enamel

for working on coppsr of which the total bulk is eighteen ounces

would almost certainly tend to " scummy " prints, although such

bt work successfully on line.

chapter on mounting and finishing the process blocks is

well done, and may be read with interest and practical advai '

The whole of the ma. hinery is described in a satisfactory way,
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d printer! alike, especially

hing and engraving of the

to high licht half tone work confines itself to deep

to high-light photo-Iitho

lume are of distinct practical value, and

tted that the author did not have as a collaborator

ed a more accurate knowledge of the principles

upon which photo engraving depends.

Dcr \ufbau de» Photoitraphischen Bildes. By Dr. E. Goldberg
85 pp. Halle : Wilhelm Knapp. Mk. 45.

v students of the scientific basis of photography

well as the inventor of the graduated

HWtometi which bears his name and has proved of

nsitometric measurements since its introduction

1911 Moreover, those who visited the Dresden

:t09 will remember his score or so of cabinets, each

ding a demonstration of one or another of the physical

phenomena ed with photography. The visitor was given

mis on the out. ich box for the perform-

ance of the experiment himself ; and the design and construction

showed remarkable ingenuity in bringing the facts

u|w)ii which the processes of photography depend before those un-

acquainted with them in a most interesting way.

ace the year J917 has been director of

the l- Moratory of the lea camera works, has for some

pied himself with experiments made for the purpose

of pi -peak, a quantitative basis for the operations

concerned in the taking and printing of a photograph. Accep

as one is bound to do, the dictum of the late Lord Kelvin, namely,

that we do not properly understand a process until we are able to

express its working by numbers, it is clear that the making of a

photograph is a process which is still very far from the state of

capable of numerical calculation from start, to finish.

Hitherto, endeavours to render it quantitative have centred

chiefly round the problem of exposure, directed to this end by the

Ligations of Hurter and Driffield, Watkins, and many others,

remain many factors for which provision is not

made in even calculating exposure, to say nothing of the develop-

ment and printing of the negative. A good example of this

qualitative condition is the system (if it can be so called) on
which allowance is made for the character of the subject in cal-

culating exposure with a meter or by any other means. It is

usual to adopt a " standard subject " and to employ a factor

according as the subject differs from the standard. Thus, we
•Id to use a factor of ^ if the subject is " open landscape";

1-1 0th if it is "sea and sky": or 4 if it is "extra dark fore-

ground."
the purpose of Dr. Goldberg's book is to outline a system

according to which these more or less indefinite descriptions are

replaced by figures based on measurement of the phenomena to

which they refer. And in point of fact the first chapter appro-
priately deals with the character of the subject and of the respects
in which it is modified by atmospheric conditions. Following
Renwiek. Loyd Jones, and others, he considers the range of light-

intensities in the subject, as seen by the eye and as measured by a
photometer, and adopts as the numerical description of a subject
the ratio of the highest to the lowest light-intensity, or rather
(for convenience in dealing with the subsequent part of the process,
namely, the making of the negative and the print) the logarithm
of this ratio. The next main portion deals with the reproduction
on the ground glass of such a range of light-intensities by lenses
of various kinds and under different photographic conditions.
Then we come to the recording of this image, in negative form,
on the plate, the fundamental quantitative principles of which were
laid by Hurter and Driffield, and finally to the making of prints
from the negative.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the text book is not a
manual of practical photography, and we suppose the mere mention
of the word " logarithm " is enough to frighten away even those
whose acquaintance with German may incline them to a study of
the book. But the merit of Dr. Goldberg's work lies in the com-
parative simplicity to which he has reduced the theory of tone
reproduction in photography. True, he neglects certain factors,
for example, the colour of the image on a negative; it is assumed
in his pages that the negative is invariably a neutral grey, and
in like manner he does not take account of the effect of inten-
sifies or reducers in modifying the scale of gradation. Never-

theless- great deal of photography, since it is done with

non staining developers, may be said to conform to the conditions

which he a and thus his symbols do not acquire the for-

bidding complexity of those put forward by Loyd Jones and others

who have elaborated a set of symbols for the theory of tone re-

production. To describe the merits of the book in the fewest

words, it tempers the wind of II. and D. to the shorn lamb of the

photographic reader. The many illustrations and diagrams, some
of them most ingenious, and inserted in the book as actual

photographic prints, serve to help the comprehension of the text,

which actually requires scarcely any mathematics for its under-

standing. No other work on the theory of the photographic pro-

cess has brought the subject within such short compass, has sub-

letted it to such precise and clear treatment, and has taken such

pains to show, throughout, the relation of the theory to

svhioh a photographer performs in taking his negatives and

making his prints.

New Materials.

Narrow Art Mouldings.—Mr. T. W. Forrest, 27, Bower Road,

Hackney Wick, London. E.9, sends us some specimens of the

very artistic narrow mouldings, which he is manufacturing in

gilt, copper, antique, oxidised, pewter and silver surfaces. The

mouldings are supplied in the two widths of three-eighths inch

and' half-inch, and may be had in bead, bevel and flat sections.

We have nothing but praise for the extremely artistic appearance

of these mouldings, which, hitherto, Mr. Forrest has supplied only

in the form of made-up frames. Recent extension of his factory

has enabled him to cater for the larger demand represented by

the purchase of the mouldings in 100-ft. lengths. The prices

range from 24s. to 28s. per 100 feet, and Mr. Forrest offers to

send a sample 100 feet of assorted sections and colours, carriage

paid to any address for £1. Photographers wishing to make the

acquaintance of mouldings, which are admirably adapted for the

display of any descriptions of photographs of moderate size, will

be well advised to see these attractive styles for themselves by

ordering a sample set. It should be added that Mr. Forrest is

a manufacturer also of polished wood mouldings, including inlaid.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, July 31.

Southampton C.C. Competition.

Tuesday, August 1.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Informal Meeting.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " The Negative and the Print." W. Selfe.

Hammersmith Hampshire House PS. " Notes on Landscape.

"

D. H. Wilkinson.
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. " Carbon Printing." H. E.

Johnson.
Wednesday, August 2.

Edinburgh Phot. Soc. Outing to Botanic Gardens.
Rochdale A.P.S. Picture Framing Demonstration. F. Greenwood.

Thursday, August 3.

Sheffield P.S. Outing—Whiteley Wood to Ring'low.

Satueday, August 5.

Dennistoun Amateur P. A. Outing to Harbour. (Visit from
Wishaw CO.).

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Outing to Huntingdon
(August 5-7).

Rochdale A.P.S. Outing to Reddisher Woods (Bury).
South Glasgow C.C. Outing to Bothwell Castle.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mount Terror, after quiescence for over six years, burst into

eruption last week, the secretary, Mr. J. M. Sellors, projecting a
flow of practical instruction on the art of " Lettering," at which
he is an adept. It is a most useful one for many, including secre-

taries of photographic societies, not only for announcements on
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i circulars dealing with

special matters not included iu the regular printed syllabus.

of the surest ways of put tin.- Mr Sellors in benign mood
for a reasonable period is to allu.l- to his really re

maxkable skill in lettering. So every hope was entertained that the

ild pass without an m on his part to refer bo

bis audience as " miserable blighters," or

as is his pleasing

In measure tl e spared a en' bj of their

moral and mental attributes bj ;-ion of vials of wrath on
to ar 'tis brass band below, which played with 3re.1t

resonance and hoatii I n the instruments. It was fol

by a cornet solo, with a rendering of the " Lost Chord," which
made all wish that every was also missing. Mr.
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- members, the Secretary said :
" With

reference to your remarks re the charges for electric current at

power rates, I fear you do not realise the magnitude of the
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Mr Haine* »v< an account of the proposed programme of the

the Monday morning there would be an informal

gathering of members to' register; in the afternoon the formal

evening thi u of President and Council.

,y morning a visit to some place of interest yet to be

ly arranged. On Tuesday afternoon the President's address,

and in the evening a lecture. There would be the same programme

on Wednesday, with demonstrations and lecture in the afternoon.

il was proposed to have a special outing, and the

Ding was' the assistants' evening. On Friday it was hoped in

morning to visit some studios, and in the early afternoon

the Salon; later to hold the annual genera! meeting, and at night

to have the dinner. On Saturday it was proposed, if possible, to

a visit to the Royal Photographic Society's exhibition.

Mr. Speaight thought that the President ought to give his

s at the beginning of the Congress.

the proposition of Mr. Frank Brown, it was agreed that Mr.

Haines should be empowered to arrange for music.

The cost of programmes was also considered. It was agreed, on

the motion of Mr." IHingworth, that 6d. he charged for programmes,

including the exhibition catalogue.

Mr. Speaight gave notice that at the earliest possible moment

he would call attention to the expenses of the exhibition at a

ting, to be called, of all the various exhibition committees.

Nominations for Annual General Meeting.

Mr. Speaight nominated as President for next year Mr. Alexander

Oorbett. Mr. IHingworth proposed, Mr. Adams supported, and

the resolution was agreed to unanimously and with acclamation.

Mr. Lambert proposed the nomination of Mr. Speaight as

treasurer. This was seconded by Mr. Frank Brown, and also agreed

to unanimously and with acclamation.

Both Mr. Corbett and Mr. Speaight acknowledged the compli-

ment.

Lots were drawn to decide which members of the Council should

retire at the annual general meeting. The names of the members

of the Council were placed in a receptacle, and were drawn by the

Chairman as under :

—

Town. Country.

Mr. Basil. Mr. Chaplin.

Mr.Haines. Mr. Read.

Mr. Hana. Mr. Spink.

Mr. Lang Sims. Mr. Wedlake.

The Secretary said that he hoped to submit the draft report of

Council to the next meeting.

Railway Rates.

Mr. Gray described some correspondence he had had with the

Gre.it Western Railway Company relating to luggage carried by

photographers, following upon an occasion on which he was charged

excess luggage for his photographic equipment. He had been

informed that every month the different railway companies had a

joint meeting to decide matters which affected them all, and

that at one of these meetings, by a very small majority, it was
decided that photographers should pay for their luggage. But
the contrary view was so strong that the matter was raised again

the following month, with the result which appeared in a letter

he had received, dated July 5, from the superintendent of the line

at Paddington, who wrote:—" Adverting to our previous communi-
cations and my representative's interview with you, the railway

companies now agree to photographic apparatus accompanying
passengers travelling for the purpose of taking views for a firm of

photographers being conveyed free up to the weights allowed to

ordinary passengers, and I have pleasure in enclosing a postal order

for 7s., receipt for which kindly acknowledge on the attached

Yours faithfully (sd.) R. H. Nicholls."

Mr. Gray said that the effect of this was that they could now
carry luggage up to 100 lbs.

The Chairman said that this was a very valuable concession,

and that the Association was very much indebted to Mr. Gray.

The Chairman said that he was more than surprised and pleased
at tho first issue of the Record, and he moved a vote of thanks
to Mr. Hana, Mr. Adams, and Mr.Griffith. the editor, and all who

erved on the committee.

Mr. Lambert seconded, and said that the committee was to be

congratulated on the way in which it had got over the difficulties.

The vote of thanks was accorded unanimously, and Mr. Hana
and Mr. Adams briefly acknowledged the compliment, and asked

for further suggestions for succeeding numbers.

The Secretary read a large number of letters from members
asking for advice or information in certain circumstances; also his

replies. The various matters dealt with included negatives broken

in post, copyright infringement, advertisements, Sunday trading,

rate of wages for assistants, the liquidation of a photographic

dealer, a refusal to pay the new scale of Press fees, views taken

for a local paper, the assessment of a studio, the photographing of

a public school, a complaint against a newspaper for taking estate

photographs at a low rate (a matter on which the secretary was

instructed to write to the journal concerned), commercial prices,

copyright reproduction, the purchase of a business, and various

other matters.

The secretary's replies were in all cases approved, and at the

close Mr. Adams and the Chairman complimented the secretary

upon the precise and painstaking way in which he had dealt with

all these inquiries, which formed a good indication of the " appeal

work " of the Association. It was also suggested that -a synopsis

of the cases should appear in the Record.

The names of Miss Barrett, Mr. A. Higginhotham, Mr. Hanson,

Mr. R. Harding, Mr. C. F. Usher, and Mrs. E. Cross were sub-

mitted as members, having been duly recommended, and their

adoption was proposed by Mr. IHingworth, seconded by Mr. Adams,

and agreed to.

Certain deaths of members were reported, including that of Mr.

Miles, of Miles & Kaye, and the secretary was asked to convey

the regret of the Council.

A few resignations were submitted, and in some cases the reasons

were given. In one or two instances the secretary had succeeded

in getting the member concerned to reconsider the matter.

Mr. Hana reported that the results of the questionnaire dealing

with prices of commercial work would be tabulated immediately,

and he asked for permission that they might be published in the

Record, but without names. This was granted.

This concluded the business of the Council, which had occupied

more than four hours.

News and Notes.

Burglars Defeat the Camera.—In a burglary at Matlock last

week a police photographer found that the burglars had wiped

whitening over the places where finger-prints should have been

visible, in order to prevent photographs being taken.

A Job for Lady Photographers?—Most of last Sunday's news-

papers published the following paragraph:—" Mrs. Helen Sibthorp,

of Hornchurch, Essex, aged 100, has never had her photograph

taken, and has a strong objection to camera men coming near

her."

Beach Photographers' Losses.—The inclement weather experi-

enced at most seaside resorts during the past seven or eight weeks

has played havoc with many beach businesses. According to one

daily paper many of the beach operators are taking £50 per week

less than they took during the phenomenal weather last year,

when only one small shower was experienced between May and

September.

Photographic Exhibition at Geneva.—The " Board of Trade

Journal " states that a photographic exhibition will be held at

Geneva, in May, 1923, one section of which will be devoted to an

international display of all photographic apparatus and allied pro-

ducts. A limited number of copies of the general regulations is

available on application to the Department of Overseas Trade, 35,

Old Queen Street, London, S.W.I.

Photographs for Reproduction. — The attention of the Pro-

fessional Photographers' Association has been called to the action

of newspaper editors in asking for a supply of portraits of
'

celebrities for filing purposes. Members are advised not to supply

them, unless the editor agrees to pay Is. for each photograph al
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FILM BATING P
To the Editors.

;raphers, I believe, are very well aware
of tin on or garden i od the kitchen
cockroach can do to a dryii . I.ut at the present time
appear* to be in many of the London suburbs—and maybe in the

is well—a i peculiar kind of beetle known in

polite circles as a " Silver Pish," though many venture to give it

names not to be found in any book on natural history. These little

-. who inhabit sinks and damp rooms, will play havoc with
have a well developed taste for 1

graphic emulsion on plates, films and papers, commencing their meat*
ii .cards to the centre. The damage

• ral negatives drying in a rack was put down to earwigs.
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To the Editors.
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M are in possession of .

t method such as will enable fec-

to be carr h that precision which is done
in so many other branchea of technical work.

II.- stales that there is a diff when working
* or fine screens, and then attempts to show Oie '
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Dow propose to discuss. I am interested to learn that

u> has, in the course of long experience, found this

difference to exist; in fact, I suppos. ..pi,, who
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she.1
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plate of the camera used for photographing the effect, by the

half-lone screen that happen to be sending light

into the lens in question. The complete pattern formed is a

icat«d one. It consists of four series of over-

lapping images of increasing order formed at right-angles to each

other, and so giving the select of a cross of light. In between
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the arm* of this cross are secondary images which are not often

seen, and as the intensity of all these images diminishes from

the central image outwards, so when they are photographed, especi-

ally with a " hard " working plate and developer, there is a ten-

dency to lose the faint ones, and thus the lens aperture when

photographed in this way might appear to be enlarged; but it

must, be remembered that this image is formed at the focus of

the camera lens, and that there is no enlargement of the aperture

of the process camera, either real or virtual. The question I

should therefore like to ask is, how does this diffraction image

affect what happens in the plane where the half-tone dot is

formed ?

There is, of course, another diffraction pattern formed when-

ever the aperture of the process camera lens is small, but this is

formed close behind the screen ruling, and its effect, if any,

would be merely to break up the half-tone dot.—Yours faithfully,

A. J. BlTLL.

L.C.C. School of Photo-Engraving,

6, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

July 18.

MONOCHROME OR COLOUR IN PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

itlemen,—I feel sure that I express the feeling of the great

majority of those who make or take photographs, including some

if the recognised top-notch experts, that they would, if they could,

prefer to make their pictures as they appear in nature with their

real colours. There are some also, among the experts, who say

that they prefer pictures in black and white. I suppose the ques-

tion of individual taste and temperament enters largely into the

preference, although I feel sure that the difficulties, the patience

uml skill required in mastering colour methods, are responsible

for preventing as> many from producing pleasing results as would

be the case if the methods of working could be made simpler. In

some cases the suitability of environment in displaying a picture

to the best advantage applies as much to a photograph as to a

painting, and there are occasions and places in which a good black-

and-white photograph is undoubtedly preferable to any picture in

colours, just as is the case with a good engraving or etching in

black and white. My contention is that, on looking at the general

effect of even the best exhibition of photographs, or selecting them
individually, one cannot help feeling that so much of the charm
and reality of the subject is missing through the absence of the
real colours of the picture. I think there can be no doubt that if,

when the science of photography was first introduced, it had been
possible to make pictures in their natural colours as seen on the
focussing screen, as easily as in black and white, there would have
been few black-and-white photographs. If the subjects chosen for
photography were limited to wet, dull days, winter scenes, night
scenes, mists and fogs, and portraits of Kaffirs and Hindoos, in

which there is little colour, well and good, but to suggest that the
glorious shades of green of the foliage of trees or the healthy com-
plexion of a charming Anglo-Saxon girl, for instance, are as pleas-
ing when represented in black and white as in the colours which
nature provides—well, all I can say is that I am sorry for those
who are content to see things thus, and I am thankful for the gift
of the power to see things not only beautiful in composition, form,
tone, balance, perspective, and all the qualities of which a good
black-and-white picture consists, but, in addition to these, perhaps
the most valuable quality of colour, without which most pictures
are lifeless.

There are still many people who do not know that it is possible
to make photographs on paper in natural colours, and have never
seen any, and there are also many, no doubt, who have struggled
with all sorts of problems and difficulties in the hope of producing
more direct colour photography, and have arrived at a certain
degree of excellence, which is in most cases not quite good enough.
What is needed is continual perseverance, an intelligent apprecia-
tion of the requirements, absolute exactness of manipulation, and
good judgment. Amongst those who have been wonderfully suc-
cessful in this work, and who have exhibited some beautiful pic-
tures in many of the exhibitions in different towns, Mr. S. Manners
.stands out pre-eminently. He has been so successful with his
methods of producing photographs in natural colours on paper that
there is much demand for information of his methods and he is
kept very busy supplying the necessary information and materials

Ihoto Co. Works. 71, Lavender Hill, London. I believe he intends

to submit some very fine examples of this photography for the
forthcoming exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society in

September, when those who do not know the possibilities of colour
photography will have an opportunity to see them, and I feel sure
that with the improvements which Mr. Manners has worked out
in the different stages, and materials used in the procass,
many who see the results will not be satisfied until they can im-
prove on their black-and-white photographs by making many of the
subjects in natural colours.

Mr. Manners deserves full credit for his patient, painstaking
efforts as a pioneer in producing all the requisite materials and
giving the necessary instruction to carry the work out, and to
those who know something of the difficulties with which he has had
to contend, and the handicap of appliances and conditions under
which he has done this work, the results are simply wonderful; but
that is frequently the way in which some of the best things axe
produced.

I have written this, not with any intention of advertising Mr.
Manners's Raydex process—much as "he deserves it, and worthy as
it is of all the advertising possible—but to try and get the opinion
of good authorities in photography on the subject in the condensed
form of a letter which will be ''nstructive.—Faithfully yours,

Louis H. Johnson.
38. Heathhurst Road. Hampstead

July 24.

THE PRESERVATION OF NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A few days ago I went through some boxes of nega-
tives that had Iain untouched for about twenty years, when I made
a few discoveries which may interest your readers, and from which
a few lessons may perhaps be learned.

It is a matter of opinion as to what is the very best method of
storing negatives, some preferring one system and some another.
Many years ago I was employed in the workshops of one of the
largest firms of view publishers on the Continent, where I for a
time had charge of their immense stock of negatives—negatives
dating from the wet-plate days, with, of course, dry-plate negatives
from the date of their coming in. All the negatives were varnished
and stored in grooved boxes, and all were in a .perfect state of
preservation. Stored in this way, they took up an enormous
amount of room, and were stocked in quite large warehouses It
was certainly an excellent system, but few of us can spare the
room to store negatives in this way.

I was never able to get the formula for the varnish used, and I
have never met with anything quite like it since. It was as white
and as liquid as water, had the smell of benzine, was rather
Sticky, but dried very quickly and very hard.
In ray own business it has been my habit to store negatives in the

original plate boxes, and this is the plan adopted, I .believe by the
average worker to-day, sometimes with plain white paper between
the plates and sometimes without. I gave up varnishing every
negative many years ago, and to-day I varnish only those I con-
sider valuable In cases of very valuable negatives, however I
invariably make transparencies from them, in case of accidents
But to return to an analysis of my old. stock.
The varnished negatives had kept splendidly, but around the

edges of the unvarnished ones were nasty discolorations. Themost curious fact, and one I wish to emphasise, is that all nega-
tives that happened to have been laid film side upwards and at the
top, i.e., exposed to the air, were very spottv and badly faded.Ihey were, of course, covered by the lids of the boxes, but not
being airtight, air gained access to them. The negatives werestored on the top of shelves in a room in which the air has notbeen of the purest, gas has been burned in large quantities, whilethe tobacco smoke that has ascended to those boxes has been too
terrible for words. Ihe negatives stored at the tops of the boxes,but film s,de downwards, did not show the spots and fading thatthe fi.m-upwards negatives showed. Therefore a lesson to be learned

LTn* fi£f^£T
tlVeS *? St°red in PIate boxes is t0 Plac* thetop one film side downwards.
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. two years or so a^n, I spoke on these matters at the Royal

hen I have been inundated with

from all part* of the world, so, perhaps, you will permit

stale that Messrs Sharland, of Thavies Inn. Holborn, will

supply lensea of any type in any poaaible sixe either in glass or

quartz I have alw'ay." found them most courteous and obli>;in>:.

and alwavs readv to do their beat for a customer—Yours faith

fully. AnTurii C. Banfieu>.

The Saint James Stu.lio, 49, Old Bond Street, W.l.

Julv 24.
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• . and. in fad, would not recommend you lo do so. Much
better to buy (he stock cerium sulphate solution, made by
l.ui m their agent, Mr. T. K. Grant. 89, Qreat Russell
Street, W.C 1. from whom are obtainable instructions for the i s>-

of the re<l

>u do not mention the size of camera.
If, as we oxpect, it is half plate size, by far the better choice is

a camera of Uio Ansrhutz type. This type is far more gener-
ally used by sports photographers than the reflex on account oi

its gre.ilor portability and liandiness. Moreover, for photo-
graphing char-a-bancs, where very often you require to have
the st level convenient, the reflex is a rather
awkward instrument on account of the higher position you have
to take to look down the hood. Neither type of camera is

suitable for regular studio portraiture.

H C —The following is the borax formula which was referred to
It is the one recommended by Wellington and Ward, both for
negatives and prints :

—

Metol 20 grains. 1 gramme
Ifydroquinone 20 ,, 1

lium sulphite (cryst) 200 ,. 10 grammes.
Borax (powdered) 200 „ 10
Water (hot) 20 ounces. 500 c.c.s.

Dissolve in the order given, allowing each chemical to be in com-
plete solution before adding the next. This developer keeps almost
indefinitely in well-stoppered bottles.

L Joy Boon.— (1) We can only assume that the bath was too
much exhausted or imperfectly made up. Another cause would
be staleness of the paper before printing. (2) The blue tint on
sepia toned bromide prints is due to the presence of iron some-
where in the process, either in the water used for washing, or
sometimes in the alum used for hardening the prints be'fore
toning. (3) Fixing for an hour will not do the prints any .good
but if it does not reduce the depth of the image, it should not be
doing them any harm. But it is quite useless to fix for such a
long time. Much better to fix in two baths in succession, giving
the prints ten minutes in each. (4 and 5) Impossible to say
(6) The markings on the oval print are evidently due to the
actual eating of the gelatine .by insects. This form of destruc-
tion is fairly common in this country, and we daresay much
more so in India.

I F.-We are afraid we cannot help you to find the photographs
that you are seeking, for that we think you should inquire of
one of the fishing journals; for example, the " Fishing Gazette."
published by the Fishing Gazette, Ltd., 19, Adam Street,
strand, W.C.2., but we can tell you as regards copyright. The
fee usually paid for reproduction of a photograph in a single
.ssue of a journal is 10s. 6d. Therefore, if you can obtain thename and address of anyone who has the photographs you require,
you should tell them that you would like to get a" few prints
and that you will pass on to the photographer the copyright fee
for the reproduction of each which is paid to you by the pub-
lishers of your article. Some journals, of course", will not pay a
copyright fee for each separate photograph, but will pay for the
article and illustrations in a lump amount. Therefore, you must
not commit yourself in promising copyright fees which you arenot certain of obtaining.

A H.-It would seem that the dark appearance in the photo-graph of the silver is due to the reflection of surrounding objectsm the bright silver surface at the time the photograph was

D^edest,, of ^ 8 dt^ Which i8 Parti™larly marked in thepedes al of the cup and in parts of the round plate, the best

sttU of ""r^
the

,

art,cIes in a sP^s of tent or tunnel cou-nting of a framework covered with thin muslin. The articles

wiVTT1 8t tHVbaCk ° f this " tent>" and the camera pacedwith the ens pointing into the open front. In this way theonly object which can be reflected by the articles is thTwhitetabm of the 'tent," and in this way a very muchbetter rendering of the silver is obtained. The tent caTbe
li/ht Vh T" St,Uii°' "«"** !t »P -o ^at it gets a strong

de it "Td n fT** W *»
,

few «"»'»«** lamps just out"side H. It need not be appreciably larger than is required for thearrangement of the articles to be photographed.
J

'rJht"

It

and*ft,
dear T °l

de
L
'iberate infringement of your copy-

eomnle
a
fcW P*°pl\

Wh° have done [t mnst
>

as you say, bo"Wv tgnorant of the subject of copyright, otherwist hey

would know that there is no escape for them. The only ground
upon which an infringer can plead innocence in an actio-.

infringement is that he did not know and had no reasonable
ground for supposing that there was any copyright in the
which lie had copied. It is extremely rarely that that plea i an
be put forward; and in the case of photographs every publisher
knows, or ought to know, that copyright is created by the ta
of the photograph and lasts for 50 years from the making ol

ative. The Copyright Act authorises anyone in your position
to take action for the delivery of all copies of the infrii
publication, together with the plates, etc., from which the pi
graphs have been printed. Action can also be taken in respect to
damages, which in your case appear to have been substantial.
We advise you to point out these facts to the publishers, and
ask them what they propose doing in the matter. Do not name
any sum which will satisfy you. Leave them to make an offer,
and if they do not make a satisfactory one promptly the best
tiling you can do is to cause a solicitor's letter to be written to
them pointing out that it will be necessary to take action
against them in the County Court failing a satisfactory settlement.

Copyright in GROcr Photograph— In May last I asked p<
sion of the president of a local club to photograph the team,
president was photographed in the group with the boys and
afterwards paid for and presented each boy with a copy of the
photograph. A fortnight ago, a local shoemaker who occasionally
takes photographs as a professional obtained a copy of the
photograph and made an enlarged photograph, towards the
of which each boy contributed a small sum. This enlarged pi
graph, when framed, was presented by a member of the
mittee to the president on behalf of the boys. Is this
infringement of copyright, or is the shoemaker justified in

action?—N". E
If it is perfectly clear that you went to the president of the

club and said to him, " I will take a group, and it is all the
same to me whether you buy copies or not : you need not buy them
unless you like." then, without any question at all, the copyright
is yours and the shoemaker has infringed it. On the other hand,
supposing the circumstances were something like this, namely,
that you canvassed the president for an order and that there
an understanding, either expressed or implied, when you phot..
graphed the group, that you were doing so because you were
going to supply copies to him at so much each, then (although
the circumstances are not quite as clear as they might be) we think
that the president might be said to have given you an order in

response to your request. In this case the copyright is his. The
shoemaker has still infringed the copyright, unless he has made
his copy with the permission of the president, but any ground
for action in this case rests with the president and not with you.
In either case the owner of the infringed copyright can, if he
wishes, take action against the infringer in the County Court for
delivery of all the infringing copies and the negative from which
they were made.
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SUMMARY.
\n\ of a series of papers, entitled " With » Portraits'st in the
" appears on (P. 459). Thees article* are written by a

ie experiem o whose aim i< to give to the

worker tbe kind "f help he would get from an experienced

tut by hU tide at the time of opera-

i structure male, luht onanta ii

a a communicv
Association Ut>'f >Ha • u -hh Photographic

168.)

While it U not recommended that the un»k I take tbe
'. restoring a tarnished Daguerreotype, the procea*

carried out after a MM We
deal with the practical details in a leading article on (P. 456)
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metal surface. (P. 468.)

Um addition of amp 'he hypo bath

miiUn fixing much more rapid, it ii ioohtfil if a bath of this kind
adrantage except for exceptionally " m*h "

negative-making. (P. 457

Mr jton and War are acquired the botineM
' Leto Photo. Materials Company. (P. 467.)
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Mar ral and technical detail* concerning the
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. contributed article on (P. 30)
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\ CATHEDRA
Extra.Rapid When we hear, as we occasionally do,
Fixing. (,{ fixing baths which are claimed to be
extraordinarily more rapid in action than those of hypo,

aspect a mixture of hypo and ammonium chl"

h combination was patented years ago by a Get

and placed larket. The mixture,

i first taken into use, certainly does fix more rapidly

than hypo, and on that account has its value for the

making of negatives in the minimum of time. Yet it

lot be said that in regular use it presents

advantages over a fairly strong hypo solution, e.g., one
containing 6 ozs. of hypo m 90 f water. Indeed,

MM in their « xperiments came to the conclusion

:n the stage of partial exhau.^ mixture was
leas efficient as a fixer than a plain solution of hypo of

sponding strength. Nevertheless, for rush wor!

•1 fixer of hypo and ammonium chloride can rei

r useful service, and those having occasion to use it for

purposes cannot do better v the formula

h the late Mr. Welborne Piper found to he the i

: in action, viz., hypo, 4 om. ; ammonium chloride,

1 to 1 ott. ; water, 20 ois. This bath fixes in about half

:ired by one of the same strength in 1.

arul i«). we thin!, u rapid a fixing solution as can

Why a Reflex? The hand-camera user who con:

plates the purchase of a reflex naturally

sums up in his own mind the advantages which he will

obtain in r. turn f>r a sum of money which, at the least,

is not small. In doing so, he may form too rosy nn

opinion in some respects, yet one. which does not •!>

to the reflex in others. In r

the facility and certainty of composing and focussing the

ro on the ground glass there can be no doubt

;

k stands alone in providing the means of sharp f

large aperture, even with a long focus I

likewise of making as sure of th. iries of th

t is raised as when it is central. N

Ices, t l-be purchaser mn Qto »upp

to •• p a rapidly-approaching «il

ia ground glass by operating the f

pinii • • but practice shows that
'.'••:!

1 the sht

oachesit. On tl

ii it

thnt if the mirror is in the down position, so that th*

in the hood, the shutter has also 1

ated from missing a siu

to set the shutter, as may somotimes

-linary hand-camera. This featur.

must be mentioned, is possessed only by the reflex with
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spring-raised mirror, requiring to be put down after

of refle for other

is superior to one in which the mirror falls

r each exposure The quickness of dealing

- another point in favour of a reflex.

-tic image which is seen; and still

tber, so some users have assured us, is the gui<!

«rded by the brightrees of the picture. In

our judgment and experience, however, there is little

rl for the last-named.

* * *

Copying In overcoming the reflection.- whk
Medals. a source of difficulty in the photography

>f eoin6, medals, and similar small articles of metal, the

ihotographer having an air-brush at disposal will spray

m originals with a thin film of grey colour. Those,

hi rwever, who have not an air-brush may obtain as perfect

suit by adopting the plan, which we believe was first

nggested by Mr. Harold Hood, of depositing a fine coat-

/tog of magnesium oxide on the articles by burning

magnesium ribbon a few inches below the surface of the

aeoal, held in an inverted position. For then holding

(be coated medal in position for photographing, a most-

convenient plan is to cut a hole in stout millboard,

roughly corresponding to the shape of the medal, but

slightly smaller. The piece of millboard is then cut in

half, the medal laid down on the copying board, and one-

half of the millboard placed closely on each side of it.

The two halves are then pinned down with drawing pins

and hold the medal fast, without any liability of shadows
being cast upon it, as may be the case if it is supported

. ans of pins of any description.

THE BENOVATION OP DAGUEBBEOTYPES.
Specimens of the Daguerreotype process are things which
not infrequently are brought by customers to a photo-
graphic studio under the quite justifiable belief, on the
part of their owners, that a photographer necessarily

knows all about them aria can restore them. We are
afraid that this confidence is not always well founded,
and, in fact, we have frequently received from professional

photographers specimens which were alleged to be
Daguerreotypes, whereas, in fact, they were collodion
glass positives. Failure to distinguish between the two
can arise only from complete ignorance of the two bygone
processes. For the specimens themselves are instantly
distinguishable. The Daguerreotype, of course, is on a
metal plate, whilst the collodion positive is on glass. Inas-
much as a photographer, for his -own sake, will not wish
to confess his inability to do what is possible in the way
of restoring such specimens as these as have faded, anil

since, moreover, commissions of this kind frequently lead
to fairly good orders for copies in the shape of prints or
enlargements, we may, perhaps, bring together a few
practical notes on the methods of restoring. There is no
Rpecial difficulty in the work; nevertheless, it should be
undertaken at the owner's risk. These who do not feel
disposed to do it themselves can still obtain the services
of professional restorers of these plates.

In the first place, it is necessary to satisfy oneself of
nature of the specimen—Daguerreotype or collodion

positive. As already said, the support of the image
immediately identifies one or the other. Apart from the
fact that the two classes of specimen require different

meat, it needs to be borne in mind that the collodion
fcive is a much more fragile and easily damaged thing,
'•ollodion film becoming, in many cases, almost

powdery with the lapse of time so that a touch of the

finger or the slightest friction in removing a cover glass

may damage the portrait irretrievably. When it is ascer-

tained that the specimen consists of a collodion film on
glass, by far the best plan is to decline any attempt at

renovation, and to suggest to the customer that the

specimen may be copied and reproduced as a print or

enlargement in, say. the platinum or carbon process.

In the case of a genuine Daguerreotype, on the other *
band, restoration does not call for a great amount of

skill. A very little practice with one or two old plates,

such as often can be picked up for a small sum in shops
selling small miscellaneous second-hand goods, is neces-

sary in order to become adept in the work. Two different

processes are employed. In one, the Daguerreotype

treated with a weak solution of potassium cyanide. ; in

the other, devised and recommended by Mr. W. E.

Debenham, the plate is treated with hydrochloric acid.

We believe both processes are equally effective, bui

our experience has been confined to the former we will

deal with the practical details of it.

The metal plate, having been removed from its ca6e,

apd any particles of paper binding removed from the

back, the first thing is to remove any dust on the surface

by rinsing under a gentle stream of water from the tap.

Although the Daguerreotype image cannot be rubbed off

by ordinary means, the specimen can be easily scratched,

even by the use of a brush. The surface is now flowed

over several times with industrial methylated spirit, that

spirit is free from mineral naphtha. The ordinary methy-
lated spirit of the drug store should not be used ; if the

industrial spirit is not readily obtainable the much more
expensive spirit of wine is used, a quite small quantity

being required.

The plate is now placed in water, and in another dish

a weak solution of potassium cyanide is prepared. A
definite strength for this latter cannot be specified, owing
to the differing degrees of purity of commercial cyanide.

A 10 per cent, solution of the commercial cyanide is made
and a few drops of this stock ac.ded to an ounce or two
of water in the dish. This working solution may then be

strengthened as is found necessary by adding, a few drops

at a time, more of the stock solution. It goes without

saying that this addition should on no account be made
to the bath while the plate is immersed in it ; the further

cyanide should be dropped into a graduate, the bath
poured back into the latter and then re-applied to the

plate. The action of this solution is gradually to remove
the tarnish which has caused the so-called " fading " of

the picture. At the same time the action must not be
overdone, since the cyanide, if given sufficient time, will

act upon the picture itself. As soon as the picture is

seen to be cleared, the plate i3 well rinsed back and
front under the tap, and now requires only to be dried

and replaced in its frame. Drying, however, is an opera-

tion which requires to be done carefully in order to avoid

the occurrence of streaks or lines which would deface the

picture. The most convenient source of heat for the

purpose is an ordinary Bunsen burner, as supplied for

chemical laboratories, fitted with a rose cap, and thus

giving a ring of minute gas flames about 2 inches in

diameter. The plate is held by a pair of pliers at, a

the left hand bottom corner, and allowed to drain f<

minute or two whilst perfectly still. The top corner is

now brought gradually over the burner, and as the plate

shows signs of drying it is slowly raised so that the drying

proceeds evenly downwards. The object is to secure a

regular rate of drying diagonally across the plate, thus

avoiding markings or lines. It then only remains to bind

the plate with its original cover glass, using a good

lantern-slide binding strip or a thin, tough, plain paper
in conjunction with ordinary starch paste.
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WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

[Under the above title there will appear a series of papers by a professional portrait photographer of long experience
.Mr. J. Effel, whose aim in writing them has been to giro to the studio portraitist, as far as possible, the kind
of help which he would obtain by the personal guidance of a competent portrait photographer by his side at the time of

posing and lighting the sitter. Each article will be complete in itself, but it will be to the student'* advantage to oonsidei

one in relation to another. As fur as possible the papers will be published week by week.]

I-INTRODUCTORY
Sons Tears ago, when outlining my ideas of making photo- cise manner as possible, those methods of artists in figurs

graphic portraits by a systeni.it . 1 application of definite

pies, I was met by the fairly obvious objection that the

results of my teaching would be a uniform output of mediocro

work. Originality would be completely destroyed; the student

i merely glance at bis unfortunate sitter, look up his

lessons, then briskly proceed to take the portrait according

to the instructions.

I was quite prepared for the objection of my friend—an

is worker of undoubted ability—but I am pleased to say

that I converted him to my view-., to much so that we now
regularly criticise each other's work " by the book."

Is always a safe plan for the revolutionist (in art as in

whose new theories are viewed with

scepticism, to -he state of matters nov>. While it is

u table that the work of leading photographers to-day

far transcends that of a generation ago, it is also true that

there are hundreds of studios whose productions from year to

year are entirely devoid of any interest whstever, where
business is in a chronic state of slackness, and the miserable

rs tell ui that photography is no good nowadays,
n't know thing when they see it,

that I know whst they want, and that th« assl

have ruined the profession.

Well, it must be admitted that our business u not booming
at present; but, unfortunately, there are many other* harder

v the general depression, and I don't think the grumblers

are justified in their pessimism. I believe that the principal

cause of bad business is indifferent work. If the public have
no very clear idea* of what they think good work, they are

under no illusion* as to what they don't like, and they

invariably know a bad thing when they *ee it.

. roprove the standard of professional portraiture, to give
_• photographer definite standards of art values, to

systematise all the knowledge and methods of the best crafts-

men, to so simplify guiding principles in the product:-

picture* that the public will appreciate, these sre the idea*

behind these articles. I will deal with my subject in as simple

and popular a manner as possible, in fact I am really writing

hose workers who, skilled enough on the technical side

• otography. don't know how to improve the a-

quality of their work. Kmswing that, in these days ol dear
plates, very few portrsitists can afford to take many posi-

in an endeavour to satisfy a client. I have constantly
kept in mmd the man who has to get twelve picture* •

a dozen plates, and satisfy twelve different sitter* I will

endeavour to coach you up to a point when you will be able

'i up " a subject at once, and, without any fumbling.
• most suitable point of view, the most appropriate

general tone of the pt< I

doesn't that make for : ifling of all indi-
- k 1 hear you say, and I may be told that

a work of art cannot be constructed as a table might be by
a joiner afte- :% a book of rnl

it is jost tl. amenes* of "the a

hat I an.
. it is unlikely that I would

wish to destroy initiative All I claim to do for the student
who desire* to • reste a work of art is to give him in as con-

drawing and painting which are applicable to photography.
I am certainly nothing of a dogmatist. I believe with Bernard
Shaw that the golden rule is that there is no golden rule.
We frequently hear that genius breaks all laws, but a close
observation of their works has shown me that men of genius
were invariably masters of the rules of their craft to which
they closely adhered. Now no teacher, whatever his system
can make an artist of one devoid of feeling, but, assuming
that the young photographer I am addressing has a modicum
of taste and soiijo ,n of beauty, I can help him to
get more joy out of his work as well a* more profit.

To begin with, we ill make our portraits by method. We
have fairly definite ways of taking a clergyman, a soldier,

» '*d.v "g dress; and when it comes to physical differ-

ences we sre also pretty definite, both as to what we wish
to show and what wo wish to conceal. Tho well-dressed lady
with a classical figure suggests a full-length standing, a simpl'o
pose, and an absence of accessory. We know that the stout.
ungsinly person looks worst sitting back in an armchair
we want to give the impression of length not breadth. We
insttn -r-expose the very freckly face, we never take
the man with protruding ear* full face, and *o on. I morely
wish, then, to extend the principles on which you already
work, so that you may be thoroughly equipped for any problem

may confront you in the studio,

broad distinctions I have instanced are obvious enough,
but when we have to deal with types not strongly marked,
ov very ordinary looking individuals who defy accurate classi-

fication. t)i» problem of selection becomes more complex. I

said with truth that to do more one must be more. Certainly
in photography to dg more one must tee more. Quite two-
third* of the whole srt of portraiture consist* in seeing what
there is to be feature! -ree of skill with brush or
camera can compensate for deficiency in this respect. Oet
into she habit of accurate observation. Keep const

regarding the people you come into contact with daily. Notice
the old man sitting oppoeite you in the tram ; see hou
blink of sun give* a fine '' Rembrandt " light to bis face, and
think how that effect can be reproduced in the studio. See
that comfortable, motherly-looking creature with hor hands
clasped awkwardly on her lap, and note how, with a slight

turn that would not interfere with the naturalness of her
s u il **>*>, the hands could be rendered far less obtrusive.

Observe the dress, the demeanour, tho mannerisms, as well as

the figure and features of your friend". Keep const

looking for something different, even in the most commonplace
of persons, and you will l>e surprised at the infinite variety

will And.

Above everything else study expression, snd try to forget

the conventions of the studio. Look at the fond mother goo-

goo-ing to her baby. Is it fair to complain if she do-

like the " still life " group of a professional, and prefers the

little snap taken by cousin Tom when Sunnums was trying

desperately to pull off Mumma's beads?

Let us realise quite frankly that the amateur—even the

merest beginner—has this advantage over us, that his portraits

are of his intimate friends, that the subjects are seldom

posed, are not dressed up for the occasion, and are frequently
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i. without their knowledge. Small wonder, then, that a

ire out of the multitude of 6naps have an endur-

ing charm, Looked at in the propej light, the slight " pull
"

that the amateur has over us should lead us to the scrapping

of the artificiality that still clings to most studios, and help

hat the production of a likeness is the first duty

t>l a portrait photographer to his client.

put a little method into ray own philosophy. I will now

ask you to suppose that I am instructing a young assistant.

George has served an apprenticeship, and is a capable genera)

assistant, but his knowledge of operating is merely the ability

to "take a negative in the absence of principal." George

has no art training, but has a keen appreciation of beautiful

tiling, a lovo for his work, and a keen desiie to make good.

George and I will now proceed to the studio, and the practical

work of taking photographs for the public.

II—THE BUST PORTRAIT.

Now Georgi we are to consider every factor in the production

portrait, from the filling of the dark slide to the drying

of the negative. And that reminds me. Yesterday, when you

were filling the slides of the field camera, I saw you run your

hand over the film of each plate, the object, I believe, being

to take off dust. Nearly every photographer does some caper

ol this sort, rubbing the plate with his hand, or a camel-hair

brush, blowing on it, or knocking the edge on the bench.

Think a moment of the dusty changing rooms you have seen,

and of the conditions prevailing in a plate factory, and then

nsk yourself if the plates are not more likely to be dust free

when newly taken out of their wrapping paper than after an

assistant pawing at them in our dark room. I have known

an old hand open a new box of 15 x 12 plates, very carefully

dust each one, then fill them into slides that had not been

used for months! This plate dusting is a superstitious

survival, and should be discontinued.

We are first going to devote our attention to the head and

shoulders or bust portrait. In a sense it is the simplest of

all portraits, the artist having to consider so little of the

figure, but for the same reason the attention is concentrated

on the face, and one has, therefore, to be more exacting with

the lighting and expression than in a portrait where the

interest is more general.

Before we get a model it will be as well to understand

clearly the terms used and their significance. All terms are

relative. What is called a side light for a certain subject may
be a top light for a different position ; a narrow light may
become a broad or full light by altering the placing of the

sitter or the camera. I will, therefore, give a few rough
definitions, which will save me from always qualifying myself.

Side Light.—That part of the light source which illuminates

die subject from one side and slightly in front, but which in

itself does not usually complete the lighting scheme.
Top Light Same as side light, but higher.

Front Light Light which falls on the sitter illuminating

both sides 'of the face evenly in a flat, shadowless way. The
light largely employed by miniature painters.

Back Light.—Comes anywhere behind the sitter, and is

generally employed to supplement the general lighting and to

pick out prominent features.
" Rembrandt."—Lighting where the major part of the pic-

ture is in shadow. Line lighting and spot lighting are in the
same category.

Now, George, we will start our experiments with Mr. Black
(my head printer). Which is the better side of Mr. Black's
face? Yes, without doubt, the left side. Then that matter is

settled. It has become an axiom that the left side is the
belter one in most cases, and most studios are used with that
idea. Shall we take him with the usual soft lighting, or shall
wo try something of the Rembrandt nature? Most photo-
graphs are taken with the head turned away from the light.

Experience teaches us that this is the safer way of making
portraits for the public, but I want you to see the reason
for this.- Portrait painters are not hampered by the idea of
making their sitters look away from the light, but here let me
just point out the fundamental difference between the painter
and photographer occasioned by colour.

I spoke of the miniature painter's light. Photograph a
sitter with the lighting that ?ave a charming effect in colour

and you will find it quite uninteresting. The delicate

nuances, the subtle shading, the intermingling of tints, are

destroyed when rendered in black and white and the feeling

of roundness destroyed. Broadly speaking, in photography

the lighting should have more vigour and contrast than if

the picture rendered the colours. Don't waste plates without

knowledge. You must train your eye to appreciate effects

and also accustom yourself to allow for the inevitable

crepancy between what you see in full colour and what the

rendering will (be when translated into monochrome. Get

it firmly into your head that until the composition looks

right it can have no chance of coming right in the negative.

Many workers prefer to study the effect on the focussing

screen, and certainly one sees nothing there to distract from

the picture. The habit should be cultivated, however, of

getting the whole arrangement ready before looking at the

camera.

Now let us get back to the consideration of the lighting of

our subject. Some photographers work always from the same
end of tho studio, but when it has been decided to feature

one side of the sitter that limits our choice of lighting. Few
rooms are so built that a bust could not be taken at either

end. Don't hamper yourself in any way. Put your foot

through all the conventions when you feel strong enough.

Work experimentally all round the room, for you can never

have too much variety at your command.

Your choice of lighting should be determined by the features

or the projections of the face. Irregular features, or the

plump, round face with low projections (small nose, etc.),

except in the hands of a skilled worker, should be taken

looking from the light. As very few of us have classic

features, it is easy to see 'how the traditional lighting came
into being, for a portrait in which the subject is turned
towards the light is much more exacting to the sitter and
more difficult for the photographer. Y

T
ou will find a fascina-

tion in thinking out your lighting in terms of the projections

of the face. Think for a moment of two prominent public men
whose features are known to everyone—Lord Carson and Mr.
Winston Churchill. They are very dissimilar, but both are

faces of great character and distinction from any angle. To
me, however, if I had to economise plates, the nose and chin

of Lord Carson demand side-face treatment, and could stand
the boldest of lighting, while Mr. Churchill's rounded face and
absence of definite lines would make me seek an entirely

different style of portrait

We are not going to try anything ambitious with Mr.
Black. Just sit down there, please, and let us analyse your
face—in the interest of art, you know. You see, George, that

the studio is dark ; I always begin this way, and let in light

as wanted. The great fault with most galleries is that there

is too much glass. This studio was built in the old days of

slow plates, but as you see, I have the light well under con-

trol. It matters not what system of blinds one favours, the

essential thing is to be able at will to admit all the available

light, or to let in a square foot only, from any part. Now,
what is there about Mr. Black that we wish to show, and
what arc his weak points pictorially ? Oh, don't' be afraid;
Mr. Black is too sensible to be offended by my remarks when
1 am giving demonstrations. And, by the way. George, don't

ever get into the way of thinking that only with well-dressed.
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handsome subjects can artistic pictures be produced. !

a third-rate artist could get a specimen of Gladys Cooper,

but the little shop girl, who fancies herself as a rival to

Mary Pickford, looks for, pays for. and ought to get some-

thing that will show off her charms to the best advantage,

ice selection, and you will bo surprised at the beauties

vou will discover in the commonplace.

Mr. Black has a poor chest. He doesn't want to immor-

talise this fact, so we will give him all the breadth that we

can. Just as I 'n the 'hair will do. The arms

are ton close to the body giving a sense of weakness. Look

always for this in you. ...Men as well as men. Get

to stick out the elbows a little, and when the lines of

the arms slope outwards the figure is greatly strengt!

were to take Mr. Black looking to the front it would

be necessary to turn his shoulders away sligh; thing

more wooden than a portrait with head, body and

same direction. : against

t'l face because his mouth droops more at that

.11 I his cheek is sunken in from the loss of teeth. Turn

head tlighty away from th.. light, Mr. Black. The

longer the neck, George, the more one may turn the heed.

are two ways of shortening a I
the head

as much as possible without strai- a camera.

• tit, short-necked person should never be turned mnch,

and the camera should be lower than usual. A great fault

with busts is a too high camera As we tu- Hack's

head you will see the broken line of the had cheek silhoi

against the background Keep turning until you lose this a*

much as you can. Mr. Black's face rofiic

meat, tho head and noee are shapely, but the ok

weak There, now, 1 think we have a point of view that

a "speak 5 likeness," but th

not »u will consider that problem.

Think of the f».e as a physical geography map snd try to

render sll it* hills and dales a ••••nt planes (a subtle

rge) so that are gives ig of

nber thst the

camera is "ly one i n say

in th fleets in

n *." ui>

light. One can retouch the face «

take all the charai B the studio, with bad

mpetettt retoucher >

a interest

will see ' Black has hollow •heeks; if

h from t: - sn exaggera-

heeks will

he unnatural. If Ton wish good " modelling " in your work

ha very sparing with frnn- A negative with the

nodi-

« retouching, a n.- .ere sll the features are

• of the age BT sitter.

'Hack is r !.<esn't w.v k like

hut although age has mark oa

st. Flattery iviness, but it must

be u- !<ereons wish to look

tike wax figures. Now look at Mr. Black's head. Mm
iir in thin and grey, are apt to ho

it shows us at our very worst. Keep the

a man. till I

my meaning clear; let in a good streak of top light

!-ball effect of the forehead, and also I

how the small chin is in shadow and look* even smaller.

is the exact wrong lighting Keep careful watch over

the effect while I readjust the blinds. See how the chin comes

'.he head loses the dome eff. ' and the wrinkles are less

tramway oa can M.'.n learn to " retouch with

g a sheet of <<<rmgatc<] paper and noting

shadows cast by the wrinkle*, in different lights, with

the line* ular at one time and borisontal another.

Well, there we have our respected foreman ready to be
" operated " on—horrible word that, George, I wish someone
would invent a better. Do you suggest any modification of

the scheme? A little too dark on the shadow side? Glad you
mentioned that ; that shows observation. Now it is a trifle

dark on the far side, but I did that purposely. So far we
have made no mention of the background, contenting our-

with the screen that was last in use. Yet the tone of

the background plays a part in the composition that cannot

be ignored.

The essential function of a background is to afford con-

trast to the figure, but it can also be used to hide unpleasing

rea. Take a completely bald head, place behind it a

Black screen, and you have a monstrosity. Take another of

the same subject, with a ground as near the tonb of the

head, so that the one merges into the other, and the result

will give infinitely more satisfaction. It was on that prin-

that I left the shadow a little dark on Mr. Black,

up the reflector and watch the model all the time

Now d . see that with the shadow softened the broken

line of the cheek stands out too much? That's why I pre-

lose " the outline in the background. 1 shall

a lot more to say, when I come to treat full lengths and

groups, about the choice of suitable grounds. M
- this very patient subject and I'll expose the plal

Now, Mr. Black, this is for the male beauty competition

you know—ah, that's the trouble over. See that negative

developed to-night. George, and we'll go over tho .points again

rrow and see if we have been successful. Before you go,

it ack, I want George to BOtfoa tho last thing I consider

in a portrait, and the one that is of supreme importance

—

yes. I was too busy trickin- Mr Black into a hi

expression to lecture you OB this jxiint I just wish to draw

to the direction in which the eyes are loo!

pictures are spoiled by th" ipher not km
where the subject should be looking; in nitting

they look too high. Thi»

is explained by the fact that the photographer is standing

making the exposure. You noticed that I sat down t«>

snap Mr. Black. Keeping him in

yea looki: gave the right

I saved the " look at this object and smile
'

.rget all these well-worn tricks, Geor

determining factors in the direction of

eyes. If you have difficulties with a cliant

ruble. Consult me afterwards, or reconstruct the pr

with a model, but get certitude, always give the irnpr.

that you are master . f your technique. Just stand up, Mr

Black, and look straigl era. Now slowly turn

head round to the right. Round, round you go; g

•r round. What's that? You can't twist any

ut shifting y>iir feetf Quite right, that's just the point

I wanted to bring out. Well, thank you, Mr. Black

down pre«ently and select those whole plates for tot

what was that turning perfonnnn. ••• For, Georgei- I

wished to show you the seq . the various n

Lave taken place. A figure at " attention " with '

f| on»''^l'>wly turns round. The area move first, the

then the body, and the feet a reluctant last. In all

res suggesting i nt this formula must be adl

to. 1
ression of certain emotions, fn.

'jhtly in advance of the tiir-

in which the head is turning.

We'll come back of the points in future lessons,

George, but beforo finishing this morning, let me ask you to

go ovei in your mind the many factors to be consider,

the making of a simple head-and-shoulders picture. Only by

assiduous study, co-ordination of all your knowledge of the

craft, and persistent practice on lines suggested by your

newly-acquired information will your work improve. I hope

I have helped you somewhat away from uncertainty and

towards method.
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GRAIN STRUCTURE v. LIGHT QUANTA IN THE
THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT.

mun nation No. 24 from the British Photographic Research Association Laboratory.)

Rkcknt investigators have shown that the developability of the

silver halide grains in a photographic emulsion is due to the

existence on their surfaces of some kind of " reduction

centres" which are distributed amongst the grains according

to the laws of chance. Opinion is at present divided as to what

these centres actually are, or how they are formed. Some
take the view that the centres exist in the grains from the

time the emulsion is made, the function of the light being

merely to change their condition in some way. Others believe

that the centres are first formed by the incident radiation,

and that they do not exist in the grains as specially sensitive

points before exposure. Some even suggest that these " reduc-

tion centres " are the actual points of impact of discrete light-

quanta. This view was taken by Lowry in thfe discussion fol-

lowing a recent paper of Svedbcrg's (" Phot. Jour.," rO'22,

193). The idea of the bombardment of the grains by
'ote quanta is the basis of an exhaustive mathematical
ry of photographic exposure in a recent paper by Silber-

stein (" Phil. Mag.," 1922, 44, 2b!), published since the experi-

ments to be described were completed.

It seemed of extreme importance to attempt to render these
" reduction centres " visible by some means not involving the
action of any kind of radiation, and to study the laws govern-
ing their distribution. Experiments were therefore com-
menced early in this year, and were based on the results

obtained by Bancroft, Perley and others (" J. Physical

Chem.," 1910, 14, 292, 648), who found that a dilute solution

of certain reducing agents will affect a dry plate in suoh a
way that the silver bromide can then be reduced by the
ordinary developer under the usual conditions. This is the

with such reducing agents as stannous chloride, sodium
arsenito and hypochlorite. (Cf. also a later suggestion of

Renwick, using hydrogen peroxide, "Phot. Jour.," 1922 62,

196.)

Preliminary qualitative experiments were carried out with
stannous chloride and sodium arsenite in 10 per cent, solution.
Stannous chloride was found to affect the gelatine of the plate,

ng it to become brown, and difficulty was experienced
owing to the hydrolysis of the salt. Attention was therefore
confined to the sodium arsenite, which gave clean results, free
from apparent action on the gelatine. Strips of an ordinary
commercial ultra-rapid plate were soaked for varying times
in a 10 per cent, solution of sodium arsenite and then washed,
developed in amidol developer, and fixed. Images were thereby
obtained without lightwiction. The density of these increased
with increase in time of exposure to the arsenite, up to a

('

maximum, further exposure producing reversal. This confirms
the work of Perley (loc. cit.).

Attempts were then made to see whether the development
of the silver halide grains after treatment with sodium
arsenite solution proceeded in the same way as when light is
used, or \-rays, for rendering the grains developable. Single-
layer plate.s were prepared from a commercial ultra-rapid
plate in the manner described by Slade and Higson (" Proc
Roy. Soc.," 1920, 98, 158). The grains in the emulsion were
mostly flat plates, and varied in area from about 5M

* to 5«
The emulsion used was the same as that employed by Toy in
his experiments, the results of which are to be published in
the " Phil. Mag." (in the press).
The single-layer plates were treated with sodium arsenite

solution washed, partially developed in amidol developer
(Am.dol.0.4 gm., soda sulphite saturated solution, 100 c.c.s.,
potass, bromide, 10 per cent, solution, 6 c.c.s.), and again

thoroughly washed. All these operations were carried out in

ruby light (the filter used transmitted light only of wave length
greater than 6,400 A.U.), the plate being shielded from the
red rays as much as possible. The conditions' for the produc-
tion of a plate suitable for examination were 30 sees, exposure
to 10 per cent, sodium arsenite solution, washing for 3 minut©.-
and developing for 42 seconds.

With tlio above exposure to the reducing solution there was
very little lattitude in the time of development, a few seconds
one way or the other causing the grains to be either com-
pletely changed or unaffected.

In dealing with a liquid suoh as sodium arsenite solution
iccurate oontrol of exposure is more difficult than in the case
of light, since the time of diffusion of the solution to and
from the gelatine of the emulsion is an important factor, and
any inequalities in the coating of the plates will tend to give
non-uniform exposure. In the present experiments the solu-

tion was kept constantly in motion over the surface of the

plate while the exposure was being made, and the coating on
the plates used was exceedingly thin. The plate obtained as

described was examined in the microscope. A few of the

© fc ';

***
• •

•

""•
«

*

© * .

. £» • ••*-.' 1
'• •• <

* *

*w«
v •s.' ^ -«*

Fig. 1.— Co) Exposed to light (6) Exposed to 10 per cent, sodium arsenite
solution. Both (a) and (6) are partially devoloped.

grains were observed to be completely changed, but the
majority showed centres, in appearance, exactly similar to
those obtained by Toy when the exposure is to lieht (see
Fig. 1).

The distribution of these centres among the grains was
then examined in the manner used by Svedberg (Phot. Jour
11)22, 62, 186-192) and Toy (loc. cit.). These investigators^
the former for light and X-rays with a slow emulsion, the
latter for light with the flat grains of a very fast emulsion,
have shown that the " reduction centres " are distributed
amongst the grains according to the laws of chance; that is,

the probabilty for the occurrence of r centres in a grain is

denoted by

P-^e-*. .... ()

where N„ represents the average number of centres per grain.
400 grains were examined and the number of centres on
each grain counted. The probability of occurrence of r
centres on a grain was calculated from the observed figures
by dividing the number of grains each having r centres by
the total number of grains. The grains counted were of
approximately triangular shape and all of the same size
(area of flat surface= 2.73^; cf. Toy). The results which
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were obtained are shown in the following table; they are

plotted in fig. 2 against the theoretical curve of equatio?.

Number of grains counted = 400.

Total number of centres

1.91.

Number of Centre*

per grain = r.

Number of

Grain*.

Pr

. < '.ileulated from
rved

- equation (I).

1

t

M
111

too

M
19

«

1

.277 .283

.250

143 .in

OH ,,\„

When the difficulties which occur in anrh experiment*.

especially those in controlling the exposure to the ar-

are taken into account, the agreement between
observe I nnd calculated values U very sat: even

r than that obtained by Sie i

1 erg with light and X-rays.

ha* been shown by Toy (lor. rit.) that in the case of

Bat grains used by him the ratio uring on

Curve CsojWm fftwiEowjfwai

O r p«i»»e»«oi -at^f,

-«*s

and .in the fiat

ment aith that

same size and ft

It MM

ployed aa the m.

raff, located

il of radi.r

lie rati'

sd by I

same en '•

i, very probable that

elopoient are the same as those

>r aosjM other form of radia-

'ans i a* the grains
can* not involving

smae |a«

ion among th> .md also aa re.

of the .

for th.

»p«-«-ific point* appears to be
merely that the d«- irrain be-

has been diaeuw : and
shown to bs> untenable.

•»u|t«, ihaTsfurs, Indicate that the •

essential part of the i;rain - and that
in the gram* from thi iade.

The v radiation nlv not neeessarv for their

•*
.

formation, and the idea that they represent the points of

impact of discrete light quanta is not in accordance with the

experiments here given. What the actual nature of the re-

duction centre is, and how it is rendered active by the action

of light and of chemical reducers, remains to be seen. In-

vestigations in this direction and a continuation of the

experiments described a*e now being carried out in tins

laboratory.

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his than!

Dr. T. Slater Price (Director of Research) and to Mr. 1

Toy for their int. ret in these experiments and for much
valuable criticism and ad'

W. Clark, B * \ 1

Assistants' Notes.

'* by and hIa irtll bt eontidertd for Mm column
Pityment for aeetpttd contribution* it made on the ftrtt of the
•umtA (allotting publication.

On Getting On.—For Young Assistants.

Oms often bears and reads about great men, captains of industry,
•talesmen, judges, admirals, etc., who *tro totally incapable and
worthless as schoolboys; and also of bi ilarehip c

pions who left school or university to go rapidly to the dogs. !

the troth in this— and there is s certain amount—applies to men
in most rank* of life, snd to photographers, but in me it

applies in a modified degree.

Th. telligent boy who enter* the photographic trad,
profession has not the slightest need or likelihood of being left

behinl ember just one or two th
:nking plodder need not win the biggest success

ore than be need go to the wall. But e .

e me when I say that he or -he will be the I

saceea* or failure.

I hate had a fairly comprehensive experience of junior asm.--

and apprei .nd I think I can best make
what I am grltin; a:

| iking an example that has occurred.
youth, wl dl Felix because that wasn't hid

waa promoted from running errands to assisting in a small
dark room, where be would have every opportunity of lea

not much work. The fsct was he waa considered '

altogether to he wasted on messages soon proved th
was brainy, really so, and had an aptitude for the craft. In a
be ha -mall camera. Soon after that he
take a really g.«.d outside photograph. Thii

s and eel

can his equal at rapid photographic success.
he »»ck. ,,ible

for a boy to study even hia own profession to such an el-
boss's time and look aftei

brainy, inasmuch a* be wo
him to do was far and away more important than the wo;

ng* were forgo'

rasa suffered through his errors snd omissions, and
bos* got " fed up."

.
r ted, another boy—-we'll call him Jacob

—

was given the " errands " van b wa* a totally diff.

too, had a camera, but couldn't n

be wa* good at errands—never wasted any time, didn't stay out
any local festivities were on in an "endeavor "l'res*

• i*. Jacob was do what was allotted to

and do it well. After that I ,t he was
merhamraJ. He had eome brain,' certainly, and within resu-

lt, hut when be wa* given the same promotion that I

had wasted be wa* i ty of turninz his back on a dish of
try to talk panchromatism. He fol-

. and was quite content to learn us
he went along. Jacob did well.

The moral will, I think, be plain. Talent, and even more ao,
genius, ia valuab'e in ph-.toarraphy, but it must be kept in

The acknowledged leaders of the craft mil

I, because, con
riew, it is a n
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object is this same photography. How much more, therefore,

mnHie new recruit walk warily T Common sense, d.l.gence^on-

lt ion for other people (
even >»cludmg the P°°' old

,

b<Ms) '

iStty are as valuable asset* to the young photographer as

are to anyone else who wants te get on solidly.

re is no need to go to the other extreme if one .s blessed with

, Utile extra gumption. I remember when I »••< young I could

r be cajoled into photographing anyone or anything
;
out of buM-

:,ours. Photography was my paid job, and there it begun and

I This was silly, and later on I saw the Mistake, and began

,ke a secondary interest in other lines of photography but

I kept strictly separate from my job. It is quite possible to

«tudy photo-micrography, say, at home, and some day it may be

of very great use, and if a youth cares to confide in his employer—

not when the latter is up to his neck in work or worry-it is

s possible that ho will experience the others interest and

'.will. ...
always try to give your best to the work you are paid for,

don't neglect it. Walk squarely before you run, run before

soar Few are born into their own high-class studios, and

e of those go smash. Many have got there by the slow process

o! deliberate self-advancement, however, and these are the class

who have brains, and brains to use them rightly.—Thermit.

Tidiness in Trimming the D. and P. Prints.

Whkke a very large number of small prints have to be trimmed,

and particularly when the work is being done under rush conditions,

I ho workroom is very liable to get into a most untidy state through

the collection of the trimmings on the floor. As shown in fig. 1,

<<''- j^B^

Fig. 1.

all this mess can be avoided by providing a wide slot in the working

bench close to the place where the trimmer is used. The trimmings

then collect in the drawer as shown in fig. 2. This latter figure

^^r ' * *' %

r

W^

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretary,

J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto,

Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 6a, Pall Mall East, London,

s.w'.i.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond

Street London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,

43, Dover Street, London; "W.l. Latest day for entries and

exhibits, August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual

Exhibition. Latest date for entries, August 25 (carrier) ;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal

Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.l.

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates:

Entry forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 26, Stubbington

Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

Fig. 2.

also shows another handy accessory for the trimming bench, namely,

a box divided into a number of sections, each for prints of a par-

ticular size. By using the box prints are sorted out into their

proper sizes as fast as they are trimmed, and much labour in subse-

quent sorting is thas saved.—L. Hirstwood.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 17 to 22.

Printing-Surfaces.—No. 19,723. Appliances for production of

printing-surfaces by photography. T. W. Brown, A. Orrell,

and J. Robertson.

Printing Frame.—No. 20,085. Photographic printing frame

W. J. Brown.

Printing—Nos. 19,996, 19,997, 19,998, 19,999. Photographic

printing. E. K. Hunter.

Colour Photography.—No. 20.070. Photo-colour process. M.

Martinez.

Camera Attachments.—No. 19,699. Devices for attaching photo-

graphic apparatus, etc., to base. F. N. Trier.

Mounts.—No. 20,148. Photographic mounts, albums, etc. J.

Walker.

Cinematography.—No. 19,918. Motion-picture projection appara-

tus. Pathe Cinema Anciens Etablissements Pathe Freres.

Cinematography.—No. 19,919. Electric lamps for cinematographic

apparatus. Pathe Cinema Anciens ' Etablissements Pathe

Freres.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, ?5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Colour Prints from Screen-plate Negatives.—No. 182,167

(March 21, 1921). The invention consists in the making of prints.

in colours on a paper or other opaque support from a screen-plate

transparency in complementary colours, obtained in the usual way

by development of the image to a negative without subsequent

reversal. The essential in the invention is the use, for the screen

-

plate mosaic filter-film of mixtures of dyes, some of which, by

treatment with acids or alkalies or by other chemical treatment.

are rendered colourless, and some of which are originally colour-

less but become coloured by the above treatment.—Michael Ober-

gassner, 31, Kaufinger Strasse, Munich. (Details of the process

are given on another page in the " Colour Photography " Supple-

ment.)
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Bun-PlDR Parts,—No. 179,832. (May 25, 192;

drying chamber tat ferroprusaiate and like photographic paper*

ia of circular or polygonal form, and is so arranged that the

•;dr of the paper i« not touched during ita passage

igb the chamber. The .mber a is supported by

a frame 6 and iper d passes after

it leaves the scraper r of the coating- apparatus External

menu extend hit the greater pari of the chamber,

«*ted to

harmful • may be sobstttued.—John William Da
Road, Chiswxk, I '.don.

KBHcmrrr asing a of

.f suitable rectangular lhape The front wall u
with a hole iu w i.>. I the inner end

of wh.ih is provided wM irdly extending flange ft', to

support the lens t. the latter being secared by a ring d fonntrig

a iri.'al.ui

plate (, secured thereto by screw* >l sides of

pl»U< are formed by ben<! shaped guides •

tably mounted a plate '. the upper edg' rued

it may be
raised within the • stop* may be provided for

limiting the movement of the shatter plate /, the arrangement

riuffttminiiiiiiiiiiii

being

..p.--,

i, .,:.!..:

such that the) plat* / is raised to its maximum extent to

r the aperture a* (fig. 2) in the frame t.

din the camera casing a is rigidly fixed a box-like frame g
front and rear, and embracing this frame is a
>d of sheet metal the iides »' of which extend for-

r and engage tba outer walls of the frame g. The sides of
ilder are preferably

| »», whilst

>prung apart to
the same around the walli of the frame g.

rear wall of the can pen at a*, whilst the
the rear «ra led with a double wall a'

within which is placed a tank or receptacle k. The tank k \t

• f such site as to form a snug fit within the chamber walls a*

and is provided on one aide with a rib k' abutting against the

bottom of the rear wall a' so as to limit the e.xent to which flu

same may be inserted. The bottom of the tank may have a
base plate k' fixed thereto to enable the same to stand on a table

or other surface, when removed from the camera.
Within the tank is loosely but slidably mounted a fork-like

member k' the upper and lower ends of which are provided
with U-shaped portions on opposite side* thereof. The lower

I
T

- shaped portion serves to support the plate or card placed

Fif. I Fif J.

therein, and when - raised the plate or card will be
raised to a position to be easily removed.

The top of the rear wall o* is closed by a felt strip m provided
with a longitudinal slit m' through which the plates or sen'

cards may be paased.

Surrounding the opening a1 of the rear wall of the casing a is

a flanged frame n, which is provided with a projecting chan-

nelled flange n 1 the concave aide of which is turned outwardl;
e ia a sleeve of tubular form, formed of opaque fabric, the inner

and outer ends of which art with s hem. The inner

hrm f' fa adaptad to receive a cord which, when the sleeve is

placed in position with the bem around the channelled flange n'.

permits the sleeve to be secured to the frame in a light-tight

inai hem "' at the outer end of the sleeve is prefer

abl> with an elastic cord or the like which normally
partially closes that end of the sleeve. When the opaque sleeve

is thus secured ia position, the hand of the operator may be
inserted into the outer end and by passing the hand through
the sleeve the plates or cards may be placed in position or
removed from the holder and passed through the slit in the felt

strip m.

The atrip m is normally sufficient to prevent light entering
the casing a when tin- tank is removed, and when the plate is to

be placed in petition the top of the holder A is pulled back,
causing the same to pivot about the bottom of the rear-po
hereof which rests on the bottom of the camera, the inner surface
of the hollow wall «' limiting the rearward movement thereof as
shown in dotted In- at cards or plates p, are placed
in position against the inclined inner face of the holder which is

I',

lit. 4 Fig. 5

then pressed forwardly to the position shown in full lines. After
the photograph has Wn taken, the hand is again inserted through
slee^ ':er pulling back the top of the holder k, the front
card (if more than one are carried by the holder) is removed and
inserted throtiffh the slit m 1 into the tank * which has previously
been eupp: •••d developing and fixing solution.

The hand may now be withdrawn from the sleeve o anil the

the opening at the rear of the camera. The
tank * is I the hollow walla of the casing
for a sufficient time to enable the developing and fixing of the
plate or card to be effected, and when this operation is comp!.
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the tank is withdrawn, and by raising the fork i 1 the plate or

film may be removed. Before the withdrawal of the tank takes

plaoe the opaque sleeve o is preferably pushed into the. body of

the camera to prevent any possibility of the light entering the

camera through the slit m 1.—Kdmond Francis Stratton, 1, Cedar

Street, South Norwalk, Connecticut, U.S.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

-efore acceptance :

—

Copying.—No. 183, 124. Device for copying the surface to be

obtained from a photo-stereogram of a spatial form. Firm of

0. Zeiss.

Telegraphic Transmission.—No. 183,135. Transmission of

photographic images by means of the usual telegraphic, tele-

phonic and radio-telegraphic apparatus. U. and P. Ellero.

New Apparatus.

Pcntac f'2.9 Anastigmat Portrait Lenses. Made by J. H'
Dallmeyer, Ltd., lid. Regent Street, London, S.W.I.

Tins series of lenses has been introduced with the object of pro-
viding the portrait photographer with objectives of larger aperture
than has hitherto been available in any type of lens. While small
lenses, particularly those for cinematograph cameras, have been
made, notably by Messrs. Dallmeyer, of considerably larger aper-
ture than f/2.9, they have been of quite short focal length. In
the present series focal lengths of 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches are
available, representing a much more difficult optical problem. It
may be questioned whether there is a considerable proportion of
studio subjects for which so large an aperture as even f/3 can be
employed, for very frequently a smaller stop must necessarily be
used in order to secure sufficient definition in planes at different
distancs from the camera. Yet subjects do frequently arise for
which the portrait photographer badly needs all the rapidity which
he can obtain from his lens, and from that standpoint the new
Pentac anastigmat represents, so to speak, a reserve of power
which can often be advantageously drawn upon.

the result of examining the lens which has been sent to us,
namely, one of 8 inches focal length, we find that it covers satisfac-
factorily the plate for which it is listed, namely, the 5x4. The
6-inch lens is made for quarter-plate; the 10-inch for half-plate;
and the 12-inch for 7x5 inches. The prices are as follows :—6-inch,
£18; 8-inch, £24; 10-inch, £32; and 12-inch, £40. For an addi-
tional cost of £2 10s. the lens may be obtained in a mount providing
for a certain degree of diffusion of focus. The new objective
represents a further power in the hands of the studio portraitist,
and will undoubtedly find its application both by those who require
to cut down exposures in daylight studios to the shortest possible
time when dealing with such subjects as young children, and also
by others who may be compelled to use gas or other artificial
illumination with which the employment of an ultra-rapid lens
is a sine qua non in reducing exposure to a time which is readily
obtainable with other systems of artificial illumination.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, August 7.

Bgnfaamouth C.C. Outing—Romsey.
^^Edg.! Hill C.C. Outing—Burton, Puddington and District.

9.30 a.m. Pier Head.

Tuesday, August 8.
Bournemout C.C. "The Carbro Process." A. Atkinson.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Gum-bichromate." J. W.

H. Saybe
Wednesday, August 9.

Partick C.C. Print Criticism.
Rochdale A.P.S. " Tips for a Photographic Holiday." J. C. Wild.

Satubday, August 12.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Outing—Riclunond and Kew.
Edinburgh P.S. Outing—Niddrie House and grounds.

Exeter C.C. Outing to Culver.

Hackney P.S. Outing—Wimbledon to Richmond.
Partick C.C. Outing to Baldernock.

Sheffield P.S. Outing to Youlgreave.

Willesden P.S. ' Outing to Rickmansworth.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. W. C. Price gave a lecture on " The Formation of the

Art Trade Guild," an important association within the sphere of its

operations, but unheard of by many members.

The Guild was founded in 1910, and comprises fine art publishers,

painter-etchers, and others, and retailers. It was preceded by the

Printsellers' Association, a body which did useful work, but

lacked sufficient authority to enforce its decrees, and eventually

it became absorbed by the guild.

It swept away many abuses which had crept into the trade, and

by strength of membership was soon able to make binding laws.

and inflict penalties for disobedience to them. On one occasion,

Mr. Price said, a celebrated West-End firm flatly defied the Guild

and was immediately expelled. In less than a fortnight, forced by

necessity, an abject appeal was made for pardon and reinstate-

ment. The firm was penalised by three months' isolation, and

then re-admitted.

The main functions of the Guild are to uphold the dignity of the

trade and protect the public from fraud of any description.

Purity of medium is insisted upon, and woe to the publisher who

gives, say, a mezzotint a little reinforcement with aquatint. The

Guild will, therefore, not appeal to the photographic pictorialist of

the medium-mixer type.

It safeguards the purchaser as to the number of proofs issued,

limits their number, inspects and passes each proof, and stamps it.

On the left-hand in earlier proofs; on the right in later. After

" Letter-proofs," subsequent prints (in the eye of the Guild) are

considered of no value, and are not stamped, but when the issue

is completed the plate is destroyed. In old days many a time has

a much worn plate been sent to the Continent to be refaced with

steel, and inferior prints pulled from it, and imported in thousands,

much to the detriment of the original purchasers.

The Guild has now many branches, and has turned its attention to

the art education of assistants engaged in the trade. Lectures are

given by prominent men, and a library is in course of formation.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Price for a lucid

sketch of an interesting and powerful corporation.

Prior to the close of the evening the secretary, Mr. J. M.

Sellors, announced he was going on a holiday, and was, therefore,

forced to hand over control to the " office boy." He hoped for the

best, and feared the worst. Several informal fixtures had been

arranged. The member just alluded to would give an evening on
" Manners and Deportment in the Saloon Bar," Mr. Vivian

Jobling acting as barmaid. Mr. Harpur would expound on

"Modesty," and the President on "Silence." This intimation

considerably astonished those principally concerned.

A New Style of Sketch Portrait.—The Sketch Portrait Co., of

18, Doughty Street, London, W.C.I, send us a specimen of a new

style of sketch portrait which they are introducing in a very neat

pattern of passe-partout framing. The portraits range in size from
10 x 6 inches to 19 x 14 inches, and are supplied at prices from

8s. 6d. to 30s. each. The specimen before us of 17 x 12 size is

a remarkably effective piece of work in black and white, in which

full use is made of cross-hatching both in the background and in

parts of the figure, with the result that the portrait has very

largely the effect of a pencil sketch, the photographic tones con-

tributing, as it were, the fine shading which a draughtsman would

produce with his pencil. The portraits are also executed in a

similar style in sepia and water-colour, and we are quite sure

that the freshness and novelty which they exhibit will recommend
them to photographers seeking something different, yet of distinc-

tion, for their show window. The Sketch Portrait Co. is making a

special offer to supply a set of three of these portraits from a photo-

grapher's negatives, one in water-colour, one in sepia and one in

black-and-white, each of 17 x 12 inches size, carriage paid for

35s., and it is an offer which may advantageously be accepted.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Notice is given that a general meeting of the
• ndon Photographic Co., Ltd., will be held at

I, Lsmgltr Road, Willesden, N.W.10. on August 23, at 8 o'clock,

e of considering the liquidator's report, showing how
M winding-up of the company has been conducted, and its pro-

posed of.

'tended dividend has been given in the case of
t Alfred Derbyshire, artist, phar, etc., residing at

t'/wn, New Mil s, and carrying on busx-

Bast be lodged on or
before August 8, with Archibald Years Uv, 27, Brazennose -

trustee.

impani
Akclo Fnr..v ii fsun, Ltd.— R.-gi t. r«l July 21. Capital,

£1,000 in £1 shares. Objects, to carry on the business of pp.
. manufacturers and exploiters of. agents for, and dealers
palatograph films, phonographic records, cinematographic and

photographic and kindred machinery, etc. The subscribers (each
with one share) are : Q I Binsu-d. 168, Putney Bridge Road,
?*"• - s clerk ; E \V. Howard, 8
Perk. Peekhan
hers, W 0.1. I'rivate eomp.i

News and Notes.

D«a»r 1'HOTOoaAiM ,-j, .*, -,*«,, de*,;*, llIK€
has been revi.ed, and Mr T A. KoUon, of 179, Osntaaton

I, Derby, has been appointed hon. ?«-rretary.

I us Rertau. ir, Ha issoe of Sunday last, aihibited the interest
- asaaager, Mr II I Pharaoh, in t>l>otogrephy, bv publishing

a special photographic a- Ml I' R Salmon, on holiday
• tended to make photographic notes a mot* or

leas regular l«s. • popular Sunday newspaper.

-It is snnounced by Messrs.
**"" *• Ward, Ltd . that they have acquired (he business of

'«*• Company Too manufacture of Seltona » od on
exactly ... :imunicat.<ni». order* ate., should be
eddr»-*-d to the firm of Me-.-

'««* JokmsO* k go>,. Manufacturing Chemists, Ltd -4 23.

hava received a postcard with a
•I postmark bearing an inquiry fi *,al photo

oh«r or a photograph* dealer, raganiing taj
"

n lank. Unfortunately the card is

'leaers. Johnson A Sana think that ss the w
probably a reader of the " B J ," he will see thi
able to disclose his identity.

WaaMiaiiAM. M >. I ... baw elected a :

A Hobson. Ltd Mr. W
'•o has beer l^eioester •

a nnml. r of important imr «« g thaas are th.

^B** d " Vermnham
producing a cinema

insane trade on eoorjatnl «•:

freeier amoun' anemitted to the screen.

• an illustrated m<
n in Lucerne, where it i» issasd by

^Hsr. The r.^1 a strong feai^1 art supplement of reprudo '

syl. of Vienna \. \ ertheless, there are • numl
I Konig ua his nei

«r on the .

.'dished si

ne or address.

of the card is

•graph and be

.infra
"

16 franca per

i theatre in
•d»» ker» last Fr ,-U . gav< a •

I* sent aiilian

all been made by the tirm's own photographic department, are u:

.1 to form a judicious blend of the

ca] and the popular. Two of them illustrate the processes of

ig steel at the River Don works at Sheffield and the mn.nu

fact tire of files, springs, magnets, guns and other articles : in another

the firing trials of the guns are to be seen ; another shows ship-

building and marine engineering operations at the Naval Construo-

I wo are concerned 6olely with aeronautics.

oRaphkrs' Association— Members arc re

minded that any proposed lesolution for the adjourned general

n September 15, must be sent to the sex r

six weeks before the meeting, in accordance with Article 20, vis. :

20. Any member entitled to be present and vote at a meeting may
submit any resolution to any General Meeting, provided that at

least i bad time before tin- day appointed for the meeting

he shall have served upon the Association a notice in writing signed

by him containing the proposed resolution, and stating his intention

to submit the same. The prescribed time above mentioned rhall

be such that between the date on which the notice is served or

illinirmd to be served and the day appointed for the meeting, there

shall be not leas than six weeks. Also, according to Article 12.

may nominate any one member for election to the

office of President and any other member to the office of treasurer,

very member may nominate four London and four country

•incil. The nomination papers must
be sei. Secretary at least fourteen days before the annual

• her with the written consent of the members
od."

Correspondence.

-Aou/if n«r«r vrilt on both rides of tht pap**-

titmi unhst thr namet and

addrtito of fA< writVt art girtn.

-.• undtttiitt rcponlihtlity /<" '*» "/" r**««f

sy our torrtfpomdmlf.

NTINENTAL NEGATIVE VARN1MI
To the Editors.

In the interesting letter dealing with the preserva-

it.Iinhed on page 454 of last week's " B.J.")

Shortt, speaks highly of a benzene-like var-

nish used by s Continent. I iew publishers for their nega-

snd says that lie )>»• been unable to ascertain the formula

for the varnish.

/••ne-like varnish when employed in a <"•

house, but it was by no means a simple and easily made
deed, we gave it up because of the difficulty of mixing

However, as your correspondent

seems I to renew his acquaintance with a benzei

I him the formula for the varnish we used. It was one

n and myself did not care for. though it had bees

for a generation or more.

The benaene varnish is a cold one, and the formula stands as

follows:—Benxene. 3j or. ; acetone, 3J os. : absolute alcohol, 1] or-
;

'*c. 390 gi nts, warm slightly on a water
• sandari nihined solution is

warm. and keep tightly corked when not in use.

ntainn a' much scetone a* benzene, it was known
rnsene varnish.

Mi ssinrH usee the •mine," but th 1 say, is a

and that benzene was intended. Benzine is, I

i.ntieal with pal h ii rarely, if ever,

used I benzole) is a recognised

constitute!. • line dropped into benzene
turns carmine c. loured, whilst with benzine a violet colour »
obtained. And fnrtbej drop r two of absolute alcohol will

mixes at once with benzene.—Tour*

B W EL Tatlob.

To the Editort.

Gentien.. i gativt varnish your corre-

spondent thinks so highly of ia probably nothing more than the
• smith (equal parts of each).
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h*» been known to old hand* lor generations, and is still used by

many of thorn, in spite of the introduction of newer and improved

Tarnishes for dry plat* work.

i

,. of equal parts of good commercial gold size and benzole

(which is benzene and not benzine or benzilene) is one of the best

of cold varnishes, in spite of its simplicity. Gold size, it may be

said is really a solution of copal or amber (resins) in boiled linseed

oil thinned down with the best turpentine. It is met with in many

degrees of puritv, from the rather common oilshop variety to the

best " copal varnish " supplied for artists of the brusb. The vav-

uish takes about half an hour to dry properly, but it appears to be

»bo one your correspondent requires.—Yours faithfully,

E. A. Stokes.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practic* a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to bg answered injthe Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday}, and should be

addressed to the Editors .

O.L.A.—We have never heard of the Rutherford engine in the

connection you mention, or in fact in any connection, and after

making inquiries among process people, who might be expected

to know, cannot hear anything of it. If it was a patented

engine, you could easily look up the name of the patentee in the

annual indexes in the Patent Office Library, 25, Southampton

Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

O. W.—The average strength of solution of potass bichromate for

rendering gelatine sensitive to light is from 5 per cent, to 6 per

cent. We have not our previous letter at hand, but we hope

we represented to you that it is by no means an easy matter to

obtain substantial relief by printing on a bichromated gelatine

film. We do not think that there is very much prospect of your

getting results which will satisfy you.

R. H.—Local authorities make their own regulations . in regard

to the practice of outdoor portraiture in streets and on beaches.

In most places the Town Council, or other authority, sells the

rights to photograph on the beach, and, therefore, prohibits

photography by anyone except the concessionaire. As regards

other places, police authorities sometimes require the photo-

grapher to have a hawker's licence in order to canvass from
door to door or to take portraits of passers-by. You had
better apply to the chief police office in your town.

A. F.—Most lenses of this double anastigmat type cover, at the

full aperture, a larger plate than that for which they are listed,

and a still larger one if stopped down. Generally speaking, the

lenses which give this facility are those which have not a maxi-

mum aperture larger than about //7, it being possible, in a lens

of this type, to provide for corrections and covering power over

a wider angle than can be done when the construction is directed

towards obtaining a large maximum aperture, such as //4.5. We
suppose that this is the information which you require.

0. D. B.—Under the circumstances you name we are of opinion
that you would do well to keep to the incandescent gas, using the
burner marked A on your list, and eitber the E or G plate6. The
allegation referred to has been officially denied since you penned
your letter. It is stated that the amounts are checked four
times before the bills are tendered, and if the public choose they
can check the figures themselves. The meter card shows the

4 number of feet consumed, and the scale on the back of the card
or gas bill shows how to reduce to therms. The sum is easy.
Multiply the number of feet registered by the calorific value of
the gas supplied (in your case 500) and then divide by 100,000.

J- J-—For the best rendering of the inlaid mahogany work a pan-
chromatic plate is necessary. You may choose any of the pan-
chromatic plates on the market, and might well use a K2 or
K3 screen. You will find there is an enormous improvement
in the rendering of the woods and also of the grain of each

one by this combination. The little book, " Commercial Photo-

graphy," which we issue, contains a lot of information, but

the best treatise on the subject is " The Commercial Photo-

grapher," by L. G. Rose, an American book published by F. V. •

Chambers, 636, Franklin Square, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.,

price 4 dollars. So far as we know, it is not on sale in this

country.

D. B.—The formula fur the retouching medium you refer to is :—

Pale gum resin 200 grs. 230 gms.

Gum dammar 90 grs. 100 gnu.

Gum mastic 20
,
grs. 23 gins.

Oil of juniper 1 gr. 1 gm.

Oil of turpentine 2-4 ozs. 1,000-2,000 c.c.s.

The gums are powdered and added to the oils, and finally enough

pure asphaltum is added to give the mixture a dark amber colour

when viewed through the depth of an inch. This formula is

strongly recommended by Whiting in his " Retouching " as not

Tiable to pick, rub off, or come off on after-varnishing. It

a great deal of work.

W. F. G.—The formula for copper toning is:

—

A.—Copper sulpbate 60 grs. 7 ignis.

Potass, citrate (neutral) 240 grs. 28 g]

Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.<

B.—'Potass, ferricyanide 50 grs. 6 gms.

Potass, citrate (neutral) 50 grs. 28 gms.

Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Use equal parts of each. If prints are pinkish in the high-lights,

use more citrate in the A or B solution. This process yields a

range of tones from warm black to red chalk on bromide prints,

the warmth of tone increasing as the solution acts on the print.

The process does not intensify the prints; it is cheap and the

results are permanent.

A. C.—It would be a rather long story to answer your question

on depth of focus, and, perhaps, it will be satisfactory to you to

wait for the appearance of a series of chapters on the subject

which we have in type, and which should appear within the

next few weeks. From one point of view depth of focus is in-

dependent of the focal length of the lens, and depends only on the

actual diameter of the lens stop, but that basis does not serve

invariably owing to the fact of the limited accommodation of the

eye, which makes it necessary for the print taken with a lens

of such short focus as 3 inches to be viewed at about the same
distance (10 inches) as one taken with a lens of three times the

focal length. This property of the eye upsets the doctrine ac-

cording to which depth depends only on the lens aperture when
the circumstances are such that prints from very small negatives

are viewed without enlargement. We hope that the articles

which are to appear will make clear many of the points whicli

are somewhat obscure in the consideration of depth of focus.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

Is.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) ...

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address ust be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Mondav morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
1 guaranteed.
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In a leading article we refer to a few of the pitfalls into which
they tee adver-

•. ;ie tame time drew at' 'he mean* they
collaboration with o .'era to avoid loss of

(P. 470.)

»per on studio J Kffel deal* in a novel

^^Hjer with the point of view . .' the

t face, ' and advocating more

•wo of the precautioni which require to be observed in
' toning with " liver of sulphur " are the (object of a

paragraph on page 469.

»aya of determining the correction of lenses for

chemical focus are .)•• - r < i.. .i on page 475. It ia ahown how, when
41 been found for a particular lent n

the correction under • >n be

..T»ph on page 469 we explain to what degree it ia pos-

rm an opinion ai to whether the in an old
photograph has r»»a*'..

•a new v - the deep red. which hare been selected

aa hi ertiee, are dealt with in a

;panv'» itraear

icvanole and K ne— are being placed

n economising p'ates—using sometimes * 15 x 12 cut
• es for long, narrow groups— i-

he use of a camera and
^^^r may be save i cale. serving to set

.mera ext. -. scale upon which an original

e rrpro<l .

">

"writ issue appears the nrst of a •
: spiers on

i ien between t' • been take'

show bow
I depth n I as depen-

- lent may also be taker

if a
available. t batch of

using
' paper*. <!> 470.)

have
t are con-

I'mot be held in place

ade camera to the Con-
tinent are explained in a note on page 482.

Single Solu.
tion Toning

EX CATHEDK
While the tone which can be obtained
upon various brands of bromide paper

not vary greatly when properly developed prints are
bleached and sulphided in the U6ual way, a warm sepia
being usually obtained, this is not the case when a single

such as hypo-alum or liver of su]phur, is

ryed. With some papers nothing beyona a cool
purple, resembling that of a chloride print a the
usual gold and sulphocyanide bath can be obtained, while

ill tone readily to quite a warm or ev.

ia. It is therefore • sssary, when
experimenting with " liver " toning, to obtain several

sen.
greatest advantage of the single solution

toning is that the process can be a- -ired

warm black to a sepia. It should be noted
lity of action and. t<> tent, the

lent upon t --attire of the
solut me papers also tone much more qu

• in a reasonable time.
In such cases any preliminary hardening becomes

• • *

Has Copyright ()f the < of copy
Expired ? right in a photograph of

ancient date is one which now- and again presents itself

lotographers, for . when an old portrait is

ipied. While it is n sible

to say definitely i from such particulars as a customer
t has or has not expired)

a knowledge of Ibe retro effect of the present
right created under the previous

f 1M62 will do something towards justifying a fairly

ratfonable cooclusi * It. Deeds, lo be remembered that,

in respect lo all works in which copyright
a« into f Fuly » 1912,
ti is to assign to them a 1

iking of the m
ut Act
according to

whlrfrfop.M'U'iit Is

years i •, Was in :

the existence of an old •

the Courts held
t ,on who arrn

and I tographe. Thus, the " author " n

was, an assistant of the photographer whose
name appears on the mount. 1 liese

. the first thing to do in seeking to ar

at an as to whether there is copyright in a photo-

lit is to answer the question: Is it likely

•he actual taker of the portrait was alive on July 1,

that is, seven years before the present Act came
? If it appears improbable that he could have

been, then tbe inference is that copyright had expired
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iilv J. 101:2. It. on the other hand, it is con-

ithor " was alive on July 1, 1905,

or non-existence of copyright turns solely

on the Dumber of years which have elapsed since the

e negative. If less than fifty, the copyright.

if more than fifty, it has expired.

Tn the case of most photographs taken, say, thirty or

irs ago, any decision is little more than a guess.

* * *

Economising While the present price of plates con-
Plates tinues, there is every necessity to avoid

the larger sizes wastefully. In many cases this

can he done by cutting two plates from the next larger

size, which, in the case of many subjects, give the neces-

area. Many groups, especially flashlights of dinners.

call for a long, narrow plate, a fact which our American
friends have recognised by providing cameras to suit.

Very often a plate 12 x 7-§, or sometimes 15 x 6, will suit

the subject; either of these sizes may be made by a

single cut from a 15 x 12 plate. There is little difficulty

in using these in the ordinary slides, all that is necessary

being two strips of glass, one on either side of the plate,

to keep it central. To obviate the risk of slipping, a strip

of adhesive plaster or insulating tape may be rubbed
down along the edges, or even a slip of lantern binding
stuck on. If such sizes are taken into general use, a

simple grooved carrier may be made, into which the plate

may be slipped. With such an arrangement, flat films

which are more easily cut can be utilised.

* * *

Printing Out. It has come to our notice that some
of the younger generation of photo-

graphers, whose experience dates from a time subsequent
to the general adoption of developing papers, have been
deterred from using any printing-out process by the idea

that a great loss of time is involved by so doing. This
is undoubtedly the case if only a few negatives have to

be dealt with, but if, say, two or three dozen can be
handled simultaneously the difference is not serious. In
the. case of sepia prints, in which, besides developing,
bleaching and sulphiding have to be resorted to, there
is probably no saving in time as compared with a self-

toning collodion paper, while the results are, as a rule,

much better. There is, of course, always the uncertainty
of the quality of daylight, but if a mercury vapour tube
be used, printing-out becomes an easy task, whether self-

toning, carbon or platinum paper be used. It is necessary
to point out that unless used by reflection, which is

expensive, the arc light does not give satisfactory prints,
there being a tendency to general flatness. Half-watt
lamps have been found altogether too slow for printing
purposes.

* * *

A Scale for An accessory for the camera with which
the Copying much copying is done may be made
Camera.

jn a few minute an(i wjh be found to
save a great deal of time in adjusting the oameira
extension into position for approximately sharp focus.
Assuming that the camera is, as it should' be, one of the
rear-focussing type, let a strip of wood of length a little

more than twice the focal length of the lens, be fixed
to the lens-front by one end, the rear end thus project-
ing beyond the camera back at about the normal exten-
sion. Let the camera be focussed on a distant object
and a mark made on +he wooden strip registering with
some definite part of the camera back, such as the front
edge of the frame. Let this mark on the strip he
called A. Now let some piece of printed matter be
sharply focussed, so that it is reproduced same sizi
the focussing screen, and let a second mark B be n

on the strip of wood. It now only remains to divide

space between A and B into, say. sixteen equal pe

and to mark these divisions. l-16th, l-8th, 3-16th, i

on the strip, starling from the point A, in order 1

ale which, 1' larticular lens, indie::

position to which the camera requires to be extei

for, sharp focus when copying on any of the sci

ed, as described on the graduated s1

for reproduction of a 12-inch original as 9 in

in the copy, that is on a scale of throe-quart

camera back' is racked to the three-quarter mark
focus obtained by moving the instrument as a w

near vr to or further from the original.

"IN REPLY TO YOUR ADVERTISEMENT."
In consequence of the considerable number of si

advertisements by employers requiring assistants as

assistants requiring employment, which appear

week in our advertisement pages, we are often ci

upon to deal with debatable matters arising from i

advertisements, and incidentally have frequently

opportunity of seeing the letters which are written t

employer by applicants for a situation. We may, th

fore, be rendering some service to assistants if we bring

together a few notes, the result of our observations in

these affairs.

One of the first things we would do is to caution

assistants against sending to employer advertisers who
use a Box number specimens of their work or originals

of their testimonials. In the post, to our certain know-

ledge, the readiness of assistants to send specime?

their work to unknown people has been much abused .

so much so, that for a number of years past our publishers

have declined to insert requests for specimens in adver-

tisements of situations vacant which do not disclose the

name and address of the advertiser. Nevertheless,

despite the absence of the request, assistants do send

their specimens and, therefore, have only themselves

to blame if they are unsuccessful in getting them again.

There is, of course, no reason to attach suspicion to an

advertiser because he employs a Box number. He may
have the best of reasons for not wishing to disclose his

identity. On the other hand, the use of a Box nut

is a means which may be used by the unscrupulous

obtaining specimens for the window or showcase. There

is a further cause of failure on the part of assistants to

obtain recovery of their specimens, and that is one which

is scarcely to be ascribed to the evil intentions of the

advertiser. It is, that an assistant will omit to mark
his name and address on the back of each specimen. He
may send half-a-dozen such unmarked specimens with

his' letter of application, presumably under the happv
impression that he is the only applicant. The advert

who perhaps has thirty or forty similar letters and

batches of specimens in response, to his announcement,
can hardly be wholly blamed if, in such cireumsta:

specimens get mixed up, so that they cannot be rcti

to their proper owners. Another hint about speci?

which we may give to assistants is that the prints should

be nicely mounted. Many of the specimens whicl

have seen have been frayed and dirtv prints, the -

of which greatly detracted from work which, so fa

the capacity of the assistant in the studio was conce 1
1

was quite creditable.

As regards the letters which are written in repl-

advertisements, let them be of the utmost, concise]

consistent with statement of the required fa

need to begin with " Tn reply to your advertisement for

a receptionist, in Friday's ' British Journal,' T beg
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offer my services." The employer knows all that, and
gets tired of reading it as the introduction of thirty or

•.ers. Hence he is biassed, to some extent, in

favour of the applicant who cuts it out. We are rather
inclined to think that the best way of putting one's

cations before an employer is to write a brief note
sirn; ng the salary required and date when at

liberty. Other particulars may be concisely given on a
separate sheet, taking care to mark this latter with the
name and address of the applicant. It is just as well

;ike these particulars into separate short paragraphs,
each dealing with a separate qualification, e.g., experience
in different branches of work, names and address-

past employers with dates of entry and leaving service.

ulars of the latter kind may with advantage be
n up in a kind of diary form . showing how and by
ii the applicant has been employed in a course of

years. Such particulars as these, where the terms of

service have been of reasonable length, are evidence of

reliability, to which, of course, an employer will attach

as much importance as technical efficiency. If assistants

who find a difficulty time after time in obtaining even

an answer from an employer's advertisement could com-
pare the neatly written and plainly expressed letters of

others with their own rambling and almost illegible

applications they would obtain some idea of the cause
of their ill success.

A few words may be said respecting assistants' adver-
tisements for situations. These, to begin with, should
define the special branch of work as definitely as possible,

e.g., printer, operator, retoucher. They should also give
at least some idea of the geographical position of the
assistant. We can well understand that for obvious
reasons an assistant often will not wish to name the
town in which he or she is situated, but the count
the distance from some large town might be stated, so

that an advertiser has some idea of the facility or other-

wise with which he can interview an assistant before-

hand. Assistants also may at times turn to advantage
the fact of being out of employment by offering to take
a berth at a minute's notice in response to a letter or
telegram. Just now, in the height of the holiday season,
there is, no doubt, an opportunity for making a feature
of such readiness in advertising for a post.

WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

[The fullomng il a further pu;»r of the series by Mr. J. Kffel. written with the aim of giving a more intimate kind of

I studio lighting and poning than ii perhapa ordinarily attempted in articles of this kind. The
appeared in the " Brituh Journal " of last week, the first being an introduction to the series and the

'linn "111 tli- arrangement of the bust portrait. Further chapter* in the series will be published during the
t few weeks.)

Ill THE POINT OK VIEW.
Ir there ii one thing more than another that stamps the work
of thi> portraitist as commonplace and uninteresting it is the

.re. The man who offers the majority

f good* has no right to gnimble at bad
t be admitted

•holography is pro-

as, to

e the photo-

anything but the

that SMS) to the from
belief that the public p

a lit

grapher ha* not trained his eye to

•' V what's wrong with the front face, and isn't it a

fact thai i . ask for that sort of thing '.' "
I hear someone say.

- up this confusion that I am writing

hapti-r. Do not lose sight of the fact that I am
i the consideration of the making of pvrtraiti

than I am about what might be described

as Bigh-krosri I am an old studio

worker. I have travelled widely and sesa most phases of the

nam I have intimate knowledge of d> th the best

people, and know how to cater for lists intelligent M
without loss of dignit> . will Ml find BM talking of

man whose studio i* in a purely working-class

imply mutt deal in postcards and conduct

t the spending ^inventions of the wage-

earning ...mniiinitv One need n> to a

T <lo not think sufficient thought has

mall man by the

it is very mu' otograph well-

dressed persons and children who will respond to our

advan <•«. taking reasonable time to the work, than it is to deal

with those, who, in addition to their awkwardness, are very

and artistic work.

After all. th" West End msn knows all I have got to teach and

BM , r. It is th« worker in the n

class or' cheaper studios that I am most a«ncara*d about

"gingering no." Let me say this bj way of comfort to the

professional whoso studio is an unpretentious one in an out-

lying suburb : there is no other business I know of where the
small man can successfully compete with elaborate and central

premises so much as in photography. One cannot imagine a
lady forsaking the big store for the little draper round the
corner, hut for something distinctive and personal, such as a
photograph, clients who have discrimination will go au••fears.

Probably you are wondering what the foregoing paragraph
has to do with the iniquity of photographing sitters looking to
the camera, so I'll be more direct and answer your questions.

The human face ia not a flat surface. I have compared it to

a physical geography map. A photograph of the face is a
representation on a flat surface of a more or less round object

hi teen in monochrome with one eye. If one could see a per-

fect face both eyes would be of the same sire and shape, one
ear would match the other, the nose would be straight and the
mouth would not droop at one corner. Now, I think a face

like that might be worth taking " full front " to show the
regularity of the features, but, considering the limitations of

•hotographic lens, the nose, tho face's most prominent
feature, would not be truthfully rendered, unless by very
skilful lighting. aasnrae, however, that we have got a good
frcwr-fsr? photograph of a perfect face. You will find that
if a line were drawn down thi i the picture, both sides

would bo exactly alike. Why then, I ask, should we photo-
graph two ears and two eyes from exactly the one point of
view, why should we foreshorten a good nose and chin, give but
the one line cf cheek and neck, and fail to indicate in the
slightest degree the shapeliness of the head? There is no
answer, unless you tell me that the public ask for photographs
" looking straight at the camera." I have had that request
nearly every week of my professional life, and, as a picture
" that just looks at you " is very popular, I must explain
how I reconcile my detestation of the front face with my ideas

of giving clients what they like.

Customers only know what they want approximately. They
use the terms " side," " front " and " full " to convey their
meaning in a general sort of way. The photographer who
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•ould argue with his sitter about the difference between

larter face" and "full face," or, indeed, about any

other technicality, would be an ass. When a huh- tells me that

sh to be taken " too near the camera," I do not

her a lecture en the relativity of the focal length of the

lens and the dimension of the sensitiye plate. I know quite

well that what she wants is a comparatively small figure. Not

one person in a million would ask for a front face and then

grumble if the head were turned slightly, and yet that slight

turn maki i a world of difference.

Let us turn hack to the perfect face and the front view

portrait of it. I showed that one side is but a repetition of

the other and indicated that many beauties were completely

hidden Once, when out walking with my little daughter, I

said, " Look over there at the pretty pond with the ducks

swimming about." Margaret looked in the direction indicated,

hut saw neither pond nor ducks. Only when I put my head

down to the level of hers did 'i notice that a small hillock

completely hid what I wished her to see. A photograph from

the child's standpoint would have shown us the landscape lack-

ing in ihe interest I got from my slightly elevated position.

Exactly so it is with a portrait. If the pond and the ducks

An unusual point of view disclosing a variety of " points "—the
good profile, abundant hair, the beautiful curves of neck and arms.

Mote the simplicity of the scheme.

are worth disclosing, or, to drop the metaphor, if there are

hidden beauties just round the corner, the camera or client

should be altered to reveal them.
Always appear to gratify the wishes of your clients. If you

leave a feeling that you have not taken a lady as she wished
it is a certainty that your proofs will be severely criticised.

Given a lady who has insisted on a front face, don't, for pity's

sake, let her sit down facing the camera and then start turning
her away. That will invite an argument right away. My
procedure is as follows: "I 'size up" her better side and
place the chair either slightly looking to the light or away
from it, so that it is impossible for her to be " fair on " to

the camera. Then, when the blinds have been arranged a little

and my assistant has focussed roughly, I say " Now I muse
turn your bead a little, for, of course, you wish to be taken
looking at the front." It is then quite simple to select a

pleasing point of view, and, the eyes always looking in advai.c;
of the turning, a " looking at you " portrait is perfectly easy,

matter of fact, all the best portraits with the eyes looking
to the front are what is known as " three-quarter ' face pic-

tures. Look at the portrait work of the old masters, look at
the fine work of leading poster and advertisement artists, and,
bearing in mind what I have said, I think you will be sur-

prised at the wonderful variety possible with what would
always satisfy the public as "looking to the front" por-
traiture.

Paradoxical as it may seem, a simple front face portrait calls
for more knowledge than a " Rembrandt." It only requires
the ability to focus and expose to make a photograph which
will look like a schoolboy peering into a sweet-shop window.

Something more is required by the public from the photo-

grapher who calls himself a " portrait specialist."

In practising selection aim to hide the ugly while showing

the beautiful. Keep continually asking yourself, " What
should I disclose here, what should I keep out of sight? " Our
clients, as a rule, know nothing of Art and cannot give good

reasons for their preferences and dislikes. It should he

sufficient for us that they don't like our work. Nature
punishes us for breaking her laws, but whether we have eaten

unwisely, neglected our sleep, or carelessly exposed our

to cold, we have to find out to effect a cure and to guard

against a recurrence of the trouble. Regarded superficially.

there is but little difference between the front face portrait of

an ignorant worker and that of an expert. Yet, put them to

the vote of our ordinary customers, and the latter will win
hands down. Why? Pew will be able to satisfy us on that

point beyond saying that there is " a something " about it

that compels their preference. After all, it would be an evil

day for us if the general public cultivated art criticism. Those
who like beauty are far easier to serve than those who have a
smattering of the technical side of our business. A well-known
musician once put me right on the subject of the public. I

had just told him that I was a music lover, but could play no
instrument myself. " Then you are a lucky chap " was his

unexpected remark, " for you can sit down comfortably and
enjoy the art of a good performer—the soul of his music—while

I can't help criticising his tone, tempo and technique. I

always play to the music lovers, never to the musicians in my
audiences. After all, old man, we are all members of the
public on most subjects,. Now, take your art, I'm just in

exactly the same position regarding photography as you with
music. I admire a picture—well, just because I do admire it,

while you go nosing around it analysing and picking faults,

because you are a confounded professional."

Don't take your portraits to satisfy photographers, but think
very hard of pleasing your clients. If you are troubled with
frequent re-sittings, or very small orders, it is up to you to

find the reason, to find in what particular your work is lacking.
Don't waste your breath reviling the public. Allowing for
some annoying manifestations of right down stupidity—I have
known a few masterpieces to be turned down—the fault is

always with us, our work or its presentation. Take the re-

jected proofs, study them well, and then reconstruct them in

your mind. Most likely the sitter told us what failed to please,
or the fault may be quite apparent. Quite conceivably, how-
ever, you are at a loss to find out what is wrong. In such a
case it is evident that the photographer is limited in his
knowledge of the infinite variety and possibilities of his art.

One who has seen little but front faces for years requires some
extra knowledge, to say nothing of courage, to bring himself
to look all round his subject for a pleasing point of view.

My reason for placing " the point of view " first in the
factors that go to make up a successful portrait is that, like
the skeleton to the anatomist, or the drawing to the painter,
it is the structure upon which the complete composition is

built, determining the general effect. " Yes, that's all very
fine about selection," says a young studio assistant, " but now
that you have ruled out the front face, what is to guide me
and what rules have you for my guidance with all the different
faces I have to deal with? " That is exactly the question I
wish to answer.
We need not enter into an academic discussion on " What

is Beauty? " for the Chinaman, the Kaffir and the Briton have
different standards. Even with the white peoples there is con-
siderable diversity of opinion, but it is sufficient for our pur-
pose to mention those " points " about a face which we would
all agree were good ones, to consider how to make the most of
them in a photograph. A straight nose, large eyes, ears close
to the head, regular teeth, abundant hair, rounded cheeks,
lofty forehead, are universally admired. If ever you get that
combination of features in one client you will scarcely be able
to go wrong. But as nature is not often so lavish with her
attributes of beauty, you must train yourself to search out the
most pleasing aspects of your most difficult subjects.
We have all read poetry about the beauty of eyes, but I have
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never read a single stanza praising someone's ears. I know a

man has two ears, but I like to lose sight of that fact in most

of my photographs. If Mr. Totij. irs Front-face will, for one

week, take tter so that only one ear is seen he will see,

in his own work, possibilities that < ould not be illustrated in

any better way. In turning the head of a model, what are we
looking f. lie outline

nf the side least shown, noting the contours of forehead, cheek

and chin. With most subjects, however plain, these curves are

a complete index to the shape of the face, and give the idea

indness which the front face with the ears as sentinels,

• sis in destroying. I have always found the second ear

an excrescence on a beautiful outhn.- When it happens to pro-

trude an unlovely lobe out of a chubby face (I only notice this

in the negative), I give ail rs to the retouch^

obliterate the offence.

I seem to be approaching an ideal point of view by a process

of elimination. This is not a ba ither. fur when one
has ruthlessly ruled tiling that is crude and inelegant,

whatever remains im-i of necessity contain the al

inherent in the suhje. t The front face has flattened itself

and I hare taken one ear from you. What shall we do
with the rest of that your first considera-

tion in the point of view it the ntline.. Your eye probably

training in this, as in other respect*. It isn't at all

actory to pose a subject in the .studio and then expose the

from a fopt lower than you saw it with your eyes. In

for a good outline, do not merely turn the head of

•lbject. Tilting, ever so sli 'ight or left, back-

wards or forw •icntlv makes a wonderful diffe-

and, of course, raising or In* camera alters the draw-
ing considerably. If yon wish to take a man as if hi

of his chest and I bong on to his

ears keep your camera very high Although this style «•

trait is acceptable to Arnold ! by I'irie

Macdonald—the general public arc t ;> to that
standard yet. For good lines of chin, neck and shoulders a

aruera is essential.

The eyes, nose and mouth u :n conjui'
inately the eyes may be turned, raised

it the same cannot he done with the nose, which
also be fortun an he ma

the nose by raising or lower 'ske rare when
«•> an ugly view of

the •
• h is invariably to< onlv

way I know of making it appear neater is by the process
artists as b I will t

exhaustively later.

•rw hints or guidin. selection may
Although I am takinp the factors in composition seriatim, in

practice one does not do that. What is called " posing "

cannot be properly considered apart from " lighting," and so

on. Well, then hink of a very stout man. Turn him
well away from the light and seat him so that he cannot lean
back. Get al! the neck you can with low observation,. Tnrn
him so far away that you will get the extreme length of his

snub nose without exposing his unshapely profile and double
chin unduly. Avoid front light with this type of face. Some
photographers adopt exactly the wrong method with this

problem. If you fill in the hollows, either with light or lead
pencil, you get a turnip effect. Use light sparingly and secure

hit of detail in the face. Here I'll give a tip that i<-

worth noting. Ordinarily the lighting carries over the no-«

and slightly illuminates the cheek bone on tho shadow si<1

With the fat subject keep the lighting abrupt, so that t ,„

drawing on the dark cheek is h>>t Make a portrait on tin.

and the eye of the superficial observer will be deer

The light part is all that it seen, and the suggestion ghei
that the face is very much lees broad than it really is.

us now think of the opposite extreme, a thin face with
very sharp feature- From the tip of the nose to the ears are

planes that could only be faithfully rendered if taken

and viewed stereos* opic ally. Obviously, then, we have to keep
well away from the front view. How much we may turn away
it to be tjetermm.-i bv what we think of tho features. If the

face is cadaverous and its owner still young, let in sufficient

front light to fill in the hollows. If nose and chin are good
Rembrandt lighting may be used with good effect). The broad

rule in lighting is faces with good projections may look

fotrord.* the light, low projections should be turned from the

light

severe profile is very exacting, although very beautiful

when one has tho right subject. Think of the head and hair

in this respect as well as the face. Most men need a lot of

instruction on feminine " points." I never have the far
• about the better side of a lady's head, the hair dressing

tells me that. And the one she thinks the better is the
• paying me to photograph. Be very careful with the

ladies' bait. Top lighting or fancy effects are apt to suggest

grerneaa.

far I hsve only been dealing with thn bust portrait. As
the n,»w scholar at the Sunday school said, man's chief end is

id on. The same selective process obtains

where more of the f. ."ire is disclosed. In all composition

variety Don't have meaningless repetitions. One day I had

been : out to an assistant some faults of his in this

respect. A little !.•••
I <>\>rheard him saying to the dark

lad :
" A man has two of everything

sake don't let the boss hear yon say so."

J. Kftel.

if. 1'noT.K.mrnif: Society's bouse at 36, Russell Square,
I, is being redecorated, and many alteration* are being mutt

asaa hsve been placed in brary. ami an
date and really useful car'! 1 •,••» store of literature

te list

of j I us in

the and »[

tissue'

- tti*' winners of
I

\ M
r. H

Sunderl - .*: -• won The
(£30) in was \ D

by all

me* and addri•« • • f the dealers who won
hare also reach, ma, 1 to 6,

were as follow* £2 10». : 4th. £1 5s.
;

and the winners we- 2nd,

Thompson, Southsea; 3rd, Goddrn, Streatham, 8.W. ; 4th,

Class 2: I

v Chemists. Finchley, N.12; 3rd, F. Rannister.

3 : lot, I

•• and Son, Bradford ; 2nd, 0. I mmanuel I

Thompson. !.

Vswi—tl. n I y.ie. Class 4: 1st. <

.1 Fallowfield, Ltd., Charing Cross

Road
- n, Walthamstow. K.17. Class 5 : I 's Camera

'

New I set, K.C.2; 2nd. A P. Taylor, Bi tbouroe; 3rd.

-ons, York ; 4th, J. Fallow

I Tas« 6 : 1st. J. W.i lerland ; 2i

Holloway Road, N.19; 3rd, J. Baxter and
Grangemouth: 4th, Peacock and Co.. Bittingbonrne. Class 7

£7 10s.). Mswson and Proctor, Newcastle-on T
2nd (£3 16s.), W. Middleton and Ashman, Bath; 3rd (£2 10s.),

Vs Photo Stores, Leeds; 4th (£1 6s.), Nash KV
Soutbport. The second competition is now in full swing, and sp

literature concerning if is being published. Full particulars may
be had from the Secretary. £3,000 All-British Competition, 4.

Oxford Stnet, London, W.l.
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SOME NEW SENSITIZERS FOR THE DEEP RED.

munication No. 147 from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.)

In the course <>i work extending over a number of years, a

great number of new dyes derived from quinoline have been

prepared ami t, -t.nl for their sensitizing power. A number

of compounds prepared in the course of this investigation

have been described in a paper by H. LeB. Gray and G.

fWtekunst on " The O-AIkyloxyquinaldines." 1 The purpose

paper is to describe three of the new sensitizers

./..eh have been selected as having interesting properties,

two of which it is proposed to place upon the market.

1. Jfaphihaeyanole (1,1' Diethyl Di-fl-Naphthcarbocyanine

tiitrir

This dye W*s prepared as follows:—
A solution of 5 grams of fl-Naphthquinaldine ethiodide and

5 grams of quinoline ethiodide in 560 c.o.s. of boiling ethyl

alcohol (95 per cent.) was treated with a mixture of 4 c.c.s.

ii.

i

7

Fig. 1.—Beta-naphtha-cyanole.

formaldehyde (40 per cent.) and 60 c.c.s. of 10 per cent, alco-

holic potash. The dye separated out in the form of little

green needles, which on account of their insolubility were

converted into the nitrate. This was accomplished by sus-

pending a small amount of the dye in glacial acetic acid,

(75 c.c.s.), and adding 200 o.c.s. of 10 per cent, nitric acid,

allowing the mixture to digest for a time (i hour), an/l then

filtering off the undissolved crystals. The solution was shaken

thoroughly with 1 c.c. of 10 per cent, silver nitrate, and the

silver iodide filtered off. The dye was precipitated imme-
diately with ammonium hydroxide and re-crystallised from
methyl alcohoJ.

This dye sensitizes powerfully hoth when added to the

emuJsion and when used for bathing ready prepared plates.

A spectrum, shown in fig. 1, shows a strong maximum in the

deep red at 690 mm and a sensitizing power for the green
appreciably less than that shown by Ipinacyanol. The dye
keeps well, and is quite suitable for use in the place of pina-
cyanol where the extreme red sensitiveness is an advantage.

2. Acetaminocyanole (1,1* Diethyl-6,6l-Diacetaminocarbo-
cynnine Iodide).

This dye was prepared as follows:—
A solution of 5 grams 6-acetaminoquinaldine ethiodide and

5 grams quinoline ethiodide in 200 c.c.s. of boiling ethyl alco-

Fig- 2.—Acetaminocyanole in emulsion.

hoi, was treated with a mixture of 20 c.c.s. of sodium ethylate
(1 gram sodium in 50 c.c.s. absolute ethyl alcohol) and 5 c.c.s.
of formaldehyde. A blue green solution was formed, and green
crystals separated on cooling. These were re-crystallised from
methyl alcohol.

The dye obtained was found to sensitize powerfully when
added to an emulsion giving a maximum at 730 w Its

ST th™ I'

Sh°Wn iD fig
-
2

-
When "* att6mPt wa* made touse this dye in water solution for bathing plates, a very

1. Forthcoming in Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc.

curious result was obtained, the spectrum obtained being that
shown in fig. 3, and corresponding obviously to an entirely

different dye. Moreover, it was 'found that in the prepara-
tion of the dye, it was necessary to be careful to keep the
water content to a minimum, as otherwise the dye had not
the characteristic sensitizing maximum at 730 * m, but gave a
result similar to that obtained whom bathing plates in water
solution. The probable explanation of these anomalies is that
the dye is hvdrolysed by water, the acetyl radicle being hydro-
lysed off. While the dye, therefore, has some value when
used for emulsions, since the plates prepared appear to keep
their characteristic properties, it is not thought that it will

be of general value owing to its instability.

A compound is described by Mills and Pope2
, which was pre-

pared by the condensation of 6-acetamrinoquinaldine ethiodide

Fig. 3.—Acetaminc-cyanole : bathed plate.

and quinoline ethiodide with formaldehyde and alkali, and
crystallises in minute green needles. It senstitizes at 6,300-
6800 and more weakly at 5200-6300, and thus appears to be
an entirely different compound from that described above.

3. KT\Ji>tocyanine.

This dye was prepared by the condensation of lepidine ethio-
dide, 3 On re-crystallising from chloroform small bronze
crystals are obtained. On trial this proved to be the most
remarkable sensitizer yet discovered. A great deal of time
was expended in purifying it to prevent a fogging action on
the emulsion, since, when tested in the usual concentration,
1 in 25,000, it gave severe fog, though sensitizing with great
powier with a maximum of 760 mm. It was found, however,
that the dye was being used in far too great a concentration,
and by the use of only L20th of the amount required for
pinacyanol excellent results were obtained. The spectrum :s

shown in fig. 4. For bathing solutions a concentration of 1

in 500,000 is recommended. The addition of either ammonia
or alcohol was found to be a disadvantage.

Tests were made for the extension of the spectrum with
'kryptocyanine into the extrelme infra red. It was found iliat
although its maximum is at a considerably longer wave-length
than that given by dicyanine, and although up to 850 «* its
sensitizing power is greater than that of dicyanine, yet

Fig. 4.—Kryptocyanine.

beyond this point dicyanine shows a greater sensitizing power,
and above 900mm Kryptocyanine is almost useless, while di-
cyanine employed according to the directions given by Dr.
Meggers is still effective. Nevertheless, Kryptocyanine
represents a very great advance in the preparation of photo-
graphic materials sensitive to the extreme red. Since it con-
fers no green sensitiveness, and, indeed, the materials sensi-
tized with ib have very little sensitiveness below 680 n/i, infra

2.
'

3. '

E. Q

' Phot. J.," 1,0. p. 253 f!920).
The Kryptocyanines, a Xew Series ot Photo-Sensitizing Dyes," bvAdams and H. l,. Haller, Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1920, vol. 42 p 3661
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•itfecis in ordinary photography can be obtained by the

I a strong yellow filter only and employed in this way.

possible to give very short ei-osuros, one second ai / «

being quite satisfactory in bright sunlight The result*

ned are those char holography in the infra

red. blue skies appearing dark, and green foliage very bright,

•> that a tree covered with spring leaves appears as if in

:n, and the grass on the ground as if it were snow.

M probable that the dye will have applications in astro

the present time, stars are classified by their colour

. this being the relation of the photographic magnitude
i

mined in the violet to the photo-visual magnitude deter-
mined in the yellow-green, and determination of the extreme
red magnitude at 770 pa by the use of Kryptocyanine will

probably extend the value of such studies. Undoubtedly
numerous other applications will be found for this dye.

The Naphthacyanole and the Kryptocyanine will be added
t<> the list of synthetic organic chemicals supplied by the Re-
search Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company

0. E. K. Mkks.

0. GUTEKCN8T.

THE CORRECTION OF LENSES FOR CHEMICAL FOCUS.

photographers probably possess s lens which give* satisf

inary use, but which will not make sharp enlargement*.

. to what is call' us of

the lens for the "chemical" rays w). the sensitive emulsion

dosa not coincide with the focu* I
- ivs by means of which the,

(sweating sras made. This is of

U

>iUrly

- and |»jrtr*it lenses and soma of the earlier anaatigtuat*. In the

trs when enlargements were m 'if oil and gas

lamps, which was not rich in ultra-violet rays and often possessed a

reddish or yeOowuh tinge t

the red and bloc rays into eomai* ' inlays, with the more

efficient mercury v»p<.ur ami an tamps which »re n< b in u]tr:i violet

rays. for the lens has to be made fur the yellow and ultra-

violet rays. Consequently, some com u. n has to be applied to the old

lens if sharp enlargement, are to he made. The amount of this correc-

tion will vary wil - of leas, focal length and degm i of enlarge-

ment It will be shuwn in this article In w, when the correction has

been found for a [-articular lens under I conditions, the I

lion under every other condition can be calcuU

Then are two simple ways •: ration ; the first

' jcus an enlargement sharply by the eye, mark the position of the

leas, measure the distance an'! and image, and then

•lightly shift the lens and teat '
I ieea of bromi>te paper.

imish the correct position of the lens for sharpest

pretty sccurately. la general the leas will require to be moved
. is the enlargement. The amount an

lens from I I now be measured.

• a, sad*, (fig. I) be the dim .Urgrment and copy reaper-

fr .tii the leas, of focal ssOfl sty the magnification. These

. M Heqzl.-.r

t t 1.

the viaual adjustment . let the same letters wit

10 the photographic adjustment, and let a, = », »- «', etc. Then
ws hi he usual form wall

»,-<! + /»», ",-<i i

imt + „.,!) /, - n
and as nothing has been moved but the lens a, + », — «, + tu so

r')(» + «
iaTTa?)

1 /,»*+/' (-' +"•,+ «•' + '

(-H „,,,)

• all the quantities denoted with a dash are small compared with

the same quantities with suffixes, being in the nature of correction terms,

nence'a sufficient accuracy will be obtained if we neglect prodn
two small quantities, so we may unto :

/»-r,«/t "».+/* (J '«,)

m» as
/' 2 + «,- ' m,

-a; (»* D ».

and :

aa

-r

i

+ «i)/"

()IS, — 1

Now a 1 has bean measured, so that we find the error in tin

/> - _ (ii)

U the leas ia to be used at any other magnification or enlargement M

,

the formula (i) tells us the amount n , to be applied to «,.

he distance the lens has to be moved after focussing, viz.

:

"«,-! W - I •
('»)

' as to the sign. If « l comes out to be negative, it means that

lea* most be moved nearer to the enlargement. In this esse / is

-
, the lens has a longer focus for ya than for

the viaual, or. in the language of the optician, is
"

Such will usually be the case.

A second method of measuring the focal error ia more direct if a little

troublesome. For this a test object (fig. 2) must be prepared,

of fines ruled b tions mutually at right

with regularly spaeed lines, say, a tenth of an inch apart. It may be
prepared in several ways: A clean piece of glass may be blaci

with varnish mixed with lampblack, or a plate may be fogged.

washed and drii '1 ; the lines can be cut with a sharp knife, i il-

ea unexposed plate ma • .| and dried, and the line | nil. ,1

on the clear gelat 1

1

dd be ruled pur.. II. I I

edges of the plate ami .1 line... which will l»- horizontal

ia the enlarger, sboul •: by miikim; it double, or in any
otbercomeiiient way . it will also b< t to murk the appal
pari o) the plate. The [>apcr on the easel should be tilted, preferably

leg., to simplify

horizontal I. ' ia focussed sharply on ti

screen and the exposure msde 01 |>»|>cr, it will be found, if

the lens haa ' heme .i •
• i», that the central line is nol sharp, but soma

other line is. Bu nd line from tie

sharpest, there is then an error in f. aas of .2 in. mullipl,

enlargement, which is found from the space between the vertical lines

en toe enlargement. If this is, say, .3 in., the magnification ia x3, and

so the full error in focussing is .0 in. To find the correction for any

other magnification a different formula is necessary.

With the same notation as before,

•i-/i(l + V"i)
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Here », «* «„ so

With the same agreement as to appro x mi ation as

/' . (l + V'n)

before, this gives

:

• (">)

Fig. 2.

Now : n = / (1 + m)
U + * - (/ + /*) (1 + m + m1

)

where * is the " error in foous " found as above :

Subtracting, x = f mx +/1 (1 + m)

Substituting for m1 from (Hi)

! = /> (m+ 1)«

the error in focal length,

o'/1 =
(TO+ 1)»

• («v)

For any other degree of enlargement, the correction for u is

:

x M —

1

(m+T)» * Jf+1 (v)

The figure indicates the direction in which x, and therefore /, Rre

reckoned positive ("over corrected").

Formula (iv) also indicates the adjustment to be made if the easel is

moved to get correct focus, viz.

:

(m + l)»
(M+ 1)'

m — 1

m+ 1
(M + lf

(vi)

(vii)

according as x or u1 is the quantity measured.

(iii) and (v) give the correction to be applied to the lens position,

( vi ) and ( vii ) the correction to the ecwel position. Either one or other

may be used, not both simultaneously. To avoid all trouble about

signs, it will be observed that the direction of the movement of adjust-

ment, whether of lens or easel, is always the same direction, whatever

the magnification.

It may also be necessary to mention that the front of the lens should

always be] turned towards the enlargement if the best possible defini-

tion the lens will yield is to be obtained.

H. L.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DEPTH OF FOCUS.

[The rules and formulas relating to depth of focus have perhaps been the subject of a greater number of articles in the photographic Press

for many years past than any other section of photographic optics ; and certainly no question concerning the use of a lens has aroused so much

controversy. In the present' series of chapters the endeavour will be to put before the student an exposition of depth of focus based on first

principles, and in terms of geometrical construction within the image space. Much of the confusion which exists in the literature of depth of

focus arises from the mixture of two views on the subject. In most English writings depth is treated from the standpoint according to which

a certain definite circle of confusion is adopted as permissible in photographic negatives or prints, large or small, which are to be regarded as sharp.

On the other hand, among Continental writers it is generally held that the permissible disc of confusion is variable, according to the size of the

photograph, or rather according to the distance from which it is to be viewed. There is nothing inconsistent between the two standpoints. Both

have their advantages, and as will be seen from the present chapter and from a later one dealing with depth according to the more modern

Continental view, both have their limitations for practical purposes. It will be seen that formulas in accordance with the adoption of a variable

disc of confusion may be directly derived from those worked out for a chosen diameter of disc. In this first chapter the phenomena of vision,

consideration of which has not received the attention they deserve by English writers, are chiefly dealt with. Chapter II. will deal with the

formulas and practical significance of hyperfocal distance.]

ht depth of focus we have a branch of photographic optics which has

its obvious practical importance yet cannot be treated by rigid optical

formulae, since it is based on standards which in turn depend upon the

acuteuess of vision of the human eye and also upon the distances from

which prints and enlargements are viewed. Thus, apart from the

differences between the eyes of different observers, the purpose for

which a photograph is required has to be taken into consideration.

Plainly, the same rules cannot be employed for determining the

permissible amount of unsharpness in a photograph (even though it

may be a large one) which is to be closely scrutinised for its rendering

of detail, as for one which is to be viewed from a distance suitable for

appreciating its general effect and perspective. For this reason it

is necessary to consider the conditions of viewing as much as those

prevailing in the taking of the negative when seeking to determine

the rules which can be adopted as a guide to the production of adequate

sharpness of definition.

The subject divides itself into two parts, the first of which will be

dismissed very much more shortly than the second. The first, which

we call depth of definition, relates to the distance which the focussing

screen or plate receiving a sharp image can be moved towards or away
from the lens without exceeding the limit of permissible unsharpness.

This depth, which is not of muoh" importance in practice, is always a
small distance, i.e., ranges from a fraction of an inch to a few inches.

The second part relates to distances in the subject photographed,
that is, the distance which can exist between an object and one further

from the camera whilst obtaining both in sufficiently sharp focus. The

space between points at these distances is what is commonly understood

by depth of focus (depth of field is a better term, sometimes used),

and under the conditions of ordinary photography is large, ranging

from a few feet to many yards.

Before dealing with these two aspects of the subject, it is necessary

to consider briefly certain properties of the eye which are exhibited in

the viewing of objects or of flat representations of them, e.g., photo-

graphic prints or enlargements.

Sharpness of Vision.

It is a familiar fact that the eye is unable to distinguish the form

of a small object at a distance which is very great relatively to the size

of the object. A shilling, which measures just under 1 in., if viewed

from a distance of about 100 yds. is not recognisable as a circular

disc, but appears to the average eye as a point. Thus we can imagine

that at a distance of 100 yds. a painting composed of 1-in. discs of colour

would appear to lose its disc structure owing to the separate discs

becoming unrecognisable at this distance.

Fig. 1 illustrates this phenomenon of vision. It is a half-tone repro-

duction of a photograph made with a screen of ruling which yields blocks

chiefly composed of dots of diameter about l-16th of an inch.

Looked at from the customary viewing distance of about 12 in. the

reproduction is so broken up by the dot structure as scarcely to
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,e the subject. But if viewed from I

• \2 ft . ! <•
. 2,000 tun- 1 the -li am I - "f the white d-.t* -t!

cease to be recognisable w such and the details, in the prints, so to speak,

up " to a su

Row the image farmed by a photographic lens of a so uning

ineM fr"m the Camera, bears a certain resemblance

oc proofs, unless a verr small stop is used. Tl •

as we knuw, can bring to a sharp point :' us onlj ' "ray« from

an object at some one distance. Pencil- from nearer or more distant

•« are brought to a focus respectively behind or in front of the

>f the object focused, »•• th.it t

scale, exists in space. The imijre obtained on the focussing screen is

the points of the subject nearer

or further than the object fpenned are represented photographically by

lich result from the ml (by the foci—ing sen-

tu • i . t .

.

' II foanlac toe bali-tos* r-pr,-ln. - w* shout l-letfe of aa laeh la
aad at a illstanra ot sboss lz ft e«aw to to maegsublt.

hm

•r cones of r*>-

Ihs. screen,

in the case of our hal: fa, a photograph n *i

a are unrecognis that the

it afcall be l lew.-. I at I

I Use disc* ; or. the other way »l - «niall

t.. the di.tsr,. .- .,• ah, i. photoglwph. i. wi-we.J. In

Is. the appearance of sharpness in a phot. graph is dependent

an be no ileli;

n small tl

In,- lr

disc of confusion of 1

is taken aa th>

K-ut 3' and 1'.

itano- ol 1J in. •

tl abaq.nc-- , th<-

••It hat the value admitted

aafcoaJ I I >ry according i.. the viewing

distan.-e. so that the angle subtended at the eye may he kept within
the peanisaible :

- .r purposes of calculation, the arbitrary met h, si ,,f measuring
- in degrees, minutes and seconds cannot be convenient I v used.

It is necessary to express the size of the angle by the arc method (the
led "circular measure '*), according to which the measure of the

angle U the part ..f the circumference of the circle included between
two radii of the circle (when these radii include the angle at the centre)

rig. S.—Illustrating arc or circular measure of an angle.

The ratio o( any arc D E (or F G) to the corresponding radius B K
(oc B O) Is the are measure of the angle ABC. The angle Q In the
Scare Is .'". It will then-lore be clear that In the ease of such small
ancles aa i' (one-fUtieth of that shown) the line D U practically
eosaddss with the arc D K.

! illustrates the circular measure of the

angle Q. in reen the lines A B and OB. If from B, as

I a> is drawn, then the circular measure of the angle Q
•the: ire D E to the radius B S, In like manner it is equally

F G
the ratio g-^ where >' '.' is the arc of a circle, also havii . at B.

If the angle <J is very small its sise expressed in circular measi

practically the same as the so-called •

angle, that is, the rat 'jsndicular to the base in a right-

angled triangle. This is also illustrated En I
• D // lm-

drawn perpendicular to /.' I. The rate. It // : H H is then
I

of the angle Q. In the drawing it will be seen that the perpendioolar
/' // differs slights in length from the arc DA", and that the base
// // is rery slightly less than I B K. Th<

Uljb l, pr.i ', : \ . |ual I . the circular incisure •! an angle in the

case of angles leas than fi dag. As the an. apneas

of vision are much smaller still, vie, f iay be

yiwiatrtsrwd equal to the circular men

(the so called " natural tangents ") may be taken from tab!

n thins, etc.. snob as " Chambers' Mathematical Tables." It will thin.

be clear that the measure of such very small angles is aimpl-

dimension of the object divided by its distance, a rvlaii i. which
••• to be kept in mind in considering the depth formula. I

given

Limited Accommodation of the Eye.

S-blcl - directly related t.i depth
us is its In in viewing

i aside defects such as -

nusl eye baa eiti rdinary powers of adjusting the f

tlmd lens to obje. t» at distances beyond a certain minimum, hut

oas* ol the average u : arest distance at which an
uly and .1>- ied is from 10 ll

i0 years of age onwards, beyond which

age tie i we may take as 12 in.) is pre

by the wearing of suitable spectacles. This limit of nearness fordi

"slog "i sal lruportan. depth of focus, sii h the

nallct photographs and larger ones, up to about 10

are necessarily held at this same distance of about 12 in. fi

iifnrtalile viewing. Hence it f-llows that a 10 in

m.-iit from a small negative requires to be of as fin

a contact print from the negative. On tl iln-r hand, in the case of

enlargements from Bag ,:i\.-s of fair size sfssmaalTSS. it is almost always

the case that they are viewed from distances ptoportiona] to their

site, and hence may be of correspondingly coarser optical definition

without apparent loss in sharpness.

Via may now set down in the form of a table the sizes of the discs

which appear as points (sharp definition) when viewed from the two
selected distances of 12 in. and 30 in., and also of discs which represent

lesser but still reasonable sharpness when viewed from these same
distances, st larger angles 1' 42' to 4'.
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tabu: I.

Angle subtended by disc of

confusion. Tangent *

of angle

Circle of confusion

indistinguishable

Minutes and
seconds.

Circular measure. at 12 in. at 30 in.

r 3438 " -

00029 .00029
1

286

1

114

' r sb = <*x>™ .00033
1

260

1

100

»'-« *L - -o0050 .0005
1

16(1

1

66

.>

[4. - -00058 .00058
1

144

1

68

2'-51

"

4 = -00083 .00083
1

100

1

40

3'
1149 - -00087 .00087

1

itti

1

38

3-26* m = -001 .001
1

83

1

33

4' A = .00116 .00116 1
72

1

28

' die of object (i.e., disc of confusion) divided by its distance from eye.

From the above brief consideration of the limitations of average

human vision, we can now turn to the rules which respectively apply

to
-
depth of definition and depth of focus, using these terms in the

senses already defined.

Depth of Definition.

The formula for the distance through which the focussing screen may
be moved without exceeding a given standard of sharpness of definition

in the case of a flat object may be obtained from the following con-

struction. In fig. 3 the image of a point O is formed at F at a distance v

_jL

k
\J

rv.
G

jL

-'"K
F^

H

k -U ~~^C .-«-- --->

Fig. 3.—Illustrating depth of definition.

II a point Image of a point in a flat object is formed at F, andtif the
admissible disc of confusion is c, the focussing screen may be anywhere
within the distance D = depth of definition.

from the lens diaphragm A B of diameter d (strictly from the exit

node of the lens). Let O H and J K be positions of the focussing screen

in which the point image becomes a disc of the largest admissible

diameter, c. The distance D is the depth of definition : and it is

clear from the construction that the depth extends equally on each side

of the foous F.

From the construction

4J =L F
JK^MF
d v

thatis-«=5

Therefore 5- '

and Z>< (1)

of the lens, the image is formed at a distance / equal to the focal lengths

of the lens so that formula (1) becomes :

2c x /
d

D-

Since f/d is the ratio representing the F No. of the lens

D = 2c X the F No (2)

which shows that the depth of definition is the same for every lens-

having the same F No., and is independent of the focal length. It

varies with the standard adopted for permissible unsharpness.

For example, adopting a disc of confusion of l-100th of an inch, the

depth of definition with an//4.5 lens is

2 X
jyjj

X 4.5 = .09 in.

If the image is larger than the object, as in copying-enlarging, the

depth is greater, since in this case v in formula (1) becomes equal to

f -\- R f = f (R + 1) where R is the number of times of enlargement.

Hence
2cX/(K + 1)

D 2c x (R+ 1) X FNo. (3)

For example, adopting a disc of confusion of l-100th of an inch when

ipying-enlarging nine times with an //4.5 lens, the depth of definition

2 X ion
X 10 X 4.5 = .9 in.

If the object O is at a great distance relatively to the focal length

The considerations already set forth in respect to the relation of the

value of the permissible disc of confusion to the viewing distance and

also to the required standard of sharpness will have shown the value of

c to be employed in the above formula?. For example, for prints to

be examined for detail from the average viewing distance of 12 in.,

the maximum value of c is about l-250th of an inch, whilst for the same

standard of sharpness in, say, a 20 in. X 16 in. enlargement to be viewed

not nearer than 2 ft., c may be twice as great, say, l-120th of an inch.

For less critical degrees of sharpness, correspondingly greater value*

of c may be employed, as shown in Table I.

It must be repeated that the formulae above given apply only to a

flat object, as in copying a drawing or enlarging a negative. Moreover,

they apply strictly to images formed on or near the lens axis, but,

providing the lens is free from curvature of field, may be regarded

as holding good over the angles covered by lenses in ordinary

photographic work. G. E. B.

(To be continued.)

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretar

J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, Toront

Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Lat

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Sec

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London

S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profe

sional) . Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bon

Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Ada
43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for entries an

exhibits, August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annu
Exhibition. Latest date for entries, August 25 (carrier)

j

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Roya'

Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates:

Entry forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington

Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

The City Sale and Exchange, 54, Lime Street, London, E.C.3,

send us a special leaflet describing enlargers and field cameras. To

make room for new models the firm are disposing of their Salex

enlargers and many half-plate field cameras at a very low price.
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A HTD1 AGITATOR AND SOI.lTluNER.

A Nott ix the " Photographic Journal."

Tub apparatus described in the following note was evolved to meet
laboratory demands for a simple stirring device When liquids

have to be kept in continuous agitat:..n it is customary to use a
small motor, with shafting and pulley wheels, to actuate a propeller

or bent rod immersed in the liquid. This is an expensive and
comparatively complicated way of doing the work, as often as I ot

rope'Jer breaks the beaker or thermometer, and it cannot be
used with narrow-necked vessels.

nagram, t n a simple water pump.
I figs. 2, 3

I, has a variety of applica' is fitted with a
IK), a water inlet lH|, an attachment tube (U). and two

iw U tubes (CE) and normal use for agitating liquids

and suspensions in bottle*, flasks, or beakers, the bulb attachment
.-. 2 is connected by a rubber tube with tube (0) of J

is corked at 1

1

..-* in

:he air through tub) s full, the
water run* it, and also flows n\ Dend

syphon tube (UK i. It now flows down the limb (Kl, which
<ach a diameter that the water passee away faster than it is

In so : eates a partial vacuum
I

I by a flow of air from (I: result thai

I to be stirred rises in (B When it reaches the const

r

•• ju.M.-ii .heck pre' IHIStlflllRI

water column . icuum, so

that the water Mill, open

The apparatus can be constructed from glass and wood, cheaplv
and conveniently, and requires little .ctuate it. A patent
has been applied for. and it is find manv other ap]
tions for the device. K C. D. Hickman, B Sc.

Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Contact Reproductions by Reflected Light.
Ki'rthcr details of tl,e Mannl process are disclosed in the patent

156,692) taken out bv Max I'llmann, and supplement those
which were publislied in the " B.J.," of October 28, 1921 (page 645).
»"d ln th '

i J"l> 14 last (page 420.) The new sp.
tion states that the invention relates to the manufacture of printing
plates according to the process described in patent specification

1913 (" 13 J..' September 18, 1914. page 714), in

" film on a translucent plate is placed in d
• with the opaque original and exposed through the trans

g then transferred to the print
ing p. i usual tnannei When it has been desired to print

no press or from a til

Us beast Meesaarj to interpose a counter transfer printing in

to this transfer printing an.l transfer printing
.!« that are to be duplicated lose considerablv in shan

The new invention renders it possible to produ | i n such a
manner that they can be used in tho pr.

it transfer printing, both on the lithe, machine plate an:
sis in a process for the manufactui
s'inala, for the purpose of producir

iphy. according to the British patent
i named (No 24.607. of 1913), charact. tha

i films, one of which allows the negative to be stripped
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•• process the chromated colloid film, which has a

J™****".'''
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m
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.
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dried double plate is
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•light to dry After the drying the plates

' chromate colloid poured upon them
' is the same as that of the simple glass plate

.ting to allow stripping the film negative as described
..illinium already nbmd to. After the drying

of the neg.it'..- there is applied to the upper side a poured -on coat-
I an aqueous solution of gelatine containing a few drops of

the pouring on hat been effected, the glass plate
I opon a Gold foundation, and the gelatine is caused to dry

rapidly. The drying i» effected by means of warm air. The nega-
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tives may be retouched in the dry state unless it is preferred to do

the retouching on the metal plate. Then the film is cut through

along the rubber borders, and the negative is drawn-off the glass

plate and then cut to the proper size.

The following patents have been applied for :—

i H rsrr P&nrnuo.—No. 20,698. Process for making printing plates

for offset or lithographic printing, etc. C. Winkler.

i no Prociss.—No. 20,699. Copying process for making print-

ing plates. C. Winkler.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 24 to 29 :—

1'rintino Apparatus No. 20,191. Photographic printing appara-

tus. H. R. Eason.

Films.—No. 20,373. Photographic films. E. C. V. Miller.

Telescopic Attachments.—No. 20,542. Telescopic attachments for

hand-cameras. A. Warmisham.

Stf.reoscopt.—No. 20,346. Means for obtaining stereoscopic pic-

tures. E. H. Wright.

Cinematography.—No. 20,444. Manufacture of non-inflammable

films for cinematographs, etc. F. G. Edbrook and F. Edwards.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, t5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Film Developing Apparatus.—No. 154,212 (November 22, 1920).-

A i octangular vessel 1 is subdivided by one or more partitions

such as 2 to form separate receptacles 3—4 to contain respec

tively developing solution and water, and if desired an addi-

tional receptacle may be provided so that the film may be passed

through two developing solutions of different strengths.

At opposite ends of the tank near the top means are provided

for conveniently attaching for rotation the film spool 5 and

the transfer spool 6.

A short stud 7 is fixed on the wall and engages the usual

axial recess 8 in one end of the spool whilst the other end

of the spool is attached to the end of a crank shaft 9 which

enters the axial recess 10 of the spool and is provided with

a transverse pin 11 the projecting ends of which engage end

recesses 12 formed in the end of the spool. The shaft 9

extends through the wall of the tank and a bearing sleeve 13

thereon and is provided with means to rotate the shaft such

as a crank handle 14. A spring 15 is wrapped on the portion

of the shaft between the tank wall and a washer 16 at the

inner end of the shaft which maintains the connection of

the spool with the shaft.

In order to release the spool the latter is moved endwise

against the pressure of the spring to free first the 6tud 7

and then the inner end of the crank shaft and by reverse

action the spool is rotatahly fitted in the tank.

The end of the wrapper attached to the film spool 5 is

passed along the tank and its end is attached to the transfer

spool 6, means being provided for insuring the film F as it

Fig. 2.

is drawn from spool 5 to spool 6 being immersed in the

liquid in the receptacles.

The means for immersing consist of arms 17 arranged in

pairs on shafts 18, one pair to a shaft. Each shaft is rotatably

mounted in the side -walls of the tank, one end of the shaft

projecting through the wall and bent to form a crank handle 19

The arms bear upon the side edges of the film and the

arms of each immerser may be connected by a curved bridge

piece 20. The arms and bridge piece may he formed of a

suitably bent single length of wire the ends of which are

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

fixed to the shaft 18 whilst the downwardly projecting loops

30 act as guides for the film. It will be understood that

by turning the crank arms a portion of the film, i.e. a single

negative, may be pressed down till fully immersed in the

developing solution or the water.

The cover of the tank may be a ruby tinted glass slide

fitting guideways on the top edge of the tank, or a flanged

metal cover 21 may fit over the tank, the cover having a

ruby glass panel 22 and being provided with a hinged lid 23.

One side of the tank may be provided with a ruby tinted

glass panel 24 to admit light on the negative in each receptacle

bo that by looking down through the transparent panel 22

of the cover the progress of development of each negative

in succession may be observed.

Instead of the transparent side panels an electric ruby tinted

lamp 25 may be provided on the interior side of the tank

wall as shown in figs. 1 and 2. Henry Chartes Frank
Morant, Mon.buek. Riversdalc Road, Hawthorn, Victoria,

Australia

Self-Portrait Shutter Releases.—No. 167,898. (June 1, 1920).

The camera, which may be of any ordinary type indicated at

10, is provided with the usual flexible tube 11 having a bulb

for controlling the operation of the shutter, but in lieu of such

a bulb the apparatus includes a cylinder 12 which is in com-

munication, by means of a nipple 13, with the tube. A reser-

voir 14 having a nipple 14f>, with which may be connected

an ordinary bicycle pump for producing pressure within the

reservoir, is in communication by means of a tube 16 with a

pressure chamber 17, the communication being controlled by a

valve 18 which is yieldingly held seated by means of a spring
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19. This valve is carried by & lever 20 provided witii an arma-

ture 21 arranged in relation with an electric-magnet 22, in cir-

cuit with a battery 23 controlled by a twitch such aa of the

button type indicared at 24, any suitable length of con-

5 being arranged between the switch and the battery

magnet, which are preferably arranged in a small compact

space.

n the cylinder 12, which is in communication with the

pressure chamber 17, is a piston 27 yieldingly held in a re-

pressed position by an actuating spring 28 which is compressed

to cause a discharge of air from the upper portion of the cylinder

•he shutter actuating mean; through the tube 11 by an

i is* of pressure in the chsmtxT 17 sufficient to move the
-i in opposition to the spring 28.

The reservoir being cbarg- --satire of air, and
the severs! connections having hern made, the closing of the

lit through the battery a: .-ration of the

switch 24 wiU cause the sltr 'he armature 21 and the
unseating of !h» valve 18, «

h

admitting pressure to the
chamber 17, will result in lb the piston and the

the upper end of the cylinder 12 of a sufficient

quantity of air to actuate the camera shutter. If a snap
is to be taken it is simply necessary to momentarily close

the circuit and then per ttely to open, whereupon
the pressure within the chamber
outlet 29 and the spring

i and permit the camera si

if a time exposure of sny
it is simply necessary to i

magnet for the required length of

<ure 30 fo

in its attracted position an.! the

Lee (

escape through the

store the piston to its normal
- to close. On the other

desired duration is required,

a closed circuit through the

lime, the lever 20 being

29 when the armature is

18 is open —Hans Ben

The following complete spec: public ii

tion before acceptance :

—

Arrt 183.441 ,g still or
animated photographic image- tan Sooleu

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGlSTRATloS

.

LrJioGasi-H.— No. 426,511. Pictures, photographs and printed
' er included in class 39. Harold Bernardo Molins, 2, Evelyn

I'.'ptfoid. London. S.E.8, manufacturer. May 25, 1922.

MASKS PLACED ON THE MOISTBS.
The following marks have been placed on the register :

—

i.—No. 423,292. Optical, photographic, cinematographic, and
projection apparatus included in class 8. Ica Actiengesell

72-80, Schandauerstrasse, Dresden, Germany, manufacturer?.

Meetings of Societies.

B0» IETIEs FOR NEXT WKKk
'irsT 14.

rig.

Tii- 15.

Boanwaaoat I'ark and Bar
• A. H

Bansaenaaith II. . •• House P.8. Affiliation Prints.

r 15.

Amateur I Blue Book.
la Book.

17.

;

19.

• rgh.

nple.

illey.

IKTV OF PRO] ESSIONAL
I'll

Me< i Edinburgh, on July 28.
'!

| Harper, George
Balm.. m Wats. I'ambrirk, and E. D. V
Mr. J. Campbell Harper. President, in the chair.

Secretary read a let | Middles
btnsjgl

saying

iding a copy of its rub
irjped to mi - of them in forming a similar

I
' •

lent reported that he had call. McNally, of the

.
with regard to securing a tea< her in place

il chemistry class. .Nfr

ly stated that be had no 0M in view, but that he would
make every endeavour to secure the appointment of a trained
teacher before ' esesjon.

secretary read a letter dated May 25. 1922. which he had
received from the Se. retar 'llasgow and West of Bcotlajid

JitMMd.jr^l I I Photograph, ri He stated that he had
ms of th.

indarv line proposed app-

to be satisfactory, but th

y wish to join. This
was aj eeting, and it was resolved to allow the

matter to lie over until the next meeting.

led the response which he had received to

rs addressed to the photographic dealers and manu
m to take stalls st the proposed forthcoming

congress and fair As the support promised from the trade was so
^factory, the Society did not feel justified in holding the.

Pair It was, sccordingly, resolved not to proceed with the pro-

ess and fair in March next, bat that the Society should
let at its next meeting whether a congress and exhibition should

not be held instead. The Secretary was instructed to notify those

members of the trade who had agreed to take stalls, and also those
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wli,. were at present considering the matter, and thank them for

support and co operation.

Mr Vnung drew attention to a statement in this month a 1 .f.A.

:wid also on the back of the P.P.A. Membership Card,

where it is stated that this Society was affiliated to the P.P.A.

Tho Secretary was instructed to write the Secretary of the P.P.A.

and point out that such is not the case, and that the statement must

have been made under a misapprehension.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the business.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.

Yvonnes (Leeds), Ltd.—Private company. Registered July 27,

with a capital of £700 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry on the

business of photographers, lithographers, artists, picture dealers,

manufacturers of and dealers in photographs, engravings, etc. The

first directors are: H. Warrillow, British Queen Inn, Hunslet,

Leeds ; Miss W. M. Warrillow, British Queen Inn, Hunslet, Leeds

;

Miss F. G. Warrillow, British Queen Inn, Hunslet, Leeds. Regis-

tered office : 24, Albion Place, Leeds.

Livingstone Art Co., Ltd.—Private company. Registered

July 25, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry

on the business of photograph enlargers and photographers, picture

framers and importers, makers, sellers and dealers in pictures and

picture frames and mounts, artists' colours, oils, paints and

brushes, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are : L. G.

Howes, 90. Estcourt Road, Woodside, Surrey, secretary; W. W.
Watling. 160, Crofton Park Road, Brockley, S.E.4, solicitor's

clerk. W. R. Livingston is permanent managing director. Regis-

tered office : Sentinel House, Southampton Row, W.C.

News and Notes.

Owing to the Hampshire House (Hammersmith) Photographic

Society's rooms being destroyed by fire, it has been necessary to

make other arrangements and to change the day of meeting to

Tuesday of each week, pro tern.

Irish Salon of Photography.—The Executive Committee of the

Irish Salon of Photography announce that, owing to the disturbed

condition of the country, they have, with great regret, decided to

postpone, until further notice, their first exhibition, which was to

have been held in August.

A Novel Subject.—Probably the most-photographed man in

London last week was one who cut the grass in Parliament Square

with a scythe. The old-fashioned tool looked strangely out of its

element, and many scores of amateur photographers, as well as

several Press workers, seized the opportunity of making exposures

on what was truly a novel subject.

A Witch Doctor's Photograph.—An interesting photograph of

a witch doctor was reproduced in the " Daily Telegraph " of the

2nd inst. This extraordinary photograph was obtained with diffi-

culty by a party of English explorers on a journey from the

Zambesi to Khartoum. Witch doctors, or mystery men, in common

with many Central Africans, have a great dislike to the camera,

but the individual pictured was induced to pose in full regalia,

with his stock-in-trade arranged for consultation.

P.P.A. Congress Note.—The Council of the Professional Photo-

graphers' Association of Great Britain and Ireland, Ltd., desire

to remind all members that it is imperative they should bring their

membership cards with them to the Congress, as the cards must

be shown on all occasions when requested. Members who have not

paid their subscription for 1922-23, and are not in possession of

their membership card, are not entitled to vote at the annual

general meeting, or to have free admission to the Congress, lectures

or excursions. Members who desire to bring a professional friend

to the Congress can obtain from the secretary, Mr. Alfred Ellis, a

special card (price five shillings), giving all the privileges of

membership during the Congress week.

A Court Photographer is reported by the " Evening News " to

have said :
" Every woman, old as well as young, should come to be

photographed wearing a dress of light colour. If pince-nez or

spectacles are usually worn, they should not be taken off for the

photograph." " Does this apply to huge, round, tortoiseshell

goggles? " he was asked. " Ah," was his reply, " I'd better make

those the exception to the rule. For they are often worn as a

fashion, not quite as a necessity. I'm afraid they would not add

to the beauty of the photograph."

Mr. Pirie MacDonald.—We clip the following paragraph from
" Abel's Photographic Weekly "

: Mr. MacDonald is going to

England in the fall as official delegate from the P. A. of A. to

the British Congress of the Professional Photographers' Associa-

tion of Great Britain and Ireland, and will present a silk U. S.

flag to that Association on that occasion. Mac will then run over

to Paris—wager he flies over—and will present a similar flag to

the French Photographic Association, or Chambre Syndicate

Francaise de la Photographie, as it is officially termed.

American Advertising.—" Abel's Photographic Weekly " states

that among the photographers' trade cards seen at the Seattle Con-

vention was one used by H. G. Nelson, of Elma, Wash., which had

printed upon the back this very apt quotation from Elbert

Kibbard :
—"Faces fade, and the people we once knew, some of

them, are gone for ever. Children grow up and go away. The
old house is torn down. The pets die or disappear. The time to

take the picture is when you see it. The historic value of things,

fixed in the form of a photograph, is beyond price."

The Paragon Camera in Tibet.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons,

Ltd., received by last week's mail from Tibet a very interesting

photograph and letter from Capt. J. Noel, the official photographer

to the 1922 Mount Everest Expedition. The letter, which was
written on May 5 at the Main Base Camp, Rongbuk Glacier,

Tibet, reads as follows :

—" Dear Sirs,—I have pleasure in telling

you your Paragon <-amera is serving good use with the Mount
Everest Expedition It is an excellent camera for the simplicity

yet completeness of its controls and movements. I find the lens

turret and back control panel very special features. I enclose you

a photograph of the camera and myself at the Base Camp of the

Expedition below Mount Everest at 17,000 feet, on the Rongbuk
Glacier, and I hope you will like the photograph.—Yours faith-

fully, J. Noel."

The Imperial Handbook for 1922 has reached us, and a veiy

beautiful production it is. It is as full of useful information as

the proverbial egg is of meat, while the illustrations are far alx ve

the average. It is close on thirty years since the first Imperial

Handbook waB published, and every year, without a break, the

booklet has made its appearance, each issue being eagerly seized

upon and perused by all classes of photographers. The 1922 pro-

duction contains many well written articles dealing with the firm's

roll-films, " D.S." backing, and other specialties, also special

illustrated articles on " Record Work," " Studio Lighting Out of

Doors," " Process Plates for Ordinary Work," " Byways in an

Old Town," " Panchromatic Plates," and " Photography in Lamp-
light." Copies may be had gratis from dealers, or direct from th»

Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd., Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.

Beach Photographers' Bad Season.—A photographer who has

a stand on the sands at one of the most popular South Coast health

resorts, writes as follows :
" The paragraph in the " B.J." telling

of our bad luck this season, mainly because of the inclement

weather, is only too true, but we live in hopes for a good August

and a better September, so that we may make good our losses, but

it has been a difficult matter for us and our few sitters to ' look

pleasant ' when high winds and drizzle were about. July was one

of the wettest summer months on record. The rainfall during the

month was nearly an inch and a half above the normal. As a

contrast to the sunny July of last year, there were only 140 hours

of sunshine, compared with 257 in 1921 and the normal 201. Ths

total rainfall during the month was nearly four inches. It was a

dull month all round. Depressions converged on us from all direc-

tions. An average of 4.5 sunny hours a day in July is quite

exceptional, and it was the wettest July for years."

The Camera and the Customs.—Many photographers have been

led to believe that a man who takes a foreign-made camera to the

Continent may be faced with a demand for Customs duties on hia

return to England. This is an error (says the " Daily News ").
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To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Apropos your Editorial note on tbe above, in tbe

issue of the " B.J." dated July 28, may I add that the

jb'.em by the late Valentine Blanchsrd, which is. I think,

.< best way out of the difficulty, is fully described, with plan

and section, in mv monograph on " The Studio," which forms
" (New York: Tcnnant

I am also sending you herewith a diagram of a modiiicati'

I my own design, in which the black solid lines repre-

sent the opaque portions of the walls and roof of a single

-haded portions of the glass being of rough cast

- shaded movable screen of tracing cloth or other trans'

i I '. .

.

great

r who
—. ;r,. .... [nrre »r<\ of • .

. main • ,, who

H'.anchai ! he sitter

tbe tide of tbe screen rays fall, so tl

' to dazzle tbe eyes, and as tbe sun travels westwm

screen can be drawn to the east, to give more light if neon

ith the sitter at either end of the studio

moved ai>out according to the time of day, and yet give the

sitter :ht required.
''

aill try an arrangement like this in a south lit

that, in addition to being able to cut down ex-

posures, ha will be able to obtain many luminous yet delicate effects

if* flnll, if not impossible, under other conditions.—Yours

faitW ' „ ..iDrinkwater Butt, F.K

Margravine Studios, Baron's Court, W.6.
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Answers to Correspondents.
__—

.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively tmall ipact is

; in t i issue to re plies to correspondents.

We trill answe r by pott if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 6-cen t International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to b* answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

L \ Wo have not heard of the Photo Autocopyist Company for a

long time and do not know whether the business is still being

:ied on. They were formerly, as you say, at 64, Queen

B.C. Messrs. A. W. Penrose and Co., 109,

Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I, have, or had, a somewhat
similar process. It might be worth while to write to them.

11 C- If you do not use direct light we think that a saturated

solution of potassium bichromate is reasonably safe for use with

ordinary plates; that is to say, if the lamp is arranged on a 'vide

shelf above the working bench, so that all dishes, plates, etc.,

are in the shadow of the shelf. But in order to make the light

safe for the exposure of plates to direct rays, it is necessary to

add dye to it, e.g., rose bengal or fast red. It is not very satis-

factory to use this mixture, because the dye is gradually oxidised
by the bichromate, and, in fact, we are rather at a loss to under-
stand what particular advantage you expect to gain by using
this rather cumbrous method of immersing a bulb in a coloured
solution. We think one or other of the ordinary types of lamp
working by reflected light is very much better.

F. S.—Three focus means that the front and rear glasses of the
complete lens are of different focal lengths, so that altogether
you get three focal lengths. Usually one of these is double
the focal length of the complete lens and the other one about one
and a-half times the focus of the whole lens. We should
imagine that the lens is some kind of /inastigmat, but the
description is not enough for us to say. Apparently the dia-
phragms are marked according to the U.S. or Uniform System,
much used in America, but it is rather strange that the
full aperture is U.S.8, which is equivalent to f/11.3. It almost
looks as though the lens had been tampered with in some way,
and the fact that it does not give sharp focus when focussed
sharply on the ground glass seems in accordance with this.

C. H. K.— (1) The following is a formula recommended by the
makers of metol :

—

Water (distilled) 20 ozs.
Metol 130 grs.

Dissolve the metol and then dissolve- in the order given.
Soda sulphite cryst 3 ozs.
Potass, carbonate 11
Potass, bromide 18 grs.

This stock solution keeps well; for normal exposures, it is
mixed with three to four times its bulk of water; for over-
exposures, with about twice its bulk of water; and for under-
exposures, with about six times. For over-exposures where
increase of contrast is required, add 10 per cent, potass, bromide
solution. (2) We think you can obtain match-boxes with any
required design on them from the Glossoid Co., 8, Mason's
Avenue. London, E.C.2.

C. M.—Optical goods (including cameras) brought into this
country from Germany pay a duty of 33£ per cent., in addition
to the reparations duty of 26 per cent., which has to be paid
to the German authorities before goods may be taken out of
Germany. We understand that a very strict examination is
made of passengers' luggage, both at the German frontier and
when re-entering England, in respect to optical and photographic
goods. We do not think for a moment that the fact that
the camera has been used personally between the time of its
purchase and its entry intu England will be any ground
for exemption of payment of the duty either in Germany
or here. Under the Safeguarding of Industries Act the duty
«, in fact, levied for the purpose of restricting importations,
both retail and wholesale. We daresay that you have seen
quoted, during the last few months in the " B.J.," instances

where very heavy fines have been inflicted on people who have

attempted to smuggle Bingle cameras into the country.

p h.—We do not know a formula for the true-scale composition

which we can recommend, for a somewhat extensive correspond-

ence with engineering photographers, who are using this process,

has shown that no composition made up according to formulae

which have been published works nearly as satisfactorily as the

compositions bought from a firm such as B. J. Hall & Co., Ltd.,

Chalfont House, Great Peter Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I.

(1) The blue print is kept in contact with the composition for

about 15 seconds. (2) We do not think it is practicable to treat

the composition so as to prevent parts from printing dirtily.

This should be done on the blue print before it is applied, namely,

by stopping out such parts by painting them over with thin,

quick-drying spirit varnish. No doubt something can be done

on the composition itself by carefully sponging with a damp

sponge or rag. You will find the best instructions for the

working of the process in the manual by B. J. Hall, " Blue

Printing and Modern Plan Copying," published by Sir Isaac

Pitman & Sons, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, price

6s. net.

P. P. J.—In our issue for May 28, 1915 (page 359) , W. Ethelbert

Henry published the formula for the white-image developer manu-

factured and sold for some years past by his firm, the Vanguard

Manufacturing Company. On an ordinary gelatino-hromide plate,

or dry ferrotype plate, it develops similarly to collodion—both as

to image and rapidity of action, the main trouble (to the

uninitiated) being to judge when development is complete. The
developer is used at full strength, and can be returned to the

bottle for repeated use -without discolouration. The formula,

reduced for users on a small scale, is as follows :

—

A.—Dry sodium sulphite 3£ ozs. av.

Hot water to make 16 ozs. fl.

While hot, add—
Quinol (hydroquinone) 120 grains.

B.—Ammonium chloride 3£ ozs. av.

Ammonium bromide 40 grains.

Hot water to make 16 ozs. fl.

C.—Strongest liquid ammonia 2 oze. fl.

Add B to A, and then add C. Filter when cold.

The following are the instructions for the use of the developer,

which, we believe, is still supplied by the Vanguard Manufac-
turing Co. :

—
" The plate must receive a full exposure, and must

then he developed with this solution without the addition of any
water whatever, the plate must then be fixed in an ordinary clean

hypo bath. The developer should be returned to the bottle after

U6e, and it will be found to remain in prefectly good condition

for a very long time without the slightest discolouration. When
first used, the operator will have some difficulty in noting the

appearance and development of the image, owing to the fact that

the developer causes a white deposition of metallic silver. It

can, however, be followed to some extent by viewing the plate

occasionally by looking through it towards the light. After one

or two trials, there will be little difficulty of this kind."
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of hypo by removal of print* with a goodly propor-

d of fixing bath adhering to them. From both, these

sea the strength of the fixer may be very substantially

: without tlio user realising the fact. On all these

lints there is only one. good rule for practice, namely,

use plenty of hypo and preferably to pass prints

through two fixing baths in succession. In the making
rinte which command a fair price the cost of a triple

or quadruple quantity of hypo above that which is

retically necessary is insignificant.

# * *

Packing It might perhaps be thought toat

Negatives. photographers for generations have
been sending glass negatives through the post with such

frequency t.nat secure packing had become a question of

tinct. Yet it. is our experience and, we believe, also

that of the enlarging firms, that negatives are very

frequently dispatched with the most inadequate protec-

tion against the operators of the defacing stamps in the

postal sorting offices. Anybody who has occasion to

I a negative by post ought to try to realise the

hammer blows to which parcels are subjected on the

tables of a postal depot. Against these destructive

efforts, there is only one kind of effective measure, and
that is to shelter the negative in a rigid casing, the

outside walls of which will take the shock of the defacing

stamp. A cardboard box, such as that in which plates

are supplied, if wrapped in a few layers of corrugated

paper, will no doubt afford sufficient protection in nine

9 out of ten, but in the tenth instance the negative,

even when carefully packed in this manner, may be
broken in transit. On the other hand, it may be taken
as reasonably certain that a negative packed in a wooden
box with a resilient flat packing, such as corrugated
paper, above and below it, is in a condition to defy the
postal officers to do their worst. Corrugated paper is

better for this purpose than crumpled newspaper, 6ince

it affords a flat elastic bed for the negative, and does
not provide the occasion for local strain on a sudden
shock to the whole box. Cotton-wool or fine wood
shavings are probably as efficient. If several negatives

fTerent sizes are being sent together in one box, care
should he taken to place all those of a size together; so

as to prevent the smaller from bearing unevenly on the
larger. The two lots should, moreover, be separated by
one or other of the kinds of packing we have just
mentioned.

* * *

Permanency When we are asked to say whether the
prints on such and such a paper or by

a given process of toning are permanent, we are inclined
t'> take a leaf out of the book of a butler in one of the
plays of Mr. Henry Arthur Jones. The butler was
pressed by a suspicious husband to swear the truth of
what he had said about her ladyship's movements. He
discreetly replied that l;e had spoken " the absolute
truth in the circumstances." The application of which
is that permanence is a quality of photographs which can
only be described relatively, thai is to say. in relation
to the care taken in the working of the process, in rela-
tion to the conditions under which the print is kept and
to other factors. Assuming that the respective processes
are worked in the best manner, one may group them for
permanency according to a schedule, which includ
range from carbon and platinum, through development
prints with and without toning, to the print-out and self-
toning papers. Probably nothing short of wilful destruc-
tion is capable of destroying the image on a carbon or
platinum print. There was the instance some years ago
of a platmotype print having been recovered intact and

practically as good as when made from a sunken \<

where ithad lain immersed in sea water for sev

months. The permanency of development and P.O.P^. *
prints, on the other hand, is more largely depen

upon the care taken in making them. Although

theoretically a developed silver image is less subject to

chemical alteration than one which is printed-out and

toned, we would not be prepared to say that the bromide

prints of one photographer are more permanent than

P.O.P.'s of another. In fact, we could point to n

cases where bromide prints have shown disfiguring mark-

after a few months, and to others where P.O.P.'s

'have retained their freshness for years.

THE CARE OF PHOTOGRAPHS.
Considering the very large proportion of portrait photo-

graphs which are now made on emulsion development

papers, it is a matter of some regret that photogra]

should not employ more persuasion than we think many
of them do at the present time towards ensuring the

preservation under the most favourable conditions of

the prints which they supply to their customers. The

fact cannot be disregarded "that the silver image of a

development print is bound to suffer a certain amount

of change within a few years unless means arc tak<

delay the processes which give rise to that change.

Inasmuch as prints suffer by constant exposure to the

air of rooms where gas or stoves are burning, producing

slowly a partial sulphurisation of the silver image,

first step in the preservation of photographs is to pn

them, as far as possible, from the action of the air. The

second measure consists in keeping them in as dry a

condition as possible, since any action of the minute

quantities of sulphur compounds in the air is accelerated

by a moist condition of the prints. A conjunction of both

unfavourable conditions may give rise to marked

deterioration of prints within a comparatively short time,

the original brightness of the photograph being defaced

by a spirits of bloom of semi-metallic appearance. In

some cases, which apparently are not as infrequen

might be thought, photographs exposed in an unprotected

state on damp walls have actually suffered disaster by

being eaten into white patches by insects. The protec-

tion against these causes of deterioration is proper fram

ing of the print before it leaves the photographer's hand--.

Quite apart from the considerations of tasteful presei

tion of his work, or of the profit from the suppi

frames, there is every reason for the photographes

prevent his work being framed -in accordance with

method which is largely followed by the cheaper class

of picture frarners. The latter cannot be expected to

take the care which a photograph from its nature

requires. It is rare to find that any steps are taken to

exclude air, and very frequently the backing board and

the brown paper covering for the back of the frame are

put in practically saturated with moisture, so that condi-

tions are made as favourable as possible at the very start,

for any deterioration to which the photograph may be

liable. It is scarcely necessary to point out that the

glass should be secured to the rebate of the frame by

means of strips of paper, so as to prevent the acces

dust and air. Tn like manner the jointed backboard
should be sealed into the frame by gummed strips, so

that the picture is in practically an air-tight case, and

these paper junctions should be given every opportunity

to become dry before the final paper backing is applied.

It is an excellent plan, whenever possible, to bind the:

picture and glass together in passe-partout fashion bi

insertion in the frame. For the backing, a sheet of stout
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i In- paper too far over, an error will result as shown

.•gerated for purposes of illustration), which can

be quickly rectified by cutting along the dotted lines. This

Hlv likely to occur in large masks, and even if the

„dju- sometimes necessary the resulting time-saving

considerable.

Po facilitate tho marking of the right-angle lines a set

square will be found convenient, or failing this, the simplo

o of a piece of thick paper with one straight edge and

Folded accurately along this edge, thus forming a true right

angl< In this case the mask to be marked off may be placed

(between the fold as shown in fig. 8.

The operation of marking off the width line in fig. 2 can

be facilitated by the use of a simple rule gauge shown in

fig. 9, in which the distances from the rule edge to the

steps aro marked at twice their actual distances, thus giving

a direct measure for the width of mask. Accuracy in the

making of such a gauge, using a piece of stout paper, can

be ensured by folding it double and cutting both sets of

steps at once. This folded gauge can then be used in place

of tho folded paper shown in fig. 8. The gauge shown in

fig. it is of suitable proportions for lantern slide masks,

tho steps being actually 1-16 inch each.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that this method of

Fig. 9.

cutting masks works quite well with paper of any thickness

up to that of fairly stiff drawing paper.

Vivian Jobljng.

WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

IV—THE BUST PORTRAIT AGAIN.
[The previous papers of the present series by Mr. J. Effel have dealt (1) with the bust portrait and (2) with the point

of view respectively in the " British. Journal " of August 4 and August 11 last. In the present paper, Mr. Effel returns

to the subject of the (bust, and also deals with the three-quarter length portrait.]

I'm glad, George, that you have read that little paper of

mine on " the point of view," and that you would like me
to go over it in the studio. I think the usual way of leaving

an assistant to fill in plates, change backgrounds, and stand
about when pictures are being made, without telling him the
reason for everything does him. little good. One may see a
good man doing certain things regularly for years without
toeing any wiser. What you want to know is why they are
done. Then when you have found out the 6ocrets, you want
adequate opportunity to test your newly acquired knowledge.
Practising on sitters—the only chance for most assistants

—

is most reprehensible. When you are helping me in the studio

with the sitters I'll try to make it clear to you, as I go along,

what I a.m aiming at. But what you do not understand you
must always asik me about when the studio is free.

I sec you have a rough print of that head we took of Mr.
Black. Wo will consider it presently. Before doing so, how-
ever, I am going to play the schoolmaster, and go back to

our former lesson. What did you learn? To select the better
side, to consider what should be disclosed, and what should
be hidden, to determine the lighting of the face, to under-
stand the direction of the eyes. Yes, that's about all, and

my little paper has amplified those points.

On the whole I am pleased with this picture of Mr. Black.
•><>ks pleased with himself. The very last thing to notice

before exposing is the first thing a portrait is judged by—the
expression. Look at the twinkle in the eye, the characteristic
puckering of the mouth, when I was chaffing him. And yet

a few seconds previously he was bored stiff. There is a Chinese

^proverb which says that a shopkeeper who would succeed must

have a smiling face. Certainly, the operator-photographer

should suggest cheerfulness. I can give no rule, no formula,

that will enable you to make a stranger feel quite at homo
when there is a camera about, and yet if you cannot do that

all the rest is in vain. "Expression" does not necessarily

mean a grin. Nothing but a good knowledge of human nature,

wide interests, and catholic sympathies, with an inexhaustible

stock of good temper, will carry you to the highest class of

portrait work. I believe in creating a good impression (or

rather maintaining the good impression that was begun in the

reception room), keeping up the impression all the time I am
occupied with the client and finishing off on the same note.

I have read a good deal of " uplift " American talk, advising

the photographer to cultivate conversation suitable to the

individual who is being taken. This is so much nonsense.

Mr. Lloyd George needs no advice on political matters from

me; I would not venture on a point of theology with a bishop,

nor, while studying the contours of Mr. Chesterton, would

1 indudge in literary criticism. All the same, if that genial

writer favoured "me with a sitting, I might draw him about

prohibition. I bring that in with an object-. There are few

persons who are not susceptible to flattery of some kind.

A man who is before the public in any way likes you to know

act ;
probably tho less importance he is to society the more

he dislikes being ignored. It comes to this, George, that the

supreme study for the photographer is psychology. I had a
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tioal. Bring Joe out of the dark-room, and we'll use him as

a model.

w Joe, my lad, just stand down there. Look at him,

George, both hands in his own pockets! That shows his

i neXi aid youth, doesn't it? Keep as you are, Joe.

Now, what fault liave you with this, George? Quite right, he

tt too wooden, and the composition is the same at each

side. Ah, no, no, don't move the sitter. Why do that, when

you can get the same result by moving the camera? Get it

firmlv into your head, George, that the last thing you should

do with a sitter is to "handle " him. If you have a fine,

wide room like this to work in, shove the camera about from

side to side to alter the point of view. Just here, note the

broad principle of lighting involved in the relative positions

of sitter and camera. Working diagonally across the studio,

with the camera against the side light, the subject is more

broadly lit, the scheme is " softer " than the normal. Reverse

the procedure, of course without disturbing the blinds, and

the composition will have more contrast and something of the

• Rembrandt " appearance. I speak of working "across the

light " and working " against the light " to indicate where

the camera ought to be placed, taking an imaginary line down

the centre of the studio as the normal " operating" platform.

I, given a scheme that is just a trifle too flat, working

against the light will put more shadow and contrast into the

picture, while harsh lighting may be softened by working

aerou the light, and every change in the camera's position to

tight or left means a modification of the lighting. Always

bear that in mind when shifting the camera, instead of dis-

til rliing the sitter.

Yes, that's better, now that we get the body a little to the

side, and each arm discloses a different set of contours. I

see the blinds weren't, closed after the last sitter. Substan-

tially the lighting is just about right. Young faces are best,

as a rule, with. mt any " effects " in lighting. I think, how-

ever, no doubt inspired by the thought of quick exposures,

that most of us use too much light on our pictures of children.

True, the rounded little faces should not be in a low key, but

care should be taken in conserving roundness that we don't

get the snub nose and the puffy cheeks reduced to the one plane.

Now look at Joe. He's got plump, youthful cheeks, but if I

were to let in more front light it would broaden his face, and

give the impression that he had a gumboil. Y'ou've got that

focussed? See that you vignette him off above the knees,

George, for the outline of impressed trousers is best

subordinated. A lad of this age and disposition may be

encouraged to smile, an expression tolerablo in a care-free

youth might look quite undignified in a man of mature years.

There now, I've exposed that, George; we'll go over it criti-

cally in the negative. Don't move away, Joe, I will need you

for a few minutes yet. Which leg does a man stand on,

George? Seems a funny question, doesn't it; but few persons

know how to stand properly, and fewer know by regarding a

picture whether the subject is standing on the right or the

left leg, or if the weight is distributed equally between the

two ; and yet, although it is a very simple matter, the student

must be in no doubt, otherwiso he will continually be at sea

in his full-length and three-quarter pictures.

Well, then, a man only stands on one leg at a time, unless

a soldier on parade. The leg on which the weight of the body
i-t thrown Should be rigid, the other more or less bent. Actors

and others who have to consciously study their appearance
know how gracefully the body may be carried by thinking of

the feet, and photographers should certainly know the rules of

deportment.

At the beginning of this morning's talk, George, I coun-

selled you to "pose" as little as possible, and I always try/

to make the sitter give me the key to the position. As Joe

wasn't a bit nervous, he just stood right at once, hands in

pockets, the body inclined slightly forward, the head almost

straight above the rigid leg. See, he has shifted on to the

other foot now, and if we were to take another plate the

picture would have a loaning^back tendency—that is, of course,

if we didn't alter the head as well. Well, a human being

stands on one leg at a time, but does it matter which? Is

it arbitrary, or has it any significance?

A clever artist with whom I once lived used to say that lie

had a definite rule in the matter. " Make a woman stand on

her fore leg, and a man on his hind one, and you can't go far

wrong," was his advice. Joe was standing on his " fore
"

leg, but he's not a man yet. There is a great deal in the

rule of my artist friend. With the rigid leg in front and the

body inclined forward, movement and youth are better sug-

gested than when the subject seems to have sunk back tired

on the opposite limlb. Now, although the standing problem is

of paramount importance with full-length pictures (I shall

come back to it again), even in three-quarter lengths the

placing of the feet determines the ease or otherwise of the

portrait.

A hands-in-pockets picture like this presents few difficulties,

but let us just think over a few points common to this and

similar three-quarter lengths. An ordinary dark suit pos-

sesses little aesthotio beauty, so the aim should be to keep

the clothes and background in low key. I need scarcely tell

you that a light background shows a dark figure to advantage;

and vice versa, but one must always be on the alert in practice,

and settle each problem on its merits. A world of difference

may be made by changing from a very dark to a very light

ground, but one must think of the portrait and background

as a complete composition. Selection and choice in this

respect must be guided by the old test question of disclosing

or subordinating. We can go into the "losing and finding "

of outlines better with full lengths, so we will defer tha

further consideration.

Take your hands out of your pockets, Joe, and sit down

somewhere. Look at him, George, in that big chair like a tired

old man. That would never do. It only needs a book, and

a cathedral light to make a clergyman of him. Stand up

again, my lad, straddle one leg over this sofa as if you didn't

care a hang about anyone. That's the goods; now take out

your cigarette case. No, that packet of fags won't do; I'll

lend you my case. Look at that now, George. See how ea

he is " posed," how simply the hands are employed, and yet

how natural the whole thing is. If Joe ever reads a book,

none of his friends see him at it, and certainly I often see

him sitting up on tables and benches, when I might be better -

pleased if he was doing an odd bit of work, and it doesn't

need a Sherlock Holmes to tell that he is addicted to fags.

Well, George, in this case, we occupy the hands without any
difficulty, and get something like a portrait of a youth.

Thank you, Joe, you have done very well. I hope you have

been paying some attention to what I have been saying, for

I hope soon to take you into tho studio with me.

Now, George, you can have those few boxes of plates which

I stopped using on account of their slowness. Provided you

are always trying hard, and promise to give up the book and

pedestal, the front face, and the two-legged portrait, you

mav experiment away until I further restrict your artistic

endeavours J. Effel.

Photography and Cbimf..—The important part played by
[,'raphy in all great criminal cases nowadays is, of course,

well known and appreciated, but most people will be surprised to

learn (says last Sunday's " People ") that the cost of the Bourne-
month murder trial in this connection from first to last amounted

to between £1,800 and £2,000. This sum included, in the first

-

place, the cost of photographs of the scene of the murdei

of the unfortunate victim, and the circulation broadcast of fac-

similes of the decoy telegram sent by the murderer, together with

specimens of his handwriting.
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JUDGMENT AND THE EXPOSURE METER.

Tiia difficulty of estimating the correct exposure to give, under
varying condition*, is sufficient to account for the number of

aid, offered in the forma of exposure-meters and tables, but
to obtain the maximum help from such guides the user should

bo acquainted with the factors which affect exposure, which
are:—

1 Actinic strength of the light illuminating the subj.-

raat range between lightest and darkest parts of the

subject.

ral tonality or "key"

—

i.e., whether moat of the
material i* light or dark.

iounced colour, especially in the immediate

of important part* from
carer or further away than usual.

6. S -stop employed during exposure
-;..ed of the plate or film, and its sensitiveness to
rent colours

The strength of the light is pretty accurately measured in

• Watkin* and Wynne type, by noting the time
taken for a section of the special sensitised paper supplied to

a to the same shade as the " Standard tint" attached
i dial, this being known as the actiuometer time, but in

Unary exposure-tables, or calculators designed
on the same principles, where the power of the light is listed

h heads as " intense sunlight," "diffused." " dull,"

must depend upon his own judgment as to just

fit these terms, and opinions are liable to
• lerably if some systematic definition is not applied
visual guide being the intensity of oast-shadow.

the rol.

.

.. atmosphere.

*t whan the air is very
clear and objects in the for.- ..it sharp, deep shadows,

. present great contrast with the lighted portion* of the
->d " or tits when

^ht colourless hase subdues the sun's rays a
•Baking the shadows soniessfart. leas intense,

oadings as " and
tble when cart-shadows are faint ami

expresses the oOsVJ

from view by broken masses,

shadows being cast, yet affording a fair

: lull "

I sky of a grey blue,
should be applied when the sky is of a dark

n shade, also in the case of twilight tern ng a

itasD-

Tiore than osn

• -'ire* on printed tables can
loubled at least, even though ortoochromatie plates

d, and even n ore allowance is essential to
mulsions are being used,

•nes, to SB.

r

»nd dark .rte a:

•ject and Ugh-
oncent ration of the la-

>oal tone or clour
nes besides those due t

of the two. ns a rule, which pr-

A vie* „f ahnost^prm '

rain*, appears fiV ,-aaae

she play of light and

•n when the instructiotii tor the nse of an exposure meter are strictly followed, .ble opportunity still

remain* tor the exercise of judgment in determining the exposure to be given under various working conditions. The
respecte in which due allowance requires to be made are very usefully dealt with in the following article from the
" Camera," particularly as regards making allowance for the scale of tones in the subject.]

oast-shadow, whereas one made up of objects of contrasting
local tone, say a white house amid a setting of dark foliage,

will present a considerable amount of gradation under the same
conditions. For these reasons material having a longer scale

of local tone than usual will be likely to exhibit extreme oon-
traste in intense light, particularly when portions of the
lightest coloured objects receive the full effect of the sunlight,
while parts of the darkest objects remain in shadow. Here is

where the direction from which the light comes may entirely
alter the tonal scale.

When the scale of contrast is moderate, and the greater part
of the subject-matter in an outdoor view is light in tone, it

may be classed under ruoh heads as "open landscape" or
" landscape with light foreground," even though the principal
object is within 10 ft. or so of the lens, but when extremely
deep sbadoics or dark objects fill a noticeable amount of the
picture-space, or much of the material is composed of the
leas actinio colours, such as brilliant yellows and reds in
autumn foliage, the same exposure may well be given an open
scene as that allowed a " landscape with heavy foreground."
Since beginners are sometimes in doubt how to classify

material under certain of the headings oommonly used in

exposure-tables, the following suggestions are given:—
-rao« LaniUrnp. —A moderately open section of scenery

without any dark masses of foilage nearer than about 60 or
from the lens, but with enough material of this sort,

or something similar in tonal quality, to fill from a thin
one-half the total area of the picture. A street-scene, with
light, open foreground and low buildings, also views of a
building at a sufficient distance to show the whole of the
structure, would come into the same class in the m.itter of
exposure.

One with s dear foreground, such as a
grassy meadow, anl only a limited amount of dark tone in

a 100 yard* away, which can prao-
tically be disregarded in timing the exposure. Most

»ke scenes, in which water occupies roost of the fore-

d area, ran be -used the same, also shore views, with
dark rocks in the foreground.

and dipping are usually listed as needing
tie-fourth the expo average landscape, but

applies only • • -i gtso] tabjaots haw i .-'.Mr. open foreground,
•« containing very light-toned object*, it being assumed

any dark material which may be included is at a ruffi

distance to cover but » small space in tho pic

exposure, which would be sufficient for snow-covered hills

distant vessel, will not register detail in tho shadon

-tion

vary

nsity

ee of con-

sch object.

»* a range
sn.vlow,

of nearby tree-trt;

even though the
' o shj !.p

dealis**- s»rth

the area and g
the brightness of the

Regarding the fir':
1

t. when grr

n.p's hull painted in da]

snow and water does reflect

;.e, one should be gui<!'

be shadow tones rather than

or, tli ' -nice between lens

excess of the rang. ad in
the different subjects already men
equal, very distant a » a mountain peak, taken
with mnx

-

diate narrow view-angle cov.

re less thsn norrr.a! exposure owing to tho refracted I

and * ng atmosphere lessening the
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it* normal equivalent focus to secure a properly defined image,

which, for the time being, reduces the effective speed of any

given stop used. Thus, if the distance between lens and plate

is onco-and-a-half the normal focal length, a stop marked //8

is really working at an effective aperture of only //ll, which,

as every practical worker knows, calls for twice as long an

exposure. Such conditions are always encountered when
photographing small objects to a fair-sized scale.

Our sixth factor, the size of lens-stop, is taken into account

in all exposure-guides, but subject to an allowance for the

change in effective value under the conditions just set forth.

The last factor, speed of plate or film, is a measurable one,

within the small percentage of variation in speed of different

batches, and every standard brand is assigned a certain speed-

number by the makers of meters and tables. Some workers,

however, prefer fuller or shorter timing than others, so when
the desired results are not obtained by following the listed

speed of the plate used, one has merely to choose a lower or
higher number to suit personal requirements.

In using meters of the actinometer type, it is important to
measure the power of the light correctly, and as the method
of doing so varies somewhat with different instruments, the
maker's instructions upon this point should be carefully read
and kept in mind.
Some people seem to experience difficulty in determining the

exact instant when the sensitive-paper reaches the shade of
the standard tint on the dial or face of a meter. This is readily
overcome by holding the meter at about arms' length and
observing the depth of the tint, instead of looking for a perfect
match in colour, since there is often a slight discrepancy in

the latter, which should be disregarded. In timing the
darkening of the test paper it is advisable to hold one's watch
alongside the meter, where both can be seen without shifting
the eyes, cover the unexposed section of paper with one thumb
until the second-hand of the watch reaches the starting point
on the dial, then begin the exposure of the paper, and as

soon as it reaches tin correct depth note the number of seconds
taken. Somewhat less care is needful in weak light, since

the paper then takes much longer to darken and there is test

chance of error creeping in.

A matter which has nothing to do with the correctne

the timing, indicated by a meter, yet may make it inaccurate
from a practical view-point when giving shutter exposure

rather short duration, is the light passing efficiency of the
shutter, also whether the marked speeds are approximate lv

true, which is not always the case. In fact, the higher speeds.

of between-lens shutters seldom come up to their rating, but
such differences as may exist in shutters, kept in good working
order, is offset by the fact that even the best of shutters,
working at the diaphragm opening, cannot be 100 per cent,
efficient in light passing power for the duration of the exposure,
as an appreciable portion of the time is taken up by the
opening and closing of the shutter-blades, the practical <

of which upon the volume of light, is equivalent to using
smaller lens-stop. As the blades of the best shutters move very
rapidly at whatever speed the shutter is set, it is evident that
their efficiency is highest on the slower speeds, since the blades
then have an opportunity of remaining wide open for a longer
time than is the case at a higher speed, where there is only
sufficient interval of arrested motion between opening and
closing to permit the mechanism to act. The result is that
a shutter, which may be 80 or 90 per cent, efficient in light

passing power on such slow speeds as 1/5 or 1/10 second, will

probably not be better than 60 per cent, at 1/100 or 1/150.
As before stated, this loss is very well balanced when the
actual higher speeds are not up to their markings, but when
using a shutter, whose speeds are known to be accurate,

a good plan, whenever possible, to figure upon giving more
time, or using a larger lens-stop than the meter-reading calls

for on brief exposures to guard against loss of shadow detail

from under-timing.

William S. Davis.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DEPTH OF FOCUS.

u.

|
In the preceding of the present series of chapters the phenomena of vision, which enter into the question of depth of focus, were generally

considered. I>epth of definition—that is to say, the distance through which the focussing screen can be moved forwards and backwards from
a position of cntieal focus when photographing a flat object—was the subject of short treatment, from which it was shown that this "depth'"
is always proportional to the working relative aperture of the lens irrespective of its focal length. The present chapter is devoted to the
so-called hyperfoeal distance, a term whioh unfortunately has been used in several different senses by writers on depth. In Chapter III. we
shall come to the formula} relating to the furthest and nearest distanoes (from the lens) to which depth extends when focussing on a given distance
with a lens of given focal length 'and Viiaraoter of Japerture.]

TnE factors which enter into depth of focus are most simply displayed
in reference to a condition of everyday importance in hand-camera
photography, viz., the degree to which an object (focussed when at a

very great distance) may approach the camera without itself becoming
perceptibly unsharp in the photograph, and, of course, without saorifice

of sharpness in more distant parts of the subject by altering the
focussing.

The term hyperfoeal distance is used by writers on this subject, but
unfortunately in three different senses. It is therefore necessary to

show these differences and to explain the meaning which we will attach
to this term.

If an object at a great distance (the so-called infinity) be sharply
focussed, it is found that, without altering the position of the lenB, a
comparatively near object is still "in focus," that is, it is rendered
without perceptible unsbarpness. By the description " in foous," or
" without perceptible unsharpness," is meant the reproduction of a
point in the nearer object as a disc of admissible diameter. It is the
distance of this nearer object from the lens which, by most English
writers, is called the hyperfoeal distance. We will, therefore, adopt
this use of the term, and denote it by the symbol 77.

Next, let the sharpest focus be obtained on an object at suoh a distance
that objects up to the extreme distance are rendered without perceptible

unsharpness. It will be found that the difference between hyperfoeal

distance and the distance of sharp focus when obtaining infinity without

perceptible unsharpness is very small.

Lastly, suppose we find how much nearer to the lens an object may
be brought (after focussing on an object at the distance for " focus " at

infinity) without becoming perceptibly unsharp. As will be shown, it

may be brought almost exactly half the hyperfoeal distance towarfls

the lens.

By French writers, and also by some English, the term " hyperfoeal

distanco " is applied to this half-distance. We will call it distance of

nearest "focus" when obtaining cqtial "focus" at infinity.

We can now proceed to derive the formula) for these three distances.

Hyperfoeal Distance.
In fig. 4*, A B and D together represent the largest pencil of rays

,

from an infinitely distant object point, which passes through the

diaphragm B D and comes to a focus at Z. B P and D P repi

the image-forming rays bounding the largest pencil from a nearer object

having its focus beyond '/,, namely, at P. K K represents the focussing

screen. If, then, the convergent pencil, which has its focus at 7

" For the sake of clearness in this and the succeeding diagrams the anon
the stop and the disc of confusion are shown on a greatly exaggerated scale.
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the hyperfocal

Formula (4) may be put in other forms,

actual effective diameter of the stop, the ratio

oan be used, so that the formula becomes
/»

Hyperfocal diatancc = f jfl,
(4o)

In words, the hyperfocal distance it equal to the focal length m%Utipli"l

by itself, divided by the F. .V" and alao by the admitted diameter of disc

afronfusion. If a standard of 1- 100th of an in. be adopted this becomes

OOP
/. N°

Thus, adopting a disc of confusion of l-100th

distance when using a Gin. lens of //8 aperture is

100 X 6 X 6 . i_i . ,_ ,= in. = 450 in. = 37 ft.
ft

On the other hand, if it is held that the disc of confusion should be,

say, l-2,000th of the focal length, formula (4) obviously becomes

// = 2,000 d (4«)

that is, the hyperfocal distance is 2,000 times the actual effective diameter

of the stop. In a later chapter it will be shown how very simply this

last (ormula follows from considerations based on conditions of vision.

Distance of sharp focus when obtaining infinity in
" focus."

This is tip nearest distance of an object which can be focumed with

critical slisipiifs>a at the same time that objects in the extreme distance

are reodered by definition consisting o( discs on ol the maxi-

mum admitted diameter.

• the same lettering as in fig. 4 a pencil o( rays (rom an object

Oat some Suite distance u, is brought to a point focus P, on the focussing

I K K (fig. 6). ff, now, the penoil of rays A B.C D, from an object

bass) is halved, the hyper

her hand, it is in accord-

using * longer f • o-n len«

nately

from a

lea*, a I

rease in the focal length,

i» nsjM psjoporti n • '. tln» distance i I

sly proportional to the actual diameter

t of the controversies which raged years

• put forward by Mr. V

t was advocated in »

in*. In a later part of these articles

that (.miii lie devised (rom either the m
ilei'.i • rding, t<. the particular <ir< urn

sking ' the negative and vie«

A B '

Flo. |. Waal I si las formation of image of object at distance of sharp tocos

when ulitssalai infinity In " focus."
s>, |, tj,» sharp Imatr- on the focussing screen K K, of an object at such a
ifctiT that a point In an object st Infinity Is rendered on the focussing

suna l i list: V" -ft'- —"—' " »— - The distance of the object ts

Id
+ /

forms a disc of confusion O O of the maximum ad>

diameter in the same plane as the sharp image of O, the distance

from the stop is the distance, as just defined.

From the construction (the similar triangles BDZ and 00 Z

•i -/
d f

Aa before ». = «,-/
/'«

(distaaoe of the object) - '-
- + / (6)

that is, the distance is greater than the hyperfocal distance by one focal

length of the lens.

I the theoretical distance on which to focus in order that al»

objects up to the extreme diatanoa may be w' # le unsharp-

nam, according to the standard adopted for the d n, but

it differs so slightly from the hyperfocal distance that the latter serves

equally well.

Formula (5) may be written :
—

+ f (°°)

(f, however, we adopt aa the standard of the admissible diso of

fusion. 1 -2,000th of the distance from which the print lid be,

viewed, that ia 1 -2,000th of o, in fig. 4, there is no difference between this
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,„ ( ,1,,. hy| each is equal to 2,000 fctaea

f the stop.

OOrf (56)

Distance of nearest "focus" when obtaining equal
" focus" at infinity.

a distance of an object in critical focus, which permits objects up

..inity to be rendered without perceptible unsharpness. hi

runt property. From fig. 5 we have found the value it has in

that depth may extend to the extromi Lei OS now Bee

tr depth extends towards the camera. In fig. 6, as in tig. .">. let

-. -»:lfca :

Pig. 8—Hldstratlng formation of image of object at distance of nearest

ma " when obtaining equal " focus " at infinity.

the Image of a nearer object at such a distance that the cross-section

|n tl screen of Its pencil of rays is also equal to the admitted disc

of confusion Q '•'. The distance of the object is therefore exactly half

£ + /•

in object point at infinity form a disc of confusion on the ground

glass of the maximum admissible diameter G 0. An object at the

nee of — +/is then in critical focus. (For the sake of clearness
c

rays from this objeot are not shown). Let be an object at such a

leaser distance u3
that rays from it also form on the screen discs of con-

fusion of the maximum admitted diameter. The image of is therefore

at it, and the distance from N to the diaphragm is the conjugate image

distance of the required object distance.

From the construction (the similar triangles B D Z and G G Z)—
d , /_
c Z P

l

ft
i.e. ZP,

Similarly from the triangles B D K and G G X

P
r N =

But Z P, + P1 N = », -/
fc + V3C

whence t>„ — / = 7

Therefore u a
— 5- + k

— and
f(d

(6)

This is seen to be exactly one half the distance of sharp focus. In

words, when focussing on this distance, depth extends backwards

to the extreme distance and forwards through half the distance

focussed on. It is plain from the diagram that this is the greatest

extent of depth obtainable and hence in theory the distanco according

to formula (2) is the best focussing setting for a fixed focus camera.

lifference between it and the hyperfocal distance, is, however, so

small (oue focal length) that the latter serves just as well. Objects

up to one-half the hyperfocal distance are then obtained without per-

ceptible unsbarpness aocording to the standard of disc of confusion

adopted.

H, as already set forth, a variable standard for the admissible disc

of confusion in the print be adopted, e.g. 1 -2,000th of the viewing
distance, the distance of nearest focus when obtaining equal focus
at infinity is 1,000 times the absolute diameter of the effective stop.

The results obtained from the foregoing constructions will perhaps
be more easily followed if we put them down in a table.

TABLE II.

For disc of For disc of

confusion of confusion of

Formula. 1- 100th of of I-2,000th

an inch of viewing
formula is: distance

formula is

:

1.
*>

3. 4.

1. Hvperfocal distance, viz.

distance of nearest

"focus" when focussing /'' ioo/a

on infinity c F..\ • c P. N 2,000d

Distance of sharply

focussed objectsuch that

objects at infinity are

in " focus " (prac-

tically equal to the

hyperfocal distance)

Distance of nearest
" focus " when obtain-

ing equal " focus " at

infinity (practically half

the hyperfocal distance)

fi
+ .!

r
+/I

100/-

fd

2c

r
F. S <2o

h2 F. X

+ 2=:
/ 50/«

+ 1

2.000J

1,000(2

For practical purposes, the odd / and // 2 in the horizontal lines 2 and 3

are negligible. The formulae in these lines then become equal, respec-

tively, to the hyperfocal distance and half the hyperfocal distance.

The Two Properties of Hyperfocal Distance.

To repeat, the above table is a reminder of the two properties which,

for practical purposes, are possessed by the hyperfocal distance :

—

(1) It is the nearest distance of obiects rendered with the maximum
admissible disc of confusion when focussing on the extreme distance.

(2) It is also the distance on which to focus sharply in order that

objects in the extreme distance shall be rendered no more unsnarp

than the admitted disc of confusion. When so focussing, objects

distant half the hyperfocal distance from the camera are also rendered

with the maximum admissible disc of confusion.

It is hoped that figs. 4, 5 and 6 exhibit these properties as well as oan

be done by diagrams based on the image-torming rays oonjugate to

the actual distances concerned.

The Stop for a Required Hyperfocal Distance.

It may sometimes be required to ascertain the stop to be used in a

lens in order to yield a given hyperfocal distance. If, according to

formula (4a) based on a disc of confusion of l-100th in., the hyperfocal

distance is equal to 100 times the square of the focal length divided

by the F. No., if follows that the P. No. required to give any hyperfocal

distance H is equal to 100 times the square of the focal length of tne lena

divided by the required hyperfocal distance, that is :

Required F. No. = ^^/H («)•

SJFor example, the stop to be used to give a hyperfocal distance of

50 ft (= 50 in. X 12 in.) with an 8-in. lens and maximum unsharpness

of 1 -100th in. is:

100 X S : 8 _ 6,400

50 X 12
_

000 ~ J' 10 - 1

At this aperture objects up to 50 ft. from the camera will be in " focus "

when focussing on infinity ; and objects from infinity to 25 ft. when

focussing on 50 ft.

The example serves to illustrate an elementary rule of depth of

focus, viz :

—

By stopping down the lens (after having focussed on an object) in order

to bring infinity into "focus," depth offocus is thereby also extended half

the distance of the object towards the camera.

This is only another way of saying that by stopping down the lens

to the required degree the distance of the object becomes the hyperfocal

• According to the view that the disc of confusion should be a small fraction,

e.g. 1-2.oooth of the image (i.e. viewing) distance, the actual diameter of stop
required for a given hyperfocal distance of B is H divided by 2,01)0 (see
Formula Je).
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distance and exhibit* the property N>. 1 mentioned above. It is a

particular rase of a general rule in depth of focus of importance in photo-

graphing near objects. Consideration "f the rules governing this dis-

tribution of depth on the far and near sides of the object in sharp focus

must be reserved for another ir' G. E. B.

(To be continued.)
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretary,

J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto,

Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.I.

September II to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional) . Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,
43, Dover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for entries and
exhibits. August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual
Exhibition. Latest date for entries, August 25 (carrier) ;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal
Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 28—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates:

Entry forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Pavies, 25, Stubbington
••me. North End, Portsmouth.

Patent News.
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el in tli,. application. The

tunnel behind the si more or lea occupied by
i u remits- having arranged

surface, light in colour and

ow back upon t sitter any needed light that

from the tunnel unused. Such end

the tunnel end, as shown in fig. 2, in

„!,;,!, i

,1,1 be furnished with an opening for convenience

Fig. 1.

of access, or the screen may be arranged at a sufficient distance

from the tunnel to admit of persons readily entering the latter.

The front-lighting effects produced by the end-screen can be

modified by the familiar expedient of having dark curtains slide-

ably arranged in front of the latter in order to reduce or

eliminate at will its capacity for reflection.

The source of light, which may consist of one or more arc

lamps or of any other approved illuminating appliances, is placed
within the tunnel or arranged outside the latter so as to light

up the interior of the same through suitable openings or through
portions of the tunnel formed for this purpose of a translucent

substance. It has been found in practice that the best results are

obtained when the illuminant is placed within the tunnel at one
side of the same, the sitter being shielded from the lamps' direct

rays by a light-coloured screen, opaque or slightly translucent in

character according to the effect desired, and curved as to its

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

i portion in a direction roughly parallel with the roof
he tunnel, as shown in fig. 1. Where this arrangement is

pted small parts of the tunnel wall in proximity to the lamps
be made removable to afford access to the lamps for cl

ui poses.

An
i We form of the tunnel shaped reflector consists of

having curved inner surfaces
suitably covered with light coloured fabric, the whole h<

such dimensions and transverse section that, upon the frames

being fixed respectively into the angles made by the side walls

room with and floor, as shown in fig. 3, and being

used in conjunction with such front lighting reflector-screen as has

l.ecu already described, the result is to convert that portion of a

i so treated into a tunnel-shaped reflector similar in operation

to that which is the subject of this application.

Fig. 1 is a front view of a form of the tunnel shaped reflector

A- A. A. with the end screen removed to show the relation of the

ribed lamp screen, marked B and having curved upper

portion l
!i

, to the illuminant C and the sitter's chair D. A
background E and rug or carpet F are also shown. Fig. 2 is an

rial view of that extremity of the tunnel facing the sitter,

shov. I screen. G, G, Or, in position, an opening II being

left, for convenient access to the interior of the tunnel. Fig. 3 is

nsverge section of a room fitted with four portable rectangular

frameworks I, I, I, I, having curved inner surfaces, J, J, J, J.

covered with light-tinted fabric and combined to form a tunnel

shaped reflector, as described.—Arthur Thomas Jones, 29,

Willingdon Road, Wood Green, London, N.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance:—
Film CAHTniDGES.—No. 183,802. Photographic film cartridges and

protective leading strips or backings therefor. Kodak, Ltd.

Reproduction Process.—No. 183,817. Photographic reproduction

process. E. Doelker.

New Apparatus.

The Azol and Vedol Thermometer. Sold by Johnson and
ons, Ltd., 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.2.

Thermometers -are now largely in demand, because of the ever-

increasing number of advocates and users of the time and temper-

ature system of development, and the new pattern introduced by
Messrs. Johnson has advantages which will be quickly recognised

by all those who are in the habit of developing by time and tem-

perature methods. The firm have for many years issued the most
helpful time and temperature tables with their

well-known Azol and Vedol developers, tables

which have many admirers, as they do much to

assist photographers to produce a properly-de-

veloped negative.

The thermometer has been specially designed

for dark-room use, and when not in actual use for

ascertaining the temperature of a developing

solution it serves as a useful and ornamental
accessory for the dark or any other room. The
accompanying illustration gives a good idea of its

appearance. The thermometer proper is encased

in a stand of polished celluloid, which is easil;

cleaned and not affected by developing solutions.

The conical base enables the thermometer to stand

perfectly rigid in flat dishes, and is perforated to

peimit the solution to come into contact with the

mercury bulb, which is so low down that the tem-

perature of even very small quantities of solution

contained in measures or flat dishes can be

and accurately determined. Should, however, it

be desired to use the thermometer independently

of the celluloid stand, the cap at the top can be

unscrewed and the glass tube removed for the

time being and then replaced.

The - from zero to 120 degrees Fahren-

heit, and the boldly printed figures can, if neces-

sary, be read in the usual red light of the dark-

room. The mercury tube is housed so comfort-

ably in the celluloid stand, and so well protected by it, that it may
be knocked over or packed up without fear of breakage. It is a

most useful accessory, one we have had in constant use during the

rkable value at 3s. 6d. We need hardly say

although issued for use in conjunction with the Azol and Vedol

tables the thermometer serves equally well for others, and for all

other purposes in which a thermometer is required.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEET IN

21.

ng.

Tr > 22.

att.

-bro. E Bald
Trimming, and Wet and Dl

i 23.

- I!

' :on Park.

26.

nemouth ( ve.

f London.
nuir.

I

1 >'.asgow C«m> i
i >ating to < I

27.

Ilampshir- ,m.

y. I ... .•• .••.

-toting review I

ig wu devoted

•ii of mm speaker Um price* a»l

.ket wer. outly

sense- any great in grinding Abo, tlnir

'•W.

• •• • .

on hi.i advice, bad recently purchased a long f

riling- at lifTused portraiture, and «»
ted with fn> type were

made in the past by Taylor. I r»jr, aod others.

irket at reaaonabU figures I*ra

exiwrirn. «• in the itudio had demonstrated they were relatively

enough (or all ordinary purpose* l **P'y
racaasad •::»•:.:• being protected from stray light, »fT

n..w larg-

'Omenta in normally highly

Mr Hi. II paid thai ••tinu aome both spherical anil

apptand. Th«- • -rmer could be
tern on the f.* ussing •< VSM ; eBowan e, based on experience, had
to be made (or the !

week had n i rogramme. and may be
t* " converaraaatioiiaj." Mr

ence* in Oermariy When joining a char a I .

ne a free lance photographer (napped ' and had
irda finished oa |hj in art hoor or so The

rooms "

•• was aghatl al the cond
linking studios Damp and hlthy c»

ng hours, whose health waa bound

I
i

•a see."' for the average

. tilled. Mr. Berry «as of opinion that

.uts them risible for the dirt

abounding in some darkrooms. " You ought to see my dark-

room !" proudly confirmed Mr. Taylor. Mr. Sutcliffe, he added,

had pointed out in the '•' Yorkshii. 1' that the quality of

amateurs' photographic work wae almost invariably in inverse

lities at command.

PBOFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER.-- ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Council was held at 35, Russell Square. W
on Friday. August 11, 1922, when there were present Messrs. A.

Swan Wa' far Corbett. R. N. Spes

Arthur Bennett, Frank Brown, W. B A H. Ii. I

ise, T..m I nson, W. K. I

i Illingwortli, 1 k, F. G. Wakefield,

W II W.dlake. and H. I). Halksworth V ith Alfred Ellis

(secretary) and Jenkyn ilriffiths (Editor of the "Record").
' orbett in the chair.

>ecTetarv read eofreev ntieoo*. frhioh had been car-

rniiif :up. One
aa to which he gave

ilars of the terms off. Aiaociation by .nies.

Oftfa proposed tliat the C offer

al Insurance Company, and should sug-

"bers that - waa

tad agreed to. The n nmis-

f 15 per cent . which was allow. any on business

done with men. \ . Id go, not int

general funds, but into a nevolent fund f |
any

meml • of need. To do this was permissible undc-

To the sarin -lit be all

occasionally came to the Asso,

lid l>e well to call tin

fund a benevolent or an emergen . fund, end it was agreed, on the

I the

lergency t

' the minutes was a Ii

tram a member complaining that he had given an adwrtisenn

a canvasser for a calendar - like

the canv.r a hich did not include

a photograph which t-he canvasser had promiaed to include. On
it was agreed that a paragraph be

inserted bj ord " warning photographers against giving

advertisements on promises as to circulation, etc., mad'

irresponsible canvassers.

The secretary reported that he had arranged with Messrs. I

serve any hotel accommodation which mip

required Mr Thomas Bell, of Kodak, Ltd., had agr

ii 's correspondence 5,000 one-page leaflets asking (orj

member* (or the Association. The read a lea'

he had prepared, and it was approved; it was to be atta

membership. '1

inks to Kodak. Ltd., for their offer, which was «eo

ed with applaus. Mr. Wakefield said that a complinn

(or the exhibit: n would accompany a proportion c ;

lead

The secretary stated that the Press agent for the cxhibtion had
Times," a

whether there was to be a section for Press photographers, and
- that he would like to e\ ken by In

st aff.
" The secretary, after eat*

maTT'i'd others, i >i replied thai than • old be provision in the

i and technical p tot a special si

res* photographs, to which the general

would be invited to send exhibits. T il unanim

the arrangeme- nling -

app"ii.tiu> • ' •' wer* to be well-known men engaged in

I secretary also

dt of men
"hip of the Congress (apart from the annual g>

5*. This was appi

to be published regardii -

invitations to ccrU
ceremony wa* left : to deal with.

\fi lures for the exhibit i
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nbroad, Oreal
i

phers in vai

w as

not of individual men
lie proper classification

: might be iro

loehromes were not this year, owing t

iewing them, Ijui

ill- also wished to point out

re not tl.e liai imply

ks on whicli medals w wed.

\1,- | ...,;. reported on tin an; for the Windsor

d Ksher had graciously given permission for the party to

h the State apartments and for the group to he

terrace. The E, •• was seldom opened

permission to photogri
|

roup on t lie Ter-

pen only four or live times during the last 25

at Mr. Chaplin should taki .p from the East

i explained the arrangement of stands at the exhi-

one had been let. He had had 5,000 tickets printed,

eater part of them distributed among the exhibitors. The
rary also raised the question of tie spending of the sum which

hud b ted for advertising, and it 1 that he should

Lgent, Mr. Somerville. on the question as to the beet

n which this should be spent. Mr. Speaight proposed a hearty

of thanks to Mr. Wakefield for rj exceptional labours in

connection with the exhibition. It had meant the writing of

innumerable letters, and an immense amount of business; ind-

ite postponement of his holiday. The vote of thanks

\ supported from the el. air. and equally heartily carried.

The managing Editor reported on the second issue of the

which had been delayed owing to the printers' strike.

He also raised the question of publishing a list of members in the
"• Record "

a list which would cover 16 pages. The secretary

id of the list being published in the " Record,"
old be published separately in a production the same .size as

Handbook, and sold to members at a charge of sixpence, which

agreed to. It was also agreed that the names of members be

."cording t:> towns.

draft report of the Council, record of attendances, and notice

tjourned annual meeting were considered and approved. On a

in the draft report to the action of the railway companies

on the matter of rati ;age, Mr. Gray wished it made plain

that the concession applied to all companies, not to the Great

rn alone, although the coi-respondence had been with them.

It was agreed also to add to the attendances of members of Council

t many sub-committee meetings had been held,

and Mr. Wakefield suggested that in future a record of attendances

nb-committee meetings should be kept. These emendations

having been made, the President said that a better report could not

have been written. It was likely to impress the members and the

public with the extraordinary amount of work which was done by
mncil.

The chairman raised the question of the reported granting of

sive photographic rights to a particular firm of photographers

in connection with the 1924 National Exhibition at Wembley Park,

•med to him an unjust thing that this should have been allo-

i to one firm, apparently without open tender. The concession

ded also the selling of photographic goods. It wa6 agreed, on
liairman's proposal, seconded by Mr. Speaight, that the secre-

ild write to the promoters of the exhibition and ask for

details as to the photographic rights.

It was agreed to hold a Council meeting on September I", and
er on the afternoon immediately preceding the annual general

The procedure at the Congress was also discussed, in par-
!• the. exact programme for the first day. and the President
hat he proposed to take as his presidential address the subject
Some Em trait Painters, and Some Tendencies in

irn Portraiture by Photography." whicli would be illustrated.

The secretary indicated, wit ally reading, the oorre-

in which he had be ed during the month. It

tions as reproduction fees and commercial prices,

ition of debts,
nt, and this by no means exhausted the

In all cases was approved.

The following new mem ted: Mrs. Bentley, Miss
. Mrs. Potts, Mr. Fielder, Mr. Hanson, Mr. Cooper, Mr.

. Mr. Davies, Mr 'tain. Mr. Sayner, Mr. Jenkins, and Mr.
H. N. Cooper; ;< ember rejoining, Mr. Pnddicombe.
The business of tie I unci! then concluded, having lasted four

hours.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW GOMPANIES.

Ernest H. Mills. " At Home " Studios, Ltd.—This private com
pany was registered on August 2, with a capital of £3,000 in £1
shares (i;500 "A" and 1,500 "15"). Objects: To carry on the
business of photographers, miniature and portrait painters, en-
gravers, makers and repairers of and dealers in cameras, enlarging

iptical lanterns and cinematograph projectors, picture
photograph frames and albums, film and plate sellers, developers and
printers, photograph enlargers and reproducers, dealers in photo-
graphic accessories and requisites, art dealers, studio and lantern
and other demonstration room proprietors, etc. The permanent
directors are: Hon. Mrs. M. T. Phillips-Roberts, 115, Gloucester
Place, Portman Square, W.l. ; J. T. Phillips-Roberts. 115, Glouces-
ter Place. Portman Square, W.l, actor. Qualification of per-
manent directors, 100 shares. Registered office : 185, Piccadilly
W.l.

News and Notes.

Eastman Kodak Company of New Jersey.—The directors of the
Eastman Kodak Co. of New Jersey have declared quarterly divi-
dends of 1^ per cent, (being at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum)
upon the outstanding preferred stock, and of $1.25 per share, of no
par value, of common stock, payable on October 2 to. stockholders
of record on August 31.

HOUOHTONS, Ltd., have issued a very attractive window bill or
poster as an advertisement of their Ensign cameras and films. The
poster, which is beautifully coloured, measures about 30 ins. by
19 ins., and represents the figure of a very pretty girl (in a red
head-dress, white jumper, and blue frock, stockings and shoes) carry-
ing an Ensign camera. Any dealer who has not yet received a
copy would do well to communicate with Messrs. Houghton.

Historic Lenses.—We are. informed that Mr. Will Day has been
successful in obtaining for his collection of apparatus relating to
the cinematograph industry, which will shortly be on view at the
South Kensington Museum, the original Dallmeyer R.R. lens, which
was used extensively by Edwtird Muybridge in his experiments in
connection with the production of a moving picture. Mr. Dav
has also obtained the first Dallmeyer cinematograph projection lens
which was manufactured in 1904.

Mr. H. J. Kraushaae has been elected a Fellow of the Incor-
porated Sales Managers' Association of the United Kingdom, the
election carrying with it the right to use the letters F.S.M.A. Mr.
Kraushaar has been advertising and sales manager of the firm of
Thomas Illingworth and Co., Ltd., of YVillesden^ for about twelve

and a member of the Association since 1913. We congratulate
htm on receiving this honour from an Association which is dtfiro; so
much good work in the world of commerce.

Parcel Post to New Zealand A correspondent who is attached
to the dispatch department of one of the leading photographic
firms, writes as follows :

" There has been a tiresome restriction
irning the size of parcels that may be sent by post direct to

New Zealand, and it has been announced by the Postmaster-General
that the restriction is imposed not by the postal authorities

by the steamship companies which carry the parcel mails' on the
direct route. Although the dimensions of post parcels sent by the
direct, route to New Zealand will remain 4 ft. for the combined

i and girth, the Post Office has now arranged to accept pa
measuring up to b ft. combined length and girth, for conveyance
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vi» Australia, at postal rates that art only slightly higher than for

parcels sent direct. The limit of weight will be 11 lbs.

Birmingham I'hotooraphi. Shu .rn from the current
iaane of t) rnal " that Lit I P. Docker has
resigned 1

1

Birmingham Photographic
J. E. Bi 78, Broad Bl raing-

has been appointed to the post. Mr. Docker was hon. secre-

tary
;

war. and relit. rarity, on joining

On his return, when the fortunes of the
Society were at their low. .rial duties

with character ., and the flourishing condition of the

S. today is mainly due to his effort*. Mr. Docker has recently

to the command of the 8th Battalion Roy a!

moii therewith make
post he has so

ess.

-The report o| the coiif-rem - ..f

.minions, which was

ti was held to consider

hepire patent or, in other words, • i •teat which would be open
in nr.

ns and lad
tie* wl tlif.se count ries

rrant of, pat

chetne a pro\ i nonal scheme was ador onference
ernes sngg.

bed importan.

.•rant of pa

» «'**l

Correspondence.

nt* ihould MWr write on both tiiitj i,i ikt paptr

unlui tnt names and

<r do not untitrt-tk'

(Vy

HI

•>pra*j the great pleaaure I had in

I hare come arn..

new term

mean
pronounced like " poser," hot with emphasis

man
"m I ha.

• any other

' Antra term.

—

i

IS

BTZM IN MM

irther careful work

M.

y 28,

' as to the

to be

ends, my own firm having first caD upon whatever may be the oat-

come of my experimental work.
Either I did not explain myself clearly or Mr. Bull has not quite

caught the spirit of my article of July 14, when he states that I say
that the visual diffraction halo is the cautt of the difference in work-
ing separations with coarse and fine screens. What I have tried to
convey is that these halos are indicators from which the difference
can be calculated. How this diffraction pattern affects what hap-
pens in the focal plane is still to be discovered, and if Mr. Bull,
wiUi his greater scientific knowledge, cannot see any explanation, I
would not venture at this stage to suggest one. The formation of
the dot is a complex problem, and cannot be explained bv any
simple formula. There are three principal factors to account for,
the dioptric projection of the lens, the pinhole image of the dia-
phragm projected by the screen i .ml tlio disturbing
influence of diffraction at some stage of the operation, and these

- do not all act proportionally throughout the whole scale of
gradation.

I have read up everything I can find on the subject, but cannot
find anything which account- for the difference in screen separations,
and as the visible halo does provide the missing factor, I am content

ike use of it.

re ie one thing which reacts for or against progress in any
industry, and that is the attitude of the industry concerned, and it

«> happens that vetted interests and tradition are not strongly in

progress in the photo-engraving industry. The la..

the fittest will probat. the problem
> urs faithfully,

\ BatUUM. F.R.P.r}.

THE CAMERA AMD THE CI STOMA
To the Edit.

tletnen,—There have been several • in y.nr pages
• question of what one may or may not do in the matter

into this country from the Continent id
general and Oermany in particular.

-'. you and your readers to know that
la»t 1 11th inst., the Foreign Office issued some wani-

ng or passing through Oermany with
regard to German laws.

exceptions ibi ake no articles on
Germany unless they have received export lieen. ea for them.

'I he exceptions are:

—

• Iii-iii into Germany.
.rchased in (Jet many and required for

MB during the journ.-v

•ought in I inring

the jou

Travelling souvenirs and the usual travelling presents, v.
t than 1.000 m must be voluntarily

declared V

A Toi-RIST PlIOTOOKAPIIKB.

•- operating
there a trade

rroosunma Flowkbs. w graphing blooms cut from
ofttimes find bi g and exposure they

f*d quite a lot (says a writer in t
1

• B '

r and will not droop if thi

notes are follow ng, just as they
are ai nfold ; tlicy will op. day.

i n their parftUni
.des if pii • .i

">
; ley and .

ti water: if ga' ' tiling in the morning II

will not droop ami will In

a flan itel (I seems a funnj
• ed only try it to find how ml like

daisies, such as marguerites, sat.

and well in water; ti fully

opened and the sun is ah-- I toll and lil

in late afternoon. These should not be put into water at once, hut

t about twenty miootes, then pat and
they will pick B| 'illy. Gladioli will last a fortnight

bloom from the bottom bloom right to the topmost poin'

tx-nt blooms as they wither.
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Answers to Correspondents.

/ accordance vith our pretent prac tice a relatively tmall tpace it

aUottcj nrmpondenU.

We vill ,
po,t if ttgmped and addreued envelope it

enclosed for reply; Scent I h I emotional Coupon, from readere

Qwri't to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " mutt reach

ut not later than Tuctday (posted Monday), and thould be

addressed to the Editors.

the Cadett shutter i you men-

ii must base your own selling price on

(1) Our contributor informs us that the lens used was

. of 8 ins. focus, covering a half-plate : the size of the

flange is lj ins.

lue of tlie lens in question depends upon its

quality. It cost from £8 to £10 twenty-five years

ild perhaps fetch half that price now.

V. .\. S. The amount of iron necessary for a barrel of 25 gallons

capacity is .said to be 7 lbs., which should be suspended in the

tre of the barrel. Th amount of surface c>.|

the solution the better; that is to say, a plate of iron is

preferable to a block, and hoop iron is specially recommended.

B. j, p.—The firm inform us that they are unable to quote for or

supply materials for the making of opalines. The process is now
out of date, and Fallowfield, we understand, cleared out their

stock about ten years ago. We are informed that the materials

are no longer obtainable from any source. Why not take up the

more up-to-date passe-partout?

M. M.—Your troublo is apparently due to the failing out of the

red pigment, which has left the white too prominent. We would
advise you to write to Messrs. Winsor & Newton, who are always
glad to be helpful in such cases. Rose madder is the most per-

manent of the pink reds, but it is not by any means safe. The
firm would probably suggest colours which would stand exposure
to light well, even if not quite so effective at first.

D. J. W.—You can certainly use the ferrotype plates or postcards
in an ordinary camera, and the results should be even bettor

than with the special apparatus. The developing and fixing is

usually done in one solution, which you can buy ready for use.

You hardly require a dark-room, a box with a sleeve so that you
can transfer the plate from the slide to the developer which could
be contained in a jam pot is all that you would require.

H. H. Y.—If your lens is that originally supplied with the camera
it is a cheap single achromatic with an initial aperture of f/10.
The numbers of tl do not agree with any standard

•rally speaking, we should advise you not to waste
iney on altering the lens, but to buy a quarter-plate rapid
bilinear in Unicum shutter. This, with a focus and

view finder, would enable yon to make exposures in the hand.

K. E.—Messrs. Dallmeyer have an instantaneous shutter suitable
for a No. 4 Series I Stigmatic, viz.. the Packard-Ideal shutter.
This is made up to 5-inch opening and can be had time only, say
i-second and up, or with instantaneous adjustment which v.

in tho large size, work from about one-fifth to l-20th of a snood.
We have had considerable experience of these shutters, and ran
recommend them as quite reliable. For details of size and price
see pages 768 and 788 of the current " B.J. Almai.

ppears that your heat is not great enough to get
the silver fluid hot enough for all the dross to separate. A
method which requires

i heat is to vast the sulphide
i n pan over a fire until it reaches red heat and is fused

int " Powder this, and to every fourl
of a flux composed of carbonate of potash, 3

Half-fill the crucible with
the mixture and expose to a red-heat. Pour into an iron mould
which has been polished with plum

\. IX—We do not think that brass taps would be detrimental to
the solutions, but fear that the hypo solution would be detri-
mental to the taps. Why not buv stoneware taps, which you

i procure from Doulton & Co., Ltd., Lambeth, London, S.E.I.

Marine glue, compo pbaltum and indiarubber, or a mix-

ture of red and while lead in linseed oil, are good cements for

.inis: as litth of t.hia as possible should be put in the joint

. screwing up. The tanks will stand better if they are not

varnished in any way. A had lining is advisable for the hypo.

\| K. T. Von can rem e most of the tarnish from the bromide

print by rubbii with ool oaked in methylated

spirit. If you then apply a polish of 1 oz. white wax dissolved

in 1 oz. benzole, just as you would polish furniture, it. will

protect the surface in the future. Of course, any spotting or

working up must lie done after the spirit and before the

Messrs. Eveling & Ltd., 4a, Rathbone Place, Oxford

t, London,' W.l, or S. Bruley & Co., 94, ('

bitzioy Square, Londo i, W.l, will furnish cut-out mount

order.

G. W.—The most suitable lamps for projection work are the small

ones used for motor headlights, as in these the filament is con-

centrated, but these are only made to work on the low volt

given by the car's generator. We have used 10 ordinary half

watt lamps of 120 c.p. by putting a piece of ground gla

near the lamp as possible : this destroys the image of the filament.

If you do not mind the little extra attention needed, the small

enclosed " Westminster " arc lamp, which is made specially for

lantern work, is highly satisfactory. It is especially valuable for

somewhat dense negatives.

S. A.—The change of illuminant has noth'ing to do with the ;

colour of your postcards. This is caused by insufficient dev

ment. either by reason of too short a time or .the use i

weakened developer. To get a good black development should

not be for a shorter time than 90 seconds, the exposure \n

regulated to suit this time. Amidol developer does not remain

active for long after mixing; three days is practically the limit.

It is sometimes recommended to keep a stock solution of

sulphite and add the amidol as required. This is quite the

wrong way, as the sulphite solution will not keep well.

L. T. B.—The tone depends largely upon the quality of the nega-

tive and the make of paper used, and we advise a little experi-

menting with really good negatives and a few different makes of

paper. The formula you require is : Ammonium sulphocyanide,

20 gr. ; gold chloride, 2 gr. ; water, 20 ozs. Dissolve sulpho-
cyanide in half the water, and gold in the remainder. Add gold
solution to sulphocyanide solution in ounce lots, and let stand 24
hours, or use hot water when mixing, and use when cold. If your
negatives are good and not too thin this toning bath should give
the tone desired. Fix in an alkaline hypo bath, and afterwards
wash in the usual way. Tone well and allow for the reduction
which takes place in the hypo bath.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Lore Advebtisements.

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) ...

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d
per insertion for each advertisement.

Is.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Mondav morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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species of trading which • t justify such cautions

just written. But within the last twenty

re cases have come under our personal observation

hich formulas have been sold for a sum aggregating

hundreds of pounds, yet have proved completely useless

ie purchasers. In considering such offers where any

. is at stake th< re is one course which

Id invariably be taken. Let the vendor be asked to

submit his formulae in confidence to an agreed indepen-

expert, with the request th-at the latter shall

ver the questions: (1) Is the formula substantially

novel? (2) If so, i9 its novelty of any advantage? and

(3) Is the formula of probable commercial value? Jl

.ffer is genuine, the vendor cannot reasonably object

lis course. If, on the other hand, money has been

paid for a formula which proves to be valueless for one

reason or another, resolute legal action will sometimes

bring the vendor precipitately into a subdued frame of

mind. The publicity of the' County Court is the last

tiling the formula monger desires to obtain.

* * *

Hype We are afraid that the text books do
Infection. not g far enough in their cautions

against allowing hypo to stray from its proper place in

dark-room, namely the fixing bath. We are very

orly told to avoid splashing hypo solution into the

fixing bath, but where a large output of negatives or

prints is handled, often by assistants of none too

meticulous habits, it is necessary to arrange matters
so as to make that almost impossible, and also to induce
n method of working which removes the opportunities

of contaminating the developing with hypo. The item
of equipment of the dark-room, which is of chief

importance in this respect, is a sink of ample size to

accommodate the fixing baths; a sink, moreover, provided

with tap and waste pipe so that negatives or prints may
be rinsed from the fixing bath. This sink should be a
few feet distant from the developing dishes, and it is

all the better if the space above part of it is screened
off by a pair of partitions. A diffused white or light

yellow light within this shelter thus allows of the density

of negatives being judged without scattering hypo drop-

pings on the developing bench, as must be done if only
one lamp is available in the dark-room. In short, once

ttrves or prints have entered the fixing bath, the
next and only convenient route for the surplus which
adheres to them on removal from it should be down the
waste pipe of what we may call the fixing sink, with the
help of plenty of water. Under these conditions it

slrould be difficult for the careless to scatter hypo in

those parts of the working space where it ought not to
come. A further merit of the arrangement is that the
hands may lie freely rinsed from hypo and the dark-
room towel kept for its proper purpose of drying. Too
often it is simply a mopper-up of hypo and a distributor
of this chemical to everything which afterwards touches it.

* * *

Two-Solution The practice of developing bv time for
Development. a fixe{j period has gained so firm a hold
during the last few years that one may assume, the
existence of a younger generation of photographers among
our readers to whom the many past methods of " tinker-

with the developer are unknown. Just as well,
perhaps; more correct exposure, greater latitude of
plates, and printing papers for negatives which formerly
would have been scrapped have done their work, so that
the cherished methods of, say, ten years ago tend to be
entirely forgotten. Nevertheless, it may not be without
advantage to bring to the notice of the holiday-maker
who has returned with, may be, some dozens of exposed

plutes, the advantage of a method of development which

goes far to compensate for errors of judgment in exposure.

Briefly, the method is to provide two grooved tanks of

developer, one containing a weak developing solution of

the kind which brings up detail quickly and density more
slowly, and the other one which in these respects is the

opposite of the first. It is easy to judge from the appear-

ance of a plate after a few seconds in No. 1 if it had
better be left where it is to receive the best treatment

for under-exposure, or, alternatively, should it come up
quickly, if it should be transferred to No. 2. If the fault

has been over-exposure, plenty of time in No. 2 wil

make the best of it. There is no magic in the choic

of the formula? for the two solutions. We have used

1 :30 Azol for No. 1 and an ordinary pyro-metol developer

for No. 2 with much satisfaction.

BLOOM ON NEGATIVES AND PEINTS.

The lasting qualities of properly made prints on emulsion

development papers may reasonably be 6aid to have
justified in course of years the name which was applie"

at about the time of the introduction of this class

paper, namely, " permanent bromide." So far as fadin

from internal causes is concerned, there is no reason t

regard developed bromide or gaslight prints as other th

highly permanent, so long as fixation has been thorougl

and washing ample. If these conditions are observed

about the only form of deterioration which such prin

undergo is one which arises from the circumstances in

which they are kept, and takes the form of a semi-metallic

sheen, particularly noticeable over the surface of the

darker part of the image. This defect is sometimes
spoken of as " oxidation," but it is almost certainly a

form of sulphurisation arising from a partial sulphiding

of the silver image by traces of sulphur compounds in

the air to which prints are exposed, or in, for example,

paper with whicli they lie in contact. The sheen, in

fact, corresponds with the tarnishing of silver, which is

noticed in the case of ordinary articles of domestic use

composed of this metal. From the fact that in a bromide

or gaslight print the silver image is held in a coating <,i

gelatine, the film of sulphide which thus forms in the

course of time is superficial, and can be readily rem
by rubbing. Ordinary indiarubber serves to clear it away
with reasonable ease, leaving the print practically in its

original state. A mildly abrasive preparation, such as

that sold as " Frictol " hy the Vanguard Manufacturing

Co., serves the same purpose as well, if not somewhat
better. Uranium-toned prints are particularly susceptible

to change of this kind, and the prevention of the bronzing

in their ease, as well as in that of an untoned print, by

the application of a thin coating of celluloid varnish,

shows that the defect arises from some action of the air,

and not from decomposition within the print itself due to

faults in its production.

wrtheless, the processes used in the making of the

print, or rather the degree of perfection with' which they

are carried out, do appear to have some effect in the

occurrence of this hloom in the course of time. In the

case of a number of prints made on the same paper on

different, occasions, some, in our experience, have

exhibited the appearance of the bloom, whereas others

have been free, from it. So far as we can judge, the

cause for these differences is simply the degree to which

a print is " completely " fixed. We say " completely,"

because it would seem that when the fullest degree of

fixation has been carried out, there still remains a minute

residue of silver (other than the silver image) in the

\
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print, and it f this residue whi

s the gr -fore
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succession . So far as the inan

prints is concerned, th ;!>t doing more than 's

v necessary, but they may be assured that this

tilous care is not wasted inn n( of view i f
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foregoing, is that of copying pictures under glass. It happens

frequently that e picture is eons.dered too valuable, or the

time is not available, to remove it from the frame If one

lace the whole thing on the copy-board arranged under

the conditions just laid down all will be well, providing that

the area to ho copied is not larger than the copy-fooard pro-

These fortunate circumstances, however, seldom

fall to the lot of the photographer. The underlying principle

is preciselv the same, but the means to achieve the desired

end differ, for the simple reason that while in the first case

we were able to fix our lights conveniently, here we must

take our lights pretty much as we find them. If there are

windows on two adjacent sides of the room, with a dark

corner between which the picture can face, then the con-

ditions npproximate very much to those laid down for a copy-

ing installation. It is rather rare, though, to find circum-

stances so favourable that it is possible to place the picture

just as one wishes, and usually one has to be satisfied with

isle source of light. Usually, however, this is sufficiently

large to permit of its being split up into two by a fairly large

black curtain, which is supported so that the camera is behind

it and the lens peeps through a slit in the centre. This slit

should be provided with a few dress-fasteners, so that it can

be well closed round the lens. A peculiarly shaped dense spot

on a negative may be traced to a part of such a slit being

left open so that a little light crept through over the top of

the camera. In fact, it has not been unknown that a hit of

the red focussing cloth showing through such a curtain has

been registered on a negative when (as always should be in

picture copying) a panchromatic plate was used with a deep

filter. People who do not trouble about such a thing as a

black curtain are seldom troubled either with such markings,

for the simple reason that their negatives have more or less

haze from reflections all over them.

How a curtain for this purpose should be held up is a

matter for individual circumstances, as well as for individual

ingenuity, as it should in any case be rather larger than the

subjects to he photographed, and considerably so if some

distance is maintained between subject and camera. The

writer has often been amused by seeing an illustration of such

a curtain being held up in the manner of a banner by two

men supporting a pole on either side with the avowed object

of preventing reflections in a shop-window. Apart from tin

strictly commercial aspect of the case, that the price for a

shop-window photograph seldom, if ever permits of the trans-

portation of two large poles and the t) 'e of three men, the

technical point that makes the idea so fi iy is that a screen

sufficiently large effectively to prevent reflection in any shop-

window must be at least four times its area. Certainly, any

attempt at using such a curtain would instil an element of

sport into a very dull business. A window that is dressed

with dark goods, and has buildings of a light nature opposite,

is pretty much like a mirror, and reflections are practically

unavoidable. As regards the goods, the proprietor often

arranges a special display for photographing, and if a word

can be got in beforehand it may be suggested that the con-

tents should be kept as light in colour as possible, and also

well forward towards the glass. If the latter has had the

quite recent attentions of the window-cleaner a noticeable

improvement in the quality of the photograph will he effected.

Even as regards the buildings opposite the shop-window

the. photographer is not entirely helpless. Sometimes a stand-

point a little more to one side or other avoids certain details,

but there is one very helpful thing the operator can do. That
is to discover the time when the sun will not be actually

shining on the shop in question, but when either it is nearly

i it, or has just left it. It must be obvious that if the

strongest light shines on the opposite buildings the very finest

set of reflections imaginable will most certainly result. The
nearer one can get to having these details in shadow the better

photograph will be. A method of finding out the time of
day required was described by me in the " B.J." and the

" Almanac " a few years ago under the title of "Sunshine \

Index." The most unreliable means ot discovering the

required information is to ask the people in the shop.

Strange, but true. "When the training of observation is made

a school subject, in place of mere accumulation of second- -

hand information, such a difficulty should no longer obtain.

I mentioned the case of the portrait artist who has a sitter

wearing glasses. Many light studios give trouble in the form
;

of haze over the louses obscuring the eyes. Some operators :

(

make a practice of removing the glasses from the frames, but

this plan has two objections to it. The first is that the sitter <

is apt to wear a strained expression when without the glasses i

to which he is accustomed. The second is that the detail of

the eye is apt to look over-sharp. In a successful result taken

normally, there is the natural expression, in addition to the

eyes as "one sees them through the glasses; it may be the least
j

bit larger than Life, and there is a tiny glint on the bevel edge I

of the lenses which shows that a glass is there. Unnoticeable

details, perhaps, but the effect is quite distinct. Now except

for extraordinarily curved lenses, the solution of the problem
!

is simplicity itself. It is the same method as is used for

glazed pictures. A focussing cloth hung over a head-screen

or just held by an assistant in the direction the sitter is

looking, wherever that may be, will be efficient prevention of

all objectionable reflections. In any case one can observe the
.

effect by looking over the camera just before exposure, so «

that there is no chance work about it.

When we turn to the question of polished articles the

is somewhat different. If we erect black curtains to cut off

reflections the result most probably will.be turned down with

disgust. The black screens will show as black patches in the

polished surfaces of the subject, and the larger the screens

the blacker the article will look. Now polisied articles should

be represented as brilliantly as possible, and if it be glass-

ware or silver they should look white, and not black. Hence

in these things we actually need reflections, but not merely

mirrored images of the room and its contents. Hence for

this class of work it is desirable to employ quite a big area of

diffusing material, as well'as of reflecting surface. In fact,

many who specialise in this work go so far as to construct

miniature studios of diffusing material such as muslin, or

even of tracing cloth, so as to get a continuous reflection,

and so show the contours of the object to perfection. Such

reflections as are the result of part of the subject showing in
J

a polished surface of the same item, such as, for instance,

the handle of a loving-cup, cannot be prevented, except by

the expedient of airbrushing a coat of light grey paint all

over. This method gives a very beautiful result, if done J

properly, hut is quite a piece of work to do, and never gives

the impression of polished silver as a natural photograph

does. However, if the photograph is for the purpose of

making a process-block, it is quite a good plan, and is cer-

tainly cheaper than making an " ordinary " photograph, on

which the process-artist has to expend quite a lot of time and

skill.

We must treat now of commercial subjects in which objeo

tionable reflections are liable to occur. These are simply

legion. Almost every article which one may be called upon

to photograph has some reflecting, or semi-reflecting, surface.

Take the parts of a typewriter, for instance. A polished bar

reflects the details of a room just as the silver cup did, but

instead of these being reoognisably distorted, they are spread

along the full length of the bar in lines of black and white.

The process artist transforms these into a beautifully gradated

round or square bar, as the case may be. Then we have the

enamelled black base arid case. Not only do the same remarks

apply, but I have found many people quite astonished when

I have shown them that a surprising amount of objectionable
,

reflections in many polished articles, including furniture,

arises not from the windows or other details that may be in

front, but simply from, the white background behind which

is so very frequently demanded by clients. It is far better
|
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uploy a medium I onnd, and to block out the

negative, than to photograph any polished subject of the

against a white one, and rely on the very expensive

labours of the process-artist to make a satisfactory result.

ould prove a good business proposition to demonstrate

.•nts that a shilling or two more spent on a photograph

can easily save several times the amount in process work.

naturally encourage the employment of their

id so the worse the photograph* sup-

DBore profit they make. Hence many manufacturing

firms seem t«. regard photography as only a poor sort of basis

to that the lower the It is

bow son: le and tr.

es to secure his results in the rather

vided. t: improved
al of

propaganda by phot along these lines.

-e latter remarks may seem to be going off the point.

When analysed, however, the improvement in results will be
found to consist mainly, if not wholly, in the handling of
reflections, their avoidance or their modelling into shape.

An article of this subject would not be complete without a
reference to the virtues of "pan " plates and filters in curing

[ions. The major portion of the light shown in the form
ie< tionable lights or haze on tht of polished or

haif-shiny surfaces, including ttu bjeotionable result

a seen in negatives and copies from prints of the " satin "

class consist of ultra-violet impression^. Bj " outting-oot

"

one succeeds in getting an image of the detail that
neath this shine, whether it be the gradations of a

print, the grain of wood, or some delicate engraving on m
which may have become t-wamped by the amount of ret!-

ultra-viol.
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great difforeri- i a picture (5 by 4 and one 5 by 3, and
• nsciously, the ono is token small and the oilier M largo

a* possible, the difference will be all the more noticeable. 1

suggest thai a cabinet picture ,-hould (particularly with

groups) Ibe taken so that it is impossible to get a postcard

from it without copying down.

Don't run away with the idea that I want you to make
i large figures for cabinets; it is largely a case of spacing,

.dox group of two, one sitting, one standing.

To get that nicely into a postcard, three inches is all the

width allowable to give a little for margin. Well, even with

grouping, it is simple to widen out the picture, so

that it needs four inches to cover the interest. I have fre-

quently seen customers actually measuring an alleged cabinet

with a postcard, hut I have never yet come across one who
could see wliere a picture taken as a cabinet might just as

well have been squeezed into a postcard. The measurement
test, is the one to convince the public

Economic considerations apart, the spacing of the picture

M«n its four lines, the consideration of the size of the

head in bust work, the use of vignetting as an adjunct to

composition, .are factors which must be taken into account
by the artistic worker.

A full length is probably the simplest portrait to space.

Everyone knows that the figure is centred, and slightly more
head room is left than under the feet. Ordinarily, a full-

length gives no index to the height of the subject, and if it

iti wanted to oonvey an impression of size, there are recog-

nised ways of doing this. Keeping a low camera, and getting

the head higher up the plate than usual, are two ways of
giving a small person dignity. If I were taking a small man,
all done up with his new robes of office, I would take good
care to make the most of his "little brief authority." If

furniture came into the composition, I would see that the
pieces were of small size. A highjacked chair and a little

man should not be photographed together. When we reflect

that most of the world's great men have been of small stature,

it is peculiar that, somehow or other, dignity and importance
instinctively suggest tall, classical figures to our imagination.
It may be the sub-conscious working of the 20 by 16 mind,
but, whatever the cause; and despite its utter unreasonable-
ness, no one likes to be thought small, unless it is an asset,
like the figure of Little Tioh. No very hard-and-fast rule can
be laid down governing the placing of the figure between the
two vertical outlines; so much depends on the position, and,
after all, there is much of caprice or fashion to he considered.
It is generally recognised that there should be more space in
front of the head than at the back, to avoid the impression
that the figure is walking out of the picture. While this is

more or less of an axiom for any portrait, I submit that, for
ordinary good everyday portraiture, nothing other than taste
is required for the harmonious setting of a full length. So
much, as I have said, depends on the position, the subject,
and the general scheme of the picture that it is impossible
to dogmatise. A lady bonding over a bowl of roses, a child
leading a toy horse or pushing a wheelbarrow, a dancer with
outstretched limbs, are all problems in spacing which must
just be settled as they come up. A splendid plan is to make
a cutout mount and experiment by placing over vour
favourite pictures, observing the effects of different settings.
All these ideas of sizing and spacing should be worked out in
practice, so that there is never any uncertainty with a sitter
A picture aocurwtely placed on the focussing screen will give
a negative that leaves no problem for the printer or the
girl who trims for the mounting machine.
There is a craze at present for some rather freakish heads

due, no doubt, to the influence of cinema favourites, in their
r noveJty-^lieads falling out of the picture, looking

and other "jazz" styles. Fashion plavs -
round
much greater part in the success of photographic portraits

as think. I remember the sneers of Tstodev

returned from Paris with all the latest styles, and was now
showing the very newest positions. But the sneers did not
alter the fact that the pushful one did postcards much smarter
than his competitors (and always dearer, too), and made a

fortune. Just a« the theatre-going public are keen for a

while on the " Bull Dog Drumimond " class of drama, so are

our clients for " the newest positions." I would say this as

a word of oaution to those who would cultivate jazz in por-

traiture, or novelty in placing the figure: always make your
deviation from the usual palpable. A print just a trifle

one side, or a head slightly tilted, may suggest carelessness,

but with a very decided departure it is impossible to

mistaken about the intention of the artist.

The almost general adoption of the use of vignetting ir

front of the lens has proved of great service in selection, and
enables one to modify bust and three-quarter lengths very

considerably. Hitherto, one had to take the figure big to cut

out unpleasing pails, or vignette the print, and this was not

suitable for dark backgrounds. Now, however, it is a simple

matter to take the figure as small as may be wished, gettir

rid of the useless hits by the judicious use of a vignetting car

which harmonises with the general tone of the picture. In

skilful hands—and there is very little to master—the vignetter

is a tremendous help with difficult sitters. With an ordinary

type of picture, a bust looking to the front, a simple three-

quarter length or small group, it is merely the corners which

require to he vignetted, hut a word or two about very definite

changes which may be brought about by the application of a

little method may he welcome. I draw your attention to three

little sketches representing different aspects of similar objects.

Fig. l. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

professional
stodgy

a rival advertised that he had just

In the first illustration (fig. 1) the " building " may 6

itself, but, if requiring assistance, the supports would be placed

as shown. In the other sketches (figs. 2 and 3), the object is

falling, and there can be no question of placing the support. I

have indicated by dotted lines how to vignette pictures where
the positions bear some analogy to my illustrations. Modify
my ideas as you will, get hold of the guiding principle, and
you will always he working in the right way ; always give

imore support by leaving .more of the figure on that side where
the weight predominates.

In the first picture (fig. 1) the head would be centred, and
if vignetted, both sides would be treated alike. In the

of a profile (as in fig. 2) there should be more space in front

of the head, and vignetting mostly at the back of the figure.

For the three-quarter pose (fig. 3) the head may be exactly in

the centre, as showing more space in front of the eyes, never

the other way about ; vignetting may be as in fig. 1. or take

off more on the opposite side to the support.

Much of our work in the studio seems to be taken up with

efforts to make thin people look well developed, fat sitters

look normal, and to give the appearance of height to those

lacking in inches. It has been well said that " the normal

is quite abnormal," and our daily studio experience bears

that out. But, the greater deviation from the " normal,"

the more earnest seems the desire to approximate to the

average. The vignetter is a great adjunct to the flatterer.

Take a short stout woman. She wishes to be taken three-

quarter length standing. We must not take her " too near

the camera," so we have to focus the figure on the small side,

which, before vignetting, will look like a big full length.

Well, then, just vignette her skirt as near the ground as pos-

sible, and althoucli von know that the skirt finishes exactlv
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where the indefinitenesi begias, the eve takes the impression

that there is much more of the subject cut away. If the

ig is good, the figure rather high on the plate, the arms
and lines kept in a downward direction, the portrait should

be successful. In a bust of the samp subject, if the body is

•d away from the camera, the near arm and shoulder can

I very drastically, reducing the bust to a pear-like

shape. If the student will take some little trouble over these

problems, experimenting along the lines I have suggested,
exposing an odd plate or two on the same subject treated
differently only in the matters of spacing, sizing, and vig-

netting, making and filing prints of good and bad examples,
ho will find his work considerably enhanced, and, in studying
the portrait work of masters, he will be enabled to see how
many effects are produced which formerly were beyond his

com prehension. J. Effbl.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DEPTH OF FOCUS.

in.

.' the formula and practical significance of hyperfocal distance, which were the subject of the second of the present series of

be present paper shows the derivation ami application of the formula for the nearest and furthest distances from the lens to which
lepth extends when focussing sharply upon a given distance with a lens of given focal length and diameter of stop. It is also shown that, in

eoordance with the view that the admiaoible disc of confusion should be a small constant fraction of the distance from which a prim

nlargcmeut is viewed, these distances of nearest and furthest focus are independent of the focal length of the lens. In • 'h.ii.ter IV. we shall

one to the formula for ascertaining ti. >rder that depth may extend to given distances further from and nearer

lens; also the formul.i for the stop 1st these conditions if the permissible unsharpness is to conform to a chosen
landard. From the standpoint that the admissible disc of confusion may vary in proportion to the distance from which the photograph is

iewed, these formula I lain the basia of*a series of distances on which to focus such ih.it, when
ocuasing on any one of I larger and near depth to toe next smaller, that is to say, the distances which are

las basia of J .
f

A dtp/A •x ,-ivlt when focutring on a

giroi ditt

7 an object at distance a is focussed so that its image is formed

at /' at a distance * from the diaphragm.

D—

Us
. sst—as who tiir—Isg oa a stvaa objaet.
U» pstat <X i im ubject In sharp looa. / u las Isms* el the rorthsr

abject and .V ,4 it* aaatsr. Uw cross ascli i*
- statasptaMOflaafocusaMscneaaTX.

t is at such a nearer distal. ! rays,

coming to a focus at .V, has a croaa-seclion in the focussing screen

equal t<> 00, the maximum circle of the nearest

distance to which depth extend*.

i a further distance a, from the camera
ti.it Iks psneil of rays, coning to t ( *us in f diverge to tee rllsMslsf

I the focussing screen, s, is plainly the furthest distance to which

nd/sretl '.jecta at these nearsst

and furthest .stances and r, and r, are the distances of these foci

iiaphrsgni. Thai oon ige space enables

ua to obtain the formula for the near i

As before we denote the diamet.

y i and the fooal

Near Distance,

similar triangles, ti S I) ami

" c

>, i
«, — * " e

it

u, and «,.

of confusion by

.f the lens by/.

(«)

Now the mi i." distances » s njugats

ay be expressed in terms of the respective object distances and
focal length of the lens, that is :

—

If these values of » and Bj are substituted in equation (<i) we get : -

/«, /*»W "

—i-*^b, «
This rather complicated formula for the nearest distance to a

depth extends may be put in a simpler form by fir

.tor by c, when it becomes

:

/<<
' X «
C

As we have already seen from formula (4), -• is the formula for the
c

hyperfocal distance. Using the symbol // for it. the formula for the

nearsst distance to which depth extends, when focussing on sn i

at a distance u, becomes

:

ffsj

». -
j. + .-7 <8)

In words, las nearest diitanet n

•.')•

[pressed in the same

wars foeiuting iharply on an object at a ilittanct

focal diMnnee (/or the particular focal length

l,i/ th, ,1, .!:' • U U I ' '• '
I

•''" MM tfUtt lui)

distance u lr*i one fucal length. All quantities i

unit, ft., inche* or entimctres.

For example, when focussing on an object 10 ft. distant with •! in.

lefts* Si fftv, what is the nearest distance in "focus," if l-HKith of an

inch be taken as the standard of permissible iin«harpness ? II

hyperfocal distance, given by formula (4b), is:

100 ,: 6 x MM
"IT -*»«

The required distance is therefore „„. , .^_. = 80 ins. •= 8 ft. 8 in.

uula(8) can be further sjm] m it ting the /in the denomi-

nator. If the value of the hyiK tance or the di-

tha focal li ..-, the efli

this hi' in formula (8), which then !«•< oines :

prs. • more exscl formula (8) is necessary only when the

ubject ir to the lens, e.g., a few multiples of the f

B
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•way from it, and when also the hyperfocal distance is small in con-

sequence of the shortness of the focal length of the lens or use of a small

top.
Far Distance.

The formula for the farthest distance rendered without permissible

unsharpness when focussing sharply on an object at a distance u is

d in like manner from the construction of fig. 7.

D the similar triangles B F D and Q F Q,

LF d

F~? - c

But F V LP —LF •** - v..

Therefore^ = -

dv
«"« " T+C
Substituting as before the values of v and v2 in terms of / and the

object distances u and w
2
into equation (6), we get:

/ u, fduW =
(" -/) (

rf + c
)

fdu

W

Whence u2 = /J _;,(«_/)
A train we divide numerator and denominator by e

• (9)

and obtain

X u

~ « + f

fd

(10)

Replacing '- (hyperfocal distance) by the symbol H, the formula

becomes

:

H X «

"» = £/-«+/
In words, the farthest distance rendered without perceptible unsharpness

focussing sharply on an object at distance u is equal to the hyperfocal

distance (for the. particular focal length and lens aperture) multiplied by

the distance u and divided by the difference between the hyperfocal distance

and the distance u plus one focal length.

For example, in the circumstances chosen for the illustration of

formula (8) for near distance, the far distance to which depth extends

when focussing on 10 ft. is :

225 x 10 X 12

225 -120 + 6 = 243in
- = S^ 20 "•

As in the ease of formula (8), formula (10) is further simplified by

neglecting the odd focal length in the denominator and then becomes

:

H x u
«. - u^~u • • • • ... (10a)

Formulas (8a) and (10a) are quite accurate enough for almost all

conditions which occur in practice, and are the formulae to be used

except when photographing on a scale which approximates to same-

size reproduction.

Near and Far Depth Distances in Terms of Variable
Disc of Confusion.

If, in accordance with the idea that the disc of confusion should )«

a certain small fraction of the distance at which the photograph is

Viewed, we adopt, say, l-2,000th (= .0005) of the viewing distance as

the value of c, the foregoing formula! become much simpler.

If the distance of the object in sharp focus is u, the camera extension

(i.e., viewing distance) is :

f%_
u -/

Adopting l-2,000th of this distance in place of c in formula (7), the

near distance it, to which depth extends is :

fdu fdu 2,000 du
(11)

fd + 2-ooT, u~f <"-/) fd +
fu 2,000 d + u

2,000

In words, when focussing on an object at a distance u with diaphragm

of diameter d, and adopting an angle of sharpness of vision of l-2,000th,

the distance of nearest object in "focus" is 2,000 times the diameter

of the diaphragm multiplied by the distance of the object divided by 2,000

times the diameter of the diaphragm plus the distance of the object

Remembering that from the standpoint of variable dia utter of

the disc of confusion, the hyperfocal distance is 2,000 d, it will be seen

that the above corresponds with formula (8a), viz., near depth distance

is

:

H X u
H + u

While formula (11) shows that on the basis of sharpness of vision,

depth is independent of the focal length of the lens, this formula may
be written in terms of the relative working aperture (F. N°) by sub-

/
stituting p mo for d

.

Formula (11) then becomes:

_ fu
">
=

/ + .0005« x F. N°.
(lL>)

In a similar manner the far distance «, to which depth extends

(adopting a disc of confusion of l-2,000th of the viewing distance)

may be written as :

2,000 du .... fu
(13) (14)"•

_
2,000 d — u v ' u

' "* "» / — .0005u X F. N"
Here again, putting H for 2,000 d in formula (13) it is seen to cor-

respond with formula (10a), viz., far depth distance is:

fl X u

U — u

When used in connection with the variable disc of confusion the two
approximate formulas (8a) and (10a) therefore becomes precise.

In the next article we will see how to find u, the distance on which

to focus in order to obtain an equal degree of admissible unsharpness

at the nearer distance u1 and the farther distance «2 . G. E. B.

{To be continued.)

MAKING INCREASED CAMERA
AUTUMN.

SALES IN THE

There is a .great burst of activity in selling cameras and accessories

in the spring and summer, but during the autumn and winter it

seems to dwindle down to almost nothing. This is a mistake,
because in the autumn there are such events as shooting, tramping,
football, and Christmas, all of which are excellent sales oppor-
tunities if sufficiently exploited.

Some of the camera displays from America arranged last autumn
may suggest ideas for your own efforts along these lines.

John W. Hilton, Richmond, Va., U.S.A., appealed to the autumn
hunter with an appropriate camera display. Autumn leaves, mainly
oak, chestnut and sycamore, covered the window floor, with several
saplings planted here and there. Along the rear the effect of a
fence was obtained by planting saplings in close formation. Such
articles as guns, golf sticks, game bags, and Kodaks were hung

on the branches of the little trees. More cameras were scattered

about the floor, backed up by the following sign:

—

" Hanting With a Kodak."

Another Kodak display with the shooting appeal was made by

the Owl Drug Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Sky-hlue crepe paper

covered the background, which was banked with reeds, rushes, and
autumn foliage. A rowboat was just emerging from the under-

brush, with a large-sized camera placed in the prow of the boat.
" Kodak as you go " was the message a card conveyed.

The Rou6er Drug Co., Lansing, Mich., gave the Kodapod an
autumn setting. Autumn leaves covered the floor, while corn-

stalks and sunflowers were banked around the sides and rear. There
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was a low rail fence across the rear, a Kodapod being attached to

A nearby card suggested:

—

.-e a Kodapod—Fastens Anywhere."

The , Denver, Colo., employed doll* to

excellent advantage in an autumn ca V camera rested

on a small tripod near the centre. Beside the camera Has a large

She was posed in the act of ma: - :he camera, her

l being a smaller doil, posing in iront of a sheaf of wheat,

witn two .arge pumpkins placed on either aide of it. At each far

a similar theaf of wheat, with pumpkin*
base of the same.

i, floored an autumn
. different

A large

following convincing vein:

—

ai n m.\

at this as well

Ac reason of the year.

:t a KvU.- j.kv and faring home
. autumn effects, obtainable at no

The ingc agaui-,1 a brown surface.

Anotbi
.-. .: li'i

.

mi an aval-«faap«d card of a

* ribbon
rtNHMI a ere iiuug.

B. il \ c I

crepe paper, against which was pimped a jcati

. aw, and wearing an u.d coat •

»que features war* painted on his bead.

re the following message:

—

i turning homeward for the gathering
MM

- s a golden eh* lek, says the txaietlOW Man.
i. the turkey on the platter and a K e hand,

There's a real Christmas for you, says the Scarecrow il

«.ey cut-oats were placed among the Kodaks exhibited on the
ned photographs of pumpkin scene* reposed on the floor

rear.

.... I

•

bt is resorted I at a flash

ihe dispbv. 1 a real dn
room ices set for six. Instead of the usual

accessories ware substituted. Beside
each . e was a tripod, about as tall as the tab.e, with a

Large Kodak pictares, cu( nape,
performed the duty of plates. The cocktail was substituted by an
Eastman I powder, with rolls of film '.erving as water
glasses. rivershart? pencils an ; . pens were used instead

huge p latter occupied the pride of
' ne table, with a large enVeli .lacing the

led by small boxes of film, powders,
I a measuring glass, fot the fixings. The entire display

was backed up by a large sign at the rear, which proclaimed :—
set and the guest* are gathered about

're with yoor Kodak. We will give
on bow to take the picture."

nosphere in a camera d |
1 out by suspending a holly wreath half-

ng at each side A card fitted inside each
wresth m

rnss.

"

' ir lrdl.r.ard boxes about the green
*ith a border of rose crepe paper.

A well-expressed announcement, occupying no more than two
inches, single column, in the rotagravure section of one of the
Boston dailies, was that of the Robey-Frencii Co., Boston, Jlafcs

Here is the piece of copy in question :

—

" A Snowy Scene,

A Kodak,
A well-developed !

A perfect print,

Nature supplies the first,

The rest,

Robey -French Co.,

30, Bromfield Street."

Also use it as a window card; it is concise enough for this

purpose.

E. A. Dj.vi.ii

ill/. 11KKORS.

Th« following note is reprinted from ;i puL.tr

," sent us by Mr. Edward B. King, who writes as fol-

lows:—The method described below is a modilication of Lundin's
process as developed in experiments made by my son, Everett, who
died in 1017. These experiments were made by lam during the

summer of l'il.' lie found that the oiigiuai formula contain*

excess of formaldehyde, so that if the silver nitrate was doubled, *

much . at could be obtained. As he remarked, a
coat of silver stands burnishing belter and lasts longer, ihe duel

he discovered was in regard to the temperature. He found
ments, which were carefully recorded with all par

.e absolute ten.. within reasonable limits,

ich difference ; but it' the mirror was about 10

to 20 deg. Fahr. warmer than the silvering solution, a (nicker coal
resulted and the process was more reliable. Some have thought
that the stannous chloride used in the Luudin process acts on lite

tho mirror. If it is washed off thoroughly enou„
prevent chloride stains ou the silver deposit, it seems that no other

an be possible.

g of the mirror is of utmost importance, lie found
bat the a 1

. [our unburuished mil
tested was photographically about ob per cent., against au

average of 7b per cant, when burnished. The mean of 13 tests

gave I nl. after burnishing. The best coal

1 90 per cent, of the photographic light. The
ions, whuh follow, were prepared by him and are now in

use in Harvard observatory. For i 24-inch mm.
requires about two litres of solution or 20 times the formula.

ring Mirrort.— First a saturated solution of

le is made up, and diluted for use with an equal
volume ol water. Several wads of clean absorbent cotton are laid

out on a clean sheet of paper. The surface of the mirror is care-

fully rubbed with one of the wads dipped in uitnc acid. This
removes the old coal of silver, with all the dirt which ma
adhering.

After thoroughly washing off the nitric acid, a fresh wad of cotton
wet with the stannous chloride solution is rubbed over every part
of Uie surface of the mirror. Water is then poured over the mirror,

and the surface is rubbed, first with the same wau, and then with
a fresh one. (.treat care should be taken to remove all traces of

the stann- -. as, if any is left on, it makes the coat

liar. One should be careful not to touch the surface with Use

fingers, as any trace of grease is fatal.

mirror, if a small one, may then be placed in a tray just a
.ajger than itself, and covered with water, at temperature

from o5 deg. to 70 deg Fahr. If a large mirror, a band of waxed
peper, tied tightly around the edge, makes a dam and serve-

same purpose.

Two solutions are lequired as follows:

—

A Water ... 100

Silver nitr

.

... 4..
7

Add strong ammonia Just sufficient to d

precipitate first formed.

.

B. Water 20 cc.

Formald' 4 cc.

The temperature of these solutions should be about 45 deg
50 deg F.

The wash wa' rj poured off the mirror, the solutions

the mirror. Silver will In

I on the surface of the glass almost at once, the solution turn

»n colour. In about half a minute, the sol
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u to turn muddy, with a granular black precipitate. The

,i »liould bo left in it until this precipitate begins to stick to

u* surface, this usually requires from three to live minutes. The

washed with wet cotton and flowing water, and set

^u to dry.

Jt is imp..! taut to get as thick a coat as possible, for such a coat

ng better and lasts longer. The thickness can be

roughly estimated by observing the amount of light transmitted

by it. An electric-light filament can barely be seen through a

thick coat.

burnishing is done with a pad of chamois skin, into which

some very line rouge u worked. Hie best rouge is that washed

out from' the cloths used aftci the tmal polishing in the making

of a large lens. The rouge is only sufficient to colour the pad. The
surface uf the pad must be kept peiicclly free from dust, or the

.ite surface of the silver will be scratched.—(Signed) Everett T.

{, Harvard College.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION &
August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretary,

.1. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, 'lorontu,

Canada.

mber 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Latest

date for entries, August 30. Particulars from the Hon. Secre-

tary, London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East,

London, S.VV.l.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Prince's Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,

43, Hover Street, London, W.l. Latest day for entries and

exhibits, August 31.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual

Exhibition. Latest date for entries, August 25 (carrier)

;

August 26 (hand). Particulars from the Secretary, Royal

Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 21.—Rotherham Photographic Society. Latest date

for entries October 4. Hon. Secretary, S. G. Liversidge,

Orissa, Gerard Road, Rotherham.

October 18 to 28.—-Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates :

Entry forms, October 11 ; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington

Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, August 8 to 12 :

—

Enlarging.—No. 21,587. Artificial light photographic enlarging

apparatus. A. C. W. Addis.

Composite Photogeaphs.—No. 21,829. Production of composite

photographs. T. Brooks.

Camera Attachment.—No. 21,674. Attachment for cameras.
1". L. and T. Dodman.

Printing Frames.—No. 21,521. Photographic printing frames.

W. G. Hubbard.
matographi.—No. 21,522. Cinematographic apparatus.

S. H. Crocker.

Cinematography.—No. 21,535. Cinematograph camera traversing

and tilting apparatus. E. G. Marklew.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
'these specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, i5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Correction of Oblique Aerial Negatives.—No. 180,360. (Decem-
ber 18, 1920). The invention consists in a method of trans-
forming oblique photographs in which the negative is progres-

sively exposed and transmitted to a sensitive receiving surface,

through a narrow slit fixed at right angles to the optical axis

of the lens.

As in photographing from aeroplanes, exposure is nearly

always made when the plane is inclined to the ground, pictures

are obtained which appear oblique as compared with photo-

graphs taken when the camera is in a plane parallel with the

object photographed. Hence the negative obtained from a

camera on an aeroplane is an oblique negative, and to explain

the invention, in the description here following, the treatment

of such a negative is referred to.

In figs. 1 to 7 of the drawings it will be seen that the plane

of exposure, 1, of the photographic camera, stands perpendicu-

Fig. 2.

larly towards the optical axis 2, and the latter has an inclina-

tion" a° towards'the ground, indicated at 3a (fig. 1). According

to the invention the process of transformation must be adjusted

corresponding to the condition at the moment of exposure. For

example, if the negative plate 1 taken trom the aeroplane, or a

copy obtained from the same, is placed perpendicularly towards

the optical axis 2, the picture must be projected on a sensitive

surface indicated at 3, which is either (as shown in fig. 2)

adjusted to an angle with the optical axis equal to the angle a°

formed between the optical axis and the ground at the moment of

exposure, or (as shown in fig. 3; is at right angles to the optical

axis, in which 'case the lens must be moved to correct perspec-

tive and the surface 3 moved to keep it in focus with the lens.

As the objective 4 only projects a sharp picture of a surface

standing perpendicular towards the axis on to a receiving plate,

also perpendicular towards the optical axis, there is only, at

the shown position of object and picture, quite a narrow strip

of the picture having a sharp reproduction, i.e., in the line of

intersection between the sensitive surface and a plane perpen-

dicular to the optical axis at the intersection of the latter with

the sensitive surface.

To obtain, however, a sharp picture all over the surface of the

receiving plate the negative is projected through a narrow slit,

formed in a suitable member, indicated at 5, in the several

drawings, moving over the negative, whilst the objective 4 and

the receiving plane 3 arc adjusted in such a way as to enable

—S J^-
\"

Fig. 3. Fig. 5.

the latter to receive in a clear and defined manner the strip

of the picture formed by the moving slit 5. The source ol

light 6 necessary to obtain the projection of the negative is

disposed behind the plate, between which and the light is placed

the usual condensing lens, as indicated at 7.

By adopting this stripwise formation the whole negative is

gradually and correctly transformed and a sharp picture ob-

tained. The objective is therefore moved correspondingly to

the progressive projection for each moment of the whole pro-

cess of transforming the oblique view into one as seen horizon-

tally.

It is of great importance for the perfect transformation of

the pictures that the negative, or picture, the slit, the objective,

and the sensitive receiving plate have the correct proportion of

motion one towards the other.

The slit bearer 5 may be placed before the sensitive surface 3

(fig. 3), or may be placed before the picture to be transformed
(figs. 2, 4 and 5), or before the objective; it must, however, in

any case remain permanently in a plane perpendicular to the

optical axis 2 of the objective lens 4.
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As the slit is preferably held in this position it is necessary
that the picture to be transformed as well as the sensitive sur-
face must receive a transverse motion one opposed to the other,
perpendicularly to, and at the angle d°, respectively to the
optical axis, so that the whole picture to be transformed is

jected through the slit. Ait. rnatively, of course, the re-
surface might be held against transverse motion while

the slit member is moved across the receiving surface.

The variations of scale for enlarging and the corresponding
adjustment for sharpness of the picture lequire that the dis-
tances between the objective 4 and the sensitive surface J

3) on the one side of the objective 4 and the picture or

Fig 4

itive 1 on the other aide are variable. For this purpose
••nients are possible : either the negative plate

stationary in the of the optical axis and the
4. and the receiving surface 3 are movable along it,

or the objective 4 is stationary in the optical axis, while the
surface 3 and tbe plate 1, tog.

vnser 7 and illuminant 6, are movable in the .i f the
Also the r. ;ir be stationary in

il axis and U. I and plate 1,
together with its associated cond. may

it. These motions in tbe direction of the optical axis
most be continuous and progressive and must be positively

dieted with the above descr.l.-d transverse motions of

ore.

» 6 and I is illustrated as

peerance, that part of the nek .

nearest the subject photo, ated by the
rala 8 and 9, while the distan numerals

I shown in lig. 6, the negative 1 and
surface 3 are parallel, and it is supposed that the near edge 8,

being trantferred to the ''«igh the
Through this slit 5 a thin area of the Irmasv

ii a selected »..».. he optical

* 10 (6g.

the slit and
receiving aorfare 3, wli :1 moved

idirated bv

•asjd

KB. 6 and 7)

e to tbe movement
rrow 10 This successive

normally appear, ho»>

appears'
a different enlargement to the preceding slip

i

I I

•-ale as t'

[•late 1. To

fl« 7

I in a

. and the

axis away
at the secoBd parallel strip two main

.

idicated by arrows 10 and 11 trans-

f frame 3
away from the .- 7 (axial

For each following parallel atrip of the plate new adjustments

in the direction of these two movements would be necessary.

In figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 a simple mechanical arrangement is

diagrauimatically shown for obtaining the required movements
of the lens and receiving surface and negative.

In these figures the negative is indicated by the numeral 1,

and the casing, indicated by the numeral 4a the lens

hile the numeral 3a indicates' a sliding carriage on wh.

casing 3b is mounted for transverse movement, the

j the receiving surface 3, while in front of the c

3b, and fixed to the carriage 3s, is a further compartme
for the slit bearer 5.

arrangement illustrated it is supposed that the lens

box 4a and the sliding carriage 3s are slidable along rut

or guides 14, which form part of a fixed framework of

>tus.

Tbe parts 1, 4a and 5a will be distanced apart according to

the known laws for projection. In order to carry

the photographic process according to the invention the j>

and the receiving surface 3 will be moved at right ang!>.

the optical axis and in opposite directions.

Referring particularly to figs. 8 and 10, the receiving surface 3

is carried across the carriage 3a by means of a pinion 15.

> 16, and a pinion 17 fixed to the carriage, the pinion I

being slidably mounted on a shaft 18, which is operated I

a motor through a gear !>ox indicated at 19. Any su>

arrangement may l>e used for connecting Ulo receiving sir

to the moving chain.

As the aeroplane plate is inclined when it is exposed, it

be inn i xssi j to continuously correct the position of the lens

with regard to the receiving surfsce as the latter is moved i

>mage in order to correct the perspective. In

obtain this adjustment of the lens during the process of 1

1

a bell crank pivoted at 19 (fig. 10) is fixed

m beneath the lens box ; each arm of the

is slotted, the longer arm 19a pa- r the carriage 3a so

a finger (not shown), depending from the casing 3b,

gages in its slot. Then ss the surface 3 is moved aero**

apparstus the bell crank •- tilted about its pivot. Tl,

19b is utilised to move the lens according to the kni

i <r -

la»« of perspective. To this lens box 4a is prof

with a rod 20 having a linger 21 fittin -

of the arm 19b, so that the angular movement of

is 00 >to sn axial n> . 19b

being preferably aasoci/i a scale 19c, an 1 2U

mounted on s threaded member 20s so that the position of

rod 20 along the arm 19

o* of inclination of the negative to its subject dui

that is, the smaller the angle d° the nearer will the I

to the arm 19a of tbe bell crank.

ions has I

; with regard to the receiving sur-

face it becomes necessary to
|
movemct.'
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proportion»Uy to the movement of the lens in order to keep the

receiving rorface in focus with the lens. To tins end a bell

crank (figs. 10 and 11) is pivoted at a point 42 to the lens casing

;

the two arms 43 and 44 of the bell crank being slotted for the

reception of bowls or pins 45, 47, fixed to arms 46, 48, carried

by the negative holder 41 and receiving surface carriage 3»

respectively. The distance of the pivotal point 42 from the

. is equivalent to the geometrical mean proportional of the

distances separating the pins 45 and 47 from the lens, when

they are in correct focal position therewith; with such a con-

struction the receiving surface is compulsorily moved along the

optical axis to keep it in focus as the lens is compulsorily moved

along its axis, as described above.

In fig. 11 the distance of the pivotal axis 42 from the lens

M indicated by the reference letter x, and it will be seen that

Fig. 10.

the arms 46, 48 are given the same length, and, further, that

the angle between the arms 43 and 44 of the bell crank is a

right angle.

During the movement of the surface 3 it is required to move

the aeroplane negative 1 in proper relation for correct trans-

formation of its subject. The construction enabling this to be

carried out is best understood by reference to fig. 9, the arrange-

ment shown in fig. 9 being superimposed at a suitable height

above the arrangement shown in fig. 10 to allow the inter-

position of the camera and casings 5a and 3b as shown in fig. 8.

The shaft 22 (figs. 8 and 9) is coupled to the shaft 18 (figs. 8

and 10) preferably by means of a chain drive indicated by

dotted lines, so that a simultaneous rotation is obtained, this

shaft 22 being connected through bevel gearing indicated con-

ventionally at 23 to a rack 23a secured to a member 27 slidable

on guides 26 on a turntable 24. The element of the bevel

gearing fixed to the shaft 22 is mounted thereon so that the

bevel can be slidden along the shaft, while rotation with the

shaft is assured. The reason for this construction is that the

turntable 24 is mounted in a frame 28 carrying bearings 29,

which permit the table to be supported on the longitudinals 30 of

the framework.

According to the angle of inclination a° the table is moved

along the guides until a pointer 31 on one o.f the bearings 29

registers with a graduation on a rod 32 equivalent to the angle

of inclination, and the turntable 24, which is graduated, is also

appropriately set in accordance with the value of the angle 0°.

The rod 32 and the pointer 31 are not included in fig. 8 for 6ake

of clearness. The framework also carries a proportional lever

33, pivoted at 34 and slotted in its longer arm to overlie the

pin 35 on the slide 27. The short arm of the lever engages

over a pin 36 on a platform 37 slidable transversely along guides

38 carried on the framework. On the sliding member 37 are

brackets 39 carrying depending members 40, which are con-

nected to a suitable cradle 41 adapted to receive the negative ]

,

which is therefore in fixed relation to the illuminant as regards

its position along the optical axis, the position of the illuminant

being indicated at 6 in figs. 8 and 10.

With these two constructions the progressive movement of the

negative 1 is assured, and the movement is regulated by the

movement of the receiving surface 3. As the receiving surface

3 is traversed across the apparatus from the mechanism
operated by the shaft 18, the shaft 22 is rotated and, operating

the rack 23 on the turntable, causes the sliding member to-

move along the guides 26, and the pin 35 on the slide pushes

the proportional lever so as to tilt it about its pivot 34, re-

sulting, through the connection 36 with the platform 37, in a

proportional movement of the cradle 41 carrying the negative 1.

—Carl Janzer, Junr.. 37, Hohenheimer Strasse, Stuttgart.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Apparatus.—No. 184,189. Method of and apparatus for obtaining

photographs from moving objects, such as aeroplanes, airships,

ships, motor-cars, trains, and any other vehicles. H. L. Cooke.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, August 28.

Southampton C.C. Trint Competition : The Best Record Photo-

graph.
Tuesday, August 29.

Bournemouth Camera Club. Print Competition.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Flashlight Photography. H. E. Corke.

Hammersmith Hampshire Ho. P.S. " On Truth to Nature."

Bowen Williams.

Wednesday, August 30.

Dennistoun Amateur T.A. Compiling Winter Syllabus.

Rochdale Amateur Photo. Soc. " Development of the Plate."

A. F. Barnes.

Thursday. August 31.

Sheffield Photo. So,. Outing to Ecclesall Wood.

Saturday, September 2.

Bedford Photo. Soc. Visit to the Works of the Yorkshire Obti

Dennistoun Amateur P. A. Outing to Uplawmoor.
Edge Hill Camera Club. Outing to Neston and Parkgate.

Exeter Camera Club. Outing to Powdesham Park.

Parties: Camera Club. Outing to Kilsyth and Banton Loch.

South Glasgow Camera Club. Outing to Coatbridge.

South Suburban Photo. Soc. Outing to The Zoo.

News and Notes.

The Rotherham Photographic Society's Annual Exhibition

will be held in the Drill Hall from October 18 to 21 next. Particu-

lars may be had from the exhibition secretary, S. G. Liversidge,

Orissa, Gerard Road, Rotherham.

Exhibition at Turin.—An exhibition of photographic and

optical goods, including cinematograph apparatus and appliances, is

to be held at Turin during the month of April, 1923. The Turin

Chamber of Commerce state that the exhibition will be of an

international character.

Death of Mr. H. W. Blunt.—We regret to have to record the

death of Mr. H. W. Blunt, of Southport, who died on the 15th inst.

after an illness of nearly two years' duration. He -was a partner in

the photographic firm of Starfield and Co., of Renshaw Street,

Liverpool, and a director of Leslie Bros., Ltd.

Camera Smuggling.—At Dover, last Saturday, a man and his

wife coming to London from the Continent were each fined £44 14s.

for smuggling four cameras and two pairs of binoculars. The

Customs official, prosecuting, stated that only a severe penalty

would stamp out camera smuggling, which was getting rife, as

cameras could be bought for next to nothing on the Continent.

Press Photographs are often " turned down," says the " News-

paper World," because of an insufficiency of details supplied by

the contributor. Particulars of the occasion such as the date and

names, etc., in full, cannot be given too carefully. It is not neces-
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> write out a smart caption, as this is almost always done
tonal staff, although, of course, a really bright idea is

leaders who intend sending in

the two London exhibitions are reminded that We
he last dav for receiving entries for tbe

phy (5a, Pall M i.ondon, S.W.I),

•o-morrow (26th inst.) is the last day for receiving

•r the Royal Photographic - '-xhibition (35,

W.C.I).

i-roGRArerr: kob Obstruct!' stated by the

local Press that *.o Cheddar Gorge are importuned by a

irmy of photographers to have their portraits taken. But,

according to the j» persistence has developed into a

nuisance, a- y one of them was gammoned at Axbridge
. and wa' ! he was one

aphy

in the district.

-psctbz "• Phoiocbaph«T' from
states that the ph the party that

has accompanie to the

summit of Mont Blanc have sacc< raphing the so-

I
" Brocken spe. Hrocken spectre,

,t ba stated, is an optical phenomenon caused by the son's

proj' e shadows of I bjects on it in

on a wall of n

The All BmrruH £3,000 Co very interesting 16-

page book n has been issued, and
dealers or from the secretar

4, Oxford Str^t. London. W.l. In' addi-

"«, the booklet

rmatioo on start:: k- photography, and a
capital reproduction of a photograph (bowing s at work

U how r-«

have been

the plate the latter

>ls of the pi

tion has arisen in

r was ront.i''

was affected.

.
„-'.!

sd f<

^^^V to se

vanpM no
i

iays

so 1

I recognition in a fire at

sve a plainly re

[upcr and
'< had been the

,n >pwebs.— Tl

•m for

Id concede to photograph •

6e winter when
power rates are

r.i in th<

ne degree of udlutsuitv in tl OOUtfy

rB or an almost
-

ess. Bayard, • Toil, says
said to have ii

paper, which he communicated to the Academy
, while Niepce and Daguerre were still expert
coesa. He had then r

n afterwards was th<

fifty year*

•ctly in

'hat a local i

crwarda he
to forgotten

' take

500 i

. an <•-

r making photo^rap^

< or details of

he has micro-

graphic photographs made of t&e goods showing details of the fibre

in the threads, the tightness or the looseness of the twist, and
details of design. Such photographs, it is said, are of much assist-

ance to the textile maker in reproducing goods, and to the pur-

chaser in determining whether tie reproduction is truthful. The
micrographio pictures also easily identify various kinds of threads,

whether they be silk, wool, or cotton.

P. P. A. Congress : Assistants' Evening.—As announced in the
first issue of the " Record," the President and Council of the
P.P.A. invite all photographic assistants as their guests at the
Prince's Galleries, Piccadilly, on Thursday, September 14, from
6 p.m. to 10 p.m This evening has been set aside entirely for
them, and it is hoped that all who possibly can will be present.
There will be a talk I y Mr. Marcus Adams on the exhibition of
pictures, and Mr. George Hana will give a short address on
" Assistants as Associate Members," after which a short discu
will be opened. During the evening the result of the " Window

-tiow-Case Dressing Competition" will be announced an.i

awards distributed. Refreshments will be provided and musical
items rendered. It is the earnest desire of the President
Council to make this evening a great rally for assistants where
they can feel at home, and preparations are being actively pro-
ceeded with to receive a record number of visitors. No charge of
any kind will be made, the Council inviting the assistants to come
as guests of the P. P. A. Invitation cards are now available and
will be supplied to employers who make application to Mr. Gordon
Chase, Bromley, KVtit. Early application should be made, and in

no case later than August 31. Members of the P. P. A. may ii

all their assistants, but non-members are restricted to

invitations.

ystng Attachment for cameras is described in the
by C. F. Smith, who writes: In view of Professor

recent advocacy of the Nieol prism for viewing pictures
in galleries, a description of an analysing attachment fa
may be of some interest. In the early part of last vear I

noticed sccidentslly thst transparent objects,

a transparent surface layer, had the property of polarisii

light, the degree of polarivition being dependent on the angle of
incidence. This fact suggested a solution of the reflection pn i

one which has always troubled professional photographers
glassware, furniture, or interiors. All

necessary was to attach a suitable analyser to the camera, and
adjust unt • annoying reflexions were wholly or partially
suppressed. A few .

, showed that a plate 'of tourmaline
was the best form. The angle of field of a Nieol prism was too

f glass pistes arranged obliquely to the axis spoilt
while a black glass reflector meant twisting the es

-ry awkward positions. The tourmaline is about one milli-
metre in thickness, and can be attached in the same way as n I

• ormal to the axis. The colour, which is usually a' i

or green, has the objection of • exposure by
t, but otherwise the perf rmsner is satisfactory. T
holographs of some household objects accompany the article,

tporures being made with the tourmsline in its i

minimum snd maximum effect.

Correspondence.

%» Correspondent* thovld never writ' on both till" of the paprr.

is tok-rn at eommuitiiciitinn* unlet* the name* ami
ajUmt'e* of the xcrittr* are ,/<

We do not undertake re*pon*ibility for the opinion' exjr

by ovr correspondents.

PACKI

To the Editors.

tt«d to supplini'

Cathedra " remarks on
"

Negatives " by p
although negatives packed is card plate-boxes, and surround'

. como safely through the post in

out of ten, as you mention, yet the fact should never bo over!'

that if the parcel has heavy pressure applied (as is often the case

when at the bottom of a pile of parcels) no amour
will prevent such pressure being transmitted to the i;lass?
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Speaking from long experience, one of the most frequent cause

,. is allowing lateral shift of the negatives in the plate-

it in envelopes they should be wedged all round with

ler. It is also inadvisable to include more than one size

of plate in a plate-box. If this must be done, a stout card the

as the larger negatives should be placed on top of them
;

. r wrapped tightly in a parcel (secured with gummed
firing) and then stuck to the card with gummed paper,

pace around being filled with soft packing.—Yours faithfully,

E. A. S.

THE " FREE SITTING " AGAIN.

To the Editors.

Q e;; With reference to the letter of Mr. H. M. Robinson

,,13 subject, in the "B.J.'' of August 11, may I point out that

many photographers will agree with him that there are occa-

sional cases in which a "free sitting " is a legitimate business pro-

position, yet his contention that " no harm is done to brother

photographers " by those professionals who make a regular thing

lie "free sitting" stunt, is negatived by the fact that these

icriminate invitations do certainly induce an idea, in the mind

.>£ people receiving them, that photographic work must be very

and cheaply produced if it can be given away so freely, and

that, consequently, the photographer who asks a good price is a

profiteer of the worst kind. I have had this point of view put

before me more than once by members of " the profession " who

have assured me that they could get as many photographs as they

wanted taken for nothing !

Then, again, there are other people who look upon these " free

sitting " offers as an attempt of the photographer to foist his

wares upon them or to make a profit out of them, and who conse-

quently, when they want photographs, prefer to pay for them, and

not run the risk of the photographer making some use of their

portraits to which they might object, it appearing to be pretty well

known by this time that by giving the " free sitting " he acquires

the copyright of the pictures taken.

In the course of my own practice I have recently had more than

one sitter, of some public importance, come to me in preference

to accepting " free sitting " invitations, and the " stunt " thus

appears to defeat, at times, its own punpose. Probably almost the

only cases in which it pays to give " free sittings " are those of

local clergy, for whose portraits, sold, of course, by their permis-

sion, there is very often a good local demand; and there are occa-

sionally other local celebrities whose pictures may make a good
showcase draw, but beyond this I do not think it is wise for the

average photographer to go.—I am,
Yours faithfully,

DRrNKWATER BuTT. F.R.P.S.

2, Margravine Studios, Baron's Court, W.6.

THE QUANTT \\l THEORY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXPOSURE : A CRITICISM.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The criticism (" B.J.," July 28, p. 443) by Mr.
F. C. Toy of the experiments of Messrs. Trivelli and Righter. and
the quantum theory of exposure of Dr. L. Silberstein is, of course,
quite in order, and its main contentions will be answered by these
authors in due course. There is a possible implication, however,
in Mr. Toy's argument upon which the writer would like to com-
ment. Mr. Toy, referring to a statement of Silberstein, says " The
first and most natural assumption of all is that the grains them-
selves are different; from the chemical point of view there is no
reason why this should not be the case." The possible implication
is that this alternative point of view was not considered in this

laboratory. On the contrary, in a paper on " The Size Frequency
Distribution of Particles of Silver Halide in Photographic Emul-
sions and its Relation to Sensitometric Characteristics." by the
writer, in conjunction with E. P. Wightman and A. P. H. Trevelli,
an alternative view of chemical differences between the grains, as
due to localised sensitiser, is fully discussed and compared with
the quantum theory of exposure. This paper was sent to the

Journal " in abridged form (abridged because the
irnal" does not publish lengthy papers) on March 27, and
wledged April 19, but was rejected by the Journal Advisory

Committee. Tin' full paper is to appear in the "Journal of

Physical Chemistry," while the abridgment is included in the

first of a series of papers on " Studies in Photographic Sensiti\

liear shortly in the " Journal of the Franklin Institute."

This letter has been written, not to deal with Mr. Toy's criti-

cisms of the quantum theory, but to explain why the alternative

view of grain sensitivity, which he regards as most natural (as it

is to a chemist, though not perhaps to a mathematical physicist)

did not appear to have been canvassed in this laboratory. ]

but the circumstances referred to have delayed the public

statement. As to the main question at issue, it has appeared to

the writer for some time that the best chance of an experimentum
- lies in the application of desensitisers as follows :

—

1. It must be possible to remove completely the desensitiser prior

to exposure. Otherwise the desensitising effect may occur by
destruction of nascent latent image.

2. If this condition is secured, previous treatment with a desensi-

tiser (chromic acid is being tested inter alia) should destroy the

localised sensitiveness, if such a chemical difference is the cause

differential grain sensitivity.

3. If the original quantum hypothesis of Silberstein is correct,

desensitising of the type described would not be possible, and the

same differential grain sensitivity would exist before and after

treatment.

Micro-chemical experiments with one-grain layers on these line

are being carried out by the writer and his collaborators, and the

results will be communicated as soon as available.—Yours faithfully,

S. E. Sheppard.
Research Laboratory of the

Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester. N.Y..

August 10, 1922.

SCRATCHED V.P. NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—With reference to your remarks in " Ex Cathedra "

of August 18 regarding scratched V.P. negatives. If enlarge-

ments are made with the mercury vapour lights, scratches on the

back of either film or glass negatives do not show, and any re-

touching on the film side is much less apparent than when enlarge-

ments are made through a condenser.

We fully endorse your remarks re the packing of negatives for

post or parcels delivery in every respect, and would add that a

wooden case with open ends is not entirely safe. The box should
be strongly made, with a lid either nailed or screwed on. We are

at all timos pleased to send suitable boxes free of charge to any
photographers requiring prints or enlargements from us.—Yours
faithfully.

Raines and Co. (Ealing). Ltd.,

R. H. Chennell.
Managing Director.

THE RENOVATION OF DAGUERREOTYPES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—An article in the " British Journal " of August 4,

p. 458, appears to me to be so likely to bring disaster on the photo
grapher who may place reliance on it that a warning is desirable

in his own interest, as well as that of the owner of the treasured

and irreplaceable record.

1 have, been informed of a case in which a Daguerreotype wa
entrusted to a photographer of the highest standing with a com-
mission fur copies and paintings amounting to about £150, but

the Daguerreotype was spoiled by an assistant, whether by rubbing,

by the long stay in cyanide necessary to remove deep-seated tar-

nish, or by other means, I do not know. Not only did the .photo-

grapher lose the .order, and probably the connection, but the patron

had to be faced with the information that his.priceless treasure was
destroyed.

The first statement calling for criticism is that " a Daguerreo-
type image cannot be rubbed off by ordinary means." This may
lead the photographer to suppose that he may safely try what has
been the ruin of so many Daguerreotypes, an endeavour to remove
tarnish by rubbing with a cloth.

What is the object of the preliminary immersion in spirit ? Is

the writer confusing glass positives with Daguerreotypes? Posi-

tives were sometimes varnis'hed with a solution of gums in alcohol,
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sometimes with a material not soluble in spirit, and commonly not
»hed at all. Of the very many Daguerreotypes that have passed

through my hands, I have never wen one that was varnished, or
reason required a bath of alcohol.

osition to challenge is that the cyanide and hydro-
are equally effective. Later on, however, the writer
yanide, if given time, will act upon the picture

- his u only what might be ex: the well-known
i and silver ie is in extensive use

om the ore, and in t

state in which gold is deposited in toning Daguerreotype
removal by cyanide is probably almost instantaneous. The added
beauty and vigour resulting from gold-toning were so well recog-
nised that probably few, if any, Dagnarr ^e made without

r part of the period of their professional pro-
>ss of this beauty may not be noticed by the user
>e has not the picture in its original state to com-

>. With the hydrochloric method I have
i so deep-seat- V: if any useful

^^H)» w.. if the cyanide treatment bad been continued
move the tarnish, and in the end the image was not

.
but the beautiful rosiness of a well-toned Daguerreotype

was in full evidence.

last point to notice is the statement that the Daguerreotype
be removed directly from the tap to the drying flame. There

•nay in some places be a supply of tap water to soft that thai may
be done, but generally there is so much lime in the water that line*

posit will be forrm-.i ,j was regularly
I 'iguerreotypista, a rinse in- d star is gh

I >urs faithfully,

W. E DrBKMiAM

To the i

^ e all detest the word " operator," but " poseur "

flu word " poseur
"

>«,'* and has this significance ilready is

•ed to denote a person who putt on airs—a " swanker. " There
be constant confusion in the studio wit:

oteur it really the pose*- i(-t!y

I of the hated word, and
ranch of photography now known as opera' naj would
oatn- Surely no one eoold ol>, a camera

,rrejpor>deril for tht flatttr • .• lUagx h* says
bout my article*, all the more a* I learnt a good deal of my busi-

«d a rtud

rl-XL.

r*.

potassium frrricyanide tnd
ammoni-jm brucaide, iwcotsxaModed »» the bleaches; I r m°;

nverts a

This has
owrver, on the explanation of the chemistry

- lgschwender proceu of tannous salts,

redocth sodium stannite
a may be expected to follow * •, the red
er ferrocyanide— the salt mm, njit.

^^Bben>ion. to be the product of the
i* bleach «

ned article,

SnO, + Sn + B t0.

ed by
stive paper on
n the " Annalea

27. in 1882. And anatytea
n between potesriom :

at mention that '

course of a lengthy and

1 alkalies on star

iqne," ser

cvanide solution and silver metal, both when in the form of a

photographic image and as a powder in glass vessels, by Lumiere
and Seyewetz, in a paper on the composition of the silver image
toned with various metals, in the " B.J.," vol. 52, in 1905.—Very
truly yours,

E. R. B
Ba«tman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.

August 9, 1922.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with out present practics a rtlattvtly small space it

allotted in each issue (,» replies to correspondent*.

Wt will answer by post if stamped and addressed tnvslope is

reply; 5 rent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

s to bt ansictrr I in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

tressed to tht Editors.

3.—You cannot do better than make a carbon transput -

which would* reproduce the scale of tones in the original negative

more correctly. Use a slow film for the negative.

-Any colour-sensitive plate gives very little correction n

without a colour fill ere a I with '

Screen " or " Self-Screened " plates, but nothing like what
would obtain with even a K2 filter. We should advise "you"

>

To
get for your special even a Kl, screen, ami usi

pari

C.
—
" Ferric and Heliograpbio Processes," by George E.

Brown, is now out of print, but you could possibly obtain a

second hand copy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing Cross
Bond. We assume that you wish to render the indian ink more
opaque ( prusaiate If so, we do not think

han to add a red or yellow pigment.

oort told h. Win nor & Newton, 37-40, Rati

Place, Oxford Street, W.I., should answer very well for this

The soda sulphite should be in clear crystals. It should

be kept well corked, otherwise the crystals become dull and
powdery Such sulphite must be rinsed for a few seconds, in a

measure, with enough cold v. , er it. the water pa
away and the crystals a dean cloth and weighed

Warm water, not best to use.

all formula", unless 0)

wise directed) is the " cryst." The " anhydrous " is a stronger
variety, 1 part of which is equivalent to shout 2 parts of " cryst

K. II th the mounts is an old one, and with
the cheap quality pulp board yon use we are afraid that you will

not be able to get over it. Cardboard makers manage to oh
flat boards by keeping them under pressure while drying, but
this would be difficult with a gelatine emulsion surface,

might try hardening the prints in formalin, and then when sur-

face dry, before they begin to curl, putting them under pressure,

say, a Urge board with a couple of 56-lb. weights.

plan, which has answered with smaller prints, is to put them
whil«t damp in a set of grooves rather narrower than the ear '

Mtopaia strain on in the reverse vhile drying. V,

fUn'otn dry th-

A.—A formula for dextrine mountant is:

—

Best whit 1 ]b.

I water to make stiff paste.

Wst- 10 ozs.

1 dr.

Mix the dextrine and was r in small dotes of each, to as

to ensure a mixture free from lumps and clots. Dilute with

further quantity of water, add ,nd just bring the wl

mixture to the boil, when it should be like clear gum I

into pots, cover up, and in from 12 to 24 hours it will be set

to a hard and white paste of great adhesive power. The dextrine

must be the best white ; inferior remains treacly

cooling.
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II ii. N.—In the case of negatives on celluloid cut or roll-film the

following is a suitable method for stripping:—

Caustic soda ... 10 g™- 23 gms.

Formaline ... 1° minims. 20 c.c.s.

Water 1 oz. 1,000 c.c.s.

The celluloid negative is immersed in this solution until the film

shows signs of detachment and can be rolled back with the finger.

It is then placed in

Hydrochloric acid 25 minims. 50 c.c.s.

Glycerine 25 minims. 50 c.c.s.

Water 1 oz. 1.000 r..-.s.

in which it is removed from its original support to a glass or other

base.

H. F. The following one-solution metol developer would suit your

purpose :

—

Metol 150 grs. 17 gms.

Sodium sulphito 2£ ozs. 125 gms.

Sodium carbonate 3J, ozs. 175 gms.

Potass, bromide 16 grs. 1.8 gins

Water 20 ozs.. 1,000 c.c.s.

In making up all metol developers, dissolve the metol first, then

the sulphite, and then the other chemicals, using warm but not

hot water. For portraits, take stock solution, 1 oz. ; water, loz.

For landscapes, stock solution, 1 oz. ; water, 2 ozs. Metol gives

delicate negatives with great detail and little density unless de-

velopment is greatly prolonged.

G. W. F.—You do not specify the size of negatives which you
intend to take, so that it is difficult to indicate a suitable focal

length. For cabinet heads nothing shorter than 14 inches is

desirable, and for whole-plates at least 16 inches is needed. This
ignores cartes and other small sizes for which a second lens is

almost an essential. The standard outfit used to be a lO^-inch

or 11-inch portrait lens working at //4, and a 17-inch or 19-inch

//6 for large heads and general work up to 12 by 10. Dall-
meyer's 3B and 4D or 5D are typical examples. If the extra cost

is not an objection, anastigmats of these focal lengths and aper-
tures would, of course, be better, especially if they have the soft
focus adjustment. Your scheme for half-watt lighting is quite
good, but if you had the lamps to raise and lower you could do
with smaller candle power.

V. A. D.—(1) The ferro-prussiate print marked A is particularly
good. (2) The Pellet process is for copies of line drawings only.
From an ordinary tracing it gives a copy in blue lines on a white
ground. The formula is :

—

A.—Pure gum arabic 4 ozs. 200 gms.
Water 20 ozs. , 1,000 c.c.s.

B.—Ferric ammonium citrate ... 10 ozs. 500 gms.
Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.C—Ferric chloride (crystallised) ... 10 ozs. 500 gms.
Water 20 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Add 8 vols, of B, then 5 vols, of C to 20 vols, of A, in small
doses with constant stirring. Tne prints are developed on 10 per
cent, solution of potass, ferro-cyanide and "fixed" in 1 : 25
sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.84).

£• T.—

l

f tIle dry plates have been kept in an unopened box and
in a dry place, free from chemical fumes, they should produce
passable negatives. The developing formula advocated is pyro-
soda, viz. :—

(

No. 1 Pyrogalic acid | oz. 25 gms.
Sulphuric acid ... ... 5 minims. 1.0 c.c.
Distilled water to make ... 10 ozs. 1,000 e o B

No. 2. Carbonate of soda 2 ozs. 200 gms
Sulphite of soda 2 ozs. 200 gms
Potass, bromide 60 grs 14 ,•

Distilled water to make ... 10 ozs. 1,000

For studio use, 1 part of each and 2 parts of water (making 4
parts altogether) will be found about right. Such developer con-
tains about 3 grs. pyro and 22 grs. each of carbonate and sulphite
to each oz. r

A. J.—Many bromide and gaslight papers will readily curl
when Ia,d down on the hand, the coated side assuming
a convex shape. Also, the coated side, if one corner
oi a sheet of paper be touched with the moistened
finger, will be felt as sticky, owing to the softening

!Ja ?? ™ COat"lg
- A further meth°d of telling thecoated s-do is to go by the burred edge of the sheet, which usually

stands up slightly from the film side. Still another method is to

hold the paper ltent in the form of an arch between the eye and

the dark-room light. The line of light along the outer top of

the arch or loop will indicate the nature of the surface. Glossy

or semi-matt paper may be instantly recognised by its appearance,

tn the case of matt paper the emulsion side appears perfectly

smooth and even, whilst, in comparison with it, the paper side

has a distinct sheen. In the case of rough papers the emulsion

side shows scarcely a trace of any line of light.

R. p, S.—Of the particular ways in which collodion paper is

liable to give rise to failure the one which is least likely to be

suspected iB the tendency of the paper to develop yellow spots,

or general fading of the image as the result of slowness in dry-

ing. This applies equally to prints which are trimmed wet and

mounted at once. Whether unmounted or mounted, prints require

to be placed so that they become perfectly dry within an hour

or two. If they are mounted, the drying arrangement should be

such that the mounts themselves also are not left retaining

moisture. For this', mounts should be placed on a wire rack so

that air can circulate freely round each and then put to dry in

a warm, weli-ventilated room. Once prints have become perfectly

dry they seem to withstand the action of moisture perfectly well,

collodion prints frequently withstanding moisture in outdoor

showcases by no means rainproof without suffering in any way.

The prints are also particularly liable to defacement by black

spots mainly caused by minute particles of metal detached from

metal cutting shapes, such as require to be used when trimming

to ovals or circles. For rectangular prints the guillotine pattern

of trimming board avoids this form of trouble.

F. M.—The method of making reversed negatives by ammonium
persulphate, to which you refer, is as follows :—A lantern or other

thinly-coated slow plate is placed in contact with the negative in

a printing frame and a full exposure given such as would be

thought advisable in making a soft positive transparency. The
plate is developed with a clean working developer until the

shadows appear quite black on the glass side of the plate. The
time of development may be five times as long as for an ordinary

transparency. The latter is then washed and placed in a 2 per

cent, solution of ammonium persulphate until the silver image is

seen to be removed. The plate is then thoroughly washed and
developed in any clean developer containing about half a grain

of bromide per ounce. It is then fixed and washed and dried.

After the first development the operations may be done in weak
daylight or artificial light. The action of the persulphate should

be as complete as possible, otherwise a veil is left over the nega-

tive. Direct positives, but reversed from right to left, from en-

gravings, etc., may be made in the camera by substituting

bromide paper for the plate. The exposure should be full

the development as above. The method has this advantage, that

the lines are rendered in the same degrees of black and grey as in

the original, a point of some importance, since the lines in an
engraving are seldom, if ever, of uniform blackness.
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working ho;,. The two together arc

Ic for a condition of bent fatigue among
n-hich their ability progressively

•ases to a low ebb. Wo are convinced that there

who have much to gain by criticalU

itinifting their working arrangements, even though

been devised bj themselves, say, ten

ago.

Reflex and Perhaps the one respect in which the
Short Focus reflex camera fails those who would
Lens. possess a hand camera having all the

ats of a stand instrument is that the lens is

ily of focal length a little greater than the long

of the plate, in order to allow room for the movement
drror. Hence the use. of a wide-angle lens is a

facility which is denied the reflex worker, at any rate

for the normal operation of the camera. A Chinese

inventor not long ago proposed to get over the difficulty

i device which was much more clumsy than the

really elegant construction devised many years before

;e late Mr. A. L. Adams, who caused the mirror to

move, down instead of up, and provided a blind to cover

the focussing aperture. Even so, if special importance is

shed to tin 1 use of a short-focus lens, the readiest

plan is to fit it in a deeply-sunk mount and to keep the
mirror up, focussing on a ground glass behind the shutter
and dispensing with the use of the mirror. As such wide-
angle photographs are usually required of still subjects,

little is sacrificed by the use of a tripod when operating
in this way. For another purpose, however, the short-

focus lens is very useful in the normal employment of a
reflex, viz., for copying same size with the camera held
in the hand. We have often used a 3-in. lens on a
quarter-plate reflex when photographing bits of mural
writing, coins, and similar subjects approximately full

size, and could wish for no better or more expeditious
camera for such work.

Prices and The economic fact that prices of goods
Quality.

finci their level in relation to their

quality is one which, so it would appear, is scarcely
realised by many of those who have dealings with firms
offering trade work in the shape of prints, enlargements,

It is within our experience to receive from time to
time complaints of the quality of enlargements or post-
cards which have been executed to a photographer's order
by one or other of the trade firms. Almost invariably,
on the complaint being investigated, it has turned out
that the work has been done at extraordinarily low prices.
In these circumstances the buyer should certainly have,
realised that if he takes the risk of a price which may
be a quarter of that charged by a first-rate firm, he
cannot expect to be assured of a first-rate quality. In
exceptional cases, as, for example, where a good trade
worker is starting by his unaided labour and is seeking
to attract customers by the indiscreet method of offering
exceptionally low prices, the work may be astonishingly
good at the price. But such discoveries must be few
and far between ; and almost inevitably a man who starts
in business on this basis has to raise his prices as soon

bis trade reaches such dimensions that he requires
to employ assistants of skill comparable with his own.

mires to be borne in mind that an important differ-

een low-price and high-price firms is that the
charges made by the former do not permit of unsatis-
factory work being thrown out; instead, it has to be
supplied to the customer. This distinction is probably
H more frequent cause of unsatisfactory work than the

use of poorer materials or cheaper labour. The low-price

man, from his circumstances, is compelled to work to a

price, whereas the charges of the high-price man allow

him to work to his standard of quality.

THE USE OF PHOTOGBAPHIC TRADE SERVICE.

The long establishment of that branch of the photo-

graphic trade which undertakes printing, enlarging and
finishing for portrait photographers may be taken as a

sign that this service is widely employed and valued

photographers generally, and hence some notes on the

best way of using these facilities may be of service, to

some making a start in studio portraiture and not so

familiar as they should be with the measures to adopt
in utilising the trade houses.

Generally speaking, this trade service is employed on

one or other of two plans. One is to let the outside

firm do as little as possible. The other is to let it do
as much as possible. Naturally, there are degrees in the.

adoption of either plan, but the photographer who, for

example, is starting in portraiture " on his own
well consider in which of these two directions he shall

endeavour to work. If in the first, he will need to

make provision for his printing, enlarging and finis

himself, or by means of a staff as his business grows,

and will rely upon the trade firm for those special

which are beyond the scope of his facilities by reaso

their nature or magnitude. On the other hand, if the

plan be adopted of utilising a trade service to thi

degree, the embyro portraitist is able to consider ma
his equipment of the simplest kind, and may per

be thereby enabled to take premises which other1

would be impossible for his purpose. Although his

prints, etc., may cost him -more than if produced on

the spot, he is relieved from the anxiety of keeping
assistants employed when there is not enough for them
to do, and, moreover, will almost certainly be afol

draw upon a variety of work, such as he could not

unaided expect to- offer to his customers.
Those who follow the first of these plans, that is to

say, make occasional use of the trade house, must be

prepared for certain difficulties. It cannot he expected
that the trade worker should be able by intuition to

realise in what particular way an order is to be carried

out, and the portraitist may easily receive a shock on
the delivery of prints which he thinks much too dark,

or too light, or in some other way a departure from his

accustomed standard. In such circumstances as I

his best course is to use the trade firm only for fairly

large numbers, from a dozen upwards, and on no account
to omit sending, with each negative, a finished print

showing exactly what he wants. And plainly, in any
circumstances, it is useless for him to expect satisfactory

work at a cut price ; he must be prepared to pay a price

which will allow the trade firm to' throw out prints which
are not first-class, and, moreover, to permit the employ-
ment of experienced artists for the finishing and colour-

ing. We sometimes receive complaints of the work
turned out by trade houses, and are coolly requesix

expostulate with them on supplying prints of such inferior

quality. Almost without exception in such cases it,

transpires that the work is being done at the most
miserable cuifc price, representing little more than a

narrow margin on the cost of materials. Provided a

decent price is paid and, what is equally important,

plainly expressed typewritten instructions given to the

trade house, preferably accompanied by a specimen
print, to serve as a guide for vignetting, worked-in back-
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proKl md disappointment are all

inevitably the request for special tones, particularly in

of small batches of prints. There is also
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iking note* anri comparison* with a view to making

nd decisive choice of a plate that T shall use and

ood, but I want the best.

• rtain amount of caution is advisable.

itor must always see that the illumination is

, cially in the lower front part of the field of vision,

a little local under-exposure may perhaps he met

but still nothing that cannot be dodged in the printing.

With this reflected light there is little or no retouching re-

quired in small work, ami very little on postcard and half-plate

head No. 4 model is certainly a most useful fitment;

and 1 can only suggest that universal joints would be a great

improvement, as they would enable the operator to turn the

arm* to any 'position required, using only the hand and with-

out having recourse to either wrench or pliers.

The makers of the reflector claim that it increases the light

ipwards of 800 per cent., which is, to my mind, a very

moderate estimate. My studio is a small room, and the light

sen more concentrated by means of curtains and a

hinged reflector, as shown :n the diagrams.

The H-type reflector is really a spot light fully extended,

and is very brilliant. No electric light studios can afford to

ignore the advantages offered by the use of these reflectors,

as by their means operators can either increase their present

lighting some hundreds per cent, at no extra cost, or they

can do away with three-quarters of their lamps and yet have

a more powerful light.

The reflector turns a good light into a super light, and work

is improved accordingly. Unless the lighting he seen, it is

almost impossible to realise how soft, and yet powerful, it is,

Fig. 1 is a child portrait taken by means of reflected light;

f/5.6 was used, and a quick " open and close" shutter expo-

sure given, approximately one-quarter of a second. Fig. 2
gives an idea of how the setting appears to the operator when
at the camera, and Fig. 3 is a plan of the studio. In Figs. 2
and 3 the fittings are indicated by reference letters, as follows :

A. dark curtains at side and top of opening to Qoi

K

/v' A

It
c

IX
Figs. 2 and 3.—Sketch and ground plan of reflector in use. A, dark

room curtains; B, background; C, camera; D, sitter; E, ceiling

rose; F. light pendant; <J. reflector; H, 1.500 c.p. half-watt lamp;

J, angle reflector-screen on hinges; K, wall covered with white paper

trate the light and keep it within the illuminated area. H is

the background, O the camera, and D the sitter. To the

ceiling-rose (E) the overhead pendant (F) is fitted, the re-

flector being at G, between the 1,500-c.p. half-watt lamp (H)

and the sitter. J represents an angle reflector screen on

hinges, part of which is visible to the eye, 'but not to the

camera, in Fig. 2, and K indicates the wall covered with

white paper with a silvery sheen, a medium which reflects the

light and makes it possible to secure well-exposed negatives

under the very simple conditions described.

R. P. Rrnn.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF DOMESTIC INTERIORS.

[Many helpful hints are contained in the following article, which

Although written primarily for the amateur, who is supposed to k

professional worker will find many useful hints and reminders wh

Tkk chief thing in arranging an interior for the camera is to make

things look " as if they had not been arranged, but are just as

usually are." A pipe laid across an open book, an open

letter and torn envelope, a hat and gloves, an open work-basket,

these and half a score similar objects will suggest themselves to the

reader as personal touches indicating that the room is not a " with-

drawing " room for state occasions, but a living room in daily

use.

There is no hard and fast rule as to lighting, but as a very

general and practical guide we may say that the most picturesque

effect will not be obtained when the sun is exactly in front of the

window. With the sun a little to one side or the other we get an

oblique and far more pictorial and interesting effect.

I'.ear in mind that the lens tends to exaggerate and distort the

objects nearest to it. A small round table near the lens and

appearing in the corner of the foreground will probably come out

far too large, and, perhaps, oval in shape. 'To move the table

from its accustomed place and away from the camela will probably

give an unusual arrangement and also make the room look crowded

and arranged, but if omitted altogether its absence will not be

detected.

The point of view is most important. The commonest fault is

pointing the lens into the opposite angle or corner of the room.

This gives us a vertical line down the middle of the print. If one

side of the room is darker than the other, then point the lens

slightly toward the darker side. The next fault is having the lens

too high above floor level. The smaller the room the lower the

view point is a good rule, and 42 inches to 5 feet will be found a

useful working margin.
The best thing to prevent tripod points slipping is a rug or

• carpet on which to stand the tripod. If these cannot be obtained,
then use a long piece of string and give it three or four turns
round each leg about six inches from the ground, and then tie the

of the string.

we reprint from our Philadelphian contemporary, " The Cani>

now little or nothing of the photography of domestic interiors, the
.

ich will be of service in practical work.]

As a good deal of furniture has a polished surface, and as these

glittering patches yield spotty lights in the picture, we must always

be on the watch to guard against them as far as- possible,

often a glittering light can be got rid of by moving the article an

inch or two. Picture frames and their glasses are a great nuisance

in this way. A wine cork or a handful of crushed up newspaper

placed between the frame and the wall will usually give it enougl

tilt to get rid of the glitter. Chimney pieces, ornaments, fire irons

and all like things need watchful attention. Bear in mind that an

object may show a bright reflecting surface when you see it from

one position and not do so when viewed from some other position.

Having got the view point fixed, unscrew the lens, throw back the

focussing screen and look at the subject through the hole of the

lens flange. It may happen that some of the reflections you have

been troubling about do not appear from this point of view, while

others previously unnoticed show themselves. This plan of direct

inspection is better than trying to see and locate them from the

ground-glass inverted picture. It is easier, quicker, and far more
certain, but do not forget to view all the picture by putting tin eve

to all the four corners of the back opening of the camera.

We may take it as a good general rule that the farther we .an

get away from the subject the better proportions and pers|i

we shall get. It may not occur to everyone to view the s

from outside the room itself, i.e., through the chink of a half open
door. But very often this gain of an extra foot or two makes a

good deal of difference. In the case of a two-windowed r»
the ground floor or on an outside balcony we may sometimfl
stand the camera outside one of the windows.

A lens of moderately short focus is generally necessary for this

kind of work, but it is quite a mistake to go to extremes. A
general guide is such cases is to have the focal length of the lejj

intermediate between the length and breadth of the plate. Thifl

for a quarter-plate the focal length may be between 3j ;i
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ferably nearer four than three inches. We often notice

ra an uphill look about the floor. This is .i

lens too high up ;.l If the I

has i a to about tin-

rn the ground, then a small table can be

ai a camera stand. Sometimes the camera can be put on a

bookcase. and so get the lens farther away

for the shadow and developing for

sed. This
f a small stop

adequately

Mis in moat cases. In

he walls > liL'ht

the view. This acts as a reflector and diffnser and save* the dark

. as detail!' dive.

Most interior negatives are over developed, and this tends to

:aate further the contrasts which underexposure has already

smphariisd The best kind of for interior work ii

which brings out all the image quickly and then builds up <i.

contrasts gradually. For this purpose Azol and similar

diluted are t . be preferred. When in doubt it is better to

rather than to under expose, as prolonged development will

generally give enough contrasts unl> posure lias been very

much over done. Similarly it is better to under rather than over
develop, because intensification will easily give us added contrasts;

but it is n.it an easy matter to reduce without losing some of the
tail and lower tones, or alter t! n. In all kinds

nf int. -Iiadows are nearly always far more important
and special af.

em.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DEPTH OF FOCUS.

IV

ecta at, say. 8 ft. and 20 ft. from the ens are required equally sharp in the negative, on what distance should one fooai I The.

<i is shown in the present cha; I h also are ctvcn formula? for ascertaining tin- diameter of si

nominal f.
'

requires to be used in such c ircumstancr- that the degree of unsharpncas .'is of objects at tli,.

..eeda given value. An allied questiun is the devising <.f a series of distances, wbi in the

sing scale of a hand -camera, such that (by focussing on any one of them) far depth extends to the next ,.| nr.ir depth la tli.

The Distance to Focus On.

A paoatEM of .x-caaional nccurrenc* is on wl

•hall it a nearer

in t ! same degree of uneharpncxa. i

.ce space a

t>-

t\i. T.-IUurtratlDS ii i/aad.Vof furthest f.'>r. ,1 I ; ' • eg »M<"h
depth extends was* Inmates oa a «n«n <•'

T Vtbs point • I n.. objectla eatp toee». f at la* Isxsas of the farther
ot.Jert aa.1 .V ..! th* nearer, the eroavsecUoa of peoria from each bsjag
<i - « u» the pleat of the fa r—

I

ns serara K K.

i distance

It is clear thai A K

ie distances a, and u,

/. f h n
t /

Bu- I t

H h

lilarlyfr

\yr. ... •!

/. /'

Therefore
r,

•hire image .h<tanees.

(")

e, and r,, a; ely equal I

&
Substituting these vsl and r, in I

• . (16)
^1»

"i + «,

In w..nl«. (Ae inttrmeiiatt diatnntt upon whirk to
'

am taunt 1. jr.. ../ »iwAiir;i>i(.i in Iht imagt'

is ttfual to lm« (*< /irudiirt
,,f tkt

'

turn,

example, object* at 80 in. and -to in. an- required equally

defined. Distance on which

vi x MO
, ,

i
" " " ° , -"" 1 ""'

clear that formula (IS) is indent he f..i«l length • •( the

leas, the aiie of the diaphragm, 01 the standard adopted fur Iht

of confusion. The formula is strictly limit* ing the diet

on wl, • for an equal degree of unsharpness in the images of

obiecte st the specified distances. If tin degree of onsharpneas is

atjii be permiasible, the use of a smaller (top will reduce it equally

saragsrastbe image of both the nearer and i object*.

which is neeesst n a disc of oonfusion

oorresponding with any chosen value of t for the images of ol

at a, and «, when focussing on a can now be found fr..m a modification

..f formula (7) or (9).

Stop required for required near or far extension of

depth when focussing on a given distance.

As is evident from its form, formula (15) gives only the distm.

on ah 'he best distribution of "focus" may

be obtained between a nearer object u, and a further object u,. It

does not tell the stop which requires to be used in order that the diso

I at «, and a, shall not exceed a given value.

The actual diameter of stop or, alternatively, the F. -V can, h"\>-
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bo found bj transformation < I ithcr formula (7) for the near

h depth extends or formula (9) for the far distance.

hi formula (7). if we focus on an object at a distance u with a lens

:
. and diaphragm d, and adopt a disc of confusion of

dinmct • r.
. depth extends to a distance u, from the diaphragm, equal to :

/''
(7)

In the case that we know both « and u, (the former having boon found
fr^rn formula 15), formula (7) can be written so as to give the value

of </ in terms of these distances, and of /and c. Converted in this way,

formula (7) becomes :

cu.lu—f)
" 6

>

In words, to find the actual diaphragm diameter required for "focus"
tip to a certain near distance «, when focussing on a distance v. subtract

one focal length from the distance, u, multiply by the distance. «, and by

the diameter of the admitted disc of confusion. Divide tin result by the

Incal lemjl . and also by the difference between u and Bj.

If the disc of confusion be taken as 1 -200th of an inch, the above
formula becomes

:

i _ ~/>
.,)

(""'>

The formula may also be written so as to yield the V. X (nominal fid)

which requires to be used under the same conditions:

,.,.,,. A 200/2(«-«,)
r.S (..e.J) / . . . (166)

In words, multiply the focal length by itself, by 200 and by the difference

n a and a, and divide the result by u, and by u less one focal length.

This formula gives the correct nominal /•'. X (f <! not vjd) to which
the lens must be set to secure the required degree of sharpness. The
ezaol number so obtained is not likely to be marked on the lens unless a

\ erv finely sub-divided scale has been specially engraved for the purpose..

In practice, the lens will advantageously be stopped down to the nearest

smaller stop, or higher F. X marked on its mount ; or, if shortness

of exposure is a consideration, a special diaphragm may be cut to the
si/e indicated by formula (16) or (16a).

These formula? in all three forms apply to objects at any distance.

but as a rule they are of service only in calculations relating to the making
of relatively large scale photographs of near objects, in which' eireum-

nsiderable sharpness is required. For this reason a disc of
confusion of I-200th of an inch has been chosen for (16a) and (166).

For smaller values of it, i.e.. when the object is near the lens, the
effective or exposure value of the stop so determined will be reduced
in consequence of the increase in the camera extension v or distance
between lens and plate. (The time of exposure with a stop of any
given diameter is of course directly proportional to the square of the

ra extension, or varies directly with the area of the surfaci
which the light entering the lens from the objects is spread on the plate.)

It is useful, therefore, to know the effective value of the stop for exposure
purposes, and this may be found by multiplying the nominal /•'. ,v

or by r
|

I, where r is the ratio of negative to object, i.e.

:

Effective F. N* /•'. -V ; —— or = F. N" x (r + 1)

For example, an object is to be photographed natural size, and the
F. X to which the lens must be set has been found by formula to be

/ -- Here r, or ratio of negative to object = 1. Therefore the effective
.ire value of //22 will be 22x(l+ l) or +4. Exposure must be

given as if the stop in use w'ere//44, and the time required will be four
times that which would be sufficient when taking a distant object
with the same stop.

in, an object 20 in. distant is to be taken with a 6 in. lens, working

at //hi. The effective F. N° of the stop will then be 16 > ,

J"
or

20 — 6'

nearly l'.'S. and the exposure will be more than double that normally
requited with / 16.

The above formulas for the diaphragm may equally be expressed in
terms of the far distance II, obtained in " focus " when focussing sharply
on a distance », in which case they are:—

d =
/("a -«)

"»(» -/)
200/(« 2 -a) (17a)

K d «,(m -/) (176)

When considerable magnification of the object is required the total

depth distance («.—«,) obtainable in sharp focus will be small, as

the F. X calculated from the formulas rapidly becomes impossibly
high, or, in other words, the stop diameter required soon passes the

limit of practicable smallness.

Diaphragm for .War and Far Depth l)i<t'i rmt of Variable

Disc of Confusion.

It remains to derive the formula for the diaphragm required for

depth distances of u, and u
2 , when focussing on u. from the standpoint

that the diameter of the disc of confusion may be a certain small fraction,

e.g., l-2,000th, of the viewing distance. In formula (16). viz. :

c u
t(u —f)

let us replace c by an expression representing 1 -2,000th of the image
distance (which should be the viewing distance) of an object at a di

u. The corresponding image distance, from the law of conjugate
focal distances, is

/«

d =

so that we will take cas ,
,-,,-

/«
-/

1

2,000 (u — /)'

Substituting this value of c in formula (16), v

d =
2,000 " u — U,

From formula (13),

(<*)

u = -
«, + •>.,

Substituting this value of u in the latter part of (a), we get
u u, + u,

'' = 2fi6o
x
C-«. (ls)

That is to say, from the standpoint that the admissible disc of con-

fusion is a small fraction of the viewing distance, the actual diameter

of diaphragm required for limiting the unsharpness of objects at dis-

tances u
l
and tt2

when focussing on u is found by multiplying the sum
of «

2
and «j by u and dividing the result by the difference between

u
2
and u x

and by 2,000 (assuming 1 -2,000th as the angle of sharpness

of vision).

Consecutive Depth of Field.

A question of some practical importance is ;—Can there be devised

a series of distances it,, u
2 , « 3 . » 4 from the camera such that, if sharp

focus be obtained on any one of them, depth extends forwards to the

next greater and backwards to the next smaller 1 For example, if

u 1 is the smallest and ut the greatest of the four distances, can we devise

them so that when focussing on u
2 , far depth extends to m3 and

depth to k, ; and when focussing on « 3 far depth extends to « 4 and near

depth to u, '!

It can easily be shown, both by geometrical construction and by
formula? (8) and (10), that the above requirement cannot be fulfilled

exactly by any series of distances. It was, however, pointed out by

C, Welborne Piper ("Amateur Photographer." Vol. 20, Sept. 27th. 1897,

p. 252) that a certain series of distances possesses the above property

with quite sufficient approach to exactness for practical purposes.

This series (in the inverse order of magnitude) is : the hyperfocal

distance ; half the hyperfocal distance, one-third the hyperfocal distance,

and so on ; which may be written as

H_ U H H H H
12 3 4 5 6

Actually the distances are not limited to this particular scries. They
may be any distances obtained by successively dividing the hypeifoca!

distance by numbers in arithmetical progression, that is to say, numbers
differing from each other by the same amount. In the above

the common difference of the divisors is 1, but it could be any other

number. The above series, however, provides about the most useful

series of distances. For example, with a 6-inch //8 lens (hyperfocal

distance, 38 ft. for disc of confusion of l-100th of an inch) the distances

are approximately :

—

38ft,, 19ft., 13ft., 9ft. 6 k»., 8ft., 6ft., oft.

Thus, when focussing on 19 ft. with //8 depth extends from 38 ft. td

13 ft., when focussing on 13 ft., it extends from 19 ft, to 9 ft. 6 in.
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which tli- f field are appr n be

. making use of formula (t>) and (10). If for u hi

ilsi we write // J it will be found for example that the nearest

i-ptb differ very slightly from 11,3 and //.

ice ia t'> replace it in these formula* by

. and by // /. ., - ;,, etc.. when the f. .11

la are obtained. (Tihle III.)

inrinitv

Tablk III.

Hi
inhnit

/
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I
a

-

from camera to

whichdepthart

//

//

II

II

4

nnithe h\\m rt ... ill.- ' .r .

: by a «|*<t

"""'" r.dw.. H I'll I. k.fa|>| ...
,
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Half-tone Screens-
Some time ago some notices appeared in the technical press ret
ing a new form of the half tone process which, it was plain, very

plified the working. It m that the bet
the method is the form of half-tone screen, particulars of which
have published in a patent specification granted
I A H. Halt, 22. East 89th Street, New York. The following U

hief part of this specification. No. 170,270.
• form of the invention is illustrated in the drawings, in

which fig. 1 illustrates on- .-lenient of the screen of fig. 3 and
the oorrespono merit of the screen of fbj

while fig. 3 represents the complete screen: fig. 4 is a secti..

the line 4- 4, fig. 3.

the improved screen, a number
uss plates are coated with a sensitized film, preforai

oid. Tl • . is preferably of the type in
which the sSDsitised film upon the glass, in so far as it :

rays of light, .shall be capable of ready removal
\ regular c reen is then required, i.e., a

or a special screen such, for example, as th
prism two glass plate* each ruled iu such a way

tial width alb with strips
-<ed of a series of parallel closely spaced

way that the
croas each other at right angle- ,s placed in fr.

' \ plain ahtt

1 the eeni-

P*ss plat* . secure t
;

vhich
'ioed as the distance

_-h the rectangular, clear glas*

alter at will. The p
1 ill water, ami the

lyed onl ,

-.

can lie •! line dyes. The result of
. trated in fig. 1, in which the glass plat.-

h a series of spaced

n but is clear glass.

rpose of makin.
sen The piste of fig. 1 is brougtr

Pif. 1.

i second sensitized plate similar to the one f

1 wa epared and exf.

M same mam
I

result be

The second p!

•id it is

• the
the b»

i may
iicent

°f fig 1 part 3

ns 3 shall, to a c.

age •

• but shall, n

:ense. permit it, or a
.

1 and of fig. 2, ir.. then
placed in such s he clear glass 4

aque dots 2 of fig. 1 do not overlap, but are arm
i quincunx order. The result is shown illustr.,

(rated a complete screen, which oo
i general ground of translucent film 3

th.. .!>.•

be used

. parti

rosy be des

-

when the light is inter
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that ground interspaced throughout the entire surface of ihe screen

a Mtim „,- . 4 and a eenes of opaque dot* 2.

:n the foregoing description it will be readily observed that

,d of proceeding a» described, master negatives for the produc-

f these screen* may lie made by almost any photographic pro-

lt . mn8( ,, ,|. however, as already pointed out. that

der to make a satisfactorily working screen of proper optical

qualities, it is essential that no film be allowed to remain over the

clear glass portions of the screen, and that when a photographic

used, it must be one which will leave no such film over

. lear glass portions. The film, even if transparent, seems to

diffuse the light and prevents it focussing properly, and. conse-

quently, acts to prevent the formation of the " hard dot" which

is required. In placing the two plates 1 and 2 in proper juxtaposi-

tion to form the complete screen of fig. 3, the two plates may be

_^w
T^r^TvPT??^

V
a

^Mmn
Tig. 3.

either placed directly together, as shown in fig 4, or they may be

slightly spaced apart to form what is known as an "air space

i," the advantages of which are set forth in J. A. H. Hatt's

Patent No. 14,393 of 1913. (" B.J.," 1914, March 13, p. 200).

In the employment of the screens it is preferred to use two

plates, one of which (fig. 2) consists of a translucent film with

small round clear glass openings interspaced there through. The
clear glass openings of this plate occupy approximately the same

positions as the rectangular clear glass openings in the regular or

standard screens. The second plate (fig. 1), which is placed either

in contact with the first-named plate or is placed in front of it

with an air space between, consists of small, round, opaque dote

of about the ame size and number as the clear glass openings of

the first-named plate, the remainder of the second plate being

clear glass. These two plates are placed together in such a

manner that the opaque dot will be located in the field of the

translucent portion of the first plate, e.g., in quincunx order (see

figs. 3 and 4). The result is a screen consisting of clear glass round

apertures surrounded by a field of very translucent colour the

degree of translucency of which is controllable, and within that

translucent field there will appear round, opaque dots.

On account of the controllability of the degree of translucency or

opacity of the translucent field it is possible to obtain materially

different effects dependent upon the controlled intermediate tint

and without in any case affecting or modifying the clear apertures

or the completely opaque dots. The resulting half-tones produced
by the use of this new screen have the same texture as those made
from the regular- cross-line screens, the only difference being the

perfect rendering of the tonal values. The use of the new screen

involves no expert manipulations or special treatments, but the

tonal values will almost automatically result from the fact that

the clear glass spaces, being of the proper size and number, will

permit the direct passage of light in so far a6 the same is desired,

while the opaque dots prevent the passage of light to the extent
desired, whereas the intermediate translucent part of the screen
will, according to the intensity of the light or the length of

exposure, cause just the right light values to be imparted to the
sensitized surface in connection with which the screen is used.

PrarsBUBG Salon of Photography.—The tenth annual exhibition
of the Pittsburg Salon of Photography, under the auspices of the
Photographic Section of the American Academy of Science and Art,
will be held in the galleries of the Carnegie Institute. Pittsburg,
U.S.A., from March 2 to 31, 1923. Accepted pictures from abroad
will be mounted by the committee, and all pictures will be hunt;
unframed, under glass. The last day for entries is February 5,

1923. Particulars and entry forms may be obtained from (has. K.
Archer, 1412, Carnegie Building, Pittsbow! Pa.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretary,

.1. II. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, Toron

Canada.

September 9 to ".—London Salon of Photography. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Phi

graphy, 5a. Pall Mall East, London. S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Prince's Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary; Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
Street, London, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of < .1 portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,
43, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Roy a.! Photographic Society Annual

Exhibition. Particulars from tl ary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society. 35. Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 21.—Rotherham 1 3ociety. Latest date

for entries October 4. Hon. Secretary, S. G. Liversidge,

Orissa. Gerard Road. Rotherham.

r 18 to 28.— Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates:

Entry forms. October 11; exhibits. October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary. C. C. Davies, 25. :>tubbington 1

Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

1923.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.. U.S.A.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications. August 14 to 19 :—
Apparatus.—No. 22,632. Aparatus for use in treating with

liquids, photographic papers, films or plates. P. Bamichas.

Exposure Meters.— No. 22,190. Photographic exposure meters.
C. Z. Case.

Finder and Level.—No. 22.348. 'Combined finder and level for

photographic hand comeras. Challenge Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

and J. W. Listrum.

Apparatus.—No. 22,559. Photographing, developing., etc., ap-

paratus. J. Hazell.

Washer.—No. 22,580. Apparatus for washing photographic
prints, plates, etc. A. W. Judge.

Films.—No. 22.388. Photographic films. H. L. Lucoque, E. A.
E. Pilgrim, and L. C. Rudkin.

Developers.—No. 22,389. Photographic developing solutions.

H. L. Lucoque, E. A. E. Pilgrim, and L. C. Rudkin.

Positives Direct.—No. 22.390. Production of direct photo-

graphic positives. H. L. Lucoque. E. A. E. Pilgrim, and L. C.

Rudkin.

Sound Photographs.—No.. 22,062. Photographic sound recording.

H. G. Matthews and R. H. Ruddock.

Cinematography.—No. 22,199. Cinematographic apparatus. J. 8.

Pocovi.

Cinematography.—No. 22,418. - Cinematograph and optical pro-

jection apparatus. J. E. Thornton.

COMPLETE SPECIF/CATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price lj- each, post free, irom

the Patent Office, i5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

One-exposure Three-colour Cameras—No. 148.789. (July 10.

1920). The invention consists of a three-colour camera (which

can also be used as a viewing instrument) producing three

similar images on a single sensitive plate. There is an optical

diaphragm, having an aperture common to three lenses and
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• ning of each

.sms are fixed against the ini f the

•iraim. one on each side of the axis of the lau.

pn aperture and lea

-'.ween the opposite edges of the prisms. The i

be adjusted r

the part of this aperture which is covered by each m..

i The thickness of kM plates between which

colour filter-films are mounted is so determined that the

. Paris.

ven on
;ier page

laous »
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• taiH'rs.
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Trade Names and Marks.

MP! IHATK'S

i
. 87.

fay 9. 1922

425,946. Photographs and photograph

Ltd.. 87, ' London. B.C 2,

9. 1922.

J7.133. Photographic apparatus included iu

Janzer, 37, II

June 16, 1922.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

<ii of the dissolution. by
niut ! the partnership between Charles Henry

rt Holmes, carrying on business as whi

hie dealers at 41, Oxford Street, Manchester, under
of Holmes Brothers. All debts due to and owing by the

'inn will !:. I and paid by William Eaves, incorporated

untant, 15. Fountain Street, Manchester.

Sen en of the dissolution, by mutual consent, of

arter Collins. " Hazelrigg." 6,

Hawthorn Gardens, Gateshead, Durham, and Willam James M
17. Elliott Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne, carrying on business as

phers at 30. Green Street. South Shields, under the style
i All debts due to and owing by the late firm

will 1m- received and paid by John Carter Collins, who will continue
ry on the business under the style of J. C. Collins.

i' i: is given, pursuant to Section 242 (3) of the Companies
itionj Act, 1908. that at the expiration of three months

from August 25 the name of the Westbourne Studios, Ltd.. will,

ise is shown to the contrary, be struck off the Register
foint Stock Companies, and the company will be dissolved

At Bankruptcy Buildings, Carey Street, W.C., on Wednesday,
adjourned general meeting of the creditors was held of John

Robert Jeffs Pearson (trading as Albert Flint & Co.), photographer,
in the receiving order as of 68, Church Street, Camber-

8.E., and residing at 1, West Avenue, Walthamstow, Essex.
ist whom a receiving order was made on December 18. 1911.

This debtor has submitted a proposed scheme of arrangement
under which all his creditors, with the exception of John Jeffs

Pearson ami .Mary Jane Pearson, will receive a sum in cash, which
with the dividend declared and already paid, will amount to 20s.

in the £. The proposal provides for the release of the claims of
John Jeffs Pearson and Mary Jane Pearson, which aggregate
£417 10s. The scheme was agreed to by the requisite majority

ruber and value of the creditors' claims.

NEW COMPANIES.
PlCTTjRESOOM, Ltd.—This -orivate company was registered on

3t 14. with a capital of ~£l,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
on the business of inventors, designers, chemists, investi-

gators, patentees, licensees, licensors or concessionaires, and to
develop or exploit any invention or discovery connected with the
graphic arts, printing, photogravure, collotype photography, kine-
matography, photographic and mechanical colour printing, sensitive

hie materials, optics, etc. The first directors are: J. E.
Thornton. 14, Minster Road. W. Hampstead. N.W., manufacturer;
W. L. Bayley, Morland Close, N.W.ll, advertising agent. Qualifi-
cation : £1. Secretary : J. X. Thornton. Registered office 4-10
Chenies Street, W.C.

Princess Yvonne. Newcastle, Ltd.—This private' company was
registered on August 10. with a capital of £200 in £1 shares.
Objects

:
To acquire the business of photographers carried on by

Uh.nheld Ltd., at 161, Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-
and to enter tnto an agreement between T. Hall of 37

Groat Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Edith Plummer' photo-
grapher, of 24, Albion Place, Leeds. The subscribers (each with
one share) are: Edith Osborne. 103. Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead,
photographer

;
Edith Whitehead, 132, Falkner Street, Grove Street

Liverpool, photographer. Mrs. Edith Plummer. of 103, Bedford
South Liverpool, is the sole director for life. Secretarv •

hd.th Osborne. Registered office: 161. Northumberland Street,
istle-on-Tyne.

H.y-,w'NO the Press PaDTOOBAi.HEK.~The "Daily Chronicle"
tells tie following story :-Having fought and overpowered a burglarwho had mvaded her home, a Daventry woman made shortwork of a I ress photographer. Her feat brought her a visit from
a I less representative who asked permission to photograph her.he lady refused, and as the persistent photographer prepared to

his camera to take a picture of her house she produced a

Ktetd 1 > Ti- •
kve,ling il at the ca^ra ™an '

«'- Uer Dart '7 ,"" ""!?* I"
departed

'
Deemi"* discretion

of the rict£«\
Ur

'
the P'^o^pher postponed the takingp>"ure to a more auspicious occasion.

News and Notes.

Messrs. WELLINGTON & Ward. Lin., have sent us a novel form
of advertisement. It consists of a letter a.sking four questions,
ami accompanying the letter is an attractive postcard for replies

to the questions.

Aeronautical Photographs from the Ground.—The Septem-
ber issue of the "Scientific American" contains an article
describing how aeronautical photographs may be taken from the
ground. A triple gyroscopic balanced camera operated by elec-

)
is used, the camera being carried to any desired elevation

by a small pilot balloon. The camera takes twelve plates, and
excellent results have been obtained at 3,000 feet.

PHOTOGRAPHS for the Glasgow Exhibition.—Schedules and
entry forms are now ready for the photographic competitions
arranged in connection with the Housing and Health Exhibition,
promoted by the Corporation of Glasgow, to be held in the Kelvin
Hall. Glasgow, during the three weeks commencing October 2 next.
A sum of £150, along with a valuable challenge trophy, will be
awarded in prizes. Special arrangements have been made for the
display of ail the competitive photographs under glass, thu.s afford-
ing them full protection during the period the Exhibition will run.
There are three classes—open, beginners, and juveniles, and the

are to be Mr. Archibald Cochrane. Mr. James MoKissack,
and Mr. F. J. Mortimer. Entries close on September 15. and the
judging will take place on the 21st inet. Schedules and entry tonus
will he sent on application to Mr. C. P. Hainsworth, Kelvin Hal:.
Glasgow.

P. P. A. CONGRESS Note.—In addition to the items arranged in
the preliminary programme of the P. P. A. Congress: Mr. Lang
Sims, has arranged for a visit to the half-tone and colour illustrat-
ing departments of the Amalgamated Press. Ltd.. by the kind
invitation of General W. F. Mildren, C.B., C.M.G.. D.S.O. Mr.
Lang Sims will meet the members on the Surrey side of Black-
friars Bridge at 10.30 a.m., on Wednesday (September 13), and'
conduct than to the works. Tickets must 'be obtained from Mi.
Alfred Ellis at the Princes Galleries. W.l. In order to facilitate
the distribution of badges, tickets, etc.. for the Congress members
are requested to send their list of requirements (together with the
amount) on the form supplied for this purpose to Mr. Alfred Ellis.
2. Vinery Villas. Hanover Gate, London. N.W.8. who will place
them in an envelope ready for members on their arrival at the
Princes Galleries during " Congress Week."
Historic Optical and Cinematographic Apparatus at South

Kensington.—On Saturday last there was opened in the scientific
section of the South Kensington Museum an exhibition devoted to
the history of the moving picture. This exhibition has been got
together by Mr. Will Day (who has been collecting for more than
twenty years), and contains more than 500 separate exhibits. It
occupies nearly the whole of the Science Annexe, and is so
arranged that it is possible easily to obtain a chronological survey
of the industry. The cases are each named according to their
contents. The first case of exhibits, for instance, is described as
" Persistence of Vision," and contains the results of early experi-
ments in this direction ; the next is called " First Forms of Moving
Pictures." and others "First Book Forms" and "First Lantern
Forms." Eventually we arrive at the most elaborate and up-to-
date projecting instruments. One of the exhibits is a book con-
taining a picture of the magic lantern which Kircber invented in
1640, while another explains Dr. Roget's discovery of the persist-
ence of vision on which the theory of the cinematograph is based
In the same case is Sir John Herschell's " thaumatrope," which
was discovered nearly one hundred years ago. From these, through
the " phenakistoscope " and the ". stroboscope, " developed the
" zoetrope," which was patented bv Desvignes in 1860. Other
inventions followed, until finally in 1885 there was burn
the cinematograph as we know it—invented bv Mr. W.
Friese Green. A case is devoted to the work of Mr
Fnese Green, and in it is a copy of his provisional specifi-
cation for the invention, in which it is referred to as " a
method of taking photographs in rapid series." The first com-
mercial cinematograph is also shown—that perfected bv Mr R W
1 aul—which was used at the Alhambra in March, 1896. There are
also the original lantern slides of the Coronation procession of
George IV., a most interesting exhibition to which admission is
tree.
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Correspondence.

• Correspondents should never write on both rides of the paper.

total of communication* unlets the noma and
addresses of the writers art given.

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinion} expressed

by our correspondents.
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ce. Mr. Biermann has given us a nee of this

in detailing his relative standards of procedure in the

SO line and 200-line screens. 1 am convinced that, even on this

point, other workers, working along different lines, with different

rive surfaces, and aiming perhaps at different types of nega-

will have significantly different experiences to relate.—Yours
faithfully,

Si-kvmar Ray. B.s, .

tugust 3, 1922.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our prestnt practice n relatively • >»<;// space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed en velop? it

enclosed lor reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

• be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach

t Inter than Tuesday (
posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

—The makers of the Sanderson camera are Messrs. Hough-
. Ltd., 88-89, Holborn, London, W.C.I.

B. T. H.—A reflex camera is very suitable for home portraiture,

and an /74.5 lens is almost indispensable. Practically all the
i ameras on the market are good value for their respective prices,
and the make you mention is quite reliable if it is in good
condition.

I ' —Ypo can try what a weak solution of ammonium sulpho
cyanide will do to take out the stains, a cause of which very
often is the use of the hypo-ferricyanide reducer on a print which
has not been completely washed from a fairly strong hypo-
fixing bath.

L. It. B.—We do not know of such a lens. The effect you describe
ia usually obtained by tilting the copy considerably, and using
an ordinary lens greatly stopped down for the sake of depth. In
this way you can distort a flat original in one or other of its
two dimensions.

R. G.—Many workers advise a good washleather for ridding the
face of a negative from superfluous moisture before putting

it to dry. The washleather will mop up the maximum of mois-
ture without leaving any particles on the gelatine surface. The

her should be one without stitches in it, and should be
washed out in warm water, with a little washing soda dissolved
in it before taking into use.

H B. E.—In your particular case it is quite out of the question
to use a 5-inch lens upon a half-plate reflex camera, as even if

lens could be sunk sufficiently, the mirror could not work
hew cameras of this size will work with less than an 8-inch lens
and many require a still longer focus. In any case, even with

ordinary camera, 5 inches is far too short a focal length for
anything but wide-angle work

J, E. W.- We do not think that you will need any additional lamp
for heads if you make the two following alterations:—Have your
lamps made to lower so that they can be brought down to, "sav
5 ft. 6 ins for sitting figures. This will greatly shorten the
exposure. Also bring the sitter nearer the light. This will rivemore vigour ,n the lighting. Substitute fine nainsook for the

shadow^
' S far t0° th'" ; Ulis Wi" get rid of the four

S
'c
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Some ,ime aS° Dr
-
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-
E - K. Mees

stated that measurements showed that, during the first eiirhtor ten hours after exposure, a plate or film shows an increase

T •£' ^u
0U 15 *** Cent

>
the sPeed then remaining con-

id *t"fir?, I."

'CCU
l^y °f »"«"««>«»• The increase israpid at first, the speed increasing about 10 per cent, in the firstfour hours. There i. little change in the contrast, the changebeing entirely a shift of the inertia point of the curve.
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° r P"nts
' 8eneral'y °t the sketchy type, on

ho drvl? V
P3Per are ^ flaU6ned by Putti"g through thehot dry-mount.ne press, but the secret of making

8
them remain

flat is to first press face up (assuming the press is heated from

above), then to remove from the press and at once lay face down
on the still hot zinc plate. The print instantly begins to our!

the reverse way, i.e., the face becomes the convex side. It

removed as soon as this tendency becomes evident, it will remain

indefinitely in that flat condition. With a good size pre-.-

several prints can l>e done at once, and it takes less time than

the ordinary dry-mounting.

C. P.—A formula for an acid fixing bath containing metabisulphite

is :—

•

Hypo 4 ozs. 100 gms.

Potassium metabisulphite ... 200 grs. 13 gms.

Water to 20 ozs. 500 c.c.

A formula for a combined fixing and hardening bath is :

—

Hypo 4 ozs. 200 gms.

Potassium metabisulphite ... 60 grs. 6.5 gins.

Chrome alum ... 240 grs. 25 gms.

Water to 20 • 1 litre.

The hypo and metabisulphite should be dissolved in one-half

of the water and the alum in the other. The two solutions

should then be mixed,

C. P.— (1) The formula for the lead intensifier in the

require it is :

—

Lead nitrate 400 grs.

Potass, ferricyanide 600 grs.

Acetic acid 3 drachms.

Water to 20 ozs.

This stock solution will keep for a long time in the dark,

negative is bleached in it, washed once very carefully in 10 per

cent, nitric acid—the acid makes the film very tender—then in

water, and then darkened in :

—

A.—Sodium sulphide ... ... ... 1 oz.

Water 20 ozs.

(2) The plates work flat as the age increases.

S. H.—(1) We think for very dense negatives that the enclose

is to be preferred. This should be of the right-angled pattern,

as in the small Westminster projection lamp. The great trouble

of uneven burning is practically obviated by this model. Wil
the vertical carbons the arc has a tendency to dodge round
front to back, so that two consecutive exposures may vary i

' extent of 50 per cent. (2) It is impossible to give any limit, we
sometimes use a 3-inch lens, with a 10^-inch condenser. For
general work a 9-inch objective works well with an 8j-incl:

denser, and if the half-plate is to be covered we should not care
to use less than a 7-inch. (3) With a small source of light ,

ground-glass screen is almost essential. Not only does such a

light show up scratches, retouching, etc., but there are few con-

densers of high enough quality to give an even disc with the

naked light.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Lens Advertisements.

Scale of Chaboes.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisemente is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.
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Dt than those toned : a warm brown. Some
bo a real sepia in a single bath. It

Id be an interesting and profitable field for experi-

ment if the subject of Bepia toning wore investigated in

le permanence of the result-.

Toned Beginners with a hand-camera who
Lantern Slides may be dissatisfied with their first

from Hard essays in lantern-slide making on
Negatives. account of the hardness of the 1

parencies from the often under-exposed negatives, may
be well advised to make the use of the little known pr<

of bleaching the slide. The process softens the gradation
and at the same time produces an agreeable colour. One
of the readiest bleaching solutions is made by dissolving

10 or 20 gre. of mercury bichloride in an ounce of water,
but if this is objected to on account of its intensely
poisonous properties, an alternative is one of potass
bichromate, 10 grs., and hydrochloric acid, 5 drops, in

the same quantity of water. The bleached slide is trans-
ferred to a weak bath of potass metabisulphite to remove
the yellow stain, washed briefly, dried and exposed to
daylight for a day or so, by which a warm brown tone is

produced. By using 5 grs. of potass bromide and 5 drops
of nitric acid in the above formula, instead of hydro-
chloric acid, a similar result is obtained, but of cool grey
tone, whilst iodide in place of bromide in the modified
formula yields a pleasant brown.

* * *

Multiple It sometimes happens that a number
Exposures. f 6rn all negatives are required for pass-
port or season ticket portraits or for small prints for

advertising purposes. In such cases, to use even a
quarter-plate for each is wasteful, not only of material
but of labour, as every exposure has to be handled
separately, both in development and printing. With
very little trouble it is easy to make four exposures upon
a half-plate in any studio camera provided with a repeat-
ing back. All that has to be done is to make a mask
of thin wood or stout card to fit into the ordinary cabinet
mask, having an opening the size of the desired exposure,
placed centrally as regards width, but extending from
one edge to the centre for length. Fresh marks must
be made upon the dark slide, so that the plate will be
accurately centred for each exposure. After two exposures
have been made the mask is reversed and the second pair
exposed. It is, of course, quite easy to extend this
system to eight upon the half-plate with only one reversal
of the mask. In order to avoid confusion with the exist-
ing notches for cabinets and cartes, it is a good plan
to put the fresh markings on the lower runner of the

ating back, with a small non-projecting pointer on
the frame of the slide.

* * *

Improvised It is sometimes convenient to be able
Plate Carriers. to adapfc witnout much labom. snia iler

- of plates in ordinary dark slides in the absence of
properly-made frames. 'The photographer who has a
little mechanical skill in the use of tools can easily do
this, using either wood or metal, but as a rule a 'good
deal of time is needed, and on a journey the materials
are not always to hand. For small sizes, say. 5 x 1 to
half-plate or \ to 9x 12 cm., very good earners may be
made from stout card, the thickness chosen being nearly
equal to that of the plate. This can usually be procured
in the form of boxes from a draper or grocer. If the
width of margin permits, the earner may be made by
cutting the outside of the card to fit the 'slide, with an
opening the size of the plate. Across the comers pi

ire are fixed for the plate to rest upon; hairpins

answering excellently. If the card be white no appre-

hension need be felt ; there is no more danger of reflec-

tion than if the full-sized plate were used. Another

dodge is to cut out the opening and to insert the plate

face down, then sticking one or more gummed luggage

labels all over the frame and back of plate. This will

answer with metal slides.

THE OFF-SEASON.

The photographer who has no dull time during the year

i be thought to be in an enviable position, but

whether this is so can only be proved by referring to his

bank balance, for a man may work hard every day in the

year and make little money, or he may have a short,

busy season and make much. Anyway, most photo-

graphers do have a quiet time once or twice a year, and

besides taking a holiday, which is usually well earned,

the question is how to make the best use of the quiet

time. In the first place, naturally, will come all arrears

of routine work, if any exist, such as filing away
negatives, overhauling stock, and generally turning out

dark- and work-rooms. Next comes the question of

repairs and renovations of apparatus and plant. In too

many studios it is the custom to wait until a breakdown

occurs before any notice is taken of the condition of the

plant. This often happens at a time of pressure, when

loss of time means loss of money or of prestige. An
actual happening will illustrate this point. A sudden

failure of a dry-mounting press revealed the fact that

an essential part was worn out. It was found impractic-

able to procure a duplicate part from the makers, and

an engineer took several days to make one to order.

Meanwhile, there were two alternatives, to buy a new
press or to send all prints to a trade house to be mounted

.

The expense of either of these courses could have been

obviated if the defect had been remedied during a slack

time. It is hardly necessary to mention the necessity

for similar attention to studio apparatus, which cert:

wants tuning up at least once a year.

Not onlv the technical, but the business side should be

thoroughly overhauled. Every effort should be made to

collect outstanding debts. In a well-managed business

these s'lould be few in number, but at any rate their

amount is better placed in the passbook than in the

ledger. If any new departure in book-keeping is to be

made, such as the substitution of a card index s\

for the old books, now is a favourable time to pit

for the change, so that nothing will have to be done at

the beginning of the new financial year.

Advertising schemes should receive attention, as tJ

is no business too small not to benefit by advertising,

while none is too large to be able to do without it.

Folders should be drafted, circular letters composed,

prints and enlargements made and finished, not only for

one display, but" to allow of frequent change. If there

are several employees on the staff, it is better to keep

them busy in this way than to reduce their number in

the slack' scaHim and 'to trust to picking up what help

may be available when things begin to move. A con-

tented staff, with a feeling of security of tenure, is one

of the finest assets a business can possess, as they will

usually be willing to work at high pressure when needed,

if they know that a few weeks of slow business d<

mean dismissal.

There is an old adage which says, " Never swop ho

when you are crossing a stream." In other words,

choose a suitable opportunity for making any important

change. If a new departure of any sort is to be made, if
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WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

[The previous papers of the present series have dealt with the bust portrait; the point of view; spacing and sizing. In

trie present chapter, the author, Mr. J. Effel, returns to the making of the three-quarter Jength portrait in his endeavours

to bring studio practice intimately before those making a study of it.]

VI.-THE THREE-QUARTER LENGTH.
A three-quarter length photograph might bo described as a

with a body, arms and legs added on, and to call for

extra skill. In a way this is the case, George, for I confess

that I heave a sigh of relief when I know that an awkward
sitter only wants a head and shoulders picture. But it really

cuts both ways, for as I said to you when we took a bust

portrait, one has to concentrate on the lighting and expres-

sion more than in a picture where there is a wider interest,

so with the three-quarter figure the lighting and poise of the

head may be somewhat subordinated to the general effect.

Indeed, with portraits of ladies, compromise with the head

and dress is frequently necessary. I bring up this point at

the outset of our day's lesson for I want you to get the pro-

position right at the start. Obviously one cannot get one

side of a ladv's head and another side of her dress at the

same time unless our subject is a contortionist; and the same

remark applies to lighting. If it were merely grafting a

little more on to a head and shoulder portrait, we could just

start where we left off. But although the head is man's.

chief end (and woman's too) it is not the only consideration,

or necessarily the premier consideration of the three-quarter

length. The nature of each composition must determine the

relative importance of the head to the complete scheme, but

as with full lengths, the first consideration must be the general

effect.

So far. George, we have had two models, and both men.

There was nothing accidental or hap-hazard in my method.

Quite three-fourths of our trade is with the fair sex, and I

think the proper study for photographers should be women.

I have carefully thought out the continuity of my course, and

am attempting to proceed from the simple to the complex. It

is because I think photographing women successfully calls for

every ounce of artistic knowledge to be in waiting that I am
leaving a full consideration of portraits of ladies till you have
assembled more general guiding principles. Still, to intro-

duce variety into our work I have asked Miss Miller to give

us a few minutes this morning. We will think of her as a

sitter wishing three-quarter length portraits.

Before our smart little typist puts in an appearance, I want
you, George, to reflect upon what I said recently, that you
should " pose " as little as possible. How is that consistent

with my constant yapping about variety and novelty, and my
insistence that the composition must be harmonious in detail

as in mass effect? Frequently in art circles one hears the

criticism that a painter is a clever " workman," and there

is a slight disparagement behind the remark. It is implied

that the craftsman has assimilated all practical knowledge of

his art, that he has little to learn in the way of technique,

but that there is a laboured look and a lack of spontaneity
about his work. There is a hackneyed expression, "art that

conceals art," and I can think of no better one to indicate

what I am trying to get at. It is quite impossible for you to

know too much of posing, of turning, tilting, and foreshorten-

ing head and limbs, and of the suitability of certain positions

for certain types—but (and it is a very big " but ") if you
merely regard the physical form of your client, and out of

your empirical knowledge select a pose, and take the portrait
accordingly, it is likely that the result will be a very good
piece of work, yet it may hare artificiality stamped all over
it.

To cut it short, George, if you would be an artist in this

business, you must know how to make the sitters pose them-
selves.

Now, just keep in mind what I have been saying, keep be-

hind the camera all the time I am taking the first plate, focus
and slip me the ball as smartly as possible. Well, why don't
you get the camera approximately to the focus? You know
it is to bo a three-quarter length, and the last sitter was a
baby on the floor ! When you have a good idea of the style

of picture you contemplate, don't for goodness' sake leave all

the necessary mechanical camera operations until the sitter

feels the position stale and becomes fidgetty. Scarcely a
second should elapse between setting up the model to your
satisfaction and the making of the exposure.
Ah, there you are, Miss Miller, we are just ready for you.

No, no, don't take off your hat—at least, not yet. Oh, just
keep your hand as you have it on the brim of your panama,
only turn the wrist a little away; that's it, I get a side view
cf your hand now, and in addition we feature your wristlet

watch. I would like you to stand over here a little, however;
ah, that's right, that'll do splendidly. You've got your left

hand splendidly placed, playing with those beads, but if you
just extend the forefinger a—that's it, that's it. Now, Mabel,
let your head incline a trifle more towards the hand on your
hat. Did ever you hear the expression " the glad eye "?

Good girl, I've got you. Yes, it's really done. I'm getting
quite smart now that I have an energetic assistant to push
me on. Now, run away and see that you do your hair very
tricky, we want to do something special of you without your
hat.

While Miss Miller is in the dressing-room, George, we will

go over my procedure with that negative which has just been
exposed. As you know, I have the entrance to the studio so

cunningly contrived that the victims walk right into the line

of fire. It is unnecessary to say " Stand down there, please,"
or " Would you mind taking a seat over in this corner?" Even
with a sitter on whom you are prepared to use a few plates,

the first one exposed is very frequently the best. Of course, I
had our model of to-day weighed up long ago. Miss Miller is

what sour faced people call a " flapper." Her pretty clothes,

her high heeled shoes, her bracelets and beads are looked at
askance by those who love neither beauty nor youth. The
flapper has brought joy and colour into our lives, and certainly
deserves well of the photographer. But let us photograph
her to look like a flapper, not like a policeman at point duty.
Miss Miller herself gave me a pose. I would naturally want
to show all I could of her jumper, and as both hands are
bejewelled, the rings and bracelets are put there to be seen,

so we have to feature them well. What more simple than the
one hand on the hat and the other (a totally different view
of a hand) toying with her beads? When we were photo-
graphing Joe the other day I wouldn't let you shift him. hut
insisted that you move the camera instead. Why then did I

ask Miss Miller to move? Just because she was standing on
the wrong foot. Even though the picture is only a three-
quarter length, the head tilted forward and the body resting
on the " hind " leg would show unmistakably that the pose
was just a pose, and that the photographer was fumbling
ignorantly. Many of the present styles in women's dress are
evidently designed to conceal the figure, and if we are not
careful, very ugly results may occur. Study fashion plates
and pictures of well-known beauties and you will see that fhe
artists are all careful to make their models lean well forward,
by this means getting the maximum of action and grace into
the figure. If it cannot be said that a three-quarter length
is merely a bust plus body and arms, certainly it can be termed
a full length minus feet.

I made Miss Miller turn one hand slightly. Take a mental
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1 u;mt to draw \Din- atten-

I angularity ; the right arm there is too

to tli<> body, and tlio !• sleeve runs into the figure

og a spin itness whi eldora appreciated,

the arm move from tlio shoulder, not from the elbow as

if tln» upper part was paralysed. See what a difference that

aing out has made, and how easily the hands have been

altered. I have got a very diffused light on now. as you

hut I am not finished with the scheme. This is a groat sub-

for a bit of jazz lighting. Just watch while 1 light up

the hair, and cut out the figure a bit with the spot light.

That's pretty good, I think; we'll expose it at thai.

I seem to have done an extra amount of talking this morn-
ing, and T don't feel inclined to give you much nior

ponder over. I was ])!. ,-e that you have started a

scrap hook on the lines I suggested, and I can say that 1 was
delighted to read your comments. You can't have too much
material for this study work. A good plan is to collect the

items as they appeal to you, sketches out of papers, illi

tions of Fashions, unmounted photo scraps, etc.. and make the

Mention later. Some evening I'll take a heap of this

stuff, and we'll go over it critically, and do some reconstruct-

ing. Thank you, Miss Miller, good morning. George

J. Effbl.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DEPTH OF FOCUS.

V.

[In the present chapter the student of depth of focus is introduced to the very ingenious optical conception of Dr. M. von Rohr, viz.,

the " piano focussed for," by which the formula for depth calculations are obtained in a much simpler form. Such formulas are based on the

view, which may he held in almost all cases, that the print is viewed under an angle of vision corresponding with that which prevailed in the

taking of the negative. Before the chapters on the theory of depth of focus reach their conclusion acknowledgment should be made of the

help rendered in their compilation by a contributor to the " British Journal," the Rev. H. C. Browne, of Dublin. We happened to mention to

Mr. Browne that the present series of articles was in preparation and subsequently were exceedingly grateful for his reading of proofs and for

"number of suggestions by which the subject was presented somewhat more exactly and clearly than would have been the case in the absence

of his assist

In the preceding chapters the question of depth has been treated chiefly

from the standpoint of adopting a certain diameter of disc of confusion

in prints without regard to their size, and thus with neglect of the phe-

nomena of vision outlined in Chapter I. In accordance with this view,

the formulae relating to depth have been obtained from construction

in the image space, that is between the lens and the focal plane.

But, as shown in Chapter I., there is reason for adopting a variable

diameter of the disc of confusion, permitting the latter to be larger or

smaller according to the greater or lesser distance from which the print

Fig. 8.—'Illustrating the Van Rohr " plain' focussed for." The image on the
focussing lined to be projected on the Imaginary plane, 1' !•' F,
containing the part Oj of the object which is In sharp focus.

or enlargement is viewed. This principle appears first to have been

recognised by Mr. H. Dennis Taylor (" Photographic Quarterly," April.

1890, pp. 267-282) and was actively propagated by -Mr. \V. E. Deben-
ham in the course of press controversies on depth of focus. But we owe
t' Dr. M. von Rohr ' a most ingenious optical conception by which the

1 Zur GackichU und Theoru* <le* I'liotojraiiliisctten Teleobjectii (Weimar
ler'n Jahrbueh 1000, pp. Si 8«

consideration of depth (from the standpoint of a variable disc of con-

fusion) is greatly simplified. The basisof this conception is the ''plane

focussed for" (Einstellungebene), the meaning and use of which must
first be explained.

In fig. 8, let 0„ 0„ (>., represent an object parts of which are at

different distances from the lens L. The latter, so far as the trans-

mission of image-forming pencils is concerned, may here be represented

for simplicity by a single diaphragm of diameter '/ instead of by the

pair of pupils (entrance and exit) necessary for the complete repre-

sentation of its action. Suppose that the lens is focussed on the point IJ
S

,

a point image /, being formed on the focussing screen or plate. Plainly

at this setting for focus the image of the nearer point, 2 , is formed

at /
2
behind the focussing screen, and that of the further point 3 at / 3

in front of the focussing screen. In other words, an aerial relief image

is formed of the object extending in space on each side of the focussing

screen. On the screen the points 2 and 3 are recorded as

which are the cross-sections, in the plane of the screen, of the pencils

transmitted by the lens from these two points.

Let it be now imagined that we erect a.semi -transparent screen passing

through the point 0, which was focussed and. like the focussing screen,

placed perpendicularly to the lens axis. This, P F F, is von Bohr's

" plane focussed for." Its purpose is to serve as a plane rendering of

the solid (spatial) object and thus to permit of the out-of-focus phe-

nomena being treated in the object instead of the image space. Fig. 8

illustrates approximately to scale its application in this manner. The
image on the focussing screen is supposed to be projected on to the

P F F so that the disc of confusion representing O. is obtained as the

larger disc Ca and that representing 3
on the focussing screen as the

disc r.,.

Plainly, the sizes of these imaginary discs in the P F F are determined

by the scale of reproduction given by the lens according to its focal

length and the distance of O, from the diaphragm. Hence if the di

confusion (representing (), in the print) is imperceptible when viewing

the print from the position of the diaphragm (which is the proper viewing

distance for perspective tendering), the disc C, in the imaginary plane

projection of the subject will also be imperceptible when viewed from

the diaphragm. Vice versa, if these imaginary discs of confusion in

the projection of the image on the P F F are imperceptible when viewed

from the diaphragm, the reproductions of them in the print will be

Imperceptible when the print is examined at its correct viewing dist

From tig. 8 it is clear that it is easy to obtain geometrically the dia-

meters of the confusion discs (in the PF /•') which correspond with an

object point at any distance, simply by drawing the bounding rays of
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The Point to Focus on.

Fig. 11 may bo used for the derivation of the formula of the distance

in which to focus in order to obtain the best distribution of definition

in front and behind the point focussod on.

I..I / and .V bo points at the two distances which are required of

equal definition. Draw the bounding rays F B and F D and N B and

11-—Illustrating formula! (in terms of angle of sharpness of vision) for
distances of near and far objects which are iu " focus " when focussing on a
given <list i

.V J) of the pencils from each to the diaphragm and produce those from

N to meet those from F in A and c. The distance E 6 = u is then

the required distance no matter what value is taken for the angle of

sharpness of vision.

Prom th<- figure

and

Therefore

ivhence

«i + u2

This formula is naturally identical with No. 15 in Chapter IV., since

no standard of permissible unsharpness is involved.

G. E. B.
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TECHNIQUE—AND THE D. & P. SLUMP.
"Slump " is not a nice word to use in connection with business,

but unfortunately it is the most expressive word for a state of
affairs which will persist in making periodical appearances. It

expresses the present state of affairs in D. & P. as experienced
by many dealers.

The fact that many tradesmen of diverse sorts have become
"dealers" during recent years does not fully account for this
slump, because they are not the only ones to suffer. At the same
tune, this dilution of the trade must have had its effect, but I

not consider that any professional man. who undertakes D.
S P. need worry about the opposition of cycle dealers and boot

or blame such opposition for his declining business.
The weather has certainly had a telling effect on this" trade, but
it has affected some more than others.
This unpleasant situation is being summed up by many dealers

—

by which term I mean bona-fide dealers, whether purely dealers,
pharmacist dealers, or professional or trade photographer dealers—
in a fatalistic mood, as a something which could not be foreseen,
prevented, avoided or ameliorated. I foresee a number of firms
dropping out of the line before next season, believing that it is

1 out. I foresee further price cutting, though enough of
that has been done already. What I am not so sure about is
a move to build something better out of "this year's disappoint-

ment. It can be done. And the professional photographer should
be the one to do it.

The slump is not entirely real. Some do not know there is

one. I know dealers who have done better this year tha.n ever
before. And that in the face of three and four times their previous
opposition. And in the same districts as ethers who know there
is a slump. Again, some manufacturing firms have claimed that
their immense D. & P. departments are not slack. H that is so,
somebody must be doing the business. Why, then, are others
thinking of giving up ? I beheve that it is merely a case of the
survival of the fittest, though naturally there may be isolated
cases which cannot be placed under this law. It sometimes
happens that a well-organised and efficient business goes down
before the opposition ol a very dubious rival, but these cases are
rare, and the general inference is that the successful shop knows
or does something that the other does not.

When times are threatening, a certain type of business mind
can think of only two things, namely, reduction of expenditure
and reduction of charges. Xtus has been the case with D. oi P.,

and consequently there has been some very cheap-looking work
about. Hut cheap-looking work does not appeal at these times.

It may pass muster in tue rush of a busy summer trade, and 1

nave Known pour stun to be turned out and accepted in so many
Hours at seasiue places. Cheap-looking work, however, is

acceptable even to the much-criticised rSrnisn public at oruin.

limes, and n cannot ouild a reputation, even to the extent ol o.

small repeat oruer.

vvnat is the alternative to price-cutting and developing withu
charge.' rue alternative practised oy tne dealers X Know vvno na
nut ieit tne slump is to keep up tue prices ana turn out oc-tt

wolK. Alsu to keep a time tabic tuat was wiliim possibility. ,vs

there have been no excessive record rushes oi work lonowi,

glorious week-ends (due to the absence ol the glorious) , it

ueen easy to keep things straight, out wnereas the same cai

has left ma;iiy other uealers with nothing to uo lroiu auuut
Wednesday to Monday, tne successful ones nave been kept going
with repeal printing orders and enlarging.

Borne have thought that the usual type of print turned out for

amateur's was too stereotyped lor alteration oi improvement. But
tins is not so. There is perhaps nothing else in the whoie crait

which is so open to change. What is me usual thing: witn a

hrst-class dealer it is a thin gaslight print, ol decent quauly,

tirougu perhaps a trine hard, fairly goou as to quality ot uiuck,

and masked with a clean narrow white border. With a. good many
others it is the same thing in a poorer quality and nondescript

colour, unmasked or masked with a broken mask, and probably

uutrimmed. The surface in cither case is semi-matt or glossy.

1'ossibilities for change and improvement bristle all around this

standard. Why gaslight ? some may ask. Cn account of the

great vigour which is necessary for amateur " negatives." But
some firms make bromide paper that will cover the flattest negative

that could remain outside the dustbin. Bromide saves light, and

gives purer blacks with ease, though I do not wish to advocate

any system of working in sepulchral shade. Extra contrast;

bromides do not need semi-darkness, though they expose more
rapidly than gaslights. Why thin paper? Have you ever seen a

thiu print which had lain in a client's pocket or wallet for a

month or two 1 Mounted or card prints are worth any price in

comparison. Why black and white ? We don't like toning,

admittedly, but it may be worth it. Why a white mask 1 1

remember a time when midget portraits with similar masks were

common. Then someone started black masking, and the system

became popular.

I could go on with similar questions and answers, but 1 have

gone far enough to express my ideas ot the endless possibilities of

a photographic line which, instead of being played out, is yet in

its infancy. Someone will give their attention to this subject and

secure the major portion of what trade there is, so that, slump or

no slump, they will have something. There is every reason

that this should be done by professionals. They have the

knowledge and experience which is wanting with some of tl.<ir

opponents. Not so long ago many of them were looking none too

pleasantly at the chemists and druggists for handling D. & P.,

though the latter have only acquired this trade by filling a public

need when nobody else would bother. Now is the tune for the

professionals who are interested to make their claims for better

and more profitable photography for amateurs and happy snap-

shotters.

—

Thermit.
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I'RO. 1'HERS' ASSOCIATION.

Bjo-obt or Council.
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e pleased to rep-

ip of Thomas Bedding,
hotographers who after-
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• re at that first

members, and take a:i active interest in the work
A.

Tbe President and Council offer to all concerned tbe heartiest

congratulations on tbe l'.P.A. having attained its twenty-first birth-

.. honour erf tbe event have organised a Congress of pro-

:ioU>grapbers, which it i- hoped will increase tbe

between all sect.viis of tbe profession and
l member regret that for

j tigress oonld not rx tbe date of the

annual general meeting, but, in order te members an
.i.g both, adjonrnt'd the latter until the last

. it > new departure at tbe Congress,

hoped will meet with tbe approval of
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tlnnsa swMl
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.-u» o: n.e masn-
a hole
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March 10,

a few \>j

Other causes. A
. lorm, and

•a of

i
and tue becre-

•tiere they

; L*.^ ..jvc DM go'/u a r..
r

photographers, and in ,

•y he an eAciaut

Inca every proltsiiooil pLotogrepher ui

11 advised

c been saiiatact.

assistance :i. solicitor has
occasions

member oi the Council, an authoritative

pcaiee now agree that professions.

an carry their apparatus as personal luggage a]

.sai nines*

advice

csation to its members is e.vii..

the following subjects :—Studio
postcards; leg-i member;

of wages; Sunday trading; taking iocal paper; o>

.'»; Press reprodncl

iions; photographers' advertisement; charges
atdoor work; defective dry plates; purcha, *•.;

me Tax; .state

r advertisements ; goods damaged by rail; goods
damaged newspaper* re; -ingle portraits from

Li

*ve to repor. the r. Lang Sims, as

Association, and
. who is devoting tbe whole

of his time to the work of the Association. Mr. Alexander Corbett
lias been elected chairman of Council in place of Mr. Ellis.

The thanks of the Association are due to the Royal Photographic
ty for the use of their house for the Council meetings, to the
is of the 'British Journal of Photography," "The Kodak

"Houghton's Bulletin," "The Photo-
graphic Dealer, ' and the " Amateur Photographer " for publishing
reports and notice* of the work of tbe Association.

THE P.P. A. CONGR1
Next Week's Programme.

Heaik. ice's Galleries, Piccadilly, a few yards from
idilly Circus, and nearly opposite the Royal Academy.

Monday, September 11.

11 a.m.—Informal opening for >n of members, etc.
12 (noon).—Official opening of the Exhibition by the Right Hon.

Earl of Carnarvon.
7 p.m.—Reception by tbe President and Council.
8 p.m.—Presidential Address by Mr. A. Bwan Watson on " E

European Portrait Painters, and E ideucies in Modern
iiture by Photography."

Tucldtly. I 12.

10 a.m.- \ the National Qallary, Trafalgai
•>rs will be conducted round the galleries by Mr.^ Hubert

• "ill deli cture. Members will also
'iait >iaJ- two visits, Is.

Mrand, nearly opposite Charing Cross South-Eastern station.

t, 4s.

3.30 p.m.—Lectures by Mr. C. P. ' Ian behind
i*" and ' Chi Making of Poittaits."

U V
' ire by Mr. I .louto, on " Unusual

uding spot lighting and soft focus.

II 'J netday, > 13.

9.30 a.m.- 11.30 .. London studios by previous
in-lit with the Secretary,

10 a. in — 1 | I nations of apparatus, etc., by manufac-
and dealers.

Should
; Mr. Prank

8 p.:i \Ii. 1'llle V

Thus i 14.

0.30 a.m.— Departure by char-a-banc from Prince's Galleries to

V* indaor.

11 I nts and (Jiounds of Windsor
Castle.

i tiioup on the East Terrace will be photo

Kussell & Sons, Windsor).

W indsor.

ture from landing stage, Barry Avenue, River
.|>reas of India. aues.

4 p.m.—Departure from statues by char-a-banc, reaching Loudon
at 6.30.

lata for this excursion, price 15s. each, must be ordered from
•crelary nut later th j evening, September 11.

6 p.m. Assistants' evening. Reception by the President and

8 p.m. -Address by Mr. George Hana on " Assistants as Associate

••rs."

9 p.m. A Talk on the Exhibits uses," by Mr. Marcus
Adnata

Friday, September 15.

10.30 a.m.—12.30.— Visit, by invitation, to the Photographic

. 5a, Pall Mall East, a few steps westward from the National

Gall i

3 p.m.—Annual General

4—4.30 p.m.—Discussion on Cooperative Advertising

giapbic Portraiture.

6.30 p.m.—Reception by the President and Mrs. Swan Wat
7 p.m.- The Congress Dinner. Tickets, 10s. 6d. each, from the

Secretary.
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Saturday, September 16.

11 a.m . Advance private view, by invitation, of the Exhibition

of the Royal 1'hotographic Society at 35, Russell Square, W.C.I,

within a few stops of the north-east corner of the British Museum.

Whore not otherwise stated, all meetings take place at the Head-

s Galleries, Piccadilly

The exhibition of portrait, pictorial and technical photography,

and also that of the photographic trade, will be open daily to the

public from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., except on Monday, from 2 to 9 p.m.

On Thursday the gallery will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to

for admission, Is.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION S.

August 26 to September 9.—Toronto Camera Club. Secretary,

J. H. Mackay, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Uould Street, Toronto,

Canada.

September 9 to October 7.—London Salon of Photography. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, London Salon of Photo-

graphy, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I.

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,

Prince's Galleries, Piccadilly, London, W. (Trade and Profes-

sional). Hon. Secretary, Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond

Street, Loudon, W.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

of professional portraiture. Hon. Secretary, Marcus Adams,

4J, Dover Street, London, W.l.

September 18 to October 28.—Royal Photographic Society Annual

Exhibition. Particulars from the Secretary, Royal Photo-

graphic Society, 35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.

October 18 to 21.—Rotherham Photographic Society. Latest date

for entries October 4. Hon. Secretary, S. G. Liversidge,

Orissa, Gerard Road, Rotherham.

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club. Latest dates

:

Entry forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, C. C. Havies, 25, Stubbington
Avenue, North End, Portsmouth.

1923.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, August 21 to 26.

Plate-Holder.—No. 23,082. Photographic plate-holder. F. E. M.
Lovell.

Printing Frame.—No. 22,791. Photographic printing frame. L.
Crayssac.

Cinematography.—No. 22,711. Motion picture films. W. van D.
Keliey.

Stereo Cinematograph?.—No. 23,017. Production of stereo films
for cinematograph projection. G. W. Cooper and Stereo Kinema
Syndicate, Ltd.

Kkuef Cinematography.—No. 23,169. Apparatus for producing
cinematographic pictures with relief effect. C. Parolini.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Focussing

^
Focal-plane Cameras.—No 183,492 (September 12,

1921). The invention relates to that type of camera in which the
picture is received and focussed on the blind of the focal-plane
shutter, which latter, during the focussing operation, is held in a
position corresponding with that which the plate will afterwards
occupy and is moved forward for the exposure of the plate.
The invention consists in means for effecting the usual focussing

operation, and the subsequent exposure. The invention is

intended for cameras of the typo in which a shutter is used

to cover the plate, etc., nearly in the focal plane of the optical

system, the lens being unobscured save perhaps for a remov-

cap. A reflex type of camera has been proposed

wherein means were provided for bringing the reflect-

ing surface (which was a focal plain; shutter) into

view, and compensating for error due to the displacement

of the focal plane during focussing, the means being intercon-

nected with the shutter release mechanism so as to give a re-

adjustment simultaneously with the shutter-release. The inven-

tion it is claimed allows the focussing of the view to be carried

out more accurately than heretofore.

According to the invention, a means is provided whereby

when the operator focusse* the optical system, the focal plane

shutter (usually of fabridj which acts as the reflecting surface

during focussing is pressed back against the plate or plate

holder, so that its reflecting surface lies in the true permanent

focal plane of the camera, during the operation of focussing, and

&*&}¥ mM+*%

Fig. 1. Vie. a.

means are provided to prevent the release of the shutter or

blind whilst thus under pressure and distortion, the act of re-

leasing the shutter to expose being synchronous with its release

from pressure.

In carrying out the invention, for use in conjunction with

the preferred embodiment thereof, a spy-hole is provided, nor-

mally covered, but uncovered against resilient resistance by the

operator, preferably by the pressure of his eyebrows or temple

upon a suitable pad. Shaped cushions or a pliable mask or like

device may be used to fit closely against the operator's face to

exclude light. Through the holes, the operator can then inspect

the image formed on the focal plane shutter, which may be of

white or light colour in order better to reflect the light.

In the drawings, figs. 1 and 2 show the rear end of the

camera in broken section across the axes of the shutter rollers,

in the position after the exposure and in that during focussing

or prior to exposure. Fig. 3 is an elevation of the rear part

of the camera with plate holder and shutter as if seen f r< m
the lens of the camera in section on 3*—3i of fig. 2.

The rear part of the camera comprises a shallow rectangular
frame 1, fitted with any usual plate carrying device 2. The
frame 1 is attached to the body of the camera by clip hooks 3.
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Dranra Photo, kaphk Im. 160.137 (March 11, 1921).—The
the invention i» the treatment of a photographic silver

image on u plate, film, or paper, in such a manner that il

be dyad a itb acid or azo particular feature of the U
ment being that the silver compounds remaining in tl

ige are l
;ght-insensitive. and do not (end t" re-develop when

to reducing agent- or de
The advantage of a bleach which produces uon-redevelopable

silver compounds is to enable a further printing in the

emulsion without reserisitizing after the first image is deve
and bleached, without having the silver compounds produced by
bleaching the first imag. .p with the development of the
second image. In othei the silver compounds prod
by tin- bleach used are not reducible (to black silver) by a de-

per, nor will these silver compounds be affected by the light

1 in printing the second image. That is to say. while a

• h might produce a silver compound which would i.

sensitive it might then Ik- reduced by a developer, after exp
_• changed thereby into the reducible form (printing

in
•

:i tor the second imaj
use in the production of

iges for motion picture projection, but the h

D is also applicable to plates, films, and paper prii

whither transp paq • \ special apj

t in the production of natural •

as in moii..n pictures, wherein each pi

carries several images coloured with compleno >urs.

the invention, developed silver images
. in a bath which trai

elopable by a

the image a substantially i:

hing and fixing an acid or a/

•

veid nr a/ i th or wit] val of thl

y at the

«i/u with the ng bath i>

bath containing copper or

at a both g potassium bichromate, pota-

reau bleach m <

by hypo.

HMsjpare
i mag.

ha. I

the second image can be printed through th,- first.

in acid and azo <

as ponceau, fast reds, blues and greens, arid furl

ow used in the wool dyeing ind be empk
lyeing photographic images, with the advantages of providing

and comp
fastness, brilliancy and

i reial film.

- with a black and white [

oped, and surplus silver removed by fixing in the

-it in

ind washed 1 • ss of

This ••
' ng and renders it

I it from ret a

also important in p

m taking up th may be a i

lye in the hardened gelatine, but as il

lily washes out in the

l«th.

nage cont
'

• tes or deposits a transparent insoluble mordant
with the silver, and

gas the silver to a f be dissolved out without

affecting the transparent The action of this batl
r or

le transparent compound of copper

iir in reflected light, possibly due to silvi

ippeari by treatment in the subseo

impound in the residual

time, the Iran pper

or chromium compound
acter as a mordant. Ii is not known whel
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pper chromium, gelati md,

iuced through the reaction with silver, which mordants the

.sion bath comprise "ate, 4.75

rrammes: potassium bromide, 9.5 grammes; copper sulphate 14

,r0chloric acid, 10 cc; water, .000 c.c Mine

„,,, be used instead of hydrochloric acid. Chis

,,,,, 70,1, I
I «teg. F., and only requires

bw minutes. The image is then treated in an acid fixing

bath to dissolve out the silver compound to give better trans-

.,,ron,v Tins may be done after as well as before the d,

without affecting the colouring. After washing tor five mum
,mag« is ready for dyeing, being now transparent and con-

taining agents capable of fixing acid or azo dyes, the dyed

print when washed contains brilliant whites and sharp contrasts

probably owing to the treatment, having destroyed the normal

affinity "of the gelatine for acid dyes and the dye only taking

,,, the original image portions.

dye hath mav vary in strength and ten. but is

at about one half per cent, strength at a temperature

of from 70 (leg. to 130 deg. F. About two minutes' immersion will

be sufficient. The working of the dye bath may he sometimes

improved by adding 20 c.c. of acetic acid for each gramme of

dye. The previous treatments of hardening and conversion have

ed the coating that even a steaming hot. dye will not

injure the film, nor affect the mordanting and dry absorptive

qualities of the transparent copper, or other compounds composing

the image. Washing in hot water at from 70 deg. F. to 120 deg.

['. fox about three minute* will clear the dye from the whites

without degrading, or weakening the dyed image, which has the

mal sharpness, is as transparent as a pure dye image, and

has the requisite brilliancy of colouring.

In the above treatment, the gradations of the image are retained

sn that the dye is absorbed exactly in proportion to the density of

the silver. The bleached images absorb dye with or without re

ing the non-redevelbpable silver salts. If the bleached image

only absorbed dye after being fixed out in hypo, in making a

double (oppposite) coated positive, it would be necessary to fix

out the bleached image without touching the unexposed side which

would preclude immersion baths. Immersion baths are simplest

and cheapest to operate because of less amount of care and time

required. This process is particularly advantageous when it is

required to obtain two photographic images within one single

sensitized coating.

A modification which gives good results is to employ a i per

rent, solution or sulphurous acid for brightening the- colour. This

can be put in the dye bath, or used as a dip after the whites'

have been cleared of dye by washing.

A very satisfactory " two (or more) colour " motion picture

transparency can be produced by having one colour, as blue or

blue green, made by toning a red family colour value, as with

Prussian blue in the well-known manner, and another colour, as

red or orange, by colouring a green family value by this process,

which gives complete transparency, good balancing, etc. These

colours may be in one coating on the support, or in separate

coatings on the same side of the support, or in coatings on opposite

sides of the support, the images on each area in all cases prefer-

ably being registered by pins in the printing apparatus with refer-

ence to a | ire determined perforation or perforations as a standard.

Also, both colours may be produced by this process, or three or

more colours, so combined as to render a complete colour on each
image area, or additively on successive image areas.—William Van
Doren Kelley, 531, Clifton Avenue, Newark, Essex Countv, New
Jersey, U.S.A.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
SWMffl (I)kmcn). --No. 422,390. Chemical substances used in

manufactures, photography, or philosophical research, but not
including paints, colours, varnishes, or distempers, and not in
eluding any goods of a like kind to any of these excluded goods.
Samuel Guest, trading as George Guest & Co., 5, Oswald Street,

Glasgow, merchant. January 17, 1922.

KnnAToxE—No. 427,505. All photographic papers. Kodak, Ltd.,
Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, dealers, in photo-
graphic materials. June 29, 1922.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS (ii SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Monday, a 11.

' lub. Outing to S {hull.

Southampton C.C. " .Making Prints with Printer's Ink." H. I'.
'.'.

Tear.

Wallasey Amateur Phot. Soc. "After Work on Bromide P
' T. H. Greenall.

Tuesday, September 12.

lemouth Camera Club. " Home Photography." A. Dordan
Pyke.

Exeter Camera Club. Portfolio by E. R. Bull. F.R.P.S.

Hackney Phot. S. Print and Slide Competition: " A Flower Study.''

lateur Photographic Society. Lecture. " Some
.Beauty Spots in North Ireland." J. D. Berwick.

Wednesday, September 13.

Dertnistoun Amateui P.A. Improving our Methods (su

i'arti. Print Criticism.

lale Amateur Phot. Soc. " Enlarging for Beginners." W. Lord.

Saturday, September 16.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Outing io Hawksworth and Tong Park.

Dennistoun Amateur P. A. Outing to Bothwell Castle.

Phot. Soc. Combined outing with N. Middlesex s.

Partick Camera Club. Outing to Dumgoyne.
South Glasgow Camera Club. Outing to Dumgoyne.
Wallasey Amateur Phot. Soc. Outing to Frankby and Greashy.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

An emergency meeting of the Council was held on September 1,

1922, at 35, Russell Square, to consider principally the final an;

merits for the congress and exhibition.

There was present: Messrs. Marcus Adams, Angus Basil, Arthur

Benr.ett, Frank Brown, W. B. Chaplin, Gordon Chase, Alexander

Corbett. C. F. Dickinson, W. E. Gray, Reginald Haines, O-

Hana, WT
illiam Illingworth, Herbert Lambert, R. N. Speaight, Lang

Sims, H. C. Spink, F. G. Wakefield, and W. H. O. Wedlake, with

Mr. Alfred Ellis (secretary), and Mr. Jenkyn Griffiths (editor).

Mr. Alexander Corbett took the chair.

Apologies for absence were read from Mr. Swan Watson (pre-

sident), Mr. Chapman, and Mr. Chidley.

The council considered, in committee, the final arrangements foi

the congress and exhibition.

The secretary, asking for voluntary help. Mr. Frank Brown and

Mr. Wedlake undertook to collect the tickets at the various si

of the Windsor excursion, Mr. Haines and Mr. Chase to collect

the tickets at each of the other outings, Mr. Bennett to collect the

tickets on the occasion of the Tuesday luncheon, Mr. Lang Sims

to be at the door on the occasion of the lectures and other meetings

to see (hat these were restricted to members of the congress, and

Mr. Haines to act as master of the ceremonies at the president's

reception.

Mr. Haines reported that a number of London studios would be

available for visits on the Wednesday morning, but that arrange-

ments as to some of them were not yet completed. It was sug-

gested that in addition to those already approached, Mr. Oscar

Hardee and Mr. Banfield might allow their studios to be visited,

and Mr. Haines undertook to try and secure the necessary per-

missions. Mr. Sims reported that the studios of the Amalgamated
Press would take seventy-five visitors.

With regard to the assistants' evening, Mr. Chase reported on the

number of applications so far received for tickets, and it was agreed

that if any assistants came who had not the proper tickets. Mr,

Sims, who would be at the door, should use his discretion as to,

admittance.

It was stated that Mr. Charles Aylett and Mr. J. Kennedy, of

Toronto, and Mr. Pirie Macdor.ald, of New York, had already

arrived; also that M. Pasquad, editor of Photo-Paris, intended to

be present.

Mr. Lambert gave details of the musical programme. He pro-

posed to engage the services of a trio of instrumentalists throughout
the week, and to have each session opened with a little music. The
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musicians would be engaged in the exhibition room when not actually

in the congress room.

It was decided to ask the president of the Royal Photographic

Society to take the chair on the Tuesday evening, Mr. Corbett. on

the Wednesday afternoon, and Colonel Moore-Brabazon. MP., on
the Wedm •« I... Other subjects for brief discussions on the

moon, in addition to the one annonnced, were called

nd Mr. Haines agreed to ask Mr. Drummond Young to open a

-sion on some subject of interest ; Mr. Frank Brown under-

took to open one on " 1'hotographic Parasites," and Mr. Wakefield,

one on " The Enlargement Question "
; while it was suggested that

perative Advertising " might also be discussed. It was agreed

that openers be limited to ten minutes.

Council then went out of committee, and Mr. mingworth
formally proposed, and Mr. Brown seconded, that all the arrange-

ments involving any expenditure which had been agreed to at

that meeting incil sitting as a committee should be
approved. This was agreed to unanimously.

Hana asked for some suggestions from the Council as to

M he should take in his address on " Assistants as Associate
Member*." Several members of Council gave their opinions, but
the general sense of the discussion was that Mr. Hana should
peak as an individual member without

Thi Exhibition.

tight reported that the exhibits had come in most satis-

ly
:

the exhibition would be larger and more representative

than it had been before. It was altogether a magnificent show.
Mr. Basil had taken over the work in rnnmrt ifcs) English^B' an !

" >au was looking after the

i whotittee—which was distinct from the j

be actual medals—consisted of Mr. Bertram
(r. Lambert. Mr. Basil. Mr WakeAs

was also to be asked U> m
efield raised the question of the insurance of the

motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr.
•field agreed to appro*. Ii the .in. e

iny with a view t., the of the picture exhibit*,
. ask the same *s to

reported that the cost of the catalogue was well

as well as the General .

i

Haines's discr- -

would be allowed

iplunentary CO]

N«w Mmmii KMS.

ew members » K I. W.
• rnerooulh),

H <„ 11 »ted I'.,

haagi, of

if I

Bomb W La*

Treasurer

IVlTTa.

of the I

• manage,,

l.ad agree

I

r the two next '• .„„|.i * ««,;,- 1

ami
*ht had kindlv airreeH tr» ~t k

.**« "
,

• -V order. .,.(, S.V ,.,
I

» ' f 1 1 1 i nn v

' with

U .tated

that any expense incurred by Mr. Speaight in the shape of allow-

ances to his secretary for getting the accounts in order should be

met out of the " Record " funds. This was agreed to unanimously,

and Mr. Speaight was thanked for his offer. The Propaganda
Committee was thereby dissolved.

The British Empire Exhibition-. 1924.

The Secretary read a letter he had received from the Secretary

of the British Empire Exhibition in reply to his own letter as

instructed at the last meeting, stating that after due consideration

of a large number of applications, the concession of photographic

rights had been granted to Messrs. Campbell Gray, Ltd., who,
in addition to being contributors to the guarantee fund, offered

the most favourable terms.

Wakefield stated that he had had an order from one firm

for photography in connection with the exhibition. The firm was
one for which he had been accustomed to do photography for many
years. On making the usual preparations for executing the order
be was told that permission must be sought from Messrs. Campbell

and when he asked this firm for permission he was told that
Messrs. Campbell Gray themselves would do the work for two
guineas, or that they would require two guineas if the work was
done by someone else. This was a prohibitory tax, because the
order itself was not more than a two-guinea one.

After some further discussion, it was decided that information
as to the exsct terms of the contract should be procured, and that
the matter should be brought forward again for discussion after

-as.

Tms Kionbih..h gocrrn or PnorissioNtL Photographers.

The Secretary read letters which he had received from the
ry of the Edinbnrgh Society of Prefer

,-raphera. arming out of ««m recent discussion as to whether
Jinhurgh m affiliated with the Association.

very friendly feelings and a desiro for cooperation.
»"'' ' I the Association that there was
no unfriend: menu

; the object of drawing attention to the matter
at the m.. Edinburgh was simply to con nical

' bodies were in common.
The (hairman said that this was a very satisfactory explanation

of what seemed, in print, a very terse statement.

wiNtnoxs for thr (

i«>eed, ami . seconded, to.it Mr. Fin
othsea, who had expressed his willingness to be a member

be nominated for the Council. It was stated that a
I entail only a very alight expense and trouble. The

nomination was agreed to.

ided the business, which had occupied four hours.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW I "MI'AVI!

B>. —This pri

P-ny WM ' iRust 23, i I £10,000, in £1
hsre* 1 H. II his interest in 1,

tain patent, and to carry on the business as indicated I.

'*' of en. The first dip E W Smith,
Eastwood. Wort-ester Part hairman) ; S 1!

ii H«te' W, itford T 1 last named it [H-rm.in.-nt. Qualification:
£1. Remuneration at the rate of £50 each per annum. Registered
office: 120. Ifoorgati K.f.

& HODOSOff, Ltd.—This privn' . was regi.-'

f £2.000 in £1 shares. 01
take over the business of irern of no, I dealers in 1

less apparatus, an.

I

ral woodworkers, etc., cai . James Christie
I . at 24o. West Sheffield, and gem

assets of the retail business of she said company. The first

Christie. 222. Ecclesall I
ilti nii

1 chairman
: G Christie, 26. Edgebrook Road, SI.

tors of James Christie k Hodgson,
-ike Road. Sheffield, yualificatiori : 1 ah J

Reeistered office : 246, W. , u
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News and Notes.

" Th>: Club Photographer " for September is a Keighley

mUins pictures and useful articles by A. S: Dean,

II. B. Wade, W. Speight, and other members of

ind District Photographic Association.

Xu, Exhibition "ill this year have the distinction of

,1 by Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, R.A., president

Iritish \rtists. The function will take

Square, on Saturday, September 16.

.\flt. A. Doedan Pvke asks us to note that hi£ address is now :

—

Onlton Meadway, Ej)som, to which letters should l>e sent dealing

with liLs numerous engagements as a lecturer before photographic

sooieties on the goods of a number of leading photographic firms.

Photographers get the best advertising in the world, according

ote, of Cleveland, who says :—" People don't buy a

dozen pictures to look at themselves. They buy them to give away

and indirectly advertise you. People gladly pay a dollar more a

pound for candy when it is done up in a pretty box
;
you can apply

tlw same principle to photographs."

Wold Air Brushes.—We have received the catalogue of the air

brushes made by the Wold Air Brush Manufacturing Co., 2173,

North California Avenue, Chicago, a firm which manufactures a

lsige number of types of air brush for photographic and other

purposes, together with accessory apparatus, 6uch as air-compressing

equipment, and a large selection of the necessary colours.

Parcel Post to India.—The Postmaster-General announces tfhat

henceforth parcels for India should not bear adhesive customs

rations, but must be accompanied by despatch notes and non-

adhesive customs declarations, like parcels for foreign countries.

One despatch note and customs declaration may be used for not

more than three parcels from the, same sender for the same

addressee.

MM. E. Krauss. 18-20, Rue de Naples, Paris, have just issued a

64-page catalogue of the photographic lenses and other optical

apparatus manufactured by them. They are makers under licence

ot the various models of Zeiss lens, and also of a considerable

variety of cameras, including several stereoscopic instruments, a

folding focal-plane and the very ingenious " Photo-Revolver," taking

48 pin uing 22 by 36 mm. The list is obtainable by those

of our readers who are interested on application to the firm in Paris.

Photographs of Salesmen are used in an American store to aid

customers in identifying them. The Philadelphian " Bulletin of

Photography " says that in the furniture department of a large

store in Pittsburg is a bulletin board on which are posted the

photographs of the salesmen in the department with their names
under them. The department has found that " lookers " often

return determined to buy. They prefer to be waited on by the

salesmen who showed them articles on their previous visit to the

department, but almost invariably have forgotten to ask their

names. So, except for the photographs, they would have no way
of finding the salesmen unless they happened to see them in the
department.

Plaster Casts.—From time to time we have referred those re-

quiring a classical cast for use in the study of studio lighting to the

firm of D. Brucciani & Co. We now learn that the business of this

film has been transferred to the Board of Education and removed
fiom Goswell Road to the Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington, London, S.W.7, where it is under the direction of

Mr. Paul Ryan. A catalogue has been issued very fully illustrating

the casts of many statues, buste and other examples of classical

sculpture, which are supplied at relatively moderate prices. For
example, that of the Venus de Capua, No. 2265, is sold for about
18s., whilst that of another suitable as a still-life model, namely,
The Boy, by Luca della Robbia, costs about 13s. Packing and
carriage aro extra to the prices in the catalogue.

The Antiquity of the " Tintype."—The " tintype " or " while-

you-wait " photograph is in principle no new thing, says a writer

in the "Bazaar." The modern examples, however, are produced
by the " dry " method, whereas the older forms were by the
" wet " method. The latter necessitated a dark-room (once a
familiar object of the seashore, and not even now quite dis-

appeared), because of the tin "plate" having to be prepared
immediately before use. This old process was first " thought out

"

in 1853 by an American, who had to send photographs—then com-

monly ma.l. up by post. The process was first \

commercially in 1855 by another American—J. W. Griswold—who
named his results " Melainotypes," but this was soon changed to

rrographs," and there were frequent references to the latter in

the English photographic Press during 1856. This style of por-

traiture enoyed a tremendous boom about 1880, but it gradually

died down, only to be revived when the " dry " process came

along with the compact " cannon." " button," and other typi

easily-manipulated cameras, as are now commonly used.

Congress Finals.—Members of the P.P.A. who are attending

next week's " coming of age " congress, are asked particularly to

note the following items respecting the conditions of attendance : i

Members who have not obtained their congress membership card

will be admitted to the annual general meeting on presenting the

notice convening the meeting at the entrance to the Prince's Gal-

leries, Piccadilly, W.l.

It is imperative that members should bring their congress member-
ship cards with them, as these must be shown on all occasions (with

the exception of the annual general meeting) in order to obtain free

admission.

Members who have not paid their subscription for 1922-23 and

are not in possession of their membership card, are not entitled to

vote at the annual general meeting, or to have free admission to

Congress lectures or excursions. Each member may bring a pro-

fessional friend to the congress by obtaining a special card (price 5s.)

from the secretary, Mr. Alfred Ellis. This card confers the privi-

leges of membership during the congress week.

Special attention is asked to the fact that only 130 persons can

take part in the congress dinner, and that, therefore, early applica-

tion for tickets should be made. The dinner will be held at the

Prince's Galleries or. Friday evening, September 15, at 7 o'clock.

Prevention of Art Forgeries. — Art connoisseurs have been

much disturbed recently about the number of clever imitations of

famous masters which have found their way into sale-rooms, and
none of the suggestions so far made for preventing forgery pro-

mises to be really effective. One of the best, which, if carried out.

would put an end to forgeries so far as present and future mi

are concerned, is made by M. Jose Thery, a barrister of the Court
of Appeal. Briefly (says the " Daily Telegraph ") his proposal is

that a register of pictures should be established which would
identify them from the day of their completion. An artist of note

on finishing a work would notify the fact to the official registry of

pictures, giving full details of his picture and two photographs, one
of the work as a whole, and the other of a very small part of it,

so enlarged as to show the smallest detail of the brush marks and
texture. Each sale of the picture which followed would be recorded

in the register, so that a purchaser on buying a well-known work
could obtain with it a document almost corresponding to tire certifi-

cates issued concerning animals registered in stud books. The chief

flaw in the scheme appears to be that it is often the works of artists

little known in their time which in later years are recognisi

masterpieces. It is just these which would not have been regis-

tered by their modest creators.

Record and Survey of Sussex.— The Photographic Record and
Survey of Sussex is continuing its useful work of preserving for

future generations pictorial records of objects of interest in the

county. Photographs of the removal of the statue of George JV.

from the Old Steine site at Brighton are among recent additions.

At the annual meeting, held last week at the Brighton Public

Library, Mr. J. S. North appealed to people interested in photo-

graphy to send copies of their photographs. There were thousands

of photographers in the county, he said, who had never sent a

print. Probably they thought them not worth sending, but in

course of time the photographs would become very valuable. What
was wanted were photographs of any building likely to be desti

the entrances to towns and villages, etc. What would they not give

for a view of the entrance to Brighton 50 years

Mr. Law moved the adoption of the report, which stated that in

consequence of the cost of photographic materials, only a few

additions had been made recently to the collection at the Public

Library, Brighton; but as the price was now lower the Council

•had decided to add a number of photographs of interest during the

next few months. There were some 3,000 prints and sketches

500 lantern slides for lecture use in the collection. The officers were
re-elected en bloc. Mr. Frederick Harrison (Hon. Secretary) drew
attention to a circular sent out by the Sussex Archaeological Si

with reference to the formation of a collection of photographs. This

he thought was duplicating the work of the Photographic Record
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quired tot the light. Messrs. Butcher isste one,

,1„. b reasonable price.

r R._Yon may safely use the ordinary quality of methylated

spirit for print cleaning. We have not found any disadvantage

, (1„, ,„, he small proportion of mineral spirit,

while the violet dye tends i ray green tinge on the

lights, if. indeed, it has any effect at all.

j \j Although Poland hae a somewhat extreme climate, cold in

the winter and hot in the summer, it is not worse in this

• ct than many parts of Europe in which the ordinary plates

and papers of the leading makers are regularly and satisfactorily

1 We do not think it is possible to recommend one

make in preference to another.

M M.—A certain amount of gold is transferred to the fixing bath,

and there continues the toning action. You should pass prints

from the toning bath into a weak solution of sulphite of soda,

say. 100 grs. of eoda sulphite in 20 ozs. of water. This stops the

toning action, and if prints are then washed, as they should be,

in four or five changes of water before fixing, no further toning

action will take place in the fixing bath.

R. L.—By skilful enlargement by highly diffused light, it is just

about possible from the very best cinema negatives to make pre-

sentable whole-plate enlargements, but in most cases the grain of

the film negative becomes very pronounced in the enlargement,

unless a good deal of labour is spent in making an enlarged

negative and retouching it. We think it is quite necessary

practice to make separate still negatives if really good photo-
graphs are required.

T. T. A.—Carbon and semi-matt surface prints on developing
paper will occasionally show spots of a different texture from
the remainder, due to a little surface water collecting at that
point during the drying of the print. While some workers have
stated that there is no remedy for these, it is found that im-
mersing the prints in a weak solution of alum—1 oz. of alum 'in

20 to 30 ozs. of water—and bringing the solution to a tempera-
ture of about 100 deg. F., will cause them to disappear when the
prints are again dried.

P. E.—You are: not quite explicit as to the style of title you require,
white letters on black ground, or black on white. We do not
know of any method of obtaining the latter except by using a
photograph from a typed original. We do not know of any
method in which thin celluloid is used, bnt we have seen suc-
cessful results from type printed upon thin sheet gelatine. We
rather fancy that the celluloid would not take the ink evenly,
and it is difficult to secure perfect adhesion. The type impres-
sion would require dusting with bronze powder while wet to
secure sufficient opacity.

G W.—Potass ferrocyanide figures sometimes in developer formula?
and appears to have originated many years ago in the United
States. So far as we know there is no material advantage in
using it, and we should have thought that its appearance in
developing formulas had been abandoned many years ago. We
know nothing about the plates that you are using, but if they
fog we think that the best thing you can do is to add extra
bromide to an ordinary pyro soda developer, up to, say, 2 grs.
per oz. of working devepoler, or use a pyrocatechin developer
made up according to the formula in -the Almanac.

J. A. L.—It has not been out- experience that pails of a bromide
print, which have been reduced with iodine and cyanide, after-
wards turned brown in colour either by exposure to the light or
through other causes. We do not know what the cause may be
in your case, possibly insufficient fixation of the original print.
If plain cyanide solution reduces the print with sufficient activity
(it usually does not) there is no reason against using it, but we
should think it will have to be used in considerably stronger con-
centration than if combined with iodine, and one does not care to
use more of such a poisonous solution than one can help.

P. F.—Most certainly the platinum residues are worth attention.
Exhausted developers—and the acid baths if in quanta
mixed m a large jar, with zinc and hydrochloric acid (spirits of
salt will do). A dirty chalk-like precipitate is accumulated,
and the clear liquor is thrown away. The platinum
s precipitated in the mud, and the latter, when enough has
accumulated, is sent to the refiners, after being drained from
water as much as possible on a linen cloth. Waste prints, clip-
pings trom paper, etc.. should be sent as thev are or burnt

ash in a place free from draught, such as a biscuit tin with a

row of holes about half way up. They should not be mixed

with the wet residues, as the two require different treatment for

the extraction of the metal.

K. T.—(1) You can work in the manner you suggest if you are

not particular as to quality. (2) If the plate has been exposed

to a negative image. Vi.u cannot get a direct positive from the

object in this way. The formula you give should answer with

ordinary plates if you do not omit the ammonia. Like most

other developing agents hydroquinone requires the presence of an

alkali. Try the effect of a strip exposure, giving, with a small

stop, say, cue second to 16 seconds, and develop. From the re-

sulting negative you will be able to pick- out the correct exposure,

and from this you can calculate the speed for larger openings.

We do not think that any time is saved by combining developing

and fixing. If you use a strong developer and about an 8-oz.

hypo solution the total time taken will not be greater.

E. E._The copyright of th6 photographs belongs to the individual

who gave the order for the photographs, that is to say, the

person whose photograph and that of his daughter have been

reproduced. He can take action against the newspapers for

infringement of his copyright, and, so far as we know, the

newspaper has no gdbd defence and cannot claim innocence in

respect to the matter since they must assume that there

was copyright in the photograph, and it is no defence, according

to the Copyright Act, for them to say that they thought the

copyright belonged to the person who submitted the photo-

graphs to them, whereas, in fact, it belongs to somebody else.

We should think this would be a sufficient remedy for the father

and daughter, since no doubt the newspaper would then take

steps against the person by whom the photograph was submitted

to them.

A. G.—(lj The paper is of the bromide type. (2) The following

method will be found to give bright vigorous prints from flat

negatives :—Expose the bromide paper in the usual way, develop-

ing it as long as any increase in depth is seen to be gained,

ignoring altogether the discoloration of the high-lights—over-

develop it. in fact. After fixing and washing, pour over it the

following reducing solution until it is seen to be considerably

lighter; when it is, at once plunge into clean hypo for a few

minutes. If it is not yet light enough it may he again WS

treated with reducer, and fixed. When it is seen that any

further reduction will render the blacks grey, it is washed and

dried. Many a negative otherwise quite useless may in this way

be saved.

Potassium iodide 30 grs. 6.8 gms.

Water 10 ozs. 1,000 c.c.s.

Iodine 3 grs. 0.7 gm.

With this bath the whites of the print will assume a dark blue

tint, owing to the formation of iodide of starch due to the

sizing of the paper
;
this immediately vanishes upon placing in

the hypo fixing solution.
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Assistants and It is no uncommon experience for a
Travellers. commercial traveller to be asked for

names of suitable probables to fill a vacancy on the 6taff

While this form of labour exchange can
said t«> have much in its favour, there seems to be
e than a passive neglect on the part of some

emp to permit of meetings between their assistants

and such representatives as call upon them. If it be
fear of losing a valued assistant that prompts this

neral attitude, it suggests that the assistant has
son for a wish to change, but it may be said at once

that the best assistants are those who have opportunities
of learning what is going on in the profession. Many
of the best travellers have been recruited from the pro-

ion, and in an informal stroll around the workrooms
sometimes bring forth suggestions that may

much more far-reaching benefit to all concerned, that

the question, say, of a fractional discount off a few gross
of paper. We do not think that the fear of communicat-
ing trade methods which are thought to be unique

a deterrent from thus bringing the technical trade
traveller in touch with assistants in the workrooms.
Photography has now become so exclusively the practice
of well-known methods that it is inconceivable, that a
business may be injured by showing a firm's traveller
all the ordinary details of its working.

* * *

Veiling on We have noticed lately the prevalence
Lens Surfaces. f veiling on the surfaces of many high-
class lenses, which are fitted to cameras offered for sale.
These cameras and lenses are invariably shown in shop
windows, and we feel that this veiling is caused principally
by exposure to air and fumes, especially in the case of gas-
lit premises. While direct sunlight cannot improve the
surface of a lens, we are sure that it is not the primary
cause of the veiling. It is, perhaps, unfortunate that
good class lenses must be exhibited to the public in shop
windows at all. as fumes, air, and dust in combination
all help to deteriorate the surface in some way.
Again, the necessity of constantly cleaning the lens
surface from accumulation of dust is liable to cause slight
scratching, which does not improve the brilliancy or
polish of the lens. Naturally, the camera is not so
effective a salesman when closed, so that it has to be
shown to the public in its entirety. Some time ago,
folding cardboard covers were supplied to dealers to be
placed over the bellows of cameras, when exhibited in
the shop window. This was a move in the right direc-
tion, but it did not offer any protection for the lens itself,

lens is undoubtedly the most vital part of the
camera, and should be protected from the elements as
well as from chance injury.

* * *

A Sales Lens We suggest, therefore, that each high-
p ' priced lens, and possibly those of lesser

value, whether fitted to a camera or' not, should be
-supplied to the dealer, with a loose cap. fitted with a

ss front and made to cover the front combination
plctely. The ordinary cap is useless for the purpose,

as it does not allow the lens to be seen without its
removal. This cap could be made in either card or
metal, the important point being that it should fit fairly
tightly, and therefore exclude air and dust from the

surface. The back combination of the lens is
naturally protected by being inside the camera, and does
not require any further covering, but the glass front of
tins protection cap would allow the prospective buyer
to read the name of the lens maker and any other
Particulars.focus, stop value, etc., usually engraved ontne tront of the lens tube, so that no loss of advertise-

ment would ensue. The cap would be of no use photo-
graphically, its only purpose being as a protection to the
lens surface whilst the apparatus was in the dealer's

ssion. It could therefore be removed when a sale
was effected, or if the dealer so wished could be supplied
to the cusi bof such a lens protector would
be quite trivial, and the lens would gain by being kept
quite clean and free from chances of veiling.

UNSHAEP NEGATIVES.

\Yi- have not in our mind such negatives as are of d<

unsliaip or softly defined, but such as were intended to

be perfectly sharp, and have failed to come up to expecta-
tions. Unsharpness may be due to one or more of many
causes, some of which can be detected by simple inspec-
tion, while others are only manifest in the finished

negative.
In tracing the cause of poor definition it is a good

pian to start by examining the image upon the focussing
screen, using a very sharp, well-printed page from a
magazine or newspaper as a test object. The ground
glass shoidd be of the finest possible grain and, if new,
should be rubbed with a little sweet oil or fat, as much
as possible being polished off with tissue paper. A
focussing eye-piece is needed by nearly every observer,

unless possessed of extremely good eyesight at close

quarters. With apparatus being in perfect condition,

many cases of unsharpness are due entirely to the bad
focussing. If it be found that it is impossible to get
the smaller types on the page sharp enough to be read
distinctly upon the ground glass, the defect known as

spherical aberration is indicated. This is usually only
present when the. lens has a large aperture, and should

disappear when the opening is reduced to //16. This
defect is sometimes present in high-class anastigmats of

large aperture, say, //3 to //4.5, but is usually eliminated
by stopping down to //6, or thereabouts. If a reduction
of aperture does not ensure sharpness, the trouble is

probably due either to faulty centering of the lens com-
ponents or to what is known as " bad figuring," that is

to say, the curves are not truly spherical. It may also

be due to stress having been put upon the glass by reason
of a fall or other accident which has, sometimes invisibly,

distorted the brass mounting. If the lens is of any value
it. is advisable to place it in the hands of a competent
optician for overhauling, but if a cheap type of lens, it

is better to discard it altogether, as the cost of correction,

even if possible, would not be justified by the result.

If the image upon the ground glass appears to be
perfectly sharp, a plate should be exposed and developed
and, after drying, examined with a magnifier. That
used for focussing is the most suitable. The reason for

drying the negative before examination is to obviate, the
appearance of unsharpness caused by the swelling of the

gelatine, which is considerable with some emulsions. If

the image does not appear to be sharp, it may be due
either to chromatic aberration in the lens or to want of

registration between the ground glass and dark slide,

and as the latter is the easiest to detect, it is as well <o

test for this first. This is done either by using a simple
depth gauge made of a stout lath or flat ruler, having
an ordinary screw fixed in the centre. The lath is laid

across the ground glass frame and the screw turned
until the point just touches the ground surface. It is

then placed in the same position on the frame of the
dark-slide, when the screw point should just touch the
film of an old negative which has been placed in the
slide. If there is any discrepancy, the ground-L
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T , ing f the International Exhibition took

Ptemberll. The Right Hon .the

mron was accompanied on the ph.tiorm by Mr.

„,„ (president of the Association), Mr. Alexander

:
. and Mr. I!. -V Speaigbt.

,1 (>f Carnarvon said: It is with a little diffidence

I am here to-day to open this very important Exhibition.

! had hoped to have seen a very distinguished person occupy-

ing this place H<' would have been far better fitted than

I am to perform the task assigned to me, although perhaps

he might not have known as much about photography, for

i, has been a hobby of mine for many years. But, as you

aware, many people whom we should have liked to have

bad with us are' awav from London at this time of year, and

therefore 1 hope you will be satisfied with me as a poor

substitute.

Em- many years, ever since I was a hoy at school, I have

followed photography with keen interest. I well remember

given a small camera which contained a sensitising

and everything complete. I cannot say that the results

were very marvellous: certainly they would not rank with

anything at all produced to-day. but to my youthful imagina-

tion they were perfectly enchanting. There have been more

epochs than one in the history of photography since those

day-. <>ne epoch was Bignalised by the introduction of dry

plates. which made photography easier, simpler, and cleaner

than it had ever been before. Another was marked by the

advent of the Kodak and films, which made photography

possible to everybody. And there has been a third period,

during which the original ideal of pin-point sharpness, of pain-

fully accurate reproduction, has been departed from, alike

in landscapes and portraits, and we have arrived at a more
artistic conception. From a glance at these exhibits T think

vou will gather that in this direction modern photography

has made enormous strides. No longer have we the hard,

matter-of-fact reproduction of years ago, but there is evidence

of a genuine effort to produce something which pleases and
which evidences the personal feeling of the producer and his

• in selection.

But I must not be led away by personal recollections, for

I want to say a few words about this Association. Originally

it was started by five leading photographers—I think in

London—and I am glad to say that some of the five are present

here to-day. Well, the Association grew and grew, and
although for a period it did not grow perhaps quite as quickly

as might have been desired, it has now reached a membership
of over 1,200. I tihink that a great debt of gratitude is due
to those original five. If it had not been for them it is pos-

sible that the movement would not have started, at all events
it would not have started so soon. But the puny infant is

now a strong man. Amongst the objects of the Association
the protection of the photographer remains always paramount.
It is ready also to assist all photographers. It is not an
association merely for the benefit of Bond Street photo-
graphers—by which I do not mean that all the leading photo-
graphers belong to Bond Street, but the expression stands
for the photographers who are at the tip-top—but it is ready
to help even the gentleman who stands on the beach, armed
with a sort of cannon, and photographs you for twopence,
frame included ! Unlike a great many associations, this one
really does very hard work. The Council meets once a month,

OPENING OF CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION.
and sometimes sits for four hours.

i'llust rated lately by its publication

tuber 15, 1922.

Its enterprise has been

of a magazine. feel

that cverv .support ought to be given to the Association by

ional photographers. When you get a very large number

of , pie of B single trade or profession banded together it

is probable that their interests will be very well looked alter.

regards the Exhibition to-day, I dare not say very much,

that the examples are remarkably fine. What is per-

haps a striking point is that while the Association has pre-

viously held exhibitions, this is the first International Exhibi-

tion on which it lias ventured. We have exhibits here from

practically all the countries of Europe, and from America and

the Dominions. 1 do not think there could have been such a

representative collection had it not been for the kindly offices

of the Ambassadors in this and other countries. In the room

in which we are met all the exhibits are British, and I think

we may say that She British compares very well with the other

sections. That must be a source of satisfaction to everybody

here Besides the exhibition on the walls, there is in the

a trade exhibition, where you will find all the latest

adjuncts necessary to the photographic art. The only thing

, should like to add is that the best thanks of everybody are

due to the committee which has had charge of the selection and

hanging. They June done their work most excellently. I

now declare the Exhibition open.

Mr. B. N. Speaigbt proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Lord

Carnarvon for his kindness in opening the Exhibition. He

had honoured the professional photographers, not only of

Great Britain, but of all countries. Many thanks ware due.

as his Lordship had said, to the Ambassadors and Min;

resident in this country, and also to the secretaries of photo-

graphic societies abroad. The Earl had referred to the Asso-

ciation as now a fully grown man. Certainly it had reached

its twentvHfirst birthday, but in the eyes of many people it

was not yet old enough to walk alone, and there was consider-

able uncertainty when it started its steps this year without

a guiding hand. He would not say that it had learned to

walk, but certainly it had learned to stand alone, and if the

present Exhibition proved the success it promised to be, they

could look forward to far bigger things in the future. They

were indebted to Lord Carnarvon for acting as one of the

judges, and he hoped that when the time came for the pictures

to be returned, a rt'sumc of his Lordship's remarks would be

sent with them, for that would do much to help professional

photography forward.

Mr. Pirie Macdonald seconded the vote of thanks, on behalf

of the newly-affiliated Professional Photographers' Society

of America aiid also on behalf of the Canadian brethren. The

Exhibition was part of the grand scheme which was in course

of development to unite the English-speaking peoples of the

world. The Exhibition was going to do much to make the

American photographer feel that he was a part of that great

united body which was going to carry a genuine civilisation

throughout" the world. They in America had B feeling of

intense cordiality for Great Britain, in token of which he

had been sent there as delegate. The invitation to America

to exhibit in this British show was a sign that the British

wanted the Americans to walk with them along the same raid.

The vote of thanks was carried in Scottish fashion with

three vigorous hand-clappings, and Lord Carnarvon, in

acknowledgment, said that he was always ready in whatever

small way he could to help the Association.

THE PRESIDENT'S WELCOME AND RECEPTION OF DELEGATES.
Addressing the members on Monday evening, the President,

Swan Watson said:—It is my great pleasure to welcome
you to the 1922 Congress of the Professional Photographers'

•iation of Great Britain and Ireland.

It is our twenty-first birthday—no ordinary occasion.

Twenty-first birthdays are usually associated with newness of

and freshness of hope; the past has been our childhood,
our training: it will soon be forgotten; the future opens out
with widening possibilities.

Twenty-first birthdays are usually associated with congratu-

lations. Here let me record :—From Rome, the Eternal City,

Signore Bettini, Signore Bonaventura, and Cav. Felici send

you their salutations. The same exultant spirit comes from

Signore Socci of Florence, principal of the world-famed house

of Alinari.

From Paris—Messieurs Benjamin, Manuel, Melcy, Nadar,

and Reutlinger send you greetings and congratulations.

Ferdinand Flodin, of Stockholm, writes: "I regret exceed-
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able to 1" oar Congress, but extend

-ative, my heartfelt wishes for a suc-

cessful time." Dr. Goodwin, of the same Northern capital,

!ies you a joyful time.
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British hands, a symbol whereby the friends on this si<le of the

water might visualise the friends on the other. They had.

therefore, sont by his hands their most revered emblem—

a

thing which occupied in their hearts the same place of rever-

oneo as the Union Jack in the hearts of the people of this

try.

A large and beautiful example of the Stars and Stripes was

then unfolded, amid loud applause, all those present standing.

Mr. Reginald Haines asked Mr. Macdonald to accept the

thanks of the Association for this beautiful gift. The flag was

beautifully wrought in itself, and yet far more beautiful be-

eauso of the sentiment which clung to it. When, last year, he

had the honour of convoying the Union Jack to Buffalo, he

little thought that from so small a beginning, and with so

insignificant an instrument, there would result such a thing

ns the presence of these overseas visitors at their own Congress.

It was a great honour to have with them three men who had

travelled over 7,000 miles to be present. He recited some of

the memories of " Old Glory," which bound the American

people together. There was no man they were better pleased

OH this side than Mr. Pirie Macdonald. He had won a

foremost position, not only by his photographic work, but also

by his virility, his personal magnetism, and his singular

capacity for inspiring the people with whom he came in con-

tart, whether on one side of the Atlantic or the other. The
Americans believed that it was very necessary " to know the
other man." He wished that that feeling, so evident at

Buffalo, could be transplanted here. Both he and Mr. Mac-
donald happened to belong to a brotherhood—the Rotary
Fellowship—one of whose leading ideas was fellowship not only
between nations, but between men.
The President welcomed a French visitor, M. Apers, who was

among them, and in a few words, spoken in French, M. Apers
spoke of his enthusiastic admiration for the pictures exhibited,
and his pleasure at being among British photographers.
Mr. Frank Brown then called upon the President to deliver

his address from the Chair. Mr. Swan Watson, he said, was
happy in his year of office by reason of the immense success of

the Exhibition, and the presence of so many distinguished
visitors.

The President prefaced his address with the remark that it

was usual on a twenty-first birthday to bring gifts, and he
would respectfully suggest that a very appropriate gift from
the members to the Association would be for each of them to
make his subscription a guinea instead of half a guinea. At
the close of the addresss Mr. Frank Brown moved a hearty
vote of thanks, which was seconded by Mr. Alexander Corbett,
and carried with the singing of " For he's a jolly good fellow."

SOME EUROPEAN PORTRAITS WITH SOME TENDENCIES IN MODERN PORTRAITURE
BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

For the rest of the evening, as most of us are engaged

in portrait photography, I propose to show you some portraits

by European artists. Afterwards I hope to show you some

modern portraits by foreign photographers.

It seems to me, generally speaking, that the majority of

painters have adopted one*of two forms of lighting their

portraits. First, they have placed their sitters where the

shadow side of the face is furthest from them, the light being

directed from the top and slightly from one side. This

lighting, known as the 45 angle, is by far the most common
and, in the majority of cases, gives the surest likeness. From
the days that Cimabue painted his Madonna, Macassio his

Adam and Eve, and Botticelli his Venus, down to the latest

Academician, this has been the favourite light. In my judg-

ment it is the first we ought to teach apprentices. When they

have mastered this they can experiment with shadow light-

ing, always keeping likeness in their mind. It gives the

centre of the face in light, the further side in shadow, and
tho side nearest the light just a little lower in tone than
the centre of the face. Famous portraits are typical examples,
e.g., Leonardo Da Vinci, that famous painter, chemist, poet,

engineer, and wizard, by his own brush; Michael Angelo, the
architect of the dome of St. Peter's at Rome, the painter of

tho Sistine Chapel, and noted sculptor, by his own brush;
Angelo Doni, friend of Raphael, the same lighting, xbut a
lighter background; Fornarina, the girl that Raphael loved.
Coming down the centuries into France, there is the

portrait of Marie Antoinette by that gifted French artist
Madame Vigee Ie Brun, note the pose of the hands, the line
of the dress ; the daughter of Vigee Ie Brun ; Napoleon, by
Bclaroche, in which the position of the right arm and the
downward pose of head and expression are to be noted. Then
there are Nattier's Madame Henriette de France and our
own George Frederick Watts, by himself.
Tho second form of lighting that artists have used exten-

sively is that of painting the face with the shadow side
nearest the painter. The principal light is directed from
behind the sitter, with a subsidiary light in front. This
means that the principal light is more or less on the outline,
furthest from the painter. This lighting has been extremely
popular through the centuries. It gives more light and shade
and perhaps more roundness. The early photographers erred
on the side of too much shadow. This kind of lighting seems
t-° be on the wane, both with painters and photographers.may refer to the famous picture of Beatrice Cenci from

the Barberini Palace, Rome, by Guido Reni; to Marco Polo.
by Titian; to Raphael's Pope Julius, that terrific warrior
Pope. In this portrait the eye is looking further
down than the spectator; not many photograph's are taken
like that. In the portrait of Madame de Pompadour,
by La Tour, you should notice the lowness of the point of
view of the painter (or, as we should say, the camera), much
below the face ; also the leaves of the music, the arrangement
of the articles on the table, the books at the foot of the
table, and lastly the feet. Would you have posed them thus?
Other examples of this lighting are Dr. Sehomberg, by Gains-
borough, in Tate Gallery, and Mrs. Siddons, by Sir Thomas
Lawrence.

While most portraits throughout the centuries have been
painted on these lines, there are one or two other systems
which have been adopted by individual artists. There is a
kind of lighting which is mostly from the top. As typical
examples, perhaps tho eminent scientists, Darwin and Huxley,
may be cited. They are painted by the Hon. John Collier.
This kind of lighting puts a certain amount of shadow on the
whole face, and has a tendency to give a sense of gravii
the expression.

That great master of light and shade, Rembrandt, had
methods all his own. To him shadow was of infinitely
value than light. In many of the portraits, which I have
personally studied in the galleries on the Continent, I find
that only about one-twelfth of the picture is in light; the
other eleven-twelfths is in mystic shadow.

Notable examples of Rembrandt's art are the portrait of
himself, from the Berlin Museum ; the portrait of Sobieski ;

and Rembrandt, from the Louvre.
This form of lighting gives great strength of character,

and it seems to me that just in proportion as shadow in daily
life leaves its mark upon us moro than success, so I think
these portraits are more likely to outlive the changing
fashions of lighter pictures or fancy lightings.

The kind of lighting in his Jewish Rabbi is possibly not
suited for children. Many a time have I looked in the gal-
leries for a child by Rembrandt, but have never found one
Even his young brine Saskia, and his girl with the broom
are treated to shadow. It may be noted that he seldom let*

J
any light run out of his picture.

His "The Syndicate of the Drapers," from the. Rvki
Museum, Amsterdam, taught me the value of a thick tapestry
cloth. You get magnificent folds.
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.„„, ,„„. from the other side, and submit two proofs, very

he will order from the wrong-side portrait, for his

most like him.

mine, some time eeived three proofs,

,,-h from two of the three negatives and

third proof somewhat hesitatingly. In less than

n months ,, repeat order was given for two dozen more.

but from the one that only one copy was taken from: it

shall call it the wrong side. A month later the

man ca lled and ordered twelve enlargements -

quite a tidy order. This, of course, is an isolated ease, but

I have frequently this experience in a smaller degree.

II,.,,, l ,,,a\ refer to the portrait of Coventry Patmore.

b\ Sargent, ill the National Portrait Gallery. To look at it

ol us would say that the defective eye is towards the

light, yet th.' artist chose that side.

There is a story that Vandyke is said to have painted King

Charles -who had only one eye—in profile. The picture was

not considered a success. Then he painted him showing the

eye, and every one said it was excellent likeness

is a true story it illustrates my point.

Now I will show a few portraits and raise some questions

about them.

Portrait of .Veil Gwynn, by Sir Peter Lely. Is it ever suc-

ful ill portraiture by photography to turn the head away

from the camera and then turn the eyes back. One does it

while listening, but in photography does it not look a little sly?

Here is a portrait of Henry James, the novelist. I would

like you to look at it from two points. First there is a theory

taught in art schools that there should either be one light in

a half-length picture or three lights, one principal and the

other two subordinate. Here there are only two—does the

picture- satisfy you. Xote the position of the .head on the

canvas: if anything it seems low.

Now note the portrait of Sir Henry Taylor, by G. F. Watts.

The head is placed much higher than the last; in fact, a

little of the hair is actually cut off. Are both pictures right?

In looking at a half-length of a man, can you tell me whether

he- is a tall or short man? ' The director of the Scottish

National Galleries thought it was impossible. But is it?

Let me show you four pictures by the Spanish painter

Velasquez. He has much to say to photographers. Here is

Pope Innocent X., from the Doria Gallery, Rome. A cele-

brated Scotch portrait painter told me that he regarded this

as one of the masterpieces of the world. When I saw it I

agreed with him. Suppose a photographer takes a man with

an expression like this—there is nothing to prevent it—will

that picture retain its interest as long as this?

Here is .Ksop with his hook of fairy tales. Look at the

attitude: look at the lighting; look at the expression. I

cannot quite understand why Velasquez seems to emphasise

the feet so often.

Here is Menippus, a wonderful drawing. Few of us photo-

graphers can tako full lengths of men and abstain from

weakness.

Here is the Spanish admiral, Pulido-Pareja, from the

National Gallery. Observe the shadow cast from the figure.

Fe.v painters repay the study of the photographer more
than our Scotchman, our own Edinburgh man, Raeburn.
Here is the portrait of the good man himself. Could you

re any photograph better? Look at the dignity. Look
how nicely the left hand at the chin is shaded, though it

is turned to the light.

Here is Lord Newton, Scotch judge.' Look at the strength

;

note how the lower part of the figure is shadowed. Is that

expression a passing one or the habitual one? A well-

executed copy hangs in my home; though severe, I joy to

live with it.

Few men would care to go down to posterity in red cap
and dressing gown, but Professor Robison was a man of
science, connected with our university, where this portrait

hangs. Observe the placing of the figure, not the general rule,

that you should have more room to front of the face than-

Note the pose and shadowing of right hand.

MaoDonnoll of Glengarry, a Highland chief in his ancestral

hall. .Note the lighting, the shadow on the background, the

light on the knee- the strongest in the picture—the expres-

sion of the mouth. You need not try to put your salmon

rod upon the Garry without permission.

The Maonab. Chief of the Clan. Observe the placing of

the figure the distance this time in front of the figure, the

heighf the camera would have been if it had been a photo-

graph, 'fhc light on the leg is again strong. What character

,„, t he face! 'Is that a passing or habitual expression? You

need not go on taking an odd shot at a grouse here, or his

gillies will run you down.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I love these men; they are true

Scots, with all their national instinct. 1 wish they had been

mv ancestors.

Robert Louis Stevenson, in his " Virginihus Purisque,"

thinks that Raeburn's women have not the same marks of

character. There is a certain truth in this; still, it cannot

be said of them all; a few of them could sum up most men.

We, as photographers, must act much quicker than painters.

We have to sum up our subject, decide on the scheme—keeping

if possible the finished portrait in our mind—and photograph

our client all in less time than the painter has for his first

sitting. If, however, we reverently study how the painter

arrives at his finished picture, the spirit of the painter mav

exchange with the spirit of the photographer, and each to-

the other's gain.

I now desire to show you a few modern portraits by photo-

graphy by other than British photographers.

There are a few general tendencies in modern portraiture,

not only in this country, not only in America, but in the

nations of Europe. These indicate an activity of mental

outlook for which there is nothing but praise.

They seem to be eccentricity or affectation—and so they

may be to some—but they also may be the beginnings of some

new- aspect of truth. History is full of instances of heterodoxy

in one age becoming the confirmed orthodox belief of the

next, so that it behoves us to look at these new things

with the open mind.

1. The first tendency is to try other methods of lighting

than the more traditional ones.

2. To get away from the irritating detail which photography

can so easily give.

3. To use reflected light, not as a softener to shadow, but

as a subsidiary light.

4. The use of spot light.

5. To desire to avoid extreme sharpness in portraits, to

portray more the mental likeness than the visual one.

Nathaniel Hawthorne, in 1858, records the remarkable

story of a meeting with Browning in Florence. Browning
spoke most rapturously of a portrait of Mrs. Browning which

an Italian artist was painting for an American gentleman

as a present to his wife. The success was perfect in two

sittings. Browning had sat seventy-three times to an
American painter. In the result every hair and speck was

represented, yet this accumulation of minute truths did not.

after all, amount to the true whole.

It was only an impression, yet Browning was more satis-

fied with this mental impression than with a visual one.

When I chose my subject I had no idea that the Council

would be so fortunate as to have a special lecture from Mr.

Aylett on unusual light and soft focus.

Signore Bettini, of Rome, is an original worker. No photo-

graphs are just like his. Look at the lighting of these five-

portraits. Look at the light, the pose and background.

Signore Bonaventura, also from the Eternal City, works on-

different lines. He loves the mystery of shadow. He is one
of Italy's forward workers.
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-tand was occupied with " prints, and

own, a large print showing the possibilities

>uble-toning bv aid of a salt bath. *

.,n,l albums were n specialty of Messrs. Witt and

lay. Hand-polished frames, of excellent quality

all( ] .hip, were shown, tin? inlaid work being especially

,.ose leaf albums, specimens of art. boards and

the • Western
*' dry mounting tissue were also on view. A

notable feature of the stand was the panelled walls, with

doors fitted, allowing the display of prints on three different

surfai

Messrs. Chas. Zimmerman and Co. (Photographic), Ltd.,

showed specimen negatives on Agfa special fast studio plates,

500 H. and D. The possibilities of the Cliromo Isolar plate
were also demonstrated. The Isolar backing is between the
film and the glass, and dissolves out in the developer. Agfa
Mash powder and lamps, and the one-solution mercuric
intensifier were exhibited.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

In order to print some notice of this exhibition before it

have bad to rely upon notes made in the turmoil

and disorder of preparation, before the pictures could be

identified with their authors in many cases. We saw enough.

however, to speak quite confidently in general terms, although

references to individual works, or groups of works, will be

evfhat haphazard.

pre-eminent impression of this show is of its importance

and status. After all, the galleries of the Royal Institute of

Painters are picture-galleries, and in that respect alone the

from Vincent Square is a circumstance which can claim

congratulation. Piccadilly is the place for an exhibition that

wishes to make an appeal to the public, whilst Vincent Square

could never hope to attract visitors outside the trade. And

to the outside public that the professional must first

and last appeal. The visitor who is interested in the artistic

advance of portrait photography will be more embarrassed

than pleased with the dealers' stalls erected in the handsome

large gallery, but then the exhibition is for the photo-

graphers as well as the photographed, and the former derive

much help from the trade exhibits.

Tf only the public can be enticed, in fairly large numbers,

iio and see, there can be no doubt that the Professional

Photographers' Association will justify the plunge it has

taken ; if not in immediate profit on the venture, then cer-

tainly in the higher status it will gain for its work among

people of taste and affluence.

As to the prints displayed there is not a great deal to choose

between the exhibition and that of the London Salon, as far

as portraiture pure and simple is concerned. For this year's

P.P. A. display ranks practically as the Salon show, with a

few professional show-cases emptied into it. This seems to

argue that the professional's ground is firm, and that he has

prospects. It has taken him a long time to come to the con-

clusion that success means artistic production ; but now that

he is working and spending money for that idea he may
Ij indulge in a little optimism. The struggle will he no

less keen than of old, of course; but it will give brains and

talent an equal chance with capitalised enterprise.

Another question that presents itself is whether this for-

ward movement is likely to be strengthened or weakened by

the inclusion of specimens that are not true portraiture.

Aeroplane and other commercial photographs have their

place, and landscapes may claim a modicum of ground in so

far as it sometimes falls to the lot of a photographer to be

asked for a view of a park or garden; but the ground is a

narrow one. As to the nudes, must we assume that Mr. and
Mrs. Park have a profitable clientele for this genre? It

seems to us that it would be expedient in future exhibitions

to specialise with severe exclusiveness on likenesses of people's

and clothed figures as they are likely to be wanted for
ordinary purposes; always encouraging, of course, the utmost
variety and resource upon legitimate lines. Theatrical work
will be prolific enough in these directions, doubtless; but we
have not yet got to the pitch of ideality seen in the Folios

res in the matter of the feminine tout ensemble to
make the studies of Mr. and Mrs. Park, beautiful as they
arc-, an adjunct even of theatrical portraiture.

One aim might he to show the resources of the studio

equipment in the matter of settings, as G. M. Rlake does, in

the very happy arrangement of a lady in evening dress who
stands in a panelled corner, with a window behind her.

Another to show the ordinary sitter that beautiful prints

are not necessarily due to beautiful faces, but necessarily to
artistic- insight of the photographer. People must be con-

sistently taught—it will take years of course—to see the
qualities in the treatment of such a head as that sent by
Walter Scott, of a young man, which recalls all that is fine

in great portraiture -simple lighting, strength of realisation,

and personality, or the pictorial charm that mere garments
can lend to a work when in good hands, as witness Chas.
Dump's girl in a large hat and garments of delicious tones;

likewise the furs in C Wormold's print of a lady so clothed.

The room wherein these things hang is not too large for its

purpose, and is beautifully lit. It includes excellent s

mens from Lafayette, whose Mrs. Chas. Webb has a striking

design, from R. N. Speaight, A. C. Banfield, Angus Basil,

Estelle, W. F. Smart, Reginald Haines and others. There is

not a single thing in this room that is below the standard of

work at an exhibition in Russell Square or Pall Mall.

Other rejoins are devoted to foreign countries. We have

noted a series of small dark prints with light heads which are

effective, but evidently a mannerism of tneir producer in

Italy.

A truly German subject by F. Fiedler is that of a skeleton

with its arm round the waist of a semi-nude woman. From
Eugene Smith comes the surprise of a portrait of Sir Hy.
Irving, seated.

The Dutch selection does not, on the whole, show any very

distinctive work, whilst from France the print that pleases

us most is a tinted transfer of a nicely posed and placed lady.

The effect is very pleasing in this particular example, but

others, treated in the same way, show how much of the style

depends upon chance for real success. They are by G. L.

Manuel Freres. The Swedish show is a good one, and the

prints from America include well-known work from Pirie Mac-

donald and others.

Unfortunately the exhibition is only open for five days, the

last being to-day, Friday.

F. C. TlLNBY.

Stafford Photographic Society.—This society has been re-formed

under the presidency of Mr. Sydney T. Davies. Meetings are held
every Monday at 5, Foregate Street, commencing at 8 p.m. The
wcreUry is Mr. E. C. G. Webb, 17, Tithe Barn Road, Stafford.

Camera House Journal.—The September issue of Messrs.

Butcher's house organ contains particulars of the latest introduc-

tions in the shape of home cinema and lantern outfits, and of

enlarging lanterns.
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PORTRAITURE AT THE LONDON SALON
OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
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a formal and ri I for the

tter shown in " Eleanor Alderaon-Smitfa

"Die lady has clear, syhil-like eyes that are deep, oalm, and
r gare ; her hair is smooth and symmetrically

dressed, the lines of her f and cla^ fevonda
has fittingly placed her liofore us at full-face, and has not

permitted any trace of "expression" to mar the static for-

mality of the effect. We wish she had extended this wise

ce to the restleaa background.
After two or three years of portraiture of the dramatic or
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A sheet of drawings found within the last few days between Pall Mall East and the Princes Galleries, Piccadilly, has come
into our possession. We cannot think with what object the artist has made what appear to be perverted versions of notable

works of pictorial photography, l.ut at the risk of infringing his copyright, and thinking that perhaps others may like to

share the irresponsible fun which appears to have been his only motive, we have reproduced his sheet exactly as it is.
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rORTHCOMING EXHIBIT!

September ber 7.—London Salon of Photography. Par-
ticular! from the 1

-
,Jon Salon of Photo-

graphy, 5a. Pall Mail East, London. B \V 1

September 11 to 15.—Professional Photographers' Association,
i!leri«a, Piccadilly, London. \V. (Trade and Profes-

*ion» Richard N. Speaight, 157, New Bond
A'.l. Also foreign invitation loan exhibition

Secretary, Marcus Adams,
43. .1.

September 18 to October 28.- I togripMB Society Annual
Particulars from the Se. val Photo-

graphic Society, 35. Russell Square, London
October 18 (o 21.—Rotherham Photographic Society. Latest date

October 4. Hon. Secretary, S. G. Liversidge,
Oriss*. (Jcrard Road, Bother

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club Lat.
forms, October 11; exhibits, October 16. Particulars

I tr.e lion. Secretary, C. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington
Ei .1. P. rtsmooth.

1923.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Sslon of Photography. Latent date
February 5. Secretary. Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carneeie

burgh. Pa., U.S.A.
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boo* ing the slack seasons, and thai without any
Itacriminetion as to the popularity of those whom tl

taken."
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PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS" ASSOCIATION.

The New I'uksidknt.

By the election to the presidency of Mr. Alexander Oorbett, the

botographers' Association honours one Who lias been

connected with it from the day of its establishment, and throughout

the twenty-one years of its existence has been one of its heartiest

supporters. Mr. Corbett began his career as a professional photo-

grapher thirty years ago with Mr. Alfred Ellis (Ellis and Walery)

in iiaker Street, and during his early days in that firm was one

of the pioneers in studio portraiture by artificial light. Some

ago he established a studio of his own in Orchard Street on

the site which is now occupied by the extension of Messrs. Self-

's building. It was a very fortunate choice for a new husi-

. since the entrance way (which was all the display which

Corbett could obtain) was sandwiched between two large

Portrait by Kicnard. N. Speaight.

Mr. Alrxander Corbett,

President Professional Photographers' Association, 1922-23.

diapers' shops, so that the constant procession of feminine shoppers

automatically had the portraiture of Mr. Corbett brought in front

of their noses. Portraits of many notable society people, among
them H.R.H. The Princess Royal, brought Mr. Corbett into further

notice as a photographer of talent, and thus on being compelled

to find new premises for his business within a comparatively short

time of its establishment he was able to transfer it with success

to the present premises about midway along Baker Street, where
his studios contain a very modern equipment of electric light by
which a great deal of his work is done.

Mr. Corbett has been a member of the Council of the P. P. A.

since 1911, and may perhaps be described as one of its most
independent members, since in several matters he has emphatically
dissented from the opinions of the majority. Unlike many photo-
graphers in the West-end of London, he has always set his face
against the practice of the indiscriminate offer of free sittings.

With scarcely an exception, all the portraiture in his business
nmissioned by the customer; and it is worth while to refer

to this fact, because it shows that this policy is not inconsistent
with a considerable revenue, by arrangement with the sitters, in

the shape of reproduction fees from the newspapers.
Mr. Corbett takes a strong interest in the local affairs of the

district of London in which his business is carried on, and for
the past three years has been a member of the Marylebone Borough

•il. The new President of the P. P. A. is thus one of its

members who unites in himself a long and successful career,

ically and professionally. He lias devoted himself to his

art, and, in answer to our question, had to admit that his only

photography. Members of the P.P.A. may depend

with confidence that his election is a wise choice of president

to continue the forward movement in the P.P.A. which the last

twelve months have marked.

" HARD " AND " SOFT " PLATES.

Some little time ago a good deal was said and written about
" grades " of development papers. For some years past the majo-

rity of photographers have taken a sort of " take it for granted "

attitude that bromide paper was soft, and gaslight paper was hard

or contrast}-. That both makes included both grades was not gene-

rally admitted. As a matter of fact, most bromide paper was
rather soft at one time, but some makes were more contrasty than

others For some time now, however, it has been possible to get

the same make in a number of grades, while the two or three

grades of gaslight paper are, or should be, well known. A number
of articles and some controversy on the subject were calculated to

clear up any doubt on a most important point, but even now one

hears experienced hands referring to negatives that are suitable to

bromide and others that require gaslight, observations that are

quite meaningless. And even manufacturers advertise papers in

' grades " of " rough," " smooth," " glossy," etc., a practice

which leaves us in doubt as to what a " grade " really is after all.

A particular make of bromide paper can be had in any surface in

a series of grades ranging from soft to exceptionally hard. As
the grade titles suggest, these papers will deal with a series of

widely different negatives, ranging from the hardest to the flattest.

While this may encourage slackness in negative making, it is never-

theless a boon to the man who has to deal with other people's

negatives, and the use of a series of grades, or even two grades,

explains the fundamentals of soft and contrasty emulsions better

than any number of words can.

A definite choice of grades, always a feature of gaslight paper,

more recently applicable to bromides, is now possible with plates.

A soft grade of their Eclipse plate has been marketed by the

Imperial Co.
The demand for soft plates is parallel to that for hard and soft

papers, but the two cases are not exactly parallel in every way.

One can get hard or soft results from any plate emulsion by careful

handling ; the same does not apply to papers. And the speed of

a plate very often indicates the most likely character of a negative

made by normal treatment. There may or may not be scientific

reasons for this, but in practice it is generally so. Therefore it

would seem the grades of plates are not so necessary. But there

is scope for a plate which will readily give one a fairly definite

contrast without undue deliberation in handling, and regardless

of speed. This is evidenced by amateurs' films, which are—by
reason of standard development—at the mercy of the manufacturer
as to contrast. Negatives taken on X's British film are different

altogether to others taken under identical conditions on Z's Ameri-
can or Y's German spools. This means that the amateur who
does his own printing, and believes in one kind of paper, must
stick to one make of film to avoid trouble. I remember a case

that happened with a professional friend who was fond of soft

bromide paper and would not try anything else. It was in the

early da,ys of the R.S. Lightning Plate. He took up this plate

on account of its speed, but could never get bright prints from
the negatives. I advised him to develop them longer—the nega-

tives—but as he used a dish and was naturally careless about light,

this resulted more in fog than anything else. So I advised getting

a more brilliant paper, but that he would not do. Then I said

that it would be as well to go back to the R.S. Rapids which he

had been using before, and on which he always got contrasty nega-

tives. He did so, with the desired results, but had to sacrifice

speed This was no fault of the fast plate; it was merely that it

readily gave soft negatives, and my friend was more adapted

to use something that readily gave hard negatives. There were
no grades then.

To be able to use a plate that is addicted to giving a certain

result, and will not give the opposite with deliberate handling,

and to do that without using a speed which may or may not be
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-1 another power put into the photographer's hand*. A
fart plate which can be obtained in soft or ordinary grades is

attra' example, indoor portraiture, especially when the

wall paper is dark or the sunshine is setting in. is apt to produce

harsh negatives no matter how careful we are. A decidedly soft

plate is useful here. The same case arises with commercial work,

I of the light in machine shops and buildings is impos-

ts a rule, and it is as likely to be harsh or not. In fart, with

re, the scene may warrant a decidedly soft or hard emul-

just as any negative may warrant a decidedly hard of soft

I course, that plate emulsions have
r latitude than the others, and a plate can be dens

a of a large number of " gammas " without spoiling it

as a negative. The bean! • mulsions in this case

of the negative, which will he

r soft a the grade used— unless definite steps are

I'ltl.RJCIT.
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is now soldered to the tin lid.
ig with

arrangement is then fitted to the gaslighter. and adjusted so that

the sparks from the lighter ire level with the lid. A small bole

v drilled through both bracket and lighter, and through this

a screw with a nut on the end is Inserted. This will keep the

fla-hpan firmly fixed in position. It can now be readily seen that

the finished article is easily held above the head of the operator ami

MMra, and sparks .ontinuously let off with very little

ile, an important asset in flashlight photograi in all

mips, it is advisable to heap the flash powder near the -

ition, this being the only precaution necessary to render the

lamp successful in its working. The total cost of this

\ceed Is. 6d. - -S C iniHOON.

A Levelled Draining.Board.
In tittin^ up a dark-room it is frequently eonaid tiaj to give
considerable sinks I nless a good deal of large-sized work
is to be handled, and neither ap I great moment, this

can be easily on \ draining board of ample area, provided

it really drains no) 00 to the Booi

than a large sink, and more comfortable to work upon I'

just as well upon the hoard by the

simpl. t of scr. it length

.in inch thiik. and I the same slope as the draining-

i
i sed so as -

hile spilt liquid
-

: h a board is quickly washed down and
d dry when it serves as a bench for many purposes I

'

Patent News.

Process patent*—appi <d specifications— a<

Photo Mechanic,

App * r 2 :

—

riLMe —No. 23.360 I

.'3,524. Appar.it u> foi fixing,

photographic : i 11 K
23 •!-, !' ic priii; : Bi

VPLMTM BPBOiriCATlONA accepted.
epecifieations are obtainable, price If- each, past frrr .

Me Patent Offict, tS, Southampton Buildings, Vhanr-
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in t? its granted under the !nl-

183,626 (May 13. 1021

1

i

flap ran \<r ai
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ra and a taper • nding re.,
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.i hinged.

in accordance with the inn shown
which fig. 1 i* perspi

*"* n; fig. 2 is a perspective
l folded position; fig. 3 is a ;

tudinal cross section of •

5 sre end elevations of Die hood, in the open and partly f

-iosod position. e!y
; and fig. 6 is a diagram-

1 to the existing hood of a cam
In c,r 'he invention according to one mode by .

example, as shown in the drawings, an op hood 1 of
rectangular cross section, tapering from a point 2 a mil
disance from one end 3. fo the opposite end 4, is provide,!
collapsible or foldable side wall. 5. The top 6 and bottom 7
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of the hood may be constructed of pasteboard, cardboard, mill-

board, or any suitable material, and the side walls 5 may be

made collapsible or foldable by constructing them of flexible

material such as leather or linen, or they may be formed of com-

paratively rigid material such as pasteboard, cardboard, etc., and

eaoh divided along the horizontal centre line into two parts, and

irts hinged together.

It is advisable, when the side walls are constructed of flexible

Material, to form a permanent crease 8 along the horizontal

Fig. 1.

centre lines to ensure neat folding without crumpling or wrink-

ling of the walls. A rectangular flap 9 provided at the middle

with a suitable lens 10, is transversely disposed within the tapered

end 4 of the hood 1 and is hinged at its upper edge 11 to the top

of the hood.

A convenient method of mounting the lens 10 in the flap is to

arrange it in the opening between two circular frames 12 riveted

one on each side of the flap. The depth and width of the flap

correspond with the internal depth and width of the hood at the

point at which the flap 9 is fitted, so that when in the vertical

position it closes the hood at the tapered end.

A tab, ribbon, or cord 13 is connected to the lower edge of the

flap, and is passed through a slot or hole 14 formed in the

bottom 7 of the hood. The flap is hinged to the top of the hood

at a point a short distance in from the outer extremity of the

tapered end 4, but, if desired, may be hinged at each extremity.

In use, the hood is opened out and the larger end 3 is fitted

into, or, as shown in fig. 6, on to, the existing focussing hood IS
of the camera 16, the ribbon or string 13 being pulled to draw
the flap 9 into a vertical position, su that it closes the tapered

end of the hood, as illustrated in that figure. The larger end 3

of the hood should fit fairly tightly in or on the existing hood 15,

to enable the one to be held in position in or on the other.

The operator can now' view the image on the focussing screen,

a 6 y> i—j—i—

i

1—i—

Fig. «.

through the lens in the flap 9, thus enabling him to compose his

picture and to carry out the focussing operations.

When not required for use, the hood is removed from the

camera and the top and bottom are pressed together, whereupon

the side walls collapse or fold inwardly towards one another along

the horizontal centre lines, the hinged flap moving upwardly into

Fig. 6.

a horizontal position, indicated in dotted lines in fig. 3, so that

the hood finally assumes a compact flattened form as shown in

fig. 2, convenient for carrying in the pocket.—Thomas Peacock

and Newman and Guardia, Ltd., 17 and 18, Rathbone Place,

London, W.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-

tion before acceptance :

—

Films.—No. 185,097. Photographic films. Gevaert Photo-Pro-

ducten Naamlooze Vennottschap.

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
The Key to Success (Bulldog-World Design).—No. B425,574.

Photographic papers. Kappa Works, Ltd., Mogden Lane, Isle-

worth, Middlesex, baryters and manufacturers of photographic

papers. April 27, 1922.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Professional

Photographers.—Although there is, as a rule, a lull during the

summer months in the activities of photographic societies, this

society is very active just now in carrying out the necessary

arrangements for holding a photographic exhibition. The McLellan

galleries have been engaged for the event for the week commencing
October 2, 1922, and there has been a ready response by professional

photographers in the City for space at the exhibition. The Lord

Provost of Glasgow has consented formally to open it on Monday,

October 2, and it is anticipated that there will be a large and
interested gathering on the occasion. Tea will be supplied, and

the comfort of friends present attended to in other directions.

Mr. C. Pollard Crowther, F.R.P.S., of London, is also expected

to be present at the opening, and has kindly consented to deliver

addresses on certain evenings during the week. The exhibition

arrangements are in the hands of a sub-committee consisting of

Messrs. J. R. Brinkley (President), Archibald Fairbairn, Q. R.

Whvte, J. G. Mainds, K. Shankland, and the Secretary of the

Society, W. A. Callander, Solicitor, 100, West Regent Street,

Glasgow.
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New Materials.
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New Apparatus.

Cinema Traders,
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Ltd.,The Koeusliir Spotlight Made by
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Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Monday, September 18.

Southampton C.C. Demonstration and Exhibition of Colour I holo-

graphy. _ ,_
TUESDAY, Seitember 19.

umouth CC. " Some Experimental with Desensitol and Colour

,itiveness of Plates." W. Dieselhurst

Soc. Canterbury Cathedral. S.D Miller.

Manchester Amateur P.S. Exhibition of the "Amateur Photo-

grapher and Photography " Prize Prints.

Wednesday, September 20.

Bradford P.S. Outing. Visit to Birkshall Gas Works (Laisterdyke).

Dcm.istoun Amateur P. A. Final Stages of Winter Syllabus.

Exeter Camera Club. Outing to Bystock.

,lale Amateur P.S. Exhibition in Studio of Members 1 rints

from Rambles.
Thursday, September 21.

The Royal Photographic Society (Pictorial Group). " Sunlight and

Other Matters." Hugo van Wadenoyen, F.R.P.S.

Hackney Thot, Soc. Ickenham to Denham.

Saturday. September 23.

Hackney Phot. Soc. City Outing. H. E. Wood.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. Outing to Ealees and Hollingworth.

South Glasgow C.C. Outing to Callander.

Willesden Phot. Soc. Outing to Bankside.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. J. W. Walker read a short paper on the " Marion Record

Iso Plate," to which he has recently been giving a thorough

test for varied out-of-door work.

Braced by an unrivalled reputation for disaster, the lecturer

should have courted and experienced nothing but failure. Never-

theless, excepting early errors due to over-exposure, success was

attained, judging by the many excellent prints shown from nega-

tives made on this ultra-fast brand, primarily designed for

portraiture in the studio.

The rapidity of the Record plate, he said, is almost beyond

belief, and in case of doubt it is always safer to halve the

estimated exposure than to double it, as is the practice with some

workers with plates of moderate speed.

Very little latitude existed in the direction of over-exposure,

whilst the contrary prevailed with under-exposure. In fact, it

seemed difficult to under-expose Record plates, and extremely easy

to ruin the negative with even moderate over-exposure.

On an average out-of-door subject in diffused summer light,

1140th sec. at f/6.8 with a Kl filter in use gave ample light-

action, the filter increasing exposure about twice. For a narrow
street scene, l-100th sec. at f/8, without filter, would be found

about right. These speeds were actual, not reputed.

Among his friends, all who had used the plate for portraiture

and interior work had praised it highly; others who had employed
it for landscape work were not invariably enthusiastic, a general

complaint being the inability to secure sufficient density. He had
also experienced this occasionally, Naturally, with a plate of

such extreme speed it was not all jam, and from start to finish

gTeat care in all manipulations had to be exercised. The Record
plate undoubtedly put a new power in the hands of the photo-
grapher, and rendered a tripod superfluous in outdoor work.

In the discussion Mr. Harpur said the Record plate was the
fastest plate he had dropped upon " so far as related to exposure,"
and he was now using it for landscape work. Mr. Salt hoped any
beginners present would not follow Mr. Harpur's example. Plates
of such extreme speed were invaluable for special purposes, but
in the majority of cases photographers needlessly handicapped
themselves by using them.
Mr. Hibbert pointed out that lack of density was often due to

insufficient development, which with these plates frequently had to
be prolonged. He recommended a little bromide in the developer.
In answer to questions, Mr. Walker said granularity in the
negative appeared pronounced, but was not observable in contact
prints and hardly apparent in enlargements. In cases of known
"\ er-exposure it was often possible to save the negative by adding
to every ounce of developer 30 or 40 drops of bromide. " Any
particular strength?" gently inquired a member. "Ten per
cent ' answered Mr Walker, adding a pleasing reference to
intelligences expressed as a minus quantity.

News and Notes.

Exeter Camera Club.— The Exeter and West of England photo-

graphic exhibition will be held from March 13 to 16, 1923, under

the auspices of this club, the secretary of which is Mr. Frederic G.

Tutton, 9, Onion Road, Pennsylvania, Exeter.

Lambert Weston & Sons, Ltd.—By an error on the part of the

advertising agents, the address of Messrs. Lambert Weston & Sons,

Ltd., appearing in the advertisement of Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., in

our issue of last week, page ix., was given as 30, instead of 39,

Brompton Square, S.W.

Mr. S. Grimshaw, the well-known exponent of the Bromoil

process, had joined the staff of Messrs. Kosmos Photographies,

Ltd., Letchworth, Herts. He will be available for lectures and

demonstrations upon the process during the coming season to

photographic societies.

The Professional Photographer.—The September issue of the

Kodak Company's magazine contains an illustrated interview with

Mr. Arthur J. Winter, of Preston, accompanied by reproductions

of his work in portraiture. There are also examples of the portrait

work of Mr. Eugene R. Hutchinson, of Chicago.

Houghtons' Professional Bulletin.—The September issue de-

scribes new mounts and mottoes suitable for photographs ts

Christmas presents, and announces a new book " Studio Advertis-

ing," which has been written by Messrs. Houghtons' publicity

manager, and is shortly to be published, price 2s. 6d.

Press Photographers' Salaries.—" The Journalist," the organ

of the National Union of Journalists, states that " after negotia-

tions lasting several months the Union has made a new agreement

as to salaries and conditions with the Proprietors' Association of

Press Photographic Agencies." The text will be published in two or

three weeks' time.

Summer Time.—In consequence of the numerous inquiries whic

have been addressed to him, the Home Secretary desires to give

notice that, in accordance with the Order in Council of March 15,

1922, Summer Time will not cease until 3.0 a.m. (Summer Time)

in the morning of Sunday, October 8, when clocks will be. put

back to 2 a.m. The shorter period of Summer Tim© prescribed

by the Summer Time Act, 1922, does not operate this year.

The P. P. A. Record.—The third issue of the official monthly

journal of the Professional Photographers' Association, shows that

our contemporary is getting into its stride in regard to typo-

graphical setting as well as in respect to the arrangement of its

contents, which in this issue are chiefly devoted to the current Con-

gress. Mr. Hana gives the first draft of a scale of prices for com-

mercial photography, and we note also the starting of a key to cur-

rent photographic literature, consisting of brief indications >. of

articles of interest to the professional photographer, published in

the British and foreign photographic press.

Instruction in Process.—The prospectus of the day and even

ing classes in photo-engraving, held at the L.C.C. School, Bolt

Court, Fleet Street, has just been published for the session, which

opens on September 25. The school, as many of our readers know,
provides a full course of training in the practical methods of half-

tone block making, zinco and three-colour, flat-bed and rotary

photogravure, and photo-lithography. The school is admirably

equipped with all the apparatus for practice of these processes upon
the commercial scale, instruction comprises, in each branch, lectures

and practical work, and, in addition, there is a course of lectures

on the principles of photo-mechanical methods by the principal of

the school, Mr. A. J. Bull, to whom application should be made
for the prospectus and for advice in taking up instruction in any

given branch of work.

Photo-Mapping Manhattan Island.—Several of the American
illustrated papers have published reproductions of a re-

markable photographic mosaic map of Manhattan Island.
". Popular Mechanics " gives a reproduction of the picture,

also an account of how it was taken, and from the account we clip

the following details:
—" A hundred exposures taken at an altitude

of nearly two miles resulted in a map, 8£ ft. long and 28 in. wide,

showing more than 32 square miles of New York City, with every

object, even to the pedestrians, plainly portrayed. The machine

that made this possible is a large camera, weighing 36 lb., which
uses a film similar to that of any ordinary camera, though very

much larger, and having an electric timing device that regulates

the exposures in proper relation to the speed of the aeroplane, from
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> the camera is operated. The shutter expose* the film in

1 150th second—such a short period that the exposure is entirely un-

affected by the movement ol the aeroplane. The new camera is

equipped with an automatic regulating the intervals

• posurc. in accordance with the speed of the aeroplane

and by means of another innovation the roll film is held without
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L H.—It u evident that the copyright in the views is your pro-

perty, and you appear to have assigned to Mr. A. the sole rights

to sell prints, presumably in postcard form. Your transaction

with Mr. B. does not appear to be very well denned, but if, as

stated, it was understood that Mr. B. was granted the right only

of reproducing the two subjects in a book, then clearly the

issue by Mr. B. of the two subjects as postcards is an infringe-

ment of your copyright. This is how the matter stands as re-

gards copyright law. As regards breach of contract, the matter

is rather more complicated, and we think that Mr. A. is quite

justified in his annoyance, and is entitled to remedies against

yourselves for permitting the reproduction of the two subjects as

postcards by Mr. B. It seems to us that the crux of the dispute

is the precise arrangement which you made with Mr. B., but

it seem.-, doubtful whether this can be definitely established -jn

either side if it came to any legal action.

Q. K.—For enlarging on bromide paper we should think a single

good, inverted, incandescent burner, such as the " llowellite," of

Messrs. J. J. Griffin & Sons, Kemblo Street, Kingsway, London,

W.C.2, would be sufficiently powerful for fairly quick-printing

negatives, but as yours appear to be of more than average density

it would, perhaps, be necessary to have four. The objection to

so many is the considerable heat, but in a vertical enlarger you
should be able to arrange a good-sized light box and also ventila-

tion above it so that the enlarging room does not become unduly
heated. With four burners, two thicknesses of ground {ilass

placed about one inch above the negative should give sufficient

diffusion of light. One thickness of ground glass and one of opal
would be better, but the opal cuts out a great deal more light, and
if you can do without it, so much the better for the exposure
with your dense negatives. For enlarging on gaslight papers, we
do not think the light of even four burners would be nearly
powerful enough.

S. A. J.—To strip a wet collodion negative proceed as follows :

—

When the negative is thoroughly dry and cool, flow over with
thin solution of rubber in benzole, 2 parts pure rubber to 100
parts benzole, or ordinary cycle tyre repairing solution thinned
down to about the consistency of collodion will do. When this
is dry, the negative is flowed over with " leather " collodion.
This is prepared by adding a small quantity of castor oil to
plain collodion. A good formula is :—Celloidin, £ oz. ; ether,

5 ozs. ; alcohol, 5 ozs. ; castor oil, i oz. When the collodion on
the negative is dry (and the drying can be hastened by heat)
the negative is cut round the edges with a knife and placed in
a dish of cold water. The film should soon begin to loosen at
the edges ; if it does not a little acetic acid (up to 10 per cent.)

may be added to the water. The film is now transferred to a
piece of paper, and thence to the new support. If the negative
•is to be reversed it is transferred to another piece of paper
before being placed on its final support.

Q- T-—You have been using the wrong developer for warm tones
on the Q-Tone paper. There are separate developers for cold
and warm tones, and although the amounts of water, metol and
hydroquinone are the same the other chemicals differ, as you
will see in the formula? which we give side by side :

—

Metol
Hydroquinone
Soda sulphite (crys.)

Soda carbonate (crys
)

Borax (powdered) ...

Potass, bromide
Water

Development should be conducted for a standard time at a
standard temperature, so as to ensure uniform results. Two
minutes at 65 deg. Fahr. will be found the most suitable. It is
worthy of note that with this paper brief exposure and long
development decreases contrast, while longer exposure with brief
development gives vigour. After development a rinse of a few
seconds is all that is necessary, and the prints should then be
fixed in hypo 4 ozs., water 20 ozs. for ten minutes.

R. B. W.—(1) It is impossible to say without trying whether the
formula can be made up with very much less water than the
20 ozs. From the look of it we should think it would be
possible to use, say, 10 ozs. of water, but when a developer of
approximately this formula is made so concentrated, some of the
chemicals are liable to separate out in cold weather, and if that

Cold Tones. Warm Tones
80 grs. 80 grs.

80 „ 80 „
2,400 „ 800 „
2,400 „ —
— 800 „
20 „ 2 „
80 ozs. 80 ozs.

happens they do not redissolve again completely when the solu-

tion is warmed, so that the balance of the developer is upset.

(2) We think it is only ordinary experience that a developer

made up with caustic soda does not work quite as well with

many gaslight papers as one made up with soda carbonate, owing

to the greater energising power of the caustic alkali. Usually we
should prefer a carbonated developer for gaslight papers. (3)

You could add soda carbonate to the caustic, or replace part of

the caustic alkali by soda carbonate. It is entirely a matter of

experiment by trial with different quantities of the two alkalies.

(4) Potass metabisulphite will improve the keeping qualities of

almost any developer, but it renders the solution slightly less

alkaline and makes it, therefore, less energetic, i.e., slower in

action. (5) The only two books which can be recommended—and
both are now rather out of date—are the " Chemistry of Photo-

graphy," by Meldola, Macmillian, 6s., and " Photo-Miniature,"

No. 149. possibly obtainable from Houghton?, or from the pub-
lishers, Tennant & Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York.

T. T.—I think there is no reasonable doubt that, in the circum-

stances which you describe, you have acquired a legal title to

the copyright in the photographs, since it is evidently impossible

to show that you were ordered by anybody to do the work, or

expected payment from anybody. In these circumstances the re-

productions of the photographs are infringements of the copy-
rights, and both of the newspapers have not any good defence
in the plea that they thought the copyright belonged to the

family and i efore, they could use them without
making payment to anybody. It was their business to satisfy

themselves on that point before they reproduced them. One
newspaper has written quite a reasonable letter, and while it is

absurd for them to say that the fee of 10s. 6d. is charged only
for photographs of royalty, there is some ground for their con-

tention that small provincial papers, such as theirs, do not
regularly pay the fee of 10s. 6d. per photograph. We believe

that 5s. per photograph is a very usual fee for such papers. But,
on the other hand, they are both of them now in the position of

having reproduced without the permission of the author, and
while we do not recommend that undue advantage should be
taken of this fact, it might very well be pointed out to them
that under the Copyright Act you have good ground for taking
action in the County Court for recovery of your fees As no
doubt you know, the only defence which can be put up is that
the infringers did not know and had no reasonable ground for

suspecting that there was any copyright in the photographs.
Obviously in the case of such recent portraits no one connected
with publishing could suppose that copyright had become non-
existent. We think if you point out these facts to the two news-
papers you will have no difficulty in coming to terms with them.

The British Journal of Photography.
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The Antinous With the approach of autumn, and the

Release. decline in the strength of the light,

users of small cameras would do well to make

the apparatus they use is fitted with convenient and

satisfactory means of giving ti 6B when it is

used on a stand. Camei quarter-plate size and

over are invariably provided with some kind of flexible

ise, either ball and tube or antinous wire ; but one

meets very many of the smaller type where the only

us of operating the shutter is a small trigger. Now,

is all very well for snapshot work, but when time

exposures are attempted, the danger of introducing blur

into the negative by movement of the front, or of the

whole camera, is very great. Lack of stability between

camera back and front makes these trigger-operated time

exposures next to impossible with several types of small

instruments, and one wonders why the antinous release

does not become a universally adopted fitting for them.

Most shutters are provided with a hole into whicli one

can be screwed. In buying an antinous release, care

should be taken not to get too short a one, as this kind

produces almost as much camera movement as operating

the shutter by trigger. They are made small, so as to

fold up with the camera, but if a subject is worth the

trouble of erecting a tripod, or selecting a suitable firm

base, the slight extra work of taking a release from the

i era case, and screwing it into position, will not be

felt. Another point worthy of mention is that, in use,

the antinous release should be kept as straight as possible.

It can be held so bent that, in firing the shutter, it

imparts considerable shake to the camera.

MONEY FROM SNAPSHOTS.

It is impossible to estimate, with anything like accuracy,

the percentage of the population who use cameras of some

sort or other. At most of our holiday resorts about half

the visitors seem to be victims of the snapshot habit,

and if this proportion is not maintained all over the

country, it is a certainty that there are few families

outside the poorest districts which do not contain one

or more amateur photographers.

In past years the professional photographer looked

upon the amateur as his natural enemy, or perhaps

rather as a noxious weed which ought to be eradicated,

and drove him into the arms of the chemist or other

dealer from whom he had purchased his materials. This

was in many cases due to the fact that the amateur had
to do his own developing and printing, and discovered

that a little profit could often be made by selling his

productions usually at a ridiculously low price. This

epoch has, however, passed away, and only a very small

percentage of amateurs do their own finishing, and fewer
still make any money out of their hobby. Therefore it

will be seen that our title does not apply to any revenue
accruing to the makers of the negatives, but to that
which may be directed into their own coffers by intelligent

professionals.

Every photographer must judge for himself whether
it is to his advantage to take up ordinary film develop-
ment and printing. ' If enough of this can be secured to
put in a proper "amateur finishing" plant of tanks.
printing boxes and film and print-drying machines, and
also to engage special assistants, the work is worth doing,
if the prices be not unduly cut, but the portrait photo-

her with a small staff and no special appliances will

be well advised to leave it alone. It is in quite another

tion that he must look, that is to say, in the produc-

tion of the finest possible results from amateurs'

negatives, and that at highly remunerative rat'

When we consid' mount that is spent upon such

hobbies as golf, fishing, motoring and even gardening, it

is perfectly clear that the money is there to be spent

upon photography, if it can be shown that the results

will justify the outlay. One who has had a long experi-

ence in this direction has testified to the business which
has been done in oil paintings—business, running into

three figures from amateur originals—of albums filled

with enlargements, sets of lantern slides, often coloured,

and many other branches of work.

The orders which reached photographers during and
after the war should have shown them the value of the

snapshot as a starting print. In how many cases was
the only portrait of a son, brother or husband a little

crumpled bromide print often scratched and worn? It

would be carried about, before the knowledge that it could

be reproduced in a permanent and glorified form occurred

to the owners.

Some few words of advice or suggestion may be useful

to those who have never given this matter their atten-

tion. The work must be approached with the intention

of doing the very best that can be done in the circum-

stances, or it will be useless to expect to obtain a good
price for it. First-class technical skill is necessary and
the services of a really good finisher are essential, the first

to carry out the work in the most suitable medium, and
the second to give it the appearance of a good original

photograph.

An example of a job actually executed is worth more
than any amount of generalities which are apt to lack

convincing power, so the following details are given. A
rather poor V.P.K. print of a deceased officer is brought
in and the photographer is asked if he can copy it. He
agrees to do so, and inquires as to the size required.

To this the reply is, " As large as possible," the price

being left unsettled, as the customer appears prosperous.

A copy negative is made rather larger than the original,

and enlarged without retouching to 12 inches in height,

a diffusing screen being placed in front of the lens. After

mounting, the print is rubbed over with an oil medium
and given a thin coating of warm black oil pigment,
mixed with the same medium, all over the surface. This

is roughly applied with a hog-hair brush and distributed

wdth a pad of cotton wool. Without allowing this to

become too dry the high-lights are wiped out with a soft

rag, and the shadows, where necessary, strengthened

with more pigment applied in the same way. Fine details

are now put in with a sable brush, and finally, as the

background is rather ugly, it is darkened with the pig-

ment until a harmonious appearance results. It now
resembles a good mezzotint, or, as one amateur said,

a " fine Bromoil." At any rate, it was not considered

dear at the five guineas which was charged, and, more-
over, a dozen cabinet copies in platinum formed an

agreeable supplement from the photographer's point of

view.

If the photographer be a good business man, but lacks

facilities for doing such work, he should secure the order

and place it with a first-rate trade house, and pass on his

instructions to make the best possible job. Even this

will leave him with a profit of 100 or even 200 per cent,

upon his outlay. It goes without saying that one or two

specimens showing the original and the copy are very

helpful in getting orders for this work. The old pro-

fessional print and copy do not carry conviction like

the snapshot.
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Some flower studies struck him as almost perfect, and so did a

etereoscopic picture of gems, which made his mouth water.

The colour prints he found to be charming productions, better,

i with their mere suggestion of colour, than if they

had Uncomplete colour of the transparencies. Altogether he

agree.! that there was a very close relationship between the

painter and the artistic photographer. " We use the brush

and you a machine, but you use the machine like a fiddler his

fiddle, with great mastery, and the rest is a matter of taste."

A vote of thanks to Mr. Solomon was proposed and seconded

1>\ the two Vice-Presidents, Mr. Dudley Johnston and Mr.
T. H. B. Scott respectively, and Mr. Solomon, after thanking
the audience, virtually promised to lecture before the Society

in the course of the session.

THE PICTORIAL SECTION.'

Every year and in every department the Royal Photo-

graphic Society's Show grows better and better. This rather

overworn formula is remarkably fitting in this case
;

for the

1! P S. has been most assuredly emerging for the last three

o- four years from the cloud under which it mourned *c

lone in 'the past. It is, by sheer fortitude and high

endeavour, living down the prejudice and misrepresentation

which, Heaven only knows why, fell to its lot; and in spite

of the disqualification of having no proper picture gallery in

which to hold its shows, it continues to attract the work of

the very best workers at home and abroad. Its indefatigable

well-wishers labour for it with astounding enthusiasm and

ielf-sacritice, and this alone is what tells in the long run.

They have this year made further improvements in the hght-

rng'bv ingeniously screening the ceiling and frieze from the

free light of the handsome lamps recently installed. This

>lan does much to mitigate the glare in the glasses covering

the pictures. Nevertheless, the quality of the works and the

comfort of visitors would be still more assured by omitting

the classes from the top line of prints, which are, after all,

quite out of reach of any risk against which the glasses are

a safeguard.
The Portraits.

Unlike our friends in Pall Mall, the Selecting Committee

have not plumped for portraiture, but have limited it to less

than 20 per cent, of the whole pictorial display, and of these

Pirie MacDonald claims four. They are four very good ones,

and though seen in this gallery quite recently, are as fresh

and dominating as ever. They are " Frank Lawrence " (142),

" William Rockhill Nelson " (145), " His Grace the Arch-

bishop of York " (148), and "Dr. Frank Crane " (152). Near

them hangs another of about the same scale by J. Van der

Pant, who calls it simply " Man " (154). It is virile and

artistic, and although on more ordinary lines than those of

Mr. MacDonald, keeps its place beside them very well.

Herbert Lambert also shows four, of which the most striking

in artistry is perhaps the little girl " Mary " (67). The
dark hair of the child supplies all the weight there is in the

tonal scheme, and is well placed in the field ; the dress is but

a thought lighter than the background, but that subtle

difference in tone makes the print a thing of beauty.

'Arnold Bax " (10) looks to have more gentleness of soul

than one could have imagined in the producer of those fear-

\ess dissonances which characterise a modernist's music.
11

Oliver " (100) is a quite young baby, nude, taken at about

hfesize—a scale which seems a trifle beyond the occasion.

Marcus Adams also gives us four prints—a most affecting

collusion, evidently, amongst these professional magnates

—

•'Patricia Mary" (56) is a dainty picture of a maiden in

columbine skirts. "Love Sisters" (59) a perfectly .beauti-

ful idea in posing, shows two semi-nude children, one

fair, the other and elder, dark, whose arm reaches round

her younger sister. The lines of this little group have been

studied to some purpose, and it is difficult to see how they

could be improved. The quality of the print is likewise

exquisite. The ''Eldest Son of F. J. Loveday, Esq." (66),

is still a youngster, and seems to be rather taken with the

semi-nude idea. " Zara the Piper " (63) is a little girl, in

a classic robe this time, seated against a plain piece of wall

between two curtains. The pattern of her figure, with its

uplifted arms holding, a Greek flute, comes with a gentle

strength of tone against this light background, in itself

flowing and beautiful by reason of the gradation it holds.

Another work which stands out as bainjz due t" conscious

artistic intention and effort is Miss Kate Smith's delightful
" Florinda's Fan "

(1). Light, airy, graceful and charming,
this is deservedly put where it meets the visitor's first gaze.

The posing has that touch of affectation which the subject

demands. The corner of the fan melts into the light tone

of the background, and in other ways there is a charming
" come and go " of the tones at all parts without loss of

reasonable solidity. H. van Wadenoyen, Junior, admirably

fills the space in "The Quizzing Glass" (7), a gentleman

standing and reading a document through a small monocle.

A little less novel, but excellent nevertheless, is his " Por-

trait of Miss C." (2). Mention ought to be made of a capital

portrait of a dog called " Winton "
(3), by Mrs. G. Bontor.

"The Squire's Daughter" (8) is interesting almost entirely

on account of its being the work of two ladies, D. and R.

Morter, who have made a most creditable show at the Salon.

Had it not been for that fact, the present print would have

challenged no comparison with the better work, " The Master

of the Fox Hounds," who is the identical squire's daughter.

However, the print has quality, and on its own merits

deserves its place here. " Unseemly Mirth " (12) is a better

proof of its authors' power of characterisation. It is a pic-

ture of a guffawing serving maid, and although hardly a

thing of beauty, is distinctly an attractive print. The
severity of the style adopted by Chas. Borup for his " Mrs.

Frank Bailey" (16) is evidence of a chastened taste, not

belied by the utterly different and very captivating " Little

Sweetheart " (71), who looks smilingly over her shoulder

like a little Lady Hamilton. Another rather severely

handled portrait is " The Tartan Shawl '

' (9), by E. Drum-
mond Young, a lady seated full-face. It is carried out with

technicality above reproach. "Miss Cynthia Fane" (19) is

Lionel Wood's only portrait here, but it is an uncommonly

good one, with a fine pose and expression and first-rate

quality.

Of the work of N. E. Luboshey it would be unreasonable

to say that we never have enough, because there is no one

who is so consistently working hard and doing the best work.

In view of his amazingly successful X-ray work here, it is

all the more surprising to find that he can take his place

with ease in the front rank of artistic portraiture. We must

submit then to his preference for the scientific section,

realising that his ewe lamb in portraiture is better than any

example of his exhibited elsewhere, and possibly his best

of all. ' Sir Henry Trueman Wood " (21a) is a work that

will be regarded as a class'ic in days to come. It is instinct

with style and feeling. That it is triumphant technically

goes without saying, and whether it be a matter of modelling,

textures, quality, or character, ample satisfaction and

increasing appreciation result.

J. Furley Lewis, who has done, it seems, with the life of

a recluse, shows a most animated portrait of an engineer at

work over his plans, and looking up with an air of apologetic

powerlessness to lay down his pencil. The title is "'New
Works,' L. and N.W.R., Euston (Richard Cooper, Esq.,

M.Inst.C.E.)," (50). Another lively and eminently capable

portrait is that of " P. R. Salmon, Esq., F.R.P.S." (52),

by Haiksworth Wheeler. "Jim" (79), by Miss Doris

Galloway, is dull but otherwise fine. But Miss M. Curwen's

head of a middle-aged lady, whom one would have to get

up early in the morning to "best," is particularly lively in

its tones and expression. Miss Curwen calls it

I

' Daily ' " (83), and has used commendable judgment in
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PICTORIAL WORK AT THE LONDON SALON.
In several respects one feels a haunting conviction that this

at any rate, the Salon is making a little halt in the un-

• mable advance it has achieved since it rose, phcanix-

liko, from the ashes of the old Linked Ring. Amateurs of

landscape and subject-picture seem to be marking time,

and there are no recruits to speak of. Perhaps the passing

be subject-picture or anything with a strong literary

interest, is not so much to be deplored; since genre or anec-

dote is apt to lead the photographer away on to the quagmire

of picture-building and faking. That is a pastime requiring

supreme taste, skill, and knowledge as safeguards against

artistic death ; and not everyone is a Polak or a Guido Rev.

But even Mr. Polak has at last done with his series of old

Dutch Masters, with which he distinguished himself.

When landscape is considered, one must openly deplore the

fact that the newest ground of artistic exercise, in which

photography had set a firm foot, should begin to show signs

of a waning attraction. One looks around the gallery only to

see in great preponderance heads and figures that can only

legitimately be classed as portraiture of that kind which is

practised for commercial ends. It will soon be a misnomer

to apply the term amateur photography to the London Salon

Exhibition. Nor is the R.P.S. very different in this respect;

since its recent one-man shows have been very much of the

professional show-case order. What, then, is happening to

the amateur? Enquiry elicits the information that the pro-

portion of portraiture to other classes of work at the Salon,

is practically the proportion of the entries. The fault, there-

fore, if we agree that it is one, is the amateur's own. He is

giving place to the professional. Nobody doubts that the pro-

fessional wants, and should get, all the encouragement he can

on artistic lines ; and if he is alert enough to get it by enttr-

prise, good luck to him. That the effort is genuine is ap-

parent in the fact that his "body" is arranging personally

conducted tours of the national picture-galleries ; and that is

the most hopeful sign in trade since photography became a

trade. But where, again, are the amateurs ; they, whose souls

are supposed to be above all thought and consideration of

interestedness; who form clubs and societies for the encour-

agement of their art, the acme of which is an incentive to

pot-hunting, amongst themselves and the dealers they sup-

port? To them, apparently, the picture-galleries do not

appeal, at least I never, but once, heard of a camera club

going to a picture-gallery, and that was only a private and
informal gathering of two or three.

However, those who are still faithful to lofty ideals should

be honoured; and it is my privilege to direct .attention to

their works.

One of the earliest exhibitors among amateurs is certainly

Alex. Keighley. He has steadfastly persevered in a deter-

mined course of pleasing himself, and as his judgment is trust-

worthy, the process has been vindicated. His work this year

shows none of the laboriousness that in former examples
seemed to be necessary to produce a print. " The Castle Hill "

(30) is free from obvious retouching, and is no less full of the

romantic feeling that we look for in Mr. Keighley's works
than the laboured prints have been. This one is a view of a

ravine through which a gleaming river runs, and on whose
sides grow the cypress trees. The sky is cloudy. Are not Mr.
Keighley's skies usually cloudy? At any rate that of " The
Turnip Field " (85) is effective because it has character and
makes the picture. This is one of the finest subjects he has

exhibited here. " The Fishermen's Shrine " (88) has the
smooth quality of a mezzotint, and is but one degree less

delightful than "The Turnip Field." " The Church Steps "

(204) seems to he in want of more contrast in the tones ; it is

an enticing subject.

F. J. Mortimer sends, in my humble opinion, the finest land-

work he has yet shown, in " Storm Clearing Off " (71).
Tt is in a beautifully light key, which is exceptional in Mr.

Mortimer's sea work, yet the tones are rich. It has a grand
and dramatic sky ; tho water in the bay is a turmoil of heav-
ing weight; and the rocks are full of construction and detail,

which is a change from the usual black lumps of under-
exposure that coast scenes usually offer. "Solitude" (191)
is the characteristic Mortimer of sea and clouds; but impres-
sive and poetical.

• J. H. Anderson does not surpass himself ; that would not be
easy; but he stirs our interest more than usual by some new
and splendid subject-matter. I have often wondered when
photographers were going to discover the unearthing of St.

Magnus by the disappearance of the " Pearl " buildings, and
who would be the first to do it; and, lo! it is J. H. A. His
•

' Changing London '

' (126) is a clever piece of selection, made
from the river level. The big barges beneath the bridge are
admirable foreground stuff. The whole thing is rich in tone,

and so fine in design as to make the true Cockney's heart
flutter with pride. The other version, " Changing London "

1129), shows the clearing before the church, and makes an
equally effective picture though not so traditionally pictorial.

It is dark, of course—these photogravures always are—but
there is a delicious sparkle in its depths, and the handsome
church tower is looking its best. I do not know how the
monument got out of the vertical; but I know it has recovered
now, for I saw it" on Sunday last. Visitors should note, also,

the sound art of "Riverside Works, Hammersmith" (146),

and the technically accomplished " London Terminus " (149)

with its sunlit crowd, also by Mr. Anderson.

Whilst speaking of London, mention should be made of

Hector Murchison's very noble " Construction—London's New
Town Hall " (39), fortunately photographed before the anti-

climax tiled roof literally " put the lid on " what might have
been a dignified structure. Mr. Murchison, taking a leaf

from the book of Muirhead Bone, shows us the charm of scaf-

folding, and secures one of his finest subjects. The antithesis

in subject matter is chosen by Charles Job, who deals with the

past glories of the Renaissance. " In the Garden of the Villa

D'Este " (46) cannot be called a new find, since it is the most
be-painted of any of the Italian gardens, and deservedly so.

Mr. .fob does, however, get a rather new point of view in

confining himself to the stairs and vases, with which he makes
a picture magnificent in design, and adds to it all the delights

of colour, texture, and historical romance. Similar qualities

exist in P. Dubreuil's " Dream's Garden " (412), which looks

like the cascade of St. Cloud.

London, again, has inspired W. H. Reece and Ward Muir.
The first shows Hyde Park Corner, with a true atmosphere in

" London Landscape—A Rainy Day " (58), and the latter

" Cannon Street Station " (59), with true daylight, and a new-

view (for which many thanks) from the river level. A rainy

day in Venice is something new in pictures, and Chas. A.

Davies intensifies the effect by 'his fuzzy treatment of " The
Piazza San Marco " (233). In S. Bridgen's imposing view of
" The National Gallery " (282) natural effect is dominated by

pictorial effect. He has given the dear old place the majesty

it possessed before it was overtopped by the gaunt hotels on

the south of the Square; it is an eminently happy selection.

Natural effect in landscape is not a strong feature of the

show tin? year, but a notable example is set by J. Arthur

Lomax in "Sunlit Yard" (18), which really dazzles by the

glare on the white walls. A. C. Banfield uses a similar theme,

but with a less intense effect, in " A Corner of tho Farm-
yard " (35). F. O. Libby's " Nocturne" (64) is a blue-tinted

print in which respect, as in its general design, it is obviously

a sincere form of flattery of Whistler. His more photographic

theme. " The Curving Way " (94) is perhaps more commend-

able on this account, though it is decidedly fuzzy. This gentle-

is evidently a favourite with the Selecting Committee, having

ten specimens of his work on these walls. An extremely fine

effect is depicted in a landscape by W. J. Clutterbuck, who
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THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

present issue wo publish a further report of the proceedings

of the Professional Photographers' Association's Congress which

lay with nn advance private view of the exhibition

,1 Photographic Society. Perhaps the fixture which was

of chief importance from the practical standpoint was the demon-

nusual Portraiture" by Mr. Charles Aylett, of

,to, despite the fact that he had to work under conditions and

with apparatus to which he was not accustomed. A report of this

demonstration is unavoidably held over until next week. A short

address by Mr. Herbert Lambert, of Bath, on the Wednesday after-

underlined a point on which we have often written, namely,

that many photographers who jealously guard what they think is a

valuable secret are cherishing something which is universally

known. Mr. Lambert mentioned that a photographer in a little

CO-OPERATIVE
At the meeting on the afternoon of Wednesday, September 13,

Captain K. 11. Wright, of the London Press Exchange, addressed

the members on " The Co-operative Advertising of Portrait Photo-

graphy. " He said :

—

Advertising—What is it.' What has it accomplished''

Can it be used to promote professional portraiture ? These are the

three questions I propose to deal with as shortly and effectively

as possible.

Co-operative advertising is .the application of the principle of

co-operation to the force of publicity. We all know the usefulness

and power of modern advertising. It is part of modern life, and

we are conscious of its suggestive influence all around us. A great

authority on the power of publicity (Lord Burnham) said the other

day :
" Advertising is the key industry of the universe. It opens

every door. It leads through the street to the market place.

through the market place to the home. It is the fine literature of

trade, and the illumination of business."

Now in America, many years ago, it was realised that there was
in many industries a great deal of educational work that could only

be done by the industry as a whole rather than by its individual

members. The recognition of this fact led to the start of all those

great co-operative campaigns, amounting to nearly 200, which are

now carried on in the United States.

The fundamental idea behind a co-operative campaign is " the

;est good for the greatest number."
It calls upon the individual members of an industry to co-operate

together, each contributing his share to a common fund for the
good of the whole industry, to achieve a common purpose which,
as individuals, they could not hope to do—indeed, in many cases,

could not afford to do.

Most of these co-operative campaigns have been initiated to

enlarge the market and increase the demand for some product. I

will mention only a few—Apples, peaches, raisins, walnuts, oranges,
lemons, grape fruit, cheese, eggs, milk and cranberries ; manu-
factured goods include millinery, macaroni, woollen fabrics, linen.

gas, granite, bread, bricks, books, bicycles, paint, linoleum, and
even the coffin makers have banded themselves together—not, of
course, with the benevolent object of increasing the use of coffins,

hut to educate the public to a right appreciation of the sympathetic
and delicate service performed by the undertaker in the trying
time of family bereavement.

'this advertising of an idea or a service rendered by one portion
of the community to another is no new thing in America. If
carries with it a social service of the highest order. We find the
printers educating their craftsmen to produce better printing, and
the public to appreciate their efforts. The optical people have
urged the importance of the care of eyesight. The paint manu-
facturers, with their "Save the surface'' campaign, furnish a
splendid example of educative advertising—the whole industry
grouping themselves together for the purpose of teaching the com-
munity the protective value of paint. Bankers have organised
themselves together for the purpose of inculcating the habit of
thrift. For instance, our own Government are now spending

inds of pounds in just reminding people to buy Savings
- -thus proving the necessity of reminding people to do

DUB things: ami .luring the war it was found necessary
o spend money in reminding people to serve their country in the
time of great danger.

town revealed to him, under the most solemn pledges of secrecy, that

he had hit upon a wonderful new thing. The " new thing " proved

to be Eastman Portrait film. Mr. Frank Brown referred to some

of the unscrupulous practices which were adopted by some photo-

graphers in their efforts to obtain business on the strength of the

reputation of established studios.

Mi. Pirie Macdonald's address on the Wednesday evening was a

vigorous appeal for a wider interest in the intellectual pursuits of

the time on the part of photographers and for a greater determina-

tion to realise their own ideals in their work.

Tho assistants' evening was a successful function, at which Mr.

George Hana expressed the hope and his own desire that a way

should be found to bring assistants within the Association. The

president made all feel at home.

ADVERTISING.
These illustrations—which I could elaborate indefinitely, had I

the time—will give you some idea of the wide field covered by co-

operative advertising. I cannot recall a single case where co-

operative effort has been attended by anything but the most over-

whelming success. The Californian Fruit Exchange—which was the

pioneer of this form of advertising in the States—has nearly trebled

the consumption of oranges since the start of the campaign. The

consumption of walnuts TTas been doubled every three years, bring-

ing them into steady use through every month in the year. And
so on through the whole range of products so advertised.

Now to come nearer home. The first great co-operative campaign

undertaken in this country was that great co-operative effort for

which the British Commercial Gas Association was formed.

In a commercial way the problem of the gas undertakings of

London and the provinces was not unlike your own professional

problem to-day. Before the war the gas undertakings were making

as much gas as the public appeared to want. They could not afford

to advertise individually because the area any one company could

serve was limited strictly by the area covered by its gas mains.

Further, it seemed impossible to increase the consumption of so

necessary a product as gas. People used as much as they required

and no more. If they wanted more it was there for them to use.

They didn't want more. Nevertheless, the gas undertakings the

country over formed the British Commercial Gas Association for

the purpose of advertising die uses and advantages of gas for

domestic and industrial lighting, heating, cooking and power.

It was a bold experiment, in which the organisation of the

London Press Exchange played a leading part. Could you find any

product more difficult to advertise than gas?—it seems doubtful, but

it was done. And what has been the result? In spite of the fact

that almost every new house that is built is wired for electricity.

the consumption of gas is steadily rising. In 1918—far from a

prosperous year, you will remember—the normal increase in the

consumption of gas was accelerated by no less than 13 per cent.

—

an enormous figure for a commodity like gas.

lake the case of the Scotch tweed industry. Here an associa-

tion of forty manufacturers of genuine Scotch tweed formed them-
selves into the Scottish Woollen Trade Mark Association, and
advertised the merits of genuine Scotch tweeds, made in Scotland,

of pure new, wool. It was an attempt on the part of these manu-
facturers to protect their industry from the competition of English

and foreign tweed manufacturers who had imitated the traditional

Scotch patterns, but not tKeir quality. There is no need for me
to go now into the inner workings of these trades or their methods.
It is enough to say that the advertising has been astonishingly

successful. So successful that Scotch tweeds have become definitely

the fashionable thing to wear for the past two seasons. You have

never seen so many Scotch tweed suits and overcoats and women's
coats and skirts worn before.

Again, this year, largely through the instrumentality of the

London Press Exchange, the British-Grown Tomato Industry em-
barked upon a considerable a3vertising campaign to increase the

consumption of tomatoes. Again it is a prosaic commodity that

was advertised. Let me tell you that one single advertisement in

that campaign produced no less than 14,000 requests from the public

for tomato recipe books.

Post-war conditions have brought new problems, and individual

members of industries have found themselves faced with entirely
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iry The people who did not come in could quite well be

I

. poople „,,„id gain financially, but they would lose

In every trade and profession there were a sufficient

number of clear-sighted and unselfish men of vision who were pre-

lo start such a scheme and make it go.

tor some discussion as to the value which any resolution of

the meeting might have, the simple proposition that the scheme be

referred to the Council, who would report upon it to the members

in due course. Ml put from the chair and carried by a show of

hands, apparently without dissent.

On the Friday afternoon, after the Statutory General Meeting, a

uered by Mr. Hopton Hadley, also on the subject

of " Co-operative Advertising." The President occupied the chair.

Mr Hadley said that he preferred to call his address by the title,

Scheme for Bigger Business for British Photographers." Now
that the Association had attained its majority there was man's work

ahead of it. Everyone was aware of the fact that conditions of

business had greatly altered, and these changed conditions called

for changed methods. He would suggest as a motto of the new

era, " Each for all, and all for each." No particular individual

could do very much to extend the public appreciation of professional

photography, hut. in combination, work could be done which would

be really full of results. He alluded to some wonderful work which

had been done by co-operative advertising to create prosperity in

other trades. The first example was that of the Californian fruit

growers ; the raisin growers alone in California this year were

spending many thousands of pounds in advertising the season's crop

in the United States. The co-operative effort of the Irish linen

TTHmifacturers had had a very successful issue, and he believed the

same was true of the Scotch tweed manufacturers, the tomato

growers, and others. In the States a florist conceived a very

effective slogan :
" Say it with flowers," and out of that simple and

poeti on quite a large concerted movement among florists

had developed.

The profession of photography existed not on sentiment alone,

but on self-esteem, and to bring about the proper psychological

attitude on the part of the public called for co-operative movement

;

it was more, than one photographer could do. The wonderful thing

about co-operative advertising was its small individual cost. The
tomato growers secured their results with a contribution of one-

twelfth of a penny per pound sold. The method of raising the
money was the main problem, and he was indebted to Mr. Marcus
Adams for the practical suggestion that there should be a contribu-

tion of \ or -1 per cent, on all one's trade purchases. Having
agreed upon that part of the programme, why should not the manu-
facturers be got to contribute a like sum? This would make the

j per cent, into 1 per cent., or the 1 per cent, into 2 per cent.

A fund of £4,000 or £5,000 would do wonderful work. The
splendid press notices of the present exhibition were a kind of

foretaste of what might be achieved. A part of the programme
might be to have provincial exhibitions of the works already shown

ADDRESS BY MR. PIRIE MACDONA.LD, OF NEW

in London. He had noticed a reference in the Press to "the new

fashion in photography." Whatever the new fashion might be, it

was helpful to them as professional men. A new fashion should l>e

created each year if possible. Shakespeare spoke of the seven ages

of man. but how much would each person present that day appre-

ciate a Beries of photographs of himself taken at more frequent

intervals than those separating the seven ages! He also suggested

active measures to create business in connection with the Christinas

festival. Why not a co-operative effort to introduce the custom

of photographic Christmas cards? A few well-chosen papers as the

media for advertisements would work astonishing results. He
mentioned especially the illustrated daily and Sunday papers, which

were read so largely by women. A regular Press campaign,

supported by judicious and timely paragraphs, might be instituted,

and connected up with bulletins in the studio window. His purpose

that day was simply to familiarise his audience with the idea of

co-operative advertising for the individual and the common good.

Mr. A. Barrett asked whether Mr. Hadley considered that all

exhibitors should notify their local Press of their exhibits; also

whether it would be possible for him to work out some kind of

scheme for the consideration of the Council, the scheme to include

various advertising methods, through the Press and by means of

the shop window.

Mr. Mills asked whether it was really possible to raise sufficient

money to advertise to any appreciable extent. The lecturer had

mentioned the possibility
'

of getting up a photographic boom at

Christmas time, but what was wanted was some means of enlivening

business in the spring and earlv summer.

Mr. A. Bennett asked whether the lecturer favoured hoarding

advertisements ?

Mr. Hadley, in reply, said that he thought the exhibitor who

did not try to get it mentioned in bis local Press that he had had

pictures accepted for a London exhibition was wanting in enter-

prise. As a rule, the local Press was only loo pleased to publish

the fact that a townsman had obtained any distinction. He wished

to make it plain that if this co-operative movement were entered

upon by the Council, specimen advertisements, window bulletins,

and show cards would be first submitted to them. Nothing would

be done without the Council's approval. Mr. Mills had questioned

whether it was possible to raise a sufficient sum of money. But

even a small amount would do for a beginning, and as experience

was gained, and results became evident, larger amounts would be

secured. There was a possibility of getting larger donations from

wealthier members of the profession or from the manufacturers.

One effect of the scheme would be largely to increase the member-

ship of the Association, and to double the membership would be no

small result ; but beyond this, there would be very large increase of

individual business. Advertising was unlike any other kind of

owing, for it could be sown to harvest at any time one

I As for hoardings, he was not in favour of them. They

were the special medium for goods that were sold at every small

shop, and photographers needed to create, by more subtle methods.

a public appreciation of their wcrk.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Hadley.

YORK.
On the Wednesday evening of the Congress Week the chair was

taken by Mr. K. X. Speaight, who, in introducing Mr. Pirie
lonald, said that his work as a photographer of men was world-

famous. But although his work was of the highest artistic char-
acter, he also held to bis record the highest number of awards ever
given for technical photography in the United States, if not in the
whole world. That was the backbone, the speaker believed, of Mr.

maid's great success.

Mr. Pirie Macdonald, who was enthusiastically received, said: I

am glad to have so sympathetic an introduction. A while ago a

man introduced me who knew nothing about me, and be handed out
I of stuff which made me realise how difficult it would be to

impersonate my reputation. (Laughter.) But our friend. Speaight.
lias been kind, and has put me down as what I am—just a work-
man. 1 have no other claim to any celebrity whatever, except that
of a workman.

In talking to you to-night 1 want you to realise that I am talk-

ing to those who are of my own kind. I am talking to the middle-
class of our people. I am talking to you not as Britishers, but a3

i talking to a set of Americans of the kind that I have
m, with the idea, of trying to give you a bit of the result

of the experience of life that I have had. And I am not goim; to

prr-n.

I have a strong feeling that only a short time ago we were going
ery wrong, that we all found ourselves deeply involved in business

perately involved in business. And we were people who were

a claim before the world as artists, and the business was

occupying all our attention. Time was when, all through photo-

graphy, with you as well as with us, we found ourselves so in,

volved in the necessity for money that we were doing many tilings

in an abominable way. It was due largely to the fact that we—
the whole world—had grown to a rut where we had lost the essen-

tial facts of freedom. We in America, and you in England, were m
exactly the same boat. We got to the place where we did not ask

friends at night in to have a snack ; we were not content with a

little beer, some cheese, and a pipe. No; it would not do. It

was a condition of mind, and if by chance what I happen to say

does not fit you in detail, change it to your own key. Dinner was

at eight o'clock, and we had to put on " glad rags." If we did

not, our neighbours would feel that we were not quite fit. And

it so that wine was necessary instead of beer. We got to a

poinl where we taught our cooks, and. when we should have been

glad if they had known how to broil a chop properly, to do things

with Fiench names. Instead of plain water on our tables we had

lYnicr or Apollinaris. We got to a place where, unless we sp

a car—I am not speaking of owning a car, but of sporting a car—

ere not quite fit to associate with people who did. And many

of us were not able to afford the car we sported. Then we went

on. and. you know it as well as I, in England we went on to

hotels that were filled with German waiters, instead of stopping at
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11,. sympathised wit!) the plea that in business it was D

sary to make tbe pictures which the client demanded, but for the

otographer's own reputation or his own satisfaction

w ^ , I

,

M eii he sent, to an exhibition be should .send

thing which was his own production entirely, and which was done

; ify not his sitter hut himself.

... discourse was interrupted here to admit of the lecturer taking

th, and Mr. R. N Speaight availed himself of the opportunity

sagreewith Mr. Crowther in certain respects. If a mat

t l„. :, successful photographer he simply could not do the

k himself. He was ready to admit that the ideal was

a studio for one man who should do everything, but financially this

cable, at least not in London.

Mr. Orowtber replied that he had been talking not business, but

ethics. Had a man a right to sign a picture with his individual name

when it was not entirely—perhaps not at all—his own work? This

was one respect in which photography suffered in comparison with

painting. The photographic result was brought about through the

agency of perhaps four or five persons at different stages of the

operation, whereas in painting the one man completed everything

with his own hand. The ordinary studio photography, carried on

in studios where several assistants were employed, he described as

mill or factory photography, and everything was quite as it should

l>> if only the name of the firm was " The <• Studios," but if

i'. was the name of an individual which was placed on the prints,

he thought that it had no more right to be there than to be on

a cheque when there was not the money in the bank.

Mr. Speaight agreed that pictures from a studio, when exhibited,

should bear the name of the operator, and that was the case with

some of the pictures at present in the gallieries from his own studio.

Mr. W. Illingworth was of opinion that whoever showed a picture

for exhibition should personally print it, mount it, and deliver it.

Miss Weston pointed out the fallacy of a comparison with the

painter who. perhaps, got £150 for one picture, whereas the photo-

r gut three guineas for a dozen. Mr. G. W. Futcher said

that it was commonly supposed that a portrait done by Reynolds

three-fourths the work of his assistants. Mr. Marcus Adams
said that he employed assistants, but he felt it his duty to lead

them, and not to let. them lead him. In many firms the assistants

dominated the masters—not on the commercial side, but in the

production of the work.

Mr. Crowther then resumed his lecture, and again declared

against tradition. Tradition was a handicap. When the revolt

we should see quite a different world of light and colour.

Tradition had no value, ft was negative, retrospective, and retro-

gressive. The pasi was dead. Nothing could be achieved

were manacled to yesterday. It was only by a refusal to accept

tradition that we could hope to evolve new and better portraiture,

Herbert Lambert took exception to this. There were

traditions in the past which should be studied, and the finest work

now and in the future would be based on those traditions. One

had to discriminate between traditions and what were mere pa

fashions; but he believed that photographers had h great deal to

learn from the old pa inters with regard to the tradition of lighting.

Mr. Furley Lewis, in reply to a call from the Chairman, said

that as his name had been mentioned he would like to say that

his only reason for being a one-man photographer was an entirely

selfish one—he enjoyed every bit of his work.

Mr. Swan Watson uttered a genial protest against the forceful-

ness of language which some speakers had used on that occasion

in putting forward their views, imitating, apparently, a speech

distinguished visitor the previous evening. He was old-

fashioned enough to believe that in connection with photography

there never arose any occasion when such expletives were neces-

sary ; they should be reserved for much more important occasions.

With regard to the bone of contention which had been cast into

their midst, he reminded the Congress that both Michael Angela

and Raphael employed many assistants, and their masterpieces were

largely the work of such assistants, although they were universally

credited to the masters.

Mr. Crowther having apologised on behalf of some speakers, and

alsu possibly on his own behalf, for having let slip some forcible

and picturesque expressions, which, he said, were uttered with

no thought of anger, but only for decorative purposes,

Mr. Adams closed the discussion, remarking that it had been a

most interesting afternoon. He still disagreed with Mr. Crowther.

If he designed a building it did not mean that he was going to

lay the bricks, and yet surely the credit of that building should

go to himself.

ASSISTANTS
On Thursday evening the assistants gathered at Prince's Gallery

by special invitation. The invitation was accepted in surprising

numbers, and a thoroughly enjoyable evening resulted. Much of

the success was due to the fatherly manner of the President, who
won instant popularity among all the young people, especially the

young ladies. The various members of the Council were also well

in evidence in seeing that the guests gave adequate attention to

the good things in the exhibition, and also that they were replen-

ished in tlu inner man—or woman. There was very little that was
formal about the proceedings, and after a brief lecture or two the

company broke up into groups and were taken round among the

portraits by various members of the Council. Subsequently they

met again in the Congress gallery, when a flashlight photograph
was taken, and the result of the window and showcase dressing

competition was announced. The judges gave ten marks for sell-

ing value, five for general attractiveness, and five for genius and
novelty in arrangement. The first prize of two guineas went to

Mrs. Tucker (employed by Angus Basil), the second prize of one

guinea to Miss Kirhy (employed by Gordon Chase), and an extra

prize of one guinea for a showcase to Mr. Bates (employed by
1'". (!. Wakefield). The successful prize-winners received their

awards amid loud applause, and with some excellent remarks from
the 1 'resident on the value of the guinea.

Subsequently Mr. Bamber, of Blackpool, offered a prize of ten

guineas for the best account of the assistants' evening, and Mr. W.
Illingworth, of Northampton, immediately offered a second and a

l prize, respectively, of two guineas and one guinea, for such
I vs.

The customary vote of thanks, moved by an assistant in the body
of the hall, had added to it a recommendation that the assistants'

evening be an annual function, and this was adopted, amid loud
applause.

Assistants as Associate Members.
George Hana, a member of the Council, addressed those

present on this subject. He said that he wanted all the assistants

i ociation. He believed the Association would

EVENING.
be strengthened by an associate membership of assistant photo-

graphers. He spoke only for himself, not for the Council, nor for

the Associat'on. For his own part he wanted them all in. It

would be for the benefit alike of the Association and of the

assistants. The Association had been twenty-one years in existence

as a masters' association. It had done good work, alike for the

individual and for the whole profession. The evidence of that was

on the walls of the Exhibition. He could safely say that sue

Exhibition would have been impossible twenty-one years ago. How
far it might have fallen short had not the influence of the Associa-

tion been there to help it forward he was not prepared to say.

but he had not the slightest doubt that the Association and its

counterparts in other countries had had a broadening and enlight-

ening influence on the general body of photographers which made

for better work. He believed that never before in any country

had a better photographic show been exhibited. He wanted to sec-

them all members in some form or other. Those of them

bad ambition would find it stimulated and given more opportunity

within the Association.

The Association, although a masters' association, had not ignored

the existence of the assistant. Many years ago it formulated a

scheme for giving the assistant a status: unfortunately that scheme

was years before its time. At the present moment the " Record "

—

the very latest expression of the Association's activities—had a plan

for bringing together employer and employee, which it was quite

ble m the future might he of very great usefulness. He saw

no point at issue between these two bodies of masters and assistants.

Both bodies could be members of the Association with equal advan-

tage. The Association had no limits or restrictions to its energy.

Its whole aim and object was the betterment of photography

generally. He could conceive no line in pursuing that object which

would he adverse to the assistants He would like to see them all

members, and that was all he had to say: he had no cut and dried

scheme, but it would help th" Council to have some opinion from

the meeting.

In reply to a member of the audience, who suggested that the
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il should vrtously consider the question and formulate a
• scheme and then cill together a sub-committee of assistants,
fterwards auuther meeting of assistants to lay the whole

me before them, Mr. Hana said that the Council had it already
i iU discretion to do this, but it was desirable to get more
•elv the feeling of the present meeting than such a stigg

conveyed.

said that under the ai

was a clause defining associ.v rship.
and any proposals would have to conform to that clause,
annual fees and other details would be determined by the Council.
The Association already had power* to take in associate members.
The scope was very wide, and the article* had been framed with a
view '

in furthering photography ffenerallv •',.•. ah Km
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ment- he was blessed with a lot of fine assistants, who studied him
in every way. Therefore what could he do but study them'
(Applause.)

Exhibition Pictures.

Mr. Marcus Adams then gave a little talk on " Exhibition
Pictures." It was one of his greatest pleasures, he said, to face
that audience, because they were fellow-workers. On several occa-
sions he had had the pleasure of addressing fellow mastei
but that did not equal the pleasure of addressing aasista-
was the genius of the future. He remembered well thirty years ago
printing the first proofs and cleaning the Boor and windows and
doing odd jobs in his fathers place. He had done everything that
was dirty in photography, and everything that was clean, and he
was thankful to-day for that education. To-day thev often heard
of professional photographers who bubbled up and produced most
wenderful results. That was illustrated in the Air Force during
the war. But he understood even there that the man who had the
foundational training was the man who did the bt I the

lied some kindly advice given to him by the late
Snowden Ward, who caught hold of his arm on one occasion and
"'"' ;r Adams. I am gcing to give vou a drubbing." He

im a drubbing, and he (the speaker' left him 'with a
hat he would do better, an i,ould
tead of being refused at the exhibitions. The

reason why hi> took up exhibition work was in or ! 4me .

he was not paid f. thing in which he had
v to please himself. Dm „ d that it

".** ' for him as a master m . do it all
himself. Therefore he had ,he training of the people
round about him in order to assist him to accomplish what he

to sny. .. who
happened to w.-rk round aboot him realised what he wanted, and in

what was to he seen o„ those
th the printing of those pictures, but

those who assisted him felt with him all w)r k.
• rsuade both n

and not one against the other

rith him had a
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or unfortunately, probably fortunately for tin were
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: tair.lv he had never succeeded >n keeping it up for very

The humour of the situation would not allow of it Human

r, had not the semblance of lions, who might perhaps pass

off such a situation with dignity. They were evidently meant to

..mrades. It was not to the advantage, again either of the

ridual photographer or of the profession as a whole that there

should be any coldness or the exclusive individualism sometimes to

be seen amongst those practising the same profession. What would

happen in the medical profession if such an attitude were main-

lai „',, „„.,. The great thing to be con u the improve^

of the profession as a who!.. A man might say that his

rival had to be treated carefully, because the more the rival did

lea. there was for himself to do. There could be no move

lyinjr half-truth than that. The profession of photography, in th's

country especially, was not half nor a quarter developed.

I„ talking with some of the delegates from overseas he had

learned that in America the custom of having a photograph taken

was much more common than it was here ,n England where

thousands of people went through life without ever facing the

ra at all. And the reason for this apathy on the part of the

public was that a great deal of the work which was done was not

really interesting. There was a formality about it, and a lack

of life If thev could put more vitality into their work, more

sympathy with "the subject, and less suggestion of routine treat-

ment the general interest in portraiture would be very much

increased, and a larger number of people would go in for photo-

• craphs Mr. Frank Brown had questioned on the previous day

whether the kind of work sent to exhibitions was suitable for

sending to clients. Most certainly it was. The selection com-

mittees or judges looked at the matter from a very similar stand-

point to that of the public. In looking round the exhibition he

could see scarcely a single picture which would not be an attrac-

tive thing for the sitter to possess.

If the general level of the work was raised there would be more

work for photographers as a whole. Therefore, there was no need

to keep secret any little process. The man who went about feeling

that he must keep his processes to himself was likely to end up

bv being the only one who thought his results wonderful at all.

He related an amusing story of how he had visited a photo-

grapher in a little town who. after being suspicious of him at

first afterwards said with a great air of mystery that he had got

a new thing which was just wonderful. When the secret came

at last to be revealed it proved to be the Eastman portrait him

!

Photography, after all, was such an interesting job that he did

not see how any man who made a lifework of it could keep it to

himself. The work was full of absorbing interest, though, of

course, it might appear less interesting to the man outside, like

the piano-tuner in " Punch " who turned round to an artist and

said,
" It must be a terribly monotonous job, painting pictures."

The' greater the amount of co-operation between brother photo-

graphers the better.

Mr. George Hana heartily agreed with Mr. Lambert. In the

old wet-plate days photographers were rather in the habit of

working individually and in secret, but now they met in the open

and criticised and emulated one another. The broader outlook was

evident on every hand.

Mr. Walter Stoneman took up Mr. Lambert's remark that it was

the big men who were only too willing to be open and frank, and

to encourage the others to talk with them. But surely that was

because the big men were in such a position that they could

afford it. Such men were six feet above contradiction. The man

who was struggling—who found photography not only an art he

enjoyed, but a method by which he earned his daily bread—did

not find it so easy to talk over a matter with a competitor. There

was only a certain amount of work to be done in a certain town,

and it had to be shared by three of four photographers. How-

were these three or four to talk matters over ?

Mr. Lambert said that it was a fallacy that there was only a

certain amount of work to be done. People could spend their money

on photographs or on something else, and if they were attracted to

spend the money on photographs they would do so. The general

level of American photography was more adventurous and more

vital than here. If the work was made more interesting there

would be more people running after it.

Mr. F. Read said that for many years there had been an under-

current of hostility in some towns, but surely the strength of the

Association ought to minimise that feeling. In Lancashire, the

visit of the worthy President and Secretary thi6 year, and pre-

viously of Mr. Lang Sims had done a great deal of good, and if

only more members of the Council would meet the photographers in

the various provincial towns it would act as a great unifying in-

fluence. In his trips to Canada he had been struck by the feeling

of brotherhood in the eastern part of the Dominion among men

following one particular calling, i.e., commercial travellers.

Mr. G. A. Futcher mentioned a case in which a photographer was

making some experiments with shop-window lighting, which had to

bo done by artificial light, and was accosted by a rival photographer,

who meeting him afterwards in a dealer's shop, asked him about

his stop and exposure. He told him the technical data, but he

wondered what would be the proper course to take under such

circumstances.

Mr. Lambert said that, of course, a rival might take advantage of

such information, but, in general, he though the rivalry could be

kept on a sporting level, which was perfectly compatible with

friendship.

Mr. N. S. Kay said that he did not mind rivalry, but when a

rival obtained knowledge which it had taken the other years of

experience to accumulate, and immediately went and did the same

thing and cut the price, it was not fair.

Mr. Drinkwater Butt said that there were two sorts of compe-

tition. The man who competed fairly was quite a good friend,

since he stimulated one to do better work, but the man who com-

peted unfairly must be treated with contempt.

Mr. Lambert agreed that if in this " sport" there was cheating

it must be treated as cheating would be treated in ordinary games.

But in fair sport one could enjoy one's opponent's fine strokes.

Photographic Parasites.

- Mr. Frank Brown, in opening a discussion on this subject, said

that " parasites " was an unpleasant term, but the thing itself was

unpleasant. He was not alluding to small competitors who opened

a little hut in a back garden and were something of a thorn in the

side of the well-established business; nor was it the travelling

photographer who made a pitiful yarn, and—especially when, as

had happened three times in his experience, the person was a

woman—intrigued himself or herself into one's sympathies. There

was a class of individual who settled in a certain street, called

himself by the same name as a reputable photographer of the neigh

bourhood, and went round the other side of the town soliciting

orders for enlargements and collecting half-crowns on account, repre

senting himself as from " Mr. Brown, of London Road." The
people, knowing the good reputation of " Mr. Brown, of London

Road," parted with their half-crowns and their pictures, presently

to be disillusioned. More than once he had been tackled because

his " representative "—of whom he had no knowledge whatever

—

had acted in this manner. These people commonly rented a room

in the same neighbourhood as a reputable firm, and traded upon

the firm's name. It caused much annoyance and some injury to

one's local reputation. What remedy could anyone suggest ?

In reply to a member, who mentioned a notorious case of the

kind, Mr. Brown added that the Council had had complaints before

it on several occasions, but the difficulty was that people who had

been victimised had not the courage to come forward. If the

Council could be supplied with full facts and particulars, proper

advice would be taken.

Mr. J. M. Chew described a mushroom business in which three

men had been victimised to the extent of each paying £150 for

what proved to be quite a worthless concern, in which people had

been defrauded over enlargements. The same speaker stated that

he was commissioned to photograph the King's guard during his

Majesty's visit to Aldershot, and while preparing to take the photo-

graph he found another photographer present. Before the pre-

parations had finished the guard dispersed, and on approaching the

commanding officer he found that that officer had been under the

impression that the other photographer was the authorised indi-

vidual. However, the guard was reassembled and the proper photo-

graph taken, but next morning the man who had " chipped in
"

submitted proofs before he could do so. and endeavoured to under-

cut him.

Mr. W. Coles said that the remedy was for local photographers

to associate a- little, sufficiently at all events to educate and warn

the public in the matter.

Mr. Marcus Adams thought it would be a good subject for the

daily Press to take up, inasmuch as it could be dealt with much
more effectively from outside the profession than from inside.
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Trade Enlargements.
Mr uught forwanl a gr:- rirm«

themselves as trade cnlargers who were " takit-.

bread out v broadcasting trade pric* lists to

business firms I - country, will .: the pub
>ta of those firms km *e enlarge

himself did a great deal of commercial work, par-

ticularly in pi. ars, but of late years hi

lew enlargements for the firms in question, and he -

that I i trade houses much more cheaply

than m. When he put forward a claim for a guinea,

be was answered work coul.: these firms

for 8s. 9d. If he refused to : mi clients were
to reply by closing the accoui t The ethics of •

seemed plain enough. He had done his difficult work by gi

- was entit ,e enlarge
He would advise others not to h cgatives if

could help negatives should be regarded as the property
photographer in the a!- : rest stipul

.

tl pointed out that certain of these firms

>r the amateur at exactly the same price as for the

A. W. Wakeling said that in ever) case he had an under-
standing as to whether the negative was to be his property ; if the
firm desired the negative, he made a special charge.

Mr. C. P. Crowther expressed admiration for the firmness with
which Mr. Wakefield had stood to his guns.

Mr. W. Coles said that it was quite clear that they could not
• any sort of protection unless it was of a kind which could

be legally claimed. The charge for any professional skill should be
msde in the execution of the original order. Everything that was
complained of in these cases was quite open and above board. The
advertisements were broadcast. It was rather absurd for the

photographer to think that because he made a good negative be
ought to get a fancy price for the enlargements. If people wanted
the negative they must be charged accordingly. There was not

much personality going into a technical enlargement.

Wakefield pointed out that clients approached one months
afterwards with regard to the enlargements, when the charge for

the negative could not be altered. It was a point of complaint that

the firms of trade enlargers made the same charge to those in the

n working for the big firms—like Sel-

ir instance

—

dir. Be hoped that his remarks would
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the works of Velasquez were noted in passing, and .then Holbein,
" Christ .mark " was strictly in the Van

ion. In this work Holbein had reduced the lighting interest

to the absolute minimum. The light was direct face,

which meant that there was no modelling in the head at all except

the alight relief of the nose. To give the subject the amount of

character he did with that minimum help of lighting was an
hing technical achievem

rt he came to Gainsborough, reminding Ins hearers that

borough painted portraits of English gentility, not for the

purposes of real portraiture, but to furnish pleasing and decorative

pieces for the interiors of rich houses. The portraits of the Raillie

family were instances of shimmering surface and general charm,
smallest psychological interest. Gainsborough,

however, was quite capable of p icter if In

and he instanced his portrait of Blackstone, ind of his own
dm." ires in qn

Some of Reynolds's work was pointed out, especially the heroic

field, which was Reynolds at his best. He
• • • ., -. i I. i t| Hogarth, tin formei i man who believed

icy, and gave a heroic stature to certain figures,

aier a satirist, who believed that one man was as go.

•oother. The picture of Hogarth's servants was full of first-rate

character. Van Dyck's equestrian p liaehurn's

works, giving singular delight to the eye for the quality of their

tie
"

—

the last named remarkable for the eyes and mi also

looked at, snd
lecturer pointed out some of the glories of Titian, particularly his

ill of Ariosto, which for some reason had managed to arrest

one generation after another.

i adjourned to the National Portrait Gallery, where
its in

i and amplification of the remarks in his Presidential

)e pr. mentioned
• int of view— i.e., !»

' li small chins

of a shadow on the hand particularly if the hand was dropped
hen, in the absence of such shadow, it was likely

to suggest paralysis or rheumatism ; the rarity of the smile in

by great artists, and here he found even in

photography that if there was a repeat order for child portraits

it wa s and not the smiling portrait which was favoured ;

bow Romney managed the delicate art of giving a faithful likeness
• it was irregularity

of festure which gave character ; how in the case of ladies who let

hair fall over one side of their forehead and not over the

other it was well to have towards she 1 ids over which
.ir hung : and the truth of the old rule that a portrait should

lights, one principal and two

Italy. This last v. peat's

ry James,'' where there were but two lights, one on the
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head, and the other on the hand, and where a third light seemed

to be wanted. With regard to the many portraits in the Gallery

into which some instruments or other objects to suggest occupation

were introduced, the President's experience was that the modern

Jid not want to be associated with any accompaniments

relating to his profession, and some even objected to a book because
thought it might look as though they pretended to learning.

These were only a few of the interesting points in a very educa-
tive tour, after which the members adjourned to Gatti's Restaurant
and lunched together.

visit to a half.tone and colour reproduction department.
On Wednesday morning members of the Congress visited the

studios of Madame Yevonde, Messrs. Arthur Banfield, Angus Basil,

Alexander Corbett, Reginald Haines, Layfayette, Ltd., the Hana
Studios, Ltd., aid J. Russell & Sons, Ltd. About fifty members,

under the leadership of Mr. Lang Sims, accepted the invitation of

General W. F. Mildren, C.B., to visit the half-tone and colour de-

partments of the printing works of the Amalgamated Press, in

Southwark. Here, in the course of two hours, the complicated

processes necessary in the production of illustrated periodicals were

explained and demonstrated. The guide on this tour was the head

of the departments, Mr. R. Vincent. After the work in the old

premises in Lavington Street had been inspected, the company was
taken over to the large new building on the other side of South-

wark Street, which the Amalgamated Press is to occupy in the

course of a few weeks. This is a building whose exterior gives the

impression of a smaller Crystal Palace, for the amount of glass

used in the walling is remarkable. On the top storey of this new
building there are to be five immense cameras, each consisting of

a single dark-room, and fitted with 60-inch lenses.

i (n the roof of the building, from which a wonderful and un-

accustomed view of the City of London is to be obtained, Mr.

Vincent initiated those present into the secrets of pictorial repro-

duction on a colossal scale. He said that the department was
responsib'e for the reproduction of the illustrations in some 85

papers. On an average, one complete block was turned out every
thrce-quaiters of a minute all through the day, and one complete

weekly paper (counting monthly magazines as four weekly papers)

was turned out, so far as his department was concerned, every
three-quarters of an hour. It was necessary to be one, two, or

three weeks ahead of publication, according to whether the periodical

was of a topical or a non-topical character. The circulation of the

eighty-five papers was some 11 million copies. Mr. Vincent went
on to describe—what was already familiar to some of the audience
—how line illustrations are photographed without a screen, while
for the half-tone a screen is employed, the purpose of which is to

break up the continuous tone of the negative so that the printing

can be done down on to the metal in an acid-resisting substance.

The variously ruled screens were exhibited, ranging from one of 64

lines to tho inch for coarse newspaper reproduction, to one of 150

lines to the inch, or even finer. He stated that only three firms

were making such screens—namely, Levy of Philadelphia, Brown of

Leicester, and a German house. Two 20 x 30 screens used in the
department cost £105 each. In the case of three-colour work, it

was necessary to use a special angle so as to form a star pattern of

dot, and if the lines were at any other angle the result would be a
failure. The process plate was used for colour work, and it was
simply a question of photographing through the three filters. The
conventional filters were ted, green, nrnl blue, but there was no

riised standard for them, and every process man would declare

that his alone was correct. The yellow, blue, and red printing
negatives were printed down on to the copper plate. For very fine

art work a grey block was also used, taken through a K 1 or K 2

filter, so as to give the general tonal value of the coloured original,

but this was only for the reproduction of Academy pictures or

similar work, and for ordinary work, such as magazine covers, the

colours sufficed. He pointed out the absolute necessity for

a perfect reproduction of the negative as an acid-resisting print.

Up to this point the process was purely and simply photographic,

but after this, it left the photographic side of the business entirely,

and became a different trade. The blocks went over to the etching

department, where the etcher by one method or another would get

away the unwanted metal. He emphasised the specialised skill

necessary in the different operations, and added that lads were
apprenticed for the different parts of the work, usually for five

years. One interesting remark was that the late Lord Northcliffe

for some time entertained the idea, of which it was very difficult

tj disabuse his mind, that the " Daily Mirror " could be produced in

colour. It was necessary to marshal the technical objections in a

very exhaustive treatise before he was convinced of the impos-

sibility.

To the casual observer with a philosophic mind the wonder was
to see so many men engaged with intense application at rows of

desks improving colour work stage by stage, as careful of every

little detail as though there depended on it whether a king was
made to frown or to smile, and in the result nothing but a further

instalment of the adventures of the " Bruin Boys " or " Tiger

Tim "
!

Before leaving the building, the visitors, on the proposition of

Mr. Lang Sims, passed a hearty vote of thanks to the Amalgamate.!

Press and the departmental director for a morning of instruction

and entertainment. Mr. Vincent briefly expressed his pleasure in

having acted as guide.

War Grave Photographs.—Relatives of British soldiers buried

in French war cemeteries have been informed by the Imperial War
Graves Commission, 82, Baker Street, W.l, that photographs of

graves are no longer being taken by the War Office, and that the
Graves Commission does not take such photographs itself.

Tin: British Industries' Fair.—The Fair for 1925 will again

be held at the White City from February 19 to March 2. Forms
of application for space have just been sent out, and should be
filled up and sent in by October 7 at latest. The Board of Trade
announce that they have been able to reduce Jhe charge for space
by 6d. per square foot, and accordingly it will now be 3s. The
cost of the stands erected by the Department for exhibitors will

also show a very considerable reduction, so that the total cost of
showing at the Fair will be appreciably lower than in recent

years. All particulars may be had from the Secretary, British
Industries' Fair, 35, Old Queen Street, S.W.I.

Polytechnic School of Photography.—The 1922-23 session of
the school of photography at the Regent Street Polytechnic, opens
on Monday next, September 25. The school, under the direction of

•T. Lyddon, provides day and evening courses of training in
studio portraiture by day and artificial light, negative making and
printing, retouching and colouring, enlarging, commercial photo-
graphy, in addition to half-tone block making. The classes are con-

ducted by Mr. Edgar Clifton, Mr. L. J. Hibbert, Mr. H. G.

Harrison, Mr. H. C. Standish, Miss N. Hill, and Mr. Lyddon, the

last-named of whom will be glad to advise intending students on the

courses which they may take up. As we know, students re

a thorough and practical training, and one which is of great ad-

;e to them in earning their living by photography.

Einstein's Theory Tested by Photography.—Photographic

proofs of Einstein's theory that space is curved, and starlight bent

out of the straight line, obtained at the time of the eclipse of the

sun in May, 1919, were due entirely to English astronomers, says

the " Daily Chronicle." These made their preparations hurriedly

on the sudden termination of the war providing the opportunity to

make the necessary journeys to Brazil and West Africa. Because

of this, the photographs were not generally accepted as conclusive.

On Thursday of this week (September 21) another opportunity was

afforded by a total eclipse of the sun visible from the Indian

Ocean and Australia, and many parties of astronomers—English.

Australian, American, Dutch, and German—made elaborate prepara-

tions to photograph the stars near the sun at the moment it was

totally eclipsed by the moon. It is to be hoped that sufficient

photographs have been obtained to settle once for all the question

of the deflection of light, which is a necessary corollary of

Einstein's relativity theory of gravitation.
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colours to paper or glass, however, will suffice, and whatever method
he evolved it must be one which will allow the intervention of

•

In Nature, by the juxtaposition of different colours mutual re-

inforr irs, and a nm>s of one colour will always excite a
r this

i the shadows in !'• >r appear green. Also a large

area of predominant colour in Nature rivets the attention to the
subordination of surrounding tints. Reproduce this ever bo faith-

fully on, say, a small screen-plate and the main motif is lost, for

no longer the predominant colour rivets the attention, owing to

other colours, unnoticed in the original scene, becoming very
apparent.

ne has to suggest colour contrast in monochrome, he said, in

nearly every case a certain amount of falsification, or departure
real facts, is necessary, and usually the warmer colours are

rendered the lighter. This applies not only to photographers, but
equally to engravers. Frequently, he continued, the run of the

al'i-s is detrimental to good composition, and in such cases

it is often possible to compel the eye to follow a better colour line,

with consequent improvement to the pici

Remembering that artists not infrequently use a painted base of
warm and cool hoe to receive the pigments, the idea struck him
that a two-toned bromide print would form a good base for the

it ion of pastels, anil so it proved. No artist, he said, will

.'••a blacjt and white photograph coloured with transparent

pigments, as (be black tells through and degrades all colours. His
md also preset

Mr Salt opened the discussion 1 if the lecturer

had seen some really beautiful port: in, which were
dependent upon the application of transparent pigments to a mono-

chrome photograph, and recently shown in the Club, bis opinion

capacitv
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aed clouds. Mr. Hibbert
i 1 out that two-col., .res of sorts could be obtained
e local application of salt solution to self-toning papers. By

bleaching a print in lead ferricyanide multi-coloured pictures were
possible by locally ' irious reagents. Mr. Purkis

followed with a few remarks on panchromatic plates, which some
years ago would have been informative to many.

In answer to many questions on the quartz lens, Dr. D'Arcy
t passed round some specimen prints from negatives taken

Kalosat" quarts lens working, it was stated, at //5.

They were really superb, combining good definition with slight

•n of beautiful quality. The " Kalosat " is a meniscus
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.rh acclamation a most hearty vote of thanks was

accorded the accomplished lecturer for an evening of unusual

fer to, he tpoke with great

i. laces it out of the power

of a longhand reporter to do justice to the discourse. Speed, how-

ever, was essential, as much ground had to be covered in a limited
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Correspondence.

«.» Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

.Wo notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents-

THK BEGINNER IN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Few society secretaries will agree with A. V. W.,

whose letter in to-day's "B.J." plainly indicates that he regards

" the absolute beginner " as little more than a nuisance. His pro-

posal to admit to membership only those applicants who have had

a year's tuition at a " school of photography " is not only an

extreme view, but a dangerous one at a time when most societies

are making great endeavours to extend their membership, and it

should be scotched at once.

The beginner should be regarded as a society's greatest asset,

for, if properly nursed, the photographic baby will very rapidly

grow, and almost every batch of beginners produces at least one

worker whom the society, two or three years after, is quite proud

to own.
Every association should be a " school of photography " in itself.

If it cannot number among its own members those who are willing

and qualified to instruct beginners, adequate help may be had

nowadays from other societies and from trade demonstrators. But

the deficiency arises, as likely as not, only among newly-formed

societies, or those who in the past have adopted the wrong attitude

towards the beginner, and who are consequently reaping what they

have sown.

As a rule a society will find it advantageous to supplement its

usual weekly fixtures with a separate syllabus of demonstrations

for beginners, and if the tyro continues to " butt in " during

advanced workers' discussions, he can be invited to repeat his ques-

tion at the appropriate meeting, or at least defer it until the close

of the meeting, when the speaker can deal with the beginner

separately, and so avoid slowing down or side-tracking the main
stream of the discussion.—Yours faithfully,

W. H. Gleave.
Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association,

11, Dale Street, Liverpool.
September 15.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The Utopian ideas of your correspondent, A.V.W.,
would have gladdened the heart of Sir Thomas More—the originator
of the imaginary island—had he been alive to-day, but excellent
as they are in theory, they do not come out well in practice. Your
correspondent's arguments, carried to a logical conclusion, would
mean that an amateur photographer would have to attend a photo-
graphio class, and get a certificate or something of the sort before
he would be permitted to join a photographic society.

Most amateurs—probably 95 per cent.—take up photography as
a hobby or pastime, and not as a business. Camera work is to
them what fretwork, coin, stamp and butterfly collecting are to
others. One does not go to a L.C.C. evening school to learn, say,
stamp-collecting, and there is no reason why a would-be photo-
grapher should go to classes for photography--when he prac-
tices the art simply as a hobby.
Photographic societies are not what they used to be, say, thirty

years ago, and I wonder if your correspondent realises "the fact
that the beginning of dry rot in photographic societies commenced
when L.C.C. classes began. Had there been no cheap photographic
classes (provided at tiie expense of ratepayers), photographic
societies would never have lost their hold. My experience—prob-
ably an unfortunate one—is that L.C.C. photographic classes some-
times breed a species of photographic prig, an individual who,
filled to the brim with ready-made knowledge, as per school curri-
culum, occasionally endeavours to teach his grandmother the gentle
art of egg-sucking, and who has no desire or even any encourage-
ment, to go beneath the surface and find things out for himself.
It was those who had to find things out for themselves, and not
the modern spoon-fed "expert," who made photograpnv the beau-
tiful and wonderful art it is to-day.—Yours faithfully.

An Old Hand.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively smalt space is

allotted in each issue to replies to corresponden ts.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is.

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readc rs

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must Teach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

C. C.—The Barkay reflector is made and sold by Messrs. W. J.

Bartholomew & Co., 40, Gerrard Street, London, W.l, who would
readily tell you the best pattern to use in your circumstances,

and also the distance from background.

W. M.—As a rule, the masks used for clouds in aerograph work
are made of stout blotting paper, torn as the fancy of the

operator dictates. You will find a great deal of useful informa-

tion on this matter in " Sketch Portraiture," which our publishers

can send you for Is. post free.

E. I'.—The following are the three chief French trade journals :

—

(1)""" La Revue Francaise de Photographie"; (2)
" Le Photo-

graphic"; (3)
" L'Informateur de la Photographie." No. 1 is

an amateur paper, No. 2 for professional photographers, and No. 3

for photographic dealers. All are published by M. Paul Montel,

35, Boulevard St. Jacques, Paris.

A. C.—The best recommendation we can make is that you soak

the negative in a solution of soda bissulphite, or, if you have

not any of this, in a solution of potass, metabisulphite, in either

case of about 5 per cent, strength. It may take a long time.

but this is about the best solution for removal of the bichromate
stajn. It would seem as though the particular plates you are

using are extra liable to be stained by bichromate.

G. M.—None of these processes of converting a negative exposure

into a positive bromide print are very satisfactory, owing to the

somewhat thick film of the emulsion. The more thinly coated

papers, such as are supplied for use in the Photostat machines,
are more suitable, and for them a process was worked out a year
or two ago by the Eastman Research Laboratory, and was fully

described in the " B. J." of February 9, 1917, p. 68.

N. S.—A gas light of any kind is useless for your purpose, whether
alone or as a supplement to daylight. You could, of course, use

flashlight with advantage technically, but we do not think it can
be recommended for your special purpose of the portraiture of

children. If you really want to do the job effectively, you had
far better have electric current connected, and instal one or two
half-watt lamps to a power of about 3,000 or 4,000. You don't
say what plates you are using. Perhaps you could reduce your
exposure somewhat by using a very rapid plate.

The British Journal of Photography.
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than can be calculated merely bj

s per hour taken up by that particular

ipation.
* * *

Oontrol of It is n mistake to that, in
Printing Light. exposing br ide or gaslight papers, a

a strong light will give as good a result

sure to a weak one, even allowing that

actual* illuminating value of one may be exactly

equivalent to thai other. Experience proves that

with ven thin negatives much more vigorous prints may
btained by using a well-subdued light. This is easily

obtained by increasing the distance from the light when
using a printing frame, but most printing boxes, even

when the light is movable, only allow of a variation of a

few inches, when very often a good many feet would be

in, reducing the number of lamps is

rally inadequate, a single 16 o.p. lamp being often

ntense at close quarters. Probably the most satis

i\ " damper "
is made of one or more sheets of

ordinary thin typewriting paper placed a few inches below
the ii

' are in position a thin negative

illy appears to be stronger, and the sensitive film is

evidently impressed in the same way. When enlarging.

n similar result may be secured by stopping down the

lens, a ground glass screen being placed between the
light and the condenser.

(-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING OF PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHS.

THE subject which more than any other aroused int.

at the recent Congress of the Professional Photographers'
iation was undoubtedly the scheme of national

for the stimulation of the demand on the
pari of the public for portrait photographs. Both the
principles and the details of such a scheme were

unded in the very able and explicit address delivered
by Captain F. H. Wright, of the London Press Exchange,
who was followed on a later occasion by Mr. Hopton
Hadley. The recommendations of these two advertising

orities tallied in almost all respects, and, therefore,
it was not surprising to find that the scheme, as out-
lined, met with unanimous approval by those who listened
to the addresses, and that, after some discussion, the
matter was referred to the council for their report in due
course to the members.

.1 is hardly necessary for us to recapitulate the
68 which n scheme of this kind offers for the

expansion of the business of photographic portraiture.
examples of the benefit derived in other branch.

:e, details of which were given by both the
kers we have mentioned, are sufficient to show that

under skilled administration a conceited scheme of this
kind achieves results which could never he accompli

-

pdiscriminate individual effort, and does so at a
ion of tiu cost. Moreover, we referred to this very
tion as recently as in our issue of February 10 last,

forth pretty much the same facts' which in
greater abundance have been brought before the notice
of the Congress. Still, it is desirable to underline one

tact upon which a scheme of this kind rests; and
particularly so. since precisely a contrary view apt
to be in the minds of many' photographers. It se
to be thought that for some' reason or other a limit has
been finally reached of the amount of money which the
public as a whole will spend on photographic portraiture,
and that, therefore, any advertising is simply a process

Wing Peter to pay Paul. But we are convinced

that further consideration by those who may somewhat
indefinitely hold this view will show that it is a fall:

as only to look at the enormous growth

within the last few years of studios offering photographs

at relatively very low prices in order
I

extent to which certain fresh -
! the community

have spent mone\ on photographs which previously
"

spent on something else. There you come to the crux

of t'.ie question, naively, that the competitors of an

individual photographer are all the other traders >

offer goods of a kind which are not necessities of life.

They are the competitors at least as much, as the { I

photographers in his district, to whom chiefly he has

directed his attention in meeting competition. Hence
follows the altogether sound doctrine that photograp)

as a whole should unite in putting into effect a common
policy directed to meet this competition

1

from the vend

of other goods which may be classed as luxuries or s.

luxuries. Propaganda of that kind is bound immeu-
to benefit photographers as a whole.

When we turn from the general question to practical

ways and means of carrying out such a scheme,
subject offers several debatable points. As was SUggee

by both the speakers at the Congress, the Professional

Photographers' Association, as the representative body
in the Kingdom, undoubtedly should be the one to bring

a scheme .if this kind into being. On the other hand,
the P. P. A. has at present a membership of about 1,100,

which is approximately one-seventh of the total estimated
number (8,000) of portrait photographers in the Un
Kingdom. It is. therefore, perfectly clear that in organis-

ing a scheme of national advertising the P. P. A. can
leave the six-sevenths out 'of consideration. It must
enlist their support, or at any rate tile support of a

considerable number of studios outside its own mem
ship. If the P.P. A. takes up this question on the bi'oad

basis of benefit to all photographers throughout the
Kingdom, we think there is no doubt it can obtain

degree of co-operation which is necessary. Moreover, it

is a reasonable anticipation that manufacturers of pi

graphic goods would take a share as contributors to a

scheme which necessarily would benefit them appreciably,
if in lesser proportion than portrait photographers them-
selves. Hut the scheme must be organised in this single

aim. and the Association be prepared to regard the
increase of its membership as a benefit incidental to its

larger national work. We think it will not do to mix
these two aims in approximately equal proportions, and
we mention this matter because already tin

signs that the scheme is regarded in this two-fold aspect.

It may. indeed, be suggested that for the purposes
a national advertising programme a body should be
formed, financed by the contributions of studios within
and without the membership of the P. P. A. and pi

under the control of trustees, likewise chosen from i

who are members and those who are not. Whatever plan

may, however, be adopted for enlisting support on
widest basis, there can hardly be any doubt that

practical management of the scheme is one for the ad
tising expert, whose business it is to make the psycho-
logical appeal to the public and to employ the channels
of Press advertising of which ho has an intimate know-
ledge. We daresay that an advertising man would

oie the opportunity of bringing before the public
articles, such as portrait photographs, which particularly
lend themselves to so many different and attractive f<

of appeal. The booklet issued to members of

Congress by the London Press Exchange served to show
the forcible advertisements which could appropriately be

used.
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THE EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

:il Photo-
r open issell Square. London,

W C re . bliah a further i rial section bv
Mr i . which h<? dealt particularly with the Land-

scape and iral exhibits which at * this year

large proportion of the whole collection,

and technical ex La year more
has hitherto been the case, and hare

been .st-par • . Iged by a aMJOBJ -ndinglv larger n

1 lie natur.i 1 will

ihich the

Society has ever brought together. The section "Technical
Applications of Photography " has perhaps a somewhat mis-
leading title, since the chief exhibits in it are those illustrat-

ing the properties of emulsions, forms of silver bromide grains.
xamples of other research work done with the purpose

of advancing the manufacture or use of photographic
materials. However, the finer arrangement of examples of

ical photography is a step in the right direction, and
no doubt will have the result of attracting a greater number
of contributions in future years from those engaged in the«e
branches of work.

LANDSCAPE IN THE PICTORIAL SECTION.
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luisite little pictures will be welcomed,
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of all, " In Glean Lean " (143), which rises to the height that
'udge reached when he first exhibited his oil transfers.
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a little more light on the horizontal planes. In " A
. m le>

" (dS), he us,-- grand material, with

.lurk method, which certainly gives him richness ami

ty m the print, though it does so at some sacrifice of

,n the part of the nature-lover. "The Old Church,

,. has n«. t the •
" threatening weather,"

- photographed on a halcyon day; yet we are able to

Far nit" the depths of the shaded parte of the building,

sunlight un the ground before our eyes notwithstanding.

But there is luminosity in the sky, because of its tender

gredal

Bertram Cox, in "The Face of the Down" (55). lias

ired the unconventional. His foreground object here is

the immense Bide of a chalk cliff that we see over the edge of

its upper surface. So big is this feature that it almost, bait

not quite, make- up for what it loses- in strength of tone as a

ground object such as he give- in the big clump of elms

Lrun Meadows " (121). This work is therefore the more

tive pictorially, though it has not the charms of the

distant parts of "The Face of the Down." Mr. Cox's big

are always fine, they have such life and character, and
und and solid in their light and shade. Those in

• Sussex Elms" (133) are of that variety of which the stems

are kept trimmed, and are therefore clothed with short shoots

erdure. " Evening on the Arun " (65) is a little complex

perhaps, but is full of feeling.

Landscapes from Abroad.
Oi course, the attractiveness of our shows arc always helped

by contributions from the Colonies and Dominions, besides

those from the Continent. There are five gentlemen whose

works, here, have been much admired, and yet in photography,

as in the other media, landscape remains an English art. Dr.

1! S. I.uvejov -hows remarkable feeling in " Nature's Spires"

(21), which are poplars before a broad and well-gradated sky ;

ivhilst there i- scarcely anything else but feeling, and plenty

of it. and of the true poetic sort, in August Knapp's perfectly

simple " Dawn " (44) and "The Poetry of a Distant City
"

These little poems come from West Australia. Dr.

l.uvejov's come from Maine. U.S.A., whence also do the works

of 1'". 0. Libby, well-known in our galleries. One of the most
successful he has ever sent, because the most truly naturalistic,

The Lake Below the Hill " (24), one of the nocturne sub-

jects he is so faithful to. Here the moon shines down into a

:v hollow, where a gleaming lake is seen between the

branches of a fir-tree in the foreground. J. P. Edwards, of

California, sends also a remarkably poetic architectural subject

called "A Sierran Temple" (48), with a wonderful sky; and
Hague Street. New York' (128), a great arch, most

impressively rendered. N. P. Moerdyke is from Los Angeles.
II - "On the Wharf'' (20) gives an artistic culmination of
light upon a man's shirt in a mass of material treated with
skill and show inn; much quality. Then we have our old friend
1 lard Mi-onne. whose three landscapes are a welcome
addition to the show. They are rather a departure from his
usual style, and therefore exhibit further resources and talent.
The steaming plough-team in " Attelage Fumant " (27) shows
more realism than usual, whilst " Jeunes Pecheurs " (22) is

firm and dark, and not a bit misty; with its two children, at
middle distance, by the water-side " Aurore " (54) gives
charming gradations of light among small trees.

Architectural Subjects.
The Royal always preserves the traditions of its early days,

when churches, cathedrals and ruins were the main objectives

of pictorial photography; and it is thus fitting that the ex-

president, Dr. Hodman, contributes a view of ruins in

"Ludlow Castle" (94). In modern days we show, perhaps,

less sympathetic veneration for the past, as past ; but more
enthusiasm for its appearance under natural effects. It is

this which gives us interiors with a mood like W. Archer

Clark's • Ray of Sunlight, Ely "
(138), A. Stephen

beautiful study of light beams among arches and piers, called

• In Softened Light the Sunbeams Pour" (119); likewisi

illuminated courtyards, such as J. A. Lomax's " Sunlit'' (49),

a first-rate study, and "A Sunlit Courtyard" (53), taken

from a shed, by Frank H. Read, with beautiful quality; and

the strange circular doorway with light beyond in "From
Cell to Courtyard " (86), by Dr. N. Hay Bolton. In street

scenes, mention lias already been made of one or two works
;

hut the visitor should note G. Bellamy Clifton's "Old Bristol"

(40), with its nice rich shadows; "The Pantiles" (32), by

"VY. C. Squires; the highly picturesque "St. Goarhausen "

(116), by Herbert liairstow, a narrow street with a man and

a child, and his " Filsen am Rhein " (126), where a woman is

ju-t entering the shade of an arch, both interesting in their

gothic quaintness. F. G. Tutton turns to the classic with

his damsel on a renaissance seat, " At the End of the Ter-

race " (109). Here good use has been made of the shadow that

falls across the marble structure. Modern architecture

shrouded in misty light, and seen behind the sharper pattern

of slender tree-stems, is the theme of .Mi-- ( . Sipprell's " City

Hall Square. New York " (98). As an exercise in composition

with rectangular lines Lewis L. Banfield's "The Sunbas!

(61) would be hard to beat. The big column at the back is most

artistically receding and yet dominates the scene. As a tone-

study also this work is very fine. Alfred J. Wood does well in

getting the relative tones of a church, with lighted windows,

against a night sky. which he calls " Light Amid the Encircling

Gloom " (105), and a more pictorial attempt has been made
by R. H. Bullen with "The Fox Inn, near Letchworth " (33),

but I fear that it is too full of anomalies due to the artistic

after-touch to maintain its interest after the first glance. To
conclude with Horace Jackson's " A Chinese Tea Vendor

(43), we see how the lines of steps and awning have made a

theme in composition emphasised by the darker tones of the

shaded parts.

It is really a grand Exhibition, and this estimate was

attested by Mr. Solomon J. Solomon R.A. who opened it on

Saturday last. He referred to the " splendid " composition

of the subjects, and particularly pointed out the merit of the

landscapes; as well. as giving a tribute of praise to the effec-

tive display of slides and coloured transparencies in the rooms-

above. These ore, indeed, shown this year to the best advan-

tage. A notice of this sort should not conclude without a

reference to S. Pegler's Autoehrome stereoscopic subjects, of

which there are two cabinets. Never before has the quasi-

realism of stereoscopy—often a gross exaggeration of the third

dimension—been given with so much convincing truth and

surprise at its beauty; for the Autoehrome becomes quite

another thing in this method of showing. Mr. Solomon was

enthusiastic about a certain picture of jewels and diamonds.

He said: "They made my mouth water"—they would; but

thev are above my station in life. I yearned to be in " Sher-

wood Forest"; indeed. I felt I was there among the tawny

bracken—a rich and restrained and yet brilliant scheme of

colour.

F. C. Tilnkv

THE TECHNICAL SECTIONS.

Examples of a process of producing accurate scales without
the use of a ruling machine are shown by A. E. Bawtree (268).
Mr. Bawtree uses a copying camera, double-toning, and expan-
sion or contraction of a paper print as steps in his method of
woducing finely divided scales serving such purposes as con-

version of weights and measures, tbermoiuetric scales, etc.

The relation between the size and the number of grains in an

emulsion is shown by curves (269) obtained by A. P. H. Trivelli

and F. L. Rigbter from measurements which must have been

extremely laborious. The recent researches of Loyd A. Jones
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Some illustrations of upper cloud formations
bv (; Aubourne Clarke show great care and study. Examples
of aerial photography .' Willis Grundy are worthy of
notice, hit \ 182 being especially interesting. Print No. 2
under tin* number demonstrates the value of a red-sensitive

and a naphtholdisulphonic acid filter.

Photo-Micrography and Radiography.

nt work i- shown in these sections, particularly

• able being the ro< 0. H. Caffyn ; his

oos ot i gaining the medal,

micrographs .>i typical animal hairs, and hairs on b

of plants, by Dr. (. H Rodman, are extremely good, as also

is his No. 300a, " I'nder Surface of Leaf of Goosof<>

radiographs will be found Mime fine work by
I.uhoshey. The medal in this section has been granted to

Sarcoma. " bv A. (). Forder. An interesting radio-

graph negative is shown in the Transparency room; it repre-

-h which has swallowed a whelk.

Stereoscopic Photography.

The stereoscopic print- are the work of Messrs. Ralph
• tt and Oliver A. Weiss. N Merlin and Young,"

by the former, is particularly noticeable. The stereoscopic

transparencies by A. T. Mole should be seen, a group of old

ally good. Two cabinets of colour

stereos in the Autorhron F.R.P.S
Dessert," standing out well. In Cabinet

188 an Antochrome positive of a pot of flowers is shown,
and also a negative in complementary colours of the same

Lantern Transparencies.

The Royal Photograph is to be congratulated upon
method of displaying the colour transpare;

and pictorial lantern slides. In past years one felt loth to
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.ction ar-- too set by Wm. Archer

11 No 647 i
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and Ranald good

clean work. We admired the fine technique of Edgar R. Bull's

slides hurst, especially Nos. (iGCi and 667. A most

•sting set of slides i* included by J. Dudley Johnston,

tS8 and 687. The former repres. Instrating

actors governing colour in lantern slides when using a
aining thioearbamide. and the second set is of

•' : of variation of the thio-

tmide i>> -per. These slides show the met
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•i-slido* of various quiet degrees of warmth of

<ir.
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COLOUR TRANSPARENCIES AND PRINTS.

1„ ti.o past 'i"" 1 ' certain whether the

„,1 other colour transparencies were judged at

tlio Royal on their pictorial or t. •cluneal merits. This year

are definitely brought within the pictorial I'old, and have

been judged by a committee, charged, as we suppose, to make

its awards purely on the basis of the wsthetic qualities of the

exhibits. We daresay that they found thai it is much more

difficult to do this in'the case of colour transparencies than in

that of monochrome prints which are put forward as examples

of pictorialism, and considering the very small opportunity.

beyond selection of the subject, which there is lor pictorial

\utochroiue process, it is greatly to be

doubted if there is a real advantage in leaning towards this

view of the process and definitely Libelling other colour work

M- '• scientific
" simply because the subjects are of a scientific

character. However this may he. a medal has been awarded to

an Autochrome study of still life (766), by Bertram H.

Saunders, entitled " A Good Dinner." It is quite a good

dinner, including a pheasant, trussed fowl, joint of beef, and

many pounds ol vegetables, and we commend the reserve of

those who arranged the transparencies for placing a study by

the same author of dessert fruits in quite another part of the

collection. The judges must have had a good deal of difficulty

in deciding between " A Good Dinner " and the Autochrome
" Neapolitan Type " (695), by N. K. Luboshoy, which techni-

cally, we think, is a much better example of the process, and

pictorially at least as good. Another medal is awarded to

F. G. Tutton for a three-colour transparency of still life (706)

by the carbon process, in which the colours have been

strengthened with dyes.

This year the flower and fruit transparencies by Henry
frving are again of extremely beautiful quality, though perhaps

Uperior to thos of last year. His best, W« think, is

No. 696, of sweet peas. Most of the landscapes do not rise

above the ordinary, hut there is a beautiful study of birch and

bracken, " Autumn Gold " (713), by Henry E. Harris; another,
" Heather" (770), b\ W. Scruton ; and a line series of

Corsica (783-790), by 'Major T. W. Rartlett and Miss E. M.
Hart let i.

When wo come to the colour prints we are bound to say that,

in our opinion, the presumed policy ol judging the work as

par^ of the pictorial exhibits has proved a mistake. Jn the

present state of the technique of making colour prints on paper
every encouragement should be given to the production of work
which marks a technical advance as regards registration, purity
and brilliance of colours, absence of predominant tints, and
other qualities which in the past it has been so difficult to

overcome. The pictorial application of the technical methods
may very well be left to itself for a while. Thus, while the
" Figure Studv " (392) in the three-colour carbon process, by

Leo. 0. Nicoll, who receives a medal, has many pictorial merits,

this single award undoubtedly overlooks the remarkable pro-

gress in the making of three-colour prints by the RaydeX
method exhibited by Samuel Manners in Nos. 396-402, all of

which mark a great advance in the technique of this method,
which Mr. Manners has long worked to perfect. Even the

hanging committee teem to have had a grudge against them.,

for they have put them on the dark side of a screen where they

cannot he properly seen. These exhibits by themselves make
the colour-print section the best which the Society has had for

many years. The others do not make a very strong show,
although Commander H. K. Kendall has a very pleasing version

of sunshine and colour in No. 413, " The Gardens of Villa

Frere, Malta," also by the Raydex process.

THE P.P.A. CONGRESS.

Thk concluding portion of the reports of the crowded week of

fixtures arranged by the Professional Photographers' Association
for the recent Congress appears below. Owing to the considerable

number of the papers and demonstrations which formed the pro-

gramme, we have had to abandon a datal order of the proceedings.

UNUSUAL PORTRAITURE

but all the fixtures have now been dealt with in our pages. The
Congress came to an end with the installation, at the dinner, of

Mr. Alexander Corbett as President of the Association for the

current year. Elsewhere in this' issue appears a key to the mem-
bers who figured in the Congress group reproduced last week.

On the Wednesday evening of Congress week the lecture was by
Mr. Charles Aylet t, of Toronto, whose subject was " Unusual Por-

traiture, introducting Spot Lighting and Soft-focus Lenses." The
chair was taken by Mr. W. 1.. F. Wastell, President of the Royal
Photographic Society.

Mr Aylctt said that it had been an eye-opener for him and for

his colleague, Mr. Kennedy, to see the present exhibition. He
had no idea that such wonderful and beautiful work was produced
on this side. He had seen a few photographs of British origin at

Conventions in the United States—not so often in Canada—and they
had always been of a very high standard, but he had " figured

that these were by men who were advanced amateurs and were made
for exhibition purposes. Now he understood that it was everyday
work, and he could nut help congratulating the Association upon
the finest exhibition of portrait photographs he had ever seen, and
he. had seen a great many, having attended at least five Conventions
in the United States and Canada this year.

The average picture they got in the States and in Canada was just

that " honest to God sort of photograph, don"t you know," which
had every technical excellence, but the pictures in this exhibition
showed him that their producers were aiming at the ideal. Many
of the pictures, and particularly the one that had won the firs!

prize, had a mystery about them and a harmony which was very
often absent from the pictures on " the other side." good as they
were. He went on to speak about the value of Congresses Their
supreme value was in the opportuuity they afforded one to know
one's fellow photographers. In their atmosphere all unwarranted
jealousy disappeared. If any of them had any new device or process

or idea he was very glad fo demonstrate it to someone else. The
liked to show it to the man round the next block. He would n
imitate it. or. if he did, he would not do it in exactly the- sail

way. And if be worked out something a little different it hclpc

him along, and did not do his colleague any harm. All of the
could show one another new ways of doing things, although for h
own part, be dipped his pennons to British photographers, ai

seriously doubted, after seeing their exhibition, whether he cou
show them anything in particular. He was supposed to talk abo
soft-focus lenses, lie used soil focus lenses every day in flic wet

in his studio, and had clone so for the last eight years. He believe

in soft locus lenses, lie did not think that soft-focus lenses wen-
fad. They were something which had come to stay. They g.v

him. not so much a photograph of some hair, as an impression
hair. The things looked real to him as seen by the soft focus let

He had made more money by flic use of soft-focus lenses than 1

the use of anything else. He would never have been able to con
over to England bad it not been for soft-focus lenses. When he to

them about the rewards to be made in Canada from the use
soft-focus lenses, he rather expected that all the men using sol

focus lenses would be coming over to the Dominion pretty soo

The results with the soil focus lens approached nearest to bru.

effects He did not think that their sifters or their sitters' frien

wanted to see the hard drawing, the wiry portrait. Thev want
that the resemblance portrayed the spirit of the person . n

eerned. The spirit could not be put on paper, but something of

subtlety and softness could he caught, so that another person, Ion

ing at the portrait would say, 'That is mother: Thai is father!
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and most influential the had ever organised. He had

not the slightest idea until he actually got to London that the

exhibition was on so large and important a scale. He added that

ess was made stiil more memorable by the presence of

visitors from the United States, Canada. Australia, India, and

len. The past year had been marked by great activity in the

n, especially by the incorporation and by the establish-

f the "
I id there were many other activities ahead.

Mr. ft, N. Speaight proposed the "Health of the Visitors,"

whom he preferred to call the friends. He read telegrams from
" Annie and Jack Kennedy " and " The Ayletts," who had had to

leave to catch their boat for Canada, both conveying much appre-

n for kindness shown them during their stay.

Mr. Pirie MacDonald aroused laughter hy giving his speech in

the style of a military report, to the effect that the Canadians had

withdrawn under the heavy fire of British hospitality, and, as for

himself, he was compelled to retreat in the morning, and within

24 hours his vessel would have her nose pointed for Sandy Hook.

There was one fly in the amber. The man most responsible for the

fellowship between British and American photographers—Reggie

Haines—was ill in bed. He called upon the gathering to stand and

drink the health of Mr. Reginald Haines, which they did -with a

verv good will. Mr. Macdonald concluded his speech by saying

that the Americans were the greatest people in the whole world for

using "pep"; the English had it, but they did not use it. He
called on the company to repeat after him, " I want what I want
when I want it," and this was done, with many resounding bangs

on the table.

Mr. Brooke, formerly of Sydney, also replied to the toast. He was
sorry to see that Australia was not represented in the exhibition,

and would endeavour to repair the omission on a future occasion

after his return. He was, however, enjoying a brief ( ! ) holiday,

and would not be resuming work until January 1. 1924.

The President at this point read a telegram from Mr. Flodin,

of Stockholm, "Three cheers for the P.P.A."

Mr. F. G. Wakefield took occasion to thank the trade exhibitors
for their support, and with him gratitude was an expectation of
favours to come; next year the trade exhibit would have to be on
a much larger scale.

Mr. R. E. Carter acknowledged the compliment, and said that
the exhibitors were grateful for the untiring efforts of the Council
and for the support of the members.

Mr. Marcus Adams proposed the toast of " The Press." The
Press was one of the best friends of the Association. During the

ress something like 50 notices had appeared in the daily
jcurnals. When the Association developed its co-operative adver-
tising scheme the Press would be more than ever their great stand
by. lie thanked the photographic Press in particular for its sup-
port, mentioning Mr. T. Bell, editor of the " Professional Photo-
grapher "

; Mr. Child Bayley and Mr. F. J. Mortimer, editors of the
"Amateur Photographer and Photography"; Mr. G. E. Brown,
editor of the "British Journal of Photography"; and, of course,
Mi. Jenkyns Griffiths, editor of their own " Record."

Mr. Child Bayley. in response, said that the P.P.A. was particu-
larly associated with amateur photography, because the Association
incorporated the successful professional photographers, and these
were essentially men who had the amateur spirit—that is to say,
they loved their art, and the fact that it was their livelihood was
a subsidiary matter. He also mentioned that the highest award
in the British section of the Exhibition was taken by two ladies
who were certainly amateurs, whether professionals or not. He
recalled that on a previous occasion he alone had had to answer
to; the Photographic Press, because Mr. G. E. Brown was in ill-

health. They were glad to see Mr. Brown back among them on
that occasion. (Applause.)

Mr. G. E. Brown said that the gentleman who ought to reply
to this toast was Mr. Griffiths, the Association's own editor, who
had a rotten job. (Laughter.) There were two honorary editors,
whose job .was also rotten, and poor Mr. Griffiths had not onlv to
please these two honorary editors, but the several members of" the
Council. If he might offer advice he would suggest that this
editorial system was impossible, and that Mr. Griffiths ought to
have the entire responsibility. The whole Photographic Press wel-
comed tho appearance of the " Record "and wished it every success.
The Photographic Press also rejoiced in the success of the Congress.
The Council had wrestled with difficulties that might have seemed
insuperable, and had brought off a good thing.

Mr. Arthur Webb proposed the toast of the "Officers and

who deserve i t lie gratitude, he said, of the general body
of members. M Basil suitably replied in a few sentences,

and said that next year big schemes had been suggested to them,

and they would have to call upon more outside help.

Mr. Frank Brown proposed the " Health of the President." They
had learned not only to respect Mr. Swan Watson, but to love

him. His kindness had shone throughout the week, and he carried

with him into retirement the best wishes of them all. (Loud
applause.)

Mr. Swan Watson said that his year of office had been one of

great enjoyment, thanks to the courtesy shown by his colleagues. He
regretted that one of the members of the Council to whose unfailing

optimism they all owed much—Mr. Reginald Haines—was away
ili. Mr. Haines had sent a very nice letter, one sentence of which
ran :

" I stated at Buffalo last year that the members of the Con-
vention visiting our Congress would meet with a great reception,

and I wish to thank all our members, and especially my colleagues

in the Council, for so loyally ' waking up ' to this Congress." The
President also read a telegram of greeting from the Photographic
Society of Stockholm, and a telegram from Mr. Luboshey, " Kindest
greetings to brother photographers. They should not be at daggers
drawn."
The President then invested his successor, Mr. Alexander Corbett,

with the badge of office, amid loud applause, and Mr. Corbett, in
return, invested Mr. Swan Watson with the ex-President's badge.
Mr. Corbett said that he had a very difficult task indeed to fol-

low- the tradition set by Mr. Watson. Next year the Association
looked forward to still greater things, and he hoped the manu-
turers and dealers would give them still more support The time
had come when the manufacturers and dealers and themselves might
meet at a- round-table conference once or twice a year. He ended
by proposing the health of Mr. Alfred Ellis—the man behind the
gun. (Applause.)

Mr. Alfred Ellis said that he was only resuming a position which
he first occupied when the Association was started 21 years ago.
It was never his wish to leave that position, but he was made
President, and could not fill the two offices. His best endeavours
would be to promote the interests of the Association, and he hoped
to see many hundreds, if not thousands, of new members.
(Applause.)

During the evening a very fine musical programme was carried
out under the direction of Mr. Herbert Lambert and the Secret arv.
Musical items were rendered by Miss Hebe Simpson. Mr. Llovd
Huws, Mr. Ranger, and Miss Dorothy Glover's Trio (Miss Glover,
Miss Elsie Barnard and Miss Maud Lucas). It was well after
eleven before the company rose.

R.P.S. EXHIBITION LECTURES.
The following lantern lectures will be delivered during the annual
exhibition of the Royal Photographic Societv, which will be open
until Saturday, October 28:

—

Friday, September 29.—Exhibition Lantern Slide Night. The
slides selected for the exhibition will be shown on the screen.

Tuesday, October 3.—Lantern Lecture. " Lourdes." T H B
Scott, F.R.P.S.

Friday, October 6.—Lantern Lecture. " The Beginnings of London."
Frank Lambert. M.A., F.S.A.

Tuesday, October 10.—The Twenty-fifth Annual Traill-Taylor
Memorial Lecture: "The Development of the Photographic
Lens from the Historical Point of View." Dr. Reginald S.
Clay.

Friday. October 13.—Lantern Lecture. " Carcassone and the
Pyrenees." Dr. C. Atkin Swan.

Tuesday. October 17.—Lantern Lecture. " The Progress of Aerial
Photography." Major F. C. V. Laws.

Friday, October 20.—Lantern Lecture. " Recent Work in Clou
Photography." G. Anbourne Clarke.

Tuesday, October 24.—Lantern Lecture. " Some Landmarks of
Ancient Egypt," E. W. Mellor, J.P.

Friday. October 27.—Lantern Lecture. "Familiar Flowers in
Monochrome." Dr. 0. H. Rodman.
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Bxpo-

l

is that.^with a thin negative, the proportion of

Solal ion i ' should be decreased, and with a contrasty negative be slightly

o secure the best results.

,os 7 shows effect of varying botli the exposure and proportion

rtion C, Series 7A, of varying proportion of Solution (.' only,

hex factors remaining constant.

deduction from these is that thiocarbamide, although retarding

development, is not a restrainer in the photographic sense, and docs

not tend to increase contrast.

Details of the Experiments.

Developer. Temp. I'irsi I><—v->-l- Colours.
Dog. appear- opulent

ol the complete.
Image. Urns

Bol \. Sol. B. sol. C.

Parts. Farts. Part,

i i. li J 70 30 4 Warm brown, fine

and luminous.

2 J 6 1J J 70 40 4 Yellowish brown.

3 16 1J i 70 60 6 Cold purple brown.

4 2 6 1J § 70 80 7i Purple grey, un-

even density.

4 6 2] 70 120 13 Yellowish purple,

weak and washed

out.

"A.

1 16 H I 70 20 2 Warm chocolate,

best slide in this

set.

2 1 6 li i 70 25 2 i Chocolate, slightly

colder than 1.

3 16 li i 70 45 4i Purplish green, un-

even density, flat.

4 16 li J 70 65 6i Warm purple, un-

even density.

5 16 li | 70 85 8i Weak yellowish

brown, uneven

density.

Attention is directed to No. 5 of Series 7. It was obvious when
developing No. 4 of that series that the exposure given to No 5 would
be far too much for the developer being used, and the result would be

useless. The proportion of Solution B was, therefore, increased to

2i parts with a view to counteract the excessive exposure. This,

by prolonging development, probably did more harm than good.

Meetings of Societies.

MEEIINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, October 2.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Social and Musical Evening.
Southampton C.C. "In Pictureland With a Camera." Rev. W.

Hogan.
Tuesday, October 3.

Exeter Camera Club. Presidential address delivered by Dr. C.
Beauchamp-Hall, F.R.C.S.

Hackney Phot. Soc. " In and Around Quaint Holland." E. T.
Coombes.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Exhibition of Prints, by Fred
Judge.

Thursday, October 5.

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phoi. Soc. " Chinese and Indian
Hard Stone Carvings." Cecil Thomas.

Rochdale Amateur Phot. Soc. Annual General Meeting.
The Royal Photographic Society. " The Use and Misuse of Short

Focus Lenses. R. H. Lawton, F.R.P.S.

Saturday, October 7.

Edge Hill Camera Club. Outing to Ormskirk and District.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
The informal session, rapidly drawing to a close, once again
vindicated its versatility last week, when Mr. A. H. Tarry
demonstrated " Casting Flowers in Metal," one of the most
wonderful working expositions ever given in the club-rooms.

A loganberry leaf was taken, and within an hour or so a perfect

cast in aluminium was produced, faithful even to minute hairs.

Briefly, the procedure is as follows:—The flower, leaf, butterfly,

or other natural object is coated with shellac solution, and then
painted round with an investment material capable of withstand-
ing intense heat. The mould is then heated to carbonise the

encased object, debris being removed by washing with men
Finally, the metal is melted by blowpipe or oxy-hydrogen jet, and
•forced into the mould under heavy pressure

Exquisite specimens, many seemingly impossible to cast, were
passed round, including some in gold, which, it may proudly be
recorded, were all returned. In reply to a question, the lecturer

said it would be quite feasible to east a spider's web, provided
the strands were strong enough to withstand the preliminary

treatment. A suggestion by a member that the chairman, Mr.
should be cast in metal as a permanent adornment for the

club-rooms was modestly negatived by this flower of the flock.

A most_hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Tarry, who,
in replying, observed that a number of hospitable friends had
pressed him to take a drink, but nothing had materialised.

Luckily, the rational hour permitted this serious omission to be
J

rectified.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Parade Drug Stores, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on September 16 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

To carry on the business of dealers in photographio goods and
materials, opticians, etc. The first directors are : W. A. King, 58,

Cazenove Road, N.16, tobacconist; E. J. Reedman, 9, Green Lanes,

N.16, pharmaceutical chemist (managing director). Qualification,

one 6hare. Remuneration, £500 divided between them. Registered

office : 9, Green Lanes, Stoke Newington, N.16.

National Trade Monotypers, Ltd.—This private company was
registered on September 16, with a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares.

Objects : To adopt an agreement with J. W. Law6on, and to carry

on the business of printers, stationers, mechanical typesetters, litho-

giaphers, type founders, stereotypers, electrotypers, photographic

printers, etc. The first directors are : W. Tomlin, 15, Waterloo
Road, Barnsley, printers' manager ; J. W. Lawson, 14, Russell

Street, York, printers' manager. Qualification, £100 sharse. Secre-

tary, J. W. Lawson. Registered office : 8-10, Wyre Street, Ardwick,
Manchester.

"Grays Publishing Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on September 14 with a capital of £12,000 in £1 shares (6,000

pieference). Objects: To take over the business of printers, pub-

lishers, photographers, producers and vendors of picture postcards,

guide books and letter cards carried on at 13, Gray's Inn Road,

W.C., as " Grays Publishing Co." The subscribers (each with one

si are) are : Mrs. A. M. Barley, Leutchine, Burlington Road, Swan-
age; Pindo Ajelli, 13, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.I, fine art publisher.

The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Qualification :

£100. Remuneration as fixed by the company.

Yevonde, Ltd.—This private company was registered on Septem-

bei 12, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To take

over from F. H. Swoffer, or his trustee, the business of a photo-

grapher, carried on at 10, St. Ann's Square, Manchester, and to

acquire from Yevonde Middleton, of Victoria Street, Westminster,

the non-exclusive use of the name " Yevonde " used by
her in connection with her photographic business, with a

view of carrying on the businesses so to be acquired as
" Yevonde, Ltd.," to adopt agreements (1) with fl. Sharp

and the said F. H. Swoffer and (2) with the said Yevonde
Middleton. The first directors are : Muriel Oliver, The Waterhouse,

Bollington (chairman) ; Yevonde Middleton, Victoria Street, West-

minster. Remuneration of Muriel Oliver. £250 for first year and
£300 for each subsequent, year ; of the said Yevonde Middleton, £150

per annum. Qualification of Muriel Oliver as chairman, 500 shares;

of Yevonde Middleton, 250 shares.

Tin: Club Photographer.—The October issue of the "Club
Photographer " contains articles by members of the Preston

Camera Club, amongst them one on the " Paget Colour Process"

and another on " Nature Photography."
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B ,

I'hotographic Odds and End*."

bbe session is no* available, and may be

obtained from the Hon Secretary, J. M. BellOrs, 50, Russell Hill,

Judging by the list of lecturers and their subjects this

d be an interesting and fcive session, and the mem-

jhonld have plenty of opportunity to exercise their powers

ritidstn to the full. Amongst the lectures are many which

dated to interest the beginner, and this instruction,

i,er with the friendly and jovial spirit of the club, should

null to help him in his work.

Photographic iNSTRrc-rioN IN MANCHESTER.—The prospectus of

irinting and photographic department of the Manchester Muni-

cipal College of Technology is now available for intending students.

photographic section provides evening and all-day instruction

in pure photography and the photo-mechanical processes. A complete

daylight and artificial light studio is provided for portraiture and

ral technical negative making, together with an efficient dark-

room, printing room, and a well-equipped laboratory. The process

studio contains four cameras, one 12 x 10 and three 15 x 12 sizes.

Three daik-rooms are provided in this department, enabling wet

collodion and dry plate negative making to be accomplished. There

o an etching room, including two etching machines and a com-

plete block finishing room. Instruction is also given in retouching

and finishing photographic prints, by expert instructors. Mr.

Charles W. Gamble, O.B.E., M.Sc.Tech., is the Director of the

photographic departments, and application should be made to him

by intending students for particulars of the classes most suitable to

their requirements. These classes of instruction should be of great

value to persons in the neighbourhood of Manchester who propose

to enter one or other of the -branches of photography as a means of

livelihood. The. school session commences on October 2.

The Eastman Theatre and School of Music.—An excellently

printed four pa. avure supplement to the "Democrat and

Chronicle" of Rochester, N.Y., for September 10, 1922, includes

illustrations and particulars of the Eastman Theatre and School

o; Music. This theatre and school were presented to the people of

Rochester, N.Y. , by Mr. Geo. Eastman, for the purpose of develop-

ing musical talent and appreciation, and were opened to the public

or September 4. Mr. Eastman's original gift amounted to

3,520,000 dollars, to which was added, a few months later, 1,000,000

dollars for building and equipment. A smaller hall, which is an

adjunct of the School of Music, was designed essentially for recital

purposes, but has a complete motion-picture equipment. The organ

m this hall represents an investment of 90,000 dollars. The large

theatre, which is described as the most beautiful in the world,

abounds in architectural beauty and wealth of art treasures, and its

equipment and accommodation are said to be surpassed. The
auditorium, which has a seating capacity of 3,358 persons, is com-

pletely open, no posts or girders interfering with the view of the

stage. Music for motion pictures is provided by a full symphony
o/chestra and an eight-division organ with more than 10,000 pipes,

said to be the most complete ever installed in a theatre. Mr.

Eastman's interest in music and genius in organisation appear to

have found the happiest conjunction in the planning of this

notable addition to the social life of Rochester.

Photographic Instruction.—Evening classes of instruction in

pure photography have been a special feature of the Battersea Poly-

technic, Battorsea Park Road, S.W., for a number of years, and
have been of great assistance to students of the art. The photo-

graphic department of the Polytechnic contains a fully-equipped

studio and commodious dark room, both fitted for electr'c illumina-

tion, besides the necessary apparatus for the subjeots in which
instruction is given. An elementary class on Tuesday evenings, and
ar. advanced class on Thursday evenings, are held, the latter pre-

paring students for the City and Guilds final examination in photo-

giaphy. Mr. E. Senior, the instructor, has a wide knowledge of

his subject, and is a very capable lecturer. The fees for these

classes, comprising 2£ hours' instruction in theory and practice, is

20s. per session for both the elementary and advanced courses. A
special course in enlarging is also provided on Tuesday evenings
fiora 7.30 to 9.30. The fee for this instruction, extending over
twelve evenings, i6 10s. Mr. Senior is also delivering a course of

about twenty-five lectures on photography »t the South-Western
Polytechnic, Manrosa Road, Chelsea, S.W.3, at 7.30 p m. One
hour's lecture is given, followed by practical work. The fees for

the course of lectures and practical work is 20s. per session. Prac-
tical demonstrations in photo-micrography will also be given at this

Institute, commencing May 7, 1923. The fee, covering eight
demonstrations, is 5s.

Correspondence.

*** Correspondents should never unite on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the amnions expressed

by our correspondents.

CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I think I must have been the last photographer to

register as attending the Congress, since you give the number

attending as 291, and my badge number was 292. That I was

unable to attend until the Friday was undoubtedly my loss, as it

was regret, because of the very attractive programme arranged.

Particularly I regret missing Capt. F. H. Wright's address on

Co-operative Advertising on the Wednesday afternoon, which from

your report appears to have been very informative and instructive.

Unfortunately the address on the same subject on the Friday by

Mr. Hopton Hadley was somewhat spoiled by being hurried,

through the late start owing to the general annual meeting of the

P.P. A. encroaching on the time allotted to Mr. Hadley, and also

by the fact that the arrangements for the Congress dinner made

it necessary for the chairman to hurry the proceedings, leaving but

little time for discussion.

This subject is one of extreme importance to the whole body of

professional photographers, and whilst it is fitting that the pro-

position be left pro ter.h. lor the Council to discuss, it is quite

imperative that the matter be not pigeon-holed indefinitely, but

that ways and means are found of starting the scheme early in the

New Year.

For such a great length of time photographers, as a body or indi-

vidually, have relied on indirect methods of advertising, in many-

cases bolstered up by broadcast invitation sittings, so that the

public have, as a ru'e, a very poor opinion of photographers from

the business point of view, if not from the social. The objection

to direct advertising, from the viewpoint of the better class studio,

has been that it is undignified and unprofessional ; from the stand-

point of the cheaper studios, that it probably does not pay. Both

views are wrong, because (1) there is nothing undignified in letting

the public know what one has to sell, in a decent, straightforward

manner
; (2) the professional photographer is not " up against " a

union, such as the Law Society or the Medical Association, pro-

hibiting direct advertisement. After all, the photographer does sell

things (photographs, products of his and his staff's services), and

not merely services or advice, like the professions mentioned. (3)

Since he sells things, why should it not pay the photographer to

advertise? It is a proved fact that it pays every other form of

business to advertise its goods.

Having arrived at the conclusion that advertising pays, un-

doubtedly more, could be done in educating the public to be photo-

graphed oftener by some co-operative scheme, because it is the only

way that large sums of money could be raised to tackle the job

in any efficient manner. It requires handling by experts and

putting out to fhe right kind of papers, having regard to the

variations in the status of different photographic studios and their

clientele. I quite agreed witn Capt. F. H. Wright that £12,500

is none too much to carry out the campaign. Given skilful

handling, with efficient advertisements bringing in results. I think

double this amount might be raised the second year, for the price

of a new 14 x 8 ft. background from each of the 8,000 photographers

calculated as likely to subscribe would bring in about £30,000.

Very few photographers would hold out if results accrue.

My question to Mr. Hadley is not reported quite correctly. It

was, " Would the methods suggested by Mr. Hadley raise a sufficient

sum?" and not, as you say, "Was it really possible to raise

sufficient? " My point is that it should be quite possible, but I

do not think the amount stated by Mr. Hadley as required for a

start would be sufficient.

Another point in the education of the public to want photo-

graphs more frequently is, that photographers as a body should

devise some ready method hy which the public can keep and

protect a collection of photographs—something that will take the

place of the old family album. It is quite impossible for the

public to frame more than a small proportion of the photographs
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less pyro was required. Dealing with this particular point, the

official report issued by the Society 6aid :
" In one case 2 grs. of

pyro in our standard developer gave as good results as 5 grs. in" the

makers. The developer works woll with every plate we have tested,

though it requires a bromide on some of the extra sensitive plates

to prevent fogging."

As many as 234 tests in all were made, and the developer had a

good run, but for some reason or other the formula did not live

many years, even though efforts were made to embody ferrocyanide

;n other and more popular formulas.—Yours faithfully.

W. W. N.

ASSISTANTS AND THE CONGRESS.
To the Editors,

nlemen,—I was specially favoured to attend some of the lec-

tures held at the recent P. P. A. Congress, and feel I must make an

attempt to express my appreciation, and thanks to all concerned.

There are two evenings that stand out as unique to me.
The first is Mr. Pirie Macdonald's lecture. Words fail me to

express my gratitude and feeling to such a wonderful man and
photographer. If every assistant could have heard him, I am con-

vinced it would have been the finest lesson any photographer could

have, heard. I had the good fortune to meet him,

the day before he left, and he promised on his next
visit to this country to give assistants an evening. Now we
come to the Assistants evening (Thursday). In all my twenty-three

years' experience in photography this has been the first assistants

meeting. I sincerely hope this is the beginning of many more. I

tee] it is absolutely essential for us to have an assistants'

association for many reasons, viz., to improve the condition and
quality of work and sociability amongst assistants.

lures should be given not only on photography, but commerce,
science, literature, astronomy, and many other subjects too numerous
to mention. Include the trade assistants; they will be a great help
to us all, especially the demonstrators, as there are many of us
who do not know the way the material is manufactured, I am sure
the P. P. A. Council will find the right man to lecture to us.
An exhibition should be held for the assistants only, showing the

branch in which they specialise, viz., operating, developing, re-
touching, printing, finishing, mounting, and judged only on the one
subject or branch.

We were told at the meeting that it is necessary for the operator
to study the sitter ; it is equally important that the master photo-
grapher must study the assistant in every branch of the finished
result; and the assistant, the master. If conviviality was
more in prominence in the photographic workroom the average
assistant would be happier.

It must be remembered we all have our livelihood to get, and
cannot live on Bentiment, but until photography is improved we
cannot expect to obtaiD better conditions and wages, which I hope
will soon come.—1 remain,

Yours faithfully,

„ _ _ _ Frank V. Symmons.
43. Dover Sheet. W.l.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with out present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday'* " Journal " must reach
us not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be
addressed to the Editors.

S - /-'•—The type of print you have seen was probably produced
either upon Kodak " Transferotype," which is a stripping paper
and allows the picture to be transferred to any type of paper
base, including Japanese vellum, or " Kerotype " transfer paper,
made by Criterion. Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham.

C -,y*~A burnished mirror reflects approximately 80 per cent, of
light as observed by the eye. In the case of using two mirrors,

80 per cent, of the light reflected by the first would be reli

by the second. Thus 64 per cent, of the original light would be

available. In practice, however, it is found that a larger pro-

portion of light than these figures show is really reflected.

W. S.—Your background should first have a good coating of thin

starch paste rubbed well into the material. When this is dry,

any of the good makes of washable distemper may be applied.

We have treated this matter rather fully in the " B. J." of the

following dates: .May 20, 1921, p. 300, and January 27, 1922,

p. 47. Copies of these issues may be obtained from our publishers,

price 9d. each, post free.

A .•<).—The approximate electric power required by you is as under:

(1) Printing box for gaslight and bromide, 80-100 c.p.

(2) Enlarging, 400 c.p.

(3) Studio, two or three lamps, totalling 6,000 c.p.

Using half-watt lamps, this would need a supply of about 3,250

watts. If you divide this figure by the voltage you have avail- I

able you will obtain the amperage necessary to light all

lamps at once.

A. C.—Your difficulty in firing flash powder by a high-tension

spark is that the metallic powder proves a conductor for the

current, and consequently the effect of the spark is lost. If

you have electricity available it is best to fire the powder by
means of a piece of fine fuse wire : when the current is

switched on the fuse burns out, thus igniting the powder. It is

possible to use the lamp you mention at the distance you require,

a special long wire release being provided for the purpose.

C. R.—We have never seen any larger ferrotype plates than 14 x
10. As they are, we believe, all made in America, it would be

difficult to get special sizes. If the number you quote is

correct, your Dallmtyer lens is the stickyback size. The fact I

that it has Waterhouse diaphragms and is not marked " Patent
"

would indicate that it was a kind called many years ago the
" New Stereoscopic Lens," but so far as we know none of these

would bear so high a number. In any case, it would be a

Petzval type portrait lens. We cannot fix a selling value.

David C. Price.—(1) We do not know of a material which is per-

fectly opaque (free from holes) in a single thickness, and, at the

same time, is a reasonable price. For blocking out the whole of

the light absolutely, two blinds are necessary whatever the mate-
rial. We have used the material sold by any large draper ns
" silesia " satisfactorily, although at the present time it is rather

expensive. (2) A photographer has no right to make any use of

prints from a customer's negatives without the customer's per-

mission, even though the prints have not been paid for owing to

any cause. Under copyright law the owner of the negative in such
circumstances as you describe has the sole right to make and
exhibit prints from the negatives.

The British Journal of Photography.

' Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scalb op Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) ...

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Is-

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegra

The latest time for receiving' small line advertisements is 12 o'clo

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publiehers on Monday mornir

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue is not

guaranteed.
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; ,,| :1 , ,!„ very outset will object to the

on of gallic acid t< i as a "fine ohem*

Mated in the " Chemist and Druggist' that

ived any notice of the " complaint.

"

il wi'll the ifoard of Trade and .Mr. Atkinson do then?

uphic importance of the - light. Gallic

for making pyrogallic acid, the classification

chemical " is nob disputed. Mr.

protection of the Act for this

product. It would seem that of the two substances,

gallic acid (the raw material for his pyro) is the more

important to him, since he sets the machinery of the

Act in motion in order to make the imported supplies of

it more expensive.
* *

The Success The bromide process, in spite of all

of the the newer printing mediums, still holds
Bromide Print.

prjje f p] aev lv jth t lie- serious worker.

tlany new methods of so-called pictorial reproduction

available, each of them requiring much study and
u the part of the worker, to bring out their

sibilities. But the bromide print, easy to manipu-
and yet with perfect gradation, still remains

the favourite method of reproduction with exhibitors.

At the Royal Photographic Society's exhibition, now
Russell Square, there arc in the pictorial

section 154 prints, 115 of which have the name of the

printing process attached to the titles in the catalogue.

115 prints, 64 are by the bromide process. Next
is in number is Bromoil (direct and transfer), which

claims 24 prints, leaving 27 to be distributed over 9
other printing processes. The bromide process is there-

fore a long way in front for popularity, and, undoubtedly,
the large amount of careful attention given to the manu-
facture of so many fine grades of paper and speeds of

emulsion has had much to do with this.. There is no
ative nowadays that cannot be suited by some speed

or brand of bromide paper, and prints eminently suitable
to the full gamut of pictorial subjects may be obtained,
'l'iic newer grades of warm black paper have become Very
popular, giving, as they do, fine rich mezzotint effect's

without the trouble of after-toning. They are specially
suitable for portraiture and landscape in the present
style

; and it is prints on these papers which fill our
exhibitions and give so much pleasure to the admirer of

photographic craftsmanship.

* * *

Standard ]f we are to draw an inference from a
e8 " very partial description which appears

m the current issue of " Process Work," an American
firm, the Chemical Paper Manufacturing Co., of Holyoke,
Mass., has either re-discovered or borrowed the idea for
a series of standard sizes, which Mr. Alfred Watkins
published in the " B. J." of January 2, 1920. It will,
perhaps, Ik; remembered that Mr, Watkins pointed out
that a rectangle having its two sides in the ratio of
1: J 2 (i.e. 1-414) yields two rectangles of this same
proportion of sides when folded on itself. Geometrically,

ii he shown that a rectangle of this shape is the only
which exhibits this property. Mr. YVatkins adopted

it as the basis of a series of rational sizes for pi
graphic plates. The Chemical Paper Co. evidently have
a similar aim. since a diagram of theirs show's the
successive smaller areas, all of the same shape, obtained
by folding the large sheet once, twice and thrice upon
itself. But " Process Work " appears to think that this
property is obtained, in some unexplained way, bv

•iff the series of increasing areas from a 'single
point and on a diagonal or hypotenuse common to all of
them. It has, in fact, nothing whatever to do with

that, hut arises only from the 1:1-111 ratio of the b

rectangle adopted for the production of others by enlarge-

ment or i terits, particularly

in the production of books, and therefore it. is no more
than fitting that the essential basis of it "should be

ified with Mi'. Watkins's observation of nearly

years aco.

FOCAL LENGTHS AND PLATE SIZES

A GOOD many years ago the late T. R. Dallmeycr wrote

an interesting little book, entitled "A Simple Guid

the Choice of a Lens.' It was a curious feature of this

publication that, although it was full of valuable in
;

formation on lens matters generally, there was only

point in it which justified the title. In one place it did

recommend the choice for all-round work, of a lens having

a focal length equal to the diagonal of the plate upon;

which it would most often be used. There was
course, nothing novel in this recommendation. I'm- a

score of years previously lenses of the more rapid t

had been listed for the various standard sizes of plate

on practically this basis, that is to say, the normal focal

length for a -J-plate was 5i inches ; for a 5 x 4, 6 to

6J inches; for a half-plate, 8| inches, and so on. Although
i)T is impossible to trace the origin of this standard^ ;

years of experience have proved its advisability, and
the novice in lens buying will do well to be guided by it.

It must not, however, be assumed that there is any
fetish in this proportion, for in many cases a much
greater comparative focal length will be found to giv

better results, while in others a shorter one, giving

wider angle, is sometimes demanded by the nature

the subject. It has been urged by some writers that-

focal length of the lens should be equal to the distan

at which the resulting photograph would be viewed,' and

that the average distance for people with normal vision

being 14 inches, all photographs, no matter what their

dimensions, should be taken with a 14-inch lens. This

is manifestly absurd, in view of the very large proportion

of photographs which are taken upon plates smaller than

whole plate, upon which size a 14-inch lens might profit-

ably be employed with most subjects. It must never

be forgotten that perspective is governed entirely bj

the view-point, and is not affected either by the con-

struction or focal length of the lens, provided that ti;<

same angle is included. This can be demonstrate

taking one negative with a double lens and. without

moving the camera, another with one of the components ;

upon enlarging the central portion of the first negative

until the details are exactly the size of those in the

second, it will be found that the outlines exactly coincide.

Wide angle lenses, that is, lenses whose focal length

is short in relation to the plates they are tised upon, are

responsible for much of the bad reputation which pi

graphy has earned among artists. The artist, either

consciously or instinctively, reconstructs his perspective

wdien he is drawing a subject in a confined position.

But the photographer has no such power. Pre
that his lens is rectilinear, he is forced to put up witlt

a correct rendering in linear perspective, no matter

offensive to the trained eye it may appear. Wide angles

are a necessary evil in many branches of comnn
photography ; they should be avoided by the artistic

worker, unless he has a definite object- in emph
them.

In classifying lenses no attention should be paid to

any descriptive engraving upon the mount. Poi

practical purposes, the focal length and the extreme

of plate which can be covered are the necessary data:

apart from the intensity or speed, these indicate
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way. In 167. " Bladder Campion," J. A. Sharpe shows two

. , this familiar British plant. Other exhibitors in

];. .1. Bedford, with amongst others, the rare

Orchid" (164), and John J. Schoonhoven with "Broom
•'

(183), and "Indian Pipe " (134), two useful contributions to

, J. A. Sharpe also shows some fungi (174, 204

and 212i— tributes to his skill in colour rendering. Dr. Hastings's

Soi n on the Alps" (240), is a capita] lesson in pro-

oil formation, in which he illustrates by nine prints the

n from crustaceous lichens to the Alpine meadow. This

.1 geology.

It is to the ornithologists that the medal has fallen, and no

quarrel can be with the selection committee for their award to

Variations in the Plumage of the Arctic

No. 243). In six delicate, and almost perfect studies of

this bird. Mr. Chislctt lias recorded some of its plumage variations

with consummate skill. It is fine photography and good natural

historv. Mr. Chislett has other prints in this section, which should

not be overlooked. Capt. Knight well sustains his reputation with

three tine prints. No. 219, " Female Sparrow Hawk at Nest," de-

es special mention. The heautiful pose of this bird is most

rting, and the picture is of great merit. No. 235, "The Life

History of the Night Jar," by T. M. Blackman, is a series of six

Dating photographs which, apart from their other merits, must

he hard to beat as a natural history record. The difficulties over-

jsfully in this work must have been great. Mr.

nun lias another excellent print in No. 205, " Meadow Pipit

Feeding Young Cuckoo." This has, of course, been done before,

hut i cely lessens the interest in this study. ('. J. Kin.;

has a similar subject in No. 211. In this case the foster mother

is a Pork Pipit. In 239 and 241, "-The Herald of the Dawn,"' and
" The Warden of the Marshes," H. M. Salmon shows two pleasant

little pictures of no mean pictorial interest. Dr. Pardee's fine bird

studies will appeal to almost everybody. His quaint " Wood Pile

(259). is an especially clever composition of an owl sitting on the

shaft of an axe driven into a log. His " Blue Jays " (200 j . should

also be seen. Two other studies of Jays should be mentioned; No.

168. by S. Crook, and No. 201 a. by T. M. Fowler. In each the

plumage colour has been well suggested, but Mr. Fowler's print

gives the more pleasing definition for such work. Colour render-

ed a high order is seen in T. Robinson's " Yellow Wagtail

(202l. W. J. Palmer exhibits photographs of resident and migratory

birds. " The Wryneck " (255) is, perhaps, commoner in the home
counties than anywhere else in Britain, and this is a good example.

Oswald J. Wilkinson's works are, as elsewhere, of a high standard,

and are valuable contributions alike to natural history and photo-

graphy. His " Warblers " (169 and 170) are particularly fine.

work is also shown by Jasper A. Atkinson, E. Smithalls,

G. C. S. Ingram (the hitter's " Reedwarblers and Young " (216) is

noteworthy) and E. J. Bedford, whose soft and pleasant print of
'.' Robin " (197), strikes just the right note in a British exhibition.

Much of the work in this room could equally well have been hung
in the pictorial section. It demands, moreover, many rare quali-

ties in a photographer. Harold Hurden.

DEATH OF MAJOR-GENERAL WATERHOUSE.
We very much regret to announce the death, on Thursday in last

: ember 28, of Major-General James Waterhouse", in his

81st year. He was buried in the graveyard of Eltham Parish
Church, on Tuesday last, when the ceremony took the form of a
full military funeral, attended by the band of the Royal Artillery.

General Waterhouse, late Assistant Surveyor-General of India.
born July 24, 1842, and received his education at University

- boo] and King's College, London.
In 1859 he joined the Bengal Artillery, and spent the following

38 years in the Indian Army, during which time photography played
no unimportant part in his eventful career. In 1861-2 he was eom-

oned to photograph the native tribes of Central India, and
years was stationed in many places, including

Delhi, various hill stations and Allahabad, till June, 1866,
he was transferred to the Bengal Staff Corps, and a month

nted to the charge of the photographic operations in the
Office at Calcutta, which post he held till his

retirement in 1897.

Before taking up this work, however, Major-General Waterhouse

spent five months in the offices of the Great Trigonometrical S

at Dehra Dun, in order t i undergo a course of training in photo-

zincography, finally taking up his- duties in Calcutta in Novel

1866.

During the period of more than 30 years in which Maj

Waterhouse occupied this important p «t he worked out officially

many improvements in photo-zincography, photo-collotype, and

processes of reproduction used in the office,- and introduced the

waxed 6and process of heliogravure. He also took part in si

important expeditions, being deputed to assist Colonel J. F. Tennant,

U.K., in photographi; aJ eclipse of the sun at Dodabetta in

December, 1871, also the transit of Yemus in December, 187-5

was in charge of the Indian Eclipse Expedition to Camorta in 1875.

During his residence in Calcutta General Waterhouse did much
valuable experimental work. He was the first to experiment with

eosine as a colour-sensitiser. This was in 1875, when he published

his results as to its properties in rendering haloid salts of

sensitive to yellow light. Another of his important discover"

the extreme sensitiveness tor the red and ultra-red spectrum ini

to gelatine dry plates by an ammoniacal solution of alizarine blue.

In 1890 he was awarded the Progress Medal of the Royal 1'

graphic Society for his spectrographs observations of the a

of dyes on dry plates and for orthochromatic photography, and in the

same year discovered and investigated the curious action oi small

quantities of thiocarbamide added to an alkaline A ;:i re-

I'hotograph by 11. Wayland.
The Late M.uor-Uexekai. Watebhocse.

versing the photographic image on dry plates, and showed its

cation to photo-engraving.

In 1893 he investigated the electrical action of light upon silver,

the results of which were published in the " Journal of the B
Asiatic Society," and in 1895 was awarded a Yoigtlander medal

the Vienna Photographic Society for his researches in scienti.

photography.

Since his return to Europe in 1897 General Waterhouse had carrie

out a number of investigations relating to the scientific side

photography, including the sensitiveness to light of silver and son

other metals and the direct vhibh images obtained thereon, and ha

made several interesting discoveries regarding the early history

the camera-obscura, the telephobographic lens, and photography wit

salts of silver. Many of his results have been published in th

pages of " The Photographic Journal." " The British Journal

Photography," and other technical and scientific papers.

General Waterhouse was president of the Royal Photographi'

Societj in the years 1905 to 1907. a period when the politics

the Society were by no means quiet, and probably were not partic

larly congenial to one of his peaceful temperament. A man of

most amiable and modest nature, his passing will be deeply ri -

by the meat number of those of the older generation in photograph

who had occasion to benefit from b res of knowledge an

bis invariable readiness to lay them at the disposal of inquirers.
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in which the particular ance had not been made in

and for 30 or 40 years, hut the manufacture of which had been

meet the needs of the nation owing to foreign supplies

being cut off by the war.

THK EXTRA-SMALL STOP.

When a small object is to be photographed which contains a wealth

of fine detail in several planes one has a choice of methods, sup-

; that the detail is required to be rendered sharp throughout.

For this sort of subject a lens of too short a focal length must not

be used, or the violence of perspective becomes noticeable. That is

to say that whatever lens one uses the diameter of the image should

not exceed half the focal length, so that one usually is compelled

• satisfied with a comparatively small image which can be en-

larged as required afterwards.

It became necessary to arrange a standard output for continuous

work of this kind. Enlarging was ruled out, first, because very

fine detail is not improved thereby and it was essential to have

negatives not only very well blocked out, but also available for

ing at a moment's notice at any time. The subjects also were

such as to render the production of really good enlargements a

Matter for anything but hurried procedure. Therefore whole-plate

act work was decided upon. Now, anyone who has ever

focnssed upon a large head, for instance, on a whole-plate knows

that even with a comparatively small stop all details are never

microscopically sharp. In tact, in the work in question (a large

series of scientific instruments) so great was the depth required

that even f/64 was not small enough, using a 13-inch lens upon the

whole-plate. Therefore the diaphragm of the lens was altered

(simply by lengthening the slot in the mount slightly) so that two

stops smaller could be obtained, viz., / ,'90 and //128.

As in many cases the objects were photographed from half to full

size the actual extension of the camera varied from 150 per cent, to

200 per cent, of the lens focus, so that the actual aperture went

down to as low as //180 and even //256. The oft-repeated dictum

that below //70 a lens begins to give less sharpness was found to

be a groundless superstition. As the subjects themselves were in

part very dark in character, and a filter was almost always used the

exposures were comparatively long ones. Both for this reason and
because of the dimness of the image reaching the plate, it was
found necessary to carry out this work when the light was reason-

ably favourable, otherwise prints were liable to be disappointing.

Focussing at times was a matter of great difficulty. All the

various movements of the camera were frequently brought into play-

in order to get a particular view-point while retaining perpen-

diculars, as well as getting the plane right which would procure

the best all-over sharpness when stopped down. Owing to the

long exposures, and the number of articles that had sometimes to

be taken in a limited time, the smallest stops could not be used

indiscriminately, and it was found that the extra trouble involved

in the careful focussing was more than balanced in the time even-

tually saved. At the same time it was not found possible to select

this plane by any mathematical method because hardly ever was
the axis of the lens anything like perpendicular or central with the

plate, and character of the subjects was usually too complicated also.

As soon as the diaphragm began to be turned below //22
it became increasingly difficult to know when the various details

were getting sharp, even when using a magnifier that allowed one

to examine the image at the best angle for a bright vision. A device

was at length evolved to overcome this difficulty. A few 4-volt

bulbs, were bought such as are used in pocket " flash-lamps." The
holders for these had each a length of flex about eighteen inches

• long and at each loose end of the wire a spring clip was soldered.

Simply by placing a bulb at each of the outside points of the

article, either by just laying it down, or if necessary by twisting

the flex round a projection, and temporarily clipping the other ends
to the terminals of a battery it became possible to see each tiny

filament growing brightly, however small the stop, and so observe
when each became sharp.

The whole electric outfit packed into a match-box and a battery

could always be borrowed where such goods as those described were
to be photographed. When calculating exposures for these very
small apertures it became necessary to take into consideration not
only the nominal aperture as marked, but also its actual value in

accordance with the distance from lens to plate. Then the nature
of the subject and of the strength of light had to be accounted for.

By this I do not mean merely the meter-reading, but that just as in

colour-work a meter given exposure in a poor light has to be multi-

plied considerably if a satisfactory negative is hoped for, and with
dark subjects all the more so. It must be remembered too that with

such tiny stops as those described even in a good light the actual

illumination reaching the plate is very dim indeed when such subj

iv photographed through colour filters, and the extra allow- 1

ance should be made even if the light outside the camera seems
bright. The old motto of giving a little extra " for luck," however,
is far better if translated into a scientific method of calculation.

This may be done by means of a few trial exposures, from which
definite facts may be deduced and the results applied to any par-

ticular ease that may arise. D. Chahi.es.

Assistants' Notes.

Notes by and for assistants' will be considered for this column.

Payment for accepted contributions is made on the first of the

month following publication.

Legal Photography.
The craze for speed seems to have infected even the legal profession.

The rapidity with which photography can be executed (and is daily

id out in newspaper work) has apparently impressed the

business world, so that results frequently are demanded within a

few hours of the order being placed, and sometimes even in less

time. The fear of losing an order may cause the acceptance of a

job to be done under rush conditions, but the opportunity should

not be lost of pointing out the advantage of giving longer notice

for such work.
It is so little known (outside the profession) that a photographer

can easily diminish the strength of a case by carelessly made photo-

graphs, or by having to make them under adverse conditions of

light and time.

Of instances that occur from my own experience, the case of

cyclist who was thrown by a tram line standing up above a bit of

road is, perhaps, the clearest. A photograph, made immediately on
receipt of the instructions, taken from eye level in the light of the

diffused afternoon sun, gave no appearance at all of relief to the

alleged raised rail. By waiting till night, and taking the photo-

1

graph from a low view-point by the light from an acetylene cycle- I

lamp, a result was obtained that exaggerated, if anything, the

cyclist's case.

Another case that depended partly on photography was a col-,

lision dispute in which the point at issue was which of two cross-

roads was the main (or more important) road and entitled to prece-
|

deuce as regards traffic. Here choice of view-point and of suitable

focal length of lens were factors essential to helpfulness to one's

client. Instances could be multiplied, but lawyers, and espe

their clerks, need some tactful education to the effect that a little

information as to the points of the case, and the granting of some
measure of discretion, may result in greater chances of a win. Legal

photography is, in short, not an automatic process any more than
j

portraiture is.—D. C.

Printing from Line Negatives.
It is not too well known that gaslight paper shows market]

superiority over bromide for the purpose of printing from line
j

negatives. Not only does the slow paper give a pure black line,

with greater ease and latitude of exposure and development, but

the gaslight class of emulsion has the property of retaining a per-'

fectly clean edge to a lin» no matter how grossly over-exposed it

may be. Bromide paper, on the other hand, irradiates to a slight

but noticeable extent on the slightest provocation.

In many line negatives some parts are slightly veiled, and an

exposure sufficient to give a good black in these portions would

tend to thicken the cleater lines. In gaslight, provided proper

contact is secured, this is never the case. Much the same remarks

apply to the making of diagram lantern glides, but here a wo
caution is necessary. A negative which has portions showing a dis-

tinct veil proves difficult to print on a lantern plate of the ga

variety without very prolonged exposures. Although the -

lines do not actually thicken up by spreading any more than in a>,

paper print, halation is very liable to occur owing to the

transparency of the emulsion.—D. 0.
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New Books.

MB. Adverting for Photographer.. London :
Houghtons,

, l

1
',
d

' »*'
,^'of national advertising of portrait photographs

While schemes of i at., na
thcl^ t,ue that they cannot

^J£w iTne^arv SoTvSS adverting by photo-

'

aU,
^i r I,'

pers. On the contrary, local adver-
gophers m tin- r oca n « «pj ^^^ may ^

'"'!
dTiemse It Wit by the stimulation of public interest

" ™U be c^tedlTa general campaign of Press publicity.

« , ^V from tC co.»Mentions, a very nsrioj purpose is a
But apart from these cons

ouvertist.lnonU for photographic

5 r° °%££X£ HoughtoThave made and published. The

„\

U

tS°hool JonU a "ore" or two of advertisements attractively

o ded ™d «"up in types which are commonly employed in dm.
£™» Moreover they are arranged for var.ous sizes and

v from small panels to be inserted in a 2-inch or a

?K column u
y
p toTarger announcements occupying spaces snob

::;'4 x o" It is'hardly necessary to say that any of the

ier ones could be set up by a local printer in larger svze, and

versa but as they stand the series represents a very well

T~.lT.rf of announcements from which a photographer can choose
"•elected set

,

of
,

™™"
wordings „f the advertisements make

^f^uch inducements as he cham of babies and children photo-

^^bhSSrS Christmas presents, photographs of homes

h / „.»^»ns animals and motor cars, and sports subjects.

'

t! .v ^SJTTi. side of the paper only, so that the
_

user

l simnlv to tear out a particular announcement along the peifora-

',,s "order to be provided with the " copy " for his newspaper^

, r two of them make use of line illustrations, stereo,
.

o. .which

Enable from Messrs. Houghtons. We are^ ™° that no

photographer who does any Press adverting will regret paying

half-a-crown for this very useful volume.

L'Indicateur de l'lndustrie Photographic Paris: Paul Montel,

18 francs.

The publishing house directed by H. Paul Montel, 35 Boulevard

St jlcques, Pads, has issued a large book of 390 pages which pro-

vides a conspectus of the photographic trade rn Fran*, and several

oilier Continental countries, and also a directory of professional

photographers and dealers in the same regions It .8 very clearly

divided into definite sections. First come lists of profess... a

J .otographers in Paris, in the Seine Department, and in the other

Departments of France, and in the French Colonies and Depend-

encies Similar lists follow of dealers in photographic reqms.es.

There are also directories of professional photographers and dealers

in Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Luxembourg and a few

addresses »f presumably French portraitists and dealers m, chiefly,

the Latin countries in Europe and South America.

Perhaps the parts of the volume which provide a survey of the

manufacturing and wholesaling trade in France are those which

will be of chief service to people in the industry in this country

There is first of all a list of the chief goods (apparatus and

materials) of the photographic trade with the names and addresses

in the case of each of firms who manufacture or supply, in is is

followed by an alphabetical list of the trade marks of photographic

goods, each identified by a brief statement of the nature of the

goods themselves to which the mark applies and of the name and

address of the supplying firm. This list is by no means limited

to French goods. The volume is completed by brier particulais ot

the various trade associations in Fiance and by a list of the cruet

French photographic societies. M. Montel is to be congratulated

upon having produced a volume which will take its place, as a

standard work of reference for those having dealings, in the way

of photographic trade, with firms or individuals in France.

Eastman Research Laboratory Papers. Rochester, N.Y.:

Eastman Kodak Co.

One welcomes the fourth volume of the " Abridged Scientific

Publications " which are published by the Research Laboratory ot

the Eastman Kodak Co. as a somewhat condensed record of the

many scientific communications which have been published by the

Laboratory. The present volume contains those published during

ears 1919 and 1920. These irclude 34 papers, most of them

dealing either with photographic chemistry or with the properties

gelatine. It is a very great convenience for the student of

igation in photography to have such

a periodical offii of the work which has been came,'

by Dr Mees and his collaborators. Moreover, m the present

volume the compilers have taken the opportunity of providing

I complete indexes to the whole series of 117 papers which

have been published since the establishment of the Laboratory.

One of these indexes is arranged according to author ;
a second is

a which the papers are classified according to their subjects,

and a third is a chronological list of the communications, givi!

each case a reference to the journal iji which the full communica-

tion was T.rst published. No price is marked on the volume before

us ; we believe that the Eastman Research Laboratory is ready to

send a copy to investigators or students able to make use of it.

My Five Shilling Camera. By S. N. Sedgwick, M.A. London :

Religious Tract Society. 5s. net.

The idea of a course of instruction in the making and use of

a photographic equipment in the shape of a series of letters between

uncle and nephew is probably an innovation in the planning of a

photographic text-book. The present volume takes this form. If

we grant the basic assumption that cameras are so dear as to be

beyond the means of the father who sends his boy to a boarding-

school, well, the arguments of our uncle-author hold good. Perhaps,

however it is not bv chance that Mr. Sedgwick makes the uncle a

sufferer 'from malaria, acquired in the East, and therefore liable

to take a somewhat jaundiced view of things. Despite the

essential wrongness of the assumptions on which the volume is

based there is a good deal to commend in it as regards the prac-

tical instruction which it gives in the home-making of a camera

stand, and enlarging camera. These appliances, of course, are of

the most primitive kind. No doubt there are boys who will find

enjoyment in making them and would not be added to the ranks

of amateur photographers but for travelling along this channel.

But such must surely be very few in number.

New Apparatus.

Aldis-Ensign Vertical Enlarger. Sold by Houghtons, Ltd.,

88-89. High Holborn, London, W.C.2.

The apparatus available for enlarging nowadays has undergone

a complete change and, from the old horizontal type of lantern,

has become a compact, easily adjusted vertical model. This

Aldis-Ensi&n Vertical Enlarger Adjustable Model.

type of enlarger is gaining rapidly in favour, owing principally

to the simplicity of its construction and the ease with wind

it can be worked. It is no longer necessary for a separat,
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neath it. When first heated the burnt, smell is not attractive, but it

soon wears off. ,,,,-,' .,

a dark walnut-stain for wood, dilute the Japan with an

equal bulk of turpentine. So diluted is ideal for picture frames

»nd staining floors, as the solution penetrates well into the wood

without raising the grain. For " fumed " oak the mixture is

led on anyhow, allowed to remain from 5 to 10 minutes,

smperature and hardness of the wood, and then

wiped off with a rag so far as possible.

thick celluloid varnish, dissolve 15 grains of celluloid clip-

pings in one ounce of amy! acetate. Beyond 15 grains the varnish

gets too thick to use conveniently. A 10-grain solution is a more

useful strength. The formula in the B. J. Almanac, including

acetone, had not worked well in his hands as it dried matt. Brushes

are best washed in acetone, followed by methylated spirits. The

addition of a little oil of lavender renders the smell less objection-

able.
" Nothing like the stink," confirmed Mr. Sellors after com-

parative nasal tests.

Mr. Purkis said the matt surface on drying was probably due to

the use of commercial acetone. This can be avoided by employing

the anhydrous acetone, which, however, is expensive.

\\ ratten mentioned the adaptability of thin celluloid varnish

,ating surface silvered mirrors to preserve their lustre. Mr.

Hibbert pointed out that if the varnish is too thin diffraction colours'

form. Dealing with the limit of 15 grains to the ounce, he said

that the addition of acetone and sulphuric ether permitted more

celluloid to be dissolved for equal viscosity. --.,,,,.
For black celluloid varnish, dissolve 5 grains of ' spirit bl

powder (usual trade term) in 2 ozs. of clear celluloid varnish. Two

or more coatings are necessary, those following the first coating to be

applied quickly.

For the finest finish, copal varnish is compulsory, and it is very

false economy to buy any but the best. The paint or enamel to be

treated is rubbed down with pumice powder on moistened felt, and

the varnish applied with a flat hog's-hair brush. For super-polish

the felt is employed dry. If necessary, the varnish can be thinned

with American (not Russian) turpentine.

Shellac varnish is very useful in photographic practice as it has

no action on dry plates or sensitive papers. A normal solution con-

tains 20 per cent, of orange shellac flakes in methylated spirits.

Dilute with equal bulk of spirit for use as a lacquer. Mixed with

ivory black (many recommend vegetable black) the normal solution

affords a good dead black. A glossy black is secured by mixing one

part of " spirit black " powder in 100 parts of the varnish—handy

for touching up small metal parts. Shellac varnishes are un-

affected by petrol or benzol.

A formula for white shellac varnish is :

—

White shellac, crushed and dried 1 oz.

Sandarac ' 1 oz -

Venice turpentine 1 oz -

Methylated spirits 6 ozs.

For negative varnish, dilute with equal bulk of spirit and flow

on warmed negative.

Mr. Jobling said he was able to publish for the first time an

old and well-tried recipe for rough hands and faces, which he called

the ' maiden's blush." It is as follows :—Powdered gum traga-

canth, 1 dram ; zinc oxide (pure), 1 oz.-; liquid cochineal, 40 minims

(this is the "maiden's blush" part); glycerine, 4 ozs.; oil of

lavender, 20 minims ; water, 7 ozs.

Mix the gum with a little of the glycerine mto a smooth paste,

and then add the oxide with more glycerine, incorporating

thoroughly before adding the rest of the ingredients. Apply spar-

ingly after washing.

An attempt by Mr. Jobling to beautify Mr. Sellors with this

elegant cosmetic was successfully repulsed. A contest then sprang

up between them as to the rival merits of cork Jino and linoleum

as a waterproof table covering. On the authority of each in turn

it was interesting to learn that the other was past praying for

in the matter of intelligence. A most hearty vote of thanks was
accorded Mr. Jobling, and well he deserved it.

film over glass plates. He stated that the opposition to the

• from gla.ss plates to the film was often due to ignorance

and the superseding of old methods more than to anything else,

and only required some acquaintance with the actual results of the

film to turn it into appreciation. He referred not only to the

saving of labour and costs, but also to the finer quality of the

work obtained from the use of the film instead of glass plates.

In speaking on the subject of spot lighting, or subsidiary lighting,

as he preferred to call it, Mr. Lawrence advocated the use of

restraint in subsidiary lighting and deprecated its use towards the

development of " freakish " photography. The lecturer exposed
several films and gave demonstrations showing the better results

to be obtained from the subsidiary lighting and how it should be

used. He also referred to the diffusion discs, which he said could

be used to great advantage by photographers. At the conclusion

of the lecture Mr. Lawrence received a very hearty vote of thanks,

and the thanks of the meeting were also conveyed to Mr. J.

Campbell Harper for the use of his studio for the lecture.

Edinburgh Society of Professional Photographers.—Mr.
Lawrence, of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.. delivered a most instructive

lecture on Tuesday in last week to an audience of over seventy

people, professional photographers, in Edinburgh, Perth, Kelso,
Dundee, Bridge-of-Allan, and elsewhere. The lecturer spoke on

Portrait Films, and maintained the superiority of that

News and Notes.

Ensign Photographic Diary.—This handy little book, measuring

only 3^ ins. by 2 ins., has been issued by Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd.,

of 88-89, High Holborn, W.C.I. Much useful information, together

with several pages of handy tables, is included, and there is ample

space for the recording of exposures. A diary section and cash

pages with an ingenious calendar covering three years are also

features. The diary is priced at Is., and is obtainable from
all the usual dealers.

Ensign Indoor Competition.—With a view to encouraging

amateur photography during the winter months, Messrs. Houghtons,

Ltd., are offering £50 in prizes for the best photograph taken in

the home from negatives made with Ensign plate or film cameras.

The first prize is £25. An attractive window bill has been issued

to dealers, and supplies of it, together with counter leaflets and

entry forms, may be obtained on application. The competition

closes on December 30.

Summer Time to End.—The Home Secretary gives notice that

Summer Time will cease and normal time will be restored at 3 a.m.

(Summer Time) in the morning of Sunday next, October 8, when
the clock will be put back to 2 a.m. The hour«2-3 a.m. Summer
Time will thus be followed by the hour 2-3 a.m. Greenwich Time.
All railway clocks and clocks in post-offices and Government estab-

lishments will be put back one hour, and the Government requests

the public to put back the time of all clocks and watches by one

hour during the night of Saturday-Sunday.

Portraits in a Hurry.—A writer in the " Yorkshire Observer
"

deals in a humorous manner with the taking of portraits for

passports. " Quite a brisk business is being done," he writes,
' Briskness, indeed, characterises the affair throughout. There is

no time for nice posing, or for summoning up one's most winning

smile. It is a grim, business-like transaction from beginning to

end. One pays one's money—half-a-crown for six—and one has

no choice. ' Keep quite still,' rasps out the photographer—like a

company sergeant-major—' look straight at the lens !
' Click,

' Thank you very much. Call to-morrow at two.' It is an
object-lesson in precision. If only all photographs could be taken

like that! How do they come out? Well, if the scrutinising

officials can bear the shock, the victims can. And what does it

matter, so long as one gets abroad? "

Autumn and Winter Photography.—A 48-page booklet em
'* Autumn and Winter Photography" and written by Mr. W. L. F.

Wastell, has been issued by Messrs. Houghtons for sale at the price

of 3d. It describes a large number of the accessories with the aid

of which the amateur worker may conveniently add to his enjoy-

ment during the winter months. Mr. Wastell discourses int.

ingly on these many specialties, turning from the storage of

tives to the use of flashlight, and so on, and nevertheless contriving

to give a number of practical hints. The booklet is well illust

and is supplied to dealers in lots ranging from 100 to 1,000 copies

with the dealer's imprint on the front cover at prices from 15s. to

£5 5s. On the last page is described a bisecting rule for the central

mounting of prints, which appears to be identical in principle

that which was the subject of an article contributed to our

by Mr. Vivian Jobling on October 24, 1919.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondent*.

IKc trill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon
, from readers

abroad.

Queries to bg answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

J. \V.—Ordinary blacklead or stumping cxayon is the material

iiseil for backgrounds on negatives. It is applied with paper or

leather slump*. A very soft lead pencil may be used for fine

details. You would probably. do better if you got a " Billdup
"

outfit, as you can judge better what you are doing than with

matt varnish.

B. P.— (1) Your trouble is probably caused by the light being

too far from the condenser. Put the lamp up to, say, 6 inches

from the condenser, and note if you get a better covering power
using the 7^-inch or 8^-inch focus lens. We" sliould advise that

the condenser be altered back to its original spacing, and a

rand glass diffuser used between it and the light. (2) The
system for carrying a large number of plates is the Mackenzie-

Wishart, in which the plates are carried in loose envelopes.

The envelopes are quite light-tight, and are very light in weight.

It. I! Your trouble appears to be due to the small amount of

light you have available. The three 1,000 c.p. lamps you have
on the right-hand side of your studio should be altered to two
of 2,000 c.p. each, and the third one replaced by a standard

lamp of 3,000 c.p. This could be moved about the studio and
placed in any position as required. On the left side the light

should be increased to 2,000 c.p., and the lamp so fitted as to

allow of its use on the floor level if necessary. We should also
* suggest that you have a raised platform for your sitters, say

1 ft. 'from floor, to enable you to get a slightly lower camera
level, your present level appearing too high. Diffusers should

be provided for the lamps, and a large white moveable reflector

placed near the door leading to the studio from the front shop
You do not seem to be getting good covering power with your
lens, the feet of your sitters appearing other than sharp. The

ri light may allow you to stop down a little and so perhaps
correct this.

R. N.—We referred your query to Mr. R. P. Rudd, the author of

article, who replies as follows :—The " H " type is one of

the two kinds of reflectors supplied by Messrs. W. J.

mew & Co., 40, Gorrard Street, London, W.I., and
which they recommend for use in small studios. Mainly, I

use the reflected light from the angle formed by the screen (J)

and the wall (K) and the corner of the ceiling, but I attempt
and secure any form of lighting required at will simply by moving
the lamp and reflector to the desired position. When " in situ

"

the distance required from lamp to secondary reflecting' surface
can easily be judged, care being taken that the Barkay reflector
be properly focussed with the light from the half-watt 1,500 c.p.

lamp. I use various distances from 18 inches up to 3 feet away
from secondary reflecting surface, but there is no hard and fast
rule. I alter it to secure the best lighting in the subject of the
moment. Sometimes it is up in the corner near the ceiling, at
other times down to within 4 feet of the floor for small children.

G. S.—Under the Electric Lighting Acts, both supply corporations
and municipal authorities are given very considerable powers, and

the recent case of the Vest minster company ("15. J.."
May 26, 1922) showed, it is quite open for a company or under-
taking to charge anything they like for current up to a certain
maximum; that is to say, they need not charge everybody the
same power rate, even if they admit that they are entitled to
have current at a power rate. But what they are usually
prevented from doing is the showing of undue preference between
different consumers We advise you to find out, if you can,
consumers who are' getting the power rate and are using the
current pretty much in the same way that you are as regards
total amount and interimftenoy of use. Never mind whether they

arc phot i or not. You aim must be to show that one

consumer given preference over another, and if yoi

show that you stand a pretty good chance of compellim.

people to supply you at the most advantageous power rate. You
should look through the judgment in the Westminster case

the article which we wrote upon it, as already referred to al

K. W.—We certainly agree with you that it is best to rely entirely

upon electricity, as your windows are too small to have much
effect. The lamps you mention are quite good, but we should

advise you to have separate diffusers on small stands. We think

the candle, power of your lamps should also be increased to allow

of the short exposures necessary for children, and would

suggest that one, two and three be 2,000 c.p. each and four

and five 3,000 each. One hanging indirect pendant in abou

centre of the studio with a lamp of 2,000 c.p. would be a great

help. Your floor could be covered with felt, which is of smoother

surface than carpet, and would take up the inequalities of the

floor boards. Lamps 4 and 5 should be on standards, as the

General Electric Company's No. F.A. 6,201, and provided with

focussing resistance, which allow of over-running the lamps. The

lamps would be of a lower voltage than your suppry, and would

only be overrun during the actual exposure. Small separate

diffusers should be supplied for these, while one larger diffusing

screen would do for lamps one, two and three. The booklet

supplied by the General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, K
way, London, W.C.2, on studio lighting, would be of in;

to you,

S. B.—The cameras for while-you-wait ferrotype or card portraits

are of rather an elaborate type, as they contain a changing

device for bringing, frequently, 50 cards or plates successively

into position for exposure and also provide for developing in

daylight. As some of the cameras are not expensive, we think

your best course would be to apply to Messrs. Jonathan Fallow-

field, Ltd., 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, who supply

all makes on the market. An ordinary lens is used. The
following is a formula for the combined developing and fixing

bath :—
Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone
Soda sulphite

Soda carbonate
Hypo.
Liq. ammonia .880

4 ozs.

4 ozs.

8 ozs.

2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.

The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three min

They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

You really make' a negative by the process, but as it is on a

black surface, and as the developer produces a whitish coloured

image, the effect obtained is that of a positive.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. : further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) ...

Situations Wanted.—(For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be recko"-.d as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d

per insertion for each advertisement.

Is

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pn

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clocl

(noon) oh Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue

guaranteed.
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.1. \Y." prior to the year 1859. It is

i that this' view is taken bj the Patent Office

librarians—that this "J. W." is identical with tin- John
\y :

, e his name to the diaphragm.

* * *

Vertical with which the self-focussing
Eniargers. vertical enlargers can be manipulated
must cause many would-be users to look with env

full-size installations of this pattern. While smaller

expensive models are now available, including

pattern by Messrs. Houghtons, ti

. ways by which many of the advantage's of a

:al enlarger may be secured by those who possess

lanterns of the ordinary pattern. If fitted wit!

the latter should be retained, but as a rule it is

discard the clumsj lamp house and to instal a

light tin or iron box to carry the light, which may be

incai electric, half-watt, if possible, or gas, the

inverted mantle being excellent. A sheet of finely-ground

should be placed close to the condenser. This will

almost obviate the necessity for adjusting the light. A
couple of grooved runners should be fixed to the wall,

and between these a frame to carry the lantern

which will, of course, have the lens pointing down)

at the distance of about one foot from the wall.

The whole is now suspended by cords and weights

similar to a window sash. A table beneath completes

the outfit. Focussing may be simplified by fixing a scale

on one of the runners, which will give the total distance

between negative and paper for various degrees of en-

largement. The negative being set opposite to one of

these, and focussing done in the ordinary way, the image
will be the desired size.

SOME NOTES OX THE LAW OF MASTER AND
SERVANT.—I.

With the possible exception of matrimony there is no

relation more common than that of master or servant.

nor is there one which in its legal bearings is less

generally understood. Since questions depending on this

well-defined legal relation constantly arise in the dealings

graphic assistants with their employers, it may
be of advantage to attempt a bird's-eye view, so to speak,

e law of the subject. Within the limits of an article

of this nature it is, of course, almost impossible to deal

with particular cases or problems, but it has been the
writer's aim to convey the general sense by which a
lawyer is guided in forming an opinion of any concrete
dispute. In these democratic days he should apologise

in advance for the constant use of such undemocratic
expressions as " master" and "servant." He speaks,
however, in the language of the law, which delights in

such crude but simple terms. After all, the words are,

perhaps, less likely to lead to confusion in the minds of

the reader (and of the compositor) than their more
modem counterparts " employer " and " employee."
To arrive at a due understanding of the important

relationship of master and servant, it is, perhaps, advis-
able to distinguish it from the. somewhat similar relation-

ship existing between a principal and his agent, for it

by no means follows that the legal principles Which govern
the relations between a master and his servant are equally
applicable to principal and agent. The true distinction
between the two eases is that a principal merely directs
what work is to be performed by his agent, but has no
'ontrol over the method by which the work is done,
while a master not only orders the work to be done, but
has the right to direct how it shall be done.

For instance, a London photographer, who visits a

< ouni I ir professional purpo and
who arrange* that a local stationer shall book orders for

him on a commission basis and expend a specified sum •

provided by the photographer in advertisements, is a

principal in the transaction, and the stationer, wli

hand as to the met be employed
securing orders, is his agent. It. however, the ph<

graphor opens a studio in tin' countrj town and pi.

a salaried manager in charge of it. ilte relation between
him ami the manager is that of master and serva

All such employees as studio operators, printers o

tionists are " servants " within the legal meaning of

and their employment is governed by the prinei]

which this article endeavours to elucidate.

Even where it is clear that the relationship is not tl

of principal and agent it does not always follow that

position of the parties is that of master and servant,

since, in some cases, and particularly those in which the
remuneration varies with the profits of the bush
there may be some evidence of a partnership. Then
no very satisfactory general test which can be applied

to such a ease, the precise legal relationship of

parties depending upon their intention as gathered I

their acts and all the surrounding circumstances. I

provided by the Partnership Act. 1890, that the reci

by a person of a share of the profits of a busines
prima facie evidence of the existence of a pari

between him and the other persons who share the profits,

but that the remuneration of a by giving in:

share of the profits does not by itself make him a pari

It follows then that if, apart from the fact of an empl
receiving a share of the profits, he would be on!

servant, something more than the payment to him of

such share (for example, the acquiescence of the pro-

prietor of the business in his engaging or dismissing

servants or entering into business transactions) is m
sary to establish evidence of a partnership, while the
fact of his receiving a fixed salary in addition to a share

of the profits is strong evidence against the exi>:

of a partnership. The payment to a person employed in

a business of a commission on business introduced by
him would not in itself constitute him a partner.

The relationship of master and servant is created with

the greatest ease. With the one exception mentioned
below, no formality is necessary ; a mere agreement
(either verbal or written) by one person to employ and

by the other 'person 'to be employed is sufficient and,

even in the absence of an express agreement, the law can

imply the relationship, from the fact that some pe

is found to be working for another with the lat

consent. In one case, however, namely, where the rela-

tionship is intended to continue for more than one
from the date of its creation, an Act of Parliament passed

in the reign of Charles II.. and known as the Sti

of Frauds (n measure designed for the prevention r-1

fraud which was once stigmatised by a very eminent <

Judicial authority as being more conducive to fraudulent

practices than any other legislative enactment) requires

it. to be evidenced by a written document signed by the

party whom it is sought to hold to the agreement,

instance, an agreement for the employment of a servant

for two years, or an agreement made in January for the

employment of a servant for six months from

1st October (Which will consequently continue for more
than one year from the date in January on which
entered into) will not be binding on any person who lias

not signed a written tnemorandum of it, but if on

the parties signs and the other does not (as if, for

instance, an offer of employment contained in a I

written by the employer is accepted by the empl
verbally), the agreement may be enforced against
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•1 the law will al

•ion of that custom is expressly exc!'
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with an infant 1

1

of 21 years) will be binding <">n him if it is

for i -tion wh< nt is

g on the

T circumstances of each en- speaking
. it run. 1 that if an in

-

urn for a fair rai

it will t •

that an infant is without legal

with most other human

to run from

in tl

ed custom of the trade to the contrary. If, ho-u

ages arc ex] to le so much per week or per
month or per other period less tluin a year, this ciroum-
stance is sufficient to take the case out of the ordinary
rule, and the employment may then be terminated at

any time by reasonable notice on either side. Num.
-ions (some of them b\ no means easy to recon

• mi by the Courts on the question of what
constitutes reasonable notice, and from these there may
be dedu sound working rule that person
responsible positions, such as managers, must receive or

!>«s than three months' notice, while one month
will suffice in the case of assistants or clerks. The notice

need not be so timed as to expire at the end of a calendar
month, and. in the case of a servant whose meat
can be terminated by a week's no; id be

'. en any day of the working week. Questions some-
8 arise as to what noti ssary wi rvant

is engaged on a month's or four weeks' trial, the salary
.- paid weekly. It is clear that in such a case the

engagement is for a definite period of one month or four

ly (as the case may be), and at the end of that

le without notice.
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WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

Tli- of the I* P \ mi, .Salon and R.P.S. 1 baring made large demands on our space during
tnp P unavoidably been interrupt- . Mr

resumes hi* place, and in the next paper of hi? will take accessories and backgrounds an his subj.

very

invariably ! in a wroc

ssflaSM I wish to ait
I fall

it pleases us or

totograptW, hi< methods anil his work,

we may point, whether

as we are all h

the
Of and the more attractively .. dis-

luccas. Of Course,

VIII. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECT.
v used nowadays, and I no exact parallel can be drawn between photography and other

'< of commodities, for the photographer is in the unique
in that he requires tin ., of his client

• production of his good-. Oaa may not be in a good
mOuY'vmn the tailor is taking measurements, but that

the ultimate fit of the garment*, a hatter may
be quite mail, yet make good hats; and who on earth would

•i rap about the untidiness of tho man who makes our
5 Attempt to classify the portrait photographer with

other professions and businesses, and you will speedily find

that all analogies break down. I know of no other calling,

•hat of the [Mirtrait painter, where it is to essential

that there should be something .if psychological affirm

the happiest results. It is hoc

.ood of the sitter counts for so much, and that mood is

determined so largely by the moral effect produced h\

. that I lay stress on the importance of the psy<

deration, We hare heard a great deal about posing and
lighting the body ; I would talk to you now of posing and

: nave a more than usual understanding

rt and
he quick

•

ta this paper
i tul attitude of a

wards
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mg the mind; When you see more—in the psychical a*

as the physical sense—you may actually photograph

: the impatient young photographer think I am going

uiiM'l him to repeat words to the effect that every day

rork gets better and better. 1 hasten to assure him that

1 am an essentially practical-minded person, and that the only

rgeation " 1 have faith in as a help to better business is

even da> he should study his craft more and more.

A doctor does not Tely upon his knowledge of the curative

properties of drugs alone ; the most successful lawyer is not

sarily the one with the most erudite knowledge of law; a

of ailment-, of their symptoms and proper treat-

: i-. of course, taken for granted as being possessed by

general medical practitioner, the solicitor certainly knows

legal jxii ii t^ which are obscure to the layman, yet I think

1 am well within the mark when T say thai quite half of the

A Soulful Child.—This portrait is a capital illustration of

numerous points touched on in this and previous articles. Every-
thing is subordinate to the expression; it is a perfect example
of a three-quarter view of the face. The direction of the eyes
is dead right. Little light is used, and the small nose made
to stand out. 'While there is hair in profusion, suggesting other
treatment, the artist has purposely narrowed down the interest
with the chiffon on the head. The student may see how stout
or awkward figures could be so treated that the eye would be
deceived abont the outline. Note that the lighting is very-

simple, and that the fragile body is hidden with very' full drapery.

of the good doctor or lawyer is done by psychology, and
application of good common sense minus law or medicine.

Portrait photography from the show case to the reception
room, to the dressing room and studio, from the advertising

I goods, the selection and salesmanship, the manner and
ability of the operator, is a calling where the psychological

r is of paramount importance. Meantime, I am only
onceraed with the studio part of the business. Let us con-

what psychology has to do with producing better
ives.

When I say that the success of the studio worker is quite
parts brain work to one part technique, I mean a great

deal. Mixing equal parts of sulphite and carbonate, boiling
prints in alum, hypo and dirt till they turn brown,

leaving a hundred plates in a box containing standardised

solution for twenty minutes, are not operations calling for

much intellectual effort. In fact, nowadays, the production of

negatives and prints of the " D. and P." order should nn

case lor the use of scales, thermometer, and a cl

Mark this point, that I am only writing for the assistant who

13 thoroughly conversant with judging exposures, and making

negatives of good printing quality; with the scatter-brained

photographer to whom every negative exposed sets him gu

ing, the man who sprinkles bromide (alleged 10 per cent^ solu-

tion) lavishly, plays around with reducer and intensifier and
" weighs " everything, from mctol to hypo, in the same " chuck

and chance it " way, I confess I can do nothing. Given the

willing, able assistant (and I am convinced there are thousands

capable of assimilating advanced tuition), the higher flights

of portrait work will only be attained by working and thinking

out things for himself. To make the photographer think, t<>

make him realise that if he doesn't constantly mix brains with

his formula? lie will get left in the struggle, are difficult enough

task- to set myself, but I not only hope to succeed, but to

prove that the profession of portrait photographer is an intel-

I one requiring at least as much mental effort as

of the writer or the actor.

I understand that it was the custom of a lady photographer

who enjoyed a big vogue to ask her clients to visit her on a

day previous to the appointment for the sitting. After a

friendly chat over a cup of tea, the photographer reckoned

she had made progress with her client, and that the su

quent operations in the studio were greatly simplified by

preliminary interview. I do not doubt this contention for a

moment, but those businesses must be very rare, nowad
where the principal would have the leisure and the cli

sufficient interest for this ritual. We live in an age where

speed is a great consideration. I would be sadly lacking in

psychology myself—to say nothing of humour—if I were to

advi-e photographers generally to add hospitality and psycho-

analysis to the other terrors popularly associated with a

portrait studio.

But if a preliminary interview with a sitter is scarcely prac-

tical politics, the photographing successfully of a person one
has never seen before is a task of extraordinary difficulty. I

cannot think that Whistler would have given us a masterpiece

of Oarlyle had his medium been photography and the portrait

taken in a few minutes on a busy Saturday afternoon. Yet
that is how the majority of us have to work, and I submit

very seriously that a man who "handles" thirty or forty

clients daily, men, women, children, of all -tempers and tem-
peraments, and consistently produces work that pulls good

orders with hut a negligible number of resittings—I submit
that he deserves to rank as a man of considerable professional

skill. It rests with the individual photographer himself to

maintain this dignity.

Charles Dickens, who was something of a psychologist,

us somewhere that after knowing a man intimately for twenty-

years he was greatly surprised at an action of his which

seemed quite foreign to his character. The great student of

human nature was merely showing what a complex study the

human mind is, yet photography is more exacting than novel-

writing; mistakes are well-nigh irrevocable: there is more
retouching and faking possible to the literary than to the

photographic artist. What the trained observer failed to see

in twenty years the portraitist is frequently asked to see in

twenty seconds. Of course, it cannot be done. Surely, we
have all had the disconcerting experience of taking negative

after negative without quite satisfying ourselves, and then,

when we had finished the sitting, of seeing the client posing

and smiling delightfully? One cannot give a formula that

will enable the earnest photographic worker to catch the sell-

conscious subject at what is literally the psychological moment.
After all, one has to see a soul before one can photograph it

:

in what may be rightly called " portrait studies," qualities

needed far more than art training and technical skill are

insight, sympathy, and a profound knowledge of the joys and
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sorrows of life. Look at that priceless gem, " Girl with :i

dead canary." by Greuze. Greater than t

the heart of the artist. To the casual glance it may
ly represent a child crying: in reality it is a study (if

a soul in pain. It is fortunate, maybe, that the photograph-

ing of »ouls has not yet become a craze. Why then

talking about • sufficient rea-ons, the first

•r the rendering of " character " to be the

it of the portraitist. But to the practical

stantly to keep before him the question of

profit, niy second reason will have more weight. I merely

that the portrait photographer should study psychology
sufficiently to " sense " quickly what will appeal to his client.

One may see a very vulgar soul, and yet not wish to photo-
graph it. but certainlv the vulgar one's, clothes have to be
taken to perfection. I said before that to do more the photo-
grapher must tee more. I would now like to add that when
he sees more he may want to hide more.

J. Eftbl.

{To be contain
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the <lark thin covering as illustrated in the top of out side

ird piece of apparatus shown here for light-control

•oflector, which is very practical and easily manipulated. The

,h,rk in very handy for cutting out the reflections frorn

the floor whicl quently give trouble is eyeglasses. The

effect on this reflector can be used to vei dvan-

giving us a very slight illumination m our shadows, and

irned at "such an angle that it does not interfere will

false lights into the eyes.

2 represents two small black screens, which T consider, the

handiest little gcreens in a studio, especially where spotlights and

One serein is intended to he used in

.„ the spotlight and the lens, so that the light

; i
:n os are 24 inches wide, and

I
with Mack sateen. Sometimes two

uged, and two screens arc then essential. I have

nl many line in '_r;iti v j^issibilit ies spoiled by getting a

of light into the lens. tt arrive al the shorl euts

,„ gOI aking we " Wf simplify and make our work.

in the studio easy and efficient. First, we must

have a light of the right photographic quality and plenty of it.

much light it is a very simple matter to cut down

i he volume. There is no excuse for not having plenty of the right

kind ol light at all times, tor there are many artificial lighting

devices :it our command, which have proved to be very satisfactory.

right kind of lenses to meet all your requirements, ami

do not try to photograph interiors, groups ami large heads with

i he same lens. 1 want In dwell a moment on the importance of

keeping lenses clean and ready for use at all times. It is very sur-

prising to me to find throughout this country, so many dirty.

neglected lenses in use e\cry day. We cannot possibly expect to

on run
LOAOIHG TABIC

r .'C

f n M DRVINQ CABINET

Fig. 3.

get clean, crisp, brilliant images with lenses that are covered with

a scum. Our shutter and bulbs should be kept in working con-

dition. If we have a shutter that does not work accurately and

we cannot fix it, there is but one thing to do and that is to get

one. It. does pOt pay us to work with a shutter that doe?

not open and close all the way every time.

A lens hood for the front of our lens is just as important as

eye. lashes are to protect our eyes from conflicting glaring rays of

light The lens is the eye which sees the picture, and if it does

not see il clearly, we cannot expect to register it clearly on our

film or plate. The camera and stand should be, at all times, in

working condition and kept clean, inside as well as outside.

A presentable clean and practical working focussing cloth on the

camera will add to the general appearance of your camera room,
il as backgrounds of different desirable tones, easy to manipu-

late, so that they do not require two people to handle. If chairs

or other pieces of furniture are used, they should be of a practical

type and kept in good condition and easy to handle. Your screens
for light-control should be of a practical kind and should be kept
in repair and be easy to manipulate. Convenience in the camera
room : This reminds me of a demonstration I was called in to make
a few weeks ago in a popular studio. Everything was working
well except the camera stand, the cogs on the raising and lowering

having been stripped. When we succeeded in getting the camera
at the proper elevation. I was handed a large nail by the operator,
who suggested that I slip it in between the cogs to hold the
camera bed in position. It happened that I had been introduced as

an expert operator to the lady wdio was posing for us, but before

completing (he work, I felt that I was anything but an expert

I that our lady subject thought we were a couple of

cobblers. In other words, we had failed to make a favourable

impression, because ou us was not working.

In regard to plate holders, it is best to have enough filled to

complete your silling, without taking time to change, as much

EXPOSED

UNEXPOSED

tsnsssm
i ^i-^i-i siiinmii

Fig. 4.

lime is lost while, the operator is in the dark-room changing his

plates or films. It is also essential to have a rack on the side of

your camera for keeping plate holders within convenient reach.

Another service which I consider very practical for taking care of

the unexposed and exposed holders while working at the camera is a

small table on rollers with compartments. This little table can be

moved around with the camera within convenient reach of the

operator, no matter which side of the camera he is working. In

making the exposure, there is one rule nearly as old as photography
itself, expose for the shadows and the high-lights will take caro

of themselves. Therefore, to be a successful operator you must
learn to read the registering values of your shadows. The high-

speed plate or film does not contain the same line of gradation as

that of the medium speed product. Therefore, the high-speed plate

should be developed to a greater density than those of lesser speed,

otherwise you will be inclined to get flat, thin negatives.

We will now take the dark-room work as briefly as possible and
endeavour to show by proper equipment and conveniences that we
can also make short-cuts and sure-cuts in the developing of

the negative. Fig. 3 shows a suggested floor plan of a practical

dark-room, containing chemical cabinet, developing bench and
sink, loading table, and drying cabinet. A dark-room should be a

pleasant and convenient room to work in, and there should be

plenty of ventilation in this room. It is just as essential to have
good ventilation for the pood of the sensitive gelatine products, as

it is for your good health. The walls of this dark-room do not have
to be black or dark. They can be white if no white light enters

Fig. 5.

the room. Fig. 4 shows the loading table, which, I think, is very-

practical. It has a place for exposed and unexposed plate-holders,

and lias two cabinets immediately above the centre of the table

for exposed and unexposed plates. In the centre is a small safe-

light to assist in loading the plates or film. On either side of the

centre cabinet are racks for plate or film developing hangers to

keep them off the table and off the floor. Underneath is a little
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lattii "n of your plate <r

film stock, and a shelf for k plus holders.

Fig. 5 represents the chemical cabinet which is very convenient

to have in a dark-room. The door opens down from the top, and
when -ms a shelf on which to weigh out your chemicals.

When finished push everything back and close the door. This

eliminates all possibilitv <

' lust in the room, and in many
cases saves a multitude of troubles. A developing bench and sink

is illustrated in fig. 6. On the left hand side we have a developing

n^

Pi». 6.

tank in a le of galvanised iron. There should be a

pace all round the developing tank. In cold weather

led with warm water to raise the temperature, and

of cold water to reduce the temperature,

re three devloping tanks, un solutions of

irengtha 1 it is a rinsing tank with water run-

" negative
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and will very
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nportance of two fixing baths stain.

i in an over-worked bath, while it may appear clear,

ii an invisible substance which soon become*
i ately all

spots. One cann' I

properly fixing the negatives. If

• negative is properly fixed it can be washed ating
water for 15 minute' r the wasting
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the extreme left we have racks for such trays that might be used
for intensifying, reducing, etc.

7 illustrates a drying bos either for plates or for films. This
box can be installed in the dark-room or in some other room con-
venient. It is 28 inches high, has a shelf in the centre, and is

deep enough to take the drying racks. Sliding doors are practical
for the reason that they can be opened at any section and negative
racks put inside. The entire box can be covered with cheese cloth,

or it can be made of compo board. If there is not too much dust
flying around, I would prefer the cheese-cloth. There is an opening
at one end for a fan which gives air circulation through the nega-

causing them to dry quickly, and free from grit or dirt.

Sometimes it may be convenient to put the fan on the outside of
the dark-room wall and bring the air from another room.
We now come to the different kinds of developer used for the

making of the negative. We have pyro, the old stand-by, Elon
and hydroquinone, and a number of others. Pyro, together with
Elon. makes a very desirable developer. Elon has the action of a

soft developer, and, properly balanced with either pyro or
hydroquinone, gives very pleasing effects, but remember that pyro

io are the two contrast agents, and those agents,
properly proportioned, with carbonate and sulphite, will give you a
satisfactory reduction of the silver image, when used at the proper
temperatur- Klon, or hydroquinone should be used at 65
degrees Fahr. If a developer containing hydroquinone and Elon
is used at a temperature lower than 65 degrees, the action of the

>quinone will be greatly reduced. The Elon, doing praci
all the work, will give you a soft, weak negative. In using pyro-
soda two images are mn known as the stain or pyro
image, and the other the silver image. Therefore, in pyro de-
veloper it is essential that allowance is made for this stain in

isity. A negative that doe* not have this stain, such as
1 negative, must be carried further
v over in the print. Sulphite of soda

ided in this developer as a preservative and preventive of
•taming It has the greatest affinr ,f any of the
chemicals that we are using. Therefore, it keeps the o\y'gen away
from the pyr-. until the sulphite has been, exhausted by the ox;.

-.olour. Sulphite is your
control soda carbonate gives the detail and

llieee three chemicals can be balanced to produce any
desired type of negative. I have found that many localities require

irl balance of the chemicals used in developer. For instance,
if alkali is found in the water it will be necessary to decrease the

I of carbonate used. If hard-water is the local condition, it

is necessary to increase the amount of carbonate, but remember that
ase the amount of carbonate it is also necessary

reaae the amount of sulpK .. also found water condi
'hat required m i, in addition, it was ad-

visable to use a small qua' Inn and hydro*] order
to get the action required. In some places iron is very pre\

water, and it is then necessary to use more sulphite in order
to keep down the stain. There is absolutely no excuse for getting a
staine i or a negative of an undesirable oojour, if

nditions and the chemicals you are
using. That, together with the proper hypo bat!

Pl«. 7.

time for fixing, will prevent stains either with films or plates. There
is positively no reason why films should stain any more readilv

than plates if the developers are balanced and the hypo baths are

in good working condition.

•his point I want to mention the importance of pure chemicals.
There is a vast difference between both the carbonate and sulphite

of soda that is on the market to day. The best of them are com
paratively cheap, and it will pay you to buy such chemicals that

carry a guarantee ; chemicals that are tested and known to be pure,

B
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are the cheapest investment you can possibly make. Tank develop-

ment is the one step of progress that wc have made, and 1 for one,

would never go lack to dish development if for nothing else than

for the reason that it keeps the stains from my fingers. Tank do

velopment is more practical for the reason thai the chemicals

remain in better balance throughout the development of the neL'a

lives on account of not being subjected to so much oxygen from

the air as is the case in dish developing. Let me impress upon you
the importance of not overusing your tank developer. Several

formula? are ^iven for their keeping quality, and it is generally re.

commended that a tank of developer can be used from day to day
with equally good results This is true in a measure only, and
quite a number of negatives can be developed in the same tank of

developer. If it is strengthened and kept up to standard, it can be
used the second, third, and possibly the fourth day with fairly

good results, but every time you develop a negative you leave jus!

so much bromide in the developer, and this bromide will eventually

retard the d( v eloping action, and your negatives will look weak
ami under-exposed. On the other hand a tank of developer mav
be kept for possibly two weeks if it is covered with a floating lid

hide the air, and is of normal temperature, provided you have
not developed a great number of negatives in the same developer.

Therefore, the life of a developer should be estimated by botn
quantity of negatives developed, and the number of days it has
been standing as well as the temperature of solution. Renew your
tank developer frequently, and whenever you find that you are
not getting results, that are up to your standard, make up a new
developer.

Many people have, to their disappointment, taken out of

the washing-box negatives showing reticulation throughout the
image and background, caused by softening of the gelatine in hot
weather. This can be prevented by using a chrome alum solution,

6 ozs. to 1 gallon water. After developing rinse your negative
quickly and put it into this solution, leaving it there for from
30 seconds to li minutes, then without washing put it into the
fixing bath, thoroughly fix and then wash, and you will have no
trouble in hot weather. It is important that you keep this chrome
alum bath at a temperature not higher than 70 degrees, and your
hypo practically the same. If this bath is used the second day, 1

would suggest putting in a few drops of sulphuric acid, being careful
that the bath is not used after it becomes alkaline. When the
bath is fresh be careful that your negatives do not remain in too
long, a<>, if so, it will be almost impossible to fix them This
chrome alum intermediate bath is important for summer use not
only to keep the gelatine from frilling, but to keep your negatives
from drying too dense, which is the natural result from the swelling
of the gelatine in hot weather. Developing, fixing,, and washing
have now been considered, and the negatives should now be dried
in a room with good air circulation, and free from dust, or in a
drying box, as ilnstrated in fig. 7. Aftei the negatives are dried
they are ready for proof retouching. Harry Wiuj;.

WHITE BACKGROUNDS AND SHADOW PROFILES.

Quite the best portrait of the professional type in the 1922 London
Salon of Photography was a portrait of a lady, her shadowy profile
full of exquisite detail being shown against a nearly white back-
ground. Whiter backgrounds than that shown in the Salon speci-
men are common in professional studio portraiture, and some time
ago a London lady professional worker made a specialty of heads

—

full, three-quarter, and side-face—against what appeared to be,
and, no doubt, was, a perfectly white background. So white was
the background in some of these famous and much-admired examples
that blocking-out was suspected by the uninitiated, but a close
examination of the outline of the hair was enough to rule out the
use of an opaque medium, blocking-out being out of the question.

White backgrounds are usually very disappointing to those who
use them for the first time, or who fail to get acquainted with them
after constant use. To the photographic plate white material is

really white only when it is effectively illuminated, and white may-
very easily become a grey, a fact one is made well acquainted with
when using a sheet of white cardboard as a background for flowers
and still -life subjects. A white background is affected by shadow
and poorness of direct light more than a ground of any other shade,
»nd even its distance from sitter and camera will alter tho actinic
power of its whiteness. Even a cloud passing over the sun will

grey the whiteness of a background, though the eye may not notic
it. The eye knows the ground to he white both in sunshine an
shadow, lint the sensitive plate is inanimate with no leasonin

is, and it pictures only that which it sees, which, in the cas
'dulled" white background, is a greyed whiteness, such a

one gets when copying a black and white line subject on a proces
plate on a dull day.

The inexperienced worker might suppose that " whiteness
'

ity in negative) could be increased by slight under-exposur
with strong development, but this is not easy of accomplishment
and any attempt to increase density will result in the upsetting o
any delicate folios seen in the image of the figure posed hefore th

ground. Shadow profiles are not easy things to "light'
effectively, and it is of little use to spend a lot of time arrangin,
a shadow portrait if the effect is to be lost in th,- process
developing.

It is possible to get many effective shades of whiteness and grey
ness with a properly-made win round by altering the angi
of it. its distance from the camera and sitter, and the blinds abou
it. hut to picture it at its whitest, the ground must be in a posi
tion to catch the whitest of light, and, what is more important
hold it. as a properly-made lantern screen will hold it, a light
absorbing material being fatal to good results.

Shadow profiles (I do not mean silhouettes) are difficult enough t<

light effectively, and more difficult to render in such a way thai
all details may he seen in the print, and in the making of sue!
pictures one is up against a double proposition, the correel
balancing of one (the shadow portrait) against the other (the whit<
background) calling for some experience and skill.

The value of a tone or shade is estimated by its worth or ;m-
pertance as related to other tones or shades, either low or high,
weak or strong. When tones and shades are placed in a portrait
precisely as they appear in nature the picture is technically spoken
of as " good," or " true " in values; when an artist fails to pro-
dme there as they naturally appear—fails to produce just relation-
ships—his result is called " weak " in values, and when he elects
lo exaggerate them for purposes of artistic effect they are some-
limes spoken of as " strong " in values. The effective rendering of
I lie lower shades in portraiture is as important as the picturing of
the higher lights, and one is made to realise this fact when taking
shadow portraits.

" Autant d'hommes, autant d'avis," as my chief used to remark
when I, as an assistant in a Paris studio, tried my own methods of
lighting, There are, no doubt, many opinions as to the most
effective method of posing and " lighting " a shadow profile against
a white background. I am now—but have not always been—in

r of posing the sitter back towards a soft and miich diffused
light, and placing a black background or cloth as near to the
" profiled nose " of the sitter as it is possible to place it without
its being included in the field of view. Then by cutting down the
light very judiciously between sitter and lens, strengthening ; t

upon the background, and so balancing the whole, one may, with
modern anastiirmats of a large aperture and well-backed or matt-
surfaced rapid plates, secure good results with a minimum cf
exposure. Exposures, however, must be so arranged as to secure
proper shadow detail and proper density by direct development

—

preferably tank—because of the danger of trying to alter the usual
and easy run of things by tinkering with the developer.

Practitioner.

I in- Cina I' iot<h;hm'uh> Standard for Mounts.—The diversity
in mount sizes, especially in exhibition prints, is a point which is

continually worrying club secretaries and hanging committees. If a
series of standard sizes were adhered to, much less trouble would
be given and a more regular arrangement of the exhibited pictures
would he possible. The " Club Photographer " has made arrange-
ments with Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd., to cut and market
duplex mounts on card of the following sizes and prices :

—

12 x 10 Packet of 12 2s. 0d
15 x 12 Packet of 12 3s. Od
20 x 15i Packet of 12 5s. 6d.
24 x 19 Packet of 12 10s. Od.

The mounts are double-sided, combining white and light urey in

one series, and cream and fawn in another. A ballot has been taken
of the various societies as to the advisability of the last two sizes

being adopted as the standard, and it is proposed to recommend
these sizes to all exhibiting members of the various clubs.
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New Books.

Patents for Inventions. By J. Ewart Walker, B.A., and R. Bruce

Foster, B.Sc. London: Sir Isaac Pitman, 21s. net.

A BOOK which gives comprehensive guidance in Hie procedure of

taking out a patent, and, so far as can be done, in patent law,

is certainly otic which is much to be desired. The authors may,

therefore, be congratulated on having taken up this task, which

; s n0, I the easiest if the book is to be of service to people who

are not lawyers. It can certainly be said that although both of

the authors "are barristers-at-law, they have not unduly inflicted

leg.,! upon the reader. While their text is rather dreary

reading, it is at any rate explicit and largely free from the technical

expressions which "occur in such abundance in the well-known text

books on patent law. Probably the authors are fully conscious of

the pains they have taken to set forth the legal technicalities of

a patentee's rights and liabilities in a way which the layman con

ly understand.

Properly speaking, the book divides itself into two parts, the

first being the procedure which is followed in the course of the

e patent application through the Patent Office and in

fche opposition to a patent. One of the authors is known to us as

an examiner in the Patent Office, and therefore this part of the

text may be taken as embodying the official mind of the Patent

in respect to the course which an inventor or his agent should

follow. The second and larger part of the book concerns the status

of the patentee after his patent has been granted and sealed by

the Patent Office. Perhaps sufficient emphasis is not laid by the

authors upon the fact that the granting of a patent in the ordinary

course confers a kind of protection which is far less substantial

than probably many inventors suppose. The Patent Office follows

the routine according to the comparatively limited powers which

are given it. When an inventor has got his patent, it still remains

to be decided whether it is worth anything. That is left to the

expensive machinery of the Law Courts, where the whole claims of

a patentee may be argued afresh from the very start and evidence

produced in support of or opposition to them. The optimistic in-

ventor may be recommended to study the pages of the present work,

in which are described the numerous grounds upon which a patent

may be declared invalid, e.g., want of novelty, want of inventive

ingenuity, insufficient description, in addition to such errors of

drafting as disconformity between the provisional and complete

specification. The authors support their general discussion of these

important matters by references to cases which have been heard in

the Courts, but they do not give any details of these proceedings

—

they could hardly do so, except in a very much larger treatise—so

that a reader must be on the alert to recognise that his own par-

ticular case corresponds with one or other of the general defects.

Other chapters deal with the rights of a patentee regarding infringe-

ment of his monopoly, the granting of licences and transfer of

patents, and the text is brought fully up to date by inclusion of

sections dealing with the effect of war measures upon patent rights.

The book includes also the texts of the Patents and Designs Acts
of 1907, 1914, and 1919, statutory rules and orders, a set of the
official patents' forms, and a list of 510 cases heard in the Courts
to which reference is made in the text.

Photographing the Sahara.—According to the daily papers a
fourth attempt to complete a photographic survey of the Sahara
desert is to be made by a Mr. N. A. Greville and a brother. The
task, it appears, was commenced nearly three years ago, and nine

white men have lost their lives in the previous attempts to reach

Lagos, British West Africa, from Algiers. About £15,000 has
been spent up to the present, and another £10,000 will be required.

there being still 400 miles of the journey to picture,
" This time." says Mr. Greville, " I propose to start from Lagos

and make for Zinder, about 600 miles away. After we leave

Zinder we shall be completely cut off from the outside world. We
lioosing the most favourable weather, and if we are lucky

shall complete the job in about six months. The difficulties are

formidable. Anyone who has not experienced Sahara sandstorms
I realise, the terror of them. The sand beats down with the
of pebbles. A plain may be turned into hilly country in a

night, by one of these storms. On one occasion we found that the
surface of the country had risen 250 ft. in places in one night.

New Apparatus.

Specialist Seconds Meter.—Messrs. E. B. Fry, Ltd., 110, Pratt

Street, London, N.W.I, 6end us this ingenious and handy appliance

for timing exposures, etc., in the dark room. It consiste of a bell

mounted upon a wooden block. The mechanism for ringing the
bell is very simple, and contains no clockwork or intricate device
which could possibly get out of order. A metal tube is attached

to a forking' lever mounted inside the

bell, and a small steel ball runs up and
down the tube. The pendulum, which
is attached loosely to a hook on the

lever, provides sufficient momentum to keep
the apparatus working for seven or eight
minutes. At one end of the stroke the steel

ball runs up the tube, and at the other

end it is allowed to fall upon the inner tur-

face of the bell, making a faint but per-

fectly audible ring. The wooden block is

attached firmly with the screws supplied in

any vertical position, and the two part- of

the pendulum are then screwed together so

that the hook and the Weight are in line with

each other. The pendulum is then attached

to the flat hook under the bell and set in

motion. Accurate timing of seconds may be

adjusted by the joint and long screw pro-

vided on the pendulum rods, but usually

very little alteration is necessary. The swing

of the pendulum is constant, and, whether

it is long or short, the timing of the ring

of the bell is always the 6ame. The angle

of swing, however, should not exceed

50 deg. if the greatest accuracy is desired.

In counting seconds by this meter, "ne

commences exposing or timing upon the first

ring. The next ring will then be one

second; the next ring two seconds, and

so on. We have tested the meter in

the dark-room, and find it remarkably

accurate. The pendulum and bell are

plated and highly polished, and the meter is finished in excellent

style. The price complete, ready for fixing, is 7s. 6d.

THE Salkx Little Junior Enlarger.—The City Sale and Ex-

change, 54, Lime Street, London, E.C.3, have just introduced this

compact and well-made enlarger. Strongly constructed of oak and

of excellent workmanship, it is a handsome piece of apparatus,

capable of good work. The light-chamber is of ample size and

is well ventilated; a rear-extending framework, which carries a

curtain, is provided. The condenser is contained in a box of

novel design, allowing a current of air to circulate between the

lenses. The cells are not screwed into a tube, but are held ly

clips in the wooden frame. Thus they can be easily removed
for cleaning. The negative carrier is simple yet efficient. Being
quite a free member, it can be moved into any position, and
is firmly held by spring clips. Focussing is by an improved
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New Materials.

Gevacrt Lantern Plates. Made by Gcvaert, Ltd.. 115. Walmer
Rd.. London. W.10.
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Meetings of Societies.
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES NEXT WEEK.

Monday, October 16.

Birmingham Phot AH Club. Annual General Meeting

Bradford Phot. Soc—" What the Society s Enlarger Can Do.

Bernal Riley.

Dewsbury Phot. Soc—" Transferotype. W. If. Hammond

Kidderminstei and District P.S.—" Norway—A Peep at jts Folk

and Fjords." F. W. Pilditch. -

Southampton C.C.—" Across Africa in War-time. J. B. Simester.

\mateur P.S.—" Killarney." J. Mansell.

Tuesday, October. 17.

Hirmingha.m P.S.—" Belgium before the War." W. J. Ballard.

Bournemouth C.C.—" Enlarging." J. Thomas

>ridpe P.S.—" Apparatus and How to Lse it. The Secretary.

er C.C—" Prehistoric Man." W. 8. Lewis.

Hackney P. S.—Outing to Winchelsea and Rye.

llal.fax' Scientific Soc—Social Evening. .".'„ „
Leeds P.S.—"The Great School of Portraiture in England. H.

Thompson.
Manchester Amateur P.S.—Beginners' Print Competition.

Morley Amateur P.S.—" Round About Some Yorkshire Villages."

W. E. Cundill.

Blough and District Y.M.C.A. Phot. Club.—" Amateur Photo-

grapher " and " Photography," 1921, Prize Slides.

South Glasgow C.C—Lantern Slide Monthly Competition and

Criticism of Slides.

Wednesday, October 18.

Borough Polytechnic P.S.—Third Print Competition.

Croydon C.C—" A Dark-room under the Tiles." J. C Coffin.

Edinburgh P.S.—" Bromide 'Enlarging." A. H. MacLueas.

Edinburgh P.S. (Oct. 18-30).—Exhibition of Rambling Club Prints.

Partick CC—"Gaslight and Bromide Printing." T. Horn.

South Suburban and Catford P.S.—" After Dark." H. Creighton

Beckett.
Thursday, October 19.

Coatbridge Phot. Assoc—" Bromoil." J. M'Rae.
Hackney Phot. Soc—Outing to Wanstead Park.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S.—" Lourdes." T. H. B. Scott.

Letchworth C.C—" Bromide Printing." T. P. Brett.

Richmond Camera Club.—Portfolio Evening.

South Glasgow C.C—Whist Drive.

Saturday, October 21.

Edge Hill C.C—Outing to Calderstones.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S.—" Night Photography."

C. D. Saxton.
Morley Amateur P.S. (October 21-24).—Members' Quarterly

Exhibition.

Southampton C.C.—Portsmouth C.C " At Home."

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday October 10, the President. Mr. W. L. F.

Waatell, in the chair. The twenty-fifth annual Traill-Taylor

Memorial Lecture was delivered by Dr. Reginald S. Clay, who
took as his subject " The Photographic Lens from the Historical

Point of View." His discourse was a rapid and highly concen-

trated review of the development of the photographic lens. It

is a large subject, abounding in technicality, and to cover the

whole of it from the time of Chevalier's first lenses for Daguerre

to the most recent improvements in photographic objectives called

for a degree of condensation which necessarily gave the lecture

the form of an amplified chronology. However, Dr. Clay con-

trived to compress an immense amount of historical matter, par-

ticularly in reference to the lenses of the English optical firms

within the limits of the time at his disposal. Any report of what
he said must inevitably be very incomplete. Some details may be
given, and the student of this branch of the history of optics

referred to the full text of the paper which is to appear in the

November issue of the " Photographic Journal."
Referring briefly to the earliest mention of lenses. Dr. Clay

said that glas^ globes filled with water were known to the ancients

for their magnifying power. It was also probable that polished

parent stones or quartz were made use of for magnifying or

even as burning glasses. The camera obsenra, which was' the
origin of the photographic camera, was first mentioned by Leonardo
da Vinci (1452-1519), who used a pinhole to form the inverted
image on a screen. Dr. Clay considered that the first mention rf

a camera with a lens was made in 1550 by Hieronymus Cardano,

but a Venetian nobleman, Daniel Barbaro, in 1568 not only used

a lens in his. camera, but a diaphragm as well.

Speaking of the achromatic lens, Dr. Clay said that an English-

man, W. Chester More Hall, in 1723, had such a lens made for

his private use, but it was incorporated in a telescope some time

before Dolland's publication. The evolution of the photographic

lens began in 1839 when Daguerre and Fox-Talbot published their

discover.. Daguerre'a lens was one of meniscus form working at

//14. It was made by Chevalier to Wollaston's formula. The

Petzval lens was the outcome of a conversation in 1839 between

Prof. A. von Ettinghausen. of Vienna, and Joseph Max Petzval,

and was made bv Fredrich Voigtlander. This was a wonderful

lens, said Dr. Clay, as it had continued to be made in its original

form for some seventy years. The aperture of Petzval 's original

lens was //6, and Andrew Ross made it in an improved form work-

ing at //4.

Dr. Clay went on to speak of the doublet lens made of two

cemented achromatic lenses by Thos. Ross in 1841. Davidson, who

also made a symmetrical doublet in the same year, failed, like

Ross, to discover the advantage of this construction in reducing

distortion, etc

Dallmeyer's entry into the field was in 1860, when he took

out a patent for a separated triplet of which all three components

were cemented achromats. The curious panoramic lens of Thomas
Sutton, patented in 1859, was next described by the lecturer. It

was, lie said, a globular shell filled with water. Owing to the

variation of the refractive index in the liquid, due to changes of

temperature, this was not a great success. Referring to the

aplanatic lenses of Steinheil and Dallmeyer, Dr. Clay said that

the latter's wide angle rectilinear lens invented in 1866 consisted

of two flints, and worked at //15. In 1874 Ross placed upon the

market a portable rapid symmetrical lens calculated by F. H.

Wenham.
The new glasses of the Schott Glass Works, Jena, proved of

great assistance in the development of the photographic lens, and

the lecturer proceeded to show how glasses made by combining the

three classes of glass, viz., old crown, flint, and new barium crown,

could be made to produce a lens which was achromatic, anastigmatic

and aplanatic If twD components having these qualities were

combined the lens could also be made orthoscopic, and could easily

be given a flat field. Speaking of the Concentric lens, the first

anastigmat, Dr. Clay said that Schroeder, who was ca'culator to

Messrs. Ross, realised that this lens was not spherically corrected.

and proceeded by combination of the two types of crown glass, to

construct in 1892 a symmetrical cemented triplet, which overcame

the difficulty. This lens was supplied to the Greenwich Observatory

for stellar photography, and is still in use there. The Telecentric

lens of Ross was calculated by Bfelicke, and had a short back

focus. This enabled it to be used in ordinary cameras, especially

of the reflex type, and it became very useful for taking sporting

photographs. The first lens of this type was made by Martin, but

it was not well corrected. The Teleros lens, which was an

improved form of Telecentric has just been put on the market and

could be made much lighter in weight than the Telecentric

Speaking of the origin of lenses of the telephoto type, Dr. Clay

referred to the patent taken out in 1891 by T. R. Dallmeyer for a.

telephoto. In 1899 Messrs. Dallmeyer introduced their well-known

Adon lens. The Busch Bis-Telar, with fixed separation, appeared

in 1905, while the Zeiss Magnar followed in 1906. A new large Adon
with a fixed separation and focal length, and made in two sizes

with apertures of //4.5 and //6 respectively, appeared in 1912,

while in 1919 the Dallon. calculated by Mr. L. B. Booth, was

placed on the market. This lens consisted of two cemented pairs,

constructed of special glass, and the air space being eliminated,

pincushion distortion was reduced to a minimum. Dr. Clay then

referred to the uses of lenses by the Air-Force, and remarked that

at the outset the 8i-in. focus Ross-Zeiss Tessar was found suitable

for the work. However, lenses of longer focus, and in greater

number, were soon required, and the " Airo Xpres " of 20- ; n.

focus, working at //5.6. was evolved. Referring to the introduction

of the Cooke lens, Dr. Clay said he did not think that th»

great advance that this type marked was as well appreciated in

this country as on the continent. The introduction of this lens I

formed a starting point for a new method of lens construction,

which had had, and would continue to have, many fruitful applica-

tions. Mr. H. Dennis Taylor was responsible for the working out

of this principle, and patents were taken out in 1893. 1895, and
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The Secretary rca.l the report on the instructive and appreciative

lecture delivered by Mr. Lawrence, of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., in

burgh last week, which was approved.

young stated that the classes for posing and composition

and retouching would commence in the College of Art this week.

ami , master photographers to endeavour to get their

uits to join one or other of the classes, especially the retouch-

ing class as it was most important that every assistant, who is to

be of any use to his employer, should have a training in drawing

The President intimated that Mr. Hoskins had been appointed

teacher of practical chemistry and optics in place of Mr. Hislop.

He stated he had had an interview with him, and he thought he

would make an excellent teacher, and he asked the members for

their support to the class.

It was agreed to hold an informal meeting in the Victoria Cafe

on Monday, October 16, at 8 o'clock, to discuss as to holding a

congress and exhibition in Edinburgh.

A discussion took place on the question of the affiliation of the

Society with the Professional Photographers' Association, London.

Some 'of the members felt that nothing was to be lost but mucn

was to be gained by becoming affiliated to the P.P.A., while other

members considered that this Society would lose its independence

bv becoming affiliated. It was resolved to discuss the matter

further at the informal meeting to be held this month.

their subjects show much variety. We predict an interesting and

instructing session for the members.

Postcard Printing.—The London and Provincial Photographic

Service have removed to more commodious premises at 97. London

Leicester. This firm are making a specialty of high class

postcard work, and send us specimens of their cards in black and

sepia. These are extremely well done, and at the low prices

charged should command good business.

The Western Australian Camera Club.—The fifth annual report

and statements of account for the year ending June 30, 1922, has

just reached us. The club is undoubtedly in a very healthy condi-

tion, both financially and as regards membership, the number of the

latter now reaching 118. The exhibition of members' work, which

was held November 21 to 26, 1921, was eminently successful, and

attracted many visitors, 250 prints being hung. The committee of

management elected on August 31, is a particularly strong one, con-

sisting of keen energetic members, who should help to further the

success of the Club.,

Photographic Golfing Society.—The autumn meeting of the

Golfing Society, which draws its membership from photographic

trade circles, was held last week in Norfolk, the headquarters being

the Links Hotel, West Runton. There was a representative atten-

dance of members of the photographic trade, as shown by the group

photographed by Mr. H. H. Tansley, of Sheringham. Reading from

The Photographic Golfing Society. Autumn Meeting at West Runton
Photograph by H. H. Tanslev-

Mr. Young brought before the meeting a pamphlet on a method

of class study in the course upon " Appreciation of Fine Arts,

written and conducted by Mr. F. C. Tilney. He said that from

the statement the course appeared to be most helpful to profes-

sional photographers, and suggested that a number of the members

should combine and take the course. It was agreed to bring the

matter before the next informal meeting, when it was hoped there

would be a larger attendance.

A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the business.

News and Notes.

The Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association has been

very kindly lent the extraordinarily fine " Camera Portraits " by

Mr. Walter Stoneman, F.R.P.S. A House Exhibition such as this

of work of such high technical merit and of such a unique gather-

ing of famous people is very much appreciated by photographers

and others living far from London.

Richmond Camera Club.—This old established society, whose

headquarters are at the Cottage, Public Library, Richmond Green,

sends us its syllabus for the session October, 1922, to May, 1923.

Many well-known names are included in the list of lecturers, and

left to right the members of the industry included in the group are

as follows :—Front row : T. M. Illingworth, J. M. Isaacs, S. Adam

son Frank Butcher, Fred T. Butcher, and C Stanley Houghton,

Middle row: J. J. Shepherd, E. W. Houghton, J. Harnngtor

(Sydney), Gerald M. Bishop, C. S. Downing (with challenge shield)

Major D. Geddes, E. Smith, Arthur C Brookes. Back row
:
C E

Case, F. W. Greenwood, A. J. Child, J. W. Thompson, W. E

Mitchell, A. W. Brookes, J. S. Boyesen, A. H. Starnes, W. H
Burditt. W. F. Butcher. ,

The Northern Exhibition.—The tenth Northern Exhibition o:

Photography is announced to be held from February 5 to March 3

in the City Art Gallery, Manchester. The exhibition will h

divided into four sections, comprising pictorial photographs n

monochrome or colour, lantern slides, c&lour slides, Autochromes

etc. and natural history and scientific photography. Fifteen award

will be at the disposal of the judges, and will be in the form o

decorative plaques. The pictorial section will be judged by Messrs

F C Tilney and J. Dudley Johnston, and the technical am

scientific sections by Dr. G. H. Rodman. The prospectus and entr;

forms are now available and may be obtained from Mr. Walte

Johnson, 30, Hartingdon, Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester

Cameras for Photographing Moving Objects.—In a paten

specification, No. 184,189, not yet accepted, of H. L. Cooke, 148

Mercer Street, Princeton, New Jersey, a camera for taking photo
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Answers to Correspondents.

/n accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cen t International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to i» answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editor*.

A. D. Black and white powder colours, a6 used for finishing

enlargements, may be obtained from Messrs. Reeves and Sons,

4, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4. The airbrush would be

the best means of covering the background in your print, but if

this is not available oil colours may be used. These may also be

obtained from Messrs. Reeves, as above.

\V. K.—We have no further information than that contained in

the specification. No doubt the inventor, M. C. E. Bredon, 44,

Rue de Cambrai, Paris, would be glad to give you further par-

ticulars. We do not imagine that exposure would be more rapid

than in other one-exposure cameras of simpler construction, such

as that of Mr. E. T. Butler, which is upon the market here.

Electric.—We should advise you to do away with the Jupiter

lamp and in its place fix a half-watt bulb of 2,000 c.p. fitted

with a Barkay reflector. A standard lamp of 3,000 c.p. should

also be provided. This would enable you to control the lighting,

as the lamp could be moved into any position. The General

Electric Co., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, make a

specialty of studio lighting, and their catalogue would be of use

to you.

B. M.—Possibly the prints are not fully toned. This would account

for a certain amount of weakening, but not of bleaching. We
suppose you are using an ordinary fixing bath of plain hypo,
with not more than 2 or 3 ozs. of hypo per 20 ozs. of water. If

stronger than this, or if the bath contains additions, such as

acid, alum, etc., there is a certain liability to reduce the depth
of the prints, though not to the extent of bleaching them. So
far as we know, there is no means of restoring the depth of

P.O.P. prints which have been bleached in the fixing bath.

A. S.—You cannot do better than use half-watt lamps in your

studio. These, if fitted with Barkay reflectors, will be very

efficient. The General Electric Co., Magnet House, Kingsway.
London, W.C.2, would give you particulars of their studio lighting

outfits. The Barkay reflectors may be obtained from W. J.

Bartholomew and Co.. 40, Gerrard Street, London, W.l. The
lens and camera depend entirely upon the amount cf

money you are prepared to expend. We should advise you to

consult the professional price lists of the well-known apparatus
makers. You will have no difficulty in getting full length figures

in your studio using an 8i-in. focus lens on a half-plate.

T. W.—(1) A fair amount of practical work in both studio and
dark-room is absolutely necessary. Text-book instruction is very
useful, but the practical knowledge is the principal thing. l2)

" Science and Practice of Photography," by Chapman Jones, is

a volume which should suit you. It is now out of print, but may
be obtained (second-hand) from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2. For illustrations of apparatus we
would refer you to the " British Journal Almanac," where many
advertisements of cameras and other accessories are given. (3)

Messrs. Jonathan Fallcwfield, Ltd., 146, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2, make a specialty of " while-you-wait " photo-
graphy, and would give you particulars of the apparatus, etc.,

needed. The " British Journal Almanac " gives particulars of all

the most up-to-date processes and apparatus used in photography,
together with formulae and working details.

J. T.—The stains in your films are due to insufficient fixation,

while the white powdery deposit on the surface is due either to

the wash water containing a large proportion of lime, or to the
films not having been sufficiently washed. We should advise you
to soak the films in strong hypo solution, say 6 ozs. hypo to 1 pint

water. They may be left in this solution for 10 minutes, but

should be watched carefully. If this does not remove the stain,

probably thiocarbamide may be of use. Make up the following :

—

Thiocarbamide 90 grs.

Citric acid 90 „
Water 20 ozs.

Wash the films very thoroughly to remove hypo and carefully

wipe each side with wet cotton wool before placing them in

this bath. A few minutes only may be necessary to remove the

stain, but we are afraid you will not completely clear your films

as the stain seems to be of fairly old standing.

Skipress.—You will find some useful hints on engineering photo-

graphy in the little book " Commercial Photography," issued by
our publishers, price Is. 3d. post free. The only other book en
commercial photography, including that of engineering subjects,

is a very excellent American manual, " The Commercial Photo-

grapher," published by F. V. Chambers, 636, South Franklin

Square, Philadelphia, U.S.A., price 4 dollars. You would have

to send direct for it. The best book on retouching is Johnsons
" Retouching," by Bruce and Braithwaite, for which our pub-

lishers are special agents, price 5s. 4d. post free. We advise

you to get a camera of the square bellows or slightly taper

pattern. For such work you want at least two lenses, namely, a

wide-angle of about 5 inches focus and an anastigmat doublet of

8 or 9 inches focus. The latter need not be one of the ultra-

rapid //4 lenses, but is better one of the //6.8 or //7, which is

listed by most of the leading makers. A lens of this type is

better for covering the plate when the lens front is raised.

M. M. L.—It would be impracticable to obtain a light sufficiently

intense for studio portraiture from dry batteries, accumulators,

or similar electric storage apparatus. In your circumstances we
think you have no alternative between flashlight and incandes-

cent gas. The latter has the same defects as the petrol light you

are using, namely, not enough light and too much heat, but the

best of these gas installations, the " Howellite," of Messrs. J. J.

Griffin & Sons, Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,

suffices for exposures of, say, 4 or 5 seconds on a fast plate

with an //4 lens. As regards flashlight, it would be absolutely

necessary to fit up a big chamber to carry off the smoke.

Although this form of light is scarcely used in this country, it is

largely adopted in France and in America, where portrait photo-

graphers have been to a good deal of trouble in fitting up smoke
cabinets as part of the studio. Of the two, we should think

you would do best with flashlight, and if that is so, it may be

of service to you to mention the name of Mr. D. Charles, 50,

Webb's Road, Clapham Junction, London, S.W.ll, who is a

good man to draw up for you, and supply, if necessary, a specifi-

. cation as regards the design and fitting of a smoke chamber and

ignition of the powder.
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-t. 'ii difficult to illuminate
ted light, can easily be made more luminous.

rice of most of these lamps is quite
ble, and places the accessory within the react

,11.

* * *

Opaque Some months age we inspected an in-
Negatives. stallation for making bromide enlarge-
ment:-, in which the- ordinary glass or film negative was
eliminated and replaced by a bromide paper negative
" print " which had been copied from the original positive
print. 'litis was in its turn re-photographed to the desired
size upon bromide paper, the final result being, of course,

a positive. While it can hardly be expected that an
equally good range of tones can be produced by this

method when compared with the usual one of using a

transparent tu there are circumstances in which
the idea might he profitably employed. Given a series

moh under-exposed negatives, these, if free from fog.

might be used for the production of prints on any scale
ut the labour involved in the plan usually recom-

mended of bleaching with mercury so as to produce a
tive image, and from that making an ordinary

negative. It is, of course, understood that this procedure
is only recommended for images which are too feeble to
give a printing density by any of the usual methods of

intensification.

The Lens
Surface.

Lenses are not cheap to buy, and extra
rapid, anastigmats are not the cheapest

of lenses, hence it is rather surprising that so little

thought is exercised over their preservation. Not a lew-
good lenses are now suffering from that iridescent appear-
ance upon their surfaces which is an indication that a
slight corrosion of the glass has set in, a warning which,
if not heeded, will result in a much more serious
deterioration. Wo have noticed this to occur chiefly to
lenses which are left permanently on the camera, as is

the case, with Press and many studio cameras ; it is

rarelj seen upon a lens which is removed from the camera
and put away in a case or bag. It is not wise to expose
any lens to a damp atmosphere or to a strong light
unnecessarily. Lenses which are left upon cameras
should bo fitted with closely-fitting caps, and in the
of studio lenses, both back and front lenses should be
*o protected. The temperature of most studios varies
within a wide range during a day and night, especially
in autumn and winter, and with these changes tin

i

grave risk of moisture being condensed upon the glass.
One night may do little harm, but a hundred nights will
So much.

The Dark- Observations of a number of dark-roomKoom Towel. methods lead us to repeat some warn-
ing notes, which have already been given many times.
We refer to carelessness over spilled solutions. Very
often the same cloth is used to mop up spilled hvpo and
spilled developer, and then to wipe the photographer's
fingers between operations. And, instead of being
removed from the dark-room, washed and dried, the

.
is left hanging near the developing bench. When

dry, it contains a deposit of tiny crystals left by the
evaporated solutions, capable of floating into even
cranny and crack of the dark-room. The cloth needs
only to be picked up and put down again to start
hundreds of these crystals on their ways into most un-
likely places. These afterwards give rise to all sorts of
markings on plates and papers, for which, very often,

ifacturers get the blame. Solutions 'spilled,

however small the quantity, should never be given a
chance to dry up; they should be thoroughly mopped
up at once, and, when it is necessary to wipe the fingers,
this should be done with something which does not
contain a kind of cocktail of all the solutions used. Ot I

wise, faults due to contamination are sine to make their
appearan

POBTRAITUBE JX A SlTTJNG BOOM.
Wmi. i: it continues moatdifiBcult to find premises sun
tor portrait work, without paying an enormous ren
going to considerable expense in building or altera!
the young photographer who has finished his (or
novitiate, and is anxious to make a start, or the old

]

who wishes to open a branch in a new neighbourhood, is
often deterred from taking premises in a desirable position

e fear that it will be impossible to do good work
without something approaching an ordinary studio light.
CuriousK enough it is the man with studio experience
who is most affected in this way. Their are few ;

which have not enough light for portrait work. T\.
square feet of glass will suffice for most purpos
room is large enough to permit of free movement <;

camera and sitter. In such rooms it is not usually
practicable to take full lengths by daylight, but nearly
all bust and half-length work can be undertaken
success.

Not only the size and position of the window ha
be considered, but the nature of the outside surroundings.
Bushes, trees and other buildings if near a window
entirely destroy its value for portraiture, so that no room
should he chosen before sitting in the positions which
would !" occupied by the model and noting the extent
of unobscured sky which is visible.

There has lately been a considerable change in our
ideas as to portrait lighting. In every exhibition may be
seen photographs which outrage all the tradition
Victorian portraiture, and this has made it all the ea
for the worker of to-day. One of the cardinal points w as
the avoidance of two sources of light. Now we
" spot lights " to light the sitter from the back in addition
to the ordinary lighting. The worker in rooms need not
therefore be hampered by any ideas of orthodoxy in this
respect, but is free to seize any effect which may appear
attractive in his eyes. Another tradition was that, only
one window in a room should be used to illuminate the
sitter, others being completely blocked out. This, again.
has gone by the board. Then, the great increase in plate
speed which has been made in the Jast year or two has
greatly simplified photography in ordinary rooms.
Formerly it was necessary to work fairly close to

window to secure a reasonably short exposure. Now it

is possible to work almost anywhere in a well-lighted
room, if the lighting of the sitter be deemed satisfactory,

As the position of a window cannot be changed it is

very necessary to provide as much free working space
as possible, and to this end every article of furniture or

piece of apparatus should be banished, so that the sitter

and camera may be moved about easily and without fuss.

The utility of this may be proved by taking half-a-o

negatives of a sitter who does not change her position,

the camera being kept at a fixed distance, but moved
round in an arc of about ninety degrees, commencing
with the lens axis parallel to the window and working
round until the lens is pointing nearly into the light.

Another set might be taken to show the effect of moving
the sitter in a line parallel with the window so a

vary the amount of front and side light, the can
being kept stationary all the time. An experiei
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course if lu> was ready, they would take about a year to do up
their hairl Mrs. Green Has given no definite order : the

children are all going to a garden-party, and sbe thought it a

good opportunity wben they were in their light clothes to

bave them photographed. Oh, maybe a group of four, then

the two boys together, the two girls, and then some post-

cards or cheaper ones of each one separately. The woman
didn't seem to know her own mind at all, be would give the

receptionist definite instructions that wo could not do business

in tliis easy-going fashion. True, he had told her, that when

somebody "ell known came in, that it was better to leave it to

his own discretion, and the Greens were wealthy people, and

very easy to deal with, but, deuce take it all, look at the light,

where has Jones put the screw that keeps the lens from fall-

ing out, and why didn't he tack up the Seavey background

without waiting to be told? Assistants and customers were a

lot of fools, and photography was a damned rotten business,

if that woman thinks he can make pictures of her children

—

he had a good notion to give her a bit of his mind

Now; that picture is not very much overdrawn. I would ask

friend Snapshotte to cultivate a sense of proportion, to think

how other businesses are conducted, and then ponder over the

psychological aspect. In the big store a polite attendant

shows customers to the different departments, courtesy is the

rule, and on leaving you are asked if your requirements were

satisfied. Is it any wonder that Mrs. Green and others of her

class enjoy shopping, and dread a visit to the studio of such

a-- our estimable friend, Snapshotte? Photography is a very

exacting business, and one that is calculated to try the tem-

per of a saint, but, after all, other folk have their troubles,

yet keep their worries from their customers.

I would most certainly say that if the photographer is to

give himself the best chance of success, he should establish

himself on a friendly footing with the sitter in the first few

minutes in the studio. Neither obsequiousness nor patronage

will do. Unless a lady can feel quite at her ease and children

happy in your premises, you will never be a success as a " por-

trait specialist.'' I have no room in my philosophy for the

man who fawns and truckles to wealth and position, and
treats his poorer clients with lordly condescension. I know-

that a photographer, like every other man who deals with the

public, has to be " all things to all men," but adaptability is

a very different thing from snobbishness. The man who makes
a practice of leaving all but his richest clients to assistants

should advertise the fact in his showcase. I was struck

recently on reading an account of Horatio Bottomb-y's

methods with audiences that in the finer perceptions, that

otherwise astute showman was lacking in psychology. It

appears that he had an elaborate system of grading his ora-

tory according to the profit he was going to receive for his

exertions. That was fundamentally unsound. I remember a

comedian appearing at a concert where the hall was about a
third full. When, after the show, I said something to the

effect that the poor house did not seem to detract from his

performance, he turned to me and said: " And > you think
that I should punish those who have come to hear me, for the
weather conditions which have kept others away? " Now,
that's real psychology, and my actor friend stands high to-day
as one who gives every audience his best. Why is Mrs. Small-
purse made to feel that she can only get the attention of an
army trainee, when she orders half-a-dozen postcards of little

Nellie? She knows jolly well that Snapshotte himself took
those pretty pictures of kiddies which she admired in the
window. And yet at the end of a bad half-year the Snap-
shotte* will think to improve matters by sending out a few
thousand circulars couched in terms of the most flagrant
hypocrisy,

One does not require to be much of a character delineator
to weigh up the various clients who enter the studio through

dressing-room—that is as far as pleasing with our work
mcerned. The business man plainly dressed wants a dif-

ferent picture from the youthful knut, or, as I ought to put

it, the smart young fellow should not be taken in a style suit-

able for a Pa. Roughly speaking, vulgar people want their
clothes featured more than those who never wear anything but
the best, but a photographer who cannot express admiration
for a pretty frock or a tastily dressed child is a lost soul. The
other day I came across a booklet sent out by a photographer
of repute. It contained several pretty pictures of children,

and almost implored patrons to bave the little ones taken
naked or with very little clothing. Ribbons and bows were to
lie avoided as inartistic, and the mother would be well advised
to leave the arrangement in the capable hands of the man
with such an array of awards for bis child portraits). For
downright folly, and faulty psychology this would be hard to
beat. If a lady sends her child in hand-embroidered taffeta,
with the latest in shoes and socks, she does not want a pii

of a barefooted child in Jaeger underwear. It is only the inti-

mates of the family who have the privilege of seeing baby at
bath time. Imagine the consternation at a fashionable " at
home " if nurse introduced the children in combinations or
lessl Certainly, if a fond mother wishes to show the little one's
beautiful body, that is a different matter, and the photo-
grapher should always he on the look-out for pretty, plump
children, and can suggest tactfully a drapery picture to the
parent. I question if many photographers could pass an
examination in colours, fabrics and styles at present current
in fashionable clothes. Crepe-de-chine, sponge cloth, voile,
stockingette, jade, rust, champagne, nigger convey nothing
to the average male photographer. The same operator would
carefully study some erudite treatise on the photographing of
repousse work, and yet not know the difference betwi
blouse and a jumper, nor bother his head for a second about
suitable ways of taking the varying styles of the clients who
keep him alive! There seems to be a sad lack of psychology
here.

What the mere man must get into his head is that men's
fashions may experience a complete change in fifty years,
but those of women undergo revolutions in five years, and
change from month to month, and what is more important,
in these days of the cinema, every factory lass or shop girl

knows each change. French photographers know more than we
do in this respect. The man who fills his case with pictures
of ladies in high-waisted robes with V-shaped necks when
everybody is wearing frocks with boat-shaped neck, and waist
line approaching the knees, will not get customer? however
" artistic " his work may be intrinsically. Don't tell me
that positions are the same although the cut of the clothes is

different, for that is not correct. The man who advertised
" all the latest positions " was nearer the mark, for the stu-
dent of dress will know that a lady in crinoline and one in a
hobble skirt are different propositions in posing. Our grand-
mothers did not sit cross legged, but then that attitude
would have been as awkward as it would have been thought
unbecoming. Yes. let us scrap all out of date specimen-
have the courage of our convictions at the same time, and
scrap our out of date ideas.

In conclusion, I would say that it is the business of

photographer to give the public what they want, not what ho
thinks they ought to get. If he thinks that a certain style

finish, although somewhat different from that which they
accustomed to, would better suit their taste, it is up to hir

to educate the public : but. after all, a professional phot

grapher is a merchant, not a teacher; besides, it is genera
the other way about, for most times it is the artist who wi

not change enough to suit the public.

Before we can supply our customers with the right good

and serve them up in the right fashion, a pretty good stud

of their education, their social position, their artistic tende

cies or their ostentatious bearing, is required. No rules ca

bo laid down, but assuredly there is scope for psychology.

J. Effel.
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DEPTH OF TONE IN PRINTS.
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pigmenting method is more often used to lower the key of the

picture than to increase depth, though there is no particular

. why it should be so used, except to satisfy the aspira-

tions of the particular worker.

All the devices mentioned so far, either require the general

treatment of the print, or a certain amount of skill in select-

ing and treating portions of the print in a manner which will

not be obvious on inspection.

The methods which follow depend more on photographic than
mechanical processes, and in the writer's opinion, include the
most effective means of giving depth to the shadows.

The print may be coated with a thin solution of bichromates!

gelatine: when this coating lias been dried in the dark.
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THE ALKALIES IN DEVELOPMENT.
[In a recent issue of " American Photography " Mr. K J,

action of the various alkalies in development from a standpo
of the alkali to the chemical properties of the particular deve
alkali in a developer in a way which can be readily under
chemical matters.]

PBOBABLT lew recognise that alkaline development was dis-

covered sixty years ago, more than twenty years before the
first gelatine dry plate was made, and that pyro-ammonia was
used. This was a great advance over the old acid developers
and it differs entirely in its action. With the old iron or

pyro-plus-silver developers, we had what is called physical
development, in which, practically, the light-affected silver

were not in themselves reduced, hut merely acted as
germs or nuclei for the deposition of the nascent metallic silver
of the developer, which was deposited on the top'o'f the film.
With alkaline developers, the light-struck silver salt is itself

reduced and the image is formed in the thickness of the
vehicle, there being no free silver nitrate or other salt to form
the nascent silver.

It is not going too far to ascribe some of the merit of the
discovery of the alkaline developers to an American. E. An-
thony, of the well, known firm E. and H. T. Anthony, the
predecessors of the Ansco Co. He stated in 1861, that the

I of a hath collodion plate could he increased oy fuming
it with ammonia prior to exposure. Then Wardley

1

suggested
the use of a neutral solution of pyrogallol, and Tjeahy and
Russell almost simultaneously discovered the action id' alkaline
pyro, which could have been a logical outcome of Anthonv's
suggestion.

At the present time one may say that, with the exception
of amidol, and like developing agents, an acid developer is
never used, and probably even with these the hydrolysis I

sulphite, which is always used with them, furnishes the sodium
to form the phenolates that are the actual reducing agents.

Unfortunately we are accustomed to use the term " de-
veloper" not only for the real reducing agent, but also
the solutions as a whole, which sometimes leads to a little
fusion or doubt.

As a legacy from the early days of the dry collodion plate
and collodion emulsion, ammonia was the first' alkali used ami
though it persisted for many years, it has now fallen' into
almost complete disuse, except with colour screen-plates, so
that it is not worth while to discuss it. Its disrepute is
founded on the fact that it is very volatile and therefore the
developer is constantly changing, and to the fact that but very
few experiments have been recorded of the use of ammonia
with the newer developing agents, in which we may include
every one except pyrogallol.
Of the fixed alkalies we have the carbonates and the

hydroxides, usually called the caustics, of potassium and
sodium. It may be as well to try and give a sketch of the
part played by the alkali in development, and this may be
briefly represented by the following equation:—
2AgBr +2Na,CO,+H

aO=2Ag + 2Na I Ir I 2Na ECO
Or putting this into words, the bromine set free from the

exposed silver bromide combines with some of the .odium
carbonate to form sodium bromide and sodium bicarbonate
Which are rest miners, while oxygen is set free, this m,
of oxygen being taken up by the developing agent If this
last reaction does not take place there is no developmei
it is the capacity of the developing agent for oxidation
starts the reduction of the silver, and the alkalies acc,
the action.

The carbonates are the most generally used salts and it is
generally assumed that the potassium carbonate gives greater
density than the corresponding sodium ..alt. Actually it gives
a little more rapid development, ft has fallen into consider-ate disuse because of its higher price ami its pr«

Wall has the following paper, in which is considered the
nt which is largely neglected, namely, that of the relationship
loping agent. The present paper explains the function of the

iven by those with a very moderate acquaintance with

deliquesce, or absorb water from the air. The sodium
honale is the more generally used.
There are actually three carbonates of sodium; the b

bonate or acid carbonate, NaHCO,, the sesquiearbonato.

Na,C0,.2NaHC6,.8H,0, both of Which are practically useless
for development, and the normal sodium carbonate This i-

the salt actually used and it exists in three forms: the
crystalline, or decahydrate, Na,CO,.10 H,0, the monohj
\a,i Oj.HjO, and the anhydrous salt Na <

If we place under these formulae their molecular weights
we shall easily see what relation they bear to one anothe
Na

a(COJ).(16H,0)
60+180 286

Na
a(CO,).(H,0)

16+60+18=124
\a, I CO,)

46-1 60=106
Therefore, it is clear that if we use the crystalline salt, we

are actually paying for and using nearly two-thirds of water.
In most formulae we meet with the term "anhydrous,"

whereas as a matter of fact the true anhydrous salt is rarely
used, the photographic desiccated soda being the mouohydrate.
It is generally assumed, too, that this is double the strength
of the crystalline salt, but actually it is stronger, in the ratio
286: 124, or 100: 13.4. Hut we shall not make a very gray
error if we assume that the desiccated soda is double the
strength. For instance, taking a typical developer contain-
ing 5 per cent, of crystallised carbonate: it contains approxi-
mately 28 grains per ounce of solution. Then, if we use half
the quantity of the dry salt, the error will be under 2 grains
per ounce. This excess is negligible ami may well be within
the error of weighing.
The dry salt has the advantage over the crystalline, besides

not taking up 80 much room, of being more stable, as it is not
so likely to effloresce, or lose its water of crystallisation. It

should he noted that commercial carbonate, if not properly
kept, almost always contains some of the bicarbonate, as it

absorbs carbon dioxide from the air along with moisture.
After thirteen days exposure to the air it may contain as much '

as IS to 20 per cent, of bicarbonate, wdiich is useless
developing. It is obvious, also, that the crystalline salt is

much more prone to this decomposition than the desiccated,
because of its richness in water (11. Dubovitz, " (hem Zfcr "

1921, I-;, 890).

The quantity of carbonate to be used with a given developer
varie. considerably according to the predilections of the
worker, or writer, and variations' within reason make no

cd difference, save in the velocity of development. One
may. of course, adopt the formula suggested by the plate
maker, and it is always assumed, and sometimes claimed, that
these are the best suited to the plates, lint as someone once
said

:
'• A maker's formula generally shows the maximum

at of alkali and the minimum amount of restrainer, or.
in other words, is the most trying developer that it is advii
to employ, or that the maker will guarantee his plate to be
The more alkali used the more rapid the development, and

torter the total time of development. Increase of alkali
cannot bring out more detail than the exposure has put into

ate. The only advantage in the larger amounts of alkali
is that they develop out the fainter details in the shadows
more quickly, go that one may stop development before the
highest lights have become too dense to be properly rendered
in a print.
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id the formula
I 'i t OH., it is clear that caustic

may form either the monopheuolate or diphenolate, according
to the quantity used. Assume the molecular weight of hydro-
quinoue to be 110, thus:—

C.H.OH.OH.
1+17+17=110

Then the monnphenolate is formed n it li 40, the molecular
i the soda, and the diphenolate with 80.

the formula. Assuming the total
bulk of A and C to be 72 and 15 tively (B does

ill in iln-

have to be mixed in the ratio of 4:1 there will be 73
hydroquinone, and this must require
>rm the di-salt. But there were actually

grains. That is 3J times too much, or an excess ol 106 grams
in the 5 ounces of mixture, or taking into consideration now

B solution, there were 23.7 grains ol \tra per
nch can do no good except blacken the plal

soda in this formula be reduced one ought
>ve an equally active developer, with far less tendi

marked that the i .i p<

•tiura (errocyaa a w ith a caustic alkali and
»vas sugge fj, Balagny in 1 <;) 1 ('< l>

i" Phot. Korr.," 1891,
is formula was for many years a favourite

is merely a botched-up
Lainer iorrqula.

Id one want one or other of the salts, the follow-
table shows the equivalent weig;

tUAd *
,

n

k'/ll \*,C'0, I

112 138
1.826 1.726

1. 1.110 2..v 1.232

1 1.170 1.302
-

1 1.113
1

2.071 1

-sary to multiply the weight
of a given al* . ire to tliat which it is desir.

anhydrous soda are obviously equal to 1.170x5
of the Irate.

di lopii

.1 radicle* in brdi

r, that si) ami
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small i of the alkal eablo
•

. ..,

i , i , irita

not very
iily on the addition of further alkali

doe* it go mto solution. The d.

ran or ehlor-h;

n livdroelilnr. I ortol,
i

' and 'i iatnidophenol bydro-
.itj^gthough with must of these, unless a fairly itrong

i unnoticed. N

the alkali

.riil the former acts as a restrainer In developing.

have iiich have not come into general

12H < >. y. aa sug-

without attacking the K'

this bydri

lor di-sodium phosphate Na III'u, and caustio
I :

S iiOH
358 10

therefore obvious that we only heve to mix the normal
hate and caustic in the weights given under the cqua

ue thing.

B
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Acetone, CH,.CO.CH„ a characteristically smelling colour-

less liquid, produced by the dry distillation of acetates, was

amended by Lumiere and Seyewetz for use with those

reducing agents capable of forming the phenolates. Its first

a is to combine with the sulphite of the developing solu-

tion and form acetone sulphite, with the setting free of the

sodium which combines to form the phenolates, as in the case

of hydroquinone thus:—
2CHS , CO.CH 1

+ 2Xa.,SO J+ C,H 4
.OH.OH.=

H,.C0.0H,.NaHS0,)+C,H4.0Na.0N«
This has not conic into general use, and its only virtue would

seem to be that it costs a little more; it works fairly free from

fog, does not stein much, and does not soften the gelatine.

The only other compound we need consider is formaldehyde,

again suggested by Lumi ire and Seyewetz (." Jahrbuch,"

i .', 119), its action being comparable to that of acetone. The

only developer that may be considered as having come into

any use at all with this is the following:—
Hydroquinone 1G gms. 123 grs.

Sodium sulphite, dry ... 80 gms. 014 grs.

Formaldehyde 20 c.c.s 154 minims

Water ... ... ... 1000 c.c.s lfr ozs.

This is an extremely useful developer for making negatives

of black and white line drawings and diagrams, as it gives,

on photo-mechanical plates, extreme contrasts with clean

whites.

The lithium compounds and a few other isolated agents have

been suggested, but in the first case the price and insolubility

of the lithium salts are against their general adoption, and in

the other cases the substances woidd seem to have been sug-

gested for the sake of spending more money or as merely

something for someone to write about.

E. J. Wall.

REAL CAUSES OF BLISTERS.
In the current issue of " Studio Light," the monthly magazine for

professional photographers issued only in the United States by the

Eastman Kodak Co., are the following notes on the causes and pre-

ventives of blisters in prints :

—

Blisters on prints are seldom due to any fault in manufacture
of papers, but they maybe produced on any gelatine paper by
improper manipulation. The best way to prevent blisters is to

understand their causes—the remedies then become obvious.

Blisters may form on prints during developing,, fixing, washing
or toning, or partly during either operation. Their formation dur-
ing development is a rare occurrence. The same is true of fixing.

unless the print is transferred direct from a strongly alkaline de-
veloper to a strongly acid short stop bath or fixing solution, in

which case small bubbles of gas are formed within the gelatine film
because of the action of the acid on the alkaline carbonate. The
formation of gas in the gelatine is over the entire surface of the
print. If for any reason the gelatine film has become softened, a

small gas balloon is formed under each weak spot where gas is

being liberated, resulting in blisters or so-called air bells. If the
developer is not too alkaline or the acid short stop or fixing bath
is not too acid, and prints are rinsed after developing, such blisters
are not formed.

Air bells or blisters are liable to occur if the water used for
washing contains an excess of dissolved air. Water under high
pressure is usually the cause of the trouble. The water contains
a meat amount of dissolved air and the gelatine emulsion is satur-
ated with water. If the temperature of the water is slightly raised,
this air is expelled with the result that it may raise the gelatine
and form an air bell. If the gelatine has been properly hardened
the air hells are not so likely to form. If this trouble is a per
sistent one, the remedy would he an open tank into which the water
could he drawn from the tap. This relieves the pressure and allows
the air to escape.

All blisters, however, are not gas or air blisters. They are often
filled with liquid, in which case they are caused by the pheno-
menon of osmosis.

If a solution of a salt such as hypo is inclosed within the gelatin..'
film of a print and the print, is immersed in water, there is a ten-

.iter to penetrate the film at a greater rate than the

hypo solution diffuses out. An internal pressure is thus created

within the gelatine (and especially at the point of contact of the

gelatine film and the paper support) which is known as the osmotic
i he hypo.

If by any means, therefore, the adhesion of the film and paper
in any particular spot has become weakened, or if by swelling cr

softening or for any other reason the gelatine has become less

porous in one spot than in another, the water will penetrate the

gelatine film faster at that spot than the hypo diffuses out, with
the result that a blister will form.

This osmotic pressure is often great enough to break the gela-

tine film. If the gelatine has been properly hardened and the

print carefully bandied, the gelatine should he uniformly porous and
no such 1

1

in lienced.

.Must blisters are formed during washing after fixing, and their

iction is assisted by the presence of cracks, creases, or folds in

the paper, since wherever these occur the gelatine film is likely to

be broken away from the paper support.

Likewise, any factor in manipulation which tends to soften the
gelatine locally tends to produce blisters. A powerful spray of

water will soften the gelatine in the spot where it strikes the

print, and touching the print with warm fingers will soften

.lint at the point of contact.

Washing at high temperatures should be avoided as much as

possible, and in all cases the temperature of the various solutions

should be maintained as nearly the same as possible. A frequent
of blisters is the transference of prints from a warm fixing

bath to cold water, and vice versa. In cold weather keep a
fixing bath where it will be as cold as the water used for washing.
Apart from the effect of temperature, the use of alkaline wash

water or an alkaline fixing bath, caused by carrying developer into

the fixing bath with the prints, will tend to soften the gelatine and
produce a condition favourable to blisters. It is important then to

maintain the acidity of the fixing bath, or use a fresh bath at ill

times.

Blisters formed during after-treatment are usually caused by
toning, and may be due to insufficient hardening, the use of one
of the acid bleaching baths, an excessively strong sulphiding bath
or too hot a hypo-alum bath, together with one or all of the above
causes. If a print is not thoroughly hardened and is placed in a

hot hypo-alum toning bath, it will soften before the alum can
begin its hardening action.

If, during final washing, it is seen that blisters have formed, the
paper underneath may be pricked and the water squeezed out,
or the print may be immersed in equal parts of water and alcohol,
followed by a bath of alcohol alone. It is better, however, to pre-
vent toning blisters by drying prints before toning, or better still,

by treating with a 3 per cent, solution of formaline after washing
and before toning, with or without drying, if there is any reason
to believe prints may not be sufficiently hardened to withstand

Assistants' Notes.

Notes by and for assistants will be considered for this column.
Payment for excepted contributions is made on the first of the
month following publication.

Small WorKroom Economies.
lx every photographic workroom there are ways—too many to
count in which small savings can be made in time or material.

In some cases, of course, a supposed economy may be only a.

matter of " penny wise and pound foolish." One man I knew
served out some cheap draper's wadding to his assistant instead
of the pure cotton wool generally employed for swabbing off

negatives. The result was a hatch of negatives so scr;i

that the extra work involved cost, in assistants' time alone, enough
to pay for several years' supply of cotton wool.
As a matter of fact, a piece of medicated gauze, well wa

and kept in a pot of water, has been found as effective as the
best cotton wool without leaving any fluff on a corner of the

plate, tine piece costing a few pence will last many months in

nt us. and so represents a real saving.

For local reduction and the like a little cotton wool is essential-

Instead of leaving the roll about to get dusty, it is best to

it in a box, of which the lid is towards one as it stands on the
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Chromale*Sen«ilis>ed Re»in

agitated for 1 to 5 minutes with 2 to 10 gms. of ammonium
and filtered through cotton-wool. A polished zinc

mghened with a solution containing nitric acid and
alum, rinsed, dried and wanned. The resin solution is then applied

.posure under a line or screen negative is mai
•lit fur three to five minutes, and development effected with
•o 1.5 per cent, solution of caustic potash. The pi i

i dried and warmed, and the resulting reproduction etched
i ong acid.

an exposure three or four times as long is given.

pruent effected with a mixture of equal parts of a!

ine. In another example an alcoholic solution of shellac

Diilarly employed. '1 earn layei

be in

10 per cent, of a

iaize or wheat with 10 parts of all

After development thi

li I eloped layer may ii.

The process is said to be suitable for all pi

iction on non absorbent backings in monoclr
and pe nd for lithography.

Collodion and Silver Nitrate Consumption.

i w,ho compounds his own collodion has many advantages

.tie who uses a commercial collodion, for, knowing the u

and their quantities he is able to calculate the amount of

he amount of by-product-.

n set up by the formation of
haloid.

- can be done may be explained as follows : Take a
lad " with :

—

320 i;rs.

Lithium chloride 60 „

•v« have 380 grs. of haloid requiring for conversion to silver

Is 580.8 grs., producing 673.92 silver haloids and 286.88 of

. nitrates I lithium. Each ounce of collo-

•ed as above will contain 4.5 grs. of halogens and con-

7.26 grs. of silver nitrate, leaving in the bath 3.586 grs. of
end of the day's negative-making, if a

is made of the quantity of collodion used, the amount of silver

. may be

'ii has been used, then the addition
of 90 gr»

i of the sensiti

.

haloid and
has clunj ii, L«., if the plates have

I after taken from the bath, if not, then 100 grs. will be
Hied

u such a course of procedure is followed and kept up
siKt bath . condition and give better and

in negatives than when the bath is worked till it gives out

In m >wping the silvei nitrate up to its D
the operator is able I .• gradual accumulation of the

ts, which, when in a small quantity, arc no doubt of

must be a limit to the usefulness of these ,

nitrates, and if these accamnlal
i 1 the limit of

usefulness can also be determined.

i line negatives the limit of these alien nitrates is much
than when sen solidity of the

ing much I if these nitrates are

ii those given above ma]
d to kn le above figures are obtained. Tins

tl • t silver ni

Thus taking ammonium iodide

ITci

•

at ammonium
for full conversion t <lide. Bromide:

ides n> a the ^.ime way.

base is a bivalent, then two molecules of silver nit

,• two molecules of silver haloid, and one mole-
•hus :

—

W. T. Wilkinson.
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

ber 18 to 21.—Rotherham Photographic Society, Hon. E

tary, S. G. Liversidge. Orissa, Gerard Road, Rotherham.

October 18 to 28.—Portsmouth Camera Club Particulars from
the Hon. C. Davies, 25, Stubbington Avenue,
North End, Portsmouth.

November 4 to 11.—Bournemouth Camera Club. Particulars

from the Hon. Secretary, 88, Old Christchurch Road, Bourne-
mouth.

December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

ilars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Derwent Street,

Rochdale.
1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition, City

Art Gallery, .Manchester. Latest date for entries. January 12.

Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter
Johnson, 30, Hartington Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Man-
chester.

March 2 to 31 —Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie
Building. Pittsburgh, Pa.. U.S.A.

March 13 to 16.—Exeter and West of England Photographic
Exhibition. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Frederic R.

Tutton, 9, Union Road. Pennsylvania, Exeter.

March 16 to 24.—Photographic Fair. Holland Park Hall Secre-

tary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row.
London. W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—art treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications September 25 to 30.

Daylight Development.—No. 26,225. Manufacture of negatives

from roll-films in daylight. H. J. J. van den Boogaart.

Mutter Device.—No. 25,865. Electro-mechanical starting and
stopping device for photographic shutters, etc. C. P. Lingwood
and C. G. Lowen.

Photo-Micrography.—No. 25,927. Apparatus for taking low-

ir photo-micrographs. H. G. Butterfield.

Apparatus.—No. 25,959.—Apparatus for discovery and correction

of astigmatism. R. V. Greene.

Telegraphic Transmission of Photographs.—No. 26,085. Method
of telegraphing photographs. T. T. Baker.

Cinematography.—No. 26,204. Method of producing a natural

effect in projected pictures. T. H. Marten.

Cinematography.—No. 26,034. Cinematograph screen. A. J.

Vickery.

Stereoscopic Cinematography.—No. 25,860. Stereoscopic motion

pictures. L. Hammond.

Applications, October 2 to 7 :

—

Daylight Photography.—No. 26,816. Daylight photographv.

E. P. M. Fortun.

s.—No. 27,200. Photographic developers. E. C. R.
Marks (Daylight Film Corporation).

Lenses.—No. 27,159. Photographic lenses. Kapella, Ltd.. and
H. W. Lee.

Lenses.—Xos. 26.553, 26,952, 27.052. Photographic lenses. Erne-

mann-Werke Akt.-Ges.

S.—No. 27.188. Lenses. F. J. Russell.

Belief Photographs.— No. 26.793. Production of relief or embofi-

effeet on photographic prints, etc. E. Bardili and C. H.
Kiuger.

CINEMATOGRAPHY.—No, 26,795. Cinema photography and projec-

tion. J. Cooper and Stereo Kinema Syndicate, Ltd.

R Cinematography.—No. 27,174. Colour cinematography.
A. H. Bannister.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specification* are obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, iS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Roll-Film Camera Mi.ihanism.—No. 165,756 (July 1, 1920).

In the invention, the unwinding of the film to present a picture

section in proper position for exposure is effected by pulling a.

chain, so that when the section is in proper position it is fric-

tionaily held. Further pulling .- f the chain can only be effected

by overcoming the resistance whereby the operator is warned that

film is in the pi*per position.

The illustrations show a folding pocket-type of camera. At
the ends are provided compartment* 2 and 3 for a winding roll

4 and a film roll 5. These rolls are inserted in the usual way.

The film from the roll 5 is connected in th= ordinary manner
with the winding roll 4. In one end of the compartment 2 for

the winding roll there is provided a winding stem 6 having a

head 7, which is inserted into the transverse notch 8 in the end
of the roll. This stem is rotatably mounted in the side wall 9

of the camera, and is longitudinally adjusted. It is normally
extended by a helical expansion spring 10. The stem 6 is ex-

tended through the centre of a sprocket wheel 11, which is

mounted in a bearing 12 fixed upon the outer face of the wall 9.

Ratchet teeth and the ratchet wheel are so arranged that when
the sprocket 11 is turned in a clock-wise direction the stem is

likewise turned, but when the sprocket is turned in a counter-

clock-wise direction the ratchet teeth slip past the ratchet wheel

and do not transmit rotation to the stem 6. This arrangement

prevents the turning back of the film after it has been wound.
Mounted upon the outer face of the side wall 9 at the end oppo-
site the sprocket 11 is a flanged wheel 16, mounted in a bearing.

Fixed by a removable pill or screw 18 to the wheel 16 is an clastic

band 19, which is wrapped around the wheel and extended in the

direction of the sprocket 11. Connected with the end of the band

is a sprocket chain 20. which extends over the top of the wheel 16,

and is wound round the sprocket wheel 11 and returned beneath

the wheel 16. The sprocket chain 20 is extended through a

.helical spring guide 21, fixed to the bracket and bearing 17, and
upon the free end of the chain a ring is fixed. The axle 23 for

the wheel 16 lias a helical spring 24 mounted thereon, and this

is fixed to the bearing 17 and to the wheel 16 so as to return the

wheel to its normal position after the chain has been pulled. In

ting the wheel 16. the elastic band is unwound. When it is

unwind a film roll so as to present a picture section of

the film in position for exposure, the ring on the free end of the

chain is grasped and the chain pulled to its full extent out-

wardly. This causes the sprocket wheel to be rotated in a clock-

wise direction, and by reason of the ratchet arrangement between
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i! 7. 1921). The invention provides a rectangular frame in

which it carried a number of characters arranged behind a source

of light. Shutters are fitted in front of each character, and can

be operated by hand or pneumatic power.
The images of the characters are projected by means of suitably

placed lenses and prisms to a common focus on a movable sensi

five band, which is conveniently placed in a suitable compart-
ment, and mounted on reels. The shutters may be operated bv
hand from a keyboard, each key of which represents a character
or space. By depressing a key the corresponding shuttv

rated, and the band moved transversely, after each dej

. in a similar manner to that employed on a typewriter [I

is t ii line of exposure mtin^
the characters, on e hand
A p trip may be used to operate the shutter

•ii if required This strip passes over a tracker bar, in

which are * number of apertures, so connected to the shutter

mechanism that when a perforation passes over an aperture in

^exposure is made—Walter Broadbent, 54,

Middlesex.
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New Materials.
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New Books.

Practical Color Photography. By E. J. Wall. Boston : American
Photographic Publishing Co.

Probably among the various text-books dealing with photographic

fcubjecta one on colour photography is the most sought after, since

it interests not only those who are practical workers of the Auto-

chrome and Paget processes, but also those who take a general
iiiterest in the subject and have a taste for trying their hand at the

many processes of making three-colour prints and transparencies by
one or other of the assemblage methods. A comprehensive text-

book of the subject on practical lines is, therefore, one which should
b>i available. Such a book, however, which is close upon the heels
of what has been accomplished in colour photography, has not,

ur fortunately, been available for some years. Mr. Wall has filled

the broach in the excellent way which was only to he expected from
his wide acquaintance with the subject from both the practical and
historical standpoints. The latter aspect of the subject, however.
receives little emphasis in the present work, which concerns itself

predominantly with the technique of the various processes of colour
photography, makes brief mention of their origins, and gives
sufficient exposition of the principles of colour and colour mixtures
for a ready understanding of the theory of the processes,
Many workers at the present time will purchase a book on this

subject for its information on the screen-plate (Autochrome and
Paget) processes, and the production of colour transparencies upon
this principle thus appropriately forms the longest chapter in the
book. The mechanism of colour reproduction by a mosaic filter-

plate is very clearly shown by diagrams; and this part of the work
contains full formula? for compensating light-filters, developers,
correcting screens for use in the viewing of transparencies by
aitificial light, in addition to sections on the copying of screen-plate
transparencies, and on stereoscopic work with screen-plates. The
chapter does not attempt to reproduce the working instructions
issued for the use of the Autochrome and Paget plates, but usefully
supplements these latter, and the only criticism which may be made
in respect to it is that the author has not sufficiently emphasised
the features of the Paget process, and has said practically nothing
about its manipulation. A page or two might usefully be added on
the making of the Paget positive transparency and its registration
with the viewing screen.
The three-colour methods, additive and subtractive, are very

c( mprehensively treated, and the student will obtain from the book
a good working knowledge of current practice in the making of the
set of three colour-sensation negatives and their use in the produc-
tion of prints or transparencies by the assemblage method. The
printing processes which are considered in detail are carbon, Pina-
type, dye-toning, gum-bichromate, in addition to methods depending
upon the production and staining of a gelatine relief. Mr. Wall
has had a long first-hand experience in these methods and has made
good use of his material in putting the essential details of the
processes in compact form. Three-colour lantern-slides is the sub-
ject of a special chapter in which is described the making of trans-
parencies with dyed relief on celluloid film; and in this place also
iretructions are given for the making of a photochromoscope for the
viewing of three-colour effects on the additive system. The later
chapters deal with methods which could not be omitted from a
treatise on colour photography, although they are of much smaller
practical interest. These are the bleach-Qut process, the Lippmann
or interference process, the interesting optical methods by diffraction
and prismatic dispersion, and also the methods which figured largely
in the early days of photography, when much was expected of the
colours which silver chloride assumes when exposed to light of
different colours. The book is made complete and up-to-date by
chapters on two-colour processes, including the Kodachrome, and on
the systems of simplified colour work which have been embodied
in materials such as the tri-pack of Mr. Ives. The final chapter is
a brief review of processes of colour cinematography. In short, the
book is a practical manual for the 6tudent and experimental
worker, to whom it can be recommended as a complete and trust-
worthy source of information.

Practical Color Photography.—By arrangement with the
American publishers, Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., are
able to supply copies of the new book, " Practical Color Photo-
graphy," by Mr. E. J. Wall. The book is supplied post free to any
part of the world at the price of 13s. 3d.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, October 23.

Birmingham Art Club. " Passe-Partout Framing." H. J. Shepherd.
Bradford P.S. "The Story of Old Bradford." H. J. M. Maltby.
City of London and Cripplegate Phot. Soc. " The Negative and

the Picture." J. J. Butler.

Dewsbury Phot. Soc. " By Wood and Moorland up the II-

Valley." S. Greenwood.
Halifax Scientific Soc. " An Evening in Lakeland." A. Keighley.
Kidderminster and District P.S. The Leicester Travelling Folio.

Southampton Camera Club. " Wonderlands of the Western World."
J. Dudley Johnston.

Wallasey Amateur Phot. Soc. " Portraiture." E. Knowles.
Willesden P.S. " Colour and its Monochrome Rendering." J. A. Hall.

Tuesday, October 24.

Birmingham Phot. Soc. " The Tower of London." A. H. Blake.
Cambridge Phot. Club. " A Dive into Belgium." W. L. F. Wastell.
Exeter C.C. " The Manufacture of Ross Lenses. '' A. Dordan Pyke.
Hackney Phot. Soc. " Bromoil." S. Woodhouse.
Halifax Scientific Soc. Y.TJ.P. " Trophy Pictures (1922)."

Leeds Phot. Soc " The Carbro Process and Carbon Printing."
0. J. Wilkinson.

Maidstone and District P.S. " Modern Negative Making." Mi
Slater.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. " Developments in Photographic
Chemistry." T. Thorne Baker.

Portsmouth Camera Club. Cinematograph Entertainment.
South Glasgow Camera Club. " Summer Service with the S.G.C.C."

R. M'Morrine.
Wednesday, October 25.

Borough Polytechnic Phot. Soc. " The Making of a Lantern Slide."
A. H. Page.

Croydon C.C. ' The Mounting and Finishing of Prints." N. Moody.
Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.
Rochdale Phot, Soc. Tit-Bits of General Information. W. Bamford.
South Glasgow C.C. " Apparatus and Exposure." A. M. Kerr.
South Suburban and Catford P.S. " Desensitol." Messrs. Ilford, Ltd.
The Photomicrographic Society. "' The Technique of Rock-section

Preparation." Prof. W. T. Gordon.

Thursday, October 26.

Cambridge Phot. Assoc. " The Art of Picture Making." Dan Dunlop.
Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc. " Some Pictures, Stories

and Etymologies of Familiar Flowers." G. H. Rodman and
G. Hawking6.

Kinning-Park Co-op Soc. Camera Club. " Art in Relation to Photo-
graphy." J. Huck.

Letohworth Camera Club. R.P.S. 1921 Competition Prints.
North Middlesex Phot. Soc. " The Charm of the Village Church."

F. G. Emler.
Richmond C.C. " Life History of the Cuckoo." F. B. Payne.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held on Tuesday, October 17, Dr. G. H. Rodman in the

chair. Squadron-Leader F. C. V. Laws, O.B.E., R.A.F.. delivered
an interesting lecture, illustrated l>y many lantern slides, upon the
subject of " Progress in Aerial Photography."

.Major Laws, in referring to the state of aerial photography,
said that in 1914 it was difficult to locate unmounted troops at
3,000 ft., while at the present time such advances had been made
that pigeons feeding upon the ground could be easily seen in photo-
graphs taken from a height of one and a half miles. Since 1918
thousands of square miles of territory had been covered for the
purposes of mapping, but Major Laws did not make the claim
that the aerial photograph would take the place of the ground survey I

map. The aerial photograph would rather help to speed up and
assist in mapping, while for surveying forest land and difficult
tracts of country the photograph would be of great help. Major
Laws referred to the Fairehild survey in the United States, and
related how on the occasion of an aerial survey being made for a
railway company a large cemetery was found to be directly in
the line of the proposed construction. It was only possible to
prove such cases from the air, the ground survey being much more
difficult and less decisive. For the correction of maps, aerial sur-
vey was of great assistance, and the lecturer showed a series of
lantern slides, illustrating the method of constructing a map from
an aerial photograph. A photograph of Mons was shown, first as
it was rendered by the camera; the important details were then
outlined in waterproof ink and the photographic image bleached
out. The resulting slide gave a perfect map appearance. The im-
portant difference between this and the Ordnance Survey map was
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with the triple-frame mounting a nearly straight line was produced.Another interesting series of slides comprised sections of high-

l cinema films showing the bursting of flash bombs, while
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distance. A series of excellent mounted ph had just

^turned from the International Aerial Exhibition at Tin,
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ehloro-bromide print of " C tie Mill. Dorking" (74), by N'.

MNStea an nnphotographic quality of tone that may or

may not !"• due to the process. The sun on the white walls is lus-

cious, and the whole thing is charming. I don't quite know what

,n by unphotogTaphic quality; certainly I could not explain

it : but in pointing out A. E. Isaac's " Stare Cove, Lulworth " (40),

Bid say that its quality was what we mean by photographic.

This, of course, has nothing to do with the selection of subject

or general design, which is admirable.

Paul's from Bankside" (51), has the

merit of being an original view. It includes part of an immense

arch, beyond which is the cathedral, opposed in sentiment, as well

it crane that stands before it. This is a most

sfnl work in every respect; full of artistic feeling. Another

• nt and original selection is J. M. Sellor's "Man's Handi-
•• (80)—the stonework around the western end of the St.

James's Park lake. Mr. Sellers has seen and secured the pala-

tial renaissance feeling of all this, and made a dignified subject.

ther works show his sensitiveness to the beauty of line and

contrast: and V. Jobling's collection of portraits of the young

show where his tender spot is.

The muster is 87 examples, all interesting, including a collection

of the coloured portraits produced by E. G. Handel-Lucas's process,

which baffles everybody but himself. They are astounding results
;

the worse for keeping close to the photographic image when it

is worth keeping close to; but Mr. Lucas will have to be careful of

shadows where the photographic basis is disposed to be in-

41 1 )le.

S. W. liose and X. Moody supply a little Paget Colour show.

ingeniously and effectually displayed.

\., one would believe, from the hilarious reports which have

made this club famous, that there was seriousness of purpose

enough to produce a show of such high merit.

F. C. TlLXEY.

News and Notes.

Fiircst Bill and Sydenham Photographic Society.—On
October 11, Mr. Cutbush, a member, gave an interesting lecture on
tanks and tank development, and showed various kinds of tanks,

including one of his own design, which has all the advantages and
none of the drawbacks of the previously existing ones. It is of the
horizontal pattern, and can be used for one piate only if desired,

Or for any number up to twelve, only using the quantity of developer
required for the plates to be developed, thus effecting great economy
ii; use. Moreover, it is constructed so that it is impossible to put
two plates in the same groove, a boon to users of panchromatic plates.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Professional Photo-
'.TiAPiEERs.—At the meeting held in the Regent Studio (Messrs.
Brinkley & Son), Glasgow, on October 9, interesting and instructive

demonstrations on 6pot lighting, Eastman film and diffusion discs
were given by Messrs. Laurence, Webb and Scott, of Kodak, Ltd.
The lecture fnd demonstrations were greatly appreciated by a large
audience. During the evening the lecturers exposed and developed
films, which were exhibited to the audience. Mr. J. R. Brinkley,
the President of the Society, occupied the chair. Votes of thanks
to the lecturers terminated the meeting.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
I'.i Hiioir.iiis. Wellcome & Co. (South Africa), LiD.—This

piivate company was registered on October 6 with a capital of
£20,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To acquire the business carried on
by H. S. Wellcome at Cape Town as " Burroughs Wellcome & Co.,"
and to carry on the business of dealers, wholesale and retail chemists

druggists and druggists' sundriesmen, photographic dealers,
etc. The first directors are : H. S. Wellcome, 6, Gloucester Gate,
N.W.I; G. E. Pearson, Embassy Hotel, Bayswater Hill, W.

;

J. C. Smith, Holmwood, Cumberland Park, Acton, W.3 Qualifira-
One share. Remuneration : As fixed by the company. Secre-

:
G. L. Moore. Hegistered office : 67. Holborn Viaduct, E C

The Service Co., Ltd. (London), inform us that they an

moving the photographic section of their business, at the end of

the present month, to new premises, at 273-274, High Holborn,

London, W.C.I. The new premises are situated only a few doors

west of the old address.

Barkay Reflectors.—These reflectors for the portrait studio-

advantages of which were the subject of an article in our pages

some weeks ago, are now supplied by the actual manufacturers.

Messrs. Robinson, King & Co., Grove Glass Works. Marshgate

Lane, Stratford, London, E.15.

Heliolette Background Negatives.—The series of these film

r.egatives, which formerly were supplied by Mr. J. A. T. Fraser,

have now been taken over by Messrs. Jefferies & Co., Ltd., Pem-

broke House, High Road, Seven Kings, Essex, who supply them

in a considerable variety of size and subject.

"Camera House Journal."-— The October issue of Mi

Butcher's publication contains particulars of goods for the winter

trade. The " Dualite " electric enlarging lantern, in both hori-

zontal and vertical models, and the "Club" optical lantern are

.striking items. Home cinematography is catered for in the various

models of the " Empire " projector. A clearance of albums is also

announced.

Aldis-Ensign Vertical Enlarger.- A distinctive folder, which

explains the working of this new type of vertical enlarging lantern

(recently noticed in our pages), has just been issued bv Mi

Houghtons, Ltd.. 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.CU. The
folder demonstrates, in a striking manner, the advantages claimed

for the enlarger; dealers are advised to obtain copies for distribu-

tion to their customers.

Photographic Societies Amalgamate.—The South Suburban
Photographic Society and the Catford Camera Club have amalga-

mated. The fusion has been brought about not because of any

sign of weakness—each having about seventy members and money
in hand—but by a desire to form a particularly strong society in

the S.E. district of London. For some years past the two societies

have been meeting weekly on the same evening and within a short

distance of one another. The combination is to be known as the

South Suburban and Catford Photographic Society, and the meet-

ings are held every Wednesday at the Plough Hall, Lewisham
Obelisk, S.E. , where the South Suburban has met for the past

fifteen years. The vice-presidents, committees, and hon. sees, will

act together, with Mr. P. R. Salmon as president and Mr. H. 11.

Featherstone as vice-president, until the annual meeting in April

next. The joint secretaries are Mr. H. D. Fretwell 10. The
Grove, Greenwich, S.E. 10. and Mr. Frank Coleman, 24, Ennersdale
Road, Hither Green, S.E. 13.

Big-game Photography.—The most-talked-about photographs in

the National History Section at the Royal Photographic Society's

Exhibition are three East African big-game subjects taken by

Mr. M. Maxwell, who, the daily papers state, is out in Africa

again with camera, motor-car, and gun. Naturalist photographers

will be interested to learn that some of Mr. Maxwell's wonderful

work has just been put on public exhibition in the Natural Hi

Section of the British Museum at South Kensington. This is an

exceptionally fine series of photographs—measuring about 4£ ft. by

2£ ft., and it is to be found round about the Darwin statue, in

the main hall.

One photograph, showing an elephant in dense thorn bush,

illustrates how difficult it is to detect the animal amid 6uch

tropical surroundings, while another shows an elephant standing

conspicuously in the open. To get this Mr. Maxwell, we are told,

had to reach the scene at dawn, before the herd took to the

bush. In one instance an elephant has been photographed just at

the moment when he detected the presence of the photographer,

while another scene shows the huge creature getting restless, and

in the act of swaying one of his legs in a characteristic attitude

of indecision and suspicion.
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Autumn congress. The letter from Mr. Alfred Ellis conveys the

impression that lie considers the subject is not a suitable one

for your columns, but 1 maintain it is. Such an important matter

is not to be settled by a few members writing to the Council.

The question is of interest and concern to the whole body of

the P. P. A., and even to the profession generally; for are not

all professional photographers eligible for membership, and is not

the Congress our most attractive asset?

For these reasons the controversy should have the publicity

that is derived from the wide circulation of your journal.

There is nothing to be secretive about, for the point at issue

is a plain one without complications. Here it is in a sentence :

Would another September Congress meet with the approval of a
majority of the members of the P. P.A. ?—Yours faithfully,

James Speight.
The Studio, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham,
October 16.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small apace is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 6-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to b» answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

G. A.—We advise you to write to Messrs. G. and E. Russell, 202,
Northfield Road, King's Norton, Birmingham.

H. E.—The best man for making your carbon colour prints is Mr.
Samuel Manners, c/o Messrs. Raydex, Ltd., 71, Lavender Hill,
London, S.W.ll.

H. H.—We should think your best course would be to take up
classes at the Regent Street Polytechnic, London, W.l, where
you would be able to get instruction in all branches of the work,
both in the studio and dark room.

J. R.—In all probability copyright has expired, but it is rather a
complicated question since the engraving may be either an
original one, or one made from a painting. If there is still

eoypright in the painting, it will be an infringement to make
a copy of the engraving.

G - A.—To blacken your iron stops, clean off all the old black with
fine glass paper and polish with tripoli. Then make the following
solutions

: Dissolve 40 grs. silver nitrate in 100 minims of dis-
tilled water; also dissolve 40 grs. of copper nitrate in 100
minims of distilled water, and mix the two solutions. Dip the
stops in this mixture and let them dry. When dry they should
be heated on a sand bath until they assume a fine black colour.

J. L.—The formula for a clearing bath for negatives, but using
citric acid, is as follows :

—

Alum 1 oz.
Citric acid 1 oz
Ferrous sulphate 3 zs.

Water 20 ozs.
The negatives should be immersed for about 20 minutes. If
you wish to use sulphuric acid, replace the citric acid above by
half an ounce of dilute sulphuric acid.

A Press Printer.—Your trouble is that sulphur is being deposited
after a certain amount of hypo, has been used up in fixing
the prints. We advise you to discard the formula you are using
and make up the following-:

—

A.—Hypo 4 ibs .

Potass metabisulphite 2 ozs.
Water 160 ozs.

B.—Chrome alum 8 ozs.

Water 160 ozs.
Mix the two solutions.

.1. ('. About the best book for you is the " Writers' Year Book,"
published by Messrs. A. and 0. Black, 4-6, Soho Square, London.

W.l., price 3s. 6d., which gives the names and addresses of

practically all the periodical publications which use contributed

articles, and also photographic and other illustrations, together

with their preferences in these respects. Another very useful

book is " Willing's Press Guide," published by Messrs. James
Willing, Ltd., King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2,
price 2s. Our publishers do not supply these books, but you
can obtain either of them direct, if still in print, or through
any bookseller.

F. F.—A formula for a combined developer-fixer for ferrotype
plates is as follows :

—

Hydroquinone ^ oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.
The plates develop (and partly fix) in two or three minutes.
They can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

J. S.—Your dishes may be waterproofed by painting with the
following mixture :

—

Resin 3 lbs.

Plaster of Paris 8 ozs.

Red ochre ... 8 ozs.
Linseed oi! ... 8 ozs.

Melt the resin over a gas ring, taking care it does not catch fire.

and then add the other ingredients in the order named. The
mixture should be applied hot, and the wood should be dry and
warm. Brush the mixture well into the wood, especially at the
joints. Reference to this process may be found in the " B J "

of August 20, 1920, p. 515.

H. K.— (1) The chief reason is that these direct positive cards
are very much more thinly coated than ordinary plates or papers,
so that a very short washing removes the excess of hypo. Also
many of the emulsions for these cards are prepared with collo-
dion instead of gelatine. We think it is plain that the particular
samples you send are made with a collodion emulsion. Again,
the hypo is much more rapidly removed from a collodion film
than from one of gelatine. (2) No, it is a totally different
process. The negative is developed in the ordinary way and
then, without fixing, dissolved out and the remainder of the
silver emulsion then treated in a developer which produces a
positive. (3) The Photostat machines are supplied by the
Kodak Company, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, who also supply
the papers used with them.

The British Journal of Photography.
Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Scalb op Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.
For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)
Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue is not
guaranteed.
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Warming the Even it we allow that the comfort of
Dark Room. £jj operator is a matter of no conse-

quence, ilie maintenance of a reasonable temperature in

the dark room is essential to the production of uniformly
good negatives. The old-fashioned practice of taking a
jug of hot water with which to dilute the developer is a
haphazard way at the best. It is far better to raise the
temperature of the room to, say, 60 degs. Falir., so that
solutions which have been kept therein will be neai

average summer temperature. If the building be
provided with hot water pipes it is worth while running
a branch into the dark room, but, failing this, a very
good substitute will be found in an ordinary blue-flame
oil stove, which should be placed under a bench by the
sink, so that no light can reach the plates. It is advis-
able to remove part of the wooden top of the bench and
to replace it by a slab of the asbestos sheet now so
commonly used for partitions and roofing. This is in-

combustible, and will not warp. And it is not a good
heat conductor, so that there is no danger of burning
the hands, as would be the case with metal.

Roller Inking The usual method of inking Bromoil
Bromoil Prints. prints, by means of a brush, becomes a
tedious business when several prints have to be prepared
quickly. Some degree of skill is also needed to obtain
a good even deposit of ink on the print, more especially
with subjects consisting of a large amount of shadow.
These difficulties may be overcome, however, by inking
the print with a roller, although the operation is such
a terribly dirty job, that there are probably few enthu-
siasts, even for Bromoil, who will care to undertake it

more than once. The whole of the surface is covered
with a thin layer of ink, and after allowing the print to
become partially dry, it is placed in hot water, and its

surface gently rubbed with a wad of cotton wool or a
brush. The ink now leaves the print in proportion to
the image and a straight copy of the original bromide
is obtained. This process differs very slightly from the
ordinary Bromoil technique, bleaching, etc., taking place
in the usual manner. The bromide print should, how-
ever, be upon a paper which consists of a fairly stout
base ; one which will stand the Bromoil transfer process
will be found satisfactory. The print having been
bleached, fixed and washed, is blotted off between fluffless
blotting paper, and laid, film upwards, upon a sheet rf
glass.

* * *

The Ink. For inking any good quality lithographic
ink may be used, but it has to be

thinned down, before it is applied to the print. The best
thinning medium is rectified turpentine, not the usual
painters' variety, but the purified product sold by
druggists. The ink should be rubbed down on a stone
or glass slab by aid of a palette knife, and sufficient
rectified turpentine added to produce an ink of the con-
sistency of thick treacle. The roller used, is the ordinarv
proofing roller of the printer, and it should lot

by rolling over the ink on the slab several times, until a
good coating is obtained. This is then applied to the
print and rolling continued from end to end, until the
print is evenly coated all over. Practically no sign of
image will be seen, tho surface of the print being
pletely covered with the ink. The print is now hung up
for a while to allow the turpentine to evaporate. It is

somewhat difficult at first to judge exactly when this
has occurred, but it may be taken as a guide, that when
tho paper of the print is barely dry, the ink is in such
» condition that further work may' be attempted. The
print is now placed, face upwards, in water, at a tempera-

ture of about 100 degs. V. After soaking for three
minutes, the surface of the print may be wiped with a

ot cotton wool or lint, taking care to keep the
print under water all the while. The ink will now be
found to come away on the wool from the high-lights

first, and then proportionately from the half-tones and
shadows, and wiping should be continued until the full

image has been " developed." As the wool becomes
charged with ink it may be discarded and a new piece
used. A flat camel hair brush is useful for removing the
ink, as it has the advantage of giving a cleaner result,,

but it soon gets charged with ink, and is rather difficult

to keep clean. Several brushes, therefore, would be
needed to complete a print of moderate size.

SOME NOTES ON THE LAW OF MASTER AND
SERVANT.—II.

In a previous article* the writer endeavoured to convey
the point of view of a lawyer in considering questions
affecting employer and employed, particularly as regards
the establishment of this relation between two people and
its termination. In the present article the latter aspect
of employment is the subject of some further examina-
tion and the conditions of service in their relation to
common law are also considered.

A servant may be summarily dismissed without notice
for (1) wilful disobedience to a lawful and reasonable
order; (2) misconduct inconsistent with the due dis-

charge of his duties; (3) conduct outside the servant's
employment rendering it unsafe for the master to retain
him in his service ; (4) immorality involving forfeiture of

trust in the servant; (5) insubordination incompatible
with the continuance of the relation; (6) habitual
negligence ; and (7) incompetency in performance
of any skilled employment for which the servant
was engaged, and the master may similarly ter-

minate the employment if the servant becomes,
through illness or accident, permanently incapable of

performing his duties, though mere temporary incapacity
will not give this right nor entitle the master to with-
hold wages. It is well settled that the master need not
tell the servant on what ground the dismissal is based
and that even if, at the time of dismissal, he knows of
no good ground for the dismissal, he may justify his

action if, subsequently, he discovers some act or omission
on the part of the servant which would have formed a
sufficient ground for terminating the employment sum-
marily, if, at the time, he had been aware of it.

The servant may quit his employment without notice

(1) if he has reasonable ground for apprehending thai

continuance in it will expose him to danger of loss of life

or personal injury; (2) if he is subjected to severe ill-

treatment by the master, and (3) if the master fails to
carry out his part of the contract, as, for example. b\

refusing to pay the agreed wages. It is to be noticed
that failure on the part of the master to perform his

part of the contract puts an end to the entire contract,
so that the servant is not only freed from any obligation
to continue in the employment, but also from any col-

lateral term of it, such as a restriction on his right to cany
on business in competition with his late employer.
A servant who gives his master cause to dismiss him

summarily or who leaves his employment without proper
notice or justification may find himself in an unpleasant
position from a financial point of view, for not only will

he lose the wages which he would otherwise have earned,
but he will also forfeit the wages for the period which

B.J.." 1922. October 13. PP 614-615.
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him fur righteousness that in the us© of accessories he can

prove an object lesson for most portrait photographers.

\V, only fully realise the enormity of the accessory offence

when to its hideous incongruity is added what is spoken of as

background." There was an old photographer in my

youthful days who had a great love for a curtain. He dressed

it up in many different ways and got some variety out of it,

but bis operator and he used to have heated arguments. The

young man would try all he could to get rid of the velvet

drapery, but with little success, for just as he was about to

expose' the bo-s would creep into the studio, and whisper

loudly, " Introduce the curtain, introduce the curtain."

Indoor or outdoor subject, it mattered not, the old man was

by his one great adjunct to a successful portrait. It

in vaiii that the operator told him that introductions were

superfluous between acquaintances of long standing. Sarcasm

was wasted on the old die-hard whose last words most likely

were " Introduce the curtain."

After all, a curtain is not an unlikely background; it is

, inly mobile, and can be wheedled into quite a number of

effects. But when we think of the painted canvases on rollers

or stretchers, representing every phase of nature from a snow

scene in Switzerland to moonlight in the Lake district, and

v stylo of apartment except a kitchen or a parlour, we are

driven to the conclusion that it is a work of necessity to make

the photographer see himself as others see him ;
assuredly he

must be made to feel that distempered rags and plastered

boards do not a picture make, and that what is wanted is not

the introduction of a new background or accessory but the

infusion of new thought into his theory and practice of the

profession of portrait maker. I have had many a good laugh

at our studio properties; indeed, I have seen so much of the

humorous side of the business and have found so many stodgy

fellows in the trade that I have come to the opinion that they

need to bo shaken up a bit, and made to laugh at themselves,

their work and methods, the little ways of clients and the

world in general.

There may be said to be two ways of judging an accessory

or background—its resemblance to what it purports to be, and

its suitability or otherwise in conjunction with the subject.

The seascape might be a good piece of work, but a lady in

evening dress with the waves about to rush over her ankles

would not be quite happy. The inlaid escritoire is probably

good furniture, but it is out of place in a corn field with a

sailor standing by. Let us consider intrinsic values, and then

relativity in accessory and background.

Pieces of furniture in use in the studio are invariably of

two kinds—ordinary chairs and tables of a drawing room

nature, and seats, stools, fancy tables, etc., which are never

met with outside a photographic studio, which are seen in

nearly every gallerv, the pious belief having been sedulously

fostered that the 'manufacturers have specially designed

lensive and uncomfortable furniture to make easy the work

of the portraitist. There seemed to be more honesty in the

old days, for we spoke frankly of " the posing chair," with

its different backs and detachable arms. The "posing" was

limited by the combinations of various padded parts, and

we were quite satisfied that nowhere else but a studio could

there be found anything like this chair, unless possibly the shop

of an unsuccessful country barber. The words " swank" and

"camouflage" were unknown in those albumen days; Smith

and his rival, Brown, had the same mounts, the same paper,

the same collodion enamelling or burnishing, and, of course,

" the posing chair." Standardization and conformity were

guiding principles then, just as individuality and originality

are commendable qualities to-day. Undoubtedly there are

scores of photographers professionally engaged at the present

time whose work can take a proud place in the world of art.

But is the average practitioner, with all his magnificent

resources, anastigmat lenses working at large apertures, studio

cameras with movements controlled by a simple touch, plates

of phenomenal speed, unlimited light of supreme actinic

quality at band at any hour, is his average output far removed

from that <>f the posing chair epoch? Unhesitatingly, I say

that with all his opportunities the results do not favour

modern. Immediately, I am only concerned with the considera-

tion of accessories and backgrounds. I wish to point out that,

instead of bringing delightful variety into our work, a

heterogenous collection of posing material has actually defeated

the object for which, ostensibly, it was created, and that the

averago work to-day shows no advance whatever on that of

thirty years ago. And the criminal could put the photographer

into the straight path of artistic regeneration, for it is largely

a mattor of accessory.

As the Snapshottes make a distinction between studio fur-

niture and accessories, we will first consider those pieces about

whose function there is unanimity, the things of lath and

plaster and papier mache. The garden seat is a pretty firm

favourite. I do not remember any time in my life when I

sat on a stone seat, unless it be when I caught cold sitting on

the wishing chair at the Giant's Causeway. I understand

that stone seats may be found in the old-world gardens of

magnificent estates, but my ducal friends will never persuade

me to experience their discomfort. A studio stone seat, being

wood, is less unkind to the person. I must say I prefer it to

the lighter make of " garden seat " with open spaces nailed

together, for the stone variety makes an excellent table for

a quick iunch, but to spread a paper on the ribbed style is to

court disaster when laying down your cocoa hurriedly to

answer a foolish intruder. You may say there are other

uses for garden seats; and that is correct, for, when hanging

backgrounds or adjusting blinds, they are more suitable than

Chippendale tables to stand on. Longfellow, in "Hyperion,"

writes delightfully about ruins. A stone seat has no dignity

until it is a ruin. It is at its best when it is moulting, and

going bald, when decrepitude has gripped it by the knees,

and Time (or a mischievous child) has rotted away the nose

of one of the gargoyles in whose mouths, in times of war.

Tommies were wont to stick their fags.

If you have to take a group of persons in holiday garb, I

can see nothing wrong in the use of the stone seat, if a good

outdoor scene is used in conjunction, but for goodness' sake

don't take the clumsy thing into the conservatory.

Let us look at both sides of the question; turn the seat

round, and we are confronted by a bridge. Surely there never

was such a diminutive bridge, barely 4 feet in length, and

built of stone withal, the interstices having been so carefully

plastered to resist the ravages of the years that one instinc-

tively wonders what turbulent Niagara or seething ,cauldr«n

is spanned by this arch. But the bridge starts from nowhere,

leads nowhere, and sitters are generally posed in front of it,

for it only spans the studio parquetry (linoleum). The bridge

is seen at its worst in the library; let us, with stony

indifference, leave it there.

Independence and an air of detachment seem to be the out-

standing characteristics sought for in accessories—bridges with

nothing to bridge, gates hinged on space and opening on

cumulus clouds, marble pillars isolated on the sea shore, and

the baby seat in the middle of the high road at the mercy of

ohar-a-banc and cow. Even when linked up into combinations,

there is little esprit de corps among the component parts, stone

walls disclose brass hinges, balustrades which detest pretence,

and threaten to give us away, have to be kept upright with

plate boxes and Houghtons' catalogue.

I have lived years in France, but I was unfortunate with the

windows there; they were nothing like the real "French

windows" 1 had to manipulate when an apprentice in this

country. In studio practice the window is, of course, on its

own ; a wall on each side would destroy the illusion. I have

known a cranky worker who introduced side wings with his

window, but the curtain, which was placed at the left side,

true fo tradition, gaped at the join, and the oak panelling
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dated on the bulwark of tlie right Hank
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Jackobeans. and really don't want to know anything about
them. Some people object to you mixing your drinks, and
others to mixing your furniture. I am easy both ways, but
there are limits to everything. Stone seat, oak chair (showing
large bra- screws where the arms are detaehablel, Sheraton
table, and " grouping stools " which seem to have been made
from cigar boxes, make a combination frequently seen, but
never in perfect harmony. It all depends what we are working
for. If we are looking for fun the elements are certainly
there. When I was twenty I was assistant to a well-known
firm in the South of Ireland. Our clients were very good
people, but periodically we had droves of rustics for whom
there were s|>ecial lines. The great favourite with the country-
folk was a full-length portrait on a 10 by 8 plate, from which
,-ab " • »h» printed. Well, the "operator and I used
to have competitions in complicated portraiture with these
simple peasants. "] beat you yesterday" (; __ would

triumphantly, holding out a negative from the washing
; "" would start counting the accessories, every

chair, stool, plant, book, vase. rug. firescreen, magazine,
boulder and pedestal counting as one. I didn't often win.

G — toot an unfair advantage by working a short focus
md throwing in a view of the studio, with Xoak's arks,

toy borses and dolls disclosed at the sidee. We never had any
complaints; doubth thought they go( good

their moi ie the days of small u
! neroiidy treated with opaque

and the figures " impro Tins oustom led to another
ii. but when t] .„ timllv got smaller than the

Meft I take it. however, that moat times
her i- only interested in the humorous

ii being sound portraiture. If you cannot
*»•"• ithout numberless ran are still

with the pictorial possibilities of the human
all. the accessory is ,u,t the fa.

kj l,e

, "' 1 »* evil, but when employed it should be
with discretion and taste, and not in such Banner as will
bring ridicule on our work.

Km Ki

LOST BUSINESS.
ago I said something in thev p.gr, .bout amateur

time
M- f,.r quite a i.

rhich would bat.
professional ha.i

, haT<
,n» I '" • 1 think, if the avenge

.. it
wan :

•am*

1
' ' h*

All by ,

Wh ' ,

1

'
1

' <»' thing But they afterw..

,
' affect

n that if

to a

the one nf r,, .»',. .A good Dro-

ning,

- was one in which an

estate agent required a series of photographs of booses and
"l," r : »hich were in the market. The whole issue was

by a " unapper," an.) nol only that, the prints which were
'r advertising were not turned out by a trade finisher

but printed on self toning by the taker.

.- cane is put in the shad.-, however, by the firm
mnfactnreri who periodically handed a sj I to a
These spool*, when developed, showed various

piecee-»X-s*w furniture '• photographed " against a backyard
nartly out. distorted and " oolonrbss." But

bad a. they wen- they continued to appear at inter-.

Machine photograph., by ai> immon.
The negatives come along for painting out or enlarging. 6

they are really good, but they are never equal to the
work of a man who does this sort of thing for a living.

Home pictures and home portraits, as might 1,.
|, are

V<T>' ubjects with m !;il , ] ,|,, l]ll( if
the professional who complains of slack business realises the
amount of money spent on ties- items. At the pi.

are many tracts of cm to,,.- rural district which
ith n dwelling

are not invariably mi „„ „,. ,]„. , ,l,7,t cs^-. .,

instinct, eitl,.., business or amateur, but neverthel.
Hers therein appear to w.„,t their wall

•d, to say nothing of th.

film has been used this summer on these san „ rl0
the most of it with lamentable results. I BUppose that .
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of th. eirbanites are also new to snapshotting, but they

are ,, inxious to see themselves and their new homes on

paper.

1 home portraiture proper is becoming an item with amateurs.

1 was recently asked if 1 could produce "real professional

iret " train some film negatives which had been taken by

i their boudoirs. Aa those were fairly good I said

i a price. This is, of course, quite legitimate business

provided there is no cutting, and in this case there was no

to the terms I quoted. The results- after a little

retouching and enlarging on a carefully chosen paper—elicited

the remark that " They were every bit as good as the best

studio productions. but much, more lifelike." Now there is some-

thing to make one think here. As regards the first part of the

comment, well, I served many years in studios in my time

and suppose that I ought to be able to make a " studio pro-

duction." But the lifelike quality was due entirely to the fact

that the sitters were taken under such intimate conditions, each one

by her own boson) friend. There was no professional business atmo-

e about it. But—and this is a big but—had the same negatives

been on half-plates, and exposed by a professional photographic

, they' would hove been much better in many ways, and,

consequently, what were at the most good portraits would have

been works of art as well. But, you may say, that would
have brought in the detrimental " business atmosphere." Not

sarily. It would depend on the photographer. One may be

a stranger to a customer, but it is quite possible to be a .pleasant

stronger and get along with him or her as easily as if one

had been known to the person for years. The actual business

would be done at the initial interview. The business atmosphere
need not be carried into the studio or the customer's home.
Much of the photography I have spoken about might be obtained

by the professional if he cared to seek it, and the last incident

I shall mention is intended to illustrate this. But before pro-

ceeding, there is a point which I should clear up. Catering for

amateur business, I ought perhaps really to encourage the amateur
rather than the professional. But there is photography which
the amateur can do and photography which is best left to the
man whose business it is. I do not believe in encouraging tyros
Vo waste film on interior architecture. It does not do them, the

profession, or the trade, any ultimate good. And 1 do not ask

any professional to compete with the snapper on Blackpool beach

or at the profitable—to me—charabanc picnics, which provide

dozens of spools for "six of each." The professional can go

after both if he likes, but it is the better fields where he is

legitimately wanted.

The final case I shall speak of was one where a young lady

entered a pharmacist's shop to borrow a camera. It was wanted

to photograph a "spread"; in other words, a table laid out

for a large feast. The counterman asked a few questions, and

very sensibly concluded that the job was rather too tall for

the intending photographer. He then suggested that it would

be much better to consult a real photographer first, and the

lady, not knowing the slightest thing about it, readily took

his advice. She came to me. When I saw the table, filling

the room to repletion and resplendent with colours—edibles, pottery,

.

and floral effects—I sent back hurriedly for panchromatics and

the shortest of short-focus lenses. Even then it was difficult to

do justice to the job. The results, however, gave satisfaction

all round, my return being a small but well-paid order. Had
the young lady been left to her own amateur efforts the result

would have been disappointment to her and her friends, and

probably a shilling or two to the trade.

There is a type of amateur to whom the above remarks cannot be

applied. It is the genuine serious worker who may have a. penchant

for a particular class of work. If such a one be fascinated by

the " joys " of machine photography the chances are that he

will obtain some excellent negatives, and if engineering friends

of his lake advantage of his ability we can only regret it.

Certainly, in such cases, his dealer cannot be expected to dis-

courage him. His case is totally different from that of the

snapper who dabbles in things that are beyond him. At the

same time the professional is always at liberty to let engineers

and other business men know his ability to his own business

advantage. The lost business that is being played with by
other than professional camera users is not so much due to the

amateurs as it is due to the general ignorance of professional

ability and of ways and means by which to employ it to

advantage.

Thermit.

ART IN THE FURNISHING OF THE RECEPTION
ROOM.

[

Among the demonstrations arranged at the last Convention of the Professional Photographers' Association of America was one
by Mr. Ross Crane, of the Art Institute of Chicago, on the application of principles of decorative art to the planning and furnishing
of studio reception rooms. It was evidently a very effective demonstration, for the speaker was able to show in an actual

room, the merits of artistic skill in the arrangement of furni ture and choice of colours. In front of his audience he re-modelled
a reception room by choosing fresh pieces of furniture, re-arranging an.l changing accents of colour. In the absence of this exhibi-

the whole of his talk, as reported in the official minutes of proc a. mot be printed with advantage, but, in the abridged
form wjiich we give, the discourse will be seen to contain a great deal of good advice on the. furnishing of a part of the portrait
photographer's premises which very often could do with much closer attention, from the decorative standpoint, than it receives.]

We started out from the Art Institute of Chicago six years ago
to promote art. We had for our slogan, " Take Art to the people
and the people will take to Art," and we found it true, abso-

true, but we found we had to take art to the peop'e into
their very homes, into the design of the paper on the walls, the

hi the floor, and the funrturp in the room. And we had to

the world—here in the Middle West, anyhow that Art was
not something alien, something to be .used on rare occasions, or for
the lecture class, but th ered into the useful and daily
avocations of life, and we had to show it. in the building of a

house and the. furnishing of a room and in the harmonising of
the house with its surroundings— landscape art, and in the building
and planning and d and beautifying of the city—civic
art or city planning.

Since I accepted the invitation to make this demonstration, I

look it upen myself to visit photographers' studios and I have
found varying conditions, just as you find going into our homes.

!iome is very beautifully arranged, and in the next one, in

a house fully ate and pretentious, I find an absolute
ranee of the laws of home furnishing.

I took some notes of one room for a reception room of a photo-

grapher who had been at least thirty years in the business in a

large city, doing a pretty good-sized business, but not of the

highest class, and he called my attention to the beauty of his

rooms.

He said :
" This is my studio," and I saw that he had in mind

those cosy corners we used to have—some of you can remember

a Turkish cosy earner. He had a room in which the walls wei

in buff, and had thin panels of cherry mahogany strips all

and down, and a plate rail—relic of bygone days, which was
harbour of rofugo for all the miscellaneous junk he had b<

able to accumulate in the thirty odd years.

On the floor were two Oriental rugs. Now I like Orien

uul I use them, but these were not the right colour. Th
were red. There are varying shades of red. I have red in

curtain here, and on the couch, but these were the most violent

virulent, poisonous red you can imagine, on the floor, and tl

shrieked and yelled at everyone tliat came into the room. Th
disturbed me.
And for furniture ho bad quite a miscellaneous mess. All
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kinds of furniture thai had b«eo the latest thing during the last

thirty years. There was golden oak, and he had gilt furniture.

Chinese teakwood furniture, and some furniture of this period.

and some tables, a roll-top desk in light oak and a swivel chair.

ad one plush-covered chair and two chairs of the style of

Char .^h backed, rococo, very elaborately decorated.

There was no arrangement. He hail * in the room.

I believe that in a photographer's reception room there

should be son ea of whatever art may acceptably be
-pictures on the wall. I believe in a

of bronz. • e of statuary of some sort. This man
had a bronze dog. I don't know what period that dog belonged

to, and a 1 don't know
ly them for $1.75 in

1 he had art upon I res on the walls

prodncts—were scattered without any arrangement at all,

or any feating at design—here and there—miscellaneous il

effect and very disturbing to the mind.
v I speak of this one, not because it was so very bad. It

wasn't as bad as same, bat because of the fact that the man was
so well pleased with -aid he thought it was noble, and 1

II him anything at ail. I -•d at il te of

it, and Mid : " Wbj my things' " That was
•bout

•to another studio in a

one lacked in

represented very h .

er he was or not, ar I

oat are he was, because every room, whether it be a

or taste— if you ha faajioa

ir taste.

be artists, and ma:

room.

I alwayt ask n

> or photograph.
it is the lli in.- for want

pposed to be eml-

a NMpAion - »

• are ?ettm,- ready for •

•>k at

at.

era th»

Id employ the principle of

r work.
i-etfulnea* om. Reetftilneaa is a part of com-

• rinoi he nind is al

n one aide

n walnut cab
I know uf, very tn r such a room
I have s<-

b* Jacobean type o

the table ami the chairs I

nost all the other pieces

this anted

It takes op too much room in the first place, an I

the way. let me nay, I am showing here a larger n
have asusi one, sometimes

. smaller, hut •),.• principles embodied can he applied

; other aaom.

ansa

th.-.v.

I I

teed to si'

wares, but I d>

believe there we ahoa

very !>•

not harmonise. I have

and

vVa have also a little pedestal here of the golden oak period,

which dees not harmonise with anything in tins room, and more
than thut, it is uot suitable tor the purpose for which it is intended,

iestal is meant as a foundation tor a bowl oi flowers or tor

- vei y wobbly, and when 1 U
der how soon somebody is going to knock it

off and 1 cannot teel at rest in that room. .Now tin

made larger than that, with four legs, that 1 think are udiu

and are to be used in a reception room. Flowers are not always
available; they cost a good deal of money, 1 think in a reception

room there is no reason at all why you shouldn't have a pot cr

t" flowers growing, provided you have any sunshine. .Many
rooms nave no sunshine, and then Mowers are a runty.

V\ a have different colours in our room. We have mulberry in

the draperies and a dark mulberry in the couch. Then we have blue

in this chair and green in that, and many colours. Tho things aro
rather a mess. Ine pictures on the wall are very well hung, but

do they not relate to anything in the room ; they are just put uu
the wall.

the fundamentals in hanging pictures is that a painting

or a
| any sort on the wall in a living room, at any

i be related to some other piece of furniture under it or

it. Wo pat a painting over a main mirror over • desk,

r a consul table, and so I find that by grouping pictui

room, in groups, we get a very much more inten

putting them haphazard upon the wall,

h is a beautiful thing, you cannot all see it, but I am
going to show it to you by and by, aud it very well relates itself

to this piece ot furniture over here—the Italian desk. This chair

belongs to the desk. It is absolutely in keeping with it in every-

way pO«S!

ii we have here another type of chair, which we call the

.n bentwood chair, which admirably fulfils a certain in

innot wear it out
;
you know bow durable they are, how well

made, and now cheap, but really, that chair does not belong side

le with this. They don't belong to the same period; they

'.he same kind of wood; they are not of the same design
nor spirit, and they really swear at each other. You have got to

havo harmory.
• is a table which is very good indeed. It belongs to the

.1 period, hut it doesn't harmo»iso in colour of

wood with my desk nor with my conch, nor that chair, and I

assume tha' -ho started out to furnish this room
at he first had this, and this, and this. I

suddenly, in a fit of extravagance, be bought that beautiful desk,

and now he is rained absolutely. He has got to go on now and
up to that desk. He bought the couch afterward, a very

lovely couch, but having one couch there was no necessity for two.

settee ie aliaolutely unnecessary, and I assume that he

is going to eliminate some of these others and bring in new furni-

that be has a sadden accession of prosperity. I don't know
how he got it, but I want to say that the furniture I am using is

a little snore expensive than I think I can ever have in my own
lived in the arrangement and in the

aaeoci r he various pieces are the same whether you uso

Italia or Jacobean or Colonial or any type. The prin-

-r the same—the principles of arrangement and colour.

! can get to talking about colour and arrangement we
will have to eliminate these pieces I spoke of. Even this table.

I think (hey are going to take it home and put it in the living

good table for that purpose.
Bavaa#ww take it oat, will yoa see the angle at which it stands?

e the desk against that wall : • • couch against that

wall, flat. The first principle of arrangement is that the rag on
the floor and the large pieces of furniture ought to follow the

structural lines of the room—the arch: This room is

*d to oe a rectangular room. We flared out the walls on
either side so the people on both sides could look into the room,

r all purposes this is a rectangular room, and in order to gat
order, which is heaven's first law, wo must follow the architectural

• f the room. The pi.: on the floor must be parallel t-

wall. If you have two rugs they must be parallel to each other

and to the walls, whether the ruga are large or small the

If you want order, you can only get it by
iral lines of the room. Our desk belongs

against the wall and so does oar coach. Bat here is one piece of

I hat swears against all other arrangement. It is on the

diagonal. A great many people do this. Tiny put the couch across

the corner and the piano across another corner, but yoa cannot get

order that way ; yoa cannot get a feeling of design that m-
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ruinate this table, and theae chairs I have spoken of

hold these albums until we find sonie-

,ve can pal

nave brought in a table of a different type ; a table which

.lour of wi'od and in mass with that desk. You tee

much alike in the colour of the wood and in the turnings

Here is another piece of walnut, a little darker than

rst, but of .he same general type We will put that against

the wall. We will take out, the settee and the little stand. \S •

the waste I asket, it belongs here. We put the table on a

line parallel with this wall. I have a wall here in front which is

but really as active as any other wall, and here 1

i a chair for colour and lines. Now we will begin at the

.ling.

. to the world of beauty are colour and arrange-

Colour harmonises and unifies discordant elements. By
..-cuiciit you can take rather commonplace furniture and get a

:.d distinguishing effect, knowing the laws of arrangement.

utter of colour I find very many living rooms and very

iption rooms are absolutely at fault. You need one

g colour always. In this room we are going to use a

tone—mulberry. I have it in my draperies. I have it in

.ece of upholstery; in the lamp, in the couch and part of the

cover, and si me of it if the very wood of the furniture. We
will call our coiour for this room, then, mulberry, but we will have

as a secondary colour, blue They go very beautifully together.

One or the other, either one, may be dominant.

I remember my first experience in handling colour in a living

room. I was a student in Boston at the time, studying painting,

and some of my relatives were about to furnish and remodel an

• •use, and they said :
" We will ask our cousin, lie is an artist

(they thought I was an artist because I was studying painting), we

will get him to decorate the house for us and it won't cost us so

much." If they had only known how much it was going to cost

them ! They had to do it twice. They had to pay for my first

lessons in interior decorating. They didn't know it, but they did.

We started out with the idea of colour. I found a large room

—

a library—^facing on the north-east, not much sunshine, and I said :

•• A warm colour is indicated here" (speaking like a physician).

Now, what are the warm colours? W7 ell, red. Everybody knows

that, so I said :
" We will use red." Now if I had only gone a

little farther and thought of yellow it might have been very much
better, but we took red. We put it in the wallpaper, on the walls,

all over that room, and a library it was. hut after we got that wall-

paper on you couldn't see the books, and you couldn't see the

people in the room, because they wouldn't come in there. Shut a

sane normal man up in a room in which all the wallpaper is dark

red and how long do you think it would be before he would be

applying for admission to an insane asylum ?

But I learned my lesson—that the deep colours and the strong

intense colours are not for the large room. The first law of colour

is the larger yo.ir space or area the less intense your colour ought

to be. For our walls I believe a tint of colour—a tan or a little

brown or a buff, or a grey, or putty, or cream, or delicate straw-

berry or gold. Many of those colours—and there are many of

them—but not very violent. The larger the space the less intense

the colour should be, and that applies also to the floor. The floor

should not be violently coloured nor the ceiling. Here i6 a law you
can put into effect anywhere—that the darkest part of the room
should be the floor, and then the ceiling the highest value and the

lightest colour, and the walls should be a middle value and colour.

That is simple but psychological, absolutely, founded upon human
experience. The floor is a background and a foundation also. It

should be the darkest part of the room.
The second principle of colour is the less space the more intense

the object may be. In some small object like candlesticks or

candles or cushions we can have very brilliant colour. I think of

the wall as the background on which a painter splashes hie colours,

the colours being in the smaller things. That is very natural and
very likeable.

Now for arrangement. I have given you the first law of arrange-

ment. That was about the rug and large pieces of furniture

following the structural lines of the room. There is a second

principle which comes in constantly, and that is the principle of

balance. Things that are related to each other ought to balance

each other. You will observe that we have here a fine quality of

balance, a formal or hi -symmetrical balance ; in the very centre we
have the large tapestry. I must explain that that tapestry was

• t to go horizontally, the design shows that, but because I

could not, in my hurry, find another of that size to fill up the space,

I took this one as it is and turned it around— I have taken an

artistic licence. Underneath that tapestry is a davenport which

. s the centre of the stage, and then this table I have placed

out in the middle of the room so that the centre of the table

shall about h* middle of the tapestry; if I move the

lamp over you find I have destroyed the balance. It should be in

the middle in order that you may feel at rest about it. If I move

the table a few feet to the right or left, you will begin to wonder

when I am going to push it back where it belongs. We have that

innate sense of proportion which Emerson said is the divinest thing

in man, which makes it necessary for our comfort to have things

balanco each other.

I have on this side of the room a large mass—a high cabinet

and over that a mirror and flanked on either side by pictures and

by chairs, and I need something on that side to balance it. The

large pieces of furniture and the high pieces of furniture ought not

to be on one wall. They ought to be on opposite walls. Now
manifestly we cannot always have cabinets that reach up high, but

we can have what we call " built-up " effects. There is on.

have here—the cabinet and the mirror above it, joined by book ends

with the books between. On this side we have a small table which

we brought in for the purpose of holding some of our albums, and

We have used it as a foundation for another built-up effect, using

for the centre that large black crayon picture, and connecting the

table with that by means of a smaller picture underneath.

I believe a chair placed right here will help to fill up that

space and give a sense, a feeling of design to the whole thing.

Back here we have on this wall some pictures which do nut

seem to have any relation to anything else in the room. I have

planned with reference to these chairs. I think it is a very

beautiful and dignified thing. It harmonises in colour <.i

wood and in the historical period with our desk, and couch, and

with that table. It cost us quite a good deal of money, but not

as much as you think. Those things have come down in the last

few years—that is a thing of beauty and a very comfortable thing

to sit in. We place it under that framed picture on the left of

the room so the picture shall relate itself to the chair underneath

it, and on the other side of the room we will do the same thing.

The reason why I didn't get two lamps just the same colour

was because I couldn't. They weren't in stock. I would like to

have had two lamps like that one on your right on either side

of the davenport.

I will move this table aside so we can get the principle of balanco

embodied in this group in the middle. I have now one wall

absolutely balanced, very well arranged for use. We have a couch

in the middle with a tapestry above it that forms the centre of

interest for this room.

Every room, whether it be a living-room or reception-room,

should have one object of central interest—one centre of the light

of that room—something that dominates the entire room. S.

times it is a fireplace with a mantel shelf, with a picture above

it ; sometimes we have to build it up as we have here. You might

have, instead of the tapestry, two high windows with the drapery

forming the background for your couch. You might have, on the

other hand, a room in which there is a window right here and a

window corresponding to it here. The couch between those two

windows, and over the couch, in place of your tapestry—because

you won't want to have a curtain on either side and tapestry in

the middle—you might build up an effect of your photographs

—

your framed or unframed photographs—in a sort of a composition,

a large one in the centre, building it up pretty high. Let there

be one part of the room that reaches up as high as possible toward

the ceiling—here we have it—you see how very well balanced the

whole thing is, the two lamps on either side of the couch, a

little table on either side, and the chairs, forming a feeling of

composition which is just as much a composition as anything

can put into a painting or into a well-planned photograph.

The feeling of design is something which, when you recognise it,

appeals very deeply to everybody.

Now I will move the table back into the middle of the room,

and we will pile on it some more of these samples. We now' have

ample room for circulation around the table. We have some albums

ami photographs upon these tables because this room was meant

for that purpose—to show those things—and we have them avail

able on every occasion. We might have some on these litt

tables, so that whoever sits upon the couch can trove some of these

tilings to look at.

Out here we will want a chair. Here is a little chair that doesn't

really relate itself to anything in this room in point of colour,
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TRUING OF IND1 3 ACT: GALLIC AOII>.

pjrud in t.u "B.J." of October 6 s-The complaint
.

,n

IwTcase s that gallic acid lias been improper y excluded bj tl e

lr.de fiom the lists of articles dutiable under tte Act.

arid was originally included in the list. Complaint was

„

L

his inclJsiel and the Board of Trade^ it out of e

„ the belie! that it was covered by something 1 said in the

arta c acid case. There was not any real contest at the hearing

before m None of these persons who might be interested.m

m m.a.mng the exclusion of the substance from the l,st attended

to take vZ in it. I am satisfied that the usual notices have been

, and that persons interested have had the usual opportunities

of giving evidence and of taking part in the niMBa
that no one of them has availed himself of these,

on the evidence of Mr. Hill and Mr. Rose-and of the chemical

journals and catalogues that were put in I find that gal he acid has

been and is regarded by the trade as a fine chemical. I think

therefore, that th- original inclusion of the substance m the list

me ,-i "lit and that its present exclusion is wrong. The reason for

this exclusion is the supposition that in the tartaric acid case 1

defined a heavy chemical as a commercial product mainly used for

industrial purposes. It is said that as gallic acid is a commercial

product almost entirely used for industrial purposes therefore it is

a heavy chemical. So far from laying down any definition in the

tartaric acid case of the terms " heavy " and " fine," I expressly

led that there was no scientific or trade definition of the term*

and that therefore the test was the trade classification in each

particular case The view that I intended to express in the

tartaric acid case was this : There was no definition of " heavy

or "fine," but that in ascertaining how any particular substance

had been regarded by the trade one would probably find that the

purpose to which the substance had been put had had a good deal

to with its classification, and that for the most part chemicals

mainly used, and used to a substantial extent in industry, had been

classified as " heavy."

I do not think that this applies to photographic chemicals. As

to gallic acid the total quantity used in a year is comparatively

small, and I find on the evidence that the trade has regarded it as

a fine chemical. Applying therefore the same test as that applied

in the tartaric acid ease I come to the conclusion that gallic acid

should be included in the list, ajid I so award. No costs.

Assistants' Notes.

Notes by and for assistants will be considered for this cotumn.

Payment for accepted evntiribvetions is made on the first of the

month following publication.

Planning the Workroom.
The modern tendency is towards labour-saving contrivances in the

way of printing and enlarging apparatus, but there is much room

for study in the way of arranging such gear in relation to position

of sinks, towels, and switches, to mention only a few of the points

that are touched in the regular passage of work through the various

stages.

Time and money spent in the intelligent arrangement of details

which have as their object the smoothing of difficulties and the

saving of fatigue and inconvenience to the operative will always

be found to be at least as profitable, regarded as investment, as the

cash laid out for labour-saving apparatus.—D. C.

Fleck Markings on Glazed Prints

A very objectionable defect of glazed prints is that when taken

off from the glass the prints show small flecks or surface markings,

caused by the surface being too hard. This is generally brought

about by immersion in too strong a hardening bath, or too long

in one of normal strength. This causes the gelatine to re-contract

after it has been on the glass a short time. The defect can be

if examined through the glass, although quite invisible at

the time of placing prints on and squeegeing, etc.

Some papers do not require any after-treatment if the fixing

bath contains a hardening agent, hut can be put direct on to the

glass from the last washing water. During the war I even found

it necessary to place prints in lukewarm water previous to glazing,

bo as to ensure a good gloss.

Another cause oi these markings is too much pressure applied at

the time of squeegeing, a fact which has sometimes had to be

carefully demonstrated before people are convinced, since there

seems to be an impression that too much pressure is quite an

The same effect can be seen upon examination,, as

already stated above. The ks equally apply to ferrotype

plates' W. H. C.

Railways and the Camera.

A test case decided that railway companies legally could make

arge for carrying a camera which a passenger took into his

compartment as his personal luggage. It may be worthy of note,

Br, that in case of loss or damage the company could dis-

uiv responsibility, while if the outfit were carried as luggage

in the appropriate van they would be liable for loss or damage in

transit.

Most photographers avail themselves at one time or other of

the cloakroom to leave apparatus overnight and although I cannot

remember euch a case arising, it may be useful to point out

that no railway company will accept responsibility for articles so

led above a value* stated on the ticket unless a special fee

is paid.

The advantage of a really good lock on a camera case hardly

needs pointing out, especially as it seems extremely rare to find

anyone taking the trouble to declare the value while paying the

sma.ll extra fee.—D. C.

Mixing Chemicals.

When a Winchester of solution is made up, the general practice

is to dissolve the ingredients in part of the water and to fill up

the bottle with plain water. A shake or two is given to the bottle

and it is stood on the shelf for use.

It is seldom realised to what extent the strong solution originally

made is heavier than the added water. When juniors are entrusted

with making up developers great stress should be laid on this, as

many a seeming variation in output has been traeed to neglect in

thorough mixing of newly-made solutions.

If a bottle that has been made up a little while be inverted and

held against the light, the intermixing liquids can be plainly seen.

The violent shaking up and down so often employed is waste of

effort because ineffective. The bottle requires turning upside down

and back again steadily with a distinct pause of a second or two

between each motion. Apparently slower, the result of a perfectly

homogeneous mixture is attained in about twenty seconds.— D. C.

Exhibitions.
——-—•»

ROTHERHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The 33rd annual exhibition of the Rotherham Photographic

Society was held last week, and was opened by Mr. T. W. Grundy,

M.P. The president, Mr. H. C. Hemmingway, in a short address,

said that having knowledge of the whole series, he could proudly

sav it was the best. To exhibit their own work might be regarded

tistical. but here was a healthy rivalry engendered, and an

encouragement to do better. They had confidence in believing that

their yearly efforts had been of educational value, and filled one

of the "aps in the social life of the town. The Society was

affiliated to the Royal Photographic Society, and they were justly

proud of the success of one of their members. Mr. Ralph Llnslett,

in his winning the blue ribbon of that organisation in one of the

sections of nature work. The Rotary Club had extended a

brotherlv hand towards their modest venture, and it was possible

that when the Club's survey scheme got going it might find a use

for the Society's talents.
.

The following awards were made in the open section :—Class A
(Landscape, etc.) : Silvered plaque :

" A Derbyshire Village,

\V 11. Hadley, Manchester. Hon. mention: "Old Whitby, &.

Tinker. Sheffield, and " Peaceful Pastures," C. J. 1 nsworth,

Didsburv. . , ,.,,-,. tt

Class B (Portraits, etc.).—Plaque :
" Head Study, Sydney H.

Wood, Darlington. Hon. mention : " Peggy," Ralph Jones, St.

Anne's-on-Sea.
, , ,; ,,.

Class C (Arcliitecture).-Plaque :
" An Old World Corner, W .

I Bailey, Leicester.
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Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo Mechanical Notes."

>ns October 9 to 14 :

—

Appah\t's.—No. 27,697. Projecting and photographic appa
V. Bridgman and S. Ormea.

AppaR-itis.—No. 27,924. Photographic and cinematogi
cameras. S. Sullivan.

Atpahatvs—No. 27,816. Photographic apparatus. H. I;

r iphio developing tank.
•m1 a. Waterworth.

«o. 27,733. Flashlight apparatus for photogi .

W S C rapper ami B. M.

..'7,960. Photographic shutter with movable m
ripagnw .\

i se,

Proci>sis.-No. 27.690. Phot processes. A 1. and M
Ian.

27,333. Photographic processes. W

... 27,334. nalograph I

et. <:. Marks (Daylight Film Corporation).

No*. 27,923 and 27,925. Cinematographic appa-
rat van.

rxuUTOOU 27,306.

D pa

sematocrapht.— No. 27,953. Projector lantern-
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buting combination similar to the combination used in the matrices

of the well known linotype machine. Alternatively, the matrices

may be of metal bearing a black letter on a white ground or a

white letter on a black ground. The slideway is fixed on a

transversa vertical wall erected on the base of the machine. As

h hue of matrices is complete, it is moved to a central

movable part of the slideway, and is raised in register with the

shuttered opening of a photographic camera. Each line of type

is photographed as it is positioned, by the automatic operation

of the shutter on the lens working in conjuction with the

movements of the slideway. A Bowden cable communicates from

the shutter of tin- Ims to a suitable position,, terminating in

means for synchronous actuation according to the cycle of the

machine. After exposure, the line of matrices is moved along

the slideway away from the central position for distribution to

the magazine in the usual manner.

Any suitable light may be employed, the light being projected

through the translucent matrices or on to the front faces of the

opaque matrices, and thence through the lens. An arc lamp is

placed in a suitable position, and its beam is projected directly

through the matrix line or via any suitable mirror or prism
syst .'in for reflecting the light. It then passes through the
shutter to the lens of the camera. The shutter is regulated by
a micrometer adjustment so that the requisite width of light

strips are impressed on the sensitised plate or film. This adjust-

ment is in accordance with the required line spacing, and the
vertical travel of the plate or film line by line also works in

Ordance with the required spacing.

A photographic camera for use in combination with the fore-

going consists of a vertical partition mounted on the base of the

machine parallel to the shuttered aperture. This partition is

constructed with a focussing jacket carrying a suitable lens. The
partition is connected to the walls of the shuttered aperture
by means of a light-tight bellows, and is capable of adjustment
between the opening and a plate or film carrier. The rear ot
the machine may be built into a dark-room. In the rear of the
partition is mounted the carrier for a glass plate, roll film, or
sensitive transfer paper. The carrier supports are movable along
the base, and the carrier is provided with a finer longitudinal
adjustment working in conjunction with a justifying device.
It may also be furnished with a micrometer screw adjustment
to alter the position of the camera for correcting focus. The
upper and lower frames are adjusted to take any size of plate
within wide limits, and, by aid of racks, the plate is capable of
vertical and horizontal movements for columns and other com-
paratively large initial adjustments. The plate carrier frame is

suspended in suitable guides by a pair of cables running over
pulleys on the main supports, there being counterweights so that
the plate may be lowered by a ratchet movement line by line
synchronously with each set line of matrices and photographic
exposure. Suitable automatic mechanism to effect the periodic
movement of the plate may also be employed.
A gearing is used to effect the proportionate movement of the

supports carrying the adjustable lens partition and the negative
supports together, so that various sizes of matrix image may be
projected in accordance with a predetermined scale of enlarge-
ment or reduction of the matrix characters. Such movement is
made and the members positioned as a preliminary to type-setting
by the operator. A suitable indicator at or near the" keyboi.u
indicates the relative size of the images at various positions of
the members.
The justifying and centralising movements work in conjunction

with the rise and fall of the guideway. A cam withdraws a
justifying plunger until the guideway has attained the high
position. Through a quadrant the plunger is returned and presses
against the end character in the line of matrices resting in the
guideway under the influence of a spring. If the line is of normal
length, the position of the plunger is such that an arm comes
to rest in a posit ton having no effect on the focus of the camera
Hut if the hue of matrices is wider than normal the displacement
of the plunger is communicated through the quadrant and arm to
across rod. The latter has a cam device on an inclined runway
which causes the bar to move toward the front plane of the
machine. Ihis moves two rods which are adapted to adjust the
two carriers each its respective distance, and so alter the
focus as to reduce the photographed image of the line to the
normal length.

To centralise a reduced line the lens may be laterally moved
according to the position of an arm. To accomplish this a

connecting link oscillates through a pin and lever. The latter

in turn partially rotates the shaft, and by a pinion moves a
'racked arm extending from the lens jacket. The pinion is

keyed to the shaft, and travels along the same with the carrier.

In the case of underwidth lines, a plunger moves beyond its

normal position, and the arm again transmits the displacement
from normal to the cross rod, causing a baj to be moved away
from the front plane of the machine. Alternatively, a mechanical
method of justifying short lines in type-setting machines may
be employed by using wedges, which fit into the spaces of the
composed line to the requisite amount, and expand the line as
a whole to the normal width. Such a form is suitable for use
with transparent matrices to engage the upper ends, and so
permit light to pass between the words. With matrices of a
negative character, a double-wedge space band is required to
block out the light between the words, and with opaque ma.trie.es

a double wedge spacer would be used, having its edge black or
white, according to the background of the matrices. John
Robertson, Thomas William Brown, and Andrew Orrell.

Leonard's Road, St. Anne's-on-the-Sea.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-
tion before acceptance :

—

Lens.—No. 186,917. Photographic lens. Ernemann-Werke Akt.-
Ges.

Cinematography.—No. 186,898. Apparatus for producing' cine-

matographic pictures with relief effect. C. Parolini.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, October 30.

Birmingham Phot. Art Club. " The Man behind the Camera."
C„ P. Crowther.

Bradford Photographic Society. " Oil Printing." H. Bradley.
Dewsbury Photographic Society. Y. P. U. Shield Portfolio.
Kidderminster and District P. S. " Bruges and Rothenburg Com-

pared." E. A. Bierman.
Southampton C.C. " Home Photography." A. Dordan Pyke.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Sanderson Cameras." Messrs Hough-

tons, Ltd.
Willesden P.S. " Cameras and their Uses." W. Angold.

Tuesday, October 31.
Royal Photographic Society. " Past and Present Methods of

Making Photographic Lenses." W. B. Appleton.
Birmingham Phot Soc. "A Trip to Paris." A. Brooker.
Bournemouth Camera Club. Lecturettes.
Exeter Camera Club. Members' Print Criticism evening.
Hackney Phot. Soc. Easter Holiday Lantern Lectures.
Halifax Scientific Society. " Photography and its Application."

J. Halliday.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " With Allenby in Palestine." Rev. H. Motlev.
Maidstone and District Phot. Soc. " A. P. and P." Prize Print's.
Manchester Amateur P.S. Lantern Lecturettes.
Morley Amateur P.S. Lantern Lecture. A. Nevin.
Portsmouth Camera Club. " Carbro." A, Dordati Pyke.
Slough and District Y.M.C.A. Phot. Club. " Character in Por

traiture." R. H. Chennell.
South Glasgow Camera Club. Lecturettes.

Wednesday, November 1.

Croydon C.C. " Biarritz to Carcnssone." Dr. C. A. Atkin Swan
Birkenhead P.A. "Modern Negative Making." M. B. Fleming.
Bristol Photographic Club. Negative Making. By Members
Edinburgh P.S. " My Fifty Best Photographs." Rev. H. N. Bonar.
Partick C.C. " A Tour in a Caravan." J. G. Mossemeneer.
Rochdale P.S. Gaslight Printing Demonstration. A. Lee.
South Glasgow C.C. (November 1-11). Exhibition of Work by L.

Misonne.
South Suburban and Catford Phot. Soc. " Some Southern

Counties of Olde England, as seen through the Camera."
H. E. West.

Thursday, November 2.

Coatbridge Phot. Assoc. Members' Niftht.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. "In Neptune's Kingdom."

r . Martin Duncan.
Let ch worth Camera Club. "Carbon." A. E. Bowver-Lowe
North Middlesex P.S. Ootings Prints and Slides; Members'

Queries.
Richmond Camera Club. " Carbro." A. C. Braham.
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, he backing. I "ulik.- some of its tribe, ii appeared to be of

nme character even when bumped about in metal glides,

point in lis favour. During tie Late stages of

pmenl it also permitted of inspection of the negative by

ht. Except in an emergency lie regarded this procedure

tunt, fur a bright yellow safe light in the dark-lamp

afforded far and awaj more light, with no risk of fog. ..t

i ill, president Mr. Salt then subsided.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Lbgai Nonces. Notice is given of the dissolution of partner-

ship of Wilfred Dennis Moss and Edwin Charles Peckham, trading

Dennis & Peckham, at King Street. Stroud, as photo-

graphic artists. Debts will be paid by E. C. Peckham.

NEW COMPANIES.
s i it ii- Optica! Society. Ltd.—This private company was

tered on October 10 with ,i capita] of .£2.000 in £1 shares.

Object : 'I'o Carry on the business of opticians, manufacturers of

dealers in optical, mathematical, philosophical and photographic

instruments, etc The subscribers (each with one share) are :

W. H. Hawkins. 5. Medina Terrace. Hove. Sussex, director: E. J.

Everahed, Thanet House, 231. Strand, W.C.2, solicitor; W. H.

Hawkins is managing director. Qualification, 50 shares, leis-
tered office : Thanet House. 231. Strand, London, W.C.
Frank Leslie (Chemists). Ltd.—This private company was

tered on October 17 with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares

|2.000 6 per cent, cumulative preference and 1,000 ordinary).

Objects : To adopt an agreement with F. Leslie, and' to carry on

the business of chemists, sundry-men, dealers in photographic,

fancy, and scientific goods and instruments, perfumery and toilet

goods, etc. The first directors are :—F. Leslie, 119, Ardgowan Road,

Catford (managing director)
;
Mrs. M. Leslie, 119, Ardgowan Road,

ird: T. G. Usher, 22. Merchiston Road. Catford. Qualifi-

cation. £100. Remuneration, as fixed by the company. Registered

office : 118. Rushev Green, Catford.

News and Notes.

The Late .Mrs. Walter Scott.—We are sorry to hear of the

death,' after a very short illness, of Mrs. Walter Scott, wife of

Mr. Walter Scott, of North Parade Studios, Bradford. Mrs. Scott

took a very active part in her husband's business for many years,

until failing health compelled her to resign these duties some three

years ago.

THOBNTON-PlCKABrj Enlargers.—A circular descriptive of their

models of enlarging lantern has just been issued by the

Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co.. Altrincham. It describes a

new pattern of enlarger, the " Imperial," issued in four sizes from
quarter-plate to half -plate at prices (without lens) from £5 5s. to

£8 17s. 6d. The list is obtainable free on application.

Mr. Edgar Clifton, whose wide experience of studio and other

tments of the photographic portrait business is no doubt well

known to many of our readers, informs us that he is now at liberty
to undertake advisory work for photographers, such as the improve-
ment of daylight studios, fitting up of artificial light installations.

planning of workrooms, etc. Mr. Clifton may be addressed at 27,

llanliy Road, Stroud Green, London. N.4.

Mr. Thomas Ili.ingwohth, after a business career of over thirty
years, lias resigned the managing directorship of Messrs. Thomas
Ulingworth and Co.. Ltd.. ill which office he will be succeeded by

on, Mr. Thomas Midgley Ulingworth. The well-known
den firm will, however, have the advantage of Mr. Ulingworth

pericnoe of the business, since he will remain on
the board in the capacity of consultant director. We wish Mr.
Ulingworth every happiness in the greater leisure which his partial

ement from active duties will bring to him.

mmiii SruvKi OF BRISTOL.—At the annual meeting of
and West of England Amateur Photographers' Asso-

n favour of o

systematic and extensive survey and record of the city ami its

immediate environment. Om of the arguments adduced in favour

of the decision was that in a city of such proportions there were

many architectural and geographical features that disappeared from

time to lime, and a photographic record of them would be of use,

as well as of interest in the future. Mr. C. F. W. Denning,

F.R.I.B. A., undertook the duties of secretary of the architectural

ii. and Mr. F. I'eaiues, B.Sc. consented to act in a similar

Capacity for the geographical section.

Prices for Commercial Photograph?. -The Professional Photo-

graphers' Association has no desire, indeed it does not consider

it its duty, to control prices. There has been, however, a con

tinned demand for knowing what are considered to be fair and

reasonable prices for commercial photography. To satisfy this de-

sire, a questionnaire was drawn up by Mr. Oeorge Hana, and hun-

dreds distributed amongst photographers who did commercial

work. The returns, which were beyond anticipation, have been

collated and analysed by Mr. liana and Mr. Jenkyn Griffiths,

whose findings will be published in the November issue of the
" P.P.A. Record." Average prices have been arrived at, and the

professional photographer can adjust his prices accordingly. Copies

of this issue of the " Record " are 9d., post free, from 36, Warwick
Road, Earl's Court. S.W.5.

Wallace Heaton Autumn Sale.—Messrs. Wallace Heaton, Ltd..

84, High Street. Sheffield, send us the 56-page price list of the

autumn sale of photographic apparatus which they are now holding.

Stocks of all descriptions of goods, cameras and lenses, have been

further reduced in price, and include the stocks recently purchased

from two welt-known dealers. Messrs. Wallace Heaton specially

point out the almost pre-war prices of their Zodel enlarger. It is

now supplied in quarter-plate size at £5 10s. and in half-plate size

at £9, in both cases inclusive of Petzval portrait lens. Since the

list was issued Messrs. Wallace Heaton have further purchased the

stock of a London and provincial dealer, and are offering goods,

running into some thousands of pounds, at exceptionally low prices.

These include in particular hand cameras of all kinds. It is

evident that the intending purchaser of apparatus has in this sale

the opportunity of buying one or other of the latest models of

camera at a very advantageous price. The list is sent free on
application.

Over-enterprising Press Photographers.—Many of the news-
papers last week contained a portrait of Dr. B. Hartzhorne.

who is in the Royal Free Hospital suffering from sulphonal poison-

ing. The victim was pictured lying insensible in the hospital

bed. The photograph has been severely criticised by the public,

and its appearance is not likely to improve the position of photo-

graphers who work for the Press. A statement has been issued

by the hospital, through the Commissioner of Police, with reference

to the photographs, as follows:
—"Two men, purporting to be

Press representatives, obtained access to the hospital on the

ground that they had received permission from Scotland Yard to

photograph the patient. This statement was queried by members
of the governing body of the hospital who happened to be present,

whereupon the men gave up certain photographic plates which they
had taken, reassuring these gentlemen emphatically that these

were all the plates they possessed. They were then allowed to

depart. On inquiry at Scotland Yard it has been ascertained
that the statement made by these men was wholly untrue. The
hospital authorities have always realised the necessity for securing
the absolute privacy of the inmates, and regard the intrusion
of these men as a disgraceful act."

Photo-micrography.—The sixth edition of the booklet bearing
this name, and described " as an introduction to photography
with the microscope," has just been published by the Wratten
Division of Messrs. Kodak. Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C. To
the beginner in this interesting branch of photography, a volume,
containing such a wealth of information, and covering all sections
of the work, will be most useful, and should prove a great help
in overcoming any difficulties that are likely to be experienced.
The apparatus used in photo-micrography is fully described, and
some interesting notes are given upon the light-source and the
selection of a suitable illuminant. The obtaining of the necessary
contrast when producing photographs of slide- of tightly stained

is is fully explained, and illustrations are given to show the
value of light -filters for contrast anil detail. Some notes are
included upon the Rheinberg system of differential colour illumin-
ation, a set of stops now being available for the process. The
concluding chapter deals with photographic procedure, exposure
and development being fully explained and formula; given for the
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w light in favour of a red because the

nents did not appear as clean as I liked them
but the red light gave me no better results. So sensitive

to red was one brand of bromide paper during last spring that it

was possible to get an enlargement through the ruby cap of the

enlarging lens and within a reasonable time. Such being the case,

one will realise how quickly the paper fogged when it

• ped near to the red lamp of the dark-room. The same
paper did not fog nearly so quickly when exposed to a fairly

bright yellow light, while with two thicknesses of fabric in the
dark room lamp fogging was quite unnoticeable.

So much attention hap bet n given to the preparation of red

and green " safe lights " for use with plates that the yellow
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••nsitive bromide papers now on the market it is a pity
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To the Editors.

1
1 . J. Effel's In

us, and agree with mui . th.it he has said, hut I think

mark in his contribution (on page 631)

the rank and file of studio workers.

I am not a professional photographer, but rather a looker on.

and as such can claim to see most of the game. I have called

upon and sat to photographers ranging from the really third-

nan (who is to be found in Ltv is of our great

• i to the very boat \V«t Knd photographer, and
iet an operator so woefully ignorant as he

imagine* the tribe to be.

.uding a lady

upstairs and the operator following, and I am not so sure that

your correspondent's plan of going first is the correct one. The
prooeel humble opinion, should depend upon the ari 1

tursl eoosl I the place. Still. I know of some iti

in wh xsaible to get lost in a journey from the reccption-

i-essing-room to the stud >r» faithfully,

M. P. P. \

Utlrj ASP WATEBHOUSE DlAl'llKAGMS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the invention of the iris and

boose diaphragms, attention may ments
. years ago by Traill Ta\ Traill Taylor named

Lake Price as being the real inventor of the " Watei house

"

diaphragm, Walerhouse making some improvements. It may also

be mentioned that the latter worker was called " Dr." Waterhouso
-Yours faithfully,

A M

I UK 1923 P
To tbe Editors.

much in agreement with Mr. J

dink now that the matter has 1" jht prominently

before photographers, it would be better for all who are

in Um • write to the > nd continue the discussion

ial " Record." The subject is hardly one that concerns

amateurs or those photographers who refrain from joining the

P P \ but it should concern I Milwrs very con

mtry members must, of course, bear in mind that they

could not run lbs P P A without tho London help, and the

ii men may equally I 'ear m mind that though they can no

organise a successful exhibit raits without much

assistance from country members of the P.P.A., yet without the

tv subscribers the Conference and tbe P.P.A. would sooa

to exist. WnxiAM Coles.

18, Queens Road, Watford,
October 24.
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Answers to Correspondents.

In atcordance with our preterit practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondent*.

We will answer by post it stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to bo answered in the Friday's " Journal " mint reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday) , and should be

addressed to the Editors.

L. I..—The Williamson aerial camera is made by the Williamson

Kinematograph Co., Hawthorn Road, Willesden, London, N.W.1U.

R. H.—The firm for brass camera parts is Messrs. James Christie &
Sims. Ltd., 246, West Street, Sheffield. For optical repairs, the

Premier Optical Co., 63, Bolton Road, Stratford, London, E.15.

I. B. We think yon will be able to get what you want from
Messrs. Qarratt & .Atkinson, Warwick Works, Ealing, London,
W.5, who have a very large selection of stereos of decorative
bladings, etc., and can quickly get out a new design to any
requirements.

H. T.—Your difficulty is due to the short depth of focus in your
f/5.8 lens. For groups, such as the prints you send, we should
advise you to stop down to f/11 at least. Focus sharply at full

aperture upon a figure midway between the extremes, then stop
down to f/11 before exposing.

H. C.—We should think the " mealiness " you complain of is due
to scum on the surface of your developer. If the developer had
become nearly exhausted a scum would form on the surface, and
unless the print were moved about in the bath this would adhere
tu the surface, and give small, uneven markings.

W. I
. We suppose it is a half-tone impression on newsprint,

in which ca.se it will make a very poor lantern slide. About the
best thing you can-do is to make a copy on a very rapid [plate,
the spread of light in the emulsion of which does something
towards removing the half-tone structure of the original.

E. I).—For such work as you require you should send the negatives
to somebody who will take a personal interest in carrying out
such " faking " himself and is an expert in this line. We recom-
mend for this purpose Mr. H. W. Bennett, 17, Ranelagh Gardens
ford

, Essex, or Mr. John H. Gear, 8, Nottingham Terrace.
-Marvlebone Road, London, N.W.I.

!.'. T. S.—The reflected-light vertical enlargers give a softer render-
ing, and do not show up scratches or retouching of the negatives
However, the exposures necessary are of longer duration than
those with a lantern using a condenser. In the Aldis-Ensimi
vertical enlarger. however, a special condenser is used in which
shorter exposure is combined with a measure of diffusion.

B. H.—Tricolour filters are obtainable from Messrs. Kodak Ltd(W ratten Division), Kingsway, London, W.C.2, or Messrs
Banger-Shepherd & Co., Ltd., 5-7, Gray's Inn Passage. Higft
Holborn, London, W.C.I. The best book for your customer is
Science and Practice of Photography," by Chapman Jones,

this is now out of print, but you could probably obtain a
nd-hand copy from Messrs. Foyle, 121-123, Charing Cross

Etoad, London, W.C.2.

P. L.—There are numerous remedies for amidol and metol skin
poisoning, some of which benefit some people and some, others.
A formula which in our experience has been beneficial to many
people is one which we publish in the "Almanac." There is no
ready method of removing amidol stain from the skin. The best
thing yon ,an do is to use pumice stone, and, as a preventive,
rinse the hands in water containing a little hydrochloric acid
every time after handling the developer.

C. R —There is no book which will enable a person to carrv on
studio work without personal instruction. The little manual.

I he Portrait Studio," which we publish, gives a good deal of
information on studio portraiture, and as regards the general
principles of photography, about the best book is " The Science
and Iractice of Photography," by Chapman Jones, at present

out of print, but no doubt obtainable from Messrs. Foyle, 121-

123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

II. A.—So far as we know, there is no firm now that makes
photographs in cameo relief. This was a specialty years ago ot

the Taber Has Relief Co., but we do not think they are now in

existence. There is a French firm. M. Phidias, 368, Hue Saint-

Honore, Place Yendome. Paris, who makes these relief photo-

graphs in colours, but at [nice of about £5 5s. apiece. For tne

white mounting boards we advise you to apply to Fordham &
Co., Ltd., Victoria Works. Victoria Road, Walthainstuw. London,
K.17.

G. I?.—We do not know of any other method which can be used

than ordinary enlarging on bromide paper. Presumably only

one enlargement is required from each original. If more than

one is required it would perhaps be cheaper to make an enlarged

negative on thin bromide paper, and make duplicates from that on
ferro-prussiate or blue-print paper. You could easily have them
blue prints made from your negatives by a firm such as B. J.

Hall & Co., Chalfont House,., Great Peter Street. Westminster,
London, S.W.I.

(1. W.—We do not quite understand your query, since " art
"

paper here is usually paper with a coating of mineral matter
for a high gloss, and we do not suppose for a moment that is

what you mean. We should say the purest rag paper, and one
also which is of artistic surface suitable for mounts, is Whatman s

drawing paper, made by Messrs. Joynson, St. Mary Cray, Kent.
It is a regular article among dealers in artistic requisites, nu
doubt in your town as well as here. A firm here which would
supply is Messrs. Reeves & Son, 4, Farringdon Avenue, Loncftn,
E.C.4.

J. H.—We should suggest that you fit three 3,000 c.p. half-watt
lamps on rising and falling fittings, suspended from above and
near the wall on the right-hand side of your studio. The lamp
nearest to the sitter should be about 10 ft. from the back-
ground and the other two as near to this as practicable. Another
3 000 c.p. lamp should be provided on a movable stand for use
on the left-hand side of your camera, if necessary. This could De
moved about the studio into any position required, either to

increase the exjsting lighting or brighten the shadows. A lamp
Could also be provided hanging from above, as No. 4. This
should be about 9 ft. from the ground, and encased in an opal
bowl; 2,000 c.p. would be sufficient. The light from this could
be reflected down from the top blinds, which would have to be
of a white material. We have marked the position of the four
lamps on your plan, and these should be hung in such a manner
that each lamp could be placed near the floor or the ceiling ,ts

required. You will have to provide diffusing screens for all the
lamps except No. 4, and these would be best if fitted to the
lamp bodies. The General Electric Co., Magnet House, Kings-
way, London. W.C.2. make a specialty of studio lighting, and
would forward yqji their booklet giving prices and particulars
of their various fittings upon application.
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•.ith private 1,V( '

t

i appeal is worth considering. Whj
ild not a photographer who wants the Christmas

tain Rood people in his neighbourhood, begin

it clear to them that he is not 00I3

willing but able to meet their requirements and to demon-
cost would not be great and

risk of giving offence less.

* * *

Drying augh the 1 fleet i>t rapid drying upon
Negatives. the density of a negative was noted in

the early days of gelatine emulsions, it has only been

out recently that the size of the silver grains is

ted in a similar way. Most old photographers havo
ognised that drying with spirit or formaline,

wed by heat, not only increases the density of the

ge, but destroys the " bloom " which is characteristic

1 good negative, the image assuming a somewhat
b or " wiry " appearance; they were therefore chary
rying important negatives in this way. A middle

3e which may be followed when an hour or so can
. I lowed for drying, is to romove all surface moisture

from the film with fluffless blotting-paper or a fine linen

handkerchief, and to place the negative in a current of

air which can be produced, when possible, with an
fan, or, failing this, by raising a window-sash

to the height of the negative and standing the negative
rack in the draught which is generally produced.

FOCAL LENGTH AND PROPORTION.
In discussing the effect of the focal lengths of lenses upon
the appearance of the images produced by them, it is

probable that the word proportion will be more readily
appreciated by most photographers than the nearly

oymous one, perspective. Perspective is to most
people a matter of straight lines, planes and vanishing
points, and the everyday photographer finds, it difficult

to associate these with the features and limbs of a sitter

or the outlines of a piece of furniture.
As a rule, a person of ordinary intelligence, who is

entirely ignorant of the laws of perspective, is quite
capable of recognising any serious infraction of them.
He realises that the drawing or photograph is " out of
proportion," or, perhaps, even more vaguely says that
it " does not look right." This perceptive power
naturally varies greatly with different individuals, some
being able to detect faults in pictures of unfamiliar
objects, while others could only do so when the originals
are well known to them.
The whole art of representing solid objects upon a

plane surface is based upon the fact that any object of a
given size subtends a narrower angle with the eye or the
photographic lens as the distance between it' and the

or lens is increased. A familiar illustration of this
is furnished by the action of the art student who gauges
the various objects in his subject by holding up his

oil and sliding his thumb upon it, afterwards marking
on so obtained upon his paper. Here we

have a triangle, the base of which is the uncovered part
of the pencil, the apex is the eye of the artist, and the
height the distance between these two. Let us assume

latter to be fifteen inches, and proceed to carry out
the operation by photography instead of by hand" To
do this in the simplest manner we require only a box
measuring fifteen inches from back to front, having a
pinhole in the front and a plate or sheet of bromide
paper fixed inside the back, the pinhole oecupving the
position previously held by the artist's eve" Upon

development, we shall find that the image thus obtained

corresponds in all its dimension^ with the. artist's sketch,

aing, of course, that he has accurately followed his

measurements. This brings us to the point, that it is

the standpoint, or rather the distance between the lens

and the principal object, which is the. controlling factor

in photographic perspective. The greater this distance

the less the apparent discn pancj in size between two

its which are actually the same size but are at

different, distances from the camera. This may be well

illustrated bj photographing the corner of a building so

that the sides are oblique to the lens. If an 18-inch lens

ised, at a distance of 120 ft. upon a whole plate,

the convergence of the horizontal lines will not be too

sudden, but if it be rendered necessary, by the presence

of other buildings, to use a 6-inch lens, the unpleasant

wedge-shaped " wide angle " effect is immediately

produced. The size of plate and focal length of the lens

used make no difference in the result, since, if a certain

building can only be taken from a certain near stand-

point, the top and bottom of such building and the lens

form a triangle, and to obtain the angle subtended by
the lens a certain proportion between the longest side

of the plate and the focal length of the lens must be

maintained. In other words, a 4-inch lens upon a 5x4
plate will give from the same position exactly the same
rendering as an 8-inch lens upon a 10 x 8 plate, except,

o"f course, that the linear dimensions of the latter will be
doubled.

It is often said that short-focus lenses, wdien used upon
open landscape, " dwarf the distance," but this seems
lather a confusion of terms. What really happens is

that foreground objects have to be approached so cl<

that they appear too large in proportion to the known
dimensions of more distant ones. If a small cot)

with a wooded height far behind it. be taken at a distance

of 300 yards with a lens of normal angle, say, 40 degs.,

the cottage will appear insignificant, but in agreeable

proportion to the distance. Upon approaching to 20
yards the cottage will be many times larger, but the

distance will practically be represented upon the si

scale. This effect is not produced upon the eye of a

person in the same position since he unconsciously views
the cottage and the mountain as separate entities, which
cannot be done with a photograph. That this is a fact

i-, proved by the practice of Turner and other

landscape painters, who did not hesitate to exagg
the altitude of their mountains and cliffs when they
deemed it necessary.

Coming to portraiture, these principles are equally

applicable; the violent perspective is even more harmful
and unfortunately less easy to detect. An instructive

experiment is to take two large cabinet heads, with
lenses of f> and 18 inches respectively, so that the head
is of equal height in each. The distance with the latter

lens will, of course, be practically three, times as s

as that with the former, and the enormous different

effect will be due to this only. Using a 6-ineh lens for

a 2J-inch head is, of course, an absurdity, but it must
be remembered that the effects which are so evident
exist in a lesser degree in portraits taken with an 8-inch

lens, and in rapidly diminishing amount in other focal

lengths, till the 18-inch is reached. It may be that the

sitter is not rendered hideous, but there, is a loss of

likeness which cannot well be accounted for by anv
other hypothesis.
The conclusion to be drawn is that in all cases of

outdoor work the longest possible focus should l>e

employed. For motor cars and similar subjects even
a telophoto lens is often useful, while for portraiture a
distance of five feet between the sitter and the lens
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with the camera ns Newman or Inman with the cue. and
rd of work set for the young competitor in portrait

Mslnsu rery high one. Fortunately, photography in-

itioa for r trough all

rk r would leave the business to-morrow
• that f c-t so mu.h fun out of it. It wi

tig it I told how Tom .-tuck in at his
Mitiful pictun-s, made a fortune.

• I am a truthful person. I

however, that in\ olrl , „,,„. ,j j ng wej| .

wn. Human beings are dr,.llof h
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Tom seems to me to work twice as hard now, but as he prefers

-ranates to photographs, well, good luck to him. I would

. to Grouser, if our business is played out, as you

for goodness' sake play your miserable self into something

that will suit you better.

x, let me come back to the question of accessories and

rounds. I am neither a Gordon Craig nor a futurist

I do not tell you to make a bonfire of your posing properties,

for it would bo unkind advice to a cripple to throw away his

.util he was strong enough to walk. Yes, you may

not like it, but artistically you are a cripple, and you make

..f your client if you rely overmuch on accessories. In

previous articles I have taken up a good deal of time with

and defendus and homely dont's. Let the ambitious

Student extend the list. Take an ordinary kitchen chair, and

a model; then, with no other accessories, save perhaps a

Bower or a letter, try very hard to get a big range of stand-

iid sitting positions. Walk all round your sitter, and if

you choose, expose midget plates. For most standing figures,

have the chair out of the way; if the sitter is a lady, she will

so many personal things that will serve as real acces-

. -, gloves, vanity bag, beads, fur stole, etc.. which will

occupy the hands in a perfectly natural and convincing way.

\t Brst you will be nervous, and will be inclined to look round

for your crutches, but if you manage to stick it out, you will

surprise yourself, and find that you have gained so much in

strength that you are no longer a cripple.

\ |iart altogether from the canons of art, there is a factor

that cannot be ignored, the consideration of fashion. A
photographer must take a wide view of things, and apprehend

volution of ideas concerning all the arts. Modernity and

a refinement of criticism have had wonderful effects on litera-

ture and the drama. Evolution by no means signifies

improvement, but merely change. Enough for us to under-

stand that change. All art is one. Shakespeare would have
live up his plays differently to-day. I can imagine a

smart manager addressing the bard thus :
—" This ' Merchant

of Venice ' is the goods all right, Shaker, my boy, but all this

foolery between Launcelot Gobbo and his father is like the

flowers that bloom in the spring. We'll have to cut that out,

old bean, for our public won't stand for it as they did in your

day." Sir Walter Scott might be told to cultivate precis

writing, by a modern editor, and it is a sure thing that a

vi rung author who wrapped up his romance in a wealth of

riptive detail, would have difficulty in finding a publisher.

tendency of the age was expressed by Ibsen to Bjornsen
in my hearing"), " Less of the glaciers, of the thunder-

storms, of the moods of nature, and more and more of the

heart and soul of man."
,

Photography must fall into line. Beautiful as they are,

Birket Foster water colours, with their wealth of detail are

il date. Victor Hugo's day is past, the direct method of

De Maupassant, who never used a superfluous accessory or

background, has conquered. As Phil May rubbed out from
drawing every line that did not materially contribute to

tory he was illustrating, so the portrait student should
work.

The white background was hard on those who formerly
favoured the elaborate, a portrait with nothing else but the

r either possessed some intrinsic merit or was shockingly
bad. It was a diffcult style to work for those who, like my-

are fond oi losing awkwardness of outline, but it was a

splendid training to take all sitters for a time with the same
ground. I remember about the end of the war period, talk-

in- with a brother professional (Mr. Charles Haig, of Belfast),

made a great hit with sketch portraits. He was unrolling
irk background which had been out of use for some time,
he remarked that he must have taken 20,000 sitters in

with the same white background! And yet there
rful variety in the work both in lighting and (losing,

hould be conclusive evidence that a big business

can be done with the minimum of accessories and backgrounds.

It appears that the day of the sketch style has now gone, but

a plain white ground is almost sure to be frequently required,

particularly for costume and general theatrical work. I

sometimes wonder if photographers like paying out money for

iors, screens and the like, which they could easily make
themselves,. The white background is a case, in point. There

is scarcely a studio which has not one end that can be treated

with distemper, and make a far more satisfactory background

than a canvas screen. Children may lean against it, tricky

effects with shadows can be worked, and while there is never

any fear of the slightest wrinkle, dirty marks can be instantly

touched up. A splendid " continuous " effect can be made by

white painted linoleum, fixing the latter to the wall about a

foot from the ground and shaping it to curve to the floor. If

the edge of the linoleum is neatly bevelled and joined, before

the final coat of white, you .will have the most serviceable

white continuous background extant. It may be necessary to

point out that a large white expanse should always be covered

when working with a darker screen, otherwise there will be

difficulties with the lighting.

So much has been written about sketch work that I do not

wish to risk mere repetition. It is pretty generally known that

the tone of a background is subject to very great modification -

by placing it near the sitter or far away, angling it slightly,

or allowing independent light to illuminate its surface. Light

grounds which approximate to flesh tones sometimes give quite

unforeseen results, particularly with figures turned towards

the light. Frequently the face and light clothing " run in
"

to the background. In a previous article I advocated a slight

exaggeration of contrast in lighting to make up for the loss

of colour. Under exposure will heighten contrast, but by fai

the best way for the busy worker is to have standardised

methods of working which will give the minimum of trouble.

Avoid the picture with face or figure turned towards the light

when the background is of the " lighter than the subject "

order. Light- blouses, dresses, and babies' robes can stand

all the shadow you can get into them. I am all the time

thinking of tank development and straight printing. Doubt-

less good " high key " effects can be got looking to the light

.

but it is asking for trouble, and putting an undue strain on

the busy printer. It is almost an unbreakable rule with me
to turn all white garments away from the light, and to lower

their tone as much as I can. A little dark screen about four

feet high is useful in this connection.

Many up-to-date photographers have now completely aban-

doned the scenic background. That is a healthy sign. The

alleged " interior" with the marble steps (well wrinkled)

growing out of the drawing room carpet and vanishing at a

stained glass window while palm trees sprout from the fire-

place on the right, and the book-case is suspended in space at

the other side, deserves a well-earned rest. In my boyhood 1

served a good apprenticeship to the scenic school. The boss

was a maniac on the subject, and invented a complicated bit

of mechanism to hold eight backgrounds, the one desired be-

ing supposed to come into position in response to the touch

of a lever. That I understood was the theory, but in practice,

the working resembled the antics of the folding bed which

turned itself into a pair of steps in the middle of the night

and refused to be coaxed back into any other combination

except a washing machine. There was a numbered list with

titles of the backgrounds, but that was only camouflage, for

as sure as you decided for a " dark interior " the snow scene

would unfold itself. True, you might say this was easy, and

that it went by opposites, but there was a more subtle per-

versity behind this Frankenstein monster. If a garden scene

happened along, and you were resigned to bear the ills

(Shakespeare), and placed your sitter to your satisfaction,

wild breakers would suddenly appear in the sky. descend

leisurely on the horizon, gather momentum by contact with

the sun-dial, and flood the garden with surf, sand, wrinkled
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a and flotsam and jetsam. Frequently a stout roller made
a striking appearance—on tbe head i pocee.

.mists, and these distil-

l.mnt the boss. ' ted in my

kground in positn n, ..

seven from a' • ncert against us.

rn later, when starting in a new job, I saw on

caned contriv 1 protested at once

the propr. hi to moll assurance that

worked, and that it a

harmless. He said he only kept it for a; but that

waa my g

S by the suggestion that

—autonrn -attng bi.

basil

remark that accessories she

grounds
• • are many accessories re always

in what
known a piano with a forest, but never a deck chair

seashore is its proper place, «tj L-_-.

his annua'

. barrels and
UBC I w

those on a sailor. Jack sec- tbe real sea, and 1

rs to he taken seated in the parlour. Think '

mom-
tnotor, and yet you * take

and think the

illusion good!

Scenery has been superw I think the

ed arro*> •rvala of

o get aw a

dark

maaaas, the u-

backyround ii the afaaasoe of re'ief With the plain white

I little shading ran

dead black ground is subjc

I ith a n

often afford that

able.

part or table. Comfort is not necessarily grace, but discom-

fort can never have pictorial merit.

The serious photographer must eschew the dear and nasty

as well as the cheap and shoddy in Some chairs

are good with certain subjects and settings only, and some
are good with none. " Paper raashy " and all imitations must
go. The white seat is my bet© noire. The tendency of the

il towards simplicity and away from the ornate. I shall

paraphrase the old Norwegian master and say :

—

" I.ess and less of the pillar, the painted screen, and the

fancy furniture, and more and more of the faoe and figure,

and the character of tne sitter."

J. EfTKL.

• sorica then at

with wi are

the fa« •

ben tbe real

and in non.

1 i» 1

1

'

1 »hen tmtiag full

1 in thi« journal some time ait"

was suggested that

ith a

two poses wi" ft will be
1 that many p-

That is why 1 always have alternative

k» mora awkward is a

g poas than an arm poshed up to hang on a
;

SOMK MODIFICATIONS IN. T11K ACCELERATED BTSTPO

AI.i \l T"M
the usual way '•! " hulling prints till the* turn brown '•' has

11s will b< most of those who have
.I.1111 hath for an hour I, and

<»rly this year 1 described a method 1 had devised to improve

vpo-aiao process. This waa published in two short articles

lary 10, p. 80 h 3, p. 126), and
then I bai il the system further in business. I

r any failings,

and it '. and this has hi', n the

case with acceler..

•»nsferred prints from the fixing bath (plain hypo)

.tth of 8 p
I put the prints into a warm !

a arm wat.

I had found evrr \
'

'

turn

nunii

I left

toned without ihe

would
th was well worth while.

when I sud-

f was a possibility of staining through

po to remain in the prints when immersed in acid.

lUlph .

immovab!. '.tins in the whites of a hatch cf

rl once or twice 1 had rases of bleaching. Certain slight

put matters right, and thi

ow seems more elaborate, it is safer and
la to the old -fashioned way of

Im protaal oa papi

: plain hypo are washed for five minutes. If

ner is used, a longer wash may be necessary. From this

are trar.- 1 nr 2 p. ith of sulphuri

m - ,• nr 1 1 " be used bof I have found no advsntaffs in bv
• tnain until

they are limp Wr' . minutes, and if there is a
quant Ihe next *• train thern

for a moment and immerse in »nk hut fresh hype solo!

matt not bare any trao hurous acid in it. That is,

it must be fret from suit acid hard)

of 1 or 2 in 20 will d<. Here the prints
• .

i
•. . ,

Bre ready ' In the weak h.vpo takes a

If warm t'.ner is not available, a pood rinse, fol-

lowed by immersion in warm water will finish but «n

^^^^^^Hb m.-i I' ' ise should turning over

aary after

It mav be well tn I prints, and prints on certain

makes of paper—distingui' "ir ability of giving

blacks in spite nf a.l

Tin'

£2,000 PotJXD ik A Camera .ri Bourdin. the "Daily

Cbron-cle'e. " special correspondent, telegraphed the following item

M from Par's: Two small bags, eoch containing £1.000 in

r.d noUe. were found by a grocer named Biojon, of Fontaine-

amera wl tbt at an 1 tinn sale It

• longed to an aged priest, and the grocer has handed the n

t< the dead roan's heirs
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

I amen Club. Particulars from

tary, 88. Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth.

„ber 9 to 51.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

."cutar. from .he Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10. Derwent Street.

Koch dale.
1923.

February 5 to March 3. - Northern Photographic Exhibition, City

Art Gallery, M< l^eai ' h " '' ' "">'
}
2

j.artl ,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter John-

g ,n, 30. HarUngton Road, Chorlton-oam-Hardy, Maneb

March 1 to 8—Birmingham Photograph* Society. Latest dat

entries, February 15. Particulars ftom the Hon. Secretary.

j y 1 78, Broad Street, Birmingham,

I, 2 to 31 —Pitteburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date.

February 5. Sec-rotary. Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie

Building, Pittsburgh. Pa.. U.S.A.

March 13 to 16 Exeter and West of England Photographic Exhibi-

tion. Particukre from the Hoi y, Frederic O.Tutton,

9, Union Road, Pennsylvania. Exeter.

March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall. Secretary.

Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row. London,

W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process intents-applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications October 16 to 21 :—

Film Horj i as No. 28.577. Holders for photographic film. C. F.

Abbott and Kodak, Ltd.

Printing Frames. -No. 23.017. Method of manufacturing photo-

graph printing frames. P. G. Henry.

Pkojkction AwabattjB.— No. 28,181. Micro projection apparatus.

F. N. Davi is

Ferro-Prussiate Papers.—No. 28,430. Production of sensitive

ferric film photo papers or bearers. H. L. Shawcross.

Pnoro supine Surveying.— No. 28,507. Photographic surveying.

.1. W. Gordon.

Automatic Projection.—No. 28,293. Automatic machine for pro

jection of a number of photographic slides, etc. I. 0. Bullock.

Cinematography. -No. 28,555. Cinematograph films. E. T. Perken.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 1/- each, post free, from_

thr Patent Office, iS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in b rackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Prism Lens Svmhm, for Three-Colour Cameras.—No. 185161.

(April 30, 1921.) This invention consists of an arrangement of

three prisms, mounted in such a manner that the incident ray,

striking the first prism face, is split up into three separate

images before entering the lens system. A series of rhomboidal

prisms are cemented together, to form one combination prism,

which is then mounted in front of three lenses. The coplanar

. faces of tho prisms are partially silvered or rendered partially

reflective so that each prism face reflects separate image rays.

These are then passed through three lenses on to the sensitive film

or plato surface. As the distance traversed by the image

forming rays varies in each instance, the lenses must be mounted
in such a manner that each will bring the rays to a sharp focus

in the general focal plane, when only one sensitive surfa:e is used.

The lenses have their focal lengths corrected for use with light-

rays of a definite wave-length, corresponding to a region of the

spectrum occupied by the rays passed by the colour-filters used.

A variation of the system allows three films or plates being
used, the lenses being then pla-ed at equal distances from the
prism face. In the case of a cinematograph camera, the film

gates are placed in parallel planes to each other, but at different
distances from the central axis of the combination prisms.

Various met ho. Is are provided for correcting distortions of the

images One method is to equalise the path of the light-rays, in

the media through which the rays pass, while another for use

when ordinary photographic lenses are used, is to place a sphere

parallel lens or lenses, in front of the system of prisms or each

objective. Seige Michael de Procoudine Gorsky, The Dell.

Croft Road, Sutton, Surrey. (Particulars of the construction

of the system are given on another page, in the " Colour PI

graphy " Supplement.)

New Books.

Lenses in Use.- No. 187 of the " Photo-Miniature '.' is a prac-

tical guide to the choice and use of lenses, for different, branches
of photographic work. Some workers do not realise the import-

ance of the lens, or its possibilities and limitations, imagining

that one type of lens .should be capable of dealing with all classes

of subject. That the expert photographer is able to turn ou!

work even with indifferent tools cannot be denied, but it is r

mderstood that, given the very best of suitable materials, he would
be able to do even better. But with the finest anastigmat

raphers would fail to produce good work, because their

knowledge of the instrument they are using is scanty and insuffi

cient. It is with the idea of educating the photographer to the
possibilities of his lens, that the present volume is issued, e

careful study of its pages''will do much to improve the worker's
knowledge, and through that, his work. Lenses of all types are

considered very fully, and their prxssibilities and limitations ex-

plained. Portraiture' in the studio demands certain qualities in

the lens, which .qualities are not always found in the modern
anastigmat., but the author advises the use of the modern p-.rtrait

anastigmat, as he considers it a great improvement upon the

Petzval type of lens. Soft-focus lenses are not dealt with in this

volume, their qualities being explained in No. 184 of the series.

To the worker who is endeavouring to get the best out of his

apparatus, we commend the present volume for careful study. The
" Ph to-Miniatnre " series of booklets are obtainable from M
Tenna it & Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, price fifty cents.

or M sis. Houghtons', Ltd., 88, 89, High Holborn, London. W.C,
Is. 8d.

La rKC-iwiQiTE Cinematograpiiique.—Perhaps the most complete
r published upon the details of the manufacture and

- of cinematographic pictures is this volume, in the French
age, bearing the above t-tle, from the pen of M. Leopold Lobe I.

Throughout the 354 pages of profusely illustrated text M. Lobel
gives his readers the history of cinematography and the apparatus
involved, together with its very latest applications. The mechanism
of all the most popular types of projector is most fully explained,

and many excellent illustrations and diagrams are given. The
illuminant is carefully discussed, and various types of electric arc

1: nips and machinery for generating the necessary current are

described.

The oxy-acetylene .system of illumination, which is extremely
cseful under conditions where electricity is not available, is very
fully described, methods of manufacturing and purifying the gases

being given. The arrangement and setting of the studio claims a

chapter to itself, while the methods of artificially illuminating the

studio are very fully described. Many types of cameras are dis-

cussed and their advantages explained, while the great variety of

c.mera stands, with their numerous and intricate adjustments, are

given very full attention. The chapters upon development and

) rioting of both tho negative and positive film are ably written,

and should prove of -great interest to photographers who cater for

this class of work.
A chapter deals with the toning of the positive film, and formula*

are given for both chemical and dye toning. The book is full of

gtod advice for the production of the cinematograph pioture, and
will commend itself to all workers in this direction. The volui

is obtainable from the Librairie Dunod, 47-49, Quai des Grands-
Augustines, Paris (Vie), price 32 fr.

Photographs of the Bank of England.—A correspondent «
to siy that the work of heightening the Bank of England is t'

Commenced this month, ami that photographers who wish to secure I

a last negative of this world-famous corner of London should lose no
time in securing an exposure.
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New Materials.

<Jeraert Ortho-Scitiiii t Pljte. M ide by Gevjert Ltd.. 115
Walmrr Road, North Kensington, London, W.10.

PaODUCTD par- this
new plat.

ti»e medium, i

the ;

as a I

I

A or of a

I"«

W |:

•» •

and

8). 10 and

K,
» a samp

illust >. 102. which is supplied in grey, brown and white,

the holly and seal design Wing in colours.

These mounts are cut from strong, well-made board ami are

extremely well finished The whole series, which includes thirteen

varieties., are, with one exception, intended for postcards, and

either oblong i>r oval openings are provided. The exception is

No. 269, winch is intended for sketch portraits, and is so embossed.

A particularly distinctive mount is No. 249. which has a brown
embossed seal upon the front cover with the words " Best Wis
inscribed in white. A gilt deckle-edge to the covet complete

dratgi* ng the wl

are > ffin for tl

lly necessary to mention that orders and
hould be sent in as early as n4»ai!

is the supply is linn'

New Apparatus.

I he Imperial Knlarfin< Lantern. Made by the Thorntoo-
Pickard Manufacturing Co., I Id., Alt, inehiim.

A Km* in the name ••!" " I in

penal ratoavPickard ('•.. is one which il

has been p ,l,| v lowei
than hai> I last fen I this

of apparal n in the drawn.

ia externally of the cnstoi tnpriaing a
lamp house, pair of condenser- stage and bellows <

sion of the lens front. In certain details, however, the model
represents certain new features. For example, a narrow tin

led at the front of the lamp house for insertion of a
..•lass, which is suppl d in a wooden hoi. I.

purpose. The makei 10 discarded the time honoured
glasses in circular brass i

.vide a w I with gr...

.

vo condenvr glasses loosely slide, one at tl
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other at the front of the box. The box is provided with a

•able and light-tight lid, bo that the glasses may be most

. and quickly removed for cleaning. The construction oj

. allows of satisfactory ventilation. A simple

u of negative Btage is provided, consisting of a stout frame

which is held in alignment by a Bpring board and can be moved by

hand for raising or lowering the negative in the stage and also for

it a certain degree of angular movement in the plane

parallel to the surface of the condenser. A particular!}

ire of the onlarger is the ample extension provided for the pro.

,„ lens—namely 15 inches in the quarter-plate size. Tins

s of reduction being done with the enlarger, and thus provides

invariant method of making lantern-slides from quarter-plate

lives, when the whole subject is to be included in the lantern

parency. The lamp house is also movable for adjustment of

i. sialic of the light from the condenser.

The enlarger is made in four sizes, fitted with condensers of

5J, 6J, 7 and 8i inches diameter, designed to take quarter-plate,

9 by 12 cm., 5 by 4 (and postcard), and half plate negatives,

respect ivelv. Without a lens the corresponding prices are :—
£5 5s., £6 10s., £7 17s. 6d. and £8 17s. 6d. The enlargers are

supplied with a portrait lens, or with an Aldis, Cooke, or Beck

objective, the prices in the case of outfits which comprise a lens

including also an orange cap for the latter.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, November 6.

Birmingham Photo. Art Club.—"Flashlight Photography." A.
Dordan Pyke.

Bradford P.S.—" A Tour in Italy." G. Halford.

Dewsbury Phot. Soc.
—" Pictures of Egypt." Alex. Keighley.

Forest Hill and Sydenham P.S.
—

" Odds and Ends." F. Coleman.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur P.S.

—" Bromoil." D. L.

Taylor.

Kidderminster and District P.S.—" Psychology in the Studio."
C. P. Crowther.

Southampton Camera Club.—" Past and Present Methods of Making
Photographic Lenses." W. B. Appleton.

Wallasey Amateur P.S.
—" Portraiture " (Artificial and Flashlight).

Willesden P.S.
—" Elementary Photomicrography by Simple

Means." Dr. G. H. Rodman.

Tuesday. November 7.

Kcyal Phot. Soc.—Presidential Address. W. L. F. Wastell.
Birmingham Phot. Soc.

—" The Gunpowder Plot." W. A. Clark.
Exeter Camera Club.—"Practical ' Tri-Colour ' Photography."

F. G. Tutton.
Hackney Phot. Soc.—" Pin-hole Photography." S. G. Dyer.
Leeds P.S.

—"The Fenland and Marshland Churches of Lines.,
Norfolk and Cambs." E. S. Maples.

Maidstone and District P.S.—" A Loon in London."
Manchester Amateur P.S.—" The Making of Portraits." C. P.

Crowther.
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. "The Making of Portraits."

C. Pollard Crowther.
Morley Amateur Phot. Soc.—" Various Tones on Self-toning Paper."

H. Walsh.
Nottingham and Notts P.S.—" After-treatment of the Negative."

Miss Flemming.
Portsmouth C.C.—" Lenses—their Construction. Manufacture, etc."

W. B. Appleton.

Wednesday, November 8.

Croydon Camera Club.—Annual Dinner.
Birkenhead Photo. Assoc.—" Bromoil." J. MacSymon.
Borough Polytechnic P.S.—First Lantern Slide Competition.
Partick Camera Club.—One Man Show. J. B. B. Wellington.
Photomicrographic S.—" Pearls; and Pearling Life." T. H. Haynes.
Rochdale P.S.—" Across France to the Pyrenees." Butcher & Sons
South Suburban and Catford Phot. Socs.—" A Method of Working-

up the Print." J. J. Butler.

Thursday, November 9.

Coatbridge Phot. Assoc.—" Composition." A. M. Kerr.
Onteshead and District C.C—Jumble Sale.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S.—One Man Show. R.

Chalmers.
Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. C.C- Contact Print Competition for

Beginners.

Letchworth Camera Club.— " Old Baldock." Cannon & Brown.
North Middlesex P.S. " Novel Toning Methods." J. H. Harris.

Richmond Camera Club.
—

" Development." \V. 11. Withey.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

ing held on Friday, October 27, Mr. W. L. F. Wastell in

the chair. Dr. (!. H. Rodman delivered a lecture entitled

" Familiar Flowers in Monochrome," illustrated by many excellent

slides.

Dr. Rodman said he had to apologise for some of his slides, if

the masking did not follow the present day idea, as many of the

sliilcs were made 20 to 25 i
Alter showing a number of

slides of well-known flowers, Dr. Rodman spoke of the difficulties

experienced in photographing orchids in the hot house. He described

this branch of flower photography as the most sporty of all. To
enter a hot-house with a temperature of 120 degrees was to obtain

much condensation of moisture upon one's lens. But this was not

all; the Turkish bath effect given by even a shoit sojourn under

the focussing cloth called forth much unparliamentary language.

A slide which was well received, and one which Dr. Rodman said

the ladies knew well, was that of the parasitic plant viscum album,

"ommonly known as mistletoe. The arbutus unedo, or strawberry

tree, was another interesting subject. Its name was derived from

unum edo (I eat one), which Dr. Rodman said was quite correct,

one being quite enough on account of the objectionable taste. The
appearance of one of the saxifrages upon the screen must have

delighted the chairman, who had previously said this was his line

of defence when asked to name a flower.

Dr. Rodman, in concluding his lecture, which must have delighted

the flower lovers and botanists in the audience, said that much
interesting work was to be done in the photography of flowers,

either in situ or in the studio.

A vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Wastell, who said he

found his botanical knowledge was better than he imagined, as he

(the chairman) knew the name of every flower shown on the screen

before Dr. Rodman mentioned it. Dr. Rodman, in reply, said that

the audience should also thank the lanternist, Mr. Goldsmith, who
performed his duties excellently throughout the lecture season.

Meeting held Tuesday, October 31, the President, Mr. W. L. F.

Wastell, in the chair.

Mr. W. B. Appleton, of Messrs. Taylor, Taylor & Hobson,

Ltd., delivered a lecture entitled " Past and Present Methods of

Making Photographic Lenses." Speaking of the methods of lens

making, Mr. Appleton said that at the time of his apprenticeship

at Leicester lenses were made by methods very different from
those in use at the present time ; the work in the old days was

in no way as congenial as it is under the present conditions,

using highly scientific machineiy. Before the advent of mechanical

lens making it was necessary to obtain the optical glass in sizes

as near as possible to the lenses which were to be made, and these

pieces of glass were roughly cut into discs by means of a pair of

scissors-like instruments called shanks. When a number of discs

had been cut these were cemented together to form a roll, and

were then shaped on the outer edges until the roll was perfectly

cylindrical. The glasses were then separated and individually

ground upon each face to the requisite curvature. The tools used

were of a very primitive nature. One instrument for shaping the

glass, shown by the lecturer, was merely an old saw file hardened

and pointed. The next process was to affix a number of ground

lenses to a metal holder, by the aid of pitch, and these were

ground by hand, using a metal shell lined with pitch or wax.

Rouge and water was continuously poured over the surface of the

glasses which were revolving rapidly, while the operator continued

to move the shell in various directions until a perfect polish

resulted. Mr. Appleton had on exhibition a specimen of moulded
optical glass in the form of a lens, but he said this method of

manufacture was not suitable for high-class lenses, and was used

chiefly in the form of condensers for lantern work. Coming to

the modern method of lens making, Mr. Appleton said that it was

now possible to obtain optical glass in fairly large slabs, which

could be cut to the desired size by simple means. Before attempt-

ing to cut the glass, however, it was carefully polished on each

side, so that the optician could examine carefully the actual con-

struction of the material. Faults such as stria? and large bubbles

could then be detected and the glass cut to avoid them. Special
]

qualities were required in optical glass, qualities which were 'lot

found in the usual plate-glass used for windows, etc. The re-

fracting and dispersing powers of optical glass had to be care-

fully adjusted, and in these respects optical glass differed entirely
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glass. If they sprang back to a point (the point consisting of all

the liairs, not a few) then it might.be regarded as eligible for a
second test, which consisted of spraying the haire over the thumb-
nail and again examining the point. On an average, ten of such
teata would discover one suitable brush. He made no mention of
the attitude likely to be adopted by the assistant whilst this patient
research work was bt i. ted.

demonstration concluded with an exposition on colouring
photographs in pastels and oil colours, and many striking and
cheerful studies were passe. i round, of a kind bound to enlivi

dullest apartment. The great advantage of oil colours, he said,

waa that they could be almost entirely rubbed off again, a gratify-

t advantage of by the lecturer in the pictures

In the discission nothing definite could be extracted from Ml
Moody i n bow t i gauge the right degree of heat of the flat-iron.

soon learns," he remarked. Mr. Jobling said if half-a-

sroond's dwell on the skin of the hand was possible, the tempera-
litre waa about right. He had often employed a billiard iron with

satisfaction; its rounded corners prevented development of lines.

Mr. John Keane) said he had recently spoilt one of.

» by attempting to dry-mount it before it was quite

M ny j'\ pressed a -Ji that he would repeat this

poor ailable occasion A heai bbx ks was
tical and very useful demonstration.
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t.i find mil what protection there was against piracy, ami on

inquiry at the offices of the Canadian Government the sect

learned that the Canadian Copyright Act, 1921, was very similar to

Copyright Act, 1911, save that certain registration

.re inserted, whereby a print to be copyrighted had to be

itered in Canada for protection at a cost of two dollars par

Another correspondent referred t<> tin- need for a regulation size

passport photographs, some of his clients saying that his were

mall, and others that tiny were too big. It i that

was no regulation size, but the experience of members of the

icil was that a size about 2i by 1J in. elicited no complaints.

\ member wrote as to a contract for certain postcards into which

entered with a wholesale house, and which afterwards he

il to annul. The firm held him to his contract, or the payment
of the gross profit of the transaction, together with certain

tor non-fulfilment of the contract. The solictor's opinion

hat the party having sent an order for the goods had e

into a binding contract, and that if an order was given and was
afterwards repudiated, the injured party could claim, not the Del

profit on the goods but the gross profit. On the intervention of the

ary, who spent considerable time and much tactful diplomacy
over the matter, the firm, whose original claim was for £11 10s..

I to settle for £6 Is. The council expressed the view that

vretary had dealt with this case in a very able manner.
A member of council brought, forward a case in which one of his

photographs of a child had been reproduced, without permission or

acknowledgment, as a sketch in an advertisement in a Condon daily
paper. When the matter was first brought to the attention of

those responsible it was argued that it was not an infringement of

copyright because it was a line drawing, but the identity in every

detail between the sketch and the original photograph was so com-
plete as to make any suggestion that the first was not a copy of the

I wholly untenable. The defence then was that the photo-
;

: from which the sketch was made was one in a book called
" The Child in Art and Nature," which had an ambiguous foreword
from which it might appear that any photograph therein could Ve
copied.

A letter from a correspondent was read suggesting that a pi

be issued for photo-canvassers, so that the police would know they
were not fraudulent. It was agreed that this was not a matter
for the council of the Association. Another member wrote com-
plaining of unfair press competition at local events, when press
photographers were welcomed, but their photographs were after-
wards sold as prints and not merely reproduced in the press. He
was advised to endeavour to come to an arrangement with the
newspapers to do the work himself, receiving a small fee for re-

production, and reserving the right to take and use any photo
graphs for sale.

Other correspondence dealt with by the secretary showed that
he had advised on the matter of income-tax claims, charges for
rertain special work, infringements of copyright, costs of el..

lighting, studio construction (most painstaking advice being given
in this instance, even to the drafting of plans), and the securing of
a larger discount from a certain firm of dealers.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.
-*

NEW COMPANIES.
Pacific and Atlantic Photos, Ltd.—This private company was

•ered on October 18 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares.
Objects : To carry on the business of photographers, manufacturers
of cameras, stereoscopic and photographic apparatus and parts
and optical goods, manufacturers and preparers of chemicals,
plates, films and papers, etc. The subscribers (each with one

i) are: A. O. Warren, 14, Bedford Row, W.C.I, solicitor;
R, 0. Clark, 125, Brecknock Boad, N.19, solicitors' managing
clerk. The first directors are not named.
GILCHRIST Bros., Ltd.- This private companv was registered on

bar 20 with a capital of £8,000 in £1 shares. Objects: To
ire the business of process engravers carried on by ('. W.

Cilchrist at Queen's Place, Claypit Lane, Leeds, as Gilchrist Bros.
The subscribers are: C. W. Gilchrist, Glen Athol, Davies Ax
it.undhay, Leeds, photo process engraver; H. Wright, 8. Moor
Park Mount, Leeds, manager. ('. W. Gilchrist is .permanent

ning director, subject to holding 100 shares, with £1.000 per
i- num as remuneration. Qualification £100. Secretary : J. A.
Braithwaite.

Denton & Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered oa

October 17 with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To
acquire the business carried on at 56 and 38, Sheffield Boad,
Barnsley, as Denton & Co., and to carry on the business of photo-

graphers, photographic printers and photo lithographers, picture '.

framers, manufacturers of and- dealers in photographs, pictures,

works of art, etc. The permanent directors are : G. H. Denton,
j

132, Park Grove, Barnsley : H. A. B. Denton, " Woodbury, '"

Beech Grove, Barnsley (photographers). Qualification : 500 shares.

Remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered office : 36.

Sheffield Road, Barnsley.

News and Notes.

Cot —Some n lli

from "Photo-Era" an article by Dr. Marcus D. Lovelace, on
colouring lantern slides. The instruction given in the use of oil

colours recommended itself so strongly to Messrs. Winsor & Newton
that they have; reprinted the article as a circular, in which also

are given the prices for oil colours, brushes and stumps suitable
for the colouring of lantern slides. A copy of the leaflet will be
sent free on application to 37-40,' Rathbone Place, London. W.l.

Photostat Machines.—Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Coventry,
England, ask us to correct the statement recently made in reply to

a correspondent that the Photostat machines are supplier! by the
Kodak Company. Messrs. Herbert air sole selling agents, in prac-
tically all parts of the world, for the Photostat Corporation cf

Rochester, New York, and also are the sole agents for the supply
of Photostat paper used in the machine. -Mr. I.ittlelield, who acts

for Messrs. Herbert in the selling of the machine in the London
district, occupies rooms at the rear of the Kodak premises, at 40.

Strand, London, W.C.2.

The Club Photographer.—-The November issue of the " Club
Photographer " obtains the staple of its contributions from mem-
bers of the Exeter Camera Club. Dr. C. Beauchamp Hall writes
on pictorialism in landscape, and Mr. F. Walker, in some notes
on composition, describes a novel scheme for marking die ground
glass as an aid to artistic composition. Mr. F. G. Tutton gives
working details of the method used by him in making the three-

colour transparencies shown at the recent R.P.S. exhibition, a
contribution which we reprint on another page in the " Colour
Photography " Supplement.

Photographing Fire-Flies and Glow-Worms.—The American
sc.entific papers contain details of some interesting photographic
experiments made by Dr. Herbert E. Ives, of Philadelphia, for the
purpose of testing the illuminating power of fire-flies and glow-
worms. Panchromatic plates were used for most of the experi-
ments and exposures of one hour given. The insects, it appears,
give a " flash " of about .004 candle-power, hut the colour of the
light given out is very different from ordinary illuminants ; it is

practically a monochromatic yellow-green. The complete paper,
fully illustrated, may be found in No. 1,160 (Vol. 194, No. 2) cf
the"" Journal of the Franklin Institute."

Postal Charges—From our own experience in the receipt of

many letters daily, it would seem that there are a great many
people who fail to realise the comparatively small weight of letter

which can now be sent for the minimum three-halfpence. When
the postal rates were reduced some time ago the maximum weight
of a letter bearing a three-hall .educed to one
ounce. A one-ounce letter is quite a small weight in the hand, and
our experience leads us to caution photographers as regards full

prepayment of letters addressed to their customers. Nobody can
be expected to be favourably impressed by a letter drawing attention

to So-and-So's portraiture if he has been surcharged a penny before

obtaining possession of it.

Cinematographic Photographs bv Wireless.—A Renter tele-

giam from New York states that moving pictures with the nearest
film machine 1,000 miles away are promised by American engineers,
who 6ay they can transmit photographs by wireless. Members of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, who met at Rochester
(New York) last week, stated that the broadcasting of moving
pictures by wireless has boen successfully demonstrated. It

said that from a central broadcasting station films can be sent out
l.y wireless so that a receiving set in communication can project the

picture straight on to the screen as it is issued. There will no
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Correspondence.

*»* Correspondents should ntvtr write on both sides of the paper.
fitter is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*» We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

COPYING HALFTONES i>\ N KWSPRINT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,- On page 660 of last week's " B. J." there is a refer-

ence to the work of copying half-tones from books and newspapers.

Borne year* ago I had a lot of this work to do, and after making
many experiment* I found that the beat (dot-less) results

obtained by using a rapid plate, exposing fully, over-developing,

ri.d afterwards reducing the negative in a hypo-fcrricyanide bath.

Th« full exposure and the o its *&tvelopment close up
is forming the high lights (in the original), while the reducer

cleared away the dot* from the shadow portions—or rather the

spaces between the dots: anyway, little of the half-tone strn.

wsa visible.

0.1ve* would serve for making lantern slides I

.w. hut I Me most perfect results on matt bromide

paper—Youra'faithfully, E A. Ijvt.

DARI ROOM LIGHT FOB BROMIDE l'.U'Ki:

the Editors.

ise of a red or yellow light for developing, etc.

Has i. ever tried the red and >

l>asses out throngs Ixith? I have used this arrangement f.r

. time, and find it a perfectly safe one for plates or pa]

oally. I have no doubt that bromide papers can be exposed

for a longer peiiod under the combined red and jellow than

-parate colours, witJ I lie dimii.

in be easily remedied.—Yours faithfully,

•TIB.

36 ing, VY.U 27.

Gemlrn d.m " Hyperion's"

remarks on the ah«.\. I .sieve the results

of his oh* I am afraid he has been led to a false con

•n as a result of them.

v ted safelight only transmits the red rave, and a certain

e ; an orange safelight passes the red, orange

yellow saf' orange, yellow and

ran. Tl> nrae, are only approximate st as I

am not »t the moment able to give the exact wave-lengths of the

minion of standard safelights, such as those of

• n arid Wainwright.
therefore, that any material which is fogged by

a red safelight is necessarily fogged by a yellow one, since the

yellow safelight transmits all that the red MM djPSS, and more in

:.ould therefore be surprised to bear of an experiei.ee such

as " II with proper safelights. but many samples of

" ruby glass " transmit rpiite an appreciable amount of blue or

and would be unsatisfactory for either plates or paper.

I think^heref.T'-. it is very probable that " Hyperion
"

sdtTi a piece of glass and a yellow glass which absorbs the

blue and violet more satisfactorily. Red sensitivity of the bromide

paper would obviously cause it to fog in either a red or a yellow

moral r.f " Hyperion's " experience would therefore appear

to be that one should use a safelight of recognised quality and not

ii ordinary coloured glass.—Yours truly

.T AlXOSB If si I

Imperial College of Science an logy,

- W.7.

fiber 29.

To the Editors,

the usual disclaimer, may I mention that,

tly used, the Wratten series of safelights provide a full

•i of safety in the development of plates and papers! There
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probably are other excellent varii ties, bat my own experience con-

cerns this make only.
" Hyperion" seems to leave out, the important question of inten-

sity of iltuminant, and a yellow, red, or green screen can hardly

be expected to function correctly if, as I have seen used, a high

candle-power electric lamp is employed almost touching the screen

•urface inside. These lamps, in my opinion, are entirely unsuited

for dark-room lighting.

As a commercial photographer, I am at present using Wratten

Series 00, yellow for papers, and II. for plates, illuminated by

old type 8 c.p carbon-filament lamps. These lamps are more suit-

able than the metal-filament lamps of equal c.p. Thus it seems

that if the correct strength oi light is used, placed well back from
the glass screen, no unsafe " spot " can show itself. Supporting

this, most of my prints (blocked out) showing pure white back-

grounds never fog during normal time of development—two minutes

at the most
"Hyperion" refers to yellow being safer than red; whether

or no this is the case matters little. The decisive factor rests, I

think, with difficulty of knowing when the print has arrived at

sufficient depth when using a red light for developing prints.

Many temporary contraptions used as dark-room lamps are badly
designed, badly ventilated, and wrongly illuminated, so with light

streaming on a white ceiling, in turn reflected on the print or
plate, plus a melted gelatine screen through which almost white
light emanates, fogging of plates and papers can only be expected.
—Yours faithfully,

K. Beswick Wiixcock.
119, Roseneath Road, Urmston, Lanes, October 28.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—With reference to your correspondent's note that

some bromide papers are more sensitive to red light than to yellow,
I may say that it is possible to develop safely by a reflected yellow
light exrra rapid plates (non-colour-sensitive) which will be fogged
by a red light of inferior visual brightness. The best working
conditions are provided by time development with normal strength
developer at a sufficient distance (variable according to the character
of the yellow light, but generally never under 6 ft.) from the
reflecting surface (wall, sheet of cardboard, etc.).

No doubt others also have noticed this peculiarity, which is
probably due to those twins, "actinic value" and "visual inten-
aity," as wall as to the instinctive greater caution when a bright
light is used.—Yours faithfully,

Louis Nell.

Answers to Correspondents.
* .

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon
, from readers

abroad.

Qutriei to be answered in_theJ,Tiday't " Journal " must reach
us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be
addressed to the Editors.

Savoy Studio.—No agent in this country, so far as we know. For
dyes, try Williams Bros. & Co., colour manufacturers, Hounslow,
Middlesex.

W. H.—(1) Papers vary considerably as regards the facility with
which they tone with liver of sulphur. The only advice we can
five you is that you try one or two makes. (2) You can preserve
pyrt) with citric acid, but it is a much inferior preservative to
metabisulphite and less effective as regards preventing stain. We
do not believe that there is any material which requires citric
aaid as a preservative of pyro.

J. C. R.—You require some form of bottom lighting, and we
suggest, if electric light is available, that you instal one
1,000 c.p. lamp near the ground, and on the opposite side of
your studio to the glass roof. Failing electricity, obtain a
fair y largo white reflector, and place it at an angle of about
AO degrees from the floor, and with one edge resting on the floor.
J his would reflect the light upwards, and so relieve the shadows
under the nose and eyes.

i '. W.— (1) For lens mounts and iris diaphragms write to

C. Haseler and Son, Ltd., 94, Bridge Street West, Birmingham.
(2) A stiff dextrine mountant would be very suitable for your
purpose. White dextrine should be used, and 2 lbs. dissolved

in 32 ozs. of boiling water. The mixture should be preserved
by adding 10 minims of origanum oil, and the whole allowed to

cool and set before use. The shellac mountant, mentioned in the
" B.J. Almanac," 1922, p. 497, is also suitable.

J. F.—For glazing glossy bromide or P.O. P. prints, the glass or
ferrotype plate should be rubbed over with the following mix-
ture :

—

1 oz. green soft soap of the British Pharmacopoeia (obtain-

able from chemists).

15 ozs. methylated spirit.

Allow the soap to dissolve in the cold, apply to the plate on a
piece of soft rag and polish off well before squeegeeing prints.

D. K.—There are two methods available for the photography of
shop windows. One is to provide a large black curtain to fit to the
awning blind, and which will reach across the full length of the
window and hang down to about a foot from the ground. The
camera is placed inside this, and a fairly long exposure at a small
stop given. The other method is to make the photograph by
night, using the ordinary window illumination for the lighting,

a small flash being given fairly high up to illuminate the facia.

The articles displayed in the windows should be placed against

a fairly light background.

J. E.—The developer recommended in Freund's method of desen-
sitising with potassium iodide is a special formula of hydro-
quinone and soda carbonate. The formula will be found on
page 533 of the " B.J.," September 21, 1921. In your
enlarger we should think the best method would be to fit

your lens to a rack focussing lens tube, such as is used in pro-
jection lantern lenses. A tube of this kind could be obtained
from. C. Haseler & Son, Ltd., 94, Bridge Street West, Birming-
ham. If you send them the lens flange they could fit it securely
to the focussing tube. You can obtain spectacle lenses from W.
Heal, 58a, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.

N. P.—It is possible that the under-exposed patch on your nega-
tive is due to a spot of dust (or perhaps a fly) on the filter which'

was in front of your lens during exposure. The absence of
definite sha.pe proves that the object must have been some dis-

tance from the plate and possibly in front of the lens. If the
plates had been touched during development, or if hypo had
affected the plate, some more definite marking would have been
the result. The fact that it did not occur again on any other
plate proves that the cause was only a momentary one. While
a half-plate negative is of better size than quarter-plate for con-

tact work, we find that the extra weight is verv much against
the use of the former for hand-camera work. The majority of
pictorial workers use the quarter-plate size, and some even
smaller than this.
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mailing and supplying a negative to order the figui

:;,l. .\|, blana ami Jenkyn Griffiths,

carried out the compilation, very properly

I upon the difficulty of drawing up a table for hard-

The qualitj of work is a highly variable

factor to begin with; and it is suggested that prices, such

those we have quoted, may be reduced to two-thirds

work of medium grade or in quantity, whilst they

doubled or further increased if special skill and
i are required on the part of the photographer.

Extras, such as flashlight, working-up, orthochromatic

photography, interior subjects, likewise make it difficult

-tablish a price-list which can be uniformly followed.

* * *

Fair and It is to be inferred from the neces-
Congress. sarily brief references which have been
made to the subject in their reports of council meetings

that the Professional Photographers' Association

not yet come to a definite decision respecting the Con-

gress which they will hold next year. Correspondence
which we have published certainly indicates a balance of

opinion in favour of a date for the Congress in March
or April, and also its association with the Photographic
fair, We ];ave no wish to influence the Association in

any decision to which it may come, but, at the same
time, the opinion may be expressed that two trade

photographic shows in London in one year are inadvis-

able. Certainly the manufacturing and trading firms do
not want two; and, from the standpoint of making the

greatest public impression, there is no> doubt that in 1923
more could be accomplished at a single trade exhibition

than by dividing forces between the Fair and a P. P.A.
trade show in the autumn. We imagine that the Hol-
land Park Hall, at which, the Pair is to be held, contains
accommodation sufficient for the purposes of a Congress,
and also sufficient for a display of professional portraiture.

While the time between now and the Pair is 'rather

short for bringing together a professional exhibit of the
international character of that organised by the P. P.A.
in September last, it does seem, in the interests of all

concerned, that the possibilities of holding a Congress in

the middle of March at the Holland Park Hall should
at least bo investigated.

* * *

Grain in Ifc js often found when making enlarge-
Enlarging ments with, the ordinary type of con-
denser lantern that effects are produced the graininess
of which is quite out of proportion to the quality of the
negative image. Betouching marks also show very badly
and seem to appear more prominent than would be
expected. This is due, according to a lecturer at the
Royal Photographic Society, to the uncorrected aberra-
tions of the. system used; tiny diffraction circles
surround each enlarged grain of silver, while retouching
marks arc paralleled on both sides with diffraction lines.

Many efforts have been made to correct this defect, the
simplest suggestion being to insert a piece of ground
glat u the condenser and the negative. This
minimises the defect, to some extent, but does not
eliminate it altogether. Chiffon used in front of the lens
softens the image considerably, but even with this extra

the diffraction marks are not removed. The
lecturer, Mr. A. C. Banfield, suggested a method which
he has adopted with marked success, and which enables
an enlargement to be produced entirely free from grain.

The light is diffused by the aid of a piece of ground glass

supplemented with a sheet of " flashed " opal, the con-
denser being discarded altogether. The ground glass

should be considerably larger than the negative to bo
enlarged, and should be placed as near as possible to the

source of light. A sheet of " flashed " opal is then placed
in el rimity to the negative, but at a distance

Least four inches from the ground glass. The ilhnni-

nant in this system of enlarging must of necessity be of

fairly high power—a 15-ampere arc or 1,500 watt half-

lamj) is used. The lamps are so fitted that i

be used separately, and may easily replace each
Owing to the large amount of heat given oi

these lamps, it is necessary to provide some means of

effective ventilation, and it was suggested by Mr. Banfield

that the apparatus be fitted to an aperture in a wall

separating two rooms. The lamps were.then situated in

one room, and the negative carrier with the camera and
lens in the other. When enlarging from small negat'

I.e., up to and including half-plate, the ground glass

be dispensed with, the opal giving an evenly-diffused

light over the whole surface of the negative. It was
pointed out that the " pot" opal type of glass was not
suitable, as it absorbs far too much light, without any
gain in diffusing power. A reflector helps considerably

when used behind the balf-watt lamp. But it should be

of fairly large size, the " Barkay " reflector b

recommended as very suitable.

CHABGES FOP, STUDIO ELECTEIC CUBEENT,

It will be ' remembered that in the early part of the

present year action was taken in the High Court, before

Mr. Justice Bigby Swift, by the Westminster Electric

Supply Corporation, Ltdt, against Wykeham Studios,

Ltd., in respect to the charges for electric current used

in a studio arc lamp by the defendant firm. The proceed-

ings were reported very fully in our columns at the time.*

Although the circumstances of the dispute are of import-

ance to all photographers using electric current for

purposes other than ordinary illumination of premises,

they may, perhaps, have escaped the recollection of many
readers, and, therefore, it is well that we should briefly

recall them before proceeding to refer to the judgment

given on Thursday in last week, November 2, in the

Court of Appeal, by Lord Justices Bankes and Scrutton

and Mr. Justice Eve, as the result of application by

Messrs. Wykeham Studios for the decision of Mr. Justice 1

Bigby Swift to be reviewed in the higher Court.

The Wykeham Studios, Ltd., had been supplied with-"

current for their arc lamp through a separate meter at

the ruling power rate, but subsequently the electric

supply company charged first the full lighting rate and

afterwards a rate less than this latter, but greater than

the power rate which was charged at the same time to ,

other consumers. The Wykeham Studios disputed the

right of the electric company to charge such higher rates,

with the result that they were sued in the Court for an

amount which, it was agreed, represented the difference

between the lowest power rate and the rate which was

demanded from the Studios. The judgment of Mr.

Justice Swift went against the defendant firm, for, while;

it was held that current supplied to an arc lamp in a

photographic studio was correctly classed as current for

power purposes, it was held, on the other hand, that an

electric supply undertaking has the right to vary its

charges for current for power purposes. In the hearing

of the action a great deal of discussion ranged round

the two sections, Nos. 19 and 20, of the Electric Lighting

Act of 1882, which enforce uniformity in the terms of

supply and prohibit preference to one consumer in com-

parison with another. In particular, the action turner

on the application of the words " under similar crrcum

* 1i. J., 1922. May 19, pp. 297-298, and May 26, pp. 314-316.
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figure, us viewed from all angles, and in different attitudes,

before lie can hope to produce full-length pit anj

worth, li i^ ai preposterous to attempt a picture full of

problems, without previous study, as it would be presumptuous

of the young musician to attempt a difficult rhapsody of Liszt

before he had, in practising scales and chords, mastered the

li of which the intricate composition was built up. When
lessons, George, our first consideration was

the bust portrait. Wo have gone over a good deal of ground.

:inil 1 have been pleased to see that my lessons have borne fruit

l>v the experimental plates you have exposed. You have now

ed out Irom your life the meaningless two-cared front

hall-mark of the ignorant dud. Von are using far

less light than formerly, and your " modelling " has gained

enormously Where I still see faults—and, rest assured, my
I'll point out every one—in selection and treatment, they

are entirely due to your lack of knowledge. Without wide

knowledge, or extraordinary genius, experimenting is largely

a waste of time. While, then, in the finer points of head and

shoulder work you are not well enough instructed to enable

you to go much further, you possess a good working knowledge

of the posing and lighting of the top end of a full length. In

our throe-quarter length experiments you have seen me working

for different effects with the hands, and you have heard me
lecturing about the placing of the feet. But beyond vague
generalities, I have not imparted to you sufficient knowledge

of the possibilities in photographing hands and feet: I have

never even mentioned "the dignity of the human spine." the

legs and arms in straight and curved effects regarded from
the aesthetic rather than from the anatomical aspect, and the

modifying part played by clothing. The student of portraiture

should always have at the back of his mind the consideration

of the nude. Leighton, I believe, worked from the nude figure

and then superimposed draperies, through which one could

rn the lovely forms underneath. Certainly in the rhythm
of his draped figures there is a great lesson for the portraitist.

I am not about to suggest that a photographer could work on

the method of Lord Leighton, yet the covered limb must
always be regarded as a limb, and the old question put to our-

solves: "Shall I disclose, or shall I hide?"

Dress is of two kinds, that which shows off the figure it

covers, and the other sort, which is purely decorative or

fashionable with but little reference to the form of the wearer.

The hands are usually uncovered, so we will consider their

treatment first in the building up of full-length portraits.

I remember the late Wilson Barrett saying that even as an
old and experienced stage performer he was frequently at a

loss as to what to do with his hands. How much more diffi-

cult, then, must it be for the ordinary manor woman who has
never given a thought to deportment, and for the photographer
who is suddenly called upon to make a graceful portrait out
of such unpromising material. There are two ways of meeting
the case: the hands may be hidden, or the portraitist must
know thoroughly what to do with them. Let us think of the

r way. liven the hiding of the hands skilfully requires a
little knowledge. The difficulties with the hands are usually
that they are too big, and in a photograph have the knack
of looking more awkward still, the customary rendering being

• " Mutt and Jeff" school.

I want to mako it quite plain to you, George, that a photo-

asiderably handicapped when his work is corn-

el with that of the painter, particularly when a short
lens is in use. For that reason there are attitudes and

ts quite in common practice w itb painters utterly impos-
sible with the camera. You remember in the early days of

ivar a poster of Lord Kitchener pointing a linger straight

of the picture. It was an arresting bit of work, but no
photographer could have produced it. Another point to

mber in this connection is that far .more retouching,

dealising is possible with the man who works with

pencil than with the camera artist. So that when the camera

tends to increase the size of the hands when they are slightly

in advance of the body the photographer must know how to

them appear neat.

By what means can we mako a large object look small?

Assuming the same distance from the lens, I cannot see how

the proportion of a football to other objects in a picture can

be altered, but most objects other than the spherical have

many different shapes when viewed from different an

Take the ordinary household plate—you'll find one somewhere

about the printing room; just bring it here, George, and we 11

have this matter out. Hold the plate full front face to the

camera—thank goodness, a plate hasn't ears!—and we have

a perfect circle. Now hold it out, showing its profile. <

one eye—always remember your camera has only one—and

look at the edge Little but a narrow line is now visible.

That plate is approximately 8 in. in diameter, and it would

require a box 8 in. square to hold it flat. But when you

think of the side face of the article you will see that 8 in.

by 1 in. is its size, sectionally regarded. Tilt the plate a little,

George, and you find that the round object appears as a more «

or less attenuated oval, and when you get round to the three-

quarter view you will find disclosed, in addition to the oval

of the business side, another set of contours at the back. I

Well, George, if so much variety can be got out of the common I

or breakfast plate, surely the human hand should not dis-
j

courage us.

Lay down the plate, George, but keep the little demon-:

tion in your mind. Now hold your hand out before you

similar position to the view of the plate at its biggest. We
are looking at the palm of your hand, and the fingers and

thumb are close together. It looks as stiff and solid lool

and as devoid of the sense of movement as we can show- it.

Except that we know differently, the hand might stick ou

the back for inches, indeed conjurors can either " palm,

hide behind the hand comparatively large objects, when show-

ing the reverse side square on to the audience. Bear with

George, and you'll see the point presently. You remember my
strictures about the front face. Well, the same remarks apply

to the hands. A photograph should tell the story of the I

of the sitter. In a full length portrait, in what the English

call the tout ensemble (and the French call something else"), the

more of the physical and facial characteristics unfolded.

more faithful the likeness. Cromwell notwithstanding, I h

no great predilection for featuring warts on strong silent men
or knuts trying hard to be different (by being like somebody

else) under the impression that I am rendering " chara<

History is silent concerning the reply of the artist to the Pro-

tector. Had I been in the painter's place, my sitter would

not have had a walk over. I would have said to him. " Oliver.

old onion, your theories of government may be all right, but

you're off the rails about art. Here I have brought my great

genius to hear upon the problem of rendering immortal the

real Cromwell, as faithfully as my exceptional training and 1

talent in the use of pigment can. convey to the world what
manner of man you were, how every trait of your character

was etched deep into your face by your own strong convict

and now you come this fool talk about warts. This

decidedly a thing for an artist to ignore: a. wart has

character, and might as easily disfigure the face of a fathead

as a run mlh rad. Don't be a plum. Oliver, I think 1

given you something of a Roland. A man who could cut of!

the head of a monarch shouldn't grumble if an artist profit

by the example, and lops off the head of another useles

growth."

Photographers, we are told, George, have not read
Outline of History," yet I think we all know something about
Cromwell, He was a background for warts.

Now, back we go to the full length and the story it ought to

tell. Why are big feet like warts, George? No, it has uothir,
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Innately the

,.j problem to the !ier, bat the

chara nces.in hands, frequently quite ignored by

iperficial worker. In his admirable book on oil

• .ilomon. in illustrating how to draw a hand. tell- that the

coco-- -nt will ! ' hand, btl

a model. Now, as in literature, there is rea

iphy.

would st.<

leak in realism. Never forget, George, that I am con-

1 about your ability to produce phot. that will
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' aph bands so thai
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I the plate illustr.. I tbe

infinitely

more variety. I would
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llont
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\
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beeds

hand*

'ag full.

I »1 e« of the
Is, and wi wrap book v

» not

have a -

i

rnative pla. inga in your mind, when your sitter

the studio, you illy equipped t<> make full

portrait-. First go over all your old work, and blot

out all the clem udiee. Dont shirk the difficult!.

placing hands in pockets, or behind the back, if those are not

otherwise easy poses. Give the hands occupation, only make it

suitable. Flowers are excellent for covering awkwardness, but

avoid rose- which have been kicking about the studio for

month-. Our old friend the book should be a magazine, is

from the studio price list to the pre-war telephone directory

1 be variety at hand. A child might reasonabl

..I with Tiger Tim's annual, where a book would be .

ridiculous. \ particularly ungraceful band can be pli

rally under the cover of a good sized monthly, the

other one farthest from the lens half bidden while occupied

h turning over a page. A little thought and

ment with different material will give you a

in the
;

bands erything else,

«atch the hands of the ordinary mortals with whom you

in contact daily. Allowing for the difficulties of rendering

them as a pair berenl in photography,

and which actually favour us in truthfulness—there is much
more to be n. in study, and in practice than

is usually the hand- well. George, in action,

in repose, think of them stive, a- daini

I gnarled Turn them,

trick out ,ke them button glOTOS, play with

ill the • h other,

head on them, do anything you jolly well like

with I :liink of till

do not make too great a departure from naturalness.

the :
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all. the hands of an old man nia more in
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'
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THE MODERN CHEMISTRY OF GELATINE.

fin » .nrounicatioa from the Eastman Research Labor)
haa been done in the complex problem" which con lart played by the gclatw making and "-

in* dr ... These .-» in the gelatin* > I

capacity for swelling ; and tbe behaviour of gelatine in

.•lbs and on drj ing. The pap. iql nfci il States in

holography » almost as -.dent upon gelatine

it work t>eing

' Eastmat

which gelatine

plays s role are

(a) ' I -r halide emulsion.

mated gelatins layer*.

In the former th. -he gelatine is fundamentally that

of a binder < >g medium for tilver halide*, for «ilver

Cross these. pound* derived from th* silver by
pmenl of the latent image. In all

these cases, the »p* of gelatine

treat importance f< .nderstanding of the behaviour

ol the plate or film.

In the second clan* cited, the gelatiue becomes, through the

photo-ohemical decomposition of the bichromate, itself art and
part of the image.' In fact, the whole practice of photographic

and photo mechanical processes with bichromated gelatine,

gelatose. etc., depend upon radical modifications of the properties

nf these colloids produced by tanning reactions, either dire. 1

1

indirectly photo . hemical. This class is of more importance for

balneal than for "trictly photographic procedure, and
will not l-e discussed directly in this paper.

Introduction of Gtlatiix into Photographic Emulsion Making.

Although he had forerunners, the credit of preparing the firet

I It may also act as a tinder for a pigment, but the pigment it Inert.
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. mo silver bromide emulsion is generally ascribed to Dr.

>x. of Liverpool, England (1871), Fig 1. His emulsion was

prepared by suspending silver bromide with excess of silver nitrate

in gelatine acidified with nitric acid, and development was effected

with acidified pyrogallol, to which more silver nitrate was added.

Fig. 1. It. L. Maddox.

.Maddux's emulsion, therefore, belonged to the first of the two
main classes of sensitive silver halide preparations:

A. Silver halide formed in presence of excess silver salt. In-

cludes wet collodion, collodion emulsion, and most printing-
out emulsions.

B. Silver halide formed in presence of excess of soluble halide.

Includes both positive and negative emulsions for chemical
development.

It was the previous discovery of alkaline development (of
coUodio-bromide emulsions) by Russell which made Maddox's ex-

tent lead the way to the second class of emulsions, which hold
first place in importance in modern photography.

Gelatine! for Emulsions.
The value of gelatine for emulsions depends both upon its physi-

cal properties and its chemical composition. It is not necessary
to amplify the statement that gelatine is pre-eminently an emulsoid
"r solvated colloid. The high degree of reversibility of the
transition

Hydrosol 7^1 Hydrogel
nveniently attainable temperatures is a fact of first importance

for it5 use. The formation of the jelly from the hydrosol is

I sr/ting, the converse passage from the jelly to the fluid
solution melting, and it has been customary to speak of letting

and melting points. By the former was understood the
temperature at which the solution congealed; by the latter, the

erature at which the jelly liquefied. These temperatures are
as in the case of a crystal, and, corresponding with
»mic indetermination, are only empirically definable

by experimental conventions. The writer and S. S. Sweet 2 have
n that the "setting point concentration" curve, or the

•' melting point concentration " curves, determined under standard
'ions, are more characteristic of a gelatine than single setting

OT melting points at one concentration, although if these are
n in the region where the "point" varies linearly with the
titration—10 to 20 per cent.—a satisfactory practical compari-

is usually possible. Technical gelatines are roughly classified
hard," "medium." and "soft," in terms of the melting

point. T'sing the writer's apparatus, the following typical results
were, obtained for 10-per-cent. jellies:

—

No. Kind of St king Meltinq Trade
Oplatine. Point. Point. Description.

1. Glue
(domestic).

18.2° C. 19.8° C. Glue.

Gelatine 23.2° C. 25.8° C. Soft.
(domestic).

:<. t lelatine 22.2° C. 24.8° C. Soft.
(foreign).

t. Gelatine 24.8° C. 28.0° C. Hard.
(foreign).

itine 2-..1 C 28.5° C. Hard.

1. " J. Ind. Eng. Chem.,' ' IS, 323 (1921).

In common with other physical properties, the " setting " and
" melting " points are largely controlled by the hydrogen ion con-

centration. With most photographic gelatines this corresponds (in

1 per cent, solution) to a pn between 5 and 6, under which con-

dition no great variation results. But, as noted later, this

important constant should always be determined, in order that

due adjustment be made. Apart from this, or the preset

other " ionogens " in considerable amount, the value is chiefly

determined by the proportion of hydrolyscd to unhydrolysed

gelatine. The value is lower, the more advanced the hydrolysis,

which converts the protein over into a mixture of proteoses,

1 aptones, and amino-acids.

ent work of C. R. Smith,' R. H. Bogue, and E. T. Oakes'

has indicated the highly interesting possibility of a thermodyna-

tnically definite " transition point " between " sol " and
"gel " forms of gelatine. Smith concluded, from polarimetric

measurements of the muta-solution of gelatine solutions, that the

point lay between 33 deg. and 35 deg. C., and suggested that

it corresponded to a bimolecular condensation of gelatine
" molecules." Bogue, from measurements of the plastic yield of

gelatine hydrosols, finds transition at about 35 deg. C. . whereas

Davis and Oakes, from very valuable studies of the change of

;ty of gelatine solutions with time, have fixed it very pre-

cisely at 38.03 deg. C. Some doubt may be felt at present as to

the complete validity of these conclusions, that is, as to whether

the " transition point " is independent of the concentration and

origin of the gelatine. 5 But the suggestion that what was
formerly termed the thermal "lag" of gelatine solution is a case

of " suspended transformation " is of great theoretical importance,

while the attainment of temperatures of invariance of such a

property as viscosity is of equal practical weight.

In the preparation of emulsions, including the coating, it is the

properties of the hydrosol which are most interesting. They may
be divided as follows :

—

(1) Protective action.

(2) Viscosity.

(3) Influence on sensitiveness to light.

(1) The protective action of gelatine, e.g., in the case of gold

and silver hydrosols, is well known. Values for the " gold

number," by Zsigmondy and others, give, e.g. :

—

Colloid. Gold Number.

Gelatine 005— .01

Casein 01

Egg albumin 06 — 0.3

Dextrin 10 — 20.

In a recent paper' it has been shown that the " gold number "

of gelatines depends upon the dilution of the hydrosol, increasing

therewith, and upon the, age of the solution. It was not found

possible satisfactorily to differentiate technical gelatines on the

basis of their " gold numbers."

In the' case of silver halide emulsions, this protective action,

which involves inhibition of agglomeration (and crystal growth)

of amicrons, is doubly important. First we may note that if silver

nitrate and potassium bromide solutions, with slight excess of

bromide
AgNO, + KBr = AgBr + KNO,

are mixed in darkness, and the precipitated silver bromide washed

with water, then it is found to be immediately reducible by any

of the usual developers. If quite small amounts of gelatine are

added, the reduction is greatly slowed down, and this inhibition

increases rapidly with the amount of gelatine, till a maximum effect

is soon reached. Sheppard and Mees attributed this protective

power largely to the insulation of the silver halide particles from

dust, etc., nuclei, with which effect is associated a delay in aggrega-

tion of silver amicrons to form larger nuclei. It is possible to pre-

pare colloid-free silver bromide layers, which can give a develop-

able image, but " chemical fog "occurs much earlier.

The same protective effect is, however, at work in securing fine-

grained precipitates of the silver halide. Emulsions in which the

silver halide particles are largely of su-bmicroscoplc dimensions are

the so-called Lippmann emulsions of 6ilver bromide, for inter-

ference photochromy, and silver chloride positive emulsions, i.e.,

3. " J. Am. Chem. Soc." H. 135 (1919).

4. C. E. Davis and E. T. Oa'i -s, "J. Am. Chem. Soc.," ii, 464 (1922).

5. cf. the valuable studies of Arisz on " Tho Sol and Gel State of

Gelatine Solutions.'* Koll. Beihefte 7, 1 (1915).

6. F. A. Elliott and S. E. Sheppard, " J. Ind. Eng. Chem.," IS, 699 (1921).
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intern sides and transparencies. For negative emulsions, of

peed," the grain is considerably coarser, being in fact

definitely crystalline', and one great advantage of gelatine over
collodion is that it permits the growth and opening of the crystals
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ELEi RRENT A'J POWER KATE,

i.jiitsi i.s i M Appeal.

In the Court of ^Appeal, on November 2, before Lord Ju

liaiikes and Scruttou and Air. Justice Eve, judgment was gi\en on

the application by the Wykeham Studios, Ltd., of Victoria Street,

Westminster, against the decision of Mr. Justice Swift, in the

Kings uuuoii imiSion last May, in reference to the claim brought

by the Westrumster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., for pay-

nioW , tent used in a studio arc lamp. The appellants

in uie present action were thus the attendants, namely, the WyKe-

bam btudios, Ltd., in the action in the lower Court. The respon-

, uo piaintitis, namely, the Westminster Electric

iporation, Ltd.

A Into appeared for the appellants and Mr. W. S.

uieu Uie respondents.

.>,,-. Bianco vwute, in opening toe appeal, said plaintiff.-, claimed

.os. ud. as tne price ut eiectncit> supplied to me delanuantt

v.lio were pnoiograpiiers carrying on business Within tne area sup-

by piainuus. t.-w bs. iui. was admitted by defendants to be

paid. i ne amount in dispute was tne balance,

j o-4 iza. at., ana as to mat tne deieiice was mat it represented Uie

octucitv supplied ior use in a powerful arc lamp in detenuanto"

stuuio, wmon was a special sort oi lamp used by ueienaanus tor the

purpose oi creatmg a very great light to he switched on at the

moment that a photograpii was ueiug taken, ihe dele)

had tiuir stuaio wired in tne ordinary way lor incandescent tight,

but exactly at the moment a plate was exposed tins strong ugntj

about id,UAJ candle-power, was switclied on. The question was

whether tlie electricity used lor that lamp should be charged tor at

the power rate or at tne lighting rate. Ihe power rate was 2d. per

unit and Uie lightmg rate oo. per unit. It defendants were only-

liable lor the power rate, then tliey were not liable for the balance,

ana £48 bs. ldd. was enough, if defendaBU were liable to pay at

the lignting rate, then plaintiffs were right. There was no dispute

tne hgures. The judge had found tnat plaintiffs were entitled

to charge at the lignting rate. He said that was wrong. There

was a separate meter tor this light. There was no statutory dis-

tinction between current supplied for power and lighting purposes.

It was a distinction introduced by the supply authorities themselves

for their own commercial purposes. Tney quoted a lower rate for

power purposes to induce people to take electricity during the day-

time. Plaintiffs were entitled to charge 8d. unless defendants could

piotect themselves by Sections 19 and 20 of the Electric Power Con-

struction Act of 1882. His case was that this particular supply was

tung used by defendants for power purposes, that tho plaintiffs'

m was to supply their consumers generally for power purposes

at 2d. a unit, ana that defendants were, by Section 19, entitled to

hi supplied at 2d. a unit. The judge had found on the facts that

defendants' supply was a power supply, but that, nevertheless,

plaintiffs were entitled to charge at more than their advertised

power rate. Power supply was defined by the suppliers as electri-

city used directly or indirectly for purposes other than lighting.

Mr. Justice Eve : That is exactly what you do use it for. You
light your lamp for the moment of time when you are taking some-

body's more or less engaging face.

Mr. Blanco White said the judge had found that defendants were

using it for power. A distinction had to be drawn between light

and electricity used for the purposes of lighting. Electricity could

make light in many ways, even when it was not used for the pur-

prse of lighting. It might be used for medical or for heating pur-

poses. Here his case was that it was not used for the purpose of

lighting. This arc lamp was on a separate circuit from the ordinary

lighting lamps. It was of no use for lighting purposes owing to its

intense glare. It was used for the purpose of effecting a chemical

change in the photo-plates. It was not used for lighting, though,

incidentally, it gave out light.

Be referred to the agreements between the parties, and Lord
Justice Bankes remarked that in the agreements this arc lamp
seemed to have been treated as a special form of power. The judge
had found that was so and that the plaintiffs were entitled to do fo

provided they treated all photographers alike.

Mr. Blanco White submitted that was wrong in law.

Lord Justice Bankes said the plaintiffs had got a free hand to

charge what they liked within the maximum, and it was for the

defendants to show that plaintiffs were not entitled to treat this as

a special class of power user.

Mr. Blanco White explained that a special arrangement was made
in October, 1921, by which 6ince that date defendants and other

professional photographers in the area were charged 4d. a unit for

sre lamps. Plaintiffs' contention was that the consumption

did not warrant a supply being given at other than the lighting rate,

l'.aintitfs had not given any evidence differentiating photographers

Horn other persons who used power intermittently during the

t.me.

Without calling on tho other 6ide the Court gave judgment.

Lord Justice Liankos said this was an appeal from a decision of

Mr. Justice Swift, which appeared to him to be quite right. Tne
claim was by the plaintiffs for charges for electricity supplied to the

defendants for a certain period, and over that portion of their

supply which was used in the defendants' photographic arc lamp
this dispute arosi into contending that they had been over-

charged in respect of that portion of the supply, ft was not dis-

puted that as a matter of practice plaintiffs and other supply com-
panies did make a difference in the prices they charged between a

supply for lighting purposes and current supplied for power pur-

poses, but they were entitled under their statutory powers to charge

tor both classes up to whatever their maximum charge might be.

The statute of 18o2 contained provisions against granting one cus-

tomer a preference over another customer, and the case for the

defendants here rested on the contention that the plaintiff company
had not brought themselves within the protection, if he might so

express it, of Section 19 of the Act, which provided that where a

supply of electricity was provided in any part of an area for private

purposes every company or person within that part of the area

should, on application, be entitled to a supply on the same terms

on which any other company or person in such part of the area was
entitled, under similar circumstances to a corresponding supply.

Now Uie case for the defendants was this : that this current was in

tact supplied for power purposes. That was so found by the judge,

and in his opinion was rightly found, having regard to the definition

o: power purposes. They 6aid, however, that plaintiffs were over-

charging them because they were charging 4d. a unit, whereas
plaintiffs charged their other customers who were not photographers
for power within their district 2d. a unit, and plaintiffs could not

justify that. The answer of the Electric Company was tnis : It :s

ti ue we do charge you and all other photographers who take current

for these arc lamps a charge in excess of what we are charging other

customers for power, but we say we are justified because in the

language of the section the circumstances are not similar, and the

supply is not a corresponding supply. This question as to the right

of a supply company to make differential charges had been before the

Crurt on several occasions. Mr. Justice Sargent's judgment in the

Attorney-General v. Long Eaton Parish Council had been cited and
relied on. Mr. Justice Sargent said :

" Under each section of the

Act of 1882 I think that the whole circumstances may be considered

from the broadest possible point of view, and the question is whether

the circumstances affecting customer A and customer B in relation

io their supplies of power are substantially dissimilar or sufficiently

dissimilar to justify broadly the differentiation proposed by the

6upply company." Applying that test to this case, customers A were

photographers and customers B were all other customers in the dis-

trict who received power at the power rate, and the question was
whether it was sufficiently established here, taking what the judge

described as the broadest point of view of the position, that the

circumstances in which the photographers were taking current for

these arc lights were substantially dissimilar to justify the differen-

tiation. It was true no evidence was given in reference to the par-

ticular length of use of the current for the arc lamps, but. apparently

tho judge was allowed to use his own knowledge of these matters and

his own common sense. These lights were of many thousand candle-

power, and the Court were entitled, from their knowledge, to con-

clude that these arc lights were used at intervals only, depending on

the number of customers and the number of photographs taken.

Secondly, when they were, in fact, used it was only for a short

period of time. In these circumstances, was the judge entitled to

come to the conclusion that the circumstances as between these two
kinds of customers were circumstances substantially dissimilar? He
thought the judge was right, and he thought the defendants had

failed to establish that the charge which plaintiffs sought to make
was an overcharge. The appeal must therefore be dismissed, with

costs.

The other judges concurred.

Burglary at a Studio.—A burglar had a busy time in Knights-

bridge last Friday. Four shops were broken into, including the

premises of H. Walter Barnett & Co., photographers, where two

cameras were stolen. The burglar was captured.
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Photo-Mechanical Notes.

Election Poster*.
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bleaching the print, is well washed and then placed in the following
bath for 5 minutes :

—

• ... .. ... ... ... 6 ozs.

.bisulphite of potash J oj.

Wal 40 ozs.

The temperature of the bath should not be below 60 deg.

Fahr. Again wash the print and dab moisture off with blol

paper and then with a chamois leather. The print can then be
I in methylated spirits for about 2 minutes, and then hung
5 minutes, when it should be ready to receive the transfer

ink which U stotie to stone retransfer ink, let down with a small

quantity of mid -lilho varnish and a few drops of oil of spike,

lavender aud rectified turps. If the transfer is allowed to dry tin-

ink can be applied by a roller until a thin grey coating of ink

ia obtained. The print is developed by soaking in slightly warm
water for 10 minutes, and then removing it from the unexposed
portion by gently rnbbing with a swab of cotton wool. The

omplete, is trai sine by the usual method.
> can be rolled up 5 or 6 times pr<.\ ided the gelatine

till IkiIiI t.. the pa

|

• rt. After the first transfer has

been taken the surl illy cleaned with sol

naphtha, a: •• naphtha .rated some of the follow-

n can be applied to tl and then dabbed off with

tit. ammonia

Water 10

Inking up can tl"

will

tl
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it 10 minutes. After

ir*r, patents have been applied for :

—

r 936 Photomechanical process fi

mg has reliefs Montcalfa P'

27,293. Process of pi photo-

mechanical printing blocks. A. Qaletska iter.

Tauxam Method.—No. 29,126. Transferring images on to zinc,

etc., plates for printing. C. H. Stringer.

Exhibitions.

BRITISH LANDSCAPE VV.l

landscape work thai . as a nation.

w. are ia just what was wanted. The Affiliated So
! . idently felt that as landscape is tl.

ipe should be encouraged in amateur photography; and
bi

„• its walls at 35, Russell Square, that all

what reaj small ir who does not wai

l>erome a professional portraitist, ami who is anxious to tl

skill against all the talei ind Colonial lander..

i the

.ng.

As far an my re. this exhibition ia the fii

it. kind, and if it were possible to remember any show of n
ycsM ider it on its landscape merit -. mild

.ml to ex !and-

\L Bi ' i •! * | I'll., honours are

i .ff by Mr. Charles Job, whose fine work scores

re is more of it than there ia of any other individual. Mi-

rny mind, ia " An Old Bridge, I'ulboroagh " (8).

. ' I.ii.. r " prinl ..t fi' am '• -..

d and in i* t. It has merit* at all

ramon dif' >phy. The sk\

the bridge, the quiet effect, 'he B«

mastery, make Ibis work a camera
e has moved on sorely but slowly. It has v.

contei. in tin- footprints of the psintei using,

perhaps, that the aim is no longer primarily to mal
i, but to make a good picture. Some men are tre..

!y in these footprints ; for example. 11 van \\

whose "Sand, 6ea and Sky " (58), with its extreme gi

.f sky and low horizon, is about as close a copy of

1 1. Murray Smith as could be

What is most striking, however, to those who knew tl

graphs of the long past is the wider, more exalted, vision, which
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to give the concrete facte by a righteous and meticulous

to give the abstract, the illusive, by any and all

Sometimes this is offered in spite of the incidental mis-

f composition, as in Fred Judge's exquisite effect of

light on a ploughed field, which, in "The Choked Plough," finishes

at a horizontal line against the sky dividing the print into halves

like a domino. It is better to have the light and quality at this

han not to have it at all.

Such works are, however, but a symptom of the new vision.

The feeling for orderly and well-balanced composition is equally

characteristic. "The Straw Stack," by T. H. B. Scott, is a

ign, and so is his " Summer." A very notable work

lining happy design and an intense feeling for quality is

11. \.m Wadeuoyeii's " Houses at Cowbridge," which with its

. vertical plane and its lack of distance is scarcely a land-

at all in the narrow sense of the term,, and yet the qualities

it possesses should be, and are, the objectives of all who produce

.-cape in the true spirit.

The romance of the weather, as well as the literary roms
is likewise a characteristic of modern British camera work. Foreign
countries, for the most part, may enjoy more sunshine, but they

uly experience less variety than we do in these islands, and
that change of mood in Nature is the photographer's salvation.

It gives him a thousand dramatic skies for one in other lands; it

shows him the soft cloud shadows chasing each other over hill

and plain; it secures for him the diffusion of light instead of a

merciless directness of the sun's rays; it brings mist and vapour
to soften hard edges and notes, and to wrap everything together
in harmony. It has always done these things, but the photo-
grapher has been ignorant of the fact until recent years, and this

. with its exemplars of all these conditions, is a veritable
manifesto of British photographers. Nothing else has so
distinctly marked a stage in the gradual development of the new
vision from the old.—F. C. TnvNEY.

Patent News.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
November 4 to 11.—Bournemouth Camera Club. Particulars from

the Hon. Secretary, 88, Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth.

December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-
ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Derwent Street,
Rochdale.

1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition, City
Art Gallery, Manchester. Latest date for entries, January 12.

Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter John-
son, 30, Hartington Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

March 1 to 8.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest date for
entries, February 15. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
J. E. Breeze, 178, Broad Street, Birmingham.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,
February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

March 13 to 16.—Exeter and West of England Photographic Exhibi-
tion. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, Frederic G. Tutton,
9, Union Road, Pennsylvania, Exeter.

March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall. Secretary,
Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.I.

I.ivi \m, Motor Photographs.—Prizes have been awarded by
Messrs. Leyland Motors, Ltd., in the last quarterly competition for
photographs of Leyland vehicles. As manufacturers of motor
lorries, a de luxe tourist chassis, and, recently, the remarkable
little " Trojan " car selling at £175, the Leyland Company have
long appreciated the value of photographs as part of their sales

lisation. The prize-winners are as follows :—1st, H. Lunn,
Slaithwaite (£3 3s.) ; 2nd, Eric Guy, Basingstoke (£2 2s.); 3rd,
W. Andrews, Norwich (10s. 6d.) ; 4th, W. S. Trapp, Southport
(10s. 6d.); 5th, W. H. Counsell, Rishton (10s. 6d.). Consolation
prizes of 5s. were also awarded to :—W. H. Topham, Grimsby

;

K. Marshall, Birmingham; S. Goldsack, Chatham; II. II. Cooper,
Bridgeport; W. H. Mitchell, St. Helens; G. E. Swann, Kcighley

;

J. W. May, Sheffield; W. Bretherton, Leyland; H. Godwin,
Sonthboro'. The competition is being continued during the present
quarter, the closing date being December 30. Particulars from the
Company at Leyland, Lanes.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, October 23 to 28.

Cameras.—Nos. 29,418 and 29,419. Folding cameras. Baille-

Lemaire ct Fils.

Enlarging.—No. 29.087. Photographic enlarging apparatus.

A. C. W. Aldis.

FOCUSSING Devices.—No. 29,420. Focussing devices for cameras.

Baille-Lemaire et Fils.

Photographic Mediums.—No. 28,821. Photographic mediums.
Wadsworth Watch Case Co.

Printing Frames.—No. 28,850. Photographic printing frames.

F. Taylor.

SENSITISED Papers.—No. 29,053. Sensitised papers. Hydroloid,

Ltd. (Exportingenieure fur Papier und Zellstofftechnik Ges.).

Cinematography.—No. 28,825. Cinematograph, etc., screen. C. A.

Clark.

Cinematograph v.—No. 29,348. Production of cinematograph films

and cameras therefor. C. A. Lowe.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 28,902. Two-colour cinematography.

Cinechrome Instruments, Ltd., and S. J. Cox.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price If- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, £5. Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Lantern Screens.—Non. 166,133. (July 9, 1920.) The screen con-

sists of a sheet of plate-glass having a " satiny sheeny " surface

A continuous succession of approximately equal rounded off pro-

jections are made on the surface. Such formations, being of

minute and regular character, are almost invisible to the naked
eye. The back of the screen may also be silvered. The glass

plate may be covered with a series of flutes, prisms, ridges,

grooves, or corrugations. The satiny sheeny surface is produced
by first heavily etching with " white acid " or sand-blasting, and

subsequently reducing or cleaning with hydrofluoric acid. The
screens are of great efficiency, and permit of the entirely satis-

factory viewing, in full indoor daylight, or in the presence cf

bright artificial light, of cinematographic or other pictures. It

will also permit of trie projection in darkness of pictures of

entirely satisfactory brilliance, but with much less expenditure

of light power than is necessary under the usual screen condi-

tions. The amount of heat generated in the operating box and
the cost of projection is thus reduced. A surface optically

equivalent to the " satin-surface " obtained by acid etching may
be made by sandblasting or grinding and subsequently " reduc-

ing " or " clearing " very fully with hydrofluoric acid, so that

the original great diffusivity of the frosted surface is verj

markedly reduced.

In the case of a surface provided with flutes, prisms, ridges,

grooves, or corrugations, these are arranged vertically from top

to bottom, either on the back (with a view to the prevention of

the lodgment of dust), or on the front of the " screen," or in

some cases on each surface. Such corrugations ensure a con-

siderable expansion of the lateral limits within which the image
formed on such "screen" may be viewed efficiently.

• The first illustrative embodiment of the invention takes the

form of a " screen " adapted for the display of lantern, cinema
or other pictures. It consists of a sheet of plate-glass the back
surface of which is prepared in accordance with the " satin-sur-

face " or its optical equivalent, and is silvered and backed as is

usual in the manufacture of glass mirrors. As a modification of

this, the front surface (which is unsilvered) also is prepared with
" sat in -surface " the reflection mirror-wise of the projecting

lantern by such surface being thereby prevented.—Percy Edward
Correll. Verco Building, North Terrace, Adelaide, South
Australia.
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a specification*- are open to public inspection

:

—

187,228. Photographic developing tank.

A WatSTtJOTth.

iii-TTEK.—No. 187,242. Photographic shatter with movable screen,

'i no Francaiae.

New Materials.

Material* for Kmboucd Photographs. Made by Bardilit, 75,
Gt, lirchficld Street. I ondon. W.l.

.grapher* now air I

I'

H M a

.
. .| .

in a

.
• i Mi

BJ |..i

• a n

black linen faced card ; while No. 6291 is of black or brown card
• I in matt white or fawn. These mounts, which are suitable

!« of print, are illustrated below.

In passe-partout mounts, the " Kwick " mount greeting card is

nely well made, and is supplied in either brown or .

The introduction of a personal note has been provided for in the

*t " series of passe-partout mounts, in that a small card

efore attaching the back. Five sizes, wil

are available in this 161 ng from V.P.K. to

poit> • culars of these mounts are contained in the book-
•,'raphy in the Home," which may be obtained from

Messn. Butcher upon application.

Meetings of Societies.

Ml: ETIES FOR MM U I

i 12.

K. \V. Herbert.
Mou ivbi:h 13.

Meeting,
nbers' Print Night,

nd' hi and
I'

- \ i

I District P. 8. Home Photography."
\

P -t and Present .• 1>

a to the !

\\ nut' hei ,\

i Michel." II. W Fin
• iim.il 14.

ritr.il

up.

I 'II

Kxejej C.I.* l:

i

'

Halifax Scientific for tow.

•»ter Amateur Flowers and Still I

graphy."
and Dist - inderson H

W. I'a.lil

-kshire Dales." S. Guy.
I Prints." Dr. B. Stone.

Phot. Chili. ' Modern N-
" Malcolm B Flem I

Lantern Slide Monthly f'ompetition and
• ism of Slides.

Wkhnmday, November 15.

Birkenhead Phot. Assoc. " The Ice and Snow
land Thurstan Holland.

petition Prints.

,1. Lantern Lecture. C. Pollard
" Rambles with the Paget Colour Plate " F. R.

Newens.
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Ktliuburgh Phot 5 Mounts and Mounting." W. Campbell,

st Hill and Sydenham P.S. Brown and Black Bromide

rs." \V. f. Brown*
k C.C. Retouching. Intensification, and Reduction."

\. Horsburgh.
.

' How I make my Lantern Slides. Travis Burton.

Bouth Suburban and Catford Phot. Soc8. "Algeria and Tunisia."

!'. G. Newmarch.
Thursday, November 16.

bridge Phot Assoc. "Enlarging." E. Samson.

and District C.C. [lford ' Lantern Plates.'" A.

Brooker.
Hackney Pilot. Soc. Loughton to Woodford. A. Doree.

mersmith Hampshire House P.S. " More Illustrated

Mv Life in Palestine." P. R. Salmon.

Letchworth Camera Club. '" Lantern Slide Making." D. W. Brunt.

North Middlesex P.S. " Photomicrography." Jas. Duncan-Reid.

Richmond Camera Club. Competitions, Prints and Slides.

South Glasgow Camera Club. Whist Drive.

Wimbledon and District C.C. " Exposure and Development of

Plates." T. W. Derrington.
Friday, November 17.

Royal Photographic Society. " Definition and Diffusion of Image."
N. E. Luboshez.

Saturday, November 18.

igh Polytechnic Phot. Soc. Dance in Edric Hall.

Stories

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Milling held Tuesday, November 7.

The occasion being the delivery of the President's address, Mr.

Wastell vacated the chair in favour of Mr. Dudley Johnston.

Mr. Wastell took as his subject the evolution of the lantern

slide, and followed a disappointingly brief discourse by a large dis-

play on the screen of transparencies, illustrating the development

of the lantern-slide from pre-photographic days to the present time.

However, his many humorous comments on these latter were a com-

pensation for the brevity of his more formal address.

The origin of the lantern slide could, perhaps, be traced, said

Mr. Wastell. to the period of John Baptiste de la Porta, who, when
he was only 16 or 17 years of age. wrote a book describing the

use of a convex lens in the camera obscura. He was thus able to

draw on a transparent material designs, views, etc., which were

projected by the lens, and these may have been used for further

examination by transmitted light. These were termed magic pic-

tures, and possibly the term magic lantern arose from this de-

scription. Seances were given in about the year 1570. in which
various objects were shown in a darkened room, but Mr. Wastell

was of opinion these effects may have been exhibited by means of

. a concave mirror. The first slides, or sliders as they were called

by some writers, were prepared by hand drawing upon glass, an 1

were very crude, but it was about the year 1844, when moving
coloured slides and chromotropes were first shown. In 1846 it was
customary to use two lanterns for showing the slides, the work
being so far advanced that dissolving views were possible. At the

old Regent. Street Polytechnic, around about the year 1891, Lewis
Wright's method of optical projection was in use. Some mar-

vellous effects were here produced, as many as six lanterns being

used at one period. The dissolving effects were cleverly managed,
said Mr. Wastell. and in a lurid description he explained how the

whole range of seasons of the year were given with one landscape

view. Noise effects, such as rain, thunder, etc.. were produced by
an extra operator shaking a sheet of metal or dropping barley into

a hollow vessel. The first whispers of photographic slides were

heard about the middle of the nineteenth century, the albumen
silver process of Niepce de St. Victor, in 1847. and the wet collodion

of Scott-Archer. 1851, making possible the utilisation of these pro-

is for transparent positives. In 1853 Mr. J. B. Dancer showed
some specimens of micro-photographs, an account of which appeared
in the " Manchester Guardian " of that date, and these, said the

lecturer, could be no other than photographic transparencies.
" Chambers' Journal." in 1859, reported the fact that pictures

20 ft. in diameter were being shown to hundreds of people, and in

1860 the photographic lantern slide appeared to be fully established.

An interesting reference was made by Mr. Wastell to the stereo-

transparency lantern of Thos. Sutton. In the early part of 1856

this worker showed stereoscopic slides by the aid of two lanterns,

the spectators being given special spectacles with which they were
able to view the scenes projected upon the 6creen in some manner
of relief. About 1856 the stereo transparencies of Messrs. Ferrier

t Soulier were much in evidence, and it was suggested that the
present size of the lantern slide originated from these. The stereo-

scopic slide* consisted of two pictures, each 3i in. square, and

possibly workers in those days found an easy method of making
transparencies for lantern projection by printing single pictures

lass from the stereo negatives.

The hand made slides were of all sizes, those in use at the
Polytechnic were, in tlie early days, about 8 in. by 5 in. An
amusing account of ron in 1857 to throw the projected
image upon a cloud of vapour or upon smoke drew from the lec-

turer, a further suggestion that this method would be useful to
travellers or explorers, and would enable them to scare the native
population by night-. The albumen process seemed to be exten-

sively used, said Mr. Wastell. about 1857, and possibly was more
popular, when such substances as India pale ale, coffee, tea, rasp-
berry vinegar, and oxymel. were used as preservatives. The
first commercial manufacturers of lantern slides in this country were,
said the lecturer, Messrs. Negretti & Zambra, their slides being
particularly of. geographical or architectural interest.

At the conclusion of his address Mr. Wastell proceeded to show
upon the screen many interesting examples of early coloured slides.

Commencing first with mechanical slides in wooden frames, he said
that it was necessary for an expert to operate them. The slowly-
turning windmill and the " man . eating rats " called forth loud
applause. The " tiger and the tub," a relic of one's childhood days,
l "called many happy memories of Christmas parties, while the
skipping slides and the " growing nose " of " Ally Sloper " pro-
duced much amusement. Some of the older hand-coloured slides,

using transparent oil colours, were very beautiful, the colours much
resembling old stained glass. The photographic slides shown by
Mr. Wastell included the products of many expert workers of to-day,

one slide in particular of an extremely delicate nature, the work
of Mr. J. Dudley Johnston, being much admired. Only one of the
lecturer's own slides was shown, this being by the transferotype
process. In conclusion. Mr. Wastell said that the latest advances in

lantern slide making and projection "were shown in the cinema-
tograph film. These were merely a large number of single slides

shown in rapid succession, and the latest colour processes, includ-

ing Kodachrome and Prizma, demonstrated the great advances
which had been made in this branch of photography.
On the proposition of Dr. Rodman, seconded by Mr. T. H. B.

Scott, the hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded to the pre-

sident, who. in reply, said he would also like to thank the many
friends who had helped him by lending specimens.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

The seating capacity of the not too vast club room was taxed to

its uttermost, as Dr. C. Atkin Swan was billed to appear. An
unkind fate, doubtless assisted by the weather, ruled otherwise,

and all heard with much regret that Dr. Swan wa6 confined to bed.

The Secretary was also absent with a de luxe cold, and a visit to

the dentist placed restrictions on the President's usual flow of speech.

With disaster in the offing, the Club is always seen at its best,

and Mr. F. Ackroyd, at a few minutes' notice stepped gallantly

into the breach with a really interesting narrative of a second

holiday trip into Germany. In common with other Britishers, he
e>perienced nothing but consideration and courtesy, with the pos-

sible exception of the presentation by projection of the core of an
apple by a 6mall German boy. On another occasion justifiable in-

dignation was engendered by the action of two well-dressed ladies,

who had the bad taste to apply force to Mr. Ackroyd's person
from behind, in an abortive attempt to curtail a conversation with
a puzzled railway booking clerk. Sad to relate, they transpired to

be of a pushful English-speaking nation.

Alluding to the occupied territory, the employment of swaggering
black troops by the French certainly stuck in the throat. More
cheering was an account of how it felt to be a millionaire for a few
weeks, and among many other side-lights one learnt without sur-

prise that the income of a German professor often was lower than
that of a street sweeper.

The discussion was earnest in tone and candid, for the audience
included some who had been in the retreat from Mons, and, in the
full meaning of the word, suffered captivity in Germany. It is

eld and painful ground, which need not again be traversed, for the
facts will be remembered, excepting always by those who prefer to

stultify memory for the sake of a presumed good intention in the
future. Only need it be mentioned that Mr. W. E. Dunmore, who
had popped over from Paris, expressed consternation at seeing no
blackboard and chalk, and Mr. Tompkins, who had shot up from
New Zealand, strikingly conveyed a note of active brotherhood from
across the seas, not necessarily based on humanity, but rather on ,

pride of race.

Of a certain generous and anonymous donor—anon.
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which amount will be refunded on receipt of the first order ; that

is to say, a specimen of the process will cost a photographer only

5s. after lie has placed his first order. The inclusive charge for

one of the cameos, mounted in a suitable frame, is £2 2s.

Correspondence.

*#* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice >s taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given,

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

BACKGROUNDS IN PORTRAITURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In common with many professional photographers,

I feel grateful for the excellent series of articles now appes

in " The British Journal of Photography," " With a Portraitist

in the Studio," and for the assistance given by Mr. J. Effel in

the principles of successful portraiture for his " poseur
"

brethren.

Having made this acknowledgment in full sincerity, your author

will not feel hurt, I am sure, when I also voice my sympathy with

him in his many unfortunate experiences with assistants, appren-

tice?, and Apparatus, but Chapter IX has given me the opportunity

of repaying that debt of gratitude, already expressed, and of also

earning a little on my own account from my fellow-craftsmen of

both s

One would gather from this article that the use of a scenic-

effect background was sufficient in itself to condemn any artist of

the camera. It may be true that many ludicrous examples of the

use of such effects may be quoted. 1 myself have seen a photo-

graph of a young man in evening dress, playing a violin in front

of a splendid representation of an alpine scene ; also a lady

swimmer surrounded by trophies and dressed in regulation costume,
" back-grounded " by an equally well-painted east-end view of a

church with altar and choir stalls. Bad though these two examples

are, I contend that they are not worse by one iota than the present

tendency to " introduce the curtain " (I beg pardon, I should have

written "oak panelling") on every occasion; nor would either of

them be more out of place than that of " A Farmer with Dogs
and Smock " before the oak panel.

" Oak panel," " sketch," " curtain," or any other style,

followed with uninterrupted persistence, would certainly become
monotonous, to say the least of it, and photographers would do

well to spend a little time and thought, as well as some of the

money now squandered on lens collecting, in securing a fair variety

of scenic effects and the means of readily changing them as occasion

demanded.
Like the camera art, mechanical skill has also advanced since the

days of the " Frankenstein monster " and the " octagon," and I

myself have seen an efficient and self-contained model with which
twelve changes could be effected in one minute without fear of

anything going wrong, and about which there are no uncertainties.

I believe it will shortly be placed upon the market, though for

the moment I am not in the position to give the name of the maker,
and it has given me much surprise that your " Journal " has not

contained full-page advertisements of this piece of apparatus.

Perhaps Mr. Effel will take up his " cue " and give a good
demonstration of the " winning hazard," and thus fill the pocket

of many underworked photographers, the " winning hazard." in my
opinion, being adaptability of sitter and surroundings.—Yours
faithfully,

B. Wheelwrtoht.
173. St. Paul's Road.
West Smethwick, Staffs, November 6.

TNOER EXPOSED PATCH ON NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In a reply given to a correspondent (on page 672), it

is suggested that a fly on the light-filter may result in a portion of

stive being under-exposed. This suggestion reminds me of a
very curious happening some time ago.

Frequently some of my negatives had large under-exposed patches
of various shapes and sizes—always one patch, never more, on a

negative. The defect occurred at intervals and worried me very

much, and letters to plate-makers produced the usual crop of

suggestions and remedies.

A careful watch proved that the defect always appeared when
a " bulb " exposure of a second or less was given with a roller-

blind shutter, and this gave a clue as to the cause. Further in-

vestigation proved that when a quick " bulb " exposure was given

the tassel hanging at the end of the release cord jerked before the

lens opening and so stopped the light—only temporarily, but long

enough when a quick exposure was given to show itself upon the

plate.

Releasing the spring of the blind served to do away with the

severe jerk (a high tension not being necessary for " bulb " ex-

posures), and weighting the tassel made it doubly sure of ha'

down and not jumping in front of the lens during a brief exposure.

Shutters with tasselled cords are liable to act in this way, but

when instantaneous exposures are given there is no jerking, and

when long "bulb " exposures are given the jerking tassel is before

the lens for too short a time to show on the negative.

This was an unlooked-for cause of trouble, and my ex]>erience

may be of service to users of blind shutters for quick bulb

exposures.—Yours faithfully,

E. GODDAHD.

THE SKETCH PORTRAIT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It was with the keenest pleasure that I read and

digested the major portion of Mr. Effel's treatise on portraiture.

It made one think that at last a man had arrived who would •

away the silly and ignorant conventions of studio practice.

But alas, when I reached his remarks about white backgrounds,

the bottom fell out of all the good I had already imbibed. How
can such an unnatural accessory be reconciled with natural and

artistic work? Did anyone ever see anyone else (except in a

" sketch ") floating in white space, denuded of background, founda-

tion or surround? And when a half-tone vignetted frippery design

is included on the white background it is infinitely worse from the

view point of portraiture, though it might be all right as decorative

work.

That white grounds have uses is true. They come in for such

widely different specialties as theatrical studies (which are adver-

tisements, not portraits) and machine photographs, but to hold

up the taking of 20.000 consecutive portraits against one as an

example to the Snappeshottes and Grousers, i's inexplicable after

reading Mr. Effel's earlier chapters. If he means it. well I fancy

that many will stick to their flower pots, wooden rocks, unglazed

windows and stormy seas (complete with bear-skin rug and marble

pillar).—Yours sincerely, J- R- Hall.

31, August Road, Liverpool.

November 6.

A DARK-ROOM LIGHT FOR BROMIDE PAPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The letter from your correspondent " Hyperion
"

in your issue of the 27th ultimo, and the subsequent letters on

the same subject in your issue of last week, raise a point which

we think is worthy of further consideration. " Hyperion's
"

results, as suggested by Mr. Hall, may be due to the fact that he

was using a red glass which passed some violet, but it is by no

means impossible that his results were due to a property both of

plates and bromide paper which is too little recognised.

As is suggested by " Hyperion." there is a definite red-sensi-

tiveness of nearly all emulsions both plates and bromide paper,

apart from such emulsions as have been specially colour sensitised.

Although this red-sensitiveness is of no value in the normal use

of the plate or paper, it is of very serious consequence when

designing dark-room light-filters. «

It was found, many years ago. when the subject of the construc-

tion of dark-room light-filters was taken up by us. that this red-

sensitiveness varies considerably between different makes of plate

and bromide paper, but that it is in all cases sufficient to make it

an advantage to deDress the red rather than the yellow-green in a

light-filter intended for ordinary, non-colour-sensitised materials.

Such a light-filter is still quite yellow in appearance. The Ilford

" S " (for slow plates and bromide papers) and ' F " (for fast

plates) dark-room light-filters are. in fact, made in this way. It

has not been definitely ascertained whether these emulsions have

actually greater sensitiveness in the red than they have in, for

example, the yellow green, but even if this is not the case, the
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rilK KEEPING PROPERTIES 01' AN M-Q DEVELOP!
To the Editors.

Gentlemen. Ir. Jure, 1914, I made up an M-Q developer for

'i plate* to the formula i Wrait.n A Wainwright,
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In both rears the developer was diluted with three times its bulk

of water in order that the tin appearance of the

itbout washing, into cold nrid "h
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|

gi eater activity, unless it be that the ingredients in 1914 difl

somewhat markedlv from those used in 1922. In 1914 the metol and
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hydroquinone were of German manufacture, and the sulphite of

soda and carbonate of 6oda were both of the crystalline

ty and of unknown purity. In 1922 I used Elon and hydro

quinone (Ki I an anhydrous carbonate of soda (monohydrate)
with an equivalent weight of 124 compared with 286 for the crystal-

line salt. Titrated with acid the alkalinity of the 1914 solution was

the same as that of the j922 solution.

It would, at any rate, appear that an M-Q developer properly

compounded and kept in an air-tight full bottle retains its develop-

roperttea to a remarkable degree. And it is interesting to note

that the time of first appearance of the image, an event the import-

ance of which hut few photographers recognise, was an accuiate

guide to the speed of development. With this developer a Watkins
r of 11 will reproduce the contrast of the original.

Yours faithfully,

Sunnymere. Birkenhead Road, Meols. B. T. J. Glover.
November 6.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed fur reply; S-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to bo answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

B. \V. X.—The celluloid buttons are a specialty of Messrs. Dorrett
& Martin, 16, Belle Vue Road, Upper Tooting, London, S.W.17.

S. G. H.—We do not know what has become of him. For some
years past he has not replied to our annual circular sent out for
the compilation of the directory of the photographic trade in the
' Almanac."

V. M.—We have not reprinted in book form any of the articles on
docketing systems for the studio. The most detailed description
of such a system was that recently given by a contributor, " Pel-
ham Swinton," in the " B.JV' of May 19 and May 26 last.
These copies can be supplied by our publishers, price 9d. each,
post free.

A. A.—We have seen the displays in the showrooms of the General
Electric Company of the daylight half-watt lamps, but we have not
had any of the lamps sent to us by the company. Inasmuch as
the principle of the lamp seems to be a screening of the light of
the ordinary Osram filament, we cannot imagine that the lamps
can possibly reduce exposures in comparison with ordinary half-
watts of the same wattage.

H. S.—We are quite sure that to make a good job of the book
plates there is no better process than carbon. When you have
your design you could send it to the Autotype Company, 74, New
Oxford Street, London, W.C.I, who could make a negative of
it and print in any colour of carbon tissue. Thev have some
30 or 40 different colours, among them a number of grades of
blue.

A. H.—(1 and 2) The type of softness obtained direct in the
camera by the use of a soft-focus lens takes a form which ha s a
distinctive effect of roundness, while that obtained in enlarging
a sharp negative with a soft-focus lens is merely the softening of
ines. (3) Most of the well-known lens makers supply soft-focus
lenses and you should write to them for their booklets, whi-h
describe and illustrate the work of such lenses. (4) The Kodak
diffusion disc may suit your requirements. Particulars of this
attachment may be obtained from Messrs. Kodak, Ltd Kines-
way, London, W.C.2. B

S. B -It is just possible that contamination of the sulphide bath
with traces of alum may have some effect in favouring the stain-
ing of the cards but we would not describe its influence in
stronger terms than those we have just used. We think it ismore likely that the stain arises from insufficient fixation of the
cards H we were you, we should revise your procedure to the
extent of passing all cards through two fixing baths in succession,
leaving: them m each for at least ten minutes. As soon as bath«o. i. has been in use for any considerable number of prints it

should be made bath No. 1, and fresh full-strength fixer brought

into use as No. 2. We are inclined to think that if you devote

this special attention to full fixation you will not experience

the staining of the highlights.

A. V.—So far as concerns the photographs of the buildings, we
imagine that the copyright in them was the property of the pre-

vious photographer. You have certainly not a-cquired the copy-
right in them, and both in copyright law and common law the
previous photographer, we think, can restrain you from showing
the prints on your premises when, presumably, they would be
represented as your own work. We dare say he could also restrain

you from selling them. As regards the portraits, the circum-
stances are more complicated. We must assume that the portraits

were taken in the ordinary way of business, and that, therefore,

the copyrights belong to the respective sitters. These latter, if

they are so inclined, may object to the exhibition of the prints

and have the right to restrain you from exhibiting them. \V<

should think the simplest tiling would be to write and ask their

•permission.

S. S. C.—The copyright in the photograph of the church has cer-

tainly been infringed, and the church authorities, who ordered
the production of the handbook by the printer, are equally liable

with the printer in respect to the infringement, so also are any
traders who sell the handbook. We should think your best i

would be to write to the secretary of the bazaar, pointing out
the infringement and his liability in the matter. The Act
authorises you, by taking action, to obtain delivery to you of all

the infringing copies of the publication. In these circumstances
no doubt the secretary will be only too anxious to rectify what
may have been an oversight. You should ask him what he pro-

poses to do about the matter. Do not ask for any particular fee.

As a rule, photographers whose work is infringed in this way
are ready to accept in satisfaction twice the fee which they would
have charged had they been approached in the first instance.

S. B.— (a) Apart from the illustrated daily and weekly Press deal-

ing with news events, it is customary to send direct. And it is

better to do so, since the agents have their rounds, which very
often do not include the more specialised journals. As regards
illustration of poems, you might send a dozen or so prints of a

kind which could be used for this purpose, and at the same time
intimate that you are ready to take photographs for illustration

of a particular poem or story. A book which would be of great

use to you is " The Writers' and Artists' Year-Book," published
by Messrs. A. & C. Black, Ltd., 4-6, Soho Square, London, W.l,
price 3s. 6d. ; also Willing's Press Guide, published by Messrs.
James Willing, Ltd., King Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C.2, price 2s. (b) As regards photographs for advertisements,
almost all these are prepared by a firm's advertising agent.

You can only discover which agents deal with a firm's regular
advertisements by studying the advertising Press, such as " Ad-
vertiser's Weekly," 66-67, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4 ; "Adver-
tising World," Sardinia House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

:

and " Sales Management," 34, Bedford Street, London, W.C.2.
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* * *

Copying Half- There a enl ways of obtaining
tone Originals.

, negative from a half-tone reproduc-

get rid of the dot. effect; all

however, b&ve a tendency to soften the reproduction and

redu ntrast. One of the beat methods is to take

a pii d ground glass and smear the matt
Bide with vaseline and polish off until all smears and

; have disappeared. The ground glass thus

I
is laid on the copy, matt side outwards, and

then slightly drawn away until the dot effect disappears.

nee which is required depends upon the screen

which the original was made; it is usually about
1-J6th to an l-8th of an inch. The distance is retained
by inserting a thin piece of card of the required thick-

the original and the ground glass. A fine
l; Metzogn n will give the same result with.

greater sharpness than is given with the ground glass.

dot effacl i be eliminated by putting the copy

slightly .:\it, of focus, or by tapping the camera during

ift-foCUs effects can be obtained from hard

outlined originals by the first method, but the negative

should be fully exposed and well developed.

Temporary It is often necessary for the technical
Lens Fitting, photographer to extemporise some form
of holder for a borrowed lens or for one which time does
not allow to be properly adapted. The iris grip holder

which, we believe, is now again to be obtained in the

ordinary May, is a very efficient solution of the problem,
but it is unfortunately rather clumsy and therefore not

adaptable to light cameras.' In such cases it is neces-

sary to fall back upon the old device of a rather thin but
(board front cut out so as to fit closely up to the

1'ler of the body ring thread and, after placing it in

position, to clamp it by screwing the flange on the other
side of the card. The card may be cut to fit- into tiie

camera front or may be fixed with drawing-pins upon a

If the flange be not available, a stouter
piece of card may be vised and the lens screwed into> the

hole, which should be a tight fit. With heavy lenses such
ae large anastigmats and portrait lenses, a thin wooden
front wit ning just large enough to take the screw

•nade and the lens secured in its place
with three or four small wooden buttons which will grip

the rim in front of the body screw. A lens of 4i inches

diameter may be usefully held in this way without a

flail:

* * *

Utilising Stale Although when properly stored, bromide
Bromide Paper, paper will remain in good condition for

iod, it. sometimes occurs that some long-
kept stock is found incapable of giving a clean print. A
muddy grey fog pervades all the high-lights, and in
addition then a a somewhat metallic stain round
the edges. The best way of dealing with such paper is

to give a full exposure and development and. after the
i fixing and washing, to clean up the surface with a
peak iodine and cyanide reducer. This is best

applied I is of a fairly large pad of cotton-wool
ad of immersing the print, in a dish, since not, only

lution required, but it can be applied locally to
in without endangering the rest of the
image is fairly strong, there is little risk

any of the delicate half-tones before the fog

moved. Only a few minutes' washing is necessary

the clearing. It is rather important that a fairly-

pure sample of cyanide be used, since some of the

common qualities as sold for non-photographic purpi

are of themselves liable to cause a yellow stain. No doubt
bromide paper can be improved for printing, though at

I its speed and gradation, by treating it.

with one or other of the restoring solutions which I

been recommended, such as th ing per-

manganate. But tor anybody whose time is of any value

the game is scarcely worth the candle. After all has
been said and done, the preventive of staleness is in the
photographer's own hands. If the conditions of storage

are unduly severe through damp or heat, a good-sized

tin trunk may be set. apart for containing the stock of

bromide paper in a cool place, and the internal atmospl
of the box kept dry by putting a few pounds of calcium

chloride inside.

SEASONABLE SPECIMENS.

Most photographers are alive to the necessity of making

a special display as Christmas approaches, and some even

rise to the occasion to the extent of adding to the attrac-

tiveness of such a show artificial holly and genuine-

cotton wool. The more discerning, however, realise that

after all it is the pictures that matter, and that a descent

tc the level of the toyshop is neither dignified nor profit-

able. Moreover, the Christmas decorations cannot be put

out sooner than the beginning of December, which is

rather too late to start the Christmas trade. A better

plan is to arrange, week- by week, a special show of some
subject appropriate to the season. Let it lie fancy-dress

portraits and groups one week ; ladies in furs the next,

and home flashlight groups for a third. In addition,

local celebrities and happenings may be pressed into the

service, the one object being to make the window
attractive.

Such displays need not necessitate a great amount of

work, since half a dozen subjects in a fairly large size

should be enough for each. Again, it may be pleaded

that suitable negatives are not on hand. In such case,

the obvious remedy is to make them. It should not be

a difficult matter to enlist the sympathies of the local

draper or furrier by pointing out that a display of photo-

graphs of fur-clad ladies is likely to stimulate the demand
for his goods, while he could possibly help still further

by providing young lady models, who would feel amply
ipensed by a few prints. Child pictures are always

rain draw, but these should be kept separate from

grown-ups. or they lose their appeal.

So far, there is 'nothing very Christmassy in the idea,

but once interest in the studio is excited the suitability

of photographs as gifts is easily demonstrated. One
difficulty which arises is that many people feel that a

photograph is rather a mean gift to offer, but this may
be overcome by adding to it an appropriate frame, case

or wallet. The narrow mouldings now in vogue make
extremely tasteful yet inexpensive frames, and there.

is no reason why. by adding a seven-and-sixpenny frame

to. a cabinet, it should not be regarded as a worthy

present. For some unknown reason many photographers

entirely ignore the possibility of selling frames, while

others make a satisfactory addition to their turnover by

pushing them. It is the same with pocket cases and

wallets. Why should customers have to go to a

stationer's to get these, often in unsuitable styles and

colours, when the photographer could supply just the

right thing?
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er amount. I wroe glassies, small fancy

from the china shop and other odd vessels can

ind to hold the correct amounts, and should be

plainly marked in bold Brunswick black letters with their con-

when Ifrim full. Not only is much time saved

lafly work, hut actually greater accuracy is secured, and
:. r uniformity of work, than when the ordinary

isure is employed.

B distinction of bottles by touch is preferable to the best

labelling, though, of course, the bottles should be labelled in

addition What photographer is there who has not many a

taken up the wrong bottle because it was of the same
and shape as the one required? A row of uniform Win-

.nd .similarly sized and shaped reagent bottles may
look very nice, hut a miscellaneous assortment of glassware

from grocer, and oil shop will conduce to better and more
in work.

In multiple-gum or any other type of printing in which

successive impressions are put upon the same print, adjust-

ment by touch gives more exact results. If a picture is being

copied tine lines should be marked near two edges, while

where this is not possible, as with landscapes, lines should be

drawn upon each negative between definite points on two
adjacent edges of the negatives. Strips of thin card can then
lie pasted up to these lines, and will give perfect register stops

for all printings

for studio work and experimental photography very much
rise can be saved by making all trial exposures on half

ter-plates. The writer has cut thousands, possibly tens

of thousands, of plates up into various sizes both for the above
purpose and for other cases of plate economy. When, for

iple, a number of narrow negatives have, to be made, it

is well worth while cutting plates especially for the purpose.

In his recent exhibit at the R.P.S. 24 negatives were
required of a length of 8 in., but only containing an image an
inch wide. Whereas the general plan would have been to use
whole plates for these, plates were employed only one-third

of a whole plate in width for these results. Thus onlv eight

wore required, and sixteen saved. With plates at their
present price this economy is very marked. The little appliance

for cutting by touch is easily made as follows:—From a local

printer obtain a few feet of " pica wood furniture." Also
obtain a small drawing-board, say a foot square. Along two
opposite edges of the face of the board glue strips of the
furniture. Cut a third strip long enough to reach right across
the board to the outer edges of these two strips. Secure the

strip at one end on the top of one of the fixed strips, so that
it- outer edge comes to within a quarter of an inch of the edge
of the board. Swing the strip by the other end till it i»

exactly at right angles to the strip, to which one end is

screwed, and then secure the other end to the face of the
other strip. This third strip will now form a bridge the
whole length of the board, under which glass plates can be
slipped. If the plate is pressed against the nearer edge to

the operator no which the strip should be strictly at right

angles) a cut with a diamond guided by the bridge will cub
the plate square across. Draw the cutting diamond alongside

the bridge, making a mark on the quarter-inch wide margin
of the board which projects beyond this edge. Now mark the

board every quarter of an inch from this mark, and impress

these marks deeply into the wood with a screw-driver or blunt

chisel. Make each inch mark twice as long, and plainly mark
the inches. Eighths and sixteenths can easily be judged

between these marks. As an example of the use of the board,

suppose it is required to cut whole plates up into threo

approximately equal strips, stick an ordinary pin firmly into

the wood at. the distance -' in, full. Take two plates face

to face, place them with one of the GJ-in. sides against the

near strip of wood, and one 8^-in. edge touching the pin, and

make a cut with the diamond. Turn the two plates through

half a revolution and make a second cut. Turn the two plates

over and repeat the two cuts, when the (dates can be broken

into six strips of the widths desired. The writer always uses

this device for plate-cutting in total darkness, only using light

for setting the positions of the guide pins.

When prints or sensitive paper have to be cut to uniform

size, adjustment on the trimmer by touch is quicker and more

accurate-. Strips of thin card should be pasted down on the

board of the trimmer parallel to the knife and at the desired

distance from it. A number of charts have been prepared,

each containing nine rows of twelve separate pieces of coloured

paper, two of which charts appeaved in the writer's exhibit at

the R.P.S. last year. These little 1-in. squares fitted with

beautiful accuracy, and were all cut by touch in the manner
above indicated.

Other examples of the idea might be given, but enough lias

been said to indicate the possibilities of work by touch rather

than by eye. It can be laid down as a general rule that

whenever touch can be substituted for sight there will be sub-

stantial gains both in speed and in uniformity of results.

A. E. Bawthef. F.R.P.S.

THE INFLUENCE OF PHOTO=OFFSET
AND ROTARY PHOTOGRAVURE

ON THE FUTURE OF LETTERPRESS PRINTING.

og of the Master Printers' Association Mr. W. Gamble read a paper in which he gave a very interesting descrip-

tion of the, progress which is being made in the application of photogiaphie methods to the production of letterpress. For some years

peyeral inventors have been busy in the design of machines akin t>> those now employed in typographic work, but designed

photographic negatives instead of the matrices from which type is cast by such machines. The inventions open up

revolutionary methods in the production of letterpress, particularly in relation to printing by offset, and photogravure methods. The

chief part of which, by courtesy of Mr. Gamble, we" we able to print, shows the various ways in which progress is being

trade, ami foreshadows the changes which may come about in the printing industry as the outcome of the substitution of photo-

rical methods. J

; photo pn For various kinds of printing

veinent which is being continuously shown in
:

' "i these methods, especially in connection with offset

ire leading letterpress printers seriously to ask the ques-

these development* are going to affect their branch of

! industry. I propose to address myself to answering
m so far as it is possible to do so in the light of

dg To answer it completely would require the

prescience of a prophet, for no one can exactly foresee how these

new processes will eventually develop. One can only indicat

deduction and inference the direction in which they may tend.

long as these photo processes were confined to the produc-

tion of illustrative matter, whether by blocks or by lithogr;

or by photogravure, letterpress printers did not view them

any alarm, but rather looked on them either as a valuable

auxiliary to their business or as useful for special purposes outsid
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the cost ol the alphabet.; at £50 more. we have a cost per unit
of £300 to £35'

: k of 50 or 60 men
and hand -.• 10 unit mac!

for £3.500 an eqni]

u has coat £15.000
4rL.MIl fur

im» shoui.

i

item. There will i

•..graphic
|

• .hing like so much as for type metal.

A» to the labour c b* mui li differem

operating a monotype or linotype, as a skillwl o !1 be
needed, but the work will pi le more quickh

as on tl • \ man will be
rile films, but lie will 1

several keyboard oi her man will be w

a man f

the plate rea

could probably cari all the but in

newspapers and book offices '

any case h mure qui

than type aetting, and of course st. ild be aav.

So far I have assumed that

:

uld, however, be used equally as

roaV.-

• film

I ha newt rotary, as »

.! newspapers durii

not mooh

would be • • tftcult than typewriting.

>• il.lv phut., com f.il f..r .

paper and periodica! Think w)

for a newspaper ha-- 40 to 50 lini

nes with to mv nothing of the

stereo plant, and
nt; nml sti

can be dispensed
.' a newspaper become* Ml

•

1 photo-process plant, but it will not cost so mu

is coat of priti- .
there mi

rrnce between machines of equivalent si/

letterpress, offset or phot ng as she

are used, but for an all-r g marhino for newsi

»llifc|)ianili iii|iin machine will cost much less than the >

'

r way wo look at it. I feel sure the chl

typographic to photo-procea* methods will mean <1m>i|

-luction, less laJ

may ask why Dot be possible to utilise I

gtaphic negative for making blocks instead of printing plat.

Im.lers for rotary gravure? The onawer is that tl

Hoi

nted direct on to line off ''ie process work is ei.

and the plate ia ready for the printer, anil in the same way •

s pat on tho copper cylinder for gravure there is much less

for the process man to do than in making blocks. When blocks are

to be made, the image put down on the metal plate has to be et.

I, routed. bevelled, proofed and mounted. When
La tho blocks he haa to fit them into the form.

Has U> underlay them, and . has to spend a good deal of

tims making ready. There is no make-ready in either offs> I

giavure printing. Half an hour, or an hour at most, may be .[.<•>.

t
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Wing things in wi i« for the run, adjusting

id damping mechanism in c offset

is a similar tuning up to

la a K ,„,.,|[ npared with the time spent in

lecially a large Eornw of blocks.

., purely plant may say that the

nut sufficient to justify him in going in for

gravure. It would moan installing a new plant and

tent of the business. But the economy does not end

be found also in the ease with which large sheets

aid down very cheaply, whereas

thing by letterpress would mean having stew

hich would be much more costly. This expense would be

id if a colour job lias to be worked. In the case of B

in two, three or more colours, letterpress would be quite

: it in price, for it could be put down on the plate by the step

Ear less ens; Mian by using blocks, and the

its that could be printed on a sheet by offset would

of machining enormously on a long run.

her may ask whether it would not be possible to

imilar result by transferring. He could nut possibly do

an efficient photo- printing process. The mechanical

ch are now being BO largely used in America for repeating

subjects in the printing-down frame enable the work to be

rapidly and correctly, especially for colour work. The second

his can be laid down in absolute register with

first.

I am afraid there is some misconception as to the step and repeat

I. It does not simply consist in making a stepped-up nega-

te in size. There must be a further stepping in

e inting-down frame to make up large plates, such as 30 x 40

ins., or 40 x 60 ins. The Americans seem to prefer to do all the

ping in the printing down frame from one negative image, and
1 am inclined to think that is right. If it is desired to speed this

up it is quite possible to make two or four exposures on one plate

in the ordinary process camera, without resorting to an elaborate

istly apparatus. There are something like half-a-dozen devices

1 in America for stepping, whilst printing-down, and the
latest known as the Bassist, is an extremely simple one, applied to

what is practically an ordinary face-up printing frame. It is with

such de\ ices that the greatest development may be expected.

So far I have had in mind the preparation of plates bearing

designs and illustrations from line or half-tone negatives. We have
tisider also the printing-down of text matter. So long as type

et for it the procedure is usually that of pulling a good
proof as copy for the process operator, who makes a line negative

n. It is here where failure very often comes in.

The letterpress printer does not seem to be able to pull a good proof
he can make it ready on the platen press or cylinder machine.

He has not achieved the skill of the photo-engraver's proofer, and
Eten he produces a proof which is squashed, the ink being

1 and t lie impressii n too heavy. This is bad fcr the photo-
grapher. The lithographer is usually unable to pull a good letter-

proof, and thus toe two branches of the printing craft do not
I her.

mane have got a process of printing the text matter on to

luloid material, not, the ordinary celluloid, but a special eellu-

roduct which is very flat and flexible. A good sharp print is

got on this and is dusted with bronze powder to make it more
opaque. This celluloid print takes the place of the photographic

ive for printing-down. Of course, it gives a white line print,
but this is easily converted into a black line by a simple reversing

l

'

il : gravure workers adopt a similar plan by printing on trans-
paper, and the Vandyck method used for the jointing of

and plans in t
: ment Offices is similar in principle to

the method 1 have ju led, the actual drawing being pi
through instead of making a negative. Where work is already on

it is quite simple to take a transparent pull and use
>' instead i long as the image is required same

A good deal of interest has been created by the Mann] pro-
a method by which a I . a be produced

from the pages of an ordinary bound book without using a camera
ithout damaging it in any way. The method consists in laying

•'tally sensitised plate on the page and allowing the electric
'line on it. The rays go through the plate and are re-

tiitepape^ not by the black ink. Thus the
the plate is hardened in the parte corresponding to the

list the rest corresponding to the print can be v
a film io afterwards dyed and stripped from the glass

and a sheet of 64 pages can be easily printed from the films at one
i , than photography and requires less

plant, but it is limited iii its application to same size facsimile work.

A good deal of reprint hook work is being done by this process.

Summarising the advantages of offset against letterpress, we may

(1) That, tin- cost <>f making the printing surface is cheaper than

blocks and type formes.

(2) There is no make-ready.

(3) The printing speed is higher than on flatbed letterpress

machines.

(4) By using two-colour rotary offset presses either two colours

can be printed at once or two sides of the sheet in one colour.

(5) It is nil to use expensive coated paper.

(6) The consumption of ink is less.

(7) The power absorbed by a rotary machine is less than for a

liat-bed letterpress machine.

(8) The capital tied up in keeping type formes standing is vastly

greater than for keeping negatives and zinc plates. (A zinc plate

for printing a. 60 x 40 in. sheet costs from 20s. to 26s.)

(9) For colour work high lights can be printed without any grain

or screen over the whites and with softly vignetted edges such as it

is very difficult to get with block work, except by elaborate make-

ready.

(10) Half-tones can now be printed on the offset press with quite

pleasing results, and customers are preferring the soft effects to the

hardness of half-tone block work on coated papers.

(11) The photo-process of the work is simpler and cheaper than

making blocks.

It may lie urged that for colour work there is no real substitute

fo • fine etching, by which the most perfect results in block work
are produced. This is being remedied by retouching on the negative

and in developing the image on the plate. Processes are also being

employed which claim to do without retouching, and very fine

results are attained. Hitherto a good many of the failures of offset

work have been due to the operators working half-tone and colour

negatives in the same way as for blocks, whereas a quite different

negative is required for photo-offset.

Grain - processes are now coming largely into vogue for photo-

i fist because such work can be rendered much better by it than
by blocks.

Perhaps it may be urged that an offset plate would not wear
tl rough a long run so well as copper half-tone blocks. There is no
wry definite evidence on this point, but I may point out that it 's

bo make a duplicate plate once you have the negatives

So much for offset. Now let me refer to the bearing of rotary
photogravure cm the work of the letterpress printer.

As to the quality of the results of photogravure compared with
tether block work or offset, there can be no difference of opinion so

far as single-colour work is concerned. Just consider the wonderful
richness of the tones, the photographic fidelity of the result, and
the absence of screen effects.

Undoubtedly the public like this kind of printing, and they buy
freely the publications printed by its means. They recognise and

liate this kind of printing as a relief and change from the
monotony of half-tone.

As with offset, it is possible to print on almost any kind of paper.
Even on the commonest newspaper the results are far away better
than half-tone. But, of course, the more suitable the paper the
better the result, and photogravure needs to be printed on good
paper to 6how at its best.

The consumption of ink is very low—something like 1 to ]j lbs.

per 1.000 copies cm a large news or periodical sheet.
The speed of printing is much greater than either offset or letter-

press printing when rotary machines are used. For high-class work
4.000 to 5.000 perfected copies per hour are easily obtained, but for
cheap newspaper work speeds of 24,000 to 32,000 copies per hour
have been achieved in the Cape Times office.

There is no make-ready with rotary photogravure, and no special
attention to secure uniformly good work throughout an edition is

needed.

Thus file advantages are all in favour of photogravure for book,
newspaper and periodical printing, but it does not compete with
offset for commercial work, nor at present does it compete with
either blocks or offset for colour printing. Its application to colour
work is still in the experimental stage, but some very fine results

have been obtained, and they give promise of :hioventente
i i the future.

One of the questions which arises in connection with gravure is

the cost of cylinders compared with blocks or offset plates, though
it is hardly a matter for comparison because the cylinders are used
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with the special object of securing a certain result which cannot be

obtained by either of the other processes.

. soma comparison can be made without disadvantage to

straightforward work, without elaborate lay-

out and borders, the coat of a cylinder filled with pictures will be

much leas than the name area of blocks. It ia not easy to figure the

cost of gravure work on a square inch basis because the engraving

and printing moat be taken together.

I believe one house which works for the trade figures out the cost

!0d. per aq t can

.« done much cheaper by firms making tlieir own ej

a. pages on tin- amount to

£26 13e. FirsUclase squared up half-tones for the same size would
• the biasi la. i--r sq. null. Ii

there were text and pictures to be reproduced the cost would be
much more, aa both line and half-tone blocks would have to be

and joined up.

coat of making an offset plate will be in every case
lea* than n but no offset plate can ever produce

hink, it will be
possil n thin copper plates bent round a

ivurc will compare very well with
ofset, and printers will he able to get these plates made outside aa
readily aa they now get blocks or offset plates.

Aa to the possibilities of colour printing by the gravure, method,
progress) is being made, and the reeulta are moat promising, but
many difficulties have yet to be overcome. It ia not possible to do
anything on gravure cylinders equivalent to fine etching ; therefore

all the effects must be obtained in the negatives. This means a
great deal of retouching unless some improved process of colour

selection can be found.

Some very artistic results have been obtained in this country and
in Germany and Holland on flat-bed machines and sheet-feed rotary

machines. Colour work on all rotary gravure machines presents

much more difficulty. Nevertheless, some excellent results have been

got by a German boose on a machine which prints all the colours

simultaneously on a machine similar to that used for coloured wall-

paper printing.

In America, the Chicago Tribunt has for some months past been
producing regularly a Sunday supplement in colours by gravure
printing. I believe that the system employed is to produce first

one cylinder as the key, and from this re-transfer to other cylinders,

which are worked on by etchers accustomed to pricking out colours,

who removo or add work as required. Each colour cylinder is put
into mi and th< isaM from one to the

other. The Prismatone process which is being exploited in An
is. I believe, a similar method for p lour cylindi

The purely photographs method of colour separation presents

avure, just aa it does for offset, and much retouch-

ing must be done at present 'o get a passable result.

There remains much to be done to achieve prefect results in

colour printing by gravure, but if it can be accomplished so as to

make it a commercial process it will be a powerful competition to

all other forms of printing.

YV ('AMBUS.

THE MODERN CHEMISTRY OF GELATINE.

(In a recent com
work which has bean
gelatine dry piste emu

hardening '

Chemistry

the Eastman Research Laboratory I
1 Sheppard reviews some of the most recent

s in the roblems which concern the part played by the gelatine in the making and use of

is. These be effect of impurities m the gelatine which reduce sensitiveness j viscosity and
mechanical strength of jellies ami their capacity for swelling; and the behaviour of gelatine in

Tbe paper is being published in t).< ' ma] of Industrial K

• tinutd from pa.jt 679.)

gelatine solutions and of

nportance, since not only

muliion, but also controls

me in eniulsi •
i.« U

usually only a
viscosity of the .

coat-

DOta that the r,. 4 t:rig I.

that Is,eg.

v, the \

.

silver hslide emulsions is of great i

I it affe< I

operatic i.

The average concentrat

6 to 7 ; while the isqiHSKS
ma- lUrly digestion in slight

ternr may alter part of the geli

ing speed. It i« further interesting to

per.v illy apnn.

jnl-

The early concept. I gelatine in photogr .

'chemical sensi

by absorption of halogen, has been largely abandoned. The
most that can be definitely stated at present ia that certain

ed to a minimum." In regard to the
chemical anal;>is, we may note that the aah should not much
exceed 1 per cent., that copper, lead and iron should be negligible,

and chlorides I the organ: vanic aulp 1

'•e absent, all

I silver nitrate in the dark within twelva
as well as greeny substances and mucins."

/»"

'

!aline in .'. i Poritivt Making.

When we pass from the preparation and exposure to light of

gelatino >ilver halide emulsions to the operations leading to finished

aegat • •> of the hydrogel which
of these is the jtlly itrength, since,

< the end'.

' II V RtetT Annual Rrportt of Sonet* of Chtmtcal Infinity on
t. r. p. Mr, tint).

oe(*eers of gelatin*, in ehonitrin. asd firing •limy precipitates.

in many stages of manipulation. Most tests for this, following

the time honoured " finger test " fcr glues, have involved deter-

mination of the force required to press a plunger a definite depth

into the jelly." These methods are satisfactory for most indua-

purposos. There is some possibility of error by " skin

formation " at the surface, however, and no definite elastic con-

stant is measured, since both compression and shear are effected

in unknown proportions. For these reasons I have designed a

'i dynamometer exerting pure shearing stress on jelly

cylinders. This lnMrumcnt and its operation has already been

fully described14 so that it will suffice to state that " jelly strength
"

may be measured therewith, either by the modulus of rigidity.

n stress

strsin

or by the torsional rttitienct - J (stress x strain) at limit. Experi-

ments with this have shown that • Hies arc rigid, and
foUmr^sTassYs's law practically up to the breaking point. After

moulding a jelly and keeping at deg.—5 deg. C, the rigidity

increases rapidly at first, and becomes constant in about ten to

fifteen hours. Between deg. and 10 deg. C, it does not vary

much with temperature, but above 10 deg. rapidly falls, to l>

tero at the " melting point." The relation of the rigidity to

concentration does not follow an identical curve with different

commercial gelatine- ; but it is approximately represented by the

equation

wher»

N = k r-

n approaches 2, but varies with different gelatines. On
varying the hydrogen ion concentration of ash-free gelatine jellies

I find for concentrations from 4 to 10 per cent, of ash-free gelatine

a maximum rigidity (jelly strength) at about p H = 8, above

whicl, v falls off rapidly. The decline from the maximum

IsV A bibliography of these methods is given in a forthcoming
graph by the writer, on " ffclatinr ami Its Uses in Phot.nrrapliy "

14 " / In.l Kng. Chem." It. 1.007 UW0).
"J Am ' IS. 5M (1921).
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toward lower p'a values is less steep, a flat portion or " shoulder
"

existing near the isoelectric point, but no maximum or minimum

Below pii = 3 there is again a rapid fall. Certain anomalies

with commercial gelatine have been traced to the influence of

inorganic ash constituents ; thus aluminium, at .01 per cent.

A\k 0, on dry gelatine greatly alters the curve, a secondary maxi-

mum being produced at pn=4.
The Swelling of Gelatine and Photographic Operations.

In the operations of development, fixation, washing, after-opera-

tions, as reduction, etc., the most important property is the swell-

ing of gelatine in water and aqueous solutions. It is this property

•0 /^\

SO / \

to I A \ /\ Sw EF.T

40 /\\ / M l
c

30 / \ \ / /LU TO

10

\\s^ _ x̂t>c

\ —--—"""

—

3- -I i U. 4 «S 6 7 J .r .1. . 1

Fig. 4.— Swelling of gelatine in caustic soda and
hydrochloric acid, S/G=gms. water per 1 gm. gelatine.

which makes the gelatino-bromide, " dry " plate or film so

amenable to the variety of operations used in photography.

Although much current theory is based on the idea that gelatine

in swelling does so uniformly in all directions, this is not quite

exact. In practice, previous conditions of drying largely deter-

mine the subsequent swelling. In the photographic emulsion the

Fig. 5.—Influence of temperature on swelling
limit.

adhesion to a rigid support (relatively) prevents swelling effec

tively taking place in any direction save that normal to the
surface. Since swelling forces perpendicular thereto do exist, and
come into play when the swelling is considerable, the support
is substrated with hardened gelatine before being coated with
emulsion. It has been known for some time that the swelling
of gelatine depended decisively upon the acidity (or alkalinity) of

the solution in contact. This has been developed by H. R. Procter,

and Procter and J. A. Wilson, in terms of Donnans theory of

membrane equilibrium, to explain the swelling quantitatively, at

least on the acid side of the iso-electric point. This theory has
been discussed very fully elsewhere15

, and it is not necessary to

15. H R. Proctor and J. A. Wilson, J. Amer. Leather Chem. Assn., 11,
399 (1916).

onter into details. Briefly, it is assumed that gelatine forms a
readily ionizable salt with the acid ; to secure membrane equilibrium
the concentration of diffusible ions in the jelly phase is greater
than that of the external solution. The tendency of the (diffusable)

negative ions to diffuso outward is restrained by the cohesion

5WU.MG. or M.ETIS

WATER

*\/ ^
S"/. M.jCO.

l/ jT

,

IO"/„ «V°I
TIME -MINUTES 11 T, M^c(,

M—I • 11 IS M "*""" u

Fig. 6.—Kate of swelling of gclatino-silver-bromide
emulsion in sodium carbonate solutions.

of the jelly, and the swelling (increase in volume) produced is

proportional to the excess concentration of diffusible ion. The
agreement of the calculated values with experimental ones is very

satisfactory; J. Loeb has shown further that if swelling in acids

of different concentrations is plotted against the p H of the solu-

sw EU III OF plUtes

—~~T*h Na^O,

%
if nr

H""> M^W,

,u ( 9 1 : I i M 4 60

Fig. 7.—Rate of swelling of gelatino-silverbromide
emulsion in sodium sulphite solutions.

tion that all (effective) monobasic acids give nearly identical

curves, sulphuric acid, as a dibasic acid giving somewhat lower

values. Swelling on the alkaline side also passes through a maxi-
mum at a certain pjt. The general form of the swelling curve is

illustrated in Fig. 4, and the rapid increase in swelling with rise c.f

S

i •ELiih i r F >l A fFI

7

« S ^^^
4 //^
*f/r^

5% ««^0,
WATER

PYH + N«J01 t5't)

5 X MLfO,

- " PYH + N.,CO,,5°/

TIME |N MIKUTESf

1 i i .. j, r r tn i
1 4s w

Fig. 8.—Rate of swelling of gelatino-silver-bromide
emulsion.

temperature is shown in Fig. 5, in this diagram the abscissa

molar concentrations of acid and alkali instead of pH .

In considering the relation of such curves to the photogrn
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process, it must be remembered that the plate or film is first

:n which

u<ed, perhaps 5 minutes. If

fit

I

any ess* the k el

-•iitu may prodi

irm»I
:ne *

ean only swell psrpei

the swelling can 1* m

ruiii Ihtcksea ol s» 'n.ne film

mains a

.

I, Say

bath.

IS to

It U
filing

electr."

of

or* oci «hat
be- well to note the order

rith photographic films, and its

normal condition* the gelatine

|
lane of the plat* or film,

her by weighing or by measuring

the thickness. In fig. 6 is shown tie rate of swelling of a
graphic emulsion as followed by wtigkt measurem.

In this case sodium carbonate solution was used, this being
a generally used alkaline component of developers. In figs. 7 and
8 are illustrated the course of swelling of an emulsion in sodium
sulphite solutions, and in a pyrogallic acid developer with sodium
sulphite.

All these determinations were made by the weighing method.
This procedure is time-consuming, and not applicable where it

is desired to follow the progress of swelling simultaneously with
an actual photographic operation—e.g., development. To accom-
plish this the writer has designed an instrument to measure the
thickness at any stage. This instrument, which may be termed
an anxometer, is illustrated in fiif. 9. It consists of a micrometer
carrying s> delicate balance beam; at one end is a silica rod,
with a small "foot," just in contact with the firm surface; at

• her a counterpoise. Any increase in thickness (swelling)
throws this off balance, the deflection being optically magnified.
Balance is restored by the micrometer screw, and the change in

*

iiiuim of sumrr 11 m act.

' : ^— Ml MKnats - «»«

It" .

SIU 1 1 H 1

1

_ll_ _U. «0

ria- ls.—Swelling of Krl»tino stiver brum hie emulsion
in hydrochloric acid.

thickness read. In fig. 10 is shown the swelling of a film in an
acid solution. S. E. Siu.ri-tiu>.

(To be continued.)

WHAT THE PUBLIC LIKES.

to have be

mental m.v in.stirnt si la
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to a fe«

nuts* wisdom In gnat
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has often been twisted
/puler test* by iu aore
rS common to all, rather

have long
n* "" - mediocre work

That is a ba<l ug by no

while

n*», they
Ipaent on points of

gallery "
is a

«d stalls are en
photographer actually be sure of what

ar* not good at expressing their

language often con-
- ie meaning. What they

' J** ' '•> • I ' urns out not to
»»»»s»nji. Hence, in attempting to snm-

> our

ruthlessly dis-

e remark of a
exit of s

the mi*'

necessary to n

" pis

shen the boxes

ilarly good purchaser, is piquantly relevant.

said he, " can sell a person what he fancies lie «

but the really clever man can load him up with a year's supply
of what used to be his pet aversion ! That customer ia gc
here again. If I had sold him to-dsy, what he tho intod,

be would have consigned me to Hades to-morrow
|

It must always b- red that a basically good prn
can be worked with practical permanency, whereas a fair.

breaks down sooner or later—often with tragic suddenness. A
o liom goes :

" You can't fool all the people all I

..bly, it is trying to do so, to keep on giving an ar'

r-ntele work which we do tea appro,
while making them believe Oia olid they are satin
The shspera of fsshion are wiser. Tl I trouble

the hypothetical likings of an imaginary public. They
suit their own tastes, after more or less sound artistic canons, and
say calmly : "This, and no other, is what will be worn." The

and the modiste supply things rigidly in accordance with
this dictation, and the public unmurmuringly accepts.

Photographers, unfortunately, have no such uniform ideal. The
majority, perhaps, may not unfairly be described as suspicious of
the definitely artistic, and obsessed by tho notion that moat people
prefer what may be called the picture-postcsrd and illusti

newspaper style of portraiture, though mounted in a n
way and duly raised in price. That idea is no
whatever it may have been in the past. Any attentive obs.
may satisfy himself that the studios which have been squeezed
out through the prevailmu difficult conditions are practically always
these producing commonplace work.
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In the principal thoroughfare of a certain London suburb, for

instance, there were till recently three different studios. The out-

f one was cheap and of poor quality. The second, an old-

established firm, gave " the usual thing "—that is, " hard and

bright," somewhat over-retouched, a little stiff and formal in pose,

mainly of a black tone, and very neatly mounted on " superior

looking " mounts. The third studio made a distinct artistic appeal.

The tonality of the pictures was soft, strength and vigour being

secured simply by striking systems of lighting. Each portrait was

characteristic. The prints varied in colour from sepia to a brown-

black, the mounts were folders of subdued tint, in various uncon-

ventional types. The windows were handsomely panelled in oak,

and the set-out altogether unlike the ordinary photographer's dis-

play. The prices, too, were slightly higher, though still reasonable

considering the quality. Now, nine photographers out of ten would

probably have felt certain that the older studio, with its com-
promise in ideals, would outlast the others. What actually hap-

pened is that the cheap firm went bankrupt first, next the old-

established one closed its doors. The sole survivor, more pros-

perous than ever, is the firm that does not try to give people what
they like, but makes them like what they are given.

Again, what is happening to the old type of ugly, staringly or-

nate furniture, which was supposed to be the only kind that would
sell? It chokes up the various warehouses, and will doubtless end
its days in seaside lodgings. Beautiful furniture, the quaint, the

uncommon, that based on lasting principles, is selling now. The
so-called stupid British public instinctively knoivs. For all its out-

ward Philistinism, it is not nearly so obtuse and blatant as we
are asked to believe.

A. LOCKETT.

COMMONSENSE RETOUCHING.

[A writer in the November issue of " American Photography " has some useful advice to give to the retoucher who is taking up
the work for the first time. As he remarks, experience is most necessary, and it should be best for the beginner to practise his

strokes upon 6ome old and useless negative before attempting the true work. The previous pencil retouching on this negative
should be cleaned off by the aid of a piece of cotton wool moistened with pure turpentine, and the negative thoroughly dried. It

may then be re-coated with medium and the practice strokes attempted. A print should preferably be taken before retouching, and
another from time to time as the work of retouching progresses. By this means the tyro will gain considerable knowledge as

to the extent to which retouching should be carried, and he will be able to lessen or increase the quantity of his work to 6uit

the particular portrait in hand. It should be borne in mind, however, that retouching is merely an aid in the obtaining of a good
portrait, and should not be made use of to correct errors which have occurred in the studio. With the present-day possibilities of
lighting which the operator has available, shadows and high-lights may be perfectly controlled, and the retoucher should only be
called upon to soften lines in the resulting negative, or to make pleasant any awkward form or arrangement, which is beyond the
studio operator's control.]

Retouching is an art that is comparatively easy of accomplish-

ment. Not how to apply the lead, but where to apply it is the

essential thing to know, and, for that reason, all teaching can

be only general in scope. The ideal retouching pencil must contain

a uniform, high-grade lead of constant quality. It should be

obtainable in many degrees of hardness, at a moderate price and
in convenient, non-fatiguing holders. To begin with, about four

pencils will be all that are needed—hard, medium hard, medium
soft and soft. Other leads, probably, will accumulate as time goes

on and experience ripens, the best grade to use in any particular

instance can only be ascertained by experience. Information that

will be neither confusing nor liable to misuse is that the lead which
blends with the surrounding parts of the negative is the one to

be selected, and the heavier the deposit on the negative the softer

will be the lead required to match it in density. An etching knife

is a necessary part of the retoucher's equipment. This may be a

shaped and sharpened darning needle, an etching pen, used with

an ordinary pen-holder as a handle, or a well-sharpened penknife.

A knife is very useful for removing Unnecessary high-lights, such
as, for instance, lights reflected by buttons, jewellery or eyeglasses.

For reducing larger areas one of the many forms of abrading
implements, such as the " hi-lite " reducer, made of fine strands

of spun glass, is better than a knife and is easier to manipulate.

The art of using a knife is harder to master than the use of the
pencil, yet it is an accomplishment that should be learned, as it

is of inestimable value, and considerable practice is needed before
the user becomes really expert. The knife should be held so that
only the surface of the negative is touched and the emulsion should
be shaved very lightly. The knife must not scrape or drag, or
the work will be uneven, a little careful practice on an old negative
being necessary to get the required action. India ink and spotting

colours are needed to fill in pinholes and deep scratches, and these
are usually applied to the negative with a fine " spotting " brush.
If a pen point is used as the means of application, great care must
be taken to avoid damaging the fragile emulsion beyond repair.
" Opaque " is very useful for " blocking out " objectionable back-
grounds. Often a subject will stand out with a new value and be
much more convincing if the print is made with a complete absence
of background. This effect is easily secured by " opaquing " the
negative up to the outer edge of the subject, the resulting print
showing the subject against a clear white background. This is usually
necessary in commercial work, with machinery, and other subjects
where clear detail is required. It needs considerable patience and
a steady hand. Sometimes the opposite effect is desired ; a black

background instead of a white one. This effect can be obtained
by etching away the background. Some kind of retouching medium
is needed, which is to be rubbed on to the negative, where it dries
quickly, leaving a fine hard surface that is ideal for the easy
application of the retouching lead. This medium at the same time
protects the emulsion from abrasion and from the attacks of
insects.

To secure sufficient transmitted light it is necessary to support
the negative in some manner close to a window. Daylight, how-
ever, is not altogether satisfactory, because it is constantly varying.
The problem of proper illumination is best solved by using a
retouching stand lighted by an electric bulb, the direct rays of
which are softened and diffused by a piece of ground glass inter-
posed between the negative and the light. The ground glass should
not be very close to the negative, or, if it is, it should be placed
smooth side up, otherwise the grain may be too plainly visible and
may interfere with the pencil work. If daylight is utilised as the
means of lighting the negative, a north light should, if possible,
be used, as it is far less variable than any other. The mirror
supplied on the commercial retouching 6tands is not nearly as
good a reflector as a large square of white cardboard. There are
many so-called " strokes " and " touches," each retoucher having
his or her favourite. Four of the most common strokes are illus-

trated, each being, necessarily, much exaggerated.

VW
Stippte. Crosshatch.

«&v& //i/f/
Figure eight. Blending.

One of the first questions asked by the novice is :
" What stroke

shall I use? " and this is a hard question to answer. The average
retoucher uses many "strokes," and variations and combinations
of them, the best being the one that covers the area most quickly
and with the smoothest effect. Every worker will have hi6 own
idea as to the amount of work a negative requires, but, as a general
rule, much of the ordinary commercial work is over-retouched. It

is very seldom that a patron desires a portrait so much smoothed
out that there is no difference between the face and the neck, or
" cleaned up " to such an extent that there are no separate tones
in the numberless light-planes of the face, head and cheeks. The
usual portrait can be divided, broadly, into four " zones," each
being sub-divided into further zones. The chief divisions' are the
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fitted in the door T. From the shutter U an antinuous release V
with a press button W passes into the interior of the box. In

the wall K the carrier frame K' and the focussing screen J are

mounted and are interchangeable. The carrier frame K' is

mounted on the wall K so as to bo capable of swinging laterally

about the hinge 15 (fig. 2). The carrier frame K. 1 consists of

two parts K 11 and K 1" between which the sensitised paper is

placed and clamped round its edges by fastening down the part

K" on the part K 1
. The focussing screen J is mounted on the

wall K, and is capable of swinging on the hinges 16. By this

means either the focussing screen J or the frame K' can be

brought behind the objective E, according to whether the objec-

tive is to be focussed on the subject or by inserting a sensitised

card, a negative or positive is to be produced. Where there is

space on the camera walls, receptacles 6, 7, for photographic

papers or cards for negative or positive purposes are fitted.

In front of the objective frame D 1 on the slide C a copying

extension part H is mounted. The copying frame F. which is

Fig. 1.

hinged and can be erected on it, carries the frame G for the

reception of a negative. The negative is illuminated by reflected

light either natural or artificial, and the objective E is focussed

on this negative, which may be effected by simply pushing out

the frame H. If a number of positives are to be made, they
can be finished separately or they can be stored in the con-

tainers 6, 7, and subsequently developed one after another, and
so on, so that the person ordering the photographs can take
them away with him at once.

n
' s '

1 i

«
\ ;

s /

1b 3
Fig. 2.

When an exposure is being made, the removable frame K 1
is

swung open, the sensitive material placed in it, the focussing
screen J swung away, and the frame K 1 swung to again, so
that it takes the place of the focussing screen. In the interior
of the camera A, by a pressure on the knob W of the antinuous
release V, the objective shutter U is opened and closed as
required, for a time or instantaneous exposure. The exposed
negative is removed from the frame K 1 by means of a clip,

placed in the developing trough 1 and developed while being
viewed through the spectacle glasses, the requisite illumination
of the interior of the camera being obtained through the red
window R 1

, or a red lamp inside the camera. After the
development is finished, the exposed plate is placed in the water
trough 2. when it is passed, after being washed, to the fixing
trough 3. For reproduction purposes, the copying extension H
is pulled out, the copying frame F at the end of it is erected
vertically, and the frame G on it opened.
The door T of the camera A is thereupon opened, and by

means of a clip the negative, which has in the meantime been
fixed, is taken out and can be mounted while still wet in the

copying frame G, after which it is reproduced in the ordinary

manner. The positive obtained by this means is removed from
the frame K 1 and developed, washed, and fixed in the Banji

manner as the negative.—Wilhelm Feuerzeug, 30. Brigitten

auerlande, Vienna XX., Austria.

New Materials.

Christmas Greeting Mounts and Calendars. Made by Bartons',
Finch Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

Although we have long been familiar with the highly artistic

mounts of Messrs. Bartons', and have admired an invariable good

taste in the design of these requisites, we cannot remember li

seen hitherto mounts of theirs intended for the transmission cf

Christmas greetings. A selection of these, which Messrs. Bartons'

have sent to' us, 6hows the same nice discrimination in the use cf

papers and boards of the most agreeable tints and textures. The
mounts are of the folder pattern, and most of them for the attach-

ment of prints by pasting down or by attachment at two corner.-.

One or two, however, are of the 6lip-in pattern. While it would be
invidious to name as specially pleasing any of these productions, we
may signalise one or two. The " Valdena " is a folder, made in

stpia or grey, for cabinet prints pasted down on a plain tint of

suitable colour. The price is 3s. 3d. per dozen, or 36s. per gross.

Another very choice little mount is the " Rothney," for prints

measuring about 3j( x 2^ inches. It is made in brown or white and
is priced at Is. 9d. per dozen, or 18s. per gross. Another tasteful

folder for postcard portraits is the " Baronic," obtainable in brown
or grey at 2s. per dozen, or 20s. per gross. Messrs. Bartons' like-

wise are offering for the forthcoming season a number of equally
attractive calendar mounts for prints ranging in 6ize from V.P.K.
t<; postcard, and in price from 4s. 6d. to 6s. 6d. per dozen, or 48s.

tc 72s. per gross. Here, again, choice is offered between the paste-

down and slip-in patterns. The calendars are provided with eilk

ta-jselled cords, and may be had either upright or landscape in shape.
Photographs mounted on any of the productions before us
most artistic and acceptable Christmas gifts.

Sedar Gotlleminot Bromide Paper.—This paper, which is manu-
factured by the Guilleminot Company, of Paris, combines a print-
ing medium of undoubted excellence, with sufficient speed to allow
of enlargements being made with a minimum of exposure. The
paper is supplied in three surfaces—matt-smooth, semi-matt and
glossy—and is coated upon either single or double weight base, no
extra charge being made for the latter. The sample of the paper
which has reached us is of the semi-matt variety, and we have made
piints by both contact and enlargement with the idea of testing the
g( neral qualities of the printing medium. By contact, using a por-
tiait negative of average density and a 50-c.p. lamp at 4 ft. distance,
we obtained fully-exposed prints in ten seconds, which upon do.
ment gave perfect gradation and good density, the image being of
fine black colour, full of life and sparkle. The 6emi-matt surface,
which closely approximates to the surface of a carbon print,
gives considerable luminosity to the shadows. In enlarging, we
found the paper of good average speed. Upon developmoi
obtained the same high quality of print, showing perfect high-ligbt
detail and fine luminous shadows. Using the borax-metol-L
quinone developer, slightly warm-black tones were obtained, quite
pleasing in colour and of good density. The paper is undoubtedly
of very high quality, and we strongly recommend our readers t

it for themselves. Free testing samples are supplied to any bona-
fide professional photographer upon application to the London
of the company, M. Jules de Gottal, 17, Cecil Mansions, M
Road, London, S.W.17.

East Anglian Photographic Federation.—The annual me<
of this Federation was held at the Headquarters of the Cain I

and District Photographic Club on Saturday, November 4. The
Federation is in a very flourishing condition, the number of clubs
affiliated now being 100 per cent, more than in 1915. II

decided to hold the annual meeting and exhibition at Peterborough
next year, and the annual combined excursion at Cambrid
Whit Monday. Mr. Edward Peake was elected President" and
Mr. W. Farren, 76, Regent Street, Cambridge, Secretan
Treasurer.
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New Apparatus.

The KiirnDi K. Mint Studio ManJ. Sold by Saoda, Hunter aod
Co., Ltd.. 37. Bedford ,.nd. London. W.C2.
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the result! olitaiiuvi in the experiments conducted upon jellies of

known strengths were remarkable in showing a constant ratio in

I proportion to the square of the concentration. This was
with jellies cast in 15 mm. tubes, but with dried gelatine from

known strength jellies, the breaking load was not in so direct a

proportion. In testing the latter types of gelatine, an ingenious

method was shown. The jellies of known strength were poured

while warn: upon glass plates, and were then dried. The gelatine

was cut into narrow strips upon the glass, and each strip attached

to a small wooden handle. A loop was made at the other end

<>f the strip, ami here were attached the various weights, which
were added to until the strip of gelatine ultimately broke. An
interesting point was mentioned in connection with the soaking of

dried gelatine in water. It was at first thought that heat would
be absorbed, but this was found to be quite wrong, heat being

pi tually evolved in the process. When 16 gms. of gelatine were
placed in 250 gms. of water it was found that a total increase of

temperature of .8 deg. C. occurred in 30 minutes, but this varied

with different specimens of gelatine. In the discussion which fol-

lowed Dr. Slater Price said, the author of this paper would have
saved himself much work if earlier literature upon the subject had
been consulted, but he was to be congratulated upon the simple

manner in which he had explained and presented the results cf

hie experiments. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Kingdon for his paper, and to Mr. Rawling. who had read the

abstract.

Mr. K. C. P. Hickman then delivered his lecture upon rapid
sulphiding of bromide prints. Mr. Hickman said the process he
was now presenting was not a new one, but, perhaps, his method
of working it was an improvement upon that which had been pre-

viously attempted. Of bromide toning processes in general the lec-

turer said that only one was of value to-day, and that consisted

of darkening a bleached image with a sulphide. The other pro-

cesses consisting of depositing metals, etc., upon the silver image
had been given up, and the public now wanted only a good, cold

sepia, such as the sulphide process, properly worked, would give.

The lecturer discussed at some length, and with the aid of lantern

slides, the cause of greenish-black images in bromide prints, and
he explained that images of this kind gave very weak yellowish
sulphide tones. It was therefore necessary to obtain, first of all, a

black deposit of silver, and this was only obtained by correct

exposure and full development of the print. Mr. Hickman explained
that halogen salts, as generally used in bleaching baths, were slight

solvents of the silver image, pointing out that silver bromide was
slightly soluble in potassium bromide solution. This fact accounted
for a slight weakening of the high-light detail often found in toned
prints, and it was with an idea of preventing this weakening that

experiments with halogen gases were made. In the earlier experi-

ments a damp bromide print was placed in a dish covered by a

sheet of glass. Bromine vapour w'as blown into the dish, and
the print quickly bleached. The glass lid was then removed and
the bromine vapour blown away. The lid was replaced and sul-

phuretted hydrogen in the form of the gas was then allowed to

enter the dish. The bleached image immediately darkened and a
fine tone resulted. But this process was of no practical value en
account of the penetrating fumes of bromine and the noxious smell
of the sulphuretted hydrogen. A type of apparatus which was next
evolved, and which was exhibited on the table, consisted of a box
having glass sides and a ventilation tube. This tube contained a
gas jet, and by creating a current of heated air relieved the
compartment of unused vapours. The experiments in which
bromine was used proved that this substance was useless for the
process owing to its power of attacking gelatine, and also to the
fumes, more particularly of the atomic bromine liberated, which
made the process unbearable. An interesting experiment was ex-

plained, in which coal gas was used to drive the hydrogen sulphide
into the chamber. As a gas jet was burning in the ventilation tube,

and gas and air allowed to enter the toning chamber, it could be
quite understood that sooner or later an explosion would occur.

This actually happened, and Mr. Hickman then decided to change
the method and the substances used. Chlorine was used and was
found far more satisfactory. A water driven ventilating fan was
attached to the chamber, and the fumes were easily drawn off and

sed without inconvenience to the worker. The bromide prints

were first damped in water and blotted. They were then hung by
lips upon glass rods, which were placed inside ihe

ber, and the glass lid fixed down. The chlorine was then blown
in and the damp prints bleached very rapidly. The fan was then

1 and the lid of the box lifted to allow air to enter. After
i few minutes the lid was replaced and the sulphuretted hydrogen

blown in by means of carbon dioxide. The prints darkened ;.t

once, and gave good even tones of a cool sepia colour. A drawiru
of a new type of toning machine for cinematograph films by
means of the above process was shown opon the screen, and its possi-
bilities explained. In the discussion which followed, Dr. Slater
Price said that it would be found that chlorine attacked gelatine
nearly as strongly as bromine, so that care would have to be exer-

cised in the bleaching of the film. A hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Hickman for his interesting lecture.

Mr. D. Northall-Laurie then proceeded to show upon the s>

some interesting slides of chemicals and various sections made by
means of the microscope upon Paget colour plates with polarised

light. The lecturer had devised a method of showing the beautiful

colours obtained with a polariser, actually changing upon the lan-

tern screen. The device used consisted of a wooden slide, in which
the positive image plate is mounted stationary, but the colour filter

could be moved slightly over a small area either forward or back
ward by means of a screw. The results were very beautiful, and
much admired by the audience. Mr. Northall-Laurie was heartily

thanked for his lecture and for showing the results of his work,
which, said the chairman, would be of great use when instructing

students in both the use of the polariser and in connection with

chemical crystallisation.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OP PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Meeting held on Monday, November 6. Present : Mr. J. Camp-
bell Harper, Mr. George Balmain, Mr. George Ayton, Mr. W. B.
Hislop, Mr. A. J. Hughes, Mr. Fergusson, Mr. John Thomson.
Mr. Norman Thomson, Mr. W. J. Hutchieson, Mr. J. R. Coltart,

and Mr. E. D. Young. Mr. J. Campbell Harper, the President,

in the chair.

It was reported that the class for practical chemistry and optics

had become defunct, owing to lack of students. This information

was received with regret, as the class had acquired a considerable

amount of success last year under the able tuition of Mr. Hislop.

It was resolved to postpone the holding of the annual dinner

of the Society, which is usually held on the first Monday in

December, until the spring. It was suggested that it might be

held during the proposed exhibition in March. The President

proposed, with the view of getting the assistants better acquainted

with the objects of the Society and the members interested in

them, that a social evening and whist drive be held in January,

to which all the assistants in the employment of members would
be invited. This was unanimously agreed to, and Mr. John
Thomson, Mr. George Balmain, and Mr. Win, Fergusson were

appointed a committee to make the arrangements.

The rates for supplying electric current for power to professional

photographers was next on the agenda, but as the evening was
so far advanced it was agreed to delay discussion until next

meeting. The President pointed out that before they could

approach the Corporation authorities it would be necessary to

get defisite information as to what concessions professional photo-

graphers in other towns obtained from their Corporations. Mr.

Hislop mentioned that he had been informed that until the new
power station was ready and in full swing the Corporation would

not consider the granting of any concession, as the electrical power
was needed for other purposes.

CROYDON. CAMERA CLUB
The Annual Dinner at the Greyhound Hotel proved to be the

usual enjoyable function, a large number of members and guests

turning up. With speeches at the minimum (excepting one

oration) and good cheer at the maximum, all was well indeed.

After the loyal toast, a silent one was offered to the memory
of a departed comrade, Mr. H. T. Dodsworth, an ex-President,

who in the past worked hard for the club. He is sadly missed.

The President, Mr. John Keane, in proposing " The Visitors

and Press," alluded gracefully to the cheery Mr. A. C. Brookes,

and wished him all success in his new venture at the Holland

Park Rink. Mr. Tilney he referred to as the finest art critic

in photographic circles, and all, he said, would welcome Mr.

S. Bridgen, the hard-working chairman of . the Affiliation. The
unavoidable absence of the " Walrus " and other old friends

was much to be regretted. On the other hand, they had the

pleasure and gratification of again having among them the editor

of the most important photographic paper in the world—Mr.
Geo. E. Brown. Unanimously the Council had decided to ask

him to accept an honorary life membership of the club. (Loud
applause.)

Mr. Brown, in reply, said he could not sufficiently express his

feelings for the honour done him, and immediatelv followed
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HECTOR MACLEAN.
To the Editors,

tlemen,—The Croydon Camera Club is very desirous to obtain

.'ly good portrait of the late Hector Maclean, to hang in its

ng-room, as a permanent memento of one who took a Reading

part in its activities for many years.

We should be very grateful to anyone who would be good enough

ipply us with a cabinet portrait for the purpose, or with one

that we could have a copy made from.—Yours faithfully,

J. M. Sellors.

50. Russell Hill. Purley, November 14. Bon. Secretary.

SILHOUETTES BY REFLECTED FLASHLIGHT.
To the Editors,

ilemen,—It is often found when taking portraits against a

white sheet, illuminated from behind to obtain silhouette effects,

that considerable creeping of light occurs around the edges of the

figure. This spoils the clean-cut effect of the outline, and necessi-

tates reducing the negative, so that a passable result may be
obtained. Also uneven patches often ooeur upon the sheet, due.

probably, to the light penetrating the sheet unequally. With the

intention of overcoming these difficulties I have recently made
several experiment*, and a process which has proved extremely
successful, and has given excellent results, has been devised. An
opaque white background is hung against the wall of the studio. In

front of this, at about four feet distance, is the sitter, who faces

right or left to obtain the profile effect. At a distance of two feet

from the background and on either side of the sitter is placed an
opaque screen, its position being so arranged that the edge nearest

the- sitter is just outside the field of view of the lens. The flash,

which should be about 30 grains of powder for head and shoulders,
ide from behind the opaque screen towards the background

and at a position which approximates to the level of the sitter's

head. The screen is thus illuminated strongly by the flash and will
be found to be evenly lighted. It is necessary that all reflecting
surfaces which are Likely to throw light upon the sitter's face should
bo covered, or, in the case of white reflectors, removed from the
studio. Yours faithfully,

" Reflector."

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance villi our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; Q-ce.it International Covpon, from reade rs

abroad.

Queries to b e answered m the Friday's " Journal " must reach

'-' not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

F. P.—We should say that you will get at least as quick printing
by using a 70 to 100 c.p. Osram or similar lamp at the same
distance from the negatives.

M R. P.—The lens is of far too short a focus. The focal length
we prefer is 6 inches for a i-plate camera, and often we use one
of 8 inches. The general rule is to use a lens of not shorter focus
than the diagonal of the plate, but this may be exceeded with a
corresponding gain in the rendering of portraits.

S. H.—Two restorers of Daguerreotypes on our books are :—
W. B. Samuel, 30, Hampton Street, Walworth, London, S.E.17,
and Charles Debenham, 222, West End Lane, Hampstead,
London, N.W.6. We have frequently referred people to both
of these and we believe they do the work satisfactorily.

K. V.—We should recommend the use of a weaker developer. It is
often found that a developer diluted with an equal volume of water
will do more in rendering shadow detail than the usual strong
solution. In cases of over-exposure, as in white dresses, the
water bath is a handy method, allowina the shadow detail to
develop while checking the high light.

Thistle.—We expect it means that a molar solution is a
molecular weight in grammes of the substance dissolved in
1,WU c.c.s. of water. Silver nitrate, having a molecular

weight of 170, a molar solution would be 170 gms. in

1,000 c.c.s. of water, and the solution specified would be

one containing 170 x 0.37 gms. in 1,000 c.c.s. water. We do

not think the silver solution is one made with ammonia
simply the ordinary silver nitrate.

Warm Black.—The papers which are now available for the ob
ing of warm-black tones are slightly slower than ordinary bromide
paper, yet it is quite possible to make enlargements upon these

slower papers, providing a not too dense negative is used and a

fairly strong illuminating source is available. For developers we
find the borax M.Q. is as good as any, while the pyrocatechin

gives excellent results. A formula for the latter will be found in

the " B. J." Almanac for 1922, p. 451.

W. J. A.—As regards general practice in making news photogi.

you might be very well guided ly a little handbook, " Photo-
graphy for the Newspapers," by John Everard, out of print just

now, but no doubt obtainable second-hand for a shilling or >u

from Messrs. W. & G. Foyle, Ltd., 121-125, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2. You can insert the titles in the way you de-

scribe. It is done by commercial makers of these kinds of slide

The title portion may either be written by hand on the celluloid

or printed thereon from type. Naturally, the latter method
makes a very much neater job.

W. V.— The position is not a very promising one, but if the sur-

rounding walls are kept whitened it will probably be possible to

do fairly good work. If this is not sufficient, outside reflectors

close to the glass may be used. The amount of glass should

be as recommended on page 16 of the " Portrait Studio." Con-
sidering the narrowness of the studio, the whole width of the

roof should be glass. If possible to have a greater width than

10 ft. it would be desirable to do so. The angle of roof should

not be greater than 30 deg. This will mean between 5j and 6 ft.

difference between eaves and top. A flatter roof would be better,

but would hold snow too long, besides being difficult to keep free

from drip.

Q-. F. D.—We do not know of a method of " fixing " the dye in

stained films for three-colour processes, and we hardly think this

should be necessary if the proper dyes are used and the washing

reduced to a minimum. If you are working the Sanger-Shepherd

process or the Pinatype process, the gelatine image should he

so prepared before dyeing that very little washing is necessary,

and hot water should not be needed at all after the film is dyed.

Possibly the dyes you are using are not satisfactory, the

ordinary type of aniline colour proving useless for these pro-

cesses. This may also account for the colours fading by the

action of light. The " Renaud " printing box was made by Marion

& Co. and could be obtained for various negatives up to 15 by 12.

We should think you could obtain one of these boxes for the size

negative you wish to use from the Amalgamated Photographic

Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square. London. W.l.

The British Journal of Photography.
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•malls done in two or three eha \1 though

production of agreeable tones on P.O.P.

prints with. mt the aid of gold has a certain importance, it

thought that either practical users or ex-

perin -.ill be encouraged when it. is seen wi
of operations is required in order to

;s which, presumably, are satisfactory as

colour, whatever thej may be as regards

permanerj
* *

Mirrors for It. is often necessary to work in a verj
Short Studios, confined space, either when making

portraits, or where no better accommodation can

be found for professional portrait work. We recently

ed to advise upon the possibility of using a room
11 ft. 6 in. long as an artificial-light studio. This

is manifestly insufficient for satisfactory full-

length work, but by adopting the old device of photo-

graphing the image of the sitter, as reflected from a

mirror, a considerably greater working distance may be

obtained. In a 12-ft. room a mirror 3 ft. high will

allow the camera to be placed nearly 5 ft. away from
its surface, and still embrace an angle sufficient to cover
p full-length figure. It must be remembered that in this

the space occupied by the camera and operator
not have to be allowed for. and therefore the additional
distance is all clear gain. It is not found that, working
with a narrow angle between lens and sitter, double
reflection causes any trouble, while the lateral inversion
of the image is readily overcome by using cut films and
printing through the celluloid.

Colour and It is very necessary when printing on
Density. bromide paper from mixed batches of
negatives to make due allowance for the difference in
printing value, due to the use of a developer which gives
a yellowish image or even a general yellow stain, and one
which gives a pure black negative. It is very desirable,
therefore, that negatives should be sorted out into classes
by a white light, daylight, by preference, failing which
a small arc or a new half-watt lamp will serve. If it be
attempted to judge the colour of negatives by an ordinary
incandescent lamp, there is great danger of under-
estimating the density of the yellow ones, with the result
that paper is needlessly wasted. We recently encount
some old thin-looking pyro-developed films which were
to be enlarged. On making a strip test it was found th.rt
(all other conditions being equal) they required four
times the exposure, which was sufficient for brilliant non-
stained images

o"« *?
Every photographer is aware of the

Reflections in necessity for avoiding reflections whenopy ng copying pictures under glass or those
•having a perceptibly glossy surface, but there is a more
insiduous kind of reflection which often passes nnnot

causes poor, flat results for which there is no
apparent reason. There are many stages between an

i

ll)s" l tt surface and a decidedly glossy one, and
it is very easy to overlook quite a considerable amount
of reflective power in both the surface of the paper and

mk or pigment of which the image is composed. In
an example which came under our notice this week the
original from which a reduced negative had to be made,

an impression from a lino block upon "imitation
paper. The^ negative was correctly exposed, but

Coked flat, the bla\k lines which should have been clear
Having a slight granVar deposit upon them. Upon i

ful examination of the original this was found to be due

ion from the surface of the black ink, which

glossy in some places and matt in others. On shifting

the position of the camera and copy-board a perfectly

satisfactory result was obtained.

TH E CH EMISTRY. OFk
GELATINE.

Tin; paper of Dr. Sheppard is an illustration of the rapid

advances which arc now being made in the application

of strictly scientific methods to photographic problems.

In reading this paper the ordinary reader of the " B.J.
"

may very readily become confused, however, since he will

find scientific terms of which he does not know the meaning,

used in great profusion. To explain all these terms would

need more space than can be allotted to this articl

that only the more important can be dealt with.

First, as regards colloidal solutions. The word colloid

is derived from the Greek word KokXa, meaning glue.

This derivation would indicate that a colloid is a

substance of very complex constitution, such as is glue.

and at the time when this name was first used by Graham,
this was indeed supposed to be the case. This, however,

is by no means true, so that the meaning of the term

colloid is now quite different from what it was in Graham's

time.

It is well known that if a solution of arsenious acid

(white arsenic) is acidified with hydrochloric acid and then

hydrogen sulphide passed in a yellow precipitate of arsenious

sulphide is obtained. If, however, a solution of white

arsenic in water is mixed with an equal volume of an aqueous

solution of hydrogen sulphide there is no formation of a

precipitate, a perfectly transparent, somewhat orange

coloured solution being obtained. This solution can be

filtered without leaving a residue on the filter paper, and

does not settle out on keeping for quite a long time.

If, however, a strong beam of light is passed through the

solution its path will be shown up very clearly, just as

the ray of sun-light is made evident by the dust particles

in the air. Pure w^ater, or the solution of an ordinary

salt, would not show up the beam of light in this way so

long as there were no suspended particles in the water or

solution.

This experiment indicates that what is apparently a t rue

solution really contains particles of an insoluble substance

suspended in it. Now it is well known that the more

finely-ground an insoluble substance is, the longer it

takes for it to settle out when shaken up with water, and

it is an easy thing to imagine that if it is ground sufficiently

finely it would remain in suspension for an indefinitely

long period. This is exactly what is assumed to be the < ase

with an orange coloured solution referred to ; arsenious

sulphide has been formed but in such very fine particles

that the solution remains clear to the eye, and no precipi-

tate settles out. The arsenious sulphide is 6aid to be in

colloidal solution. Similarly, other substances can be

obtained in colloidal solution, and those of silver, gold and

the silver halides are especially interesting to the photo-

grapher.

In most colloidal solutions the existence of the particles

cannot be demonstrated by the highest power micros,

but by the use of the ultra-microscope their presenc>

in most cases be demonstrated ; they are then known
submicrons. Those which cannot be rendered visible ev<

by the ultra-microseope are spoken of as amicrons.

particles suspended in the colloidal solution are call

the disperse phase : they are suspended in the dispersi<
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properties on a solution, whereas OH'ions, hydroxylioHa,
confer basic properties. If an electric current is pa
through such solutions the cations wander towards the
cathode and the anions towards the anode. Generally
speaking, if a substance po id properties, it

not at the same time exhibit basic properties. It is well
known, however, that such a substance as aluminium
hydroxide will dissolve in either hydrochloric acid or in

sodium hydroxide, thai is. it acts as a base towards the
former and as ap acid towards the latter. Such a substance

id to bean < lelatine will act aa a base towards
acids and as an acid t..«anis bases, and is therefore an
amphoteric colloid. If. then, it is present in hydrochloric

solution, tin-.salt <;c I will beformed, whereG represents
the gelatine residue, and this will give the ions <;• and CI'

;

if this solution is electrolysed the Qions will migrate
ithode. If dissolved in sodium hydroxide,
riving the ions Na 1 and <'. will be formed,

and • oivsie the Qions, that is the gelatine, will

towards the anode. Pan gelatine itself is a
stronger acid* thai that is, in pare solution the few

b inainh II andO', and therefore the gelatine
will wander to the anode on electrolysis. Now by the
addition of ,in external acid to the solution it oan 1»'

i that tl ..f the gelatine aa an acid will be
nd if the proper quantity of this external

acid is added there will come a time when the gelatine
. ha-.-. ( )n electrolysis

of inch a solution then- will he no preferential wandering
of the gelatine either to the anode <>r cathode, i.e.. the

I to I,.' isoelectric, and the solution i- at the
Moe/" I. When in this condition the gelatine has

iir properties, showing a minimum swelling power,
the solution has a minimum viscosity, •

bydrion concentration (OhO of the lolution when
Hi
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hat the above will explain a number of the
[Hiints mentioned in 1 >r. Sheppards paper; there are
still smh terms as "tran ition point," "' letwald ripening,"

• at thisarticli o long for the space allotted

by the Editor. A numher of points in connection
with gelatine are dealt with more in detail in an article

published in tic August numher of tie- "Photographic
i a summary of the literature on gelatine

n in a report of the Adhesivi i Research Commit
whirh is being published by the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, and is now in the I'p

T. 6. P.
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NEOGRAPHY-A PROCESS OF MAKING TRANSFER
PRINTS IN PIGMENTS.

Tl »e who may loci that, among photographic control processes, Bromoil does not allow them enough latitttd.

xerciw of such technique of draughtsmanship or painting as they may possess, yet nevertheless do not desire to

, hZL adrift from photography, should find their wants met by a process to winch the name of •' Neography

Mr James Carl Our San Franciscan contemporary, " Camera Craft," gives a general
nas been given by its inventor,

mtion of this process, from which it appears that a drawing or tracing upon a transparent material, containing

relatine in its composition, is worked upon with a stylus and the intaglio lines then linked with a pigment, winch apparently

Soul bo a oil colour. An impression by contact may then be taken. Our contemporary writes appreciatively ol the

results by it and suggests methods by which it may be combined with the photographic image.
process after having seen

.ham v. though not a photographic process in itself, yet

is so closely allied to photography that we are confident it

will interest all those photographers who have a liking and an

aptitude for drawing. The possibilities of this process in con-

junction with the camera aro so inviting, we think many will

immediately recbgnise its value. We particularly draw the

professional photographer's attention to neography, he will

grasp i lie possibilities of the process in supplying him with that

nothing new " for the holiday trade.

We have examined several neograms both in monochrome

and colour made by Mr. James Carl, the inventor of

neography. They wore most artistic; these pictures had been

on public exhibition in this city, and had won much praise.

The process is really simple in itself, but it is the man behind

lhci stylus and the rag that counts.

Neography is a name given to a new printing process by

Mr. Carl, and means a new graphic method. This method

enters into every field of the printing processes, such as etch-

ing, mezzotint, aquatint, and others besides photography. To

photographers it supplies manifold mechanical means of print-

ing effects hitherto unknown. It enables the photographer

with but an elementary knowledge of drawing to produce

gelatine-coated celluloid and the scratching or engraving ini.

the copper plate in " dry-point " work Indeed, if the pi

grapher so wished ho could produce an entire portrait in
|

lines similar to portrait etchings now existing, but this req

artistic ability. The practical method for the average pi

grapher is as follows:

Let us presume it is to be a portrait. Make a print, place

this under the etching material and trace outlines, eyes, hair

and such parts of the drapery as the operator wish.

produce. Rub some black or red oil paint, tube colour, into

the traced lines, wipe the plate with a cheese cloth so a

clean it, without disturbing the pigment retained in the lines

We now have a picture in opaque lines upon a transparent

material. Now, make a negative by contact on a cut film

from this transparency.

The next step is to print your portrait from the original

negative, but very lightly, showing only slight modelling and

faint graduations, then print through the etching neg

made from the celluloid tracing upon this original print

(double printing): the result should show a very artistic

portrait in etched effect. The registration of the two nega-

tives is really not difficult if we adopt a system of guide lines

or mako a practice of printing with the same two sides ot

and to substitute a purely individual treatment which may
be transferred to any paper, leather, silk, or to any other

suitable surface.

Neography enables the worker to control his product, that

is, to add or eliminate effects according to fancy. He is able

to print in any colour, in monochrome or even in multicolour

with the use of one plate, and really beautiful effects may be

secured thereby. We have no hesitancy in attesting to this

as we have seen these multicolour prints. " Camera Craft

is the first publication to be able to givo its readers an account

of Mr. Carl's beautiful process. He wishes all workers to

become familiar with it, both amateur and professional,

because of its possibilities.

Neographic prints (or neograms) are made in the following

manner. A combination of celluloid and- gelatine is used.

The material being transparent can be directly traced upon by

placing the design or photograph beneath it and tracing the

outline of the original, in this ease the photograph, with a

needle or stylus. The work is done on the gelatine side, and
the lines are scratched and show sunken in the gelatine sur-

face. We may confine ourselves to mere outline, or we may
elaborato our work with shading either now or at a later time.

The plate when inked is ready for printing, but unlike the old

etching process on metal, a photographer's burnisher is used
in place of the costly printing press hitherto necessary for

reproduction. It will be noticed that there is a certain

similarity between this tracing with a needle upon the

,ng tno first nnisnea pr

without recourse to double printing. It would bo probably

better if the photographer would confine himself to one, per-

haps two, original prints, and push this as a novelty and

charge accordingly, rather than to manufacture several c<

which would only cheapen the work.

A slower method, but a more artistic one. is to print direct

from the celluloid plate on top of the photographic print.

There are certain technical points to be observed to make this

a success. We must make a reversed print from our portrait

to begin with. If the negative is on film, this reversal is

simplicity itself by printing from its back. From this print

the tracing is made, and when the celluloid plate is etched and

inked it is printed from, and that printing reverses the

portrait to its original position. The ink to be used in this

work is the same as that employed by etchers for printing from

their intaglio plates. The transfer of the inked lines to the

photographic print is accomplished by passing it in contact

with the plate through the burnisher. We might add that

where the photographer desires to try this method he should

adopt a printing paper of matt surface to secure the best

effects.

One of the most valuable aspects of neography is that

photographer or any artist can engrave from his photo-

or drawing, then colour the etched plate with various inks

and then transfer the multicloured picture to a sheet of plain

paper by passing it through the burnisher or by aid

letter press. With the latter a rubber blanket must be

Negatives of I'lashi.ight Subjects, particularly those taken in

the photographers' homes, are required at the present time by
Messrs. Johnson and Sons, 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, London,

E.C.2. Prints, not negatives, should be submitted to them in t

first instance and be marked with the priee asked for the negati

inclusive of the sole copyright therein.
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THE MODERN CHEMISTRY OF GELATINE.

communication from the Eastman Research Laboratory Dr. S. E. Sheppard reviews some of the most recent

been done in the complex problems which concern the part played by the gelatine in the making and use of

ne dry-plate emulsions. These inch' of impurities in the gelatine winch reduce sensitiveness; viscosity

; mica! strength of jellies and their capacity for swelling; and the behaviour of gelatine in

baths and on drying. The paper is being published in the United States in the " Journal of Industrial Engineering

Chemistry."! n_
ii hided from page 697.)

U is not possible here to deal with the data obtained^ in

relation to photographic development, Certain obvious deductions

from the daia given are, however, of interest. First it will

en that gelatine films (and emulsions) tend to assume, if

not an equilibrium, at least a stationary value, fairly rapidly.

In solutions of alkaline carbonates and sulphites, although alkaline,

the swelling is less, for concentrations above 5 per cent., than

in •water, and this depressing effect increases rapidly with the

concentration of the salt. This effect is taken advantage of in

preparing developing solutions for use at high temperatures, as

in. ihe tropics. It may be further noticed that the maximum
swelling developed with gelatine on rigid supports tends to be

.ierably less than that obtained, at the same temperature

and |

'ne not attached to a rigid support. In the

latter case there is some (though not always a large) dilation in

all directions, whereas the photographic layer can only swell

normally to the support. If by any means 16 the swelling is

forced beyond the limit compatible with this normal swelling,

so that the tangential swelling pressure comes into play, two

things may hanpen. The gelatine may frill, and float off the

support, or reticulation may occur. This is the production of

a network pattern over the film, which spoils the appearance,

particularly since the silver particles of the image concentrate

in the ridges. Such reticulation is particularly marked after

treatment of gelatine with a tanning agent, followed by warm
water.

Fixation.

The use of an arid fixing bath, primarily to keep down developer

stain, involves, as already stated, passage of the gelatine through

10°C

BO'C

)) t> so a
Pchccnt Hypo.

fig. 11.—Influence of hypo concentration on time of fixation.

. electric' point of minimum swelling (pH =4.8). Evidently,

if^the acidity were considerable, so that p H approached 3—2,

16. cf S. R. Sheppard and P. A. Elliott. "The Iteticulation of Gela-
tine. " "J. Ind. Kng. Chem.," 10, 727 (1918).

the swelling pressure might increase sufficiently to cause trouble.

Actually, however, the pn of a fixing bath, containing hypo
and sulphite, cannot be much less than 4, or otherwise sulphur

would be precipitated. The influence of the swelling factor on

the rate of fixation (solution of silver bromide in hypo solution)

is brought out in fig. 11 and fig. 12. The time of fixation is

a minimum for a concentration of thiosulphate of about 40 per

•i Hrra

Fig. 12 — Influence of swelling on time ot fixation.

cent,, above which it again increases. This is due to the fact

that from this point on the reduction of swelling more than

compensates for " mass action."

The relatively anti-swelling, or temporary hardening effect of

the acid fixing bath is generally reinforced by the addition of

true hardening (tanning) agente, such as potash alum, chrome

alum, or formaline. The hardening action of alums is of ereat

importance photographically, and the writer and his collaborators
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Fig. 13.- Influence of nil on alum hardening
of gelatine.

are making an extended study of the physico-chemical conditions.

The influence of the H-ion activity (measured with a hydrogen
electrode) on the hardening action of a solution of potash alum
[lv5S04.Alj(SO,) n

.24H sO] is shown in fig. 13.
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Pig 16.- Inflnence of citric acid on
hardening of gelatine by alum.

is duo to the complex formation, and is shown by other mono-
basic and dibasic organic acids, bat particularly by hydroxy

The hardening action of chromium salts is g<

similar conditions, with certain singularities nnder investigation,
and the behaviour of bichromatcd gelatine ia closely connected
with these tanning reactions.

It is now in order to note briefly the operations of icathing
i gelatine plate* and films. Washing out subst,;

•c, from gelatine follows in general the law regu-

the washing of precipitates. Two things may, bowevi •

noted. On washing out strong electrolytes from gelatine, a will

tend to approach the isoelectric point, but if hydrolyzable sub-
stances are present the gelatine will retain unequal amounts of the
basic •

It hai been bxtpcatible, in the space at my disposal, to discuss
many important, if incidental, roles played by gelatine in

devis' relopmant* of the straight process of negative

tarter

Ptg. Vt .--Siiueested structures of gelatine Jellies.

making. Such are : the incidence of hydrolysis and oxidation of

the gelatine in nhotographic operations, its capacity for absorption

and fixation of dyes, and many others. Again, the simple opera

I
- shows interesting features, one only of which

may be mentioned, as besting upon the so-called " structure
"

of gelatine jellies. Fig. 16 illustrates three typical structures

19. " J. Gen. PsTtioloc" I.. 504 (1918).
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r the "honeycomb" or alveolar, tfie filamentous,

fibrillar or " felt " structure, and the " granular " structure.

\ppeal w made to these, variously, to explain certain properties

of Tellies " In particular, the honeycomb or ©ell structure has

been cited in explanation of the effects of the concentration at

setting on the swelling of dried jellies. A jelly at 5 per cent,

concentration on drying and reswelling again halts at 5 per

a 10 per cent., one at 10 per cent,, etc. It has been suggested

in the more dilute jellies a more open structure of larger

20 ef Physics and Chemistry of Colloids. Report of General Discission

i,. jh. »,;»i,v Sorietv and the Phys cal Society. London, pp. 40-54.

!!rtm»l of'srifSt. amiI
Industrial" Research, Great Britain.)

cells is formed. In a recent paper the writer and F. A. Elliott
" l

have explained this as a result of external case hardening. Under
ordinary drying conditions a non-uniform drying forms a per-

manently set skin, conserving the original surface extension of

the piece of jelly, and this limits the subsequent dilation on

swelling. An internal "structure" is therefore an unnecessary

hypothesis for the explanation of the concentration effect.

B, E. Sheppard.

21. " J. Amer. Ohem. Soc.," U, 383 (1922). Dr. T. Slater Price. Director

of the British Photographic Research Association, has oiled the writer's

attention to previous notice of the edge drying of gelatine jellies hy B.
Liesegang. Koll. Zeitsc.hr. 7. 305 (1910); Liesegang, however, does not seem
to have related this to the concentration effect.

DISPLAYS THE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO CAN
ARRANGE.

lit be dono by the studio photographer in making use of

his window and showcase display facilities. It is true, of course,

that he seldom has the same amount of space at his disposal as the

average shop, but his limited scope for display permits of more

things being done in this connection than he sometimes realises.

Better than all the theories under the sun are the following

examples of how American studio photographers have made attrac-

tive and unusual displays in spite of the obvious handicaps they

have had to contend with.

Rensler's, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., devoted a display to the

babies. The central feature of the window was a large baby doll,

dressed entirely in white, who caused the women folk to ejaculate:

"Isn't she a darling?" A card placed right behind the baby doll

ted

:

" BRING THE BABIES.
Special Care Taken. To-morrow May Be Too Late."

Photographs of babies taken by this studio, and mounted in all sorts

of ways, were exhibited on the rear and side walls as well R8

being spread on the window-floor.

The Balser Studio, Buffalo, N.Y., devoted one of their outside

showcases to juvenile photographs, backed up by the following

sign :

" CHILDREN'S DAY EVERY MONDAY.
Sittings and one picture absolutely free. Ask us."

The free sitting " bait " may not prove acceptable to some studio

photographers, but anyway the Children's Day idea is capable of

more widespread adoption. It is hard to handle all appointments

for sittings on time when there is a child sandwiched in between

sittings for adults, for you never know how children are going to

act and how long it will take to get them in the right pose for

photographing. The Children's Day prevents grown-ups from being

disgruntled in waiting unnecessarily long in the reception room.
Another attractive showcase by the Balser Studio, Buffalo. N.Y.,

contained only photographs of bridal parties, along with the eon

vincing appeal as below:
" MAKE MEMORIES LAST.

Special Prices to Bridal Parties."

The Allison Studio, 1,210 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa., worked
out quite a novel idea in persuading folk to have their pictures

in. The way in which this was carried out in the outside show-
was by a large picture of Mr. Allison, his face wreathed in

smiles, about to photograph somebody in his studio. This picture
appropriately captioned:

'• THE PHOTOGRAPHER IS READY TO MAKE YOUR
PORTRAIT.

Now is the Time. This is the Place."
Two interesting window displays were recently arranged by Ed-

monston, Washington, D.C. Appropriately enough, the first displav

exhibited individual portraits of President and Mrs. Harding an,!

President Coolidge. There was also an unconventional pic-

ture showing Harding and Coolidge together. All these subjects,
ess to say, were taken by Edmonston. The portraits were

hanked against the green cloth background, while on the floor was
play of conservative gilt picture frames, along with a card

bearing the following suggestion :—
' Ask to see the frame we have made especially
for your photograph."

Grouped at the right of the second Edmonston display was a

collection of baby pictures, while grouped at the left were pictures

of Civil War days. Modern enlargements of both kinds of subjects

formed the convincing exhibit at the middle of the display.

An unusual idea was admirably worked out in a window display

by the Bates Studio, Norfolk, Neb. The subject of the window was
" The Adventures of a Boy Scout." The pictures forming the

various adventures were arranged in logical order in a lone picture

frame, each adventure being appropriately captioned. The. top

picture shewed the two-year-old son, wearing miniature scout uni-

form, of a local scoutmaster. Scene two showed the boy parting

from his parents at the porch of their home. Other incidents

depicted the boy tired after a tramp : building a camp fire ; warm-
ing himself before the fire ; getting homesick ; his decision to return

home; in the bosom of his home again. Such human interest

photographs attracted a great deal of attention while on display,

and. no doubt, influenced fond parents to possess permanent records

of fleeting boyhood.

Rainy weather need prove no bugbear to the photographer suit-

ably equipped, who does not hesitate to advertise the fact.

A rainy week inspired Fred. Hartsook, 285, South First Street, San
Jose, Calif., to run an appropriate advertisement beneath the

weather forecast in one of the local dailies. The piece of copy was
in this vein :

—

" Rain and cloudy weather no longer interfere with '-he

making of photographs. Thousands of up-to-date photo-

graphers have closed up their skylights, securing superior

and more uniform results with artificial light in the posing

room. Our studios are all equipped with the latest in

operating lights."

The " ad." was set in ordinary reading matter type, of exactly the

same kind as that used for the weather forecast, with the word
" Advertisement." in order to conform with the postal regulations,

printed in small black type. Such an advertisement could be made
doubly effective by tying it up with a window or showcase display.

A barometer might be placed in the middle of the display of photo-

graphs, along with a sign something like this :

—

" The Barometer predicts more rain.

But this need not cause you to put off having your por-

trait made, for our artificially-lighted studio is equal to the

best daylight results."

Here is an excellent piece of newspaper copy, run by Oakley's

Photographic Studio, Albury, N.S.W., Australia, devoted to

babv :—
" THE BABY
you cuddle in your arms to-day will be going to school

to morrow, and the flight of time brings many changes.

A photograph of baby NOW may mean the avoidance of

disappointment later.

We LIKE Babies and know how to treat Their Highnesses
to get good portraits."

Excellent propaganda, is it not? and is the sort of copy to

make mothers stop, pause and ponder. Ernest A. Dench.
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Assistants' Notes.
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PORTRAITURE BY MR. LTJBOSHEY AT THE CAMERA
CLT7B.

Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, President of the Royal B

of British Artists, opened the annual exhibition of the 1

Photographic So-iety lust September, his eye was caught by a
portrait of Sir Henry Trueman Wood, which he declared to be an
astonishing piece of work. He said that, although in monochrome,
the portrait gave him a vivid suggestion of colour and texture of

flesh and hair.

One is glad to see this distinguished portrait again, one of forty

or more, at the London Camera Club, in John Street, Adelpbi, all

of them the work of Ml V F. Luboshey. who is exhibiting
during the month of November. The subjects include

eminent peoplo whom everybody knows, and others who are

known only to a small circle. There are faces familiar to those
who visit the haunts of pictorial photographers in London, and

are others who are knov country at large through
appearance on the political platform or in the illustrated

There are people whom you might meet in the Adelphi or
Street and others whom yon would have to travel 1o

to see. There are wrinkled oM men
with bushy beards in this collection, and alert, young-looking

I tide of their days. There are men of thought
and men of affairs. One feels that Mr. Luboshey has been for-

Innate in his subjects, ranging as tbev do from I.eo Tolst

one at least of the choice snirits of the Croydon Camera Club.

All of them are interesting m
But if Mr T in his subjects, his

subjecU have been even mora fortunate in Mr. Luboshey. The
men who figure in this portrait gallery are evidently verv •!

in temperament and gifts It is not so much an exhibition of

f distinguished men as an exhibition of distinguished

These are portraits of quality, alike in the personal

•He photographic sense. Yoo begin the round of tb

ig to analvse the characters presented to von, but

hefnr- n to ask some questions about the

man who presents them.

«bey "s method/ in portraiture are well known, or ought
He has expounded them as plainly and painstakingly and

snuely as poasfbJe. If flvcv are not followed widely in

day it is not because they are difficult

to ac" easy. Mr I.nbosbev preaches that

• gnspe! which is above all things difficult to accept Bad
of photographers who lighted their sitter,

from behind their heads or from underneath their feet, he wonld

have had a crowd of discipli he stnnds out

straight fi m one source—in fact, for the lighting

. -» as nature herself lights the world—others exclaim

that tl . art in do ;ng that. Of a'l false antitheses, the

falsest is that art and nature are opposite*. But many think

met of the ordinary and obvious way of go : -

give sufficient scone to their own individn

in for some eccentric lighting, from behind or

from the side, which, combined perhaps with a strained

and with various methods of control in printing, gives ns
• be a picture of trellis work, but is scarcely recognisable

as the human countenance.

OtJFtlfnr with relief to sorh an exhibition a* Mr. Lobos)

is unsophisticated, unaffected, simple, direct. The photo

grapher himself is not interposing his own persnnslit". EC*

. his place; he stsnd an his sitters, instead of al

in front of iliem. He tl that they should

spssfc fi>r themselves Emm in the groups, of which thcr.

one or two examnles, there is no great elaborateness of arrange-

Mr. I.nbosbev has faith in the inherent Tightness of the

natural scheme of things

e sre some other points to be noted. One is the deft use

or cuff or handkerchief for, in the case of Tolstoy

light wnoek) to carry a higher light than the face, and yet •

foil which makes the face more interesting, for the face is

and historic, whi' *r is ,i bit of inert lini'n.

er thing is the lighting which he manages to get into his

vs by hsving his front light at various distances and in-

The face—and the whole face—is the chief interest,
' anything else comes in at all it is only to assist this main

-arely that ho introdnccs an accessor}'. On
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i is a microscope, ir.trodni the portrait of Dr. Rodman,
raphic bat Mr.

had to rrso t to combination printing to get thh

mse be found that to include the sitter and the i

he one exposure meant that the sitter suffered to

t from the distraction of a competing interest. The dark

almost unbroken in all these portraits. The face

appears out. of the living blackness or greyness to tell its own

led story.

These portraits are th > work of a man who combines shrewd

i, with brotherly sympathy. They are full of character.

presented just as they are in real life, with all their

whims and foibles, their patience and generosity. There is no
:' definition, nothing hidden that should have

feels that they are men whom it would be

t;ood to know- the clubman with his cigar, the editor beaming

(or otherwise) through his glasses, the scientist with his imple-

t.he same, one feels that, if it could be managed,

nld be a good thing to have Mr. Luboshey there to do the

introductions.
H. C.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Dervvent

Street, Rochdale.
1923.

Februarv 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition, City

Gallery, Manchester. Latest date for entries. January 12.

Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter John-

son, 30, Hartington Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

March 1 to 8.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest date for

entries, February 15. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,

J. E. Breeze, 178, Broad Street, Birmingham.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

March 13 to 16.—Exeter and West of England Photographic Exhi-

bition. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, R. W. J. Nor-

ton, 4, Buddie Park, St. Thomas, Exeter.

March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall, Secretary,

Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,

W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications November 6 to 11.

Enlarging.—No. 30,424. Photographic enlarging apparatus.

W. E. O'Reilly (W. Holden).

Flashlight.—No. 30,241. Photographic flashlight apparatus. H.

Lamplough.
Photography.—No. 30,659. Photography. J. S. Lauder.

Printing Frame.—No. 30,428. Photographic printing frame.

D. H. O'Neill.

Apparatus.—No. 30,710. Film treating apparatus. Werkstatte

fiir Feinmecbanik Ges.

Films.—No. 30,461. Light-sensitive film or layer. Kalle and Co.,

Akt. Ges.

Films.—No. 30,841. Treatment of photographic films. Counscll

Film Process and Chemical Co., Ltd.

Cinematography.—No. 30,449. Cinematograph films. L. G.

Egrot

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications ore obtainable, price II- each, post free, from

the Patent Office, iS. Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

\ nastigmats.—No. 187,082 (Aug. 22,1921).—The invention pro-

vides for the correction of a'l aberrations in a photographic objective ;

in introducing a correction for positive spherical aberration by an air

space having the form of a positive lens ; the production of an

objective with a negative lens of such formation and in such relation

to the other lenses that the telephoto effect is attained; and the

production of an objective which will be satisfactory in exceptional

where the light is uncertain or insufficient. In all the drawings

the two forward lenses L1 and L2 arc of axial thickness d1 and rf
2

respectively, have the radii r1 , r2 , r3 and r4 respectively, and are

separated by an air space b1 . The third lens L 3 is of axial thickness

d* and the radii of curvature are r 5 and r6 . The space 62 separates the

nL1 and L2 and the space 63 separates the lens L* from the lens L*

which is of axial thickness d* and with radii of curvature r7 and r8 .

In tigs. 3 and 4 the lens L4 is replaced by a doublet of lenses. In

fig. 3 the doublet lenses L* l and L4 n are of axial thickness d* 1

and d* n and with radii of curvature r7 and r8 , respectively, and

with a common radius r'. In fig. 4 the doublet lenses L4a and L4 *>

are of axial thickness dia and <2
4b and with radii of curvature r7 and r8

respectively, and with a common radius r9a . The two forward lenses

L1 and L2 are of strong positive focus and of relatively low dispersive

power, being preferably of crown glass. They are placed in the

combination with their convex surfaces facing the incident rays.

The third or negative lens L3 of the combination is of double concave

form and of relatively high dispersive and high refractive power, being

preferably of dense flint glass. The fourth lens L4
, which may be of

crown glass, is of positive focus and of relatively low dispersive power.

The radius of curvature (r8 ) of the posterior surface of lens L3 is the

shortest of any lens surface of the system.

1**1? -Pi?

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

The combination of the three lenses L1
, L2 and L 3 in itself produces

the telephoto effect. This condition results in the optical centre of

the system being nearer the incident rays than in the ordinary system

where it is about in the middle of the system. Since their computed

combined focal length is greater than the amount of racking out

ascertained by trial, the actual focus of the lens system is relatively

close to the rear lens of the system. The lenses L3 and L 3 constitute

"an uncemented doublet, these lenses being formed so that their facing

surfaces shall have slightly differing radii. This formation, in con-

junction with the other properties of the three lenses L1
, L2 and L3

,

corrects the positive spherical aberration, or may even create a slight

amount of negative spherical aberration.

jj?l?-fi?jr . ?&*?*>
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Recent photographic experience has shown that high apertures with

as much depth of field as is possible is the most desirable condition.

Although the three lenses L1
, L2 and L 3 may be corrected in them-

selves so as to form a lens system of fair optical performance, the

system would be only of a relatively moderate aperture. The

addition of the fourth lens L4
, however, produces a lens system

corrected to a very much larger aperture. The four lenses shown

in figs. 1 and 2 provide sufficient correction for very acceptable
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New Apparatus.

Ensign Glass Cutter.—Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., have just

placed upon the market a glass cutter consisting of a hardened

wheel mounted on a metal head, which is provided with two

deep notches for breaking off glass of somewhat great thickness.

We have found the little implement most effective for its purpose.

It is supplied at the price of Is. 6d., mounted in a wooden handle.

and with six extra cutting wheels. Simply by the use of a small

m rew driver a fresh wheel is very quickly placed in position.

New Materials.

Kodatone Collodion Self-Toning Paper. Made by Kodak, Ltd.,

Kingsway, London. W.C.2.

Tins new collodion self-toning paper has been placed upon the

market by the Kodak Co. in two surfaces, matt and glossy, both of

single weight and both of the white variety. The papers ate

printed in precisely the usual way, requiring to be taken to a

.somewhat greater depth than is desired in the finished prints. The
subsequent manipulation consists in first washing the prints in

several changes of water, and then fixing in a solution of hypo.

4 ozs. in 30 ozs. of water. This simple treatment yields prints of

exceedingly rich and pleasant sepia colour. It should be noted that

this result is obtained after thorough washing of the prints. The
fact is strongly in the favour of the paper, since it is obvious that

the sepia tone is the single result of the materials in the emulsion,

and is not in part the outcome of sulphur toning caused by the

introduction of acid from the paper into the fixing bath. We have
long recommended that choice of a self-toning paper should be made
on the strength of its ability to yield good tones even though the
prints are well washed before fixing, and we are glad to see that
Kodatone comes within this specification. Prints of fine purple
brown tone are readily obtained by immersion for five minutes in a

weak salt bath, washing in several changes of water, and then fixing

in the. hypo solution recommended for sepia tones. It is impossible

to find fault with the quality of the results most readily obtained
on this self-toning paper, which evidently is a material of this kind
of the first rank.

Ensign Christmas Mounts and Calendars. Made by Houghtons'
Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn, London. W.C.I.

Messrs. Houghtons' greeting mounts and calendars for the forth-
coming season include a series of inexpensive folder slip-in mounts
in sizes from vest-pocket to postcard. The mounts are embellishejl

by attractive cover designs in red and green, and are supplied in

ti™ °l
S1X

if"
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!

ces from ls
-
3d

- to ls - 6d - Pe '- set. The illustra-
tion shows the choice of three designs which is offered.

The calendars are issued in the same series of sizes and in

greater variety of style. The series 83 (illustrated) is of the slip-in

pattern, of stout dark board covered with a most pleasing white
art matt beneath which the print is placed. This style is obtain 1

able in cither grey or brown, at prices from 4d. to 7d. each. In

g^^^^Crv ^^n

1 |
Cafenbar

1Q2J

,
the 83B series, the colours are again either grey or brown and trie

boards are given a printed border within which the photograph is

pasted. The 83A series is also of paste-down pattern and consists

of a white flexible hand-made board with deckle edges and plate-

mark. A very light and attractive form of greeting calendar. The
prices of these two latter series are the same as those of No. 83.

In all three series the calendars are supplied only for prints placed
" landscape way " on them.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Monday, November 27.

Birmingham Phot. Art Club. " Old Processes and New Methods."
W. F. Slater.

Bradford Phot. Soc. Members' Lantern Slide Night.

City of London and Cripplegate P.S. "Amiens Cathedral."
'

E. W. Harvey Piper.

Derby Phot. Soc. " Night Photography." A. H. Blake.

Dewsburv Phot. Soc. " Week-end Cottages in Wensleydale and
Wharfedale." G. Thistlethwaite.

Kidderminster and District Phot. Soc. Members' Slides.

Maidstone and District Phot. Soc. " Lantern Slide Making." A.
Dordan Pyke.

Southampton Camera Club. " Through the Dolomites to Venice."

C. H. E. West,
Willesden Phot. Soc. " Development and Consideration of Nega-

tives. ' G. C. Weston.

Tuesday, November 28.

Royal Photographic Society. " Off the Beaten Track at the Zoo."

J. E. Saunders.
Birmingham Phot Soc. " The Man behind the Camera and the

Making of Portraits." C. P. Crowther.
Bournemouth C.C. Social Evening and Whist Drive.

Cambridge and District Phot. Club. Exhibition of Prints contri-

buted by Scholars of Cambridge Secondary Schools.

Exeter C.C. Exhibition of " Summer Competition " Prints.

Hackney Phot. Soc. Lecture. H. W. Bennett.

Halifax Scientific Society. " Prints and Lantern Slides by the

Transferotype Process." W. H. Hammond.
Leeds Phot. Soc. " The Great Masters Interviewed, or a Chat

with the Artists of Days Gone By." Rev. WT
. H. Cooper.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Whist Drive.

Morley Amateur P.S. "Flower Photography." W. H. Atkinson.

Portsmouth Camera Club. " Through the Dolomites to Venice."

C. H. E. West.
Slough and District Y.M.C.A. Phot. Club. "The Making of an

Anastigmat Lens." Messrs. Aldis Bros.

South Glasgow C.C. " Callander Outing." R. M'Morrine.

Wednesday, November 29.

Birkenhead Phot, Assoc. " Tramps with a Camera in Holland."

T. H. Greenall.

Borough Polytechnic Phot. Soc. " Garden Flowers." A. D. Fort.

Bristol Phot. Club. " Enlarging." E. G. Watts.
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help given to him by the Secretary in working out the accounts.

On the proposition of Mr. Frank Brown, seconded by Mr. Adams,
be of thanks was accorded to Mr. Speaight for his work in

connection with the accounts.

Tlic following Committees were appointed :

—

On the motion of Mr. Chidley, d by Mr. Haines, the

Finance Committee to consist of Messrs. Chase, St. George, and
with the Chairman of Council (and I

urer, and Secretary ex-offido.

On the- motion of Mr. Brown, seconded by Mr. Basil, the
' or Publications Committee to consist of Messrs. Adams.

Hana, and Wakefield, with the Chairman of Council, Treasurer

and Secretary ex-offiao.

On the motion of Mr. Chidley. seconded by Mr. Chaplin, the

Committee to consist of Messrs. Adams, Basil. I

Haines and Wakefield, with the Chairman of Council, Treasurer
and Secretary ex-otfirio.

It was also agreed that the convener of each Committee should

keep a record of the attendances of the members, and hand such

d to the Secretary for inclusion in the Annual Report of

Council. It was felt that in the pasf the bare record of attend-

onncil meetings had given an inadequate indication of

the labours of the members, many of whom had attended far more
Committee meetings than Council meetings, although their attend-
ance at the latter had consumed a large amount of time.

Mr. Ilisil remarked upon the non-existence of an exhibition
committee for other purposes than the Congress exhibition. Hitherto
the responsibility, of arranging for the representation of the

) at outside exhibitions had fallen upon Mr. Adams,
He suggested that a general exhibition committee should be formed,
the same to serve as the Congress exhibition committee when the

ess came along.

Mr. Wakefield thereupon proposed, and Mr. St. George seconded.
that such an exhibition committee bo formed, to consist of Messrs.
Adams, Basil. Chase, and Lambert, with the Chairman of Council
(and President), Treasurer and Secretary tx-nfficio.

Mr. Adams asked for the necessary authority to put in order
the permanent collection of pictures, the property of the Associa-
tion, and to standardise the sizes of prints to fill, say, four folios,
the folios to be purchased at a sum not exceeding £3.

Mr. Adams proposed, and Mr. Brown seconded, that the former
should be given this authority, and this was agreed to.

The Secretary read a letter from the Secretary of the Royal
Photographic Society stating that a small committee was being
appointed to consider a standard size for mounts : that repre-
sentatives of the Royal Photographic Society and of the London

were being selected, and that it was desired to have the
co-operation of representatives of the Professional Photographers'
Association.

Mr. Speaight proposed, and Mr. Brown seconded, that Mi.
Adams and Mr. Basil be appointed representatives on such com-
mittee, and this was agreed to. The Council then adjourned
after a sitting of four-and-a-quarter hours.

News and Notes;

A Ross-Goekz Lens of 14 inches focus and ,/7.7 aperture (No.
2,096) has been stolen from Mr. W. M. Crockett, 3, Lyndhurst

i. Devonport. Dealers to whom the lens may be offered are
asked to communicate with him.

MB. T. W. Higginson, for many years in business at Clapton as
a trade enlarger and maker of celluloid tinted miniatures, announce,
his change of address to Cintra, Springfield Road, Sunbury-on-
1 names, where the production of these specialties will be continued
Shout-Ray Lsnsis.—We have to thank the cinematograph trade

for yet another new term, namely, " short-ray " pictures. The
newspapers of last week stated that an expert ' audience examined
ttie new short-ray for pictures showing at the Stoll Kingswav
theatre The old projection gave a throw of 186 ft. from the
top of the roof down the big building to the screen. Now several
of the boxes m the tier have been sacrificed to the construction

f ffiT*
proJecUon box

-
This Sivcs a practically straight throw

Another Lightning Photograph."—A remarkable instance of
what appears to be a " lightning photograph "

in a branch of a
beech tree has just been presented to the Royal Botanic Society.
The tree was struck by lightning at Middeham, and there is 'a
clear imprint in a section of the branch of the ivy growing round
the tree. In the notices about this curiosity that have appeared
m the Press, mention lias, of course, been made of images found
on the skins of people struck by lightning, but it is rightly pointed
out in somejiapers that neither the image upon the tree nor the
images upon the skin are examples of real photography, but
markings caused by heat.

Kodak Staff Photographic Society.—Founded early in 1921,
this society consisting entirely of members of the staff of Kodak,
Ltd., and allied companies, now numbers 400 members. The bi

annual exhibition was held on Thursday, November 16, in the
Lecture Hall, Kingswav Hall, and over 600 prints and many lantern
slides were on view. The Society encourages the beginner as well
as the advanced worker, and judging by the excellent quality of
the work show i much success has been attained. Pictures by
members of the staff in many parts of the world, including France,
Spain, Italy. Denmark. India, South Africa, Australia, and Singa-
pore were exhibited, while the head office and London brandies

well represented. Harrow and the provinces also showed
some good work, two prints in this section gaining medals. Mr.
W. L. F. Wastell, who judged the exhibits, must have experienced
considerable difficulty in making his awards, there being such a

wealth of k. The Society, together with its able and
active secretary, Mr. ,T. M. Hoffmeister, must be congratulated
upon getting together such an excellent exhibition.

Houghton's Mounts and Albums.—A most excellent illustrated
catalogue of then many styles of mounts and albums has just been
issued by Messrs. HoughtonSj Ltd.. 88-89, High Holborn, London,
W.C.I. It is a book of 88 pages, printed in conveniently large
type on paper which does ample justice to the many half-tone
illustrations of the goods. A classified index shows the pages on
which mounts or albums for particular sizes of photographs are
catalogued, whilst a numerical index, at the end of the book, forms
a key to the pages on which goods known by the makers' trade
number are listed and serves also as a price list. The catalogue
describes many varieties of slip-in and paste down albums, of
kinds for both the professional and the amateur, and also a very-

great range of slip-in and other mounts. Several pages are liki

devoted to art mounting boards and papers and passe-partout
requisites. The list is issued for the use of photographic dealers.

no one of whom can fairly claim to be acquainted with the goods
for his customers unless this catalogue is upon his shelf.

U.S. Tariff and Photographic Goods.—By the Tariff Act of

1922, which received the sanction of the United States Sena
September 21 last, duties are levied on goods entering the United
States, and, in many instances, are increased. A copy of the Act.
which is supplied with a_ most comprehensive index of the
affected by it, has been issued in this country by the well-known
shipping firm of Thomas Meadows and Co., 35, Milk Street. Lon-
don, E.G. The photographic goods coining within the Act arc
cameras and parts, chemicals, dry-plates, films and lenses. The
duty on photographic cameras and parts, not specially provided
for, is 20 per cent, ad valorem ; photographic dry-plates, 15 per
cent.

; photographic and moving picture films, sensitised but not
exposed or developed, 4-10ths of 1 per cent, per linear ft. of the
standard width; photographic film negatives for use in connection
with motion pictures, exposed but not develeiped, 2 cents per linear

ft. ; exposed and developed, 3 cents per linear ft. ; motion-picture
film positives, 1 cent, per linear ft. Films or film negatives, either

photographic or cinematograph, exposed in a foreign country
by an American producer of motion pictures, operating temporarily
in stub country in the course of production of a picture 60 per
cent, or more of which is made in the United States, are to pay
a duty of 1 per cent, per linear ft. Photographic chemicals ol

tar origin, 45 per cent, ad vu/on :m based upon the American selling

price of any similar competitive article manufactured or produced
in the United States, and 7 cents per lb. For t\yei years following

the passage of the Act the rate of duty shall be 60 instead of 45

per cent. Photographic and projection lenses, opera and field

glasses and other optical instruments, 45 per cent, ad valorem.

Photographs, 25 per cent, ml valorem. Photographs imported by-

authority or for the use of the United States or the Librai
Congress are admitted free, as are also photographs for the u

educational, scientific or literary purposes. Photographs which have
been printed mo.'e than twenty years are also on the free list.
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prints, as this nut only fixes the crayon work but gives the

ou need.

A. I! -We should think your best method to illuminate the back-
iiid would lie to use a focussing spotlight. This could be

placed upon one side of the studio bi ,1 the

light thrown upon the b ound and then

iding lamp tray to cover the area you desire. The
und could, therefore, be illuminated from either rid

the studio and the area of light altered at will. The back-
could Ik- given a cloudy effect by the aid of graded

ftlten used in tin The filters could be easily

:u old negatives by scraping, or coating with opaque, as

I
red.

A. I..— (1) lOJ in. is quite a sufficient length for average work.
For cabinet heads we do not think it is worth while to pur-

chase a 13-in. or 16-in. lens. (3) We don't think there is any
i .rise, in adding metol to a pj n,

developer for softness. The pyro-metol is a very ener
"ii and gives density very quickly. We think yon had

far better use your present pyro developer with addition of a

certain amount of water, saj . one-half the bulk of the working
developer for trial. (3) '1 he business of Brucciani has
taken over by the Department for the Sale of Casts. Vict

and Albert Museum. South Kensington, London, S.W.7, to

whom you should write.

H. B.— Although your studio is small we think you will require
more light than that which you suggest. We think lamps

1 and 2 should be of 2. GOO c.p. each, and No. 3 a stan-

dard lamp of 3,000 c.p. Nos. 1 and 2 should be fitted to a

runway, and thus would be capable of being placed nearer

the background or further away as necessary. Also they should
be upon raising and lowering cords and would then be avail-

able either high up as toplights or near the floor for children.

or alternated, i.e., one up and one down. No. 3, being of the

standard type, could be moved to any part of the studio either

to assist or counteract the other lamps. Good reflectors should
be fitted to all the lamps.

I!. P.— If you are requiring sufficient light to enable you to give,

say. 1-lOih sec. exposures at / 4.5. we should advise the
" Xorthlight." This is a 4-carbon arc lamp fitted to a movable
Stand and with an umbrella-shaped reflector. This lamp, with
the aid of a spotlight, would be of great convenience, and
enable you to get any desired effect. The half-watt system
.oiil,

I
In- used, hut you would require more than 6.000 c.p. to

enable such short exposures to be given. Your local electrician
should be consulted in reference to fitting the necessary cables

and resistance for the " Xorthlight," and also a wall fitting

s
for the spotlight. It would be best to fit plugs and sockets
on both sides of the studio for both these lights.

W. IV— The usual method is to pla tgt two small bunsen
burners in the window and keep these burning charing 1 he day
and night, 'these should be fitted by your usual gas-fitter. If

>: window is entirely enclosed, we should recommend that
the to], of the enclosure be either taken away altogether or a
large-size opening made. This would allow a good circulation
of air from the shop or reception-room and would consequently
warm the front glass of the window. The following paste
should be robbed over the window after (leaning and then
subsequently polished off : Glycerine. 10 oz.

;
prepared chalk

in powder, 4 oz.
; mix well together with a pestle and mortar

and apply sparingly on a piece of soft rag. Then polish the

glass with a dry rag so that no smears occur.

S. K. 11.—There are several processes of colour photography
which would he of use to you, all of them equally satisfactory.
The Autochrome process, particulars from .Mr. T. K. Grant,
89, Great Russell Street. London, W.C.I, and the Paget pro-

rticulars from the Paget Prize Plate Co., Watford.
Hert«., are both transparency processes, and give excellent
results, while they are both easy to work. These processes
require only one exposure in the camera to produce the result
in colour, but are suitable for lantern slides or transparencies
for viewing by transmitted light only. For prints upon paper
some method of three-colour photography must be worked.
Three negatives have to be made, each through a separate

ur filter, and from these three prints, which are ultimately
: imposed. Having these negatives many processes are

possible, including Carbon, Pinatype, etc. Of these latter per-
haps carbon is the easiest to work. An interesting process was
deserilied in the " B.J." " Colour Photography " Supplement

for November 3, 1922. This process, using three negativi
both simple and effective. A book which may be of use to

Practical Colour Photography," by E. ,'j. Wall, published
by the American Publishing Co.. of Boston, U.S.A., hut oh
abb- from our publishers, Messrs. Henry Greenwood &
price 13s. 3d. post free. The colour filters necessary for making
the negatives may be obtained from Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., II ford,
London, E.

E. A. The system of incandescent acetylene light has be-

.1 that we ourselves have not had experience of
it. and there are very few people, we think, who have. We
saw some demonstrations of it some ten years ago at the prei
of Messrs. Newton & Wright, 72, Wigmore Street, London, W.l.

n it appeared to he just as satisfactory for the proje
of lantern slides as the. ordinary oxy-hydrogen lime-light. And
of course no condenser was used, since the rays from the tiny
pastille are brought to a focus by means of a metal mirror.
We should say that the intensity of the light is at least six or
seven ti s that of a 120 c.p. half-watt lamp. So far as we
remember the light is fairly constant over a period of, say, one
or two honors. We have no data as to consumption of a

lene. Possibly . Messrs. Newton & Wright could give vou
further details.

G. M.—We are afraid your studio is hardly large enough for
serious work. You could, however, get bust portraits

or even half-length figures with a lens of not longer focus than
6 inches. We should imagine, when working from the extreme
end of your studio, that the available distance between camera
and sitter would he only about 6 ft., which distance is in-

sufficient for larger work. For children you would require a
small table or platform, otherwise you would get distortion
duo to the awkward angle at which you would have to work.
With reference to lighting, we think your present arrangement is

quite inadequate. Your windows are too small, but if you
could merge the two into one, at both sides of the studio, and
carry them down to about 2 ft. from the floor, you would then
get better illumination. Also you want a top light, and to

obtain this the roof should be glazed to within 4 ft. of the door
end. With these alterations, providing you are not shut in by
high walls, you would have quite a good amount of light.

However, even with this arrangement, it would be necessary
to have some other source of illumination near the floor, other-

wise the lighting would be too heavy at the top. This could be
arranged by having white tilting reflectors on either side of the
studio and adjusting them as you find necessary. If.

electricity is available you could then use the studio as it

stands and rely upon the artificial light only. Two lamps of

3,000 c.p. each would be sufficient for bust portraits, but more
would be needed for children. We cannot give you any ides

of the cost of fitting electricity into your studio, however, as so

much depends upon the distance the supply is from you, and
local charges, etc. You could best obtain this estimate by
applying to an electrician who would be prepared to do the

work. Acetylene would be hardly suitable in so small a studio.
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to 8 per cent, for the years 1919 to 1921, has now been

ntained at the latter figure, which, we beliew, has

not been exceeded since 1902-03.

* * *

Tank During the past few weeks we have
Development, encountered several cases in which tank-

users have complained of poor, flat negatives. In each

case it has been found that the trouble was due to

exhaustion of the developer, either by an excessive

number of negatives or more commonly by intermittent

use for too long a time. Many who have been accustomed
to dish development seem to imagine that the degree of

dilution of a developer does not affect its working
capacity, and they overlook the fact that even when
more or less protected from the atmosphere the deteriora-

tion of a diluted developer is much 6lower than that of

a concentrated solution. It should be understood that

we are referring to large tanks as used for portrait work,
and not to the smaller amateur ones in which fresh

solution is used each time. The practice of keeping a
tank solution up to its work by adding fresh strong
solution is not conducive to uniform work, as it is not
possible to eliminate the bromide absorbed from successive
batches of plates. It seems better to use a weaker
solution and to renew it more frequently, the increased
time needed for development not being of so much
consideration as the quality of the negatives.

* * *

Filling the A failing which many photographers,
Space. professional or amateur, labour under,
is that of placing their subjects awkwardly upon the
plate. The figure is either too high or too low, or too
much to one side or the other, or the figure cuts the
margins in an ungraceful manner if a full-sized print
is required. If the knife can be used freely upon the
print the fault is easily remedied, but if a half-plate
print be ordered, the sitter is not likely to be pleased
with a quarter-plate one. An obvious method of over-
coming the difficulty is to enlarge the satisfactory portion
to the desired size, when the result is often better than
would have been obtained directly in the camera, but
the obviously correct course is to give more attention
to the spacing of the figure upon the ground glass. A
useful aid to this may be found in a card mask, the
exact size of the trimmed print, which is fixed in contact
with either surface of the focussing screen which will
clearly define the limits of the plate. A hand mirror
may be used to erect the image until the necessary
experience has been gained, as many people are misled
by the inverted image. It is also a good plan to inspect
the focussed image from a distance of 12 or 14 inches,
whence faulty placing is more easily detected than from
a nearer position.

* * *

Inverse The familiar law of inverse squares,squares. according to which illumination from
the source of light falls off inversely as the square of the
distance, is one of those formulae the truth of which is
very often distorted by applying it under conditions in
which it does not hold good. Strictly, the rule holds
good only in reference to a source of light which is a
mathematical point, without area or magnitude, and it
fails m proportion as a light-source departs from this
definition. Thus, while the illumination produced by a
very small source of light, such as the oxy-hydrogen lime-
light or a ' Pointolite *' arc lamp, would follow the mle,
it cannot be assumed that the law applies in conditions
which prevail in many photographic operations; for
example, the use of an incandescent gas burner or electric
filament lamp for the exposure of paper behind a negative

placed at a distance from the light which is not many-
times the dimension of the light itself. Moreover, the
use of screens or reflectors which diffuse a source of

light, that is to say, scatter it in all directions, causes
a very substantial departure from the law. We are
reminded of these matters by an article in the issue of

the " Gas Journal " of November 22 last, in which the
author, Mr. A. Renfred Myhill, draws particular atten-

tion to quite ordinary conditions in the illumination of

surfaces in which the law of inverse squares ceases to

apply.

SYSTEM IN BEOMIDE PRINTING.

Although at first sight bromide printing, or perhaps
more correctly, printing upon papers requiring develop-

ment, may appear to be a very simple process, it affords

almost unlimited opportunities for total or partial failure.

It is not difficult for anyone of average intelligence to

master the details of exposure and development, but it

is (jUite a different matter when it comes to reproducing
upon paper anything like the full scale of tones which is

found in a good negative. It may be contended that
ther© is no recognised standard of quality in negatives,

but for all practical purposes it may be assumed that a
negative exhibiting full detail in the high-lights with as

much shadow detail as tne producer wishes to appear in

the shadows while possessing sufficient density to give a
satisfactory colour by development alone, will satisfy

most photographers. The question now to be considered

is the selection of a paper which will give the desired

print from the type of negative which any particular

worker regards as satisfactory, and it is not easy to

select such a paper from the hundreds of varieties now
offered.

The effect of such a bewildering variety of papers
seems to be that of unsettling the mind of the worker
who finds that with one grade he can secure good prints

from negatives which he considers as rather poor in

quality, while his good negatives give rather harsh

results. If another grade had been tried a totally different

conclusion might have been arrived at, and so hundreds
of photographers wander through the desert of perplexity

during the whole of their career without finding satisfac-

tion.

There is, fortunately, a comparatively easy method of

.

ascertaining the capabilities of any sample of bromide
or similar paper; it is by using a step wedge. For our
purpose a step wedge may take the form of an ordinary

half-plate of ordinary rapidity which has been exposed
in strips in the same way as when making a strip test

with a negative, but without a negative. Each strip

may be half an inch wide, and if the series luns the
narrow way of the plate, twelve strips can be obtained.

The ratio of exposure between the successive strips, may
be chosen so as to give a steep or shallow gradation, that

is to say, exposures may be given in the ratio of 1, 2, 4, 8,

and so on, or of 1. 1J, 2, 3, 4, etc., or even 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

the object being to secure a negative which appears like

a Venetian blind with the laths gradually increasing in

density from one end to the other. After exposure, the
plate should be developed in a safe light, using a non-
staining developer, until no further reduction of silver

takes place, when it must be thoroughly fixed so that
it will not change colour subsequently. We have now
an instrument with which we can gain some useful

information. We may find, for example, that the normal
paper of one maker gives a harder result than the
" eontrasty " of another, and so forth.

A convenient way of using our " wedge " is to place a
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until ono is absolutely sure that development is complete.

That is to say, the minimum correct exposure must be accom-

panied by the maximum development.

Any ordinary developer will serve. I think (and most Bro-

tnoil workers with whom I have been in touch agree with me)

that the developing agents have only a slight if any bearing

on the final result. My usual developer is M.Q. which differs

very slightly from the Kodak formula, and I have also used

Amidol. There has never been any noticeable difference in

the behaviour of the prints during subsequent operations,

which could be due to the developer.

The prints should then be fixed in a plain hypo solution—

3 ozs. of hypo to 20 of water, fixation must be complete, and

to ensure this it is advisable to leave the prints for at least

15 minutes in the solution if thin paper, or 20 minutes if

thick paper is used. On no account should acid hypo be used,

as in nine cases out of ten, the print fixed in this solution will

refuse to bleach. The print should then be very thoroughly

wasbod two to three hours are essential, for, if there is the

slightest trace of hypo in the emulsion during the bleaching

operation, trouble will ensue.

The reason why a thin negative is so advisable is obvious

from the foregoing, because with a negative that is at all

fully developed it will be impossible to get a bromide print

of tho character described above. At this point I would advise

prospective " Bromoilers " to leave a blank margin of about

half an inch all round the print, so as to safeguard the brush

from moisture during inking.

The next operation is bleaching, the most important opera-

tion in the process. This may be proceeded with immediately

washing is finished, or, preferably, in my opinion, the print

may be dried and bleaching and the subsequent operations

done afterwards. So far as I can see, there is no reason why
a print should work better after being thoroughly dried ex-

cept that the gelatine hardens a little on account of the dry-

ing, but it always seems to ink up easier after drying than if

one proceeds directly after washing.

There are innumerable bleaching formulae; I have tried

many of them, and after a considerable number of experi-

ments with several, evolved the following and find that is

the best in my hands for all-round use. It consists of two
solutions as follows:—
A. Copper chloride ... ... ... ... 160 grs.

Sodium chloride 2 ozs. 292 grs.

Hydrochloric acid 3 minims
Water 10 ozs.

B. Potassium biohromate 55 grs.

Water 10 ozs.

For use take 1 oz. of A, 1 oz. of B, and 2 ozs. of water.
It is rather important that the purest ingredients obtain-

able should be used, that the amounts as given should be
exact, and that large amounts of solution should not be
made up, as the B solution does not keep very well. The
copper chloride in solid form is very deliquescent, that is,

it absorbs water from the air . readily and consequently
should be kept in a well-stoppered bottle. Solutions A and
B should not be mixed until immediately before they are
required. The potassium-bichromate solution is inclined to
become stale after three weeks, so, unless one is constantly
using these solutions, it is better that this should be made
up in small quantities as required. Solution A keeps for
any length of time. Any excess of undissolved sodium
chloride (common salt) should be allowed to settle on the
bottom of the bottle.

It is most important that all dishes and utensils used in
tli is process should be absolutely chemically clean, and for

—'ling especially a dish should be set aside for this pur-
no other. Before bleaching the dry bromide print,
be placed to soak for 5 minutes in water at a

about 65 deg., or until limp, Not only
"^^^he bleacher to flow evenly over the print, but

rface of the emulsion into such a condition

that the ink is more readily removed if desired than if the

dry print had the bleacher poured directly over it.

The damp print is now drained of surface moisture and

placed in a dish, and the ready-mixed bleacher is poured

on in an even sweep. Eight ozs. will bleach four 15 x 12

prints, -and it is not advisable to try more. In about half

a minute the effects of the bleacher will begin to be visible,

and in about 3 to 3J minutes nothing but a faint brownish

image will remain. The print should be left in the bleacher

for a quarter of a minute ' after the last vestige of black

has disappeared from the print. The time of bleaching

gives an important indication as to whether subsequent

operations are likely to be successful. If it takes more than

3i minutes or at most 4^ at 60-65 deg., either the print has

not been thoroughly washed or the bleacher has not been

mixed in the proper proportions. If it takes less than 2£

minutes, it shows that the print has been under-developed

and a flat and muddy Bromoil is likely to be the result.

Prints should then be washed in running water until the
yellow stain has gone. This usually takes about 15 minutes.

The print should then be fixed in a solution of hypo of the

strength of about 2 ozs. of hypo to 20 of water for five

minutes. The temperature of both bleaching and fixing solu-

tion should never exceed 65 deg. F. In the fixing bath

the print changes from a faint brown to a very faint greenish

grey.

After fixing the print should be washed in running water

;

if for Bromoil for at least half an hour, if for transfer

15 minutes is enough.
Then the print is put to soak in plain water at a tem-

perature which varies according to the make. During this

operation the gelatine absorbs water in the opposite direc-

tion and in proportion to the aotion of the bleacher, i.e., in

the high lights the maximum is absorbed, in the half-tones

about half, and in the darks little or none at all, and as

the oily ink employed is repelled by water, it is only

accepted by the emulsion in the same degree as the gelatine

is tanned or hardened by the bleaching solution.

The temperature at which the prints should be soaked
varies according to the make of paper; some are ready for

inking directly after washing ; others require an initial tem-
perature of as much as 90 deg. F., while the average is

from 70-80 deg. F.

The temperature should not be maintained throughout
the period of soaking; the water should be at the point
indicated by experience as the best for the paper when the
print is put in and allowed to cool to the level of the tem-
perature of the room, very little water being absorbed by
the gelatine at a normal temperature by those papers which
require heat.

The time of soaking also varies and must be found by
experiment. As a general rule from 15 to 45 minutes is

sufficient. If a number of prints are being treated they

may, when soaking is complete, be transferred to cold water
in which they will maintain their condition for a few hours.

As a guide, the temperature and time of soaking usually

required by the papers above-mentioned are as follows:—
Kosmos " Vitegas " for Bromoil 60 deg..—ready after

washing.

Kodak " Royal " 75 deg.—20 minutes

„ " Velvet "
... 75 deg.—25

Barnet (thin) 70 deg.—20 „
(All grades mentioned-

above) (card) 75 deg.—30 „

Some workers prefer to dry their prints after washing,

and in the case of papers with a soft emulsion, such as

" Vitegas," it may be an advantage. Personally, I think it

better to go straight through, but it should be remembered
that each wetting and drying hardens the emulsion a little,

so that longer soaking and higher temperature are required

to bring the paper to the right condition.

At this stage, if the surface moisture be blotted off, the
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is b. Chi

(To bt continued.)

AN INEXPENSIVE REFLECTOR
LAMPS.

FOR HALF=WATT

this hhuii of the year, many
•rs who have in mi' a halfv .

• arr.ii>,"' t«n is compern

bts arc accessories which, for con 'king, arc
ntial expensive; one of these is the refb

either i

diffosM

'

<-a> l> M
a large

it bin.

It has been noted from experience that, generally speaking, I

is a great wastage of light in most photographic studios;
•be available light going anywhere but in the d

i.«, then
ut asset. This does not mean that all light should be
1 harshly towards the sitter, for it must be realised that

m walls and .riling

>i.ii t in the general softening of the art.

!'">• valuable in its ,„,,. time,

majority of the li^bt should find its way,

Control
'lien in the hand* ot lor.

c facts in mind the ires to suggest

• tt lumps,
use in a system of lighting wl

I an n>'l i dual unit. Many arrangements make use of
dor common to the I tmber of lai

t to have each lamp
and it« reflector available individually for disposal according t

I the effect in view at any particular time, so that
the lamp may lie ranted or lowered, or otherwise d n its

ooSfcatS hin
ram, it is ho|>ed. will clearly illustrate the idea, and also

a guide f

The materials required are simple and inexpensive. They are :

—

12J feet of i
inch by j-inch stuff; a quantity of i

.dfoil. These, together with a
few screws and picture rings, and a yard or two of cord, are all

that is necessary for one reflector.

If expense is no object, the appearance and stability of the
srtirle can be enhanced by the use of thin sheet aluminium instead
of tin- I and tinfoil. This metal can be obtained at most
large ironmongers about 9d. per square foot.

as follows : Cut fonr lengths of wood 15 inches,
and make the aqusre top framework, the J inch way being the
depth of th< outside. The method of joining, being of 1

is left to the discretion of the maker. Next cut i

more pieces 15 inrhes long and join two to the top framework
other making the bottom bar of the back portion, B. B. B. Then
join the loose ends of back and top psrts by struts 22 inches long.
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one at each side, C. C. To complete the wooden structure, trim up
the joints, and then affix screw eyes in the top as shown.

A piece of cardboard is now required (outlined in Fig 2), 30 inches

long by 15 inches, at its maximum width, tapering (from 6 inches

from each end) to the end to a width of 9 inches. If aluminium

is used, it must be cut to this size. Having marked a point

6 inches from the back along the top side bars, secure the top corner

of the cardboard to these points. Next secure the cardboard to

the top back joint of framework, keeping the top edge flush with

the top of the bar. The lower edges will now be in position along

the structs C. C. and just require fixing. Now arrange the

unsecured, wide portion of cardboard in the semicircular form
shown in Fig. 1.

Having cut a piece of cardboard (or aluminium) 15 inches by
12 inches, attach it by a tough piece of cloth, hinge fashion, to the

in bar of the back framework. A length of thin cord is

fastened to the fop front corner of the framework—to the picture

ring will do—and is passed loosely through a hole in the corner of
the loose flap.

The idea of this flap is that, by its means, the rays of light

passing downwards may be reflected towards the sitter, the loose-

of the flap allowing it to be adjusted to any angle according
to the height of the lamp.

Therefore, the cord is left free at one end in order that it may
be secured at the length necessary to give the required tilt to the
flap. The position of the filament in most half-watt lamps is such
that this adjustable reflecting surface is a great asset, making use
of those rays which would otherwise pass directly downwards.

If aluminium has been used, the reflector is now complete, but
in the event of cardboard being the material, it remains to cover

I

J

I

I

I

I

_*_
<-6"-X- 18"

Fig. 2.

the inner or reflecting surfaces with the bright tinfoil, polishing
afterwards with a soft duster. The writer used tinfoil in which
Kodak films had been packed, straightening it out carefully first,

and attaching to the cardboard by a narrow margin of glue near
the edges.

Cords or wires are now attached to the four picture rings on the
top framework, and then secured to the pendant from which the
lamp is swung.
This reflector is quite efficient; adjustments may be required to

suit peculiar conditions, modifications in measurements will be
required for various sizes of lamps. But the suggestion is a guide
to any who may need an inexpensive reflector for half-watt lamps.

F. W.

DEATH OF MR. VANESS C. BAIRD.

We are sorry to record the death of Mr. Vaness C. Baird, con-
nected for nearly forty year? with the Dundee and East of
Scotland Photographic Association, during thirty-seven of which
he served continuously as an officer, three years as treasurer,
twenty-five years as secretary, six years as president, and three years
as a member of council. Mr. Baird was one of the leading spirits in
the establishment of the Scottish Photographic Federation, and at
the time of his death was the president of this body. He was a
frequent exhibitor at the Scottish Salon, and, as a specialist in
architectural photography and in lantern-slide making was accus-
tomed to contribute examples of his technique in these fields of
work. Two years aso the award of the Macdougald Plaque for
the best print in the Scottish Federation's folio was made to him.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Derwent
Street, BochdaJe.

1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition, City
Art Gallery, Manchester. Latest date for entries, January 12.

Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter John-
son, 30, Hartington Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

March 1 to 8.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest date for
entries, February 15. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
J. E. Breeze, 178, Broad Street, Birmingham.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412, Carnegie
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

March 13 to 16.—Exeter and West of England Photographic Exhi-
bition. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, R. W. J. Nor-
ton, 4, Buddie Park, St. Thomas, Exeter.

March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall, Secretary,

Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.I.

Patent News.

Process patents—applications and specifications—art treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications November 13 to 18.

Cameras.—No. 31,242. Photographic cameras. E. T. Percival,

and W. C. and W. R. Stevens.

Films.—No. 31,262. Photographic films. S. Cohen.
Photographic Type setting.—No. 30,932. Photographic type-

setting machine. E. K. Hunter.
Plates.—No. 31,025. Preparation of photo-cellographic plates

for printing with greasy ink. M. de Sperati.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price !/ each, post free, from

the Patent Office, t5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Colour Cinematography, No. 157,196 (May 5, 1914). The invention
consists in a system of cinematography and colour cinematography
in which the film is moved continuously. Rays from the object
form an image virtually received, after reflection on an ellip-

tical surface, by a revolving lens. Three coloured filters,

corresponding with the primary colours, are arranged in front of
the film in order to record the primary colour-sensations or in
the projection of the colour films. Thus, three widths of
corresponding pictures are in action, instead of one, as in the
ordinary methods. Edouard Belin, 272, Avenue de Paris, Le
Malmaison, Ruell, France. (Details of the principle of the
method and of the apparatus used in its application are given on
another page in the " Colour Photography " Supplement.)

Automatic Focussing Vertical Enlargers.—No. 179,948 (May 12,
1921). The invention describes a cam-controlled automatically
focussing projection apparatus in which the axis of the lens is

substantially vertical and maintained normal to a horizontal
projection screen or table. The object of the invention is to

provide an apparatus of this type of simple and compact con-
struction which will always prove reliable in action. A vertical

support upon which the camera moves, has mounted on or adja-
cent to it a stationary cam or ramp. An operative connection
comprising one or more pivoted levers is provided between the

cam and some portion of the camera or lens so that as the
camera is moved upon the support relatively to a horizontal table

or screen, the relative positions of the lens and the camera back
are automatically adjusted fo give the correct focus.

In its simplest form a bellows camera is mounted to slida upon
a pair of vertical guides between which is fixed a ramp. A lever

pivoted to the base of the camera has one end connected to the
lens board and its opposite end in engagement with the ramp so
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as the 1'iniiT j upon the guides towards or a

. the position of the lens relative!

the negative or earner* back is automatically adjusted by the

rami' In the preferred on, a

of doable-ended levers are pivoted to the base of the

camera or to an arm or extension on the. camera back. Th«
rs engaging the edges of e are
ipport and the lower ends of the levers

are i oka to the lens board ie camera
as a who' i up and down the IB surfaces

>r close after the manner at a pair of

rs—and ' amera bellows so as

iry the re

it of the lens and its snpp rting board. I iout

the addition of spr upper ends of

ack od or frame adapted

an descent Ism) oarce of !

e moveinei,' of the camera.

(e of a

means of a

secured U

M base D of a
t'.ace Dpoi

oa of a clamping screw D 1
. The rear surface of the p'

I

I
nl

fit I Flf 1 tig i.

eamsra is a back
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h a point-

< plate D of the

• ted by beilowa F to a lens board G
art u pro , a lopport

i,;».'c< lbs <.!.-.' .»f the \- rl cat s.:: r: i

of the can* .irnsion H
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.• <ar

table.

aagati

ilates

to diffuse the light. The spparatas

»ge the <d,;.'S

; n | e iK-«* s

>at M the

cam will

* manner
board to

accurate

norm la a

eh as an
ire trans-

the

stitutes the easel or screen for supporting the paper B 1 upon

which an enlarged photographic print can be projected. Any
suitable means may be provided for maintaining the paper flat

on the table, as for example the flat metal bars B' (fig. 2).

The constructional details may be varied without departing

from this invention, and it will be understood that in the

arrangement shown and described the weight of some portion of

the apparatus will maintain the lever or levers in contact with

the cam which effects the relative movement between the lens

and camera back.—Kodak, Ltd., Kodak House, Kingsway,
• Ion, W.C.2 (Assignees of Edwin Conlthard Fritts, Physics

Building, University of Illinois, U.S.A.).

iodidi Dxtoxopm.—No. 187,932 (April 18, 1921). The inven-

tion consists in a pvro iodide developer for a process which is

in Patent 'No. 187,638.

lining potassium iodide and made
-impounded as follows :

—

A developing soluti

from two stock

gallic acid

Water to

io gn
1 ox.

• rbonate OT
-ium iodide 60 gTS.

Water to ... 5 ozs.

r use 1 part by volume "f A and 5 parts by volume of B are

ed together. In the - nt of cinematograph films those

portions of a picture in which the degree of gratia! ion bet

it and shades is at a minimum, a developer s

a minimum amount of potassium iodide is a*
portion of the film has I e potassium iodide is

added and a portion of the film developed in whii-h the degree

en light and shade is great n the first

ieveloped. More potassium iodide is added as portions

greater degrees of gradation are reached until

the entire film is finish will result in a 1 film

only is there evenness of lighting I II of

gradation between the light and dark portions of the film. In

making still pictures the difli • ives can be d<

the tame manner.

inula for a developing solu nng potassium iodide

and sodium sulphite is as follows :

—

Water 8$ ocs.

• gallic acid 11 grs.

9 grs.

• i tie 4 grs.

Sodium carbonate 200 grs.

in sulphite ... 40 to 60 grs.

20 to 90 grs.

Potassium iodide appears to have the property of reducing the

heavy shades of an exposed en liout destroying the light

. les so that a less contrasting or more soft picture is obta

If, ier hand, an amount of sodium sulphite sufli

• heavy shades was would destroy the light

shades. It is this proper' y of potassium iodide of reducing the

•vithout destroy; jbt shades which ma!

possible to obtain a un:f well as a desirable surface

i ,

r
>.",. I. in

coli '" Corporation,

York.

BouatxBiiptfclsxU'rtMo and Fixing Tank.—No. 184,753 (Feb. 28,

1922). This tank is a r^t angular metal box, fitted with a

light-tight cover An inlet for the developing and fixing

lions is provided in the lid, and an outlet near the bottom of

the box. Both of these openings also are light-tight. Beneath

the inlet is a metal cross bar, fitted in a position to allow

the fr—- insertion of the film spool, but preventing the passage

of the flanges of the spool beneath the bar. A strip of wire

gauze is fitted to the inner surface of the lid, which presses

film below the surface of the liquid in the tank. For use.

the lid of the tank is removed, the backing paper of the

spool of film to be dev. ' 'pad is carefully unrolled until the

usual adhesive paper at the end of the film is exposed. The
end of the back in I then passed under the cross bar

and the s|>ool is placed in the tank between the cross bar and
the adjvent end of the tank so that the paper will unwind
above the film. The ei film is sei urcd l.y means of

the adhesive paper to the adjacent end of the tank, and the
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backing paper is folded back over the spool and the end of

the tank. The lid is then placed in position and the projecting

paper is drawn out until the junction of the film with the

backing paper reaches the slot formed between the lid and

end of the tank. The iilm will now be extended in a single

loop lengthwise within the tank, and the various solutions in r.

then be introduced and withdrawn in the usual manner. Amal-

gamated Photographic Manufacturers, Ltd., 3, Soho Square,

W.l, and Max Rycott, 22, Grand Drive, Raynes Park, S.VY.19.

New Books.

Pictorial Photography in America. New York : The Pictorial

Photographers of America.

I his collection of reproductions of work by pictorialists in the

I oiled States represents the considered choice of an association

which for the past five years has actively interested itself in the

advance of pictorial photography, and hence the volume obtains

a greater interest as an index to the direction in which those

piactising photography from aesthetic motives are moving. Accept-
ing this evidence, it 6eems that our friends in the States are

Incoming less enamoured of the low key which has characterised

much of their work in the recent past. Although there is a fair

proportion of work which rejoices in gloom and shadow, yet there

it much more than hitherto which is the result of a more cheerful

outlook upon Nature. On the other hand, many of those whose
work has been chosen are evidently under the thraldom of the
cubist doctrine, so that we have things like the " Grey Attic " of

Edward Weston, or the "Domestic Symphony" of Margaret
Watkins, which are pattern, and nothing but pattern. Fortu-
nately these eccentricities have evidently met with little favour
from the committee of selection, which, on the other hand, has
given greater prominence to such finely naturalistic work as
" Summertime " by Paul Wierum, " Tidewater " by Amelia H.
McLean, and " House-Boats " by Ernest M. Pratt. The pages of
the 70 odd reproductions are prefaced by one or two short papers,
one of which, by Heyworth Campbell, is " On Ideas." Its con-
cluding sentence is as deserving of quotation here as apparently it

is in America :
" A thought possibly worthy of the deliberation of

every artist is that distinction is a result, never the object, of a
great mind." A6 regards the production of the book, everything
which fine photo-engraving and extraordinarily good printing can
do has been done in order to make the work worthy of the objects
which the Pictorial Photographers of America have in publishing
it. We are not informed of the price, but -last year's issue was
published at ?3, and, like the present volume, was issued by J. D.
Drew, 63, Cliff Street, New York.

The Wellcome Exposure Diary and Calculator.—The 1923
edition of this universally appreciated diary maintains the features
which have made it so popular for many years. Notable among
these is the exposure calculator for use in conjunction with the
numerous tables of the speeds of plates, films, bromide papers and
lantern plates. The list of plate speeds now includes all the emul-
sions in use, including several which for some years past have been
omitted. Although confined to instructions for the use of " tab-
loid " chemicals, the introductory pages of text (which run to more
than 70) form a most precise manual for the development, intensi-
fication, fixing, etc., of negatives and for the making of prints and
lar.tern slides. Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome have brought their
little pocket book to such a state of perfection that the highest
praise which can be accorded to it is that it does not fall short in
any respect of its immediate predecessors. Three editions are
issued, one for the northern hemisphere and tropics, another for
the southern hemisphere and tropics, and a third for the United
States.

State Purchase of Pictorial Photographs.—The trustees of
the Public Library, Museum, and Art Gallery of South Australia
have decided to include in their collection of art works a section
for photographs. A commencement was made by the purchase of
three photographs exhibited at the annual exhibition of the
Adelaide Camera Club, held October 4 to 11, 1922.

New Apparatus.

The Sportsman Detective Camera. Sold by W. Watson and
Sons, Ltd., 313, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

SEVERAL new models of this very ingenious camera have recently
been introduced by Messrs. Watson. The distinctive novelty of
the camera is that, in the form of a field glass (monocular or
binocular) it provides the means of taking photographs in a
direction exactly at right angles to the line in which, apparently,
the instrument is pointed, and since the small lens with which
the instrument is fitted gives great depth of focus, the camera may
be used for obtaining photographs of figures quite close to the
user and immediately to his right or left without, the subjects being
aware that they have been recorded on the plate or film. For
these reasons the camera possesses altogether special merits for the

Fig. l. Fig. 2.

purposes of the traveller in countries where natives have a re-

ligious or superstitious objection to being photographed.

The principle of the apparatus is very simple. The eye-piece,

seen in the upper part of fig. 1, is provided with a prism and thus

forms a finder, indicating the subject which lies in the field of

view to the right or left. The lower part of the body forms the

camera proper, which is fitted with an //4.5 lens and a three-speed

shutter, adjustable also for time exposures. Focussing is pro-

vided by operation of the key seen midway on the drawing of

fig. 1. The pointer is set to one or other of the marks 1, 3 and

6 yards, beyond which all is in focus according to the distance of

the subject. The speed of the shutter is altered by moving a stud

(not shown in the figure) immediately below the finder eye-piece.

The shutter speeds are l-25th, l-50th and l-80th of a second. A

Fig. 3.

most, ingenious method is employed for stopping down the lens.

When the camera is held in one position the lens is working at the

full aperture of //4.5, but by turning the camera over a smalb
stop, //9, comes into position in the lens. Thus, either //4.5 or

//9 can be used at will, for exposures in the hand or with the

instrument placed upon a solid support. In the model at present

under description, namely, the No. 2, the camera is made to accom-

modate either a single metal slide or a film-pack adapted for pic-
j

tures of vest-pocket size, viz., 4^ x 6 cm. It may also be obtained I

at the same price, £14 10s., in the binocular form,"

shown in fig. 2, in which a changing box is made in

the form of part of the body of a binocular. The changing
holds 12 plates, and is. of course, detachable for loading and un-

loading. Apart, from this feature the only difference between the

two models is that the binocular is fitted with an //6.3 lens There
is also a popular model fitted with 6 slides and achromatic double

lens at the price of £5 5s., and a de luxe model for 4j x 10.7

plates, fitted with either changing box or 12 single slides at

price of £17 5s. All the above prices include a solid leather

of the form shown in fig. 3.
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Meetings of Societies.

MEtir SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WErK
Monday, December 4.

Birmingham Phot. Art Club. " Aerial Photography and X-Rayt."
Tborne Baker.

Bradford Phot. Soc. " Paget Colour Photography." Paget Prize
Plate Co.

Dewsbury Phot. Soo. Table Exhibition and Discussion.
Poreat Hill and Sydenham P.S. " Architectural Photography—

What to Take and How to Take It." H. Creigbton Beckett.
Glasgow and Was* of Scotland A. P. Assoc. "The Principle* of

al Competition." James \V. Ferguson.
Halifax Scientific Societ lour Photography bv Screen

*dill.

Kidderminster and Oiatrict Phol posi-

h.
Sou t ham l* 'Some N Bertram Stone.
The Camera C " IfniililiiiO and Trimming the

Wallasey Amit. B. Green.
The Modern School of Painting." J.

y Lyle.

TcESDSY. PK'tVUl 5.

Royal Photographic Society. •'The Lesson of Photography." C
Lewis H i

-ighsm P S Thome Baker.
Bournemouth ' io.

rnley Mechani
('hot. Club. " Remarks on Development

and Halation Stoakley.
Exeter Camera CIul. rial Photography, Real and Ideal."

.Valbarn.
Hackney Phot ,it of

• Member."
Bronx,!] for rV. ndill

•
awj

A
'

<royd
Hall

I
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to be, first of all, an animal lover, as most of the creatures one
wished to photograph knew instinctively who were their friends
and who were not. It was also necessary to use apparatus which
was simple in operation and as nearly noiseless as possible. The
using of an ordinary plate-holder was sufficient to startle the wolf
or the vulture, while a plate magazine would turn his fear to rage.

Many interesting lantern slides were shown, in one of which the
lady friend of the lecturer was shown painting the tooth of the
hippopotamus, who weighs three tons, with iodine. This was en
account of the animal having toothache.
On the proposition of the Chairman a most hearty vote of thanks

was accorded to the lecturer, and also his lady assistant.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
I. Thomas gave a lecture entitled " Photography and the

Plate." As it has previously been given at the RP.8., and fully
reported, it ia not proposed to do more than glance at a highly
interesting and instructive discourse, a resolution accentuated by
the difficulty of making notes in the semi-darkness which many
slides necessitated.

Uf particular interest was a photomicrograph, over 1,800
diameters, of the grain of a dry-plate, with all sizes and curious
shapes of silver particles aggregating. This, and other slides of the

easy order, formed light relief to much heavy business in
the diagram tin*.

The lecturer remarked that between scientists and pictorial photo-
graphers a ravine existed, ever getting wider and deeper, it being

-1 only by the S curve beloved by both in very different appli-
cations. The first statement is, unfortunately, only too true, and
this being so, free-lance investigators of the lecturer's type are of
great value to any photographic society, as they span the gulf and
enable (he everyday photographer to understand a sufficiency of the

ulea underlying his craft. Also by expressing doubt on
italive pronouncements, when an honest doubt exists in Mr.
>*'a mind powerful assistance is rendered to a healthy discus-

sion. At Croydon this stopped short of reading the Riot

Compered with Messrs. Purkis and Bndd, and others, who simply
bristled with points, a porcupine would have made but a poor show,
and the lecturer also wss fairly bombarded wiUi questions. On the
plaintive lament side wss Mr. Walker. This popular member, ever

under adversity with fifty-guinea cameras, had experi-
enced halation, which biased into the next street, on backed, and
d) ed-extbstratum dry-plates, supported by violent irradiation within
the film, and scatter due to reflection from the bellows and other
ceases. He sppealed to Mr. Thomas for aid, who, diagnosing the
esse, tendered sympathy. Mr. Acroyd, too, had been in trouble

in acute "gamma" due to operating a Continental roll

whilst abroad. A most hearty vote of thanks wss accorded the
accomplished visitor from Richmond.

\L PHOTOGRAPH 380CIATION.
A meeting of the Council was held on November 24, at

36, Russell Square. Present :—Messrs. Marcus Adams, Angus
Basil. W. B. Chaplin, Alexander Corbett, C. F. Dickinson, W. B.

Reginald Haines, H. A. St. George, R. M. Speaight,

together with the Secretary (Mr. Alfred Ellis), and the Editor
Jrnkyn Griffiths). Mr. Alexander Corbett in the chair.

Reencctuur the 1923 Congress, the Chairman and Secretary
reported that, in company with Mr. Wakefield, they had seen
Mr. A. C. Brookes with regard to possible accommodation at

Holland Park during the Photographic Fair of March 1923.

Mr. Brookes hsd directed them to some premises within a few
minutes' walk of the hall, which consisted only of a meeting room,
without provision for social gatherings or refreshments. It was
then suggested that a portion of the gallery at the Holland Park
Hall, immediately over the entrance, should be partitioned off,

making a room measuring about 15 x 40 feet, to be used as a
nge or welcome club for members of the Association.

No lectures could be given in so small a space, but it would bo

possible, with this as an anchorage, to hold a Congress of lbs

scope, with one or two a luncheon, and the annual

general meeting, the idea being to meet the wishes of the many
members who desired s spring gathering, although, owing to the

fact that only six months would have elapsed since the Associa-

tion's big congress, it would not be possible to bold a congress of

a full-dress chsrscter so soon.
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Mi. Basil proposed, and Mr. Adams seconded :

That the Association hold an ahl during

the time of the Photographic Exhibition at Holland Pa

March 1923, and that Mr. Brookes'i offer to erect and

furnish a Welcome Club, as arranged with the subcommittee,

at Holland P»rk Hall for the period of his exhibition be

pted.

After some discussion, this was agreed to unanimously. This

ruled .nit the proposal with regard to a separate place of meeting

from the exhibition hall. It was then remitted to the congress

committee to make the necessary preliminary arrangements conse-

quent upon this decision.

The Chairman read letters from the London Press Exchange

and ' and C. Bench giving in closer detail the proposals

which representatives of each of those firms had sketched to the

'nr a scheme of co-operative advertising. The Chairman

expressed himself convinced that the propaganda, which was fore-

I in both these proposals, would educate the public and

f great value to photography.

Mr, Speaight proposed, and Mr. Dickinson seconded, that a

small committee be formed, of quite a provisional and preliminary

character, to explore the ground covered by these letters, and to

lain what support might be forthcoming from manufacturers

and dealers. This was agreed to, and Messrs. Adams, Basi 1

.

Haines, with the President (the Chairman of Council), and
surer, ex officio, were appointed as the committee. It was

that Mr. Somerville might properly be consulted in the

matter. It was left to the Chainnan of Council to call the first

meeting of the committee, which he said that he would do within

the next week.

The Secretary read the various correspondence in which he had
been engaged with the members, and gave an indication of the

advice he had tendered under circumstances which had varied with
the individual case. Among other matters on which members had

advised were :—The insurance of a motor-car ; the loss in

the post of photographs sent to Italy, and the question of whether
the sender or the person who had ordered them to be so sent was
liable ; the selection of a photographic press agent (it was agreed
to refer such correspondents to photographic press agents advertis-

ing in the " Record ") ; electric light charges (the Secretary was
instructed to write again to the correspondent in this instance to

learn whether anything had eventuated since her letter of

October 30) ; a dispute over the amount to be paid by an illus-

trated paper to a photographer who had executed a special com-
mission, involving the taking of three negatives.,- one of which
was used, and payment of one guinea forwarded, although Tiis

account sent was for four guineas (it was agreed that the photo-
grapher should be advised to pursue this matter in the county
court)

;
prices for framed enlargements ; inquiries for a list of

members of the Association (it was agreed, arising out of this

letter, that the subject of the preparation of a list of members
of the Association should be put down on the agenda for con-

sideration at the next Council meeting) ; a difficulty which had
arisen in sending films by post, packets containing films being
charged at letter rate, although prints went through at printed
matter rate (the Secretary found, on inquiry of large houses
accustomed to the receipt and despatch of films, that this position
was generally accepted) ; a controversy arising out of the copyright
of portraits used during the General Election (this last was the
subject of two complaints from different localities, and in the case
of the second, occurring at Liverpool, which had some unusual
features, the Secretary was instructed to place the matter before
the Honorary Solicitor) ; the non-acceptance by some newspapers
of the agreed scale of fees for press reproduction work issued by
the Association in December 1920; the use of the words " includ-
ing copyright " on the receipt form on the back of a cheque sent

in payment for the use of a photograph (the correspondent was
advised to strike out the words, which mostly referred to literary

contributions, and in the event of the bank raising any objection,

to bring up the matter with his client); a question of the assess-

ment of profits for 'income tax ; the procedure to be taken with
regard to an advertisement, the terms of which had not been
fulfilled, though the advertiser was unwilling to return the money
(in this case, following upon two letters from the solicitor, the
money had been returned) ; and various other inquiries. One
member had asked the Secretary to inspect, on his behalf, a busi-
ness which was advertised for sale. The Secretary, although
considering that this scarcely came within his duties, did so, and
reported upon it to the correspondent. The Council considered

that the mei b king the request should pay some remuneration
to the Secretary for his services in the matter fas. indeed, he had
offered to do), and the fee was fixed at two guineas. The Secretary
also reported that he had received a number oi applications from
persons who wanted situations, or members who desired appren-

If these increased it might be necessary for the Council to

formulate .sonic rule on the subject. Finally, among other
unclassifiable inquiries which came his way, was one from a la ly

who desired him to discover the whereabouts of her hushan i
!

Tin' Secretary read a list of the names of new members
had been already approved, but had now paid their subscriptions,

also a list of members rejoining, and of persons making applica-

tion for membership/ All were approved. He reported that he
had a list of members who owed two years' subscription, roughly
about fifty, and the Council thereupon instructed the Secretary,

as had been done on a former occasion, to send a registered letter

to these members, stating that if a reply was not received within
a certain period, the Council would have no alternative hut to

strike off their names. It was agreed that a similar course should
be followed in the case of those members who had not signed the
form of incorporation (these, also, were members who were in

arrear with their subscriptions).

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

The Ilford Repobt.—The report of Ilford, Limited, for the year

ended October 31, 1922, shows a net profit, after making allowance

for depreciation and provision for doubtful debts, etc., of £52,235,
as compared with £41,551 in the previous year. Including £6,280
brought forward there is £58,516 available, as against £52,480 last

time, when £10,929 was brought in. The directors have transferred

£4,000 to reserve, the. same as before, and written £10,000, as

against £6.000, off goodwill. They again recommend a dividend

of 8 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year, leaving £8,316

to be carried forward, compared with £6.280 brought in, As is

shown by the following table, the profits for the past year show a
very substantial improvement over those for any of the preceding
eleven years.

Year
ended Ne*

October 31
,

Pront -

Ordinary
dividend.

Year
ended N(*

October 31 Pront -

Ordinary-

dividend.

1911 .. ; 35,800
1912 . . 33,200

1913 . . 32,800
1914 .. : 22,900
1915 .. 27,300
1916 .. , 48,000

Per cent.

6

6

6 v

4

§

£
1917 . . 42,100
1918 . . 35,400
1919 . . 45,200

1920 . . 44,100
1921 . . 41,600
1922 .. 52,200

Per cent.

6
6

8
8

8

The figures for net profit for 1916 and subsequent years arc after deduction
of taxation.

It must, however, be borne in mind that in 1919 the capital of the

company was increased from £380,000 to £500,000, by the creation

of 120,000 ordinary shares.

NEW COMPANIES.
Anglo and Overseas Press Agency, Ltd.—This private com-

pany was registered on November 20, with a capital of £100 in £1
shares. Objects : To carry on the business of press agents, etc.

The first directors are :—E. Brooks, 78, Hazlewood Road, Putney,
S.W., court photographer; F. V. Conolly, 48, Lome Road, Stroud
Green, N.4, journalist.

Anglo-Hibernian Trading Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on November 16, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To adopt an agreement with Ella Spencer, and to carry

on the business of agents for and manufacturers of mouldings,

glass importers and manufacturers, dealers in pictures, portrait

enlargers, makers of and dealers in picture frames, dealers in artists'

colours, oils, paints, paint brushes, etc. The first directors are :

H. Spencer, 179, Archway Road, N. (managing director) ; Mrs. K.

Spencer, 179, Archway Road, N. ; J. Savery, 101, Stoke Xewing-
ton Road, N.6. The two first-named are permanent. Qualification

(except H. Spencer, who requires none), £5; remuneration, £52
each per annum. Registered office : 57, Kensal Road, Westbourne
Park, W.10.
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vY, Ltd.—This private company was registered on Novem-
), with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To acquire

the business carried on at King Street, Manchester, as "

Kay," and to carry on the business of artists, photographers,

dealers in photographic materials, fine arts, etc. The first direc-

3. Kay, 7a, Cambridge Road, Southport, artist and

photographer; Hi , 7a, Cambridge Road, Southport,

photographer. The said N. S. Kay is permanent director, sob-

ject to holding 500 ordinary shares. Qualification, 10 ordinary

shares. Registered office : 1, Ridgefield, off King Street. Man-
chester.

News and Notes.

Chbmistby or Uei.sti.vk.—In the leading article on page 707 cf

the issue of November 24 the concluding sentence of the last para

giaph but two in the second column should bare read : " The
gteater the hydrion concentration of the solution, the leas is the

numerical value of the p H
."

A Camer* Vlvu ix Edmo.htum, Almbt*.- The Edmonton Camera
baa recently been formed, with its headquarters in the

Building, Edmonton, Alberta. The president is

Rayment, and the secretary A. C. Fleming. The membership at

present is 30. A full programme haa been arranged for the forth-

coming season and inclodea a series) of fixtures dealing with the

elementary processes of photography. The society will be pleased

to hear from firms of manufacturers and dealer* in Great Britain,

with particulars of new goods which they may be bringing upon
the market.

Wireless Controlled Aerial Camerss.—A new method of

obtaining aerial photographs, in which the human hand of the

operator is replaced by wireless, is (says the " Da now
led with by the United States Army A

ail Kite balloon carries up with it a camera
through wireless) means by an operator seated at a <i on

the camera be made to lake

try !»ii. i

the ground can torn the camera in any dire* Thus,

any risk

- area of territory by wireless cameras . and
- concealed eon'

noroorather or O.htabio.—There is at present in !»»<]• -

likely to extend to some moi
the past 1.1 developed a

unique business as a news snd commercial pbo'<

On la: lames has made during t » n of

Bsajntivsj ' nto many IssMesM4ej irid forming a B* • com
plete record of .'. social and c mmercial life at Ontario,

aany scenic attract:. have been
the Canadian soil and have

also been emp'.yed by lbs illustration of lectures on
i aapecta of Canadian life ai Moreover, Mr.

James has been a prime mover in the ritihliihmaat of the Canadian
Photographers' Association, and at an Englishman wl
untry to seek his fortune in Canada, has always taken a

the extension of the ». h made i

laisites and apparatus in the Dominion. Daring hi>

•Uy in Ixmdoo be hopes that he may perhaps be of some assistance
firms is connection with the tale n Canada,

my be addrew ha Press Photograp
Johnson's Coort, Fleet Street. London, B

•rdsd it Tin i vxr.RA.— " Working by
rhythm " is a subject increasingly important. Factory wor
it has beei jte of Industrial Psveho-

II

r.tend, to go I

to tha matter, and the camera il being employed to picture the
'' does not always

pan that a shorter ser.ee of movements i$ leas fatiguing than
« packing of sweets a certain process took two

Is with three stoppages and three changes of ' of the
"w method was fount 'm carve,

lovement was
on was red oc<- li are used

• Baws fa efficiency of work
to a ring on a worker's finger

sad the pat' • -nado as his h»r..< rr've* is photograph' Th«

difference between the movements of a good and an inferior worker
can thus be detected. A method of measuring the distance of a

movement is to place a board marked out in squares under the
worker's feet, or behind his arm when photographs of the move-
ments are being taken.

Photographic Portraiture uj Tp&key.—Travellers in the
Near East have for many years been telling us of the Turk's
objection to the camera, mainly because of a paragraph in the
Koran—written somewhere about the year A.D. 630—prohibiting
the making of living things " with souls," and promising the

portrait-maker the most terrible punishments after he has left

this world. Many English people (writes a correspondent who
once resided in Turkey) must therefore have been surprised to

see reproduced in the daily papers of last week excellent camera
portraits of Sultan Mohammed VI. of Turkey, who left Con
stantinople secretly and took refuge on a British ship. As a

matter of fact, the Koranic law has always been something of a
dead letter, for although high officials in Turkey were rather slow
ha taking to the camera, the Turkish man-in-the-stroet never had
any real objection to visiting a photographic studio. It haa been
stated that it is only since the Revolution of 1903, when the old

regime was overthrown, that the camera has won its way into

Turkey, but this is incorrect. Even Abdul Hamid faced the

camera several times, and some excellent negatives of him, taken
at his Palace, were in existence in 1887, and further, one of

his sons in that year freely used an English-made camera in
' Twenty-five years ago the leading photographic

studio at the Sublime Porte was almost as well fitted up as a

Lond< nd studio; the proprietor, however, made the dry
plates he used.

rWnuranra tbk Ex-Kaiser.—In spite of the many diffi-

culties photographers meet with when attempting to photograpj
scenes of tha ex-Kaiser's life at Doom some workers manage to

get fairly good resulta. Last week the Gaumont firm issued

a good series, and the following story concerning them is told by
a writer in " The Star."

M The pictures were taken by Baron de Radowitx-Nei and by
the painter Beumme, who was tha Kaiser's official photographer

the war.

I plan was then concocted. Wilhelm was persuaded to

receive a deputation of ' The Onler of St. George,' a non-political

association of gentlemen of birth of the old Empire, of which
Radowiu was a member.

e deputation arrived at Doom, and the ex-Kaiser, although

ha gave permission for photographs to be taken in and around

tha castle, would not give permission for photographs to bo taken

of himself.

entually the deputation met the ex-Kaiser, and Beumme
•aa carrying a Urge Kodak camera; the ex-Kaiser a

emphasised his dislike of being photographed. In the background,

iron de Radowitz had a camouflaged film camera. It

had been explained to Baron Landsberg (who knew nothing of the

'hat this machine was an apparatoa for developing photo-

graphs, and the Baron passed this information on to the ex-Kaiser,

lo attempt was made to take photographs at this moment,
however, hut after the ex-Kaiser had left the deputation the

photographers got bosy, ostensibly taking pictures of the park

i-tle, and the faked camera, fitted with a long-range lens,

was brought into operation as soon as the ex-Kaiser was far enough

away not to be able to detect it."

Correspondence.

pondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

iVo notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

Wt do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expreised

Oy our correspondents.

WORKING UP SKETCH NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the instructions on the working up of

the negative, pages 7 and 8, " Sketch Portraiture," I may say that

the " ftauotiin " medium therein described may now be discarded

by those who have access to the Aerograph.

Possessing the same characteristic qualities of effect— but of a
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different composition a composition wbioh has the great advs

aid drying, "Delete," a commercial preparation marketed by

'..rograph Cot, Ltd., is, in my opinion, of an eminently prac-

uperior nature : it offers, in use with the Aerograph, still

gieater possibilities of control in that it may be used for the pur-

poses suggested, in the manner referred to, much more effectively.

Yours faithfully,

ember 22. J. E \hamson.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space, is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents .

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5ce.nt International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

e s to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

Us not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

J. E.—The stain appears to he due to contact of the prints with
iron rust, probably from a metal tank or dish. It could pos-
sibly be removed by soaking the prints for a few seconds ii;

dilute hydrochloric aeid solution, 10 minims of strong, pure acid
in 1 ounce of water, and washing well afterwards.

A. K. S.—The " Focuslite " will be very suitable in your eularger.
Another lamp which would be found of use is the Ediswan
" Pointolite," obtainable from Messrs. Edison Swan Eleotric
Co., Ltd., 123-125, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. You
could use the latter without a reflector, as the light comes from
one side of the filament only. Flashed opal may be obtained
from Messrs. James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London, W.l.

A. T. -Without having enlarged the negatives we think the defini-
tion should be better than it is if a first rate f /6.3 anastigmat has
been used. At the same time several of the negatives are not as
free from veil as we should expect them to be from what you tell

us of the ideal conditions under which the exposures were made.
Nevertheless, on the evidence, we think you might be reasonably
justified in asking for proof that the lens can produce better

ults than those which you have been able to make.

P. G.—See the "B.J. Almanac " for the formulae for red,
en and other tones on bromide or gaslight papers.

which are of chief value. There have been endless
formulas published from time to time, but very fey
them are of any practical use. We suppose that by " zinco-
graph " you mean the making of line blocks on zinc. It is
scarcely possible to learn this process from a book, but a manual
which should be of use. to your friend is " Photo-Mechanical
Processes," by W. T. Wilkinson, published by Messrs. Loxlev
Bros., Ltd., 19, Cursitor Street, London, E.C.4., price 4s.

u ,!-—Pyro caustic developer with a 10 per cent, solution of
pyro may be made as follows:—

A
-

Pyro
... 1 oz. (480 gra.).

Soda sulphite 3 grs.
Water to 10

B. Caustic potash 200

Caustic soda
Water to

140 grs.

10 ozs.

use mix 2 drs. A. 2 drs. B. and 24 ozs. water,
could be taken as 8.

The Factor

H. F. H.—From your floor plan we do not think the windows will
help you much unless you actually include them in the studio.
*ou could probably, in your present suggestion, include a little
more length in the studio by taking the partition the full length
of the shop, using the opposite end for the background. You
could remove the present door at the camera end and ha
curtain to cover the opening. Two 3.000-cp. half-watt lampswould give you 'plenty of light, and if these were upon standard
fittings you could place them where they were most needed.These would hardly be enough light for children, but you ...,1.1
eas.Iy fit another lamp near the wall of 2.000 to 3.000 cp and
so get sufficient light. '

'

RANK80N. (1) The best hook on general cinema work is the " Kine
tph Handbook," by Colin Bennett, published bv Messrs

E. T. Heron & Co., Ltd", 9, Tottenham Street, London, W.l
For a weekh cinematograph paj the " Kinemato
Weekly." published by Messrs. Odhams, Ltd., Long Acre, London
W.C.2. (2) Cinema Traders, Ltd., 26, Church Street, Charin|
Cross Road, London, W.l. (3) For development of negative o
positive Sim a very good firm is the Kay Film Printing Co., 5-6

tied Lion Square, 1.. union. W.C.I. (4) Cinematograph film i

supplied bj Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kingeway, London. W.C.2, am
Messrs. Criterion, Ltd., Stechworth, Birmingham, in both case

;

i
posil ive and negative.

W. J. M. Ii is rather difficult to explain the cause of your troubh
from the prints alone, the negatives would probably tell more
However, it looks very much a.s if some trouble was caused bi

.the rack in which the plates are placed, probably by the actiot

of the developer, especially if .strongly alkaline, upon the metal o!

the rack. When development is complete the plates should b<

removed from the rack before fixing, otherwise some .!. -

would be held by the grooves and so contjnue its action upon th<

plate while in the fixing bath. We should advise the re

moval of the plates from the rack, and that fixing should tak<

place in a flat dish. Again, the fault may occur after drying
if the plates are still kept in the rack, owing to water collectin{

in the grooves and so slightly intensifying the negative.

1'. (.!. C.— (1) If not in quite small quantities, from Messrs. S
Guiterman & Co., Ltd., 35-36, Aldermanbury, London, E.C.2
If you only want a little, no. doubt you could get it througl
Messrs. II. Kheinlander & Son, Rodney Road, New Maiden
Surrey, who supply the extra thin celluloid used for facing, am
no doubt could obtain for you material of greater thickness. (2

You can get flashed opal from Messrs. James Hetley & Co. , 35
Soho Square, London, W.l. (3) An enclosed arc, such a.s tin

Westminster, should work excellently in a condenser lantern

Your failures may perhaps be due not to the type of lens, foi

the Petzval is quite suitable, but to the use of too short a foca
length of projection lens for the condenser fitted to the enlarged
If the condenser is anything above 5 inches, a projection leni

should preferably be not less than 7 or 8 inches, and. better

9 inches. (4) We think you will not be able to get the baa
lighting you want with a single lamp and Barkay reflector. Yoi
should try using a lamp and reflector at an ang\e of about 41

degrees to the axis of the lens and on the far side of the sittei

in conjunction with, say, a 1.000-c.p. lamp somewhat to the froni

of the sitter and placed sufficiently towards the camera to giv<

a fair amount of detail whilst not overcoming the back lighting

effect. (5) We suppose you mean by this question that you gel

too large and strong a flood of light in, say, a head and shoulderl

portrait. If you want something approaching the spotlight effecl

you might, try inserting a diaphragm a little distance in front ol

the Barkay reflector, but even then you will not get an effecl

equivalent to the use of a proper spotlight.

The British Journal of Photography.
Net Prepaid Line Advertisements

Scale of Charges.

12 words, or less, 2f. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No. ' and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words)

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word. Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as
six words.

For forwarding replies

per insertion for each advertisement.

Is.

6d.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaidJ

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegraJ
The latest time for receiving small line advertisements i6 12 o'cloc

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's is6ue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday mo
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue

Guaranteed.
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The Oare of Nearly everyone has experienced the
Glassware annoyance of breaking a bottle or
in Winter. measure, through filling it with too

water, and it will be found that most of these

.^ters take place in the winter when the glass is

illy at. a much lower temperature than it would be

m the summer. Cheap badly-annealed glass is natural ly

more liable to breakage than that of better quality, but

i the latter is not proof against careless treatment.

chief thing to be avoided is pouring any considerable

quantity of hot liquid into a cold glass vessel and allow-

ing it to stand still. In such an operation as dissolving

soda sulphite there is little risk of breakage, even of an

ordinary spirit bottle, if the hot water is added a little

at a time, and the bottle well shaken so as to allow the

whole surface to be warmed evenly. When using

measures, a hint may be taken from the man who makes
whisky toddy. He first rinses the glass to be used in

hot water, pouring it away before there is time to

fracture, then pouring in the quantum of hot water and
finally the spirit. Read sulphite for epirit in the ease

of a photographer.

Wireless . There are probably many dealers in
Goods. photographic requisites at the present
time who are moved by mixed feelings regarding the
question whether they shall take up the sale of wireless

apparatus. It cannot, of course, be gainsaid that there
is, at the moment, an interest on the part of a section of

the public in these goods, and that the sale of them will

usefully yield a profit which compares favourably with
that obtainable on cameras and materials for photo-
graphy. Yet it may be very seriously questioned whether
immediately or in the long run the sale of wireless
apparatus will do the photographic dealer any good. We
may cite, in confirmation of this view, the experience
which a well-known dealer recently related to us respect-
ing a similar boom of some years ago, namely, gramo-
phones. When these latter articles were as greal a

novelty as wireless receivers are to-day, our friend in-

vested largely in them and made them a prominent line

of a business which previously had been solely photo-
graphic. Although ample sales were made of the
machines and records, it was found at the end of the
year that the profit worked out no better than in the
preceding twelve months. What had been gained in the
sales of the new class of goods had been lost by the
smaller proceeds from the photographic articles.

To the Egress. There is, however, another and a
broader aspect of this question. It is

undeniable that wireless is a pastime which is a com-
petitor with photography. It may be argued that it is a
hobby more especially for the winter months, whereas
photography is for the summer; but, on the other hand,
a great deal of propaganda has been expended by manv
of the manufacturing firms in the amateur photographic
trade for the purpose of maintaining sales on photographic
?oods through the winter months by demonstrating the
opportunities for interesting work which are to be found
in flashlight, enlarging, lantern-slide making, and other
branches. In so far as wireless goods are offered in shops
which essentially are those where photographic
requisites are sold, the effect is to detach photographers
from their hobby and to turn their favours in a different
direction. And if that is done, there is no saying that
they will return to their former interests. In short, it
seems to us that, so far as photography is concerned, a
snare in the dealing in wireless apparatus is unwittingly

fulfilling the purpose of the device which was credit-

the late Mr. P. T. Bamum, who labelled a door within
his exhibition

'

' To the egress.
'

' Visitors who made use
of it found themselves outside the premises. Consider-
ing how much has been done by firms large and small to

make recruits for photography, it seems a pity that for

the sake of an immediate profit, the continuance of which
is highly doubtful, dealers of any kind should take part in

a trade which offers a substitute for the proved attrac-

tiveness of photography.

BROMOIL PROCESSES.

The article by Mr. C. J. Symes on another page
reminder that undoubtedly the most interesting printing

processes we havo to-day are the allied methods of

Bromoil and Bromodl transfer. Very beautiful effects,

oqual to old mezzotint engravings, can be.obtained with
a minimum of trouble, while the ease of control is

equalled by no other printing process. The possibilities

of these processes for pictorial portrait work have not
been fully exploited, and we feel sure that the man. who
makes himself a proficient Bromoil worker, will find

good reward for his labour. Comparatively, few workers,
however, are tempted to try the processes, mainly
because of the supposed difficulties. But if a thorough
appreciation of the details of Bromoil and its transfer

are first obtained before attempting work the difficulties

of the process largely disappear.

The process really begins in the obtaining of a suitable

negative, and from the making from that of a suitable

bromide print or enlargement. So many workers fail

because of this early stage being neglected, but it is

impossible to expect a good Bromoil from a weak,
washed-out bromide print. What is required is a print

which would be called a perfect example of the process,

from the standpoint of subsequent sulphide toning.

To turn to the bleaching bath, many formulas have
been published, most of them excellent, -but it is the
same with this solution, as with developers. It is neces-

sary to keep to one good formula and to become familiar

with its action. The ' temperature at which bleaching
should take place varies with the various formulas for

bleachers. This is an important point in the process.

On no account should a bleaching solution be used warm
if intended to be used cold or vice versa. It may be
presumed that the worker who has suggested a formula
knows best how his solution should be used. Yet many
of those working the process are very slipshod in this

respect. We have seen, personally, prints transferred

from hot to cold solutions and then back again into hot
water without any idea of the failures that the change
of temperatures may cause. If a bleacher has to be used

warm, then the wash water and fixing bath are invariably

to be used at the same temperature, and any variation

will lead to failure. The gelatine emulsion of a bromide
print is a very sensitive substance as regards variation

in temperature, especially when wet, and blisters are
easily caused if manipulation is careless in this respect.

We have heard it said that draughts of hot or cool air in

the room in which the Bromoil is being made cause
uneven inking, and may possibly spoil the print, but we
doubt whether the process is quite as delicate as this.

It is most essential that the fullest attention is paid

to all the small details of the process; it is the little

things that make or mar the perfection of the result.

The utmost cleanliness must be observed at every stage,

from the making of the bromide enlargement to the

drying of the finished Bromoil. Dishes and measures
must be scrupulously clean. Brushes must be free from
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t must be eliminated as completely
as possible. All should be cleaned Lmi.

i^' and put :. ly for the next time
.tro nv]ui

"Hie subjects mo e for tin of print-

ire tlios-- irlv stroi ting.

ng does not always show* to

advantage, and should not be attempted until the worker
has become fairly rot, and able to :*e a fair

amount of control over his inkin. Id advise

the beginner to choose some- aimpk having a fair

amount of light and shndo. The contrasts would there-

be on the strong side, and w- die worker a

•hanee to acquaint himself with t 1 in printing

which is open to him. Again, we think the best size of
print for a beginning should be half-plate. With la

sizes there is greater difficulty in following the idea of
the picture, and more liability to get grainy, ur.

shadows, owing to faulty brushwork. Also, the attempt
should be made not to ink up too large a surface at on<v.
Let the subject be covered up as pigmenting proceeds,
and so yield a perfectly even deposit. The qualit

the brushes and ink should always be of tho very best.
Only the actual inks manufactured for the Bromoil
process should be used. Printing and lithographic inks
may be of use to an expert who has some experience in
the particular ink he is using, but for the beginner only
the special Bromoil ink will prove satisfactory.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE LANTERN SLIDE.

\\ 1 I . Wastell before the Hoyal Photogruphi con-
t previously l>eon dealt with at all thoroughly. Even tho

of photography have very little to say on the stag-

Mi w - 1 traced its evolution from tho pre-photographii; transparencies, and
follow ior« than one hundred transparencies representing the very many printing

h have been ••: f lantern ilidi

'I mainly

ut passim; hole in t!

ill nn iiivi

- was

ally t<> " who was

nera obso-

• that v •

suggested to A than
about HMO, of u

>n a

;

I

\ -S and ::

which were j -ble light

Are, in which an a»si>: me to time threw

!i«, innumerable
that

with

It

hy any form of lantern, but by the use of a coh

r, which was used for similar purposes in Greek ami
Roman times.

However. this may be, it is certain that a " lantern.

i

magir.v " with two OOUvUI lenses was scon and dcscribeil as

eerly sad under dal says
—"Comes by agreement Mr. Reeves, bringing

me n lanthorn, with pictures on glass, to make strange t)

appear on a wall. Very pretty." This is just the soi

thing that would anneal to Pepys, and it is not surprising

that • few days afterwards he bought both tho lanthorn and
• from Mr. I: rho was a telescope maker),

for the two. The effect of the tise of this-

in in public v .- presently as tho subj-

old French print.

i dose on 200 years after this the hand-drawn and hand*
. held undisputed sway, Moving

introduced in 1844, and dissolving

views, by the us.- ,,i two lanterns, in 1846. For the so-called

lantern was often used later.

and at tl which boasted the

!
-, lanterni

~.nietiiii.-s brou P'ey>

to show any i>f these effects with n single

-;ptionof them can bo understood, if it is

remero>M<re,| that slides were produced in sets, and the lights

ssV-esB* santein nianipula I away as

luminated, or that the image <m the screen was
it ion of two or more slides in the lantern. Tho

•aken from the 1801 edition of Lewis Wr ;

p I | ii land-

with a windmill, and inillpond in front. (Query. Why
a millpond for a windmill?! It may be firsl thrown on the

screen in the fresh green of h spring. Presently the

mill turns round, then the scene d (without appearing

into the warmer hues of autumn, and one or two

the glassy lake. The
the sky covered with clouds,

and little light getting through from the partly turned '

Hash of lightning breaks across the -lark

sky, followed by peals of thunder (produced by shakis

sheet iron), and finally a rain slide is throw

sound of the storm heing well ri I by
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pouring some barley into an appropriate vessel, and a flash

or two of lightning being still continued. Finally these effects

are changod for one showing the moon emerging from behind

id. This must be done very gradually; and while the

moon slide is thus worked the scene is gradually dissolved

bright moonlight scene, with the light upon the water,

t a few moments a snow slide is put in; and when this

has fallen for a few seconds, the landscape is again dissolved

into a winter scene, with snow upon the landscape anfl ice

upon the pond, on which skaters execute their gliding move-

ments; or this last may be done when the scene is again

changed to a night and bonfire effect with lights in the mill

windows.

"

This glowing description certainly indicates an advance

nd the state of things suggested by a definition in an old

dictionary:—"The magic lantern is a small optical instru-

ment which shows, by a gloomy light on a wall, monsters so

hideous that those who are ignorant of the secret believe it to

iformed by magic."

-
i Ii dissolving and mechanical effects as the one described

could be produced only by considerable skill in the prepara-

tion of the slides, good sets of which cost many pounds. It

difficult, too, to centre all the slides accurately on the

disc, and at least two operators were required to manipulate

the slides and lanterns, with an additional one to produce the

incidental noises.

For a long time the usual method of producing a hand-

drawn slide was as follows:—The outline was first"drawn on a

-licet of paper. Over this was laid a piece of clean glass, on

which the outline was traced in black or colour, with a fine

h, When this was dry, transparent oil-colours were

applied, dabbed smooth in some parts with the tip of the

linger—pumice-stoned smooth for the purpose—and wiped or

-craped away in other parts. The slide was then baked for

hours to dry this first painting, after which further work was

done, until with alternate baking and colouring, the slide

was finished. Many of the better class slides were solidly

painted, without any definite outline at all.

It was not till the middle of the nineteenth century that the

first whispers were heard as to the possibility of photography

heing applied to the production of lantern slides.

The photographic process to which Daguerre's name was

given employed a plate of silvered copper for producing the

image, and the Calotype process of Fox Talbot gave both

negatives and prints on paper. It was manifestly impossible

to use opaque or even semi-opaque media for lantern projec-

tion. In 1848 Niepce de St. Victor published his method ot

producing photographs on glass plates coated with albumen

and sensitized with silver, and this process was rapidly

improved by Blanquart Everard and Le Gray. In 1851 Scott

Vrcher evolved the wet-collodion process for both negatives

and positives.

It is evident that by this time there were two photographic

processes suitable for the production of slides for projection,

yet in Hunt's 1853 edition of his handbook on photography

there is no mention of such slides, and in 1854 a member of

the Liverpool Society said that collodion transparencies would

be useless for the lantern, while another member added that

tlioy were too transparent.

The "Manchester Guardian,'' however, records that in the

autumn of 1853 Mr. J. B. Dancer gave an exhibition at his

house of what was was called " microscopic photography,"

which it is clear was nothing but the projection of photo-

graphic transparencies. Amongst his audience was Mr. Hut-

chings, the secretary of the Mechanics' Institution of Man-

chester, and during the winter he arranged for the exhibition

at the Institution of both photographic and hand-coloured

slides. The latter were pronounced to be markedly superior.

The following year the methods of slide-making and limelight

projection were so improved that large audiences were

attracted to the regular exhibitions, and the Institution made
a yearly profit of about a thousand pounds. In 1859 " Cham-
ber's Journal '

' described how 20-ft. pictures were being
shown at the Institution to hundreds of people, and suggested

the value of such exhibitions for educational purpose-.

Inquiries as to the methods employed poured into the Institu-

tion from all quarters, and the year 1860 may be named as

the approximate date which saw the photographic lantern

slide firmly established. Thus did Manchester show the way
to the Polytechnic.

In the 1866 edition of Winsor and Newton's manual on ' The
Art of Transparent Painting on Glass," it says in the intro-

duction: "In the use of painting on glass photography will

be found an invaluable aid. Photographic pictures them-

selves may be thrown on to the disc; but the advantages and
facilities which photography presents in obtaining accurate

views of sites, buildings and objects, cannot be too highly

estimated."

Thomas Sutton, the editor of " Photographic Notes," writ-

ing in February, 1856, suggests projection of two stereoscopic

transparencies by two lanterns, or that an artist might make
tracings from such, and colour them. (Here, as in Winsor &
Newton's book, is a distinct suggestion to use actual photo-

graphs.) Spectators were to have a pair of spectacle frames

fitted with small vertical prisms, so as to displace both pic-

tures sufficiently to make their central lines coincide, and

form a single picture with stereoscopic effect.

In the same year, 1856, the experiment was tried at the

Photographic Society of Glasgow, using Ferrier and Soulier's

stereo slides. The viewing stereoscope was of Parisian make,

and the spectators had to vary their distance according to the

degree of enlargement.

It is interesting to find at such an early date the problem

of optical stereoscopic projection was being investigated ; but

here a more important point arises. We must remember that

a large proportion of early photographers used stereoscopic-

cameras, obtaining pairs of negatives each 3\ inches square.

When the first attempts were made at producing trans-

parencies for the lantern, these were printed from one of the

stereoscopic negatives; and I suggest that it was this fact

that has given us our standard English lantern size of

3J inches square. The hand-made slides were of all sorts of

sizes. Circles of 3 to 6 inches diameter were common, and

some of the Polytechnic slides were 8 hy 5 inches, and even

larger.

In February, 1857, Mr. C. I. Burnett read a paper before

the Photographic Society of Scotland in which he suggested

some strange uses for the new photographic transparencies.
•

' It may sound very odd to talk of smoke or vapour as a

photographic canvas, but very startling effects might no doubt

be produced by throwing the image from glass positives,

placed in the magic lantern, on wreaths of smoke or vapours.

Such an apparatus would have been quite a godsend to the

conjurors of old, and might, even in our enlightened nine-

teenth century, prove invaluable to the explorer among

savage tribes. To solitary explorers it would be no small

advantage to be able to conjure about them at night such a

host of ghastly protectors as this would enable them to

exhibit to their watchful foes." As a matter of fact, this

method of projecting ghosts, skeletons, and other cheerful

subjects, had been tried long before, for I have seen in a

work published in 1794 instructions for making a special

smoke-box for the purpose.

Mr. Burnett had another brilliant idea :
" Might not the

images from glass positives be made available for the exhibi-

tion of scenery in our operas and theatrical performances in

certain case-? Wo need hardly say how superior such

scenery would bo to much of what now accompanies our

operatic and theatrical performances." This is certainly a

scathing commentary. What must the scenery have been like
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if the photographic transparencies of the 'fifties were an

impr n li Had the views been projected from the

front, it is obvious that the performers themselves would

have l>een covered with the photograph; and if from the back,

the light from the footlights would hare counteracted that

from the hint

• Ir. Burnett 'a paper thero was an exhibition of

.llustrating an expedition to Trneriffe. The lantern

was fitted with what was known as a liraeball light, and the

scree square.

It,
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stitution.

Of landscape subjects are tl

•••II me the r.

valuable advice may ;

M may
be prodti' n tho same way as tl irent

r. with albumen
' daylight for a few seconds, and -

in tho same manner as fi

Instead of »' Iry collodion

Dr I f M. T .!•' . may
the amateur.

lo not agree in the proposition that portraits will not
answer' in the magic lantern.

"

W o may not© that the wet collodion process, invented by

'tt Archer, was now being largely employed instead of

albumen, mainly on account of its greater rapidity.

In an early number of the "'Journal of the Photographic
now " The Photographic Journal "—appear tho

follow ing letter and reply :—Question :
" How may one reprint

from a glass negative on glass, so as to serve for the

phantas-magoric lantern?"—Answer: "Probably the best

.Id bo to take a positive copy on collodionisod glass

by means of Heilman's photographic pantograph. After this

n fixed and washed it is fit for a slider,

however, light and shade only ; but it may then be coloured

by hand in tho ordinary way of painting lantern slides—that

iii transparent colours mixed with varnish " The
liloquent name, Heilman's photogenic pantograph,

ed nothing more than a fixed-focus camera for
v

-. too that the word "slider," instead of
" slide,'

- was not uncommon at this period.

Printing by contact with wet collodion was naturally

• hence the use of the camera for copying. The
oollodi : plate had to bo exposed as

iirepared. Tin of a gentleman who
was about to expose such a plate when ho was suddenly called

away. His luncheon of sandn i India pale ale had just

n, and he poured a little of the ale on and oil

•r twiie. On his return ho found the plato

still in good condition, and thenceforth there were experi-

ments with different brews of beer, and it became common
to use also as preserve: things a

vinegar, and oxyim I. which was a boiled syrup pre-

pared from honey, water, nnd vinegar.

Later on it was discovered that by certain additions, to

lit the collodion from becoming horny and brittle, it

was possible to dry the plate ami keep it for some time—

a

that culminated in the well-known dry collodion

plate of Dr. Hill-Norris. Still later, gelatine was introduced

as a for tho silver salts, and the modern dry-plnto

nth negatives and p.rsitives came into use. By employ-

ing both bromide and chloride of silver, separately or in

i lantern plal produced for

giving black or brown tones by suitable e\|>osure and develop-

. and many other colours by various toning methods,

i ruing for a moment ' BT date, we find that

in 1000 tli<- plain photographic image was not always

..i.lcr.-. I to be beyond improi tho following remarks
iiianipulat : in the

.ration of photographs | l in the magic-lantern)

v ought not to h- nd opaque. Some

b as tlorid Gothic buildings, are especially

for lantern dides; the details of the architecture break up

the masses ol colour, and p le balan.

and shade Oiler sir lire to he opened up

A etching-needle, and toned with colours to render

itant and effi I onablo amour
well bestowed in bringing a photograph into tho

ndition for exhibition on she

Or again: "I have found the value ,,f a photograph

lantern si mainly in its outline and draw-

and only secondarily in its light and shade." Wl-

upon, accordingly, he pr open it up with an etching-

id then colour it.

In January, 1W53, Mr. Samuel Highley, P.G.S., rend a

paper at n meeting of the Photographic Society held ajt

King's College, adv%>cating the use of the photographic

parency for lantern slides in place of hand draw

and* mentioned thai Vegretti A Zambra first

in tlm country to put on sale for the lantern subjects of

iphical and architectural interest. Ho suggested a
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e for slides, and proceeded

to s! examples made with the microscope, and others

copied from engravings. He w as quite enthusiastic on the

value of obtaining subjects from engravings, until in 1866

he « and fined for infringing copyright. This

probably converted him to the idea that it was better to

in original subjects direct.

About thi-. time there was a craze for adapting cameras

for optical projection—with what success may be imagined;

and many articles appeared giving directions for making

home-made lanterns for showing the photographic slides t</

which so many were turning their attention. There was also

ion that a club should be formed for the exchange

of photographic transparencies suitably mounted for the

lantern.

A note in 1866, to the effect that " photographic trans-

parencies are now steadily taking the place of the old class

of painted slides for the magic lantern," suggests that it is

time to pause and proceed to examine some actual slides, old

and new. It is impossible to place them in chronological

order, or to include more than a few types; and I should

like to show first a few examples of wood-framed slides

Those will not go into the ordinary carrier, which must be

removed for the purpose; and when it is replaced we can
glance hurriedly at some examples of plain and coloured

slides of standard size. W. L. F. Wabtell.

BROMOIL AND BROMOIL TRANSFER
page 725.)

Inking is the next process, and provided everything has been

correctly done up to this point, should present no difficulty.

First of all, squeeze a little ink (the hardest you have) about

the size of a pea, on the palette knife and spread it as thinly

as possible on the glass you are using as a palette. Then take

the soaked print from the dish and place it on the plate glass

provided for this purpose. While still wet, swab it firmly and
evenly all over with a wad of cotton wool taking care that no
grit or foreign body is on the surface : lay a piece of blotting

paper over the print and squeegee lightly until all surface

moisture is removed. Wipe away all moisture from the glass

around the print, in order to avoid getting moisture on the
brush, for, if this happens, not only will the ink refuse to take
from the wet brush, but it will also remove the ink already

deposited In spots. Take the largest brush and dab it lightly

in the ink on the palette, holding the brush vertically and at
about 2 inches from the top. Then tap the brush on the plain
glass of the palette two or three times to even the distribution
of the ink on the brush, and dab it lightly on the print, put-
ting a slight pressure on the brush just as it touches the print.
At no period should there be very much ink on the brush— it

should only be on the very tips of the hairs. This dabbing
motion, which I can only compare to the way an impatient
man taps a pencil on his desk, should be continued till the ink
has taken evenly all over the print and attains the depth
desired. Practice soon makes the action automatic.
The chief point to remember is that it should always be

gentle and as rapid as possible. The pressure that I men-
tioned should take place as the brush touches the print,
should be the merest emphasis, and the dome shape of the
brush will turn this into a dragging motion which deposits
tho ink. .There should always bo some ink on the brush

pt in the final stages, when it is sometimes desirable to
or the print with a clear brush to even up the result.

If it is desired to remove ink, this is easily done by reversing
the motion and making the emphasis of the stroke on the
upward movement of the brush. This also tends to heighten
the contrast.

As a rule it will be found that the hardest ink will take
quite well, but occasionally it may be necessary to thin the
ink a little; a small quantity of medium should be taken on
the palette knife and thoroughly worked into the ink It
should be let down little by little till it will just take easily

?™. n° "1 ' ,n ' Wi*h some papers there is sometimes a little
initial difficulty winch goes with working, and before diluting
the ink one should be quite sure that this is not the case
It is better, however, to use as hard an ink as possible, as
the result is seldom clean when the ink has been softened at
all, and medium should only be used when the print refuses
to ink, unless, of course, it is desired to subdue insistent
nigh lights, spots, and suchlike local alterations

To heighten local lights a small, soft, pointed rubber may
be used or a small (loan brush will remove the ink if lightly

hopped or bounced on the print. Hairs from the brush, bits

of grit, etc., on the print, should not be moved until the ink
is dry, which will be in about two or three days. They may
then be rubbed off or lifted with a sharp knife. High-lights
may then be cleaned up with a soft rubber and spots removed.
It is safer and easier to leave anything in the nature of
retouching till the print is thoroughly dry.
The beginner should, however, aim first of all at producing

an exact replica of the bromide print, for until he can do
this he is hardly in a position to use control—he is controlled

by the process, and although he may fluke an effective result,

he will never know how he produced it nor will he be able
to repeat.

It should be realised that this process depends upon
two very unstable factors—gelatine and a chromic salt.

My knowledge of chemistry is elementary, but I am informed
that gelatine is still a subject for research, and until its

properties are definitely established the process must remain
uncertain. I oan, therefore, only mention some of the diffi-

culties I have met and overcome, and where I think I have
been able to trace a cause, it is quite possible that chemists
may point to other things which may give the same result
or dispute my conclusions in entirety. As far as actual prac-
tice is concerned, however, I may say that I have proved all

my remedies to my own satisfaction, and where I assume a
cause, whilst it may be open to argument, the remedy I put
forward has been effective, although it may act in a different
manner to that which I imagine.

It should particularly be mentioned that in tracing faults
or experimenting only one alteration should be made at a
time, for it is obvious that if two things are tried it is impos-
sible to say which is responsible for the difference.
The first difficulty that is usually met with is a refusal

of the ink to take. Over-soaking, soaking-in and the use of
solutions at too high a temperature, too large a proportion
of bichromate in the bleacher, too hard an ink, moisture on
the surface of the print, too lengthy bleaching, insufficient
bleaching, and the omission to swab the print before inking
will all cause this condition, and to deal with each in order:—
Over-soaking and soaking at too high a temperature (both
amount to the same tiling) are indicated by an excessive
relief, occasionally by blisters and sometimes, but very
seldom by the gelatine in the high-lights reticulating or
coming off in little bits. Except in the latter case, there are
two remedies—one is to dry and re-soak either at a lower
temperature for tho same time, or at the same temperature
for a shorter time. The second is to let down or dilute the
ink. The former is preferable, as there is less risk of get
the print oversoaked.
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If the ink takes a little but will not give sufficient depth

the ink is too hard and should be let down, little by little,

till it will tly. If there is too much bichro-

mate in the bleacher, the print acts in much the same way
as if over-soaked, but with these differences. If the ink be

thint take there will be no gradation in the

the ink will not stay on the print

with iwork, and where it does it will be grainy

and poor in colour There is no remedy. A
similar state of things, though not so bad, is produced by
leading the print in the bleacher too long, but in most cases

r soaking will do much towards giving a passable print.

• ate is shown by a general reluctance to

ink : if it takes at all il is patchy and easily removed, and
there is no gradation anywhere except perhaps in the lighter

e print and it may not show there. A print

gh if it is not very much at

nor ink may produce a re

Tf one forg-ts to swab the print it may l>e cleaned with

an wool, dri> ked. but whel
tsed on a print, en 'be taken to seo that it

has all evaporated before wetting the print again or a very

muddy print will result.

'• appens that, instead of the in': -.-ike,

on shadows and high-lighta alike. This
is most likelv due I «osking or soaking at too

low a temperature, but may be due to a too soft ink

too much in the bleaching solution, ar

la paper.

If it it dne to incr king or the temperature is

' and
rc-«..»k as >>>ov« at a I ime time

sine tempera*

a print that has been too '

ocur
it m that whilst the *

'

' in the I

'our of the ink i« poor, and if a black ink
has I

I of grey.

The ' will take ink m the shadows,
giving what i« known as pnrtisl rere- mav he over-

come -.elf js dealt srith

r soaking

r print

tally take* the ink

n the lighter

removed
'

T : s shown by tl dark all

-vnd clop The ink is

diftV ' the whole thing has a

mnddv n- 1 with :

and re-soaked, a harder in! ^.
I to take or takes all

or»r : in • nnthine

rerxal i« a curious phenomenon that

is «vmotimea met with, nnd no one appears to know how it

! generally, bv a the ining

with making, and sometime* per» :

inking will gmd-nllv remove

- not
' Iv washed, and to 'Si hypo 'rrper con-

i. and b' :reat a pi of potas-

hromate.
There may I • which may cause reversal

"U ahle to estahlish them definitely.

-Vers have m- Hut thev snspect working in

a warm room during inking, hut T have never been abla to

• and think H bahle that one of the causes

• that perfect cleanliness) in

working is essential, and the faults I have given indicate of

themselves what precautions to take to do away with the

nuisance of reversal.

A Bromoil sometimes works up well I'Ut the image is grainy

and composed of minute dots that will not coalesce. This is

generally due to a dirty brush or one with too much ink on it.

The ink mav be unsuitable, but as long as it is of tho m
above mentioned it is very unlikely indeed.

Patches which ink up irregularly are sometimes noticed,

and these may be due to several causes. If they are circular

or semi-circular in shape they are most likely due to air

bubbles in the first fixing, during bleaching or soaking. There
is no remedy except retouching the finished print when dry.

so care should he taken to use plenty of the various solu-

and to see that the prints are always kept moving and
under the surface.

If they are irregular in shape and lighter than their Stir-

ling*, they may be caused by the print not being eo\

in an even sweep in developing or bleaching: if thev are
darker than the rest of the print, they may he the result of
soaking too manv prints at a time, of sticking together in

if the lint'

sillv practice as pouring hot water into n dish containing
t« in order to raise the temperature. Tn this <

of the hot water is bound to reach the prints without being
cooled bv the water already contained, nnd markings are

nslj inevitable.

Temperature should always be adjusted before the prints
are pnt in. and the dish well rocked before nnd after [l

tion. Marks mav also be caused hv insufficient I

incomplete first fixing, not enough soaking or washing. The
• >ms and remed'es have been mentioned above.
v occasionally a print will refuse to blench, and tho
likelv cause is the presence of hvpo in tho emu'

or the use of acid hypo in the first fixing, or the paper mav be
rlv unsuitable. The bleacher may be exhausted, nnd in

'.tter case only is there any hope of making a d

should bo removed from the dish nnd placed in

running water till the yellow stain has gone, nnd should then
be placed in fresh h'enohor, proceeding n f

Other irregular markings are due to such things as touch*
if rtibhinc the surface of the print with the fingers

dnrin<r anv of the operations, and nhrnrions due to improper
handling, such as pnlling prints out of a dish bv one corner

ring them on the ed^-e of tho dish in removing from
• >r tnnks.

This process is a charming nnd elusive one it is diffiY

•on if uncertain, nre of such a o"
'her process can oonnl. It is not a process for the

e. nnd until n worker is able to turn nut bromide prints

of qualitv with nhsnlute certainty, it is no use thinking of

Rrotr whilst it requires n considerable amount of

good bromide, it is nothing to
t» n«Tt<tirv to make a good Rromoil. Similarly, Rro-

mnstered before proceeding to transfer.

, Jfytj/or is a proceM that is ba«ed on Rromoil. Tp to the

point of inking the procedure is similar, hut thereafter there

are differences.

'i bromide and Rromoil mav be stronger in oontr.n

the print eventually produced is softer than the Rromoil.

Tn onnlitv the result resembled an etching; which is not

surprising when one considers that the paper and inks

employed are identical, and. in addition, it has the ndv.T

ngs in the rendering of gradation nnd in the f

fill depiction of half-tones, usually lacking evon in tho best

^s.

Bromide papers suitable are:—
Kodak " Velvet."

Barnet " Smooth Ordinary."

Barnet " Semi-Matt Card."

Kodak "'Royal."

The time of soaking and the temperature have bt

I
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above in the Bromoil section, :>nd are calculated so as to bring

print to such a condition that it will take the ordinary

stiff ink used without dilution.

It is important that it should do this, as if the ink is

diluted it is reluctant to transfer. The fact that all the

ink put on the print has to come off again must be kept in

mind from the beginning. Inking should be as light and

rapid as possible. A 15 x 12 print should not take much
more than 30 minutes to ink, including faking.

Now, assuming that the print is ready on the glass slab,

take a very small amount of pigment on the brush, much
than for Bromoil, and lightly dab it all over in order

here the lights and shadows are. Ink up the lights

. then the half-tones, and lastly the shadows. The reason

for proceeding in this order is that the darks are most

reluctant to transfer while the lights and half-tones do so

The longer the darks are left before transferring

the mora difficult it is to transfer them.

Do network the print to smooth down the ink more than

is barelv necessary, and leave all faking to the end.

If medium is necessary to thin the ink in order to darken
obtrusive lights it may he sparingly used now. It is advisable

that the effort desired should be memorised beforehand and
kept in view all the time, so that no time is wasted thinking

what to do and how to do it at the end.

Inking being complete, the Bromoil is ready for transfer.

My press is an ordinary kitchen mangle—it serves as well as

an etching press or the special machines made for the purpose.

Any paper made for etching is usually suitable as long

as it is tough enough to hold together when the Bromoil is

pulled away from it. It should be fairly thick and absorh
water easily, and should not have much, if any, size in its

composition. Hand-made papers are usually best.

The transfer paper requires to be in a damp, but not wet,
condition when the operation of transfer takes place. At
some time previous to inking the Bromoil—an hour is suffi-

cient—take such a number of sheets of transfer paper as are
likelv to be wanted and soak them for not less than five

minutes in water; take them out one by one, allow them to

drain a little, and place each between sheets of blotting paper,
i.e., put a sheet of blotting on -a board, then a " sheet of
transfer paper, then another piece of blotting, another
transfer paper, and so on. In half an hour they will he
ready for use, and will remain so for some hours unless the
room is unduly warm and dry.

A carrier to take the print and transfer paper should be
made ready beforehand. I use a piece of 3-ply wood rather
larger than the largest transfer paper used. On this I place
one or two pieces of smooth card (simply to make up the
thickness and increase the pressure), then the Bromoil, and
on top the transfer paper, and over that a piece of printers'

blanket and a thin card. The whole is passed through the
mangle and afterwards separated.

Tn detail, after inking is finished the Bromoil is put on
top of the second card of the carrier, is masked with strips

of thin paper to give a straight and clean edge, the transfer
paper is placed in position on top, over this the piece of
printers' blanket, and then a thin piece of card, taking care
that everything is quite flat or creases will result. The latter
card is only to protect the print from any roughness in the
roller.

Now screw up the mangle as far as it will go—it is prac-
tically impossible to get too much pressure, and pass the
whole sandwich through and back. Take off the top card and
blanket and turn the Bromoil print and transfer over—they
will be sticking together—and mark the corners in order to
get correct register in case the transfer wants more depth
anywhere; lift the Bromoil print by one corner and carefully
and slowly peel it from the transfer paper, watching the
transfer and Bromoil to seo that all the ink has come off
the Bromoil. If a small patch is seen to be remaining on
the Bromoil it may be replaced—taking care that it remains

in register—the blanket and card put on top, and the whole
put through the mangle again. Occasionally it may be neces-
sary to make a pad of folded newspaper to increase the
pressure locally where the ink has failed to transfer.
Sometimes it is sufficient to turn the print and paper half-

way round and put through again.
Having parted the Bromoil and transfer, the latter should

be examined to see if it is strong enough. It is far better
to get the right strength with one inking, if possible, but
if there is not enough depth in the transfer, the Bromoil may
be re-soaked in cold water, say for 10 to 20 minutes, and
re-inked only in those places that require more strength.
Put the print in register on the transfer and put through
the mangle again. Repeat if necessary but don't overdo
it, as the transfer paper will be drying all the time and the
gelatine of the Bromoil will probably get tacky, in which
condition it will pull off the surface of the transfer paper.

If another transfer is required the Bromoil may be cleaned
with petrol, dried and re-soaked as before mentioned, re-inked
and re-transferred.

This may be repeated till the surface of the Bromoil gives
out—it is possible to get as many as six or seven transfers
from the one bromide print, but the quality deteriorates
rapidly after the second. Re-touching may be done to almost
any extent when the transfer is dry. Carbon pencils,
Bromoil ink diluted with paraffin, water colours, chalks, india-
rubber, and a sharp knife may be used as the skill and fancv
of the operator directs.

Care is essential throughout, but both these processes are
so absorbing that once success has been achieved it is most
rare that any worker deserts them for other processes, and
if this article is the means of helping any fellow-pictorialist
it will have served its purpose and fulfilled the intention of
the writer. Cmus. J. Symes.

DEATH OF MR. JOHN TERRAS.
We regret to record the death, in his seventy-ninth year, of Mr.
John Terras, who for sixty years has followed the profession of
portrait photographer, and for a large part of that period had been
the head of the business in Markinch, Fife. Mr. Terras, who was
a friend of Valentino Blanehard's, began photography 'at a time

The late Mr. John Terras.

when his mechanical ingenuity found a useful application in the
construction of his own apparatus. Throughout his business career
he was constantly at work on the improvement of technical pro-
cesses, and a tribute to his personal skill exists in the twenty-seven
awards made to his work. He was also a most enthusiastic
botanist and closely familiar with the plant life of the Lomond
Hills. During the period of the war he continued his business
despite his advanced age, whilst his two sons. James and 1

were in the R.A.F. It was, no doubt, the pressure of these circum-'
stances which broke down his health. He is survived by his widow
and two sons, to whom sympathy will be extended in their bereave-
ment. The business will be carried on as hitherto by his sons.
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Lord, 10, Derwent

FORTHCOMING EXHIBIT
December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photo;

ticolars from the Hon. Secretary, \V.

Street, Rochdale.
1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern r>hic Exhibition, City

January 12.

n Secreta

VD, Hirtington Road, Chorhon cum Hardy, Manchester.

'ilars from

the Secretary, George A. I' • 1 Cottage, Brechin.

8.—Birmingham Photographic Latest date for

"i. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary.

Broad Street, Birmingham.

2 to 31 —PitUburgh Salon date,

ary 5. Seer. rlea K. Archer

I

-.—Exeter ani England Photographic
- '

n, 4, Bu.! <eter.

I Hand Park Hall. Secre

tary, Art se, Soathamp!.
W .C.l.

Patent News.

•nber 20 to 25 :
—

K ic plate and film holders.

rOQBAMi 85, Production or exhibition

raphi. A. Bennett, Move-o-graphs, Ltd., and
\ ,-n.

300. Machine for printing positive films

•nent slide*

films.

UPLBTB SPECIFICATIONS
'tainablt, frier II- rath. »->»f frtt, (torn

the i '. Southampton Hu\ldmot, CAanrtry Lant,
Is>nd-n.

The date in braeket* it that ol applirarim in thit country; at
abroad, in M« rate ol pnttntt nmnt'd under tht Inttrr

rn.

Hardxstd GsXatdti
19?

~.k contact transfer process, a: -to mono
obotographv, both in

and m< l

. when
ill absorb

or atter within a few

that

TOrh aa a ffelatine

re is

nrin*.

positive, accord

ing to the extent that they have been acted on by light, by a

hardening agent and a controlling agent. The invention also

consists in one form of the above method in which the positive

is undeveloped before hardening, the hardening being effected

during development. In another form the positive ia developed
before hardening, the developed positive being converted into

an appropriately surfaced printing plate by potassium bichromate
and sulphuric acid. The invention also consists in a modified

process in which the positive printing record is formed directlt

from the negative on the same plate by partial develop

followed by exposure to light and further development. By way
of example a positive is prepared from the desired negative by
means of a sensitive emulsion such as a silver salt emulsion.
which is exposed to the action of light through a negative. The
silver salt emulsion may be carried or mounted on any desired

support, either opaque, translucent, or transparent, but prefor

ably is mounted on a transparent carrier such as glass or a

cellulose base, in order that the silver salt emulsion may be
exposed through its transparent carrier.

The exposed emulsion ia treated by a developing solution con-

taining a hardening or tanning agent, which renders insoluble

the exposed parts of the emulsion. The unhardened or soli

portions may be removed by melting with warm water. In
some kinds of reproduction the soluble portions will be removed.
snd in other kinds of reproduction the soluble portions will not

be re-noved. Dyes and inks generally require different treat-

ment. In all cases, however, the print is made from the
selectively hardened parts of a positive printing surface. A
sample formula for a developing solution for an emulsion

<«d through its transparent carrier and containing a harden-
ing "T tanning agent is as follows :

—

Water 8J or*.

Pvro^allic acid 11 grs.

9 grs.

Potassium bromide 4 grs.

Sodium carbonate .. 200 grs.

Sodium snlphit. 40 to 60 grs.

t above formula the hardening or tannine ap'

.-allic acid, and the controlling and limiting agent is sodium
Potassium bromide also has a certain controlling and

•ng affect. The main different. ihe above formula
and standard developing formula* is in the amount of sodium
sulphite used. In standard formula? the amount of sodium sul

greatly in excess of the amount used in the above
inning or hardening effect of the pyrogallic

I neutralised or overcome. In the given formula

nhite controlls and limits the hardening effe.
•

The unl portions may then be rem
hv placing the emulsion in warm water, which ea

nhardened or soluble portions to soften and melt away, so

ne will remain in the form of
extremely minnte, individual protuberances which nre di*tril>

and grouped irregularly so as to represent tl iphic light

and -hen an emulsion is exposed through its trans

parent carrier, however, certain difficulties aro encountered.

I printing surface is very thin and lies adjacent the

parent carrier. As an ordinary commercial sensitive emul
slon usually it in excess of one thousandth of an inch in thick

evident that it is likely to be penetrated deeply by
to which it is exposed, particularly in the shail-

The J—sitan t printing surface after treatment will have a too

iHBPpTOlting surface in those portions which have been thus

difficult to get the darker portions

I'd properly without having the lighter por-

a negativi In order

disadvantages, it was discovered that excellent results may be

obtained by using an emulsion coloured with a colour which is

complementary to the exposure light. When applied

graphic printing from a ne:: ir will bo cnmple-
printing light, which generally is from

an incandescent electric lamp giving out blue rays. Xaphthol
' in an m :m%.

• r. will give satisfa< I

y also be obtained by the ni

a printing light complementary in colour to the natural colour

emulsion, which may be described as of a slightly

n. Such a light can be found in the hi;

of tho spectrum An arc lamp using

blue flame carbons, or a merenry vapour lamp, will give
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New Materials.

iruoatbd Rwisctoks. — The Westminster Engineering Co.,

I.i.l.. Victoria Road, Wfllesden Junction, London, N.W.10, send

us sample of a new corrugated reflecting material of their inanu-

failure, which is giving much satisfaction in cinematograph film

studios.' The material has the appearance of ordinary corrugated

wrapping-paper, covered on its surface by a highly-polished metallic

ooating. Thus the reflecting material is very flexible, and may

be bent into any shape or fitted in any position. It is certainly of

reflecting power, and, from the small sample we have before

us, wo should say gives a softened reflection owing to the many
corrugations of its' surface. The material has been tested by several

well known portrait photographers in the studio, who report that

it is very satisfactory as a powerful yet diffusing reflector of day or

artificial light. As a reflector for half watt lamps it should prove

useful, and being flexible could be easily fixed to any type

of studio lamp fitting. The material is supplied in rolls 44 inches

wide, but can be used wider than this if necessary, as it may be

wonted upon wooden frames and a join made. In this manner

reflecting surfaces of any dimensions are possible, and may be

shaped to suit the conditions under which they are to he used. Prices

are obtainable from the Westminster Engineering Co., who will be

pleased to send a small sample of the material to any bona-fide

professional photographer.

Colour Prints fob Photographers.—There is no doubt that par-

ticularly at the Christmas season many photographers could do

business in attractive colour prints, such as are largely sold by
stationers, and at the print shops proper. Messrs. John Harrap &
Bon, 3, Holborn Buildings, Holborn Bars, London, E.C.I, send us

some specimens of the prints which they supply for this class of

business. They are of attractive landscape, seascape, and other

subjects, to retail at 2s. each, and subject to a very liberal discount.

Messrs. Harrap are just now making a special offer of 20 copies, all

of different subjects, at the price of 21s., carriage paid, by way
of inducement to photographers to test the profitable results, which
follow the display of goods of this description to their regular

customers.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, December 10.

United Stereoscopic Society. " Architectural Photography."
A. H. Page.

Monday, Decembeb 11.

Bradford Phot. Soc. "A Naturalist in Holland." G. A. Booth.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Lantern Slide Making."

A. H. Redman.
Dewsbury P.S. "Candlelight Photography." H. A. Parkinson.

ow and West of Scotland A.P. Assoc. Autochrome and
Print Show.

Kidderminster and District P.S. " A.P. and P." Prize Slides.

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Camera Club. Lantern Slide Making.
Southampton C.C. " Winchelsea and Rye." Algernon Brooker.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Ensign Popular Cameras." Messrs.

Houghtons, Ltd.
ill Phot. Soc. " My Holiday Rambles, and a Chat on Old

Inns." F. S. Ellis.

Willesden Phot Soc. " The Way of the Lovely Sky." Capt.
A. G. Buckham.

Tuesday, December 12.

Royal Photographic Society. 1. "Description of the ' N.S.'
Kinematograph Camera." A. S. Newman. 2. " The Factors
which Determine Gamma Infinity." G. I. Higson and F. C.
Toy.

Birmingham Phot. Soc. " Psychic Photography." Fred Barlow.
Bournemouth Camera Club. Lantern Slide Competition.
Cambridge and District Phot. Club. " Head Hunters of Borneo."

Dr. A. C. Haddon.
Exeter Camera Cub. Exhibition of 1921 R.P.S. Affiliation Com-

petition Prints.
Hackney P.S. " Psychology in the Studio." C. Pollard Crowther.
Halifax Scientific Soc. Members' Prints.
Leeds P.S. " Caves and Crags of the Peak." J. W. Puttrell.
Liverpool A.P. Assoc. " Bromoil and Bromoil Transfer." C. J.

Symes.

Maidstone and District P.S. "Pinhole Photography." J. E. Austin.
Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Exhibition Discussion.

Morley A. P.S. " A Chat on Colour Photography." W. Scruton.
louth Camera Club. "A Trip to Paris via Newhaven,

Dieppe and Rouen." A. Brooker.
Slough and District Y.M.C.A. Phot. Club. " Art with a small

' a '." J. Vacy Lyle.

Smith Glasgow C.C. Open Night—Club Debate.
Wolverhampton Phot. Soc. " Enlarging." A. H. Yelland.

Wednesday, December 13.

Birkenhead Phot. Assoc. Social Evening.
Borough Polytechnic P.S. Second Lantern Slide Competition.
Bristol Phot. Club. " About Bristol with a Camera." H. C. Leat.
Croydon Camera Club. " The Man behind the Camera." C. P-

Crowther.
Forest Hill and Sydenham Phot. Soc. Gaslight Papers.
Kodak Staff Phot'. Soc. " What Photography does in X-ray

Work." N. E. Luboshey.
Partick Camera Club. Joint Meeting. Partick C.C. Visit Dennis-

toun A. P. A.
Photomicrographic Society. " Road Metals." E. M. Bull.

South Suburban and Catford Phot. Socs. " Light and Colour."
L. J. Hibbert.

Thursday, December 14.

Coatbridge Phot. Assoc. " The Sanderson Camera." Messrs.
Houghtons, Ltd.

Edge Hill Camera Club. " Paget Colour Process." A. P.M., Ltd.
Gateshead and District C.C. " Colour Bromoil." H. P. Becke.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Sussex and the South

Downs." Jas. Grice.

Letchworth Camera Club. " Photographic Dodges." Members.
Liverpool A. P. A. " Two Cities of Bavaria." W. A. Clarke.

North Middlesex P.S. " Warm Tones on Alpha Plates." H. V.
Abbott.

Richmond Camera Club. " Bromide Enlarging." A Member
Rochdale Phot. Soc. " On the Broadlands with a Camera." E.

Horsfall.

The Camera Club (London). " Florence and some Cities of the
Etruscan League." Walter Sanderson.

Wimbledon and District C.C. " Wild Life in a British Forest."
F. Martin Duncan.

Friday, December 15.

Royal Photographic Society. Discussion : Panchromatics.
Wakefield Phot. Soc. " Principles of Pictorial Photography."

Fred Thorne.
Saturday, December 16.

Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held on December 1 last a paper by Mr. L. E.

Banfield, on " Summer Photography in India," was read by his

brother, Mr. A. C. Banfield. The author, who has lived in India

for many years, dwelt upon the many difficulties of practising photo-

graphy in a country where often the shade temperature is well over

100. He had a well-fitted dark-room, measuring 12 by 8 ft. and

10 ft. high, but its one drawback was its temperature, which very
frequently was 104 F. The town supply of tap water was available

only for two hours, morning and evening, and in midsummer would

have a temperature of 110 F. when first turned on, falling, perhaps,

after a little while to about 80. Therefore, water had to be pre-

viously cooled by storing it in a few of the 10-gallon earthenware

porous jars, known as " mutkas." The drawback to this method

of cooling water was that mosquitos in countless thousands clung

to the sides of the jars, and would begin their operations as soon

as the photographer shut the dark-room door. Application to the

body of an essential oil, such as citron, spike or lavender, would

give respite for a time, but even this measure was not the only one

which had to be taken before work could be begun. It was neces-

sary to make sure that the room was free from snakes. Scorpions

were such frequent visitors that Mr. Banfield kept a piece of plank

specially at hand for flattening them.

For getting the developing and other solutions to a working

temperature a large bath full of water was cooled with ice, an 1

all the tanks of solution, including the fixing tank, kept in this

cooled water. After developing and fixing, films were treated in

10 per cent, formaline solution for 20 minutes, after which, for

washing, they might be risked in the tap water, if it happened to

be running.

Drying the films presented equally serious difficulties, owing to

the eating of the gelatine by little fish ants, which ploughed a way

across the wet film, like skiers on 6now.

Mr. Banfield strongly urged that the difficulties of photo-
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jraphers in the Indian summer should be more thoroughly con-

I v had been The requirement was some hardening

agent which could be applied to the films before development.

'opment was almost useless, because the tem-

perature of the dar'p. {ht be anything up to 120 deg. F-.

and the moment the cage of film was lifted from the developer the

hot air of the room began to exert its fat so that if there

was the delay of a second or two. in transferring the film into the

-. .' in [ii. the emulsion might run into a mass of jelly

Banficll had tr:. ardening as- nt, without finding one which

gave him sati*: to these re was an

nous attraction in using a camera am imerable scenes

town and landscape, but civilisation was changing the

ne and co«' Vidian natives, at re, the need for

j1 records, particularly of figure studiaa, deserved to be

!y emphasised before the opportunity for making them had

passed.
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» lecture two exhibitions of photographs

were declared open. Mr. F. C. Tilney, in referring to the

work of Dr. White, in the ground floor exhibition room, said this

was a collection of prints made by this eminent worker when ho
was about 24 years of age, or between the years 1855-1857.

Mr. K H. Evans then made a few remarks in reference to his

pictures of Westminster Abbey, and the meeting ended bj

showing of a number of excellent lantern whiles upon the screen.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Tbe announcement in the syllabus that Mr. J. M. Sellora w

lecture on " The Negative and the Bromide Paper : Common-
sense Applied to Exposure," ill-prepared his audience for the

large amount of organised common-sense it had to absorb last

week. The previous week members had experienced a fair dose

at tbe hands of Mr. C. M. Thomas, but this was soothing syrup

compared to the administrations of tbe redoubtable honorary

tary. who must have been busy preparing his lecture for m<

past.

In addition to making lantern-slides, much apparatus, and tests

of scales of gradation of over 100 varieties of bromide papers,

four dozt-u beautifully made slide-rules, with two moveable K
were designed, constructed, and distributed. They involved 48
bromide enlargements; the cutting up of 400 pieces of card'

dead true, dry mounting on face-plates; and assembling and
fitting. Stupendous

!

By its aid in conjunction with such every day appliances as a
calibrated wedge of H. and D. den 1 a Sanger-Sli.

density meter, the labour of making posures on a slip of

bromide paper, with its attendant anxieties ami uncertainty

the best exposure, either for contact prints, or enlargement-
ii. in .hi i \ indent

material, the slide-rule was never reached, and by >

consideration wax postponed to a vacant date at C when
it should add materially to the festivity of the season. 11
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audin uneasy. " It all intelli-
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Next came a really luminous exposition >w, prism.

grease-spot photometers, all simple instruments, <le of

accurate work. Ibis was foll< illy clear d

calibrated wedge. Hopelessly behind time at this sta|

number of diagrams received far too brief attention. He finally

wound up with a grievance against some manufacturers of on

paper, who inserted it in ei with a sp

machine guaranteed to prevent withdrawal without damage. Die
'ii adopted by the Kodak Company was, however, excel!

In the^discussiiiii, Mr. H. P. C. I

Oe*a*Ssnswocabolary, but no words could express what he thought
lystem advocated. Turn irten-

added that the lecture, instead of awakening in him a wish

to know more, bad induced a strong desire to know considerably

leas. On the other hand, much appreciation for a lecture of

which must have involved an enormous amount
rk, was expressed by many Mr. .1. W. l'urkis said it was

the finest scientific lecture on popular lines be had ever I

and was an object lesson in showing that i

work could be d'.ne with simple apparatus The lecturer bad

interpretated in a very plain way the " shorthand " so largely

used by scientists, and little understood by the general run of

photographers

'.M>-H!M!RMAN Trading Co., Ltd.—Since the particulars given

on page 730 in our issue of December 1 last were filed, the <

tered office of the company has been transferred, so we are in-

formed, to 6. Great Arthur Street, Ooswell R' <D, E.C.I.
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New Materials.

Corrugated Reflectors. — The Westminster Engineering Co.,

I.i.l . Victoria Road, Wfllesden Junction, London, N.W.10, send

ns ii' sample of a new corrugated reflecting material of their manu-

facture, which is giving much satisfaction in cinematograph film

studios' The material has the appearance of ordinary corrugated

wrapping-paper, covered on its surface by a highly-polished metallic

coating. Thus the reflecting material is very flexible, and may

be bent into any shape or fitted in any position. It is certainly of

high reflecting power, and, from the small sample we have before

us. we should say gives a softened reflection owing to the many

corrugations of its* surface. The material has been tested by several

well known portrait photographers in the studio, who report that

it is verv satisfactory as a powerful yet diffusing reflector of day or

artificial' light. As a reflector for half-watt lamps it should prove

very useful, and being flexible could be easily fixed to any type

of studio lamp fitting. The material is supplied in rolls 44 inches

wide. but. can be used wider than this if necessary, as it may be

Mounted upon wooden frames and a join made. In this manner

reflecting surfaces of any dimensions are possible, and may be

shaped to suit the conditions under which they are to be used. Prices

are obtainable from the Westminster Engineering Co., who will he

pleased to send a small samp!e of the material to any bona-fide

professional photographer.

Colour Prints for Photographers.—There is no doubt that par-

ticularly at the Christmas season many photographers could do

business in attractive colour prints, such as are largely sold by

stationers, and at the print shops proper. Messrs. John Harrap &
Son, 3, Holborn Buildings, Holborn Bars, London, E.C.I, send us

some specimens of the prints which they supply for this class of

business. They are of attractive landscape, seascape, and other

subjects, to retail at 2s. each, and subject to a very liberal discount.

Messrs. Harrap are just now making a special offer of 20 copies, all

of different subjects, at the price of 21s., carriage paid, by way
of inducement to photographers to test the profitable results, which

follow the display of goods of this description to their regular

customers.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Stjnday, December 10.

United Stereoscopic Society. " Architectural Photography."
A. H. Page.

Monday, December 11.

Bradford Phot. Soc. " A Naturalist in Holland." G. A. Booth.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. " Lantern Slide Making."

A. H. Redman.
Dewsbury P.S. "Candlelight Photography." H. A. Parkinson.
Glasgow and West of Scotland A.P. Assoc. Autochrome and

Print Show.
Kidderminster and District P.S. " A.P. and P." Prize Slides.

Kinning Park Co-op. Soc. Camera Club. Lantern Slide Making.
Southampton C.C. " Winchelsea and Rye." Algernon Brooker.
Wallasey Amateur P.S. " Ensign Popular Cameras." Messrs.

Iloughtons, Ltd.
Walsall Phot. Soc. " My Holiday Rambles, and a Chat on Old

Inns." F. S. Ellis.

Willesden Phot Soc. " The Way of the Lovely Sky." Capt.
A. G. Buckham.

Tuesday, December 12.

Royal Photographic Society. 1. "Description of the ' N.S.'
Kinematograph Camera." A. S. Newman. 2. " The Factors
which Determine Gamma Infinity." G. I. Higson and F. C.

Toy.
Birmingham Phot. Soc. " Psychic Photography." Fred Barlow.
Bournemouth Camera Club. Lantern Slide Competition.
Cambridge and District Phot. Club. " Head Hunters of Borneo."

Dr. A. C. Haddon.
Exeter Camera Cub. Exhibition of 1921 R.P.S. Affiliation Com-

petitiin Pr:nt«.
Hackney P.S. " Psychology in the Studio." C. Pollard Crowther.
Halifax Scientific Soc. Members' Prints.
Leeds P.S. " Caves and Crags of the Peak." J. W. Puttrell.
Liverpool A.P. Assoc. " Bromoil and Bromoil Transfer." C. J.

Symes.

Maidstone and District P.S. "Pinhole Photography." J. E. Austin.

Manchester Amateur Phot. Soc. Exhibition Discussion.

Morley A.P.S. " A Chat on Colour Photography." W. Scruton.

Portsmouth Camera Club. " A Trip to Paris via Newhaven,
Dieppe and Rouen." A. Brooker.

Slough and District Y.M.C.A. Phot. Club. " Art with a small
• a '." J. Vacy Lyle.

South Glasgow C.C. Open Night—Club Debate.
Wolverhampton Phot. Soc. " Enlarging." A. H. Yelland.

Wednesday, December 13.

Birkenhead Phot. Assoc. Social Evening.

Borough Polytechnic P.S. Second Lantern Slide Competition.

Bristol Phot. Club. "About Bristol with a Camera." H. C. Leat.

Croydon Camera Club. " The Man behind the Camera." C. P-
Crowther.

Forest Hill and Sydenham Phot. Soc. Gaslight Papers.

Kodak Staff Phot. Soc. "What Photography does in X-ray
Work." N. E. Luboshey.

Partick Camera Club. Joint Meeting. Partick C.C. Visit Dennis-

toun A. P. A.
Photomicrographic Society. "Road Metals." E. M. Bull.

South Suburban and Catford Phot. Socs. " Light and Colour."

L. J. Hibbert.

Thursday, December 14.

Coatbridge Phot. Assoc. " The Sanderson Camera." Messrs.

Houghtons, Ltd.

Edge Hill Camera Club. " Paget Colour Process." A.P.M., Ltd.
Gateshead and District C.C. " Colour Bromoil." H. P. Becke.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. " Sussex and the South
Downs." Jas. Grice.

Letchworth Camera Club. " Photographic Dodges." Members.
Liverpool A. P. A. " Two Cities of Bavaria." W. A. Clarke.

North Middlesex P.S. " Warm Tones on Alpha Plates." H. V.

Abbott.
Richmond Camera Club. " Bromide Enlarging." A Member
Rochdale Phot. Soc. " On the Broadlands with a Camera." E.

:

Horsfall.

The Camera Club (London). " Florence and some Cities of the

Etruscan League." Walter Sanderson.

Wimbledon and District C.C. " Wild Life in a British Forest."

F. Martin Duncan.

Frlday, December 15.

Royal Photographic Society. Discussion : Panchromatics.

Wakefield Phot. Soc. " Principles of Pictorial Photography."
Fred Thome.

Saturday, December 16.

Partick Camera Club. Whist Drive.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held on December 1 last a paper by Mr. L. E.

Banfield, on " Summer Photography in India," was read by his

brother, Mr. A. C. Banfield. The author, who has lived in India

for many years, dwelt upon the many difficulties of practising photo-

graphy in a country where often the shade temperature is well over

100. He had a well-fitted dark-room, measuring 12 by 8 ft. and

10 ft. high, but its one drawback was its temperature, which very

frequently was 104 F. The town supply of tap water was available

only for two hours, morning and evening, and in midsummer would

have a temperature of 110 F. when first turned on, falling, perhaps,

after a little while to about 80. Therefore, water had to be pre-

viously cooled by storing it in a few of the 10-gallon earthenware

porous jars, known as " mutkas." The drawback to this meth 1

of cooling water was that mosquitos in countless thousands

to the sides of the jars, and would begin their operations as soon

as the photographer shut the dark-room door. Application to the

body of an essential oil, such as citron, spike or lavender, would

give respite for a time, but even this measure was not the only one

which had to be taken before work could be begun. It was nec:s

sary to make sure that the room was free from snakes. Scorpions

were such frequent visitors that Mr. Banfield kept a piece of plank

specially at hand for flattening them.

For getting the developing and other solutions to a working I

temperature a large bath full of water was cooled with ice, and

all the tanks of solution, including the fixing tank, kept in this

cooled water. After developing and fixing, films were treated in
j

10 per cent, formaline solution for 20 minutes, after which, for

washing, they might be risked in the tap water, if it happened toj

be running.

Drying the films presented equally serious difficulties, owing

the eating of the gelatine by little fish ants, which ploughed a way'

across the wet film, like skiers on snow.

Mr. Banfield strongly urged that the difficulties of phot
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graphcrs in the Indian summer should be more thoroughly con

n The requirement was some hardening

agent which could be applied to the films before development.
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ihibitioni of photographs

were declared open. Mr. F. C. Tilney, in referring to the

work of Dr. White, in the ground floor exhibition room, said this

was a collection "f prints made by this eminent worker when he
was about 24 years of age, or between the years 1855-1857.

Mr. V II Kvans then made a few remarks in reference to his

pictures of Westminster Abbey, and the meeting ended b;

showing of a number of excellent lantern slides upon the screen.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Tbe announcement in the syllabus that Mr. .1. M. Sellors v.

lectur. I be Negative and the Bromide Paper : Common-
sense Applied to Exposure," ill-prepared his audience for the

large amount of organised common-sense it had to absorb last

week. The previous week members had experienced a fair dose
at the hands of Mr. C. M. Thomas, but this was soothing syrup
compared to the administrations of ti table honorary
tary, who must have been busy preparing his lecture for months
past.

In addition to making lantern-slides, much apparatus, and tests

of scales of gradat r 100 varieties of bromide papers,
four dozen beautifully made slide-rules, with two moveable n
were designed, con'*' They involved 48

le enlargements ; the cutting up of 400 pieces of card!

dead true , dry mounting on face-plates ; and assembling and
Stupendous!
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AkcloHibrrnian Tturiiso Co., Ltd.—Since the particulars

.go 730 in our issue of December 1 filed, the regis-

tered office of the company has been transferred, so «

formed, to 6. Orest Arthur Street, Coswell Road. London, E.C.I.
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Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Kaili-iie of a Photo Enlargement Co.—At the offices of the

Board d Trade, Carey Street, W.C., last week, the statutory meet-

of creditors and contributories were held in the matter of

. Ltd., 179, Archway Boad, Highgate, N.

Q. D. Pepyu, Official Receiver, presided, and reported that

mding-up order was made on April 11, 1922, on a creditor's

petition. No statement of affairs had yet been filed, but the late

managing director, Mr. Henry Spencer, was engaged in preparing

A. The company was incorporated as a. private company on

January 4, 1921, with a nominal capital of £3,000, subsequently

increased to £5,000, to acquire and carry on business, in which

Mr. Spencer had been engaged, called The Spencer Picture Framing

and Portrait Enlarging Co. Mr. Spencer had signed the minute

and documents as chairman and managing director, and his

wife had acted as director and secretary. On October 17, 1921,

a Mr. Wm. J. McDavid was appointed secretary and director in

place of Mrs. Spencer, but he resigned a month later.

The business had only been commenced a few months before

the incorporation of the company, and consisted of selling painted

enlargements of photographs, to be paid for on a weekly basis.

The work was not done by the company, the oil paintings being

prepared by certain firms of enlargers, and they were delivered to

customers through the medium of various branches which were

opened to obtain orders and collect payments.

The working capital seemed to have been procured from various

persons who answered advertisements inserted by Mr. Spencer

asking for branch managers, who were to receive £4 or £5 per

week, plus a percentage of profits. Each manager was to deposit

a certain amount of money, usually £200 or £250, with Mr.

Spencer. This was the procedure before the incorporation of the

company, and each manager received a service agreement under

which his deposit or investment was returnable with interest at

the end of one year, and each branch manager was given a lien on

tlio assets of his particular branch. Up to the end of December,

1920, the records showed that about eleven managers had joined

Mr. Spencer, and that about four branches had been opened.

Under the sale agreement to the company, the purchase considera-

tion was £2,000 in shares, and Mr. Spencer was relieved of all

liabilities in respect of the business and indemnified against any

claims which might arise thereunder.

After the incorporation of the company, Mr. Spencer, as managing
director, continued to procure further managers, who paid to him
sums varying from £200 to £250 each as an investment in the

business of the company, and each of those managers entered into

a service agreement similar to the others, but there was one im-

portant difference, namely that although each manager was given

a lien on the assets of his branch by the agreement, the lien or

charge was not registered as a charge on the business assets.

Further branches were opened in various parts of the country,

until at one time there were about 30 branches in existence, and
it rather looked as if Mr. Spencer devoted his attention more to

procuring a larger number of managers and their investments, than
to putting the earlier branches on a paying basis. The company
was short of funds throughout, and its growing expenses were only

met by the fresh investments coming in from new men.
In October, 1921, 80 debentures of £25 each, secured as a floating

charge on the assets of the company, were issued to Mr. McDavid,
who paid to the company £200. Some three days later Mr.
McDavid appeared to have become dissatisfied, and obtained the

return of £1,000. The Official Receiver was of opinion that there

was certain evidence that the business could have been worked
economically as a one man business, but having regard to the reck-

less way this company had carried on, there was no prospect of

.success. From lists prepared by Mr. Spencer the preferential

claims amounted to £1,943, debenture holder's claim £950 plus

interest, unsecured creditors £12,047, making a total of £14,940,

but that did not include liability to customers for enlargements for

which they had already paid. The total deficiency was roughly
estimated 'at £20,000.

The liquidation remains in the hands of the Official Receiver.

Xormanton Photographic Society.—A new society has been
formed under the above name, with Mr. W. Warburton as presi-

dent. Meetings are held weekly in the Baptist Schoolroom, and
persons interested are asked to communicate with the secretary,
Mr. F. R. Townsend, Myrtle House, Altofte, Normanton, Yorks.

News and Notes.

The Kodak Magazine.—A monthly magazine, dealing with the

attractions of Kodak amateur photography, is being issued by th»

Kodak Company and will be obtainable from all Kodak branches (

and dealers, price 2d. per issue. The first number, namely, that

for January next, will be on sale on or before December 20 next. I

Succeeding issues will be published on the 15th of each month.

A meeting of the Scientific and Technical Group of the Boyal

Photographic Society will be held on Tuesday, December 12, at

35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I, commencing at 7 p.m. Two
papers will be read as follows :

—
" Description of the r N.S.' Cine- I

matograph Camera," with special reference to an electric drive,
J

by A. S. Newman, and " The Factors Which Determine Gamma
Infinity," by Messrs. G. I. Higson and F. C. Toy.

Kodak Professional Requisites.—An 8-page circular, just issued

by the Kodak Company, and obtainable from them at Kodak
House, Kingsway. London, W.C.2, describes and illustrates a

number of recent introductions, among which are " portrait gift

certificates," mask charts for trimming prints, and head screens.

The booklet also gives the substantially reduced prices at which

the Eastman Portrait diffusion discs are now supplied.

Photographs Enhance a Blue Book.—One does not loo!

interesting photographs in a Government " Blue Book," but they

are used with good effect in one published by the Royal Com-
mission on Historical Monuments. It is called " An Inventory of

the Historical Monuments in Essex," Vol. II., and is issued by

H.M. Stationery Office at £2. This handsome, well-bound volume

is printed on fine paper, and contains over 300 pages, profusely

illustrated with excellent and specially-taken photographs.

Camera House Journal.—The Christmas gift number of

Messrs. Butcher's little publication gives particulars of articles
j

most suitable for presents at this time of the year. Prominence is

given to the Primus engineering sets, while lanterns and toy cine- '

matographs also find a place Sample strips of the patent passe-

partout binding are included in the booklet, so that dealers may
test this material for themselves. The Journal is obtainable by

the trade only, upon application to Messrs. W. Butcher & Sons.

Ltd., Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4.

Photographic Portraiture in Turkey.—The writer of the

paragraph appearing under this heading on page 731 of •

week's issue Writes as follows :
" The omission of two words in

(

the fifth line makes this item of news read very peculiarly ; the

line should read ' the making of pictures of living things,' etc.

The actual words of the Koranic command are ' Every painter is-

in danger of hell fire, and Allah will appoint a person at the day

of resurrection to punish him for every picture he shall have

drawn, and he shall be punished in hell. So if ye must make
pictures, make them of trees and things without souls.' Happily

for some of us photographers are not painters, though the true

Moslem considers a photographer to be one."

Royal Institution Lectures.—The Juvenile Lectures at the

Royal Institution this Christmas will be delivered by Professor
J

H. H. Turner, whose subject is " Six Steps up the Ladder to the i

Stars." The first lecture will be given on Thursday, December 28.

on " The Distance of the Stars," followed by " The Discovery of

the Planet Neptune," " Photographing the Stars," " The Spectro-

scope and its Revelations," " Two Great Streams of Stars," and
" The Size of a Star." Among the lecture arrangements before

Easter are :—On Tuesday afternoons, commencing January 16,

there will be two lectures by Professor F. G. Donnan, on " Semi-

Permeable Membranes and Colloid Chemistry," two by Mr. R. D. '

Oldham on " Earthquakes," and two by Piofessor C. G. Seligman

on " Rainmakers and Divine Kings of the Nile Valley." On
Thursday afternoons, Professor B. Melvill Jones will give two

lectures on " Recent Experiments in Aerial Surveying." The first

Friday evening discourse will be delivered by Sir James Dewar on 1

January 19 on " Soap Films as Detectors of Stream Lines, Vortex

Motion and Sound."

A New French Journal.—Those who are readers of Continental I

photographic literature are no doubt familiar with the admirable
,

supplement to " La Revue Franchise de Photograplue," compiled •

by M. L. V. Clerc, and entitled " Science Technique et Industrie I

Photographiques. " We learn from the current issue of our contem- 3

porary that next year this supplement is to be made a separate

monthly publication, bearing the same title, under the editorship of
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will merit the support of all those who
icea which are being made in any country
materials or apparatus. The annual sub
igasine will be 12 francs for places in

*a in ationc for

ml Montel, 36.

fans XIV*

Correspondence.

hnuld sever irritt tin both lidtt of the poprr.

mmuitirntions unltu til nomti and
ires.

Itri rtspontibilit

;

pis txpittt'd

S1LY-M M
To the !

*»ne of t!

il address on " The

addresa of soma transparent dr»

*X> years ago. dra" h we
lantern ilide. and the mention of these

me lanten. pictures reminds me of a wheel* I thought ont

ction.

r>rac«u, which Ian - not purely photographic, may
• r readers who have a J»-

mad* photographic lantern ilidea

was asked what I coold do in the way
>nd effectively T.me did

ma to gat the commercially prepared black alidk

>i upon, or to make slides with matt varnish, not having the

ind

i is to write the required announcements on or:

> g paj-er using wat.

e not wat- rwm. \\

•a, the writing paper " slide* " were rubbed well with
n end of a wax candle; the heat caused the candle t<

melt and >• paper, ma! • atislucent.

ties* to show well upon tho screen.

The waxed paper slides were then placed between two piece* of

I he glaases were not

necessary (bat advisable) when stiff paper was Bat I kept

the heat ranaed the unglaaed slides

• and get oat of focus. Olaxing kept the announce
menta flat and in focus .~l.de. made in tbii »\ li'tin i

loth-ng. tad they aie mn>t eff.ct.\e, takinc but a minnti • i so U)

make uthfully,

\ lOr.vxa.

•\l HAL1
lo the >

ir pages hint*

ig of half tone ill and vai

U of eliminating or minimising the "dots" were given
- hen I bav> made lanter of halftone
have over exposed the copy negat: developed

liosn, and afterwards reduced in the anide red
advocated by one of your corr i spunj—a* for doing away

•ha screen effect when ' ^ed npon the

* days ago I »»s < ike some more slides for

halftone originals, and I have
a better system of wor> certainly

n easier plan, and the resolt*— if the ha *. too
Jarte— »re very «a' ufai '<ry

to make the copy negatives on the Harriet matt
ese plates nate the

matt-
xrfaoe negatives the dots almost disappear.

I grain of

the film of the lantern plate

contact with the developed image, and if a
diffused light, and not a point of light, is used for printing,

very satisfactory and soft results can be secured. Imperial matt
were used fur some with s

It may be argued that if this plan of working destroys the dots
it will also destroy the clearness of the outlines of the picture,
and, also, that the grain of the matt emulsion is likely to interfere

with the brilliancy of the high-lights as seen in the finished slide.

In theory these arguments are against tire process, but in practice
they need not be considered, for the results are most pleasing.

I have made some very good copy negatives on the Imperial matt
transparency or lantern plate. The grain of the latter is much
finer and not so perceptible as that found on tho Burnet plate;
it is more opalescent or " milky," and capital for transparency
work, it taking the pencil very well. Too brilliant spots of high-
lights on these lantern plates may be pencilled down without the
lead appearing grainy.— Yours faithfully,

W. L. MtYNUl I HOMl-SON.

LUBRICATING ROLLER-BLIND SHUTTERS.
To the Editors.

Boiler- blind shutters often stick at low speeds and
with low spring tension, and it is necessary to apply some kind
of lubricant. I find that powdered i halk is an excellent
substance to remedy this trouble, and if a little is applied to
the bearing ends of the rollers and the shutter worked several

a great improvement will be observed. Any loose powder
shoul.i away, and the shutter will now be quite satis-

\ ;
•

;
. tl»f ul ly

.

i Urker.
Bridge Street, Colnbrooi

• rnber 28.

,'-. BROMOIL ll: INS]
To tl.

1 lie article by Mr. 0. J. Byrnes interested me, and
no doubt hundreds of others, very much. I am an enthusiastic

Brotaoil worker and transferer. There are, however, one or .two

cymes' article that I most take exception

In my opinion, the strength of the fixing baths is immaterial, as

alio is time of fixing, providing the print As
regards temperature of solutions, this is not so important as

moat workers would have us believ. , that all

solutions and the washing water si ,' the same tempera-

Quite a good Bromoil can be obtain' I from a bromide print

that has been over-exposed and aader-developed j in order to

soften high-lights I frequently over-expose to get a softer effect.

Regarding the transfer process, I have used all the brands of

paper* mentioned by Mr lad the one I find most useful

both for bromoil and transfer is Vitegas (20 B and 21B).

Symes is quite in error in saying that Vitegas is not suitable for

transfer. If either Mr. Syme* or yon ould care to see some
transfers from Vitegas I shall be very glad to send -omio for

your inspection, also transfer from '1 under-

ped Vitegas print. When inking up from transfer, 1

generally get as hard a print as possible, frequently intensifying

"gative with uranium, as I find tl badows trai

50 pei ink, and the high-llgl 'O per cent, or

f&pseaea* . which with a suitnl moil will give a flat transfer.

- transfers I invariably ink up with a roller. a the

only point I have against Vitegas : it will not stand very much
work with a roller, as the base splits and comes up in blisters,

which, if large, show in the transfer as a dark line; if small, they

will not trouble

I prefei working i* to g

hard print and use ink thinned down so that the luctii

by the rolN nfficient to split the base. If Messrs. K<e

would in ik. a Bron it did not split

under the action of a gelatine roller, tl have an idea]

Bromoil paper. A whole-plate print thai has been bleached nnd
. a month or more can be inked up after not more than ten

minute* soaking in cold water. I prefer an amidol develi

Whui requiring an unusually hard Bromoil for transfer 1

• nlly fix in an acid hardening fixing bath, soak in vet

water for ten minutes, and finish soaking in cold water. I i
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to dry print* both after fixing and after bleaching, etc. I find a

one-solution copper sulphate bleacher quite the best.

Wild) a very large pi.nt is to be inked, and trouble from drying

is anticipated, the bleached print can be kept in working order by

finishing up the final soaking by ten minutes in a 40 per cent, or

50 per cent, glycerine solution, which keeps the print damp for

days. More care is required in blotting off after a glycerine bath.

I have frequently mounted a Bromoil on Vitegas less than four

hours after inking up. I am not connected in any way with, nor

kave any interest in, the makers of Vitegas.—Yours faithfully,

H. Kenwat.
Hagley, Gt. Ormes Road, Llandudno, December 2.

T1IK P.P.A. CONGRESS.
To the Editors.

i.ilemen,—Bv report in " B.J." I see it is proposed to hold

an "abbreviated" congress in March. If there are to be i.o

demonstrations, lectures, or exhibition, it will attract, very few, and

then it will be said that the Spring Congress was a failure, as

compared with the Autumn.
If a full programme cannot be arranged, it will be better to

postpone it. The date should never have been altered, as the

Spring Congress was always a success.—Yours faithfully,

" Country Pro."

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with out present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-ceit International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

Disiiks.—The firm for large size, deep, enamelled steel dishes is
Messrs. 0. Sichel & SamueUon, 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.I.

W. B. C.—The firms for readings for lantern slides are Messrs.
Newton and Co., 37, King Street, Covent Garden, London,
VV.C.2, and Messrs. York and Sons, 3, Emperor's Gate, South
Kensington. London, S.W.7.

E. B.—Your arrangement as sketched should work very well, but
it would, we think, be better to keep the three lamps more to
one side of the sitter, as in your plan the lighting would be
very flit. We prefer clear lamps with the thinnest possible
nainsook for diffusion. Japanese silk, if thick enough, would
answer well, but it has a tendency to turn yellow when washed.

T - B.—Two books which should suit you are :-»-" The Handbook
of Cinematography, by Colin Bennett, published by Messrs. E. T.
Heron and Co., 9, Tottenham Street, London, W.I., price 5s. 6d.
post free, and "Practical Color Photography," by E. J. Wall,
obtainable iv ma our publishers, Messrs. Henrv Greenwood and
Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2, price 13s. 3d.
post free.

P. S. 8.—Ether, benzene (not benzole), or petrol would remove
the linseed oil stains. The best method would be to place a
piece of clean blotting paper over the stained spot and to pour
a small quantity of the solvent upon this. Gentle pressure
combined with warmth of the fingers will help the removal.
Care should be taken that no open flame is near when the work
is being done.

K. M. S.—" Commercial Photography " deals to the extent of
4 or 5 pages with engineering subjects, though it does not touch
specifically upon the making of phantom views. These are usually
done by coating the glass side of the negative with a matt
varnish (wh'ch may be slightly tinted) and scraping away the
parts which represent the foreground part of the subject. The
background is thus caused to print faint.

8
' w~The

L
°°Pyri8ht in th« photographs is the property of the

photographer who originally gave the complimentary sitting.

You will be infringing that copyright by copying the prints to

your customer '•< order. The fact that she has subsequent!
purchased and paid for portraits from the original negatives doe
not affect the matter. The owner of the copyright is naturally

quite entitled to sell prints from the negatives to any< i

likes.

A. Y.—Unless you specifically undertook to make the negatives foa

delivery to your customer, or unless you have worded your
invoices so tiiat it might be reasonably supposed that you mean^
the negatives to be the customer's property, the customer lias

no right whatever to the negatives. This question has
decided on several occasions in the Law Courts, and is

with at length in the little manual which we publish, " PhotoJ
graphic Copyright." If you are going to charge for the

tives, a price which has been recommended by the P.P.A. is

that of from 10s. 6d. to 15s. each.

S. F.—No trouble should be experienced in developing the plate*
which have been exposed 10 years if a pyro soda developer is used
diluted with an equal volume of water and to which 10 per
potassium bromide solution is added in the proportion of 1 minim
to each ounce of mixed developer. You will probably get dark
edges in your negatives owing to the age of the plates, but if

the exposures were correct, or nearly so, and the plates have been
carefully stored, you should get quite good negatives. If the
diluted developer is found to be working too slowly, remove the
plates and place them in a correct strength developer.

J. R.—We are afraid that the regular apprenticeship system ha>

gone by the board of late years, and the conditions under which
the present day master photographers were apprenticed no longer
apply. We do not think there is any usual custom as regards
term of years or remuneration of the apprentices. Some people

get £50 premium and pay the apprentice next to nothing, while
others get little or no premium and pay the apprentice 10s. a
week and upwards. We rather have the idea that the P.P.A.,'
of whioh no doubt you are a member, has a model form of term»
of apprenticeship which they supply for the information of their

members.

E. M.—We should say it would be quit© impossible to get good
negatives of children in school at the present time of year using
only daylight. Even with a lens at //4.5 aperture and rapid
plates and in an extremely well-lighted class room exposures
of 10 to 20 seconds would be necessary, which would be far too

long to arrest movement. We fail to see why you should not
use flashlight. If after focussing you draw the blinds and
stop down your lens to about //ll you will be able to get

results without any sign of movement. Also the present-day
flash powders, such as Johnson's " Professional " powder, give

little or no smoke, and children generally like the flash. We
have in the past done a large amount of work of this kind, and
have found the flashlight method very efficient. If you decide
to work by flashlight we should recommend you to obtain a
good class R. R. lens of fairly wide angle and work in half-plate
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has thus been removed, it maj be worth while to i

out tlie g»eat advantage of using panchrom
conjunction with half-watt lamps upon sitt-

freckles or other unequal colouring of the skin, pn
too much work for the retouch, r It is on]

in ordinary oi

and a panchromati" that the . the imp
1 It has been found that under similar

s the lighting appears softer u

negative than in > ... With very
»w hair, especially if conjoined with blue dra|

a pale yellow filter may be used with advantage, hut
care must be taken d
result will appear somewhat insipid. If too dark a t

be used, deep golden hair will appear as if flaxen, w
is wrong. The multiplying factor of the fill ould
be noted, is much smaller with panehrmnai \ith

orth<-» plates.

The Dark- Visiting several dark roo
room Floor.
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tea are used for the various develoj

operations, and any liquid which is spilled naturally

to the floor. Apart from the general discomfort is
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Unprcmedi- The portrait photographer who aims at
tated variety of effect will do well 1o keep
Lightings.

jjj8 evea pen for accidental poses
lightings. Very often an observant eye will

quite a pleasing effect in the most
unexpected quarters, and it is advisable if the

cannot be secured at once, to mal.

ful note for future use. Elaborate efforts to secure
•rtain effect in the orthodox position in the studio
'i result in a more or less qualified failure, while the

impromptu arrangement is successful because of its verj
trainees. There are great possibilities in many well-

lighted reception rooms, and although it is not often
ticablo to bring the studio camera to the sitter, a
factory negative could generally be obtained with a
s. With nervous sitters and some classes of children

i an informal way of working would go far to secure
a natural and unstrained expression. In. the studio
itself the possibilities of every foot of floor space should

iscertained, so that the sitter could be photographed
in the first seat she was allowed to occupy without any
apparent formality.

* *

Yhe In the modern studio the background
Background.

js n0^ ^ much in evidence as it was in

by-gone days, but it is of no less consequence, and !n

its simplified form requires a considerable amount of

skill to use it to the fullest advantage. As a minimum,
une, say, eight feet by six, covered on one side with

a light grey material, and on the other with a very dark,
ly black, one, may be made to answer for nearly

all purposes. If sketch pictures must be made, the light
side should be white, and the wall of the studio used

in intermediate tint. A very useful addition to the
background frame is a couple of brackets upon which a
rod to carry a plain curtain can be fixed. This should
not be " draped " in the old-fashioned way, but allowed
to hang in straight folds. It is not realised by all to
what an extent the depth of tone of a background can be
altered by turning the surface to or from the light. This
also will be particularly noticed in studios where >

form of spot light is used. The light from this type of
lamp may be flooded over the background or softened
down by the use of colour filters in front of the lamp,
thereby permitting many changes in the depth of tone of
the background. With quite a dark grey material it is

possible in this way to make the ground appear lighter or
darker than the shadow side of the sitter's face.

Bromoil When making a Bromoil print for
Transfer. transferring, care should be taken
that the surface is not allowed to become too
dry, owing to prolonged inking. It should be borne
in mind that the ink is gradually drying on the print,
and if much time is allowed to elapse before transferring,
trouble will be experienced. It should also be borne in
mind that too heavy "hopping" with a hard brush is

liable to render the gelatine somewhat soft, and it is

often from this cause that during transferring the
gelatine leaves the original bromide print and adheres
in pieces to the transfer. Bromoil prints, which are for
transferring, should be inked by the most gentle means,
the soft pole-cat hair brush being used with a dabbing

n in preference to the hard hog-hair brush, which
M only be used to brighten up high-lights, and then

fVs little as possible. All methods of control should
be left, in this case, until after transfer, when ink may
He added or removed as the worker desires. It often
happens that extra depth is required in the shadow
portion of a transfer, the high-light and half-tone being

satisfactory. This is obtained by re-inking the shadows
of the Bromoil only and transferring again. Care should
therefore be taken that the print and transfer paper are
attached in some manner, so that the transfer may be
put back into perfect register. We have found that four
pinholes made along the top of the transfer and print
when first put into contact serve as an excellent guide
when re-transferring.

' FLASHLIGHT IN TWO HEMISPHERES.
After a careful study of American photographic literature
dealing with flashlight photography, both of single figures
and of groups, one cannot fail to be struck by the very
different ways in which this class of work is regarded
upon the two sides of the Atlantic.

In this country the flashlamp is regarded by most
professionals as a necessary e\il which is to be employed
under protest when there is no other way of securing a
negative. The majority of photographers do not seek
flashlight work, and as a rule do not show specimens of
it. Consequently, few professional workers have given
serious attention to the matter, and, there being no
demand for efficient flashlight apparatus, little in this

Way is offered by our manufacturers or dealers.

In America we find a totally different feeling, as a
perusal of the photographic magazines will show. Here,
in a single number, we may find as many as four different

arrangements for making the flash, and these are not the
tiny hand lamps which are so generally sold to amateurs,
but substantial, yet not ponderous, bags or lanterns, in

which the powder can be ignited without allowing the
resulting smoke to escape. Herein is the great secret
of the American worker's success in this class of work.
He is not regarded as a nuisance wherever he goes, and
consequently is welcomed where his English confrere is

barely tolerated.

It should not be difficult to remove this disparity in

practice, either by importing the necessary apparatus or

by constructing something which will answer the purpose.

There are two distinct types of ignition chamber in

general use. One. is an entirely flexible bag supported
upon a collapsible frame ; the other, a folding cabinet
which may be compared to a large portfolio, of which one
side is opaque and the other is a light frame covered
with calico or similar material ; side flaps serve to

separate the two sides, so as to form a wedge-shaped
box and to confine the fumes. A stand is needed to

support the whole at a convenient height, and this should

be adjustable for standing or sitting figures. The actual

lamp may be any of the many patterns on the market,
but if electric ignition be possible it is the most convenient
in use ; it may either take the form of a wire fuse which
requires a fairly high voltage to " blow " it, or the
special fuses made by Boots, and which are ignitable

by an ordinary torch battery. The latter are perfectly

efficient when fresh, but are not to be relied upon after

a month or two. The wheel and flint, as used in many
gas lighters, also work well, and apparatus of this type
is very suitable for use in a bag. Ignition by means
of a cap, as 'in the Charles lamp, is also good, il the
proper caps are used ; toy caps cannot be trusted to

give a good spark.

An efficient flash bag of the first type can be constructed

by taking an ordinary umbrella frame, which should be
strongly made and in good condition, as a basis. The
handle of this should be socketed in a strong bamboo or

other stick, so that the top of the frame is about eight feet

from the floor. This stick may be clamped to a chair

or the lower part of the support may be made of a metal
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rt beins made in I e way as
•:• Unary umbn —, but not attached to the ribs.

of this is •urtain or " skirt-
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vith a ): .ng at the
iiree feet from the hem a square

ut. and
ty by sixteen inches, with
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of t • lamp, The
brought

:nade in any
it place. If desired, a I tain may

•f the I the

LI allow of the lamp b< •arer

out risk of I The bottom

the
shes may l>e

apparat », of

~*e, absolutely necesc be fire-

• • _

solution. The fabric must be treated anew each time it

ia washed, as washing removes the chemicals.
The solution is made of common salt, 1 oz. ; borax,

2 ozs. ; and sal ammoniac, 5 ozs. ; dissolved in one quart
of boiling water.
The dry fabric should be immersed for at least five

minutes, and then hung up to dry, without wringing.
It is advisable to hang the fabric with the closed top

downwards, so that the solution, as it is concent!
trying, is retained in the part which will be nearest

the flash.

It may be necessary that those whose experience
been confined to the unscreened flash, should be mad

-e that with a properly-con trolled light it is possible,

: easy, to produce portraits which can be comp
with the best daylight work. In Ameri
many photographers who prefer the flash to all other
lights for child portraiture, the rapid flash securing

ssions which are too evanescent for the short

•••xposure. An important point is not
light. Many of the best single-figure n<

made with* from seven to ten grains of powder.

WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

o in

for posin

with th« p"- .ml- .mil feet in tln> fall-length tigur. Mi J

•? titter into a co- poaition. 'In. fiance of curved and straight

--quarter length .mil Mr Klfel describes some met

single fnl a subject is also considered in detail, while

no* to handling the sit

X. (conf.nu.^-HANDS AND FEET: THE FULL LENGTH.
.\, [ ^ we have

I feet. It

ruirid th»

aiding w itli the »•

as feet are n

i you wa.- ly, and wish to have at

d by

>igh claas

>n journals.

thai I", bj \'2 .'

r* and

I have
U.

aonw> niee anil at the same time we'll

ri« ej what it is, my lad. W
I M«t •> Iim k up at oi

tidy little

i with

half-an-hotir to »[ thM morning *

figure. It was
n ilid in

to award

• • rather .

' m to certain

and it ideed, alnm- -

>k away fr

night !>•• quite suitable for a mere civilian. I think yen would

he hard put to it to produce anything stai

any, lint at the same time there are faults innumerable

in military portraits, so, as usual, wo will pay considei

tion to what you must sot do. At the war time we were

asked so full lengths " with nothing at the back

that we had to do quite a
I

tier pictures with white

background-, but for my own taste 1 never liked " sketches
"

of khaki-clad figure* I think the sergeant will hear mo out

when I sav that the uniform and liont- ..l the ordinary foot

alogger were designed for utility rather than beauty, and

that the rut and general effect of the habiliments did

sugge-t pleading outline- to the arti-ti. eve So I would

lav, use a background thnt will not show up the outline

much That dark exterior, with the nicely-balanced light

patches on the shadow side me ideal for soldier*.

See that the foreground is put down with meticulous

... it you do use scenery, foe goodness' sake avoid

wrinkles and joins, which shatter the illusion and completely

dllftEanaBpur work in lighting and posing.

me down here - it, into the liring Hue.

Stand quite easy, facing me. Will you please note, Ge.

that when I an getting a client to pose himself, it is my
meth.id to trap him into the position I think suitable, or to

get him approximately right without any " handling."

Nothing, to my mind, in the work of a portraitist in the studk

gives such a bad impression as uncer tainty, You need not

necessarily start with a preconceived plan indeed,

usually by talking to a client while moving about that the

beat poses are got—but never huild up a composition or

of one and then abandon the original id- i isionally I

make a mistake with a position and realise it in time, hut

I never let the client know it. I just snap away without

drawing the slide, and then pi Make
i simple. When I

mr warrior friend

to stand there and face me, <nt in the
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that I was standing a good bit to the side of the studio

persons dislike being pushed about, or " handled, and

I cannot insist too much that you avoid all unnecessary paw-

ing. At the same time, don't spoil your chance of a good

negative because you did not alter some little detail. Always

show that you are masterful. If you go to stroke a timid

animal, you may run tho risk of being bitten if you approach

it in a hesitating manner; and a sitter may also feel like

biting you. Good clients who want artistic work will, how-

WW, invariably be found to be very patient and gracious.

When I was a mere boy I had one day to photograph a

countess and her two little children. No appointment had

been made, and it was explained to the lady that only a junior

ant was available. She decided to risk it, and I was let

For a shy boy to be suddenly called upon to photo-

b a noted beauty with her children was enough to put

me into a state of blue funk. I fumbled about, dropped

stops, fell over my feet, and was generally uncomfortable,

until, with great kindness, the countess told me in a laughing

way to " just pull me about any way you like; I'm sure you'll

manage beautifully." I will say nothing of the results, except

that one of them was subsequently reproduced. What I am
endeavouring to show is that had I been treated in a haughty

manner, nothing but double exposures and other blunders

would have resulted. Give the clients confidence in you,

i^o, and you may safely "handle" them sufficiently to

get good pictures.

Now, just as our model is standing there (he is quite com-

fortable on his feet), I wish to draw your attention to a point

of great importance in all full length, three-quarter length,

and small groups, the correct balance of curved and straight

lines, and the underlying rule that will guide us in this par-

ticular is very simple, and I want you to always have it in

your mind, particularly when dealing with standing figures.

The bold sergeant stands there, his cane under one arm and

the other hanging loosely by his side, his pipe held in this hand.

Is the position right? Will that look well in a photograph?

If it isn't right, then what is wrong, and why is it wrong? I

Bee you are not quite satisfied, George, but I don't want
you guessing, so we will start all over again with our composi-

tion, and that will put you on sure ground.

A man stands on one foot at a time, and the weight is

thrown on one leg. That leg is rigid and straight, the other

is more or less bent. I am merely recapitulating briefly what
we have gone over before Now look at the sergeant. He is

ling on his left leg, but his left arm is also straight, and
what is wrong with the composition is that the straight lines

are all on one side of the picture and the curves on the other.

In standing figures, think of the figure 8 as you draw it. The
right-hand curve flows into the lower left curve, and
rersd. The result is a well-balanced figure. Well, just

draw the figure 8 with your subjects. Assume that one arm
will invariably be bent more than the other. Take this, then,

for a good working rule; place a straight leg and a curved
arm together, neuer two straight limbs or two bent ones on
the same side of the picture. Think constantly of this rule,

George; look through scores of old full-lengths and see if the
artists worked on my method, or just left the harmony to

chance.

Poor old Sergeant Wilson ! You've let yourself in for some-
thing this morning. You're quite enjoying it? Well, it's

good of you to say so. We'll just proceed to put you through
it thoroughly. Of course, you must promise not to give the
game away. Well, then, change the pipe to the other hand,
and put the cane under the opposite arm. There, George,
there's tho position reconstructed in the fundamentals. You

the body is turned considerably away from the light. The
figure is good, and I want to show that. Just a trifle too
much ong-bong-pong. Ah 1 that's better. It is common

tice, George, to get stout figures to lean forward. It
isn '' with the ordinary male subject, but a soldier

who is too fat can be taken quite successfully to hide the

unpleasing feature. We'll just illustrate the point. Bring

both your hands in front, Sergeant, and hold your cane. No,

not like that, with the hands wide apart ; that might do all

right with a slim sort of chap if we wanted to show his waist-

line, but it is camouflage we are aiming at here. Clasp your

hands together. Now let me manipulate them for the benefit

of my pupil. Fetch me down a walking-stick, George; this

little swagger article is too short for what I am endeavouring

to do. Put both hands on the stick, Sergeant, and hide one

with the other. Now throw the body well forward, and press

the hands down
;
quite a good way of steadying up an irascible

and fidgetty old major, who would wither us up, George, if a

head-rest was mentioned. See now, the upper arms of our

model are straight by his sides, and from the elbows con-

verging downwards to the hands, the fore-arms make a V shape
across tho equator of " little Mary." We'll take one like this,

and then, before we do another position, George, I suggest

that you take a right bad one, conserving all the width of the

figure; the two will then be good examples for your scrap-book.

We have not yet considered the view of the face or the

scheme of lighting. In posing, I start from the feet, and in

lighting I commence in comparative darkness. I assure you,

George, you cannot improve on those sound methods. Well,

what think you of Sergeant Wilson's face? A fine type of

the " roast beef of old England " countenance with very

slight projections, so we must keep the lighting narrow. The
body is turned a good bit away from the light, so we will turn

the head back again a little, but not too much, as that would
shorten the neck, which, as you see, is short enough. The
face, at what we speak of as three-quarter, will about do

—

keep the second ear out, George—and the eyes slightly in

advance of the turn ought to look straight at the camera. I

have noticed that many splendid camera artists are very care-

ful with the lighting of busts and half-lengths, but when they

get up to full lengths the studio is invariably flooded with

light. This tendency is due, I am sure, to adherence to the

old " axiom " about the light coming from one unbroken
source—an axiom, by the way, the breaking of which did a

great deal to build up the reputation of Reutlinger as a
fashion-plate photographer. Thanks largely to manufac-
turers who have magic lanterns to sell, we are now breaking

all unbreakable rules. A khaki uniform requires a good flood

of light, which for the face we have here would be too broad.

Obviously, in the old-fashioned " all-one-piece " style of light-

ing both the face and the clothing could not have been treated

as they would have been, had they been separate studies. As
in a full length one works for the general effect, it is easy

to see why full lengths are so frequently over lighted. Of
course, there must be a little give and take between what is

right for the head and what is best for the whole figure in

the way of lighting, hut with modern methods much better

general effects can be obtained. In the present case I light

the figure with a comparatively far-awpy front light, and then
finish off, as it were, with a little bit of good direct severely

side light. With all faces of low projections, work for relief

;

it has long been a practice with me to get a touch of light

behind such sitters. I leave a fairly good bit of shadow on
the faco here. With a fat face, resist the temptation to use
the reflector much. Well, then, there is the lighting and the
position. Is there anything wrong, or may we just snap
away? Yes, there is the matter of the hands again. Turn
them outward, so that if the subject looked down he would
be regarding the backs. You will see now that only the edge
of one hand is really seen by the camera. In this or similar
positions a glove—not a pair—may be vised, but remember
that it looks like a glove and not an old rag. Well, then, go

ahead, George, and then, build up another full-length as

different as you choose. You have a fine chance here with a
very docile model, so take full advantage of it. There was a
neat little revolving platform of about 3 ft. in diameter
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1 saw in the f a clever Italian worker. This

her maintained that a properly-posed figure should

be like a statue—that is. to look right all round. Certainly

it wu a clever adj •• -tu.lont. Well, j u-t make your

victim turn about for you as you want, and select the best you

can. I would say after that, take a three-quarter length and
a bust without cap.

Well, Sergeant. I leave you at (..eorge's mercy. Call round
this day week and we will have proofs ready for you. Cheerio 1

J. Effkl.

PHENOSAFRANINE DESENSITISING WITHOUT STAIN.
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Using bath in the dark or in a light safe for the plate in use,

Tighter light being turned on after they have been in

.hi for a minute or two. If the dark room is equipped

with electric light convenient method of working is to attach

the safelight and the brighter light to a double socket, starting

desensitising in the safelight and then turning on the brighter

light. The objection maj bo raised that the plates or films

be started in the dark or by a weak light, and that

the case, they might just as well be developed in such

; but this objection is not well founded, as but little

sary for placing the plates or films in the dye

bath, and the. light is considerably brighter during the

development of the image. Therefore the eye strain is con-

siderably less in the inspection of the image, and the image

may ha more carefully inspected.

In order to avoid staining the fingers in the operation, it

i-. advisable to handle the plates or films in clips or hangers

and keep the fingers out of the desensitising solution. In

practice this should present no difficulty.

Because of the hardening properties of the desensitising

bath, the emulsion becomes tough and strong, permitting

rough handling, eliminating hot weather troubles as already

mentioned, decreasing the possibility of damage to the film,

permitting the use of warm developers and developers with

caustic or other strong alkali, and allowing the possibility

of rapid drying.

Another objection to the regular phenosafranine bath as

usually recommended is the fact that its keeping quality after

once being used is not very good, as considerable mould often

forms on it, necessitating filtering before further use ; but

with the formaline bath recommended above, the keeping

quality is very good, and this may be used over and over

again and kept indefinitely, simply adding more solution from

time to time to bring the quantity up to the amount desired.

The advantages of the above desensitising bath may be

summed up as follows:—
Desensitises plates or films, permitting development of pan-

chromatic or orthochromatic emulsions in bright orange

light.

Does not stain plate., or films unnecessarily. No after

treatment necessary.

Enables more accurate determination of time of appearance

in factorial development.

Relieves eyes from severe strain of developing by weak light.

Enables better judgment as to whether negatives are over-

or under-exposed, and amount of development necessary in

each case.

Prevents fog from an unsafe light or unsafe dark room.

Contributes to prevention of chemical fog. Prevents hot

weather troubles.

Enables use of warm or strongly alkaline solutions.

Toughens films, enabling rough handling with less possibility

of damage.

Permits rapid drying of negatives. Keeping quality of

solution is excellent.

A trial or two with the above method of procedure will

readily demonstrate its merits and will probably result in its

adoption.
H. G. Cleveland.

FERROTYPE WITH A FIELD CAMERA.

To convert the usual type of field camera into an efficient piece of

apparatus for " while you wait " photography requires but a

minimum of mechanical skill. With the aid of a few simple tools,

and the help of a tinsmith for the metal parts of the apparatus,
quite a capable job may be made. Such a camera made by the
writer has been in use for the past two seasons, and has fully
justified the amount of trouble expended upon its manufacture.
The camera itself may be of either £-plate or 4-plate size; the
writer's camera is i -plate. The measurements given are intended
for that size, but a i-plate camera may be easily adjusted for the
work in a similar manner. The camera, however, must possess a
wide angle movement, allowing the back to be pushed forward
towards the lens, and clamped in this position. The baseboard
therefore forms a platform upon which the box constructed for
development, etc., rests. A short focus lens must be used, and
one which is capable of giving good sharp definition over the small

of plate.

The box is the first portion to be made, and this is constructed
of stout 3-ply wood. The base of this box is 8 ins. by 74 ins.,
the narrower side being altered, if necessary, to fit into the back
of the 4-plate camera. In my particular instance the camera back
is 7J ins. square The rear portion of this box B is of fairly stout
wood, f in. thick, and has a U-shaped section cut out to allow the
band to be easily inserted into the box.
The top of the box is open along the sloping sides, as in fig 2,

with the exception of a strip C which extends across the top for
the attachment of the twill covering. In the front of this box a
circular opening is cut of 5 ins. diameter and a piece of 3-ply wood
<ut to fit exactly. Two other circular discs are cut, one' 6 ins
diameter and the other 54 ins diameter. In the centre of each of
the discs a rectangular opening is cut corresponding to the size
of the plate used and allowing a small rebate all round. In the
present case the opening measures 2| ins. by If' ins
The three discs are now fixed to the front of the box by screwing»em together, but the smallest disc which fite in the circular open

ing is first covered with a thin piece of cardboard to make it slightly
thicker than the box front, This allows a little play between the

discs and the front of the box, and permits the discs to turn easily

when in position. These discs are shown in section in fig. 2.

The 6-in. disc which is inside the box has a notch cut out for a

quarter of its circumference, and stops are affixed to the front

board to allow the disc being turned over a right angle and so

reversing the position of the plate.
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Fig. 1.—Plan, B, back of attachment with
U-shaped portion cat away in centre. D, focussing
screen and plate holder. F, metal plates holding
focussing screen when folded back. G, magazine
for plates. H, space for finger when removing
plates. I, division with TJ section cut out. J,
small strip of wood, to keep plates off bottom of
magazine. K, opening to tank.

A focussing screen is attached to the rectangular opening by
means of a metal frame to which a hinge is soldered. To allow
the focussing screen to fit exactly into position one leaf of the hinge
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is reversed, by removing the pin and turning the leaf round. The
screen is shown at D. This screen is held by a clip E, and accom-
modates the ferrotype plate during exposure. On either side cf
the focussing screen triangular metal plate* F are fixed. These

Fig. X—Bide elevation. C, flat strip on lO)

box. D, tociming screen. }.. clip for holding
screen aad plate* in focal plane, t. metal plate*
for holding D when folded back. O. magasine.
H. space for linger J. unall
strip of wood. K. opening to tank. L tank. M.
stop for tank. X. camera hack. T, t»ill covering.

plates have rebates on the inner sides which bold the focussing
screen wben it is folded back to allow a piste to be inserted.

ihe base of the box a small magai -tructed to hold
fifty plates. This is shown at G, and is made of 3 ply wood
lapped at the joints to make a light-tight job. This box is 5| ins.

by If ins. internal measurements, a* shown in fig. 1, and the front
portion H ia left clear to allow the finger to be inserted when it

is desired to lift out a plate. The dividing strip I has a U-shaped
portion cut oat from the top, reaching nearly to the bottom, thus
allowing the edges of the plates to be exposed and easily lifted by
the finger.

A smal' strip of wood J, gin. square, is glued across the box to

keep the plates off the bottom. A lid is made (with a
of thin leather or linen) to tnv r this plate magaxine enl

The lid is mad* fairly heavy, so • will close automatically
after a plate ha* been taken out. .hind the plate box
and in the centre of the apparatus is the slot K, which is 1] ins.

long and | in. broad. This communicates witi.

tank Ik The tank consists of s Mb. glass jam jar, w)>

entirely encased in a tin lining, the flat top of this tin being
extended | in. on either side, with a slide of 3 ins. in front and
1 in. behind the tank. This is shown by the doited lines in fig. 2
above the tank.

The glass jar is held in position by s rubber band round the
upper portion which fits < ase arid so prevent*
movement. At right angles) to the extension st the rear
metal casing of the tank i fi«-.l T tank
from being pushed too far in front of th. The overlapping
metal por' -, into a wooden groove screwed to

ne of the box, and is securely boused to prevent entrance cf

Pig 1.—Camera with attachment Itted

T>" ••' the box it now covered with s
douM* thickness o» blsck twill, ts shown at T fig. 2. an opening
being mad* at the rear to allow the hand being inserted when
patting th* ferrotype plate into position. Drawing pine are shown

along the top and side of fig. 2 ; these hold the twill in position
and allow easy removal of the covering if necessary.

Focussing takes place by observing the screen through the open-
ing at the back of the box, the plates being covered by the lid of
the magaxine during this operation. It may be necessary when
converting one's own apparatus to alter the measurements slightly,

but once the general idea of the attachment is understood, the actual
making of ihe fitting will become quite simple. A photograph of
the complete apparatus is reproduced in fig. 3, from which it will

be noted that it is quite neat in appearance, while in actual use
it is as simple as it is efficient.

C. J. Sims.

DESENSITISING IN ITS COMMERCIAL ASPECT.

(.V note in the current issue of the "Photographic Journal.")

In a short paper which I read before the Pictorial Group a few
months ago, I lamented the fact that photographers, generally

speaking, lacked the experimental sense. Science progresses con-

tinually, but it is always a matter of some considerable time before

the teachings of science are applied in actual practice. As an
instance of this there is no better example than the thiocarbamide
process in the development of lantern slides, long so ably advocated

by Mr. Dudley Johnston, though the process was worked oul many
years ago by Dr. C. E. K. Mees.

Much the same thing is apparently taking place in the matter
of desensitising prior to development. Careful inquiry among
many of my friends leads me to suppose that, in spite of the
publicity given to it in the Press, it forms a terra inrnynita to

amateur and professional alike. This is not as it should be, for
to the photographic worker nothing is calculated better to serve him
than desensitisation applied as an essential part of his photographic
routine.

Wli.'i Mr. Storr, some two years ago. first demonstrated before

an audience at the Royal the desensitising properties of phenc-
safranine, I realised that this gave tire professional photographer
in particular quite a new power in his operations, not only pro-

viding extraordinary convenience in working, but also serving

to shorten very materially the time occupied in the development
of large batches of negatives. -I immediately tried the dye, and

h the desensitising from the practical point of view is perfect,

yet this particular dye has unfortunate staining properties which
rend.-r its use inadvisable and, in my opinion, from the com-
mercial point of view, impossible.

When a dye possessing such revolutionary properties as plieno-

safranine is discovered, it is hardly necessary to remark that
science immediately sets to work to find other dyes having the

same property, and in view of the enormous number of dyes at

present known, it wss only a matter of time before several others

were found. One such dye formed the subject of an able article

in the "British Journal of Photography," by Mr. B I'. Crov
last July.

Mr. Crowther, in his article, dealt with the properties of three

different dyes; and as from his remarks the third (Pinacryptol

Green) appeared to be the best, with some difficulty I laid in a

supply for a practical trial, the trial proving such a success that

it caused me to institute quite a new darkroom routine from
which now 1 should be sorry to depart.

The dye. as bought, is a metallic-looking powder, having some-
thing of the characteristic appearance of iodine. It is very

;. soluble in water. Both the orieinal instructions and Mr.
iier in his article recommend a solution of 1 in 5,000 for

Here let me remark that, through an oversight. I made up my
first solution of just half this strength, and as T did not get the

sign of fog on the negatives, I have used it at this strength

ever since.

Turning now to the pra I must refer at short length

to the ancient method of developmeo: im! in my everyday
business. In this the 12 by 10 plate is the standard size, and
they are used in very large numbers; it is quite an ordinary
matter to find anything from nine dozen to a gross awaiting de-

velopment in the afternoon. These were developed in a wooden
dish four at a time, and development under these conditions is

inclined to become intolerably tedious. Tanking them I found
unworkable, thoueh I tried hard to make it a success.

Pinscryptol Green, however, has changed all this. The dark-

room sink now carries three tanks. No. 1 is the desensitising
tank. No*. 2 and 3 contain developer. These, with a dozen racks
made to hold twelve 12 by 10 plates (which are spaced half an
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inch apart), constitute the complete equipment, which, from the

area point of view, occupiee far lese space on the sink than the

old wooden dish.
'

'

Confronteil with a batch of exposed plates, a rack is taken

and filled with a dozen plates in a red light, and it is immediately

placed in the desensitising bath for a minute. Bubbles adhering

to the film in this bath were at first a nuisance, as this left smaH

circles of film that were not desensitised. In this connection I

found that dropping the cage of plates for an inch or so on to

the bottom of the Unk dislodged the lot, and the negative

developed up free from the little circles of fog where a bubble

had persisted.

After a minute in this bath a strong yellow light may safely

rued up, and the rack of plates is placed in the developing

and a second rack of plates can, if necessary, be desen-

sitised in a similar manner. A third tank could of course be run.

but personally I find that two developing tanks with 24 plates is

as much as one can look after properly without slowing down

the developer.

The light used for developing is a very strong yellow, using

one thickness of the commercial yellow fabric only. The whole

darkroom is flooded with light, so much so that it is easily

possible to read small print in any part. The gain in comfort is

incalculable, and as the negative can be watched most critically

in all stages, it is possible easily to keep them very level in grade.

The negatives are absolutely free from fog, though the desen-

sitising solution is only half the recommended strength. Pan-

chromats, films and the usual run of studio negatives all go through

the dye. and all respond just as readily.

I have not yet observed the least staining propensity of this

dye ; both the plate and the fingers are quite unaffected.

It may be asked after all this, " Where is the gain? " There
is first the enormous saving of time ; in my case the saving is

in the proportion of one to five, i.e., I find I can get through five

times the number of negatives that I could under the old condi-

tions. Then the brighter illumination of the dark-room is a boon
only to be experienced once to realise what a comfortable place a
dark-room may be under modern conditions ; it is a boon worth
almost as much as the incredible saving in time. Then again, as

it is possible accurately to judge the density of a negative, it is

easily possible to keep them of a very level quality—always a
matter of considerable difficulty in the old days of shrouded gloom.

I am not claiming that desensitising is much of a help in cases

where an occasional plate only is developed, but for anyone who
is accustomed to develop plates in bulk iv will be found to deprive
photography of one of its worst horrors—the uncertainty and
gloom of the dark-room.

A. C. Banfield, F.R.P.S.

Assistants' Notes.

Notes by and for assistants will be considered for this column.
Payment for accepted contributions it made on the first of the
month follmcing publication.

Improvised Darkrooms.
It is in practice surprisingly easy to dispense with the formalities

he darkroom when the exigencies of circumstances make it
-ary. The precautions which are quite rightlv insisted upon

at home may be ignored, when one is travelling and' has to produce
urgently wanted work at once, without appreciable harm.

In tho course of the writer's experience he has frequently had
invert into temporary darkrooms rooms primarily intended for
purposes altogether. Bedrooms are usually the most easily

converted, and here one is assured of almost unlimited privacy;
but bathrooms and outhouses have also been utilised quite satis-
factorily, subject to the permission of an amenable host. The
arrival of darkness makes things easier, of course, but the exclusion
of light from an ordinary room, sufficient for practical purposes,
while the sun is shining brightly outside, has also been satis-

•rily accomplished.
When it is remembered that the damage to a plate comes, not

from reflected light, but from the rays that fall directly upon it.
the problem is simplified. One may occupy a room outside of
which ,s a street lamp, the light from which filters in even when
uie blind is drawn and the additional shield of a thick curtah

or blanket provided. The risk of fog is in this case negligible, if

development is carried out in the corner farthest from the window
and the body interposed between the dish and the source of light.

The developing dish must, of course, be covered throughout the
operation, except for a few brief moments for inspection, and
unnecessary exposure of the plate in any way avoided. Within
these limits there are few buildings—even, as falls within the
writer's experience, an old barn, which cannot be made light-proof

sunset.

Fortunately it is of rare occurence, but it sometimes happens
that time presses to such an extent that to wait for nightfall is

out of the question. The writer is thinking more particularly of
newspaper work, where his experience has in the main been
garnered. Many are the expedients to which resort is made in
this case. It is often possible to discover a room—perhaps a cup-
board—into which light has but one way of entrance, through the
crack at the bottom of the closed door; or a room which can be
rendered totally dark but for the window, which, however care-
fully sealed, admits a stray beam. A box should be obtained, and
stood on end with the base towards the window. It will be found
that development can safely be conducted in the interior of the
box, the sides and one's own body sufficing to make it light-proof,

the dish being covered as an additional precaution.
A mastery of the technique of time development is invaluable

in the circumstances I have described. A watch with an illumi-
nated dial should be a part of the equipment of every photographer.
If it is lacking, the passage of time may be observed by retiring at
intervals into a corner of the room and inspecting the face by the
light of a carefully shielded match.
The devoted adherent to the inflexible rules of the comfortable,

well-fitted darkroom will regard some of these details as little less
than heresy. But they have to be practised on occasions, particu-
larly by the pressman, and, granted reasonable care, they impair
but little the quality of the resulting negatives.—G. F. W.

Photography inside Aeroplanes.
Having had occasion to photograph apparatus fitted inside aero-
planes of many kinds, some note3 may he of service to anyone
oalled upon to do the same. Owing to the inflammable nature of
the machines, flashlight is ruled out entirely, however dark an
interior may be, and it is an advantage to slip a piece of mirror
into the camera-bag, to be used in reflecting a beam of light into
dim corners.

The camera I prefer is of a light folding type, not larger than
half-plate, as one requires depth of focus, but exposures are liable

to be lengthy so that it is best to rely on enlarging from a fairly

small plate.

Although not fond of the tubular tripod, for this work it has
advantages, provided it is firm enough for the camera to be used.
Its blunt points will not damage the canvas, of which there is a
great deal, and the legs can be adjusted with little fear of slip-

ping about as a wooden tripod does when the points are not
pushed into something. Seldom can one obtain a level surface to
stand the tripod upon, so that each leg may be on an entirely
different plane if the camera is to be upright. Frequently it has
been found necessary to tie the legs to any convenient projec-
tions, or even to do away with the stand and to lash the camera
to some wires and cross bars with a large number of strings.

The attachments sold for clamping cameras to improvised stands
are not much use, as there is so seldom anything just where one
wants the camera, to attach it to. Individual ingenuity is a great
asset in this work, as one can spend half an hour in tying strings,

but the camera may be either still wobbling or perhaps be quite
firmly pointing a little off the subject.

Focussing often is all but impossible. The method I used was
as follows : Having measured the longest diameter of the subject
it did not take much time to calculate what lens to use to get

it well on the plate at the greatest available distance (tti

always short) allowing room for the camera itself but not for the

operator. One could usually allow an inch between the back of

the camera and the wall, etc., or else arrange to have that inch

temporarily and to push tho camera right back afte* putting : n
tli" slide.

The camera was rigged up as well as the conditions allowed
opposile the middle of the subject, and a pocket flash-lamp was
laid on some outside bit of it. The image of the filament could

be seen by placing a bit of mirror just behind the ground glass

against the back wall. After a few jobs of this kind I purchased
a dental mirror, i.e., a tiny concave mirror fitted at an angle with
a long metal handle, and this was found an acquisition not only

»--T this particular work, hut for many other oases of difficult.
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interiors in cramped qua.'U-rs. This method enables the operator

to stand beside the camera and still ensure getting his subject

correctly " filled " on the plate. An outside spirit-level is mom
times necessary if the subject includes vertical lines. In cases

where even the method of focussing described was not possible, on*

could measure with a piece of string the approximate distance

from lens to subject and focus on a similar distance before plac-

ing the camera in position.

The " dope " and the general character of the subject render

panch romance essential, but the use of a filter is seldom prac

ticabie owing to the long exposures.
- photographing exterior details of planes one can usually

get the use of ladders and portable platforms oaed in the hangers

and occasionally a telephoto lens of the adjustable type is an

asset for detail work. In any case it is advisable to arrange

matters so that one does not stand, when exposing, on the same

•rt as the camera.
iiteat movement will often start toe plane or the

platform swsving, though the wise pliotographer will hare seen

that the
" '« starting opera

If there * subject one of the small " propellers
"

osed for genera oss set, it ie a very good

somewhere round the axle when no

one is These propellers hava an annoymg habit of giving

a half-turn every now and then when one'a bade is turned. The

can be easily removed after exposure I surreptitiously if

- ;hs advisable).
D. Crabuu.

Exhibitions.
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with these are bang t
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r column .

vtr demon.!

room som<- Old
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>n. Together
;nUrgrm.-iiU, coloured it. p»«l,l

ess wss described r.

683), wbe.

-ressi at <v
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• fiitive to

'

all who \

e •

•tsj lass could t»-

. and

r was a contemporary nf
| Hill, whom

-nphy, Hi-

laAUeea prove- 1

•>ne whose life wss a matter of art n

H
and outd- \

I ' > class his work
as Hill's.

that t treasure.

White's name does not occur in any book on photography, nor in

any historical catalogue. The Crystal Palace Exhibition knew him

not, although some prints appeared in the i;reat Glasgow Exhibi-

tion. " But the whirligig of Time brings in his revenges." Making

a call upon a neighbour in my village two or three years ago I

was surprised to see n number of architectural photographs hung

upon a staircase. "What are these; D. O. Hill's?" I asked.
•' No, they were done by Dr. White, of Aberdeen, in the old

days." Such a find could not be permitted to go unrecorded in

photographic annals, and I put the suggestion to Mr. Harrower,

the photographer s son-in-law, that they should be exhibited. In

due time this has been brought about, and I am not a little proud

of having been the humble cause.

Judged by modern standards these works would be deemed poor

photographs. They have no skies : they are not rich in half t-

they are generalised into lights and darks, and what half-tone there

is comes of fine admixture of the black-and-white elements, with a
consequent granulation of texture. But those early methods,
laborious, fortuitous, evil-smelling as they must have been, did

produce pictures when the right man was behind the camera. And
are modern camera pictures any better, for all their infinite

subtlety of tone-differentiation which science has coaxed out of

il by chemical research? What we have always admired in

the downright light and shade aspect, such as a strong

etching gives, in good hands—is seen equally in these other old

works that are* new to us. Their characteristic is virility, which
MttmoM n- • perfect delicacy. The interesting Cad
about the negative is thai they reveal much more detail and
nuance tfian the prints show. The printing paper seems to

responsive up to a point only; :i ;

• paper seems unable to register, but all above it is

enough. But this, as it ha| exactly the method
of the painter. 8o Velasquez looked upon his subjects. Thie is,

in fsct. the secret of the charm which lurks in the fine broad,
impressive sheets of shsde. that give such masculine design and
effect to the work, of this period, and possibly it was this

iting " treatment," this truth to actual human vision, that

appealed to Hill, the painter, and to White, th nxdia
Britannica authority upon Velasquez and Rembrandt.
That White f >lt and revelled in the richness of .rous

ws is obvijus from the masterly effectiveness with which he
them into his compositions, at well as from the selection

day and the hour when they sbo ost eloquent in

' of sculptured detail snd mere mural inequalities.

I. the quality of textures is one of the notable characteristics

of the prints.

Apart from the fact of their antiquarian interest, the artistic

- they exert will make a strong appeal to those who
it exploring the resources of photography as a pictorial

im.

lOORAPits bt Ftudkbick H Evans.
r an absence of at lea^ Mr.
« admiral- nay come as a surprise to all but those

who • in the past snd h utput
in the interim The long series of views of the interior of

nly a wonderful achievement. One
can ii of illustra-

tural, historical, and archieological aspects <f

-•at cathedral. As records of stru. ition,

he shafts of light which, in pici

century by century.

the vistss. these photographs arc unsurpassed. There is scarcely
an •»« •

'
' that Mr. 1

however ren* i.e. Groining,
es." lost in a lofty twilight to the norm;,

illuminates snd I n in murk
iy start, blushing, into the adventitious limelight of

management, of his magic,
is both telescopic and micros'

I of his photographic quality,

every sh • latail and his thousand and
superb !

If, speaks of these works as pictures. And
in the sense that anything which depicts is a pictnre, they certainly

are. Bui the elements of pictorialtsm do not lie very much on
the road Mr. Evans chooses in these views; fur they are in Ihe
nature of radiographs of the hidden anatomy of the fane. \

ion between a few friends on the opening night of the show,
when Mr. Evans exhibited lantern slides of the views, rai^.'d thc»
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points- What is the pictorial charm of the Abbey? Does it not

lie in the very gloom which Mr. Evans dissipates? Does the eye,

as it revels in the poetry and mystery of towering piers, see

anything out a thrilling play of darkness and lightness? As soon

M the enchanted beholder adjusts his vision from the broad

responsiveness to the acuter searching of detail, he has finished

r ith the picture, and become the antiquarian enthusiast or the

connoisseur of carving. ...
But, said one gentleman, a man could see all the detail when his

A-ides were sufficiently opened. Another observed that a camera

in a coal-cellar would give every detail if the exposure were long

enough, and if there happened to be the faintest modicum of light

;

hut a man would first starve, and then rave, and finally die before

he saw as much, and then it would matter little how much he

had seen.

It seems to me to be a point of photographic ethics—this

" exposing of the shadows " fetish—that is, if the picture is the

thing, and not the record. Mr. Evans admitted that one tomb was

in darkness; but he showed it as though transfigured by a

lightening flash.

In a few of the exteriors, particularly of Durham, the pictorial

aspect is easily established, because the exposure coincides more

nearly with the normal eye receptiveness. These have the pictorial

charm which, when the fortuitous concourse of circumstances exists

which pure photography requires, no one can render more delight-

fully than F. H. E.

Photographic Pastels.

A third exhibition consists of examples by Dr. D'Arcy Power
*f his method of treating the photographic basis of a print in

such a way as to admit of the application of pastel work for a

coloured effect His method has already been commented upon in

thest pages on the occasion of his lecture at Croydon. I very much
liked the leeling and colour of a seascape, wherein the basis had
certainly disappeared altogether. These house exhibitions remain
open till tbe end of the month..

F. C. Th.net.

PORTRAITS OF THE VICTORIAN AGE.

It was a happy idea of Messrs. Elliott & Fry to mark the opening
of their new premises at 63, Baker Street, by arranging there an
exhibition of photographic portraits of notable people of the

Victorian age taken at the " Talbotype Galleries," which were
established in 1863. The exhibition, which includes 151 portraits,

is a pageant of Victorian genius and fame. One lingers with
exceptional interest before the many striking likenesses of men
and women who played a leading part in the politics, art, science,

literature, commerce and society of the last century, to name only
some of the spheres of human endeavour which are here repre-
sented. The catalogue usefully states the year in which the
portrait was taken, and it is interesting to look upon the boyish
exuberance of the late Lord Northcliffe (104) of 1896, and mentally
to contrast the present features of Mr. Lloyd George (131) with
those which were less familiar to the public in what are commonly
termed the " Limehouse days" of the ex-Premier. In one instance
two portraits, taken at an interval of twenty years, are shown
of the same personage, Dr. Joseph Parker, the former minister of
the City Temple, who, in 1871, wore Kruger-like whiskers, which
gave a grotesque appearance to his solemn features. But almost
every portrait is of a man or woman who was a leading personality
in one sphere or another. Together on the walls are Huxley,
Tyndall and Herbert Spencer; Longfellow and R. W. Emerson near
to them

; Millais and Leighton
; Walter Besant, Matthew Arnold,

Mark Twain and Spurgeon. The politicians are here in great force
—Gladstone, Cobden, Lord Salisbury, Labouchere, Joseph Chamber-
lain, John Bright and Lord Randolph Churchill. The portraits of
Gilbert and Sullivan hang alongside those of Sims Reeves, Grieg,
Liszt and Pachman ; and the Royalties form a considerable part of
the exhibition and include Queen Victoria and the present King
and Queen when, respectively, Duke of York and Princess Mary.
The student of costume will derive as much pleasure from the
exhibition as will those who visit it for its portraits of the great
ones of the past The fashions of the late Victorian period are
evidenced in the many portraits of society women, and a few
additional prints are shown illustrating the styles of dress which
characterised the 'seventies of the last century. There must be
very few people indeed who cannot find an hour's genuine enjoy-
ment in visiting this exhibition, which is open free from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. daily for some time to come.

We were particularly interested in inspecting privately an auto-

graph album, kept, by the late Mr. J. J. Elliott, in which had

been inscribed the signatures of his innumerable sitters of note,

accompanied in many instances with passages from their writings

or some words of friendly greeting, also in the sitter's own hand.

The volume forms a priceless souvenir of the history of the busi-

ness, and must be a possession which is unique in the experience

of photographers. But then it must be remembered that in the

'sixties and 'seventies of the last century Messrs. Elliott & Fry's

premises were the rendezvous of many artistic and literary cele-

brities, and it was here that Charles Eeene drew many of his

" Punch " cartoons

Of Messrs. Elliott & Fry's new premises we hope to have an
opportunity of writing at greater length at an early date, when
photographs are available. No. 63, Baker Street, is next door to

the house in which for sixty years the business of Elliott &
Fry has been carried on. In fact, for the purpose of facilitating

removal, a breach was made in the dividing wall, and much of

the apparatus and stock conveyed by this route. The premises are

unique among London photographic studios by their large dimen-
sions and by the fact that all the apartments which the public
enter are upon the ground floor. There are three large studios,

numerous dressing rooms and business offices, in addition to three

spacious exhibition galleries. It is the intention of Mr. Beaufort,
the present head of the business, to set aside one of these for
periodical exhibitions of the work of painters, etchers, or draughts-
men. The basement portion of the premises accommodates the
numerous workrooms and the firm's stock of negatives, numbering
upwards of two million. In addition, the basement accommodates
the installation of the Photogravure Company, of which Messrs.
Elliott & Fry are proprietors, and which is engaged in the pro-
duction of photogravure reproduction of portraits. Even these
claims upon the space of the lower part of the premises leave much
room still vacant for the expansion of the business and for the
addition of other branches, to which we will refer more particu-
larly when writing of the premises from the photographer's stand-
point. Here we must content ourselves with paying a tribute to
the success with which Mr. J. W. Beaufort has advanced a business
which has always been an institution in photography and which,
under his continued direction, promises to eclipse its previous
history.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
December 9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Derwent
Street, Rochdale.

1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition, City
Art Gallery, Manchester. Latest date for entries, January 12.

Particulars from the Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Walter John-
son, 30, Hartington Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

February 10 to 24.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
the Secretary, George A. Ross, Northfield Cottage, Brechin.

March 1 to 8.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest date for
entries, February 15. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
J. E. Breeze, 178, Broad Street, Birmingham.

March 2 to 31.—Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,
February 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412 Carnegie
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

March 13 to 16.—Exeter and West of England Photographic
Exhibition. Particulars from the Hon. Secretary, R. W. .1.

Norton, 4, Buddie Park, St. Thomas, Exeter.

March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall. Secre-
tary, Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.I.

Airman Killed while Photographing.—An attempt to " shoot
down " another aeroplane in mock combat was said at the inquest
last week to have caused the death of Flight-Officer William James
Gayes while flying at Warden, Kent. Gayes was using a " camera-
gun," which, when the trigger is pressed, instead of firing a bullet,

photographs the object at which it is aimed, and shows if the shot]

would have struck. The theory was advanced that, after diving
2,000 ft., he kept the nose of his machine depressed too long, and
struck the tail of the other aeroplane. A verdict of accident
death was returned.
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Patent News.
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prisms 9 and 15, and for this purpose arms 22 extend beyond tha

reflecting backings of the prisms and are connected by links 23 to

" rods 24, through openings in the camera casing and pro-

vided with nuts 25, which are held in position by means of

kail 26. At the rear end of mounting 13 through which the

two sets of rays of light are projected along common lines, nn

anastigmatic lens 30 is provided, the lens structure being slidable

within mounting 13. This lens structure may be adjusted by
means of a rack 31 extending through a slot 32 in the mounting

13, and having a gear 33 engaging the rack. The gear is

mounted upon a shaft 35, which is provided with a head.

ii 1 the lens structure a transverse partition 36 is an
I ii film strip 37 is adapted to move past an opening 5C,

which is in alignment with the lens structure 30 in order that the

rays of light projected through the latter will be received against

the film strip. When the camera is employed for motion pictures,

the him strip is moved by the usual mechanism, and the shutter

40 is mounted in partition 36, so that in rotation it will pass

between the lens structure 30 and the film strip 37. When
such a shutter is mounted in the camera, a space 42 is provid. I

in the camera casing in rear of partition 36. and the usual driving

n 43 is arranged in this space and extends beyond the

ra casing.

j 45 is provided in the camera casing in the rear

wall 46, beyond the film strip 37. The sight opening carries a

>nd glass 48 so that before the film is in the camera, or when
the same is drawn aside from opening 38, an image will be

itn/Htd upon the ground glass which may be observed through

•ing for the purpose of setting the camera in the

reqi; lion for the object. The sight

.nig may be closed by a cap 50, when the camera is in use.

—

l)r John Carl Wichmann. 115, Fraser Avenue, Ocean 1

California, U.S.A.

follow in .itions are open to public

I

I.miii SrsMTivr. Coating.—No. 189,433. Light sensitive coating.

Wadsworlh Watch Case Co.

1R9.438 and 189,439. Folding photographic
cameras. Raille Letnaire <"t Fila.

• i- No. 189,440. Focussing devices for photo
grai ra*. Raille Lemaire et Fils.

No. 189,444. Treatment "f photographic films,

apparatus therefor. Counsell Film Process ,\
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Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOP SBQlSTtiJtflON.

Septon—No. 430,290. Photographic chemicals, photographic

plates and photographic films (sensitised). Johnson & Sons,

Manufacturing Chemists, Ltd., 23, Cross Street, Finsbury.

London, E.C.2, chemical manufacturers. October 7, 1922.

MAHKS PLACED ON THE REGISTER.

The following marks have been placed on the register :—

Thk Kn io Success (BrxLDOC-Would Design).—No. B425.574.

Photographic papers. Kappa Works, Ltd., Mogden Lane, Isle-

worth. Middlesex, baryters and manufacturers of photographic

PHOT.—No. 427,299 Photographic apparatus included in

class 8. " Velophot " Erzeugung und Vertrieb Photographischer

N'euheiten Gesellschaft mit Beschrankter Haftung, Concordia-

platz 4, Vienna 1, Austria.

New Books.

Discoveries and Inventions of the Twentieth Century. By

Edward Cressy. London: Routledge. 12s. 6d. net.

Most of the chapter headings of this handsome book of 460 pages

mark the development of invention in the last century. Steam

power, electric lighting ,.iul furnaces, railways, steamships, coal

gas, motors, cold storage—these are among the triumphs of the

inventor which revolutionised the habits of the civilised world

during the Victorian age. Nevertheless Mr. Cressy justifies his

title, for he has seldom had to cross his frontier line of 1900

for the rich material which forms his story of what the engineer,

the chemist and the electrician have done during recent years.

His crowded and well-written pages show the immense activity

in the great branches of industry during the past twenty years,

and not industrial inventions only, but scientific discoveries such

as those of the physical chemist, which are changing our view

of matter. For the most part hiB subject lies in the commercial

sphere, manufacture, engineering, aerial transport and wireless

telegraphy, modern agriculture and the revival of water-power,

in addition to the subjects we have already named. His chapter

on photography briefly glances over colour processes (where he

goes astray on a minor point by including the Warner-Powrie

among " commercial " colour plateB), cinematography, and the use

of cinematographic and other photographic methods in the analysis

of the travel of projectiles Photographers, perhaps, wUJ find more

of fresh interest to them in the very excellent descriptions of the

most modern patterns of electric lamps, arc, incandescent, and
mercury-vapour. The book is indeed an admirable non-technical

account of the chief industrial developments of the present

century, described in a way to make it of value to adult students

and also of interest to boys, for whom it makes a most commendable
gift.

The American Annual of Photography, 1923. Edited by Percy
Y. How. New York: George Murphy. 1.75 dollars.

The 1923 volume of the " American Annual " leads off with a new
feature, and a very good one, in the shape of a review of photo-
graphic progress during 1922. This is written by Carroll B.

Neblette, who, within strict limits of space, provides an exceed-
ingly useful resume of the original work which has been done in

sensitometry, colour sensitising and desensitising, emulsion grain,

developers and development and printing processes. Mr. Neblette
commendably gives references to the original places of publication
of the papers and articles which he summarises. His contribution
thus gives a more permanent value to the " Annual," the literary
contents of which has usually been of a somewhat ephemeral kind,
if we may use that description without offence to those who have
made its pages the vehicle for their various experiences in photo-
graphic processes. Their articles are not by any means to be
despised, yet the publication needed some more. extensive survey,
and it is precisely this which Mr. Neblette has provided. Notable
among the practical articles are several on Carbro. including one
by A. C. Braham. Bromoil difficulties occupy one contributor;

H. F. Haes gives formulae for extra-rapid fixing baths, by u

ammonium chloride ; Dr. M. G. Lovelace describes his practical

experience of desensitising with phenosafranine ; A. Krug recom-

mends addition of alcohol to the sepia toning bleach, and amateurs

with little accommodation for their work will be interested in the

photographs and specification of a kitchen cabinet for holding

photographic requisities and convertible into a work bench for

ping and printing. A selection of the formulas for

developers, toning solutions, etc., current, in American practice,

occupies the final pages of the book, together with tables of weights

and measures, diaphragm numbers, and a directory of photographic

societies in the United States. The text is lightened by a great

many reproductions of photographs aiming at pictorial quality.

Many of these no doubt provide incentives to the beginner, but

we cannot help thinking that, in the selection of works for n

duction, better use could be made of the excellent papi

printing which characterise the volume as a whole. The book i?

issued also in a cloth edition, price 2 dollars 50, and is obtainable

from Messrs. George Murphy, 57, East Ninth Street, New York.

New Materials.

Septon Sepia Toner. Made by Johnson & Sons, Cross Street,

London, E.C.2.

This new sepia toning solution, which has just been put upon the

market by Messrs. Johnson, provides an alternative to the old

methods of toning bromide and gaslight papers, while very much
simplifying the process. By one simple operation the black

silver image is changed to a rich brown or cool sepia, the colour

depending upon the make of bromide or gaslight paper. It is

found in practice that gaslight papers tone to a richer colour than

bromides. The solution, which is sold in 1-oz. bottles, is very
concentrated, each bottle making 1£ gallons of toning solution.

For use, 10 minims of the concentrated solution are added to

5 ozs. of water, which should be at about 75 deg. F. The dry
print is immersed in the solution at this temperature. Toning
takes place at a moderate speed; we find that a good eool sepia

tone is produced in about 10 minutes.

The solution deposits a very fine yellowish-white precipitate, but

this does not seem to affect the toning properties of the solution.

No appreciable reduction of depth in the printed image is noticed

beyond the fact that the colour is changed from black to a slightly

warmer one, and photographers who are in the habit of nsing a

hypo-alum bath which has been correctly ripened, need maki no

difference in the depth of their bromide or gaslight prints. The
solution appears to be some sulphur compound, as it has a slight

odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, but this is in no way objectionable

and does not at any time during its use approximate the usual

intensity of a solution of sodium sulphide.

It is suggested by the makers that toning should be carried to

completion in the solution, since if the prints are removed
this stage is reached, toning proceeds in washing and drying until

the final result is complete reduction of the black silver to the

warmer-toned product. But as different makes of paper tone to

different degrees of sepia, it may be easily found by experiment

which paper gives the tone desired. One make of bromide paper
which we have used in this toning bath gave a fine cool sepia colour

in 10 minutes at 75 deg. F., while another make of paper gavt .

under the same conditions, a very pleasing warm black tone. We
feel certain that the " Septon " toner will be welcomed by photo-

graphers, as it at once does away with the usual messy and
strongly-smelling processes, while giving tones equally as pleasing

and in every way as permanent. The solution is put up in 1-oz.

bottles, neatly packed in cartons, together with full directions

for use, price Is. 4d. net, or in half-pint bottles 6s. net.

Seeing by Wire.—A Reuter telegram from Paris says that

M. Edouard Belin, the inventor of phototelegraphy, introduced

on December 6 a process of seeing by wire, a process in which there

may be photographic opportunities. He demonstrated the possi-

bilities of seeing at long distance by means of a telephone

His invention. hi explained, is based on the unique property t,f

selenium of varying its resistance to electric current according to

the degree of light to which it is exposed.
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vj» well known

I from a still position and stopped again so that a picture
could be taken. The two effects had thus to take place in a very
short apace of time; for instance, in the camera in l/30th of a second.
and in the projector in l/100th of a second. Tho earliest cinemato-
graph cameras were made to take only 75 feet of film, while the
present-day type would take 400 feet. The difficulties of the
camera man were very great, and the lecturer felt that anything
that could be done to lessen the number of items that each opt

had to think about, and probably do, would be a move in the right

direction, and would lead to the making of better pictures. Pictures
often had to be taken against time and with a fussy producer.

.u» actors and indifferent electricians. Cinematograph ca

operating waa a nerve-racking job.

essentials of a perfect camera are that it should be practical.

.i and automatic. It should be light in weight, small in sine.

iind particularly not liable to warp or change under varying
na of heat or cold. The camera should also be easy to drivi .

focos and adjust, while freedom from vibration was of great import
ance. Indicator scales should be in a convenient position and easily

while it should also be possible to change from one lens to
another in the shortest possible time.

All these points had been embodied in the " N.S." Cinen.
graph Camera, and the fact that this apparatus had l>een used upon
the Mount Everest expedition, under the most trying of conditions,
spoke volumes tor its efficacy. The body and all I

parts of the camera were mad. Itunin, a combination of
•tanil h wag not affected by sea air. All part,

the wrought, no castings being used. A special
feature uf the fitments of the • I

and film f;
I of which were located on the

back wall of the box. It was quite possible to tell from the film
-tsctly which picture area of dim was actually being

•i posed, and tins out of a length of 400 feet. The
it apparatus, so important nowadays, was made to work in

- 5 feet or 10 feet, while fading in or fadii ,1.1 lw
obtai:

focussing a reflex mirror with tabular eyepiece was pro-.

_ was attached In meant of a

e camera, and when the mirror was in position the film

: ug gear was locked. This prevented many feet of film being
wasted. The mirror was I, reflecting apj<

.f the incident light, found oi

durability. Different eyepieces were provided, oiw reaching to the
• camera, and using a double reflex system al

camera to be placed in any position and foci : with
ole

a film had to ha

-•ting feature of the camera, was the cam adj
fcrossing and *u>ppiiig down the lens. Two gears wen
for lenses of difl . yet the scales engraved on i

hack would suit each lens. The film was i by a clau
nent, an improvement upon a system invent-. I In tl

I school days. This movement was particularly clean
rtliab: t . law only was used. Tho gate prcssur

nost cameras to stop the film, was in this case particularly light, il

) necessary for this fitting to flatten the

exposure was being made. The threading -up of the film, always a
difficult job, had been much simplified in th< camera, a
special hardened brass carrier of intricate design being used.

The mot.. the camera, described I.

operator's third hand, consisted of a small specially designed 8-volt

motor, wh»«b was attached by simply sliding it into a

geaf «X"fas) motor then engaged the gear of the camera.
up with the source of electricity the camera could be

worked at any desired speed. A control box, which allowed the
• be sumo distance from the camera and to know, by

i of a delicate galvanometer, if the motor was working cor-

. was shown, and the camera was d m some 60
distance by simply pressing a button. This was of great use to

and explorers, who would probably have to pla<

i in a dangerous position while themselves seeking prot-

i.. a neighbouring tree. Upon the proposition of the Chairman a

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Newman for his

t>ble lecture and demons! r.

The second paper, " The Factors Which Govern Gamma Infinity,"

ion and !'. C Toy, waj tl an read by Mr. Toy.
'imontal work had been done, and was still progressing

this elusive property. The points which effect the maximum
density of a plal illy discussed. I silver

halide was more sensitive than the small, while it gave greater
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density upon development. Developers themeslves changed the.

fuure* obtained, bvdroquinone giving a higher gamma than metol.

The gamma figure of a plate could be roughly determined by

microscopic examination of the unexposed silver emulsion. Small

grains, very uniform, were found to give a high gamma of 3.5

to 4, and even upwards; large grains, uneven in size, a gamma of

from zero to 1.5, while two intermediate cases of large uniform

grains and small uneven grains gave a figure of 1.5 to 3.5.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Olaf Bloch exhibited micro-

photographs of an emulsion lie had prepared and which had after-

wards been physically effected. The grain of silver halide was of

equal size in both emulsions, yet one had an H. & D. figure of 9

while the physically treated emulsion had a figure of H. & D. 178.

A vote of thanks" to the authors of the paper, and also to Mr. Toy

for his reading, was proposed by Mr. Olaf Bloch and heartily

approved by the audience.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

A lantern lecture on the " Passion Play " at Oberammergau

was given by Mr. F. Ackroyd. who dealt with his subject in very

tactful way." For once the ever-prevailing spirit of levity in the

club was stilled, and all listened with attention and interest to his

graphic account of this wonderful representation of the great sacred

drama. Very clearly he conveyed the traditional earnestness and

high ideals that inspire the performers, who are mostly peasants

and wood-carve

The absence of any commercial spirit, he continued, was notable.

A huge sum was offered for the right to film the play, and a tempt-

ing bid was made for the transfer of the company to give

performances in the U.S.A., but both offers were declined.

The " Passion Play," he said, originated in the middle of the

17tli century, and is given every ten years from May till September.

It suffered interdict at times, and interruption during the Great

War. A heartv vote of tlumks was accorded Mr. Ackroyd.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Meeting held December 4. Present :—Mrs. Mackay, Miss
Bertram, Miss Grace D'Arcy, Mr. J. Campbell Harper, Mr. J. B.

Johnston, Mr. George Balmain. Mr. George Aikman, Mr. William
Fergusson, Mr. Norman Thomson, Mr. E. D. Young, Mr. John
Thomson, Mr. A. J. Hughes, Mr. Swan Watson, Mr. Y'erbury,

Mr. George Ayton, Mr. John C. Bamhrick, and Mr. W. J.

Hutcheson. Mr. J. Campbell Harper, president, in the chair.

The meeting discussed the desirability of holding an exhibition
of photography in Edinburgh. It was felt that an exhibition would
l>e sure to give a great stimulus to photographers in Scotland, and
lead to a revival of business. Mr. Young, seconded by Mr. Yer-
burv. accordingly moved that an exhibition be held for two weeks,
from March 19, 1923, in the Hall of the Society of Eight, Shand-
wick Place, and this was unanimously agreed to. The secretary
was instructed to secure the hall at a rent of £15 per week, which
Mini would include the cost of lighting, heating and attendance of

the caretaker. The following committee were chosen to carry out
the arrangements :—Mr. J. B. Johnston, Mr. E. D. Young, Mr.
Yerbury, Mr. George Ayton, and the president. The meeting,
after considering the subject, made the following specific recom-
mendations :—That all spaces are to be balloted for; that the spaces
should be of equal size, and no exhibitor have more than one space;
that the floor line be restricted to 2 ft. 6 in. and the height to

5 ft. 5 in.; that the exhibits be glazed, and that passe-partout or
wooden frames, not exceeding | in. in breadth, be used. With
these recommendations, the committee were given full powers to
carry through the arrangements. It was agreed that notification
should be sent to each exhioitor of the spac* allotted to him, and
a request for payment of £3 3s. towards the expenses in connection
with the exhibition.

The meeting agreed to hold an assistants' social evening, with
whist-drive and dance, on Monday, February 5, 1923, and after-
wards considered the estimates submitted by the committee. Mr.

;e Balmain, Mr. Norman Thomson and Mr. Fergusson were
appointed a committee for carrying out the arrangements, and Mr.
Bambrick was co-opted as a member of this committee to arrange
a musical programme for the evening. It was agreed that the

era should pay for each assistant, the other expenditure to be

paid out of the Society's funds. It was arranged that each member
should communicate with the secretary the names and addresses of

each assistant in his employment, so that formal invitations could

be sent to them direct.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

NEW COMPANIES.
Jones (Bf.ckknium), Ltd.—This private company was registered

on December 6 with a capital of £500, in £1 shares. Objects :

To acquire the business carried on at 5, Rectory Road, Beckenham,
and to carry on the business of opticians, dealers in photographic

supplies, etc. The first directors are : W. Ault, 58, Glenalmond
Road, Sheffield; S. E. White, Peasedown St. John, near Bath.

Qualification : 1 share. Registered office : 5, Rectory Road.
Beckenham.

Crane, Paget & Co., Ltd.—This private company was registered

on December 6 with a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares (500 " A "

preference, 2,000 " B " preference, and 500 ordinary). Objects :

To carry on the business of photographers, etc. The permanent
directors are : L. Teller, 161, West End Lane, Hampstead. N.W. j

M. E. Balcon, 15, Sutherland Avenue, W.9. Qualification : £10.

Remuneration : £300 per annum, divided between them. Secretary :

J. Freedman. Registered office : 17, Cork Street, Burlington

Gardens, W.
George Odell, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

December 5 with a capital of £3.000, in £1 shares. Objects : To
J

acquire the business of an optician carried on by G. Odell, of

31. King Street. St. James's, S.W., and to carry on the same
and the business of dealers in photographic and mathematical
instruments, etc. The first directors are : G. H. Odell. The
Primrose Club, Park Place, St. James' Street. S.W., ophthalmic
optician; A. H. Odell, 15, Dames Road, Forest Gate. E.,

ophthalmic optician's assistant Qualification : 1 share. Registered

office : 31. Tving Street. St. James's, S.W.

News and Notes.

Patentees' Court of Arbitration.—The Institute of Patentees
have set up a Court of Arbitration, to which disputes between
inventors, patentees and manufacturers may be referred.

Northern Photographic Federation.—The twenty-first annual
meeting was held in Newcastle on December 6. There was a large
attendance of delegates. The annual reports showed that the
Federation was in a strong position. Six new societies had 'joined

during the past year, the number of societies now federated being
23. The list of lecturers and demonstrators showed a considerable
increase. The present list contained 30 lecturers and 47 subjects.

It was decided to re-issue the Federation year book, which will

provide a valuable guide to camera users in the North. Mr. T.
]

Spark, of Bishop Auckland, was appointed editor. It was also

decided to hold an outdoor meeting in Durham during next
summer.
On the election of officers, a letter was read from Mr. Wm. Mil-

burn, of Sunderland, resigning the position of President, which he

had held for the la6t 12 years, and thanking all for the support I

which they had given him during his term of office. On a motion
J

from Mr. B. Redford, it was unanimously agreed that Mr. Robert I

Chalmers, honorary secretary for the past ten years, be elected to ]

the position of President. Mr. J. W. Addison, another prominent I

Sunderland worker, was elected honorary secretary. The fol

ing officers were also elected :—Chairman, Mr. T. Spark (Bishop 1

Auckland) ; Treasurer, Mr. Robert Simpson (Stanley) ; Competitions
J

Secretary, Miss A. C. Flagg (South Shields) : Travelling Exhibition 1

Secretary, Mr. H. Burgess (South Shields).

Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of Professional
j

Photographers.—On the evening of Wednesday. December 6, 1922, j
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Correspondence,

*#» Correspondents thould never write on both tides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

*»* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

ISLINGTON PHOTOGR IPHIl BOCIETY.

To the Edit..

I he effort to form a photographic society for

Islington has met with di-.iin.-t success. An inaugural meeting
will he held at Highbury High School. Highbury High-

bury Ram, N.5, bar 19- at 8 p.m.. wl

lent ai ition has been provided (by the kindness of Dr.

I and gentlemen are heartily invited,

lelmana will show ifor the first time in Eng
>.f the new three colour p ooloni

• is faithfully,

Leonard Bals-

Road, Crouch Hill. N.4.

THE MANIPULATION OF MATT* PLATES.
To the Editors.

dry plates are now very popular; the>

I have, 1 op. Daring the

past year 1 -idteds of them, and shall continue

: if you oi lera can suggest—or n I
from

; known as fingernail mark

of course, not the fault of the pi

.relessness of the wi.ik. . Howevei carefully one

digs tin- film and

makes a tear. Now, a finger nail marking on a matt plate is quite

different from a similar marking on an ordinary gelatine p

the structure of the mat-

.- nailmarks an ordinary gelatine mpts an
lapping or

o the skill of the worker and the method empli

the torn film usually dries quite all right, and the

put the matter right on the di
j

print, and

of tear is visible.

, however, call for a diffen-.it treatment, becM
some way from ordinary gelatine. Winn

• film back in position it

k " so easily U the usual gel.

useless—in my hands, at any rate—to spend

mutt film I position, for the

will not attach it>.-lf to the glass and dry

when dry. crumbles

away, leaving a patch of bare glass, and one which is DO( filled up

easily

•>us way out of the difficulty i se, to be careful

ulmark m " "" , :in

nt in the shape of a nailmarked matt film is far more serious

•he uninitiated imag : "' an

mfalli —Yours faithfully.

.\ Mi , i u n Til..nhs

let. HI- i I

Matt |

EASILY M U'E \S\oi NCEMEN l SLID

TO the I

I he following method foi making announoemoart

than 'I I
mentioned by

Mr. Reeves in your columns :

—

Take an unfixed plate (preferably lantern) and write the

ti^ with lead pencil, adding a little corner decoration if

needed. Trace over this with a hot darning needle, using the

blunt • ill For convenience the needle may be placed in a

retouching holder. Finally the plate should be fogged in strons;

light Two needles may be used to save waiting, one being

I while the other is in use.—Yours faithfully,

Sydnkt Ashworth.
ill, Willi.

inber 11.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Jn accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

,< itclosed for reply; 5-ccnt International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach

IU not later than Tuesday [
potted Morula;/), and tkovtd be

addressed to the Editors.

E. II.—We are sorry that " Photopel " developers are quite

unknown to us. So far as we can discover, they have not been
advertised, and certainly we have never had any of this brand
through our hands.

J K C.—We get our rubber stamps made for us by Messrs. E. M.
Richford, Ltd., 8-9, Snow Hill, London, E.C.I, which is a very
good firm. The Sanderson camera is made by Messrs. Houghtons,
Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

H. A.—The lighting on the face is too hard, making the shadows
very heavy. You require a reflector, or another lamp of lesser

power, on the opposite side of your studio. Retouching to

improve these heavy shadows is not to be recommended, the
remedy being in the studio.

Ronko.—If you are contemplating entering the Process trade we
have no doubt that you would be accepted as a student. You
should write the Principal of the L.C.C. School of Photo-

raving. Mr. A. J. Bull, M.Sc, at 6, Bolt Court, Fleet Street.

E.C.4, and state fully your proposals.

W. S.—We have no means for analytically testing your sample of
hypo, but from its appearance we should say it would he quite
satisfactory. We have recently used hypo of a similar quality,
appearing quite wet and of unusual crystalline structure, and
found it, although we doubted its quality at first, to work
quite well.

D. M.— (1) Dry mounting is now generally used, and would be
most suitable for your purpose. (2) The Akron auxiliary press
would suit you. This is a machine of light construction, but
capable of taking your large mounts. The machine may be
obtained from the Akron Manufacturing Co.. 569, High Road,
Tottenham, London, N.17.

A. V.—No, the lens is by another maker. It is, however, of good
quality, and possesses a fair depth of focus. Lenses working at
such a wide aperture as //3 are certainly of use for portraits,
but you must remember that the depth of focus is small, and
allowance should be made for this in focussing and the
arrangement of your sitter.

M. R.—Desensitising is now a practical process, and is used exten-
sively in some of the larger studios where quantities of plates
are required to be developed in the shortest possible time.
Pinacryptol green is perhaps the most successful desentising
agent. You could buy it from Messrs. Wallace Heaton & Co.,
119, New Bond Street, London, W.

T. B.—On account of the great danger in mixing the constituent
chemicals of a flash powder we will not take the responsibility

.

of g'ying you a formula. From your description it is practically
certain that the group was taken with one of the " Cirkut "

cameras of Kodak, Ltd. A firm which undertakes the making
of this kind of group is Panora. Ltd.. fifi TtV<rlo Sf,w
London, W.C.I.

group is Panora, Ltd., 56, Eagle Street,

W
. M. P.—You require oil-soluble aniline colours, both deep red
and yellow, but we doubt if you will obtain a really good photo-
graphic ruby,' as most of these types of aniline dyes pass some
blue rays. The dyes may be obtained from Messrs. Stevenson
& Howell, Ltd., 95a. Sonthwark Street, London, S.E.I. You
could tint the varnish to a deep shade of orange-yellow by the
addition of iodine, which may be obtained from any chemist.

M. —There is no preparation, as far as we know, which may
be painted on electric lamp globes to render them sufficiently
safe for use as dark-room illuminants. Most of the aniline
Colours when used in this manner pass also blue ravs. A fitting
which would be suitable, however, is the rubv globe and fitting

No. 64a, advertised bj Messrs, Houghtons. Ltd.. 88-89, High
Holborn. London, W.C.I, some time ago. This is attached to

the ordinary lamp holder over the electric bulb.

Flashlight.—It is best to develop your flashlight exposures in a
dilute developer, say equal parts of the usual strength solution

and water. This will give you a softer negative with full detail

in the shadows. Your trouble is due in the first case to under-

exposure. I* so about twice the quantity of flash powder, and
then develop your exposures as mentioned above. Yes, the
" B.J." pyro -soda developer is very suitable for this class of

work, bat dilute it as we mention and you will get satisfactory

negatives.

Exlargkr.—We do not think you will be able to convert your
horizontal enlarger into an upright pattern, and as you only

require it for making postcards from the small films, we think

it would be easier, as you suggest, to construct a printing

enlarger for this purpose. In constructing this box you will
I

want approximately 9 inches from the negative to the lens and
j

18 inches from the lens to the base board on which the postcard

is placed. If the lens is in a focussing mount, you will be able

to get a sharp image without much adjustment.

N. R. P.—The copyright is yours, and the making of the lantern

slides is an infringement of your copyright. It is nothing to do

with the publishers of the book, as you retained the copyright

by the statement in your letter and their acknowledgment. It

would have been better perhaps to have added the word copy-

right to your name under the illustrations. You should, how-
ever, get into communication with the producer of the -

and find out what he proposes to do; perhaps a payment t>

would settle the matter.

Colour.— (1) The process is an old one, ahd we do not think the

materials are obtainable now. (2) Tricolour filters are obtainable

from Messrs Ilford, Ltd., Ilford. London, E. (3) Apparently
you have not allowed the bleached transparencies to remain in

the dye bath long enough to absorb sufficient colour ; six minutes
is about the usual time (4) A book which would give you par-

ticulars of the colour processes you mention is " Practical Colour
Photography." by E. J. Wall, obtainable from our publishers.

Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24. Wellington Street,

Strand, London, W.C., price 13s. 3d., post free.

Brown Spots.—Your trouble appears to be due to the prints

sticking together in the fixing bath It is as essential to keep

the prints moving in this solution as in developing, but many
workers do not give sufficient attention to this operation,

especially when fairly large quantities of prints are being fixed.

We should advise you to have the prints turned over and over,

placing those at the bottom of the dish on top, and so reversing

the position of all the prints one after the other during the whole
time of fixing. An acid fixing bath should be used, and at no

time should the prints be allowed to float on the surface of the

solution and become partially surface dry.

The British Journal of Photography.
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Reproduced loss of quality so often noticed in
Negatives. reproduced negatives which h

•ntact printing for either the transparency or

frequently due to the fact that very little

i as i> support for the sensitive film is

Bat enough to allow of uniform contact being obtained

surfaces, firstly, of the original negative and
the transparency plate, and secondly, between tlhe trans-

ncy and the plate which is to furnish t,he new
negative. In the case of same-sized reproductions both

uditions may be present, but even with one there

may be quite a serious loss of definition. Every
experienced lantern-slide maker knows that even with a

plate bo small as ."> j ins. square, the slides are much
per if made through the lens than by contact. In

making some enlarged n< oi subjects with verj

fine detail, wo found it necessary to use a process prin

frame with a 5-in. glass front, and to apply the pressure
by means of strong screws. This ensured contact, and
neither negative nor plate was broken. Failing this, it

is better to make both transparency and negative on film

0* through the camera.

The With next week's issue of the " British
Annual Index. Journal " wo hope to be able to include

index to the annual volume of these pages and to

that of the " Colour Photography " Supplement. The
compilation of these indexes is undertaken systematically,
week by week, throughout the year, with the object of
rendering the contents of the publications as accessible
a-- possible to those who have occasion to make use of

them. Nevertheless, we regret to find that evidently the
indexes are not preserved, or at any rate not used, 1>\

many of those to whom they Mould be of great value.
Over and over again it is our experience to receive
questions which have been answered at much greater
length than is individually possible in articles or notes
which have been published in our pages within the preced-
ing few months. Our publishers, also, are constantly
asked to supply copies of past issues containing such and
such an article, but usually without any indication of

the date of the issue which is required. We endeavour
to do our best for these various inquirers, but the help
which we are asked to give them could be much more
easily rendered were use made of the very comprehensive
index which we prepare for the benefit of readers present
and future. There are many, no doubt, unable to find
shelf room for the bound volumes of publications such as
the " British Journal," but a collection of the annual
indexes occupies very little space. Tn our own study of
other technical subjects, it is our custom to preserve such
indexes of periodicals, the contents of which we mav have
need to consult from time to time.

* * *

Photographic Mention of the index to our own pages
Abstracts. oughfc not to be made without a wonl

ppreciation for the co-operative labour of the same
kind which has been applied by the Scientific and

I Group of the Royal Photographic Society to
a much wider field. By examining practicallv all' the
periodicals which relate in one way or another 'to photo-

hv, and by making and publishing abridgments of
re and communications deserving of this treatment,

Mr. B. V. Storr and his helpers have rendered a great
sendee to the student or investigator who has need to
learn of some item of fact or theory and also the place
of its original publication. "Photographic, Abstractm which this is done, has just completed its second
volume, which itself is provided with a name in. lex of

ndreds of enti ing as a further clue to the

identification oi a piece of work if the name of th

author is known. For the information of those wh
may not be familiar with " Photographic Abstracts." U
v be said that it is issued quarterly by the Royal Phot<
graphic So >, Russeu Square, London, W.C.I, i

the price of 10s. per annum, post i

THE LIGHT AND ITS MASTER.

One of the most frequently recurring queries which wa
receive from our readers relates to the most desh
position for the main light of the studio, whether
daylight or one of the many forms of artificial illuminants,
Many of the inquiries which refer to artificial

come from photographers who have been working
daylight for years, and yet have not gra
elementary principles of lighting to an extent which is

sufficient to enable them to deal with an unfamiliar
source of light.

The first point which has to be grasped by the beginner
is, that within certain limits, one kind of light doe^
vary greatly from another, the difference between I

being more in the way of intensity or strength and in

concentration, rather than in an essentia] quality. There
is no reason why any difference should be detected
between a picture taken by daylight and one taken by
any artificial light, even flash powder, provided that

light is skilfully controlled and a correct exposure given.

It has been accepted by practically all authority

the subject of lighting the figure either for photography
or painting, that the best starting point for the student
is to commence with a light falling upon the head of

sitter at an angle of forty-five degrees. The light mi
however, fall at this angle from mam directions and
would give as many different effects, so that it is n<

sary to explain in which way it should fall to produ-

simple " three-quarter " light.

Given an ordinary rectangular apartment with

light or with a very high, side light, the sitter is placed

in front of the end wall, the whole of the glass being

covered with blinds or curtains. A long rod, such as a

billiard cue, has one end placed upon the sitter's forehead

just over one eye, and then swung round so that it is at

an angle of 45 degs. with the floor and also with the end

wall of the studio. The free end of the rod will thei

pointing towards the place at which light should be

admitted to give the maximum of roundness in

picture. This gives the dominant light, which ma;
modified to obtain any desired effect, or to suit

physical peculiarities of the individual sitter.

Starting with an aperture, Bay, three feet square, it

will probably be found that the lighting is fairly satis-

factory but rather too vigorous for most tastes. Tt is

therefore permissible to broaden it so as to give softer

shadows, or to admit a lower side light to illuminate

deep set eyes or to reduce the shadows iti hollow che

An old axiom of unknown authorship sums up the

of lighting in a few words. " Light from the sitters

end of the studio gives contrast (or brilliancy); light

from the camera end gives softness." If this sin

rule be borne in mind when in doubt as to arranging

blinds, the difficulty will at once vanish. If the bli

cannot be conveniently placed, the same effect can be

produced by seating the model more or less under

darkened part of the n

As has already been remarked, such variations

necessitated by the differences between one sitter and

another, but as a general principle the use of the 45-deg.

light should be mastered, and other lightings wall follow
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until the desired effect is obtained. A reflector will, of
course, be necessary, and this also may be located by
the aid of the lamp.

Points to be remembered in artificial lighting are: the
nearer the light is to the sitter the harder the lighting
and the shorter the exposure; a single concentrated light

requires more diffusion, and consequently n -ure.

than 16 candle power made up by several lamps
•1 a little distance apart; reflectors should be placed
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table Mid is quite out of the way. The connections to lamps

h are shown in the diagram by the, wavy lines, but

the wires ire shown as single ones. The cord used is of course

double, but it will be easy to follow out the method of wiring

to cut the cord where necessary to make the connections.

It will be noticed that the lamp in the lantern is 6 volts,

.vhile the accumulator supplies 8 volts. Such a lamp being

run on a heavier current, will give an intensely blight light,

but its life will consequently be shortened. As the light is

actually in use while the exposure is being made, it is

found in practice that the lamp does not suffer to any great

degr, rposure with clean, fairly thin negatives, when

enlarging to 10 x 8 or 12 x 10 from half-plate, is only a

matter ol B few seconds; usually I find 4 seconds quite

sufficient.

The accumulator A. it will be noticed, is placed upon a shelf

under the table, and in this position is quite out of the way,

yet easily removed when it requires re-charging. It is

strongly advised, when purchasing this part of the equip-

ment, that only the best and most reliable make be obtained.

Second-band accumulators are to be avoided unless one is sure

that they have not been damaged in any way by the previous

owner. This is a point difficult to decide, and my advice is

to leave them alone and buy a new one of well-known make.
The first charge should, if possible, be put in by the makers,

but if <his is impossible it should be handed over to a good
firm of electricians, who make a specialty of accumulator

charging. The first charge is of greatest importance to the

life of the accumulator, and should be done with great care.

When the accumulator is in use care should also be taken
that it does not run down too far. If the light begins to

appear dim, a new charge should immediately be pu1

-Most garages now charge accumulators for a few pence.

W. Card.

WITH A PORTRAITIST IN THE STUDIO.

[In continuing his chapters on the essential things in photographic studio portraiture, Mr. J. Effel passes to consider

some matters which he groups together as those of " criticism, character and convention. ' In doing so he takes excep-

tion to some of the rules which have often been taken as gospel, among them the dictum that the side of a sitter's face

which should be photographed is the one which does not disclose irregularities or defects of feature.]

XI—CRITICISM, CHARACTER AND CONVENTION. _

ANYONE who has acquaintance with stereoscopic photography

will appreciate that portraiture by one lens tends to broaden

features; after all, we have to recognise that when we

put upon paper a representation of a rounded object, we are

actually reducing everything to the one plane. With sculp-

ture there is no question of lighting, but the great problem

for the photographer is to get the work to " stand out "

sufficiently to convey the full story of the face. I maintain

that the "too near the camera" objection is a sound one,

based on the inability of the one-eyed camera to see round

the sitter, and to give steep planes faithful rendering.

Generally speaking, it is in bust portraiture that this

objection is so often met with. I would say, most decidedly,

that with the average everyday work large heads are unpopu-

lar. Roughly speaking, well-educated persons may be taken

ar the camera. 7
' with a greater chance of success than if

our clients are lacking in culture, but the big head and figure

are not popular. I find that I have quite got into the habit

»f sizing my portraits to indicate the height or build of the

r, and in many cases to suggest the proportions wished

for. Take a stout man who wants a three-quarter length. If

you cut him off by the knees without any vignetting, he will

most decidedly be " too near the camera." After reducing

his avoirdupois by skilful posing and lighting, a figure slightly

tn the small size should be made with the help of intelligent

/ignetting. Women, and particularly stout women, dislike

big figures, and it is worth notice that portraits of babies

are frequently adversely criticised for being too big Alto-

gether the " too near the camera " is a fault which requires

to be carefully thought about.

It is likely that if photography in natural colours suddenly

took the place "i our accustomed work, retouching would be

largely a thing of the past, and it might also bo true to say

that there would be fewer problems in lighting. The camerists

of a past generation, in the endeavour to put brightness and
ii.lour " into their work, achieved only contrast and hard-

ness as a n ,]e . The later school—helped very greatly by the

wonderful advances in the manufacture of photographic
material—worked for itness" and half-tones and fine

detail. The ultra-modern portraitist now adds a little of the

old school into the general working formula of the new by the

addition of " pep " where wanted, by what is now well known

as " spot light."

The Victorian photographer (I am referring to period, not

to size of picture) favoured " plucky " results, and considered

good contrast the popular taste; his successor (very frequently

because his work was over-lighted and over-exposed) eschewed

hardness, and thought the public should be educated up to

his standard. Both were wrong, and the real fact of the

matter is that little or no attempt was ever made to find

out what class of picture would make the widest appeal, or to

find the reason or reasons why photographers were suffering

from lack of patronage.

The poor public have been sadly maligned. When I

the rubbish in art, in literature, in civic ideals, in philosophy,

in education and culture, to say nothing of bad hou

rotten furniture, and adulterated food of a " popular

nature, I get something of a pain. As one who has been

before the public in different roles, I am firmly convinced of

this fact that good work in any calling is the surest road to

success. Yes, but that is just the problem for us, for what

is good portrait photography? Emerson tells us that a man
who makes better mouse traps than his fellows will soon do

all the trade, but generalisations about portraiture are not

so easy. It is soon settled if a mouse trap is a good one

the sani'3 test cannot be applied to photographs, although I

have heard that some pictures were fit to scare rats. There

is unanimity of opinion that the trap which catches the

mice is the best, and there is never any preference for soft

focus effects over sharp contact work. We are not such

favoured individuals, however, as the mouse trap manufac-

turers, for it can truly be said of portrait photography that

" Ten men love what I hate,

Shun what I follow, slight what I receive,

Who shall arbitrate?"

Surely, then, it is a matter of some difficulty to an

the question, " What is the popular taste in photographs?
'

Of course it is, but the difficulties are not insuperable.

as usual with my somewhat original reasoning, we will

tackle the problem by first thinking of something else.

Let us give a few moments' consideration to what we cal
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graphing that side of a client's head which shows the feal

at their best, and avoiding or minimising irregularities, and

would not better likoi secured by taking what wo

formerly torn iong side, concentrating on, rather

than avoidng "points" which may not be beautiful, but

which lire individual and characteristic? And a supplementary

question must be asked—is character portraiture of that

nature likely to prove acceptable with the public?

told, had only one eve. and I quite

believe he would not have been offended with the work of an

artist who made a point of that, but he would have been very

angry with the painter who offered him a miniature of Lady

Hamilton making a special study of a buckled ear. I know-

full well that, as Mr. Solomon J. Solomon says, character is

a breakaway from the normal, but sad experience has proved

to me that individualism, the most beautiful thing in life, is

appreciated by a very small section indeed. 1 fancy the
" wrong side " portaiturc, if adopted by Mr. Swan Watson,

would result in a masterpiece of his having the head cut off

and deposited in the safe of an Edinburgh merchant prince.

A few cranks here and there (generally poor fellows, brother

artists as a rule) will take real character portraits, but the

great majority want flattery, and need it.

Of course we all know the "just as I am," Cromwell-and-

his-warts individual, and we have to humour him accordingly.

When we are asked for the candid truth, it pays better to

give what is really wanted, the candied untruth. When I

had the misfortune to live in Scotland I was once honoured

bv a commission to photograph the MacTartan of Haggisvale.

Ho had enough character in his face to " gar the salmon

loitp " (as I heard an apprentice say in what I understand

is " braid Scots "), and he told me that no one had ever

taken him to his satisfaction, and that he wanted no
retouching. I always know I am up against something when
I hear that a client has never yet had a good photograph.
I started with a prejudice in this case, and with scarcely

any hope. No selection was possible, for the only way to find

the less bad side was the method of the Irish jarvey with
the hotels—whichever you chose you'd wish you had picked
the other. The noble chieftain arrived when the light was
at its worst, and was taken without the support of head-
rest. Only one negative—a 12 by 10 head was steady. Oh,
face of Peterhead granite, what a dial was there, my country-
men ! Panchromatics, light-filters and suchlike aids to the
better rendering of colour were then unknown. Unfor-
tunately, I had got the negative sharp, it was under-exposed
and raw, and ten thousand freckles leered up at me unashamed
in all their clear glass nakedness. " No retouching " on this

result did not look like a winner. I consulted Briggs, the
cockney retoucher. " Fat oil and plat " was his solution,

which sounds cryptic, so I will explain. We printed in

P.O. P. and platinotype then, and a much finer touch was
required for the gelatine paper. As stronger negatives t*»3re

made for " plat," fat oil of turpentine was frequently used
as medium, and a coarser stipple employed. So I fat-oiled,

got my No. 2 Hardtmuth sufficiently blunted, focussed the
sighting distance in the accepted way by extending the
fingers of both hands, tandem fashion, from nose to negative,
and then proceeded to "give it plat." I slogged at it for
hours, then Briggs had a go. We cross-hatched, stippled.

drew figure eights, inverted commas and barbed-wire entangle-

ments all over the face. We wound up by matt-varnishing,

stumping and thumbing gamboge on the reverse side. The
print was made and mounted, a splendid example of the no-

ting school, and "smallpox or leprosy?" would have
been an appropriate title. I was dead scared at the prospect

of the MacTartan's wrath, but, to my great relief, he hailed

the. result with delighted hoochs of joy. danced a pibroch

and tossed a caber in the reception-room. " A wud ha'e nae

scartin' at ma face," he said with great dignity, as he

invited me to partake of cock-a-leekie and whuskov.

To this day I verily believe, in the clachan of Haggisvale

(by the way, what is a "clachan"?) hangs that immortal

work of realism, the unretouched portrait of the mighty

chieftain in whose waters you would not dare to shoot

grouse.

After all, what is the real man, and, as Browning puts it,

who is to arbitrate? Most of us spend our lives in very

paltry concerns, and our faces bear traces of the thousand

and one little worries which ought not to have bothered us a

bit. Indigestion may be mistaken for intellect, and a soft

focus portait of a myopic youth (black hair sharp and care-

fully spot-lighted) with blackleaded face, and fist clenched

to his jaw may mean " character," yet convey instead the

impression of neuralgia. When we see craftiness, meanness,

bigotry and other unsocial qualities stamped all over a face,

is it good business to feature them, or would it not be better

to work for a fleeting glimpse of something different? In my
opinion there can be but one answer. Then, what is the

habitual and what the fleeting, and once again, who is to

arbitrate? Mr. Swan Watson would be proud to have
ancestors whoso characteristic expression was that of scaring

less fortunate fellow-men off God's earth. It is entirely a

point of view. " Yon birkie ca'd a lord " better expresses

my attitude to the man for w'hose ghillies I have the pro-

foundest contempt. Don't think the recent elections have
unhinged me. I am not talking politics, but character study,

and am laying stress on the fact that different men see

different things in the same subject, and a " character

study " is frequently a reflection of the artist rather than
one of the subject. Then again, a man is not one man, but
many men, at different times. What is a characteristic

portrait of Lloyd George. Would not it be true to say

that there are scores? And yet, which one is the favourite

one of Mrs. Lloyd George? I venture the opinion it would
be a smiling one.

The other day I was reading the reminiscences of a great

man by his widow. One thing struck me forcibly, and that

was that the writer had far more loving memories of the

little silly jokes of her husband than of his many public

triumphs. That, I should say, is a common feeling. We see

the austere judge with dignified mien, but a different man is

seen by the little son chasing his daddy at play in the

garden. Let us tell the public that every man is a dozen
men, that is to say, requiring a dozen different positions, and
that will he all to the good. But if we are one-plate artists,

look for the better side, forget about Nelson when you have
a boss-eyed client, think of cheerfulness, and be readv to

snap the fleetiDg smile, and the box-office will know there 's

something doing. J. Effel.

The Sale* Review, issued by the City Sale and Exchange, 81,
Aldersgate SI reel, London, E.C.I, contains in its current issue some
notes on spot lighting, co-operative advertising, soft-focus lenses,
in addition to lists of numerous bargains in cameras and other
apparatus for professional photographers. The " Review," which

is monthly, will be sent regularly to any bona fide professional
photographer on application.

Imperial Plates, Film and Paper.—We have to thank the Im-
perial Dry Plate and Film Co. for sending us one of their calendars
for 1923, bearing their well-known trade mark of a lion rampant
and usefully calling attention to the well-known leading produi
the firm. We believe the calendar is obtainable by professional

photographers and photographic dealers making application to the
company at Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.
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A METHOD OF REGISTRATION FOR MULTIPLE
PRINTING.

[To those enthusiasts who still work the multiple gum process of printing, some method of exact registration is of great

importance. In I m the current issue of the " American Annual of Photography," the writer suggests the use

form in part two sides of a square. To supplement these, strips of gummed
sides of the registration mask, and lines drawn which are made to coincide with others placed

use of good paper for printing is an excelled one, as however careful one is to
• will 1* found impossible to prevent overlapping if the paper has swollen or
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nf gummed paper

Now draw a line

to bottom.
a negative in place

in the printing frame, which, of course, is larger than the negative

used to print from. Care must be taken to hold the neg

snug against the glass sides. For this purpose I use a small spring

shown in the upper right corner in fig. 2.

The paper to be coated should be of a good quality and one
that does not stretch much. Either before or after it is coated

the back of it is marked off with a T-square, making a line

three quarters of an inch at the edges in the centre of

and bottom. For this purpose I use a drawing-board which has

a line drawn across the centre from top to bottom and sw
side. The paper should be about an inch larger ihan thi

which allows a half-inch margin to facilitate futui

is tacked to the centre of the board face down, and tl

tion marks are made with the T-square. In this 'narks

are perfectly square, even though the paper may not I
•

the registration marks it is advisable to make
mark, so that the image from the first printing will

negative at future printings. Occasionally tl;-
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-i T r

i

^'/////^^>TT>f/.
Pig. 3.

I make anmay cover the first so that the image cannot he Mi

arrow in the top right corner.

3 shows the printing frame with the negative in plat

piece of coated paper face down and the registration marks made
to match the marks on the glass with the guide strips at><

-Ml!) 1>u>tiiiti'iii marks. The piece of paper shown is the -

printing frame, and sect

registration points The arrow shown in the drawing is thai

posed to be on the back of the paper. These must all he kept in

until the back of the printing frame is placed in pos

when it is ready for printing.

After the print is developed, dried, nn'l re-coated, nil that is

necessary for registering is to so that the arrow is

in the top rie' and the registration marks again n

each other. This can he done rep. as many printings

as one wishes to make.

If there should he any stretching of the paper, it will he from

the centre, and will he distribul

noticeable. In the usnal method of reg and

paper from the corner of the printing frane tch will he

from one point in the corner to the opposite corner, and if

sizes are used there will he quite a noticeable overlapping ol

image in the other printings.
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Be sure to select a good quality of paper, fairly heavy, and one

that doei not stretch. A good test is to cut a strip of the paper

that it is desired to use, say about 12 inches long and 2 inches

so that the ends are square. Cut this in half, so that you

have two strips 1 inch wide Now soak one of these strips in

water for about an hour, and then dry. Then compare the length

of the two The one that was soaked will be longer if the paper

is unsuitable.

For multiple printing use a minimum amount of pigment, and
coat very thin. My own method is to print very strong with a

thin ao as to get a good impression of the high-

lights. When these and the half-tones are satisfactory, I give a
-that is. more pigment—giving a shorter exposure
11 remain nothing but shadows from this printing,

the highlights having washed away.
William H. Zerbe.

Assistants' Notes.

Notf.t by and for autietnnt* will be considered for thit column.
Payment far accepted contribution! it made on the firtt of the
month following publication.

Assistants and their Training.
From time to time letters and remarks appear in these columns
with regard to the difficulty of getting really well-trained and
thoroughly-competent assistants. All regret the fact, but few, if

I think, point out any remedy. But surely a remedy would
be better than the regrets.

It is strange, if one stops to think of it, what a difference there
is in the preliminary training of, say. doctors, schoolmasters and
the would-be assistant in an exacting business such as photography

;

for I am sure that all those who know it best will at once grant
that photography is an exacting business.

The doctor-to-be and the prospective schoolmaster both serve a
long pupilage to their professions, study for years along well-
defined lines, but the course of the pupil in photography is much
more haphazard. He (or she) usually serves an apprenticeship of
two or more years, putting in more or less time in each depart-
ment, and then is turned off to pick up the rest for himself as
best he can. In the case of girls this method is perhaps less
harmful than in the case of youths, especially those with ambition
and the desire ultimately to own a business of their own; and it
is no use to smile at the serious lad who says he means to have
a business of his own one day, for he generally ends in doing it.

I think, perhaps, one of the most useful things the P.P.A. could
do would he to frame a course of study such as could be followed
out by girls and youths, for the combined wisdom and experience
of the council members ought surely to frame nearly an ideal
course. Meanwhile, I would like to offer a few suggestions from
my own experience.

First the pupil should be impressed with the fact that there is
certain useful knowledge which he or she cannot hope to obtain
in business hours, but which, if they are ambitious enough to
desire it, must be sought outside, in technical classes and bv
private study. But it is a knowledge which amply repavs both lad's
or girls for their trouble.

First, there is the real necessity for both to reinforce their
technical knowledge by a practical training in Art, freehand, black,
and-white and colour work, for such practical knowledge ultimately
raises the whole tone of their work, renders it more valuable, anil
saves the photographer from many pitfalls to which he is liable
without it The study of black-and-white work is especially
useful, as it conveys a knowledge of tones and tone values which
are of the greatest use both in outdoor and indoor operating, and
also in working up and judging the use of colour screens.

Girls, again may with advantage give extra time and attention
to colour work which it will later on often pay them to specialise
in, for it is of great added value to a receptionist or finisher to
be able to colour well and intelligently, not merely tinting, but
working, if necessary, from a freehand basis.
To a lad again, a term or two devoted to elementary chemistry

is often of mrch service later on, enabling him to grapple more
intelligently with the troubles that may arise in the course of his
dark-room work, or in the evolving of new methods or formula;, in

the understanding use of his working materials, th» necessity of
cleanliness, and proper working conditions.

This is all on the technical side, but to the pupil who is keen
to launch out for himself there is other knowledge, the possession
of which is of the utmost importance.
All owners of businesses need a sound working knowledge of

ordinary bookkeeping, and its possession would have kept many
a good worker out of the bankruptcy court. It is most essential
to be able to keep a proper check upon all materials used, out-of-
pocket and running expenses, and to be able to cost up the
production of any quantity of work so that proper quotations may
be given and work may not be done at a loss, as it has been
in many cases, owing to ignorance of the actual cost of turning
it out. Also, in case of disputes with income-tax officials, the
production of properly kept books on the usual system, will greatly
simplify matters, and avoid much heart-burning and bitterness

;

while, should the owner wish to sell his business, there is no
better credential than the production of well-kept and easily-under-
stood books.

It is the rule with all large concerns always to put aside a certain
percentage of their takings—not profits—to a reserve fund, to
meet any unexpected emergency that may arise, and a very wise
rule, too; but I am afraid not one photographer in twenty carries
out this rule, with the result that when some heavy charge arises
for structural alterations, new apparatus or other trouble, he either
has to borrow capital, or draws heavily upon his profits. This is

not a wise or businesslike way, and only leads to much worry
and anxiety: but if the young photographer started off along the
ordinary business lines, rigidly putting aside this reserve and
leaving it untouched, many would be enabled to carry on instead
of coming to grief.

Also, the prompt, accurate businesslike sending out of accounts
results in quicker payment from customers, and easier payment of
wholesalers' accounts by the photographer, with resulting saving
in discounts, and better feeling between maker and user of
materials.

There are many quite ordinary business rules and methods of
which many young photographers seem auite ignorant, with the
result that they are landed in many needless troubles. Adequate
insurance of premises and stock, proper insurance of casual help
under the Employers' Liability Acts, proper conformity with any
local by-laws as to days and hours of closing, and proper stamping
of insurance cards, all call for the necessary knowledge

; as also
the local rules respecting buildings, space of open backyards, and
so on, in large towns, and also such things as the laws of ancient
lights, where a photographer contemplates building a studio. It is

infinitely easier—and chea.per—to settle these matters amicably
with your neighbours beforehand than to go to law after, and to
study the laws of leases and tenants' rights beforehand than after
the lease or agreement has been signed. All matters as to repairs,
out and inside, should be made quite clear, and also the owner-
ship and valuation of the studio itself, or any other workrooms the
young photographer may erect. These look small at the beginning
of, say, a 21 years lease, but let the photographer expend perhaps
two or three hundred pounds, and as the end of the lease draws
near, it becomes a very large matter.
Another very useful study, for either the lad or girl assistant,

is lettering, for often the ability to write neatly and quickly titles

under prints, names, dates or announcements for the window, with
a clear style that has nothing " home made " in its look, is most
valuable, especially in the higher class studios. It is not a lengthy
study, but certainly most useful.

Another section of knowledge which is often of benefit is that
related to printing and process reproduction, the ordering and
making of blocks, their correct use and variety. Often photo-
graphers are called upon to rupplv prints intended for reproduc
tion and block making, and a little correct knowledge of the
process would enable them to supply much more suitable prints,
thus entailing a considerable saving to the customer in after-work
upon the print by block makers.

It is always useful for the young and enterprising operator who
is launching out on his own account, or is taking up the manage-
ment of a branch studio, to mix as much as possible with other
business men, of no matter what kind of business, and keep his
ears well opened, for in this way he will gain many a valuable
hint from the old-stagers. Modern business is a complex thing,
and if he proposes to run an amateur department, he will be In
just the same position as any other dealer, who buys and sells to
make a profit Any mechanical knowledge, too. of whatever kind
ha can pick up will never come amiss, for there are a hundred
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and one small jobs which crop up in any studio from time to

Alto to n i era. a sound working knowledge of

framing and m necessary

more or less of this kind of work, and it all goes to swell the

annual profits.

The case 01 the girl assistant is somewhat different, as she less

often has an; desire to own a business, and looks upon it more
aa a career to last her until her marriage than as a life work,

she hooes to make a* ;oo;l a li\ is, possible

up to that time, and to that end needs a good deal more know-
ledge than her apprenticeship usually furnishes her with. If her

work lies in the 'eception room, she, too, will need a thorough
knowledge of modern bookkeeping, the preparing of balance-sheets,

and so on. and the checking and control of amatenr stock and
camera'. Also, some knowledge of the framer's business, and any

- side line, such as prints or pictures which the photographer

better class, a typewriter is now used for corre-

spondenre. and also card systems and other modern office appliances

\ will need an art training, and some
i* modern art of salesmanship will be of use to

>, of keen powers of observation, and
memorv, is a very ;;rejt asset, while in som-

—ak and write correctly in French and Gennai
ratuable : at he needs to study the whole art of a

spondent.

too, another class of woman assistant, less seen but

int. and that is all those who are in any way

>ll ts

"-now,

I can assure them it is well worth the expenditure of spare
sss.
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March 15 to 24.—Photographic Fair, Holland Park Hall. Secre-
tary, Arthur C. Brookes. Sicilian House. Southampton Row,
London. W.C.I.

Patent News.

l'ro<ess patent!—applications and specifications— art trratii in

Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, December 4 to 9 :

—

Colour Photography.—No. 33,228. Production of screens for
colour photography. R. C. M. de Bercegol.

I Photography.—No. 33,656. Natural colour photography.
J. Dimedale and J. Kean.

CasOfl "'1. 653. Photographic cameras. T. K. Frank.
View Finders.— No. 33,403. View finders for cameras, H. V. Flinn.
Tuitod Heads—No. 33,339.Heads for camera tripods, etc. J. M
DcTaXOrXMO Tank- No. 33,203. Tank for developing, etc., photo-
graphic films. M. Boycott.

Process.— No. 33,331. Capillary process of exchange of liquids in
photography, etc. L. Lumiere.

Txxephonic Transmission or Images.— No. 33,655. Telephonic
transmission of images. J. Dimedale and .1. Koan.

I-ROJBCTION Apparatus.— No. 33,436. Optical projection «ppa.
\ Bridgman.

Photometer.— No. 33,293. Photometer. K i

i:\PHT.-No. 33,595. Apparatus for production of cine-
matographic films. T. A. Mills as Ltd.

Cinematography—No. 33,016. Exposure cinematographs. Firm of
C. Zeiss

fPLETB SPBCiriCATl KITED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 1 .

. rurh. post fret from
the /'.itrnt Office, S5, Southampton Buildings, Chancery' Lane
London, H

The dm, in brackets is that of application in this country; or
abroad, in the case, of patents granted under the International

-n.

ExroM-RR Meters roa Coptino, Enlarging and Reducing.— No
187,077 (August 16, 1921 An indicator which is automat

ling the camera is provided to ind

fir l

-~^*

Fig. J.

which alter with the el i the lens beyon.l the infinity

point or stop, as, for example, the reduced /-value of the lens

aperture, the change of exposure required, the degree of enlarge-
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ment or other data. The indicator may consist of a pointer

rotating with relation to a fixed disc as in fig. 1, or of a disc

rotating behind a slot in fig. 4, or of a blind or a simple roller

moving behind a slot as in fig. 7. The mechanism for rotating the

disc or pointer comprises a cord G, secured to the bellows by

an adjustable drum S (fig. 2), adapted when the bellows is

luled to rotate a drum F (fig. 3), round which it is wound

mat the action of a spring enclosed in the drum. This

motion is transmitted through cogs E, C, to a dial H, of which the

markings are visible through a slot AS in the lid of the indicator

liner A. In this form a second indicator disc K may be

mounted on the outside of the indicator case A on a boss J

(fig. 5), the boss carrying also an adjustable pointer JJ with refer-

ence to which the inner indicator disc H (fig. 3), rotates. The

zero or normal mark on this inner disc acts as a moving pointer

for the outer indicator disc. A magnifying lens LI may be secured

in the boss J to facilitate the reading of the inner indicator. The

external indicator may be used alone, in which case the inner

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

indicator is replaced by a pointer. The roller blind indicator,

shown in fig. 7, is operated similarly by a drum F and cogs E,

C, and is arranged to have its zero adjustable" by moving the cog C
out of engagement with the cog E against the action of spring Q.

The roller indicator is arranged as shown in fig. 6. Various

arrangements of the lens data on the indicators are shown on

the drawings, and the camera may be provided with a number
of interchangeable indicators corresponding to lenses of different

focal lengths, the data shown being the /-ratios, the various

degrees of enlargement or reduction, the positions of conjugate

foci, and the duration of exposure compared with that for a like

aperture at infinity point or with that necessary for copying full

size.—W. G. Rickman, 11, St. Mary Axe, London.

Photographs by Electricity.—No. 188,030. (July 23, 1921.)

—

\
glass plate having a thin transparent metal coat upon which is

a thin layer of selenium crystals, is in electrical connection with

a battery. A metal plate is connected through a switch to the

battery, and between the selenium and the metal plate is

arranged a film which is sensitive to electricity. It may be of

paper slightly moistened with a potassium iodide or with a

cyanide solution. When a photograph is to be taken, the film is

pressed against the selenium by means of the plate, and light

passing an objective is caused to fall upon the glass. The switch
is then closed either instantaneously or for a definite interval of

time, with the result that the different portions of the film will

be variously affected by the current by reason of the varying
resistance of the different portions of the selenium as affected

by the incidence of the rays of light. The film can then be
developed by any usual process.—Otto von Bronk, 2, Defregger-
strasse, Treptow, Berlin, Germany.

The following complete specifications are open to public inspec-
tion before acceptance :

—

Colour Photography.—No. 189,813. Process for the rapid produc-
tion of screens with polychromatic divisions for colour photo-
graphy. R. CM. de Bercegol.

Cinematography.—No. 189,774. Method
graphic films and apparatus therefor.

Establissemants Pathe Freres.

for treating cincmato-

Path« Cinema, Anciens

Trade Names and Marks.

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
Novogas.—No. 429,942. Sensitised photographic papers and post-

cards. L. Gevaert & Compagnie, 23, Sapte Straat, Vieux-Dieux.
Belgium, manufacturers of photographic materials. September 24,

1922.

New Books.

The Chemist and Druggist Diary, 1923.— In addition to its

diary pages this large volume, issued by our old-established con-
temporary, contains numerous features which make it invaluable as
a daily, source of information for pharmaceutical chemists and
others. A most valuable feature is the " Buyers' Guide," a classi-

fied index to the innumerable chemicals, proprietary preparations
and other goods which are sold by chemists. Each entry indicates

the various sources of supply in this country. Other literary pages
contain a digest of current legislation applying to the sale of spirits,

patents and trade marks, income and corporation profits tax, import,
stamp and excise duties ; and there is even a largely successful

attempt to render intelligible the provisions of the National In-

surance Acts. The " Diary " is issued to annual subscribers to the
" Chemist and Druggist " from the office of that paper, 42, Cannon
Street, London, E.C4.

Sensitometry of Photographic Emulsions.—A " Scientific
Paper " (No. 439) has been, issued by the United States Bureau of
Standards by way of description of the tests and measurements of
the characteristics of sensitive photographic materials which have
been made during the past few years by Raymond Davis and F. M
Walters, Junr., of the Bureau staff. The publication, which runs to

120 pases, contains a detailed account of the apparatus and methods
of testing which have been adopted bv the Bureau as standard
practice. Whilst both of these are broadly along the lines of Hurter
and Driffield, modifications have been made not only in the forms
of the exposing and density measuring machines, but also in the
manner of expressing the results. The greater part of the booklet
is taken up by charts and curves showing the spectral sensitiv.

fog density, characteristic curve, etc., of 86 different emulsions,
representing, so it is stated, practically all the brands of emulsion
(made in the United States) coated on glass and celluloid. Th*
trade names of the products are, however, withheld. The " Paper

"'

is certainly a contribution to the literature of sensitometry of photo-
graphic materials which those interested in the subject will wish
to have. It is issued by the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., price 35 cents.

Subject Index to Periodicals.—The compilation of an index pro-
viding a key to the chief periodical literature of scientific and tech
nological subjects, which was begun during the war by the
" Athenaeum, " has been continued by the Library Association, 33,

Blooms-bury Square, London, W.C.I. A subject index covering
periodicals issued in the years 1917-1919 has now been issued

volume of 555 pages of 12 x 10 inches. It contains 15.000 f

collected from 400 periodicals, representing the chief physical (in-

cluding biological) sciences and the various branches of techno
Optics and photography have come within this survey, but whilst

the former has yielded barely a column of entries, the latter pro-l

vides particulars which occupy nine columns. The compilation marks]
an enormous amount of close work done with meticulous care and

|

provides librarians of public or private institutions with a ready :

means of discovering some item of information which consui

of their collections of periodicals may be seeking. Its usefulness forj

this purpose would, we think, have been increased had a list of the!

periodicals which have been examined been included with the

itself. Without such an indication it is not possible to say 1

hand whether it is worth while to consult the index at all in the^

aim of tracing some item which has been known to appear in :•

given publication. The Index is published by the Library Ass

tion itself, price £1 15s. net.
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New Materials.
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funnel-shaped vessel at the rear of the reflect. ir. is then filled with
pure magnesium powder and the lid securely screwed on.

vessel is then fixed to the top of the reservoir by means of a n

rut working on a bolt, which also provides the means for fixing

reflector in position. The powder jet, J, project* through an aper-

ture in the reflector and its actual position may be regulated by the

nut and fork of the powder box. Attached to the lower chamber is

a piece of strong brass tube, D, which allows the lamp to be
to a broom-handle or other stout stick, which should have a pointed
end, and thus, when driven into the ground, make a stand for the
lamp.

To start the lamp it is now only necessary to turn the milled head
F. on the right-hand side of the reservoir slightly to the right

;

y, two turns are necessary. When water drips from a small
tube into the carbide chamber gas is immediately generated and
fit ws along the upright tube to the burner B. After twenty to

thirty seconds a light may be applied to the burner and a powerful
flame results. This light is now kept burning and serves a double

not only is it a nieai s of burning the magnesium, but it is also
an attraction to customers. At the bottom of the funnel-s 1

vrasel will be found a key K. This communicates with a

. small measuring chamber, and by turning the key into a
ital position with the light the valve is opened an.:

measuring chamber becomes filled with magnesium. The key is

then turned towards the light and the valve closes, thus preventing
powder from 'falling and ensuring an equal amount being used for
tach flash. At the rear of the apparatus is a rubber tube M. which
is attached to the small chamber. To make the flash the op.
has only to blow into this tube when the magnesium is conveyed by
means of the jet, shown in the front of the reflector, to

It has been found neceesar as large a flame as possible to

complete burning of the magnesium ; but this is an easy
ntrtter, only requiring correct b I of the water valv.

should be borne in mind that pure magnesium powder onlv must
bo uvd, and not the explosive flash powders.

only part of the apparatus requiring careful adjustm. I

A-der jet, which should de magnesium into the h.

part of the flame, for complete combustion. But this adj
easily made, and when once found to be correct the milled head is

screwed down and the lamp requires no further alteration. A rubber
ted with a brass tap may be obtained to blow the pot

the flame if the worker prefers this I nary meth.
rig; but this is only a refinement Die price, of the

r» are

New Apparatus.
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complete aa described above is 30s. net, while the ball and tube are

supplied for 4s. 6d. extra.

At such a low figure we feel sure that the ferrotype worker will

<1 dckly avail himself of the opportunity to possess this equip?

first cost would soon be covered by the additional work
possible.

A ISarkbt ('AUtsnAR— Messrs. Elliott k Sons are distributing to

rial photographers calendars for tl mill

and printed in the 1 ill style which has been followed for

some Lny profesi itographer, who
1st, ean ..I. tain a spe Messrs.

Herts.
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Meetings of Societies.
— »

MEETINGS OF SO( IKTIKS FOR NEXT WKKK.
Wednesday, Decenbeb 27.

Croydon Camera Club. Conversational Evening.

Photographic Society. "Beginners' Troubles.'

TlirHson . December 28.

Coatbridge Phot Assoc. President's Might. R. L. Collins.

Hill Camera Club. " Amateur Photographer, 1921, Prize

Hammersmith Hampshire House Phot. Soc "The Plate and the

Photographer." C. M. Thomas.

Letchwortl Club. " Holiday Slides,. Members.

North Middlesex Phot. Soc. "The Autochrome Process. J. t.

Nisbett. , ,
. _ .

Richmond Camera Club. "Flashlight. A. Dordan-I yke.

Fare \y, 1 HrKMKKu 29.

: >i .

. Porl .Miine." A. Benson Ray.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, December 19, the president, Mr. W. I.. F.

Wasted, in the chair.

Mr. 11. T. Meredith delivered a lecture, entitled " Grayure."

The lecturer said lie proposed to deal with the question of gravure

printing from a practical point of view, and from the standpoint of

the large firm catering for this class of work. Processes of printing

could be placed under three groups, each characterised by the for-

mation of the printing surface. Typographic printing required a

relief image as in the case of illustrations' when the image was

etched in relief. Planographic processes were surface printing pin

is, and in this category would be placed ordinary litho. or

offset and collotype. The image in these cases presented a flat fir

unbroken surface. The third group included intaglio printing, in

which the image was engraved or etched below the plane surface.

The name intaglio really meant carving out, and as an illustration

-raved monogram upon silver could be made to produce a

print in the same way as the gravure printing block. The early

types of aquatint or mezzo engraving, used a flat plate, which, after

inking up and wiping off, could be printed by a hand press only.

These processes were possible before the advent of photography,

but photo aquatint and photogravure were early examples of the

use of photography for printing with inks.

Rotary photogravure, as it was now being worked, allowed

printing to take place by the aid of cylinders at a high rate of

speed, with a consequent reduction of cost. The methods in use

today were somewhat similar to those used by Fox-Talbot. with

the exception that a cross-line screen is now used, while Fox

Talbot bad to utilise a piece of coarse muslin. Gelatine, which was

used to-day, was probably the medium used in the early process to

transfer the image to the metal. The image, in either aquatint r.r

ire, had to be split up into a fine grain effect, and in these pro

in dissolved in spirit was utilised. After the evaporation

of the spirit from the solution coated upon the metal, a fine deposit

i resin was left: the metal was etched through this by the aid of

aqua fortis, which presumably gave the name of aquatint to the

process. A dust cloud of finely powdered resin was also used, the

coating being subsequently fixed by heat. In rotary photogravure

the cruss line screen was an adaptation of Ives' half-tone screen.

The printing in this process was the present-day method of utilising

stem employed 70 years ago by calico and wall-paper printers.

Photogravure was not patented, but for many years was worked
secretly.

flic first step in the production of the rotary printing surface was
the copying id the original by means of photography. From the

negative thus produced a positive was made either upon glass or by
the carbon process. No screen was used in either of these sections

of the work, hut all necessary retouching had to be done i

upon the negative or the positive. As a large number of illustra

were required to be impressed from the same cylinder, it was
necessary to draw up a dummy sheet of the lay-out. This was
done by placing the carbon or elass positives upon a table with a

transparent top. and with a series of powerful lamps below. "While

this layout was being placed in position a large sheet of sensitise I

i tissue was exposed beneath a negative of a cross-line screen

was then given an exposure through the transparencies,
and. consequently, two images resulted upon (he exposed surface:
the ill] producing a negative image and the screen a posi-

tive image. Th image was thus broken up by the image
screen into squares, uniform in size, but unequal in density,

and each varying in proportion to the amount of light passing the
e. The carbon print was soaked in cold water and then

n the cylinder. This was then transferred to warm
water, when the paper backing was removed, leaving the gelatine
adhering to the metal. Development then took place m warm water,
and the gelatine constituting the image became, when dry, the
acid resist. Etching was effected ill a solution of ferric-chl

varying in strength according to the depth and tone of the i

A weaker soluti f the etching chemical penetrated the film

easily, and. then-fore, etched deeper and more rapidly than a

solution. It was thus possible, by varying the strength of this sub-
stance, to preserve within limits the actual tone values of the
original. After the cylinder had been examined and any defect
rectified by the engraver, it. was fixed in the printing machine.
The apparatus used at the present time supplied the paper from
the web or roll, and this, after passing over the stretching rollers.

came into contact with the cylinder, and so received the impression.
An interesting part of this branch of the work was the actual inking
of tin- cylinder. Thin ink was applied to the printing surface, which
thus became thickly coated all over. A thin steel blade, called a
" doctor," was then utilised to scrape away the ink from the
surface of the cylinder, leaving a deposit only in the etched portion.
As the paper passed over this cylinder it was pressed by a second
roller, and in this manner was Forced to pick up the ink from the
sunken image. The paper then passed over heated plates, and so
out of the machine. Much experimental work was now being done.
said the lecturer, in the endeavour to produce successful colour
prints by rotary gravure and some periodicals in America, were
to-day being printed ill three and four colours in one operation by
this process. Upon the proposition of Mr. Marshall a hearty vote
of thanks was accorded the lecturer for his clear and descriptive
explanation of the process.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. C. Pollard Crowther, as might be expected, drew a crowded

house to hear him on " The Man Behind the Camera."
This worthy person has been heard of before. According to the

usual plot, though details may vary, armed only with a spectacle
len.s set in a cigar-box camera, he triumphs over less gifted com-
petitors furnished with apparatus of the most elaborate kind,
which, for the purposes of the play, have been malignantly designed
for the express purpose of emphasising their defeat and discom-
fiture. The moral is obvious, and much the worse for wear.
Thankfully it is recorded that Mr. Crowther's theme was different,

and in his usual compelling manner he gave a corruscating sketch
Ot the way in which big men do big things behind their cameras
in the studio. Possibly an ultra-enthusiasm for the art of the
camera, or possibly long residence among the Japanese, with their

Oriental tendency to over-correction in laudatory expression, may
be the exciting cause for words of appreciation generally couched
in highly extravagant vein. " Bow down to the great masters of

the camera, and with adoration regard them and their works."
without exaggeration of language, in effect, commands Mr. Crowther.
Mundane mortals afflicted with a sense of the proportion of t

may be inclined to reply "Bow-wow! " with no disrespect ini

for the heads of the profession, who have done so much to raise

its status.

With these preliminary remarks it may be mentioned that the

President, (Mr. John Keane). in welcoming the visitor, said that

all would remember his last appearance, which was in the nature
of a typhoon accompanied by incessant thunder-claps. A ,

full of excitement and interest, but without any of the discomfort

usually attending these convulsions of Nature. It is understood

that the R.P.S. has recently weathered the same tempest, and
doubtless a full account will appear in its journal, provided the

i.vives his task.

As Jupiter was associated not only with thunder and lightning,

but with the growth of the fruits of the field, so the modern Jove
ed with the growth of camera pictures, and he induces

a real fertilisation, if a little too rich for hardy plants accust

tn a simple soil. However, it is given to few to make an evening

go i s Mr. Crowther can. or to arouse hope for better th'..trs in the

minds of beginners, or instil fresh interest among the photo-

graphically jad<

Among the concrete ideas which emerged at intervals from the

thunder-bolts of oratory, a few only were gr: the

club reporter, who experh ery hot time. Verv tn 1

lecturer said that progress is impossible if the worker c

appreciate the difference between what is good and what is bad.

ely, but bow this judgment (once obtained, worth nine-tenths j
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News and Notes.

i INDUSTRIAL CoiXO NS, Limited.—This firm have taken

l#w ,
Windsor Rouse, Victoria Street, Westminster, s.W.l.

ch address all communications should now be sent.

Camera Club.—The demonstration of flashlight portraiture with

an improved form Of installation which was to have been given at

the Camera Hub by Mr. Walter Thomas on January 1 nest has

been postponed until Monday, January 8.

l-'ii ms SPOILT by Ore.—A Chicago contemporary states that a

photographer of that city had the unpleasant experience of having

•DIM exposed films ruined because he placed some samples of high-

grade caniutile ore in the safe where the films were stored. The
radioactive properties of the ore caused peculiar designs to appear

on the films when they were developed.

OF London and Cripplegatf. Photographic Society.—This

eld established society in the city of London will hold its eighteenth

annual exhibition from February 12 to 14 next. There is an open

in which first and second prizes will take the form of bronze

plaques. The last day for the receipt of entries is January 29.

Prospectus from Mr. J. J. Butler, 7, Gresham Street, London, E.G. 2.

Tiik N.S. Cine Camera on Mount Everest.—Messrs. James A.

Sinclair & Co.. 54. Haymarket, London. S.W.l, have issued two
leaflets descriptive of the Newman-Sinclair cinematograph camera

with which the many remarkable cinematograph pictures of the

Everest expedition were taken by (apt. J. Noel. .The films are

now being used for the illustration of the fascinating lecture which

is being delivered twice daily at the Philharmonic Hall, Great Port-

land Street. London. YV. . under the auspices of the Mount F.

( lommif

Robbins. Manistre Bargains.— Messrs. Robbins. Manistre.

London Camera Exchange, 2, Poultry, Cheapside, London. E.G. 2.

send us a newly issued 64-page list of second hand apparatus. The
list fully itemises some thousand separate cameras, lenses, enlargers,

and oilier apparatus, and is even supplemented by a loose 4-page
inset which specifies such miscellaneous apparatus as cinematograph-

taking cameras, projectors, etc. Throughout the list substantial re-

ductions of prices have been carried out with the object of bringing

the quotations into line with current values. Moreover, Messrs.

Robbins, Manistre offer a further 10 per cent, discount for cash to

bona fide professional photographers.

Catalogue Compilers Please Note.—The " Times Literary

Supplement" calls attention to the accompanying very important
new regulations with respect to printed matter for the United States

and Canada :
" The United States Government have issued instruc-

tions that all books going to America must indicate the country of

origin. British 1 ks should have the wording. ' Made and printed

in Great Britain ' on the reverse of the title page. Otherwise they
will be detained by the Customs authorities until the law is com-
plied with. Similarly, the Canadian Government has sent out the
notification that the new Canadian Customs Regulation makes it

Bary that all printed or lithographed matter of all kinds.

books, pictures, etc., must be marked with the country of origin."

This regulation came into effect on November 1.

International Exhibition, Turin.—The exhibition which is to

be held in the spring at the Newspaper Palace, Valentino Park,
Turin, will embrace all branches of photography, cinematography,
and optics. The photographic section will be divided into seven
classes, which include every type of photographic work, together
with an exhibition of materials and literature. Pictorial and
colour photography may be entered in Class 1, where also a special

in for portraits will be included. Class 2 is for press photo-
graphs, and Classes 3 and 4 for industrial and scientific photography
respectively. For those exhibitors who visit the exhibition, special

Custom House and railway facilities will be provided, while the
committee, under the direction of Sir Giuseppe Ratti, will undertake
to obtain hotel accommodation at reasonable rates. Full particu-
lars of the exhibition may be obtained upon application to the
General Exhibition Committee, 26, Via OepdaJe, Turin.

Hand Camera for Snapshots or Cinema Films.—" Popular
Mechanics " states that there is now being manufactured in America
a camera which can be carried in the pocket, operates automatically
with the precision of a high-grade watch, and takes either cinema
pictures, snapshots, or time exposures simply by pressing a button.
No tripod or hand crank is required, the camera being held in the

hands and the b$i d by either of the two methods provided.
A metal spring propels the film, at the same time opening and

the shutter. Loading is accomplished in daylight by means
tal metal magazines, six of which are supplied with each

camera. The came! a weighs less than 4 lbs., measures 4 by 5 by
6i inches, and is fitted with a high-grade lens capable of produ
results equalling the professional motion-picture outfit. Stand
width films are used, and each picture is | by 1 inch. There are
four perforations on each side of each picture, making it possible
t: project the pictures on any standard motion-picture machine.
The camera accommodates 15£ feet of film, allowing 248 exposures,
0! 16 to the foot. The film is moved from one magazine to the
other at the rate of 1 foot per second.
Cleaning On. Paintings.—At a lecture delivered before the I

Academy on the preservation and cleaning of pictures, Prof. A. P.
Laurie said that the question of the preservation and cleaning of

pictures was not a purely scientific one, but involved certain aesthetic
considerations, and there had been some confusion r>f thought on the
whole subject. To deal first with preservation, it might be neces-
sary, to take an extreme case, where the paint was separating
itself from the canvas, to re-line the back or to remove the old

canvas and back it with fresh canvas in order to save the picture
I'sclf. and this would necessitate the removal of the old varnish
and replacing it by new varnish. A picture, on the other baud.
might be so otjSCured by old. dirty, and discoloured varnish as in

make it absolutely necessary that it should be cleaned in order to be
able to sci- anything at all. In both these cases some form of treat-

ment was necessary and justifiable.

A picture might have certain flakes of paint off it. and yet be
otherwise in g 1 condition, and in such a case it would probably

be considered necessary to restore the absent pigment. Here, how-
ever, they had to consider on purely sesthetic grounds whether such

a restoration was justifiable. In order that the general appear;

of the picture should convey to the observer what the artist intended.

it was necessary to replace the defective part, but from the point of

view of the minute and careful student of the picture it was cssen

tial that such replacement should be known. This difficulty could

be overcome by the taking of photographs of the picture before

repair, so as to put on record what was the work of the nc

and what the work of the restorer.

With reference to the cleaning of pictures, it might be taken as a

general principle that beyond such cleaning, which could be done by
wiping with a nearly dry sponge or by rubbing up with turps

cleaning should be done, unless it was absolutely" essential owio

the serious obscuring of the original picture. Cleaning should be

done under the most careful observation of experts, who were

prepared to stop the process at any moment, and partial cleaning

should be preferred to complete cleaning, with the danger of the

removal of paint.

While he was not prepared to give a final opinion

to the safest methods of cleaning, he suggested that where all

is used castor oil should be laid on the surface with a soft brush.

and then a mixture of castor oil and alcohol dabbed on with a soft

brush, and removed by diluting with turpentine and sopping up

with a large dry brush, Where alcohol is not a sufficiently powerful

solvent, copaiba balsam emulsified with ammonia might be use

preparation of copaiba balsam thinned with a little turpentine 1

laid on the surface first. If any friction is to be applied it should

be done with a soft rubber point, and at every stage examined under

a powerful magnifying glass.

Correspondence,

** Correspondents ikould never write on both tides of the piper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THE MANIPULATION OF MATT EMULSION PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As the leading manufacturers of matt-emulsion plates

we are interested in your correspondent's communication of last

week, relative to the refusal of the matt-emulsion plates to adhere

to the support after abrasion.

Contrary to the finding of Mr. A. B. Thomas, no difficulty has

been experienced in this direction, the film adhering as easily as in
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fine an example of " thrilling play of darkness and light " as I

made or hope to. ft must be going on for a quart

tury sums my friendship with F. C. T. began, so 1 can the

gamely now adjure him to "come on!
I'lilcnKiiiiK II E\ ins.

Answers to Correspondents.

In accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents.

We trill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cevt International Coupon, from readers

abroad^

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not later than Tuesday [posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

T B.—The firm for Heliolettea is now Messrs. Jefl'eries & Co.,

Ltd.. Pembroke House, High Road, Seven Kings, Essex.

Blue Printing.—The book you mention is " Ferric and Helio-

graphic Processes," by G. E. Brown, now out of print, but
possibly obtainable from Messrs. W. & G. Foyle, Ltd., 121/125,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

A 0. The trouble is entirely due to the rusty conditions of the
dishes. We should advise you to discard these altogether and
use either wooden or xylonite dishes in their place. Painting and
enamelling the old dishes would be useless.

I 8 I. stain occurs in the film of the plate owing to its extra
thickness, but we think you may easily remedy this by adding.
say, 5 per cent, extra sulphite. More bromide would give greater
contrast, and this, we take it, you do not want.

I.—We should say the spring controlling the blind has become
weak and requires renewing. You should send the camera to

Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck. Ltd., 4-6, Holborn Circus, Loudon.
E.C.I. This firm makes a specialty of focal-plane shutter repairs.

X. M.—The lens would be most suitable for studio work, especially
large head6, but it would not be better than the anastigmat for
groups. We should choose the latter under your conditions, as
the lens is apparently required more for commercial work than
portraiture.

II. V. R —If the print refuses to ink, we should imagine it has
been soaked in water of too high a temperature. It would be best
to dry the print and then re-soak in water at a much lower
temperature. The opposite applies if the print takes ink all over,
but. this may also be due to either unsuitable paper or bleaching
bath.

Pro.— (1) Lithographic ink may be used, but it is necessary to have
some little experience of the process before the best results may
be obtained with this substance. (2) The Bromoil brushes sup-
plied by Messrs. J. A. Sinclair & Co., Ltd.. 54. Haymarket.
London, S.W.I, are most suitable. (3) No; stencil brushes are
useless.

•J '
•—The general lay-out of your dark room seems quite satis

factory. Certainly, the window should be fitted with a blind
moving in grooves. Messrs. James A. Sinclair & Co., Ltd., 54,
Haymarket, London, S.W.I, make such a fitting which allows the
room to be instantly converted into a dark room by merely
pulling the blind.

S. E. E.—Yes, it is quite possible to place a odour filter in the
front of the spotlight

; hi fact, the makers of these lamps supply
various filters mounted in frames which fit the grooves in front
of the lamp. A yellow filter could be used when working with
panchromatic plates, but we do not see how the exposure could
be any less than if a filter was placed in front of the lens.

I. .8. -The trouble is due to some object which was in front or
behind the lens during exposure. As you are getting the patch
of lesser density in each exposure, we should advise you to
examine the inside of your camera. We believe the trouble will
be found to be due to a portion of the material of the bellows
which has frayed out and is in the path of the light from the

C B. E. The type of photograph you mention may l>e easily pro-

duced by means of a pinhole. A box is taken, capable of holding
a plate, of the size with which it is intended to work, in ah
upright position, about 2 inches from one end, At this end the

pinhole lens should be fixed. If you then place the pinhole about
6 inches from the sitter's face and give sufficient exposure you
will get the effect you desire.

C. B.—A good method is to first fog a dry plate and develop it to

an even tint of grey, then fix, wash and dry. This is then placed
in a printing frame in the dark room and a slow plate placed in

contact. Exposures are then made to candle-light at about 6 i

distance, commencing at, say, 2 seconds and increasing in any
known ratio until the 12 strips are exposed. The exp
is then developed in a clean non-staining developer.

M. B.—Matt varnish may be made as follows:

—

Sandarac 90 grs.

Mastic 20 grs.

Ether (0.720) 2 ozs.

Dissolve the resins in the ether and afterwards add :

—

Benzole £ to 1^- ozs.

The quantity of the l>enzole added determines the nature of matt
effect obtained. Apply the varnish cold to the glass side of the

negative.

Colour.—Yellow or three-colour filters are supplied in gelatii

all the leading makers, including Messrs. Ilford, Ltd. I

filters, when cut to size, may be placed in the tube of the

between the components. We think, however, it would be I

to obtain the three-colour filters in optical flats, as you will find

a difficulty in (hanging the gelatine circles between each exp
If you send the measurement of the outside diameter of you:

hood when ordering the filters, the makers will supply the filters

in cells which will fit.

P. L.—Hydroquinone accelerated with caustic soda is the best

developer for obtaining contrasty results. If the plates ara

over-exposed, double the quantity of potass bromide.

A. Hydroquinone 160 grs.

Sodium sulphite 2 ozs.

Citric acid 60 grs.

Potass bromide 40 grs.

Water to' 20 ozs.

B. Caustic soda (stick) 160 grs.

Water to 20 ozs.

For use take : A. 1 oz. ; B, 1 oz. : water, 2 ozs.

The temperature of the developer should not be allowed to fall

below 60 deg. I'\, or the solution becomes inert.

The British Journal of Photography.

Net Prepaid Ltne Advertisements

Scale op Charges.

12 words, or less, 2s. ; further words 2d. per word.

For " Box No." and Office Address in

Box No. Advertisements (6 words) Is.

Situations Wanted.— (For Assistants only.)

Special Rate of Id. per word, Minimum Is.

The Box No. Address must be reckoned as

six words.

For forwarding replies 6d.

per insertion for each advertisement.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements 16 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue is not

guaranteed.
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Eastman Portrait Film
Developing Tanks

Si/e No 2. Capacit.
X4J in. or or 4{JB
in. Tanlc only 19,'-. Cover (^K
Floating L

Size No v Capa- ity -TwenyoJ
X4fin..or

1 in. or H.

only SI 6 6. Co
iid a -.

No. 4. Capacity—Twcnly-
to kali plate or (oul^^H

•

v 6} in. Tank only 12 0.

Cover 11/3. Floating lid 4k.

Kodak Limited,

Kingsway, W.C. 2.

Teak Developing Tanks will enable you to

develop your films more quickly and economi-
cally than you can with the old fashioned

dish method. Tank development gives you
clean, crisp negatives, free from finger marks
and scratches. Eastman Portrait Film Tanks
are coated inside with an acid-resisting

preparation. They are strongly made of well

seasoned teak. They are exceedingly durable

and but read what Mr. James A. Hamilton
says about the Teak Developing Tanks.

James A. Hamilton.
CJ "Photographer

To KnJah Limited.

kineu.au. II

CLYDE STUDIO.
1 1. Broad St..

Staple Hill.

Nr. Bristol.

Dear Sirs.

In respect to the Film Developing Tank you sent

me for trial. I must say 1 am more than delighted with it. I

have been all my lit<- in the photographic business— born in it,

been 2b years on and had never tried Tank
development before, and / ihall never go back lo dish. It is so

clean and certain. I came to grid a little at first by either

over or under-devc'.opment. but now I am getting splendid

negatives and no trouble. 1 must thank you for inducing me
to try it— it is splendid.

(Signed) J. A. HAMILTON.
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Five Good Resolutions for 1923
1

.

For your Plates to use

lliingworibsj Studio Plates
Studio Ortho Fast (Genuine 400 H._ & D. Studio Fast Genuine 400 H. & D.) Studio Extra Fast

(Genuine 650 H. & D.). Illingworth's Plafes are clean in working and do not fog. They are constant in

speed, and the speed numbers marked on the boxes are the actual speeds of the piates.

2. For your Printing to use

lllltrgworfte Bromide de Luxe
A triumph in the art of sensitised paper making. White and Cream, single and double weight.

3. For your Enlarging lo use

Iltiportfe Bromide Paper
All the leading Trade Enlarging Houses use Illingworth's Bromide Paper because of its latitude in

exposure and development, freedom from waste, and the rich, cool sepia tones obtained in the sulphide bath.

4. For your Post Card work to use

Ifiiiinrfts Post Cards
" The cards with a reputation." Thousands of Professional photographers use them exclusively

because they are the best.

5. For your D & P Printing to use

llifforln Mogas
The universal paper for amateur finishing. Slogas gives bright, sparkling little

prints always.

T IXHi Ej • Write for particulars and 84-page

book, " Guide to Photographic Printing."

Gratis and Post Free.

There's a reason-
Only to be found by trial and regular use of these reliable materials.

Confidence in use and good results every time. This is the

pleasant experience of thousands of satisfied users.

THOMAS ILLINGWORTH & Co. Ltd.
PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.10.

TRADE MARK.

Look }or the Horse - Shoe
Trade Mark on every package-
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• lit in the respective industry in the

United Kingdom is seriously affected. Taking advantage
i associations , anion" them

ted with tlio manufacture of photographic

and apparatus, lodged a " complaint," where-

upon the Board of Trade follow • n in

namely, of appointing an independent comnn
ridence of the complainants and that of any

nents. As will be seen from the Report no evul

jubmited by the complainants regarding cosl of pro-

duction in Germany. On the alternative question, the

mittee's Report is that the evidence respecting

cameras and photographic lenses was insufficient i

convince them that the German articles " are being sold

fifered for sale generally or on a commercial scale in

United Kingdom at prices below those at which
similar goods can be profitably manufactured in this

itry." While pointing out that their 'report was
i at a time (July last) when German currency-

stood at about 2,300 marks per 6 sterling, they particu-

larly emphasise, in regard to cameras, that the number
imported from Germany is only a small proportion of

total trade' of the United Kingdom in these goods,

a view which they support from the official Customs
istics presented in tabular form in the Rep

Cleaning
Bromoil
Brushes.

The technique of the Bromoil process
has made great strides recently, and
much of its uncertainty has been over

careful experiment. The literature of Bromoil
rdingly grown rapidly, but not much lias

said about some of the minor, but still important, details
n- process. Among other items, when tin

was introduced, petrol was recommended for brush clean-
ing, and that is still the caao now. Petrol has one or two
drawbacks in use—it is never quite free from greasy
substances, and therefore leaves a greasy depos
brushes after it has itself evaporated; and although this

-it may be small, it is sometimes enough to interfere
with inking' when the brushes are next us., brol is

also very inflammable. A liquid which evaporates much
more completely, and which refuses to take fire, is carbon

achloride. The nam,, is admittedly more formidable
than petrol, and local dealers may be found unfamiliar

bstance. It is, howevejrj readily obtainable
chemical dealers and sundrieemen, and its

price is quite reasonable. The use of carbon tetrachloride
tot confined to brush cleaning. It may be used with

equal satisfaction for removing the inl; from a Bromoil
which is unsatisfactory

; and it is also a perfect substitute
for petrol for removing grease spots from clothing.

* * *

Bleach Prints. The aid of the photographer isven
called upon by the commercial artist

Iraughtsman to make prints, either of articles or of
existing drawings, to specific sizes, in order that they

form part of a, "lay-out." In other cases the
print is merely used as a basis for a line-drawing in
waterproof ink, the photographic imago being dissolved
away when the main work has been clone. A photo-

iher who has a convenient copying arrangement, and
-. premises are in a strictly commercial neighbour-
l, can make a very useful side-line of this work, but
e are individual likes and dislikes among artists that

should be studied if the work is to be profitable. The
principal consideration may be summed up in the familiar

in of the engraving and printing trades. " Time is the
ace of this contract." Some' artists like to make
line drawings upon a tracing linen or paper pinned

over the photograph, instead of utilising the bleach-out

method; in such ease-, obviously a vigorous print, some-
what on the dark side is indicated. On the other hand,
for the majority who still prefer the bleach method, an
over-exposed print, developed in a diluted and restrained
solution giving a weak greeny-grey result, will be the
best, as the hand work will show up much more clearly
a.s it progresses than upon a normal bromide print. Such
a print bleaches out in the iodine bath in a very few

ids. and i for the subsequent fixing
of cyanide to remc

EXPRESSION IX PORTRAITURE.
If we except those sitters whose only desire is ;

" pretty " portrait, we shall find that t
:

lera-
tum is a portrait with a pleasing or, perhaps, -.

correctly, a characteristic expression. More thai
well-known portraitist can tell of Bitters who. after he
has expended the utio ill upon them without
Success, have produced a snap-shot print and. .

whether it could be enlarged and finished, he:

was the best portrait they ever had." Such happei
give food for thought on the part of the portrait artist,
as to the way to avoid such humiliation in the futu
We should hardly like to refer to the oft-quoted storv of

Sir Joshua Reynolds, in which he is said to have wish<
dine with a sitter before painting his portrait, did it

not convey such an obvious lesson to anyon<
portraiture by any method. Here the painter wi

budy his model at his leisure, carefully noting any
little mannerisms, and particularly his ej
tin' most favourable moments, so that i

were more devoted to drawing than to the
expression, which was at this stage often marred
consciousn

The photographer is in a much less favourable position
than the painter, because not only has he less the
take stock of his sitter, but he has no opportunity of
modifying his work as it goes on. It is just a que
of an exposure of a few seconds at the psychological
moment, and success in these circumstances calls

a. combination of qualities which are rarely found in
human nature.

Every class of society has its own peculiar amen I

and the methods which are suitable for one are out of
place with another. Still, there are certain attrib

which may be considered as general to operators of all

classes, and we cannot do better than endorse tl

of Shakespeare to " assume a virtue though you
it not." Long experience teaches that, in the vast
majority of cases the sitter is a faithful mirror of the
operator. If the latter be fussy and inclined t<

irritable; if he be slow and self-absorbed: if he lie

unduly obsequious, or on the other hand arbitral

overbearing, these will certainly have a del
influence upon the sitter. If, on the contrary

.

operator be vivacious without being boisterous, courtly
without being servile, and well informed upon
matters as are likely to interest his client, the latter is

placed at his ease, and is likely to assume an expression
which will be acceptable to his friends.

The arts which evolve a favourable expression must
be carefully concealed from the sitter, or they will fail,

and particularly is an excess of words to be avoided.

We have heard operators of both sexes who have cackled
(there is no other word for it) to the sitter during the
actual exposure, and the worst of it was that the cackle
was not even intelligent, a! if sporting tall; 1 i

on the level of Ouida, who described her hero as pulling

two strokes to everv one of the rest of the crew in n
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More appreciation of

Eastman
Portrait Film

December 13//.. 1922.

London Photographic Studio,

5 Montgomery Street, Irvine.

. . . Portrait Film has made a great differ-

ence to our business. This is the first year we
have been successful with our Electric Light

Portraits, which is due to the Portrait Film.

1 he results are excellent."

Kodak Ltd.

igsway,

London, W.<

W. E. Price,

Commercial Photographer,

The Studio, Ankerdine Hills,

Martley, Near Worcester.

)ecember 13//.. 1922.

. . . The Films have two great advantages.

'(I) They are remarkably fast, which is a great

'advantage during winter. (2) They are unbreak-

'able. which is another great advantage when

'storing negatives. May I have the pleasure in

'enclosing a photograph made on Super-Speed
' Portrait Film, which I shall always use.

' The Portrait Film Tanks are a great success."
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A New Year Resolution
»

" To use only materials which will tend to the greater

efficiency and better production in the art of photography.

This resolution, if adopted, will not only benefit the
profession generally, but every individual. There is no
doubt that the British Public are admirers of good
workmanship, whether it be the massive dignity of

steelwork construction or the delicate art of portraiture.

Every Photographer should take advantage of this fact

and use only materials which will enable high-class

craftsmanship to be produced.

Chemicals are of first importance in this respect, there-

fore every Photographer should keep in touch with this

primary fact and see that he receives a copy of our
price list each month.

METOL-JOHNSONS AMIDOL-JOHNSONS

JOHNSON'S FLASH POWDER AZOL THE ACTIVE DEVELOPER
has been adopted by many Professional Photo-

provides a lighting medium of high actinic graphers as a " stand-by " developer. AZOL
value which will enable you to undertake is also admirable as a tank developer and for

business which otherwise would be practically producing soft negatives from harshly lighted

impossible. subjects.

oIUl 1 \JJ\I ONE SOLUTION SEPIA TONER
Full particulars of SEPTON will be sent post free on application.

The SEPTON method is making its appeal because a lot of work is saved by its direct method
of toning without bleaching.

SODA CARBONATE POT. FERRICYANIDE

SULPHITE „ METABISULPH.

SULPHIDE „ BROMIDE

VARNISHES and all photographic chemicals.

£T Send your request to be placed on our mailing list to receive a copy of our list each month.

JOHNSON & SONS,
Manufacturing Chemists, Ltd.,

23, CROSS STREET, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.C.
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1 exposing tho better, if the sitter can be
put • rt with the photon tags.

•f appreciation, r- nulated, will often

re in sec urine -^ion, but
only be uttered a moment or so before the

bulb is pressed. Such sentences seem trite in print, but
at the moment. A remark that there

i the hair, gives rise to the
iter's m I be beautiful.

•ts the
" " which

has been laid upon the soul. It is surprising how much
an be used, upon without
.deed, how n ' too, if

is no on-

.iliarity,

and fficult t-- om-
• the

rned that the
and as an artist

only, while the other is giving his personal opinion
.•i man.

Could we mention names we could give instance
failures which have been entirely due to an unfortir
personal manner on the part of the photographer, which
has rendered the highest skill and the most unflagging
industry worthless, while, on the other hand, a i

moderate amount of photographic ability joined to a
pleasing manner has spelled success. The public will

endure faulty technique, bad posing, and almost any other
artistic fault, but they will not forgive a bad expression,
hence the success of the snapshot, tt is well to remember
this when tempted to spend too much time in arranging
drapery or altering the pose, as it is so easy to wi

the sitter and so lose all prospect of getting a good
expression.

Brief mention must be made of the influence of tho
surroundings in the studio and reception room upon the

Scrupulous cleanliness, well chosen ornan
:'urniture, fresh and healthy flowers and plants, all

an important part in producing a pleasing
imprcssion^on the mind of the client, and no studi

humble to be able to disregard this hint.

EXPERIMENTS ON CONTROL IN CARBRO PRINTING.
«! of printing

to a eonaeqnentlv nw wall plate*, aa the

tor tho

In tho

• > of ma'-

« certain

in with what w.i- lriablea u

rint inok- no what
any pnrtinilar va >-{or*

a arriea

»»< know araha aro

I of a lata!

Ai a

v kept as constant as will usually be found
mporature

i v more than

!

ied to a aomewha'
not Dora, Aj the temperature ol

! the

•. great care was taken to havo a goo<l volume and start

operations on each print at exactly 04 deg. F. \ >n U
the harking was stripped, steps wore taken, by agitating the.

and by |>ouring water on to it. to remore all the freely

>le gelatine and pigment as quickly M possible. As soon
lit wus ell . cold water and p]

in tho alum bath. No attempt, of course, was made by
oged immersiim. or by the use of hotter prater, to lighten
' piece which would normally be considered too dark, nor

tiguona pieces off ono bromide compared until they
! v for drying.

[I did not appear useful to vary tho time of immersion of

iwuo in No. 1 bath, as it should be saturated with

M whero variations might occur were:—
1 \ 2 bath.

8 hath,

t with bromide print.

Time of -r paper before development,
s below give the results, while the notes on the

m refer to the cross checks previously mentioned.

Viavis'i Tin* or lMmtasiox n rto, I I'.atii.

tola: (1 1 Tim- ..( OOatact with 1 r

.. " tramfi i '.n minutes.

Type of print. unmer- Result

mar Komi.. All halt

heavy shadow
A goo<l6

s 10 Correct.

1 ,,

S ,,

A ,,

7 WelUnaloa
heavy print

Mi ,i

8
' JO \

heavy 15

" •• 30 " »•
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Vabtoio Stbbsgth of No. 2 Hath.

Cotwtaate: lime of contact with bromide, 16 minute*.

„ transfer paper. SO minutes.

No. of

Print.

Make of
paper.

Type "i

print.

.strength

solution.

Time of

Remark,,

(sees,).

II

15

lllingworth. Normal.

»»

A. annual
strength.
B, normal
strength.

li. half

strength.
B, quarter
strength.

15 '

15

SO

60

All ln;ir |:l •'- ,j::ll'. 1

up without much (in-

ference in density an<i

contrast. The quality
L2 and 18 was

apparently slightly

better than 11 and

V solution i* Autotype Co.'e make.
i: solution tains formaline B.P. sti based rroin a druggist.

VARVIXtl TlMI: OF CONTACT 'IF I'lSSn. ASP BlUlMlDK.

nf : Time 61 contact with transfer paper, 30 minutes.

Print.

Make ol
pain-r.

lype oi

pant.

- 'lime of
Immersion,

(aece.).

IlUngworth.
17 Wellington.
is

19 ,.

Normal.
Strong print.

15
ao
so
30

Time of

contact,
(mlns.).

i-i'.

10

Remarks.

No effect.

Full depth,

No. lti is part of print represented by 2U, 21, 22 ; the four piec
up together well.

is a duplicate of 25, and both are of the same depth ; tie- same
applies to 18 and 24.

Nos. 18 and 19 show a trifle more contrast, than 24 and 2:, ; their was
not much difference in the amount of bleaching between 17. 18,

and 19, 17 was rather more bleached'; but tin- results were clearly
not proportional to the time.

\AKY1SG TfMF. OF COSTACT OF TlSSl'K AND TRANSFER PAPF.K.

Constants: Time of contact with bromide. 15 minutes.
Temperature of development, 94' F.

No. oi Make of Type of
Time of
immersion

Time of

print. paper. print. in No. 2
(sees.).

(mins.).

20 IlUngworth. Normal. 15 30 Normal.
21 15 50
22 15 60
23 15 12
21 Wellington. strong print. 30 12 ,,

2.'.
" " 30 60 "

No. 23 is a duplicate off the same piece of bromide as No. 4, and joins up well
with :i, 5, 6.

The general trend of the results was a little unexpected.

It was known that Illingworth's paper in normal working
required less time in No. 2 bath than Wellington's, and the

appearance of the bromide print when stripped from the

pigmented paper is interesting.

In every case with Illingworth's paper (the prints were not
very dark) the print was completely bleached, and the results

tend to show that, given complete bleaching, none of the
variations attempted has any effect on the ultimate result.

Alternatively, there is not much object in continuing contact
between the bromide and the tissue when bleaching has
become complete.

With Wellington paper the prints used were rather dark.
Some black was always apparent on stripping, and where the
times of immersion in the No. 2 bath were long the amount
of bleaching was less than where it was short.

This only confirms the published directions that short immer-
sion gives depth and long immersion gives flatness, but with
this limitation that it is not possible to increase depth over
that which would be obtained as a straight transcript from
the bromide, though some control in lessening the depth is

possible.

It was not anticipated that so short a period as five min
iit contact with the bromide would give full depth, though
the print was a dark one to start with. Further experiments
with lllingworth paper gave results which were a trifle too

light. It appears better, as stated below, to adhere to tin*

standard fifteen minutes.

Another practical point which was clearly shown in t

trials is that a print on black tissue looks slightly darker than
one of brown colour, and this might be useful if a print was
required from a rather light bromide.

The increased length of time between putting the tissue on
the transfer paper and development did not. as is generally
supposed, require hotter water. The time which elapsed before

it was safe to strip the backing was certainly longer, but
this may well be. due to the tissue having dried somewhat
more; there was no difficulty in devekrping a print, which had
received sixty minutes' contact, with water at 94 deg. !'.

In the writer's opinion, therefore, the amount of control

possible by a long contact with the transfer paper is very

small, the extra depth, if any, which could be obtained by
this means is nothing more than could easily be washed off In-

hotter water without fear of blisters. Possibly a longer-

contact than one hour might have had some further effect.

It is therefore considered that the best method of procedure
is to standardise the length of immersion in No. 2 bath at

twenty seconds, with fifteen minutes' contact with the bromide,
and thirty minutes' contact with the transfer paper, and
make the bromide of such a depth that on stripping it will be
found to have just a trace of black in the shadows.

This means that a print on Illingworth's bromide paper
should be very considerably darker than on Wellington's; in

fact, it should be a trifle darker than would be required for

sulphide toning, while the Wellington print should not be
darker than normal; if anything a shade lighter.

It is not advisable to make darker prints than described,

as an increased time in No. 2 bath tends to impair the depth
in the shadows, so that the beauty of the process is lost.

It may be useful to state the experience with various makes
of bromide paper which have been tried:—With ICosmos,

Criterion, Kodak, a good rich print a trifle darker than on
Wellington is necessary. Paget should be half-way between
Wellington and lllingworth.

Vitegas and Vittex Gevaert (after bleaching and re-develop-

ment) require a print as dark as Illingworth's. All the abovo
refer to matt papers ; the semi-matt in the writer's hands
have- given considerable trouble with uneven patches.

Generally the best method is to have the right bromide for

the particular paper used, to standardise the times, and rely

on hot water for control, except in the case of very hard
prints, when the time of immersion in the No. 2 bath can be

increased somewhat. A. H. Ham..

QUINONE COMPOUNDS IN INTENSIFICATION
AND TONING.

In preceding papers* we have shown that the remarkable
oxidising properties of benzoquinone may be employed for the
reduction of silver images, by using a solution containing
sulphuric acid, and also for the intensification of negatives

p. 6.

B.J.," 1910, August 19, p. 625. and December 16, p. 949; 1921, January 7,
For other references, see " B.J.," 1921, February 11, p. 74.

and toning 'of transparencies and prints by compounding the

benzoquinone with a bromide or chloride. The theory of

these actions, which appears most probable, has been out-

lined; and the properties which we have described have
already been found of some service in photographic processes.

In the course of further experiments we have endeavoured
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For ease and certainty

use

Aira{tn°Scir(B@ini

Speed, colour sensitiveness, good modelling

in the high-lights and full detail in the

shadows characterise this plate. Its use

invests studio work with a sense of freedom

and security.

Speed H. & D. 500.

WELLINGTON & WARD, LTD.,

ELSTREE. HERTS.
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"ADEMCO "

DRY MOUNTING TISSUE
MANUFACTURED BY

THE ADHESIVE DRY MOUNTING CO., Ltd.,

27-28, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

THE PIONEERS OF DRY MOUNTING.

Every Packet of genuine Tissue bears our Trade Mark "ADEMCO.'
Dry Mounting Machines for Professionals and Amateurs.

A large range of suitable Mounts and Tints in Stock.

Sole Agents for Merrett's Patent Automatic Trimming Desks.

We have pleasure in announcing a

FURTHER REDUCTION IN PRICES

OF PLATINOTYPE AND

PALLADIOTYPE PAPERS

'BEST IN THE WORLD.

THE PLATINOTYPE COMPANY, PENGE, LONDON, S.E.20.
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ENLARGEMENTS IN COLOUR

FOB the establishment which depends to even a small extent on

work for amateurs a line of coloured enlargements has big possi-

bilities, and the present tranquility of business in general provides

a good opportunity for launching a campaign of coloured work.
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,,., this method of pricing seems to give

satisfaction all round.

I- . , .,,„... simple enough to make a good display and

a complete range of coloured work, without having recours

kind, but the frame give and finality

lisplay. Framing will follow an order for a coloured enlarge-

as surely as the purchase of a stamp follows the writing of a

letter, therefore it pays both photographer and customer to have

finished completely at first.—Thermit.

GERMAN SCIENTIFIC GOODS.

i 01 BOABB of TRADE Isvrmv Committee.

i riday last. December 22, was published the report of the

Inquiry appointed, under the. Safeguard!.)

Industries Act. hv the Board of Trade, to Kear a " complaint
'

lit by several trade organisations, among which were the

British Photographic Manufacturers' Association and the British

al Instrument Makers' Association.

mmittee consisted of Sir R. Henry Rew, K.C.B. (Chair-

man). Mi A. K. Davies, Mr. Rayner Goddard, Mr. A. E. Holmes

and Mr. -I. F. Mason. J.P., all of whom sign the report.

The in~: ruction to the Committee was (1) to report whether the

condil ified in Section 2 (1) of the Safeguarding of Indus-

fulfilled in respect of all or any particular varieties

of optical and other scientific instruments. The conditions

specified in this Section of the Act (which applies to the preven-

dumping " into this country) are that the goods are

sold or offered for sale at prices below the eo.st of production : or

that l.v reason of depreciation of currency in the country of origin

they are sold here at prices which are below those at which

similar goods can be profitably manufactured in the United

and that, in consequence of the above, employment in

the particular industry in the United Kingdom is being, or is

likely to be, seriously affected.

The Committee was also asked to report on the effect of the

imposition of a duty under Part II. of the Act, and also was

asked to express its opinion on the efficiency and economy with

which the goods are manufactured in the United Kingdom.
The proceedings of the Committee were reported in the " British

Journal " of May 19. 1922. pp. 298-299; June S, 1922. pp. 342-343;

and June 23, 1922, p. 371.

We print below those portions of the report which relate to

cameras and photographic lenses, in addition to the general intro-

duction and to the summary of conclusions. The portions omitted

are those relating to microscopes, prism binoculars, ophthalmic
lenses, and spectacle frames and eye-glass mountings, and mathe-
matical drawing instruments.

lo the

Bight lb in Stan-lev Baldwin, M.P.,

President of the Board of Trade.
SlK.

1. By your original minute of appointment, dated 27th April.
1922, this Committee was constituted under Part II. of the Safe-

guarding of Industries Act, 1921, to inquire into a complaint by
the British Optical Instrument Manufacturers' Association.
Limited, the British Photographic Manufacturers' Association, the
Spectacle Manufacturers' Association, and the Drawing Instrument
Manufacturers' Assocition, that Optical and other Scientific Instru-

lufactured in Germany are being sold or offered for sale

in the United Kingdom at prices which, by reason of depreciation
in the value in relation to sterling of German currency, are below
the prices at which similar goods can be profitably manufactured
'" '>' and that by reason thereof ' employment in
the industry manufacturing similar goods in the* United

likely to be, seriously affected. We were
ted, after ascertaining the facts, to report to the President

of the Board of Trade

—

"litions specified in Section 2, Sub-section
(1) of the Safeguarding of Industries Act, 1921, are ful-
filled in respect of *11 or any particular varieties of Optical
nnil other Scientific Instruments;

(b) on the effect which the imposition of a duty under Part II.

\ on goods of the class or description oo\
by the complaint would exert on employment in any other

an industry using goo'ds of that class
ion as material; "and

whether in the opinion of the Committee production in tie-

industry manufacturing simibi n the United E
dom is being carried Oil with reasonable efficiency and
c cpnomy.

2. The terms of reference to the Committee were published by the

Board of Trade in the " London Gazette " of the 28th April. 1922
and it was announced that our first sitting for the taking of
evidence would be held on the 15th May. 1922.

3. I In the 16th May. 1922, the Board' of Trade gave notice that

our Terms of Reference were extended to include Optical Klein

whether finished or not, manufactured in Germany, and that the

first sitting for the taking of evidence in regard to these additional

articles would he held on the 31st May.
4. All the articles to which our inquiry relates (with the exception

ol spectacle frames and eye glass mountings), are subject to a duty

under Part I. of the Safeguarding of Industries Act. which
into force cm 1st October, 1921.

5. The application was opposed by certain Wholesale and His

tributing Houses and Export Merchants, and also on behalf of

persons engaged in Scientific Research.

6. All the oral evidence was given in public and occupied four

sittings of the Committee. In all, twenty witnesses were examined :

ten persons, all of whom are a in the manufacture of

articles to which the inquiry relates, gave evidence in support tf

the application. Tl pposition witnesses consisted of the General

Secretary of the National Onion of Scientific Workers, the Pro;.

and Head of the Department of Chemical Technology at the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, the President of the Electrical

Wholesalers' Federation, and seven representatives of Importers.

Wholesale .Houses and Export Merchants. Both sides were repre-

sented by Counsel; Sir Arthur Colefax. K.C.. and the Hon. R.

Stafford Cripps (instructed by Messrs. Vizard. Oldham, Orowder and
Cash) appeared for the Applicants, and Mr. T. W. H. Inskip. K.C .

MP., and Mr. Ernest Evans, MP. (instructed by Messrs. Stikeman
and Company) appeared for the Opponents.

7. The oral evidence was supplemented by a large number of

specimens of instruments and articles which were handed in by the

witnesses and by detailed statements of cost of production and
other financial particulars which were supplied confidentially to the

Committee.
Cameras.

24. No figures were submitted to us of the output of the whole

of the camera-manufacturing industry of this country, but the repre-

sentative of a large English firm of makers stated that at present

their output of cameras is on the average about half that of 1913.

Account, however, must be taken of the fact that the firm in ques-

tion normally have a large export trade, and that this has decreased

to. at present, about 20 per cent, of the pre-war amount. During

the war. this firm, like others in the optical industry, concentrated

on the output of apparatus needed for the conduct of the war. 90

per cent, of their plant being employed in the manufacture of

special instruments. After the termination of hostilities the trade

experienced a boom. The firm mentioned could not meet the

demand in 1919; in the year 1920, the output was about three times

larger than at present. The number of employees varied as

follows :

—

Highest number employed in 1913 ..

Highest number employed in 1920

Number employed at present

845, working 55 hours
per week.

1,260, working 47 hours

per week.

380 (60 per cent,

working 47 hours

per week and 40

per cent. workin

»

34 hours per week).

The total number of persons employed in the manufacture of

photographic apparatus was estimated by one witness at 20.000.

hut this number was stated to include some 12,000 to 13,000

making sensitised material.

25. A witness for the Applicants informed us that German com
petition is very severe in the larger forms of camera, especially

those used by professional photographers, but the sales of tin's

.lass of instrument are small : competition is felt most keenly in

respect of the small plate camera. He slated, however, that th

demand for the plate camera is diminishing, whilst the demand
for the roll-film camera is steadily increasing. He added thai

most formidable competitors of the British manufacturers imp
their cameras from Canada.

26. The sole agent in Great Britain and Ireland of a German
manufacturer stated (hat bis firm sold 11 roll-film models for every
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Panchromatic Plates

are Essential
for many forms of present-day photography.

For Expert Work their use opens up new
possibilities in Successful Competition.

New paths are opening for a more correct

representation of visual values, and those who
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Enterprise and Good Work.

These plates are sensitive to all Colours.
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THE EMULSION

- is of REMARKABLE
RICHNESS and great

latitude.

- gives WARM BLACK
TONES, having the

characteristic quality of

an etching, by direct

development.

- gives PURE WHITES
and an exceptional range

of half tones.

- gives PERFECT SEPIA
TONES, either by Sul-

phide or Hypo-alum.

"A

NUMEROUS FAMILY,

BUT OF

EXCELLENT STOCK.
»

~ B. P. A. ~
HE

SPECIAL PLATINE BROMIDE

THE SUPPORTS

are of PUREST RAG
paper from the world-

famous RIVES mills.

are FREE of BARYTA
COATING -thus the

full artistic value of their

delicate natural texture is

retained in the finished

print.

are particularly suitable

for DECKLED EDGE
prints.

offer an UNEQUAL-
LED RANGE of art

surfaces for every

purpose.
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1
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For Test Samples, Free to Bona-fide Professionals,

Write:- M. BAUCHET & CIE.,(S.P,D6Pt.)

B.P.A. HOUSE, EMERSON PLACE, LONDON, S.E.I.
(Close to Southward Bridge, Baukside.l

Tdtframs : " Ztdabepeay, Boroh, London. 'Phont: Hop 5440.

Reg. Office & Works : RUEIL (S. & O.), FRANCE. Paris Showroom. : 1, RUE AUBER (Opera).
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1923

Opportunities
"Craps lo catch the §unbeams"
Cost Clrtle at Sands hunter's.

THE Patron Saint of Photo-

graphers—genial " Old Sol

"

himself—will open the Door
to each Day during 1923.

Don't be a pessimist and think or

say that you cannot always see his

bright and cheering countenance.

His is the golden lining behind our .

smoke-laden clouds—his the warmth
. without which we should perish in

another Glacial Age.

Every Photographer—with Electric

or Daylight Studio—is indebted to

the Light Rays of the Sun for the

basic medium of Light wherewith he

prints his pictures of Light and Shade.

Cameras and Lenses are only man's

ingenious traps to catch the sunbeams,

albeit with varying skill of crafts-

manship.

London City is famous for its fogs

that shroud the smiling face of Old
Sot, but it is also famous as the home
of Sands Hunter's Photographic

Stores. Here the photographer can

always obtain—'in person or by post

—Cameras, Lenses, Stands, Enlar-

gers and other Accessories of the

Photographic Art—'all at Bargain

Prices that mean a considerable

saving to the sorely-strained purse

of the photographer who desires that

his " traps to catch the sunbeams
"

shall be as up-to-date as possible.

THE LATEST FASHIONS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

This matter of being up-to-date means keep-

ing up with the Latest Fashions in Photo-
graphy—indoor and outdoor.

Long Focus Lenses are now in demand
for large head studies, while out-of-doors there

is plenty of money to be made with Cameras
suitable for obtaining "live" pictures similar

to those constantly appearing in the picture

papers. This is the stocktaking time of the

year. Think—isn't there a Lens that would
help you to make moremoney ? That selfsame
Lens is in stock at Sands Hunter's—waiting

to work for your benefit. Why not call or
drop a line about it ? Ask the price, you will

be agreeably surprised, as you will find that

it will cost you much less than you expected.

Why not call or write—without delay—in

order to make the most of your 1923 Oppor-
tunities ? Address

—

SANDS HUNTER'S
(SANDS, HUNTER & CO., LTD.)

PHOTOGRAPHIC STORES
Show Rooms Always Freely Open to View.

37, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C2.

MATERIALS (continued).

OQS. 6d. 1,000, De Luxe Bromide Postcards, non-
•^O abrasive; all surfaces, strips, or singles;
quality guaranteed; 6,000 lots, post free.—Nene
Photographies, Peterborough.

Kf\ Of Hi (as pc '

s
'

aU ^"des. Mst-class
0\J,\J\JV line, 30s. 1,000.—JBarrv Hum
100 000 BBOHIDl P.C.'s, brilliant glossy,
J-\J\JtW\J grand quality, singles or strips,
32s. 6d. 1,000. A real de Luxe Card.—Harry Hunt.

lOn 000 BKOMIDE P.C.'s. singles or strips,
1-\JVJ,W\J one price, 3fls. 1,000. All first-
grade cards. -Harry Hunt, 15, HiUcrest Bd., Acton
Hill, W.3.

SERVICE.
ART Celluloid Miniatures, 3 grades, cameos,

cigarette cases, etc. Lists free.—Dorrett and
Martin, Belle Vne Rd., S.vT.17.

ARTIST.—Monochrome, water and reproduction
work; miniatures; exhibitor.—Holdeo, 39

Grove Lane, Kingston, 8.W.

CELLTJiOID Tinted Miniaturos, 6s. per dozen;
Postcard Printing, Is. 3d. per dozen.—

iHigginson, "Cintra," Springfield Rd., Sunbury-
on-Thames, Late of Puwerscroft Rd., Claptom
ENLARGEMENTS, mounted, spotted, 1/1-pl.,

2s.; 10 X 8, 2s. 6d.; 12 x 10, 3s. 6d.; 16 X 12,
5«. Retouching, Printing, at moderate prices.—
Faulkner and Beeby, 26, Archway Rd., N.19.

ENLARGEMENTS of finest quality" on Welling-
ton Bromide, all surfaces, 1/1-pl., Is.; 10 x 8,

Is. 3d.; 12 x 10, Is. 6d.; IS X 12, 2s. ; 20 X 16, 3s. 3d.
Our sepias are greatly admired. Discount to pro-
fessionals.—Percy J. Slater, Sawtry, Peterborou gh.
ENLARGEMENTS.-M x 16 Prints and Finishes

my speciality.—Chick, 7, Rodborough Mews,
Paddington, W.9, 'Phone : Maida Vale 2682.

ENLARGEMENTS of quality Aerographed and
Finished on P.S. mts., 10 x 8, 2s. 6d.; 12 x 10,

3s. 9d. ; 15 x 12, 5s.; copying, 6d.; sepia, 6d.; plus
P. and P.—Cyril Clifford and Co., 565, Battersea
Park Rd., 6.W.U.
POSTCARD Printing on IUingworth's de luxe

contrasty and normal, views, etc., 10s. gross,
60s. 1,000.—Aerial Photo Co., Peterboro'.

POSTCARD Printing—We have pleasure in
announcing reduced charges to Is. 3d. per

dozen; no cheap cards used; discount to profes-
sion .—Slater, Sawtry, Peterborough.
QUICK Service Postcard Printing.—Black, 50s.

1,000; sepia, 60s.; grosses 10s. and 12s.; c.w.o.
—Ewart Gardner and Co., 110, John Bright St.,
Birmingham.
RETODCHING.-Photographers' best prices;

quick return. Personal Postal Lessons.—T. S.
Bruce (est. 25 years), 4, Villas-on-Heath, Vale,
Haropstead, London.

RETOTJOHING.-Photographers' own prices;
cash with order.—Bilby, 598, Eglinton St.,

Glasgow.

(JILHOTJETTBB (Statuettes) cut in 3-pIy. WriteO for prices.—Campbell Gray, 88, Edgware Rd.,
London, W.
OA x 16 Coloured Enlargements, from photo or
£i\) neg., 5s. 6d.; carriage Is.; astounding value.
—Box C. 3 , 24, Wellington St., W.C.2.

Kfj/. 1,000 Postcard Printing, our (B Special)
0\jl black glossy or matt; competition defied;
samples free.—Aerial Photo Co.. Peterboro'.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ANT Waste Negatives bought for cash; collected

on receipt of 'phone message; best prices
given; over two million already purchased. Estab-
lished 20 years.—Hunt and Co., 4, Elizabeth Place,
Rivington St., Shoreditch, E.C.2. 'Phone: Bishops-
gate_1813.

B ALMANAC, 1923 edition, is now oiTsale
•O . at all photographic dealers, newsagents,

and bookstalls. Paper covers, 2s.; cloth bound,
3s. net.

INVENTORS advised free. Write for free hand-
book.—King, Regd. Patent Agents, 146a, Queen

Victoria St., London, E.C
.

MATERIALS of all descriptions wanted, large
quantities; also Cardboard Plate Boxes.—

Box X. 13. 24. Wellington St., W.C .2.

PRACTICAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. By
E. J. Wall. The latest and most complete

manual of colour processes. It contains the work-
ing details for the Autochrome process, and also
for the many processes of making colour prints
>nd transparencies by dye-toning and other
methods. A most comprehensive and practical
treatise. Price 13s. 3d., post free.—Sole English
V gents, Henry Greenwood and Co., Ltd., 24, Wel-

' ington St., W.C.2.

X*0 3s., £2 2s., and three 10s. 6d. prizes are
*/«J offered quarterly for the best pictures of
Leyland vehicles. Full particulars of rules and
nature of photos required will be forwarded on
request.—Leyland Motors, Ltd., Publicity Dept.,
Leyland, Lanes.

Fallowfield's
PLATE SUNK MOUNTS
Board.

10x8

12x10

14x10

15x12

18x14

20x15*

24x19

For Prints.

\ plate

1/1 plate

1/1 plate

10x8

12x10

12x10

16x13

Per 100.

11 6

17 6

22

27

40
52 6

84

Per 1000

100

150

200

230
360

450

700
Sample tints and substance on application

FOLDER MOUNTS
Fifteen usable or returnable patterns in

latest designs for postcard or cabinet sizes,

2s. 6d., post free.

RAPID DRY PLATES.
Speed 400 500 H. & D.

5i x 3i 25/- 28/6 NETT per gross.

6i x 4| 35/- 38/6 NETT per gross.

8i x 6* 5/6 6/3 NETT per dozen.

C H E M I C A L S.
SODA HYPOSULPHITE.

Amidol, Hydroquinone, Metol, Pyro, Potassium
Bromide, Ferricyanide, Metabisulphite, Soda Car-

bonate. Sulphite, Sulphide.

List oj current nett and reduced prices on application.

ENAMELLED STEEL DISHES.
NETT PRICES.

Best quality. White inside and Blue out.

1 plate, 2/0 ; I / 1 plate, 3/0 ; 10x8, 3/9 ;

12x10,4/6; 15x12,6/6; 20x16,11/0;
24X19, 25/0; 23x7, 8/6.

PRINT FINISHING PENCILS,

For Matt and Satin surface Prints, in Black, Brown,
Grey and Sepia, 6d. each, 2/- per set.

RETOUCHING KNIVES.

Set of three different shapes, with stone for

sharpening, in snap case 5/6.

RETOUCHING PENCIL HOLDERS AND
REFILLS.

Holders 1/- and 1/9 each. Refills per box of 6:
Autotype 1/3, Diana 1/6, Hardtmuth 1/-, Royal

Sovereign 1/8, Venus 1'9.

POSTCARDS.
Bromide and Gaslight.

Revised and Reduced Prices on application.

From 32/- per 1,000.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED

Jonathan Fallowfield
LIMITED,

Central Photographic Stores.

146. Charing Cross Rd.,London, W.C.2
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SELLERS & EXCHANGERS

NEW EDITIONNOW READY

CAMERAS

LANTERNS

BINOCULARS

CINE

CAMERAS

LENSES

ENLARGERS

MICROSCOPES

CINE

PROJECTORS

.

.

R.M." BARGAIN LIST FOR JANUARY, 1923,

Gratis and Post Fre* to all readers of " THE BRITISH JOURNAL " on application to

|flB

doHbmtaw ©ameratifxcJjatige
No."! POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2.

T» rot-one S09I Central. Forelsn Tels«r-nms- " Lonearrterex, London."
<J Tai*«r-«ms Lr-near. • London

ONE MINUTE FROM THE BANK OF ENGLAND AND STOCK EXCHANGE.

! CKe SERVICE iW SATISFIES
I III SI II I' I N

caaaot possibly jtre you an>

•rial order will convince you that

in \1 IT* RVPIO DBI I

BRO.M1DK . N. VK(,

tbe oaauly oi out work

HODI VI run > 1

I Mr.N IV

Mourns Pun

Aaram' Fi»it«-

IMMOUNTED
b--i

Buck Stria B4>f» :*>•,. Buck Sou

6ix4J 9d. lOd. 12 1/4 178 1/10

6i 1- 13 1 9 2- 26 3-

10 1 4 16 26 3- 36 4-

12

12
1 9 23 36 4-

46 56
43 53

•12 23 29 5- 56 63 7-

15 3- 36 7- 76 9-106
36 46 8 6 96 116 12 6

5- 63 10 6 15 6 17 -

I

Reduction for 3 ENLARGEMENTS liom Mir* net.

arskallfc'Of
<rVfaf\sfield Rd..Nottmgkgm.
Ol

THE TELEROS
L/g/i/. Efficient Fast.

The Tclcros Lens is the latest product of the

Koss, the manufacturers of the first

large aperture fixed focus telephoto lens.

What thm Photographic Prm ray a6o«l it I—

The lens it. forita slxe. much lighter In welsht than

any similar type of lens I have seen. The sctu.il lent

rsamlt ed. thounh only li«ted for a quarter plate, waa

found to cover a half pi

The definition was found to be good over the whole

area right up to the corners of the plate.

This lens will be most valuahle. and ita computation

an i construction marks another triumph for the 'JoSae

of Rosa.—W. B. F. In "The Photographic Journal

Aik ytmr dfttr or wriu itrtzt /or a fully daenpliot Itafttt.

ROSS, Ltd., SSS. London, S.W.4. |
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BARTONS Barton'sBritishMounts
I THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

BARTONS

H

N

WRMJNGHAM BARTONS (BIRMINGHAM) LIMITED, coswav works, finch road. BIRMINGHAM. BIRMINGHAM

N.B.—NEW STYLES NOW READY. SAMPLES UPON REQUEST.

0do&
ia

If you seek Enlarging and Trade
Printing of the very highest quality

—technically and artistically—let

us show you what we can do. Our
studios are equipped in the very
latest style, and our staff are crafts-

men in the real sense of the word.

Prompt delivery, extremely
moderate prices, and work which
cannot fail to please your customers
is what we offer. Moreover, you are
relieved of much unnecessary work.

May we send you our
professional list ?

PHOTO PRESS,
Johnson's Court,

Fleet St., London, E.C.4

'Phone :: :: City 7070

HAVE YOU TRiED

Super Postcards«-^^^—»** TEST 100 4/3

NORTON W. WHITE & CO.,
35. BAYNHAM ROAD. HERTFORD.

TAKE NOTE

a

Bango
Quick
Glaze

">>

j*

JVo Glass-polishing, fio
French-chalKjng. JWo XOajcing.
JVo Labour. ffo Failures.
I'nce 1/6 t 4/a postage M. & 1/- emra.

Uealers or direct by return.W A half-gallon tin (makes 800 ouncesl
post free for 15/"

Inscriptive circular and current price list fiostfree

THE VANGUARD "A" COMPANY.
Maidenhead, England.

If you want an intellectual treat—

a

magazine packed with helpful and
delightful photographic articles

—

write for

CAMERA CRAFT
The world-famed Photo Magazine.

For Amateurs and Professionals alike.

The first copy will make you
want to become a regular reader.

Testimonials from all over the world.

Send at once tor sample copy,
1/6 post free, to sole British Agent

FRANCIS COLLAS,
3, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, E C.4.

HErAms z:*t°
W/e specialise in Repairs and Alterations tow Photographic Apparatus of every
description. All work carried out efficiently
and promptly. FAIRBROTHER & BOWElN,

9, Farrinfdon Avenue, London, E.C.4-
Phone; HOLIJOKX 2887.

•L.N.A.
About Enlargements

•J The best equipped studios, the

finest expert staff to be found
anywhere, the most careful organi-

sation—these form the triple basis

upon which the name and fame
of L.N.A. have been built.

•I L.N.A. enlargements are noted
and distinguished everywhere for

their wonderfully artistic—and
customer - pleasing "

qualities.

fl L.N.A. service is always v

prompt and helpful, and reason-

able in its charges.

Write for Price List to

PROFESSIONAL DEPT.

LondonMews A gency*^ r* Photo., Ltd.

46, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

TEL. 2865.

The Royal Enlarging Co.,
tel 2665 68, GODWIN ST., BRADFORD. FOR QUALITY

Plate sunk, with tint laid on 10* X 8*
(J pi.). White,

or Neatly Embossed P.M. Fine Linen Finish,

1,000 80/-, 500 45/-, 250 23/6, 10010/-, 50 5/6.

Ditto, 1
2* X 1

0*
( I / 1 pl.). 1 ,000 £6 10s., 500 68/6,

250 36/-, 100 15/-, 50 8/. All Carriage Paid.

CABINET OR POSTCARD MOUNTS, 9j* X 7",
A880RTEO DESIGNS, 100 9/-, 250 20/-, 500 37/«
pott paid.

SKETCH COVERS. BEVELLING BOARDS.
URGENT ORDER SERVICE Phone: Mitcham 15S8.

MOUNTS
Postcard & C.D.I/. Calendar Mounts,
Assorted Sample Packet 2/6 post free.

WhiteEnIargementMounts,20* X 16* for 12' X I

print. Good Quality Thick Board, P.S. tint laid

250 82/6. 100 35/-, 5018/6, 2510/-.

Ditto 15*Xl2* for 10*X8* print. Ripple or pl
surface. 250 65/-, 100 27/-, 50 15/6. 25 9/S

Despatched by return. Carriage Paid. Samples with pleasure.

BEAUTIFUL SHADES ART MOUNTING BOARDS.
24i* X I %', Sample doz. 7/6. Post paid.

'''

on.

lain

PERCY CARTER & CO., CAUSEWAY, MITCHAM.
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Barnet
Matt-Emulsion

Plates.
Self-Screen 300 H. & D.

Super-Speed 550 H. & D.

43, Dover Street.

Piccadilly, London, W.I.

To Messrs. Elliott & Sons, Ltd., Barnet.

Dear Sirs.

Tl e batch of Barnet Super-Speed Matt Plates just

receive! is extremely good. You seem to have

conquered the control of the plate, and each batch

teems better than the last.

,<rcciate the fine grain ; it greatly facilitates

the retouching.

Yours faithfully.

:CUS ADAMS.

b«:nd for particulars.

Manufactured only by

Elliott & Sons, Ltd., Barnet, Herts.
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a

a

SOME
NEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS

ARE FORGOTTEN VERY QUICKLY

MAKE A RESOLUTION
TO USE

GEM
SALON XPEES

H. <& D.

OR

SALOM IS©
(BOO H. <& D.

AND YOU WILL KEEP TO
IT FOR THE WHOLE YEAR.

The high speed and quality of these

studio plates will give you results that

will bring repeat orders and make the

year 1923 a prosperous one for you.

They possess the essential requirements

of good work :

—

SPEED,
FINE GRADATION,

EASE OF WORKING,
UNIFORMITY.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

THE
GEM DRY PLATE CO., LTD.,
CRICKLEWOOD, LONDON, N.W.2.

Us: *

THE continuous interest in colour
photography and the want of a

complete and comprehensive work-
ing manual of the subject have led to the
preparation of the book here announced,
which is a thoroughly practical work,
containing working directions, including
every detail of formula and manipulation
for every process of colour photography
which has any claim to practical utility

or any theoretical importance.

As sole distributing agents in Great Britain (or

the American publishers, Messrs. Henry Green-
wood & Co., Ltd., are able to supply this new text

book by return of post to individual purchasers and
for distribution through the usual trade channels.

Practical Colour

Photography
By E. J. Wall

The comprehensive and up-to-date contents of

this new manual will be seen from the following

list of the subjects of the chapters :

—

Principles of colour.

Plates and colour-
sensitising.

Making and using
light-filters.

Safelights ; desen-
sitising ; develop-
ment, etc.

Cameras for colour
photography.

Three-colour prints
by carbon and
Raydex processes.

Pinatype colour
prints.

Relief colour printing
and methods.

Dye-toning pro-
cesses.

Three - colour gum
b lchromate
process.

Methods of pre-
paring lantern
slides in colours.

Screen - plate pro-
cesses; Auto-
chrome, Paget,
etc.

Bleach-out process.

Lippmann or inter-
ference colour
photography.

Seebeck process of
direct heliochromy.

Colour photography
by diffraction.

Prismatic dispersion
process.

Two - colour
processes.

Cinematography 1 n
colours.

The book is illustrated by numerous diagrams.

Price, substantially bound in red cloth, 13s. 3d.,

including postage to any part of the world.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington St.,

London, W.C.2.
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31. As we have pointed out, the number of cameras imported
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in unemployment in the photographic lens industry
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i of production as defined in Section 8 of the Safe-

guarding of Industries Act, 1921.

(2) The evidence placed before us in regard to microscopes,

prism binoculars, cameras, photographic louses and oph-

thalmic lenses is insufficient to^onvince us that such articles

manufactured in Germany are being sold or offered for sale

generally or on a commercial scale in the United Kingdom

at prices below those at which similar goods can be pro-

fitably manufactured in this country.

(3) We are of the opinion that (a) metal spectacle frames and

eyeglass mountings, and (b) mathematical drawing instru-

ments, manufactured in Germany, are being 6old or offered

for sale in this country at prices which, by reason of

depreciation in the value in relation to sterling of German

currency, are below those at which similar goods can be

profitably manufactured in the United Kingdom. We con-

sider further, that, by reason thereof, employment in these

industries is being or is likely to be seriously affected.

We are of opinion that the imposition of a duty on those

articles would exert only a negligible influence on employ-

ment in any other industry using them as material, and

also that t lie industries manufacturing these goods in this

country are carried on with reasonable efficiency and

economy.

(4) No evidence was offered to enable us to express any opinion

on the question whether the conditions specified in

Section 2, Sub-section (1) of the Safeguarding of Indus-

tries Act, 1921, are fulfilled in respect of any optical

elements or optical or scientific instruments other than

those we have specifically dealt with.

We wish to express our indebtedness to our Secretary, Mr. T.

Turner, for the valuable assistance he has rendered us during the

whole ef our proceedings and in the preparation of this Report.

We have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servants,

R. Henry Rew (Chairman).

Arthur K. Davtes.

Rayner Goddard.
A. E. Holmes.
James Francis Mason.

T. Turner (Secretary),

August 3. 1922.

The full report has been published by His Majesty's Stationery

Office, price 9d. net, and is purchasable through any bookseller, or

directly from H.M. Stationery Office at the following addresses:

Imperial House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, and 28, Abingdon

Street, London, S.W.I; 37, Peter Street, Manchester; 1, St.

Andrew's Crescent, Cardiff; or 23, Forth Street, Edinburgh.

Assistants' Notes.

Nottt by and for assistants will be considered for this column.

Payment fair accepted contributions is made on the first of the

month following publication.

Cleaning Originals before Copying.
Many of the original prints received for copying would yield better

results if they were cleaned before being pinned upon the easel.

This must not be done indiscriminately, however, as what may
freshen up one photograph may utterly ruin another. A Daguerro-
type, for instance, will hardly stand brushing with the softest of

camel-hair, while a collodion positive (often confused with the

above-mentioned), if uncoloured, may be washed with water and a
tuft of cotton-wool. These also may be revarnished to advantage,

hut a hot varnish must be employed, a cold celluloid varnish being
quite unsuitable. Some cold varnishes are liable to dissolve the

collodion, and with this the picture. Many of the " tin-types
"

brought in to be copied are coated with gelatine, and will stand
a fresh fixing in hypo, followed by the usual washing and drying.

A coat of varnish upon these will often remove the scratchy surface

caused by rubbing. As regards prints, a collodion print must not
bi cleaned with spirit, but with plain water, which, however, may
remove any spotting that has been done upon it. A platinum print

may be rubbed over with very soft lubber or with bread if there

is much dirt to remove, but the handling must be patient and
gentle, and the print quite dry. Gelatine and albumen papers may
he cleaned with water, with the risk of removing any hand-work,

but methylated 6pirit, often advised, seems liable to make a dirty

solution that soaks into cracks, especially into the edge of the print

where it joins the mount.

Where hand work has been done upon prints of all kinds, a very

safe thing to use for cleaning is good motor spirit or benzine. This

will not affect any touches of water-colour, but will most certainly

remove pencil-work. For any kind of print which bears pencil

drawing it 6eems impossible to do anything more than brush off

any loose dust.—C. M. K.

A Novel Plate RacK.
The plate-rack illustrated was made partly as an experiment to

discover whether certain ideas would be practicable, and, secondly,

in order to make use of a set of deep but narrow stoneware tanis

that came into my possession. The result of the experiments proved

perfectly satisfactory, and there is no reason why the principle of

this rack should not be adopted with entire success. Wooden racks

for tank use are not particularly easy to load, especially with pan-

chromatics in the dark, and they displace a large volume of water,

so that a roomy tank is needed, or care must be taken to use the

right bulk of solution. Moreover, if a wooden rack is not filled up

it tends to float and lift plates above the solutions at one end or

corner. Metal racks, which have the grooves nearer together than

wooden ones, are liable to corrosion and chemical action, which may
affect the plates. The aim of the rack shown is first of all to hold

the plate firmly at as few points as possible, so as to allow solu-

tions in developing and fixing, water in washing, and air in drying,

to circulate with a minimum of obstruction. It succeeds in doing

this by supporting the back and edge of the plate at three points

only, a slight tilt preventing any tendency to slip out. The film

side is not touched at all. This is achieved by having the teeth of

the racks perpendicular on the right-hand side, and slanting away

on the other side, so that by putting plates in with films to

the left they drop into the notches until the glass comes up against

a straight side.

That there is no particular difficulty in 'loading up I proved

by taking the rack, as soon as I received the first model, into the

dark-room with a packet of spoilt plates and loading up in absolute

darkness. With no previous trial the operation was as quick and

accurate as with any other kind I have used. Also the plate will

not easily drop out, as I have repeatedly demonstrated by swinging'

<. rackful about quite hanpily, and it may also be noted that the

rack will accommodate more than one size of plate.

By means of a small hole in the top bar the rack can be hung
upon a hook screwed into the wall. Drying of negatives thus takes

place evenly and rapidly, while they are out of harm's way and

require no shelf-room.—D. Charles.
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New Year
Reliability
. • Service

ORTHCX
eric/ima

Genuine 500 H. & D.
For artificial light

At Home Portraiture

Flashlight work
and all high - speed

Note is tl

to try a netc pit CXpOSUTeS • • • •

.S'(//</ for Sampl

Half-Plates 5/3 doz. ; Postcard 4/- ; Whole Plate 10/-

GEVAERT, Ltd., 115,Walmer Road, London, W. 10.
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"FOCUSLITE "
SPECIALITIES.

Triumph Focuslite Outfits.

-date and Scientific Method for SLIDE L»NTEKNS,

Pnojtcrons. Ewjutctus. etc. A.C. or D.G
Outfits (rom 100 to 3.000 CP. at

Prices from £1 5 6 to £15 15
The above ij an exact illustration o( our No. 5 Outfit.

1.030 CP., for u»e on all circuits up to 250 volta.

Price complete £4- 1 including lamp

The STUDIO SPOTLIGHT.

400 Watt. LAMPS 1,000 Watt.

27/6 100/1 10 volts. 37/6
30/. 200/250 volts. 40/-

The Modern Method of obtaining Artistic Lighting
Effects in any Day or Night Studio or Theatre.

The Focuslite Universal

Slide Lantern & Stage Projector

Takes Ordinary Lantern Slides, and it suitable for
Lecturers. Advertising, Dances, etc.

Complete with Condenser. Projection Lens, Slide
Carrier, Wire and Plug.

Price - - £6 17 6
100 Watt. LAMPS 250 Watt.

11/3 100/110 volts 21/-
12/6 200/250 volts 23/6

CINEMA TRADERS, LTD.
(Incorporating John Wrench & Son),

26, CHURCH STREET,
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.l

Telephone : Gerrard 5287.

AND ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS.

^IMMENSE SAI.ES>
50,000 Packets Sold.

For another week our
Special Offer of Last
Week is continued.

sJ^ce BROMIDE PAPER£&
KOSMOS ( Soft carbon effect ) 8J" X 6i"

Sample Gross Sheets O/O postpaid.

NIKKO (Glossy) 8J" X 61"

Sample Gross Sheets O / post paid

.

ENAMMO (Glossy Contrasty) 8i"x6i*

Sample Gross Sheets w/" postpaid.

4.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES
UP TO 10,000 GROSS PACKETS.

Al Grade BROMIDE PAPERS
Normal or Vigorous. Matt or Semi.

3 dozen Sheets post paid.

J-pl. I-pl. !0"x8"12"xl0" I5"x 12"

2/- 3/- 4/6 7/- 9/6

4.
SPECIAL QUOTATIONS TO BIG

USERS AND TO THE TRADE.

4

BROMIDE POST CARDS
Satin Faced or Vigorous Matt.

Sample 100 ^/«7 post paid.

HIGHEST GRADE
-GOOD SERVICE" CARDS
Any Surface. Normal or Vigorous.

Per 100 4/3 post paid.

BIG BUYERS WILL SAVE SUB
STANTIALLY BY BUYING FROM US

'
PLATES(s£[c«)PLATES

Size 5" X 3£" or 5" X 4"

WRATTEN M—WRATTEN SPECIAL
PAN — PAGET RED SEN. — ILFORD

SPECIAL RAPID PAN.

3 Doz. for 4/- post paid.

Size 8i" X 6£"

MARION AERO - WRATTEN M.

WRATTEN SPECIAL PAN

3 Doz. for 111/- post paid

4
SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUAN
TITIES UP TO 50,000 DOZEN.

PHOTO APPLIANCES AND MATERIALS

Value £20,000 offered at £5,000.

If interested write at once

289-293, High Holborn
LONDON, W.C.I

B. MATTHEWS,
134 to 140, Idle Road, Bradford.

REDUCED PRICES
FOR

BROMIDE

POSTCARD PRINTING

Dozens-- 1/3
Grosses - 12/-

Thousands 72/-
Full particulars on application.

FOR

NEW YEAR TRADE, &c.

Bromide Postcards and other

sizes of photographs, with or

without descriptive letterpress.

REDUCED PRICES
FOR

Enlargements,

Contact Prints, &c.

B. MATTHEWS,
134 to 140, Idle Road, Bradford.

Telegraphic Addrtis : " Postcards, Bradford."
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION-
9 to 31.—Rochdale Amateur Photographic Society. Par-

ticulars from the Hon. Secretary, W. Lord, 10, Derwent Street,

Rochdale.
1923.

February 5 to March 3.—Northern Photographic Exhibition. City-

Art Gallery. Manchester. Latest date for entries. January 12.

Particular- Hon. Exhibition Secretary. Walter John-

son. 30. Hartington Road, Chorlton-cura-Hardy. Manchester.

10 to 24.—Scottish Photographic Salon. Particulars from
-••crctary, George A. Ross, Northfield Cottage, Brechin.

14.—City of London and Cripplegate Photographic
latest date for entries, January 29. Particulars from

Hon. Secretary, J. J. Butler, 7. Gresham Street, London,

-ham and District Camera Club. Latest
nirv 3 ; • February 7.

53, Bedford
Road. Horsham. Sussex.

8.—Birmingham Photographic Society. Latest date for

liars from the Hon. Secretary.

Breeze. 178, Broad Street, Birmingham.
2 to 31 — Pittsburgh Salon of Photography. Latest date,

larv 5. Secretary, Charles K. Archer, 1,412 Carnegie

• st of England Photographic Exhibi-

ts the Hon. Secretary, 1

4. Buddie Park, St. Thomas, Exeter.

Utest da'

•-iry, H. Q

Patent News.

trtttttd is

toMtehanieai .Votes."

in cs .: i \ .1

!ie«t.

34.181 M
to a m,ration

num

IFirAT. r.D.

"mt art obtainable

,

>atk, pott tree, from
. Southampton lluildin.jt. Chancery Lant,

aekett it that of application in this country; or
>1 pattntt granted under the International

>i Whiij No. 182,117 .In'* 22,

specification describes

l>ed in spe< \o. 166,524

ibaf 17. p 69"'

"•» or a joint glass for I apertures are

irs released an<l autn
< closed i

:
frame support

-^iuer

incatione are open to public i rupee -

-

and like appsratus.

Meetings of Societies.

MEETINGS "I SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Jamtmbx 1, 1923.

Bradford Photographic Society. Whist Drive and Dance.
Forest Hill and Sydenham P'.S. 1921 R.P.S. Competition Prints

on view.
• t Colour Slides." Paget Prize Pla

Tumdai . I VMARY 2.

Royal Photographic Society. '" The Laraplough Flash Lamp,"
II Lamplough. "Demonstration of German
Camera." A. C. Banfield.

1 1» Camera Club. Competition. Prints made from
ives taken on Club Rambles.

Cambridge and District i - Ilford ' Lantern Plates." A
Bro

uera Club Exhibition of 1922. R.P.S. Affiliation I

petition Slides.
-

II. W. Witcombe.
P.s

U K Ltd.
P.S Mi ;.,<»

:
- nVreai t

- per.

nera (Tub. "The Exhibition Picture."
F I lioi 1-im.

Photographic Club. M
imera Club." Reminisceocee of a Summer Holiday

K

scape ' R.P.S
i Catford Phot. Seen. " Rambles in 1'

>•&
" Lands ,i|^- Photography."

TlllR-SDAY. I »-- Utt 4.

I'smera Club. Social F.v.

Hampshire I London >• >i tlie

VII. Blake.
off the Beaten Trark at 'he Zoo." J. F

Vmat.mr P. Assoc. I

Camera Club. "Shutters and Shutter Testing." T.

rland Phot. Assoc " Transferotype." R. Chalmers,

ib I London). olution of tin

ell.

. ROYDON CAMERA CLUB
\|, I M - uled his "Common

, for bromide papers, lantern-slides, etc." Yield

i Mission of a member, who pointed out that in

hurness the dab should no

secretary has graciously promised to prepare a description of the

n and slide-rule, which doubtless will appear in 1 1
•- B I

:•• course.

Practically the same system (since inn

by him over nine years ago, and he was then

severe test. Three negatives not previously seen by him and three

l—ls fit Wriniiil paper of different brands were handed liim by

Based on density-meter reading

nation of the speed of tl under a

wedire. three enlargements were made. They proved to be

I^HtkaiU perfect, and the pronounced sniffers present ha

abate their nasal intake.

irs said that he had found a range ol

romide papers in ratio 1 to 63, and different batches of the

same brand often varied widely. If any lerson wan'

know the time he consults a watch or a clock, he continued.

Why not, therefore, adopt almost as simple a procedure for

-ect time for an enlargement.

An analogy might be drawn between the curves of plate den-

and human tendencies. The period of inertia ( = 0) was r-

• 'otaller. A happy mean by the moderate drinker, full

of bean^ and bounce, equivalent to n gamma of 1. Over exp-

and over-indulgem » induced a flattening of tones an.

I

leversal was represented by the gi
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in the gutter. At this juncture the " office boy," alleging a

gamma of only 0.25, demanded and obtained the usual interval.

This brightened things up a bit. Mr. Wadham had come to

the conclusion that if the density-meter were furnished with a

trial spring and easy release it would form a rat trap of

real utility. The question of stained negatives then arose, and

.Mr. Jobling suggested standardising their densities by means of

a Wynne uctinometer in conjunction with the rat trap. Mr.

Purkis said that readings should be made through blue glass, but

on thinking the matter over, at the not unduly polite request of

Salt, said no more on this point. He deplored that the

average amateur, who often took infinite pains in other directions,

took to become familiar with the A B C of Messrs.

Hurler and Driffield's investigations.

Mr. Ackroyd mentioned he had tried the system advocated for

lantern-slides! Previously, on an average, he had only obtained

two good slides out of a dozen plates, but since adopting it these

numbers had been reversed. " To secure twelve good lantern-

slides from two plates is indeed a feat," commented Mr. Salt.

Mr. A.kroyd, somewhat short in manner, explained that ten

good slides out of a dozen was meant.

Standard illuminants within the reach of the ordinary amateur

were next considerd. It was agreed that an electric bulb run off

the main was a ludicrous solution of the problem. In the same

category were "bats-wing burners, now the cash-consuming thermal-

units are in force. Better, an incandescent gas burner or acetelyne

jet. The two latter, Mr. Purkis pointed out, should always have

a screen in front perforated with an aperture small in comparison

with the area of the flame. Mr. Hihbert followed with a general

eulogy of the lecture. Recognition, he thought, ought to be

made for the enormous amount of labour it must have involved.

Someone suggested " passing round the hat," but a hearty vote

of thanks was accorded instead.

Commercial & Legal Intelligence.

Copyright Infringement by Authorizing.—In the King's Bench

Division of the High Court, on December 19, before Mr. Justice

Rowlatt, the action of the Performing Rights Society, Ltd., against

the Ciryl Theatrical Syndicate, Ltd., and P. M. Faraday, was heard.

As reported in the " Times," the plaintiffs in this action were the

proprietors of the right of performing in public a large number of

musical works, and the defendants carried on business as producers

it the Duke of York's Theatre, W.C. The claim was for

damages and an injunction in respect of the infringement by the

defendants of the plaintiffs' copyright in works known as " Mary "

ion and " Colonel Bogey " march, which had been performed

at tiie Duke of York's Theatre in July, 1921, without the consent

of the plaintiffs.

In delivering judgment, Mr. Justice Rowlatt said :—In this case

I want to say a few words about the Copyright Act, 1911. By
set ion 1 (2) the rights included in the word "copyright" are

enumerated, and one of these rights is to authorize the performance.

That is to say that one of the rights protected is the mere authoriz-

ing as opposed to the authorizing followed by acting upon the

authority. Secondly, authorizing does not mean giving power to

an agent. Authority can be given to a person to act without such

person being an agent. Thirdly, I do not think the word
" authorize," has any relation at all to the character which the

person giving the authority bears. If a person authorizes a thing

to be done, it is not to be said he does not do it because he is

acting as agent for somebody else. In making a contract, a person

who acts as agent is not a contractor because his principal is the

contractor. But in authorizing a thing to be done, a person does

it himself, although he may be only acting as agent for someone else,

tion 2 (1) deals with infringements, and it makes a person an

infringer who does any act which the proprietor of the copyright

alone has the right to do. It makes an infringement the doing of

anything which comes within the meaning of the word " authorize,"

which I have just explained. In this case the defendant syndicate

were the lessees of the theatre and the defendant Faraday their

managing director. Mr. Faraday engaged Mr. Bobbe when the

theatre was taken over by the syndicate. In the course of perform-

ing, Mr. Bobbe—who selected the music—infringed the plaintiffs'

copyright. Mr. Faraday could have prevented that. He had power

to prevent Mr. Bobbe playing any particular piece and he had
power to dismiss Mr. Bobbe. If Mr. Faraday, as managing direc-
tor, allowed the performance, he authorized it, Mr. Faraday wrote
that he did not care what was played, and if, in consequence of

that, music was played which was an infringement of copyright.
it rested upon him alone. There was ample evidence that Mr.
Faraday authorized these infringements, and there must be judg-
ment against him and also against the defendant syndicate. Plain-
tiffs are entitled to an injunction, and therefore there will be judg-
ment for the plaintiffs with an injunction and costs, and they may
take out, as damages, the £10 paid into Court.

News and Notes.

Panoram Kodaks.—A new booklet has just been issued by the

Kodak Co., containing particulars and instructions for use of the

Nos. 1 and 4 Panoram Kodak cameras, making pictures 7 by 2j in.

and 12 by 3£ in. respectively.

Held Over.—Owing to the fact that the present issue has been
clased for press several days earlier than usual, by reason of the

Christmas holidays, a number of notes, answers to question, etc., are

unavoidably held over until the first issue in the New Year.

Welsh Salon of Photography.—The Wales and Monmouth-
shire Photographic Federation will hold the Welsh Salon of Photo-
graphy at Cardiff from March 17 to 26. The last day for entries

will be March 10. Entry forms and prospectus are obtainable

from Mr. H. G. Daniel, 154, Penylan Road, Cardiff.

Reduction in Lens Prices.—Messrs. Aldis Brothers, of Sare

Hole Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, the makers of the well-known
Aldis lenses, inform us that on and from January 1 they are

making a substantial reduction in their list prices, approximately
25 per cent. A small temporary list, embodying the new prices,

has been prepared and may be obtained upon application to Messrs.

Aldis.

Nature Photographs as Christmas Cards. — Handsome cards,

which made capital Christmas cards for nature lovers, were pro-

duced by the authorities at the Natural History Museum, South
Kensington. They consisted of excellent photographs of the won-
derful groups in the Bird Gallery, as well as of the mammals and
even the insects. We are told that on 60me days a queue of people

were buying them at l£d» each.

Horsham Camera Club.—The first annual exhibition arranged by
this club will be held in the Town Hall, Horsham, for one day,

February 14 next, and at the club premises from February 15 to 17.

There are five open classes, in addition to others for members only.

Mr. C. P. Crowther, who will judge, will have silver and bronze

medals at his disposal. Prospectus from the hon. secretary, Mr. S.

Mitchell, 33, Bedford Road, Horsham, Sussex.

Photographs by Wireless.—It is stated that a photograph has

been sent by wireless from Rome, Italy, to Bar Harbor, Me., and

thence by mail to New York City, in less than 24 hours' time. The
apparatus used was of the type originally developed by Dr. Arthur

Korn, of Berlin, for telegraphic reproduction of pictures. He now
has a laboratory in the Italian city, and has been co-operating with

the U.S. Navy radio station at Otter Cliffs, near Bar Harbor.

London Camera Club.—We hear that it is the intention of the

London Camera Club to resume the publication of a monthly journal

of its proceedings, a policy which obtained for a while some years

ago under the present organisation at John Street, Adelphi, London,

W.C.2. The step will be welcomed, particularly if verbatim notes

of lectures or communications of technical interest can be published

in its pages. The files of the original series of the journal, issued

when the Camera Club was in the Charing Cross Road, are a store-

house of many important papers by Abney, Hurter, and Driffield,

and others.

Eaton School of Photo-Engraving.—The school conducted at

Effingham, 111., United States, by Mr. E. R. Eaton, a former

instructor at the Bissell College of Photo-Engraving, has issued a

prospectus of its courses of practical instruction in line and half-

tone negative making for letterpress, photo-litho and offset printing.

No mention is made in the prospectus of instruction in printing

and etching. It seems difficult to understand that a course of

training which does not include these parts of the process can
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Kodak
Focussing Spotlight

A valuable aid to better pictures

Spotlight lighting used with

discrimination is a most power-
ful aid to better portraiture.

The Kodak Focussing Spotlight

can be used as an auxiliary

light or it can be used to

strengthen the highlights. It

will give a broad blaze of

actinic light or a thin shaft of

intensely powerful light. The
lamp chamber is mounted on
a swivel and has a handle
which enables you to keep the

light under complete control.

It has a telescopic leg which
extends from 3 feet to 8 feet.

Use the Kodak Focussing
Spotlight to add sparkle and
life to your picture and to

accentuate modelling — use

it when you want pictures

to please discerning clients.

Price, complete with Diffusion
Screen. Daylight Filter, 400
Watt Lamp and 20ft. of cable

S9 10

tiatc collage when ordering.

Kodak Ltd.,

Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.
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Samples with pleasure- Just now, Blocks
for illustrating Guide Books, Motor Tours,

Hotel Tariffs, Estate Sales, &c. are greatly

in demand. We are organized for prompt
service to post orders

POSTCARD PRINTING. <

Quick Despatch

ior Military and

all outdoor work.

1/2
12/- per gross assorted

all surfaces. First grade

'

card guaranteed. Enlarg.

'

Copying, Plates, dev.

Price List on application.

WIT ll RPfW 163, HARTFIELU ROAD,
TTlL/U DI\UJ. WIMBLEDON, S.W. 19'

Belt work.

rer dor.

c.w.o.

Specimens sent.

PUBLISHERS

!

For 1923 we have a new Sepia Collotype

Postcard Process which you cannot afford

to ignore.

Why—because we can now produce

finer work at less cost than any firm

in the World.

Write for Samples and Prices of

the new " COLLOPRESS " process.

Minimum printing 1000 per

subject from your prints.

We still welcome enquiries and orders

for Real Photo Printing, Hand Coloring,

Embossing.

LILYWHITE, LTD.,
HALIFAX.

Should bi

in Every Workroor
It \r Indispensable tor Spotting and Blockinz on'
Negatives and Lantern Slides. All Photojrapha.-i
ami 1'rocesj Workers understand its valua.

Wherever there is a Photographer, there
you will find "Photopake."

PRICE: 16,3 6, S-, 15 6 & 30-. Postage 2d
6d. & 9d, extra. Latest sizes post tree.

'

Send for New LUt, How Beady.
The Vanguard " A " Co., Maidenhead, England

,atkins
,

Alto/or INDOOR, STUDIO, &c.
DEVELOPMENT TANKS FOR PLATES

Time Thermometer, 7/6.
Send for New "Meters and Methods.

W.ttkins' Meter Co,, Hereford.

A. & H. DIGHTON
Artists and Enlargers to the Trade.

Best Work. Dry Mounting
Moderate Prices.

Estab. 1909.
3, DUNCOME HILL,

List Free.
LONDON, S.E.23.

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. By " Prac-
tiens," of the " B.J." A most useful intro-

duction to the technical and business sides of this
important occupation. A book to be studied by
every photographer wanting to take up a branch
of work the demand for which is increasing daily.
It deals in detail with the subjects the commercial
photographer is asked to .tackle—with hints on
rinding business and fixing charges. A book for the
photographer looking for profitable occupation.—
Price Is. 3d., post free, from the Publishers, H.
Greenwood and Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington St., W.C.2.

BROMIDE PAPER
8£ x 6£ Glossy @ 8/6 per 103

10x8 „ Cardet @ 10/- „ „

12x10 Matt paper® 12/- „ „
15 x 12 „ „ @ 18/- „ „
18x14 „ „ @ 22/- „ „

PLATES
-

^-'*
i plates @ 2/6 per dozen.

P/C „ @ 2/. „ „

BROMIDE~POSTCARDS
—ALL SURFACES—
6-on-i per 1,000 @ 25/-

Singles „ „ @ 20/-

Large Consignment of Gaslight Paper
and P.O.P. 6i x 4f—6/3 per 100.

Other Sizes Pro Rata.
Carriage or postage prepaid on all goods adver-
tised unless order amounts to £5 and more.

HYPO
(Pea Crystals)

@ 18/- I>ER CWT.

is

.a t

METOL
HYDROQUINONE

PYRO
POT. BROMIDE

ALUM
POT. METABISULPHITE

a

Quality of iveruthjnc Guaranteed or money refunded.

J
RAP! CiW 41-46. Wandsworth Road,.DflRLUW, LONDON, S.W. 8.

Established 1907.
Telegrams Ktilarbromi Claproad, London

Telephone : Brixton '2166

Postcard Printing
REDUCED PRICES

1/3 per dozen. 14/- per gross.
Send for new Price List.

A. F. LAY 25
'c

I

l.P7o'„
R<i

- LONDON, E.5.
Telenhone : DALS TON 6') I.

POSTCARD
PRINTING

PER
DOZ.1/3

HE

Write for Price List and Samples.

E. L. SCRIVENS,
US QUEEN'S ROAD. DONCASTER.
1
]^f=5piF3fifilllllPF

:
:

STRAINERS
(COVERED AND UNCOVERED)

For 20X 16 Enlargements, also

STRETCHERS COVERED WITH

CANVAS FOR OIL PAINTINGS.

For prices write to the Makers —
GRIFFITHS' STEAM WORKS, 26-31

Eyre St. Hill. Hatton Garden. EC
Telepiione No, 1985 Central.

Reg. Trade Mark,

FRAMES PaidCarriage

20' X 16* 2" oak staiaeil aim i Slip Glass and Backs
42/- per dozen. 20" x 10" 2" Satin Walnut stained
and } Slip Glass and Backs 36;- per dozen,
in pressed pattern 3/6 per dozen extra. 2" Brown
Green, Hose and Gold, pre-war quality 21/- per

100 ft. carriage paid.

BIRMINGHAM MOULDING WAREHOUSE,
8, Cirencester Street. Harrow Road, London. W.?.

DISTINCTIVE ENLARGEMENTS
Our Autumn Speciality is

ENLARGEMENTS ON
WELLINGTON B.B. PAPER.

Prices as usual, write lor list and sample

W. KING & Co. , 9, Southsea Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames

POSTCARD PRINTING
FROM CUSTOMERS' OWN ORIGINALS.
Collotype (Sepia, Black or Coloured) Photogravure.

Real Photo Editions of Local Views a Speciality,

PROMPT DELIVERY,
Quotations and Samples on application to

HARVEY BARTON & SON, LTD.
St. Michaels. BRISTOL

Enlargements are safe to hand,
Note you 1 they are very grand.
Let future orders be the same,
And you will retain your good fame.
Rudochoff has great renown,
Giving satisfaction in every town.
Enlargements of good finish

Making doubts quite diminish.
Every enlargement that is done.
Note! it has a trophy won.
Try Rudochoff when you need
Satisfaction, he will give inde

Delivered in 24 hrs. Delivered in 7 days.
Unmounted. Mounted and Finished.

81X61 w.c. &
B-&W Sepia B.&W. Sepia Pastels

ioX 8 1/3 15 2(9 3/3 5,6
1/9 2 4/0 5/0 70

15X12 2 2/6 5/3 6/0 9
20X16 2; 10 3/2 5 9 6 6 10/0
20 x 12 2/6 3 5 9 6/6 9<6

copyins i/-. Paetting <v wirri»«re extra, Uuh witli order.
ms for if

>> ti

J. RUDOCHOFF,
17, BRISTOL ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE-
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make use of their

n with
I the pre.-" p the person of

• ctor of the
d firm of Mawx<in & -

. Xewcast . n-Tyne.
mpany the shareholders of

son k Swan, recently 10 him of a
>wl, »r>! of tlie Id

e and has real: tivity of his lon^
hisure si n his

He will be succeeded by his ton hur Payne.

M« J .»» Bi ,

I on upon
I a> period

»

between the back

We publish hen with an illustration of the standard chart applied'• with the measurements, as they appear
"f the " Bulletin of Photography.

"

A 16 the j-in. strip of card which is attached by the cloth hinge to

i»i"' ,"' lo Ul<? monnts
- Th« holes for the plugs of the loose

binder are shown outside the strip, but these, of i

punched through the strip as required. The centres of these holes
are shown, and ents are made from these. The I

mount. C, is lOj m. by 13J in., and the boles are punched 6
"in.

from centre to centre. Mount D measures 9J in. by 11J in., and
the holes may still be 6 in. apart. In mount K. the measuren
are 7£ in. by 9j in., and the holes 4£ in. from c<

while the small. F. measures 4J in. by 6J in
holes are 3j in. apart.

Mii.i ( m. OOOMTIM i-'i year book for 1923 has
issued by the Midland Photographi, Federation.
mains lists of officers and federated societies, and a directory

• if the lecturers within the membership of the I

voluntarily offer their services. Their names and the titles of
subjects show the valuable help which the Federation can

them to society secretaries in the

grammes. Further particulars of the Federation are
sir, I 8 Lancaster. 9. Middle-

l.ll Road. King's Norton, Birmingham.

la p] ..i U ... of fh-
• Kodak Maga/i
our Utile. It is au attractive and well-illustrated 16

i

1'riate to the season. Mi and M

is underlined by s repn
ll dusk. II

:

as those r>M tl ,,„| „„ ,,

Dents of art and hum. .in- theirs ah
tain to ma.

Slid at i

Correspondence.

Correipondent* thould nner write on both ride* of the paper.
No notice i* taken of communication* unlet* the namet and
addreue* of the writer* are given.

We do not undertake retpontibility for the opinion* expresied
by our correspondent*.

WHAT IS PIGYORIALISJd

I 'TS.

his mi la say that I

mail. tains

till r I m -I'll'

• only altei

— f^r shadons is " empty blsnlrnsjs "
I assigned the d

'•

ties. Mr. Kvans pushes these facilities

limit of vl

1 in

ry. I
;

Vel •,

ipU lii»

ml Id.

V,

an answer this in words; and, perhaps.

m. not a tl

Waiting" and "studying
than an almost inconsiderable factor in

it. What Mr. Kv.iii.. says about his tomb print supports m\
i tos not make a " picture " of rarvii

' with " all the t

will have t! loll
" too.

irs faithfully. F G. Tit m
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Answers to Correspondents.

/„ accordance with our present practice a relatively small space is

allotted in each issue to replies to correspondents .

H> ,,-ill answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is

enclosed for reply; 5-cent International Coupon, from readers

abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach

us not Idler than Tuesday [posted Monday), and should lie,

addressed to the Editors.

U, T.—(1) Yes, but you will require a further diffusing medium in

the shape of a sheet of flashed opal, placed near to the lamp.

This may be obtained from Messrs. James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho
Square, London, W.l. (2) The amount of enlargement is cer-

tainly great for an apparatus of this type, and we fear the

posure would be rather excessive with a lens of only //8
api'i

I

s K.—We advise, first of all, copying the print as it 6tande. Then
having obtained a passable negative, you may try and remedy the

present print. Soak the print in water for about one hour and
then place it in the following solution : Alum (saturated solution),

10 ozs. ; hydrochloric acid, 3 drs. The print should be carefully

watched in this solution and removed from time to time to a dish

of clear water.

W. P.—Photograph the wording (from print, preferably) upon a

thin celluloid Process film. This will give you clear letters on a

black ground, which may be used for printing upon your cards.

If you have arranged the words in the position they will occupy

upon the postcards the wording negative may be used to print

after the card has been exposed. If you require the wording to

print with each negative, remove a portion of the film from the

bottom of the picture negative and place the name strip in this

position when printing.

11. S.—Coat the glass side of your negative with matt varnish in

which has been dissolved a flake or two of iodine. When dry,

scrape away the varnish covering the part of the machine you
wish to show. The background in the whole negative should now
be painted over with " Photopake," taking care that the outline

does not cover any small detail of the machine. You will thus

get a faint printing of the parts of the machine which are not

essential to the illustration, while the essential part will show
strongly against a white background.

V. R. T.—The film may be removed by soaking the' negative in the
following solution :

—

Methylated spirit 1 oz.

Water 2 ozs.

Hydrofluoric acid 60 minims.
When the film appears to be leaving the glass at the edges it

should be rolled up by aid of the finger, keeping the film all the

while under the solution. When quite free from the glass the film

should be washed for five minutes in running water and then
placed upon its final support.

W. H. V.—We should suggest the Barkay reflector with a 3,000-

c.p. lamp, and on the other 6ide of the studio a 2,000-c.p. lamp.
as you suggest. By this means you would have a good amount of

light, but for the photography of children another lamp of about
3,000-c.p. would be necessary, to be used only as required. You
would then be able to obtain well-exposed pictures and be sure
of your results. It is rather difficult to advise you in reference
to the lens, as price enters rather largely into the question, but for

preference we should obtain either a Cooke Series II. portrait, or

a Dallmeyer Series A or B portrait.

A. C—A formula for a combined developer and fixer to produce
black and white results is as follows :

—

Water, to make 40 ozs. fluid.

Hydroquinone £ oz.

Soda sulphite 4 ozs.

Soda carbonate 4 ozs.

Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.

Addition of more ammonia to the developer gives more vigour.
The plates develope (and partly fix) in two or three minutes. They
can then be examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo.

tor.—Your studio should prove quite large enough for

moderate groups, but you will require more light. The two
3,000-c.p. lamps on the right-hand side should be augmented In-

one other of 3,000 c.p. placed in the position marked, while on
the other side you require two lamps of the same candle power.

You could increase the light still further by using the Barkay
reflector. A spot light should be extremely handy ; indeed, we
think the general utility of such a lamp demands its use in

the studio where special lighting effects are attempted, as the

light may be concentrated over areas extending from about
10 inches to many feet.

H. C.—The usual method for reducing the intensity of a back-

ground in a subject such as that of the machine which you
send is to coat the back of the negative with a matt varnish

and to scrape away this latter from the parts over the fore-

ground portion of the subject. If still greater reduction of the

background is required, a very little yellow dye may be added to

the varnish. In fact, a usual way of colouring the varnish for

this purpose is to dissolve in it a flake or two of iodine. You
can get a suitable ground glass varnish from, say, the Van-
guard Manufacturing Co., Maidenhead, and from this same
firm you can also get a preparation known as " Billdup," which
can be used in a somewhat different way. It gives a clear coat

on the glass side of the negative, which then can be worked
up with a stump and powder for reduction of the background.

But for your special purpose the ground glass varnish method

is the better.

O. S. R.— (1) The curtains should be loose enough to run freely

on the wires. A sag of 3 inches in the middle is enough. (2) If

the sitter is brought well forward away from the background the

back lighting will give, little trouble, screens or backgrounds
may be arranged so as to intercept as much as possible. (3) We
do not think the 4 curtains enough to cover 10 ft. of

glass, five black ones would be better. There is really no need

for so many white blinds, three would be ample. (4 and 5)

About 10,000 c.p. distributed in such a way as you may choose,

say four 2,000 c.p. and two 1,000 c.p. You would not need
always to use the full number, but it makes the lighting simpler

to have a reserve of power. The lamps may be arranged in a

curve or L-shape, the front ones being about 8 ft. high and
about 6 ft. from the background, the side ones and that at the

angle of the L should be lower, say 6 ft. If possible all lamps
should be made to raise and lower. (6) Choose a small sized

panelling, each panel say 12 inches wide and 15 to 18 inches

high. Medium dark shade, not " antique" colour. (7) The lens

is excellent value for the money, and is quite suitable for portrait

work ; the field is not as flat as those of the more expensive
types. (8) We know of nothing more satisfactory than the

cylindrical oil heaters. If these are kept clean they are prac-

tically odourless. (9) There is no way of economising current

while focussing except by switching off some of the lamps. For
effective control of the lighting each lamp should have a separate

switch.
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take firat thn making of the negative*. It ia beat to
li »till life n.ihjects whv taken indoor*,

thus doing away with snv difficult:.* arising from movement
•lowers, fruit < r butterflies mak admirable trial

mahl ly and sharply defined the colours rhe
belter as this makes the process the easier to follow. The

wind in outd -.r work to which I have
a, the wavmc . 'ranches, tree*. .•:- in an

but it i*

ifl three-coloi.r work, aa it will (rive ri«e to colour

\ met
«nd hall irance to a w*v

iteood i

ng thu«

enabled to keep an eye- il>jo< ( whale tbo exposure ia

made, as soon as a I up and movement
immi imminent the -.1. utter may be closed and rooponed when
ail is still again. The moment of opening should be reckoned

-not 1—and if it is found necessary to close tho shutter

when, say, 3 has been counted the time of re-opening should

be same as that counted on clus -

w-ill suppose, that it has been decided to make tho first

d a butterfly. Having pinned- the subject on the easel

and sharply focussed. the next step is to ascertain tho OOJ

exposure by the aid of a meter ' v full exposure is

tteceesarv, two or even four times that indicated by the read-

ing being not excessive. We will suppose that using //8. tho

meter indicates J sec., and we decide to give a normal exposure

•«>f 1 sac Tho next step is to find out the multiplying factors

.• filters in use. 1'reauming we aro using Wi atten tri-

colour filters and W ratten Panchromatic platen we shall find

•<eseary factors on the card accompanying the latter

—

wo will say Uist tho*.- factors are:—Red 7, green 10, bluo 6,

isll havo to give 7 sees., 10 sec*., and 6 sees, rcspec-

By the way, it is always advisable to number tho

I 8, and 3 when filling the slides, and always to work
Mime order, red, green, blue or blue, green, red, to

Tit difficulty in identifying the m
Harked platen should always be used. Inserting the red filter

in the bolder, the negative numbered 1 is exposed for 7 sees. ;

reversing or changing the slide, as the case may be, and alter-

ing the filter to green. exposed for 10 sees., and
finally. No. 3 is exposed through the blue filter for 6 sec*.

Cere must be taken in living the filters to see that they are

I— s« win ml in position the same way ; there are small labels

on each \V rat ten filter, and by means of the lettering on

these this is quite easy of accomplishment. Another poll

that great cart.. taken not to jar or move the cnmorn>

in anv way while removing old or inserting new slides.

Having given the plates identical relative exposure* the

next procedure is to give them identical development—in

fact, from this stage, whether we are dealing with plate*,

Ie prints, or colour positives all must have exactly

same treatment to ensure uniformity of the final result,

this end, then, we develop the three plates side by side

dish, or hotter still, in a tank, and thus escape, the

tion to lift any one of them from the developer for inspec-

tion, whioh would be liable to impair the uniformity of
ment. Having fixed, washed and dried the negatives,

we are ready for the next step, wfcich is to make the broB

prints.

B
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The paper employed for this purpose should be curt off from

• roll, each piece iii the same- direction of the grain to secure

equal oxjNinsion during the subsequent treatment. The Raydex

Co. supply bromide paper in rolls for this purpose in two

grades, fast and slow. We now cut off four from the roll, one

'for each of the negatives and a smaller piece for use as a trial

exposure; providing the negatives have been correctly exposed

the time required to obtain a good print from the green nega-

tive is the correct exposure for all three. Having marked
each piece of paper R, G, and B, in pencil on the baik to

corros|H)ud with their respective negatives, we proceed with

the printing; they should preferably be printed side by side

simultaneously, but if the size of the negatives or the liiuita-

8 of the source of light prohibit this they may be printed

i ii succession, taking care that identical exposures be given

and that the intensity of the light is stable. They are then

soaked in cold water for a little while and developed together

in the same dish with amidol or M.Q.—developing them right

out as would be necessary for subsequent sulphide toning or

the Carbro process.

Having thoroughly fixed and washed the prints, the next
stage—the making of the colour positives—may be proceeded
with, or the prints may be dried and operations continued at
a later date; from now onwards all the operations may be
performed in daylight.

For the third stage, the making of the colour positives, the
following articles are necessary:—
Three transparent celluloid supports.
Three pieces of pigmented tissue or " colour sheets," yellow,

red and blue, cut slightly larger than the bromide prints in
use.

Two dishes, one preferably large and deep.
Sensitising solution. Waxing solution. Flat squeegee.
About half an hour before they are needed the three trans-

parent supports are waxed by pouring a few drops of the
waxing solution on a clean, soft rag and rubbing it lightly
over the support. If there is an excess it should be polished
off with a clean rag, taking care to leave no streaks; but it is
essential that the whole surface be covered, else there will
subsequently be difficulties in stripping the final paper
support.

If the bromide prints have been dried they must be soaked
in water until limp and then placed on clean glass supports,
e.g., clean negative glasses.

Now fill the larger dish with clean, cold water and immerse
the three-colour sheets until limp—they will soon uncurl, and
should remain in the water for two or three minutes—longer
in hot weather—after which they are hung up to drain.
Now proceed to measure out the sensitising solution, which is
done by taking 1 dram of Raydex No. 1 and No. 2 solutions
and matting up with water to 1 ounce. The preparation of
this solution should be left till the last moment, as chemical
action between them starts at once. It will be found that
one ounce is sufficient to sensitise three $ pi. sheets, but care
must be taken to avoid air-bells. In dealing with the colour
sheets as in the case of the negatives, each must have identical
treatment, and the operations should be carried through in the
order in which they have been commenced, say, red, green,

•nlnlTn**^ 'm-
y6"°W COl°Ur A"* and >'m™r8e it in the

solution, dispelling any a.r-bells, when it may be followed bythe red, and lastly the blue; the duration of this bath is two
minutes, dunng which time the dish must be rocked and thesheets continually moved. At the end of this period remove
the yellow colour sheet with the left hand, and with the right
take up the bromide print from the blue negative with its
glass support, immerse both under water, and quickly slide
the colour sheet on top of the bromide, holding them firmly
so that there is no slipping, as chemical action takes place at
once, and any movement would give rise to a double ima^e
Kemove them instantly, taking care that the surplus solutfon
rails into a sink or other receptacle and not into the water,
as, even in a weak state, it will work havoc with the suc-
ceeding bromides; squeegee them firmly together, again avoid-

ing any slipping or movement, and then treat the "green."
bromide with the red colour sheet, and, lastly, the "red"
bromide with the blue. Now remove them from their glass
supports, yellow, red, and then blue, and place them between
•blotting paper under a flat weight for about twenty minutes,
when the action will be complete. It is recommended to
practise applying the colour sheets to the bromides with two
pieces of paper until dexterity and confidence are attained,
as there must be no fumbling at this stage; subsequently!
everything is plain sailing. The sheets should be applied as
quickly as possible, otherwise loss of detail in th« high-lights
is liable to ensue.
When the twenty minutes has expired, place one of the

waxed transparent supports on a level surface—a piece of plate-
glass is excellent—and taking the yellow colour sheet with its

bromide, gently strip the two apart, placing the latter in a
dish of clean water: immerse the colour sheet in another dish
of clean water for a few seconds, then drain and place upon
the support; squeegee in all directions, and then place a piece
of dry blotting paper on the back of the colour sheet and
squeegee thoroughly to remove all moisture, or subsequent
frilling may occur. Repeat this performance with the red
and the blue sheets. After a thorough washing, the bromide
prints may be re-developed and used again.
"Development" can be proceeded with immediately. This

consisting of placing the supports in water at a temperature
of 115 deg. F. After a minute or so the backing may easily

be removed, and, having served its purpose, is thrown away,
when the supports will be seen to be covered with a thick
coating of pigment. To remove the superfluity of this they
are moved about face downwards under water, holding them
vertically at times to allow the pigment to drain away, but
do not always drain in the same direction. At the conclusion

of this stage the celluloids may be very gently mopped with
a camel hair brush to remove any loose particles of pigment;
they are then placed in cold water for a few minutes and
set aside to dry. I have usually found it advisable to develop

the yellow positive by itself, as otherwise particles of the
yellow pigment adhere to the red and blue.

We now have three colour positives on celluloid supports,

and it only remains to combine them on a final paper support

—I am for the present dealing only with single transfer.

Take a piece of transfer paper, soak it in clean cold water

for about half an hour, then immerse the yellow colour posi-

tive and bring them into contact underneath the water, place

them on a flat surface, gently squeegee, and set aside to dry,

when, by slightly bending the celluloid, the transfer paper

will leave the support, carrying with it the yellow print.

Now moisten a soft cloth with petrol and gently rub the

surface to remove the wax, finishing off with a clean cloth.

Repeat this operation two or three times to make sure that

the wax is removed, otherwise it may be difficult to strip

from the next support, and then soak in water for a few

minutes with the red positive. Remove them in contact, and

quickly move the print about until it is in exact register with

the red colour positive; then squeegee carefully so as not to

disturb the registration, and put aside to dry, when the paper

will leave the support carrying the yellow and red prints com-

bined. Remembering to clean the wax off carefully with

petrol, the same operation is repeated with the blue colour

positive, and, when dry, the picture is complete. It will then

have a highly glazed surface, which may be removed if desired

by cleaning witH petrol, followed by a short soaking.

The single transfer process necessarily gives a picture which

is reversed. In some cases this is quite immaterial, e.g., in

flower studies, etc. ; but when reversal is undesirable, the

double transfer process must be used. Personally, in all

cases I much prefer it to the single.

In this case a piece of temporary paper support is soaked

in water for ten minutes, and then applied to the colour

positives in precisely the same manner as in the single transfer

process, only it is obvious that now the order of assembling

must be reversed, i.e., blue first and yellow last. When the

three colour positives have been registered on the temporary
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paper sup;*>rt the latter i* treated with petrol to remove the

was, and than soaked in water for two or three minute-

together with a piece of final support a little larger than the

size of the picture—the Raydex Company supply the latter, or

anv of the smoother Autotype papers are excellent. Remove
them in contact, squeegee, and then place between blotting

paper for about five minute*. At the end of that time place

them in water at a temperature of 120 deg. F. with the final

support uppermost. The latter should be kept dry. After

two or three minutes, turn them over so that the temporary

support is uppermost, and submerge them under water, when

the temporary >upport may be carefully stripped off, leaving

the pictur.- i the final support. Having consideration for

the fact tl it three negatives are required and tbe present

ites, it is satisfactory to know that whole-plate

prints may easily be made from small negatives by making

enlarged bromide* in place of contact prints; the exposures,

of course, most all be accurately timed and all identical.

The process may appear very lengthy, but in reality it is

not so. I have frequently made a colour print in a morning,

rste heat may be employed to dry the colour po*

it supports and in their various stages, and

Baring made the negatives,

of the process should be an ideal one for the

winter evenings.
H. J. CiMMJEJA.

A IfODaTsatD TWO-COLOI ESS.

U Patent Specification No. 169.533, granted to Mr. J. F. Shepherd

. a process is described in which a

v unage is added to the combination of blue, green and pink.

pointed oat that a meth -ography of this claaa

has I bed in Patent No. 26,608, 1910 (of Pfenninger and
patent granted on the applies: ' J").

'npenaating colour positive is prepared to be used a*

a tl. !>art print in a complete colour print for

strengthen :n^ certain of the colours in the other colour p
the resultant coloured photograph.

present invention relates essentially to a modification of a
ilour process. It is known thst a two-colour process by itself

will not, generally speaking, reproduce in correct natural colours the

irs or tonea of a subject possessing several different colours.

The invention, while still not being intended to reproduce exact

natural colours, does effect an improvement of the result generally

••-•d by a simple two-colour process and results in a more
pleasing picture.

g to the invention, in a two colour process of the claaa

described, one of the two negative- records is a record mainly of the

gr.'vn constituent* of tin- object and the other is s record mainly of

The positive image produced from the green
is coloured magenta or minus green and the positive

image from the red record negative is coloured blue-green or minus
red, and the two positives so coloured are combined in register with

rd positive record which is coloured yellow and is oblsined by
superimposing the two negative records and obtaining a positive

• two-colour record negatives are produced simul-
taneously on two superimposed sensitive lurfacas whereof the front
surface, thai * the one receiving the incident light, may con-

I colour-sen- itised surf, ce One such
I negstives and positives

the Patent S| 134.238 (of

ie and Frank Qarrett. " B.J.." 1919, December 12,

8 —Ens.).

Tig the invention into effect in the preferred manner, two
plates are placed film to-li'm nd exposed in the camera, the

>ns being sensitive to blue snd green mainly,
the other !• tire to rexl ; for example, a panchromatic

The screening effe« t of the first emulsion (which may be an
sensitised emulsion), due to its yellow colour.

enhanced, it may be. by dyeing the emulsion sritably or by inter-

loared filter film between the two emulsions, will ensure
he imsge produced on the second or resr piste will be mainly

constituents of the object, '.h.le the first or
negative will be a record mainly of the green and blue con-

• filter i» placed in the rath of the
r»ys from the object, msinly s record of the green constituents.

From the first or green record negative a positive image in a
nta or minus green colour is produced, preferably by projee

tion. the colour being produced by any one of the many well-known
methods, for instance, by toning.

Similarly, from the second or red-record negative is produced ;>

blue-green or minus-red positive.

Finally, the two negatives are superimposed in register, forming
in effect a single negative image which is a record mainly of the red
and green constituents of the object, and a third colour positive is

ed from this composite negative, this positive being printed.
I
or otherwise coloured yellow.

The three-colour positives thus produced are then euperimpoeexl
in register to form the final picture, and owing to the effect of th«'

yellow positive, which plays to some extent the part of the blue
sensation print in thrje-colour photography, the colour rendering iV

l much closer approximation to the original colours than woald
been possible if only two colour positives, prepared from tbi

originally exposed negatives, had been used.
I, of course, obvious that the process detailed above may b>

varied in many ways without departing from the invention.
The positive images may be produced by any of the well-known

methods either as transparencies ir opaque prints; for instance
they may be pigment " carbon " prints, toned silver prints, or
mordanted dye images. In the production of a coloured picture on
paper one of^the images may be a toned or otherwise coloured

de print, the other two being transferred in register thereon
a temporary support or backing.

I our-photography process of the class described which consist*
m preparing two negative-recorda, one of which is a record mainly
of the green constituents of the object and the other is a record
mainly of the red constituents, preparing positives therefrom and

ng the image of the positive of the green record negative
magenta or minus green and the image of the positive of the red
record negative blue-green or minua red, preparing a third positive
by printing from the two negative-records combined and super-
imposed in register, colouring the image of the third positive yeMow
and combining the three colour positives in register.

NIK ITUST THREK-COLOUR CAMERA.
1m the Colour Photography" Supplement for December 2, 1921,
p. 48. we reprinted a short description of the camera designed by
Hi a Ronald ln-t. in the shape of an article by Mr. W.

•* Gamble in " Penrose's Annual." The patent specification
Ir. Trist (No 164.476 of March 6, 1920) adds some further

I to those already given
invention relates to cameras in which three plates sr*

successively exposed through filters and in which no reflecting or
deflecting means sre introduced into the path of the light passing
through the optical system.
Means are provided to enable the effective aperture of each filter

to be independently varied so that the exposure value of all the
filters can be made similar and the actual time of the successive
exposures constant regardless of the specific relative exposure value
of the filters.

ipe.-tured disc having a filter in each aperture may be so
pivoted relstive to the axis of the optical system that upon rotation
about its pivot each of the filters will in 'turn be correctly placed
about the axis. Esch aperture, in addition to a filter, has a
diaphragm so that the effective aperture of each filter may be
variedas^trired within limits. By means of the diaphragms, it
wit! aPoflvious that, the exposure value of esch filter may' be
adjnsted to a suitable standard, e.g., the exposure value of the
slowest filter In association with the optical system a shutter of
suiUble type snd a magazine for colonr sensitive plates, or film*.
are arranged in suitable relation, means being provided which, upoa
operation, make the repeated exposures and suitably change the
filters and sensitive media until the required number of exposures
have been mole.

In use three colour filters are usually employed blue, green and
red, and the effective aperture of these filters adjusted to comply
with the maker's directions as found upon packages of colour
sensitive plates or films, so that a definite and uniform exposure
may be given through esch filter. When these adjustments have
been made all that remains is to expose one sensitive plate
through, ssy the blue filter for the predetermined period of time
change the sensitive piste and expose the next sensitive plato
through, say. the red filter for the same period of time and
similarly expose the next plate through the green filter all of
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which operations can be automatically effected in proper sequence

by mechanically associates the plate-changing, filter-changing and

shutter-operating gear.

In fig. 1 a is a disc pivoted at 6 and having four circular aper-

tures formed therein ; one aperture c is left blank and enables

ordinary photographs to be taken when desired, for which purpose

an ordinary iris o is employed in association with the optical

system in the usual way, the iris a being maintained at full aper-

ture when exposures through the filters are being made. The next

aperture is provided with a blue filter d, and iris e, an iris-

operating handle and pointer / and a scale g for enabling the

diameter of the effective aperture through the iris e to be easily

:isiertained The next aperture is provided with a green filter h,

an iris i, an iris-operating handle and pointer j and a scale k for

enabling the effective diameter of the aperture through the iris i

to be easily ascertained. The last aperture of the series is pro-

vided with a red filter I which is also provided with an iris m an

iris-operating handle or pointer n and a scale z.

The disc a may be rotated by a spring and controlled by an

escapement device of suitable form to enable a step-by-step move-

ment to be made by the disc a for disposing the filters in front

of the optical system in proper sequence. Starting from the posi-

tion indicated in fig. 1 which shows the blue filter d in place, the

first operation might expose a plate; the second operation might
simultaneously change the plate and release the disc a so as to

place the red filter I in position ; the third operation might expose

another plate ; the fourth operation might simultaneously change

the plate and release the disc a so as to place the green filter

A in position ; the fifth operation might expose another plate, and
the sixth operation might change the plate and release the disc a

so as to bring thj clear aperture <• in front of the optical system.

To enable the above series of operations to be repeated the dist-

il is rotated by hand backwards by means of the handle p.

Whatever may be the mechanism or the sequence of operations

employed it is absolutely essential for good results that the expo-
sures through the three filters should be made with the smallest

possible time interval between them. To attain this result the
actual exposure time period through each screen is made constant

and the aperture for each exposure is suitably modified to enable
this to be done.

The necessary modification is effected by varying the effective

diameter of the iris i and the effective diameter of the iris

e relative to the effective diameter of the iris m.
Assuming that a lens having 150 mm. focal lengths is employed,

the manufacturers have marked the packet of plates 6, 9, 12, for
the blue, green, and red exposures respectively, and it is decided
to stop the lens down to //8. The effective diameter of aperture

Fig. 1.

with such a lens at //8 is approximately equal to 18.8 mm., and
the iris m is adjusted to give this effective diameter to the aperture
through the red filter I when exposure is effected. The manu-
facturer's indicator shows that the exposure through the green
filter is to be three-quarters of that through the red filter, accord-
ingly the area of the effective aperture of the green filter h is
made three-quarters of the area of the effective aperture of the
red filter / by moving the pointer j to a position on the scale k

which indicates that the diameter of the aperture of the iris i is

approximately 16.3 mm.
The iris « of the blue filter d is similarly adjusted and its pointer

/ is moved to a position on the scale <j which indicates that the
aperture of the iris e is approximately 13.3 mm., that is to say
the ratio of the effective areas of the'apertures through the blue
and red filters is as 6 is to 12.

Referring to fig. 2 the tables q, t, and s enable the required
diameters to be readily ascertained. The table o is for use when
the highest value in the manufacturer's indicator is ten, the table
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Fig. 2.

r is for use when the highest value in the manufacturer's indicator

is eleven and the table s is for use when the highest value in the
manufacturer's indicator is twelve and obviously more tables may
be employed if desired.

The first column t of each table refers to apertures in focal

units which are the effective apertures employed with the filter

associated with the highest value the top row u of figures in each
table refers to manufacturer's exposure indicators and the inter-

sections of a horizontal line through the aperture in focal units

employed with such filter and vertical lines through the particular

indicators required will give the diameters of the apertures for

the other two filters. The dotted lines in tables » refer to the
actual settings referred to above.

The Gorsky Process of Colour Cinematography.—Particulars

of a further stage in the development of the process of colour

cinematography invented by Professor S. de Procoudine Gorsky
are given in the December issue of our contemporary, " Conquest"
(The Wireless Press, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2, Is.). These
relate to the design of the camera, or rather of the optical device

by which three separate images are obtained from a single view-

point. Professor Gorsky divides his light before it enters the

lenses, and uses for this purpose a system of three right-angled

prisms. The longer sides of two of these are coated with bands
of reflecting silver deposit. In the case of the prism which
receives the light from the subject the bands occupy two-thirds of

the space, each band being twice the width of the intervening

bands. By this prism one-third of the light is transmitted and

two-thirds reflected to the second prism, which in turn reflects

one-third and transmits one-third. The three separate pencils of

light, traversing different optical parallel paths, are taken up by
three lenses, which form corresponding images on three separate

bands of film, the gates of the films being p'.ared in " staggered
"

fashion to the front surface of the prism block. Accessory non-

refracting blocks form part of the system as means for equalising

the absorption of light. It is claimed for this system, which we
believe is a new device in making three-colour negatives, that it

provides identical images. Our contemporary, " Conquest," repro-

duces a number of photographs of the cinematograph camera

which has been built by Messrs. Cinechrome Instruments, Ltd., for

carrying the system into effect. At the present time Professor

Gorsky is at Nice engaged in making a series of films with the

new instrument
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A PLATE-HOLDER FOR THE PAGET COLOUR PROCESS.
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'•• is a fairly simple matter

for anyone skill, d in the use of simple woodworking tools,

or one of the photographic cabinet makers would douhtlcss

undertake the work at a reasonable cost. If the work if to

Hrjrar should set about it in the follow-

ing manner No dmien be given, since these vary
witli individual cases.

The base of the slide should lie first oat out. This should

be of fairly thirk wood, according to the siw> of the slide,

or from about 3-1(1. in. thickness for a small size up to jj

larger one. The three central springs should be first

LIGHT TRAP

fitted to this. They ihtfald not be too strong, and may I

about :(-lG in width for tho small siz.cs to J for the

Old clockapringa may be made to serve for this.

and they should be bent into a half-moon shape and fasti

to the slide with a screw through a hole drilled in the centre.

ops shown at A A in bonld

'>e fixed at one end at each side in the position shown.

des coo may then be attached With glue, and, niter the

latter has become well set, small screws nu rti-d flush

with the woodwork. These secti'" ihould lie provided
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with grooves or a projection, according to the design of tlio

|
roe. A, plush light-trap should be fitted

shown :it D. Caro must ho taken to see that

the sections o c c are deep enough to allow the Springs A A
with the plates in position to be clear of the draw-out .shutter.

The grooves for the latter may now be fitted, and for light-

ness and saving in space I recommend that both the grooves

and the draw-out shutter should bo made of 6tout sheet zinc.

A very simple way of fitting these is to first fix a strip of

rather thicker zinc at the outer edges c o c, and over this a

wider piece that completely covers these sections, taking care

to get a good light-tight joint at the corners e k. Thus a

channel is formed for the draw-out shutter to slide in. The

latter may then be cut out after the usual pattern. The

whole of the inside of the slide may be given a coat of dead

black paint, which also gives a good finish to the metal work

:

the rest of the outside woodwork may be given a coat of

varnish or finished in the same way at the discretion of the

worker. If carefully made the above design allows little

chance of light-leakage: if, however, this occurs, it may be

due to faulty jointe, which should be filled up with beeswax

or putty.

To load the slide for Paget colour work, place the plate

and its taking screen in the correct position within the pins

on the central springs, and then bring the others A A across
into the recess cut for each on the opposite side.

One paint may be raised, i.e., that of register. In the
case of larger apparatus having deep slides, this may not be
altered, but in the case of the smaller apparatus using thin
metal plate-holders there will no longer be correct relation
between the plate and focussing screen. In any case it is

just as well to make a test of this by the very simple method
described in the editorial article in the "B.J." Almanac
for 1920, page 300, and I take the liberty of quoting it.

" Insert a tapering strip of card between the focussing screen
and a stiff flat ruler, such as a steel rule, laid across the frame
of the screen. Secondly, make the same test on the plate

holder with the plate in position and the rule laid across

the face of the holder. The wedge of card should come to the
same place in both cases, and a very slight error in register

may be detected in this way."
I should suggest that if the error in register is found to

be considerable that a new focussing scale be made and fitted

or that the camera front be racked in, after focussing, the

exact difference in register as indicated by the triangular

wedge above mentioned. This should always be carried in

the camera x
ease.

R. M. Fanstone.

COLOUR CINEMA FILMS FROM LARGE AND SMALL
NEGATIVES.

[The following is the description of a process patented by Zoechrome, Ltd., and Thomas Albert Mills for the pro-

duction of " self-contained " cinema films in natural colour.--. It will be observed that the inventors propose to take a full

size key film, which may be black or in a given colour, and to combine the positives therefrom with colour positives from

smaller negatives by enlargement of the latter according to a process protection for which is granted in Patent No. 172,714. J

This invention relates to an improved method of producing

cinematograph films in which each individual picture is a com-

plete colour rendering of the subject.

There are produced upon the negative film (by the aid of

suitable colour screens) a set of images of full or normal

size (key images) and interposed sets of small sized colour-

giving images, each preferably of half the linear dimensions

of a key image: The small colour-giving images may lie

threa in number, corresponding to the usual triple division

of colours, and the key image taken without a colour screen

so as to give the black and white effect only. Or the key
image may also be a colour image, giving, say, the blue in

the resulting positive nlm, either the blue being printed
alone, from the negative key image, or by a double printing

both the blue and a similar black and white or true key
image, and only two small images may be produced. Each
key image and its associated small images are taken simul-

taneously through, separate lenses, and, as the lens for the
largo image has to have a correspondingly greater focal length,

and if employed to give a direct image would form an obstruc-

tion for the small images, the increased focal length is pre-
ferably provided for by a prism or other reflector, allowing
all the lenses to lie in the same plane. This displaces the
key image from its corresponding colour images, and therefore
the key and colour images of one exposure are interposed
•between the key and colour images of other exposures.

In producing the positive film from the original negative,
the latter is moved at each operation through a distance equal
to a key image and the following small colour images, closing
up the key images on the positive film so that they are repro-
duced in succession without the interposition of the colour
images, these being afterwards enlarged and superposed. The
reproduced image, if the key image is to be in one of the
colours employed, say blue, is suitably coloured or dyed, but
if the key imago is black and white the usual process only is

employed. Or the same large image may be reproduced

twice, once as a black and white image and once in colour.

The reproduced key film is then coated with a sensitive

emulsion, and one of the colour sets of images is then enlarged

tu the key size and superposed upon the key images, the new
positive images being coloured to the required colour, com
plomentary to that of the colour screen employed for the

negative. The next set of colour-giving pictures is similarly

superposed, and, in the case of the process employing black

and white key images and three colours, the third set of colour

images is then superposed, with the result that the finished

film is a complete colour rendering of the subject, and can be

projected by the usual apparatus upon the screen. The appa-

ratus employed for producing the positive may be of the type

described in Middleton's Patent, No. 16,363 of 1913 ("B.J.,''

September 18, 1914, p. 715). It is to be understood that the

term " key image " is used in a wide sense, as the image
which is originally taken of full size and thus serves as the

most important image in giving definition to the picture, but

it is not necessarily an opaque or black and white image in

the positive picture.

In the drawings, fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the produc-

tion of a negative having a set of key images and three sets

of colour-giving images; and fig. 2 is a similar diagram
illustrating the case in which the key image is also one of the

colour-giving images.

In fig. 1, A is the negative film. B, B are the key images of

full size. C, C, C, are three sets of half-size colour-giving

images arranged with one central image and two images side

by side. D, D 1 are the camera lenses, of which the larger

lens D is of twice the focal length of the smaller lenses D 1

E is a prism reflector. The lenses are arranged as shown at

the right of the figure, the small lenses forming a triangle

below the large lens. The triangle may be inverted to bring

a pair of small lenses close to the large lens and leaving onh
one small lens at an appreciable distance. The refiectin"

prism E is arranged so that the pencil of light from the lar
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Ions D, indicated bj reflected from the lower

and on to th.- film A, ;i distal]

two full image the resulting image and the

- due to the lessee D'. The length of the path from the

hvrg.- ' hat of the direct path from

one of the imaJJ lenses to the film so that the iacreased

length of the large lens is provide. I for while allowing the

leasee to be placed in the same plane. The shutter necb
the colour screen are not shown as they may be of

ordinary type.

In fig 'J the B [.rodiwed by the aid of

say red, and instead of separating the images

HV

ru. i

by a full picture width as in fig. 1 the separation is of half

a picture width only, to accommodate a pair of small

screens ot the
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iginal and rnpri»lu. ..I images are.

iallv e<|iial size. The images B and C having been

relatively displaced by the action of the reflector, the colour

images buperposed must be those separated by the intermediate

images, as indicated bv tl\e dotted lines in the drawings, se

that the colour images shall lie those taken by the sarnie

exposures as the key images on which they are superposed.
The positive film is coloured ond rimfsniilihiiil again for the

second colour sot, the operations being repeated where a key
picture and three small pictures are employed as in fig. 1.

The final result is a positive film fully coloured and adapted
to be projected by the usual projecting apparatus. Tho three-

colour system has been taken a^ the basis of the method
described and illustrated, but it is obvious that other colour
systems may be used.

Owing to the fact that the key images and the colour images
are taken simultaneously the original film should be moved
more rapidly than is the case with an ordinary film, since the

or of one and a half ordinary pictures has to be
cover. d each exposure, while the coloured positive is

moved at the normal speed for projection. B key
image is of full size the projection on the --creen gives a clear-

ness of impression substantially as good as that of the ordinary
•ured picture. To obtain this clearness it is not essential

that the colour producing images should he so sharp, so that
.nailer scale on which they are taken does not materially

affect the sharpness of the result and the great advantage is

obtained that the colour effect is given by an addition to the
th of the negative liim of only 60 or 100 per nling

to the colour system employed. The disturbing rainbow •

«>d when colour images are taken successively is also

entirely Mliminated by the simultaneous exposure of a complete
set of i maces.

A NEW METHOD OF MAKING COLOUR PRINTS.
Note in " Penrose's Annual," 1922.)

lump 20 for 1915 of "Penrose's Annual" we described aa
method of producing photographic prints in colour

•1 by Mr John Lewisol. m, and patented by
:crica in 1913. Since that he has Invented and patented

>*rica snd in England another process which is nu
improvement on the former one, though utilising fun..

the same means.
The method consists in first obtaining three uegativi

the usual colour filters. A blue print on ferro prnssiate paper (the

same ss is used for engineers' blue prints) is made from the

utire blue part of this print is washed
with a yellow dye, such as aurantia. It is then (tried and after

wards immersed in a weak solution of silver nitrate suffic

to dissolve the blue and leave the yellow image The side

of the print bearing the image is then coated with a blue-print

sensitising medium, which may be spplied before the print is dry

after the preceding operation.

The re-sensitised print is impressed with an image through the

red printing negative, which is adjusted to get the print in

register. The blue print so formed is washed with a red dye, such

as eoaine ml then dried and treated with nitrate "I

to remove the blue, leaving the red image on the yellow image

.nrarjqaab' formed.
"
fl»e operat ion of r» sensitising with the blueprint soluti.

repeated, and a print made through the blue printing negative,

taking care to secure register. The print so formed will have the

blue colour, so that it is unnecessary to remove this. The result

will be a combination print of yellow, red and blue colours super-

imposed and will substantially reproduce natural colours.

It is self-evident the process can be used for only two or with

more than three colours. The principle of the process consists in

forming a series of superposing blue images, of which the pre-

ceding blue image has been substituted by another colour before

the succeeding blue image has been formed. Presumably the

washes of colour are applied locally with a brush, otherwise it

would seem that the sheet of paper would be completely dyed. On

this point the patent specification is not clear. We shall be

interested to see further results of this process, which appears to

be a very simple method of making colour prints.

William GUmslb.
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THE TRIADOCHROME PROCESS OF MAKING THREE-
COLO I' U PRINTS.

months ago, namely, in this Supplement of May 6, 1921.

page 20, we had a short note from particulars contained in a

paper of the process of three-colour printing worked out by

Mr. J. F. Shepherd, of 10, Derwentwater Road, Acton, London,

W., by whom the name " Triadochrome " has been given to it.

then we have hail the opportunity on one or two occasions

ring the process in working and of examining a considerable

number of the results, and have no doubt that many of our readers

will be interested in hearing more of a method which without

question has considerable commercial possibilities and has already

found commercial applications.

The process is purely one of three-colour photographic printing

from the customary set of three-colour sensation negatives. Mr.

Shepherd's work has been directed towards perfecting a method of

printing which can be put in operation on a commercial quantity

Mala with assurance of producing prints of satisfactory colour

rendering and also uniform throughout a batch. In doing this he

has reduced the operations required for the assemblage of the

three-colour impressions to what appears to be an irreducible mini-

mum, and thereby has rendered it possible to produce prints in

any reasonable number on the day following the completion of the

negatives.

Without going into minor details of manipulation, the process

is as follows :—The red print (from the green-sensation negative)

is made by the carbon process on a celluloid support. The. blue

print (from the. red-sensation negative) is prepared on a transfer
bromide paper, its blue colour being obtained by the ordinary pro-

cess of iron toning and fixed in a special fixing bath to clear the

whites and give a correct blue-green. The blue paper print is

squeegeed down in register with the red impression on the celluloid,

surplus water is blotted off, and, after remaining for about an hour,

the paper support of the blue print can be stripped off, leaving the

red and blue impressions together on the celluloid. It remains to

add the yellow print (from the blue-sensatioti negative). This print

is made on ordinary bromide paper and toned to a yellow by a
special combined toning and bleaching bath process. It is

in turn squeegeed on to the composite red-blue print on
the celluloid and the whole assemblage allowed to dry. The
original celluloid support can then be stripped off dry, leaving the

three-colour print on the paper base provided by the bromide
paper on which the yellow print was made. We were able to see

from prints in various stages of making and from a number of

completed results that the process yields quite satisfactory regis-

tration of the three images. As regards systematising the produc-
tion of prints on a considerable scale, Mr. Shepherd provides a

small test chart of red, yellow and blue colours, and a white, when
photographing the original. This chart is recorded on the edge of
each negative taken, and thus, in the making of the component
prints, the work can be distributed between three separate depart-
ments, in each of which the printer has a standard before him to

which he must work as regards depth of print and, in the case of
the toned bromides, as regards producing the correct tone. While
it is not claimed that the making of these prints is work for the
slipshod hil-or-miss printer, experience has shown that printers of
reasonable competence can make individually large numbers of red.
yellow and blue prints which, when subsequently assembled, yield
satisfactory three-colour results.

So far the negatives with which the process has been used have
been made by successive exposures in an ordinary campra. and so
have bee,, of still-life subjects, such as pottery, paintings, textiles
and other articles of manufacture. We have seen some remarkably
good three-colour prints of hats and costumes, and Mr. Shepherd
has even obtained some striking prints of the show windows of a
large department store, photographed at night through the plate
glass and by the artificial electric illumination.

•d of production and uniformity in the results are the two
outstanding claims which are made for the process—claims which,
so fa- as our observation has gone, may be thoroughly substan-
tiated. There is undoubtedly a great commercial demand for satis-
factory colour photographs, particularly of manufactured goods in
textile, pottery, furniture, and other industries, as well as among
firms concerned in such businesses as flower growing, interior,
decoration, etc. The "Triadochrome" process certainly appear*

e been brought to a stage at which it is capable of fulfilling
such demands

nzm and notes.

Bye-Paths ok Colour Photography.—-.Messrs. A. W. Penrose &.
Co. have a volume in the press on this subject. It is stated to be
tho work of a practical photographer who has devoted many years
to the study of colour photography, and who prefers to conceal
his identity under the pseudonym of " O. Reg." The volume is
announced to deal with colour cameras, filters, colour sensitising of
emulsions, and tin- making of colour transparencies and prints.

Tin Glorious Adventuh*.—The public exhibition of the film,
" The Glorious Adventure," in natural colours by ,the Prisma
process was begun a week or so ago at Covent Garden Opera House
London, W.C. More than ordinary interest attaches to it, since
it is the first production of a drama or story cinema film in colours
by a photographic process. When we referred (in this Supplement
May 6. 1921, p. 18) to last year's exhibition of Prizma colour films
we had to point out that, while the results were most certainly a
triumph of printing, the negatives were evidently made by the
ordinary method of exposure, so that there was lack of identity
febween the images of each trio representing- the three colotir-
sensations. Hence, in cases of rapid movement of the subject,
there was the production of colour fringing around the outlines
of objects in movement. As has already been announced, this
disability has been removed by the design of a camera which yields
identical images in each trio of exposures. The pictures now
included in " The Glorious Adventure," which is a full-blooded
drama with any amount of movement, emphatically show that this
defect has been removed almost completely. At one or two places
there was a momentary splash of what may be called stray colour,
but possibly this was due to other causes, for example, accidental
mechanical damage of the film. It is not too much to say that,
so far as colour fringing is concerned, this difficulty has been over-
come by the experts of the Prizma process.

When we come to the technical quality of the film, considered
as a piece of animated photography in colours, it is necessary, in

expressing an opinion, to distinguish between two kinds of scene.

The action takes place very largely at close quarters, and almost
without exception the photographic quality and the colour quality-

are both of them altogether excellent. In many instances the
renderings on the screen of these phases of the story are supremely
beautiful, and exhibit the most delicate colour tonalities of com-
plexions and dresses, which are a veritable modern miracle when
one has in one's mind the tiny postage stamp transparencies which
are projected. We imagine that it is phases of this kind which
have prompted some of the most appreciative eulogistic notices in

the newspapers, a typical specimen of which is that the film is
,: a thousand oil paintings come to life." But as regards the more
open scenes, whether outdoor or in the studio, it must be said

thait the photographic and colour qualities are of a much lower
standard than that of the " close lips." We are afraid we can
only say that this is so without being able to assign the cause.

In some of the general studio scenes lack of sufficient illumination

appeared to be indicated ; some of the film had the appearance of

being under-exposed. But the general outdoor scenes, for which,

presumably, there was plenty of light, frequently were seen to

suffer from an unnatural colour rendering in those parts which
were relatively distant from the camera. We believe this is o

difficulty in colour cinematography which is generally experienced,

and which is perhaps associated in some way with the action of

ultra-violet light. Then, again, the task of stage-managing large

scenes containing a whole miscellany of colours must have been

an enormously difficult one for the producer. When it is remem-
bered how immensely superior the tonal qualities of modern cinema

films are in comparison with those of, say, ten years ago. it is

too much to expect that the first production under the entirely

different conditions imposed by a colour record should be free

from discordant notes. Probably all these three causes in various

proportions are responsible for the less satisfactory renderings of

the general scenes in comparison with those of the " close-ups.

where the conditions of distance, lighting and composition are

much more favourable. But we do not wish to emphasise these

considerations. So much of the film is so admirable that, as a

whole, it must be saluted as wonderful, and a very great triumph,

even if not an entirely complete one, over great technical diffi-

culties by the producers, Messrs. J. Stuart Blackton Photo-Plays.

Ltd.
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two-reflector camera* that the registration difficulty is u pun
myth. A few days ago I took, with my Butler quarter-plate
camera, a man-of-war dressed with flags, and the delicate

• the rigging provided an excellent test of regi

tion from which the camera emerged with flying colours. It is.

in fact, au old eontrovei Do Butler negatives regist-

and I -iiinild not have raised the point, hail it not been for

mis-statements, backed up by the diagram of a badly

designed chromoacope on page 9, and for the astonishing tl

merit on page 28 that " One-exposure cameras with more mir-

ror-, than one, are only theoretical illusions and scientific

nts ad abturdu.ni."

as, however, consider the refraction cr'or problem i

closely The refracted image differs from the geometrically

correct image by having one half contracted and the other half

expamh'd. If the reflectors are parallel, this error is magni-
if they are at right angles, as in 'White' thi-

ern>r i« ver\ nearly eliminated. I have recently designed a

camera on the latter principle, and find that the direct re

fracted image is distorted to the extent that a wedge of glass

from 000 in to OOtf in. would cause, when placed in froi

the plate.

The camera in question is designed for a 6j in. //I

a plate 'A in. > 4J in. The t«oond reflected ima

tig 2. Butler tricolour quarter-plate earners,

more difficult to correct, hut this can be done by inclining tie-

focussing plane, in spite of our author's denial of this p

hilitv. To return to the Butler camera; how is 1 ition

obtained? It seems quite plain to me that in the coarse I
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adjustment, the firsl reflector is thrown slightly out of the exact

angle of 46 deg., which is equivalent to inclining the focussing

plane, therein- inducing a slight distortion of the picture, equal

to that produced by refraction. In the same way the second

tor is out of the 45 deg. standard by a smaller amount.

te course of the marginal rays be traced it will he seen that

astigmatism is introduced into the lens system, whose effect i-

to increase the depth of focus at the expense of definition,

though as far as my experience goes with an //(i.8 lens the

definition is entirely satisfactory. I have perhaps had to deal

rather fully with this point, but the statements made are likely

to prejudice people against a type of camera, which I believe

to he 'by far the best for colour photography, and a type,

which I hope I may be instrumental in putting on the market

lor the benefit of coiour photographers. At the present time

any further reference to this is premature. The principal

trouble with a reflector camera is to get the mirrors absolutely

plane.

Hamburger and Costen's patent for distorted reflectors is

somewhat drastically dealt with on page 34, but I will leave

these gentlemen to fight for themselves, merely contenting

myself with the observation that I have seen the Polychromide

camera, and the finished prints showed excellent registration.

In Chapter IV., which deals with "Real Inventions" in a

somewhat sarcastic vein, I find a diagram depicting Ives'

camera, patent No. 12,181, of 1900, though the author has " no

desire to commemorate these imaginative geniuses." Unfor-

tunately his criticism fails because he is unacquainted with

the precipe dimensions of the cameras concerned and the de-
gree of stereoscopic error involved. Returning to the realm
of fact, we find that Mr. E. fianger-Shephord designed and
manufactured such cameras, prior to the war. ami sold them
as landscape cameras. A camera in mv possession lias an 8.<,-i„.

lens, and the stereoscopic separation "between top and bottom
images is g in- Registration is therefore perfect at distil

over 10 ft., and 1 am informed by the designer that prints
20 in. x lli in. have been made from his lantern-size camera.
Two photographs are given of these unfortunate cameras and
I have indicated the position of the rhomboid*] prisms on the
S.-S. camera.
Space does not permit me to deal with the autln r

'

s , imera.
T will only remark that to adjust his exposure ratio by using
three plates of different speed is unsound. A far mori philo-
sophic method is to use equkspeed plates and a compens^tinc
filter on the lens.

His chapter on printing is frankly archaic. I believe that
Rotary tricolour film- have been off the market at least nine
years. Raydex is the modern and easiest method of pigment
printing, but there are many others that he might have tried,

such as the beautiful dye imbibition process of Sanger-Shep-
herd and Bartlett, and the D.I.P. process is also most
promising.

Notwithstanding these errors there .is much of interest in

the book, and it is recommended to the favourable noti

colour photographers if they will take the customary pinch of

•alt. H. E. Rendu,!.

ADDITIVE TWO=COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPH
PROJECTION.

LA system of colour cinematography, which is the joint invention of an Italian and a French technician. Cesar Parolini and

Gustave Perron, is described in a recent patent specification, No. 145,478. The inventors adopt a method of optical printing of side-

by-side half -size positives from the negative taken alternately through orange and green filters. The pairs of positive picture? are

uibined by a pair of objectives mounted for production of a s

The invention consists in a process for the manufacture of a cine-

matographic film for projecting images in colours which comprises

the taking of negative images by a cinematographic camera laid

on its side so as to give images with their horizontal lines parallel

to the length of the film, the speed being twice the ordinary speed

of, say, fifteen images per second in order to obtain two images
through two coloured screens in the time usually occupied in taking
a single ordinary image or three times the ordinary speed in order to

obtain two images and a blank, the increase in speed being obtained

by the inclusion of a speed-multiplying gearing in the camera ; then
producing a positive from the negative by projection, the two films

being arranged and moved relatively at 90 deg., the printing

being effected in such a manner that the two images on the nega-
tive are together projected to produce on the positive film two
side-by-side reduced images with their horizontal lines transverse of

the film, and which occupy the surface corresponding to an ordinary
image.

The projection of such a film is effected on an ordinary screen

by means of an ordinary cinematographic projector, which is suit-

ably modified instantaneously and momentarily for .tihe purpose.

In the taking of negatives the film, which is an ordinary one, is

exposed with the horizontal lines of the images taken parallel with
the direction of the length of the film, that is, the taking of a photo-
graphs is effected with the cinematograph apparatus laid on its side.

The speed of exposure is about twice the ordinary speed of, say,

fifteen images per second, in order that two images shall be
obtained during the time usually occupied in taking one ordinary
image.

When taking photographs of objects moving at a very high speed,
the speed of exposure may be increased to three times or even four
times the normal speed of exposure.

Ie composite image on the screen.]

The camera differs from an ordinary camera in that, in order to

obtain an increase of speed in the taking of photographic negatives,

the driving mechanism of the apparatus is modified by the arrange-

ment of a speed-multiplying gearing.

Moreover, and without modifying the shutter, a transparent disc

coloured half green and half orange will be arranged in front of

the objective, on a rotating axis actuated by the multiplied motion.

in such a manner that the two images taken during the time of

taking an ordinary image shall be respectively taken through the

two colours, green A and orange A 1 (fig. 1), which gives on a

WO lli!

Fig. 1.

panchromatic film, groups A, A 1
, B, B 1

, C, C
for an ordinary one

In the case of the extra rapid taking of photographic negatives

where the speed of impression is three times the ordinary one. the

multiplying mechanism will be devised accordingly, and the coloured

transparent disc comprises three equal sectors, the first one in green

the second one in orange and the third one being opaque, in such

a manner that during the time necessary for taking an ordmarj

image, groups A, A>, A«-B, B 1
, B°, etc., consisting of two images

and a blank will be obtained, two of which are taken through the

two screens respectively, green (A) and orange (A 1

)
and the otn

one null (A ).
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negative film with the image* thus obtained is then employed

of image* on an ordinary positive film in the

,n^ manner, which constitutes the second phase of the process.

d by projection and n. tact, as

develop*! negative B • ' paases in th* printing machine in

:outal position, whilst the unexposed positive film 2 is passed

respective position of the two films being always at

:!e of 9U dec. It is also possible to obtain the same result

iilni vertically and the unexposed ;

being ensured, t • 1 is displaced at the

i

I

rv.):j<

Pig. J.

i mages A. placement
:>os»d positive film 2 • sur-

miage. in such a manner that tl

etc..

in the surface correal of an ordinary
tot tb* null image A*—B\

"iips with two imsges and a blank remains out

film 2 obtained by the printing method has the
• ,-e» transverse to the lei . film

i .! .»: im I

^Hp° reduced successive images A A H> of each
•fed side by side, in the dire- •

, the flhn.

to pass the film a. this i*
•fjusry film, that is.

Uo« is effected by neans of a printing

I>C* 3, 4 and 6)

j i i ™ |'i iiiiiii^

box or frame 4, enclosing the mechanism

for casting a hor:z.

the

I

the nega
in a bark

low 7.

B and

A iimhaniam for causing a vertical movement by meani of a
toothed drum 21 of the positive film 2, which is to be exposed, is

arrauged in a front compartment 11. The light-rays projected
egative images by the objective with diaphragms 13

:i tht< two compartments 5 and 11. act upon the
film 2. through the window 14.

Fig. 6

The means foi . sbbjoI of the ilmnis 6 and 21 are
actuated, by any kind of motor, through the pulley 15, the axle 16
of which actuates directly the mechanism l.v .. Maltese cross 18 of
the drum 6 by means of bevel pinions 17, and indirectly by means
of in endless chain 19. the shaft 20 operating the mechanism

Maltese crow 12 of the drum 21, mounted below the shaft 91

same shaft 20 operating also, by means of Level pinions, the axis 22
of the obturating sector 23 dunti- tfaf motion "f the two liims 1

and 2, which motion is calculated so that the positive film 2 shall
be vertically displaced in front of the window 14, through u

corresponding to that of nn ordinary image, whilst the film
I

drum 6 of which has a larger diameter than that of the drum 21 ) Is

•ntally displaced in front of the window 7, through a

equal t.i two consecutive images A, A 1—B, B 1 or three i

A', A*: B, B 1
, B' of each group, the null image remaining

projc for this purpose, sniUI,
window 7.
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The driving may be effected by means of mechanism, provide*)

with dutches or with eccentrics without, affecting t Ii-l- method of

printing, and also modifications in the details may bo made, the

printing apparatus described being by way of example only.

The clearness of the reduced images is not diminished when the

i e film 2 is thus obtained.

For projecting the positive film an ordinary projecting apparatus

is sufficient, it only being necessary to remove the ordinary obiec-

ii\o and to replace it by a special objective which is mounted in

its place. Fig. 7 shows a front view of this objective.

The objective comprises a cylindrical mounting 24 inside which

two coupled objectives 25 and 26 are mounted, the lenses of the

objectives being cut in such a manner as to enable their axes to be

brought nearer to each other so that they are separated by the exact

distance of the centres of the two images A, A 1—B, B 1
, etc. An

adjustment is effected by mounting each objective on a kind of

double middle partition 27 with a hinge 28, the variable distance of

whicl is operated by a micrometric screw 29 by means of a knob 30

with bevel pinions 31. Each of the objectives which may be

mounted in such a manner that their axes shall be slightly con-

vergent, has a special screen, one coloured in green, the other one

in orange.

Owing to the arrangement, when projecting the positive film 2,

the two images A, A 1—B, B 1—C, C l
, etc., are simultaneously pro-

jected on the screen, and are superposed so as to give one image

only in natural colours.

RISK AND PROGRESS OF THE TECHNIQUE OF COLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Tndeb this title a demonstration illustrating the history of colour-

processes was given by Mr. F. J. Stoakley, F.C.S., at the Camera

Club on February 23. Mr. Stoakley showed a remarkable series

of colour-slides as examples of both current and obsolete pro-

cesses. The following note of the lecture is considered worthy of

record on account of the simple manner in which the subject was

t reated.

The meeting was first reminded that colour is not a substance

but a sensation, and in order that there should be colour there

must be light. When light falls on an object it is seldom entirely

reflected. More commonly a portion of the light is absorbed by

the object, and the remainder is reflected to the eye, where it

produces the sensation of colour. After a few words on well-

known phenomena of the continuous spectrum, such as that pro-

duced when light is passed through a prism, and the reconstitu-

tion into white light by a second superimposed spectrum formed by

a prism turned in the opposite direction, the speaker then asked

the simple question, " Why does a red rose appear red? " As

white light is composed of a mixture of the colours of the

spectrum, and a red rose absorbs all the colours except the red

rays (or, say, orange), it follows that the rose must appear red,

for redness is the only sensation aroused in the eye. Now, suppose

that a red rose be looked at through a piece of green glass, the

rose no longer appears red, but, on the contrary, it appears black,

i.e., colourless. What has happened here iB that the green glass

has absorbed the reflected red rays from the rose, and the net

result is that between the red rose and the green glass all the

colours of which the original white light was composed have been

absorbed. A similar reasoning applies to the case of green grass.

Green grass absorbs all the colours of incident light except green,

and if we look at green grass through a red screen the latter

absorbs the green rays so that the grass appears black. We know
that, in both cases the objects have not in reality changed in any
respect, and consequently we may assume that the phenomenon of

colour is due to absorption.

The earliest attempts to produce photographs in colour were

made by what is called the " additive process," that is, the

process which depends upon the addition of coloured lights to one
another. At this point it is necessary to note that the colour

resulting from the addition or mixture of coloured lights is quite
different from the colour produced by a mixture of several pig-

ments of the same colours as the lights. Thus, a mixture of a
blue pigment with a yellow pigment is green, but the mixture of

a blue light with a yellow light is practically white. The speaker
had not with him the apparatus necessary to prove that all the
colours ol Nature can be simulated by varying the, proportions of
mixtures of the - primary colons, and he. merely recalled the
tact thai these three primary colours are red, green and blue
violet.

in 1861 Clerk Maxwell succeeded in reproducing photograph?
caly (and projecting on a screen) a piece of coloured

h
tH

,'

tan
ribbon. He made three negatives, one through a red screen the
second through a green, and the third through a blue-violei (or
rather a deep-blue) screen. From the negatives so obtained heprepared three positive transparencies, and th<*a were projected
on to the "collecting" screen by means of tint, lanterns each
transparency having, its own " taking screen " in fi^t, oS it

'

witll
the result that the colours of the tartan ribbon wve approxi-
mately reproduced. Similar work on these lines was carried out
by Von Hubl, F. E. Ives, etc. The beautiful and ingenio.s Tves

'

"Kromskop" gave stereoscopic reproductions in colour >^ea
on the principles of the Clerk Maxwell process, viz., the additive
process.

The next great step was the development of the additive method
so that a single plate could be used instead of the three hitherto
employed. This was effected by preparing a plate in Such a way
that it was in reality an enormous number of tiny screens com-
prising the essential colour sensations. The tiny colour-screens
were composed of regular rulings or patterns of the essential
colours on the plate, but this method of tiny screens was further
extended to plates with irregular markings. Hence the plates of
this type can be grouped under two heads (a) and (6). (a) The
Regular

; exemplified by Joly's " ruled-line screen," the
"Thames" (Finlay), the " Omnicolore " (Jougla), the " Diopti-
chronie" (Dufay), the Paget Process, etc., the tiny screens of
which consist of coloured lines, squares or dots in various patterns
in the three colours red, green, and blue-violet, all over the plate.

(b) The Irregular : exemplified by the Lumiere Autochrome
plate, which is prepared by dusting on to a tacky glass plate
grains of potato starch which have been previously dyed red,
green and blue-violet, and dried and mixed in the proper propor
tion of colour.

In both cases the screen part is varnished for protection and
coated with a panchromatic emulsion. Since this emulsion is

more sensitive to blue and violet rays of light than to orange and
red it is necessary to use a compensating screen.

Mr. Stoakley showed examples of each screen and micro-photo-
graphs of the several screens were projected on to the lantern
screen, as well as colour-photographs by the various screen pro-
cesses. Attention was called to the great superiority of the
" irregular " screen for depicting fine shades of colour, metallic

surfaces, the sheen of birds' feathers, etc.. and the physics of

the phenomenon was described. The portrayal of black and white
through colour-screens was also shown.

The last process described is that known as the " subtractive
"

method, as exemplified by the Sanger-Shepherd and its modifica

tions, which have a wide application. Three negatives are made
in succession through the red, green and blue-violet screens, and

from each of the negatives, or " colour sensations," a positive is

prepared. By chemical treatment (or dyeing) the positives are

made in the complementary colours of their "taking screens.

Thus the positive from the red sensation is made cyan-blue, that

from the green sensation is made pink, and that from the blue

violet sensation is made yellow. Two of the positives are taken

on gelatine films so that all the positives can be bound up together

and projected or viewed by transmitted light so as to reproduce

exactly the colour of the original.

The speaker showed a number of slides made by this process,

and by means of partly made slides, i.e., slides with 1, 2 or 3, or

2 only, of the combinations of the colours, demonstrated the

synthesis of the process and described in detail the precautions

necessary to get the best results. The causes of failure or defects

were also explained.

The preparation of colour-prints for book-plates and advertise

ment illustrations depended on making three negatives as above

described, arid from them blocks were made and inked up in the

three complementary colours which were superposed on a white

background.
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of any positive, locally or entirely. Also that the instrument could
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tbe aperture* so as to enable stereo transparencies to be

Further, it is, he says, possible to use only three single posit
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by arranging for the one eye to aee the red and yellow proofs, and

the other eye to aee the blue. A method, which is physiological !>

unaonnd, bat which was subsequently patented by l.umley, Bal

and Gowenlock, in the Kromai, and by Nachet.

Again, in 1868, do Haurnn' aaya, " if the images of the three

* are projected on to a white surface by means of three I'
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I .ntngraphit. Solution du ProbUme, Paris, 1869, S4,
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Oro* and do llauron Incidentally It may be noted that about this time
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I,,-, ai "f the invention of these instruments, and it is

rd all the ink spilt. In order to save space, trans
i.il passages are given by toe. I. J. \V
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later,' after recalling his previous, 1869, remarks, du Hatiron says :

: re is moreover, a diagram which, still better than the pre-

ling description, will explain all the simplicity of the constiue-

ti of which it treats." This I have roughly re-drawn, and it

requires no explanation.

In 1874 another camera' was patented, which was later embodied

in his English patent,* and the latter aays :
—"The rays coming

from the subject to be reproduced are received upon a glass unsil-

1 with parallel faces inclined 45 deg., or thereabouts, in respect

t«> the model and in respect to a first lens, towards which it re-

Reots a part of the above-mentioned rays. The greater part of

these rays traverse the first glass, and they are received by a second

- equally unsilvered and with parallel faces also inclined 45

or thereabouts, in relation to the model and in relation to a

second lens towards which it partially reflects the rays it receives.

Lastly : the rays that this second glass allows to pass are received

by a third lens either direct or by interposing a silvered or metal-

lised glass, which reflects nearly all of them. The distance of this

first glass to the first lens is equal, or nearly equal (slight discrep-

ancies do not appreciably alter the results), to the sum of the dis-

tances of the first glass to the second, and of this latter to the

second lens, and it will be equal also to the sum of the distances of

the first glass to the third lens (or if a third glass is made use ot

it is equal to the sum of the distances of the first glass to the third

glass plus that of that of that third glass to the third lens). In
virtue of this arrangement the three images received by the three

lenses are geometrically the same."

For reproducing near objects, it is pointed out that the doubling

of the outlines of the objects from the thickness of the glasses

can be easily remedied by interposing between the said apparatus

and the model a magnifying glass, having the effect of placing the

subject farther back.' The use of a concave lens near the sensi-

tive plate is also described to flatten the field, in both patents the

unequal sensitiveness of the plates to the green and violet is

pointed out, and it is suggested that this may be adjusted by the

use of two or more reflector glasses superimposed and in perfect

contact, in front of the green-sensitive plate. But in the French
patent it says :

" This may be obtained, moreover, if desired, by a
ingle glass of which the silvering (l'etamage= plating) may be

partially removed, in such a way as to present regular alternation

of large unsilvered spaces and smaller silvered spaces.'

4. to Triplice Photographique, 354-367.

5. Fr. Pat. 105,881, 1874. The full specification is given in La Triplice
Photographique, 219.

6. Eng. Pat. 2,973. 1876; given in fall B.J., 1877, Vol. U, 152,163, 181, 212,

238, 249, 259; abst. ibid. 1907, Vol. « Col. Phot. Snpp., Vol. 1, 6.

7. Du Hauron says, loc. cit. 222, that this magnifying glass is nothing
more than a magnifier (bonnette d'approche) recently introduced for
ordinary work.

8. This is. T believe, the first mention of partially silvered reflectors,

later patented by man; others, Ires, Lumiere, Sanger-Shepherd, Comstock,
Brewster, etc.

In 1885 another camera was patented' in which "three small
mirrors were juxtaposed one against the other, not on the same
plane, but in such a manner as to form three facets, differently in-
clined, but all inclined at 45 degrees with respect to a virtual plane
to which their backs were turned. This virtual plane being built
vertically and the three facets being disposed in a triangle, the two
facets at the lower part and the facet at the top reflected 'the same
image, the two first ones into two horizontal cameras, where the
sensitive plates were, consequently in a vertical position, and the
third into a vertical camera where the sensitive surface formed the
floor (plafond)

; the triad of the little mirrors oecupied the centre
of the system and each of them was inclined at 45 dug. w ;th respect
to the objective that corresponded to it."

"Si defecteuse e.t si rudimentaire," as the patentee admits this
to have been, it gave him satisfactory results. He points out thai
the three small mirrors should be preferably of plated glass. ,.

mirrors, or, better still, glass with a perfectly polished silver coaling,
or they might be three small prisms with silvered hypothen use-
Presumably du Hauron distinguishes between mere " plated "

glass, that is ordinary mirrors, and surface silvered glass, the
former being mercury and foil treated.

Cros's idea of a photochromoscope is definite enough, though no
figure is given, as he says :" " Print separately the three cliches on
a sensitive paper or on glass—so as to have the three positives. Coat
the positive obtained with the red frame with the same varnish
which was used for the glass of the frame. The same for the other
two positives, of which the first will be covered with yellow var
nish, the second with blue varnish. This done, take two clean
glasses. Mount on five independent supports, at the same height,
the two white glasses and the three positives coloured as has already
been described. Finally try to make coincide the images of two of
the three positives formed in each of the transparent glasses with
the third positive which one looks at direct through these glasses.

It may be convenient to illuminate the positives by mirrors. One
may also, by modifying the obliquity of the reflection of the trans

parent glasses, vary in every proportion the intensity of each vir-

tual image. In repeating this experience, one will find the condi-

tions of detail which will prove the best. These conditions being

once fixed, one will deduce the principles of construction of an
invariable and definitive apparatus which permits, with the three

elementary proofs, of reconstituting by the eye the real picture

with all its tints."

E. J. Wall, F.R.P.S.

(To be continued.)

9. Fr. Pat. 173,101, 1885; La Triplice, Mc, 217.

10. Solution du Problime de la Photographic des Couleurs, " Lea Moades."
Feb. 25, 1869; subsequently published in pamphlet form, Paris, 1869.

A VARIATION OF THE SCREEN=PLATE PROCESS.

[A recent patent specification, No. 175,373, in the name of Miss Florence M. Warner, who some years ago was associated

in the Warner-Powrie process, proposes a variation of the separate method of making screen-piate colour transparencies. Tin-

exposure in the camera is made upon a panchromatic plate, the emulsion of which is coated upon a three-colour mosaic, preferably

of parallel-line pattern. On development a negative in complementary colours is of course produced. From this negative a mono-

chrome positive transparency is printed by daylight or artificial light upon a panchromatic plate, and the positive thus obtained

bound up in register with a mosaic colour screen, similar to that used in taking the negative. It is obvious that in this process

the panehromatic emulsion of the positive plate may require the use of a compensating filter for the purpose of bringing the

printing light into adjustment with the colour-sensitiveness of the emulsion. Thus the process eliminates the use of ;i loose and

separate taking screen at the cost of the necessity for this balance in making the positive transparency.]

According to the invention, positives in any number may be

made from a negative taken on a sensitive phte having a perma-

nent coloured screen of lines, dots, or figures, by making

The invention has for its object the production of transparent
positive photographs in natural colours from a negative taken of

a subject on a sensitive plate provided with a permanent colour
screen having different coloured elements.

The method is for overcoming the difficulties of the separate
and combined screen-plate processes, by which positive transparen-

cies can be made in any number and in natural colours from a
negative made on a screen plate having the sensitive emulsion on
the screen plate itself.

mono-

chrome positive from such a negative on a panchromatic plate,

so as to produce a good black and white condition, if the positive

is taken under what may be termed halanced conditions of light

and emulsion. By "balanced conditions" is meant balancing or

compensating the sensitiveness of the emulsion and the printing

power of the light.
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is that of acetylene gas or the well-known nitrogen lamp.
• tin- prii

• be effected by Mali liiilit, the enrolsion
. plate will be of such character that it is equally I

ti\e In the green, blue, and red of the negative screen, and in

such case the compensating filter may be omitted in the printing.
If, however, the printing is to be effected by natural light, a

compensating filter is used, this filter rendering the emulsion
equally sensitive to the three colours of the screen, and wher.
filter is used no change in the emulsion is necessary.

This monochrome positive is then developed and fixed in the
usual manner and with the usual developing and fixing e^
After developing and fixing, the monochrome positive appears

iwn in fig. 3. the red flower appearing in lines 18 and 19.

the lines 18 corresponding to the lines 8 of the negative of fig. 2.

and the lines 19 corresponding to the line.- 9 and 10 of neg
2: similarly the green leaves appear in lines 20 snd 21.

the lines 20 corresponding to the green Hoes 11 of the negative
of fig. 2, and the lines 21 corresponding to lines 12 snd 13 of

the negative of fig. 2 similarly with the blue pot in which the
lines 22 correspond to the lines 16 of the negative of fig. 2 ami
the lines 23 correspond to the lines 14 and 15 of th.

of fig. 2. and the table 24 is a black silver deposit coven
net as shown at 17 of fig. 2.

The positive piste is then superimposed in registered position
with a colour screen similar to the screen through which th,.

&!1

«ll tjHraJ^,

21M

^^**»

ri«. y Fir *

negative was taken, such as a lined screen having parallel lines

25, 26, and 27 of alternate red, green, and blue colours. The
plates are superimposed and adjusted with respect to each

other, and mounted together. When properly adjusted the tub-
' ioi<igraphed will appear as a transparency in its original

re, snd this condition is illustrated in fig. 4. At shown
in this figure the monochrome positive and the lined »

are so adjusted that the lines 18 of tie red portion of the

(abject are superposed over the red lines 25 of the screen p

the iinrn lines 20 sre superposed over the green lines 26 of the

piste, snd the blue lines 22 are superposed over the blue lines

'he piste.

TRIADOCHROME THREE-COLOUR PRINTS BY
TRANSFER AND CHEMICAL TONING.

'In the tat

Tut in v.

hv. ui.<

'I'l •v 3, we published. > ihorl m -he process of three-colour printing worked
d. and namr ,rne. Th* • lart of the process are contained ia tie

175.003. grar Ltd ]

impp three-colour photographic printing consists in superimposing two

rticularly t.. those tori hods I
toned photographic images and a pigment or dye image.

i lipase d the colours of the three images being those usual in tubti

Wat two or nv "ds of colour photography ; and the colour of the pigment or

h have dyt image may be any one of the three.

By "chemically toned image" is meant a

duced by chemical action on an image consisi tallio silver

method of which is thereby changed completely into a < impound .
ene fe.v
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and by "pigment or dye image " is meant a coloured image

sisting of a pigment or dye only and does not include an image

produced by chemically treating or replacing a silver image. An

example of a chemically toned image is a blue-green image pro-

duced from an ordinary silver image by treating it first with an

alkaline ferrieyanide solution and subsequently with a ferric salt

dilution. ,

An example of a pigment or dye image is a colour carbon print,

produced as is well known by the hardening action of light on

bichromated gelatine impregnated with a pigment or dye. Another

example is an imbibition image, produced by imbibition or absorp-

of a dye by a gelatine from a dyed printing-plate. Further,

an image produced by mechanical printing in colour from a half-

tone block is also regarded as within the scope of the. term " pig-

ment or dye image."

As an example of a method according to the invention, there

may be superimposed in register on a positive magenta carbon

print, two bromide prints chemically toned respectively to the

colours required for the blue-green and yellow positive images.

If desired, the colour-ione of the magenta image may be modified

by the immersion of the positive magenta carbon print in a solu-

tion*of flavazine or naplithol yellow, or a combination of flavazine

and naphthol yellow. Moreover, the blue-green and yellow posi

live prints are treated with toning solutions which can preferably

be modified to vary the colour-tone of the resulting print.

According to one method of carrying out the invention

one of the superimposed bromide prints is stripped, during the

process of superimposition. from its backing, and the other bromide

print is superimposed as an outside element of the composite photo-

graph, the original paper or equivalent backing of that print

remaining as the backing for the composite photograph.

Another feature of the invention comprises a method of three-

colour photographic printing which consists in superimposing in

register two chemically toned colour positive prints and impressing

the third image--that is, the pigment or dye image—in register on

either one or the other of the prints before or after superimposi-

tion by means of a dyed printing plate.

By the term " printing plate " is meant any surface so formed
or produced as to retain pigment or dye to different extents at

different parte thereof and to transfer the pigment or dye to the
surface upon which it is to be impressed. Thus, for example,
such a printing plate may be a bichromated gelatine surface ex-

posed through a photographic negative as used in the so-called
" imbibition " method ; or it may be a half-tone printing block of

the ordinary kind.

Some preferred methods of carrying the invention into effect

will now be described in detail by way of example only

In the first method now to be described three-colour record
negatives of the object are obtained in the manner well understood
in three-colour photography. The positive print, of which the
image is to be a magenta or minus green colour, is obtained from
the appropriate negative by printing on a magenta carbon tissue.

Positives are printed from the other two negatives as black and
white prints on bromide paper, conveniently of the kind which is

sold and known as " Transferotype " paper. Such paper is a
bromide emulsion paper specially prepared so as to be capable,
after printing, of having the backing paper stripped off from th~>

emulsion during the transfer process.

The black and white bromide prints arc chemically toned respec
lively blue-green and yellow, or, in other words, minus red and
minus blue respectively. For the " blue green " print the follow-
ing toning solution is preferred :

—

Potassium ferrieyanide

Ammonium citrate of iron
Citric acid

Water

£ 07..

1 OZ.

60 ozs.

In practice the bromide print for the blnegreen image is prefer-
ably transferred in its black and white condition on to the magenta
print and after being so transferred is toned to the blue
colour with the solution above described. The toning of the l.lu<
green image does not affect the magenta imago during the process
of toning. For this purpose the black and white "bromide print is
superimposed on the magenta carbon image and allowed to set for
about one hour, after which period the paper backing is stripped off
<r.«miently by soaking in water at a temperature of about 85

toning the print should he washed

deg. F. The backing is round thru to be easily removable and the
blue-green toning is effected aftei the backing has been strip,*
The yellow print is preferably toned before -uperimposition. and

a solution for toning this print is prepared pn f,
'!.,ws :— I

Stock Solutioks.

(1) Mercuric iodide, 5 per cent, solution-, (2) Potassium iodide,
5 per cent, solution; (3) Potassium ferric per C( .„t ,,,|„.

tion. admixed with ammonium bromide, 3 pPr cent, in equal
proportions.

To make a yellow toning solution for use

3 ozs. of No. (1) stock solution.

4 ozs of No. (2) stock solution.

8 ozs. of No. (3) stock solution are admixed with 10

water.

After

minutes

The carbon print is first transferred on to a glass celluloid or

other transparent support arid, in the manner described, the other
two prints are superimposed in register thereon in 'Die
last print to be superimposed does not have it-, hacking stripped
from it. hut the composite print is stripped from the transparent
mount leaving the backing of the last applied print as the backing
of the finished photograph.

Alternatively the backing of the last applied punt may he
stripped off and the coloured photograph used as a transparency-

It is immaterial in which order the prints are superimposed, but
if the paper backing of one of the prints is to remain as the back-
ing of the finished photograph, that paper backing should be the
original backing of one of the bromide prints.

The process adapts itself to reproduction mi „ large sea

coloured prints from the one set of negatives, but it it found that
if the prints are not to be superimposed immediately surplus
moisture should be blotted off at least from the bromide prints
and the prints illowed to dry as rapidly as possible. These prints
can then be laid aside until they are required for making up the
composite picture, when they will be soaked in water before being
transferred and superimposed one on the other.

In another method of colour printing according to this invention
blue-green and yellow toned bromide prints are prepared in the
manner described above. The blue-green print is conveniently
transferred to a celluloid or other transparent support and its

backing stripped off. The yellow print is then superimposed in

register over the bine-green print, is squeegeed thereon and when
dry the prints are pulled off from the support and remain on the
paper backing of the yellow print.

The magenta print is obtained by making a black and white posi

tive transparency from the green record negative and from the
positive so produced a print is made on a bichromated gelatine film

which is transferred to any desired backing and soaked, either
before or after transference, in a magenta dye. As is well known,
this bichromated gelatine film absorbs dye more readily in those
parts which have not been exposed to light, and consequently when
the two-colour print already made is squeegeed into contact and
in register with the dye soaked film, a magenta dye image will lie-

transferred to the print by imbibition, thus completing the three-

colour print.

It is immaterial to the invention, in what order the print- are

superimposed or impressed provided that any one of the t lire-

colour images which is opaque in character is next to the pa;

other backing.

Practical Colour Photography.—The American Photographic
Publishing Co., 428, Newbury Street, Boston, }fass., announce for

early publication a comprehensive treatise on colour photography
by Mr. E. J. Wall under the above title. The work is to be

divided into nineteen chapters dealing with principles of colour,

sensitive plates and colour filters, cameras, subtractive printing

processes, colour screen-plates, the Lippmann process, two-colour

and other processes as well as with colour cinematograhy. The
price of the work has not yet been definitely fixed, but will probably

be three dollars. Orders will be accepted in advance of publication

at the special prion of 2 dols. 50.
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If th< 'mo uorkei can only grasp this point fully ;it

will go far to avoid one of the most proline
'<

I do not mean to infer that it is not

i to good Autochrome.s under dull lighting

but rather that the best results are certainly

only to be obtained under the most brilliant lightings. We
> used to thinking of the brilliance of the colours when

viewed under sunlight that we do not fully realise what a

gre» » an absenco of sunlight really makes.
Further, it seems that the very wesk light-rays emanating

shadow detail cannot pass through the screen of an
ate unless a very full exposure can be given,

itributing towards lack of colour in the deep

IsWdowa. In this respect the average Autochrome rendering

of a sunset is often disappointing. There is a central spot

in an area of black shadow, which, though satis-

it ifio point of view, fails to please as

I would most strongly emphasise that all expo-

. tumid, as far as possible, be made out of doors, even
\ >omes of flower, fruit and still-life studies,

mlike n e we need shadow an.

I

hrome needs colour, and the strongest possible

is required to bring this out and avoid

laaV

I tiou of exposure, where so many workers go wrong,

it M>ttled by a careful calculation with an actinon

that makes an actual test of the light, the indicated expo-

sing very accurately timed. Ten per cent, of the time

may he added with advantage if the light is dull or with a

view Jaw allowing for any slight lessening of the speed of the

be* after its manufacture. Many Autochrome trans-

parem i... that I have seen bear abundant evidence of the

fart that the question of the exact exposure has not had the

amount of attention necessa ry.

As regards dark-room manipulation, the safe-light recom-

mended by the makers should always be used ; and this

• be most carefully employed if it is not to affect

if the Autochrome plate. I have seen many Auto-

es possessing a greenish blue tint that has very

resulted from an inspr< \ iriila

light. This should be kept at least 4 feet from the plate, the

shielded from direct raye.

I recommend that whenever the exposure is known to ho

coma t the plates should bo developed in a tank by a reliable

and temperature system. This will produce far bi

general rule than the old method of judging the

B
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r by inspei tion. In fact, even

nsidcrahle experience tlii.s is no easy matter, and

development may be regarded as a very prolific cause

..•II ulien the exposure was correct. Using the

mcentrated solutions recommended for Autochrome

ie image Appears very rapidly, and the plate quickly

ns to blacken over. Owing to this fact and the neces-

sarily weak dark-room light, the degree that development

has progressed is not easy to judge. Even if tank develop-

ment is not adopted, the time and temperature system should

mployed. "The chief danger is under-development in the

first bath. If this happens, the first image, being weak.

leaves too much unreduced silver after reversal, with the

result that after the second development the Autochrome is

dull, opaque and lacking in brilliancy of colour.

ruble sometimes arises from a lack of understanding upon

the part of toe photographer that an Autochrome film .is

far more delicate than an ordinary dry plate, and will not

stand rough washing; prolonged immersion, in solutions, or

solutions of abnormal strength, handling with hot fingers,

etc., without risk of mechanical damage. The film must not

DDohed while wet with the fingers. If proper cleanliness

of solutions, dishes, etc., is observed there should be no need

'or this.

An otherwise good Autochrome may be spoiled through

needed after-treatment being postponed until the plate has

dried. If an Autochrome transparency, after the second

development, is found to need intensification or reduction,

this should bo proceeded with at once, for if the plate has

been dried re-wetting is almost certain to produce green
il not worse. After-treatment which involves prolonged

immersion of the transparency is to he avoided if possible,

but my own experience has been that if strict cleanline

fed, the plate handled as little as possible,
immersed for as short a tune as is consistent with the effec-

tive action of any solution at normal strength, few failures
will occur.

Finally, some Autochrome transparencies, after coming
ud development, are of an unpleasing brownish

tint which detracts from the beauty of the colouring. If

this is found to he present the reversing bath may be diluted
to albout one in forty, and the Autochrome, after well
washing, immersed in this bath. Great care must be taken
not to leave the plate in the solution too long: half a minute
at the outside is sufficient to clear the image; longer action
may greatly reduce the image. Though not generally
regarded as essential, most Autochromes are the better for

the clearing bath, especially if the colours are inclined to

'v dull. The plate should be washed for about four minutes
afterwards.

At the present time most of the early difficulties have boen
satisfactorily overcome, and the production of perfect colour
pictures is a certain and simple matter. The makers point
out that owing to the extreme delicacy black spots do some-
times appear in the emulsion, but in my own case it is rare
to find them, and as a general rule if a plate gives an unsatis-

factory result the worker himself is usually to blame.
Robert M. Fanstone.

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE PHOTOCHROMOSCOPE.
(Concluded from I'age 14, Supplement.)

Or course it may be said that this description is so vague that it

cannot be advanced, from a patent standpoint, to anticipate any-

thing; but Cros, later, was more explicit, and in a communication

to the Societe Franchise de Photographic" he describes in detail

a " chromometre," which admits of no cavilling. It is unnecessary

to reprint his preliminary observations in full, and we can sum-
marise them by saying that he recognised the fundamental triad,

" already published by M. Helmholtz," of red, green and violet
;

Fig. 3.—Cros' 1879 Chromometer.
\. B. ('. Positive images on glass obtained with different
coloured rays, a' b' c'. Grooves for troughs of coloured
liquids to be placed in conjunction therewith. D. Ground
glass, E E E. Transparent plate glass screens upon which
are projected respectively the images of A B C. S. Spectator,

• the three images of different colours coalesced into
one image.

he used glass troughs filled with a red solution of cobalt

chloride, a yellow solution of neutral chromate of potash and a
blue solution of copper nitrate, and combined them to obtain the

correct triad. He then says: "For a more handy presentation

11. t'ompf. Bend., 1879. Vol. 8», I., 121; Bull. Soc. Franc. Phot,, Vol. 86,
23; Phot. Times, 1679, Vol. 9, 186; B.J., 1879, Vol. 26, 29; also described
With similar figure in Phila. Phot., 1879, Vol. J6, 90, by E. Stebbing, who
was the French correspondent of this journal. Ives' patent for a three-«ten
chromoscope is L'.S. Pat. 631,040, 1894; corresponding Eng. Pat. 2,305, 1895.

before the Photographic Society of France I .have replaced these

systems of troughs by glasses coloured respectively violet, green

and orange by means of collodion tinted with aniline colours. I

have called this instrument a ' chromometre,' because it can serve

to distinguish the colours one from the other by numerical deno-

mination. In fact to vary indefinitely the tint resulting from the

visible field, it suffices to vary the force or amount of lighting of

each opening. I propose to employ the method of Arago by
polarised light, but I cannot afford the construction of 6uch costly

apparatus. I must, content myself with the instrument I have

already had constructed, and vary the lighting by the interposi-

tion of thicknesses, more or less numerous, of transparent paper.

One of the most curious applications of the chromometer is the fol-

lowing :—I obtain three negatives reproduced from any coloured

picture—the first negative through a green, the second through a

violet, and the third through an orange medium. The media are.

again, the parallel sided troughs of plate-glass containing standard

coloured solutions. I may here remark in passing, that the in-

equality of actinism of these different lights is completely com

pensated by various organic substances with which I impre.

the sensitive plates. The negatives obtained are formed of re-

duced silver-like ordinary negatives. I obtain the black po

from these negatives, and I place each of these positives in the

chromometer before the same medium of the same colour as that

which served to obtain the corresponding negative. I make the

three reflections to coincide, and the resulting image is that of the

coloured model picture when the force of the three illuminations

has been properly arranged."

It is evident from the above that we have the fundamental ideas

of all subsequent photochromoscopes. and anticipation of several

patented details.

Later Instruments-

Turning to modern instruments, if one can call modern those

which are in some cases more than a quarter of a century old.

the Patents Chronolotrv of the " B. J." of 1907, Vol. 54, gives an
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it rigW ai used, thp fir>t face refl.

the silvered mirror M, thus also equalising the paths.

Theae instruments were called " chromographoscopes " and could

lie used as cameras as well is chrom t viewing the results.

lirumoM'ope. Fig. 6.— Nachet's Camera.

. p. lb, aame M I'.S. Pat. 546,889, 1895; and p. 24, same as
fat. 531,040. 1894. He also patented" the insertion of a second

plat* of glaaa between the • ncie.s an.i to correct
and claimed wedge-shaped reflettor*. In a later patent"

a camera ia claimed in which the images are obtained on oru-

and tilting the camera to an angle of 45
• ana of a block of «

Du IUumii, p. 56. this camera was called the " melanochromo-
acope." and correaponda with U.S. PaU 686,897, 1901, and Fr. Pat.
288.870, 1899.

Pig. 7 Naehet's Camera.

l" used three primary parallel reflectors one behind the other,

M ; the camera
ig to be angled aa regards the subject; the plate

at an angle of 45 to the axial ray of th© primary reflectors,
he priams at an angle of 67.5 deg. to the said axial ray.

Sella'* patented a camera and pe. in which two central
mirror* at right angles to one another reflected the rays to

.h| mirrors above and below : the central optical path
equalised by an inserted '

ad a primary reflector at an angle of 45 to the incident

i-J^Fh

Fig. I uoscope.

ray. and behind thia t«
| prisms with their bases
e being either thiol]

vered or with opaqn.
; ; ,.„ j nlo 'li,leBi

The images "wcr three lens,
three separate cameras placed on three sides of a square.

17. US. Pat. 636.363. 1899.
II. C.S. Pal. 666.713, 1900.

19. U.8L Pest. 668989 1901
30. Eng. Pat 12,514; Fr. Pat. J32.M0, 1903. This was very similar to

Eng. Pat. U,**6. 1899; abst ^opp., 63. Ger. Pat. 130 983 1899
corresponds to Ibis last patent.

31. tJ.I^ Pat. 703.939. 1902. Lined silvered prisms were patented by
Xanger-flbepbrrd. Eng. Pat. 10,993, 1902.
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Krayn" introdnced a two-step chromoscope with adjustable mir-

rors externally to vary th© illumination of the pictures. He also2 '

patented the linking together of the transparencies bo that they

would automatically fall into position on the chromoscope. Also,

he patented" the adjustment of the reflectors in a two-step instru-

\i/T > '

i—Til
i

! !

UiM
M

1—p )[\ 1 1

\ !
<"-->—-,

'
/ ' h—

\' —--* v* i * r^-\ l /T'm '
'

Fig. 9.—Dn Hauron's
Chromcgrapboscope.

Fig. 10.—Du Hauron'e
Chromographoscope.

ment by fastening them rigidly into a frame that slid along the

base of the instrument.

Ives" patented the use of bent springs engaging with the ends

or sides of the reflectors to alter their figure.

This seems a convenient point to close up. It would be possible

to include later forms, but these have been dealt with almost en-

tirely in the Colour Supplement of the " B. J." since 1907. I

have" refrained from commenting on the obvious similarities of many

of tho ideas, as it would probably lead to needless discussion, and

anyone interested in the subject can draw his own conclusions, and

refer to the original sources if thought desirable.

E. J. Wall, F.R.P.S.

22. Ger. Pat. 115,377, 1898; Eder'a Jahrbuch, 1901, 544; B.J., 1900, Vol. 47, 40.

23. Ger. Pat. 113,341, 1899.

24. Ger. Pat. 117,239, 1899. . _„,_„.
25. U.S. Pat. 622,480, 1899; also patented by A. Strauss-Coll in, Ger. Pat.

102,206, 1898.

REFRACTION COLOUR SCREEN-PLATES.

Thb following is the process described by M. Albert Keller-Dorian,

of Mulhouse, Alsace, France, in a patent specification No. 158,511,

applied for under the International Convention on January 21,

1920:—
It is known that total reflection from the inner face of a refract-

ing medium can take place only when the said face is separated

from a medium of the same refractive index, by a distance equal at

least to one-quarter of the wave length. It follows that if at the

back of the reflecting face a surface is arranged of the same refrac-

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

I ive index, the distance of which increases from zero to the greatest

wave length of the visible spectrum, the following effect6 are

obtained:

—

(1) At the points where the distance is less than one-quarter of

the length of the smallest visible wave, no reflection will take place,

and an impressicn of black will be produced

;

(2) Beginning from the point where the distance becomes greater
than the said minimum, the colours of the spectrum will be seen
to succeed each other from violet to red

;

(3) Finally, if the distance increases beyond the quantity required
for reflecting the red rays, a second spectrum (spectrum of the
second order) will be seen to succeed the first one, and so on, until
the colours merge into white light.
According to {he invention, apparatus producing these pheno-

mena is used for the polychrome selection required in certain colour

photography processes, namely, in those which are based on the
use of sensitised surfaces mounted on a substratum provided with
microscopic refracting elements.

This process is based on obtaining, on the sensitised layer, as

many elementary images of the disc of the camera lens as there are

microscopic refracting elements in the substratum of the sensitised

layer. In order that the process should result in a polychrome
selection of the radiations emanating from the object, the radiations
of different colours must pass through the camera lens at different

points. In the Berthon process, the disc of the camera lens is

red by suitably arranged three-colour selection screens. This
device has the drawback of using screens which are necessarily
arbitrary in colour and which falsify the natural colours.

The present invention consists in the combination with a sensitised

plate having microscopic refracting surfaces and a camera lens, of

a reflecting device comprising relatively inclined surfaces for the
purpose of producing interference, the surfaces being located
between the lens and the plate.

Fig. 1 shows an arrangement of the apparatus. At P is a

ion prism (it could be replaced by a plate with parallel f:

but this would result in doubling the image). At L is an optically

flat plate located a very small angle with the hypotenuse of the
prism. From the point of observation O; the colours of the spec-
trum will be seen in steps from below upwards, with tho plate L
inclined, as shown in drawing, and assuming that the light admitted
at S S S is ordinary white light.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the same prism P with the

L. at the back of a camera lens H. In the focal plane, is arranged

a sensitised plate F with microscopic refracting elements. From
any point M of the layer F the disc of the camera lens will be 6een
in colours reflected by the device P L, assuming, of course, that

the lens transmits white light to the point M. If the light trans-

mitted is a monochromatic one, only the portion of the lens corre-

sponding to the reflection of the said coiour will appear luminous.
If the light is a complex polychrome light, the lens will appear in

the form of coloured bands corresponding to the spectrum of the

light in question. In, fine, each microscopic refracting element of

the sensitised plate will register a spectro-photograph of the radia-

tions striking it. Chromatic analysis will thus be brought about
independently of any arbitrary factor, and merely owing to the
properties of the light itself.

It must be pointed out that the device specified is not necessarily

constituted by two flat plates or by a prism and a flat plate. The
plate can be very slightly convex, and touch the hypotenuse face

of the prism in its centre. In this case the colours are arranged

concentrically about the black point. They are Newton rings in

their original form.

The reflection device above described may he replaced by a reflec-

tion device having multiple layers of air similar to that employed
in Lippmann's interference spectrum.

Messrs. Routledge announce that a revised edition of the text-

book, " Photography in Colours," by Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson, will

be published during the present month. The price will be about

6s. net.

Defective Colour-Perception.—A medical man writing in om .

of the evening papers on the difficulty some people experience in M
distinguishing colours says :

—
" One form of defective colour- i

perception is due to excessive smoking. It is known in patl

as Tobacco Anihh/'t/iia, and is caused by toxic substances, more

particularly tobacco," he pointed out. " It is brought about by

disease of the optic nerve, and unlike normal or physiological de-

ficiency, responds to treatment. An over-use of tobacco, aided by

mental depression and a low state of health, is the most general

cause."

And further :
" Some pairs of eyes have secrets between them

selves—colour-blindness in one eye. While the right eye maj

red ns red, the left sees it as black. I have known victims of
,

colour-blindness deser be pink silk as sky blue, and scarlet berries
;

as green. Colour-blindness is not generally the outcome of di»

but is usually hereditary. Sometime?, however, like gout, it

a generation. Patients are super-sensitive about it. There hav

been many cases where veterans of 70 have hidden colour-blindness

from their friends all their lives."
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THREE-COLOUR REPEATING BACKS.

colour photography has been making fair progress

during the In. 'ards the number of photo-

grapher* taking it up, many have not done ao owing to the

greater expense as compared with monochrome. T)

•specially so • -colour work, for three plates to each

exposure ti«>o run. away with the money, and when making
a beginning with any process mistakes often occur.

costly, for an i

sr> I tor some mean* to l« ntil I

became mora •- at end 1 ma<l. i sting

baok to I it-plate camera, so

thre. alf-plate. Ah
J
elaborate

or showy it anew/and my
j

took a considerable

b it.

I required aro t black velv.

in. by 7 in. One piece of wood 13] in by 7 in

by J two pieces of wood,

<r

i tii

§

m
and two | in. by } in.

by \ l.j belonging to the
ised will also be wanted, thing

is at ban be made ao aa to attach the
ba/ i t>

the large

diagram), and then glue the piece of

velvet .. surface,

it out st the opening
lark sIkI should be both

and screwed on to. the board so thai

The if wood should now he fitted on top of the

the narrow strips first and then the wider pieces.

Oloa them fir*t and then paas screws right through.

The narrow pieces of wood should bo rubbed down to the

thickness of the rebate on the dark slide intended to be

used, and so fixed on the board that the dark slide lies com-

fortably between them. The top pieces are adjusted so ai

to hold the slide in place, but allow of free movement.

V mark should be cut in the top strip at the point where

of the plate is central with the opening. A thin

of wood may bo glued along one end to prevenl

•. \ small

on the other end to hold the slide while the shutter is being

drawn complete* the apparatus.

When the dark slide is ju-t inanrtnrl in the t back

the first third ol the plate will ed. When pu

ark the second third, and, at the farthest end,

nal third will be U bis will be found

useful, and is intended to be used in conjunction with colour

the lens.

nrni which carries I
- just in front of the plate

!>• made with rerj little more trouble. Make just as

irrior

for the filters as follows:—The wood wanted will be one

D. liy 3-10 in., 8 in. by 5\ in. by J in.,

J
and 8 in. by 7 in. by i in. Two pieces 8 in. by J in. by

8-16 in., and two pieces 8 in. by J in. by { in.

In the 7-in. pieces a half-plate opening is cut, in the

other two tin- opening should bo about A in. smaller all round.

Thajj ^krr are glued together as follows:—The 6-in. pi

the 5J in. and then the 7 in., the first two so that the

of the opening are level, the top piece so that a i-in.

all round for the screens to rest on. I

should have a screw passed through at allow

re is cut right along the two narrow end

about | in. wide, and narrow

in (irmly to form light-traps. The strips of wood urc .

along the edges of the wide piece as in the first model. This

carrier is inserted in the groove in the repeating back and

strips of wood I
at it will not come out. The screens

are fixed in position in the carrier either by small metal

clips or by strips of lantern binding glued along

make sure that no stray ligl the other portions

of the plate while one is being exposed, fix a thin strip of

along each side of the opening, so that they just touch
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the face of the screens. A coat of dead black should be giVcn

to all inside parts of the carrier.

The best form of filters for the last model can very easily

be made. Obtain tri-colour gelatine film from the plate manu-

facturers, .-.izo 43 in. by 2 in., and fix between two half-plate

pieces of glass, either by simply binding with lantern-slide

binding or with Canada balsam, but this last is not really
required in so small a size.

Of course, a good woodworker would get the same result

by different moans, but, as set out, any man that can use a
few ordinary tools will have no difficulty in getting a good
remit. John- C. Arch.

THE DISPLAY OF SCREEN=PLATE TRANSPARENCIES.

At the present time, doubtless for reasons of economy, most

colour photographers working the screen-plate processes do

so in the smaller sizes, such as 3i x 2J or J-plate. In course

of time, as the collection grows, tke worker finds it more or

less of a problem how to display the transparencies to the

best advantage.

One of the chief difficulties in showing a collection of

colour transparencies to the best advantage is due to the fact

that there is too much light in the ordinary domestic apart-

ment to admit of the fullest impression being gathered of the

brilliance and quality of the colours. Let the colour photo-

grapher (block up a small window somewhere in the house
temporarily while the sun is shining upon that side of it on
a bright day, thus darkening the apartment. Then let the
worker cut out a rectangle in the blocking medium the exact
size of his colour photographs; and view the picture under
these conditions. Ho will learn a number of useful things,
and will most certainly find that a good colour transparency
is a very beautiful thing indeed, and also he may gain an
enhanced idea of the qualities of some of his own productions.
Still, it is not necessary to have a darkened room in order to

look at a collection of Autochromes. Apart from this factor
of prime importance, the light behind the transparencies
should be white, strong daylight being, of course, the ideal.
When the light is yellow or weak, the best effects in the colour
pictures will not be seen satisfactorily, while, upon a dull,
winter afternoon, very little colour can (be seen even in the
best of transparencies.

Next to daylight, white artificial light may be employed
with satisfactory results; both electric light and incandescent
gas have advantages as regards uniformity, though with these
all light, except that which comes through the pictures,
should be minimised.

Much may be done to enhance the value of a good colour
transparency if attention is paid to the mounting of the
pictures, and the photographer should be careful to mount
the picture so that its back is shielded from direct front light.
For transparencies of half-plate size and upwards, it is a
good plan to have each one in an open frame of fairly deep
moulding to isolate the picture from its 'surroundings and
cut off light not actually needed to penetrate it. This frame
is supported upon struts at an angle of about 46 deg., and
at the back of it is laid horizontally a white reflecting card

or, better still, a mirror, to reflect the light up into the colour
picture. A specimen of this may, I think, be seen holding
a portrait Autochrome In the museum at the house of the
Royal Photographic Society. If the front of the frame can
be fitted with a simple form of hood, which need only be of
stout card covered with American cloth, through which the
transparency is examined, and the whole stood -upon a table
near a well-lighted window, no trouble will be experienced in
getting a satisfactory view of the picture. This costs but
little, and may (be so made that the colour transparencies may
be easily changed. If the transparencies are only of small
size, such as 3-§ x 2% inches, the frame may be larger, and a
number inserted (between two pieces of glass. In this latter

case care must be taken to stop all light coming between the
transparencies. Tf they are carefully arranged in, say, sets
of a. dozen or eighteen a surprisingly attractive and bril-

liant effect will be produced, and, to my mind, there is no
better way of displaying a collection of screen-plate colour
transparencies. If the photographer does 'not wish to gq to
the expense and trouble of fixing the two struts of a hood
and reflector, as above suggested, the frames may be simply
examined against the light in the usual way.
Another way of dealing with small colour transparencies is

to mount each one between two larger pieces of glass, the
unoccupied spaces upon the glass being filled in with card-

board, the whole bound up with " passe-partout " binding, and
a black paper mark fitted to the front of the transparency.
This will serve in isolating the picture from its surroundings

and assist in viewing.

Autochromes are often mounted in the folding mirror cases

issued by Lumiere for this purpose; the colour transparency

is placed at the top, and its image reflected into a mirror on
the inside of the case. This method is entirely satisfactory:

the picture is viewed without difficulty, and all surplus light

is cut off by the sides of the case.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that at photographic

exhibitions the colour work has not been shown under fair

conditions in the past years, even the R.P.S. itself not being

above reproach in this direction. I for one am glad to read

that the Council have given this matter their attention, and

have devised a better method of showing the exhibits in this

section, an announcement which should encourage a larger

entry. Robert M. Fanstonb.

The Late Henry Hess.—We eee the announcement in an American
journal of the death of Henry Hess, a mechanical engineer
ui the United States, who for some time was associated with Mr.
F. E. Ives, in the Hess-Ives Co., formed to place certain of
Mr. Ives' inventions on a commercial basis.
The Prince's Tour in Colour Cinematography.—Incidents of

the Indian tour of the Prince of Wales are being recorded by the
Cinochrome process of colour cinematography, an additive two-
colour method which has not yet been publicly exhibited. Five
Cmechrome operators have accompanied the Prince on his tour.

London's Coloured Bulldings.—Colour photographers who com-

plain about the drabness of London's streets and buildings, and

the unsuitableness of the same for screen -plate pictures, will be

interested to to learn that Mr. Thos. E. Collcutt, the veteran Past

President of the Royal Institute of British Architects, has orga-

nised a competition for young architects and students, who are to

prepare designs for a business building facing on an ordinary

London street, in which " colour " of a permanent nature is to be

the dominant feature. £200 has been given by an anonymous donor

to provide prizes.
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THK HAMB1 ilOCESS OF COLOUR CINEMA-
TOGRAPHY.

lour-photography continues to find its chief activity

in the field of colour cinematography, where,,however, the problem

u> of infinitely greater difficulty : the rewards, on the other hand,

correspondingiy great. It is pretty evident from the accounts which

are published of JDTCntiofU for motion pictures in colour that the

commercial demand is (or a film in colours which can be shown in

any cinema projector in exactly the same manner as an ordinary

mooochroi litis requisition again makes the moat severe

ilmnirr4* up™ the ingenuity of the inventor and the skill of the

.rur. As a means towards reducing' the complexity of the

problem two-colour processes of cinematography have been in 'he

forefront of late years, and undoubtedly there is a good deal to be

•aid commerciauy for the adoption of this simpler form of the pro-

cess, since the audiences in cinema theatres are not of a highly

a kind, anJ undoubtedly will be quite satisfied with p

though the colour rendering is not a faithful repro-

• .n of the colours of Nature or of the costumes and scenery in a

studio pm The great thing is ihat the animated colour

pictures should be pleasing in character, should have a wider range

. our* than baa been obtainable hitherto in two-colour processes,

and particularly should be readily producible on the industrial

Scale

•ee considerations having long been in our mind, we were

greatly interested in baring the opportunity a few days ago of

witnessing a laboratory and screen demonstration of a new method

oar cinematography—of colour-photography also—which has

at length been worked oof Hamburger, who. as many

people no doubt know, has assiduously devoted himself to

problem for some years past. The process which we witnessed u
colour method in the sense that two films are exposed

taking camera, one representing the red and yellow colour sensa-

snd the other tbe green and brae-violet colour sensations.

articular novelty of the new process does not concern the

•lie negatives, although certain improvements have been

made in this part of the process as the result ..f Mr Hamburger's

nee and research in making colour separation nega-

tives -.site three-colour printing. Tbe new
teste • in the

|
of the ready-to-show

cinema colour film. A new form of sn.

ami mordanting •'. bar colours on to the film at One operation has

been designed snd unquestionably appears to be of such ampli

operation that the making of films on the tndostnal scale should he

an easy matter.

'if working the process is as fallows:—Printing is

'Mitive film, unages from one colour sensa

an«l rorret use of the series from the other negative

at etde of the li m This doof,'

oped, fixed snd washed in the ordinary course, is

treated in a spsoisl the two sides are sim til

e with a mixture of red and yellow dyes, and
the re of Uue violet and 'green dyes.

:« in the discovery of a definite chemical

2aaic dyes and silver

photographic images, in the presence of certain reagent* This
elver image aeseeUv* of tbe colour* •.

images are created, in direct rela: r colour value,

rhich have be> action are

^^Mfcrly few
has been missed by the colours which have now been standardised

ha process.

g received th:. .- (or rather coating,
at thi* .... ..it ciiomi .«.+! aids, it is

Uole in a bath which shnnltaneously onvert*
' a dye-receptive compound, and mordants the

•rm staple dye unages At this stage of lbs process the
'y shows the piotums of » * these are

masked by the excess of dye which is used next
^^h, that .,f washing, th., ,-m becomes

« series of pictsMi which
have
washing i* a gradun yellow in
the colour of the dye image in corr-^i-.ndence with the density of i

•ares are dark n ,rf the red

are yellow in consequence of a like fixation in those

parts of the yellow dye, the dyes are completely discharged from the

non-silver portion of each image leaving unstained whites. Similarly,

a other aide of the film, the process results in emphasis of the

blue in the shadows and the green in the high-lights. The re-

mainder of the process consists in the use of a mordanting bath for

fixation of the colours and of a clearing bath for removal of the

silver compound, thus leaving ultimately a pure and exceedingly

transparent duplex, or, perhaps, one should say quadruples, dye

image.

We were interested in hearing the expression by two eminent dyo
chemists, with whom we witnessed the demonstration, of their very

great interest in this phenomenon of selective dyeing during the

chemical treatment of the silver image. Mr. Hamburger has his

theory that the phenomenon is due to graduated saturation of tl

stiver image by one dye. so that the other i.s limited in the degree

cd its action. We heard also the suggestion that the effect may be
due to th.- different rates of diffusion of dyes of different molecular

weight. However that may be, it was evident that the process

allows of a considerably greater variety of colours being produced

in the finished film taken from two negatives than is the case in

other processes likewise based on the making of two negatives. We
saw on the screen a considerable number of short lengths of lilru

in which there were well rendered not only the hues of complexions,

but also yellows, greens and blues. So far as the production of

colour film is concerned if is pretty clear that the dyeing and

subsequent operations may be carried out as readily and quickly as

the processes of development, fixing and tinting which are in regular

employment in the making of monochrome films.

The process also is applicable to the making of colour photo-

graphs, either print* or transparencies, since two negatives may be

exposed in almost any ordinary camera, film !•• film, prints made
fnsn each and dyed with a mixture of dyes, mordanted, washed,

ither a print or a transparency assemblage in registra-

< thus reduced to the single operation of putting two films

together for mounting either on paper or on a transparent support.
• d. rntan.1 that the process has been covered by patent, the

spei'in<ati'4i of which should be published before very long l>

Patent Office.

IX THK DEVELOPMENT OF
aUTOOBBOSX Pl.A 1

Tax advantages of the desensitising process in the development
• hrome plates arc the subject of strong recommendation

' J. Carteron in a recent issue of " La Photo-Pratique." \I

Carteroo confines himself to the use of phenosafranine as a pre-

liminary bath, which, he finds, is tbe only way in which the de-

an be employed with Autochrome plates. A suitable

stren. part phenosafranine in 2,000 parts of »

_ a quarter-plate Autochrome about 3 ozs. of this

is placed in a quarter-plate dish, and the

rutne plate immersed in it in the dark. After the expira-

el 1 minute, development may be done by bright yellow light

or by the light of s candle placed about 5 or 6 ft. from tbe

development dish, with or without the interposition of a pale

yellow screen in front of it. Developing under these conditions

the appearance of the image may be readily followed either by
transmitted light.

The developers usually employed for Autochrome plates serve

equally well when a desensitiser is employed. The following

mctol-hydroquinone is a very good one :

—

Soda sulphite, anhydrous
•quinune

Soda carbonate, cryst

Potass bromide 10 per cent.

solu 5 c.c.s. 40 minims.

Water, hot 1,000 c.c.s. 20 oxs.

3 gnu. 25 grs.

75 gms. 1 j ozs.

8 gms, 70

60 gms. li ozs.

The water should be boiled before use, and employed after it

has cooled a little.

A developer of hydroquinone alone may be used, since the pre-

liminary bathing of the plate in the desensitiser gr< rates

power of the bydl f the

bath tass bromide. It then yields results which do not
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from cv ntrast ; in fact, the results are closely

obtained with metol-hydroquinone.

|j absent, and development can be continued

M |q] quired, working either on the factorial or time

cording to the method by which the progress of

judged, by the change of the image from a nega-

> a positive.

soon as development is finished it is seen that the Auto

,,.' film retains a certain quantity of the phenosafraninc,

which gives it a yellowish tint. This colouration cannot, of

allowed to remain in an Autochrome transparency, but

it disappears in the reversing bath of acid permanganate. The

phenosafranine has no injurious action whatever on the rendering

of the colours by an Autochrome plate.

i he plate for 30 seconds in clean water it is placed

in the customary reversing bath made up of potass permanganate

and sulphuric acid, the reversing action being followed in full

light.

M. Carteron dwells particularly upon the advantage of the de-

sensitising method in the treatment of Autochromes. Apart from

the elimination of fog, there is, he finds, an advantage in the

satisfactory use of plates which have exceeded the time limit

allotted to them by the makers. Moreover, he is inclined to think

that stronger results are obtained when the plate is desensitised,

and that, thus better results are obtained when exposure has been

somewhat cut down.

MAKING PAGET COLOUR NEGATIVES IN A SMALL ROLL-
FILM CAMERA.

There must be many amateur photographers who possess only a

folding pocket camera of the roll-film pattern who would like

to make an essay -with the Paget colour process, but who do not

wish to go to the expense of a plate camera for this purpose. The
following notes and illustrations will show how very simply a watch

pocket camera of the 2£ square pattern was adapted for the Paget

process with success. The plan, with necessary variations, may be

employed with any roll-film camera fitted with a detachable back,

and of a size for which the taking screens and panchromatic nega-

tive p!ates may be obtained.

As will be seen from fig. 1, which shows the camera with the

back removed and the plates and springs in position, the spool

chambers are filled temporarily with pieces of wood, cut as shown
in the sectional sketch fig. 2. The projection A comes upwards

a

( SPRINC J

PLATE!

Q SPRINC
_) Big. 2.

Fig. 1.

and extends inwards to form a rebate, into which the taking screen

and panchromatic negative plate may be inserted without the latter

slipping. Two of these adapter's are needed; they should be tightly

fitted, and a couple of tabs of thin leather tacked to the outer edges
in order to allow ease of removal. One of the adapters may have
to be slotted, in order to allow the admission of the winding key of

the camera.

The only other necessities are two springs to press the plates

close together, with a view to ensuring perfect contact between the
for this purpose an old clock spring of about three-quarters

of an inch in width, and not too strong, which can be bought for a
few pence from any jobbing clock repairer, serves well. For the
2£-square plates, two ach about two inches lone, are bent
into a hail-moon shape, with the edges just turned upwards in order
to avoid scratching the plates. For larger sizes, longer springs

piece of thin black card is also needed, slightly
larger than the plates and screens.

To load the camera, the yellow film filter should be inserted

between the components of the lens, and the two wooden adapters
d in the empty spool chambers. The camera is then taken

into the dark room, the taking screen placed in position film up,
the panchromatic negative plate laid upon this, film down, and
then on the glass side of the plate is laid the piece of black card.

This protects the plate from any chance of fog from the ruby
window at the back of the camera. Upon this card the two springs

are laid, and the back of the camera put on and clamped in the
usual way. Care should be taken that, while the springs are

strong enough to ensure contact between ihe two plates, they do
not force the back of the camera open. Though the average film

user might expect difficulty in loading the camera as stiggi

this is not the case if the green safe light issued by the Paget Com-
pany is carefully employed, but at a safe distance.

Though simple, this method of making Paget colour negatives

will be found satisfactory in use; in fact, better results may be
obtained than is often possible with the single metal slides so popu-
lar to-day. The only disadvantage lies in the fact that only one
negative can be made at a time, but, at any rate, the device allows

colour photography to be practised in or near the home.—R. M. F.

A Coming Colour Process.—At the Royal Photographic Society
recently the president, Mr. W. L. F. Wastell, in the course of

some remarks on a triple assemblage method of making colour

prints, expressed the opinion that the process which would render
colour photography generally popular would be on entirely different

lines from those in which three colour components were super-

imposed. He added that he had good reason for saying (although

he was debarred from making a more definite statement) that such
a process would make its appearance before very long.

Screen-plate Rendering of the Sea.—At \ recent meeting of the

.South Suburban Photographic .Society the questions of the precise

colour of sea-water and the more or less satisfactory screen-plate ren-

derings of scenes at or by the sea were discussed, a much-travelled

member making some remarks of particular interest to colour

workers. The intense blueness of the sea, depicted in Auto-
chrome pictures made on the Riviera, was commented upon, no

!
i made picture of the sea showing such rich blueness. The

sea is usually described by descriptive writers, and pictured by
artists, as being blue, but as everybody who has seen the sea knows
this is not always the case. The natural colour of water in bulk, it

was stated, may be said to be blue, but the blueness is always modi-

fied by particles of matter held in solution and by the colour of the

ocean bed. A good blue sea, it was pointed out, was impossible

on the muddy bed at Southend, one was far more likely to find

blueness on shores washed by the Atlantic, or at Bournemouth,
where the water was deep. The open and deep sea is usually blue

enough for Autochrome workers, but shall re of a greenish

tinge, with a tendency to muddiness. The sky and atmosphere also

Jjlay their part in making the water appear of varying colours. On
a summer's day, for example, the sea may have the appearance of

molten silver, while on a dull, cloudy day the water will appear to

be lead-coloured, because of the reflections from the sky. It was,

one speaker said, the intense blueness of the sky above the Mediter-

ranean that gave blueness to the water, and it was use!.

expect such blueness on our own coasts. Screen-plate pictures taken

looking seaward from Monte Carlo had been taken to the shore a

short time after taking and finishing, and the blueness of the Auto-

chrome had been compared with the blueness of the water; the

colour was found to be faithfully rendered, but on branging the

pictures to England .the blueness was questioned and hand-colouring

suspected. The blueness appeared to be more intense, OSC

" Recketty." when viewed in England than when viewed at Monte
Authorities (non-photographic) appear not to be in agree-

ment concerning the real cause of the ocean's blueness, some main-

taining that the blueness depends upon the amount of salt con-

tained in the water, it .being pointed out that the Mediterranean

and the Gulf Stream are both very salt, and that the former

deep azure, while the. latter a decided indigo blue. Another

speaker said that this condition could not. relied upon, for the

bluest sea he had ever seen was the Sea of Galilee, the water of

which is fresh and drinkable and not silt, while the Dead Sea

—

the saltest sea on earth—was of a very disappointing blueness, much
below the Mediterranean in richness of colour vnd very muoh behind

the blueness of Galilee.
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INSTANTANEOUS EXPOSURES
[Tho following is the paper by M. L. G impel to which

h Photographic Society for permission to make the t

1 mist first express my deep regret that M. Monpillard,

owing to Ins distance from Paris, is not able himself to make

tins communication with the clearness and ability which the

by has so frequently had tho opportunity to appreciate.

As is well known, the Autochrome plate has a .sensitiveness

which is from 1-oOth to 1-OOth that of an ordinary rapid

plate, such as the Lumiere "Blue Label/ 1 employed in mono-

chrome photography. This low degree of sensitiveness arises

largely Iroin the absorption of ligllt by the coloured starch

grain and Jjy the compensating light-niter, and renders it

impracticable to give instantaneous exposures except under

llie two following exceptional conditions:

—

(1) Marine subjects, which, owing to the great actinic

Strength of the light, can be ktkeu at speeds ranging from

l-jtti to I- 10th of a second with a lens working at about //-.I.

(2) Exposures from a balloon. These may be taken at about

the same speed, provided that the angular movement of the

oon is very small. 1 made the first of such exposures in

tiie year lays at an elevation of several hundred metres

aoove St. Leu-'iaveny and Falmondois.

It was natural that the idea should occur to certain workers

ol increasing the sensitivness ol Autochrome plates sufficiently

Co permit ot instantaneous exposures. Une of our members,

41, Minmeii, snowed for the nrst time at a meeting of tiie

iiilic section on June 14,, 1910, and aiterwarus at the

general meeting on July a of the same year the result of Ins

work in tais direction. By combining the colour-sensitising

dves, pinacnrome, pinaveruoi and pinacyanol in weak alcoholic

solution without audition of ammonia, M. Simmen devised a

uyper-sensitising batii in which, by immersion lor a lew
minutes, followed by rapid drying, the plate was rendered
lour or live times as sensitive.

Tills mi reuse ol sensitiveness, specially for the less

refrangible rays ot the spectrum required tiie modification ot

the lignt-hlter winch M. Simmeii prepared at iirst solely with
fesculine; mat is to say, a colourless filter absorbing only the
ultra-violet rays. The plates could be kept before develop-
ment for about three weeks.

M. Simmen's communication was accompanied by the pro-

jection of a number of transparencies winch created much
in l crest, although the colours ot some scenes were not rendered
quite satisfactorily. Afterwards, when the process had been
worked out, M. Monpillard showed us that hyper-sensitising
favours the reproduction of some colours; violets and purples,
which the Autochrome plate in the ordinary way dues not always
reproduce correctly, are rendered with great fidelity on the
hyper-sensitised plates.

At a meeting of the Society on November 18, 1910, M. Emile
Vallot, well known for his work in three-colour photography,
presented a hyper-sensitised Autochrome taken at Luna Park,
.Neuilly, showing perfectly the life and colour of this thorough-
fare. M. Vallot explained that he had simply used the
Si in men process, with very slight modification of the propor-
tion of the dyes and with introduction of a little yellow into
the light-filter.

The results obtained by M. Vallot prompted me to make
some experiments, and my first hyper-sensitised Autoehromes
were made on December 28, 1910, with plates which M. Simmen
had kindly sensitised for me. M. Vallot also very kindly
gave me all the details of his method of working, and laid
particular stress on the use of a whirler for removing surplus

itising solution from the plates in order to drv them as
rapidly as possible. M. Vallot stated that his sensitising
formula was somewhat inferior to that of M. Simmen, inas-
much as the plates did not keep quite so long, but experience
showed me that by taking suitablo means for rapid dryiffg
they could be kept for more than a month.

ON AUTOCHROME PLATES.
reference has already been made. \\'e are indebted to the
raiislation from the Society's "Bulletin."]

Another experimenter, M. Thovert, used a .single sensitising
dye, namely, pinaclirome, the employment of which allowed
of the use of a light-iilfeer which could be purchased in the
ordinary way, namely, that made by MM. l.umiere for the
reproduction of Autoehromes by magnesium light. Other con-
tributions to the practice of hyper-sensitising were also made
by -M. Palocsay mid M. Jove; and on .March 15, lllpi, M.
Adrien .showed a very simple apparatus by which any amaleiii
could easily hyper-sensitise his plates, f'his device, coupled
with the sale of the sensitising solution by AIM. Pouleffc
ready for use and standardised by M. Monpillard, should have
extended the use of tins method among Autochrome workers,
but, unfortunately, little interest is taken in it.

'towards the end of 1911, or beginning of 1912, M. Mon-
pillard, knowing that 1 was interested in instantaneous colour-
photbgraphy, particularly in my work for " 1. Illustration,

told me that he was experimenting with a new process of

hyper-sensitising, and that the first laboratory tests had given
results, as regards increased Sensitiveness, winch he had never
hoped for; further measurements showed that the sensitiveness

was increased thirty times. 1 anxiously awaited information
concerning the method, but my first subsequent meeting with
Al. Monpillard was a great disappointment. M. .Monpillard

told me that ins idea had no practical interest, since the
plates had to be used at once, their preservation in working
condition being a matter of hours. While admitting this

drawback, 1 pointed out to M. Monpillard that there were
many occasions on which the process could be used. However,
Al. Monpillard held to his view, and we did not discuss the
process until November, 1912. Ai. Monpillard then said tiiat

lie wished me to study the practical use of his process, which
latter he had described in a memorandum deposited as a sealed

packet at the French Photographic Society on January 17, 1918.

In the course of my experiments, ranging from November,
1912, to July, 1919, we tried the compensating light-filters

most suitable for correct rendering of colours in daylight
and by incandescent and arc electric lamps, since these latter

were used in the theatres. M. Monpillard worked out twenty-

six different light-filters which I tried in the workroom, out of

doors, and at the theatres. We used :J20 plates in these tests and
in our experiments, made for the purpose of improving the

keeping properties of these ultra-sensitised plates. 1 use

the word " ultra-sensitised " to distinguish the process from

that (hyper-sensitising) in which a lesser increase in sensi-

tiveness was produced. M. Monpillard, being unable to con

tinue the work which we had undertaken for the purpose

of perfecting the process, decided at length to publish the

contents of his sealed memorandum, as was done at the meet-
ing of the Society on March 24 last. He did so with the hope
that other experimenters would succeed where we had failed.

When the note was read some dissatisfaction was expre

that it did not contain the sensitising formula which w as

used. I can now remedy that deficiency. The difference

between ultra-sensitising and hyper-sensitising consists .simply

in the addition, at the time of use, of a small quantity of

silver chloride dissolved in ammonia to the mixture of the

sensitising dyes. The following are the stock solutions of

the dyes :

—

A. Pinaverdol 1 gm.
Alcohol, 90 deg 1,000 c.c.s

B. Pinaclirome 0.03 gm
Alcohol, 90 (leg 1,000 c.c.s.

C. Pinacyanol 0.05 gin.

Alcohol, 90 (leg 1,000 c.c.s.

Solution D.
Stock solution A 100 c.c.s.

Stock solution 1! 100 c

SI. ml- s,,lnliY,., C A1 r. r. c
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GARDEN PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE SCREEN PLATE
PROCESS.

Ik there is one branch of photography more than another in which

ili,. screen-plate colour processes may be employed with advan-

it is in the portrayal of garden scenes. This is a possibly

remunerative Beld tor the progressive professional photographer;

Colour is the very essence of the delight of the garden, and without

o matter how highly technical the skill of the photographer

even the best that a monochrome photograph can attain to will

fail to satisfy the ideals of the owner or designer of a beautiful

garden. This is the crux of the whole matter. The garden

lover wauls photographs as records of what he has accomplished,

and which will last long after the glory of the original lias

The field is a wide one for professional work. Certain

men have adopted the idea, presumably using the three-colour

. >, though so far the results, from the point of view of truth

and general photographic quality, leave much to be desired, par-

ticularly in the case of garden scenes, which are to a marked

degree inferior to studies of individual flowers, though, of course,

thing may have been lost of the 'beauties of the original

picture in the reproduction.

In order to be successful, the photographer must keep in mind

the requirements of the owner of the garden, even if this entails

the sacrifice of his own pictorial ideals to some degree. The forms

and characteristics of the occupants of the herbaceous border cor-

rectly rendered will certainly be far more pleasing to the customer

than a more artistic rendering of masses of colour. The founda-

tion of success in faithful colour rendering lies in the greatest

exactitude in exposure. If the subject is an important one, and

the owner of the garden is prepared to go to the extra expense, it

is a good plan to make a test exposure, as follows :—The meter test

of tlie light is carefully taken, and the exposure worked out, we
will assume, at 1 second. A colour plate is exposed in steps of,

say> i> l> i> *i seconds respectively, pushing the shutter of the

slide in after each one, in the same way that an exposure test is

made when enlarging upon bromide paper. The plate is developed

and quickly finished. Upon examination, the worker will be able

to judge of the length of exposure to give to ensure the most

satisfactory result. This is an essential experiment lor any >

photographer who is wishing to get the finest p, uHs. The
experiment suggested above will ensure much more faithful colour
translations.

In regard to the choice of subject, the photographer is, as a

general rule, in the hands of others, although he can do a

deal as regards choice of view [mint and lighting tn In

the most satisfactory results. He will do well to avoid, as ;

possible, stunt lightings and freak effects. Figures may often he
employed in assisting the composition of garden pictures in colours,

especially feminine ones wearing bright or distinctive clothing.

They may be suitably posed, strolling along walks or im the
garden, and, if kept properly subordinate to the rest of the com
position, have a decidedly helpful effect.

The choice of lighting should also receive careful consideration.
Bright sunshine is almost essential in order to ensure that the
colours are fully emphasised on the plate. The sun should no
directly overhead, the best results being generally obtained when
the sun is low, early morning or late evening, in my expel i<

being productive of the best results. I need hardly say that there

should be no wind, for nothing detracts so much from the beauty
of an otherwise good colour transparency than blurred images, din-

to movement. If the work must be done during windy weather

—

and the fleeting nature of some of the subjects often demands that

it is a case of " now or never "— still moments should be carefully

watched for and the shutter closed directly movement bi

In regard to equipment, little need be said. One point, how.
may be mentioned. It is customary in this class of work to recom-
mend a lens of fairly long focus. Whatever may be the advan-
tages in this connection, there are certain disadvantages, and my
own preference is for an instrument of fairly short focus, for the

simple reason that depth of field may be obtained without too

much stopping down. Even under the most favourable conditions

the exposures are long enough, and a lens that will gi.

sharp image over many planes at an aperture of not less

than f/6.8 is a decided advantage. Robert M. Fanstone.

THE UVACHROME PROCESS.

Some particulars of the process which has attracted a certain

amount of curiosity on the Continent are given in the Festnummer

of " Photographische Korrespondenz " by its inventor, Dr. A.

Trau.be, of Munich. The process is one of dye-toning, in regard to

which Dr. Traube refers to his patent of 1907, in which silver

iodide, obtained by bleaching the silver image with iodine, was the

mordanting substance. Apparently he claims to have been the first

to have employed copper ferrocyanide in place of silver iodide as

a dye mordant. He dwells upon the variations in the composition

of the bleach of copper sulphate and potass, ferrocyanide, which may
be made for the. purpose of securing any degree of transparency or

opacity in the dye-toned images. Moreover, the dyed copper ferro-

cyanide image is susceptible of being intensified or reduced within

considerable limits. These properties of copper ferrocyanide are

the base of the process.

In practice, a set of three negatives is made on Uvachrome film,

viz., cinematograph film coated with a special emulsion. Soft

transparencies are printed by contact, and treated in the copper

bleaching solution. After washing for 5 or 10 minutes, they arc

dyed in colours complementary to those of the respective taking

filters by means of special Uvachrome yellow, red and blue dyes,

this operation requiring about 10 minutes. They are then treated

for about half a minute in a clearing bath and washed. The clear-

ing hath is chiefly of hypo, by which both the copper and silver

ferrocyanides are dissolved out. After a further wash of 10 to 15

minutes the separate component images are dried, and are ready

for assemblage.

Before mounting, however, the three films are brought one on
iii-r on a glass plate, and temporarily fastened together in

ter with clips. By this means the effect of the final result

may be judged. If the negatives have been correctly exposed and
printed, the colour rendering wilVbe correct, but, as required, modi-

fications can be made in the component dye images, any one of

which may be reduced in depth by a bath of weak acetic acid or

strengthened by a dip in the original dye solution. Dr. Traube

does not say how the three transparencies of practically posl

stamp size are permanently superimposed in accurate register.

At present the process is adapted only for the making of three-

colour transparencies, but it is hoped to apply it also to the ma
of paper prints. It is stated that thousands of the transparencies

have been made, and that the percentage of throw-outs does not

exceed 1 per cent, to 2 per cent.

Developer fob Autochromis.—In " Photo Era," E. K. Klmslie

recommends the following developer :—Water, 5 ozs. ; metol,

26^~grs. ; hydroquinone, 3.1 grs. ; sodium sulphite (dry), =. oz.
;

stronger ammonia, l£ drs
;

potassium bromide, 15 grs. I se

2 drams of above plus 1 oz. of water. Develop 2i minutes at

65 deg. F. Metoquinone can be made by mixing saturated solu-

tion of metol and hydroquinone in. the ratio of their molecular

weights, dissolving and precipitating with sodium suiphiti

quently this ratio was used but precipitation was dispensed with

altogether.

The Bleachhut Process. — In a recent issue of " I'

graphisehe Korrespondenz " Professor R. Kogel has a short

tests of a dye of the new phenanthrazoxonium group prepared by

A. Kehrmaim. He is inclined to think that these dyes will lead

to a .successful development of the bleach out. process, rather

optimistic view, considering the great labour which has teen spent

upon the process in the past without result. The particular dye-

J

was dissolved in alcohol and " sensitised " with thiosinamine. Itl

was thereby rendered so sensitive that it. bleached out in the dark.)

Anethol sensitising gave a mixture which was quickly bleached n

diffused daylight, but remained unaltered in the dark.
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COLOUR PRINTS BY DYE CONVERSION OF SCREEN-
PLATE NEGATIVES.

.genioue process it described ins recent patent epeciricaiioi), No. 182,107, granted to M. Obergassner, for the con-

n of a colour screen-plate transparency into a three-colour print. Mixtures of dyes are used for preparing each of the

three aerie* of colour element* in the three-colour mosaic filter screen. Exposure is made through this screen in the usual

war and the emulsion developed i without reversal) and without allowing the develoj me in contact with the dye-

the screen. The latter is then sensitised with bichromate and printed through the negative image. It is then
•;>ed in warm water and the colours finally " rectified " by treatment in a bath of weak hydrochloric acid which acts

the dye mixtures • ment in the mosaic filter. The resulting film is then mounted upon an
opaque white support.]

liis invention consists in the employment of a colloidal three-

colour btrcen containing partly dyes which, by treatment with

acids or slkaliea, or by neutral Using or redo

are rendered colourless and partly substances which are
.illy colourless and become coloured by the same treat-

• effect being to convert tho screen colour

complementary colour- nstance, an alkaline

adherence to the gelatine grains which are strewn over it.

Non-adhering grains are shaken off, and the adhering ones
axe flattened out by pressure so as to fill up the entire collo-

dion surface. Thereupon the two films are trimmed, and the

r screen thus obtained is removed from the plate. A
panchromatic emulsion is applied to the back of the collodion

him The combined photographic film and screen thus
mixt'ir. of erioglaucin.- and acid fuchsine is blue. By treat- obtained is placed between thin glass plates in a dark-slide

morn with acid it turns red. Krioglaucine is bleached by

^^^k and acid furhsine. which is rendered colourless by
alkalies, turns red again by treatment with acids. The other
colours can be formed and neutralised in a similar manner.
The following example wil < process: —
V • • -clour screen b made |> by a mixture of about

equal proportions of red, green and violet gelatine grains
••y spraying warm nolo .use solutions The

on* are prepared from an alk atine solution

II 1 part gelatine to 3 parts wa-
red grama about 400 gms. of the alkaline solution

arc mix<d with 2 gms. wster-hlnr, 2 gms. fnch»in<- and 8 gm>.
rialene-yeUW, each quantity dissolved in about 60 res.

The water- blue loses its colour in the alkaline
ind the other ingredients produce a spectral red.

green grains similar quantities of gelatine solution,

ha-fiouranthene, spirit-green and naphthalene-yellow are
1 The napbtha-flooranthen* turns bluish in the alkaline

es with the other ingredient, a spectral
green.

"t grains are obtained from 400 gms. gelatine aolu-

pd with about i noentreted n»vani!ine-B
is render n the alkaline gelatine

50 g™ xture will prod ue
. spectral violet colour.

n a glass plate may be used
I in the first plate a thin, waterproof collodion film is

film is with a thin gelatine
>s first dry and then moistened for

anil exposed in a camera through the screen in the usual

manner. The negative is developed and fixed in a dish

having in its bottom an aperture to the edges of which the

films can be clamped so that no liquid is allowed to penetrate

to the colour screen. After fixing, tho colour screen is sensi-

<•.»/.. by means of potassium bichromate, which is effected

in a similar dish and with the colour screen upwards, the

n being allowed to dry in the dark. When the
screen u dry it is placed in a printing frame and printed

through the negative, whereby those parts of the screen

are exposed to the light become insoluble. The soluble

n of the colour screen and also the photographic film

ien dissolved in warm water and removed, whereii|>on

the ssreell elements still remaining on the collodion film will

form a transparent but wrongly coloured positive. The colours

are rectified by immersion in dilute hydrochloric acid which

turns the red into blue, the green into red, and the violet

into yellow. Applied to a white background, the film will

thereupon present a clear picture in natural colours, the

darker patches beint; produced by the presence, at these

places, of all the different colours in close combination.

In the rectification of the colours the fuchsine and the

naphthalene-yellow of the red grains are rendered colourless,

mid the water-blue is restored to the original colour. In tho
grains the spirit green and the naphthalene-yellow are

rendered colourless and the naphtha-fluoranthene is turned

red. In the violet grains the methyl-violet is rendered

colourless and the fl.nvaniline turned yellow.

A screen may be trade up the colours in which can be

ed in a similar nanncr hv immersion in an alkali.

B
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It anv of the resulting colours should not possess the re-

quired vigour, owing to a tendency of the dye substance to

. away in the water bath, the colloid used for producing

espectivo filter colour of subsequent screens can be mixed

with a substance which in the further treatment of the screen

image becomes insoluble and which either renders the existing

final colour more vivid or serves as a foundation by which to

bind the dye. For instance, the colloid may be mixed with

.Ived chloride of barium. In the further treatment,

dilute sulphuric acid can be used for precipitating therefrom

am sulphate which is able to bind the colour substance

sufficient tenacity,

fn the process, however, it is not necessary to mix tho

primary dyes with other prepared but colourless dye com-

pounds, as one or more dyes may be produced synthetically

in the ' colloidal medium on the photographic plate or film

from the components of the dyes or from the by-products of
the coal tar industry, such components being added instead
of the prepared dyes. In this manner the scope of the pro-
cess is considerably widened. For instance, the primary dyes
can be mixed with colourless salts of diazo and nitroso com-
pounds, capable of being converted into the respective dyes
by suitable treatment. Thus the final colour is produced by
colourless components which are subsequently converted in
the colour-rectifying bath into coloured dyes.

In the above example, for instance, the final yellow may
be produced by means of two components, of which one may
consist of a mono-sodium salt of dioxyquinoline and the other
of a solution of para-toluidine-hydrochloride and sodium
nitrite These components are substituted for the flavaniline

and will turn yellow after the treatment with dilute hydro-
chloric acid.

REMINISCENCES^OF COMMERCIAL COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY-ITS POSSIBILITIES.

The appearance of the PTizma colour cinematography, and

the comments by the " British Journal of Photography "

on this process, has again brought before colour workers, as

also the general public, the query as to the probability of

commercial colour cinematography.

After ten years' research and practical personal working

of processes that have given promise of such realisation

;

after seeing over a million dollars in hard cash melt away
in the attempt to capture this elusive illusion, I feel that my
years of unique experience should be at the service of the

m;my searchers and students who have not had similar oppor-

tunities to investigate and analyse the possibilities and proba-

bilities of commercial colour films.

Many processes have been tried by numerous workers, differ-

ing entirely from those on which I propose to treat, but

as ihey never reached the public in even an approximately

practical form, we can assume they suffered from some incur-

able disease, so I confine my dissection principally to the two
apparently healthy specimens that have been offered as the

real and only.

Before entering into the whys and wherefores of success and
failure, we must decide exactly, but very reasonably, what
the expression " commercial " applied to colour moving pic-

tures must cover.

Leaving aside such delightful ideas as " absolute colour

rendering," " true to Nature," and confining ourselves to

the limitations of panchromatic films, photographic processes,

and chemical dyes, let us accept as a definition " a process

of animated photography in colour (the colours approximating
to those of the best known examples of modern still colour

work), workable under practically black and white conditions."

The two processes placed before the public on a large scale

for commercial exploitation, are those of the late Kinema-
rolor and the early Prizma. I say " late " Kinemacolor with
regret, for that process was the forerunner of what so many
of us have been striving for, and I take my hat off to that

,j,etic and always smiling personage, who through thick
and thin nursed and cajoled that scientific baby of premature
birth.

most of those interested are aware, Kinemacolor was a
>lour process, employing panchromatic film, one lens,

ami rocording a series of alternating "red and green " nega-
tive pictures.

The camera, of the ordinary type but more strongly built,

mounted with a rotary two-colour screen of complementary

colours, was supposed to run at 32 per second—but the seconds

were short ones.

After development with panchromatic precautions, the nega-
tive, which consisted of a series of black and white colour

value records, was placed in a printer, and a black and white
positive printed therefrom. This was twice the length of

the normal black and white, as two pictures were required

to record one complete image.

The projector, of the common " beater "' type, but of

athletic build, provided with a synchronising colour shutter,

was also supposed to run at 32 per second, but it was really

driven at a dizzy rate, and it says much for its constitution

that it survived as long as it did.

In spite of horn showmanship that directed the destinies

of Kinemacolor, and the sensational Durbar pictures that

interested even Royalty, the process flickered out.

The chief reasons were : In recording negative :

—

(a) The lack of exposure, except under unusual conditions.

(b) The irregularity of the panchromatic stock.

(c) The alternate exposure of the red -and green images

instead of simultaneous.

In printing positives :

—

(d) The necessity of a " perfect " print to give satisfactory

colouring.

(e) More than double the length of black and white.

In projection :

—

(f) Special projector.

(g) Colour fringing.

(h) Fugitive colour screens.

(i) Frequency of "off colour."

(j) General " reddish " or " greenish " appearance of many
of the pictures.

(k) Flicker, flicker, flicker.

(a) Lack of Exposure.—The camera shutter was about a

half (180 degrees), the same as the average black and white

camera; the speed was over 32 (more than double that of

black and white). The exposure factor of the colour screens

was from 10 to 14 times. Thus the camera man was forced

to work under odds of at least 20 to 1, as compared with

black and white.

This in practice meant working at full aperture (//3.5) in

sunlight, and in most countries only in the brightest time of

the year. Perhaps to the uninitiated it does not appear a

very great hardship, but it actually means a great limitation

of subjects, and more than doubling or tripling the cost of
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inder-exp .tives, that in

black ' by," are useless in colour work.

Irregularity of Panchromatic Stock. In those days Kine-

:acture their own stock by bathing

black and whit, film in colour ng solution, and
ure.

The negatire was wound on 200 ft. pin frames. Usually

ran in each fredilv-nia.i. lath. To

com; r usage lucceeding frames were left

:n the solution. The frames of dyed negative were

washed for a few mii film wound on drying

the dark), and dried.

familiar with colour-sensitising dyea that are

00 to 1 in 100,000 can appreciate the clean-

in from foreign matters that must a1

and it is indeed a wonder that Kinemacolor

as good a product as they did.

: Red and Oreen Image*.—The
colour negative was on the principle

• • and Turner March, 1999 1.

three-colour record*. Smith
want one better by using one lew, and Ski . took

in 1006 for simply two g colours,

ng the spectrum into two part*, using the coin-

screens approximately red and green. The
Mr dyes made possible for Kinemacolor what was

• ' days of Lee and Turner.

I was rather monumental, and as the

tcolor was outdoor sc work was
irnera man, reducing the output and increasing

*t of the negatives, I therefore Lad constructed a small

ie model embodying the colour shutter. This model was
jlisli and .lor companies

especially to the camera-men.
It was rvfaacvanrj to pr

•Sal tlv t<. the correct point.

this resulted in a totally

iitiI. -.- .i .man was

was neces*ar> the man at the printing
'St. who deve'.

: ft.

;al was doubled
•ceasary in tl

• i speed the
«• necessitated a very • ,,d it was pro-

I with a n
"f which the maker was very proud. Although announced

lack and wh •

andle
a manner satisfa. a ahowman with a
black and white speed there was tome flicker.

the man who mated la show Kinemaiolor had
machine in li .lready cramped booth,

and enga^. r trained not
>ay when
a weak heart had

a brooks occurred, if you were not
oiried up to your chin in coiling

l wore badges
hem.
was natural: the

^^^B£b* negative. If Kinemacolor had kept
who does not remember

"
,

• eyesore would never hare been
familiarity breeds con- bold

were all wre-.,-

:n the
an. I alwn^

| applause.

the

under a

in ft long programme became partially faded,
causing a considerable variation in the colour rendering on
the screen.

Off-colour, or lack of synchronism between the colour

values of the film and the colour shutter, was frequent, depend-
ing on the skill of the operator and the care with which the
film was joined up. For unless a red image was always
adjacent to a green image in a joint, the blue sky would
suddenly become red, and green roses were far from rare.

It was then necessary to stop the projector and " change
colour," a very bad feature in showmanship.

(j\ Reddish or Greenish Pictures.—Frequently a picture was
spoiled by showing a pronounced tone, favouring either the
red or green, caused by under-exposure, irregularity of pan-
chro negative; or the blame attached to the camera-man for
not carefully " balancing." The Kinemacolor camera-man
had to be trained to his work, and one of his duties was to
"balance" his colour shutter to the particular sensitiveness
of his negative stock.

This consisted in photographing with his camera, and
through the colour screens a white or grey surface, and
developing the trial strip. If the colour screens and the
colour sensitised negative were in accord, the red and green
records showed an equal amount of density. Should the red
image show a deeper intensity than the green, then the
camera-man knew that the negative was " on the red." and
he forthwith pasted a segment of black paper over his red
colour screen to reduce the time exposure. Several trials

were often necessary to find a good balance correctly; on this
depended correct colour rendering.

t this operation should be conducted
the Name lighting condition* that would occur when
gative is exposed, for the composition of the sun's rays

j.o with different localities, and in different hours of
the day. It was naturally impossible for the camera-man

dance every roll of negative, therefore, many nega
made that were not correctly balance.,. To rcr | v

I invented a " < ompensating " printer, provided with
iing scale, which enabled one to add or subtract either

ir value in pi nod quantities. This it success-
fully did. .a or quite a wide range, and many a negative
was saved from the scrap-heap.

These "Compensating " printers were manufactured for me
b> I>el,rie. and were adopted by both the English and the

an Kinemacolor companies.

I think it was this blemish that, more than
any other strangled Kinemacolor, for unless the pictures
were of soft or dark tones, the speed of projection such that
it made your hair stand on end, and the stage draped to kill

reflections, there uxu an awful amount of flicker causing
strain, and more apparent was this to any one entering a show
whilst it was running. Even the wonderful stagecraft of
the Scale Theatre could not always conceal this; but why,
oh why, did the girl with the red parasol always wander

« .pasture just as you were admiring the soft tones of a
snuttng"TsAdacBp° ?

ro was no remedy for this flicker, for when the bright
ilternatc* with black, both having the same length of

impressions, it is not a speed of 32 or 42, or even 52, that
will smooth out a large area of these alterations.
When the unfortunate limitations of Kinemacolor were not

strained, and only subjects taken that lent themselves to

the conditions irapos. i. the result* were truly wonderful, and I

mber the late Professor Lippmann—one of the earliest

rs in colour photography—coming round to the projection
booth requesting to see with his own eyes that only two colours

actually employed He did not believe it possible that
such a combination of tones and shades conld bo obtained
in this manner.

Having had unusual facilities for studying the disadvan-
tages under which Kinemacolor worked, I set to work to try
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ami remedy as many of these as possible, and the new experi-

ences I gained, if set forth, may save other workers both time

and money.

Mv experiments were confined to sensitising, colour-screens,

cx|xisure, and improvements in projection apparatus, as these

elements have immediate bearing on increased exposure, wider

recording of colour values, colour pulsation or flicker, colour

fringing, smoothness in working, and greater latitude in all

eal and mechanical operations.

Charles Raleigh.

(To be continued.)

APPA-RVrrS FOR THE DEMONSTRATION OF ADDITIVE
COLOUR MIXTURE.

An ingeniously-designed piece of apparatus for the demonstration

of the effects of the mixture of coloured lights is described in the

Festnummer of " Photographische Korrespondenz " by Professor

John Herzberg, of Stockholm.

As illustrated in the diagram, the apparatus serves to show the

formation of white light by a mixture of red, green, and blue-

violet, and also of all the other colours of

the spectrum. It consists of two circular

transparent discs A and B, which can be
rapidly rotated by means of the wheel D,
through the cords SS. Each disc contains

three sector-form light-filters R, G, V (red,

green, and violet), consisting of stained gela-

tine mounted between mica sheets. In the

case of A, the sectors are fully open, whilst

in B the filters are of the shape shown in the

figure. The discs have a diameter of about

3i inches, and thus can be projected on to

the white surface of a projection screen by
means of an ordinary optical lantern.

The filters are so chosen, and the angular

measure of the sectors so adjusted, that

perfectly white light is obtained on rotat-

ing the disc A.

Owing to the faot that blue and green

dyes are never perfectly pure in colour, but

more or less mixed with black, it is not pos-

sible to make a blue-violet, and still less so

a green, filter which is sufficiently saturated

and yet avoids degradation of the mixture.
In order to compensate for the reduction

which is the result of this mixture with

black, the sectors are made of different

angles. The red filter, which is the purest,

is made 90 deg. ; the green, 150 deg. ; and
the violet, 120 deg. If each sector is made
of the same angle, i.e., 120 deg., it is not

possible to obtain a colourless mixture if

it is also required that each sector filter

shall be so saturated that it is completely extinguished by a filter

of complementary colour without appreciably lessening the intensity

of the other sectors. This latter requirement is of importance in the

case of the apparatus for demonstration purposes, hence the design
of the sectors as described.

For cutting out one sector in order to show the effect of mixture
of the other two, the simplest plan i6 the use of a filter (absorbing
the light to be cut out) on the projection lantern. Six selective
filters were prepared for this purpose, and were so adjusted that
each one absorbed two of the sector colours. If, for example, a
yellow filter is used on the lantern, violet is absorbed and red and
green transmitted. The originally violet sector then becomes com-
pletely black on the screen, and on rotating the disc, yellow results
from the additive mixture of the red and green. Similarly, the
green can be cut out with a purple filter and the red with a blue
filter, the mixture of red and violet then giving purple, and that of
green and violet, blue. The action of the selective filters used in
three-colour photography can also be demonstrated; the orange-
red filter transmits only the red; the green, only green; and the
violet, only violet.

The disc B serves to show bow the spectrum colours can be
obtained by the mixture of any two colours. As shown in the

Fig. 1.

figure, the sectors are partly covered, 60 that on rotating the diso

the filters are gradually out out from the centre to the circum-
ference by the increase and decrease in the angle. In this way all

colours of the spectrum from red to violet are produced. In the
extreme red and extreme violet, as also in a very small igreen

region, the particular filter colour is obtained without admixture.
Hence in the regions near the middle or edges only parts of red or
violet are respectively transmitted, according to the successive
reduction of the angle of the sector, and thus a reduction ol

intensity of the outer colours is produced, causing them to merge
gradually into darkness. The dull red corresponds with the ex-

treme red of the spectrum; in proportion as green begins to enter

into it, the colour passes gradually into orange and yellow. As
the red falls off, the colour becomes yellowish green, .passing to

pure green as the red is eliminated, and giving blue-green and
blue as the violet component comes increasingly into operation.

Finally, as the green increases, the colour passes to indigo and
violet. With the screen B in rotation there are thus seen on the
projection surface concentric rings of colour, shading one into

another, of all the colours of the spectrum. In order to obtain a
more distinct representation of the spectrum as it is seen, for

example, in the spectroscope, the apparatus is fitted with a sliding

metal plate, provided with rectangular aperture F, as shown in

fig. 1. When the aperture F is in the position shown in fig. 1, a
band in the colours of the spectrum is produced by rotating the
screen.

The filters for screens- A and B contain the dyes mentioned
below. The figures after the name of each dye are the number
of grammes of dye per sq. metre of surface.

Violet filter: Passes violet and blue to about 498 ,u/i; contains

crystal violet, 1.5; toluidine blue, 1.25.

Green filter : Passes green, yellow-green, and yellow from about
498 nn to 605 fifij' contains naphthol green, 1.15; patent blue,

0.2; and tartrazine, 1.25.

Red filter: Passes orange and red to about 605 yuyu; contain*

Echtrot D, 10, and tartrazine, 15.

The six above-mentioned selected filters contain the following

dyes :—

Yellow filter, absorbing the violet sector, tartrazine, 10.

Blue filter, absorbing the red sector, toluidine blue, 3.

Purple filter, absorbing the green sector, Rhodamine, 3, and
Gentian violet, 0.15.

Orange-red filter:' Absorbing green and violet sectors; Rhodamine,
3, and tartrazine, 10.

Green filter : Absorbing red and violet sectors ; rapid filter yellow,

8, and toluidine blue. 3.

Violet filter: Absorbing the red and green sectors; Gentian violet,

3, and toluidine blue, 3.

The dyes used for these filters were those of Meister, Lucius &
Briinine.

The chief difference between the colour mixture in the apparatus
and in the methods of colour photography of Ives, Miethe, and
others is that in the former the components follow in rapid succes-

sion, whilst in the latter t.
: ay are presented simultaneously to the

eye by projection or in the form of the various screen-plate trans-

parencies.

SCREEN -PLATES WITH DIVISIBLE COLOUR ELEMENTS.—According to

the specification of a patent No. 180,323, open to inspection but

not yet accepted, S. Schapovaloff, 43, Waldheimstrasse, Berne,

Switzerland, has devised a screen-plate process in which a sup-

port provided with a thin panchromatic sensitive coating carries

between the coating and the support .a screen of transparent

elements. Each element is so coloured that a part of its colour

ing material is removable after exposure, for example by washing
in water, by the action of light, or by chemical action, in order

that the remainder may be weak enough to give the correct colour

rendering when viewing the finished picture. The support may
consist of glass, paper, or celluloid. The colour element* may
consist of gelatine or rubber in the form of granules, flakes, or

lines, and are preferably coloured twice with different colouring

materials of the same shade, one permanent and the other tem-

porary. A coloured transparent picture to be copied may be

exposed through the support and screen After developing ana

fixing, and the removal of the temporary colouring material, the

support with its coating may be attached to white paper having

an adherent surface. For transparencies, the permanent colour-

ing material is of greater density than for non-tTansparencies.
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A ONE-EXPOSURE THREE=COLOUR CAMERA

look (or a : lour photography of greater simplicity than the sensitive screen-plate it may aeem late in

the day to design camera* and viewing apparatui such at greatly occupied the ingenuity of inventors thirty or more years ago.

Nevertheless, a French experimenter, M I baa recently described in Patent No. 146,789 a photochromoscope and

camera in which the three negative* are taken simultaneously. A single meniscua front element is made to serve for use in

m with three separate rear elements, prisms being employed to obtain three separate images. The apparatus is adapted for

effects aa well as for making the colour-sensation negatives.

respectively through blue, green and red selecting screens before

encountering the panchromatic plate.

The apparatus comprises three optical systems; one for M
three images which are projected on to a single sensitive plate

and ' resides in the combination of three lenses, an

_-m having an aperture common to all three lenses

and corresponding iu size to the normal utiliaable opening of each

lens and two total double-reflect. i, fixed against the

inner face of the diaphragm, on* on each aide of the axil uf

the opening, so that each prism covers up a part of the diaphragm
aperture and a space is left °!ie opposing edges of the

prisms.

The luminous rays entering through the diaphragm aperture

are H thia arrangement of prisma into three bundles;
the : passing, between the two prisms, direct to

ens and the outer bundles b. translated

outer lenses by double total reflection in the priami.
a feature of the invention that the rays of I

to the outer objectives, impinge on the latter exactly aa the

_J-

n«. l

rays would impinge on the central objective if they were
permit te-1 to reach it; hem* the images produced on the two
<">tar f the sensitive pla'n end the image produced on
the middle section are absolutely identical in f -rm.

The three bundles of rays which form these three images pass

Means are preferably provided for rendering the two prisms

adjustable so as to permit regulation of the proportions of luminous

rays passing through each selecting screen.

In the drawings, it will be seen, "n reference to fig. 2, that

».

*n -

SLf*

Tig. a.

the body 1 of the camera carries, on its front plate 2, a shutter 3,

a diaphragm 4, serving, as explained below, for taking the views

as well as for examining positives, and a front lens 5.

hin the body 1 and in contact with the rear face of the

diaphragm 4, are arranged two prisms 6 and 7 with parallel

faces, the edges of which cover respectively the upper and lower

parts of the circular opening 8 of the diaphragm, so as to reflect

marginal bundles of the rays passing through the front objective 5
and to bring these bundles of rays, respectively, opposite esv

the objectives 9 and 10. The rays passing through the middle
tone of the front objective 5 and traversing the corresponding
part of the circular opening 8 also pass freely through the gap
between the opposing edges of the prisms 6 and 7 and directly

encounter a central rear objective 11.

The three optical systems comprise a converging meniscus
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lens 5, common to the three lenses 9, 10 and 11, which are also

formed by converging meniscus lenses carried, at a suitable dis-

tance apart, by a partition 12 located in a plane at right angles

e optical axis of the front lens 5. The optical characteristics

est lenses are so co-related that the front lens 5 forms with

any one of the rear lenses 9, 10, or 11 a system which is substan-

tially free from optica' distortion.

The body of the apparatus is divided by partitions 13 into

three rectangular chambers 14 located respectively opposite each

of the lenses 9, 10 and 11.

Each of the compartments 14. thus formed, contains a selecting

filter 16, 17, 18 interposed between two glass plates and througn

tins,, screens pass, respectively the three bundles of luminous

rays, of which one bundle is filtered by a blue screen, the second

by a green screen, and the third by a red screen. Thus, on one

and the same sensitive plate, there are produced three separate

negative images, identical in form, but differing as regards the

colour values recorded on them.

The prisms 6 and 7 interposed between the front lens 5 and

the rear lenses 9 and 10 have each an acute angle of 50 deg. They

are made of flint-glass or other substance possessing sufficient

refnotivity to compensate for the difference in the distances from

the diaphragm 4 to the central objective 11 and to the objectives

9 and 10.

However, except by employing very dense flint-glasses, the use

of which should be avoided on account of the somewhat rapid

alteration to which they are subjected, owing to oxidation on

exposure to the air, the total compensation necessary could not

take place, if the objectives 9, 10 and 11 were located on the same

plane, without increasing to an inconvenient extent the distance

from these objectives to the diaphragm.

The height of the prism is, on the contrary, reduced to the

minimum, so as to diminish, correspondingly, the distance which

the rays have to travel within them and, at the same time, the

central objective, is set back sufficiently to ensure exact con)

p.nsation.

As the result of this arrangement, the objective 11 is brought

nearer to the sensitive plate than the objectives 9 and 10, but

correct focussing of all three images is re-established by means

of the glass plates containing the selecting screens 16, 17 and 18 ;

the thickness of the glass plates through which the rays pass

being calculated in such a manner that each image is in focus

on the same plate.

The three selecting screens, which, as stated above, are arranged

behind the objectives 9, 10 and 11, consist of three sheets of

gelatine, coloured, one blue, the second green and the third red,

each being cemented between two glass plates.

The prisms 6 and 7, which as above stated, divide the circular

Fig. 3.

opening of the diaphragm into three portions, can move parallel

to the plane of their front faces so that it is possible to vary,

at will, the size of the portions of the opening which they

overlap respectively. This adjustment provides means for con-

trolling severally the intensities of the three bundles of light

passing through the objectives 9, 10 and 11, thus permitting the

use of any panchromatic plate having any proportions of sensitive-

ness to the different colours.

For this purpose these prisms are supported by mountings 19,

each suitably held between two posts 20 fixed in the body of the

apparatus, the connection being made by means of screws 21 and
22 engaged in slots 23 formed in these posts, so that the screws

can slide freely in the slots and thereby operate to ensure
accurate rectilinear guiding of the prisms.

The displacements of the mountings and of the prisms, which
latter are constantly urged towards each other by coil springs 24

Fig. 4.

attached to the screws 21, are obtained by means of eccentrics 25,

rigidly secured on spindles 26, carried by the body of the

apparatus.

These spindles 26 are each provided with an outer operating

milled head 27 and with a pointer 28 moving on a suitably

graduated dial 29, so as to permit of exact determination of the

positions of the prisms 6 and 7 and to provide means for giving

them the position which corresponds to the characteristics of a

given plate.

The apparatus thus constructed is provided at the back with

guides 30, adapted to receive either a plate-holder or a magazine

holder, or, when it is desired to examine the views, a positive

holder, in which are inserted the positive views on glass; on the

other hand, it is provided on its front face with guides 31, engaged

by corresponding members on an eye-piece used for examining

positives in the same apparatus. '

The stereoscopic apparatus employs a single plate of a standard

size on which are simultaneously printed six images of the same

subject (three for each eye).

For this purpose, it comprises two entrance objectives 5, behind

each of which is presented, as explained below, either a circular

opening 8, or a longitudinal slot 8» in the diaphragm, the latter

slot being intended for use only when the apparatus is used for

viewing positives.

Behind the circular openings 8—assuming that the device is

being used for talcing negatives—are mounted, in the manner

described, the two series of prisms 6 and 7 (see fig. 3) and, on

the partition 12 (fig. 2) are two series of objectives 9, 10, respec-

tively receiving the rays reflected by the prisms 6 and 7 and two

central objectives 11 directly receiving the rays passing through

the two front objectives 5.

The body of the apparatus is suitably partitioned at the back

of the two series of objectives 9, 10, 11 so as to form six com-

partments, corresponding to "each of the six objectives, and each

containing a coloured screen.

The diaphragm for the stereoscopic .apparatus is constituted.

as shown in fig. 4, by two metal plates 4 and 4a , connected together,

and the member 4a is inserted between two slides 33 on the

front wall of the apparatus (see fig. 2). The whole of the diaph-

ragm can thus be longitudinally displaced in the apparatus by

means of the actuating knob 34, so as to bring opposite the front-

objectives 5 and the series of prisms 6 and 7, either the circular

opening 8 for taking the views, or the longitudinal slot 8* pro-

vided in the plate 4 for the examination of the finished positives

of these views.

The images obtained with one or the other of the above de-

scribed apparatus are printed on an ordinary transparency plate,

and in order to examine the positive thus obtained, it can be put

in the place of the panchromatic plate into the apparatus in

which the multiple photograph was originally taken, and the

finished picture can there be viewed with the aid of an eye-piece

engaged with the guides 31 on the front wall of the camera body.

When positives are viewed in the above-described apparatus,

the colours seen through the screens which have been used for

taking the views are perfectly true, whatever may be the light

used for examination of the positives. In fact, the opening of

the diaphragm being always divided in three parts by the edge
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of the prisms, it is always possible, by suitably moving the

latter, to effect any desired relations of intensity between the

blue ureen and red ravs reaching the eye and to obtain, n i
-«•

quently, ati exact reproduction of the colours, whatever may bt
the source of light employed. The same means may also be
used to mitigate detects caused by incorrect exposure of the plats

REMINISCENCES OF COMMERCIAL COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY-ITS POSSIBILITIES.

-

I finally adopted a light revolving drum upon
ind, automatically and absolutely equally spaced,

to bo seusitiM-d.

ly revolving in a fresh dye bath, was
swung over radially into tho washing Hater, re\>>l\ed in this,

and then made to take a vert j between

two baths, locked in position, and rapidly spun above a

current of warm air that, impinged upon it.

process proved rapid, clean and aiitou. -mall

amount of dye bath only being required, it was possible to

ad a more standardised pro-

ng toU' : the

at a si" d at will.

:» same art

irrj about 10

i Iditli I

•

liar, and
iniinum.

! on

. O ililn that lultili.

r work employing th.- m of

Messrs. \V ratten and Wamu : I 1 was t; allied

to t\

• 1 in

.

i " lialai.

..-n old, it re- ••> remit :

ll

v a mi .\-. will

i the

losses in retisaa ii equal

as regards the urs.

should always be as

!e to a balance with the open colour screens,

as any halam 'itting o r the other a

. ry stock,

thai all emu: not readily cok>ur-sen«iti.se. I have
'"ii* across large batches that a

I would adiio) against attempting t.. sensitise if the

"i^^Hl «•« .. m«q hundreds of

~ed and rarely a fault

ir reproduction I

' and four

I cetigated isou-

iitru-

saen: s a process the

"8-

g the colours

three-colour photography, tlius r. .Thing the well-known pro
•»•»; minus gi

pagt 32.)

and minus blue, obtaining often good colouring with very
much increased exposure, but the multiple of three being

difficult to handle decided me to use a four-colour separation,

iting of two pairs of complementary colours (U.S.A.
: No. 1,122,406)- 1 made hundreds of trials, each con-

g "I : Exposing on a test subject; printing a positive,

which then, formed into an on dies* loop, was projected for

any desired length of tune, in conjunction with both tWO-
BJid four-coloured screens.

The range of colours and tints obtained by this method,
when a toijr-colour or even a two-colour cycle is employed in

mm, it much increased, and most of the pictures shown
bj Prism were the result oj exposure under cycles of four

ring colours arranged us two pairs of complementary, the
negatives being transposed into the form of a two-colour dye-
toned don ; positive.

A little mor< when balancing the four-
colour icroen with the panchro negative, the screen contain-
ing the maximum blue having to be watched.

I [uertion of exposure is of vital import
natography. Normal colour soreenj of sufficient

ty to give the necessary amount of colour separation
multiplv the exposure from ten to fourteen time.-,, and there

nl\ two methods t- •• this increasing tho dura-
tion ol exposure without changing the number of imprest

I, or radically altering the med'um by which the
colour separation is achieved.

method was ono of easy solution. I had built

employing the Geneve movement with a pull-

red by a quarter shutter (/JO degrees), which is

half that of the usual type of claw pull-down employed
rally in black and white. Tins yielded at once 50 p<-r

• sure, and cut down the colour fringing to a

minimum, lor it shortened the interval of tune between each
ire

nova movements will stand JJ2 per second with-

out vibration. Alter several trials 1 found that tho in

embodied in the Simplex projector gave every satis-

;i, and the several cameras built for l'rizma having this

• •-lit gave stoaiK. sharp negatives, as their pictures show.

I tried several accelerated claw movements, but at high

speeds the vibration was too much, even when the mechanism
wss carefully balan

attempts to make cameras to stand this work with a
nth pull-down (36 degrees) also failed. 1 think the

practical limit is reached at somewhere round 'JO degr.

The quostion of changing ti ; of the colour sensa-

separator proved much more difficult. The Iiiimiere

the various colour line screens, or

their equivalent, require even greater exposure or bring in a

new series of eomplicwtHI

After much patience I succeeded in finding and working

out to a practical con lueioD a novel method oi colour separa-

tum, that, whilst fulfilling our definition of necessary colour

ring, gave an exposure that lies between black and white

and that of normal colour screens.

I sa \ patent office after first

for protection on the grounds of

tive," later granted claims for a patent that

on the face appears to be a " basic " one.
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By repeating the first claim of the patent granted, the pro-

cess is simply explained :

—

" The method of recording colour values which consists in

exposing a panchromatic emulsion to both coloured and sub-

stantially white light."

Instead of employing a standard colour segment, of, for

instance, red, the new screen was composed of a composite

segment that consisted of a red screen having a radial slot

cut out in its centre. This open space is covered by a " Kl "

or " K2 " colour screen. The green segment (in a two-colour

process) is treated in like manner, the slots in both colours

being absolutely equal.

Thus every single picture recorded by this means consisted

of a colour impression plus a black and white impression, the
•

li.
" screens serving to filter out the excessive blue-violet

rays.

One would imagine, as the examiners of the U.S.A. patent

office did, that tiie "white light" impression would bury or

block out the colour impression— it does so to the eye—but

the latent colour values are there, and the negative when
printed from gives by additive light-projection with normal
colour screens, a smooth running picture, full of colour and
of great sharpness, and when transposed to double-coated film

by dye-tomug the results can be judged by those who have
seen the Priznia pictures that embody this principle in com-
bination with that of the four-coloured method of taking as

previously explained.

An orange photographed with normal colour screens, in

bright sunlight, full aperture (Jj 3.o) gives for the red impres-

sion a nearly fully-exposed image, lacking slightly, however,
in the deepest shadows. The green impression would be very

faint and entirely lacking in details.

1 have a negative of a close up of an orange, recorded with
these composite screens. The oojective was stopped down to '

//8. Other conditions being tho same, both the red and the
green impressions show the fruit as a fully-exposed rounded
lorm, the red impression appearing slightly stronger than the
green, and yet on the projection screen the orange stands
out in full-coloured relief, and ol a much more natural hue
than it would have been if recorded with a pair of normal
colour screens at full aperture and same speed.

Strangely enough the theoretical calculation of what the
exposure factor ot these composite screens should be as com-
pared with normal colour screens does not account for the
practical difference gained in exposure. In actual experience
extending over several hundred thousand feet of negative
taken by this method of increasing exposure and retaining
colour, 1 have found the all-round gain in visible exposure is

beyond the figures arrived at by calculation. This may be
due to the fact that when once the point of under-exposure
is reached in colour-screen work the curve falls off rapidly.
Later research has shown me that the exposure factor can

bo reduced still further, and the colour factor increased by
still other means, that I hope to indicate later.

In California I conducted a series of experiments in some
of the largest black and white studios, for the purpose of
finding the limitations in colour working, under practically
black and white conditions.

Using thin sheeting as top diffusers, of sufficient thickness
entirely to break up shadows, with lens stopped down to //5.6
in sunlight, the composite screens recorded full exposure
with good colour, employing Eastman's normal panchro nega-
tive stock.

I found the white reflectors, as usually employed in these
studios, were useless for colour work. I therefore, after
experimenting, made reflectors by coating screens with one
coat of aluminium paint, followed by two coats of gold paint
(light bronze). These screens proved of great utility, in
scenes and in close ups, accentuating the colour and increasing
the exposure, and were less objectionable to the eyes of the
victims than the white ones. Charles Raleigh.

(To it continued.)

AUTOCHROME LANTERN SLIDES.
The very fact that a colour transparency is seen upon a much
larger scale greatly widens the scope of the process in regard to
the subjects that may be undertaken. Very much wider expanses
may be included in the picture successfully than would be the
case if the picture were to be viewed in its original size. It is

well known that landscapes are particularly disappointing when
viewed in this way, though, when projected, all the beauties <>i

the original may be seen fully in evidence.

For an Autociirome transparency for projection a full (slightly
over) exposure is necessary, coupled with a full development ill

the first bath. It is also essential to use a developing formula)
that will produce a very brilliant result in regard to colour, with-
out producing an unwanted density. An Autociirome transpar-
ency that is over-dense is often fairly satisfactory when viewed in

the hand if the colours are sufficiently brdliant, but such gives
very poor results when projected upon the lantern screen. The
Quinomet concentrated developer, issued and 6pecially recom-
mended by the makers of the plates, has no equal ; and Rytol
used as directed by Messrs. Burroughs Welloome & Co. in " The
Photographic Exposure Record." is also entirely satisfactory.
The following formula recommended by Mr. A. L. Hitchins is

also excellent for Autochromes required for projection. It pro-
duces a very clear, transparent and brilliant positive.

Metol 6.S gms.
Soda sulphite, anhydrous 40 „
Hydroqmnone .. 2.1 „
Potass bromide 2.5 „
Ammonia, .880 20 c.cs.
Potass ferrocyaiiide (not ferricyanide) • 4.1 gms.
Water ... 1,000 c.cs.

Development should be very full, and the action should be
allowed to continue for four or live minutes. The following
reversing bath is recommended :

—

Potass bichroniite 4 gms.
Sulphuric acid 15 c.cs.
Water 1,000 c.cs.

Redevelopment should be carried out in a good light with the
following at a temperature of not lower than bO deg. if. :

—

Soda sulphite (anhydrous) 21 gms.
Diamdopheuoi 6 gms.
Potass bromide, 10 per cent, solution ... 100 drops
Water 1,000 c.cs.

Sufficient time must be given for the image to be fully out, the
plate being left m the solution for four or five minutes. A
clearing bath should then be employed ; among the best is a
1 per cent, solution of bi-sulphite of soda, or, it the worker is in

the habit of using the acid permanganate reversing bath, this may
be diluted to a pale pink colour (about twenty times its own
bulk of water), but the plate must not be left m this bath more
than twenty seconds, or reduction ot the image will occur, if

the plate has been fully exposed and treated exactly as above the
hnal result should be thin, though with the colours sufficiently

brilliant for satisfactory projection as a lantern slide.

The worker may decide whether the plate (after clearing) is

in need of any further after treatment. Keduction may be neces-

sary if the plates are at all under-exposed, though it is unlikely
that an under-exposed Autochrome will be ever satisfactory for
lantern projection. If, however, it is decided to reduce the
plate, Parmer's reducer may be used, or the reversal solution
diluted with five times its own bulk of water is effective. It is

more than likely, however, that the plate will need intensification

in order to be brilliant enough for lantern projection. It must
be kept in mind that though the colours may seem bright when
viewed by transmitted light, the magnification of the image when
projected tends to reduce the quality and brilliancy of the image
to a greater degree than most photographers are prone to imagine.
The Lumiere pyro-silver intensifier is undoubtedly the best, for its

specific effect is to increase the brilliancy of the colours. If the

plate is already dense and the worker fears that pyro-silver may
add too much to the image, the chromium intensifier should be
used, as its action is more easdy judged and controlled.

Few Autochrome workers to-day varnish their transparencies ;

but this should be regarded as essential when preparing Auto-
chrome for projection, for it brightens the image, renders it more
transparent, increases the brilliancy of the colours, and has a
slightly protective effect. Previous to varnishing, the plate should
be soaked in a solution of chrome alum. Spotting out should be
done after varnishing, using transparent colours, and these should

,

be applied very carefully. R. M. Fanstone.
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nued from page 36.)

fv ipparatut—After many trial* I adopted a Sim-

n its usnal form, with a three-bladed shutter,

or lor still i.igher speeds the special form designed for

late American Kincmaoolor Co., having a two-bladed shutter

and a slower pull-down. These mechanisms are about

ones that would stand up to the wear and vibration

second.

I designed a colour wheel attachment that could be readily

ned to any standard Simplex or Powers projector, these

machines being used in the greater f the

:res in the United States.

creens I dyed up thin fixed lantern plates,

hardened the gelatine, cut them to segment* and cemented

them to - glasses, and by employing only the highest

s, these screens gave superior results to the

ioyed gelatines, using less en ng a

harper picture, and lasting sometimes for months.

I had .niam that enabled the operator

hange colour" instantly whilst running at full speed,

and a very deter job Caller made of tl signed a simple

sddition that enabled the operator to thread up his projection

machine always on ir and to the frame line. A
! hole was punched in the first red picture

of a reel, this hole being threaded on a movable pin that

. the aperture plate of the machine, and the

m of threading up aontin using the

the pin retired snd left the colour film in correct position

colour and to exact frame line.

^Although these alterations removed many of the objections

that Mr* associate! with Kinemarolor, and the result on the
screen was excellent, the process was not commercial, and

demand - colour in the film " and no fringing
mr«

•axlie-t workers who attempted to meet this

demand wm I *.. originally associated with Kinemarolor. He
was following

ok a Kinemacolor negative, and printed from this

nons on a strip of ordinary posi-

loped and toned it blue-green, waterproofed and
t with emulsion, printed the green impressions, tone-

httn prodn of the first " colour in

Later he • .what hi« operations
* r '' tmera with two lenses to avoid colour fringing,

but came up against " parallax," and had a brand-new form

of colour fringing which attached itaelf to stationary objects.

lernandez-Mejia was one of the next victims. He

ted or, at any rate, claimed to be the first who employed

a double-coated positive film, the red colour values being

printed on the one side, and dye-toned blue-green, the gi

colours printed on the other side and dye-toned red. He

also employed at first, a celluloid base tinted yellow, to avoid

confusion in printing and neutralise any excess of the blue

rays of the arc in projection. A full account of this process

and his hopes were published in the "B.J." of October 18,

Messrs. Eastman in a quiet way produced some samples of

colour in the film, on double-coated stock. I think it must

have been a kind of bait, for they then settled down to

placing on the market a practicable double-coated film stock.

Prisma, after a study of the most promising methods

adopted by the several workers of "colour in the film,"

selected that of Hernandez, and at that time, having strong

financial backing, were enabled to build extremely accurate

double printing machines, the credit of which belongs to

Messrs. Mason, Kelly and Casler. They also constructed

machines for the continuous automatic tone-dyeing of both

aides of the film. They employed Eastman's double-coated

stock and printed from negatives made with the Geneva

movement camera and composite colour screens as previously

fully described, and have for the last two years been experi-

menting to produce a non-fringe camera. They certainly had

fltndC^Essring sunk not far from three-quarters of a million

dollars in cash in the chase after commercial colour cinemato-

graphic pictures.

The commercial value of a colour process cannot be deter-

mined by the appearance on the projection screen, even when

the costs per foot are given.

A mixed programme may appear satisfactory as regards :

—

(a) Variety of subjects, but you must know the conditions

of exposure.

Hlx rendering the results may be pleasing, but far

from true.

(c) Sharpness, only when shown accompanied by rapid move-

ments, can indicate the value of the optical system employed.

Freedom from fringing can only be judged when the

D of close up movement is normal, and not purposely

slowed down.
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It is necessary to analyse the conditions under which the

product was made and exhibited, and, above all, know the

quantity of negative stock utilised over a considerable time

period, covering a variety of subjects, and the class of labour

employed in the production.

Losses in colour work far exceed those in black and white,

and are due to greater exposure factor, the chemical and

mechanical process of dye-toning and unskilled labour.

The number of operations are increased, the limitations are

greater, and the practice necessary is only acquired at the

expense of time and material.

As regards the exhibition end, if the product is widely

distributed, will it stand up to the wear and tear employed

in the projection machines?

In most machines wear is purposely confined to the celluloid

side of the film. Few models are constructed on principles

that treat with equal care both sides. Therefore the free

running under working conditions of a product that

possesses two emulsion surfaces must be confined to those

projectors in which an ordinary black and white film can

be run (under working conditions) with either celluloid or

emulsion side towards the objective, without damage.

Those who hope to succeed financially on a large scale

must improve present exposure conditions by obtaining colour

separation under methods having a less exposure factor than

the present procedure, and these colour separations must be

obtained simultaneously. The product, to have a maximum
life, should carry the colour values on the one side, so that

a celluloid surface can carry the wear of all manipulations

and handling from manufacture to projection.

To those workers who are content to specialise only in

subjects that lend themselves to the present common know-
ledge conditions, I would advise the taking up of the double

coated positive already on the open market, avoiding the

particular methods described in the latter patents. They
liin find plenty of means to dye-tone and produce many
pleading results.

There is usually much difference between what the patentee

tie owns and what his specification limits him to.

_ii dye-toning was a more complicated affair. I

remember when it was necessary to use five or six different

-. with intermediate washings, some of which had to

be very thorough. To-day it is possible to dye-tone in any

clour, employing but two baths, the whole operation, includ-
ing one rinse and one after-washing, requiring but twenty
minutes, and this from a faint silver image. The pi

is very fascinating, and I have made many thousands of
samples.

Starting with the well-known formula, ami with a varied
supply of reagents, it is not difficult to discover modifications
and variations; one of the peculiarities of well-known formula
is that one rarely gets satisfaction from following strictly the
method given, and many such may be made to give excellent
results with a little patience.

The chemicals employed in mordanting, and their order
of mixing, have much to do with the rapidity of after-

ing, as also the particular dye employed. Hypo should not
be used for clearing; clear, brjghl-coloured images absol
transparent can he obtained without it.

The variations of the working of dyes, even of the same
colour, are very great, some washing out quickly with
mordant and not with another.

When mixing dyes to obtain a desired colour care mus
taken that the mixture is one that gives uniform gradual
of colour. Some mixtures favour one colour in the
lights and the other colour in the shadows, which is

for balancing, for it must not be forgotten that the comple-
mentary dye colours must balance in the same manner as

was mentioned in making the colour negative, but in

case, being a subtractive method, the result must form a
black.

Very interesting combinations can lie obtained by com-
bining chemical and dye toning. The variations in the result

are infinite, the high-lights and shadows favouring different

colour-.

For experimenting with short lengths of double-coated posi-

tive, when desiring to dye-tone each side of a complementary
colour, I found the easiest method was to proteot one
Temporarily with a strip of Johnson's adhesive plaster (india-

rubber base) that can be obtained one inch wide, the ideal

width, as it protects only the area: inside the perioral

In conclusion I would add that although many mordants
and many dyes make satisfactory samples, it is n<

one that will dye-tone in a commercial manner a long [i

of film, and wash out rapidly and evenly.

Charles Raleigh.

BLUENESS IN AUTOCHROMES.
[In a recent issue of " Le Photographe "

is a paper by M. Eugene Muller, read before the Photo-Club of Alsace and Lorraine,

in which the author records his observations on the occurrence of a predominant blue tint in Autochrome transparencies, and of the

means which he found effective for its avoidance.)

Wratten h employed, in addition to the standard Lumiere

filter, for about one-quarter of the exposure. M. Monpillard has

also found that the Auto J screen of his manufacture, if used mi

conjunction with the Lumiere screen, for the whole period of the

exposure, is satisfactory.

My own preference has been for the use of a single screen some-

what deeper than the Lumiere standard Having a variety of

as at hand, I made a series of tests by photographing the same

vely with different screens. A white object was

always included, since the rendering of white may be readily

observed, and a screen is found to be correct if white is rendered

as white. A range of grej objects of different depths was lik.

included, since any predominant tint makes itself more evident

parts which should appear as grey.

At a result of these tests, made by using Autoohro

derived from nine different batches of emulsion, it was found that

in summer the Autochromes made with the .standard Lumi

gave a bluish tint, even when exposure was correct, or in e

of the correct time. The tint shows itself more or less sti

It was found that a particular batch of Autochiome plates of the

1920 showed a marked bluish tint, an observation which occa-

sioned the writer to go into the subject, although the existence of

the tint was denied by JIM. Lumiere. In later work it was
d that the Autochromes no longer exhibited this predominant

tint, the reason for which was found to be that, by an error, a
Von Hubl light-filter of greater depth than the standard one for

chrome work had been employed.
As regards variation in the mosaic screen itself of the Autochrome

this is an unimportant factor, and M. F. Monpillard has

already remarked that the cause of a predominant blue tint is to

elsewhere, namely, in a difference in the eolour-sensitive-

Iles^ of the emulsion. It is, of course, obvious that if the colour-

sensitiveness for red-orange rays is diminished from any cause, the

of the standard light-filter will give rise .to a. predominant blue

tint in the transparencies.

This blue tiDt may be corrected, or even completely avoided, by
other of several means. As has been suggested by M. Schitz.

the Lumiere light-filter may be supplemented by one of the
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and the taking of the other or succeeding picture by exposing the

particular surface of the panchromatic or colour sensitive emulsion

to white light with a colour phase which is of less value than the

white light.

The positive pictures are coloured in the usual manner, the

picture taken through the colour filter being tinted orange-red, and

tin- picture taken by exposure to white light with a colour phase,

being tinted blue-green

In the drawing a represents a blue-green phase, b a filling of

opaque material, and c a colour filter the colour of which is on the

le of the spectrum.

The following is one complete application of the invention when

using the arrangement illustrated in the drawing.

Area of white light aperture =.6233 sq. inches.

a of blue-green filter =.255 sq. inches.

The blue-green filter a is coloured with the following solution :

—

•Solution A :

—

Bapid green ... 10 grs.

Distilled water 10 ozs.

Solntion B :

—

Patent blue 10 grs.

Distilled water 20 ozs.

These solutions are mixed as follows :•

—

li ounces of Solution A and 1J ounces of solution B. To this

mixture is added four ounces of distilled water.

The transparent filter material, preferably having a gelatine

base, is immersed in the above solution for one minute, after which

it is rinsed in distilled water for fifteen seconds, and then allowed

to dry.

Filter c is coloured by immersion in the following solution :

—

Flavazine T ... 10 grs.

Distilled water 10 ozs.

The flavazine T is dissolved in the distilled water. The solution

is applied to the filter material by means of a brush so as to obtain

the gradual effect previously referred to in this specification.

The density and area of the colour filter c is determined by test

so as to balance with the aperture for white light and the blue

green colour phase.

The positive film is coloured by direct application of blue-green

and orange-red colouring alternately, the blue-green being applied

to the portion of the film corresponding to that portion of the nega-
tive which has been exposed to light passing through the white
aperture and the blue phase and the orange-red to the portion of

the film corresponding to that portion of the negative which has
been exposed to light passing through the flavazine filter. One
suitable solution for colouring the blue-green picture is as

follows :

—

Solution A :

—

Rapid green

lied water
Solution B :

—

Patent blue

Distilled water

10 grs.

10 ozs.

10 grs.

20 ozs.

To a mixture of one ounce of solution A and two ouik
solution B add two ounces of distilled water.
The solution for colouring the orange-red picture is as folio.-

Solution A :

—

Fast red D ..

Distilled water

Solution B :

—

Flavazine T ...

Distilled water

To b mixture of three at solution A and half-an-oui
of solution 1! add three ounces of distilled water.

10 grs.

11 ozs.

10 grs.

10 ozs.

TRIPLE COMPOSITE PLATES FOR THREE-COLOUR
NEGATIVE MAKING.

The old process of preparing three separate colour sensitive emul-
sions, coated on one support, their colour sensitiveness being so

adjusted that three-colour negatives may be obtained at one expo-
sure, introduced by the late Dr. J. II. Smith (English ]

19.940. 1904). and demonstrated by him before the Royal PI

graphic Society, has been revived by a German inventor.

patent. No. 183,189, in the name of Ernst August Lage, pre

for a plate for tricolour photography, which comprises three films

placed upon one rigid support, which can be separated when
required. The three separate sensitive surfaces are pressed into

optical contact by means of rubber rollers, which press out the air

between the layers, after the edges of the glass plate, used as a
support, have been moistened. The combined plate can then be
exposed as one surface, and when required for development the two
separate films may be detached. The three sensitive surfaces are

then developed in the usual way.

This invention provides for an improved method of producing
photographic plates comprising three superposed colour sensinve
films. Three silver emulsion colour-sensitive films (sensitized for

the different spectral divisions) are prepared separately, are then
superposed directly upon each other and are pressed into optical

contact by pressing out the intervening air.

I: is preferred to prepare one emulsion upon glass, whilst the other

two emulsions are applied to very thin films. The films may consist

of celluloid, collodion, coloured gelatine, mica, etc.

The thin films are placed upon the lower silver bromide plate,

the intimate contact between the plates being produced by pressing

out the air from between the films. A suitable mode of working

is the following :—The emulsion 6ide of the glass plate is wetted at

the edge all round. The first film is then placed upon the table,

with the emulsion side upwards, and the film, together with the

plate, are then pressed against one another by one or more rubber

rollers, which press out the air between the layers which are to be

brought together. The second film is then superposed in the same
manner, whereupon the plate is ready for exposing.

The lower emulsion which may be carried by the glass is a

highly sensitive bromide emulsion sensitized for red rays; upon it

lies a film sensitized for yellow, green and blue rays, whilst the

uppermost film is sensitive to blue only. The filter layers, should

any l>e required, arc placed upon the rear sides of the emulsion

carriers, preferably in the form of easily washed out colour layers

of gelatine.

In order to develop the plate it is sufficient to make a slight

incision upon the lower side along the edge. The several filn

then easily separated, and may he developed and treated in the

usual manner.
It would seem that the process described in the foregoing specifi-

cation is that which contributes in part to the method which was

recently brought to the notice of photographers at the trade exhibi-

tion in the Professional Photographers' Association Congress by the

Peerless Photo-Pnper Co.. Ltd.. of Rickmanswortb. At that ex-

hibition we learnt that the three-colour-sensation negatives are made

at one exposure in an ordinary camera by means of a triple sensi-

tive material which consists of two emulsion-coated celluloid films

of extreme thinness mounted upon an emulsion-coated glass plate.

That, however, is only half the process, since the Peerless Photo-,

Paper Co. have a method of their own of making a colour print

from this negative set on a single *heet of development paper.
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represented by a deposit, ami red, clear glass. In printing
»'• -I, all nhtain rod transparency. Finally, to obtain the

Mim made behind an orange or red filter, which

transmits red and yellow and absorbs blue, the negative will

slum red and yellow dense and the blue clear glass, thus Riving
the blue positive.

Kilters already adjusted CJ ined from most inn:

ami it is advisable to purchase the
filters from the makers whose plate you il bide to a

II: .' exposed your plate behind the respective filters,

the plates slioiiM be marked in some way in the ilark room,

thai when developed yon will know which fitter

lartioular plate. In the author's own prar-

:
L- .hi the corner oi the plate I. for red fi

II !"i green filter, and III. for the blue-violet filter. The
plates are elway* exposed in this order. Exposure should be

full, i in the shadows are recorded, and the plates

ihould he developed to) one and the same time,

ihould Imj aimed to produce a fairly soft n

hard negative* are apt bo render t!n> resulting ti

pareiiiy somewhat hard, with detail lacking in the I igh Iil

IBS the part of the process where the skill ami per-
il the worker play an important part, and tha

the making ol the transparency. Personality is put her.

by the method to be mentioned the worker has it within his

liter, within limits, the result of the (ran

ir yellow, and bl little of any one colour is required, or
-h Iwthft the whole is required to be brilliant or somewhat dull.

ireral methods of producing tin -colour ti

parenciee, but the one given below is about one of the simplest
anil lie : Heal.

From the m- en with the red fill

ile in black ami white upon an ordinary lantern p]

.what denser image should be aimed Tor, as during the
subsequent hath it loses a little ill depth. It should be well

fixed, and washed for at least half an hour in running v,

mild then lie placed in the following bath:—
Ammonium ferrous oxalate s grs.

Potassium ferricyanide 8 g'

i.l 84 in.

Water
3J ozs .

Iii this solution the image quickly assumes a blue tone. It
ihould the bed for a short time and immersed in an
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;
bath to remove the silver compound. Too

: advisable, as the bath attacks the

d gradually dissolves it away. Alter well wash-

one or two minutes in a 1 or 2 per

ion of hydrochloric acid ; the colour is converted by

a brilliant greenish-blue. The plate should now be

repeated changes of boiled or distilled water and

dried.

To produce the yellow image, a positive transparency from

kite blue filter negative is made with films, using either the

roll" film variety or one of the flat films now on the market.

If dried after fixing and washing, it should he thoroughly

d and placed in the following bath:—
ick Solution.

(A) Potassium ferrieyanide 124 grs.

Water, boiled or distilled 3 1 ozs.

(B) Lead nitrate 124 grs.

Water, boiled or distilled 31 ozs.

Working solution A 1 OZ. 6 drs., B 95 mins. Acetic acid, a

few drops, This hath should bo filtered if it becomes turbid.

The film should not contain the slightest trace of hypo,

otherwise spots will form. The image will bleach out white,

and then appears to he intensified to a notable extent, and for

this reason the transparency should not be developed too

strongly. When bleaching has penetrated through the

emulsion, well wash until all trace of yellow stain has dis-

appeared, then place in the following bath for a few-

seconds:

—

Stock Solution.

Potassium bichromate 37 grs.

Water ' 3 1 ozs.

Take ono part of above to one part of water.

Wash again until all yellow stain has gone from tiie high

lights, and dry. Varnishing this film with one of the trans-

parent varnishes on the market renders the image more
transparent.

It is in printing from the green fitter negative for the red

constituent imago that rather more skill is required. Old and
useless films should be fixed out in hypo with a little potassium

ferrieyanide to clear the emulsion from fog, well washed, and
dried. They are then immersed for two minutes in the follow-

ing solution at 00 dcg. F. :—
Ammonium bichromate 27 grs.

Strong sulphuric acid 6 drops.

Water 2 ozs. 1 dr.

Rinsed in clear water and dried in the dark.

Printing is carried out in da3'light until the image is well

seen in a brownish colour; it is then removed from the print-

ing frame, well washed for hall an hour in frequent changes

of water—not running water. The dim should then bo

immersed in the following solution :
—

Magenta red dye 16 grs.

Hot water 4 ozs.

Acetic acid 10 mins.,

lor about twenty minutes, so as to give the chroniated image

plenty of time to take up the dye. Rinsing in water made
acid with acetic acid until the high lights are clear of the dye

completes the operation for the red film.

Wo now have three positives in their respective three

colours, namely, blue upon the glass, and a yellow and red

film, and all that now remains is to superimpose the three

images on top of one another to complete the picture in all its

natural beauty.

The blue slide i> first placed in a. retouching desk with the

film uppermost; upon this is laid the yellow image, and moved
about until the two images are in register; a little touch of

seocotine is placed on the underside of each corner of the film,

and the two pressed well into contact, a cover glass is laid

over, and the whole put under pressure for about 24 hours

for the glue to dry. Laying the yellow image should be done

in daylight, as it is very difficult to see the yellow image during

artificial light. We now have the picture in two colours, and

if carefully superimposed no fringing of the colours will show.

It now remains to fit the red over the green image, which is

done in exactly the same way as with the yellow film, but in

this case the picture will be seen in all its original colours;

after cementing the corners and leaving to dry under pressure

for 24 hours, the picture is masked and bound between a cover

"

glass with lantern strips.

Anyone making these transparencies for the first' time will

be astonished at the results—shadows are transparent, high

light with colour, and the resulting picture more or less under

the control of the worker.

The above operations sound more difficult than the opera-

tion really is, and the author trusts that it may be the means
of inducing many others to take up this branch of photo-

graphy. The difficulties, if any, are easily overcome with a

little practice and patience, and when once a fair start has

been made, and the subject thoroughly grasped, there are but
' few who will have any desire to abandon the work.

Frederic (J. Tctton.

THE GORSKY CAMERA FOR COLOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[The patent specification, No. 185,161, for the optical system of a camera for colour cinematography, invented by Professor S. M.
de 1'rocoudine Gorsky, and previously mentioned in the Colour Photography " Supplement " of January 6, 1922, p. 4, has now
been published. This system consists of three rhomboidal prisms, cemented together to make one combination prism, which is

arranged in front of three separate lens systems. Two of these prisms are coated with a reflecting band of silver, and thus three

ate pencils of light traverse parallel optical paths, and are then taken up by the three lenses. As the distances which the rays
•ire iiiii equal, correction has to be made, either in designing the objectives or in adjustment of their focal lengths, but in a

suggested modification to suit a camera taking three separate bands of film this is unnecessary. Three films in this adaptation are fixed

qua] distances from the prisms, so that the optical distances become equal. In a further modification of the system, two prisms
in fig. 3, and by this means it is claimed that a greater volume of light is allowed to reach the films. The novelty of

this optical system is thai the original image, received by the first prism, is split into three separate images before entering
the lens system, and the corrections which are made for distortion,
on the sensitive surface.]

invention consists of an optical system for a photographic
camera, comprising a series of rhomboidal prisms arranged in such
manner that the light-iays from the object are reflected so as to
fcrm three identical images on three picture areas of a sensitive
surface. The parallel faces of the prisms, which are coplanar, are
piovided with a substance having a refractive index differing from

caused by the prisms, enables three identical images to be recorded

that of the glass, or a partially-silvered surface to act as a partial

reflector. The reflected rays are passed through lenses situated at

varying distances from the prisms and the sensitive surface of the

film or films.

Fig. 1 illustrates a method suitable for the simultaneous produc-

tion of three identical images upon one cinematograph film

;
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ilty in handling these in the dark-room. The Auto-

upon a minimum degree of i it, is

oi ed grains, while the image being small

aent than transparencies of larger size.

pertnre lenses fitted to these small

depth of definition may be obtained without

mall stop. The colours are also mora brilliant

when largi kfe need.

disadvantage with a small camera is that the slides may

n„ t |
iugh to accommodate the Autochrome plate with

its black card backing, while they are useless for the Paget pro-

when the extra thin taking screens and plates are

,yed. Tliusc workers who are equipped with the N. & G.

double slides will find their equipment suitable in every way.

jreat danger with these .small plates is frilling, which often

e than is the case with the larger sizes.

.\ defective edge of, say, a quarter of an inch may not greatly

matter in those transparencies of quarter-plate size and over,

but iu the case of a 4i x 6 cm. or 3£ x 2£ plate this may

make a decided inroad upon the picture. Handling the plate

with hot fingers is a very prolific source of the trouble. As a.

preventive I suggest that a metal frame may be constructed, into

which the plate could be slipped from one end, the other end

curved upward to serve as a handle. With small trans-

parencies, especially those intended for lantern projection, it is

ary to secure brilliant results. For some notes on this

subject I would refer the reader to an article appearing in this

" Supplement " for September, 1922.

I assume that most photographers who use the 3£ x 2g size

i with a view to using their results as lantern slides. In

the case of 3£ x 2£ plates it is not a difficult matter to cut a

quarter-of-an inch off one end of the plate, provided the worker

led to cutting glass and is possessed of a good diamond. If

this is not the case, a glazier can be persuaded to do the job,

bui under the worker's personal supervision. A sheet of thick

felt, upon which a piece ot smooth velvet is laid, should be used

for cutting- on, the cut, of course, being made from the glass

side. Great care is necessary to break the film and not to tear it.

To hind up the plate as a lantern slide proceed as follows :

—

Take a perfectly clean cover glass and lay the transparency film

down upon this, exactly central. The edges of the transparency

are 'hen given a thin coat of " Seccotine," and the two plates are

placed on one side until the adhesive is perfectly dry. The 6lide

is then bound up in the usual manner, a fairly wide binding being
used on the short side of the plate. If a 4£ x 6 cm. Autochrome
is to be bound up, a slightly different proceuure is necessary.

The plate is placed in the centre of the cover glaes, and the

, are gummed as before. Great care should now be taken
that the Seccotine does not run under the edges of the Autochrome
plate, as it is liable to attack the colours. When this plate is

ready for binding it will be found that there is considerable space
around the small Autochrome which requires filling in. This may
bo done by cutting pieces of cardboard of the necessary thickness
and sufficiently wide to reach to the edges of the cover glass.

These may be attached to the cover glass by means of Seccotine
and strips of binding so affixed, that the junction of the card-
board and Autochrome is concealed. The slide may then be bound
up in the usual manner, and will be found U> present no difficulty

when it is put through the lantern. In the case of small trans-
it's made by the Paget process, two methods are available.

The easier, perhaps, is to make the small transparency upon an
ordinary lantern plate, and use a full lantern size viewing screen,

e may be bound up together without trouble; no special
rations are necessary. However, it may not be thought

economy to use such a large viewing screen for so small a picture,
and in the second method a screen of the size of the actual picture
is used. This screen should be carefully adjusted into perfect

and then held to the lantern plate by spring clips,
tine is then applied to the edges, and the whole allowed to

nae perfectly dry. Pieces of cardboard are then cut to the
nil affixed, as suggested above, for the small

chrome plate. The slide, is then bound up in the usual manner,
I ready for the lantern.

I always be remembered, when making colour trans-
for lantern projection, that the most brilliant possible
obtained. This particularly applies to the small sizes

en plates we are now considering, as the slightest flatness or

extra density will be fatal slide is shown
upon the screen. To this end the utmi and clean!'
should be observed in dark-room manipulations, wh
of the plate itself must be most accurately estimated. If develop
mint, etc., is carried out with the aid of the metal fra

led, there should be no reason to expect other than a
result as regards these manipulations, but it is quite apparent that
unless the exact times necessary for the complete development,
reversal, re exposure, and re-development of the plate, in the case
of the Autochrome, are observed, brilliant pictures cannot be

ed. A difficulty often experienced in reven
chrome image, and one which controls the ultimate brill iam
the picture, is the second exposure to light. This, of course, takes
place after the potassium permanganate bath has dissolved out the
original negative image, and it should be observed that just suffi

cient light is used, and that of a suitable quality. It may be found
that brilliant sunlight will cause reversal, more or less according
to the time of exposure to the light. If this does occur, a Hat
lifeless [mage will result upon re-development, ft should there-
fore be remembered that a too long exposure to daylight must be
avoided, it being much better to use some artificial means of illumi-
nation. An expo nda' duration to the lighl of a
half-watt bulb of about 100 cs

| but
failing this one inch of magnesium ribbon at 2 ft. distance
the plate will suffice.

^1 R. M. Fan's [i

DESENSITISING IN THE AUTOCHROME PROCESS.
l.\ a paper read before the Photo-Club of Alsace and Lorraine
SI. Eugene Muller has some hints to give from his exjjerienco in

the usa of desensitising in the Autochrome process. He writes:
As is well known, the reddish colour of gelatine film obtained

by the safranine desensitise; is destroyed by the permanganate
reversing bath. On the other hand, this colour is not removed
when a reversing bath of acid bichromate is used. Those who have
been accustomed to use the bichromate reverser do not seem to take
kindly to the permanganate reverser, which they consider less prac-
tical. They are thus led to discard the safranme desensitiser and
to use the aurantia desensitiser for Autochrome plates. While the
yellowish colour produced on an Autochrome plate by auiantia is

not destroyed by the acid bichromate bath itself, washing for 2 to

22 minutes after the reverser is sufficient to remove the yellow
colour.

The panchromatic emulsion of the Autochrome plate being only
about half the sensitiveness of the Lumiere Blue-Label plate, the
degree of desensitisation obtained with aurantia is ample for deve-

lopment quite close to a lo-c.p. carbon-filament bulb used behind
four thicknesses of yellow Virida paper. With this illumination

there is no risk in examining the plate by transmitted light. Hold-
ing it 8 or 10 inches from the light, the instant of "extinction"
of the image can be seen as readily as by green light.

In practical working, the plate is placed in the desensitising bath
•in complete darkness, after which the yellow light can be imme-
diately used, if the precaution is taken of using for desensitising

an opaque dish (porcelain or xylonite) and covering it with a card

or placing it in shadow. The protection of a shadow of a solid

screen is sufficient for the transference of the desensitised plate

into the developer. Working in this way, the. handling of the

piate in the dark is reduced to a minimum. The dark-room clock

can be placed in the direct light of the lamp, so that it can bo

used with the greatest ease for timing both the period of desen-

sitising and the factorial development of the plate.

In transferring the plate from the desensitising bath directly

into the developer without rinsing, the latter becomes strongly

coloured, but this colour does not prevent the solution from being

used for the second development, even when exposure of the plate

is made to electric light such as a 32- or 50-c.p. lamp. It is, how-

ever, advisable to expose the plate to the light for some seconds

before applying the coloured develoj rock the dish vigor-

ously so as to uncover the various parts of the plate to the artificial

light, or to daylight if that is used, during redevelopment.

It will thus be seen that when re-developing desensitised plates

it is not necessary to use a stronger illumination than when

re-developing plates which have not been desensitised. Appar-

ently this arises from the fact that, as n .ted by Lvjppo Cramer.

desensitisation acts only on the surface of the emulsion grain, and

that these surface grains are removed by the reversing bath.

Eugene Mrurit.
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THREE-COLOUR BROMOIJL TRANSFER.
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•it is fully inked it is ready for trai

ipport, »ny good quality of drawing paper with

smooth surface may bo used. This paper is first

ling placed between wet blotting paper; it is

oved and placed upon a pad of dry blotting p

i of three-ply wood. The yellow print is now laid

down on the transfer paper and a pencil line drawn

. ;e upon the transfer. This acts as a guide for

other prints and allows easy registration. Several sheets'

of clean blotting paper are now placed on top, and over this

, blanket, when the whole is ready for the

press. An ordinary rubber-roller mangle or wringer works

well, but good pressure is necessary. The print should

be passed through three or four times backwards and for-

wards, taking care that no stoppage occurs during the
proce

The bromide is now stripped from the transfer, and it will
he found that the latter now holds the ink. The next print
to ink in the blue, from the red negative. It is usually found
that the blue ink is very intense, and care should be taken
thai this print is not over-inked. Transferring takes place
exactly as in the yellow print, care being taken that the
edge of the print corresponds with the marks upon the trans-
fer paper. Finally the red print is inked and transferred
upon the other two-colour images, when, if care has been taken
during the process, it will be found that the result fully
justifies the amount of trouble taken.

H. H. KeaTIIERSTONE, F.R.P.S.

COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY WITH
NON-INTERMITTENT FILM.

[Ami eg the inventors who continue to attack the problem of cinematography in natural colours is M. Edouard Belin, well known
as a successful experimenter in the telegraphic transmission of photographs. According to a patent specification. No. 157,196, applied

for in Germany in 1914, under the International Convention, but only recently accepted in this country, M. Belin has designed a

form of cinematograph camera and projector in which the film moves continuously. It is claimed for this pattern of apparatus that

it provides the means for three-colour cinematography much more efficiently than apparatus in which the film is exposed and
projected intermittently.]

The principle of the system will be understood by the following

general description :—Assume A (fig. 1) to be a transparent cylin-

drical surface against which a film P is supported which carries a

succession of positive pictures resembling the ordinary cinemato-

graph films, whilst S is a powerful source of light provided with a

condenser C and an objective (not shown) forming an illuminated

rectangle of the dimensions of an elementary print.

By means of moving prisms p or reflecting mirrors, light from
this souice of illumination plays upon the film P and is projected

on the element lry images in succession at the same time as a

diaphragm D is displaced over the other face of the film, the

rectangular opening d of which diaphragm had also the dimensions
of an elementary print. Finally a rotatable high power objective

having a very small field of view is located at O in such a way
that the axis of the cylinder A cuts the optical axis at the focal

point. This objective forms on a cylindrical surface A 1 the image
of the film I and as the elementary positives are illuminated one
after the other, the images are also successively formed side by
side at A' one after the other. If the radius of the cylinder is

equal to twice the principal focal length of the objective, the

images will have the same size as the positives and the surface A 1

of the same radius as A will be on the same cylinder and sym
metrical relative to the objective 0.
By interposing in an emergent group of rays, a reflecting surface

M, the images which would be normally formed at A 1 may be
reflected in any suitably selected direction. Assuming that such a

mirror M 1 reflects the picture A 1 to A" the same calculation may
he made and a similar construction employed for the second image,
which may bo called B" (not shown), but instead of bringing B11

le A" it may be made to coincide with the latter. It suffices

for this to give the mirror M2 a slightly different inclination to
that of the mirror Ml. If this is continued for each picture, the
position necessary for the mirrors may be ascertained. For this, it

is only necessary to consider the centre of each image.
In order that all the images may be equally superposed, it is

sary that the sum of the lengths of the incident ray
and the reflected ray shall be constant, that is to sav. that
()M' +M'A" = 0Ai.

and A" are, however, two fixed points. The centres of the
mirrors must therefore lie on an ellipse having the centres of the
objective and of the image A 11 for foci.

If in such a system, there is placed at AH a white screen or a
ground glass, and the objective is turned continuously towards
the positives which are simultaneously uncovered t>y the diaphragm
D and illuminated by the revolving prism p, an observer sees a

single image continuously illuminated and strictly stationary,

because in proportion as the diaphragm uncovers one of the elemen-
tary positives it conceals a corresponding part of the precedent print
or picture. If the photographs placed at A have been taken one
after the other, and if the subject comprises at this moment
movable objects, such for example as persons in movement, the
observer notices at A" that the stationary objects retain this

property under projection and that objects which are moving appear
as in real life.

Consider a suitable illuminated object V (fig. 1),

If this object be observed through a convenient lens of large aper-

ture or a divergent, lens, the eye perceives between the object and

vie. l.

the lerrs and apparently on the lens, an actual clear image a;

distance of distinct vision and for any superior distance.

It is this image which the objective of the apparatus must photo-

graph after reflection of the rays by the series of mirrors placed

the elliptical surface.

The apparatus is thus composed of a suitable optical arrangi

O adapted to give an image which is virtually erect or reversed U>

the object photographed.
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in an ellipse and suitably regulated,

repeats this image in as m ->sed images owing to the inter-

1 placed at one of the foci of tile ellipse.

the be other focus,

tie focal plane ami along a cylinder A a sensitive film P is

placed be
i'

» rectangular diaphragm D having the dimeu-

elemeiitary image is displaced,

•mmencement of the operation, the diaphragm beii

udrical surface A occupied by the film and
:g directed towards this same place, a fir.v.

• • is quite clearly printed.

of the cylinder, the length of th» Mi
* equal '• the product of the length of a print by the numi

. has beei e, a suitable arrange-

film by another, the diaphragm an.l

departure and ever

In wever short it may be, which
! be necessary for this returning to tlwir original positions of

the diaphragm and the mirrors, a diaphrag form of an

leac : >• be aeaamed on the one hand carrying equi-

ilistai which form apertures, and • ber hand a

<• formed of several tubes regularly and symmetric
_-ed about a common axis of rotation. In this case, for

^^Hr'" w ',n &° snS'e °' exploration of 60 deg., the objective would
rmed of 6 tubes constituting between them angles of 60 de*.

H-h carrying one of the two lexises of a similar symmetrica!
system.

je M

p'.i' f

ing or projecting apparatus embodies the general
(ilea explained, and is composed of :

—

A powerful source of light S

;

g arrangement as |

al surface .A of glass of an arc of about 60 deg. ;

i vera! symmeti
A sari" : >cal surface M.
A second, short, focus, objective o.

P formed by the series of pictures to be pre-
hears agar :. ndrical glaas surfa.

endless, thoroughly opaque, band D perforated merely from
ace at suitable regular distances with a rectangular

y

Pic 1.

, l ha

' an eJemsnUry print or picture

ilm which has just

lly the length of li.

' he succeedii

«h series of

film.

; arrangement p. the diaphragm I)

he samr mechanical
iiltaneooe.

ler, a suitable mechanical arrange-
by drawn

ed a little lat this

that of the

ed the

•m the ex-

ploration by the window, for the rate of 15 prints or pictun -

second, will be exactly two seconds.

During this relatively long time the foregoing mechanical action

is very easily realisable.

As in the arrangement of fig. 1, the image V (fig. 3) furnisl •

.in objective of large diameter or a divergent lena i» photographed
-econd objective after reflection of the rays by three mirrore

V. or three prisms in such a way that three identical real images are
formed normally and simultaneously in the focal plane where the

ive surface P is found. The second objective "0 is, however.

d with a sufficiently long focus and with sufficient correction

that the three elementary prints which are juxtaposed are formed
irface (the number 3 may be any suitable number).

1)

d *g 8: ' ragm D is

drum or reel T revolves,

_th of which is that of the

! its course. At
up another window and suddenly

g the loop taut in front of the
'I* arc which has just disappeared.

the arc is 60 centimetres, and each
lias a ba.- ' timetres, the time of u

Iragm brings

Pig. 4.

The whole is regulated so that the three elementary images are
exactly juxtaposed without an interval reserved for any other

b as that of perforations for moving them on.
'ness of this juxtaposition is indispensable to the absolute

i tical functioning of the apparatus.
If it be assumed that the elementary images are, as in the ordinary

cinematograph, 35 mm. at the base by 20 mm. in height, the three
images will be juxtaposed by the small side of the rectangle and
their whole will thus form a horizontal rectangle of 35 x 3- 105 mm.
at the base by 20 mm. in height.

n>: ESSH
"1 "FW1 -

] X -*t
/TV r ' - t

". J

"

5 '1>EE
rig, 6.

• ""> «**" >med of a sing! mains
immovable, and the number of the mirrore or

i ,. <y| to
three.

But instead of a single film there are three films, P
which are juxtaposed parallel and directed so that their axes
ridi with tin? small axis of each image (fig. 4).
The width of each film :s exactly equal to the l>ase of a i

elementary image, say, for example, 35 mm., the mo
means of points, cams or helices, or by any other mnt.il/
ruent is no. longer produced by means of holes form -hite
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margin reserved ou the sides of the film. Those holes are in an

eserved between each elementary print or picture on the

same band.

An endless, flexible and opaque curtain D, perforated with eqm-

:. is displaced in a continuous manner before these

o films, and following a direction parallel with the base of the

window is of exactly the dimensions of an elemen-

e and the interval between two successive windows d, </'

qual to twioe the larger base of these same images (fig. 5).

When the operation commences it is assumed that the window d

will totally illuminate the first elementary print or picture, whilst

.vo identical images i% i' are formed on the opaque part of the

ss shutter. The first film 1" is then printed without' there

on on the other two T 2 P3
, but at tl.is moment the

shutter band D is being displaced and the second elementary image

inted on l' 2 , whilst successively the parts corresponding to 1"

ed. When the second image >'2 is entirely exposed, the

first film P' is no longer concerned, and it is then that its displace-

ment is produced. This displacement in order to be produced has

all the time taken by the window for reaching the extreme edge of

the third film P».

It is then the turn of th<» second film P2 to be displaced whilst

the. curtain commencing te mask P3
, the second window 'd 1 co n-

roences to illuminate P 1 u Hs fresh position. On this film P 1 a

second print, the fourth of -wie series, is printed above the first t"
1

,

and when it is fully exposed P3
, which is completely eclipsed, com-

mences its displacement, and so forth up to the end of the operation.

The diagrammatic description just given of the api aratus for taking

views enables the projecting apparatus (fig. 3) to be immediately

understood.

Here, there are, of course, three prisms or mirrors M, the objec-

tive placed between these latter and the diapositives P and finally

the curtain D with windows d placed in front of the three films

P', P2
, P3

, which are shown and moved according to the same rules

as for taking the views.

The objective with wide aperture or the divergent lens are here

alone replaced by the short focus projecting objective o.

For cinematography in colours, the statements above, as a whole,

may be repeated as regards the theoretical arrangement. However,

for taking views, or their projection, the apparatus is presented

in the following way :

—

Nine elementary prints or pictures are simultaneously exposed

because each of the three films is printed at the same time with

three identical pictures placed vertically one above the other oppo-

site the large sides of the rectangles. But, for this, intimate juxta-

position is no longer necessary, and between each print there con-

tinues to be reserved the indispensable perforated spaces for moving
the film as in fig. 4. Before each image of this vertical 6eries one

en three coloured filters is placed. This causes, by reason of the

three parallel films, the rectangle formed of nine images to be seen

through three horizontal glass bands, constituting in one case one

of the ternary colours, and in the other cases the other ternary

colours.

The window has a treble height. If, for example, the images are

35 x 20 and the reserve and perforated spaces 35 x 3

;

A. The bands of coloured glass are 105 x 20 mm ;

B. The window is 35 x (20+3-1-20 + 3+20) or 35x66 mm.
The inverse reasoning is applicable to the apparatus for taking

pclvchrome views.

To all the technical advantages which characterise this improved
cinematograph process as a whole, there must be added others cf a

material nature.

First of all, by reason of the continuity of the view, there is no
necessity imposed of multiplying beyond measure the number <f

ntary pictures, and from this fact there must result a con-
• in the consumption of films.

On thp other hand, the substitution of a space reserved between
two images for the two margins habitually employed also consti-

iving, less evident than the foregoing, but nevertheles?

appreciable, if the length of the films at present employed in cine-

;raphy be considered.

Practical Color Photography. — Our publishers, Messrs.
Henry Greenwood and Co., Ltd., who are supplying the new
manna., " Practical Color Photography," by Mr. E. J. Wall,
inform us that following the rapid exhaustion of the first delivery
from the American publishers, they have now received a second
consignment, and are able to supply the book post free to any
part of the world *>t the price of 13s. 3d.

AUTOCHROMES AND SUN SPOTS.

Among writers in France on Autochrome work reference has been
somewhat frequently made of late to the tendency of the Auto-
chrome plate to give results, the colour rendering of which is some-
what on the bluish side. Several workers have made suggestions of
means by which this effect may be prevented, such as the use of
different compensating light-filters, but no one hitherto appears to
have suggested the cause of the phenomenon except by the assump-
tion that either the mosaic filter or the emulsion is not the same
as that previously manufactured by MM. Lumiere. The latter
however, have been able to give their very positive assurance that
the product remains identical with that issued as long ago as in the
years before the war, since the materials are taken from precisely
the same stock.

A remarkable suggestion respecting the cause has recently been
put forward, namely that it is a variation in the spectral com-
position of solar light, due to the occurrence of spots on the sun.

This theory is ventilated in an article in a recent issue of " Photo-
Revue," where M. J. Lacroix discusses it, and receives the sup-
port of M. L'Abbe Moreux, superintendent of Bourges Observatory.
M. Lacroix writes :—My experience confirms that of many other
amateurs. After having closely noticed that for a considerable
time my results tended towards a bluish tone, I made numerous
comparisons, not simply on single' plates but with series of expo-
sures, and communicated the results to MM. Lumiere. I learnt

that the manufacture remained identically the same ; the same emul-
sions and the same dyes, taken from existing stock. After a certain

lapse of time I repeated my tests, but with the same results, and
was thus led to the belief that some unknown cause required to be
found to account for the difference. Although the suggestion may
arouse ridicule, I will state it nevertheless. May it not be that the

sun itself is responsible for the difference in the colour rendering.

At a conference held at Agen three or four years ago M. L'Abbe
Moreux, in the course of a lecture on various astronomical sub-

jects, referred to sun spots. It appeared to me that, in addition

to the many great results which coincide with the occurrence of

spots on the sun, a difference in the results on Autochrome plates

may be included, and on putting this question specifically to M.
Moreux, he replied that it was quite possible that there was a

difference in the solar radiation requiring a modification of the

colour sensitiveness of the plates or an alteration in the compensat-

ing light-filters. MM. Lumiere, in their turn, expressed the view-

that if such modification had shown itself to be necessary they

would have had experience of it in the course of their tests, but,

on the other hand, it is possible that MM. Lumiere's tests are not

made under such various conditions of light, subject, time of year.

etc., as are those undertaken by the "ordinary users of the plates.

In some circumstances the tendency to blueness is scarcely appreci-

able and even entirely absent. In photographing subjects which

are fairly close to the camera and are taken in a bright light, at

about midday, the results are excellent when correctly exposed and

developed. But in the early morning, or late evening, when the

light is rich in colour, subjects which include great distances ex-

hibit, as regards these portions, a very marked blueness. I can only

suppose that MM. Lumiere have not made tests with this particular

kind of subject and, therefore, have not experienced the necessity

for some modification of the process. Nevertheless, my own experi-

ence with subjects in which the light reaches the camera through

large areas of the atmosphere leads me to believe that same modifi-

cation of the compensating filters or the colour-sensitiveness of the

emulsion has become necessary. I am very far from wishing to

dogmatise in this matter, and have written solely for the purpose

of eliciting the experience and enlisting the collaboration of all

those who have derived such great pleasure from the marvello"-

results with the Autochrome process.

Three-Colobr Transparencies.—In reference to the paper by

Mr. Frederic G. Tutton, which appeared in the " Colour Photo-

graphy " Supplement for November 3 last, Mr. Tutton writes to

inform us that in common with the " Club Photographer a mis-

statement was made respecting the exhibit of his to which a medal

was awarded at the recent exhibition of the Royal Photographic

Society. The transparency which secured the award at the K.F.8.

was not made by the process described last month, but by three-

colour carbon with subsequent intensification of the colours as

described in the catalogue.
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